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Thc 9th of August, 1902, marks an epoch in the history of the

world. With the dawning of this day, our Gracious Sovereign

Edwarp the Seventh of England, Ireland and Wales, and the First

of Scotland, and Alexandra, became the Crowned King and Queen
of Great Britain and Ireland, and the Emperor and Empress of

India. A Coronation is the event of a life, and we hail this precious

opportunity with a gladsome heart and joyful spirit and in the

name of the Empire we invite our friends and brothers, one and
all. to come, and join us in the festivities of the occasion, and avail

themselves of the precious opportunity presented to them, the like of

which these wistful longing eyes of ours shall never see again.

In the name of TpE SociExy for the Resuscitation of Indian

LtTKRATURE,—a Socicty having for its objects amongst others the

propagation of the intellectual and moral greatness of the Ancient

Hindus, both in the East and West, and the publication and gratuitous

distribution of such important works and pamphlets as are calculated

to create a feeling of sympathy and admiration of other nations for

India and her Literature, and last, though not least, the organization

of an intellectual brotherhood, amongst the various races and differ-

ent communities of the world ;—and on the blessed occasion of the

Coronation of our Gracious Sovereign Emperor Epward and that

of her beloved Consort Her Imperial Majesty Empress Alexandra,

w'e offer our hearths homage and our devout allegiance to the Imperial

Throne of England, and our loyal adherence to His Vicegerent, His

Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General of India, and to com-

memorate the event we have taken upon ourselves to issue a Coro-

nation Edition of Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan^ by Lt. Col.

James Tod, and make a free and absolute gift of it to the hona fide

subscribers of our Society's Journal entitled Thu Oriental. About
the merits of this great work we need say nothing, for that would be

treading on sacred grounds. Suffice it to say that over three scores

and ten years have passed when the book ftrst saw the light of day
and was laid at the foot of thc Throne, and ever since that period

the work has continued to draw the admiration of the civilized world.

For historic pride clings to masses as well as to individuals, pon*^

dneing to honorable pride when rightly felt.’*





TO

HIS MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
*

GEORGE THE FOURTH-

Sire,

The gracious permission accorded me, to lay At the foot of the

Throne the fruit of my labors, allows me to propitiate Your Majesty’s

consideration towards the object of this work, the prosecution of

which I have made a paramount duty.

The Rajpoot princes, has happily rescued, by the triumph of the

British arms, from the yoke of lawless oppression, are now the

most remote tributaries to Your Majesty’s extensive empire; and

their admirer and annalist may, perhaps, be permitted to hope, that

the sighs of this ancient and interesting race for the restoration of

their former independence, which it would suit our wisest policy to

grant, may be deemed not undeserving Your Majesty’s regard.

With entire loyalty and devotion,

I subscribe myself,

Your Majesty’s

Bird HurSt, Croydon, ^ Most faithful Subject and Servant,

ioth June, 1819. ) James Tod.





MUCH disappointment has been felt in Europe 3t the sterility of the
historic muse of H inclustlian. When Sir William*Jones first beg^an to

explore the vast mic\es of Sanskrit literattire, great hopes were entertained
that tlie history of the world would acquire considerable accessions from
this source. The sanguine expectations tliat were then formed liave not
been realized

;
and, as it usually happens, excite<nent has been succeeded

by apathy and indifference. It is now generally regarded as an axiom,
that In<iia possesses no national history

; to which we may oppose the
remark of a French Orientalist, who ingeniously asks, whence Abulfiizil

obtained the materials for his outlines of ancient H indu history Mr*
Wilson has, indeed, done much to obviate this prejudice, by his transla-
tion of the Raj Taryau^ini, or the History of Cashmere, + which clearly
demonstrates liiat regvilar historical composition was an art not unknown
in Hindusthan, and affords satisfactory ground for concluding that these
productions were once less rare than at present, and that further exertion
may bring more relics to light. Although the labours of ColebrooUe,
Wilkins, Wilson, and others of our countrymen, emulated by many
learned men in France and Germany, J have revealed to Europe some of

the hidden lore of India
;

still it is not pretended that we have done much
more tlian pass the threshold of Indian science, and we are con-
sequently not competent to speak decisively of its extent or its character.
Immense libraritis, ii\ various parts of India, are still in tact, which have
survived the devastations of the Islamite, d'he collections of Jessulmeer
and Puttun, for example, escaped the scrutiny of even the lynx-eyed
Alla, who conquered both these kingdoms, and who would have shewn

I

as little mercy to those literary treasures, as Omar displayed towards
the Alexandrijie library. Many other minor collections, consisting of

thousands of volumes each, exist in Central and Western India, some
of which are the private property of princes, and others belong to the

Jain commuiiil ies,
J

* M. Ahel Eemusat, in his Melanges Asiatiques, makes many appo-
jsite and forcible remarks on this subject, which, without intention, convey

just reproof to the lukewarmness ol our countrymen. Fhe institution of

)^the Koyal Asiatic Society, especially that branch of it devoted to Oriental
translatioi^i, »nay yet redeem this reproach.

+ Asiatic Researches, Vol. XV.
X Wlien tl\e genius and eruditmn of such me* as Scblegel are added

to the zeal which characterizes that celebrated writer, what revelatioM

may we not yet except from the cultivation of oriental literature ?

J
Some copies of these Jain MSS. from Jessulmeer, which were writ-

ten from five to eight centuries back, I presented to tlie Royal Asiatic

Society. Of the vast numbers of these MS. books in the libraries of

Pultun and Jessulmeer, many are of the most remote antiquity, and in ^
character no loiiger understood by their possessors, or only by the supreme
pontiff and liis initiated librarians. There is one volume held so sacred
for its magical contents, that it is suspended by/ a chain in the temple of

Chiotamutii at the last-named capital in the desert, and is only taken
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If we con<;i(Jer the political changes and convulsions which have hap-

pened in Hindubtlian since Mahmood’s invasion, and" the intolerant

bigotry of many of liis successors, We shall be able to account for the

paucity of its national works on lustory, without being driven to the

improbable conclusion, that the Hindus were, ignorant of an art which

has been cultivated in other countries from almost the earliest ages. Is it

to be imagined lliat a nation so higlily civilized as the Hindus, amongst
whom the exact sciences flourished in perfection, by whom the fine arts,

arcintecture, sculpture, poetry, music, were not only cultivated, but

taught and defined by the nicest and most elaborate rules, were totally ui>-

acquainled with tlie simple art of recording tlie characters of their princes,

and the acts of their regins ? Where such traces of mind exist, we can
hardly believe tljat there was a want of competent recorders of events,

which synchronical authorities tell us were worthy of commemoration.
The cities of Hastinapur and Indraprastha, of Anhalwara and Somnalh,
the triumphal columns of Delhi and Cheetore, the shrines of Aboo and
Girnar, the cave-temples of Elephanta and Ellora, are so many attesta-

tions of the same fact
;
nor can we imagine that the age in which these

works were erected was without an historian. Yet from the Mahabharata,
or Great War, to Alexander's invasion, and from that grand event to

the era of Mahmood of Ghizni, scarcely a paragrapli of pure native

Hindu history (except as before slated) has hitherto been revealed to the

curiosity of western scholars. In the heroic history of Prjlhwi-Kaj, the

last of the Hindu sovereigns of Dellti, written by his bard Chund, vve

fiTrd'notices which authorize tlie inference that works similiar to his own
were then extant relating to the period between Mahmood and Shabudin
(A. D. 1000-1193) j

but these have disappeared.

After eigl)t centuries of galling subjection to conquerors totally igno-

rant of the classical language of the Hindus; after almost every capiial

city had been repeatedly stormed and sacked by barbaious, bigotted, and
exasperated foes

;
it is too much to expect that the literature of the country

should not have sustained, in common with their importaiU interests, irre-

Irievable losses. My own animadversions upon the defective condition of

the annals of Kajwarra have more than once been checked by a very just

lemark: *‘when our princes were in exile, driven from hold to hold, and
compelled to dwell in the clefts of the mountains, often d6ublful whether
lliey would not be forced to ambandon the very meal preparing for them,
was that a time to think of historical records?”

Those who expect from a people like the Hindus a species of composi-
tion of precisely the same cliaraoter as the historical works of Greece and
Home, commit the very egregious error of overlooking the peculiarities

which distinguish the natives of India from all other races, and which

down to liave it coverings renewed, or at the inauguration of a pontiff.

Tradition assigns its authorship to Somaditya Sooru Acharya, a pontiff

of past days, before the Islamite had crossed the waters of the Indus, and
whose diocese extended far beyond that stream. His magic mantle is also

here preserved, and used on every new instalialion. The character is,

doubtless, the nail-headed Pali
;
and could we introduce the ingenious,

indefatigable, and modest Mons. E. Burnouf, with his able coadjutor

Pi . Lassen, into tlie temple, we might learn something of this Syihlline

Illume, without their incurring tiie risk of loss of sight, whicli befel tlie

last individual, a female Yati of the Jains who sacrilegiously endeavoured
t() acquire ils conlenu*
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strongly discriminate their intellectual production*j of every kind from
lliose of the West. Their philosophy, their poetry, their architecture, are
marked with traits of originality

;
and the same may be expected to pre-

vade their history, which, like the arts enumerated, look a character from
its intimate association with the religion of the people. It must be recollec-

ted, moreover, that until a more correct taste was imparted to the literature

of England and of France, by the study of classical models, the chronicles
of both these countries, and indeed of all the polished nations of Europe,
were at a much recent date, as crude, as wild, and as barren, as those of

the early Rajpoots.

In the absence of regular and legitimate historical records, there are,

however, other native works (they may, indeed, be said to abound), which,
in the liands of a skilful and a patient investigator, would afford no despi-
cable materials for the history of India. T he first of these are the Ptiya^
nas and genealogical legends of the princes, which, obscured as they are
by mythological details, allegory, and improbable circumstances, contain
many facts that serve as beacons to direct the reircarch of the historian.

What Hume remarks of tlie annals and annalists of the Saxon Heptarchy,
niav be applied with equal trutli to those of the Rajpoot Seven States ;***

“tliey abound in names, but are extremely barren of events
;
or they are

related so much without circumstances and causes, that the most profound,
and eloquent writer must despair of rendering tlieni either instructive or

entertaining to the reader. Tlie monks’^ (for which we m iv read “Brah-
mans”), “who lived remote from public affairs, considered the civil

transactions as subservierU to the ecclesiastical, and were strongly

affected with credulity, with the love of wonder, and with a propensity to

iiiipobture.”

The heroic poems of India constitute another resource for history.

Bards may be regarded as the primitive historians of mankind. Before
fiction began to engross the attention of poets, or rather, before the pro-
vince of history was dignitieefby a class of writers wlio made it a distinct

department of literature, the functions of the bard were doubtless employed
in recording real events and in commemorating real personages. In India,

Calliope has been worsliipped by the bards from the days of Vyasa, the

contemporary of Job, to the time of Beni-dasa, the present chronicler of

Mewar. The poets are the chief, though not tlie sole, historians of Weslerw
India

;
neither is there any deficiency of them, thougli they speak in a

peculiar tongue, which requires to be translated into the sober language
of probability. To compensate for their magnilcquence and obscurity,

tlieir pen is free: the despotism of the Rajpoot princes does not extend to

the poet’s lay, which flows unconfined except by the shackles of the chhiind
bhojunga, or ‘serpentine stanza ;* no slight restraint, it must be confessed,
upon the freedom of the historic muse. On the other hand, there is a
sort of compact or understanding between tite bard and the prince, a
barter of “solid pudding against empty praise,” whereby the fidelity of the
poetic chronicle is somewliat impaired. T his sale of “fame” as the bard’s
term it, by the court* laureates and historiograpliers of Rajasthan, will

continue until there shall arise in the community a class suflicienily en-
lightened and independent, to look for no other lecumpense for literary

labor than public distinction.

* Mewar, Marwar, Amber, Bikaneer, jessulmeer, KcUh, aii^

Boondi.
'
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Still, however, their chroniclers dare utter truths, sometimes most tfn-<

palatable to their masters. When offended, or actuated by a virtuous in-
dignation against immorality, they are fearless of consequences; and woe“
to the individual who provokes them ! IVlany a resolution has sunk undet*
the lash of their satire which has condemned to eternal ridicule names thalT

might otherwise have escaped notoriety. I'he vis, or poison of (he bard,
is more dreaded by the Rajpoot than the steel of the foe.

The absence of all mystery or reserve with regard to public affairs in'

the Rajpoot principalities, in which every individual takes an interest, from
the nobles to the porter at the city-gates, is of great advantage to the
chronicler of events. When matters of moment in the disorganized
state of the country rendered it imperative to observe secrecy, the Rana
of Mewar, being applied to on the necessity of concealing them, rejoined
as follows: “this is Ch(Xomukhy*raj ;* liklinga the sovereign, i his

vicegerent
;

in him 1 trust, and I have no secrets from my children." To
this publicity may be partly ascribed the inefficiency of every general
alliance against common foes

; but it gives a kind of patriarchal character
to the government, and inspires, If not loyalty and patriotism in their

most exalted sense, feelings at least mucli akin to them.

A material drawbak upon the value of these bardic 'histories is, that
they are confined almost exclusively to U»e martial exploits of their heroes
and to tlie Rtin^-rin bho?n, or 'field of slaughter.' Writing for the
amusement of a warlike race, the authors disregard civil iw^itlers and ti^o

arts and pursuits of peaceful life; love and war are their favorite themes.
Chund, the last of the great bards of India, tells us, indeed, in his pre-
face, “that he will give rules for governing empires

;
the laws of grammar

and composition, lessons in diplomacy, home and foreign, etc.:” and he
fulfils his promise, by interspersing precepts on these points in various
episodes throughout his work.

Again : the bard, allhough be is admitted to the knowledge of all

the secret springs which direct each measure of llie government, enters
too deeply into the intrigues, as well as the levities, of the court to be
qualified to pronounce a sober judgment upon its acts.

^

Nevertheless, although open to all these objections, the works of the
native bards afford many valuable data, in facts, incidents, religious
opinions, and traits of manners; many of which, being carelessly in-
troduced, are thence to be regarded as the least suspicious kind of his-
torical evidence. In the heroic history Prithi^i raj, by Clnind, there
occur many geographical as well as historical details, in the description
of his sovereign's wars, of which the bard was an eye-witness, having
been his friend, his herald, his ambassador, and finally discharging the
melancholy office accessory to his death, that lie might save him from
dishonor. The poetical histories of Clinnd were collected by the great
tJmra Sing of Mewar^ a patron of literature, a$ well as a warrior and a
legislator.

Another species of historical records is found in the accounts given
hy the Brahmans of the endowments of the temples, their delapidation
and repairs, whic!) furnish occasions, for Oie introduction of historical and
chronological details. In the legends respecting places of pilgrimage and
i-eligious resort, profane events are blended with superstitious riles and

* Government of
,7 /- uiuittluj alluding lu the quadi ifui 111 iiflagft

lutciar)' divinii)
.
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ordinatices, local ceremonies and customs. The controversies of the Jains

furnish, also, much hi;5torTcal information, especially with reference to

Gnzerat and Nehrwala, during^ the Chaulic dynasty. From a close and
attentive examination of the Jain records, which embody all that those

ancient sectarians knew of science, many chasms in Hindu history mi^ht

be filled up. J'he party-spirit of tl»e rival sects of India was, doubtless,

adverse to the pjiiity of history; and the Very ^rroiind upon which tlie

Brahmans built their ascendancy was t!»e itifnorance of the people. f’here

appears to have been in India, as Well as in E}>ypt in early times, a
coalition between the hierarchy and the slate, with the view of keeping

the mass of the nation in darkness and subjugation.

'Diese different records, works of a mixed historical and geogra-

phical characters which I know to exist
;
rasnhs or poetical legends of

princes, whicli are common
;
local Puf^anas, religions commenis, and

traditionary couplets with authorises of a less dubious character,

namely, inscriptiotis “ cut on the rock coins copper-plate grants, con-

taining charters of immunities, and expressing many singular features of

civil government, constitute, as I have already observed, no despicable

materials for the historian, who would, moreover, be assisted by the

synchronisms wliich are capable of being established with ancient Pagan
and later Mahomedan writers.

From the earliest period of my official connexion with tins interesting

country, 1 applied myself to collect and explore its early historical records,

with a view of throwing some light upon a people scarcely yet known in

F'urope, and v\hose political connection with England appeared to me to

be capable of undergoing a material cliange, with benefit to botlr parties.

It would be wearisome to tlie reader to be minutely informed of the pro-

cess I adopted, to collect the scattered relics of Rajpoot lustory into the

form and substance in which he now sees tliem. 1 began witli tlie sacred

genealogy from tlie PjtrantJS

}

examined the Mahabhnrat, and the poems of

('hnnd (a complete chronicle of Iris times)
;

tire voluminous historical poems
of Jessulmeer, Marwar, and Mewar;f the histories of the Kheeichies,

and those of the Hara princes of Kotali and Boondi, etc. by their respec-

tive bards, A portion of the materials Compiled by Jey Sing of Amber
or Jeipoor (one of tlie greatest patrons of science amongst the modern
Hindu princes), to illustrate the history of his race, fell into my hands.

! have reason to believe that there existed more copious materials, which
his proffigte descendant, the late prince, in his division of the empire

* Some of these preserve the names of princes who invaded India
between the time of Mahmood of Ghizni and Shabudin, wlio are not
mentioned by Ferishta, the Mahomedan historian. 'The invasion of
Ajmeer and the capture of B’ana, the seat of the Yadu princes, were
made known to us by this means. ..

f Of Marwar, there were the Vijya Vilas, the S/tryn Prakns, and
Kheat, or legends, besides detached fragments of reigns. Of Mevvar,
there was the Khoman Rassah^ a modern work formed from old materials
which are lost, and commencing with the attack of Clieetore by Mah-
mood, supposed to be the son of Kasim of Sinde, in the very earliest
ages of Mahomedanism : also the Vilas, the Raj-prakas, and the
Jeva Vilas, all poems composed in the reigns of the princes whose names
they bear, but generally introducing succinctly the early parts of history.
Besides these, there were fragments of the Jeipur family, from thtif
archives

; and the Man Ckaritra^ or history of Raja Maun*
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with a prostitute, may have disposed of on the partition of the library of

the state, which was the finest collection in Rajasthan, Like some of the
renowned princes of 'rimur's dynasty, Jey Sing kept a diary, termed
Calpadrmnat in which he noted every event; a work written by such a
man and at such an interesting juncture, would be a valuable acquisi-

tion to history. From the Duttea prince I obtained a transcript of the

journal of his ancestor, who served with such eelat amongst the great
feudatories of Aurungzebe's army, and from which Scott made many ex-

tracts is his history of the Dekhan.

For a period of ten years, 1 was employed, with the aid of a learned

Jain, in ransacking every work which could contribute any facts or inci-

dents to the history of the Rajpoots, or diffuse any liglu upon their manners
and character. Extracts and version of all such passages were made by
my Jain assistant into the more familiar dialects (which are formed from
the Sanscrit) of these tribes, in whose language my long residence

amongst them enabled me to converse with facility. At much expense,

and during many wearisome hours, to support which required no orxii-

nary degree of enthusiasm, 1 endeavoured to possess myself not merely of

their history, but of their religious notions, their familiar opinions, and
their characteristic manners, by associating with their chiefs and bardic

chroniclers, and by listening to their traditionary tales and allegorical

poems. I might ultimately, as tlie circle of my inquiries enlarged, have
materially augmented my knowledge of these subjects; but ill health

compelled me to relinquish this pleasing though toilsome pursuit, and
forced me to revisit my native land just as I had obtained permission

to look across th.e threshold of the Hindu Minerva; whence, however,

I brought some relics, the examination of which I now consign to other

hands. The large collection of ancient Sanskrit and Bakha MSS.,
which I conveyed to England, ^bave been presented to the Royal Asiatic

Society, in whose library they are deposited. The contents of many,
still unexamined, may throw additional light on the history of ancient

India. I claim only the merit of having brought them to the knowledge
of European scholars

;
but I may hope that this will furnish a stimulus

to Others to make similar exertions.

The little exact knowledge that Europe has hitlierto acquired of the

Rajpoot states, has probably originated a false idea of the comparative

importance of this portion of Hindustlian, I'he splendour of the Rajpoot
courts, however, at an early period of the history of that country, making
every allowance for the exaggeration of tlie bards, must have been great.

Northern India was rich from the eailiest time's; that portion of it,

situated on either side the Indus, formed the richest satrapy of Darius.

It abounded in the more striking events whicli constitute the materials for

history: there is not a petty state in Rajasthan that has not had its

Thermopylae, and scarcely a city that has not produced its Leonidas.

Blit the mantle of ages has sfirouded from view what tl»e magic pen of

the historian might have consecrated to endless admiration ; Somnath
might have rivalled Delphos

;
the spoils of Hind might have' vied with

the wealth of the Lybicin king; and compared with the array of the

Pandus, the army of Xerxes would have dwindled into insignificance But

the Hindus eitlier never had, or have unfortunately lost, their Herodolui

and Xenophon.

If '‘the moral effect of history depend on the sympathy it excites,"

ihe annals of these states possess coiiiiiiandtng inleiest. T'lie struggles

Ol a brave people tor independence duiIlng a series of ages, saciificing
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Nvtiatever wap dear to them for the maintenance of the religion of their

forefathers, and sturdily defending to death, and in spile of ever^^ temp-
tation, their riglits and national liberty, form a picture which it is

difficult to contemplate without emotion. Could 1 impart to the reader

but a small portion of the enthusiastic delight with which I have listened

to the tales of times that are past, amid scenes where their events oc-

curred, 1 should not despair of triutnphing over the apathy which dooms
to neglo^ct almost every effort to enlighten my native country on the

subject of India
;
nor should I apprehend any ill effect from the«sound of

names, whicli, musical and expressive as they are to a Hindu, are disso-

nant arid unmeaning to an European ear; for it should be remembered
that almost every Eisternname is significant of some quality, personal

or mental. Seated amidst the ruins of ancient cities, I have listened to

the traditions respecting their fall
;
or have heard the exploits of their

illustrious defenders related by their descendants near the altars erected

to their memory. I have, whilst in the train of the Southern Goths
(the Mahrattas), as they carried desolation over the land, encamped on
or traversed many a field of battle, of civil strife or foreign aggression,

to read in tlie rude memorials on the tumuli of the slain their names
and history. Such anecdotes and records afford data of history as well

as of manners. Even the couplet recording the erection of a “ column
of victory,” or of a temple or its repairs, contributes something to our
stock of knowledge of the past.

As far as regards the antiquity of the dynasties now ruling in Centra!
and Western India, there are but two, the origin of which is not perfectly

within the limits of historical probability: the rest having owed their

present establishments to the progress of the Moslem arms their annals
are confirmed by those of their conquerors. All the existing families,

indeed, have attained their present settlements subsequently to the
Mahomedan invasions, except Mewar, Jessulmeer, and some smaller
principalities in the desert; whilst others of the first magnitude, such as
the Pramara and Solanki, who ruled at Dhar and Anhulwarra, have for

centuries ceased to exist.

1 have been so hardy as to affirm and endeavour to prove the com*
mon origin of the martial tribes of Kajnsthan and those of ancient Burope*
I have expatiated at some length upon the evidence in favour of the exis-
tence of a feudal system in India, similar ta that which prevailed in the
early ages on tlie European continent, and of which relics still remain in

the laws of our own nation. Hypotheses of tliis kind are, are, I am aware,
vivved with suspicion, and sometimes assailed with ridicule. With regard
to the notions which I have developed on these questions, and the frequent
allusions to them in tlie pages of tins volume, I entertain no obstinate pre-
possessions or prejudices in their favour. The world is too enlightened
at the present day to be in danger of being misled by any hypothetical
writer, let him b« ever so sKillul

;
but tlie probability is, that we have been

induced, by the iiuiUitude of false theories whicli time has exposed, to fall

*nto the opposite error, and that we have become too sceptical with regard
to the common origin of the people of the east and wtst. However, I

submit my proofs to the candid judgment of the world
; the analogies, it

not conclusive on the questions, are still sufficiently curious and remarkable
to repay the trouble ot perusal and to provoke further investigation ;

and
they may, it is hoped, vindicate the author for endeavouring to elucidate
the subject, ” by steering through the dark channels of antiquity by the
ft^eble lights of foigotieu chronicles and iiupeifcct records*’’
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afn conscious that there is much in this work which demands the

indulgence ot the public f and I trust it will not be necessary for me to

assign a more powerful ar^iment in plea tlian that which I have already
adverted to, namely, the state of my health, which has rendered it a
matter of considerable difficulty, indeed I may say of risk, to bring my
bulky materials even into their present imperfect form. I should observe,

that it never was my intention to treat the subject in the severe style of

history, which would have excluded many details useful to the politician

as well as to the curious student. 1 offer this work as a copious collection

of materials for the future historian
;
and am tar less concerned at the

idea of giving too much, than at the appi el eusion of suppressing what
might possibly be useful.

I cannot close these remarks without expressing my obligations to my
friend and kinsman. Major Waugh, to the genius of wfiose pencil the
world is indebted for tfie preservation and transmission of the splendid

monuments of art which adorn this work.
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RAJASTHAN OR RAJPOOTANA.

T)AJASTHAN is the collective and classical denomination of that

Xa^ portion of India which is ‘ tl»e abode* of (Rajpoot) princes,’ In the
familiar dialect of these countries it is termed Kajwarya, but by the

more refined Rhethana, corrupted td Rajpootana, tlie common dcsigna-
tiort amongst the British to denote the Rajpoot principalities.

What might have been the iiomiiial extent of Rajasthan prior to the

Mahomedan conqueror Shabudin (when it probably reached beyond
the Jumna and Ganges, eveh td the base of'tlie Himalaya) cannot novy

be known. At present we may adher^ to its restrictive definition, siill

comprehending a wide space and a variety of interesting races.

Previous to the erection of the rriinor MahOmedan monarchies of

Mandoo and Ahmedabad (the capitals df MaKva and Guzerat), on the
ruins of Dhar and Arthulwarra Pattun, the term R;<jasthan would have
been appropriated to the space comprehended in the map prefixed to

this work ; the valley of the Indus on the west, and Bundelkhiindf on
the east

;
to the north, the sandy tracts (south of the Sutledge) termed

yungul des
;
and the Vindliya mountains to the south.

"^^TlTTs space comprehends nearly eight degrees of latitude, and nine

of longitude, being from 22” to 30* north latitude, and oq* to 78" cast

longitude, embracing a superficial area of 350,000 square miles.

Although it is proposed to touch upon the ahrials of all the states itt

this extensive tract, with their past and present condition, those in the

centre will claim the most prominent regard
;
especially Mewar, which,

copiously treated of, will afford a specimen, obviating the necessity

of like details of the rest.

The order in which these states will be reviewed is as follows r
—

I. Mewar, or Oodipur. 2. Marwar, or Jodhpur.
3. Bikaneer atid Kishengu^h.

4. Kotah, jorHaravati.
5. Boondl, )
6. Ambar, or Jeypur, with its branches, dependent and indepen-

dent. 7. JesSeiiheet-. 8. The Indian desert to the valley of

the Indus.

* Or 'regal (raj) dwelling (Mflu)*'

*

1

* It is rather singular that the Scind river will mark this eastern

boundary, as does the Indus (or great bcind)'lhat to the west. East

of this minor Scind the Hindu princes are not of pure bipod, and are

excluded from Rajasthan or Hajwarra,



2 GEOGRAPHY OF RAJASTHAN.

The basis of this work is the geogfraphy of the country, the historicaf

and statistical portion bein^ consequent and subordinate thereto. It

was, indeed, originally designed to be essentially geographical
; but

circumstances have rendered it impossible to execute the intended de-
tails, or even to make the map so perfect as the superabundant
material at the command of the author might have enabled him to do i

a matter of regret to himself rather than of loss to the general
reader, to whom geographic details, however important, are usually
dry and uninteresting.

It was also intended to institute a comparison between the map and
such remains of ancient geography as can be extracted from the Puranas
and other Hindu authorities ; which, however, must be deferred to a future
period, when the deficiency of the present rapid and general sketch may
be supplied, should the author be enabled to resume his labours.

The laborious research, in the course of which these data were accu-
mulated, commenced in 1806, when the author was attached to the em-
bassy sent, at the close of the Mahratta wars, to the court of Sindhia.

This chieftain's army was then in Mewar, at that period almost a terra

incognita, the position of whose two capitals, Oodipur and Chectore, in

the best existing maps^ was precisely reversed
;
that is, Cheetore was

inserted S. E. of Oodipur instead of E. N. £. : a proof of the scanty
knowledge possessed at that period.

In other respects there was almost a total bfank. In Ihre maps prior

to 1806 nearly all the western and the central states of Rajasthan will

be found wanting. It had been imagined, but a little time before, that
the rivers had a southerly course into the Nerbudda ; a notion correct-
ed by the father of Indian geography, the distinguished Rennell.

This blank the author filled up ; and in 18^15, for the first time, the
geography of Rajasthan was put into a combined fornv and presented tor

the Marquis of Hastings, on the eve of a general war, when the labour
of ten years was amply rewarded by its becoming in part the founda-
tion of that illustrious commander's plans of the campaign, ft is a duty
owing to himself to state, that every map, without exception, printed
since this period, has its foundation, as regards Central and Western
India in the labours of the author.

The route of the embassy was from Agra, through the southern
frontier of Jeypur, to Oodipur. A portion of thia had been surveyed^
and points lard down from celestial observation,^ by Dr. W. Hunter,
which 1 adopted as the basis of my enterprize. The Resident Envoy
to the court of Sindhia was possessed of the valuable sketch of the
route of Colonel Palmer’s embassy in ijg*!, as laid down by D'r.

Hunter ; the foundation of my subsequent surveys^ as it merited from
its importance and general accuracy. It embraced all the extreme
points of Central India r Agra, Nirwar, Ditteah, Jhansi, Bhopal,
^arangpur, Qojein, and on return from this, the first meridian of the
Hindus, by Kotah, Boondi, Rampura (Tonk), Biana, to Agra. The
position of alt these places was more or less accurately fixed, according
to the time which could be bestowed, by astronomical observation.

At Rampura Hunter ceased to be my guide ; and from this point

commenced the new survey to Oodipur, where we arrived in June tSo6r*

The position then assigned to it with most inadequate instruments, hae
been changed only 1 ”of longitude. Chough the latitude amounted ta
about 5

.
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From Oodipur the subsequent march of the army with which we
moved, led past the celebrated Cheetore, and through the centre of
Malwa, crossing in detail all the grand streams flowing from the Vindhya,
till we halted for a season on the Bundelkhund frontier at Kemlassa,
In this journey of seven hundred miles 1 twice crossed the lines of route
of the former embassy, and was gratified to find my first attempts
generally coincide with their established points.

In 1807 the army having undertaken the siege of Rahtgurh, I deter-
mined to avail myself of the time which Mahrattas waste in such a
process, and to pursue my favourite project. With a small guard 1

determined to push through untrodden fields, by the banks of the Betwa
to Chanderi, and in its latitude proceed in a westerly direction towards
Kotah, trace the course once more of all those streams from the south,
and the points of junction of the most important (the Cali Scind, Par-
b^tti, and BunasJ with the Chumbul

;
and having effected this, continue

my journey id Agra. This I accomplished in times very different from
the present, being often obliged to strike my tents and march at midnight,
and more than once the object of plunder. The chief points in this

route were Kemlassa, Rajwarra, Kotra on the Betwa, Kunniadana,^
Booradongur,f Shahabad, Barah,} Polaitah,^ Baroda, Seopur, PalliJ
Rintimbore, Kerowly, Sri Muttra, and Agra.

On my return to the Mahratta camp 1 resolved further to increase

the sphere, and proceeded westward by Bhurtpur, Kuthoomur, Saintri,

to Jeypur, Tonk, Indurgurh, Googul, Chupra, Raghoogurh, Arone,
koorwye, Bhorasso, to Saugur : a journey of more than |one thousand
miles. 1 found the camp nearly where 1 left it.

With this ambulatory court I moved everywhere within this region,

constantly empT6ycd in surveying till 1812, when Sindhia's court be-

came stationary. It was then I formed my plans for obtaining a know-
ledge of those countries into which 1 could not personally penetrate.

In i8io-ii I had despatched two parties, one to the Indus, the
other to the desert south of the Sutledge. The first party, under Shekh
Abul Birkat,Journeyed westward, by Oodipur through Guzerat, Saura-
shtra, and Cutch, Lukput and Hyderabad (the capital of the Scind
Government) ;

crossed the Indus to Tatta, proceeded up the right bank
to Seewan ; recrossed, and continued on the left bank as far as Khyr-
purTlKeTesidence of one of the triumvirate governors of Scind, and
having reached the insulated Bekher^ ‘ (the capital of the Sogdi of

Alexander), returned by the desert of Oomrasoomra to Jesselmeer,
Marwar, and Jeypur, and joined me in camp at Nirwar. It was a
perilous undertaking ;

but the Shekh was a fearless and enterprizing

* Eastern table-land. t Scind River. f Parbatti River.

$ Cali Scind River.

II
Passage of the Chumbul and junetion of the Par.

^ The Shekh brought me specimens of the roST^which is siliceous

;

and also a piece of brick of the very ancient fortress of and
some of the grain from its pits, charred and alleged by tradition to have
lain there since the period of Raja Bhartrihari, the brother of Vicra-
itiaditya. It is not impossible that it might be owing to Alexander’s

terrific progress, and to their supplies being destroyed bv fire, ^cwan
is conjectured by Captain Fottinger to be the capital of Musicanus.'""

"
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cliaractcr, and moreover a man with some tincture of learning. Hia
journals contained many hints and directions for future research in the
^»eography, statistics, and manners of the various races amongst whom
he travelled.

The other party was conducted by a most valuable man, Madarc
Lall, who became a perfect adept in tliese ej^peditions -of geographicaj
discovery, and other knowledge resulting therefrom. There is not a
district of any consequence in the wide space before the reader which
was not traversed by this spirited individual, whose qualifications for

such complicated and hazardous journeys were never excelled. Ardent,
persevering, prepossessing, and generally well-inforraed, he made his^

way when others might have perished.

From these remote regions the best informed native inhabitants,

were, by persuasion and recompense, conducted to me
;
and 1 could at

all times, in the Maliratta camp at Gwalior, from 1812 to 1817, have
provided a native of the valley of the Indus, the deserts of Dhat,
Oonirasoomra, or any of the states of Rajasthan.

The precision with which Kasids and other public conveyers of let-

ters, in countries wliere posts are little used, can detail the peculiarities,

of a long line of route, and the accuracy of their distances, would scarcely

be credited in Europe. 1 have no liesitatipn in asserting, that if ^
correct estimate were obtained of the measured coss of a country,

a line might be laid down upon a flat surface with great exactitude. I

have heard it affirmed, that it was the custom of the old Hindu govern-
ments to have measurements made of the roads from town to to\yn, and
that the Mahatmya contains a notice of an instrument for thac

purpose. Indeed, the singular coincidence between lines measured by
the perambulator and the estimated distances of the natives, is the best

proof that tlie latter, aie deduced from some more certain method than,

mere computation.

1 never rested satisfied with the result of one set of my parties, with,

the single exception of Madarri’s, always making the information o(

one a basis for the instruction of another, who went over the same
ground

;
but with additional views and advantages, and with the aic^

oi the natives brought successively by each, till I exhausted every field.

Thus, in a few years, 1 had filled several volumes with lines of route

throughout this space
;
and having many frontier and intermediate

points, the positions of which were fixed, a general outline of the result

was constructed, wherein all this information was laid down. 1 speak

more particularly of the western states, as the central portion, or that

watered by the Chumbul and its tributary streams, whether from the.

tdevat.ed Aravali on the west, or from the Vindhya mountains on the

south, has been personally surveyed and measured in every direction,

with an accuracy, sufficient for every poitical or military purpose, until

the grand trigononfietrical survey from the peninsula shall be extended

ihroughout India. These countries form an extended plain to the

Sulledge north, and west to the Indus, rendering the amalgamation of

geographical materials much less difficult than where mountainous
Regions intervene.

After having laid down these varied lines in the outline described, l(

-dclermincd to check and confirm its accuracy by recommencing ihe

survey on a new plan, irigonomelrically.
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My parties were again despatched to resume their labours over

fields now familiar to them. They commenced from points whose posi-

tions were fixed (and my kowledge enabled me to give a series of such),

from each of which, as a centre, they collected every radiating route to

every town within the distance of twenty miles. The points selected

were generally such as co approach equilateral triangles : and although

to digest the information became a severe toil, the method will appear,

even to the casual observer, one which must throw out its own errors
;
for

these lines crossed in every direction, and consequently corrected each

Other. By such means did I work my way hi those unkown tracts, and
the result is in part before the reader. I say, in part

;
for my health

compels me reluctantly to leave out much which could be combined

from ten folios of journeys extending throughout these regions.

In 1815, as before stated, an outline map containing all the infor-

mation thus obtained, and which the subsequent crisis rendered of

essential importance, was presented by me to the Governor-General of

India. Upon the very eve of the war I constructed and presented

another, of the greater portion of the Malwa, to which it appeared

expedient to confine the operations against the Pindarries. The material

feature in this small map was the general postions of the Vindhya moun-
tains, the sources and course of every river originating thence, and the

passes in this chain, an object of primary importance. The boundaries

of the various countries in this tract were likewise defined, and it became
essentially useful in the subsequent dismemberment of the Peishwa's

dominions.

In the construction of this map I had many fixed points, both of Dr,

Hunter’s and my own, to work from
j
and it is gratifying to observe, that

though several measured lines have since been run through this space,

not only the general, but often the identical features of mine, have been

preserved in the maps since given to the world. As considerable improve-

ment has has been made by several measured lines through this tract,

3nd many positions affixed by a scientific and zealous geographer, 1

have had no hesitation in incorporating a small portion ot this improved

geography in the map now presented.^

Many surveyed lines were made by me, from 1817 to 1822 ,* and

here I express my obligations to my kinsman,f to whom alone I owe
any aid for improving this portion of my geographical labours. This

officer made a circuitous survey, which comprehended nearly the extreme

points pf Mewar, from the capital, by Cbeetore, Mandelgurh, Jahajpur,

Bajmahal, and in return by Bunai, Bednore, Deogurh, to the point of

outset. From these extreme points he was enabled to place many
intermediate ones, for which Mewar is so favourable, by reason of its

isolated hills.

In 1820 I made an important journey across the Aravali, by Komal-

meer, Palli, to Jodhpur, the capital of Marwar, and thence by MairJ^,^

tracing the course of the Looni to its source at Ajmeer ;
and from this

It is, however, limited to Malwa, whose geography was greatly

improved and enlarged by the labours of Captain Dangerfield
;
and

ftiough my materials could fill up the whole of tliis province, I merely

Ui$ert the chief points to connect it with Rajasthah.

t Captain P. T. Waugh, loth Regiment Light Cavalry, Bengal.
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celebrated residence of the Chohan kings and Mogul emperors, return*

ing through the central lands of Mewar, by Bunai and Bunera, to the

capital.

1 had the peculiar satisfaction to find that my position of Jodhpur,
which has been used as a capital point in fixing the geography west
and north, was only 3^ of space out in latitude, and little more in longi-

tude
;
which accounted for the coincidence of my position of Bikaneer

with that assigned by Mr. Elphinstone, in his account of the embassy
to CabuU

Besides Oodipur, Jodhpur, Aimeer, etc., whose positions I had fixed

by observation, and the points laia down by Hunter, i availed myself

of a few positions given to me by that enterprizing traveller, the author
of the journey into Khorasan,* who marched from Delhi, by Nagore
and Jodhpur, to Oodipur.

The outline of the countries of Guzerat.f the Saurashtra peninsula,

and Cutch, inserted chiefly by way of connection, is entirely taken

from^TlKe labours of that distinguished geographer, the late General
Reynolds. We had both gone over a great portion of the same field ,*

and my testimony is due to the value of his researches in countries into

which he never personally penetrated, evincing what may be done by
industry, and the use of such materials as 1 have described.

I shall conclude with a rapid sketch of the physiognomy of these

regions
;
minute and local descriptions will appear more appropriately,

in the respective historical portions.

Rajasthan presents a great variety of feature. Let me place the

reader on the highest peak of the insulated Aboo, 'the saint's pin-

nacle,'! as it is termed, and guide his eye in a survey over this wide
expanse, from the ‘ blue waters ' of the Indus west, to the ' withy-
covered Betwa on the east. From this, the most elevated spot in

Hindusthan, overlooking by fifteen hundred feet the Aravali moun-
tains, his eye descends to the plains of Medpat|| (the classic term for

Mewar), whose chief streams flowing from the base of the Aravali,

jbin thi^ Beris and Bunas, and are prevented from uniting with the
Chumbul only by the Pat-ar^ or plateau of Central India.

* Mr. J. B. Fraser.

f My last journey, in 1822-3, was from Oodipur* through thcSc
countries towards the Delta of the Indus ; but more with a view to
historical and antiquarian than geographical research. It proved the
most fruitful of all my many journays*

X Guru^Sikhar.

I Its classic name is Veirapati, Vetra being the common willow in

Sanscrit ; said by Wilford to be the same in Welsh.

II
Literally * the central {madkya) fiat/

5f Meaning • table (pat) mountain (ar)y—Although ar may not be
found in any Sanscrit dictionary with the signification ' mountain^ yet
it appears to be a primitive root possessing such meaning—^instapee^
Ar^booddhay h\\\ oi Booddha/ Aravali^

• \ii\\ iA strength/ Ar is

for * mounuin,’ (c. f. Ararat 1) Oros in Greek? The comtnonf Word ^fot

a mountain in Sanscrit* giri^ is equally so in Hebrew.
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Ascendinfsf the plateau near the celebrated Cheetore, let the eye
deviate slightly from the direct eastern line, and pursue the only

practicable path by Ruttungurh, and Singoli, to Kotah, and he will

observe its three successive steppes, the miniature representation of

those of Russian Tartary. Let the observer here glance across the
Chumbul and traverse Haravati to it eastern frontier, guarded by the

fortress of Shahabad t thence abruptly descend the plateau to the level

of the Scmd, still proceeding eastward, until the table-mountain, the
western limit of Bundelkhund, affords a resting point.

To render this more distinct, I present a profile of the tract des-

cribed from Aboo to Kotra on the Betwa :* from Aboo to the Chumbul,
the result of barometrical measurement, and from the latter to the

Betwa from my general observationsf of the irregularities of surface.

The result is, tliat the Betwa at Kotra is one thousand feet above the

sea level, and one thousand lower than the city and valley of Oodipur,
which again is on the same level with the base of Aboo, two thousand
feet above the sea. This line, the general direction of which is but a
short distance from the tropic> is about six geographic degrees in

length : yet is this small space highly diversified, both in its inhabitants

and the production of the soil, whether hidden or revealed.

Let us now from our elevated station (still turned to the east) carry
the eye both south and north of the line described, which nearly bisects

Madhyadesa,! * the central land ' of Rajasthan
;
best defined by the course

of the Chumbul and its tributary streams, to its confluence with the

Jumna i while the regions west of the transalpine Aravali§ may as justly

be defined Western Rajasthan,

Looking to the south, the eye rests on the long extended and strongly

defined line of the Vindhya mountains, the proper bounds of Hindu-
sthan, and the Dekhan. Though, from our elevated stand on ‘the

SaintS Pinnacle' of Aboo, we look down on the Vindhya as a range of

diminished importance, it is that our position is the least favourable

to viewing its grandeur, which would be most apparent from the

south
; though throughout this skirt of descent, irregular elevations

attain a height of many hundred feet above such points of rt abrupt

descent.

The Aravali itself may be said to connect with the Vindhya, arrd the

point of junction to be towards Champaneer ;
though it might be as

correct to say the Aravali thence rose upon and stretched from the Vin-
dhya. Whilst it is much less elevated than more to the north, its pre«

* Xhe Betwa river runs under the table-land just alluded to, on the
east.

t I am familiar with these regions, and confidently predict, that
when a similar measurement shall be made from the Betwa to Kotah,
these results will little err, and the error will be in having made Kotah
somewhat too elevated, |md the bed of the Betwa a little too low,

X Central India, a term which I first applied as the title of the
map presented to the Marquis of Hastings, ;8i5, "of central and
Western India," and since become familiar.

5 LsUL Aravali, it loses its tabular
form, sends Us branches Delhi.
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sents bold features throughout, * south by Lunawarra, Dongurpur, and
Edur, to Amba Bhawani and Oodipur,

Still looking from Aboo over the table-land of Malwa, we observe

her plains of black loam furrowed by the numerous streams from the

highest points of the Vindhya, pursuing their northerly course
;
some

meandering through valleys or falling over precipices
;
others bearing

down all opposition, and actually forcing an exit through the central

plateau to join the Chumbul.

Having thus glanced at the south, let us cast the eye north of this

line, and pause on the alpine Aravali.f Let us take a section of it, from

the capital, Oodipur, tlie line of our station on Aboo, passing through

Oguna, Panurwa, and Meerpur, to the western descent near Sirohi, a

space of nearly sixty miles in a direct line, where “ hills o'er hills and
alps on alps arise,” from the ascent at Oodipur to the descent to Marwar.
All this space to the Sirofti frontier is inhabited by communities of the

aboriginal races, living in a state of primeval and almost savage indepen-

dence, owing no paramount power, paying no tribute, but with all the sim-

plicity of republics ;
their leaders, with the title of Rawut, being hereditary.

Thus the RaWut of the Oguna commune can assemble five thousand

bows, and several others can on occasion muster considerable numbers.
Their habitations are dispersed through the valleys in small rude hamlets

near their pastures of places of defence.

J

Let me now transport the reader to the citadel pinnacle of Komal*
Tneer,§ thence surveying the range running north to Ajrrteer, where, shortly

after, it loses its tabular form, and breaking into lofty ridges, sends

numerous branches through the Shikhayati federation, and Aiwar, till in

low heights it terminates at Delhi.
"

* Those who have marched from Baroda towards Malwa and marked!

the irregularities of surface, will admit this chain of connection of the

Vindhya and Aravali.

f

*

The refuge of strength/ a title justly rrterited, from its aff ording

protection to the most ancient sovereign race which holds dominion,

whether in the east or west—the ancient stock of the Suryavansa, the

HeliadaJ of India, our ‘children of the sun/ the Princes of Mewar.

J It was my intention to have penetrated through their singular

abodes
;
and I had negotiated, and obtained of these 'forest lords' ft

promise of hospitable passport, of which I have never allowed myself to

doubt, as the virtues of pledged faith and hospitality are ever to be
found in stronger keeping in the inverse ratio of civilization. Many
years ago one of my parties was permitted to range through this tract.

In one of the passes of their lengthened valleys ‘the Lord of the moun**

fain’ was dead : the men were all abroad, and his widow alone in the

hut. Madarri told his story, and claimed her surety and passport;
which the Bheelni delivered from the quiver of her Ute lord : and the

arrow carried in his hand was as well recognized as the cumbrous roll,

with all its seals and appendages, of a traveller in Europe.

§ Meer (meru) signifies ‘a hill' in Sanskrit, hence Komal, or proper-

ly Kumhhameer^ is ‘the hill' or ‘mountain of Kumbha,' a prince whose
exploits are narrated. Likewise Ajmeer is the ‘ hill of Ajaya,' the * in-

vincible" hill. Mer is with the long e% like Mere in French, in classical

orthography.
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From Komalmeer to Ajmeer the whole space is termed Merwarra,
and is inhabited by the mountain race of Mer or Mair, the habits and
history of which singular class will be hereafter related. The range
averages from six to fifteen miles in breadth, having upwards of one
hundred and fifty villages and hamlets scattered over its valleys and
rocks, abundantly watered, not deficient in pasture, and with cultivation

enough for all internal wants, though it is raised with infinite labour on
terraces, as the vine is cultivated in Switzerland and on the Rhine.

In vain does the eye search for any trace of wheebcarriage across this

compound range from Edur to Ajmeer
;
and it consequently well merits its

appellation ara, the ‘ barrier,' for the strongest arm of modern warfare,

artillery, would have to tur n the chain by the north, to avoid the impracti-

cable descent to the west.*

Guiding the eye along the chain, several fortresses are observed on
pinnacles guarding the passes On either side, while numerous rills descend,

pouring over the declivities, seeking their devious exit between the project- i

ing ribs of the mountain. The Boris, the Bunas, the Kotaser, the Khari,
|

the Dye, all uniting with th6 Bunas to the east, while to the west the still S

more numerous streams which fertilize the rich province of GofJjyar unite to
|

‘ the Salt River,’ the Lnoni, and mark the true line of the desert. Of these

the chief are the Sopkri and the Bandi
;
while others which are not peren-*

nial, and depend on atmospheric causes for their supply, receive the gene-
ral denomination of *rayl^ indicative of rapid mountain torrents, carrying

in their descent a vast volume of alluvial deposit, to enrich the siliceous

soil below*

However grand the view of the chaotic mass of rock from this eleva-

ted site of Komulmeer, it is from the plains of Marwar that its majesty
is most apparent

;
where its ‘ splintered pinnacles' are seen rising over

each other in varied form, or frowning over the dark indented recesses

of its forest-covered and rugged declivities.

On reflection, I am led to pronounce the Aravali a connection of the

'Appcnnines of India the Ghats on the Malabar coast of the penin-
sula : nor does the passage of the Nerbudda or the Tapti, throiigh its

diminished centre, militate against the hypothesis, which rriight be better

Substantiated by the comparison of their intrinsic character and structure.

The general character of the Aravali is its primitive formation :

granite, reposing in variety of angle (the general dip is to the east) on
massive, compact, dark blue slate, the latter rarely appearing much above
the surface or base of the superincumbent grantie, T'he internal valleys^

abound in variegated quartz and a variety of schistus slate of every hue,
Which gives a most singular appearance to the roofs of the houses and
temples when the sun shines upon them. Rocks of gneis and of syenite
appear in the intervals

;
and in the diverging ridges west of Ajmeer, the

* At the point of my descent this was ^characteristically illustrated

by my Rajpoot friend of Semur, whose domain had been invaded and
cow-pens emptied, but a few days before, by the mountain bandit of
Sirohi. With their booty they took the shortest and not most practicable
road : but though their alpine kine are pretty well accustomed to leap-
ing in such abodes, it would appear they had hesitated here. The diffi-

culty was soon got over by one of the Meenas,' who with his' dagger
transfixed one and rolled him over the height his carcase serving at
once as a precedent and a stcppiug-stone for his horned kindred.
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summits are quite dazzling with the enormous masses of vitreous rose''

coloured quartz.

The Aravali and its subordinate hills are rich both in mineral and
metallic products ; and, as stated in the annals of Mewar, to the latter

alone can be attributed the resources which enabled this family so long to

struggle against superior power, and to raise those magnificent structures

which would do honor to the most potent kingdoms of the west.

The mines are royalties
; their produce a monopoly, increasing the

personal revenue of their prince. ^'An-Dan-Kan^ is a triple figurative
expression, which comprehends ihe sum of sovereign rights in Rajasthan,
being allegiance^ commercial duties^ mines. The tin-mines of Mewar
were once very productive, and yielded, it is asserted, no inconsiderable
portion of silver : but the caste of miners is extinct, and political reasons,

during the Mogul domination, led to the concealment of such sources
of wealth. Copper of a very fine description is likewise abundant, and
supplies the currency ; and the chief of Saloombra even coins by sufferance

from tire mines on his own estate. Soorma, or the oxide of antimony, is

found on the western frontier. The garnet, amethystine quartz, rock crys-

tal, the chrysolite, and inferior kinds of the emerald family, are all to be
found within Mewar

;
and though I have seen no specimens decidedly valu-

able, the Rana has often told me that, according to tradition, his native
hills contained every species of mineral wealth.

Let us now qtiit our alpine station on the Aravali, and make a tour of

the Patar, or plateau- of Central India, not the least important feature of

this interesting region. It possesses a most decided character, and is distinct

from the Vindhya to the south and the Aravali to the west, being of the
secondary formation^, or trap, of the most regular horizontal stratification.

The circumference of the plateau is best explained in the map, thougb
its surface is most unequally detailed, and is continually alterirating its*

character between the tabular form and clustering ridges.

Commencing the tour at Ma«idelgurh, let us proceed south, skirting

Chectore (both on insulated rocks detached from the plateau), thence by
Jawud, Oantolli, Rampura,* Bhanpura, the Mokundurra Pass,f to Gag-
rown (where the Cali Scind forces an entrance through its table-barrier to*

Eklaira);^ and Mergwas (where the Parbati, taking advantage of the dimi-

nished elevation, passes from Malwa to Haravati), and by the Raghu-
gurh, Sbahabad, Gazeegurh, Guswanee, to Jaduwati, where the plateau

terminates on the Chumbul, east
;
while from the same point of outset, Man-

delgurh, soon losing much of its table form, it stretches away in bold ranges,

occasioi>ally tabular, as in the Boondi fortress, by Dublana, Indurgurh,

and Lakheri,f to Rinthumbor and Kerowli, terminating at Dholpur Bari.

The 'elevation and inequalities of this plateau are best seen by cross-

ing it from west to east, from the plains to the level of the Chu^ul, where
with the exception of the short flat between Kotah and Palli ferry, this^

noble stream is seen rushing through the rocky barrier.

At Rinthumbor the plateau breaks into lofty ranges, their white sum-
mits sparkling in the sun ;

cragged but not peaked, and preserving the

characteristic formation, though disunited from the mass. Here there*

* Near this the Chumbul first breaks into the Patar.

t Here is the celebrated pass through the mountains.

j Here the Newaz breaks the chain.

§ Both celebrated passes, where the ranges are very complicatedt
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are no less than seven distinct ranges (Satparrd)^ through all of which the

Bunas has to force a passage to unite with the Chumbul. Beyond Rinthum-
bor, and the whole way from Kerowli to the river, is an irregular table-

land,on the edge of whose summit are the fortressses of Ootgeer, Mandrel,
and that more celebrated at Thoon. But east of the eastern side there is

still another steppe of descent, which may be said to originate near the

fountain of the Scind at Latoti, and passing by Clianderi, Kuniadhana,
Nirwar, and Gwalior, terminates at Deogurh, in the plains of Gohud.
The descent from this second steppe is into Bundelkhund and the valley of

the Betwa.

Distinguished as is this elevated region in the surface of Central

India, its summit lis but little higher than the general elevation of the

crest of the Vindhya, and upon a level with the valley of Oodipur and
base of the Aravali. The slope or descent, therefore, from both these

ranges to the skirts of the plateau, is great and abrupt, of which the

most intelligible and simple proof appears inlthe course of these streams.

Few portions of the globe attest more powerfully the force exerted by
the action of waters to subdue every obstacle, than a view of the rock-

bound channels of these streams in this adamantine barrier. Four
streams—one of which, the Chumbul, would rank with the Rhine and
almost with the Rhone—have here forced their way, laying bare the

stratification from the water’s level to the summit, from three to six

hundred feet in perpendicular height, the rock appearing as if chiselled

by the hand of man. Here the geologist may read the book of nature

in distinct characters : few tracts (from Rampura to Kotah) will be
found more interesting to him, to the antiquarian, or to the lover of

nature in her most rugged attire.

The surface of this extensive plateau is greatly diversified. At
Kotah, the bare protruding rock in some places presents not a trace of

vegetation
;
but where it bevels off to the banks of the Par, it is one of

the*richest and most productive 'soils in India, and better cultivated than
any spot even of British India, In its indented sides are glens of the

most romantic.description (as the fountain of * the Snake King,* near )

Hinglaz), and deep dells, the source of small streams, where many
treasures of art, in temples and ancient dwellings, yet remain to re-/

ward the traveller.

This central elevation, as before described, is of the secondary forma-
tion, called trap. Its prevailing colour, where laid bare by *the Chumbul,
is milk-white: it is compact and close-grained, and though perhaps the

mineral offering the greatest resistance to the chisel, the sculptures at the

celebarted Burolli evince its utility to the artist. White is also the pre-
vailing colour to the westward. About Kotah' it is often mixed white
and porphyritic, and about Shahabad of a mixed red and brown tint.

When exposed to the action of the atmosphere in its eastern declivity, the

decomposed and rough surface would almost cause it to be mistaken for

gritstone.

This formation is not favourable to mineral wealth. The only metals
are lead and iron

;
but their ores, especially the latter, are abundant.

There are mines, said to be of value, of sulphoret of lead {galena) in the
Gwalior province, from whj^h I have had specimens, but these also are
closed. The natives fear to e^tiflact their mineral wealth ; and though
abounding in lead, tin, and copper, they are indebted almost entirely to
Europe even for the materials of their culinary utensils.
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Without attempting a delineation of inferior rangfes, I wilf onfy^

further direct the reader’s attention to an important deduction from this,

superficial review of the physiognomy of Rajvvarra.

There are two distinctly marked declivities or slopes jn Central India :

the chief is that from west to east, from* the great rampart, the Aravali,

interposed to prevent the drifting of the sands into the central plains,

bisected by the Chumbul and his hundred arms) to I the Betwa
;
the other

slope is from south to north, from the Vindhya, the southern buttress of

Central India, to the Jumna.

Extending our definition, we may pronounce the course of the

Jumna to indicate the central fall of that immense vale which has its

northern slope from the base of the Himalaya, and the southern from,

that of the Vindhya mountains.

It is not in contemplation to delineate the varied course of the mag-
nificent Nerbndda, though I have ahtmdant means

;
for the moment we

ascend the summit of the tropical Vindhya, to descend into the valley oi

the Nerbndda, we abandon Rajasthan and the Rajpoots for the aboriginal

races, the first proprietors of the land. These I shall leave to others, and
commence and end with the Chumbul, the paramount lord of the floods

of Central India.

The Chumbul has his fountains in a very elevated point of the.

Vindhya, amidst a cluster of hills, on which is bestowed the local appel-
lation of ‘ Janapava.’ It has three co-equal sources from the same cluster,

the ChumbuT’ Chambela, and Gumbheer
;
while no less than nine other

streams have their origin on the south side, and pour their waters into the

Nerbudda,

The_5*ipl5Jw from Peepuldo, the Ihtle Scjnd* from Dewas, and other

minor streams passing Oojein, all unite with the Chumbul in differen

stages before he breaks through tlie plateau.

The ^Cali Scind, from Baugri and its petty branch, the Sodwia, from,
Raghugurh

;
the Newaz (or Jamneeri), from Morsookri and Magurda ;

the Parbati, from the pass of ^i|akhera, with its more eastern arm, from.
Doulutpur, uniting at Furher, are all points in the crest of the Vin^ya
range, whence they pursue their course through the plateau, rolling over
precipices,! till engulphed in the Chumbul at the ferries of Noonerah and;
Palii. All these unite on the right bank.

On the left bank his flood is increased by the Bunas, fed by the>

perennial streams from the Aravali, and the Beris from the lakes of

Oodipur; and after watering Mewar, the southern frontier of Jeypur, andi

the high-lands of Kerowli, the river turns south to unite at the holy
* SungumtX •Rameswar. Minor streams contribute (unworthy however of

This is thefourth Scind of India. We have, first, the Scind or

Indus
;
this little Scind ,* then the Cali Scind, or ' black river and again,

the Scind rising at Latoti, on the plateau west and above Seronge. 5m is.

a Scythic word for river (now unused), so applied by the Hindus,

f The falls of the Cali Scind through ths rocks at Gagrown aod the

Parbati at Chupra (Googul) are well worthy of a visit. The latter, though

I, encamped twice at Chupra, from, which it was reputed flye miles, I did^

qot see,

t 5ifA4C2««^ is point of (confluence of two or n>pre riyer;?^ ajw3y&,
sacredto Mahadeya,

^
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separate notice), and after a thousand involutions he reaches the Jumna»
at the holy Triveni^*^ or * triple-allied* stream, be^^gep Etawa and Kalpi.

The course of the Chumbul, not reckoning" the minor sinuosities, is
^

upwards of five hundred miles
;
and alon^ its banks specimens of nearly

j

every race now existing in India may be found : Sondies, Chunderaw'uts,
\

Seesodias, Haras, Gore, Jadoon, Sikerwal, Goojur, Jat, Tuar, Cliohan, ;;

Bhadoria, Kutchwaha, Sengar, Bundela
;
each in associations of various;

magnitudes, from the substantive state to the little republic communes,
between the Chumbul and Cohari.

Having thus sketched the centra! portion of Rajasthan, or that east-

ward of the Aravali, I shall give a rapid general view of that to the west,

conducting the reader over the ‘ Thiil ca Teeba^ or ‘ sand hills* of tho

desert, to the valley of the Indus.

Let the reader again take post on Aboo, by which he may be saved a
painful journey over the Thai. The most interesting object in this arid
‘region of death’ is the ‘ salt river,’ the Looni, with its many arms falling

from the Aravali to enrich the best'portion of the piincipality of Jodhpur,
and distinctly marking the line fof that extensive plain of over-shifting

sand, termed in Hindu geography Martisthulli, corrupted to Marwar,

The Looni, from its sources, the sacred lakes of Pushkar and Ajmeer, 1

and the more remote arm from Purbutsir to its embouchure in the greaft

western salt marsh, the Rin has a course of more than three hundred
miles.

In the term * of the historians of Alexander, we have the

corruption of the word* Run ’ or ‘ Rin * still used to describe that extensive
fen formed by the deyosits of the Looni, and the equally saturated saline

streams from the southern desert of Dhat. It is one hundred and fifty

miles in length
;
and where broadest, from Bhooj to Buliari, about

seventy : in which direction the caravans cross, having as a place of halt

an insulated oasis in this mediterranean salt marsh. In the dry season,

nothing meets the eye but an extensive and glaring sheet of salt, spread
over its insidious surface, full of dangerous quicksands : and in the rains

it is a dirty saline solution, up to the camels’ girths in many places-

The little oasis, the Khari Caha, furnishes pasture for this useful animal
and rest for the traveller pursuing his journey to either bank-

It is on the desiccated borders of this vast salt marsh that the illusory

phenomenon, the merage presents its fantastic appearance, pleasing to all

but the wearied traveller, who sees a heaven of rest in the embattled
towers, the peaceful hamlet, or shady grove, to which he hastens in vain

receding as he advances, till the Sun in his might,” dissipating these
^‘cloud cap’d towers,” reveals the vanity of his pursuit.

Such phenomena are common to the desert, more particularly where
Ihese extensive saline depositions exist, but varying from certain causes.

In most cases, this powerfully magnifying and reflecting medium is a verti-^

cal stratum
; at first dense and opaque, it gradually attenuates with in-

creased temperature, till the maximum of heat, which it can no longer

resist, drives it off in an etherial vapour. This optical deception, well

known to the Rajpoots, is called see-kote, or ‘winter castles,’ because chiefly

visible in the cold season : hence, possibly, originated the equallyiillusory

and delightful ‘Chateau en Espagne,’ so well known in the w%st.

* The Jumnat Chumbul, and ScincL
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From the north bank of the Loooni (to the south, 'and the Shikhavat

frontier to the east, the sandy region comnsences. Bikaneer, Jodhpur,

Jessulmeer, are all sandy plains, increasing in volume as you proceed west-

wards. All this portion of territory is incumbent on a sandstone formation :

soundings of all the new wells made from Jodhpur to Ajmeer, yielded the

same result ;
sand, concrete siliceous deposits, and chalk.

Jessulmeer is everywhere encircled by desert
;
and that portion round

the capital might not be improperly termed an oasis, in which wheat, barley,

and even rice are produced. Fhe fortress is erected on the extremity of a
range of some hundred feet in elevation, which can be traced beyond its

southern confines to the ruins of the ancient Chotun erected.upon them, and
which tradition has preserved as the capital of a tribe, or prince termed

Happa, of whom no other trace exists. It is not unlikely that this ridge

may be connected with that which runs through the rich province of Jalore ;

consequently an offset from the base of Aboo.

Though all these regions collectively bear the term Marusthulli, or

•region of death,’ (the emphatic and figurative phrase for the desert), the

restrictive definition applies to a part only, that under the dominion of the

Rahtore race.

From Bhalotra on the Looni, throughout the whole of Dha and
Oomrasoomra, the western portion of Jessulmeer, and a broad stripe bet-

ween the southern limits of Daodputra and Bikaneer, there is real solitude

and desolation. But from the Sutledge to the Rin, a space of five hun-

dred miles of longitudinal distance, (and varying in breadth from fifty to

one hundred fmiles, numerous oases are found, where the shephereds from

the valley of the Indus’and the Thul pasture their fldeks. The springs of

water in these places have various appellations, tir^ par, rar, dur, all

expressive of the element, round which assemble the Rajurs, Sodas, Man-
gulias, and Sehraies, inhabiting the desert. .

f will noFToucli on ttle salt takes or natron beds, or the other products

of the desert, vegetable or mineral
;
though the latter might soon be des-

cribed, being confined to the jasper rock near Jessulmeer, which has

been much used in the beautiful arabesques of that fairy fabric,

the mausoleum of Sha Jehan’s queen.

Neither shall I describe th« valley of the Indus, or that portion east-

ward of the stream, the termination of the sand ridges of tne desert, I will

merely remark, that the small stream which breaks from the Indus at Dura,
seven miles north of the insulated Bekher, and falls into the ocean at Luk-
put, shows the breadth of this eastern portion of the,valley, which forms the

western boundary of the desert. A traveller proceeding from the Khee-
chee or flats of Scind ^to the east, sees the line of the desert distinctly

marked, with its elevated 5, or sand ridges, under which flows the

Sankra which is generally dry except at periodical inundations. These
sanSTdulls are of considerable elevation, and may be considered the limit

of the Inundation of the ‘ sweet river,’ the Meeta Muran^ a Scylhic or
Tartar name for river, and by which alone the Indus is known, from the

Punchnud* to the ocean*

* The confluent arms or iources of the Indus.
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CHAPTER I.

W E no>V procee^to the history of the States of Rajpootana, and
shall commence with the Annals of Mewar, and its Princes.

These are styled Ranas, and are the elder braiich of the Surya-
vansi, or 'children of tlie Sun.* Another patronymic is Ka^huvansir
derived from a predecessor of Rama, the focal point of each scion of

the solar race. To him, the conqueror of Lanka, the genealogists en-

deavour to trace the solar lines. The titles of many of these claimants

are dispufed
;

but the Hindu tribes yield unanimous suffrage to the

Prince of Mewar as the legitimate heir to the throne of Rama, and
style him Hindua Sooraj\ or * Sun of the Hindus.’^ He is universally

allowed to be the first of the 'thirty-six royal tribes ;* nor has a doubt

ever been raised respecting his purity of descent. Many of these tribes

have been swept away by time ; and the genealogist, who abhors a
vacuum in his mystic page, fills up their place with others, mere scions

of some ancient but forgotten stem.

With the exception of Jessulmeer, Mewar is the only dynasty of

these races which has outlived ei»jht centuries of foreign domination,

in the same lands where conquest placed them. The Kana still possesses

nearly the same extent of territory which his ancestors held when the

conqueror from Guzni first crossed the “blue waters”f of the Indus to

invade India ;
while the other families now ruling in the north-west of

Rajasthan are the relics of ancient dynasties driven from their pristine

seats of power, or their junior branches, who have ereaed their own
fortunes. This circumstance adds to the dignity of the Ranas, and ia

the cause of the general- homage which tliey receive, notwithstanding

the diminution of their power. I'hough we cannot give the Princes of

Mewar an ancestor in the Persian Noshirwan, nor assert so confidently

as Sir Thomas Ro^ his claims to descent from the celebrated JPorus,

the opponent of Alexander, we can carry him into regions of antiquity

more remote than the Persian, and which would satisfy the most fasti-

dious in respect to ancestry.

In every age and clime we observe the same eager desire after dis-

tinguished pedigree, proceeding from a feeling which, though often

derided, is extremely natural. The Rajpootras are, however, scarcely

satisfied with discriminating their ancestors from the herd of mankind*

* This descendant of one hundred kings shews himself in cloudy
weather from the surya*gokrat or * balcony of the Sun.

j AT/Zai, from nf/, ‘ blue,* and ai ‘water;’ hence the name of the
Nile in Egypt’and in India. Scind or Sindhu appears to be a Scythian
word : Sin in the Tatar, fsin in Chinese, * river.*, Hence the inhabitants
of its higher course ternted it aba sin,

* and thus, very
probably, Abyssinia was formed by the AraDrans; ^tlie ^country on the
Nile,* or aba sin.
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Some plume themselves on a celestial origin, whilst others are contend

to be demi-celestial
;
and those who cannot advance such lofty claims,

father than acknowledgfe the race to have originated in the ordinary

Course of nature, make their primeval parent of demoniac extraction
;

accordingly, several of the dynasties who Tcannot obtain a* niche amongst
tlie children of the sun or moon, or trace their descent from some royal

Saint, are satisfied to be considered the offspring of some Titan (Daitya).

Ihese puerilities are of modern fabrication, in cases where family

documents have been lost, or emigration has severed branches from

the parent stock ; who, increasing in power, but ignorant of tlieir birth,

have had recourse to fable to supply the void. Various authors, bor-

rowing from the same source, have assigned the seat of Poms to the

Rana’s family
;
and coincidence of name has been the cause of the

family being alternately elevated and depressed. Thus the incidental

circumstance of the word RJimtce being found in Ptolemy's geography,

in countries bordering on Mewar, furnishes our ablest geographers* with

a reason for planting the family there in the second century ;
while the

commentatorsf of the geography of the Arabian travellers of the ninth

and tenth centuriesf discover sufficient evidence in “ tlie kingdom of

Rahmi, always at vvar with the Balhara sovereign," to consider him
(notwithstanding Rahmi is expressly stated " not to be much considered

for his birth or the antiquity of his kingdom") as the prince of Cheetore,

celebrated in both these points.

The translator of the the Erythrec^n Sea^ following

D^AnviIle,§ makes Oiene (OofeTn) the capital oF a Porus.[) who sent an
embassy to Augustus to regulate their commercial intercourse, and whom
he asserts to be the ancestor of the Rana. But to shew how guarded
we should be in admitting verbal resemblance to decide such points, the

title of Rana is of modern adoption, even so late as the twelfth century ;

and was assumed in consequence of the victorious issue of a contest with

the Purjhara Prince of Mundore. who bore the title of Rana. and who
surrendered it witli fils fife and capital to the Prince of Mewar. The
latter substituted it for the more ancient appellation of Rawul but It

Was not till the thirteenth century that the novel distinction was generally

recognized by neighbouring powers. Although we cannot for a moiftafegnt

admit the Rahmi, or even the Rhanoe of Ozene, to be connected with

this family, yet Ptolemy appears to have given the real ancestor in his

* D'Anville and Rennell.

f Maurice and others.

J Relations Anciennes des Voyagcurs, par Renaudot.

§ D’Anville (Antiquities de I’Inde) quotes Nicolas of Damascus as
his authority, who says the letter written by Porus, Prince of Oiene^
was in the Greek charactor.

II
This Porus is a corruption of Puar, once the most powerfnl and

conspicuous tribe in India
; classically written Pramara, the dynasty

which ruled at Oojein for ages.
~

^ Rawtil, or Raoul^ is yet borne as a princely title by the Aharya
Prince of Dongurpur, and the Yadu Prince of Jessulmeer, whose
ancestors long ruled in the heart of Scythia. Raoul seems to have been
titular to the Scandinavian chiefs of Scythic origin. The invader of
Normandy was Raouls corrupted to Rollon or Rollo»
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Baleocurif the Balhara monarchs of the Arabian travellers, the BftllnhHi
races of Saurashtra, who were the ancestors of the princes of M^war^*
^

Betbre we proceed, it is necessary to specify the sources whence
materials were obtained for the Annals of Mevvar, and to give some idea
of the character they merit as historical data.

For many years previous to sojourning at the court of Oodipur,
sketches were obtained of the genealogy of the family from the rolls of
the bards. To these was added a chronological sketch, drawn up under
the eye of Raja Jey Sing of Ambar, with comments of some value by
him, and which served as a ground*work. Free access was also granted
to the Rana’s library, and permission obtained to make copies of such
MSS. as related to his history. The most important of these was the
Khoman Rasa,\ which is evidently a modern work founded upon ancient
materials, tracing the genealogy to Rama, and halting at conspicuous
beacons in this long line of crowned heads, particulaily about the period
of the Mahomedan irruption in the tenth century, the sack of Cheetore
by Alla-oo-din in the thirteenth century, and the wars of Rana Fratap
with Akbar, during whose reign the work appears to have been recast.

'I'he next in irhportance were the Raj Vulas) in the Vrij Bhakha
by IVlan Kubeswara \\ and the Raj Ratnakur,\ by Sudasheo Bhut

;
both

written in the reign of Rana Raj Sing, the opponent of Aurungzebe : alsd

the Jey Vulas, written in the reign of Jey Sing, sou df Raj Sing. They
all commence with the genealogies of the family, introductory to the mili-

tary exploits of the princes whose names they bear.

The Mamadeva Pt'asisiha is a copy Of the inscriptions in the temple
of *the Mother of the Gods' at Komulmeer. Genealogical rolls of some
antiquity were obtained from the widow of an ancient family bard, who had
left neither children nor kindred to follow his profession. Another roll

Was procured from a priest of the Jains residing in Sanderai, in Marwar,
whose ancestry had enjoyed from time immemorial the title of G'^oru, Which
they held at the period of the sack of Ballabhipura in the fifth ceniiiry,

whence they emigrated simultaileously with the Rana's ancestors. Others
were obtained from Jain pfriests at Jawud in Malwa. Historical documents
possessed by several chiefs were readily furnished and extracts were made
from Works, both Sanskrit and Persian, which incidentally mention the

family. To these were added traditions or biographical anecdotes fur-

nished in conversation by the Rana, or men of intellect amongst his chiefs,

ministers, or bards, and inscriptions calculated to reconcile dates
;

in

short, every corroborating circumstance was treasured lip which could be
obtained by incessant research during sixteen years. I'he Commentaries
of Baber and jehangir, the Institutes of Akbar, original grants, public and

* The Balhara kings, and their capital Nehrwalla, dr Anhulwarra
Putun, have given rise to much Conjecture amongst the learned. Wei
slg^all, before this work is closed, endeavour to condense what has beert

said by ancient artd rrioderri authorities on the subject ,* arid frorri

manuscripts, ancient inscriptioris, and the result of a personal Visit td

this ancient domain^ to set the matter Completely at rest.

t KhomaH is an ancient title of the earlier pripces, aihd Still lised.j

it was borne by the son of Bappa, the founder, wHolretired to Tran-
fcoxiana, and there ruled and died, the very country of the ancient Scythic

Khomatii*

X Lord of rhyme,

3

§ Sea of gemsi
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autograph letters of the emperors of Delhi and their ministers, were
to contribute more or less; yet numerous as are the authorities cited, the
result may afford but little gratification to the general reader, partly owing
to the unpopularity of the subject, partly to the inartificial mode of treat-
ing it.

At least ten genealogical lists, derived from the most opposite sources,
agree in making KanaUsen the founder of this dynasty

;
and a‘-sign his

emigration from the most northern of the provinces of India to the penin-
sula of Saurashtra in S. 201

,
or A. D. 145. We shall, therefore, make

this the point of outset
;
tliough it may be premised that Jey Sing, the

royal historian and astronomer of Ambar, connects the line with Sumitra
(the fifty-sixth descendant from the deified Rama), who appears to have
been the contemporary of Vicramaditta, A. C. 56.

'I'he country of which Ayodhya (now Oudh was the capital, and Rama
monarch, is termed, in tlie geographical writings of the Hindus, Koshala ;

doubtless from the mother of Rama, whose name was Kaushalyu* The
^

first royal emigrant fr<un the north is styled, in the Kana’s archives,^
i Koshalapootray ‘son of Koshala.'

Rama had two sons. Lob and Cush : from the former the Rana’s
family claim descent. He (s stated to have built Lahore, the ancient Lob-
kote

;
and the branch fronA which the princes o( Mewar are descen*Hed,

Fe^'ed there until Kanaksen emigrated to Dwarica. The difficulty of

tracing these races through a long period of years is greatly increased by
the custom of changing the appellation of the tribe, from conquest, locality,

or personal celebrity. seems to have been the martial termination
for many generations : this was followed by Dit or Aditya^ a term for
the ' sun.’ The first change in the name of the tribe was on their expul-
sion from Saurashtra, wlien for the generic term of Suryvansi was subs-
tituted the particular appellation of Gehjgte* This name was maintained
till another event dispersed the fainilyT and when they settled in Ahar,*jr

Aharya became the appellative of the branch. 1 his continued till loss of
territory and new acquisitions once more transferred the dynasty to See-
soda.J fft temporary capital in the western mountains. The title of Rana-
nsjut, borne by all descendants of tl»e blood royal since the^entful
change which removed the seat of government from Cheetore to Oodipur,
might in tirue have superseded that of Seesodia, if continued warfare had*
not checked the increase of population

; but the Gelilote branch of the
Suryavansi still retain the name of Seesadia,

Having premised thus much, we must retrograde to the darker ages,
through which we shall endeavour to conduct this celebrated dynasty)
though tlie clue sometimes nearly escapes from our hands in these laby-
rinths of antiquity. § When it is recollected to what violence this family

Sertf *army :
’ kenk^ ‘war.'

I Ahar, or Ar, is in the valley of the present capital, Oodipur.

X The origin of this name is from the trivial occurrence of the expelled
prince ot Chee Ore having erected a town U commemorate the spot, where
after an extraordinary hard chase he killed a hare {sasa^)

§ The wild fable which envelops or adorns the cradle of every illustri^
ous family is not easily disentcngled. The bards weave the web with skill,
and ii clings like ivy round each modern branch, obscuring the aged stem
in the time-worn branches of which monsters and demi-gods are perched,
whose claims of affinity are held ill high estimation by these ‘children of
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l«as been subjected daring the last eight centuries, often dispossessed of alf

but their native hills and compelled to live on their sponianeous produce,

we could scarcely expect that historical records should be preserved.

Cheetore was thrice sacked and destroyed, and the existing records are

formed from frai^ments, registers of births and marriages, or from the oraf

relations of the bards.

By what route Kanaksen, the first emigrant of the solar race, found
his way into Saurashalra from Lob-kote, is uncertain ; he, however,

wrested dominion from a Prince of the Parmara race and founded Bir-

nagara in the second century (A. D. 144). Four generations afterwards

Vijya Sen, whom the Prince of Ambar calls Nosinrwan, founded Vijya-

pur, supposed to be where Dholka now stands, at the bead of the Saurash-
tra peninsala. Vidarbha was also founded by him, the name of which
was afterwards changed to But the most celebrated was the

the capital, Ballabhipura, which for years baffled all search, till it was re-

vealed in its now humbled condition as Balbhi, ten miles north-west of

Bbawnuggur. The existeiice of this city “was confirmed by a celebrated

Ja1n work, the Satroonjya Mahatmya, Phe want of satisfactory proof

of the; Rana’s emigration from thence was obviated by the most unexpect-
ed discovery, of an inscription of the twelfth century, in a ruined temple
on the table* land forming the eastern boundary of the Rana^s present ter-

ritory which appeals to the ‘walls of Ballabhi' for the truth of the action it

records. And a work written to commemorate the reign of Rana Raj*

Sing^opens with these words; "In the west is Sooratdes.* a country well
known : the barbarians invaded it, and conquered Bhal-ca-nath all fell

in the sack of Ballabhipura, except the daughter of the Pramara." And
the Sanderai roll thus commences : "When the city of Ballabhi was sack-
ed, the inhabitants fled and founded Balli, S^'iderai, and Nadole in

Mordurdes.’'J These are towns yet of consequence, and in all the Jain
religion is still maintained, which was the chief worsiiip of Ballabhipura
when sacked by the ‘ barbariaru' The records pteserved by the Jains give
S.B. 205 (A. D. 524) as the date of this event.

The tract about Ballabhipura and northward is termed Bhal, probab-
ily from the tribe of Balia, which might have been the designation of the

Rana’s tribe prior to that of Grahilote
;
and most probably Moolthan, and

all these regions of the Catti, Balli, etc., were dependent on Lobkoie,
whence emigrated Kanaksen

;
thus strengthening the surmise of the Scy-

thic descent of the Ranas, though now installed in the seat of Rama. Plie

son was the deity of this northern tribe, as of the Rana's ancestry, and tlie

remains'of numerous temples to this grand object of Scythic homage are
still to be found scattered over ths peninsula : whence its name Saiirash*
ira the country of the Sauras, or Sun^worshippers

;

the Surostreme or
Syrastrette of ancient geographers ; its inhabitants, the Suras of Strabo.

Besides these cities, the MSS. give Gayni§ as the last refuge of the

the sun/ who would deem it criminal to doubt that the loin-robe {dhoti)
of their great founder, Bappa Rawul, was less than five hundred cubits in

a:ircumference, that his two-edged sword (khanda)^ the gift df the Hindu
Proserpine, ^weighed an ounce less than sixty-four pounds, or that he was
an inch under twenty feet in height*

• Soorat or Saurashtra, ,

t The ‘lord of Bhal."
^ J Marwar.

§ Gayni, or Gajni, is one of the ancient mames of Cambay (the port of
Ballabhipura), the ruins of which are about three miles from the modem
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family when expelled Saurashtra. One of the poetic chronicles thus

commences :
“ The hcirbarians had captured G.ajni. The house of

Silladitya “was left desolate. In its defence his heroes fell : of his

seed but the name remained.”

These invaders were Scythic, and* in all probability a colony from,

the Parthian kingdom^ which was established in sovereignty on the
Indus in the second century, having their capital at Samina^ara^ where
the ancient Yadu ruled for ages : the Hinagara* of Arrian, and the

Mankir of the Arabian geographers. It was by this route, through the
eastern portion of the valley of the Indus, that the various hordes of

Getes or Jits, Huns, Camari, Catti, Macwahana, Balia and Aswaria,
had peopled tins peninsula, leaving traces still visible. The period is,

also remarkable, when these and other Scythiq hordes were simultane-
ously abandoning higher Asia for the cold regions of Europe and the
warm plains of Hindusthan. From the first to the sixth century of tlie

Christian era, various records exist of these irruptions from the north.

Gibbon^ quoting De Guignes, mentions one in the second century, which

city. Other sources indicate that these princes held possessions in the

southern continent of India, as well as in the Saurashtra peninsula.
Tilatilpur Pultun, on the Godavery, is mentioned, which traditon asserts,

to be the city of Deogir
;
but which, after many years' research, I dis-

covered in Saurashtra, it being one of the ancient names of Kuncfela.,

In after times, when succeeding dynasties held the title of Bhal-ca-rae,

though the capital was removed inland to Anhulwarra Pultun, they
still held possession of the western shore, and. Cambay continued the:

chief port.

* The position of Minagara has occupied the attention of geogra-.
graphers from f3 ’ Anville to Pottinger. Scinde being conquered by
Omar, general of the caliph AlMansoor (Abbasi), the name of Minagara
was changed to Mansoora^ “ une vile

” “ celebre sur le rivage droit du,
Sind on Meiiran.” “ Ptolemee fait aussi rnention de cette ville

;
mais en

la deplacant,” etc. D’ Anville places it about 26“, but not so high as Ulug^
Beg, whose tables make it 26*40"^ I have said elsewhere that I little-

doubt that Minagara, handed down to us by the author of the Periplus
as the metropolistes Skuthias, was the Sam.inagara oi the Yadu Jharejas,^
whose chronicles claim Sewisthan as their ancient possession, and in all

probability was the stronghold {nagara) of Sambus, the opponent of.

Alexander. On every consideration, I am. inclined to place it on the site

of Sehwan, The learned Vincent, in his translation of the Periplus,
enters fully and \vith great judgment upon, this point, citing every
authority, Arrian, Ptolemy, Al-Biruni Edrisi, D! Anville, a,nd De la,

Rochette. He has a note (26, p. 386, vol. i,) which is conclusive, could he
have applied it :

“ Al-Birun [equi-distant] between Debeil and Mansura.^*
D’ Anville also says; “ de Miusora ala ville nommee Birun, la distance

est indiquee de quinze parasanges dans AbuHeda,” who fixes it, on the
authority of the Abu-Rehan (surnamed Al-Bjruni from his birthplace),

at 26’4o'1

The ancient name of Hydrabad, the present capital of Scinde, was.
Neroon or Nirun, and is almost equidistant, as Abulfeda says, Detween*
Datvvul, (UeWaTTJr Tatta) and Mansoora, Sehwan, or Minagara, the lati-

tude of which, according to my construction, is 26* 1 1^. Those who wish,

to pursue this may examine the Eclaircissemens sur la Carte de l’l.ndet„

Kf, 37 etseq<, and Or, Vincent’s estimable translation, p. 386,
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fixed permanently in the Saurashtra peninsula ; and the latter, from
original authorities, describes another of the Getes or Jrts, styled by the
Chinese Yu^chi, in the north of India. But the authority directly in.

point is that of Cosmas, surnamed Indopleustes, who was in India dur-
ing the reign of Justinian, and f that of die first monarch of the Chinese
dynasty of Learn.* Cosmas had visited Callian, included in the Balhara
kingdom

;
and he mentions the Abtelites^^ or white Huns, under their

king Golas, as being established on the Indus at tlie very period of the
invasion of Ballabhipura.

Arrian, who resided in the second century at Barugaza (Baroach),
describes a Parthian sovereignty as extending from the Indus to the
Nerbudda. Their capital has already been mentioned, Minagara.
Whether these, the Abtelites’): of Cosmas, were the Parthian dynasty of

Arrian, or whether the Parthians were supplanted by the Huns, we must
remain in ignorance, but to one or the other we must attribute the sack
of Ballabhipura. The legend of this event affords scope for speculation,,

both as regards the conquerors and the coquered, and gives at least a
colour of truth to the reputed Persian ancestry of the Rana : a subject
which will be distinctly considered. The solar orb and its type, fire, were-

the chief objects of adoration of Silladitya of Ballabhipura. Whether
to these was added that of the lingam, the symbol of Balnath (the sun),

the primary object of worship with his descendants, may be doubted.
It was certainly confined to these, and the adoption of ‘ strange gods,*'

by the Suryavansi Gehlote is comparatively of modern invention.

f

There was a fountain {Suryacoonda) 'sacred to the sun ’ at Ballabhi-^
pura, from which arose, at the summons of Silladitya (according to the
legend) the seven-headed horse Saptaswa, which draws the car of Surya,.
to bear him to battle. With such an auxiliary no foe could prevail

;
but a

wicked minister revealed to the enemy the secret of annulling this aid, by
polluting the sacred fountain with blood. This accomplished, in vain did
Ihe prince call on Saptaswa to save him from the strange and barbarous.

* Considerable intercourse was carried on between the princes of
India and China from the earliest periods; but particularly during the

dynasties of Sum, Learn, and Tam, from the fourth to the seventh
centuries, when the princes from Bengal and Malabar to the Punjab sent

embassies td the Chinese monarchs. The dominions of these Hindu,
princes may yet be identified.

f D'Herbelot (vol. i. p. 179) calls them the Haiathelah or Indoscythos
and says that they were apparently from Thibet, between India and Cliina.

De Guignes (tome i. p. 325) is offended with this explanation, and says

:

“ celte conjecture ne peut avoir lieu, les Euthelites" “n’ayant jamais
demeure dans le Thibet.'* A branch of the Huns, however, did most
assuredly dwell in that quarter, though we will not positively assert that
they were the Abteliles. The Hya was a great branch of the lunar race
of Yayati, and appears early to have left India for the northern regions,

and would, ai^ord a rnore plausible etymology for the Haiathelah than
the who dwelt on tlie waters {ab) of the Oxus. This branch of

of the Hunish race has also been termed Nephthalite, an^ fancied one
of the lost tribes of Israel.

,

f F^erishta, in the early part of his history, observes that, some
centuries prior to Vicramaditya, the Hindus abandoned the simple reli-

gion of their ancestors, made idols, and worshipped the host of heaven,

which faith they had from Cashmere, the foundry of magic superstition.
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foe : the chym was broken, and with it sunk the dynasty of BallabhL Who
the 'barbarian' was that defiled with blood of kine the fountain of the sun*
whether Gate, Parthian, or Hun, we are left to conjecture. The Persian^
thoiig^h he venerated the hull, yet sacrificed him on the altar of Mithras ;t
and though the ancieiit Guebre pvirifies with the urinej of the cow, he will

pot refuse to eat beef; and the iniquity of Cambyses, who thrust his lance
into the flank of the Egyptian Apis, is a proof that the bull was abstract-
edly no object of worship. It would be indulging a legitimate curiosity,
could we by any means discover how these 'strange' tribes obtained a
footing amongst the Hindu races

;
for so late as seven centuries ago wc

find Gates, Huns, Catti, Arispas, Dahae, definitively settled, and enume-
rated amongst the Chhatees rajciila. How much earlier the admission,
no authority states

;
but mention is made of several of them aiding in the

defence of Cheetore, on the first appearance of the Faith of Islam, up-
%vards of eleven hundred years ago.

CHAPTER H.

O F the Princess family, the Queen Pushpavati alone escaped the sack
of Ballabhi, as well as ttie funeral pyre, upon which, on the deatfi of

Silladitya, his other wives were sacrificed. She was a daughter of the
Pramara Prince of Chandrayati, and had visited the shrine of the universal
mother, Amba-Bhayani, in her native land, to deposit upon the altar of
the goddess a votive offering consequent to her expectation of offspring.
She was on her return, when tlie intelligence arrived which blasted all her
future hopes, by depriving her of her lord, and robbing him, whom the
goddess had just granted to her prayers, of a crown. Excessive grief
closed her pilgrimage, taking refuge in a cave in the mountains of

^Divested of allegory, it means simply that the supply of water was
rendered impure, and consequently useless to the Hindus, which compelled
them to abandon their defences and meet death in the open field. Alla-
ud-din practised the same ruse against the celebrated Achil, the Kheechie
Prince of Gagrown, whch caused the surrender of this impregnable for-
tress. "It matters not," observes an historion whose name I do not re-
collect, "whether such things are true, it is sufficient that they were be-
lieved. We may smile at the mention of the ghost, the evil genius of Bru-
tus, appearing to him before the battle of Pharsalia

;
yet it never would

have been stated, had it not assimilated with the opinions and prejudices
of the age." And we may deduce a simple moral from ' the parent orb re-
fusing the aid of his steed to his terrestrial offspring,' vis., that he was
deserted by the deity. Fountains sacred to the sun and other deities were
common to the Persians, Scythians^ and Hindus, and both the last offered
steeds to him in sacrifice.

t Bul-dan, or sacrifice of the bull to Bal-nath is on record,
though now discontinued amongst the Hindus.

t Pinkerten who is most happy to strengthen his aversion for the Celt,
seizes on a passage in Strabo, who describes him as having resource to

same mode of purification as the Guebre. Unconscious that it may
nave had a religious origin, he adduces it as a strong proof of the unclean-
Imess of their habits.
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MaHia, she \^as delivered of a son. Havin^> confined the infant to a
Hrahminee of Birnugfgur named Camalavati, enjoining her to educate the

young prince as a Bral)niin, but to marry him to a Hajpootnee, she
mounted the funeral pile to join her lord. Camalavati, the daughter of

the priest of the temple,was herself a mother and she performed the tender

offict^s of one to the orphan prince, whom she designated Goha or ‘cave-
born ’ The child was a source of perpetual uneasiness to its protectors: he
associated with Rajpoot children, killing birds, hunting wild animals, and
at the age of eleven was totally unmanageable : to use the words of the

legend, “ how should they hide the ray of the sun ?
'*

At this period Edur w-as governed by a chief of the savage race of

Bhil
;
his name, Mandalica. I'he young Goha frequented the forests iis*

company with the Biiils, whose habits better assimilated with his daring
nature than those of the Brahmins. He became a favourite with tlie

Vana-pootras, or ‘children of the forest,’ who resigned to him Edur witli

its woods and mountains. The fact is mentioned by Abdul Fiizil, and is

still repeated by the bards with a characteristic version of the incident,

of which doubtless there were many. 'I'he Bhils having determined in

sport to elect a king, the choice fell on Goha
;
and one of the young

savages, cutting his finger, applied the blood as the teeka of sovereignty
to his forehead. What was done in sport was confirmed by the old forest

chief. 'I'he sequel fixes on Goha the stain of ingratitude, for he slew his

benefactor, and no motive is assigned in the legend for tiie deed. Goha’s^

name became the patronymic of his descendants, who were styled Gohilote^

classically Grahilote, in time softened to Gehlote.

We know very little concerning these early princes, but that they

dwelt in this mountainous region for eight generations
;
when the Bhils>

tired of a foreign rule, assailed Nagadir, the eighth prince, while hunting,

and deprived liim of life and Edur. 'I'lm descendants of Camalavati (the

Birnuggur Brahmin), who retained the office of priest in the family, were
again the preservers of the line of Ballabhi. 'I'he infant Bappa, son of

Nagadit, then only three years old, was conveyed to the fortress of Bhan*
dere.^*^ where he was protected by a Bhil of Vadu descent. 'I’hence he has
removed for greater security to the wilds of Parassur. Within its imper-
vious recesses rose the three-peaked {tri-ciita) mountain, at whose base
was the town of Nagindra,'!’ the abode of Biahmius, who performed the
riles of the ‘great God.’ In this retreat passetl the eaily years of Bappa,
wandering through these alpine valleys, amidst the groves of Bal and the

shrines of the brazen calf.

The most antique temples are to be seen in these spots—within the

dark gorge of the mountain, or on Hs rugged summit,—in the depths of the
forest, and at the sources of streams, were sites of seclusion, beauty, and
sublimity alternately exalt the mind's devotion. In these regions the
creative power appears to have been the earliest, and at one lime the sole

object of adoration, whose symbols, the serpent-wreathed phallus (lingam),

and its companion, the bull, were held sacred even by the ‘ children of the
forest.' In these silent retreats Mahadeva continued to rule triumphant^

^ F fieen miles south-west of Jarrole, in th^ wildest region of India.

t Nagda, still a place of religious resort* about ten miles north

of Oodipur. Here I found several very old inscriptions relative to the

family, which preserve the ancient denomination Gohil instead of Gehloie,

One of these is about nine centuries old.
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end the rfiost brilliant festivities of Oodipur were thbse Where his rites are
celebrated in the nine days sacred to him, when the Jains and Vaishnabs
tnix with the most zealous of his votaries : but the strange gods from the
plains of the Yumuna and Ganges have withdrawn a portion of the
zeal of the Gehlotes from their patron divinity Eklinga, whose dewan,*
or vicere^jent, is the Rana. The temple of Eklinga^ situated in one of

the narrow defiles leading to the capital^ is an immense structure, though
more sumptuous than elegant. It is built entirely of white marble, most
elaborately carved and embellished

;
but lying in the iroute of a bigotted

foe, it has undergone many dilapidations. I he brazen bull, placed under
his own dome, facing the sanctuary of the phallus, is nearly of the natural

size, in a recumbent posture. It is cast (hollow) of good shape, highly
polished and without flaw, except Where the hammer of the Tatar had
opened a passage in the hallow flank in search of treasure.f

Tradition has preserved numerous details of Bappa^s{ infattcyi Which
resemble the adventures of every hero or founder of a race. The young
prince attended the sacred kine, an occupation which was honourable even

to * the children of the sun,’ and which they still pursue: possibly a rem-
nant of their primitive Scythic habits. The pranks of the royal sheplierd are

the theme of many a tale. On the Jul Jhoolni, when swinging is the

amusement of the youth of both sexes, the daughter of the Solanki chief

of Nagda and the village maidens had gone to the groves to enjoy this

festivity, but they were unprovided with ropes. Bappa happened to be at

hand, and was called by the Rajpoot damsels to forward their sport. He
promised to procure a rope if they would first have a game at marriage.

One frolic was as good as anotfier, and the scarf of the Solankini was
united to the garment of Bappa> the whole of the village lasses joining

hands with his as the connecting link
;
and thus they performed the

mystical number of revolutions round an aged tree. This frolic caused
flight from Nagda, and originated his greatness, but at the sanie time

burthened him with all these damsels
;
and hence a heterogeneous issuer

whose descendants still ascribe their origin to the prank of Bappa found
the old mango-tree of Nagda. A suitable offer being shortly ^after

made for the young Solankini*s hand, the family priests of the bridegrb^HP,

whose duty it was, by his knowledge of palmistry, to investigate the

fortunes of the bride, discovered that she was already married : intelli-

gence which threw the family into the greatest consternation. Though
Bappa*s power over his brother shepherds was too strong to create any
dread of disclosure as to his being the principal in this affair, yet was it

too much to expect that a secret, in which no less than six hundred of the

daughters of Eve were concerned, could long remain such. Bappa’s mode
of swearing his companions to secrecy is preserved. Digging a small

* EkIing-ca-Dewan is the common title of the Rana.

f Amongst the many temples where the brazen calf forrns part of
the establishment of Bal- Cesar, there is one sacred to Nanda alone, ar
Naen in the valley. This lordly bull has his shrine attended as devoutly
as was that of Apis at Memphis

;
nor will Ekitnga yield to his brother

Serapis. The changes of position of the Apis at Naen are received as?

indications of the fruitfulness of the seasons, though if is not apparent
how such are contrived.

J Bappa is not a proper name, it signifies merely a * child.’ He is

frequently styled Syeel, a<td in inscriptions Syeel Adhes, ‘ the mountaini
lord.’
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pit, and takinpf a pebble in his hand, ‘'Swear/' cried he, “secrecy and
obedience to me in ^ood and in evil

;
that you will reveal to me all that you

hear, and failing, desire tliat the good deeds of your forefathers may,
like this pebble (dropping it into the pit), fall into the Washerman’s
well/’* They took tl>e oath. The Solanki chief, however, heard that
Bappa was the offender, who, receiving from his faithful scouts iniifna-

tion of his danger, sought refuge in one of the retreats which abound in

these mountains, aiul which iji after-times proved the preservation of his

race. The companions of fiis flight were two Bhils : one of Oondree, in

the valley of the present capital; the other of Solanici descent, from
Oguna Paiiora, in the vvesteni wilds. I'lieir names, Baleo and Dewa,
have been handed down with Bappa's; and the former had the honour
of drawing the teeka of sovereignty with his own blood on the forehead of

the prince, on the occasion of his taking the crown from the Mori,

It is pleasing to trace, througli a series of ages, the knowledge of

a custom still ‘ honoured in the observance.' I’he descendants of

Baleo of Oguna and the Oondree Bhil still claini the privilege of per-
forming the teeka on the inauguration of the descendants of Bappa.

Oguna Fanora is the sole spot in India which enjoys a state of

natural freedom. Attached to no state, having no foreign communica-
tions, living under its own patriarchal head, its chief, with the title of

Kana, whom one thousand hamlets scattered over the forest-crowned
Valleys obey, can, if requisite, appear at ‘the head of five thousand bows/
H e is a Bhoomia Bhil of mixed blood, from the Solanki Rajpoot, ork

the old stock of pure (oojla) Bhils, autoch-thones (if such there be of

any country) of iMewar. Besides making the teeka of blood from ark

incision in the thumb, the Oguna chief takes the prince by the arrrk

and seats hin1 on the throne, while the Oondree Bhil holds the salver

of spices and sacred grains of ricef used in making the teeka.

But the sblerrinity of being seat-ed on the throne of Mewar is sd
expensive, that marty of these rites have fallen into disuse. Juggut
Sing was the last prince whose coronation was conducted witii the

ancient magnificence of this princely house. It costs the sum of ninety
lacks of rupees (;^i , 1 25,000), nearly one entire year's revenue of the

state ilk the days of its prosperity, and which, takihg into consideration
the comparative value Of rtkortey, would amount to Upwards of four
^nillions sterling.^

* Deerhed in the East, the niost impure of all receptacles. I'hese

wells are dug at the sides of streams; and give a supply of pure water
filtering through the sand.

f Hence, perhaps, the name kushkeh for teeka. Grains of ground
rice in curds is the material to the primitive teeka, which the author haS
had applied to him by a lady in Goojurgar, one of the most savage spots
in India, amidst the ievy efi masse^ lassembled hostilely against him, but
separated amicably.

J Such the pride bf these small kingdorfls in days of yore, and kucH
their resources, till reduced by constant oppressio/i ! But their public
Works speak what they could do, and have done

;
witness the stupendous

Work of marble, and its adjacent causeway, which dams the lake of
Uajsumund at Kankerowli, and which cost upwards of a million. Wheri
the spectator views this expanse of water, this ‘royal sea' (yajsumund)
On the borders of the plain

;
the pillar of victory towering over thb

4
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To resume the narrative : thouf»h the fliijht of Bappa and its cause
are perfectly natural, we have another episode; when theibard assuminj^

a higher strain has recourse to celestial machinery for tlie denouement of

this simple incident : but “ an illustrious race must always be crowned
with its proper mythology." Bappa^ who was the founder of a line (A

a 'hundred kings/ feared as a monarch, adored as more than mortal,

and according to the legend, ‘still living (chirnnjiva)/ deserves to have
the soiu'ce of his pre-eminent fortune disclosed, whicli, in Mevvar, it were
sacrilege to doubt. While he pastured the s icf ed ' kinc in the valleys

of Nagindra, the princely shepherd was suspected of appropriating the
milk of a favourite cow to his own use. He was distrusted and watched,
and although indignant, the yontli admitted that they had reason to

suspect him, from the habitual <fryness of the brown cow when she
entered the pens at even.* He watched, and traced her to a narrow
dell, when he heheld the udder spontaneously pourifig its stores admits
the shrubs. Under a tliicket of cane a hermit was reposing in a state

of abstraction, from which the impetuousity of^ihe slieplierd soon roused
him. The mystery was revealed in the phallic symbol of the 'great God,'
which daily received the lacteal shower, and raised such doubts of the
veracity of Bappa.

No eye had hitherto penetrated into this natitraf sanctuary of ths

rites of the Hindu Creator, except the sages and hermits of ancient daye
(of whom this was the celebrated Haritaf), whom this bounteous cow
also fed.

Bappa related to the sage all be knew of himself, received his bless-

ing, and retired
; but he went daily to visit him, to wash hrs feet, carry

milk to him, and gather such wild flowers as were acceptable offerings

to the deity. In refurn he received lessons of morality, and was initia-

led into the mysterious rites of Siva : and at length he was invested with

the triple cordon of faith teen ptirwa zinnr) by the hands of the sage,

who became his spiritual guide, .and bestowed on his pupil the title of

'IRegent (l)evvan> of Eklinga.' Bappa had proofs that his attentions ta

the saint and his devotions to EUlinga were acceptable, by a visii^fom'
his consort, 'the lion-born goddess.’ From 'her hand he received the

panoply of celestial fabrication, the work of [Viswacarma (the Vulcan of

Eastern mythology), which outvies all the arms ever forged for Greek
or Trojan. The lance, ‘bow, quiver, and arrows

;
a shield and sword

(more famed than Balisarda) which the goddess girded on him with her
own hand : the oath of fidelity and devotion was the ' relief’ of thie

celestial inveslimre. Thus initiated into the mysteries of * the first' (ad),

admitted under the banners of Bhavani, Harita resolved to leave his

pupil to his fortunes, and to quit the worship of the symbol f®r the presence
of the deity in the mansions above. He informed Bappa of his design,

and commanded him to be at the sacred spot early on the following

plains of Malwa, erected on the summit of Cheetore by Uana Mokul ;;

their palaces and temples in this ancient abode
;
the regal residence

erected by these princes when ejected, must fill the observer with
astonishment at the resources of the state. 'I'hey are sucli as to ex-
plain the metaphor of my ancient friend Zalim Sing, who knew better

than we the value of this country ; 'every pinch of the soil of Mewar
contains gold.'

* Gaoda^lukf the time when the cows come home.

I On this spot the celebrated temple of Eklinga was erected#
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morn ; but Bappa shewed his materiality by oversleeping himself, and on
reaching the spot the sage had already made some progress in his car,

borne by the Apsaras, or celestial messengers. He checked his aerial

ascent to give a last token of affection to his pupil
;
and desiring him to

reach up to receive his blessing Bappa’s stature was extended to twenty

cubits; but as he did not reacti the car, he was commanded to open his

mouth, when the sage did what was recorded as performed, about the

same period, by Mahomed, who spat into the mouth of his favourite

nephew, Hussein, the son of Ali. Bappa shewed his disgust and aversion

by blinking, and the projected blessing fell on his foot, by which
squeamishness he obtained only invulnerability by weapons instead of

immortality : the saint was soon lost in the cerulean space. Thus
marked as the favourite of heaven, and having learned from his mother
that he was nephew to the Mori Prince of Cheetore, he ‘ disdained a
shepherd's slothful life,’ and with some companions from these wilds

quitted his retreat, and for the first time emerged into the plains. But
as if the brand of Bliavani was insufficient, he met with another hermit

in the forest of the Tiger Mount, ^ the famed Goruknath, who presented

to him the double-edged sword,
f
'which, with the proper incantation, could

* sever rocks.’ With this he opened the road to fortune leading to the

throne of Cheetore.

Cheetore was at this period held by the Mori Prince of the Pramar
race, the ancient lords of Malwa, then paramount sovereigns of Hindu-
sthan : but whether this city was then the chief seat of power is not

known. Various pubiic works, reservoirs, ^nd. bastions, yet retain the

n£^me of this race^^^ 1

^, Bappa’s connccnbh with the MoriJ obtained hirri a g'ood reception
;

tic was enrolled amongst the sarnunis or leaders, and a suitable estate

conferred upon him. I'he irrscription, of the Mori Prince's reign, so

often alluded to, affords a good idea of his power, and of the feudal

manners of his court. He was surrounded by a numerous nobility,

holding estates on the tenure of military service, but whom he had disgus-

ted by his neglect, and whose jealousy he had provoked by the superior

regard shown to Bappa. A foreign foe appearing at this time, instead

of obeying the summons to attend, they threw up their grants, and
tauntingly desired him to call on its favourite.

Bappa undertook the conduct of the war, and the chiefs, though dis-

.
possessed of their estates, accompanied him from a feeling'of shame. The

* The Nahra Alugra, seven miles from the eastern pass leading to

the capital, where the prince has a hunting seat surrounded by several
others belonging to the nobles, but all going to decay. The tiger and wild
boar now prowl unmolested, as none of the 'unlicensed* dare shoot in

these royal preserves.

t They surmise that this is the individual blade which is yet annually
worshipped by the sovereign and chiefs on its appropriate day, one of the
nine sacred to the god of war

;
a rite completely Scythic. I had this

relation from the chief genealogists of the family, who gravely repeated
the incantation : “ By the preceptor Goruknath, and the great god,
Eklinga

;
by Takshac tlie serpent, and (he sage Harita

;
by Bhavani

<Pallas), strike I”

t Bappa's mother was a Pramar, probably from Aboo or Chandra-
vati, hear to Edur

;
and consequently Bappa was nephew to every Pramar

in existence*
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foe was defeated and driven out to the country
;
but instead of returning

lo Cheelore, Bappa continued his course to the ancient seats of his family,

Gajni, expelled the ‘barbarian’ called Selim, placed on the throne a

chief of tiie Chawura tribe, and returned with the discontented nobles.

Bappa, on this occasion, is said to have married tho daughter of his

enemy. The nobles quitted Cheetore, leaving their defiance with their

Prince. In vain were tho spiritual preceptor fGoorn) and foster-brother

(Dabhae) sent as ambassadors : their only reply was, that as they had
* eaten his salt,’ they would forbear their vengeance for twelve months.

The noble deportment of Bappa won their esteem, and they transferred

to him their service and homage. With the temptation of a crown, the

gratitude of the Grahilote was given to the winds. On return they

assaulted and carried Cheetore, and, in the words of the chronicle,

“Bappa took Cheetore from the Mori and became himself the mor (crown)

of the land:” he obtained by universal consent the title of ' sun of the

Hindus (Hindua sooraj)^ preceptor of princes '(Raj Gooru)^ and universal

lord (Chukv),a)J

He had a numerous progeny, some of whom returned to their ancient

seats in Saurashtra, whose descendants were powerful chieftains in that

tract so late as Akbar’s reign.^ Eive sons went to Marwar, and the
ancient Gohilsf ‘ of the land of Kheir,’ expelled and driven to Gohilwal,

have lost sight of their ancestry, and by a singular fatality are in posses-

sion of the wreck of Ballabhipura, ignorant of its history and their con-
nection with it, mixing with Arabs and following marine and mercantile
pursuits

;
and the office of the bard having fallen fnto disrepute,Jthey can-

not trace their forefathers beyond Kheirdhur.J

The close of Bappa’s career is the strangest part of the legend, and
which it might be expected they would be solicitous to suppress. Advanced
in years, he abandoned his children and his country, carried his arms,
west to Khorasau, and [tliere established himself, and married new wives
from among the ‘ barbarians,’ by whom he had a numerous offspring.

§

Bappa had reached the patriarchal age of one hundred when he died*

An old volume of historical anecdotes, belonging to the chief of OMtiAiyara,

states that he became an ascetic at the foot of Menu, where he was buried
alive after having overcome all the kings of the west, as in Ispahan,
Kandahar, Cashmere, Irak, Iran, Tooran, and Cafferisthan

;
all of whose

daughters he married, and by whom he had one hundred and thirty sons,

galled the Nosheyra Pathans. Each of these founded a tribe, bearing the
name of the mother. His Hindu children were ninety-eight in number,
and were called Agni^upasi Suryavansi^ or ‘ sunborn fire-worshippers.*
'i'he chronicles also record that (in like manner as did the subjects of the
Bactrian king Menander, though from a different motive) tlie subjects of

* See Ayeen xAkberi^ who states that fifty thousand G.ehlotes in.

Soorat.

I Peparra Gohilotes.

X The ” land of Kheir,” on the south-west frontier of Marwar, near
the Loony river.

§ The reigning Prince told the author that there was^no doubt oE
Bappa having ended his days among * the l urks a term now applied to.

all Mahomedans by the Hindu, butjat that time confined to the inhabi-
tants of Turkistan, ihe^ Turushka of the Purans, and the Taksliag ot
garly inscriptions.
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BappJi quarrelled for the disposal of his remains. The H'indn vvished

the fire lo consume them
;
the * barbarian’ to commit them to earth

;

but on raising the pall while the dispute was raging, innumerable flowers

of the lotus were found in the place of the remains of mortality : these

were conveyed and planted in the lake. This is precisely what is related

of the end of the Persian Nosiiirwan.

Having thus briefly sketched the liistory of the founder of the

Gehlote dynasty of Mewar, we must now endeavour to establish the

epoch of tliis important event in its annals. Although Bappa Kawul was
nine generations after the sack of Ballabhipura, the domestic annals
give S. 191 (A. D. 135) for his birth

;
which the bards implicitly follow-

ing, have vitiated the whole chronology. An important inscription in a
character little known, establishes the fact of the Mori dynasty being in

possession of Cheetore in S. 770 (A. D. 714). Now the annals of the

Rana’s house expressly state Bappa Rawul to be the nephew of the Mori
Prince of Cheetore

;
that at the age of fifteen he was enrolled amongst

the chieftains of his uncle, and that the vassals (before alluded to), in

revenge for the resumption of their grants by the Mori, dethroned him
and elevated as their sovereign the youthful Bappa. Notwithstanding
this apparently irreconcilable anaclironism, the family traditions accord
with the inscription, except in date. Amidst such contradictions the

development of the truth seemed impossible. Another valuable inscrip-

tion of S. 1024 (A. D. 968), though giving the genealogy from Bappa to

Sacti Kumar and corroborating that from Cheetore, and which furnished

convincing evidence, was not sanctioned by the Prince or his chroniclers,

who would admit nothing as valid that militated against their establislied

era 191 for the birth of their founder. After six years’ residence and
unremitting search amid ruins, archives, inscriptions, traditions, and
whatever could throw light upon this point, the author quitted Oodipur
with all these doubts in his mind, for Saurashtra, to prosecute his

inquiries in the pristine abodes of the race. Then it fwas that he was
rewarded, beyond his most sanguine expectations by the discovery of an
inscription which reconciled these conflicting authorities and removed
every difficulty. This marble, found in the celebrated temple of Somnath,
made mention of a distinct era, vi^., the Ballahhi Samvat, as being used
in Saurashtra; which era was tliree hundred and seventy- five years
subsequent to Vicramaditya.

On the sack of Ballabhi thirty thousand families abandoned this
* city of a hundred temples,’ and led by their priests found a retreat for

Ihemselves and their faith in Mordur-des (Marwar), where they erected
the towns of Sanderai and Balhi, in which latter we recognize the name
of the city whence they were expelled. The religion of Ballabhi, and
consequently of the colonists, was the Jain ; and it was by a priest

descended from the survivors . of this catastrophe, and still with their

descendants inhabiting those towns, that these most important documents
were furnislied to the author. The Sanderai roll assigns the year 305
(Ballabhi era) for the. destruction of Ballabhi: another, also from Jain
authority, gives 205 ; and as there were but nine princes from Vijya Sen,
the founder, to its fall, we can readily believe the first a numerical error.

Therefore 205 + 375=»58o S. Vicrama (A. D. 524)» for the invasion of
Saurashtra by ‘ the barbarians from the north,* and sack of Baliabhipura.

Now if from 770, the date of the Mori tablet, we deduct 580, there
remains 190 ;

justifying the pertinacity with which the chroniclers of
MeNvar adhered to the date given in their annalb for the birth of Bappaj^
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igi : thoiiefli they were ignorant that this period was dated from the
flight Irom Ballabhipura.

Bappa, when he succeeded to the Mori Prince, is said to have been

fifteen years old
j
and his birth being one year anterior to the Mori

inscription of 770+14=8. V. 784 (A. D. 728),* is the period for the

foundation of the Gehlote dynasty in Mewar : since which, during a

space of eleven hundred years, fitly- nine princes lineally descended from

Bappa have sat on the throne of Cheetore.

Though the bards and chroniclers will never forgive the temerity

which thus curtails the antiquity of their founder, he is yet placed in the

dawn of chivalry, when the Carlovingian dynasty was establislted in the

wesL a«d wlien VValid, whose bands planted 'the green standard, on the

Ebro, was ‘commander of the faithful.’ ^

From the deserted and now forgotten 'city of the sun,* Aitpur, the

abode of wild beasts and savage Bhils, another memorial of the Princes

of Mewar was obtained. It relates to the Prince Sadi Kumar. Its date

is S. 1024 (A.D. 968), and it contains tl)e names of fourteen of lus ances-

tors in regular succession. Amongst these is Bappa, or Syeel. When
compared with the chronicles and family archives, it was highly gratifying

to find that, with the e^^ception of one superfluous name and the transposi-

tion of Olivers, they were in perfect accordance.

Hume says, “ Poets, though they disfigure the most certain history by
their fictions, and use strange liberties with truth, wnen they are the sole

historians, as among the Britofis, have commonly some foundation for their

wildest exaggerations.” I'he remark is applicable here
;

for the names
which had been mouldering for nine centuries, far from the abode of man,
are tlie same they had worked into their poetical legends. It was at this

exact epoch that the arms of Islam, for the first time, crossed the Indus.

In the ninety- fifth year of the Hegira, Mahomed Bin Kasim, the general

of the Kaliph Walid, conquered Sinde, and penetrated (according to early

Arabian authors) to the Ganges ; and although Eimacin mentions only

Sinde, yet other Hindu states were at this period convulsed from tfiie same
cause: witness the overthrow of Manik-rae of Ajmeer, in the middle^fithe
eighth century, by a foe 'coming in ships,* Anjar specified as the point

where they landed, If any doubt existed that it was Kasim who advanced
to Clieetoref and was defeated by Bappa, it was set at rest by finding at

this time in Cheetore ‘Dahir,J the Prince of Debeil.’ Abdul Fuzil records

from Arabian authorities, that Dahir was lord of Sinde, and resided at his

This will make Bappa’s attainment of Cheetore fifteen years pos-

terior to Kasim’s invasion. 1 have observed generally a discrepancy of

ten years between the Samvat and Hegira; the Hegira reckoned from
the sixteenth year of Mohamed's mission, and would, if employed, re-

concile this difficulty.

f l was informed by a friend, who had seen the papers of Captain
Macmnrdo, that he had a notice of Kasim's having penetrated to Dongcr-
pur. Had this gentleman lived, lie would have thrown much light on
these western antiquities.

J By an orthographical error, the modern Hindu, ignorant of Debeil,

lias written Delhi, But there was no lord of Delhi at this time : he is

styled Dahir, Desput (lord) of 1 Debeil) from ifes, a ‘country,* and ' the

bead,*
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capital, Debeil, the first place captured by Kasim in 93. His miserablrr

end, and the destruction of his house, are mentioned by tl)e historian, arul

account for the son being found with the Mori Prince of Cheetore.

Nine princes intervened between Bappa and Sacti Kumar in two cen-
turies, (twenty-two years to each rei^*n)

: just tlie time which shorrld elapse
from the founder, who ‘abandoned his country for Iran,’ in S. 820,
or A. D. 764. Having thus established four epochs in the earlier history

of the family, 7u’£r., ist. Kanaksen, A. I). 144 ;
2nd. Sillaclitva, and sack

of Ballabhi A. !_). 524; 3rd. estabtishtneiU in Cljeetf>re and Mewar, A. I^.

720; 4th. Sact! Kumar, A. D. 1068; we may endeavour to relieve this

narrative by the notices which regard their Persian descent.

CHAPIEK HI.

H istoric trtith has in all countries, been sacrificed to national vanity t

to its gratification every obstacle is made to give way
;

fictions be-

come facts, and even religious prejudices vanisft in this mirage of the ima-
gination. What but this spurious zeal could for a motnent induce any
genuine Hindti to believe tl»at, only twelve centuries ago, ‘an eater of beef^

occupied the chair of Kama, and enjoyed by universal acclaim the title of

‘Sun of the Hindus;’ or tliat the most ancient dynasty in the world could

owe its existence to the last of the Sassajiian kings that a slip from such
a tree could be surreptitiously grafted on that majestic stem, which has

flourished from the golden to the iron age, covering the land with its

branches? That there existed a marked aftinity in religious rites between

the Rana’s family and the Guebres, or ancient Persians, is evident. With
both, the chief object of adoration was the sun

;
each bore the image of

the orb on their banners. The chief day in the sevenj* was dedicated to

the sun
;

to it is sacred the chief gate of the city, the principal bastion of

every fortress. But though the faith of Islam has driven away the fairy

inhabitants from the fountains of Mithras, that of Surya has still its devo-

tees on the summit of Cheetore, as jac Ballabhi : and could we trace with

accuracy their creeds to a distant age, we might discover them to be of

one family, worshipping the sun at rhe fountains of t|ie Oxus and
Jaxartes.

The darkest period of Indian history is during the six centuries fol-

lowing Vicramaditya, which are scarcely enlightened by^a ray of know-
ledge i but India was undergoing great changes, and foreign tribes were
pouring in from the north. To this period, the sixth century, the genealo-

gies of the Pufanas are brought down, which expressly declare (adopting

the prophetic spirit to conceal the alterations and additions they then un-
derwent) that at this time the genuine line of princes would be extinct, and
that a mixed race would rule conjointly with foreign barbarians

;
as the

Turshka, the Mauna, the Yavanaf the Gor-ind and Gardha-bin,

^ Yezdegird died A, D. 651, ,

^ Sooraj^war^ orAdit^waft Sun -day ;
and the other days of the week,

from ^the other planets which western nations have taken from the East.

{ The Yavafti or Greek Princes, who apparently coniiniied to rule

within the Indus after the Christian era, were either the remains of the
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There is much of truth in this
;
nor is is to be doubted that tiiahy of the

Uajpiit tribes entered India from the nortfi-west regions about this period.
ijror and Gardha have the same signification

; the first is Persian, the
second its version in Hindi, meaning tite ‘wild ass,* an appellation of tfie

Persian lUOnarcb Baltrain, surnanied Gor frorrt his piarliality to hunting
that animal. Various authorities state Byramgor being in India in llie

fifth century, and his having there left progeny by a princess of Kanouj.
A passage extracted by the autitor from an ancient Jain M.S., indicates
that in “S.523, Kaja Gardha-bheU, of Cacoostha, or Suryavansa, ruled

in Ballabhipura.” It has been Surmised that Gardha-bbela was the soil

of B) ramgor, a son of whom is stated to have obtained doniinion at
Puttun

;
which may be borne iri mind when the authorities for the Persian

extraction of the Hana's family are given.

The Hindus, when conquered by the Mahomedans, naturally Wished
to gild the chains they could not break. To trace a common, though
distant, origin with the conquerors, was to remove some portion of the

taint of dishonour which arose from giving their daugliters in marriage to

the fatar emperors of Delhi
;
and a degree of satisfacLioti was derived

from assuming that the blood thus coi rupted once flowed from a common
fountain.*

Bactrian dynasty or the independent kingdom of Demetrius or Appol/o-
dotus who ruled in the Punjab, having as llieir capital Sagnla^ changed by
Demetrius to Kutbymedia. Bayer says in his Reg. Bact., p. 84. :

*‘I find from Claudius Ptolemy, that there was a city within the Hydas-
pes yet nearer the Indus, called Sagala, also Euthymedia

;
but I scarcely

doubt that Demetrius called it Euthy demidy from his father, after his

death and that of Menander. Demetrius was deprived of his piairimony
A. U. C. 562.'*

On this ancient city, Sagala, ! have already said much
;
conjecturing

it to be the Salbanbura of tlie Yadus when driven from Zabulisthan, and
that of tlie Yuchi or Yutiy who were fixed there from Central Asia ip thd

fifth century, and if so early as the second century, When Ptolemy wlhote,

may have originated the change to Yuti, media the ‘Central Yuli.* The
numerous medals which I possess, chiefly found within the probable limits

of the Greek kingdom of Sagala, either belong to these princes or the

Parthian kings of Minagara on the Indus. The legends are in Greek on
one side, and in the Sassanian character on the reverse. Hitherto I have
not deciphered the names of any but those or Appollodotus and Menan-
dea ;

but the titles of ‘Great King,* ‘Saviour,* and other epithets adopted
by the Arsacidic, are perfectly legible. I'he devices, however, all incline

me to pronounce them Parthian. It would be curious to ascertain

how these Greeks and Parthians gradually merged into the Hindu popu-
lation.

* The Hindu genealogist, in ignofnnce of the existence of Ogui
Khan, the I'atar patriarch, could not connect the chain of Chagitai with

C handra. The Brahmin, belter read, supplied the defect, and With his

doctrine of the metempsychosis animated the material frame of the benefi-

cent Akbar with the ‘good genius' of a Hindu; and that of their mortal

foe, Auriingzebe, with one of evil destiny, being that of Kal-jumtin, the

foe of Crishna. They gravely assert that Akbar visited his ahcient

hermitage at the confluence of the Ganges and Jumna, and excavated the

implements of penance used by him in his former shape, as one of the

sages of ancient times; while such is their a/ersion to Aurungzebe, that
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Portlier to develop these claim? of Persian descent, we shall com-
mence with an extract from the Oppodes Presad^ a collection of historic

fragments in the Magadhi dialect. “In Gaojur-des (Gnzerat) there are

ei»>hty>four cities. In one of these, Kaira, resided the Brahmin Devadit,

the expounder of the Vedas. He had an only child, Soobhaga ('of frood

fortune^) by name, at once a maiden and a widow. Having learned from
her preceptor the solar incantation, incautiously repeating it, the sun

appeared and embraced her, “and she thence became pregnant. The
affliction of her father was diminished when he discovered the parent

;

nevertheless, [as others might be Isss charitable,] he sent her with a female

attendant to Ballabliipura, where she was delivered of tvvins, male and
female. When grown up the boy was sent to school; but being eternally

plagued about his mysterious birth, whence he received the nickname of

(jyhie ('concealed^), in a fit of irritation he one day threatened te kill his

mother if she refused to disclose the author of bis existence. At this

moment the sun revealed himself .* he gave the youth a pebble, with which
it was sufficient to touch his companions in order to overcome them.
Being carried before the Balhara prince, who menaced Gybie, the latter

slew him with the pebble, and became himself sovereign of Saurashtra,

taking the name of Silladitya^H (from Silla ‘ a stone or pebble,^ and Aditya^
* the sun’) : his sister was married to the Rajah of Baroacli,”

Such is the literal translation of a fragment totally unconnected with

the history of the Rana’s family, though evidently bearing upon it. The
father of Silladitya, according to the Sanderai roll and other authorities

of that period, is Sooraj (the sun) Rao, though two others make a Soma-
ditya intervene.f

Let us see what Abul Fuzil says of the descent of the Rana’s from
Noshirwan : “The Rana’s family consider themselves to be descendants of

Noshirwan. They came to Berar (Berat), and became chiefs of

Pernalia which city being plundered eight hundred years prior to the

they declare the final avatar, Time (Kal)^ on his white steed, will appear
in his person.

The Jessulmeer annals affirm that the whole Turkish (Turshka) race

of Chagitai are of Yadu stock; while the Jam Jhareja of Kutch traces,

his descent from the Persian Jamshid : contemporary with Solomn.
These are curious claims, but the Rana’s family would consider such
vanity criminal.

* This is probably the Silladitya of the Satroonjya Mahatmya, who
repaired the temple on Satroonjya in S. 477 (A. D. 421).

t In perusing this fragment we are struck by the similarity of pro-
duction of these Hindu Heliadse and that of the celebrated Fatar dynasty
from which Jungheez Khan was descended. 'I'he Nooranyon^ or 'children
of light,’ were from an amour of the sun with Elancua, from which Jun-
gheez was the ninth in descent. Authorities quoted by Petis de la Croix,
in his life of this conqueror, and likewise by Marigny, in his History of
the Saracens, affirm Jungheez Khan to be a descendant of Yezdegird,
the last Sassanian prince. Jungheez was an idol^itor and hated the very
nahne of Mahomedan.

A courtier telling Aurungzebe of his celestial ancestry, gravely
quoting the affair of the mother of the race of Timoor with the sun, the
bigotted monarch coarsely replied, “ Mama caba bood,’’ which we will
not translate.
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writing: of this, book,^ his mother fled to Mewar, nnd was protected by
Mandalica Bhill, whom the infant Bappa slew, and seized his territory.”+

The work which has furnished all the knowledge which exists on the

Persian ancestry of the Mewar Princes is the Maaur-aUOmra^ or that

(in the author's possession) founded on it, entitled or
* Disphjy of the Foe,' written in A. H. 1204.} The writer of this work
styles himself Latchmi Narrain Shufeek Arimgahadit or * the rhymer of

Arnntfabad.’ He professes to give an account of Sevaji, the founder of

the Maliratta empire for whicli purpose he goes deep into the lineage of

the Ranas of Mewar, from vvliom Sevaji was d«*scended,§ quoting at

length the Maaser^al-Omra
;
from wliich the following is a literal tran*

slation :
*’ It is well known that the Rajahs of Oodipur are exalted over all

the Pritices of Hind. Other Hindu P»inces, before they can succeed to the

throne of their fathers,^ must receive the khiishka, or I’iluk of regality and
investiture, from them. J'his type of sovereignty is received with

humility and veneration. The khushka of these Princes is made with

* Akbar commenced his reign A. D. 1555, and had been forty years

on the titrone when the ‘ Institutes ' were composed by Abul Fuzil.

f Orme was acquainted with this passage, and shews his knowledge
of the Hindu character by observing, that it was a strange pedigree to

assign a Hindu Prince, for Khusni, of the religion of Zoroaster, though
cornpellf-d to many abstinences, was not restrained from eating beef : and
Anqueiil du Perron says of (be Parsees, tlieir descendants, that they have
refrained since their emigration from slaying the cow merely to please the
Hindu.

{ 7'he cryptographic date is contained in the numerical value of the

letters which compose the title.

^ As the total is only 1183,

B. S. A. T. a. 1 . G. N. A. E. M. / either the dale is wrong,
2. 60. I, 9. 1.9. 1000. 50. I. 10.40. V or a deficient value given

J to the numerals.

§
Wilford, who by his indefatigable research and knowledge of Sans*

crit had accniniilated extensive materials, unhappily deteriorated by ^

too credulous imagination, yet coniaining much valuable matter avail*

able to those sufficiently familiar with the subject to select with safety*

has touched on this, and almost on every other point in the circle of

Hindu antiquities. Ali Ibrahim, a learned native of Benares, was
Wilford's authority for assertirtg the Rana's Persian descent, who stated
to him that he had seen the ot igina) history, which was entitled “ Origin
of the Peishvvas from the Ranas of Mewar." (Ibratum must have meant
the Satara Princes, whose ministers were the Peishwas.) From thia

autliority three distinct emigrations of the Guebres, or ancient Persians,
are recorded, from Persia into Guzerat. The first in the time of Abu
Bexer, A. I). 631 the second on the defeat of Yezdegird, A. D. 651 ;

and the third when the descendants of Abbas began to prevail, A. D#
740. Also that a son of Noshirwan landed near .Surat with eighteen
thousand of his subjects, from Laristhan, and were well received by the-
Prince of the country.

Abul Fuzil confirfBis this account by saying, the followers of
Zrrdeshi (Zoroaster), when they fled from Persia, settled in * Surat,* the,
coidracred term for the peninsula of Saurashtra, as well as the city of
this name."
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htiman blood: ibeir title is Rana, and they deduce their orij^in from
Noshirwan-i- Adil (t. e., the Just), who conquered tlie countries of— ,*

and many parts of Hindusthan. During his life-time liis son Noshizad,
whose mother was the daughter of Kesar of Koom,-|* quitted the ancient
worship and embraced the * faitht of the Christians/ and with numerous
followers entered Hindusthan. Thence he marched a great army towards
Iran, against his father Noshtrwan

; who despatched his general, Ram-
barzeen,§ with numerous forces to oppose him. An action ensued, in

which Noshizad was slain
; but kts issue remained in Hindusthan^ front

whom are descended the Ranas of Oodipur, Noshirwan had a wife from
the Khakhanll of China, by whom he had a son called Hormuz, declare I

heir to the throne shortly before his death. As according to the faith of

the fire-worshippers^ it is not customary either to bury or to burn the

cfead, but to leave the corpse exposed to the rays of the sun, so it is said

he body of Noshirwan has to this day suffered no decay, but is siill

resh.’*

I now come to the account of Yezd, ** the son of Shariar, the son

of Khusru Purves, the son of Hormuz, the son of Nosliirwan.

** Yezd was the last king of Ajim. It is well known he fought

many battles with the Mahomedans. In the fifteenth year of tlie

Caliphat, Roostum, son of Ferock, a great chief, was slain in battle by
Said-ul kas who commanded for Omar, which was deatli-blow to the

fortunes of the house of Sassan : so that a remnant of it did not remain in

A. H. 31, when Iran was seized by the Mahomedans. This battle had
lasted four days when Roostum Ferock Zad was slain by the hand of

Hilla/, the son of Is Kumna, at Said’s command
;
though Ferdusi

asserts by Said himself— “ Thirty thousand Moslems were slain, and the

same number of the men of Ajim. To count the spoils was a torment.

During this year (the thirty-first), the sixteenth of the prophet, the era

* The names are obliterated in the original, Ferishta informs us tha^

Ramdeo Rahtore, sovereign of Kanouj, was made tributary by Feroz

Sassan ; and that Pratap Chand, who usurped the throne of Ramdeo,
neglecting to pay this tribute, Noshirwan marched into India to recover

it, and in his progress subdued Cabul and the Punjab. From the

striking coincidence of these original and decisive authorities, we may
rest assured that they had recourse to ancient records, both of the

Guebres and the Hindus, for tlie basis of their histories, which research

may yet discover.

t Mauricci emperor of Byzantium.

f Deen^i»Tersar, See Ebn Haukal, art. Serir, or Russia ;
whose

king, a son of Byram Chassin, whom he styles a Tersar or Christian,

first possessed it about the end of the sixth century.

§ The Verames of Western historians.

II
Khakhan was the title of the kipgs of Chinese Tartary, It was

held by the leader of the Huns, who Ar this period field power on the

Caspian ; it was also held by the Ooroos, Khozr, Bulgar, Serir, all terms

lor Russia, before its Kesar was cut down into Czar, lor the original

of which, the Kings of Rome, as of Russia, were indebted to the Sanskrit

Kesar, a * lion.'— Ebn Haukal, art. Khoar*

Deeffi^Majoosa
;

literally, * faith of the Magi.*

$ Mahomed, born A.D, 578 : the Hegira, or flight, A.D. 622,
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of the Heg^ira was introduced. In A. H, 17, Abu Musa of Ashur seiaredf

Hormuz, the son of the uncle of Yezdegird, whom he sent with Yezdegird's
daughter to Imam Hosein, and another daughter to Abubeker.

Thus far have I* extracted from the history of the fire-worshippers.

He who has a mind to examine these, let him do so. The people of the

religion of Zerdusht have a full knowledge of all these events, with their

dates
;
for the pleasure of their lives is the obtaining accounts of antiquity

and astronomical knowledge, and their books contain information of two
and three thousand years. It is also told, that when the fortunes of

Yezdegird were on the wane, his family dispersed to differnt regions*

The second daughter, Shehr Banoo, was married to Imam Hosein, who
when he fell a martyr (shuheed), an angel carried her to heaven. The
third daughter, Banoo, was seized by a ph ndering Arab and carried info

the wilds of Chichik, thirty coss from Yezd. Praying to God for deli-

verance, she instantly disappeared ;
and the spot is still held sacred by the

Parsees, and named ‘ the secret abode of perfect purity/ Hither, on the

twenty-sixth of the month Bahman, the Parsees yet repair to pass a month
in pilgrimage, living in huts under indigenous vines skirting the rock, out

of whose fissures water falls into a fountain below : but if the unclean
approach the spring, it ceases to flow.

" Of the eldest daughter of Yezdegird, Maha Banoo, the Parsees
have no accounts ;

but the books of Hind give evidence to her arrival in

that country, and that from her issue is the tribe Sesodia, But at all

events^ this race is either of the seed of Noshizad, the son of Noshirwan^
or of that of the daughter of Yezdegird

Thus have we adduced, perhaps, all the points of evidence for the

supposed Persian origin of the Rana's family. The period of the invasion

of Saurashtra by Noshizad, who mounted the throne A.D. 53 L corres-

ponds well with the sack of Ballabhi, A D. 524. The army he collected

irr Laristhan to depose his father might have been from the Parthians,

Getes, Huns, and other Scythic races then on the Incfus, though it is

unlikely, with such an object in view as the throne of Persia, that he
would waste his strength in Saurashtra. Khusru Purves, grandson of

Noshirwan the great, and who assumed this title according to Ferdusi,

married Marian, the daughter of Maurice, the Greek emperor of

Byzantium, She bore him Shirooeh (the Siroes of the early Christian

writers), who slew his father. It is difficult to separate the actions of the

two Noshirwans, and still more to say which of them merited the epithet

of adif or ‘ just.’

According to the ^Tables' in Moreri, Noshizad, son of Khusru the

great, reigned from AD, 531 to 591. This is opposed to the Maaser^al*
Omra^ which asserts that he w;is slain during his rebellion, Siroes, son
of Khusru (the second Noshirwan) by his wife Marian, alternately called

the friend and foe of the Christians, did raise the standard of revolt, and

* It must be borne in mind that it is the author of the ' Maaser-al«
Omra,’ not the rhymer of Aurungabad, who is speaking*

f For the extra from the annals of Princes {Maaser-ahOmraY^ let

ns laud the memory of the rhymer of Aurangabad. An original copy,
which 1 in vain attempted to procure in India, is stated by Sir William
Ouseley to be in the British Museum. We owe that country a large debt,
for we have robbed her of all her literary treasures, leaving them to sleep
on the shelves of our public institutions.
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met the Fate attributed to Noshizad
;
on which Yezdegird, his nephew,

was proclaimed. The crown was intended for Shirooeh’s younger brother,

which caused the revolt, during winch the elder sought refuge in India.

These revolutions in the Sassanian house were certainly simultaneous

with those which occurred in the Rana’s, and no barrier existed to the

political intercourse at least between the princely worshippers of Surya
and Mithras. It is, therefore, curious to speculate even on the possibi-

lity of such a pedigree to a family whose ancestry is lost in the mists of

time ; and it becomes interesting when, from so many authentic sources,

we can raise testimonies whicit would furnish, to one even untinctured

with the love of hypothesis, grounds for giving ancestors to the Ranas in

Maurice of B3zantium, and Cyrus (Khusru) of Persia. vVe have a
singular support to these historic relics in a geographical fact, that

places on the site of the ancient Ballabhi, a city called Byzantium,
which almost affoi'ds conclusive proof that it must have been the son
of Noshirwan who captured Ballabhi and Gajni, and destroyed the

family of Silladitya
;

for it would be a legitimate occasion to name
such conquest after the city where his Christian mother had biith.

Whichever of the propositions we adopt at the command of the

author of **the Annals of Princes,’’ namely, ** that the Sesodia race is of

the seed of Noshizad, son of Noshirwan, or of that of Maha-Banoo,
daughter of Yezdegird,” we arrive at a singular and startling conclusion,

viz.f that the Hindua Sooraj, descendant of a hundred kings,’ the un-
disputed possessor of the honours of Rama, the patriarch of the Solar
race, is the issue of a Christian princess : that the chief prince amongst
the nations of Hind can claim affinity with the emperors of ‘ the mistress

of the world/ though at a time when her glory had waned, and her crown
had been transferred from the Tiber to the Bosphorous.

But though I deem it morally impossible that the Ranas should have
their lineage from any male branch of the Persian house, I would not equally

assert that Maha Banco, the fugitive daughter of Yezdegird, may not
have found a husband, as well as sanctuary, with the prince of Saurash-
tra

;
and she may be the Soobhaga (mother of Silladitya), whose myste-

rious amour with the *sun'* compelled her to abandon her native city of

Kaira. The son of Marian had been in Saurashtra, and it is therefore
not unlikely that her grandchild should there seek protection in the re-

verses of her family.

The Salic law is here in full force, and honours, though never acquir-
ed by the female, may be stained by her; yet a daughter of the noble
house of Sassan might be permitted to perpetuate the line of Rama with-
out the reproach of taint.

f

^ It will be recollected that the various authorities given, state Raja
Sooraj (suii)^ of Cacoostha race, to be the father of Silladitya. Cacoostha
is a term used synonymously with Suryavansa^ according to the Solar
genealogists. Those who may be inclined to the Persian descent may
trace it from Kaucaous^ a well-known epithet in the Persian dynasties^
I am unacquainted with the etymology of Cacoostha ;

but it may possibly
be from ca, 'of, or belonging to,' Coosa (Cush), the Second son of Rama. I
have already hinted, that the Assyrian Medes might be descendants of
Hyaspa, a branch of the Indu-Mede of the family of Yayati, which bore
the name of Custka,

t "The moral consequence of pedigree,” says Hume, "is differently
marked by the influence of law and cusiom. The male sex is deemed
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We shall now abandon this point to the reader, and take leave of

Yezdegird,^ the last of the house of Sassan, in the words of the historian

of Rome; “avec lui, on v<>it perir pour jamais la gloire et Tempire des
Perses. Les rochers du Mazendaran et les sables du Kerman, fnrent

les seulsf asiles que les vainqueurs laisserent aux seciateurs de Zoroastre«”|

CHAPTER IV.

H aving established Bappa on the throne of Cheelore S. 784 (A. D.

728), we will proceed to glean from the annals, from the period

of his departure for Iran, S. 820 (A. D. 764) to another halting point—
the reign of Samarsi, S. 1249 (A. 1193); an|import'ant epoch, not only

in the history of Mewar, but to the whole Hindu race
;
when the diadem

of sovereignty was torn from the brow of the Hindu to adorn that of the

Tatar. We shall not, however, overleap the four intervening centuries,

though we may not be able to fill up the reigns of the eighteen princes

whose ‘'banner at this time was a golden stin on a crimson field, "§ and
several of whose names yet live recorded “with an iron pen on the rock'*

of their native abodes.

An intermediate period, from Baopa to Samirsi, that of Sacti Kumay^
Is fixed by the Aitpur inscription in S. 1024 (A. D. 968); and from the

more perishable yet excellent authority of an ancient Jain MS., the era

of Ullut, the ancestor of Sacti Kumar, was S. 922 (A. D. 866), four gene-

rations anterior. From Bappa*s departure for Iran in A. D. 764, to the

subversion of Hindu dominion in the reign of Samarsi, in A. D. II93»

find recorded an intermediate Islamite invasion. This was during the

reign of Khoman, between A. D. 812 and 836, which event forms the

chief subject of the Khoman- Rasa^ the most ancient of the poetic chronicles

of Mewar.

more noble than the female. The association of our ideas pursues the
regular descent of honours and estates from father to son, and their wives,

however essential, are considered only in the light of foreign auxiliaries.'*

(Essays, vol. ii. p. 192.) Not unlike the Rajpoot axiom, though more
coarsely expressed: “It is, who planted the tree, not where did it grow,'*

that marks his idea of the comparative value of the side whence honours
originate

;
though purity of blood in both lines is essential.

* A new era had commenced, not of Yezdegird's accession, as is

supposed, which would have been vain indeed, when the throne was totter-

ing under him, but consequent to the completion of the grand cycle of

1440 yeats. He was slain at Murve in A* D. 651, the 31st of the Hegira ;

on the eleventh year of which, or A. D. 632 (according to Moreri), he
commenced his reign.

t Gibbon was wrong. India afforded them an asylum, and their

issue constitutes the most wealthy, the most respected, and the most

enlightened part of the native community of Bombay and the chief towns
of that presidency.

{ Gibbon, “Miscellaneous Works." Suy la Monarchic des MedesyoX, iii.

i This according to the roll, was the standard of Bappa.
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A§ the history of India at this period is totally dark, we f^ladly takd
advantge of the lights thus afforded. By combining these facts with what
is received as aathentic, though scarcely less obscure or more exact than
these native legends, We may furnish materials for the future historian.

With this view, let us take a rapid sketch of the irruptions oi the Arabians
into India, from the rise of Islamism to the foundation of the Ga^nivid em-
pire, which sealed the fate of the Hindus. The materials are but scanty.

El-Makin, in his history of the Caliphs, passes over such intercourse

almost without notice. Abul Fiizil, thou^jh not iliffuse, is minute in what
he does say, and we can confide in his veracity. Ferishta has a chapter
devoted to tliis subject wbic^^ merits a better translation than yet exists *

We shall, boW( ver, in the first place, touch on Bappa's descendants, till we
arrive at the point proper for the introduction of the intended sketch.

Of the twenty-four tribes of Gehlote, several issued from the founder,

Bappa. Shortly after the conquest of Cheetore, Bappa proceeded to

Saurashtra and married the daughter of Esupgole, Prince of the island of

Bunderdhiva.f With his bride he conveyed to Cheetore the statue of

Vyan-mata, the tutelary goddess of her race, who still divides with Ek-
linga the devotion of the Geldote Princess. Fhe temple in which he
enshrined this islandic goddess yet stands on the summit of Cheetore, with
many other monuments assigned by tradition to Bappa. This Princes$

bore him Aparajeet, who from being born in Clieetore was nominated
successor to the throne, to tfie exclusion of his less fortunate elder brother,

Asil (born of the daughter of the Kaba (Pramara) Prince of Kalibao near
Dwarica) who, however, obtained possessions in Saurashtra, and fotinded

a race called the Asila O^hlotes,} wluse descen lants were so nunierou^i

^ Amongst the passages which Dow has slurred over in his tran-

slation, is the interesting account of the origin of the Afghans
;

who,

when they first came in contact with those of the new faith, in A. H.62,
dwelt around the Koh-i-Sooliman Ferishta, quoting authority, says t

“the Afghans were Copts, ruled by Pharaoon, many of whom were

converted to the laws and religion of Moses ;
but others, who were

stubborn in their worship to their gods, fled towards Hindusthan,

and took possession of the country adjoining the Koh-i-Sooliman.
They were visited by Kasim from Sinde, and in the 143d year of

the Hegira had possessed themselves of the provinces of Kirman,
Peshwur, and all within their bounds, ('sinoran)i" which Dow has

converted into a province. The whole geographical description of the

Kohistan, the etymology of the term Ro/tilla, and other important matter,

is omitted by him.

f Estjpgole is stated to have held Chowal on the main land. He
w^s most probably the father of Venraj Chawura, the founder of Putun
Anhulwara, whose ancestors, on the authority of the Komarpal Charitrat
were Piincesof Bunderdhiva, held by the Portuguese since the time of

Albuquerque, who changed its name to Deo.

J The ancient roll from which this is taken, mentions Asil giving his

name to a fortress, called Asilgurh. His son, Beejay Pal, was slain in

attempting to wrest Khumbayet (Cambay) from Singram Davi. One of

his wives, from a violent death, was prematurely delivered of a boy, called
Setoo

; and as, in such cases, the Hindu supposes the deceased to

become a discontented spirit {choorail), Chooraila became the name
oi the tribe. Becjay, the twelfth from Asil, obtained Sonul from his
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even in Akbar*s reign, as to be supposed able to bring into the field fifty

thousand men at arms. We have nothing important to record of the

actions of Aprajeet, who had two sons, Khaibhoj* and Nundkumar.
Khaibhoj succeeded Aprajeet, and his warlike qualities are extolled in an
Inscription discovered by the author in the valley of Nagda. Nundkumaf
slew Bhimsen Dor {Doda)^ and possessed himself of Deogurh in the

Dekhan,

Khoman succeeded Khaibhoj. His name is remarkable in the history

of Mewar. He came to the throne at the beginning of the ninth century,

when Cheetore was assailed by another formidable invasion of Maho-
tnedans. Lhe chief object of the Khoman Raia is to celebrate the

defence made on this occasion, and the value of this ra$a consists in the

catalogue of the Princes who aided in defending this bulwark of the

Hindu faith. The bard, in an animated strain, makes his sovereign on
this occasion successfully defend the ' crimson standard* of Mewar, treat

with contempt the demand for tribute, and after a violent assault, in

which the ‘barbarian* is driven back, follow and discomfit him in the

plain, carrying back the hostile leader, Mahmood^ captive. With this

event, which introduces the name of Mahmood two centuries before the

conqueror of Ga^ni, we will pause, and resume the promised sketch of

the intercourse of Arabia and Hindustan at this period.

The first intimation of the Moslems attempting the invasion of India,

is during the Caliphat of Omar, who built the port of Bassorah at the

mouth of the Tigris, chiefly to secure the trade of Gu^erat and Scind {

into which latter country a powerful army penetrated under Abul Aas,
who was killed in battle at Arore. The Caliph Oosman, who succeeded
Omar, sent to explore the State of India, while he prepared an army
to invade it in person

;
a design which he never fulfilled. The generals

of the Caliph Ali made conquests in Scind, which they abandoned at

Ali^s death. While Yezid was Governor of Khorassan several attempts
were made on India, as also during the Caliphat of Abdool Melek, but
without any lasting results. It was not till the reign of Walidf that any
successful invasion took place. He not only finally conquered Scind and
the adjoining continent of India, but rendered tributary all that part

of India on this side the Ganges. What an exalted idea must we not

form of the energy and rapidity of such conquests, when we find the

arms of Islam at once on the Ganges and the Ebro, and two regal

dynasties simultaneously cut off, that of Roderic, the last of the Goths
of Andaloos, and Dahir Despati in the valley of the Indus. It was
in A.H. gg (A. D. 718, S. 777) that Mahomed bin Kasim vanquished
and slew Dahir Prince of Scind, after numerous conflicts. Amongst
the spoils of victory sent to the Caliph on this occasion were the

daughters of the subjugated monarch, who were the cause of Kasim^s

maternal uncle, Khengar Dabi, Prince of Girnar, but was slain by Jey
Sing Deo, Prince of Surat, From these names compounded, Dabt and
Chooraila^ we may have the Dabisdlinta of Mahmood.

* Also called Kurna. He it was who excavated the Boraita lake,
and erected the grand temple of Eklinga on the site of the hermitage of
Harita, whose descendant, the present officiating priest, reckons sixty-
six descents, while the princes of Mewar amount to seventy- two in the
same period,

t See next page.
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destruction,* when he was on the eve of carryingf the war agfainst Ra}a
Harchund of tKanouj. Some authorities state that he actually proseduted

it
;
and as Scind remained a dependency of the Caliphat during; several

successive reii»ns. the successor of Kasim may have executed hfs plans.

Little is said of India from this period to the reign of Al-Mansoor, except
in regard to the rebellion of Yezid in Khorassan, and the flight of his son

to S»:ind. Lhe eight sovereigns, who rapidly followed, were too much
engaged with the Christians of the west and tlie Huns on the Caspian to

think of India. I'heir armies were then in the heart of France, which
was only saved from the Koran by their overthrow at Tours by Charles
Martel.

Al-Mansoor, when only the lieutenant of the Caliph Abbas, held the

^[overnment of Scind and of India, and made the island of Bekhar on the

Indus, and the adjacent Arore,f the ancient capital, his residence,

naming it Mansoor
;
and it was during his government that Bappa

Rawul abandoned Cheetore for Iran.

The celebrated Haroon-al Rashid, contemporary of Charlemagne, in

apportioning his immense empire amongst his sons, gave to the second,

Al-Mamoon, Knorassan, Zabulisthan, Cabulisttian, Scind and Hirr-

dusthan.f Al-Mamoon on the death of Haroon, deposed his brother,

and became Caliph in A.H. 19S or A.D. 813 and ruled to 833, the exact

period of the reign of Khoman, Prince of Clieetore. d'he domestic history

brings the enemy assailant of Cheetore from Zabulisthan
;
and as the

leader’s name given * Mahmood Khorasan Put,* there can be little doubt
that it is an error arising from ignorance. of the copyist, and should be
Mahmoon.

Within twenty years after this event, the sword of conquest and con*
version was withdrawn from India, and Scind was the only provi»»ce left

to Motawekel (A.D. 850), the grandson of Haroon, fora century after

whom the throne of Bagdad, like that of ancient Rome, was sold by her

praetorians to the highest bidder. From this time we find no mention
whatever of Hindusthan, or even of Scind, until Soobeketgin,§ Governor
of Khorasan, hoisted the standard of independent sovereignty at Gazni.

In A. H. 365 (A.D. 975) he carried his arms across the Indus, forcing the

inhabitants to abandon the religion of their ancestors, and to read the

Koran from the altars of Bal and Crishna. Towards the close of this

century he made his last invasion, accompanied by Kis son, the celebrated

Mahmood, destined to be the scourge of the Hindu race, who early im-

bibed the paternal lesson inculcating the extirpation of infidels. Twelve

* **The two young princesses, in order to revenge the death of their

father, represented falsely to the Khalif that Mahomed Kasim had beeu

connected with them. The Khalif, in a rage, gave order for Mahomed
Kasim to be sewed up in a raw hide, and sent in that condition to courL
When the mandate arrived at Tatta, Kasim was prepared to carry an
expedition against Harchand, monarch of Kanouj. When he arrived

at court, the Khalif shewetl him to the daughters of Oahir, who expressed

their joy upon beholding their father’s murderer in such a condition.”

—Ayeen Akhery^ Vol. II. p* 119.

f Arore is seven miles east of Bekher.

J Marigny, Vol. III. p. 83. Univ. Hist. Vol. ii. p. 162.

§ His father’s name was Aieptegin, termed .a slave by*Ferishta aiul

his authorities; though EUMakiu gives him an ancestor in Yezdegird.
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several visitations did Mahmood make with his Tartar hordes, sweeping
India of her riches, destroying her temples and architectural remains, and
leaving tije country plunged in poverty and ignorance. From the effect of

these incursions she never recovered
;
for though she had a respite of a

century between Mahmood and the final conquest, it was too short to repair

what it had cost ages to rear: the temples of Somnath, of Cheetore, and
Girnar are but types of the magnificence of past times. • The nr.emorial

of Sacti Komar proves him to have been the cofitemporary of Soobekte-
giri, and to one of his son's visitations is attributed the destruction of the
‘ city of the sun’ (Aitpur),* his capital.

Having thus condensed the little inform »tion afforded by Maho-
medan historians of the connection between the Caliphs of Bagdad and
Princes of Hind, from the first to the end of the fourth century of the

Hegira, we shall revert to the first recorded attack on the Mori Prince of

Cheetore, which brought Bappa into notice. Tiiis was cither by Vez\d or

Mahomed bin Kasim from Sci»id. Though in the histories of the Caliphs
we can only expect to find recorded those expeditions wtiich were success-

ful, or had some lasting results, there are inroads of their revolted

lieutenants or their frontier deputies, whicfi freqiientlv. though indistinctly

alluded to in Hindu annals, have no place in ;Mahornedan records.

Throughout the period mentioned there was a stir amongst the Himiu
nations, in which we find confusion and dethronement froin an unknown
invader, who is described as coming some times by Scind. sometimes by
sea, and not unfrequently as a demon and magician

;
but invariably as

mlechchha, |:or * barbarian.f From S. 750 to S. 780 fA.*D. 694 to 724),

Ait, contracted from Aditya

;

hence Ait‘war ‘ sun-day.'

f Even from the puerilities of Hindu legends something may be
extracted. A Mendicant derveisli, called Koshum Ali (/. e., the light of

Ali), had found his way to Gurh Beeili (tiie ancient name the Ajmeer
fortress), and having thrust his hand into a vessel of curds destined for

the Rajah, had his finger cut off. The disjointed member flew to Mecca,
and was recognized as belonging to the saint. An army was equipped in

the disi^uise of horse-merchants, which invaded Ajmeer, whose Prince

was slain. May we not gather from this incident, that an insult to the

first Islamite missionary in the person of Roshun Ali, brought upon the

Prince the arms of the Caliph ? I'he same Chohan legends state that

Ajipal was Prince of Ajmeer at this time; that in this invasion by sea he
Fastened to Anjar (on the coast of Cutch), where he held the ‘ guard of

the ocean’ {Samoodra ca Chouki), where he fell in opposing the landing.

An altar was erected on the spot, on which was sculptured the finger of

the Prince on horseback, with Ins lance at rest, and which still annually

attracts multitudes at the ‘ fair (Mela) of Ajipal.'

The subsequent invasion alluded to in the text, of S. 750 (A. D. 694),

is marked by a curious anecdote. When the * Assoor’s had blockaded
Ajmeer, Lot, the infant son of Manika Rae, was playing on the battle-

ments, when an arrow from the foe killed the heir of Ajmeer, who has

ever since been worshipped amongst the lare^s and penates of the Chohans ;

and as he had on a silver chain anklet at the time, this ornament is forbid

lo the clnldren of tlf>e race. In all these Rajpoot families there is a
pootra {adolescens) amongst the penates, always one who has come to an
untimely end, and chiefly worshipped by females

;
having a Strong resem»

blance to the rites in honour of Adonis. We have traced several Roman
and Greecian terms to Sanscrit origin ;

may we add that of from
larla^ ' dear’ or ’ beloved.
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the annals of the Yadus, the Chohans* the Chawuras, and the Gehlotesr
bear evidence to simultanedus convulsions in their respective houses at

this period. In S. 750 (A. H. 75), the Yadu Bhatti \Yas driven from his

capital Salpura in the Punjab, across the Sutledgfe into the Indian desert ;

the invader named Ferid. At the same period, Mantka Rae, the Chohan
prince of Ajmeer, was assailed, and slain.

The first of the Keechie Princes who occupied the Do-abeh of Scind-
sajjur in the Punjab, as well as the ancestor of the Haras established in

Golcoonda, was expelled at the same time. The invader is treated in the

j'enuine Hindu style as a danoo, or demon, and is named ‘ Gyraran/ (t e.,

restless) from Gujlibund,* a term geographically given to a portion of

the Himalaya mountains about the glaciers of the Ganges. I'he ancestor
of the founder of Putiin was expelled from his petty islandic dominion
on the coast of Saurashtra at the same time. This is the period when
Yezid was the Caliph’s lieutenant in Khorassan, and when the arms of

Walid conquered to the Ganges
;
nor is there a doubt that Yezid or

Kasim was the author of all these revolutions in the Hindu dynasties.

We are supported in this by the names of the Princes contained in the

catalogue, who aided to defend Cheetore and the Morj Prince on this

occasion. It is evident that ,Cheetore was, alternately with Oojein, the

seat of sovereignty of the Pramara at this period, and, as it became the

rallying point of the Hindus, that this race was the first in consequence f

* Signifying ’ Elephant forests,' and described in a Hindu map
(stamped on cloth and painted) of India from Gujlibund to Lanka, and
the provinces west of the Indus to Calcutta.

f The list of the vassal Princes at the Court of the Mori confirms the

statement of the bard Chund, of the supremacy of Ram Pramara,
and the partition of his dominion amongst the Princes who foun-

ded separate dynasties at this period
;
hitherto in vassalage or subor-

dinate to the Pramara. We can scarcely suppose the family to

have suffered any decay since their ancestor, Chandragupta, connec-

ted by marriage with as well as the ally of the Grecian Seleucus,

and who held Greeks in his pay. From such connection, the arts of

sculpture and architecture may have derived a character hitherto un-
noticed. Amidst tl^e ruins of Barolli are seen sculptured the Grecian
helmet

;
and the elegant ornament, the camcoomp, or * vessel of desire'

on the temple of Anna-poorna^ i. * giver of food') the Hindu Ceres, has
much affinity to the Grecian device.

From the inscription it is evident that Cheetore w^s an appanage
of lOojein, the seat of Pramara empire. Its monarch, Chandra-
gupta (Mori), degraded into the barber (maurya) tribe jwas thelde-
scendant of Srenica, Prince of Rajgraha, who, according to the Jain work
Calpoodrum Calka^ flourished in the year 477 before Vicramaditya, and
from whom Chandragupta was the thirteenth in descent. The names as
follows : Konika, Oodsen, and nine in successl )n of the name of Nanda,
thence called the No-nanda, Fhese at twenty-two years to a reign
would give 286 years, wliich—477r=i96 S. V.-f*56==247A. C. Nowit
was in A. C* 260, according to Bayer, that the treaty was formed
between Seleucus and Chandragupta ;

so that this scrap of Jain history

may be regarded as authentic and valuable. Asoca (a name of weight
in Jain annals) succeeded Chandragupta. He by Koonal, whose son was
Sumpriii, with whose name ends the line of Srenika, according to the
autliority from which I made the extract. The name of Sumpriti is well
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Wc find the Prince of Ajmeer, and the quotas of Saurashtra and Guzerat;
Un^utsi, lord of the Huns

;
Boosa, the lord of the North

;
Seo, the Prince

of the Jharejas; tl)e Johya» lord of Jun^uldes, tlie A^wuria, llie Seput,
the Kooihur, the Malun, the Ohir, the Hool, and many others, havinj^

nothing of the Hindu in name, now extinct. But the most conspicuous
is “ Oahir Despati from Deweli.*’ This is erroneously written Delhi,

the seat of the Tuars
;
whereas we recognize the name of the Prince

of Scind, slain by Kasim, whose expatriated son doubtless found refuge
in Cheetore.

This attack on the Mori Prince was defeated chiefly through the
bravery of the youthful Gehlote. The foe from Gnjlibund, though stated

to have advance<l by Mathura retreated by Saurashtra and Scind,
pursued by Bappa. He found the ancient seat of his ancestors, Gajni,^
still in the possession of the * Assoor a term as well as mlechchha^ or
‘ barbarian,’ always given to the Islamite at this period. Selim, who
held Gajni, was attacked and forced to surrender, and Bappa inducted
into this stongltold of his ancestors a nephew of his own, It is no less

singular titan honourable to their veracity, that the annals should
record the fact, so contrary to their religion, of Bappa having
married the daughter ot the conquered Selim

;
and we have right

to infer that it was from Ihe influence acquired by his union,
that he ultimately abandoned the sovereignty of Mewar and the title

of ‘ Hindua Sooraje,’ to become the founder of the ‘ one hundred and
‘thirty tribes of Nosheyra Patbans' of the west. It is fair to con-
clude from all these notices regarding the founder of the Gehlote
race in Cheetore, that he must have abjured his faith for that of Islam ;

and it is probable (though the surmise must ever remain unproved), that,

under some new title applicale to such change, we may have, in one of the
early distinguished leaders of ‘ the Faith,’ the ancestor of the Gehlotes,

Let us now procceed to the next irruption of the Islamite invaders in

the reign of Khoman, from A.D. 812 to 836. Though the leader of this

attack is styled ‘ Malunood Khorasan Put,’ it is evident from the catalo-

gue of Hindu Princes who came to defend Cheetore, that this ’lord of

Khorassan' was at least two centuries before the son ot Soobektegin
;
and

as the period is in perfect accordance with the partition of the Calrphat by
Haroon amongst his sons, we can have no hesitation in assigning such
invasion to Mahmood, to whose share was allotted Khorassan, Scind,

known from Ajmeer to Saurashtra, and his era is given in a valuable
Chronogrammalic catalogue in an ancient Jain manuscript from the
temple of Nadole, at 202 of the Virat Samvat. He is mentioned both
traditionally and by books, as the great supporter of the Jain faith, and
the remains of temples dedicated to Mahavira, erected by this Prince,

yet exist at Ajmeer, on Aboo, Komulmeer, and Girnar.

It has already' been stated that; the ancient name of Cambay waa
Gayni, or Gajni, whose ruins are three miles from the present city. Therd
is also a Gajni on the estuary of the Myhie, and Abul Fiizil incidentally

mentions a Gujnagur as one of the most important fortresses of Guzerat,
belonging to Ahmed Shah

;
in attempting to obtain which by stratagem,

his antagonist, Hoshung, king of Malwa, was made prisoner. I am un-
aware of the site of this place, though there are remains of an extensive
fortress near the capita], founded by Ahmed| and which preserves no
name. It may be the ancient Gujnagur.
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and the Indian dependencies. The records of this period are too scanty

to admit of our passing over in silence even a barre n catalogue of names,
which an texts, with the aid of collateral information

,
may prove of some

benefit to the future antiquarian Und historian.

“ From Gajuni came the Gehlote
;
the Tafe from Aser

;
from Nadolaye

the Chohan
;
the Chalook from Kahirgurh

;
from Set-Bunder the Jirkera ;

from Mundore the KImiravi
;

from Mangrole the Malwahana
;

from
Jeitgurh the Joria ;

from 'l aragurh the Rewur : the Cutchwaha from
Nirwar

;
from Sanchore the Kahim

;
from Joengurh the Dussanoh

;
from

Ajmeer the Gor
;
from Lohadurgurh tlie Ciiandano

;
from Kasoondi the

Dor; from Delhi the 'I'liar; from Patnn the Cl)awura, preserver of

royalty {Rijdhur) ;
from Jhalore the Sonigurra

;
from Sirohi the Deora

;

from Gagrown the Keeclhei;, the Jadoo from Joonagurh
;

the Jhala
from Patri

;
from Kanoiij the Rahtore

;
from Clmtiala the Balia; from

Perungurh the Gohil
;
from Jesulgurh the Bhatti

;
the Boosa from Lahore;

the Sankla from Roneja
;
the Sehut from Kherligiirh

;
from Mandelgurh

the Nacoompa
;
the Birgoojur from Rajore

;
from Kurrungurhj the Chun-

dail from Sikur the Sikurwal
;
from Dmergurh the Jaitwa

;
from Palli

the Birgota
;
from Khunturgurh the Jareja; from Jirgah the Kherwur ;

from Cashmere the Puriiiara.’^ ,

f Of the Gehlote from Gajuni we have said enough
;
nor shall we

comment on the Tak, or his capital, Aser, which now belongs to the

British government. The Chohan, who came from Nadolaye, was a
celebrated branch of.tlie Ajmeer house, and claims the honour of being
the parent of the Sonigurras of Jhalore and the Deoras ' of Sirohi«

Nadole* is mentioned by Ferishta as falling a prey to one of Mahinood^s
invasions, who destroyed its ancient temples

;
but from erroneous punc-

tuation b‘t is lost in the translation as Bazule. Of Rahirgurh and the

Jirkhera from Setbunder (on the Malabar coast) nothing is known. Of the

Kheiravi from Mundore we can only say that it appears to be a branch
of the Pramaras (who reckoned Mundore one of the nine strongholds,
• No-kote^ under its dominion), established anterior to the Puriharas,

who at this period had sovereignty in Cashmere. Both the Dor and his

capital, Dussoondr, are described in ancient books as situated on the

Ganges below Kanouj.

It is a subject of regret that the annals do not mention the name of

the Tuar Prince of Dehn, which city could not have been re*founded abov^
a century, when this call was made upon its aid. Abul F'uzil, FerishtaV

their translators, and those who have followed them, have been corrected

by the Edinburgh Review^ whose critical judgment on this portion of

ancient history is eminently good. I possess the original Hindu record

used by Abul Fuzil, which gives S. 829 for the first AnUngpal, instead of

S. 429 ,* and as there were but nineteen princes who intervened until his

dynasty was set aside by the Ciiohan, it requires no argument to support

the:four instead of eight centuries. The former will give the just average
of twenty*one years to a reign. The name of Anungpal was titular in

* I presented Jto the Royal Asiatic Society two inscriptions from
Nadole, one dated, S. 1024, the other 1039. They arc of Prince

Lakha, and state as instances of his power, the he coljected the transit

duties at tlje further barrier of Pulun, and levied tribute from tlie Prince -

of Chectore. He was the cotemporary of Mahmood, who devastated

Nadole. 1 also discovered inscriptions of the twelfth^ century relative to

this celebrated Chohan family, In pa:»sing from Oudipur to^ Jodlipnr. ^
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the family, and the epithet was applied to the last as to the first of

the racce

The name of the Chawura prince of Putun (Anhulwara) beinj^ re-

corded amongst the auxiliaries of Khoman, is another satisfactory proof

of the antiquity of this invasion ; for this dynasty was extincti and suc-

ceeded by the Solankis, in S. 998 (A. D. 942), fifty years prior to Mah-
mood of Ga2ni who captured Putun during the reign of Chaond, the

second Solan Ui Prince.

The Sonigurra, who came from Jhalore, is a celebrated branch of the

Chohan race, but we are ignorant of the extent of time that it held this

fortress
;
and as nothing can invalidate the testimonies afforded by the

names of the Chawura of Putun, the Cutchwaha of Nirwur, the Tuar of

Delhi, and tlie Rahtore from Kanouj, there can be no hesitation at point-

ing out the anachronisrng of the chronicle, which states the Deora from
Sirohi, the Keechie from Gagrown, or the Bhatti from Jessulgurh, amongst
the levies on this occasion; and which we must affirm to be decided

interpolations, the two first being at that period in possession of the

Pramara, and (he latter not erected for three centuries later. That the

Deoras, the Keechies, and the Bhattis, came to the aid of Khoman, we
cannot doubt; but the copyist, ignorant even of the names of the ancient

capitals of these tribes, Chotun, Sind-Sagur, and Tannote, substituted

those which they subsequently founded.

The Jodu (Yadu) from Joonagurh (Girnar), was of the race of

Crishna, and appeared long to have held possession of this territory ;

and the names of the Khengars, of this tribe, will remain as long as the

stupendous monuments they reared on this sacred hill. Besides the Jadu‘
we find Saurashtra sending forth the Jhalas, the Balias, and the Gohils,

to the aid of the descendant of the lord of Ballabhipura, whose para-
mount authority they once all acknowledged, and who appeared to have
long maintained influence in that distant region.

Of the tribe of Boosa, who left their capital, Lahore, to succour

Cheetore, we have no mention, further thail the name being enumerated
amongst the unassigned tribes of Rajpoots. Ferishta frequently notices

the Prince of Lahore in the early progress of Islamism, though he does

not lell us the name of the tribe. In the reign of the, Caliph Al-Mansoor,
A.H. 143 (A^D, 761), the Afghans of Kirman and Peshawur, who ac-

cording to this autliority were a Coptic colony expelled from Egypt, had
increased in such numbers as to abandon their residence about the ‘hill

of Suliman,* and crossing the Indus, wrested possessions from the Hind«
Princes of Lahore. This frontier warfare with a tribe which, though
it had certainly not then embraced the faith of Islam, brought to their

succour the forces of the Caliph in Zabulisthan, so that in five months
seventy battles were fought with varied success ; but the last, in which
the Lahore Prince carried his arms to Peshawur,* produced a peace.

Hence arose an union of interests between them and the hill tribe of

Ghiker, and all the Kohistan west of the Indus was ceded to them, on the
condition of guarding this barrier into Hindusthan against invasiort.

For this purpose the fortress of Khyber was erected in the chief pass of

the Koh-i*Damaun. For two centuries after this 'event Ferishta is $ilent

on this froigtier warfare, stating that henceforth Hindusthan was only ac-

cessible through Sind. When Aliptegin first crossed the Indus, the Prince

* The scene of action was between Peshawur and Kirman, the latter

lying ninety miles south-west of the former.
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ot Laliore and the Afj^hans still maintained this alliance and united

to oppose him. Jeip^d was then Prince of Lahore; and it is on this event
that Ferishta, for the first time, mentions the tribe of* Bhattif at the

advice of who.se Prince he conferred the command of tlie united forces on
an Afghan chief,'’ to whom he assi^>ned the provinces of Mooltan and
Limi'ham. From this junction of interests tlie Princes of Lahore en-

joyed comparative security, nntil Soobekteyin and Mahrnood compelled
tl^e Aftjhans to serve them : then l^ahore was captured. The territory

dependent upon Lahore, at tins period, extended from Sirhind to Lim-
gham, and from Cashmere to Mooltan. Bhatinda divided with Lahore
the residence of its Princes. Their first encounter was at Limgham,
on which occasion young Mahrnood first distinguished himself, and
as the historian says, the eyes of the lieavens were obscured at

seeing his deeds.

A

tributary engagement was the result, which
Jeipal soon broke ;

and being aided by levies from all tlie Princes
of Hindusthan, marched an army of one hundred thousand men against
Soobektegin, and was again defeated on the banks of the Indus. He
was at length invested and taken in Bhatnnda by Mahrnood, when fie

put himself to death. The successors of Jeipal are mentioned merely as
tegitives, and always distinct from the Princes of Delhi. It is most proba-
ble that they were of the tribe termed Boosa in the annals of Mewar, po.s-

sibly a subdivision of another
;
thoughj Ferishta calls the Prince of Lahore

a Brahmin.

The Sankala from Roneja. Both tribe and abode are well known f

it is a subdivision of the Pramara, Hurba Sankla was the Paladin oj

Marwar, in which Roneja was situated.

The Sehat from Kherligurh was a northern tribe dwelling about the
Indus, and iliough entirely unknown to the modern genealogists of India,
is frequently mentioned in the early history of the Bhattis, when their

possessions extended on both sides of the Hyphasis. As intermarriages
between the Bl»attis*and Sehats are often spoken of, it must have been
Rajpoot. It most probably occupied the province of Sewad, the Suvat of

D’Anville, a division of the province of Ash-nagar, where dwelt the As-
sacani of Alexander

;
concerning which this celebrated geographer says,

*‘ll est mention de Suvat comme d'un canton du pays d'Ash-nagar dans la

raeme geographic Turque.” (Eel. page 25.) The whole of this ground
was sacred to the Jadu tribe from the most remote antiquity, from

,
Mool-

tan, the hills of Joud, to Aswini-kote (the Tshehin^kote of D'An.ville)

which, built on the point of confluence of the Choaspes of the Greeks
with the Indus, marks the spot where dwelt the Asaseni, corrobo-
rated by the Puranas, which mention the partition of all these territories

amongst the sons of Baj-aswa, the lord of Kampilnagara, the grand sub-
division of the Vadu race. In all likelihood, the Sehat, who came to the
aid of Khoman of Cheelore, was a branch of these Asaseni, the opponents
of Alexander. The modern town of Deenkote appears to occupy the site

of Aswini-kote, though D'Anvilfe feels inclined to carry it into the heart of
Bijore and place it on the rock {silla) Aornus. Such the Sehat ; not
improbably, the Sohot one of the eight subdivisions of the Yadu. When,
in S. 785, the Bhatti chief Rao Tannoo wks driven across the Suiledge,
the Sehats are mentioned with other tribes as forming the army of
Hussein Shah, with the Barahas, the Joudis, and Johyasjthp Juds and
Jinjohyas of Baber), the Bootas, and the * men of Doode.'

^

* The sense of this passage has been quite perverted by Oow*
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TLe CLiindail, from Kurrun^iirh, occupied the tracts now termed
fioondelkhniui.

We sh'di over the other auxiliary tri!)es and conclude with the
Puriliar, wtm emne from C^tslunore on this occasion : a circumstance
e?itirelv ovcrlnokcd in the dissertatic^n on this tribe; nor does this isolated

fact afford room for further discussion on a race which expelled the
Pramaras from Mundore.

Such aids, who preserved Khoman when assailed hy the ‘ Khorasan
Put,' fully demonstrate the anti^nity of the annals, which is further attest-

ed hy inscriptions. Ivhnman foni^lit twenty-four ^^reat battles, and his

name, like that of C.e'^ar, became a family distinction. At Oodipur, if

you make a false step, or even sneeze, yon hear the ejaculation of
* Khoman aid \mu!’ Kliom.an, hv the advice of the Brahmins, resitjned

the Gadi to his younger son, Joj^»raz ;
but a^ain resuuied it, slaving his

advisers and execratiniir the name of Brahmin, whieh he almost extermi-
nated in his own dominions. Khoman was at leni»th slain by his ovvn

son, Mangful
;
but the chiefs expelled the parricide, who seized upon

Lodurwa in tl.e northern desert, and there established the Mungulia
Gehlotes. *

Bhartribhut (familiarly Bhatto) succeeded. In his reign, and in that of

his successor, the territory dependent on Cheetore was greatly increased.

All the forest tribes, from the banks of the Mylne to Aboo, were siibjti-

gated, and stronghold erected, of which Dhorimghur and Ujargurh still

remain ' to maintain them. He established no less than thirteen* of his

sons independent possessions in Malwa and Guzeral, and these were
distinguished as the Bhatewra Gehlotes.

We shall now leap over fifteen generations; which though affording

a few iuieresting facts to the antiquarian, woiild not amuse the general
reader. We will rest satisfied wiili stating, that the Clmhans of Ajmere
and the Gehlotes of Cheetore >vere alternately friends and foes

; that

Doorlub Chohan was slain hv Bersi Raoul in a grand battle fought at

Kovvario, of which the Cl)ohan ani»als state, ‘that’ftheir Princes were
now so powerful as to oppose the Chief of Cheetore.’ Again, in the next

reign, we find the renowned Beesuldeo, son of Doorluh, combining with

Raoul I'ejsi of Cheetore to oppose the progress of Islatnite ittvasion
;

facts recorded by inscriptions as well as by the annals. We mav close

these remarks on the fifteen Princes, from Khoman to Samarsi, with the

words of Gibbon on the dark period of Guelpluc annals :
“ It may

be presumed that tliey were illiterate and valiant
;

that they plundered

in their youth, and reared churches in their old age
;
that they were

fond of arms, horses, and hupting.” and we may add, continued bicker-

ing vith their vassals within, when left unemployed by the enemy from

without.

* By name, Koolaniigger, Champanair, Choreta, Bhojpur, Loonara,
Neemthore, Sodaru, Jodghur, Sandpur, Aetpur, and Gungabheva. The
rerhaiiiing two are not mentioned»
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CHAPTER V,

A lthottgh tlie whole of this chain of ancestry, from Kanaksen Irt

the second, Vijaya the founder of Ballabhi in the fourth, to Samarsi
in the thirteenth century, cannot be discriminated with perfect accu-

racv, we m»y affirm, to borrow a metaphor, that " the two extremities

of it arc riv^lteti in trutfi and some links have at intervals been recogf-

ni^ed as equally valid. We will now extend the chain to the nineteenth

century.

Samarsi was born in S. 1206. Though the domestic annals are not

silent on l\is acts, we sliall recur chiefly to the bard of Delhi* for his

character and actirms, and the history of the period. Before we proceed,

however, a sketch of the political condition of Dindusthan during the last

of the Tuar sovereigns of Delhi, derived from this authority and in the

bard’s own words, may not be unacceptable. “ In Putun is Bhola

Bheem the Chalook, of iron frame. On the mountain A boo, Jeit

Pramara, in battle immoveable as the star of the north. In Mewar is

Samar Sing, who takes tribute from the niigluy, a wave of iron in the

path of Delhi^s foe. In the midst of all, strong in his own strength,

Mundore’s Prince, the arrogant Nahar Rao, the might of Maroo, fearing

none. In Delld the Clilef of all Anunga, at whose summons attended the

Princes of IMundore, Nagore, Sclnd, Jiilwutf and others on its confines,

Peshawur, Lahore, Kangra and its mountain Chiefs, with Kasi.J

Prayag§ and Gurh Deogir. 'I'he lords Seemar|[ were in constant

danger of his power.” dim Bhatti, since their expulsion, from
vCabulishthan, had successively occupied as capitals, Salbahana in

the Punjab, Tannote, Derawul, whicli last they founded, and the

ancient Lotlurwa, which they conquered in the desert; and at the

* The word of Chund is a universal liistory of the period in which
be wrote. In the sixty-nine books, comprising one hundred thousand

stanzas, relating to llie exploits of Prithwi Raj, every noble family of

Rajasthan will find some record of their ancestors. It is accordingly

treasured amongst the archives of each race having any pretensions to

the name of Rajpoot. From this he can trace his martial forefathers who
' drank of the wave of battle’ in the passes of Kirman, when ‘the cloud

of war “rolled from Himachal’ to the plains of Hindusthan. The wars
of Prithwi Raj, his alliances, his numerous and powerful tributarres, their

abodes and pedigrees, make the works of Cbund invaluable as liistoric

and geographical memoranda, besides being treasures in mythology,
manners, and the annals of the mind. To read this poet well is a sure
road to honour, and my own Goorii was allowed, even by the professional

bards, to excel therein. As he read, I rapidly translated about thirty

thousand stanzas. Familiar with the dialects in which it is written, f

have fancied that I seized occasionally the poet’s spirit; but it were
presumption to suppose tliat I embodied all his brilliancy, or ftilly

comprehended the depth of his allusions. But I knew for whom he
wrote. I he most familiar of his images and sentiments ! heard daily

from the mouths of those around me, the descendants of the men whose
deeds he rehearses. I was enabled thus to seize his meaning, where one
more skilled in poetip lore might have failed, and to make my prosatic
version of some value.

t Unknown, unless the country on the * waters’ (jul) of Scind*

t Benares, § Allahabad.
||
The cold regions (see * cold*).
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period in qi^stlon were constructing their present residence, Jessul-

meer. In this nook they had been fighting for centuries with the

Lieutenants of the Caliph at Arore, occasionally redeeming their ancient

possessions as far as the city of the I’ak on the Indus. I'heir situation

gave them little political intereljt in tlie affair of Hindusthan until the

period of Frith wi Uaj. one of whose principal leaders, Achiles, was the

bfotlier of the Bhatti Prince. Anungapal, from thii^ description was justly

entitled to be termed the Faramo«mt Sovereign of HiQ<lusthan
;
but he

was the last of a dynasty of nineteen Princes, who had occupied Delhi
nearly four hundred years, from the time of the founder Beelun Deo, who,
according to a manuscript in the autlmr's possession, was only an opulent

Thacoor^when he assumed the ensigns of royalty in the then deserted
Indraprastha, taking the name of Anungapal,* ever after titular in the

family. I'he Cliohans of Ajineer owed at least liomage to Dellii at this

litne, althougli Beesuhleo had rendered it almost nominal; and to

Soineswar, the fourtli in descent, Anuugapal was indebted for tlie pre-

servation of this supremacy against tlie attempts of Kanonj, for wliich

service lie obtained the I'uar's daughter in marriage, the issue of which
was Prithwi Kaj, who when only eight years of age was proclaimed
successor to the Delhi throne. Jeychand of Kaiuuij and Prithwi Kaj
bore the same relative situation to Anungapal; B'u-jipal, the father of

former, as well as Somesvvar, having had a daugliter of tlie Tuar to wife.

This originated the rivalry between the Ciiotians and Rahtores, which
ended in the destruction of Ijoth. When Prithwi Raj mounted the throne
of Delhi, Jeychand not only refnse<j to acknowledge his supremacy, but

set fortli' liis own claims to tins distinction. In these he was supported
by the Prince of Putun Anhulwara (the eternal foe of the Chohans),
and likewise by the Furihars of Mundore. But the affront given

by the latter, in refusing to fulfil the contract of bestowing his daiighteron
the young Chohan, brought on a warfare, in which this first essay was
but the presage of his future fame. Konouj and Putun had recourse to

the dangerous expedient of entertaining bands of Tatars, through
whom the Sovereign of Gazni was enabled to lake advantage of their

internal broils.

Samarsi, Prince of Cheetoee, had married the sister of Prithwi Raj,

and their personal characters, as well as this tie, bound them to each other

throughout all these commotions, until the last fatal battle on tlie Caggar.
From these feuds Hindusthan never was free. But unrelenting enmity
was not a part of their character ; having displayed the valour of the tribe,

the bard or Nestor of the day would step in, and a marriage would conci-

liate and maintain in friendship such foes for two generations. From
time immemorial such has been the political state of India, as represented
by their own epics, or in Arabian or Persian histories: thus always the

prey of fereigners, and destined to remain so. Samarsi had to contend
both with the Princes of Putnn and Konouj

;
and although the bard says

“he washed his blade in the Jumna,*’ the domestic annals slur over the

circumstance of Pid Rae Jey Sing having actually made a conquest of

Cheetore ,* for it is not only included in the eigliteen capitals enumerated
as appertaining to this Prince, but the author discovered a tablet in

* Anunga is a poetical epithet of tlic Hindu Cupid, literally ‘ incor-

poreal ;* but, according to good authority, applicable to the founder of

the desolate abode, palna being ‘ to support/ and unga^ with the primi-

tive a/I, * without body.*
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Cheetore, placed there by hi*; successor, Komarpal, bearing the date S,

1206, the period of Samarsi’s birth. The first occasion of Samarsi’s aid

being called in by tlie Chohan Etnperor was on the discovery of treasure

at Na^ore, amounting to seven millions of gold, the deposit of ancient

days. i')»e Pi inces of Konouj and Putun, dreading the mfluence which

sucfi sinews of war would afford their antagonist, invited Shabudin to aid

Iheir designs of humiliating the Cliohan who in this emergency sent^ au

embassy to Samarsi. I'he envoy was CImnd Poondii
,

the vassal Chief

of Lahore, and guardian of that frontier. He is conspicuous from this

time to the hour ‘‘when he planted his lance at tlie ford of the Ravee/'

and fell in opposing the passage of Shabudin. I be presents he carriess^

the speecii with whicli lie greets tlve Cheetore Prince, his receplio|j|, reply,

and dismissal^ are all preserved by Ciuind. d lie style of address and the

apparel of SHtnarsi bfMoken that he had not laid aside the office and en-

signs of ‘IC'gont of Mahadeva.^ A simple necklace of the seeds of the

lotus adorned his neck
;
his hair was braided, and ho is adtlressed as

Jogindra, or chief of ascetics. Samarsi proceeded to Delhi; and it wai»

arrantred. es he was connected by marriage witli the Prince of fbitun that

Prithwi Raj should march against this Prince, while he should oppose the

army from Gazni. He (Samarsi) accordingly fought several battles vvhicli

gave lime to the Cbohan to terminate the war in Guzerat and rejoin him.

United, they complotoly di'^^coinfitted tiiC invadeis^ making tfieir leader

prisoner. Samarsi declined any share of the discovered treasure, bjt per-

mitted his Chiefs to accept the gifts offered by the Cbohan. Many year
elapsed in sue 1 suhorrjinate warfare, when the Prince of Cheetore was
again con'^iraiued to use ins f)uckler in defence of Delhi and its Prince^
whose arrogance and successful ambition, followed by disgraceful inactivi-

try, invited inv.^sion with every presage of success, jealousy and revenge
rendered the Princes of Pninn, Kanouj, Dhar, and the minor Courts, in-
diflerent .spectators of a contest destined to overthrow tliem all.

The bard gives a good description of the preparations for his depar-
ture from Ctieelore, winch he was drstined never to see again. 'I'he charge
of llie city was entrusted to a favourite and younger son, Kurna : which
disgusted the elder brother, who went to the Dekhan to Biedur, where he
was well received by an Abyssinian Ciiief,* who had there established
himself in sovereignty. Another son, either on this occasion or on the sub-
sequent fall of Cheetore, fled to the mountains of Nepal, and there spread
the Gehlote line. It is in this, the last of the books of Cliund, termed ''tiie

Cireat Fight," that we have the character of Samarsi fully delineated.
ILs aiiival at Delhi is hailed with songs of joy as a day of deliverance.
Prithwi Raj and his Court advance seven miles to meet him, and the des-
ciiption of the greeting of the King of Delhi and his sister, and the Chiefs
on eiilier side who r<‘cognize ancient friendships, is most animated.
Samarsi reads his brolher-in-law an indignant lecture on his unprincely
biactivity, and throughout the book divides attention witii him.

In tile planning of the campaign, and march towards the Caggar to
meet the fvjc, Samarsi is consulted, and his opinions are recorded. The
bard represents him as the Ulysses of tlie host : brave, cool, and skilful ill
the fight

;
prudent, wise, and eloquent in council

;
pious and decorous on

all occasions: beloved bv his own Chiefs, and reverenced by the vassals
of the Cbohan. In the line of march no augur or bard could better ex-
plain the omens, none in the field better dress the squadrons for battle^

* btylcd Huchee Padsha.
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none puide his steed or use his lance with more address. His tent is the
principal resort of the leaders after the march or in the intervals of battle,

who were delighted by his eloquence or instructed by liis knowledge.
'I'he bard confesses that his precepts of government are chiefly from the
lips of Kltoman and of his best episodes and allegories, whetlter on
morals, rules for the guidance of ambassadors, clioice of ministers, reli-

gious or social duties (but especially those of the Rajpoot to the Sovereign),
the wise Prince of Cheelore is the general organ,

(Jn the last of three days’ desperate figluing Samarsi was slain, to-

gether with his son Calian, and thirteen thousand of his household troops
and most renowned Chitdtains. Mis beloved Pritha, on hearing the fatal

issue, her husband shun, her brother captive, tlie hemes of Delhi and
Cheetore “ asleep on tlie banks of the Caggar, in the wave of the steel,

joined her lord through the flame, nor waited the advance of the d'artar

King, when Delhi was carried by storm, and tire last slay of tlie Chohans,
Prince Rainsi, met deatli in the assault. The capture of Dellii and its

monarch, the deafli of lus ally of Cheetore, witli the bravest and best
of their troops, specially ensured the further and final success of the

'I'atar arms
;
and wlien Kanonj fell, and the traitor to his nation met

his fate in the waves of the Ganges, none were left to contend witb

Shabudin the possession of the regal seat of the Cliohan. Scenes of

devastation, plunder and massacre commenced, which lasted through
ages; during which nearly all that was sacred in religion or celebrated
in art was destroyed by these ruthless and barbarous invaders, d he
noble Rajpoot, with a spirit of constancy and enduring courage, seized
every opportunity to turn upon his oppressor. By his perseverance and
valour he wore out entire dynasties of foes, alternately yielding 'to his
fate,’ or restricting the circle of conquest. Kvery road in Rajasthan was
moistened with torrents of blood of the spoiled and the spoiler But all
was of no aVail

;
fresh 'supplies were ever pouring in, and dynasty succeed-

ed dynasty, heir to the same remorseless feeling which sanctified murder,
legalised spoliation, and deified destruction. In these desperate con-
flicts entire tribes were swept away, whose names are the only memento
of their former existence and celebrity.

.
nation on earth would have maintained the semblance of

civilization, the spirit or the customs of their forefathers, during sa
niany centuries of overwhelming depression, but one of such singular
c laracter as the Rajpoot? 1 hough ardent and reckless, he can, wher>
required, subside into forbearance and apparent apathy, and reserve
utnse for the opportunity of revenge. Rajasthan exhibits the sole
exarnp e in the history of mankind, of a people withstanding every
outrage baibaiity can inflict, or human nature sustain, from a foew lose le igioii commands annihilation, and bent to the earth, yet rising
uoyant lom tlie pressure, and making calamity a whetstone to courage.

^ Britons at once sink under the Romans, and in vain strive

T their druids, or the altars of Bal from destruction ?

® succumbed
; they, again, to the Danes; and

IS elerogeneous breed to the Normans. Empire was lost and gained
^ laws and religion of [the conqbered merged in

conquerors. Contrast with these the Rajpoots : not an iota
eir religion or customs have they lost, though many a foot of land.

Itiit

*
* already mentioned that Khoman became a patronymic and

I

“lie, amongst tlie pi intes oi Cheelore.
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Some of their states have been expunged from the map of dominion
;
and,

as a punishment of national infidelity the piide of the Rahtore, and the

glory of the Chaloolc, the overgrown Kanoiij and gorgeous*Anhulwara, are

forgotten names ! Mewar alone, the sacred bulwark of religion, never

compromised her honour for her safety, and still survives her ancient

limits; and since the brave Samarsi gave up his life, the blood of her

princes has flowed in copious streams for the maintenance of this honour,

religion and independence.

Samarsi had several sons ;* but Kurna was his heir, and during his

minority his mother, Kormatlevi, a princess of Putun, nobly maintained

what his father left. Site headed her Rajpoots and gave battlef in person

to Kootub-oo-din, near Ambar, when the viceroy was defeated and

wounded. Nine Rajas, and eleven Chiefs of inferior dignity with the title

of Rawut, followed the mother of their prince.

Kurna (the radiant) succeeded in S. 1249 (A D. n 93)l

destined to be the founder of a line in Mewar. The annals are at variance

with each other on an event whicli gave the sovereignty of Cheetore to a

younger branch, and sent the elder into the inhospitable wilds of the west,

to found a city§ and perpetuate a line. It is -staled generally that Kurna

bad two sons, Mahup and Rahup; but this is an error: Samarsi and

Soorajmul were brothers : Kurna was the son of the former and Mahup
was his son, whose mother was a Chohan of Bhagur. Soorajmul had a
son named Bharut, who was driven from Cheetore by a conspiracy. He
proceeded to Scind, obtained Arore from its prince, a Moosulman, and
married the daughter of the Bhatti Chief of the Poogul, by whom he had a
son named Rahup. Kurna died of grief for the loss of Bharut and the

unworthiness of Mahup, who abandoned to live entirely with his maternal

relations, the Chohans.

The Sonigurra Chief of Jhalore had married the daughter of Kurna,
by whom he had a child named Rindhole,|| whom by treachery he placed
on the Throne of Cheetore, slaying the Chief Gehlotes. Mahup being un-

able to recover his rights, and unwilling to make any exertion, the chair
of Bappa Rovvul would have passed to ttie Chohan but for an ancient bard
of the house. He pursued his way to Arore, held by old Bharut as a fief

of Cabul. With the levies of Scind he marched to claim the right aban-
doned by Mahup, and at Pally encountered and defeated the Sonigurras*
The retainers of Mewar flocked to his standard, and by their aid he
enthroned himself in Cheetore. He sent for his father and mother,
Rangadevi, whose dwelling on the Indus was made over to a younger
brother, who bartered his faith for Arore, and held it as a vassal of

Cabul.

* Calianrae, slain with his father; Koomkurna, wtio went to Biedur
a third, the founder of the Gorkas.

t This must be the battle mentioned by Ferishta. See Dow, p. 169,
Vol. ii,

.
t He had a son, Sirwan, who took to commerce. Hence the mercan-

tile Sesodia caste, Sirwanea.

§ Dongurpur, so named from dongra^ *a mountain.’

II
So pronounced, but properly written Kin-dliaval, ‘ the standard of

the field,’
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R;ihiip obtained Cbeetore in S. 1257 (A. D. 1201), and shortly aftef

sustained the attacic of Shemsudin, whom he met and overcame in a
battle at Naijore. Two ^reat changes were introduced by this Prince ;

the first in the title of the tribe, to Sesodia; the other in that of its Prince,

from Rawul to Rana. 'I'he puerile reason fortlie former has already been
noticed

;
the cause of the latter is deserving of more attention. Amongst

tlie foes of Rahup was the Purihar Prince of Mundore: Ids name Mokul,
with the title of Rana. Rahup seized him in his capital and brouglit him
to Sesodia, making him renounce tlte rich district of Godwar, and his

tittle of Rana winch he assumed himself, to denote the completion o£

bis feud. He ruled thirty-eight years in a period of great distraction,

and appears to have been well calculated, not only to uphold the fallen

fortunes of the state, but to rescue them from utter ruin. His reign is

the more remarkable by contrast with his successors, nine of wliom are
pushed from their stools’^ in the same or even a shorter period than

tliat during which he upheld the dignity.

From Rahup to Lakumsi, in the short space of half a century, nine

princes of Cheetore were crowned, and at nearly equal intervals of time

followed each other to ‘ the mansions of the sun.' Of these nine, six fell

in battle. Nor did tliey meet their fate at home, but in a chivalrous

enterprize to redeem the sacred Gya from the pollution of the barbarian.

For tins object these princes successively fell, but such devotion inspired

fear, if not pity or conviction, and the bigot renounced the impiety which
Pirthimul purchased with this blood, and until Alla-oo«dii/s reign, this

outrage to their prejudices was renounced. But in this interval they had
lust tlieir capital, for it is stated as the only occurrence in Bhonsi's* reign,

* His second son, Chandra, obtained an appange on the Chumbul,
and his issue, well known as Chanderavvuts, constituted one of the most
powerful vassal clans of Mewar. Rampura (Bhanpura) was iheir resi-

dence, yielding a revenue of nine lacks (ji^^iio, 000), held on the tenure
of service which, from an original grant in my possession from Rana
Jngut Sing to his nephew Madhu Sing, afterwards Prince of Ambar,
was two thousand horse and foot, and the fine of investiture was
seventy-five thousand rupees. Madhu Sing, when Frince of Ambar, did
what was invalid as well as ungratefrd

;
he made over this domain,

granted dtiring his misfortunes, to Holkar, the first limb lopped off

Mewar* 'I’he Chanderawut proprietor continued, however, to possess a
portion of the original estate with the fortress of Amud, which it main-
tained throughout all the troubles of Rajwarra till A. D. 1821. U shews
the attachment to custom, that the young Rao applied and received ‘ the
sword' of investiture from his old lord paramount, the Rana, though
dependent on Holkar's forbearance. But a minority Is proverbially
dangerous in India. Disorder from party plots made Amudo trouble-
some to Holkar's government, which as his ally and preserver of tran-
quillity we suppressed by blowing up the walls of the fortress. This is

one of many instances of the harsh, uncompromising nature of our power
and the anomalous description of our alliances with the Rajpoots. How-
ever necessary to repress the disorder arising from the claims of ancient
proprietors and the recent rights of Holkar, or the new'proprietor, Guffor
Khan, yet surrounding princes, and the general population, who know
the history of past times, lament to see a name of five hundred years*
duration thus summarily extinguished, which chiefly benefits an upstart
Pathan. Such the vortex of the ambiguous, irregular, and unsystematic
policy, which marks many of our alliances, which protect too often but to
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tliai he " reroverefi Cheetore" and made the name of Rana be aeknnw*
ledjjed by all. I'vvo rrumorials are preserved (of the nine princes from
Rahnp to I.aknmsi, and of the s^^me character ; confusion and strife

within and without. We will, therefore, pass over these to another gfrand

event in the vicissitudes of this house, which possesses more of romance
than of history, though the facts are undoubted.

CHAPTER VI.

I
AKUMSl succeeded his father in S. 1331 (A. D. 1 275), a memorable

y era in the annals, when Cheetore, the repository of all tiiat was
precious yet untouctied of the arts of Iiulia, was stormed, sacked, and
treated with remorseless barbarity, by the Pathan Emperor, Alla-oo-din,

'Twice it was attadeed by this subjujjator of India. In the first siege it

escaped spoliation, thoiigfi at the price of its best defenders: that which
followed is the first successful assault and capture of which we have any
detailed account.

Blieemsi was the uncle of the young Prince, and protector during his

minority. He had espoused fhe daughter of Hamir Sank (Chohan) of

Ceylon, the cause of woes unnumbered to the Sesodias. Her name was
Pudmini, a title bestowed only on the superlatively fair, and tran-

smitted with renown to posterity by tradition and the song of the

bard. Her beauty, accomplishments, exaltation, and destruction, with

other incidental circumstances, constitute the subject of one of the most
popular traditions of Rajwarra. fhe Hindu bai d recognises the fair,

in preference to fame and love of conquest, as the motive for the attack

of Alla-oo-din, wlio limited his demand to the possession of Pudmini
;

though this was after a long and and fruitless siege. At length he
restricted l»is desire to a mere sight of this extraordinary beauty, and
acceded to the proposal of beholding her through the medium of mirrors.

Relying on the faith of the R^^jpoot, he entered Cheetore slightly guarded,
and having gratified with his w’sh, returned. 'Fhe Rajpoot, unwilling

to be out-done in confidence, accompanied the King to the foot of the
fortress, amidst many complimentary excused from his guest at the
trotible he thus occasioned. It was for this that Alla risked his own
safety, relying on the superior faith of the Hindu. Here he had an
ambush

;
Bheemsi was made prisoner, hurried away to tke Tatar camp,

and his liberty made dependent on the surrender of Pudmini,

Despair resigned in Cheetore when this fatal event was known, and
it was debated whether Pudmini should be resigned as a ransom for

their defender. Of this she was informed, and expressed her acqui-
escence. Having provided wherewithal to secure her from dishonpiir, she
communed with two Cliiefs of her own kin and clan of Ceylon, uncle
Gorah and his nephew Badul, who devised a scheme for the liberation

injure, and gives to our office of general arbitrator and high constable of
Rajsthan a harsh and unfeeling character.

Much of this arises from ignorance of the past history
;
much from

disregard of the peculiar usages of the people
;
or from that expediency

which too often comes in contact with moral fitness, which will go on
until the the day predicted by the Nestor of India, when one sicca (seal)
alone will be used in Hindusthan/’
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thfeir Prince without hazarding' tier life or fame. Intimation was des-
patched to Alla, that on the day he withdrew from his trenches the fair

Pudmini would be sent, but in a manner befitting; her own and his high
station,, surrounded by her females and handmaids,* not only those who
would accompany her to Delhi, but many others who desired to pay her
this last mark of reverence. Strict commands were to be issued to pre-
vent curiosity from violating the sanctity of female decorum and privacy.
No less than seven hundred covered litters proceeded to the royal camp#
In each was placed one of the bravest of the defenders of Cheetore.
borne by six armed soldiers disguised as litter-porters. They reached the

camp. The royal tents were enclosed with kanafs (walls of cloth)
;
the

litters were deposited, and half an hour was granted for a parting inter-

view between the Hindu prince and his bride. They then placed their

prince in a litter and returned with him, while the greater number (the

supposed damsels) remaijied to accompany the fair to Delhi. But Alla

had no intention to permit Bheemsi’s return, and was becoming iealous

of the long interview he erijoyed, when, instead of the Prince and Pudmini
the devoted band issued from their litters: but Alla was too well guarded.
Pursuit was ordered, while these covered the retreat till they perished to

a man. A fleet horse was in reserve for Bheemsi, on whicli he was placed
and in safety ascended the fort, at whose outer gate the host of Alla was
encountered. I he choicest of the heroes of Cheetore met the assault#

With Gorah and Badul at their head, animated by the noblest sentiments
the deliverance of their Chief and the honour of their Queen, they devoted
themselves to destruction, and few were the survivors of this slaughter
of the flower of Mewar. For a time Alla was defeated in his object, and
t'*)e havoc they had made in his ranks, joined to the dread of their deter-

mined resistance, obliged him to desist from the enterprize.

Mention has already been made of the adjuration, ** by the sin o£

the sack of Cheetore.” Of these sacks they enumerate three and a half^

This is the ‘ half for though the city was not stormed, the best and
bravest were cut off {saka). It is described with great animation in the

Khoman Rasa, Badul was but a stripling of twelve, btit the Rajpoot
expects wonders from this early age. He escaped, thoiigh wounded, and
a dialogue ensues between him and his uncle’s wife, who desires him to

relate how her lord conducted himself ere she joins him. The stripling

replies ;
** He was the reaper of the harvest of battle

;
I followed his steps

as rhe humble gleaner of his sword. On the gory bed of honour he
spread a carpet of the slain

;
a barbarian prince his pillow, he laid him

down, and sleeps surrounded by the foe.” Again she said :
” tell me,

Badul, how did my love behave ?”—“Oh! mother, how further

describe his deeds, when he left no foe to dread or admire him ?” She
smiled farewell to the boy, and adding, ** my lord will chide my delay,”

sprung into the flame.

AIIa#oo-din, having recruited his strength, returned to his object,

Cheetore. rhe annals state this to have been in S. 134b A. D. 1290),
but Feiishta gives a date thirteen years latter. They had not yet re-
covered the loss of so many valiant men who had sacrificed themselvejs

for their Prince’s safety, and Alla carried on his attacks more closely, and
at length obtained the hill at the southern point, where he entrenched
Inmself. Tliey still pretend to point out his trenches ;

but so many have
been formed by subsequent attacks that we. cannot credit the assertion.

The poet has found in the disastrous issue of this seige admirable
materials for his song. He represents the Rana, after an arduous day,

8
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stretched on his pallet, and during a ni^ht of watchful anxiety, ponderinjj
on the means by which he rni^^ht preserve from the general destruction
one at lenst of his twelve sons

; when a voice broke on his solitude, ex-
claiming " Myn hhooka ho and raisinij his eyes, he saw, by the dim
clare of the cheraoh,f advancing between tlie granite columns, the majes-
tic form of the guardian goddess of Cheetore. "Not satiated," ex-
claimed the Rana, “ though eight thousands of my kin were late an
offering to thee?"—“I must have regal victims; and if twelve wbo wear
tlie diadem bleed not for Clteetore, the land will pass from the line,"
‘i his said, she vanished.

On the morn he conve3'ed a council of his chiefs, to whom he reveal-
ed the vision of the night, winch tlmy treated as tlie dream of a disordered
fancy. He commanded their attendance at midnight; when again the
form appeared, and repeated the terms on which alone she would remain
amongst them. ‘M hough thousands of barbarians strew the earth, what
are the\' to me? On each dav enthrone a Prince. Let tlie kirnia,J the
chhatra.J and the cliamara;}; proclaiin his sovereignty, and for three days
let his decrees be supreme : on the fourth let him meet the foe and his fate.
Then onl)' may I remain."

Whether we have merely the fiction of the poet, or whether the scene
was got up to animate the spirit of resis(enc<‘, matters but little, it is con-
sistent with the belief of the tribe; and that the goddess should openly
manifest her wish to retain as her tiara the battlements of Cheetore on
conditions so congenial to the warlike and superstitious Rajport, was a
gage readily taken up and fully answering the end. A generous conten-
sion arose amongst the brave brothers, who s))oijld be the first victim to
avert the denunciation. Ursi urged his priority of birth : he was pro-
claimed, the umbrella waved o’er his head, and on the fourtli day he
surrendered his shortlived honours and his life. Ajeysi, the next in birth,
demanded to follow

; but he was the favourite son o{ his father, and at his
request he consented to let his brothers precede him. Eleven had fallen
in turn, and but one victim remained to the salvation of the city, when the
Rana, calling his chiefs around him, s.iid. "Now I devote myself for
Clieeture." But another awful sacrifice was to precede this act of self-
devotion, in that horrible rite, tlie wliere the females are immola-
ted to preserve them from pollution or captivity. The funeral pyre was
lighted within the "great subterranean retreat," in chambers impervious
fo'tite light of day, and the defenders of Cheetore beheld in procession the
Queen, their own wives and daughters, to the number of several thousands.
1 he fair Pudrnini closed the throng, which was augmented by whatever of
female beauty or youth could be tainted by Tatar lust. They were con-
veyed to the cavern, and the opening closed upon them, leaving them to
find security from dishonour in the devouring element.

A contest now arose between the Rana and his surviving son ; but the
father prevailed, and Ajeysi, in obedience to his commands, with a small
band passed through the enemy’s lines, and reached Kailwarra rn safety.
The Rana, satisfied that his line was not extinct, now prepared to follow his
brave sons

;
and calling around him his devoted c%ns, for whom life had

*l amhugry.* fTamp.
X These are the insignia of royalty. The kirma is parasol, from

keren, ‘a ray the chhaira is the umbrella, always red ; the chamara^ the
flowing tail of the wild ox, set in a gold handle, and used to drive away
the flies,

^
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no longer any charms, they threw upon the portals and descended to the
plain and with a reckless despair carried death, or met it, in the crowded
ranks of Alla. The Tatar conqueror took possession of an inanimate
capital, strewed with brave defenders, the smoke yet issuing from the

recesses where lay consumed the once fair object of his desire
;
and since

this devoted,^ day the cavern has been sacred : no eye has penetrated its

gloom, and superstition has placed as its guardian a huge serpent, whose
“venomous breath” extinguishes the light which might guide intruders* to

“the place of sacrifice.”

Thus fell, in A. D. 1303, this celebrated capital, in the round of con-
quest of Alla-oo-din, one of tlie most vigorous ami warlike sovereigns who
have occupied the throne of India. In success, and in one of the means of

attainment, a bigottecl liypocrisy, he bore a striking resemblance to

Aurungzebe; and the title of “Secuiuler Sani,” or the second Alexander,
which he assumed and impressed on his coins, was no idle vaunt. The
proud Anhui wara, the ancient Dhar and Avanti, Mundore and Deogir,

the seats of the Solankis, the Prainaras, the Puriharas and Taks, the

entire Agnicnla race, were overturned for ever by Alla. Jessulmeer, Ga-
grown, Booiuli the abodes of the Bhatti, the Keechee, and the Hara, with

many of minor importance, suffered all tlie horrors of assault from tltis foe

of the race, though destined again to raise their heads. I’he Kahtores of

Marwar and the Cutchwahas of Amhar were yet in a state of insignifi-

cance : the former were slowly creeping into notice as the vassals of the

Puriharas, while the latter could scarcely withstand the attacks of the ori-

ginal Meena populatioji. Alla rem iined in Cheetore some days, achnir-

ing the grandeur of his conquest; and having committed every act of bar-
baritity and wanton dilapidation which a bigotted zeal could suggest, over-
throwing the temples and other monuments of art, he delivered the city in

charge to Maldeo, the chief of Jhalore, wl.otn he had co4»qaered ai^d en-
rolled amongst his vassals. I he palace of Bhecm and the fair Pudmint
alone appears to have escaped the wrath of Alii; it would be pleasing
could we suppose any kinder senticjient suggested the exception, which
enables the author of these annals to exhibit the abode of the (air of

Ceylon.

The survivor of Cheetore, Rana Ajeysi, was now in security at Kail-
warra a town situated in the heart of the Aravali mountains, the western
boundary of Mewar, to which its princes had been indebted for twelve
centuries ol dominion. Kailwarra is at the highest part of one of its most
extensive valleys, termed the Shero Nalla, the richest district of this

Alpine region. Guarded by faithful adherents, Ajeysi, cherished for

future occasion the wrecks of Mewar. It was the last behest of his
father, that when he attained “one hundred years” (a figurative expres-
sion for dying), the son of Ursi, the elder brother, should succeed him.
This injunction, from the deficiency of the qualities requisite at such a
juncture in his own sons, met a ready compilance, Hamir was this son,
destined to redeem the promise of the genius of Cheetore and the lost

honours of his race, and whose birth and early history fill many a page

* The author has been at the entrance of this tetreat, which, accord-
ing to the Khoman Rasa^ conducts to a subterranean palace,’ but the me-
phitic vapours and venomous reptiles did not invite to adventure, even
had official situation permitted such slight to these prejudices. The
author is the only Englishman admitted to Cheetore since the days of

Herbert, who appears to have described what he saw.
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of their annals. His father, Ursi, bein^ out on a hunting excursion in- thcr

forest of Ondwa with some young chiefs of the court, in pursuit of the boar
entered a field of maize, when a female offered to drive* out the game.
Pulling one of the stalks of the maize, which grows to the height of tei>

or twelve feet, she pointed it, and mounting the platform made to watcb
the corn, impaled the hog, dragged him before the hunters, ^and departed.

Though accustomed to feats of strength and heroism from the nervous
arms of their country-women, tlve act surprised them. I'hey descended
to llte stream at hand, and prepared the repast, as is usual, on the spot,

't he feast was held, and comments were passing nn the fair arm which
bad transfixed the hoar when a ball of clay from a sling fractured a
limb of tl^e prince’s steed. I.ooking in the direction !)ce it came,
tliey observed the >ame damsel, fiom her elevated stamj,^ preserving her

fields from aerial depredators; but seeing llie mischief she liad occasion-

ed she descended to express lier regret, and then returned to tier pursuit.

As they were proceeding homewards after the sports of the day, they

again encountered the damsel, with a vessel of inill< on her head, and
leading in either hand a young buffalo. It was pioposed, in frolic, to

overturn her milk, and one of the rompanions of the prince dashed rudely

by her
;
but without being disconcerted, she entangled one of her

charges with the horse’s limbs, and brought the rider to the ground.
On enquiry the prince discovei ed that she was tlie daughter of a poor
Hajpoot of the Chundano tribe.f He returned the next day to the same
quarter and sent tor her father, who came and took his seat with perfect

independence close to the prince, to the merriment of his companions,
which was checked by IJrsi asking his daughter to wife. They were yet
mure surprised ttie demand being refused. The Rajpoot, on going
home, told the more prudent mother who scolded him heartily, made hirrv

recall tlie refusal, an.i seeic the prince. They were married, and Hamir
was the son of the Cimndano Rajpootnee. He remained little noticed at

the maternal abode till the catastrophe of Cheett>te. At this period he
was twelve years ol age, and had led a rustic life, from which the necessity

of the limes recalled liim.

Mewar was now occupied by the garrisons of Delhi, and Ajeysi had
besides to contend with the mountain chiefs, amongst whom Moonja
Balaitcha was the most formidable, who had, on a^ecent occasion, invad-

ed the Shero Nalla, and personally encountered the Rana, whom he
wounded on the head with a lance. The Rana’s sons, Sujunsi and Ajimsi,

though fourteen and fifteen, an age at which a Rajpoot ouglit to indic ate

bis future character, proved of little aid in the emergency. Hamii was
summoned, and accepted the feud against iMonja, promising to return

successful or not at all. In a few days he was seen entering the pass of

Kailwarra with Moonja’s head at his saddle-bow. Modestly placing the

trophy at his uncle's feet, he exclaimed : "recognise the head of your
foe!” Ajeysi *^kised his beard, and observing that fate had stampt
empire on his forehead, impressed it with a teeka of blood from the head
of the Balaitcha. This decided the fate of the sons of Ajeysi ;

one of

whom died at Kailwarra, and the other, Sujunsi, who might have excited

* A stand is fixed upon four poles in the middle of a field, on which
a guard is placed armed with a sling and clay balls, to drive away live

ravens, peacocks and other birds that destoy the corn,,

t One of the branches of the Chohan.

* This is an idiomatic phrase ; Hamir could have had no beard.
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a civil war, was sent from the country. He departed fbr the Hekl^an.,

wiiere his issue was destined to avenge some of the wrongs the pareiU
country had sustained, and eventually to overturn the monarchy of

Hindusthan
;
for Sujunsi was the ancestor of Sevaji, the founder of the

Satara throne, whose lineage* is given in the chronicles of Mewar.

Hamir succeeded in S. 1357 (A. D. i3or), and had sixty-four years
granted to him to redeem his country from the ruins of the past century,
which period had elapsed since India ceased to own the paramount sway
of her native princes. The day on which Ue assumed llie ensii^ns of rule

he gave, in the teeka dowr, an earnest of his future energy, which he sig-

nalized by a rapid inroad into the heart of the country of the predatory

l^alaitcha, and captured their stronghold Possalio. We may here explain

the nature of this custom of a barbaric chivalry. I'lie teeka dowr signifies

the foray of inauguration, which obtained from time immemorial on such
events, and is yet maintained where any scmbkmce of hostility will allow its

execution. On the morning of installation, having previously received the

teeka of sovereignty, the prince at the head of his retainers makes a foray

into the territory of any one with whom he may have a fend, or with wliom
be may be indifferent as to exciting one.; he captures a stronghold or

plunders a town, and returns with the tropliies. If amity should prevail

with all around, which the prince cares not to disturb, they have still a
mock representation of the custom. For many reigns after the Jeipur
princes united their fortunes to the throne of Delhi, their frontier town,
Malpura, was the object of the teeka dowr of the princes of Mewar.

“ When Ajmalf went another road/^ as the bard figuratively des-
cribes the demise of Rana Ajeysi, tlie son of Ursi unsheathed the

sword, ttience never stranger to his hand.'^ Maldeo remained with the

royal garrison in Cheetore, but Hamir desolated their plains, and left to

bis enemies only the fortified towns which could safely be inhabited. He
commanded all who owned his sovereignty either to quit their abodes,

and retire with their families to the shelter of the hills on tlie eastern and
western frontiers, or share the fate of the public enemy, 1 he roads were
rendered impassable from his parties, who issued from their retreats in

the Aravali, the security of which baffled pursuit. Ihis destructive

policy of laying waste the resources of their own c6untry, and from this

asylun attacking their foes as opportunity offered, has obtained from the

time of Mahmood of Gazni in the tenth, to Mahomed, the last who
merited the name of Emperor of Delhi, in the eighteenth century,

Hamir made Kailwarraj: his residence, which soon became the cliief

* Ajeysi, Sujunsi, Duleepji, Seoji, Bhoraji, Deoraj, Oogursen, Ma-
hoolji Khailooji, Junkoji, Suttooji, Sambaji, Sevaji (the founder of the
Marhatta nation), Sambaji, Ramraja, usurpation of the Peishwas. The
Satara throne, but for the jealousies of Oodipur, might on the imbecility
of Ramraja have been replenished from Mewar. It was offered to Nathji,
the grandfather of the present chief Sheodan Sing, presumptive heir to
Cheetore. Two noble lines were reared from princes of Cheetore expell-
ed on similar occasions

; those of Sevaji and the Ghorkas of Nepal.

f This is a poetical version of the name of Ajeysi ; a liberty frequent-
ly taken by the bards for the sake of rhyme,

i The lake he excavated here, the ‘ Hantir-tallao/ and the temple
of the protecting goddess on its bank, still bear witness of bis acts while
confined to this retreat*
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retreat of the emigrants from the plains. The situation was admirably

chosen, being covered by several ranges, guarded by intricate defiles, and
situated at the foot of a pass leading over the mountain'into a still more
inaccessible retreat (where Komulmeer now stands),! well .watered and
wooded, with abundance of pastures and excellent indigenous fruits and
roots. This tract, above fifty miles in breadth, is twelve hundred feet

above the level of the plains and three thousand above the sea, with a
considerable quantity of arable land, and free communication to obtain

supplies by the passes of the western declivity from Marwar, Guzerat, or

the friendly Bhils of the west, to whom this house owes a large debt of

gratitude. On various occasions, the communities of Oguna and Panora

furnished the princes of Mewar wifh five tlujusand bowmen, supplied

them with provisions, or guarded the safely of tlieir families when they

had to oppose the foe in the field. The elevated plateau of the eastern

frontier presented in its forests and dells many places of security
;
but

Alla* traversed these in person, destroying as he went : neither did they

possess the advantages of climate and natural productions arising from

the elevation of the other. Such was the state of Mewar : its places of

strength occupied by the foe, cultivation and peaceful objects neglected

from the persevering hostility of Hamir, when a proposal of marriage

came from the Hindu governor of Cheetore, which was imm^iately
accepted, contrary to the wishes of the prince’s advisers. VVhetlier

this was intended as a snare to entrap him or merely as an insult,

every danger was scouted by Hamir which gave a chance to the

recovery of Cheetore. He desired that ‘ the cocoa-nut^ might be

retained* coolly remarking on the dangers pointed out, “ my feet shall at

least tread in the rocky steps in which my ancestors have moved. A
Rajpoot should always be prepared for reverses; one day to abandon his

abode covered with wounds, and the next to reascend with the mor
(crown) on his head.” It was stipulated that only five hundred horse

should form his suit. As he approached Cheetore, the five sons of the

Chohan advanced to meet him, but on the portal of the city no torun,J or

* I have an inscription, and in Sanscrit, set up by an apostate chief or

bard in his train, which I found in this tract.

f This is the symbol of an offer of marriage.

J The torun is the symbol of marriage. It consists of three wooden
bars forming an equilateral triangle; mystic in shape and number, and
having the apex crowned with the effigies of a peacock, it is placed over
the portal of the bride’s abode. At Oodipur, when the princes of Jes-
sulmeer, Bikaneer, and Kishengurh simultaneously married the two
daughters and grand-daughter of the Rana, the toruns were suspended
from the battlements of the tripolia, or three-arched portal, leading to the
palace. The bridegroom on horseback, lance in hand, proceeds to break
the torun (torun toorna), which is defended by the damsels of the bride,
who from the parapet assail him with missiles of various kinds, especially
with a crimson powder made from the flowers of the palasa, at the same
time singing songs fitted to the occasion, replete with double -entendres*
At length the torun is broken amidst the shouts of the retainers; when the
fair defenders retire.

The similitude of these ceremonies in the north of Europe and in
Asia, increases the list of common affinities, and indicates the violence of
rude times to obtain the object of affection

; and the lance with which
the Rajpoot chieftain breaks the torun, has the same emblematic import
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ntiptlnl rmblem, was su«;pended. He however accepted the unsatisfactory

reply to his remark on this indication of treachery, and ascended for the
first time the ramp of Cheetore. He was received in the ancient halls of

his ancestors by Rao Mahteo, his son Biinbeer, and other cliiets, *with fold*
ad handsJ Lhe bride was brought forth, and presented by her father with-
out any of the solemnities practised on such occasions; ‘the knot of their

garments tied and their hands united/ and thus they were left, d'lie family
priest recommended patience, and Hamir retired with liis bride to the

apartments allotted for them. Her kindness and vows of fidelity overcame
Ins sadness upon learning that he had married a widow. She had been
wedded to a chief of the Bhatti tribe, shortly afterwards slain, and when
she was so youi»g as not to recollect even his appearance. He ceased to

lament the insult when she lierself taught him how it might be avenged,
and that it might even lead to the recovery of Cheetore. It is a privilege

possessed by the bridegroom to have one specific favour complied with as

a part of tlie dower (daeja), and Hamir was instructed by his bride to ask
for Jal, one of the civil olllcers of Cheetore, afid of the Mehta tribe. With
his wife so obtained, and the scribe whose talents remained for trial, he

returned in a fortnight to Kailwarra. Kaitsi was the fruit of this marri-
age, on wliich occasion Maldeo made overall the hill tracts to Hamir.
Kaitsi was a year old when one of the penates (Kaitr Pal) was found at

fa\i!t, on vvhicli she wrote to her parents to invite her to Cheetore, that

the infant might be placed before the shrine of the deity. Escorted by a
party from Cheetore, with her child slie entered its walls

;
and instructed

by tlie Mehta she gained over the troops who were left, for the Rao had
gone with his chief adherents against the Mers of Madaria. Hamir was
at hand. Notice that all was ready reached him at Bagore. Still he met
opposition that had nearly defeated the scheme

; but having forced ad-
mission, his sword overcame every obstacle, and the oath of allegiance

(an) was proclaimed from the palace of his fatliers.

The Sonigurra on his return was met with ‘a salute of arabas,** and
Maldeo himself carried the account of his loss to the Ghiiji king Mahmood,
who had succeeded Alla. The ‘standard of the sun’ once more shone re-

fulgent frotn the walls of Cheetore, and was the signal for return to their

ancient abodes from their hills and hiding-places to the adherents of

Hamir. The valleys of Komulmeer and the western lughlands poured
forth their ‘streams of men’ while every chief of true Hindu blood re-

joiced at the prospect of once more throwing off the barbarian yoke. So
powerful was this feeling, and with such activity and skill did Hamir
follow up this favour of fortune, that he marched to meet Mahmood, who
was advancing to recover his lost possessions. The king unwisely
directed his march by the eastern plateau, where numbers were rendered
useless by the intricacies of the country. Of tite three steppes which
mark the physiognomy of this tract, from the first ascent from the plain
of Mewar to descend at the Chumbul, the king had encamped on the
central, at Singolli, where he was attacked, defeated, and made prisoner
by Hamir, who slew Hari Sing, brother af Bunbeer, in single combat.
The king suffered a confinement of three months in Cheetore, nor was
liberated till he had surrendered Ajmeer, Rinthymbore, Nagore, and

as the spear, which, at the marriage of the nobles in Sweden, was a
necessary implement in the furniture ot the marriage chamber,— Vide
** Northern Antiquities,”

^ A kind of arquebuss.
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Sooe Sopur, besides payinj^ fifty lacks of rupees and one hundred ele-

pl\ants. Hainir would exact no promise of cessation from fjiirther inroads,

but contented himself with assuring^ him that from such he should be

prepared to defend Cheetore ;
not within, but without the walls.*

Bunbeer, the son of Maldeo, offered to serve Hamir, who assig^ned

the districts of Neemuch, Jeerun, Ruttonpur, and the Kairar to mai»i-

tain the family of liis wife in becoming^ ditjnitv
;
and as he gave the grant

he remarked :
“ eat, serve, and be faithful. You were once the servant

of a I'oork, but now of a Hindu of your own faith
;
for I have but

taken back my own, the rock moistened by the blood of my ancestors,

the gift of the deity I adore, and who will maintain me in it
;
nor shall

I endanger it by the worstnp of a fair face, as did m^ predecessor.''

Bunbeer shortly after carried Bhynsrore by assault, and this ancief>t

possession guarding the Chnrnbull was again added to Mewar. The
chieftains of Rajasthan rejoiced once more to see a Hindu take the lead,

paid willing homage, and aided him with service when required.

Hamir was the sole Hindu prince of power now left in India : all the

ancient dynasties, were crushed, and the ancestors of the present princes

of Marwar and Jeipur brought their levies, paid homage, and obeyed the

summons of the prince of Cheetore, as did the chiefs of Boondi, Gwalior,
Chanderi, Raeseen, Sicri, Calpee, Aboo, etc*

Extensive as was the power of Mewar before the Tatar occupation of

India, it could scarcely have surpassed the solidity of sway which she

enjoyed during the two centuries following Hamir's recovery of the

capital. From this event to the next invasion form the same Cimmerian
abode, led by Baber, we have a succession of splendid names recorded

in her anfials, and though destined soon to be surrounded by new Maho-
medan dynasties, in Malwa, and Guzerat as well as Delhi, yet success-

fullv opposing them all. The distracted state of affairs when the races

of Ghiiji, Lodi, and Soor alternately struggled for and obtained the seat

of dominion, Delhi was lavourable to Mewar, whose power was now so

consolidated, that she not only repelled armies from her territory, but
carried war abroad, leaving tokens of victory at Nagore, in Saurashtra,

and to the walls of Delhi. The subjects of Mewar must have enjoyed
not onlv a long repose, but high prosperity during this period, judging

from their magnificent public works when a triumphal column must have
cost the income of a kingdom to erect, and which ten years' produce of

the crown-lands of Mewar could not at this time defray. Only one of

the structures prior to the sack of Cheetore was left entire by Alla, and
is yet existing, and this was raised by private and sectarian hands. It

would be curious if the Unitarian profession of the Jain creed was the
means of preserving this ancient relic from Alla's wrath. The princes- of

this house were great patrons of the arts, and especially of architecture;
and it is matter of surprise how their revenues, derived chiefly from the
soil, could have enabled them to expend so much on these objects and at

the same time maintain such armies as are enumerated. Such could be
effected only by long prosperity, and a mild, paternal system of govern -

ment', for the subject had his monuments as well as the prince, the rums
of which may yet be discovered in the more inaccessible or deserted
portions of Rajasthan. Hamir died full of years, leaving a name still

* Ferista does not mention this conquest over the Ghiiji emperor;
but as Mewar recovered her wonted splendour in this reign, we cannot
doubt the truth of the native annals.
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lio’iloured in Mewar, as one of the wisest and most gallant of her princes,

and bequeathing a well-established and extensive power to his son.

Khaitsi succeeded in S. 1421 (A. D. 13^5) to the power and to

the character of his father. He captured Ajmeer and Jehajpur from
i.illa Patan, and re-annexed Mandalgurh, Dussore, and the whole of

Chuppun (for the first time) to Mewar. He obtained a victory over the

Delhi monarch Hemayoon at Bakrole
;
but unhappily his life terminated

in a family broil with his vassal, the Hara chief of Bunaoda, whose
daughter he was about to espouse.

LakHA Rana, by this assassination, mounted the throne in Cheetore

S. 1439 (A.D. 1383). His first act was the entire subjugation of the

mountainous region of Merwarra, and the destruction of its chief strong-

hold, Beratgurh, where he erected Bednore. But an event of much greater

importance than settling his frontier, and which most powerfully tended

to . the prosperity of tlie country, was the dia^very of the tin and silver

mines Jawura, in the tract wrested by Khaitsi from the Bhils of Chuppun.
Lakha Rana has the merit of having first worked them, though their

existence is superstitiofisly alluded to so early as the period of the

founder. It is said tlie “ seven metals (heft^dJiaty'* were formerly abund-
ant

;
but this appears figurative. We have no evidence for the gold

;

though silver, tin, copper, lead, and antimony, were yielded in abundance
(the first two from the same matrix), but the tin that has been ex-
tracted for many years past yields but a small portion of silver.

f

Lakha Rana defeated the Sankla Rajpoots of Nagarciial,}: at Ambar.
He encountered the emperor Mahomed Shah Lodi, and on one occasion
defeated a royal army at Bednore; but he carried the war to Gya, and
in driving the barbarian from this sacred place, was slain. Lakha is a
name of celebrity, as a patron of the arts and benefactor of his country.

He excavated many reservoirs and lakes» raised immense ramparts to

dam their waters, besides erecting strongholds. The riches of the mines
of Jawura were expended to reljuild the temples and palaces levelled by
Alla. A portion of his own palace yet exists, in the same style of

architecture as that, more ancient, of Rulna and the fair Pudmini; and
a minister (miindir) dedicated to the creator (Bramha), an enormous and
costly fabric, is yet entire. Being to “ the one,'' and consequently con-
taining no idol, it may thus have escaped the ruthless fury of the
invaders.

Lakha had a numerous progeny, who have left their clans called
after them, as the Loonawuts, and Doolawuts, now the sturdy allodial

proprietors of the alpine regions bordering on Oguna, Panora, and other
tracts in the Aravali§ But a circumstance which set aside the rights of

* Heft-dhat
\

corresponding to the planets, each of which ruled
a metal

; hence Moliar, ^ the sun,’ for gold
;

Chandra^ ‘ the moon,’ for
silver.

f They have long been abandoned, the miners are extinct, and the
protecting deities of mines are unable to get oven a fiower placed on their

shrines, though some have been re-consecrated by the Bhills, who have
converted Latchmi into Seetlamata (Juno Lucina), whom the Bhill females
invoke to pass them through danger.

t Jhoonjoonoo, Singhaiia, and "^urbana, formed the ancient Nagar-
cha territory. •

§ The Sarungdeote chief of Kanorh (on the borders of Chuppun),
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primogeniture, and transferred the crown of Cheetore from his eldest sorij

Chonda, to the younger, Mokul, had nearly carried it; to another line.

The consequences of making the elder branch a powerful vassal clan with

claims to the throne, and which have been the chief cause of its subse-
quent prostration, we will reserve for another chapter.

CHAPTER VII.

I
F devotion to the fair sex be admitted as a criterion of civilization, the

Rajpoot must rank high. His susceptibility is extreme, and fires

at the slightest offence to female delicacy, which he never forgives. A
satirica impromtu, involving the sacrifice of Rajpoot prejudices, disolved

the coalition of the Rahtoi^ and Cutchwahas, and laid each prostrate

before the Mahrattas, whmn when united they had crushed : and a jest,

apparently trivial, compromised the right of primogeniture to the throne

of Cheetore, and proved more disastrous in its consequences than the

arms either of Moguls or Mahrattas.

Lakiia Rana was advanced in years, his sons and grandsons estab-

lished in suitable domains, when “ the cocoa-nut came’^ from Rinmul
Prince of Marwar, to affiance his daughter with l^honda, the heir of

Mewar. When the embassy was announced, Chonda was absent, and
the old chief was seated in his chair of state surrounded by his Court.
The messenger of Hymen was courteously received by Lakha, who
observed that Chonda would soon return and take the gagej
added he, drawing his fingers over his mustachios, “ I don't suppose you
send such playthings to an old greybeard like me." This little sally was
of course applauded and repeated

;
but Chonda, offended at delicacy

being sacrificed to wit, declined accepting the symbol which his father

had even in jest supposed might be intended for him : and as it could
not be returned without gross insult to Rinmul, the old Rana incensed

at his son’s obstinacy, agreed to accept it himself, provided Chonda
would swear to renounce his birthright in the event of his having a son,

and be to the child but “ the first of his Rajpoots." He swore by
Eklinga to fulfil his father’s wishes.

Mokulji was the issue of this union, and had attained the age of

five when the Rana resolved to signalize his finale, by a raid against the

enemies of their faith, and to expel the * barbarian' from the holy land

of Gya. In ancient times this was by no means uncommon, and we have
several instances in the annals of these states of princes resigning Uhe
purple ’ on the approach of old age, and by a life of austerity and
devotion, pilgrimage and charity, seeking to make their peace with heaven
* for the sins inevitably committed by ail who wield a sceptre.' But when
war was made against their religion by the I'atar proselytes to Islam,

•the Sutledge and the Caggar were as the banks of the Jordan—Gya,
their Jerusalem, their holy land

;
and if their destiny filled his cup, the

Hindu chieftain was secure of beatitude,^ exempted from the troubles of

one of the sixteen lords of Mewar, is also descendant of Lakha, as are
some of the tribes of Sondwara, about Firfurah and the ravines of the
Cali Sinde.

* Mookt.
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* second birth and borne from the scene of probation in celestial cars

by the Apsaras,f was introduced at once into the

*

realm of the sun.'J

Ere, however, the Rana of Cheetore foarneyed to this bourne, he was
desirous to leave his throne unexj^lsed to civil strife. The subject of

succession had never been renewed
;
but discussing with Chonda his

warlike pilgrimage to Gya, from which he might not return, he sounded
him by asking what estates should be settled on Mokul. “ d'he throne of

Cheetore," was the honest reply
;
and to set suspicion at rest, he desired

that the ceremony of installation should be performed previous to Lakha’s
departure. Chonda was the first to pay homage and swear obedience

and fidelity to his future sovereign: reserving as the recompense of his

renunciation, the first place of the councils, and stipulating that in all

grant to the vassals of the crown, his symbol (the lance), should superadded
to the autograph of the prince. In all grants the lance of Saloombra§ still

precedes the monogram of the Rana.

The sacrifice of Chonda to offended delicifey and filial respect was
great, for he had all the qualities requisite for command. Brave, frank,

and skilful, he conducted all public affairs after his fathers’ departure and
death, to the benefit of the minor and the state. The queen-mother, how-
ever, who is admitted as the natural guardian of her infant’s rights on all

such occasions, felt umbrage and discontent at her loss of power
;
for-

getting that, but for Chonda, she would never have been mother to the

Rana of Mewar. She watched with a jealous eye all his proceedings
;
but

it was only through the medium of suspicion she could accuse the integrity

of Chonda, and she artfully asserted that, under colour of directing state

affairs, he was exercising absolute sovereignty, and that if be did not as-

sume the title of Rana, he would reduce it to an empty name. Chonda,
knowing the purity of his own motives, made liberal allowances for maternal
solicitude

;
but upbraiding the queen wi(h the injustice of her suspicions,

and advising a vigilant care to the rights of Sesodians, he retired to the

Court of Mandoo, then rising into notice, where he was received with the

highest distinctions, and the distcict of Hallar was assigned to him by
the king.

His departure was the signal for an influx of the kindred of the

queen from Mundore. Her brother Joda (who afterwards gave his name
to Jodhpur) was the first, and was soon followed by his father, Rao Rin-
mul, and numerous adherents who deeitl%d the arid region of Maroo-des,
and its rabri, or maize porridge, well exchanged for the fertile plains and
wheaten bread of Mewar,

With his grandson on his knee, the old Rao ** would sit on the Throne
of Bappa Rawul, on whose quitting him for play, the regal ensigns of

Mewar waved over the head of Mundore." This was more than the
Sesodia nurse|| <an important personage in all the Hindu govermcnts)

* This is a literal phrase, denoting further transmigration of the

soul, which is always deemed a punishment. The soldier, who falls in

battle in the faithful performance of his duty, is alone exempted, accord-
ing to their martial mythology, from the pains of * second birth.'

The fair messengers of heaven. J Sooraj MandaU

§ The abode of the chief of the various calns of Chondawut.

II
The Dhae. The Dhabhaest or ‘ foster-brothers,* often hold lands

in perpetuity, and are employed in the most confidential places
;
on

embassies, marriages, ctCt
^
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could bear, and burstincf with indija^nation, she demanded of the queen ifi

her kin was lo defraud her own child of his Inheritance; The honesty
of the nurse was greater than, prudence. 1 he creed of the Rajpoot is lo
*' obtain sovereignty,’^ regarding th4§means as secondary, and this avowaf
of her suspicions only hastened their designs. The queen soon found
herself without remedy, and a remonstrance to her father produced a
hint which treatened the existence of her offsprii^g. Her fears were soorv

after augmented by the assassination of Ragluideva, tlie second brother
of Chonda, whose estates were I^.iilwara and Kowaria. To the
former place, where he resided aloof from the court, Rao Rinniul
sent a dress of honour, which etiqueite requiring him to put on
when presented, the prince was assassinated in the act. Raghudeva
was so much beloved for his virtues, courage, and manly beauty,
that his murder bt'Came mar tyr<loni, attd obtained for him divine
honours, and a place amongst the Dei Patf'es (Pitri-deva) of

Mewar. His image is on f|||(ry hearth, and is daily worshipped with the
Penates. 1 wice in the yearliis altars receive public homage from every
Sesodia from the Rana to the serf.

In tills exlremity the queen-mother turned her thoughts to Chonda,
and it was not difhcult to apprise him of the danger whiefn menaced the
race, every place of trust being held by her kinsmen, and the principal
post of Cheetore by a lihatti Rajpoot of Jesulmeer. Chonda, though at
a distance, was not inattentive to the proverbially dangerous situation of

a minor amongst the Rajpoots. At his departure he was accompanied
by two hundred Abaireas or huntsmen, whose ancestors had served
the princes of Clieetore from ancient lime. Tiiese had left their

families behind, a visit to whom was the pretext for their introduction
to the fort. Ihey were instructed to get into the service of the
keepers of the gates, and being considered more attached to the place
than to the family, dieir object was effected. '] be queen-mother was
counselled to cause the young prince to descend daily with a numerous
retinue to give feasts to the surrounding villages, and gradually to increase
the distance, but not to fail on the “ festival of lamps”'|' to hold the feast
{gate) at Gosoonda};,

• On the 8th day of the dusserah, or ‘ military festival,’ when the
levies are mustered at the Chao^an, or ‘ Champ de Mars,’ and on the
loth of the Cheit, his altars are purified, and his imase is washed and
placed thereon. Womuh pray for the safely of their children

; husbands
lliat their wives may he fruitful. Previously to this, a son of Bapoa
Rawul was worshipped

; but after the enshrinement of Raghudeva the
adoration of Kules-putra was gradually abolished. Nor is this custom
confined to Mewar: there is a deified PKfra in every Rrfipoot family

—

one who has met a violent death. Besides Eklinga, the descendants’ of«appa have adopted numerous household divinites : the destinies of lifeand death. Bvenmalta the goddess of the Chawuras, Naenaitcha the
serpent divinity of the Rahtores, and Khetra-pal, ‘ fosterer of the field

'

^ Sesodia altars. This

« I Seven miles souili of Cheetore,. on the ro.td to Malwa.
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The injunctions were carefully attended to. The day arrived, the

feast was held at Gosoonda
;
but the nitiht was closing in, and no Chonda

appeared. With heavy hearts the nurse, the Purohit,* and those in the

secret, moved homeward, and had reacl)ed the eminence called Chitoree,

when forty horsemen passed them at the gallop, and at their head Chonda
in disguise, who by a secret sign paid homage as he passed to his younger
brother and sovereign. Chonda and his band had reached the Rampol,\
or upper gate, unchecked. Here, when challenged, tliey said they were
neighbouring clueftains, who hearing of the feast at Gosoonda, had the

lionour to escort the prince home. The story obtained credit
;
but the

main body, of which this was but the advance, presently coming np, tlie

treachery was apparent. Chonda unsheathed lus sword, and at his well-

known should the hunters were speedily in action. Fhe Bhatti chief

taken by surprise, and unable to reach Chonda, launched his dagger at

and wounded him, but was himself slain
;
the guards at the gates were

cut to pieces, and the Rahtores hunted out and filled without mercy.

The end of Rao Rinmul was more ludicrous than tragical. Smitten
with the charms of a Sesodia handmaid of the queen, who was com-
pelled to his embrace, tlie old chief was in her arms, intoxicated with

love, wine, and opium, and heard tmthing of the tumult without. A
woman’s wit and revenge combined to make his end afford some com-
pensation for her loss of honour. Gently rising, she bound him to his

bed with his own Marwari turban :J nor did this disturb him, and the

messengers of fate had entered ere the opiate allowed his eyes to open to

a sense of his danger. Enraged, he in vain endeavoured to extricate

iiimself
;
and by soir.e tortuosity of movement he got upon his legs, his

pallet at his back like a shell or shield of defencte. With no arms but a
brass vessel of ablution, he levelled to the earth several of his assailants,

when a ball from a matchlock extended him on the floor of the palace.

His son |oda was in the lower town, and was indebted to the fleetness of

his steed for escaping the fate of his father and kindred, whose bodies
strewed the terre-pleine of Cheetore, the merited reward of tlieir usur-

pation and treachery.

But Chonda^s revenge was not yet satisfied. He pursued Rao Joda,
who, unable to oppose him, took refuge with Hurba Sankla, leaving Mim-
dore to its fate. This city Chonda entered by surprise, and holding
it till his sons Kontotji and Munjaji arrived with reinforcements, the
Rahtore treachery was repaid by their keeping possession of the capital
during twelve years. We might here leave the future founder of
Jodhpur, had not this feud led to the junction of the rich province of
Godwar to Mewar, held for three centuries and again lost by treachery.
It may yet involve a struggle between the Sesodias and Rahtores.

'Sweet are the uses of adversity.' To Joda it was the first step in

the ladder of his eventual elevation. A century and a half had scarcely
elapsed since a colony, the wreck of Kanouj, found an asylum, and at
length a kingdom, taking possession of one capital and founding another,
abandoning Mundore and erecting Jodhpur. But even Joda could never
have hoped that his issue would have extended their sway from the
valley of the Indus or within one hundred miles of the Jumna, and from
the desert bodering on the Sutledge to the Aravali mountains : that one

* The family priest and instructor of youth.

f Ram^polt * the gate of Rama.’

t Often sixty cubits in length.
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Imndred thousand swords should at once be in the hands of Rathores, ' tlie

sons of one father (ek Bap ca Betan)/

If we slightly encroach upon the annals of Marwar, »t is owing to its

history and that of Mewar being here so interwoven, and the inciderUs

tliese events gave birth so illustrative of the national character of each,

that it is, perhaps, more expedient to advert to tf»e period when Joda was
shut out from Mundore, and the means by which he regained that city,

previous to relating the events of the reign of Mokul.

Hurba Sankla, at once a soldier and a devotee, was one of those

Rajpoot cavaliers ‘ sans pen*' et sans reproche^' whose life of celibacy and
perilous adventure was mingled with the austere devotion of an ascetic :

by turns aiding with his lance the cause which he deemed worthy or

exercising an unbounded hospitality towards the stranger. This generosity

bad much reduced his resources when Joda sought his protection. It was
the eve of the ^ Sndda Bif^' one of those hospital rites which, in former

times, characterised Rajwarra. This' perpetual cliarity' supplies food to the

stranger and traveller, and is distributed not only by individual chiefs and

by the government, but by subscriptions of communities. Even in Mewar,
in her present improverished condition, the offerings to the gods in support

of their shrines and the establishment of the * Sudda BirV were simultane-

ous. Hospitality is a virtue pronounced to belong more peculiarly to a

semibarbarous condition. Alas ! for refinement and ultra-civilization

strangers to the happiness enjoyed by Hurba Sankla. Joda, with one
hundred and twenty followers, came to solicit the ‘stranger’s fare; but

unfortunately it was too late, the ' Sudda Birt^ had been distributed. In

this exigence, Hurba recollected that there was a wood called rnnjd^* use

in dyeing, which among other things in the desert regions is resoted to

inscarcity. A portion of this was bruised, and boiled with some flour,

sugar, and spices, making altogether a palatable pottage ;
and with a

promise of belter fare on the morrow, it was set before the young Rao
and his followers, who, after making a good repast, soon forgot Cheetore
in sleep. On waking, each stared at his fellow, for their mustachios were
dyed with their evening’s meal

;
but the old chief, who was not disposed

to reveal his expedient, made it minister to their hopes by giving it a
miraculous character, and saying that as the grey of age was thus meta-
morphosed into the tint of mornf and hope, so would their fortunes be-
come young, and Mundore again be theirs."

Elevated by this prospect, they enlisted Hurba on their side. He
accompanied them to the chieftain of Mewoh, ** whose stables contained
one hundred chosen steed." Pabooji, a third independent of the same
stamp, with his ' coal-black steed,' was gained to the cause, and Joda
soon found himself strong enough to attempt the recovery of his capital.

The sons of Chonda were taken by surprise ; but despising the numbers
of the foe, and ignorant who were their auxiliaries, they descended sword
in hand to meet the assailants. The elderj son of Chonda with many

* The wood of Solomon's temple is called the al-mug; the prefix al
is merely the article. This is the wood also mentioned in the annals of
Guzerat, of which the temple to * Adinath' was constructed. It is said
to be indestructible even by fire. It has been surmised that the fleets of
T yre frequented in Indian coast: could they thence have carried the Almujd

^

for the temple of Solomon ? J This wood has a brownish red tint*

i This is rtUted with some variation in other annals of the period.
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adherents was slain; and the youn^er» deserted by the subjects of Mun«
dore, trusted to the swiftness of his horse for escape ; but being pursued,

was overtaken and killed on the boundary of Godwar. Thus Joda, in

his turn, was revenged, but the **feud 'was not balanced'* Two sons of

Cheetore had fallen for one chief of Mundore. But wisely reflecting on
the original aggression, and the superior power of Mewar, as well as his

being indebted for his present success to foreign aid, Joda sued for peace,

and offered as the ntoondkati^ or ‘ price of blood,’ and " to quench the

feud,'' that the spot where Manja fell should be the future barrier of the

two states. The entire province of Godwar was comprehended in the

cession, which for three centuries withstood every contention, till the

internal dissensions of the last half century, which grew out of the cause

by which it was obtained, the change of succession in Mewar severed

this most valuable acquisition.*

Who would imagine, after such deadly feuds between those rival

states, that in the very next succession tho^e hostile frays were not only

buried in oblivion, but that Ibe prince of Marwar abjured “his turban and
his bed” till he had revenged the assassination of the prince of Cheetore
and restored his infant heir to his rights ? The annals of these states

afford numerous instances of the same hasty, overbearing temperament
governing all

;
easily moved to strife, impatient of revenge, and stedfast in

its gratification. But this satisfied, resentment subsides, A daughter of

the offender given to wife banishes its remembrance, and when the bard
joins the lately rival names in the couplet, each will complacently curl his

mustachio over his lip as he hears his “renown expand like the lotus,” and
thus “ the feud is extinguished.”

Thus have they gone on from time immemorial, and will continue, till

what we may fear to contemplate, t hey have now neither friend nor foe

but the British. I’he Tatar invader sleeps in his tomb, and the Marhatta
depredator is muz;4 led and enchained* To return,

Mokul, who obtained the throne by Chonda’s surrender of his birth-

right, was not destined long to enjoy the distinction, though he evinced
qualities worthy of heading the Sesodias. He ascended I he throne in S*

1454 (A. D. 1398), at an important era in the history of India; when
Timur, who had already established the race of Chagitai in the kingdoms
of Central Asia, and laid prostrate the throne of Byzantium, turned his

arms towards India. But it was not a field for his ambition ; and the
event is not even noticed in the annals of Mewar : a proof that it did not
affect their repose. But they record an attempted invasion by- the king of
Delhi, which is erroneously stated to have been by Feroz Shah. A grand-
son of this prince had indeed been set up, and compelled to fly from the
arms of Timor, and as the direction of his flight was Guzerat, it is not un-
likely that the recorded attempt to penetrate by the passes of Mewar may
have been his. Be this as it may, the Kana Mokul anticipated and met
him beyond the passes of the Aravali, in the field of Raepur, and com-
pelled him to abandon his enterprise. Pursuing his success, he took

^ There is little hope, while British power acts as high constable and
keeper of the peace in Rajwarra, of this being recovered : nor, were it

otherwise would it be desirable to see it become an 'object df contention
between these states. Marwar has attained much grandeur since
the time of Joda, and her resources are more unbroken than those
of Mewar

;
who, if she could redeem, could not, from its exposed position

maintain the province against the brave Rahtore.
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possession of Sambiip and its salt lakes,'and otherwise extended andMrenjj^
thened bis territory, which the distracted state of the empire consequent to

Timur’s invasion rendered a matter of little difficulty. Mokul finished

the palace commenced by Lakha, now a mass* of ruins
;

and erected the

shrine of Chatoor-bhooj, ’the four-armed deity, ^ in the western hills.

Besides three sons, Rana Mokul had a daughter, celebrated for het-

beauty, called Lai Bae, or ‘the ruby.' Slie was betrothed to the Keechie
chieftain of Gagrown, who at the Hatieav‘^ demanded the pledge of suc-

cour of foreign invasion. Dheruj, the son of the Keechie, had come to

solicit the stipulated aid against Hoshung of Malwa, who had invested

their capital. I'he Rana’s headquarters were then at Madaria, and he

was employed in quelling a revolt of the mountaineers, when Dheruj ar-

rived and obtained the necessary aid. Madaria was destined to be the

scene of the termination of Mokul’s career : he was assassinated by his

uncles, the natural brothers of his father, from an Unintentional offence*

which tradition has handed down in its details.

Chacha and Maira were the natural sons of Kaitsi Rana (the prede-
cessor of Lakha); their mother a fair handmaid of low descent, generally

allowed to be a carpenter’s daughter. * The fifth sons of Mewar’ (as the

natural children are figuratively termed) possess no rank, and though
treated with kindness and entrusted with confidential employments, the
sons of the chiefs of the second class take precedence of them and sit high-
er on the carpet* These brothers had the charge of seven hundred horse
in the train of Rana Mokul at Madria. Some chiefs at enmity with them,
conceiving that they had overstepped their privileges, wished to see them
humiliated. Chance procured them the opportunity : which however cost

their prince his life. Seated in a grove with his chiefs around him, he in-

quired the name of a particular tree. The Chohan cliief, feigning igno-

rance, whispered him to ask either of the brothers
;

and not perceiving

their scope, he artlessly did so. “Uncle what tree is this?" I'hs sarcasm
thus prompted, they considered as reflecting on their birth (being sons of

the carpenter’s daughter), and the same day, while Mokul was at his de-
votions, and in the act of counting his rosary, one blow severed his arm
from his body, while another stretched him lifeless. The brothers quickly
mounting their steeds, had the audacity to hope to surprise Cheetore, but
the gates were closed upon them.

Though the murder of Mokul is related to have no other cause than
the sarcasm alluded to, the precautions taken by the young prince Koom-
bha, his successor, would induce a belief that this was but the opening of a
deep-laid conspiracy. The traitors returned to the stronghold near Mada-
ria, and Koombho trusted to the friendship and good feelings of the prince
of Marvvar in this emergency. His confidence was well repaid. The
prince put kis son at the head of a force and the retreat of the assassins
being near his own frontier, they were encountered and dislodged. From
Madaria they fled to Faye, where they strengthened a fortress in the
moutUains named Ratakote

;
a lofty peak of the compound chain which

.

encircle5i Oodipur, visible from the surrounding country, as are the remain^
of this stronghold of the assassins. It would appear that their lives were
dissolute, for they had carried off the virgin daughter of a Chohan, which
led to their eventual detection and punishment. Her father, Sooja, had
traced the route of tire ravishers, and mixing with the workmen, found that
the approaches to the place of their concealment were capable of being

The ceremony of joining hands.
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He wn? about to lay his complaint before liis prince, when he met
the cavalcade of Koombho and the Rahtore. The distressed father ‘ cover-

ing: his face,' disclosed the story of Ids own and daughter’s dishonour,

d hey encamped till night at SlaiKvara, when led by the Chundanah, they
issued forth to surprise the authors of so many evils. Arrived at the base

of tfie rock, where tl\e parapet was yet low, they commenced the escalade,

aided by the thick foliage. I he path was steep and ruLiged, and in the

darkness of the niyht each had grasped his neigl)l)oiir ’s skirt for security.

Animated l)y a just revenge, ttie Chohan (So(;ja) h^^cl the way, when on
reaching a ledge of the rode the glaring ey^'-balls of a tigress flashed upon

him. LJndismayed, he squeezed the han<l of the Raht(U-e ju iuce who fol-

lowed him, and wlio on perceiving tlie object of terror instantly buried his

poignard in her heart. I'his omei> was superb, 'fhey soon reached the

summit. Some ha<l ascended the parapet
;
others were scr.ambling over,

when the ministtel slipping, fell and his drum, which was to have accom-
panied his voice in singing the conqiiest, awoke by its crasli the daughter
of Ci^acha. H'-r father quieted her fears by saying it was only ‘ the tlmn-

der atid the rains of Bl^adoon;’ to fear God only and go to sleep, for their

enemies were safe at Kailwa. At tnis moment the Rao and his party

rushed in. Chaclia and Maira had no time to avoid their fate. Chacha
was cleft in two by die Chaudanah, while the Rahtore prince laid

Maira at his feet, and the spoils of Ratakote were divided among the

assailants.

CHAPTER Vin.

Koombho succeeded his father in S. 1475 (^* M12); nor did any
symptom of dissatisfaction appear to usher in liis reign which was one o£

great success amidst no common difficulties. The bardic historians* do as

much honour to the Marwar prince, who had made common cause with,

their sovereign in revenging the death of his father, as if he had in-

volved the security of his crown
;
but this was a precautionary measure

of the prince, who was induceci thus to act from several motives, and
above all in accordance with usage, which stigmatizes the refusal of aid
when demanded : besides “ Koombho was the nephew of Marwar,”

It has rarely occurred in any country to have possessed successively

so many energetic princes as ruled Mewar through several cerituries.

Slie was now in the middle patli of her glory, and enjoying the legiti-

mate triumph of seeing the foes of her religion captives on the rock of

her power. A Century had elapsed since the bigot Alla had wreaked
his vengeance on the different monuments of art. Cheetore had re-

covered the sack, and new defenders had sprung up in the place of

those who had fallen in their ‘ saffron robes,’ a sacrifice for her pr(?serva-

tion. All that was wanting to augment her resources against the storms
which were collecting on t)ie brows of Caucasus and the sliores of the

Oxus, and were destined to burst on the head of his gra»ui mi S;jnna,

was effected by Koombho ; who with Hamir's energy, Lakha’s taste for

the arts, and a genius comprehensive as either and more fortunate,

* The Raj Ruituna by Rinchor Bhut says : ” the Mundore Rao was
pradhan, or premier, to Moku), and conquered Novvah and Deedwana
for Mewar.’*

10
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succeeded in all his iindertakinf^s, and once more raised the * crlmsmt

banner *
of Alewar upon the banks of the Caspar, the scene of Samarsi's

defeat. Let us contrast the patriarchal Hindu governments of this period

with the debpotisni of the I'atar invader. \

From the age of Shahbudin, the conqueror of India, and his con*
temporary Samarsi, to the time we have now reached, two entire dynas-
ties, numbering twenty-four emperors and one empress, through assassi-

nation, rebellion, and dethronement, had follov. ed in rapid succession,

yielding a result of only nineyears to a reign. Of Mewar, thoiigl) several

fell in defending their altars at home or tlieir religion abroad, eleven

princes suffice to fill the same period.

It was toward the close of the Ghilji dynasty that the sartaps of

Delhi shook off its authority and established subordinate kingdoms J

Beejipur and Golconda in the Dekhan ; Malwa, Guzerat, Joinpur in the

east; and even Calpee had its king. Malwa and Guzerat had attained

considerable power when Koombhoo ascended the throne. In the midst

of his prosperity, these two states formed a league against him, and
in S. 14961 (A.D. 1440) both kings, at the head of powerful armies,

invaded Mewar. Koombho met them on the plains of Malwa bordering

on his own state, and at the head of one luindred thousand horse and
foot and fourteen hundred elephants, gave them an entire defeat, carrying

captive to Cheetore, Mahmood, the Ghilji sovereign of Malwa.

Abut Fuzil relates this victory, and dilates on Koornbho's greatness of

soul in setting his enemy at liberty, not only w ithout ransom but with gifts*

Such is the character of the Hindu: a mixture of arrogance, political

blindness, pride, and generosity. To spare a prostrate foe is the creed of

the Hindu cavalier, and he carries all such maxims to excess. Fhe annals,

however, state that Mahmood was confined six months in Cheetore
; and

that the trophies of conquest were retained we have evidence from Baber,

who mentions receiving from the son of bis opponent, Sanga, the crown of

the Mlawa king. But there is a more durable monument than this written

record of victory: the triumplial pillar in Cheetore, whose inscriptions de-

tail the event, “ when, shaking the earth, the lords of Goojiir-klumd and
Malwa, with armies overwhelming as the ocean, invaded Medpat.’*

Eleven years after this event Koombho laid the foundation of this column,
which was completed in ten more : a period apparently too short to place

this ringlet on. the brow of Cheetore, which makes her look down upon
Meru with derision.” We will leave it, with the aspiration that it may
long continue a monument of the fortune of its founders.

It would appear that the Malwa king afterwards united his arms with
Koombho, as, in a victory gained over the imperial forces at Jhoonjoonoo
when *'he planted his standard in Hissar,” the Malwa troops were com-
bined witli those of Mewar. The imperial power had at this period great-

ly declined : the Khootba was read in the mosques in the name of Timoor,
and' the Malwa king had defeated, single-handed, Che last Ghorian sultan

Of Delhi*

Of eighty-four fortresses for the defence of Mewar, thirty-two were
erected by Koombho. Inferior only to Cheetore is that stupendous work
called after him Koombhomer,* * the hill of Koombho,* from its natural

position, and the works he raised, impregnable to a native army. 1 hese

works wore on the site of a more ancient fortress, of which the mountain-

• Pronounced Kvmulmeey^
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eers lon^ held possession. Tradition ascribes it to Sumprit Raja, a Jain
prince in the second century, and a descendant of Chandraeupta

;
and the

ancient Jain temples appear to confirm the tradition. When Koombho
captured Nagfore he brougt away the gates, with the statue of the god
Hanuman, who gives his name to the gate which he still guards. He also

erected a citadel on a peak of Aboo, within the fortress of the ancient
Pramara, wh^e he often resided. Its magazine and alarm-tower stilC

bear KoombTOs name
;

and in a rude temple the bronze effigies of

Koombho and his father still receive divine honours. Centuries have
passed since the princes of Mewar had influence here, but the incident

marks the vivid remembrance of their con lition. He fortified the passes

between the westerm frontier and Aboo, and erected the fort Vasnnti near
the present Siiohi, and that of Macheen, to defend the Shero Nall*
and Deogurh against the Mairs of Aravali. He re-established

Ahore and other smaller forts to overawe the Bhoomia* Bhil of Jarole and
Panora, and defined the boundaries of Marwar and Mewar.

Besides these mQniitnents of his genius, two consecrated to religion

have survived
;

that of “ Koombho Siiam,” on Aboo, which, thougfi

wonhy to attract notice elsewhere, is here eclipsed by a crowd of more
interesting objects. I'fie other one of tlie largest edifices existing, cost up-
words (s a million stet ling, towards #vvhH:h Koombho contributed eighty

thousand pounds. It is erected in tlie Sadri pass leading from the western
descent of the highlands of Mewar, and is dedicated to Rishub-de\af
Its secluded position has preserved it from bigoted fury, and its only visi-

tants now are the wild beasts who take shelter in its sanctuary. Koombho
Rana was also a poet ; but in a far more elevated strain than the trouba-
dour princes, his neighbours, who contented themselves with reliearsing

their own prowess or celebrating their lady’s beauty. He composed a
iikaf or appendix to the * Divine Melodies, ’'J in prasie of Crisima, We
can pass no judgment on these inspirations of the royal bard, as we are

ignorant whether any are preserved in the records of the house
;

a point

his descendant,
,
who is deeply skilled in such lore, might probably

answer,

Koombho married a daughter of the Rahtore of Mairta, the first of

the clans of Marwar, Meera Bai was the most celebrated princes^ of her
time for beauty and romantic piety. Her compositions were numerous,
though better known to the worshipper of Hindu Apollo than to the ribald

bards. Some of her odes and hymns to the deity are preserved and ad-

* A powerful phrase, indicating * possessor of the soil.'

tThe Rana's minister of the jain faith, and of the tribe Porwar (one of

the twelve and a divisions), laid the foundation of this temple in A.D*
1438. It was completed by subscriptions. It consists of three stories,

and is supported by numerous columns of granite upwards of forty feet

in height. The interior is inlaid with mosaics of cornelian and agate.

The statues of the Jain saints are in its subterranean vaults. We could

not expect much elegance at a period when the arts had long been de^

dining, but it would doubtless afford a fair specimen oi them, and enable

us to trace their gradual descent in the scale of refinement. This temple

is an additional proof of the early existence of the art of inlaying. That 1

did npt see it, is now to me one of the many vain regrets which I might
have avoided.

.j' Qiia GovindiZ,
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mired. Whether she imbibed her poetic piety from her husband, or whe-
ther from her he caught the sympathy whicli produced the “ sequel to the

son^s of Goviuda,” we cannot determine. Her history is a* romance, and
fier ^’xcess of devotion at every shrine of the favourite deity with the fair

of 1 litui, from the Yamuna to the world's end,’^^ gave rise to many tales

et scandal. Koombho mixed gallantry with his warlike pursuits. He
carried off the daughter of the chief of Jhalawar, who had bey} betrothed to

the prince of Mundore
;
this renewed the old feud, and the'*ahtore made

many attempts to redeem his affianced bride. His humiliation was insup-

portable, when through the purified atmosphere of the periodical rains “ tlie

towers of Koombhomeer became visible from the castle of Mundore,* and
the liglit radiated from the chamber of the fair through the gloom of a

night in Bhadoon.f to the hall where he brooded o’er his sorro vs.” It

was surmised that this night-lamp was an understood signal of the

Jhalani, who pined at the decree which ambition had dictated to her

father, in consigning her to the more powerful rival of her affianced lord.

The Hahtore exhausted every resource to gain access to the fair, and had
once nearly succeeded in a surprise by escalade, having cut his way in

the night through tl\e forest in the western and least guarded acclivity :

but, as the bard equivocally remarks, “ though he cut his way through the

jhaL (brushwood)—he could not r^ch the JJialaniy

Koombho had occupied the throne half a century; he had triumphed

over the enemies of his race, fortified his country with strongholds, em-
bellished it with temples, and with the superstructure of her fame had
laid the foundation of his own—when, the year which should have been
a jubilee was disgraced by the foulest blot in the annals

;
and his life,

which nature was about to close, terminated by the poniard of an
assassin—that assassin, his son!

I'his happened S. 1525 (A. D. I469>. Ooda was the name of the

parricide, whose unnatural ambition, and impatience to enjoy a short

lusture of sovereignty, bereft of life the author of his existence. But
such is the detestation wiiich marks this unusual crime, that, like that of

the Venetian traitor, his name is left a blank in the annals nor is Ooda
known but by the epithet Hatiaro^ ‘the murderer.' Shunned by his kin,

and compelled to look abroad for succour to maintain him on the throne

polluted by his crime, Mewar in five years of illegitimate rule lost half

the consequence which had cost so many to acquire. He made the Deora
prince independent in Ahoo, and bestowed Sambhur, Ajmecr, and adja-

cent districts, on the prince of Jodhpurf as the price of his friendship.

But a prey to remorse, he felt that he could neither claim regard from
nor place any dependence upon, these princes, though he bribed them
with provinces. He humbled himself before the king of Delhi, offering

him a daughter in marriage to obtain his sanction to his authority
;
but

heaven manifested its vengeance to prevent this additional iniquity, and
preserve the house of “ of Bappa Rawul from dishonour." He had
scarcely quitted the divan (dewan khaneh), on taking leave of the king,
when a flash of lightning struck the ‘ Hatiaro ' to the earth, whence he
never arose. The bards pass over this ptu iod cursorily, as one of their

race was iht^ instrument of Coda’s crime.

J Koontf or Dwarica.

f I he darkest of the rainy moiuhs.

X joda laid the foundation of his new eapiiial in S. 1515, ten years^
anterior to lUe event we arc recording.
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There has always been a jealousy between the Mangtas, as they term
all classes ‘ who extend the palm/ wlielher Brahinins, Yatis, Charuns, or
Bhats

;
but since Haniir, the Cliarun influence had far eclipsed the rest.

A Brahmin astrologer predicted Koornbho's death througlt a Chariin,
and as the class had given other cause of offence, Koombhoo banished
the frateiiiity from his dominions, resuming all their lands : a strong
measure in those days, and which few would have had nerve to attempt
or fiimness to execute. ”1 he heir-apparent, Kaemul, who was exiled to
Eidur for what his fatlier deemed an impertineiU curiosity,* had attached
one of these bards to his suite, whose ingenuity got the edict set aside,
and his race restored to their laiuls and the prince’s favour. Had tliey

taken off the Brahmin's lie^d, they might have falsified the prediction
which unhappily was too soon fulfilled.

f

Raemul succeeded in S. 1530 (A. D. 1474) by his own valour to the
seat of Koombho. He bad fought and defeated tlie usurper, wIh) on this
occasion fled to tiie king of Delhi and offered him a daughter of Mewar.
After his death in the manner described, the Delhi monarch, with Sehes-
mul and Soorjamul sons of the parricide, invaded Mewar, encamping at*
Siarh, now Nathdwara. 'J lie chiefs were faithful to tlieir legitimate prince,
Raemul, and aided by his allies of^boo and Girnar, at the head of
fiity-eight thousand horse and eleven^housand foot, he gave battle to
ihe pretender and liis imperial ally at Ghassa. Lbe conflict was feroctouos.
**

I he streams ran blood,” for the sons of the usurper were brave as lions
;

but the king was so completely routed that the never again entered Mewar.
Raemul bestowed one daughter on Soorji (Yadu), the cliief of Girnar

;

and another on the Deora, Jeymul of Sirohi, confirming his title to Aboo
as her dower. He sustained the warlike reputation of his predecessors,
and carried on interminable strife with Gheas-oo-din of Malwa, whom
he defeated in several pitclied battles, to the succees of which the valour
of his nephews, whom he had pardoned, mainly contributed. In the last

* He had observed that his father, ever since the victory over the
king at Jhoon-Joonu, before he took a seat thrice waved his svvord ii>

circles over his head, pronouncing at the same time some incantation.
Inquiry into the meaning of this was the cause of his banishment.

t During the rains of 1820, when the author was residing at Oodipur,
the Rana fell ill

;
his complaint was an intermittent (which for several

years returned with the monsoon), at the same time that he was jaundiced
with bile. An intriguing Brahmin, who managed the estates of the
Rana’s elder sister, held also the two-fold office of physician and astro-
loger to the Rana. He had predicted that year as one of evil in his horo-
scope, and was about to verify the prophecy, since, instead of the active
medicines requisite, he was administering the Hefdhat, or seven metals,
compounded. Having a most sincere regard for the Rana’s welfare, the
author seized the opportunity of a full court being assembled on the
distribution of swords and cocoanuts preparatory to the military festival,

to ask a personal favour. The Rana, smiling said that it was granted
when he was entreated to leave off the poisop he was, taking. He did so

;

the amendment was soon visible, and aided by the medicines of Dr.
Duncan, which be readily took, his complaint was speedily cured. The
man of fate and physic lost half his estates, which he Jhad obtained
through intrigue. He was succeeded by Umra the bard who is not likely
to ransack the pharmacopoeia for such poisonous ingredients ; his ordinary
prescription being the ami it#
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of these encounters the Ghilji kingf sued for peace, renouncin^j fhe preten-
sions he had formerly urged, 'ihe dynasty of Lodi next enjoyed the
imperial bauble, and with it Mewar had to contest her nothern boundary.

Raemul had three sons, < celebrated in the annals of Rajasthan.
Sanga, the competitor of Baber, and Prithwi Raj, the Rolando of his age.
Unhappily for the country and their father's repose, fraternal affection

was discarded for deadly hate, and their feuds and dissensions were a
source of constant alarm. Had discord not disunited them, the reign of

Raemul would have cqullalled any of his predecessors. As it was, it

presented a striking contrast to them : h'rs two elder sons banished ; tlie

first, Sanga self- exiled from perpetual fear of his life, and Prithwi Raj,

the second, from his turbulence
;
while the younger, |eimal, was slain

through his intemperence. A sketch of these feuds will pi esent a good
picture of the Rajpoot character, and their mode of life when their arms
were not required against their country's foes.

Sanga* and Prithwi Raj were the offspring of the Jhali Queen
;

Jeimal was by another mother. What moral influence the name ne bore

had on Pritlmi Raj we can surmise only from his actions, vvhicli would

Stand comparison with those of his prototype, the Chohan of Delhi, and

are yet the delight of the Sesodia. ^fcVhen they assemble at the feast after

a day's sport, or in a sultry evening spread the carpet on the terrace to

inhale the leaf or take a cup of kusoomba, a talelof Prithwi Raj recited by

the bard is the highest treat they can enjoy. Sanga, the heir-apparent,

was a contrast to his brother. Equally brave, his courage was tempered

by reflection ;
while Prithwi Raj burned with a perpetual thirst for action,

and often observed “ that fate must have intended him to rule Mewar.'*

The three brothers, with their uncle, Surajmul, were one day discussing

these topics, when Sanga observed that, though heir to* the ten thousand

towns of Mewar, he woulr^wave his claims, and trust them, as did the

Roman brothers to the omen which should be given by the priestess of

Charuni Devi at Nahra Mugro,t the * Tiger's Mount.’ They repaired

to her abode. Pirthwi Raj and Jiema! entered first, and seated them-

selves on a pallet ; Sanga followed and took possession of the panther bide

of the prophetess ;
his uncle, Suraimul, with one knee resting thereon,

Sacarcely had Prithwi Raj disclosed their errand, when the sybil

pointed to the panther hidej as the decisive omen of sovereignty to

Sanga, with a portion of his uncle. They received the decree as did the

twins of Rome. Prithwi Raj drew his sword and would have falsified the

omen, had not Surajmul stepped in and received the blow destined for

Sanga, while the prophetess fled from their fury. Surirjmul and Prithwi

Raj were exhausted with wounds, and Sanga fled with five swords-cuts

and an arrow in his eye, which destroyed the sight for ever. He made
for the sanctuary of Cbuttorbhooja, and passing Sevantee, took refuge

with Beeda (Oodawut), who has accoutred for a journey, his ste^d

standing by him. Scarcely had he assisted the wounded heir of Mewar to

alight when Jemiaf galloped up in pursuit. The Rahtore guarded the

* His name classically is Singram Sing^ * the lion of war.’

•j* About ten miles east of Oodipur,

J Singhasun is the ancient term for the Hindu throne, signifving

the lion scat. Charuns, bard, who are all Maharjas^ 'great princes/ by

courtesy, have.lheir seats of the hide of the liotii tiger, panlhcr, or black

antelope*
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Sflncliiary, and gave up his life in defence of his guest, who meanwhile
escaped.

Prithwi Raj recovered from his wounds; and Sanj^a, aware of his

implacable enmity, had recourse to many expedients to avoid discovery.

He, who at a future period leagued a hundred thousand men against the

descendant of Timoor, was compelled to associate with goatherds,

expelled from the peasant’s abode as loo stupid to tend his cattle, and,

precisely like our Allred the great, having in charge some cakes of flour,

was reproached with being more desirous of eating than tending them.

A few faithful Rajpoots found him in this state, and providing him with

arms and a horse, they took service with Rao Kiirimchand Pramar, chief of

Sreenugger.* and with him “ ran the country.'* After one of these raids,

Sanga one day ailght^ under a banian tree, and placing his dagger
under his head, reposed, while two of his faithful Rajpoots, whose names
are preserved.f prepared his repast, their steeds grazing by them. A ray

of the sun penetrating the foliage, fell on Sanga’s face and discovered a
snake, which feeling the warmth, had uncoiled itself and was rearing its

crest over the head of the exile : a bird of omenj had perched itself on
the crested serpent, and was chattering aloud. A goatherd, named
Maroo, “ versed in the language ot birds," passed at the moment Sanga
awoke. The prince repelled the oroffered homage of the goatherd,

who, however, had intimated to the rramara chief that he was served
by " royalty." § 'I'he Pramara kept the secret and gave Sanga, a
daughter to wife, and protection till the tragical end of his brother called

liim to the throne.

When the Rana heard of the quarrel which had nearly deprived him
of his heir, he banished Prithwi Raj, telling him that lie might live on
his bravery and maintain himself with strife. With but Jfive horse^
Prithwi Raj quitted the paternal abode, and made tor Baleoh in Godwar.
These dissenions following the disastrous conclusion of the last reign,

paraiized the country, and the wild tribes of the west and the moun-
taineers of the Aravali so little respected the garrison of Nadole (the

chief town of Godwar), that they carried their depredations to the plains.

Pritliwi Raj halted at Nadole, and having to procure some necessaries

pledged a ring to the mercliant who had sold it to him, tlie merchant
recognised the prince, and learning the cause of his disguise, proffered

his services in the scheme which the prince had in view for the restora-

tion of order in Godwar, being determined to evince to his father that he
had resources independent of birth. I'he Meenas were the aboriginal
proprietors of all these legions; the Rajpoots were interlopers and
conquerors. A Rawut of this tribe had regained their ancient haunts,
and held his petty court at the town of Nodolaye in the plains, and was
even served by Rajpoots. By the advice of Ojah, the merchant, Prithwi
Raj enlisted himself and his band among the adherents of the Meena.
On the Aliairea, or " hunter’s festival,’ the vassals have leave to rejoin
their families. Prithwi Raj, who had also obtained leave, rapidly re-

Near Ajmeer.

f Jey Sing Baleo and Jeimoo Sindia,
^

X Called the devi, about the size of the wagtail, and lilte it black
and whii^.

J
Chuthurdhari.

51 The nam^s of his followers, Jessa Siudil, Singum (Dabi), Abho,
Junoh, and a Bhadail Rahtore*
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traced aild despatching his Rajpoots to dislodge the Mcet1jJ>

awaited the result in ambusli at the ^ateof* the town. In a short time the

Meena appeared on horseback, and in full to the anouiUains foir

security. Prithvvi Raj pursued, overtook, and transfixed him with his

lance to a kesoola tree, and settini^ fire to the village, he slew the Meenas
as they sought to escape the flames. Other towns shared the same fater

and Sill the province of Godwar, with the exception of Daisoori, a strong-

hold of the Madraic))a Chohans, fell into his power. At this time Sadda
Solanki, whose ancestor had escaped the destruction of Ptitun and foiuid

refuge in these mountainous tracts, held Sod^urfi. He had espoused a

daughter of the Madraicha, but tlie grant of Daisoori and its lands^ in

perpetuity easily gained hitn to the cause of Prithvvi Raja,

Prilhwi Raj having thus restored order in^Godwar, and appointed

Ojab and the Solanki to the government thereof, regained the confidence

of liis father; and his brother |eimal being slain at thi*^ time, accelerated

his forgiveness and recall. Ere he rej >ins Raemul we will relate the

rnanner of this event. Jeimal was dc'^iroiis to obtain the hand of Tarra
Bae, daughter of Rao Soortan,f who had been expelled from Thoda by
the Pathans. The price of her hand was the recovery of this domain .*

but Jeimal, willing to anticipate the reward, and rudely attempting

access to the fair, was slain by fthe indignant father. I'he quibbling

remark of the bard upon this event is that “ Tarra was not the star (tarra)

of his destiny. At the period of this occurrance Sanga was in conceal-

ment, Prithvvi Raj baivished, and Jeimal consequently looked to as the

heir of Mewar. The Rana, when incited to revenge, replied with a
magnanimity which deserves to be recorded, “ that he who had “thus
dared to itisult the honour of a father, and that father in distress, richly

merited his fate;” and in proof of his disavowal of such a son he con-
ferred on the Solanki the district of Bednore.

This event led to the recall of Prithvvi Raj, who eagerly took up the

gage disgraced by his brother. 'The adventure was akin to his taste.

The exploit which won liie hand of the fair Amazon, who, equipped with

bow and quiver, subsequently accompanied him in many perilous enter-

prizes, will be elsewhere related.

Surajmul (the uncle), who had fomented these quarrels^ resolved not

to belie the prophetess if a crown lay in his path. The claims acquired

from his parricidal parent were revived when Mewar had no sons to look

to. Prilhwi Raja on his return renewed the feud with Surajmul, whose
“ vaulting ambition” persuaded him that tlie crown was his destiny, and
he plunged deep into treason to obtain it. He joined as partner in his

schemes Sarungdeo, another descent of Laklia Rana, and both repaired
to Mozuffir, the sultan of Malwa. With fus aid they assailed the southern
frontier, and rapidly possessed themselves of Sadri, Baturo, and a wide

* The grant in the preamble denounces a curse on any of Prithwi
Raj’s descendants who should resume it. I have often conversed with his

descendant, who held Sodgurli and its land, which were never resumed
by tlie princes of Clieetore though they reverted to Marwar. The chief
still honours the Rana, and many lives have been sacrificed to* maintain,
his claims, and with any prospect of success he would not hesitate to offer
his own.

t This a genuine Hindu name^ 'the Hero’s refuge, ivom Soor^ a
warrior, and Than^ an abode/
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tract extendirt^ from Nye to Neematch, attemptinef even Cheetore. With
the few troops at hand Raemul descended to pnnish the rebels, who met
the attack on the river Gnmbeeree. The Rana, fi^^htinjr like a common
soldier, had leceived two and twenty vvounds, and was nearly fallintj

tlirough faintness, when Prithwi Raja joined him with one thousand fresh

horse, and reanimated the battle. He selectedihis tincle .Stirajmiil, whom
he soon covere^d with wounds. Many Ijad fallen on both sides, but neither

party would yield
;
when worn out they mutually retired from the fidld,

and bivouacked in sight of each other.

It will shew the manners and feelings so peculiar to the Rajooot, to

describe the meeting between the rival uncle and nepliew :—unique in the
details of strife, perhaps, since the origin of man. It is taken from a
MS. of the Jhala chief >0ho succeeded Surajmul in Sadri. Prithwi Raj
visited his uncle, whom he found in a small tent reclinino’ on a pallet,

having just had ^Hhe harher'^ (tjae) to sew up his wounds. He rose, and
met his nephew witli the customary respect, as if nothing unusual hod
occurred

;
but the exertion caused some of the wounds to open afresh,

when the following dialogue ensued.

Prithwi Raj* " Well, uncle, how are your wounds

Surajmnl* "Quite healed, my child, since I have the pleasure 0
£

seeing you.”

Prithwi Raj* "But, uncle (kaka), I have not yet seen the Dewanji.^
I first ran to see you, and I am very hungry

;
have you any thing to

eat?”

Dinner was soon served, and the extraordinary pair sat down and
"ate off the same platter ;"f nor did Prithwi Raj hesitate to eat the

panj'X pi'esented on his taking leave.

Prithwi Raj* "You and I will end our battle in the morning, uncle,”

Surajmiil* " Very well, child
; come early!”

They met : but Sarungdeo bora the brunt of the conflict, receiving

thirty-five wounds. During "four gurries§ swords and lances were plied,

and every tribe of Rajpoot lost numbers that day but the rebels were
defeated and fled to Sadri, and Prithwiraj returned in triumph, though
with seven wounds, to Cheetore. The rebels, however, did not relinquish

their designs, and many personal encounters took place between the uncle

and nephew: the latter saying he would not let him retain " as much land
of Mewar as would cover a needle's point and Sujoh|| retorting, that

"he would allow his nephew to redeem only as much as would suffice to lie

upon," 8ftt Prithwi Raj gave them no rest, pursuing them from place to

place. In the wilds of Baturro they formed a stockaded retreat of the dho
tree, which abounds in these forests. Within this shelter, horses and men

* Regent
;
the title the Rana is most familiarly known by.

-I*
Thalia *a brass platter.' This is the highest mark of confidence

and friendship.

} This compound of the betel or areca-nut, clove.s, mace, terra

japonica and prepared lime is always taken after mcfals, and has not un*
frequently been a medium for administering poison.

§ Hours of twenty-two minutes each.

II
Familiar contraction of Surajmul.

1

1
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were intermingled : Sujoh and his coadjutor communing by the night*

fire on their desperate plight, when their cogitations were checked by the

rush and neigh of horses. Scarcely had the pretender exclaimed "this

must be my nephew !" when Prithwi Raj dashed his steed through the

barricade and entered with his troops. All was confusion, and the sword
showered its blows indiscriminately. Tlie young prince reached his uncle,

and dealt him a blow which would have levelled him, but for the support
of Sajungdeo, wh(^ upbraided him, adding that “a buffet now was more
than a score of wounds in former days to which Sujoh rejoined, "only
when dealt by my nephew's hand." Sujoh demanded a parley

; and
calling on the prince to stop the combat, he continued : "if I am killed, it

matters not—my children are Rajpoots, they will run the country to find

support; but if you are slain, what will become ^f Cheetore ? My face

will be blackened, and my name everlastingly reprobated."

The sword was sheathed, and as the* uncle and nephew embraced,
the latter asked the former, "what were you about, uncle, when 1 came?"
—"Only talking nonsense, child, after dinner."—‘"But with me over your
head, uncle, as a foe, how could you be so negligent ?"—"What could I

do ? You had left me no resource and I must have some place to rest my
head !" I'here was Ja small temple near the stockade, -to which in the

morning Prithwi Raj requested his uncle to accompany him to sacrifice to

Cali,* but the blow of the preceding night prevented him* Sarungdeo
was his proxy. One buffalo had fallen, and a goat was about to follow,

when the prince turned his word on Sarungdeo. The combat was
desperate

;
but Prithwi Kaj was the victor and the head of the traitor was

placed as an offering on the altar of Time. The Goodaf was plundered,
the town of Baturro, recovered, and Surajmul fled to Sadri, where he
only stopped to fulfill his threat, "that if he could not retain its lands he
would make them over to those stronger than the king and having
distributed them amongst Brahmins and bards, he finally abandoned
Mewar, Passing through tlie wilds of Khanthul, he had an omen which
recalled the Charuni’s prediction ;

* a wolf endeavouring in vain to carry

off a kid defended by maternal affection.’ This was interpreted as ^strong

ground for a dwelling.’ He halted, subdued the aboriginal tribes, and on
this spot erected the town and stronghold of Deola, becoming lord of a
thousand villages which have descended to his offspring, who now enjoy
them under British protection. Such was tne origin of Pertabgurh Oeola.

Prithwi Raj was poisoned by his brother-in-law, of Aboo, whom he
had punished for maltreating his sister, and afterwards confided in.

H is death was soon followed by that of Rana Raemul, who^ though not
equal to his predecessors, was greatly respected, and maintained Uie

dignity of his station amidst no ordinary calamities §

* The Hindu proserpine, or Calligena. Is this Grecian handmaid of

Hecate also Hindu, born of time {Cali-jenema) \

\ Gooda, or Goora is the name of such temporary places of refuge

;

the origin of towns bearing this name.

{ Such grants are irresnmeable, under penalty of sixty thousand

years in hell. This fine district is eaten up by these mendicant Brahmins*
One town alone, containing 52,000 beeghas (about 15,000 acres) of rich

land, is thus lost and by such follies Mewar has gradually sunk to her

present extreme poverty.

§ The walls of his palace are still pointed out.
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CHAPTER IX.

S
INGRAM, better known in the annals of IV^ewar as Sanga (called Sinka
by the Mogul historians), succeeded in S. 1565 (A.D. 1509). Withjthis

prince Mewar reached the summit of her prosperity. To use their own
Metaphor, “ he was the kullus* on the pinnacle of her glory.” From him
we shall witness this glory on the wane

;
and though many rays of

splendour illuminated her declining career, they served but to gild tlie

ruin.

The imperial chair, since occupied by the Tuar descendant of' the
Pandas and the first and last of the Chohans, and which had been filled

successively by the dyn^Hities of Gazni and Ghor,Jtlie Giiilji and Lodi, was
now shivered to pieces and numerous petty thrones were constructed of its

fragments." Mewar little dreaded these imperial puppets, ^ when Amurath
to Amurath succeeded,’ and when four kings reigned simultaneously
between Delhi and Benares.f The kings of Maivva, though leagued with
those of Guzerat conjoined to the rebels, could make no impression on
Mewar when Sanga led her heroes. Eighty thousand horse, seven Rajas
of the highest rank, nine Kaos, and one hundred and four clueftains bear-
ing the titles of Rawul and Rawut, with five hundred war elephants, fol-

lowed him into the field. The princes of Marwar and AmbarJ did him
homage, ind the Raos of Gwalior, Ajmeer, Sikri, Raesen, Kalpee, Chan-
deri, Boondi, Gagroon, Rampura, and Aboo, served him as tributaries or

held of him in chief.

Sangadid not forget those who sheltered him in his reverses. Kerem-
Chand of Srinuggur had a grant of Ajmeer and the title of Rao for his son

Jugmal, the reward of his services in the reduction of Chanderi.

In a short space of time Sanga entirely allayed the disorders occa-
sioned by the intestine feuds of his family

;
and were it permitted to spe-

culate on tl)e cause which prompted a temporary cession of his rights and
his dignities to his more impetuous brother, it might be discerned in a
spirit of forecast, and of fraternal and patriotic forbearance, a deviation

from which would ha^endangered the country as well as the safety of his

family. We may asAne this, in order to account for an otherwise pusil-

lanimous surrender of his birthright, and being in contrast to all the sub-

sequent heroism of his life, which, when he resigned, was contained within

the wreck of A form. Sanga organized his forces, with which he always
kept the field, and ere called to contend with the descendant of Timoor,
he had gained eighteen pitched battles against the kings of Delhi and
Malwa. In two of these he was opposed by Ibrahim Lodi in person, at

Bakrole and Ghatolli, in which last battle the imperial forces were defeat-

ed with great slaughter, leaving a prisoner of the blood royal to grace the

triumph of Cheetore. The peelakhal (yellow rivulet) near Biana became
the northerrijjjoundary of Mewar, with the Sinde river to the east,—touch-

ing Malwa to the south, while his native hills were an impenetrable barrier

* The balls or urn which crowns the pinnacle (siker). *

f

f Delhif Biana Kalpee, and Joinpur.

f Prithwi Raj was yet but Rao of Ambar a name now lost in Jeypur.

The twelve sons of this prince formed the existing subdivisions or clans of

the Cutchwahas, whose political consequence dales from Hemayoon, the

son and successor of Baber.
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to the west. Tlius swaying directly or by control, the greater part of Raja-

sthan, and adored by the Rajpoots for the possession of those qualities

they hold in estimation, San^a was ascending to the pinnacle of distinc-

tion
;
and had not fresh hordes 'of Usbecs and Tatars from the prolific

shores of the Oxiis and Jaxarles again poured down on the devoted

plains of Hindusthan, the crown of the Chacravarta* might again have

encircled the brow of a Hindu, and the banner of supremacy been trans-

ferred from Indiaprnstha to the battlements of Cheetore. But Baber
arrived at a critical time to rally the dejected followers of the Koran, and
to collect them around his own victorious standard.

From the earliest recorded periods of her history, India has been the

prey of the more hardly population from the c^tral regions of Asia.

From this fact we may infer another, namely that its internal form of

government was the same as the present day, partitioned into numerous
petty kingdoms of tribes and clans of a feudal federation, a prey to all the

jealousies inseparable from such a condition. I he historians of Alexan-
der bear ample testimony to such form of government, when the f^unjab

alone possessed many sovereigns, besides the democracies of cities, 'i he
Persians overran it, and Darius the Mede accounted India the richest of

his satrapies. 1 he Greeks, the Parthians, who have left in their medals
the best proofs of their power

;
the Getes or Yuti followed

j
and from the

Gori Shabildin to the Chagitai Baber, in less than tiiree centuries, five in-

vasions are recorded. leach originating a dynasty. Sanga's opponent was
the last, and will continiie so until the rays of knowledge renovate the

ancient^nursery of the human race :—then, may end the anomally in the

history of power, of a handful of Britons holding the succession to the

Mede, the Parthian, and the d'atar. But, however surprise'may be excited

at witnessing such rapidity of change, from tlie physical superiority of man
over man, it is immeasurably heightened at the little moral consequence,

which in every other region of the world has ahvays attended such concus-
sions. Creeds have changed, races haved mingled, and names have been
effaced from the page of history

;
but in this corner of civilization we

have no such result, and tlje Rajpoot remains the same singular being,

concentrated in his prejudices, political and moraL as in the days of

Alexander, desiring no change himself, and still Wss to wuse any in

others. Whatever be the conservative principle, it merits a philosophic

analysis
;
but more a proper application and direction, by those lo whom

the destinies of this portion of the globe are confided : for in this remote
spot there is a nucleus of energy, on which may accumulate a mass for our
support, or our destruction.

To return : a descendant of the Turshka of the Jaxartes, the ancient
foe of the children of Surya and Chandra, was destined to fulfil the pro-
phetic puran which foretold dominion to the Turshka, the Yavan/’ and
other foreign races, in Hind

; and jthe conquered made a right appItcatior>
of the term Turk, both as regards its ancient and modern lignification,
when applied to the conquerors from '1 urkisihan. Baber, the opponent
of Sanga, was king of Ferghana, and of I'urki race. His dominions
were on both^ sides the Jaxarles, a portion of ancient Sakatai, or Saca-
dwipa (Scythia), where dwelt romyris the Getic queen immortalized by
Herodotus, and where her opponent erected Cyropolis, as did in after-
times the Macedonian his most remote Alexandria. From this region

* Universal potentate: the Hindus reckon only six of these 'in their
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did the same Gete, Jit, or Yuti, issue, to the destruction of Bactri, two
centuries before the Ctnistian era, and also five subsequent thereto to
found a kingdom in Northern India. Again, one thousand years later,

Baber issued with his bands to the final subjugation of India. As affect-
ing India alone, this portion of the globe merits deep attention

;
but as

the “ oifinina gentium,^' whence issued those hordes of Asi, Jits, or Yeuts
(of whom the Angles were a branch), who peopled ihe shores of the Baltic,
and the precursors of those Goths who, under Attila and Alaric, altered
the condition of Etjrope, its importance is vastly etihanced. But on this

occasion it was not redundant population wliich made the descendant of

'I'imoor and Jungheez abandon the Jaxaites for the Ganges, but un-
successful ambition : for Baber quitted the delights of Samarca»)d as a
fugitive, and commenced his etuerprize, which gave him the tl»rone of

the Pandus, with less than two thousand adherents.

The Rajpoot prince had a worthy antagonist in the king of Ferghana*
Like Sanga he was trained in the school of adversity, and like himi
tiiough his acts of personal heroism were even romantic, he tempered it

with that discretion which looks (to its results. In A. D. 1494, at the
tender age of twelve, he succeded to a kingdom

;
ere he was sixteen, he

defeated several confederacies and conquered Samarcand, and in two
short years again lost and regained it. His life was a tissue of succeesses
and reverses; at one moment hailed lord of the chief kingdoms of Tran-
soxiana

;
at another flying, unattended, or putting all to hazard in des-

perate single combats, in one of which he slew five champions of his

enemies. Driven at length from Ferghana, in despair he crossed the
Hindu-Coosh, and in 1519 the Indus. Between the Punjab and Cabul
he lingered seven years, ere he advanced to measure his sword with
Ibrahim of Delhi. Fortune returned to his standard

;
Ibrahim was slain,

his army routed and dispersed, and Delhi and Agra opened their gates
to the fugtive king of Ferghana. His reflections on success evince it was
his due: “ not to me, oh God! but to thee, be the “ victory!” says the
chivalrous Baber. A year had elapsed in possession of Delhi, ere he
ventured against the most powerful of his antagonists, Rana Sanga of
Cheetore.

Witli all Baber's qualities as a soldier, supported by the hardy clans
of the 'cloud mountains (Belut Tag/ oi Karatagin, the chances were
many that he and they terminated their career on the * yellow rivulet’ of
Hiana. Neither bravery nor skill saved him from this fate, which he
appears to have expected. What better proof can be desired than
Baber’s own testimony ' to the fact, that a horde of invaders from the
Jaxartes, without support or retreat, were obliged to entrench themselves
to the teeth in the face of their Rajpoot foe, alike brave and overpower-
ing in numbers? 'I'o ancient jealousies he was indebted for not losing*
his life instead of gaining a crown, and for being extricated from a
condition so desperate, that even the frenzy of religion, which made death
martyrdom in “this holy war,” scarcely availed to expel the despair
which so infected his followers, that in the bitterness of his heart he says,
” not a single person who uttered a manly word, nor an individual who
delivered a courageous opinion.”

^

Baber advanced from Agra and Sikri to oppose Rana Sanga, in full
march io attack him at tl^e head of almost all the princes of Rajasthan.
Although the annals slate some points which the imperial historian has not
recorded, yet both accounts of the conflict correspond in all the essential
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details. On the 5th of Kartik, S. 1584* (A. D. 1528) accor dinjy to the

annals, the Rana raised the siege of Biana, and at Kanua encountered

the advanced jjjuard of the Tatars, amounting to fifteen hundred men,

whiclj was entirely destroyed?; the fugitives carrying to the main body
the accounts of the disaster, which paralyzed their energies, and made
them entrench for security, instead of advancing with the confidence of

victory. Reinforcements met the same fate, and were pursued to the

camp. Accustomed to reverses, Baber met the check without dismay,

and adopted every precaution that a mind fertile in expedients could

suggest to re*assure the drooping spirits of his troops. He threw up
entrenchments, in which he placed his artillery connecting his guns by
chains, and in the more exposed part chevatix de frise^ united by leather

ropes: a precaution continued in every subsequent change of position.

Every thing seemed to aid the Hindu cause : even the Tatar astrologer

asserted, that as Mars was in the west, whoever should engage coming
from the opposite quarter should be defeated. In this state of total

inactivity, blockaded in his encampment, Baber remained near a fort-

night, when he determined to renounce his besetting sin, and merit

Superior aid to extricate him from his peril : the naivete of his vow must
be given in his own words.f But the destruction of the wine flasks wotild

* According to the Memoirs^of Baber, nth February 1527.

f “On Monday, the 23rd of the first Jemadi, I had mounted to

survey my posts, and in the course of my ride was seriously struck with

the reflexion, that 1 had, always resolved, one time or another, to make
an effectual repentance, and that some traces of a hankering after the

renunciation of forbidden works had ever remained in my heart : I &aid

to myself, * O, my soul

!

(Persian Verse.)
• How long wilt thou continue to take pleasure in sin?
‘ Repentance is not unpalatable—taste it,

{Turki Verse*)

‘ How great has been thy defilement from sin !

* How much pleasure thou didst take in despair !

* How long hast thou been the slave of thy passions !

• How much of thy life hast thou thrown away !

• Since thou hast set out on a holy war,
• Thou hast seen death before thine eyes for thy salvation.
* He who resolves to sacrifice his life to save himself,
‘Shall attain that exalted state which thou knowest.
* Keep thyself far away from^all forbidden enjoyments;
• Cleanse thyself from all thy sins.*

“ Having* withdrawn? myself from such temptation, I vowed never
more to drink wine. Having sent for the gold and silver goblets and
cups, with all the other utensils used for drinking parties, I directed them
to be broken, and renounced the use of wine, purifying my mind. The
fragments of the goblets and other utensils of gold and silver I directed
to be divided among derwislies and the poor. The first person who
followed me in my repentance was Asas, who also accompanied me in
my resolution of ceasing to cut the beard, and of allowing it to grow.
That night and the following, numbers of Amirs and courtiers, soldiers,
and persons not in the service, to the number of nearly three hundred
men, made vows of reformation. The wine which we had with us we
poured on the ground, I ordered ib^llhe wine brought by BabSt Dost
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appeal* only to have added to the existing consternation, and made him,
as a last resort, appeal to their faith. Having addressed them in a
speech of manly courage, though bordering on despair, he seized the

liappy moment that his exhortation elicited, to swear them on the Koran
to conquer or perish.* ProOting by this excitement, he broke up his

camp, to
,

which he had been confined nearly a month, and marched in

order of battle to a position two miles in advance, the Rajpoots skirmish-
ing up to his guns. VVithout a regular circumvallation, his moveable

should have salt thrown into it, that it might be made into vinegar. On
the spot where the wine had been poured out I directed a wain to be

sunk and built of stone, and close by the wain an alms-house to be
erected. In the month of moharrem in the year 935, when I went to

visit Gualiar, in my way from Dholpur to Sikri, I found this wain com-
pleted. I had previously made a vow, that if I gained the victory over

Rana Sanka the Pagan, 1 would remit the temgha (or stamp-tax) levied

from Musulmans. At the time when I made my vow of penitence,

Derwish Muhammed Sarban and Sheikh Zin put me in mind of my
promise. 1 said, you did right to remind me of this: I renounce the

temgha in all my dominions so far as concerns Musulmans
;
and I sent

for my secretaries, and desired them to write and send to all my domi-
nions firmans, conveying intelligence of the two important incidents. that

had occured.'’— of Baber, page 354.

* " At this- time, as I have already observed, in consequence of

preceding events, a general consternation and alarm prevailed among
great and small. There was not a single person who uttered a manly
word, nor an individual who delivered a courageous opinion. The Va^irs,

whose duty it was to give good counsel, and the Amirs, who enjoyed the

wealth of kingdoms, neither spoke bravely, nor was their counsel or

deportment such as became men of firmness. During the whole course
of this expedition, Khalifeh conducted himself admirably, and was un-
remitting and indefatigable in his endeavours to put every thing in the

best order. At length, observing the universal discouragement of • my
troops, and their total want of spirit, I formed my plan. I called an
assembly of all the Amirs and officers, and addressed them :

‘ Noble-
men and soldiers ! Every man that comes into the world is subject to

dissolution. When we are passed away and gone, God only survives,

unchangeable. Wlioever comes to the feast of life must, before it is over,

drink from the cup of death, He who arrives at the inn of mortality,

must one day inevitably take his departure from that house of sorrow,
the world. How much belter it is to die with honour than to live with
infamy !

* With fame, even if 1 die, I am contented ;

* Let fame be mine, since^my body is death’s.'
•The most high God has been propitious to us, and has now placed

us in such a crisis, that, if we fall in the field we die the death of martyrs;
if w6 Survive, we rise victorious, the avengers of the cause of God. Let
us. then, with one accord, swear on God’s holy word, that none of us
will even think of turning his face from this warfare, nor desert from the
battle and slaughter that ensues till his soul is separated from his body.'

•‘ Master and servant, small and great, all with emulation, seizing the
blessed Koran in the hands', swore in the form that I had given. My
plan succeeded to admiration, and its effects were instantly visible, faraitdi
near, on friend and foe-"—Memoirs of Baber^ page 357^
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pallisadoes ind guns chained, he felt no security. The inactivity of

Sanga can scarcely escape censure, however we may incline to palliate

it bv supposinif that he deemed his enemy in the toils, and that every

day’s delay brought with it increased danger to him. Such reasoning

would be valid if the heterogeneous mass by which the prince of Mewar
was surrounded had owned the same patriotic sentiments as himself

:

but he ought to have known his countrymen, nor overlooked the regula-

ting maxim of their ambition, ** get land.** Delay was fatal to this last

coalition against the foes of Ids race. Baber is silent on the point to

wiiich the annals ascribe their discomfiture, a negotiation pending his

blockade at Kanua : but these have preserved it, with the name of the

traitor who sold the cause of his country. The negotiation^ had reached

this point, that on condition of Baber being left Delhi and its dependen-

cies, the Peela.-khal at Biana should be the boundary of their respective

dominions, and even an annual tribute was offered to the Rana. We
can believe that in the position Baber then was, he would not scruple

to promise any thing. The chief of Rayseen, by name SilUidi, of the

Tuar tribe, was the medium of communication, and though the arrange-

ment was negatived, treason had effected the salvation of Baber.

On the i6th March the attack commenced by a furious on the

centre and right wing of the Tatars, and for several hours the conflict

was tremendous. Devotion was never more manifest on the side of the

Rajpoot, attested by long list of noble names amongst the slain as well

as the bulletin of their fpe, whose artillery made dreadful havoc in the

close ranks of the Rajpoot cavalry, which could not force the entrench-

ments, nor reach the infanty which defended them. While the battle

was still doubtful, the Tuar traitor who led the van {heroU) went over to

Baber, and Sanga was obliged to retreat from the field which in the

onset promised a glorious victory, himself severely wounded, and the

choicest of his chieftains slain : Rawul Udif Sing of Dongerpnr, with

two hundred of his clan
;
Rutna of Saloombra, with three hundred of

his Chondawut kin
; Raemul Rahtore, son of the prince of Marwar,

with the brave Mairtea leaders Khaitsi and Rutna ; Ramdas the
Sonigurra Rao

; Ujo the Jhala ; Gokiildas Pramara
;
Manikchand and

Chundrabhan, Chohan chiefs of the first rank in Mewar; besides a host
of inferior names. Husein Klian of Mewat, and a son of the last Lodi
king of Delhi, who coalesced with Sanga, were amongst the killed.

Triumphal pyramids were raised of the heads of the slain, and on a
hillock which overlooked the field of battle a tower of Skulls was erected ;

and the conqueror assumed the title of *GItazif* which has ever since been
retained by his descendants.

Sanga retreated towards the hills of Mewat. having announced his

fixed determination never to re-enter Cheetore but with victory. Had
his life been spared to his country, he might have redeemed the pledge
but the year of his defeat was the last of his existence, and he died at

* Baber says, “ although Rana Sanka (Sanga) the Pagan, when I

was at Cabul, sent me ambassadors, and had arranged with me that if

1 would march upon Delhi he would on Agra
; but when I, took Delhi

and Agra, the Pagan did not move,”

—

Memoirs of Baber, pag^ 339,

t In the translation of Baber’s Memoirs, Udi Sing is styled ** WaP
of the country,” confounding him with Udi Sing, successor of Sanga.
He was Wali (sovereign) of Dongerpur, not ” Oodipur^^ which was not
then in existence.
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Buswa, on the frontier of Mewat, not without suspicion of poison. It is

painful to record the surmise that his ministers prompted the deed, and
tlie cause is one which would fix a deep stain on the country

;
namely, the

purchase by regicide of inglorious ease and stipulated safety, in prefer-

ence to privations and dan^jers, and to emulating the manly constancy
of their prince, who resolved to make the heavens his canopy till his foe

was crushed,— a determination which was pursued with the most resolute

perseverance by some of his gallant successors.

Polygamy is the fertile source of evil, moral as well as physical, in

the east. It is a relic of barbarism and primeval necessity, affording a
proof that ancient Asia is still young in knowledge. The desire of each
wife* that her offspring should wear a crown, is natural

;
but they do

not always wait the course of nature for tlie attainment of their wishes,

and the love of power too often furnishes instruments for any deed,

however base. When we see, shortly after the death of Sanga, the

mother of his second son intriguing with Barber, and bribing him with

the surrender of Rinthumbor and the trophy of victory, the crown of

the Malwa king, to supplant the awful heir, we can easily suppose she
would not have scrupled to remove any other bar. On this occasion,

however, the suspicion rests on the ministers alone. That Baber res-

pected and dreaded his foe we have the best proof, in his not risking

another battle with him
;
and the blame which he bestows on himself for

slackness of his pursuit after victory is honorable to Sanga, who is

always mentioned vvith respect in the commentaries of the conqueror;
and although he generally styles him the Pagan, and dignifies the contest

with the title of “ the holy war," yet he freely acknowledges his merit,

when he says, "Rana Sanga attained his present high eminence by his

9wn valour and his sword."

Sanga Rana was of the middle stature, but of great muscular
strength; fair in complexion, with unusually large eyes, which (appear
to be peculiar to his descendants.f He exhibited at his death but the
fragment of a warrior

;
one eye was lost in the broil with his brother ;

an arm in an action with the Lodi king of Delhi, and he was a cripple

owing to a limb being broken by a cannon ball in another
;
while he

counted eighty wounds from the sword or the lance on various parts of
his body. He was celebrated for energetic enterprise, his capture,
of Mo2uifur, king of Malwa, in his own capital is a celebrated ins-
tance

;
and his successful storm of the almost impregnable Rinthumbor^

though ably defended by the imperial general Ali, gained him great
renown. He erected a small palace at «Kanua, on the line which he

* The number of queens is determined only by state necessity and
the fancy of the prince. To have them eqiiarl in number to the days of
the week is not unusual

;
while the number of handmaids is unlimited.

It will be conceded, that the prince who can govern such a household,
and maintain equal rights/ when claims to pre-eminence must be
perpetually asserted, possesses no little tact. The government of the
kingdom is but an amusement compared with silch a task, for it is within
the Ramula that intrigue is enthroned.

f I possess his portrait, given te me by the present Rana who has
a collection of full lengths of all his royal ancestors, from Samarsi to
himself of their axact heights and with every bodily peculiarity, whether
of complexion or form. They are valuable for the costume. He bSS
often shewn them to me, while illustrating their actions.

12
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determined, should be the northern limit of Mewar
; and had hd

been succeeded by a prince possessed of his foresight and judgment,
Baber's descendants might not have retained the sovereignty of India. A
cenotaph long marked the spot w here the fire consumed the remains of

this celebrated prince. Sanga had seven sons, of wfiom the two elder

died in non-age. He was succeeded by the third son.

Rutna (S. 1586, A.D. 1530), possessed all the arrogance and
martial virtue of his race. Like his father, he determined to make the

field his capital, and commanded that the gates of Cheetore never

should be clo^^ed, boasting that ‘its portals were Delhi and Mandoo.'
Had he been spared to temper by experience the exuberance of youthful

impetuosity, he would have well seconded the resolution of his father,

and the league agaist the enemies of his country and faith. But he was
npt destined to pass the age always dangerous to the turbulent and im-
patient Rajpoot, ever courting strife if it would not find him. He had
married by stealth the daughter of Prithwi Raj of Ambar, probably

before the death of his elder brothers made him heir to Cheetore. His
double-edg ed sword, the proxy of the Rajpoot cavalier, represented Rutna
on this occasion, Unf orlunately it was kept but too secret ; for the Hara
prince of Boondi,* in ig norance of the fact, demanded and obtained her

to wife, and carried her to bis capital. The consequences are attribu-

table to the Rana alone, for he ought, on coming to the throne to have
espoused her; but his vanity was flattered at the mysterious transaction,

which he deemed would prevent all application for the hand of his

“affianced" {manga). The bards of Boondi are rather pleased to record

the power of their princes, who dared to solicit and obtained the hand
of the “bride" of Cheetore. The princes of Boondi had long been at-

tached to the Sesodia house : and from the period when their common
ancestors fought together on the banks of the Caggar against Shabudin,
they had silently grown to power under the wing of Mewar, and often

proved a strong plume in her pinion. The Hara inhabited the hilly

tract on her eastern frontier, and though not actually incorporated with
Mewar, they yet paid homage to her princes, bore her ensigns and titles,

and in return often poured forth their blood. But at the tribunal of
*Anunga^^-\ the Rajpoot scattered all other homage and allegiance to the
winds. The maiden of Ambar saw no necessity for disclosing her secret,

or refusing the brave Hara, of whom fame spoke loudly, when Rutna
delayed to redeem his proxy. The unintentional offence sank deep into

the heart of the Rana, and though he was closely connected with the
Hara, having married his sister, he brooded on the means of revenge, in

the attainment of which he sBcrificed hrs own life as well as that of his

rival. The festival of the Ahairea% (the spring hunt), which <has thrice

been fatal to the princes of Mewar, gave the occasion, when they fell

by each other's weapons. Though Rutna enjoyed the dignity only five

years, he had the satisfaction to see the ex-king of Ferghana, now founder
of the Mogul dynasty of India, leave the scene before him, and without

* SorajmuL

t The Hindoo Cupid, Implying ' incorporeaV from anga^ ' body,""
with the privative prefix ‘ an*

X Regarding the cenotaph of Rutna,^erected where he fell, the author
says: " It was the pleasure of rny life to listen to the traditional anecdotea
illusUaUve of Rajpoot history on the scenes of their transactiona."
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the diminution of an acre of land to Mewar since the fatal day of Biana,
Rana Rutna was succeeded by his brother.

Bikramajeet,* ,in S. 1591 (A.D. 1535). This prince had "all the
turbulence, without the redeeming qualities of character, which endeared
bis brother to his subjects

;
he was insolent, passionate, and vindictive, and

utterly regardless of that respect which his proud nobles rigidly exacted.
Instead of appearing at their head, he passed his time amongst wrestlers
and prize-figtuers, on wliom and a muUitude of ‘packs,’ or foot-soldiers,

he lavished those ^ifts and that approbation, to wluch the aristocratic
Rajpoot, the equestrian order of Raj,4sthan, arrogated exclusive right. In
this innovation he probably imitated lus foes, who had learned the superi-
ority of infaiury, despised by the Rajpoot who, except in sieges, or when
“they spread tl»e carpet and hamstrung their steeds,’’ held the foot-soldier

very cheap. The use of artillery was now becoming general, and the
Moslems soon perceived the necessity of foot for their protection : but
prejudice operated longer Upon the Rajpoot, who still curses “those vile

guns,” winch render of comparatively little value the lance of many a
gallant soldier

;
and he still prefers falling with dignity from his steed, to

descending to an equality with his mercenary antagonist.

An open rupture was the consequence of such innovation, and (to use
the figurative expression for misrule) “Poppa Bae ka Raj”f was trium-
phant

;
the police were despised

;
the cattle carried off by the moun-

taineers from under the walls of Cheetore
;

and when his cavaliers

were ordered in pursuit, the Rana was tauntingly told to send his

paeks#

Bahadoor, Sultan of Guzerat, determined to take advantage of the

Rajpoot divisions, to revenge the disgrace of the defeat and captivity of

lus predecessor Mozuffur.it Reinforced by the troops of Mandoo, he
marched against Rana, then encamped at Loeecha, in the Boondi terri-

tory. Though the force was overwhelming, yet with the high courage
which belonged to his house, Bikramajeet did not hesitate to give halt! -

;

but he found weak defenders in his mercenary paeks, while his vassals and
kin not only kept aloof, but marched off in a body to defend Cheetore and
the posthumous son of Sanga Rana, still an infant.

There is a sanctity in the very name of Cheetore^- which from the

earliest times secured her defenders; and now, when threatened again by
“the barbarian,” such the inexplicable character of the Rajpoot, we find

the heir of Surajmul abandoning his new capital of Deola, to pour o«t the

few drops which yet circulated in his veins in defence of the abode of his

fathers,

“The son of Boondi,” with a brave band of five hundred Haras, also

came; as did the Sonigurra and Deora Raos of Jhalore and Aboo, with

many auxiliaries from all parts of Rajwarra. This was the most powerful

effort hitherto made by the sultans of Central India, and European arti-

lerists are recorded in these annals as brought to the subjugation of

Cheetore. The engineer is styled ‘Labri Khan of Frengan,* and to his

• The Bhakha orthography for Vicramaditya.

f The government of Poppa Bae, a princess of ancient times, whose

mismanaged sovereignty has given a proverb to the Rajpoot.

X Taken by Pritbwi Raj and carried to Rana Raemul, who took a
large sum of money and seven hundred horses as his ransom.
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skill Bahadoor was indebted for the successful storm which ensued. He
sprung a mine at the “Beeka rock,’' which blew up forty-.five cubits of the

rampart, with the bastion where the brave Haras were posted. The
Boondi bards dwell on this incident, which destroyed their prince and five

hundred of his kin. Rao Doorga, with the Chondavvut chieftains Sutto

and Doodoo and their vassals, bravely defended the breach and repelled

many assaults
;
and, to set an example of courageous devotion, the queen-

mother Jawahir Bae, of Rahtore race, clad in armour, headed a sally in

which she was slain. Still the besiegers gained ground, and the last

council convened was to concert means to save the infant son of Sanga
from this in-.minent peril. But Cheetore can only be defended by royalty,

and again they had recourse to the expedient of crowning a king, as a
sacrifice to the dignity of the protecting deity of Cheetore, Bagh*ji,

prince of Deola, courted the insignia of destruction
;
the banner of Mewar

floated over him, and the golden sun from its sable field never shone more
refulgent '.than fwhen the changi was raised amidst the shouts of her

defenders over the head of the son of Surajmul. T'ne infant, Oody Sing,

was placed in safety witl» Soortan, prince of Boondi,’*’ the garrison put on
their saffron robes, while materials for the johtir were preparing. There
was little time for the pyre. The bravest had fallen in defending the

breach, now completely exposed. Combustibles were quickly heaped up
in reservoirs and magazines excavated in the rock, under which gunpow-
der was strewed, Kurnavati, mother of the prince, and sister to the

gallant Arjoon Hara, led the procession of willing victims to their doom,
and thirteen thousand females were thus swept at once from the record of

life. The gates were h brown open, and the Deola chief, at the head of

the survivors, with a blind and impotent despair, rushed on his fate,

Bahadoor must have been appalled at the horrid sight on viewing
his conquest ;f the mangled bodies of the slain, with hundreds in the

fast agonies from the poniard or poison, awaiting death as less dreadful

than dishnnour and captivity. J To use the emphatic words of the

annalist, *' the last day of Cheetore h id arrived. ” Every clan lost its

chief, and the choicest of their retainers
;
during the siege and in the

storm thirty-two thousand Rajpoots were slain. This is the second saka
of'Cheetore.

Bahadoor had remained but a fortnight, when the tardy advance of

Hemayoon with his succours warned him to retire. According to the

annals, he left Bengal at the solicitation of the queen Kurnavati
;

but

instead of following up the spoil-encumbered foe, |he commenced a pedan-
tic war of words with Bahadoor, punning on the word * Cheetore.'

Had Hemayoon not been so distant, this catastrophe would have been
averted, for he was bound by the laws of chivalry, the claims of which he

The name of the faithful Rajpoot who preserved Oody Sing, Chuka
sen Dhoon-dera, deserves to be recorded.

f'^The date Jeit sood 12th, S. 1589,’' A, D. 1533, and according to

Ferishta A. H. 949, A.D, 1532-3.

{ From ancient lime, leading the females captive appears to have
been the sign of complete victory. Rajpoot inscriptions often allude to a
“conqueror beloved by the wives of his conquered foe," and in the early
parts of Scripture the same notion is referred to. The mother of Sisera
asks, •' Have they not divided the prey, to every man a damsel or two?”—
Judges^ V. 31,
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had acknowledged, to defend the queen's cause, whose knight he had
become. The relation of the peculiarity of a custom analogous to the taste

of the chivalrous age of Europe may amuse. When her Amazonian sister

the Rahtore queen was slain, the mother ol the infant prince took a
surer method to shield him in demanding the fulfilment of the pledge
given by Hemayoon when she sent the Rakhi to that monarch.

'The festival of the bracelet { Rakhi

y

is in spring, and whatever
its origin, it is one of the few when an intercourse of gallantry of the most
delicate nature is established between the fair sex and the cavaliers of
Rajasthan. Though the bracelet may be sent by maidens, it is only on
occasions of urgent necessity or danger. The Rajpoot dame bestows with
the Rakhi the title of adopted brother ,* and while its acceptance secures

to her all the protection of a ^Cavaliere serventCy scandal itself never sug-
gests any other; tie to his devotion. He |may hazard his life in her cause,
and yet never receive a smile in reward, for he cannot even seethe fair

object who, as brother of her adoption, has constituted him her defender.
But there is a charm in the mystery of such connection, never endangered
by close observation, and the loyal to the fair may well attach a value

to the public recognition of being the Rakhi^bund Bhacy the ‘ bracelet-
bound brother’ of a princess. The intrinsic value of such pledge is never
looked to, nor is it requisite it should be costly, though it varies with
means and rank of the donor, and may be of flock silk and spangles, or

gold chains and gems. The acceptance of the pledge and its return is

by the katchli, or corset, of simple silk or satin, or gold brocade and
pearls. In shape or application there is nothing similar in Europe, and
as defending the most delicate part the structure of the fair, it is pecu-
liarly appropriate as an emblem of devotion. A whole province has

often accompanied the katchli, and the monarch of India was so pleased

with this courteous delicacy in the customs of Rajasthan, on receiving

the bracc^let of the princess Kurnavati, which invested him with the title

of her brother, and uncle and protector to her infant Oody Sing, that

he pledf^d himself to her service, ^even if the demand were the castle

of Rinthumbor.” Hemayoon proved himself a true knight, and even
abandoned his conquests in Bengal when called on to redeem his pledge,

and succour Cheetore, and the widows and minor sons of Sanga Rana,’*^

Hemayoon had the highest proofs of the worth of those courting his

protection; he was with his father Baber in ail his wars in India, and
at the battle of Biana his prowess was conspicuous, and is recorded by
Baber’s own pen. He amply fulfilled his pledge, expelled the foe from

Cheetore, took Mandoo by assault, and, as some revenge for her king’s

^ ^

* Many romantic tales are founded on ** the gift of the Rakhi/* The
author, who was placed in the enviable situation of being able to do good,

and on the most extensive scale, was the means of restoring many of these

ancient families from degradation to Affluence. The greatest reward he
could, and the only one he would, receive, was the courteous civility

displayed in many of these interesting customs, He was the “ Rakhi--

hand Bhae^* of, and received ’the bracelet, from, three queens of Oodipur,

Boondi. and Kotah, besides Ctjund-Bae, the maiden sister of the Rana
;

as well as many ladies of rank, with whom Jie interchanged letters. The
sole articles of * barbaric pearl and gold,* which he conveyed from a
country where he was six years supreme, are these testimonies of friendly *

regard. Intrinsically of no great value, they were presented and accepted

in the ancient spirit, and he retains them with a sentiment the more
powerful, he can no longer render them any service*
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fiidin^ llie king of Giizerat, he sent for the Rana Bikramajeet, whom,
following^ their own notions of investiture, he girt with a sw ord in the
captured citadel of his foe.

The Mahomedan historians, strangers to their customs, or the secret

motives wliich caused the emperor to abandon Bengal, ascribe it to the

Rana’s solicitation
;
but we may credit the annals, which are in unison with

the chivalrous notions of the Rajpoots, into winch succeeding monarchs,
the great Akbar, his son Jehangir, and Shah Jehan, entered with delight

:

and even Aurungzebe, two of whose original letters to the queen-moiher of

Oodipur are now in the atithor^s possession, and are remarkable for their

elegance and purity of diction, and couclted in terms perfectly accordant
with Rajpoot delicacy.*

Bikramajeet, thus restored to his capital, had gained nothing by
fidversity

;
or, to employ the words of the annalist, “ experience had

yielded no wisdom.” He renewed all his former insolence to his chiefs,

and so entirely threw aside his own dignity, and, what is of still greater

consequence, the reverence universally shewn to old age, as to strike in

open court Keremchund of Ajmeer, the protector of his father Sanga in this

misfortunes. The assembly rose with one accord at this indignity to their

order; and as (liey retired, the Chondawut leader KanjI, the first of

the nobles, exclaimed, hitfierto, brother clnefs, we have had but a
smell of the blossom, but now ^‘we shall be obliged to eat the fruit to

which the insulted Pramara added, as he hastily retired, "to-morrow its

flavour will be known."

Though the Rajpoot looks up 'to his sovereign as to a divinity, and
IS enjoined implicit obedience by his religion, which rewards him accor-
dingly hereafter, yet this doctrine has its limits, and precedents are
abundant for deposal, when the acts of the prince may endanger the
realm. But there is a bond of love as well as of awe which restrains
them, and softens its severity in the paternity of sway

;
for these princes

are at once the father and king of their people: not in fiction, btU in
reality—for he is the representative of the common ancestor of the
aristocracy,—the sole lawgiver of Rajasthan.

Sick of these minors (and they had now a third in prospect), which in
a few years had laid prostrate the throne of Mewar, her nobles on leaving
their unworthy prince repaired to Bunbeer, the natural son of the heroic
Prithwi Raj, and ofYered "to seat him on the throne of Cheetore." He
had the virtue to resist the solicitation

;
and it was only on painting the

dangers which threatened the country, if its chief at such a period had
not their confidence, that ne gave his consent. The step between the
deposal and death of a king is necessarily short, and the cries of the
females, which announced the end of Bikramajeet, were drowned in the
acclamations raised on the elevation of the changi over the head of the
bastard Bunbeer.

* He addresses her as " dear and virtuous sister," and evinces much
interest in her welfare. We are in total ignorance of the refined senti-
ment which regulates such a people-H)ur home-bred prejudices deem
them beneath inquiry; and thus indolence and self-conceit combine to

* deprive the benevolent of a high gratification.
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CHAPTER X.

A J'EW hours of sovereignty sufficed to check those ^‘compunctious
visitings” wliicli assailed Bunbeer ere he assumed its trappings,

^vith which he found himself so little encumbered that he was content to

Wear them for life. Whether this was the intention of the nobles who set

aside the unwortliy son of Sanga, there is abundant reason to doubt ;

aiid as he is subsequently branded with the epithet of “usurper'* it was
probably limited, i hough unexpressed, to investing him with the execu-
tive authority during the minority of Oody Sing. Bunbeer, however,
only awaited the approach of night to remove with his own hands the
obstacle to his ambition. Oody Sing was about six years of age. “ He
h<id gone to sleep after his rice and milk," when his nurse was alarmed
by screams from the rawula,* and the Barif coming in to take away
the remains of the dinner, informed her of the cause, the assassination

of the Kana. Aware that one murder was* the precursor of another,
the faithful nurse put her charge into a fruit basket, and covering it

with leaves, she delivered it to the Bari* enjoining him to escape with
it from the fort. Scarcely had she time to substitute her own infant

in the room of the prince, when Bunbeer, entering, inquired for him.
Her lips refused their office

;
she pointed to the^cradle, and beheld the

murderous steel hurried in the heart of her babe. The little victim to fide-

lity was burnt amidst the tears of the rawula, the inconsolable household
of their late sovereign, who supposed that their grief was given to the

last pledge of the illustrious Sanga. The nurse {Dhae) was a Rajpootnee
of the Kheechee tribe, her name Punna, or * the Diamond.' Having
consecrated witli her tears the ashes of her child, she hastened after

that she had preserved. But well had it been for Mewar had the poniard
fulfilled its intention, and had the annals never recorded the name of

Oody Sing in the catalogue of her princes.

The faithful barber was awaiting the nurse in the bed of the Beris

river, some miles west of Cheetore, and fortunately the infant had not

awoke until he descended the city. They departed for Deola, and sought

refuge with Sing Kao, the successor of Bagh-ji, who fell for Cheetore

;

who dreading the consequence of detection, they proceeded to Dongerpur.
Rawul Aiskurn then ruled this principality, which, as well as Deola, was
not only a branch, but the elder branch, of Cheetore. With every wish to

afford a shelter, he pleaded the danger which threatened himself and the

child in such a feeble sanctuary. Pursuing a circuitous route through

Edur, and the intricate valleys of the Aravali, by the help and with the

protection of its wild inmates, the Bhils, she gained Komulmeer.* The
resolution she had formed was bold as it was judicious. She demanded
an interview with the governor, Assa Sah his name, of the mercantile

tribe of Depra, and a follower of the theistical tenets of tlie Jains. The
interview being granted, she placed the infant in his lap, and bid him
“guard the life of his sovereign." He felt perplexed and alarmed : but

his mother, who was present, upbraided him for his scruples. “Fidelity,"

said she, “never looks at dangers or difficulties. He is your master, the

son of Sanga, and by God's blessing the result will be' glorious." Having
thus fulfilled her trust, the faithful Purina' withdrew from Komulmeer to— — ^

— '

'

* The seraglio, or female palace.

t Bari, NaCi arc names fgr the barbersi who arc the emsiniers of the

Rajpoots.
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avoid the suspicion which a Rajpootnee about a SravVUk’s^ chitd Would
have occasioned, as the heir of Cheetore was declared to be the nepheW
of the Depra.

Suspicions were often excited regarding Assays nephew
;

once, espe-

cially, on the anniversary (santvatsii^i) of the governor’s father, when
“the Rajpoot guests being in one rank, and the men of wealth in another,

young Oody seized a vessel of curds, which no entreaty could prevail on
him to relinquish, deriding their threats.*’ Seven years elapsed before tfie

secret transpired
;
at length self-revealed, from the same independent

bearing. On occasion of a visit from the Sonigurra chief, Oody was sent

to receive him, and the dignified manner in which lie performed the duty,

convinced the chief “he was no nephew to the Sah.” Rumour spread the

tale, and brought not only the nobles of Mewar, but adjacent chiefs, to hall

the son of Sanga Rana. Sahidas of Saloombra, the representatives of

Chonda : Juggo of Kailwa,,Sanga of Bagore, ail diiefs of the clans of

Chondawnt, the Chohans of Kotario and Baidla, the Pramar of Bijolli

Akhiraj (Sonigurra), Prithwi Raj of Sanchore, and Loonkurn Jaitawut,
repaired to Komulmeer, when all doubt was removed by the testimony of

the nurse, and of her coadjutor in the preservation of the child.

A court was formed, when the faithful Assa Sah resigned his trust

and placed the prince of Cheetore “ in the lap of the Kotario Chohan,” as

the “great ancient''f among the nobles of Mewar, who was throughout
acquainted with the secret, and who, to dissipate the remaining scruples

which attached to the infant’s preservation, “ate off the same platter with

him.” The Sonigurra Rao did not hesitate to affiance to him his daugh-
ter, and it was accepted by his advisers,* notwithstanding the interdict of

Hamir to any intermarriage with the Sonigurra, since the insult of giving

the widow to his bed. Oody received the teeka of Cheetore in the castle

of Koombho, and the homage of nearly all the chiefs of Mewar.

The tidings soon reached the usurper, who had not borne his faculties

meekly since his advancement ; but having seized on the dignity, he
wished to ape all the customs, of the legitimate monarchs of Cheetore,

and even had the effrontery to punish as an insult the refusal of one
of the proud sons of Chonda to take the doonah from his bastard
band.

The doonah^ or dooah^ is a portion of the dish of which the prince

partakes, sent by his own hand to whomsoever he honours at the banquet.
At the russora, or refectory, the chiefs who are admitted to dine in the

presence of their sovereign are seated according to their rank. The repast

is one of titose occasions when an easy familiarity is permitted, which,

though unrestrained, never exceeds the bounds of etiquette, and the habi-
tual reverence due to their father and prince. When he sends, by the
steward of the kitchen, a portion of the dish before him, or a little from
his own khansa, or plate, all 'eyes are guided to the favoured mortal,
whose good fortune is the subject of subsequent conversation. Though,
with the diminished lustre of this house, doonah may have lost its former
estimation, it is yet received with reverence ; but the extent of this feeling,

even so Ule as the reign of Ursi Rana, the father of the reigning prince,

the following anecdote will testify, lu the rebellion during this prince’s

* The laity of the Jain persuasion are so called.

I Burra, ‘great, 'boora, * aged *
; ‘the wise elder* of Rajasthan, where

old age and dignity are synonymous.
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amongst the ancient customs which became relaxed, that of bestow-
ihg the ^oonah was included

;
and the Rana conferring it on the Rahtore

prince of Kishengurh the Bijolli chief, one of the sixteen superior nobles of

Mewar, rose and left the presence, observing, “ neither tlie Kutchwaha or
the Rahtore has a right to this honour, nor can we^ wlio regard as sancti-
fied even the leavings of your repast, witness this degradation

;
for the

Thakoor of Kishengurh is far beneath me/* To such extent is this privi-
lege Oven yet carried, and such importance is attached from habit to the
personal character of the princes of Mewar, that the test of regal legiti-

macy in Rajasthan is admission to eat from the same plate {khansa) with
the Rana : and to the refusal of this honour to the great Maun Singh c£
Ambar, may be indirectly ascribed the ruin of Mewar.

It may, therefore, be conceived with what contempt the haughty
nobility of Cheetore received the mockery of honour from the hand of this

“fifth son of Mewar and theChondawut chief had the boldness to add to

his refusal, “ that an honour from the hand of a true son of Bappa Rawul,
became a disgrace when proffered by the offspring of the handmaid
Seetulseni.'^ The defection soon becarne general, and all repaired to the
valley of Komulmeer to hail the legitimate son of Mewar. A caravan
of five hundred horses and ten thousand oxen, laden with merchandise
from Kutch, tlie dower of Biinbeer's daughter, guarded by one thousand
Gherwal Rajpoots, was plundered in the passes

}
a signal intimation of

tlie decay of his authority, and a timely supply to tlie celebration of the
nuptials of Oody Rana with the daughter of the Kao of Jhalore. Though
the interdict of Hamir was not forgotten, it was deemed that the insult

given by Bunbeer Sonigurra^ was amply effaced by his successor's re-
demption of the usurpation of Bunbeer Seesodia, The marriage was
s ilemnixed at Salhi, within the limits of Jhalore, and the customary
olterings were sent or given by all the princes of Rajasthan. Two chiefs

only, of any consequence, abstained from attending on their lawful prince
on this occasion, the Solanki of Maholi and Maloji of 'I'anah. In at-
tacking them, the bastard was brought into conflict; but Maloji was slain

and the Solanki surrendered. Deserted by all, Bunbeer held out in the

capital : but his minister admitted, under the garb of a reinforcement

with supplies, a thousand resolute adherents of the pfince : the keepers
of the gates were surprised and slain, and the an of Oody Singh was
proclaimed. Bunbeer was even permitted to retire with his family
and his wealth. He sought refuge in the Dekhan, and the BhonsIaS
of Nagpur are said to derive their origin from this spurious branch of

Cheetore.

Rana Oody Sing ascended the throne in S. 1597 (A.D. 1541-2),

Great were the rejoicings On the restoration of this prince. ‘The song of

joy,* which was composed on the occasion, is yet a favourite at Oodipur,

and on the festival of Isani (Che Ceres of Rajasthan) the females stilf

chant in chorus the ‘farewell to Komulmeer. ’f But the evil days of

Mewar which set in with Sanga’s death, and were accelerated by the fiery

valour of Rutna and the capricious conduct of Bikramajeet, were com-
pleted by an anomaly in her anrrals: a coward succeeding a bastard to

guide the destinies of the Seesodias. The vices of Rutna and his brother

were virtues compared to this physical defect, the consequences of which

destroyed a great national feeling, the opinion of its invincibility.

* Sohuloh, t Komulmeer Ciddaona,

13
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** Woe to tlie land where a minor rules or a woman bears sway } eii!-

claims the last of the great bards* of Rajasthan : but where both were
united, as in Mewar, the measure of her griefs was full. Oody Singh
had not one quality of a sovereign

;
and wanting martial virtue, the

common heritage of his race, he was destitute of all. Vet he rriight

have slumbered life away in inglorious repose during the reign of
Hemavoon or the contentions of the Pathan usurpation

;
but, unhappily

for f^ajasthan, a prince was then rearing, who forged fetters for the Hindu
race which enthralled them for ages

;
and though the corroding hand

of time left but their fragments, yet even now, though emancipated, they
bear the indelible marks of the manacle

;
not like the galley slave's,

physical and exterior, but deep mental, scars, never to be effaced. Can
a nation which has run its long career of glory be regenerated ? Can the
soul of the Greek or the Rajpoot be reanimated with the spark divine
which defended the kangrasf of Cheetore or the pass of Thermopylae?
Let history answer the question.

In the same year that the song of joy was raised in the cloudcappedf
palace of Komulmeer for the deliverance of Oody Singh, the note of woe
was pealed through the walls of Amerkote, and given to the winds of the
desert, to proclaim the birth § of an infant destined to be the greatest
monarch who ever swayed sceptre of Hindtistlian. In an oasis of the
Indian desert, amidst the descendants of the ancient Sogdi|| of Alexander,
Akbar first saw the light

;
his father a fugifive, the diadem torn from his

brows, Its recovery more improbable than was its acquisition by Baber,
The ten years which had elapsed since Hemayoon's accessi6n were passed
in perpetual strife with his brothers, placed according to custom in subor-
dinate governments. Their selfish ambition met its reward

;
for with

the fall of Hemavoon their own was insured, when Shere Shah displaced
the dynasty of Chagitai for his own the Pathan.

From the field of the battle of Kanonj, where Hemayoan left his crown,
his energetic opponent gave him no respite, driving him before him from
Agra to Lahore. Thence, with his family and a small band of adherents,
alternately protected and repelled by Hindu chieftains, he reached the
valley of Sinde, where he strug^ded to maintain himself amidst the greatest
privations, attempting in succession each stronghold on the Indus, from
Mooltan to the ocean. Foiled in every object, his associates made rebels
by distress, he abandoned them for the more dubious shelter of the foes
of his race. Vain was his solicitation to Jessiilmeer and Jodhpur

; and
though it can not be matter of wonder that he found no commiseratioit
from either Bhatti or Rahtore, we must reprobate, the unnational conduct
of Maldeo, who, the Mogul historian says, attempted to make him captive.
From such inhospitable treatment the royal exile escaped by again plung-
ing into the desert, where he encountered, along with the tender objects
of his solicitude, hardships of the most appalling descriptiern, until
sheltered by the Soda prince of Amerkote. The high courage and the
virtues of this monarch increase that interest in his sufferings, which
royalty in distress never fails to awaken by its irresistible influence upon
our sympathies; and they form an affecting episode in the history of

* Chund, the heroic bard of the last Hindu entperor.

+ Battlements. J ' Badul Mahi:
§1 A. D. 1543.

11
The Sodas, a branch of the Pramars.
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Ferishta.’*^ Hemayoon, though more deeply skilled in the mysteries of
astrology than any professed seer of his empire, appears never to have

* “ Hemayoon mounted his horse at midnight and fled towards
Amercote which is about one hundred cross from I'atta. His horse, on
the way, falling down dead with fatigue, he desired IVidi Beg, who was
well mounted, to let him have his; but so ungenerous was this man, and
so low was royalty fallen, that he refused to comply with his request. I'he

troops of the raja being close to his lieels, he was necessitated to mount a
camel, till one Nidim KoUa, dismounting his own mother, gave the king
her horse, and placing her on the camel ran himself on foot by her side.

“ The country through which the}' fled being an entire sandy desert,

the troops began to be in the utmost distress for water. Some ran mad,
others fell down dead

;
nothing was heard but dreadful screams and

lamentations. To add, if possible, to this calamity, news arrived of the

enemy’s near approach. Hefiiayoon ordered all those who could fight to

halt, and let the women and baggage move forward. Tlie enemy not

making their appearance, the king rode on in front to see how it fared with

his family.

Night, in the meantime, coming on, the rear lost their way, and
in the morning were attacked by a party of the enemy. Shech Ali,

with about twenty brave men, resolved to sell his life dear. Having
repeated the creed of martyrdom, he rushed upon the enemy, and the

first arrow having readied the heart of the chief of the party, the rest were
by valour of this handful put to flight. The other Moguls joined in the

pursuit, and took many of their camels and horses. I'hey then continued
their march, found the king sitting by a well which he had fortunately

found, and gave him an account of their adventure,
** Marching forward the next day from this well, they were more

distressed than before, there being no water for two days' journey. On
the fourth day of their retreat they fell in with another well, which was
so deep, that the only bucket they had took a great deal of time in being

wound up, and therefore a drum was beat to give notice to the cassilas

when the bucket appeared, that they might repair by turns to drink.

The people were so impatient for the water, that as soon as the first

bucket appeared, ten or twelve of them threw themselves upon it before it

quite reached the brim of the well, by which means the rope broke, and
the bucket was lost, and several fell headlong after it. When this fatal

accident happened, the screams and lamentations of all became loud and
dreadful. Some lolling out their tongues, rolled themselves in agony on
the hot sand ,* while others, precipitating themselves into the well, met
with an immediate, and consequently an easier death. What did not the

unhappy king feel| when he saw this terrible situation of his few faithful

friends

!

** The next day, though they reached water, was not less fatal than

the former. The camels, who hadjnot tasted water, for several days, now
drank so much that the greatest partjof them died. The people, also,

after drinking, complained of an oppression of the heart, and in about

half an hour a great part of them expired. /

** A few, with the king, after this unheard-of distress, reached Amer-
cot. The raja being a humane man, took compassion on their misfor^

tunes ; he spared nothing that could alleviate their miseries, or express

his fidelity to the king.
“ At Amercot, upon Sunday the fifth of Rigib, in the year nine

hundred and forty*ninci the prince Akbar was brought forth by Hamid^
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enjoyed that prescience which, accordinjf to the initiated in the science,

is to be obtained from accurate observation :

*' And coming events cast their shadows before
for, could he, by any prophetic power, have foreseen that the cloud
whicli then shaded his fortunes, was but the precursor of glory to his
race, he would have continued his retreat from the sheltering sandhills of

Amerkote with very different sentiments from those which accompanied
his flight into Persia.

Hemayoon educated the young Akbar in the same school of,adversity
in which he had studied under Baber. Between the Persian court and
his ancient patrimony in Transoxiana, Candahar, and Cashmere, twelve
years were passed in every trial of fortune. During this short period,
India, always the prize of valour, had witnessed in succession six kings
descended from the Pathan ‘ I/ion' {Share), of whom the fast, Secimder,
was involved in the same civil broils which brought the crown to his
family. Hemayoon, then near Cashmere, no sooner observed the tide of

events set counter to his foe, than he crossed the Indus and advanced
upon Sirhind, where the Pathan soon appeared with a tumultuous array.
'I he impetuosity of young Akbar brought on a general engagement,
which the veterans deemed madness. Not so Ffemayoon, who gave the
command to his boy, whose heroism so excited all ranks, that they
despised the numbers of the enemy, and gained a glorious victory. This
was the presage of his future fame; for Akbar was then but twelve
years of age,* the same period of life at which his grandfather Baber,
maintained himself on the throne of Ferghana. Hemayoon, worthy of

sucli a son and such a sire, entered Delhi in triumph
;
but he did not long

enjoy his recovered crown. His death will appear extraordinary, accord-
ing to the erroneous estimate formed of Eastern princes:—its cause was
a fall from the terrace of his library; for, like every individual of his

race, he was not merely a patron of literature, but himself a scholar.
Were we to contrast the literary acquirements of the Chagitai princes
with those of tlieir contemporaries of Europe, the balance of lore would
be found on the sjde of the Asiatics, even tliough^ Elizabeth and
Henry IV. of France were in the scale. Amongst the princes from the
Jaxartes are historians, poets, astronomers, founders of system of govern-
ment and religion, warriors, and great captains, who claim our respeci
and admiration.

Scarcely had Akbar been seated on the throne, when Dehli and
Agra were wrested from him, and a nook of the Punjab constituted all his
empire : but by the energetic valour of the great Byram Khan, his lost

sovereignty was regained with equal rapidity, and established by the
wisdom of his Sullyf of Flindusthan on a rock. Calpee, Chandri, Callin-
ger, all Boondelkhund and Malwa, were soon attached to the empire,

Banu Begum. The king, after returning thanks to God, left his family
under the protection of Raja Rana, and, by tlie aid of that prince,

marched against Bicker/’-^Dow's Ferishta^

* A. D. 1554.

t There are excellent grounds for a parallel between Akbar and
Henry IV. and between Byram and Sully, who were, moreovcri almost
contemporaries. The haughty and upright Byram was at length goaded
from rebellion to exile, and died by assassination only four years after

AJcbar’s accession. The story is one of the most useful lessons of history* •
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and at the early agfe of eighteen Akbar assumed the uncontrolled direc-
tion of the state. He soon turned his attention towards the Rajpoots ,* and
whether it was to revenge the inhospitality of Maldeo towards his father,

he advanced against the Rathores, and stormed and took Mairtea, the
second city in Marwar. Raja Bharmul of Ambar anticipated the king,
enrolled himself and son Bhagwandas amongst his vassals, gave the

Chagitai a daughter to wife, and held his country as a fief of the empire.
But the rebellions of the Usbec nobles, and tlie attempts of the former
princes to regain their lost power, checked for a time his designs upon
Rajasthan. These matters adjusted, and the petty sovereigns in the

East (to whom the present monarch of Oude is as Alexander) subjected

to authority, he readily seized upon the provocation which the sanctuary
given to the Baz Bahadoor of Malwa and the ex-prince of Nirwur
afforded, to turn his arms against Cheetore.*

Happy the country where the sovereignty is in the laws, and where
the monarch is but the chief magistrate of the state, misiibjected to those
vicissitudes, which make the sceptre in Asia unstable as a pendulum,
kept in perpetual oscillation by the individual passions of her princes ;

where the virtues of one will exalt her to the summit of prosperity, as the

vices of a successor will plunge her into the abyss of degradation, Akbar
and Oody Sing furnish the corollary to this self-evident truth.

*

The Rana was old enough to philosophize on the use of adversity

and though the best of the “great ancients" had fallen in defence of

Cheetore, there was not wanting individuals capable of instilling just and
noble sentiments into his mind : but it was of that common character

which is formed to be controlled by others
;
and an artful and daring

concubine stepped in, to govern Oody Singh and Mewar.

Akbar was not older when he came to the thronef of Delhi than Oody
Sing when he ascended that of Mewar. Nor were his hopes much bright-

er
;
but the star which beamed upon his cradle in the desert, conducted to

his aid sjch counsellors as the magnanimous Byram, and the wise and vir-

tuous Aba! Fuzil. Yet it may be deemed hardly fair to contrast the Raj-
poot with the Mogul ; the one disciplined into an accurate knowledge of

the human nature, by experience of the mutability of fortune
; the other

cooped up from infancy in a valley of his native hills, his birth concealed,

and his education restricted4
Akbar was the real founder of the empire of the Moguls, the first

successful conqueror of Rajpoot independence : to this end his virtues were
powerful auxiliaries, as by his skill in the analysis of the mind and its

readiest stimulant to action, he was enabled to gild the chains with which

he bound them. To these they became familiarized by habit, especially

when the throne exerted its power in acts gratifying *to national vanity, or

even in ministering to the more ignoble passions. But generations of the

martial races were cut off by his sword, and lustres rolled away ere his

conquests were sufficiently confirmed to permit him to exercise the benefi-

ceiTce of his nature, and obtain by the universal acclaim of the conquered,

A.H. 975, or A.D. 1567.

j; A.D. 1555 1
both were under thirteen years of age.

J If we argue this according to a Rajpoot's notion, he will reject the

COmpromisCi and say that the son of Sanga should have evinced himself

worthy of his descent) under whatever circumstances fortune migh have
placed him.
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the proud epiihet of Jtdggat Goor, or *guardian of mankind? He was
lonjy ranked with Shabudin, Alla, and other instruments of destruction,

and with every just claim
;
and, all these, he constructed Mumba,^ for

the Koran from the altars of Ekiinfafa. Yet he finally succeeded in healingf

the wounds his ambition had inflicted
;
and received from Vnillions that

meed of praise, which no other of his race ever obtained.

The absence of the hini»ly virtues in the sovereijjn of Mewar filled to

the brim the bitter cup of her destiny. The guardian goddess of the

Seesodias had promised never to abandon the rock of her pride while a
descendant of Bappa Rawul devoted himselt to her service. In the first

assault by Alla, twelve crowned heads defended the ‘ crimson banner * to

the death. In the second, wlien conquest led by Bajazetf Jcame from the

soath, the chieftain of Deola, a noiible scion of Mewar, ' though severed

from her stem,' claimed the crown of j^lory and of martyrdom. Baton this

the third and grandest struggle, no regal victim appeared to appease the

Cybele of Cheetore, and win her to retain its ‘kangras.'J as her coronet. She
fell the charm was broken

;
the mysterious tie was severed for ever which

connected Cheetore with perpetuity of sway to the race of Ghelote.
With Oody Sing fled the fair race” which in the dead of night unsealed

the eyes of Samarsi, and told him "the glory of the Hindu was depart-

ing:"§ with him, tliat opinion, which for ages esteemed her walls the

sanctuary of the race, wliich encircled her witli a halo of glory, as

the palladium of the religion and the liberties of the Rajpoots.

To traditions such as these, history is indebted for the noblest deeds
recorded in her page ;

and in Mewar they were the covert impulse to

national glory and independence. For this the philosopher will value the

relation
;
and the philanthropist as being the germ or nucleus of resis-

tance against tyrannical domination. Enveloped in a wild fable, we see

the springs of their prejudices and their action : batter down these

adamantine walls of national opinion, and all others are but glass. The
once invincible Cheetore is now pronounced indefensible. " The abode
of regality, which "fora thousand years reared her head above all the

cities of Hindusthan," is become the refuge of wild beasts, which seek
cover in her temples; and this erst sanctified capital is now desecrated as
the dwelling of evil fortune, into which the entrance of her princes is

solemnly interdicted.

Ferishta mentions but one enterprize against Cheetore, that of its

capture; but the annals record another, when Akbar was compelled to

relinquish the undertaking. The successful defence is attributed to the
masculine courage of the Rana's concubine queen, who headed the sallies

into the heart of the Mogul camp, and on one occasion to the emperor’s
head-quarters. The imbecile Rana proclaimed that he owed his deliverance
to her

; when the chiefs, indignant at this imputation on their courage,
conspired and put her to death. Internal discord invited Akbar to re-

invest Cheetore; he had just attained his twenty-fifth year, and was desir-

* The pulpit or platform of the Islamite preachers,

f Bayazeed was the name of the Malwa sovereign ere he came to the
throne, corrupted by Europeans to Bajazet. He is always styled ** Baz
Bahador ” in the annals of Mewar.

t Battlements.

§ The last book of Chund opens with this vision.
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bUs of the rehowrt of capturing it. The site of ih6 royal Oordoa,* or camp,

.

is still pointarf out. It extended from the village of Pandowlyf along the
high road to Bussie, a distance Of ten miles. I'he head-quarters of Akbar
are yet marked by a pyramidal column of itiarbie, to which tradition hai
assigned the title of A kday ca /feivan, or 'Akbar’s lamp.^l Scarcely had
Akbar sat down before Cheetore, when the Rana was compelled (say the
annals) to quit it

;
but the necessity and his wishes were in unisoil. It

lacked not, however, brave defenders. Sahidas, at the head of a numer-
ous band of the descendants of Chonda, was at his post, * the gate of the
sun there he fell resisting the entrance of the foe, and there his altar

stands, on the brow of the rock which was moistened with his blood.
Rawut Dooda of Madaria led ** the sons of Sanga.”§ 'The feudatory
chiefs of Baidia and Kotario, descended from Prithwiraj of Delhi,—the
Pramar of Bijolli,—thejhala of Sadri,—inspired their contingents with
their brave example : these were all home chieftains. Another son of

Deola, again combatted for Cheetore, with the SonigUrra Rao of jhalore,

—Esuridas Rahtore, Kuramchand Cutchwaha,|| Sith Dooda Sadani,^
and the Tuar prince of Gwalior, were distinguished amongst the foreign
auxiliaries on this occasion.

But the names which shine brightest in this gloomy page of the
annals of Mewar, which are still held sacred by the bard and the true
Rajpoot, and immdrtalized^by Akbar’s own pen, are Jeimul of Bednore
and Ptitta of Kailwa, both of the sixteen superior vassals of Mewar,
The first was a Rahtore of the Mairtea house, the bravest of the brave
clans of Marwar

;
the other was head of the Jugawiits, another grand

shoot from Chonda. Tlje names of ‘Jeimul and Putta' are 'as household

words/ inseparable in Mewar, and will be honoured while the Rajpoot

^ Of which horde is a corruption.

f There are two villages of this name. This is on the lake called
" Mansurwur,*' on whose bank I obtained that invaluable inscription

in the nail-headed character, which settled the establishment of the

Gheloies in Cheetore, at a little more than (as Orme has remarked) one
thousand years. To the eternal regret of my Yati Guru and myself a
barbarian Brahmin servant, instead of having it copied, broke the vene-

rable column to bring the inscription of Oodipur.

{ It is as perfect as when consW-ucted, being of immense blocks of

compact white limestone, closely fitted to each other
;

its lieieht thirty feet,

the base a square of twelve, and summit four feet, to which a staircase

conducts. A huge concave vessels was then filled with fire, which served

as a night beacon to this ambulatory city, where all nations and tongues

Were assembled, or to guide the foragers. Akbar, who was ambitious of

being the founder of the new faith as well as kingdom, had tried every
creed, Jewish, Hindu, and even made some progress in the doctrines of

Christianity, and may have in turn affected those of Zerdusht, and
assuredly this pyramid possesses more of the appearance of a pyreum
than a " dewa though either would have fulfilled the purport of a
beacon.

§ The Sangawuts, not the sons of Rana Sanga, but of a chieftain of

Chonda’s kin, whose name is the patronymic of one of 'its principal sub-

divisions, of whom the chief of Deogurh is now head.

II
Of tlie Punchaenote branch.

51 One of the Shekhavai^ subdivisions*
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t-etains a shred of his inheritance or a spark of hIS ancietit I’iicolfecffdnS^

Thouf^h deprived of the stimulus which would haVe been given had their

prince been a witness of their deeds^ heroic achievements sucii as those

already recorded were conspicuous on this occasion ;
and many a fait* forni

threw the buckler over the scaif, and led the most desperate soitios.

When Saloombra* fell at the gate of the sun, the command devolved
on Putta of Kailwa. He was only sixteen : his father had fallen in the

last shocks and his mother had survived but to rear this the sole heir

of their bouse. I-ike the Spartan mother of old, she commanded him
to put on the * saffron robe,* and to die for Cheetore : but surpassing the

Grecian dame, she illustrated her precept by example ; and lest any soft

'compunctious visitintts^ for one dearer than herself might dim the lustre

of Kailwa^ she armed the young bride with a lance, with her descended
the rock, and the defenders of Cheetore saw her fall, fighting by the

Iside of her Amazonian mother. When their wives and daughters per-

formed suth deeds, the Rajpoots became reckless of life. They had
maintained a protracfed defence* but had no thoughts of surrender,

when a ball struck Jeimul, who took the lead on the fall of the kin of

Mewar. His soul revolted at the idea of ingloriously perishing by a
distant blow. He saw there was no ultimate hope of salvation, the

northern defences being entirely destroyed, and he resolved to signalize

the end of his career. The fatal johar was commanded, while eight

thousand Rajpoots ate the last ‘ beera’f together, and put on their 'saffron

robes;* the gates were thrown open, the work of destruction commenced,
and few survived 'to stain the yellow mantle' by inglorious surrender.

Akbar entered Cheetore, when thirty thousand of its inhabitants became
victims to tl»e ambitious thirst of Conquest of this ' guardian of mankind.'
All the heads of clans, both home and foreign, fell, and seventeen hun-
dred of tlie immediate kin of the prince sealed their duty to their country

with their lives. The futar chief of Gwalior appears to have been the

only One of note aVHo \Vas reserved for another day of glory. Nine
queens, five princesses (their daughters), with two infant sons, and
the families of all the chieftains not at their estates, perished in the

flames or in the assault of this ever memorable day. Their divinity had
indeed deserted tliem

;
for it was an ' Aditwar,’ the day of the sun,}: he

shed for the last time a ray of glory on Cheetore. The rock of their

strength was despoiled
;
the temples, the palaces dilapidated l and, to

complete her humiliation and his triumph, Akbar bereft her of all the

symbols of regality
;
the nakaras, § whose reverberations proclaimed, for

miles around, the entrance and exit of her princes
;

the candelabras

from the shrine of the ' great mother,* who girt Bappa Rawul with the

sword with which he conquered Cheetore
; and in mockery of her misery,

her portals, to adorn his projected capital, Akberabad.||

* The abode of the Chondwut leader. It is common to call them by
the name of their estates.

t The See/'a, or ^an, the aromatic leaf so called, enveloping spices,
terra japonica, calcined shelLIime, and pieces of the areca nut, is always
presented on taking leave.

X “ Cheit sood egarus, S. 1624,'* lith Cheit, or May, A. D. 1568.

. § Grand kettle-drums, about eight or ten feet in diameter.

I 11
The teejo saca Cheetore ra, or ' third sack of Cheetore,* was marked

by the most illiterate atrocity, for every monument spared by Alla or
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A^bat claimed Ihe honour of the death of Jeimul by his own hand;
rtfe fact is recorded by Abul Fu^il, and by the emperor Jehangir, who
conferred on the matchlock which aided fiim to this distinction the title of

Singram.* But the conqueror of Cheetore evinced a more exalted sense,

not only of the value of his conquest, but of the merits of his foes, in

^erecting statues to the names of Jeimul and Putta at the most conspicuous
entrance of his palace at Delhi

; and they retained that distinction even,,

when Bernier was in India.f

When the Carthaginian gained the battle of Cannae, he measured
his Success by the bushels of rings taken from the fingers of the eques-
trian Romans who fell in that memorable field. Akbar estimated his, by
the quantity of cordons (isinar) of distinction taken from the necks of the

Rajpoots, and seventy- four mans Jand a half { are the recorded amount.

Bayateed was defaced, which has left an indelible stain on Akbar’s name
as a lover o*f the arts, as well as of humanity. Alla's assault was com-
paratively harmless, as the care of the fortress was assijjned to a Hindu
prince

;
and Bayaieed had little time to fulfil this part of the Mosaic law,

maintained with rigid severity by tlie followers of Islamism. Besides,

at those periods, they possessed both tlie skill and the means to recon-
struct : not so after Akbar as the subsequent portion of the annals will

shew but a struggle for existence. The arts do not flourish amidst
penury ; the principle to construct cannot long survive, when the means
to execute are fled; and in the monumental works of Cheetore we can
trace the gradations of genius, its splendour and decay,

* “He (Akbar) named the matchlock with which he shot Jeimul
Stingrantf “ being one of great superiority and choice, and with which he
had slain thi;ee or “ four thousand birds and beasts/*

—

‘^ehangir-nameh.

f “ I find nothing remarkable at the entry but two great elephants of

stone, which are in the two sides of one of the gates. Upon one of them
is the statue of Jamel (jeimul), that famous raja of Cheetore, and upon,

the other Potter (Putta) his brother. These are two gallant men that,

together with their mother, who was yet braver than they, cut out so much
work for Akbar

;
and who in the sei;tes of towns which they maintained

against him, gave such extraordinary proofs of their generosity, that at

length they would rather be killed in the outfalls (sallies) with their

mother, than submit ; and for this gallantry it is, that even their enemies
thought them worthy to have these statues erected to them. These two
great elephants, together with the two resolute men sitting on them do at

the first entry into this fortress make an impression of 1 know not what
greatness and awful terror.*’

—

Letter ^written at Delhi^ July istt 1663,

from edition printed in London in 1684, in the author's possession.

Such is tne impression made on a Parisian a century after the event \

but far more powerful the charm to the author of these annals, as he

pondered on the spot where Jeimul received the fatal shot from Singram,

or placed flowers on the cenotaph that marks the fall of the son of

Chonda and the mansion of Putta, whence issued the Sepodia matron

and her daughter. Every foot of ground is hallowed by ancient recollec-

tions.

In these the reader may in some degree participate..

J The man is of four seers : the maund is forty, or seventy-fiva

pounds. Dow, calculating all the captured wealth of India by the latter^

has rendered many facts improbable.

14
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To eternize the memory of this disaster, the numerals ‘ 74^
’ are tilac, Qt

accursed. Marked on tlie banker’s letter in Rajasthan it is the strongest df

seals, for ‘the sin of the slaughter of Cheetore is thereby invoked on all

who violate a letter under the safeguard of this mysterious. nurrtber. He
would be a fastidious critic who stopped to calculate the weight of these

cordons of the Rajpoot cavaliers, probably as much over-rated as the

irt)phies of the Roman rings, which are stated at three and a half bushels-

It is for the moral impression that history deigns to note such anecdotes,

III themselves of trivial import. So long as ’74J-’ shall remain recorded,

some good will result from the calamity, and may survive when the event
which caused it, is buried in oblivion.

When Oody Sing abandoned Cheetore, he found refuge with the

Gohil in the forests of Rajpiplee. Thence he passed tq^the valley of the

Girwo in the Aravali, in tire vicinity of the retreat of liis great ancestor

Bappa, ere he conquered Cheetore, At the entrance of this valley,

several years previous to this catastrophe, he had formed the lake, still

called after him * Oody Sagur,* and he now raised a dyke between the

mountains which dammed up another mountain stream. On the cluster of

hills adjoining he raised the small palace called ‘ Nochoki,’ around which

edifices soon arose and formed a city to which he gave his own name,
Oodipur,f henceforth tlie capital of Mewar.

Four years had Oody Sing survived the loss of Cheefoie, when he
expired at Gogoonda, at the early age of forty-two

;
yet far too long for

his country’s honour and welfare. He left a numerous issue of twenty-five
legitimate sons, wliose descetidants, all styled Ranawut, pushed aside the
more ancient stock, and form that extensive clan distinctively termed the

Babast or * infants,’ of Mewar, whether Ranawuts, Poorawuts, or
Kanawuts. His last act was to entail with a barren sceptre contention
upon his children

;
for, setting aside the established laws of primogeniture,

he proclaimed his favourite son Jugmiil his successor. In Mewar there

is no interregnum : even the ceremony of matim (mourning) is held at
the house of the family priest while the palace is decked out for rejoicing.

On the full moon of the spring month of Falgoon, while his brothers and
the nobles attended the funeral pyre, Jugmul took possession of the
throne in the infant capital, Oodipur ; but even while the trumpets
sounded, and the heralds called aloud * may the king live for ever !* a
cabal was formed round the bier of his father. It will be borne in mind,
that Oody Sing espoused the Sonigurra princess

;
and the Jhs»Iore Rao,

desirous to see his sister’s son have his right, demanded of Kistna, the
* great ancient* of Mewar and the leader of the Chondawuts, how such
injustice was sanctioned by him. '* When a sick man has reached the last

extreme and asks for milk to drink, why refuse it was the reply ;—with
the addition ; “the Sonigurra *s nephew is my choice, and my stand by
Pertap.** Jugmal had just entered the Russora, and Pertap was*saddiing
for his departure, when Kawut Kistna entered, accompanied by the ex*
prince of Gwalior. Each chief took an arm of Jugmal, and with gentle
violence removed him to a seat in front of the * cushion’ he had occupied ;

^the hereditary premier remarking, ** you had made a mistake, Maharaj ;

that place belongs to your brother and girding Pertap with the sword

* * Cheetore marya ra pap ;* ra is the sign of the genitive, in the
Doric tongue of Mewar, the ca of the refined,

f Classically ' Vdya-pura* the city of the East
; from udya (onV/u)»

the point of sun<rise, as usht (west) is of the sun-set.
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(the privilegfe of this house), thrice touching the ground, hailed him king
of Mewar. All followed the example of Saloombra. Scarcely was the
ceremony over, when the young prince remarked, it was the festival of the
Ahairea, nor must ancient customs be forgotten : 'therefore to horse, and
slay a boar to Gouri,* and take the omen for the ensuing year.’’ They
slew abundance of game, and in the mimic field of war, the nobles who
surrounded the gallant Pertap anticipated happier days for Mewar.

CHAPTER XI.

Pertap succeeded to the titles and renown of an illustrious house, but
witfiout a capital, witlioiit resources, his kindred and clans disspiri-

ted by reverses : yet possessed of the noble spirit of his race, he meditated
the recoverv of Cheetore, the vindication of the honour of his house, and
the restoration of its power. Elevated with this design, he hurried into con-
flict with his powerful antagonist, nor stooped to calculate the means which
were opposed to him. Accustomed to read in his country’s annals the

splendid deeds of his forefathers, and that Cheetore had more than once
been the prison of their foes, he trusted that the revolutions of fortune

might co-operate with his own efforts to overturn the tinstable throne of

Delhi. The reasoning was as just as it was noble
; but whilst he gave a

loose to those lofty aspirations which meditated liberty to Mewar, his crafty

opponent was counteracting his views by a scheme of policy, which when
disclosed, filled his heart with anguish. The wily Mogul arrayed against

Pertap his kii^dred in faith as well as blood. I’he princes of Marwar,
Ambar, Biltaneer, and even Boondi, late his firm ally, took part with

Akbar and upheld despotism. Nay, even his own brother, Sagarji.f

deserted him, and received, as the price of his treachery, the ancient

capital of his race, and the title which that possession conferred.

But the magnitude of the peril confirmed the fortitude of Pertap, who
vowed, in the words of the bard, ‘to make his motlier’s milk resplendent

and he amply redeemed his pledge. Single-handed, for a quarter of a
century did he withstand the combined efforts of the empire

; at one time

carrying destruction into the plains, at another flying from rock to rock,

feeding his family from the fruits of his native hills and rearing the nursling

hero Umra, amidst savage beasts and scarce less savage men, a fit heir

to his prowess and revenge. The bare idea that 'the son of Bappa Rawul
should bow the head to mortal man,’ was insupportable ; and he spurned

every overture which had submission for its basis, or the degradation of

* Ceres—The Ahairea, or Muhoorut ca Sikar,

j* Sagarji held the fortress and lands Kandhar. His descendants

formed an extensive clan called Sagarawuts, who continued to hold Kan-

dhar till the time of Sowaie Jey Sing of Ambar, whose situation as one of

the great satraps of the Mogul court enabled him to wrest it from Sagar ji’s

issue, upon their refusal to intermarry with the house of Ambar; The

great Mohabet Khan, the most intrepid of Jehang[ir’s generals, was an

apostate Sagarawut. I'hey established many chieftainships in Central

India, as Omri Bhadora, Gunesgunge, Digdolli; places better known to

Sindia's officers than to the British.
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uniting' his familyjby marriage with the Tater, though lord of c<xm(fes9

multitudes.

The brilliant acts lie achieved during that period live in every valley ;

they are enshrined in the heart of every true Rajpoot, and naany are re-

corded in the annals of the conquerors. To recount them all, or relate the

hardsln'ps he sustained^ would be to pen what they would pronounce a
romance who had not traversed the country where tradition is yet eloquent

with his exploits, or conversed with the descendants of his chiefs, who
cherish a recollection of the deeds of tlieir forefathers, and melt, as they

recite them, into manly tears.*

Pertap was nobly supported ; and though wealth ahd fortune tenvpted

the fidelity of ^his chiefs, not one was found base enough to abandon him.

The sons of Jeimul shed their blood in his cause, along with the successors

of Putta—the house of Saloombra redoubled the claims of Chonda to

fidelity ;
and these five lustres of adversity are the brightest in tire che-

quered page of the history of Mewar. Nay, some chiefs, attracted by the

very desperation of hts fortunes, pressed to his standard to combat and die

with Pertap. Amongst these was the Dailwarra chief, whose devotion-

gained him the prince's Tight hand.^

To commemorate the desolation *of Cheetore, which the bardic histo-

rian represents as a ‘widow^ despoiled of the ornaments to her lovelinese,^

Pertap rnrerdrcted to himself and his successors every article of luxury or

pomp, until the irtsignia of her glory should be redeemed. The gold and
silver dishes were laid aside for paterasjf of leaves; their beds henceforth
of straWy and their beards left untouched. But in order more distinctly to

mark their fallen fortune and stimulate to its recovery, he commanded
that the martial which always sounded in the van of battle or

processions, should follow in the rear. This last sign of the depressiori of

Mewar still survives
;
the beard is yet nntouched by the shears ; and even

in the subterfuge by which the patriot king’s behest is set aside, we have
a tiibute to his memory: for though his descendant eats oflf gold and
silver, and sleeps upon a bed, he places the leaves beneath the one and
straw under the other.

Often was Pertab heard to exclaim “had Oody Sing never been, or
none intervened between him and Sanga Rana, no Toork should ever
have given laws to Rajasthan.” Hindu secrety had assumed a new form
within the century preceding ; the wrecks of dominion from the Jumrra
and Ganges had been silently growing into importance; and Anrbar and
Marwar had attained such power, that the latter single-handed coped
with the imperial Shere Shah

;
while numerous minor chieftainships were

attaining shape and strength on both sides the Chumbul. A prince of

commanding genius alone was wanting, to snatch the sceptre of dominion
from the Islamite. Such a leader they found in Sanga, who possessed

* I have climbed the rocks, crossed the streams, and ’' traversed the
plains which was the theatre of Pcrtap^s glory, and conversed with the
lineal descendants of Jermul and Putta on the deeds of their forefathers,
and many a time has the tear started in their eye at the tahs they recited.

+ The first invented drinking cup or eating vessel being made from*
the leaf {put) Of particular trees, especially the palasa (BuUa frondosa)
and hnrr (ficus religiosa)^ The cups of a beautiful brown earthenware^
made at Kotario, are chieflv pateras, of a perfectly classical shape. Q^cry
the Roman patera

^

or the Greek poief^ or Saxon pat
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every quAlily which extorts spootaneons obedience, and the soperrority of
whose birth, as well as dignity, were admitted without cavih from the
Himalaya to Rameswar.* These states bad powerful motives to obey
such a leader, in the absence of whom thetr ancient patrimony was lost f

and such they would have found renewed in Sanaa’s grandson, Pertap,
had Oody Singf not existed, or had a less gifted soverergn than Akbar
been his contemporary.

With the aid of some chiefs of judgment and experience, Pertap
remodelled his government, adapting it to the exigencies of the times and
to his slender resources. New grants were issued, with regulation defin-

ing the service required. Komulmeer, now the seat of government, was
strengthened, as well as Gogoonda and other mountain fortresses

;
and,

being unable to keep the field in the plains of Mewar, he followed the
S3^stem of his ancestors, and commanded his subjects, on pain of death,

to retire into the mountains. During the protracted contest, the fertile

tracts watered by the Bunas and the Beris, from the Aravali chain west to

the eastern table-land, was be-cheragh^* without a lamp.'

Many tales are related of the unrelenting severity with which Pertap
enforced obedience to this stern policy. Frequently, with a few horse, he
issued forth to see that his commands were obeyed. The silence of the
desert prevailed in the plains

;
grass had usurped the place of the wav-

ing corn : the highways were chocked with the thorny babool,t and beasts
of prey made their abode in the habitation of his subjects. In the midst
of this desolation, a single goatherd, trusting to elude observation, dis-

obeyed his prince's injunction, and pastured his fiock in the luxuriant

meadows of Ontalla, on the banks of the Bunas. After a few questions,

he was killed and hung up tn terrorem. By such patriotic severity,

Pertap rendered ‘ the garden of Rajasthan' of no value to the conqueror,
and the commerce already established between the Mogul court and
Europe, conveyed through Mewar from Sucat and other ports, was inter-

cepted anci plundered.

Akbar took the field against the Rajpoot prince, establishing his head-
quarters at Ajmeer. This celebrated fortress, destined ultimately to be
one of the twenty-two soubahs of his empire and an imperial residence,

had admitted for some lime a royal garrison. Maldeo of Marwar, who
had so ably opposed the usurper Shere Shah, was compelled to follow the

example of his brother prince, Bagwandas of Ambar, and to place him-
self at the footstool of Akbar: only two years subsequent to Pertap'd

accession, after a brave but fruitless resistance in Mairta and Jodhpur,
he sent his son, Oody Sing, to pay homage to the king.J Akbar received

him at Nagore, on his route to Ajmeer, on which occasion the Raos of

Mundore were made Rajas; and as the heir of Marwar was of uncom-
mon bulk, the title by which he was afterwards known in Rajasthan was
* Moota Rajah, '$ and henceforth the descendants of the kings of Canouj
had the ' nghlj hand* of the emperor of the Moguls. But the Rahtore
was greater in his native pride than with all the accessiwi of dignity or

power which accrued on his sacrifice of Rajpoot principles. Oody * le gros'

was the first of his race who gave a daughter in marriage to a Tatar*

^
^

^ The bridge of Ram, the southern point of the peninsula*

t Mimosa Afabica. J A. H. 977, A. D, 1569.

$ There is less, euphony in the English than in the French designa^

tion, Oody “ le Cm*"
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The bribe for which he bartered his honour was splendid
;

for four pro*

vinces* yielding 200,000 of annual revenue, were given in exchange
for Jod Bae,f at once doubling the fisc of Marwar. With such examples
as Ambar and Marwar, and with less power to resist the temptation, the

minor chiefs of Rajasthan, with a brave and numerous vassalage, were
transformed into satraps of Delhi, and the importance of most of them
was increased by the change. Truly did the Mogul historian designate
them * at once the props and the ornaments of the throne.’

But these were fearful odds against Pertap ; the arms of his country**

men thus turned upon him, derived additional weight from their self-

degradation, which kindled into jealousy and hatred against the magnani-
mous resolution they wanted the virtue to imitate. When Hindu pre-

judice was thus violated by every prince in Rajasthan, (that of Boodi
alone excepted,J the Rana renounced all alliance with those who were thus

degraded
;
and in order to carry on the line, he sought out and incorpo-

rated with the first class of nobles of his own kin, the descendants of the

ancient princes of Delhi, of Puttun, of Marwar, and of Dhar, To the

eternal honour of Pertap and his issue be if told, that to the very close of

the monarchy of the Moguls, they not only refused such alliance with the

throne, but even with their brother princes of Marwar and Ambar. It is

a proud triumph of virtue to record from the autograph letters of the

most powerful of their princes, Bukhet Sing and Jey Sing that whilst they

had risen to greatness from the surrender of principle, as 'Mewar had
decayed from her adherence to it, they should, even while basking in court

favour, solicit, and that humbly, to be re-admitted to the honour of matri-

monial intercourse— ‘ to be purified,’ * to be regenerated,' * to be made
Rajpoots —and that this was granted only on condition of their adjuring
the contaminating practice which had disunited them for more than a
century; with the additional stipulation, that the issue of marriage with the

house of Mewar should be the heirs to those they entered
;
conditiorts

which the decline of the empire prevented from being broken.

An anecdote illustrative of the settled repugnance of this noble family

to sully the purity of its blood may here be related, as its result had a
material influence on its subsequent condition. Raja Maun, who had
succeeded to the throne of Ambar, was the most celebrated of his race,

and from him may be dated the rise of his country. This prince exempli-

fied the wisdom of that policy which Baber adopted to strengthen his con-

quest ;
that of connecting his family by lies of marriage with the Hindus.

It has been already related that Hemayoon espoused a daughter of

Bagwandas, consequently Raja Maun was brother-in-law to Akbar. His
courage and talents well seconded this natural advantage, and he became
the most conspicuous of all the generals of the empire. To him Akbar was
indebted for half his triumphs. Fhe Cutchwaha bards find a delightful

theme in recounting his exploits, from the snow-dad Caucasus to the

Godwar, Rs. 9,00,000; Oojein, 2,49,914; Debafpur, i, 82,500;

Budnawur, 2,50,000.

f The magnificient tomb of Jod Bae, the mother of Shah Jehan, is

at Secundra, near Agra, and not far from that in which Akbar's remains

are deposited.

} The causes of exemption are curious, and are preserved in a re-

gular treaty with the emperor, a copy of which the author possesses

which will be given in
*
the Annals of Boondi.’ *
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shore of the ^golden Chersonese.** Let the eye embrace these extremes
of his conquests, Cabut and the Paropamisan of Alexander, and Arracan
(a name now well known) on the Indian ncean

;
the former re-united, the

latter subjugated, to the empire by a Rajpoot prince and a Rajpoot army,
But Akbar knew the master-key to Hindu feeling, and by his skill over-
came prejudices deemed insurmountable, and many are the tales yet told

of their blind devotion to their favourite emperor.

Raja Maun was returning from the conquest of Sliolapur to Hindus-
than when he invited himself to an interview with Pertap, then at Komul-
meer, who advanced to the Oody-Sagur to receive him. On the mound
Which embanks this lake a feast was prepared for the prince of Ambar,
The board was spread, the Raja summoned, and prince Umra appointed
to wait upon him

;
but no Rana appeared, for whose absence apologies

alleging head-ache were urged by his son, with the request that Raja
Maun would wave all ceremony, receive his welcome, and commence,
'fhe prince in a tone at once dignified and respectful, replied :

“ fell the
Rana I can divine the cause of his head-ache

;
but the error is irremedi-

able, and if he refuses to put a plate (kkansa) before me, who will ?’*

Further subterfuge was useless. The Rana expressed liis regret
;

but
added, that ^'he could not eat with a Rajpoot who gave his sister to a
Toork, and who probably ale with him,** Raja Maun was unwise to have
risked this disgrace : and if the invitation went from Pertap, the insult

was ungenerous as well as impolitic
; but of this he is acquitted. Raja

Maun left the feast untouched, save the few grains of rice he offered to

Vndeva,\ which he placed in his turban, observing as he withdrew ; “it

wa.s for the preservation of your honour that we sacrificed our own, and
gave our sister^ and our daughters to the Toork

;
but abide in peril, if

such be your resolve, for this country shall not hold you ;'* and mounting
his horse he turned to the Rana, who appeared at tliis abrupt termination

of his visit, if I do not humble your pride, my name is not Maun :*' ta

which Pertap replied, “ he should always be happy to meet him ;** while

some one in less dignified terms, desired he would not forget to bring his

*Phoopa* Akbar. The ground was deemed impure where the feast was
Spread ; it was broken up and lustraied with the water of the Ganges, and
the chiefs who witnessed the humiliation of one they deemed apostate,

bathed and changed their vestments, as if pollutted by his presence.

Every act WasReported to the emperor, who was exasperated at the insult

thus ofif<ireditd himself| and who justly dreaded the revival of those pre-

jud&res he^had hop^ were vanquished
; and it hastened the first of those

* When Raja Maun was commanded to reduce the revolted province

of Cali^ulL he hesitated ,to cross the Indus, the Rubicon of the Hindu, and
whffcb teriTj, or * the barrier,' as being the limit between their

faith artd t^e ^ hitrbarian/ On the Hindu Prince assigning this as his

relasdn’^ . leading the Rajputs to the snowy Caiisasus, the accom-

plistifii AkbiirLSent in the dialect of Kajasdian ;

ca “The whole earth is of God,

J

isifilt^tt#^ In which he has placed the Uttuc.

hi hy The mind that admits impediments
iSSic'M Will also find an Uttuc.*'

ThU debate fewijj^j^e^decrwhen stronger language would have failed,

f I'he Hinduk^l^d the Greeks and other nations of antiquity,

aWays madaftlleririi^ihc first portion of each meal to the gods, Un«
deva, The godlf«w5/
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?5an^uinary battles whrcb have immortalised the tiftitie b( Pertap : rtof 'will

Huldi^hat be |forg‘otien while a Seesodia occupies Mewar, or a bard sur-

vives to relate the tale.*

Prince Selim, the heir of Delhi, led the war, guided by tfie councils ol

Raja Maun and the distinguished apostate son of Sagurji, Mohabet Khan.
Pertap trusted to his native hills and the valour of twenty-two thousand

Rajpoots to withstand the son of Akbar. The divisions of the royal army
encountered little opposition at the exterior defiles by which they penetra*^

ted the western side ofj the Aravali, concentrating as they approached the

chief pass which conducted to the vulnerable part of this intricate

country.

The range to which Pertap was restricted was the mountainous region

around though chiefly to the west of the new capital. From nprtn to

south, Komulmeer to Kicumnath, about eighty miles in length
;

and in

breadth from Meerpur west to Satolla east, about the same. The whole

of this space is mountain and forest, valley and stream. The approaches

to the capital from every point to the north, west, and south, are so

narrow as to merit the term of deflle
;
on each side lofty perpendicular

rocks, with scarcely breadth for two carriages abreast, across which are

those ramparts of nature termed Col in the mountain scenery of Europe,

which occasionally open into spaces sufficiently capacious to encamp a
large force. Such was the plain of Huldighat, at the base of a neck of

mountain which shut up the valley and rendered it almost inaccessible.^

Above and below the Rajpoots were posted, and on the cliffs and pin

nacles overlooking the held of battle, the faithful aborigines, the Bhi I,

with his natural weapon the bow and arrow, and huge stones ready to roll

upon the combatant ene«ny.

At this pass Pertap was posted with the flower of Mewar, and
glorious was the struggle for its maintenance. Clan after clan followed

with desperate intrepidity, emulating the daring of their prince, who
led the crimson banner into the hottest part of the fleld. In vain he
strained every nerve* to encounter Raja Maun

;
but though dented the

luxury of revenge on his Rajpoot foe, he made good a passage to where
Selim commanded. His guards fell before Pertap, and but for the

steel plates which defended his howda, (the lance of the Rajpoot would
have deprived Akbar of his heir. His steed, the gallant Chytuc, nobly
seconded his lord, and is represented in all the historical drawings of

this battle with one foot raised upon the elephant of the Mogul, wldle
his rider has his lance propelled against his foe. The conductor^ liestU

tute of the means of defence, was slain, when the infuriated animali
now without control, carried off Selim. On this isppc the carfiag4 was
immense; the Moguls eager to defend Selim

;
the heroes trf nffwar

to second their prince, who had already received seven wounds,f Mai^ked
by the royaPumbreila,’ which he would not lay and Wh^h
iected tbe might of the enemy against him, Pertap was thrte# rtip&ued
from amidst the foe, and was at length nearly;: nvtlN^hel|n^
Jhala chief gave a signal instance of fidelity,

* Whoever has travelled through the
the Oberland Bernois, requires no description^pf

Col de Balrnty in the vale of Chamouni, is, on a
ghat of Mewar.

t Three from the spear, one shot, and three by^|||
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iVf less of Lis rVvn life. Manah seized upon the insignia of Mewar, and
tearing the ‘ gold sun* over his own head, made good his way to an
intricate position, drawing after him the brunt of the battle, while his

J
rince was forced from the field. With all his brave vassals the noble
tiala fell

;
and in remembrance of the deed his descendants ha^e, since

the day of Huldighat, borne the regal ensigns of Mewar, and enjoyed
'the right-hand of her princes.’* But this desperate valour was un-
availing against such a force, with a numerous field artillery and a
dromedary crops mounting swivels

;
and of twenty-two thousand Raj-

poots assembled on that day for the defence of Huldighat, only eight
thousand (quitted the field alive.

Pertap, unattended, fled on the gallant Chytuc, who had borne him
through the day, and who saved him now by leaping a mountain stream
when closely pursued by two Mogul chiefs, whom this impediment
momentarily checked. But Chytuc, like his master, was wounded

;
his

pursuers gained upon Pertap, and the flash from the flinty rock announ-
ced them at his heels, when, in the broad accents of his native tongue,
the salutation ho ! nila ghora ra aswar ‘ ho ! rider of the blue horse,*

made him look back, and he beheld but a single horseman : that horseman
his brother.

Sukta, whose personal enmity to Pertap had made him a traitor to

Mewar, beheld from the ranks of Akbar the ‘blue horse’ flying unat-
tended. Resentment was extinguished, and a feeling of afltection,

mingling with sad and humiliating recollections, took possession of his

bosom. He joined in the pursuit, but only to slay the pursuers who fell

beneath his lance; and now, for the first time in their lives, the brothers
embraced in friendship. Here Chytuc fell, and as the Rana unbuckled
his caparison to place it upon Onkarro, presented to him by his brother,

the noble steed expired. An altar was raised, and yet marks the spot

where Chytucf died
;
and the entire scene may be seen painted on the

walls of half the houses of the capital.

The greeting between the brothers was necessarily short; but the

merry Sukta, who was attacked to Selim’s personal force, could not let

it pass without a joke
;
and inquiring “ how a man felt when flying for

his life?” he quitted Pertap with the assuarance of reunion at the first

safe opportunity. On rejoining Selim, the truth ^of Sukta was greatly

doubted when he related that Pertap had not only slain his pursuers,

but his own steed, which obliged him >.to return on that of the Kliorasani.

Prince Selim pledged his word to pardon him if he related the truth
;

when Sukta replied, “ the burthen of a kingdom is on my brother’s

shoulders, nor could 1 witness his danger without defending him from it.’*

Selim kept his’.word, but dismissed the future head of the Suktawuts.

Determined to make a suitable ‘nuzzur’ on his introduction, he redeemed
Phynsrorbjr a coup de main, and joined Pertap at Oodipur, who made
him a grant of the conquest, which long remained the chief abode of

the Suktawuts and since the day when this, their founder, preserved

The descendants of Manah yet hold Sadri and all the privileges

obtained on this occasion* Their Kettle-drums beat to the gate jof the

palace, a privilege allowed to none besides, and they^are addres^d by
the title of Raj, or royal.

f Chytuc ca Chabootra, is near to Jarrole.

X The mother of Sukta was the Bae^ji Raj, ' Royal Mother* (Queen

15
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the life of his brother and prince ajyainst his Mog^ul pursuers, the byrd o(

the bfird to all of his race is Khorasani Mooltani ca Aggul^ ‘ the barrier

to Khorasan and Mooltan,’ from which countries were the chiefs he slew.

On the 7th of Savvun, S. 1632 (July A.D. ^ ®ver

memorable in her annals, the best blood of Mewar irrigated the pass of

Hnidighat. Of the nearest kin of the prince five hundred were slain:

the exiled prince of Gwalior, Rainsah, his son Khandirao, with three

hniuhed and fifty of his brave Tnar clan, paid the debt of gratitude with

their lives. Since their expulsion by Baber they had found sanctiiary in

Mewar, whose princes diminished their feeble revenues to maintain

inviolable the rites of hospitality.^ Manah, the devoted Jliala, lost one

hundred and fifty of his vassals, and every house of Mewar mourned its

chief support.

Elate with victory, Selim left the hills. The rainy season had set in,

which impeded operatiotis, and obtained for Peitap a few months of

repose
;
but witli the spring the foe returned, when lie was again defeatedf

and took post in Komulmeer, which w'as invested by the Koka, Shabaz

Khan. He here made a gallant and protracted resistance, and did not

retire till insects rendered the water of the ‘ Nogun ’ well, theii sole

resource, impure. To the treachery of the Deora cliief of Aboo, who was

now with Akbar, this deed is imputed. Pertap thence withdrew to

Chaond,j; while Bhan, the Sonigurra chief, defended the place to the last,

and was slain in the assault. On this occasion also fell the chief bard

of Mewar, who inspired by his deeds, .ns well as by his song, the spirit

of resistance to the ‘ruthless king,' and whose laudatory couplets on the

deeds of his lord are still in every mouth. But the spirit of poesy died not

with him, for princes and nobles, Hindu and Toork, vied with each other

in exaltifig the patriot Pertap, in strains replete with those sentiments

which elevated the mind of the martial Rajpoot, who is inflamed into

action by this national excitement.

On the fall of Komnlmeer, the castles of Dhurmeti and Gogoonda

were invested by Raja Maun. M^habet Khan took pos^^ession of Oodi-

pur
;
and while a prince of the blood§ cut off the resources furnished by

the inhabitants of Oguna Panora, Klian Ferid invaded Chuppun, and

approached Chaond from the south. Thus beset on every side, dislodged

from the most secret retreats, and hunted from glen to glen, there

appeared no hope for Pertap : yet, even while his pursuers deemed him

panting in some obscure lurking-place, he would by mountain signals

reassemble his bands, and assail them unawares and often unguarded.

By a skilful manceuver, Ferid, who dreamed of nothing less than making

the Rajpoot prince his prisoner, was blocked up in a defile and his force

Dowager) of Mewar. She loved this son, and left Oodipur to superin-

tend his household at Bliynsror : since which renunciation of rank to

affection, the mothers of the senior branch of Suktawut are addressed
* Bae-ji Raj.'

* 800 rupees, or 100 daily, is the sum recorded for the suppor of

this prince.

f The date of this battle is Maug Sood 7, S. 1633, A.D. 1577.

{ A town in the heart of the mountainous track on the south-west of

Mewar, called Chuppun, containing about three hundred and fifty towns

and villages, peopled chiefly by the aboriginal Bhils.

Called Ami Shah in ihe Annals.
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cnt nff to a man. Unaccnstomed to such welfare, the mercenary Moghuls
heciine di^jgusted in combating a foe seldom tangible

;
while the mon-

soon swell(;d the mountain streams, filling the reservoirs with mineral
poisons and the air with pestilential exhalation. The periodicial rains
accordingly always brought some respite to Pertap.

Years thus rolled away, each ending with a diminution of fiis means
and an increase to his his misfortunes. His family was his chief source
of anxiety : lie dreaded their captivity, an apprehension often on the
point of being realised. On one occasion they were saved by the faithful

Bhils of Cavah, wiio carried them in wicker baskets an concealed them
in the tin mines of Jawura, where they guarded and fed them. Bolts and
rings are still preserved in the trees about Jawura and Chaond, to which
basicets were suspended, the only cradles of the royal children of Mewar,
in order to preserve thorn from the tiger and the wolf. Yet amidst suc.h

complicated evils the fortitude of Pertap remained unshaken, and a spy
sent by Akbar represented the Rajpoot and his cliiefs seated at a scatny
meal, maintaining all the etiquette observed in prosperity, the Rana bes-
towing the doonah to the most deserving, and which, though only of tlie

wild fruit of the country, was rccieved with all the reverence of better days.
Such inflexible magnanimitv, touched the soul of Akbar, and extorted
the homage of every chief in Rajasthan

;
nor could those who swelled the

gorgeous train of the emperor withhold their admiration. Nay, these

annals have preserved some stanzas addressed by the Khankhanan, the
first of the satraps of Dellii, to the noble Rajpoot, in his native tongue,

applauding liis rvalour and stimulating his perseverance : '*all is unstable

in this world : land and wealth will disappear, but the virtue of a great

name lives for ever. Ft t abandoned wealth and land, but never bowed
the head : alone, of all the princes of Hind, he preserved the honour of

his race.”

But there were moments when the wants of those dearer than his own
life almost excited him to frenzy, 'fhe wife of his bosom was insecure,

even in the rock or the cave
;
and his infants, heirs to every luxurv,

were weeping around him for food : for with such pertinacity did the

Mogul myrmidons pursue them, tliat “ five meals have been prepared and
abandoned for want of oppoitunity to eat them. On one occasion liis

queen and his son's wife were prepai ing a few cakes from the flour of the

meadow grass,J of which one was given to each ; half for the present, the

rest for a future meal, Pertap was stretched beside them pondering on his

misfortunes, when a piercing cry from his daughter roused him from reflec-

tion ; a jwild cat had darted on the reserved portion of food and the agony
of hunger made her shrieks insupportable. Until that moment his forti-

tude had been unsubdued. He had beheld his sons and his kindred fall

around him on the field without emotion—“for this the Rajpoot was
horn,” but the larr*entation of his children for food “unmanned him.” He
cursed the name of royalty, if only to be enjoyed on such conditions,

and he demanded of Akbar a mitigation of his hardships.

Overjoyed at this indication of submission, the emperor commanded
public rejoicings, and exultingly shewed the letter to Prithwi Raj, a
Rajpoot compelled to follow the victorious car of Akbar. Prithwi Raj,

was the younger brother of the prince of Bikaneer,. a state recently

A colloquial contraction for Pertap.

t Called MqL
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jrrown out of the Rahtores of Marwar, and which, beinqr exposed in the
flats of the desert, had no power to,resist the example of its elder, Maldeo*
Prithwi Raj was one of the most fjallant chieftains of th^ aj?e, and like

the Troubadour princes of the west, could grace a cause with the soul-

inspiring effusions of the muse, *as well as aid it with his sword : nay, in

an assembly of the bards of Rajasthan, the palm of merit was unanim-
ously awarded to the Rahtore cavalier. He adored the very name of

Pertap, and the intelligence filled him with grief. With all the warmth
and frankness of his nature, he told the king it was a forgery of some
foe to the fame of the Rajpoot prince. “I know him well,*' said he :

for your crown he would not submit to your terms." He requested and
obtained permission from the king to transmit by his courier a letter ta

Pertap, ostensibly to ascertain the fact of his submission, but really with

the view to prevent it. On this occasion he composed those couplets, still

admired, and which for the effect they produced will stand comparisoi>

with any of the sirventes of the Troubadours of the west.*

“The hopes of the Hindu rest on the Hindu; yet the Rana forsakes

them. But for Pertap, all would be placed on the same level by Akbar f

for our chiefs have lost their valour and our females their honor. Akbar
is the broker in the market of our race : all has he purchased but the son

of “ Oodoh
;
he is beyond his price. What true Rajpoot would part with

honour for nine days (Noroza) : yet how many have bartered it away T

Will Cheetore come to this market, when all have disposed of the chief

article of the Kheiri ? 'Fhough Fiilto has squandered away wealth, yet

this treasure has he preserved. Despair has driven many to this mart, to

witness their dishonour: from such infamy the descendant of Hamir
alone has been preserved. The world asks, whence the concealed aid of

Pertap ? None but the soul of manliness and his sword : with it, well has

he maintained the Khetri's pride. This broker in the market of men will

one day be overreached
;
he cannot live for ever : then will our race

come to Pertap, for the seed of cbe Rajpoot to sow in our desolate lands*

To him all look for its preservation, that its purity may again become
resplendent.*^

This effusion of the Rahtore was equal to ten thousand men ;
it

nerved the drooping mind of Pertan, and roused him into action ; for it

was a noble incentive to find every eye of his race fixed upon him.

The allusion of the princely poet in the phrase, “ bartering their

honour on the ‘Noro^a’," requires some explanation. 'Vh^ Noroza^ or New
Year’s Day, when the sun enters Aries, is one of great festivity among the

Mahomedan prince of the East; but of that allued to by Prithwi Raj we
can form an adequate idea from the historian Abul Fuzil.

It is not New Year’s Day, but a festival especially instituted by
Akbar, and to which he gave the epithet Khooshroe^ ‘day of pleasure,’

hri 1 on the ninth day (no^roza), following the cheif festival of each month.
The court assembled, and was attended by all ranks.. The queen also had
her court, when the wives of the nobles and of the vassal princes
were congregated. But the Khooshroz was chiefly marked by a fair held
within the precincts of the court, attended' only by females. The mer*
chants’ wives exposed the manufactures of every *clime, and the ladies

* It is no affectation to say that the spirit evaporates in the lame-
ness of the translation. The author could feel the force, though he failed

to imitate the strength, of the orignal.
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of the court were the purchasers * His majesty is also there in disgfuise

by wliich means he learns the value of merchandize, and hears what is

said of the state of the empire and the character of the officers of jyovern-

ment.” The ingenuous Abul Fuztl thus softens down the unhallowed
purpose of this day

;
but posterity cannot admit that the great Akbar was

to obtain these results amidst the Pushto jargon of the dames of Islam, or
the mixed Bhaka of the fair of Rajasthan. These ‘ninth day fairs^ are the
markets in which Rajpoot honour was bartered, and to which the brave
Prithwi Raj makes allusion.

It is scarcely to be credited that a statesman like Akbar should have
hazarded his popularity or his power, by the introduction of a custom
alike appertaining to the CelticVaces of Europe as to these the Goths of

Asia,t and that he should seek to degrade those whom the chances of war

* At these royal fairs were also sold the productions of princely

artizans, male and female and which, out of compliment to majesty, made
a bounteous return for their industry. It is a fact but little known, that

most Asiatic princes profess a trade: the great A rungzebe was a cap-
maker, and sold them to such advantage on these ‘ninth day fairs,' that

his funeral expenses were by his own express command defrayed from
the privy purse, the accumulation of his personal labour. A delightful

anecdote is recorded of the Ghiiji king Mahmood, whose profession was
literary, and who obtained good prices from his Omrahs for his specie
mens of caligraphy. While engaged in transcribing one of the Persian

poets, a professed scholar, who with others attended the conversazione^
suggested an emendation, which was instantly attended to, and the
supposed error remedied. When the Moolah was gone, the monarch
erased the emendation and re- inserted the passage. An Omrah had
observed and questioned the actions, to which the king replied :

“ it was
better to make a blot in the manuscript than wound the vanity of a
humble scholar,"

f This laxity, as regards female delicacy, must have been a remnant
of Scythic barbarism, brought from the banks of the Jaxartes, the land of

the Gete, where now, as in the days of Tomyris, a shoe at the door is a
sufficient barrier to the entrance of many Tatar husbands. It is a well-

known fact, also, that the younger son in these regions inherited a greater
share than the elder, which is attributed to their pastoral habits, which
invited early emigration in the elder sons. This habit prevailed with the

Rajpoot tribes of very early times, and the annals of the Yadus, a race

allied to the Yuti-Gete, or jit, afford many instances of it. Modified it

yet exists amongst the Jarejas (of the same stock) with whom the sons

divided equally
;
which custom was transmitted to Europe by these Getic

hordes and brought into England by the brothers, who founded the

kingdom of Kent, (a) where it is yet known as Gavelkind. In English

law it is termed English. In Scotland it existed in barbarous

times, analogous to those when the Noroza was sanctioned ;
and the lord

of the manor had privileges which rendered it more than doubtful whether

the firstborn was natural heir ; hence, the youngest was the heir. So in

France, in ancient times; and though the no Jonger

exists, the term sufficiently denotes the extent of privilege, in comparison

w*th which the other rights of * Nocages' the seigneur's feeding his grey-
hounds with which the blushes with ribald songs, were innocent.

(a) Canihif a coast in Gothic and Sanscrit.
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Lad made In’s vassals, by conduct so nefarieiis and repu(2fnant to the keen-
ly cherishe<i feelinjjs of the Rajpoot. Yet there is not a shadow of doubt
that many of the noblest of the race were dishonoured on the ' Noroza
and the chivalrous Prirhwi Raj was only preserved from ‘beinjr of the

number by the hi^h courag^e and virtue of his wife, a prificess of Mewar,
and daug^hter of the founder of the S«il<tawuts. On one of tluise Cftleljra-

tions of the Khooshroz, the monarch of the Moguls was struck wirl» the

beauty of the daughter of Mewar, and he sinpjled f)er out from a/ni^sL the

united fair of Hind as the objf*ct of his passion. It is not impn^hable
that an ungenerous feeling united with that already impure, to dispoil the

Seesodias of their hotiour, through a princess of their lionse under the

protection of the sovereign. On retiring from the fair, she found herself

entangled amidst the labyrinth of ap.qrtments by vvhich egrees was pur-
posely ordained, when Akbar stood before her: but instead of aquiescence,

she drew a poniard from her corset, and held it to his breast, dictating

and making him repeat, the oath of renuncihlion of the infamy to all her

race. The anecdote is accompanied in the oritfinai with tnanv dramatic
circumstances, d'he gtiardian goddess of Mewar, ttie terrific ^Mafa,’

appears on her tiger ii^ the siibterrane.an passage of this palace of

lion, to strengthen her mind by a solemn denunciation, and iier hand
with a weapon to protect her honour. Rae Siftg, the elder brother of ihe

princely bard, had not been so fortunate; his wife wanted either courage oi

virtue to withstand the regal tempter, and she rtituraed to their dwelling

in the desert despoiled of her chastity, but loaded with jewels; or as

Prithwi Raj expresses it ;
“ she returned to her abode, tramping to the

tinkling sound of the ornaments of gold and gems on her persons
;
but

where, brother, is the moustach on thy lip?"

It is time to return to the Ararafi, and to the p.itnot prince Pertap,

Uuable to stem the torrent, he had formed a resolm ion worthy of his

character
;
he determined to abandon Mewar and the blood-stained

Cheetore (no longer the stay of his race), and to lead his Seesodias to the

Indus, plant ‘ the crimson f)anner’ on the insular capital of the Sogdi, and
leave a desert between fiitn and Ins iturxorable foe. With his family, and
all that was yet noble in Mew.ar, his chiefs and vassals a firm and intrepid

band, who preferred exile to <legradaiion, he descended the Aravali, and
had reached the confines of the desert, wlien an incident occurred which
made him change his measures, and still remain a dweller in the land of

his forefathers. If tiie historic annals of Mewar record acts of un-
exampled severity, they are not without instancess of unparalleled

devotion. Fhe minister of Pertap. whose ancestors had for ages held

the office, placed at his prince’s disposal their accumulated wealth, which,

with other resources, is stated to h;»ve been equivalent to the maintenance

of twenty-five thousand men for fwtilve years. The name of Rhama
Sah is preserved as the saviour of Mewar. With this splendid proof of

gratitude, and the sirvente of Prithwi Raj as incitements, he again

“screwed his courage to the sticking- place," collected his bauds, and
while his foes imagined that he was endeavouring to effect a retreat

through the desert, suprised .Shabaz in his camp at Deweir, whose troops

were cut in pieces. The fugitives were pursued to Amait, the garrison of

which shared the same fate. Ere they could recover from i heir conster-

natioij, Karnulrneer was assaulted and taken
; Abdoola and his garrison

were *p^t to the sword, and thirty- two fortified posts in like manner
carried by surprise, the troops being put to death without mercy. To

* The loss of this is the si^n of mourn
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Use, tlie words o( the annals: Pertap made a desert of Mewar
;
he

made an offerin|> to the sword of wluitever dwelt in its plains" an appal-
linij but indispensable sacrifice. In one slmrt campait^n (S. 1636, A. D.
1580), he had recovered all Mewar, except Cheetore, Ajnieer, and Man-
del^urh

;
and determining to have a slight ovation in return for the

triumph Raja Maun had enjoyed (wlio had fulfilled to the letter his threat,
that Pertap should “ live in peril,") he invaded Ambar, and sacked its

chief mart of commerce, Malpura.

Oodipur was also retJained
;
though this acquisition was so unimpor-

tant as scarcely to merit retnark. In all likeliliood it was abandoned
from the difficulty of defending it, when all around had submitted to

Pertap
;
though the annals ascribe it to a generous sentiment of Akbar,

prompted by the great Kljankhana, whose mind appears to have been
captivated by the actions of the Rajpoot prince. An anecdote is ap-
pended to account for Akbar’s relaxation of severity, but it is of loo

romantic a nature even for this part of their annals. Pertap was in-

debted to a combination of causes for the repose he enjoyed during the

latter years of his life
;
and though this may be ascribed principally to

the new fields of ambition which occupied the Mogul arms, we are

authorised also to admit the full weight of the influence that the conduct
of the Hitidu prince exerted upon Akbar, together with the general

sympathy of his fellow princes, who swelled the train of the conqueror,
and who were too powerful to be regarded with indifference.

Repose was, however, no boon to the noblest of his race. A mind
like Pertap’s could enjoy no tranquillity, while from the summit of the

pass which guarded Oodipur, his eye embraced the Kangras of Cheetore,
to which he must ever be a stranger. To a soul like his, burning for

the redemption of the glory of his race, the mercy thus shewn him, in

placing a limit to his hopes, was more difficult of endurance than the
pangs of fabled rantalus. Imagine the warrior, yet in manhood's prime,

broken witli falitfues and covered with scars, f?om amidst the fragments
of basaltic ruin^ (fit emblem of his own condition !), casting a wistfu!

eye to the roc'< stained with the blood of his fathers
;
whilst in the ‘ dark

chamber’ of his mind the scenes of glory enacted there appeared with

unearthly lustre. First, the youthful Bappa, on whose head was the

‘nior he had won from the Mori the warlike Samarsi, arming for the

last day of Rajpoot independence, to die with Prithwi Raj on the banks
of the Caggar; again, descending the steep of Cheetore, the twelve

sons of Ursi, the crimson banner floating around each, while from the

* Tliese mountains are of granite and close-grained quartz; but
on I he summit of the p^ss there is a massvof columnar rocks, which,

though the author never examined them very closelv, he has little

hesitatioi^ iu calling basaltic. Were it permitted to intrude his own
feelings on his reader, he would say, he never passed the portals of

Dubari, which close the pass leading from Cheetore to Oodipur, without

throwing his eye on this fantastic pinnacle and imagining the picture

he has drawn. Whoever, in rambling through the ‘eternal city,' has had
his sympathy awakened in beholding at the Porta Salaria the stone seat

where the conqueror of the Persians and the Goths, the blind Belisarius,

begged his daily dole,—or pondered at the unscuiptured tomb of Napo-
leon upon the vicissitudes of greatness, will appreciate the feeling of

one who, in sentiment, had identified himself with the Rajpoots, of whom
Pertap was justly the model.
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embattled rock the g^uardian goddess looked down on the carriage wltldH

secured a perpetuity of sway. Again, in all the pomp of sacrifice, tli^

Deola chief, Jeimul and Putta ; and like the Pallas of Rajasthan, the

Chondawut dame, leading her daughter into the ranks of destruction :

examples for their sons' and husbands' imitation. At length clouds of

darkness dimmed the walls of Cheetore : from her battlements ‘ Kangra
Ranee’* had fled

;
the tints of dishonour began to blend with the visions

of glory
; and lo ! Oody Sing appeared flying from the rock to wliich

the honour of his house was united. Aghast at the picture his fancy had
portrayed, imagine him turning to the contemplation of his own desolate

condition, indebted for a cessation of persecution to the most revolting

sentiment that can assail an heroic mind—compassion
;
compared with

which scorn Is endur;*ble. contempt even enviable : these he could retaliate;

but for the high*minded, the generous Rajpoot, to be the object of that

sickly sentiment, pity, was more oppressive than the arms of his foe.

A premature decay assailed the pride of Rajasthan
;
a mind diseased

preyed on an exhausted frame, and prostrated him in the very summer of

Ills days. The last moments of Pertap were an appropriate commentary
on his life, which he terminated, like the Carthaginian, swearing his sue*

cessor to eternal conflict against his foes of his country’s independence.

But the Rajpoot prince had not the same joyful assurance that inspired the

Numidian Hamilcar
;

for his end was clouded with the presentiment that

his son Umra would abandon his fame for inglorious repose. A powerful

symathy is excited by the picture which is drawn of this final scene. The
dying hero is reperesented in a lowly dwelling

;
his chiefs, the faithful

companions of many a glorious day, awating round his pallet the dlssolu*

tion of their prince, when a groan of mental anguish made Saloombra
inquire, ** what afflicted his soul that it would not depart In peace ?”

He rallied : it lingered,” he said, “ for some consolatory pledge that

his country should not be abandoned to the I'oork
;
and with the death*

pang upon him, he related an incident which had guided his estimate of

his son’s disposition, and now tortured him with the reflection, that for

personal ease he would forego the remembrance of his own and his

country’s wrongs.

On the banks of the Peshola, Pertap and his chiefs had constructed a
few hutsf (the site of the future palace of Uodipur), to protect them during
the inclemency of the rains in the day of their distress. Prince Uwira, for*

getting the lowliness of the dwelling, a projecting bamboo of the roop caught
the folds of his turban and dragged it off as he retired. A hasty emotion,
which disclosed a varied feeling, was observed with fain by Pcitap, who
thence adopted the opinion that his son would never withstand the hard-
ships necessary to be endured in such a cause, *’ These sheds,” said the

dying prince, ” will give way to sumptuous dwellings, thus generating
the love of ease; and luxury with its concomitants will ensue, to which the
independence of Mewar, which we have bled to maintain, will be sacrifi-

ced : and you, my chiefs, will follow the pernicious example.” They
pledged thcmselve.s, and became guarantees for the prince, ” by the throne
of Bappa Rawul, ” that they would not permit mansions to be raised till

Mewar had recovered her independence. The soul of Pertap was satisfied

and wich joy he expired.

* * 'lhe queen of battlements,' the turreted Cybele of Rajasthan.

f This magnificent lake is now adorned with marble palaces. Such
was Che wealth of Mewar even in her decline.
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Thus closed the life of a Rajpoot whose memory is even now idolized
by every Seesodia, and will continue to be so, till renewed oppression shall

extinguish the remaining sparks of patriotic feeling. May that day never
arrive ! yet it such be her destiny, may it, at least, not be hastened by
the arms of Britain !

It is worthy the attention of those who influence the destinies of states
in more favoured climes, to estimate the intensity of feeling whiqh could
arm this prince to oppose the resources of a small principality against the
then most powerful empire of the world, whose armies were more numerous
and far more efflcient than any ever led by the Persian against the liber*

ties of Greece. Had Mewar possessed her Thucydides or her Xenophon,
neither the wars of the Peloponnesus nor the retreat of the^* ten thousand *

would have yielded more diversified incidents for the historic muse, than
the deeds of this brilliant reign amid the many vicissitudes of Mewar.
Undaunted heroism, inflexible fortitude, that which *Vkeeps honour
bright,** perseverance,—with fidelity such as no nation can boast, were the

materials opposed to a soaring ambition, commanding talents, unlimited
means, and the fervour of religious zeal ; all however, in sufficient to

contend with one unconquerable mind. There is not a pass in the alpine
Aravali that is not sanctified by some deed of Pertap^^some brilliant

victory, or oftener, more glorious defeat. Huldighat is the Thermopylas
of Mewar ; the field of Deweir her Marathon.

CHAPTER XII.
.

Op the seventeen sons of Pertap, Umra, who succeeded him, was the

eldest. Prom the early age of eight to the hour of his parent’s

death, he had been his constant companion and the partner of h:« toils and
dangers. Initiated by his noble sire in every act of ir,ountain strife,

familiar with its perils, he entered on his career* in the very flower of

manhood, already attended by sons able to maintain whatever bis sword
might recover of his partimony.

Akbar, the greatest foe of Mewar, survived Pertap, nearly eight years.

The vast field in which he had to exert the resources of his mind^ neces-
sarily withdrew him from a scene where even success ill repaid the sacrifices

made to attain it. Umra was left in perfect repose during the remaindei*

of this monarch’s Uife, which it was not wisdom to disturb by the renewal

of a contest against,.the colossal power of the Mogul. An extended reigi^

of more than half a century permitted Akbar to consolidate the vast

empire he had erected, and to model the form of his government, which

dispLays, as handed down by Abul Fuetl, an incontestable proof of his

genius as well as of his natural beneficence. Nor would the Mogul loser,

on being contrasted with the contemporary, princes of Europe ; with

Henry I V. of France# who, like himself, ascended a throne wea^ned by
dissension ;

with Charles V. alike aspiring to universal sway
;
or the

glorious jqueen of our own isle, who made advances to Akbar and sent bUh
an embassy.f Akbar was fortunate as eithef Henry or Elizabeth in thfe

* S. id53f A.D. 1597.

t The embassy under Sir Thomas Roe was prepai^ed by* Eltebet<h but

did not proceed till the accession of James* He arriyed as Mewar

i6
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choice of his ministers. The lofty integrity, military genius, and habit of

civil industry, for which Snlly was distinguished found their parallel in«

Byram ;
and if Burleigh equalled in wisdom, he was not superior in

virtue to Abul Fu2il, nor possessed of his excessive benevolence. Unhap-
pily for Mewar, all this genius and power combined to overwhelm
her. It is, however, a proud tribute to the memory of the Mogul,
that his name is united with that of his rival Pertap in numerous
traditionary couplets honourable to both ;

and if the Rajpoot bard
naturally emblarons first on his page that of his own hero, he admits
that none other but Akbar can stand a comparison with him

;
thereby

confirming the eulogy of the historian of his race, who, in summing up
bis character, observes that, *' if he sometimes did things beneath the

dignity of a great king, he never did any thing unworthy of a good man.”
But if the annalist of the Boondi state can be relied upon, the very act

which caused Akbar's death will make us pause ere we subscribe to these

testimonies to the worth of depated greatness; and, disregarding the

adage of only speaking good of the dead, compel us to institute, in

imitation of the ancient Egyptians, a posthumous inquest on the character

of the monarch of the Moguls; The Boondi records are well worthy of

belief, as diaries of events were kept by her princes, who were of the first

importance in this and the succeeding reigns : and they may be more
likely to throw a light upon points of character of a tendency to dis-

grace the Mogul king, than the historians of his court, who had every
reason to withhold such. A desire to be rid of the great Raja Maun of

Ambar, to whom he was so much indebted, made the emperor descend to

act the part of the assassin. He prepared a majoom^ or confection, a
part of which Contained poison

;
but caught in his own snare, he present-

ed the innoxious portion to the Rajpoot and ate that drugged with death
himself. We have a sufficient clue to the motives which influenced Akbar
to a deed so unworthy of him, and which were more fully developed in

the reign of his successor ; namely, a design on the part of Raja Maun
to alter the succession, and that Khoosru, his nephew, should succeed
instead of Selim. With such a motive, the aged emperor might have
admitted with less scruple the advice which prompted an act he dared
not openly undertake, without exposing the thrpne in his latter days to

the dangers of civil contention, as Raja Maun was too powerful to be
openly assaulted.

Let us return to Mewar. Umra remodelled the institutions of his

country, made a new assessment of the lands and distribution of the
fiefs, apportioning the service to the times. He also established the

gradation of ranks such as yet exists, and regulated the sumptuary laws
even to the tie of a turban,* and many of these are to be

^
seen engraved

on pillars of stone in various parts of the country.

The repose thus enjoyed realized the prophetic fears of Pertap,
whose admonitions were forgotten. Umra constructed a small palace
on the banks of the lake, named after himself ** the abode of immor-
tality,”f still remarkable for its Gothic contrast to the splendid marble

had bent her head to the Mogul yoke, and speaks of he Rajpoot prince
Kurrun, whom he saw at court as a hostage for the treaty, with admiration.*

* The ' Umarasahi pagri* or turban, is still used by the Rana and
some nobles on court days, but the foreign nobility have the pfivil egl#
in this respect, of conforming to their own tribes.

t l/mra mahU
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edifice erected by his successors, now the atiode of the (>rinces of Mewar.
Jctiangir had been four years on the throne, and having overcome all

internal dissension, resolved to signalize his reign by the subjugation of
the only prince who had disdained to acknowledge the paramount power
of the Moguls; and assembling the royal forceSf he put them in motion
for Mewar.

Umra, between the love of ease and reputation, wavered as to the
conduct he should adopt ; nor were sycophants wanting who

Counselled ignoble ease and peaceful sloth,
** Not peace

and dared to prompt his following the universal contagion, by accepting
the imperial firman. In such a state of mind the chiefs found their

prince, when they repaired to the new abode to warn him, and prepare
him for the emergency. But the gallant Chondawut, recalling to their

remembrance the dying behest of their late glorious head, demanded its

fulfilment. All resolved to imitate the noble Pcrtap,

** preferring

Hard liberty before the easy yoke
** Of servile pomp.’*

A magnificent mirror of European fabrication adorned the embryo
palace. Animated with a noble resentment at the inefficacy of his appeal
to the better feelings of his prince, the chieftain of Saloombra hurled * the

slave of the carpet ** against the splendid bauble, and starting up, seized

his sovereign by the arm and moved him from the throne. ** To horse,

chiefs!” he exclaimed, and preserve from infamy the son of Perlap,*'

A burst of passion followed the seeming indignity, and the patriot chief

was branded with the harsh name of traitor; but with his sacred duty
in view, and supported by every vassal of note, he calmly disregarded
the insult. Compelled to mount his steed, and surrounded by the

veterans and all the chivalry of Mewar, Umra’s passion vented itself in

jtears of indignation. In such a mood the cavalcade descended the ridge,

since studded with palaces, and had reached the spot where the temple
of Juggernath now stands, when he recovered from this fit of passion ;

the tear ceased to flow, and passing his hand over his moustache,f he
made a courteous salutation to all, entreating their forgiveness for this

omisson of respect
;
but more especially expressing his gratitude to

Saloombta, he said, ” lead on, nor shall you ever have to regret your
late sovereign.” Elevated with every sentiment of generosity and valour,

they passed on to Dewier, where they encountered the royal army led by
the brother of the Khankhanan, as it entered the pass, and which, after a
long and sanguinary combat, they entirely defeated.^

The honours of the day are chiefly attributed to the brave Kana, uncle

to the Rana, and ancestor of that numerous clan called after him Kana*
wuts. A truce followed this battle, but it was of short duration

; for

another and yet more murderous conflict took place in the spring of 1666,

in the pass of the sacred Ranpur, where the imperial army, under its

* A small brass ornament placed at the corners of the carpet to keep
it steadyi

t This is signal both of defiance and self^gratulatien.

t S. 1664, A.D. 1608.
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leader AbdooIIai was almost exterminated;* though with the loss of the
li>est and bravest chiefs ot Mewar, whose names, however harsh, deserve
preservation.f A feverish exultation was the fruit of this victory, which
shed a hectic flush of glory over the declining days of Mewar, when the
crimson banner pnce more floated throughout the province of Godwar.

Alarmed at these successive deafeats, Jehangir, preparatory to equip*
ping a fresh army against Mewar, determined to establish a new Rana, and
to instaT him in the ancient seat of power, Cheetore, thus hoping to with-
draw from the standard of Umra many of his adherents. The experiment
evinced at least a knowledge of their prejudices

; but, to the honour of
Rajpoot fidelity, it failed. Sugra, who abandoned Pertap and Went over
to Akbafi was selected; the sword of investiture was girded on him by
the emperor’s own hands, and under the escort of a Mogul force he went
to reign amidst the ruins of Cheetore. Her grandeur, even in desolation,
is beautifully depicted at this very period by the chaplain to the embassy
from Elizabeth to Jehangir, the members composing which visited the
capital of the Seesodias in their route to Ajmeer.;};

For seven years Sugra had a spurious homage paid to him amidst
this desolation, the ruined pride of his ancestors. But it is gratifying to
record, that not even by this recreant son of Cheetore could the impression
formed in contemplating such scenes be resisted

; and Sugra, though
ftinty as the rock to a brother and nephew, could not support the silent

admonition of the altars of the heroes who had fallen in hef defence;
The triumphal column raised for victory over a combination of kings,
was a perpetual memento of his infamy

; nor could he pass over one
finger’s breadth of her ample surface, without treading on some fragment
which reminded him of their great deeds and his own unworthiness. WA

Falgoon 7th S. 1666, the spring of A. D. 1610. Ferishta misplaces
this battle, making it immediately precede the' invasion under Khoorum.
The defeats of the Mogul forces are generally fetyledj • recalls of the com-
mander.’

t Doodo Sangawut of Deoghur, Narayn-das, Soorajmuh Aiskurnl
all Seesodias of the first rank

;
Poorun Mull, son of Bhan, the chief of the

Suktawuts; Hurrtdas Rahtore, Phoput, the Jhala of Sadri, Kahirdas
Catchwaha. Kesoodas Chohan of Baidla, Mukund-das Rahtorc, Jeijtiul-
ote, or of the blood of Jeimal.

.

J ^’Chitor, an ancient great kingdom, the chief city so called, which
startdetli npoii a mighty hill flat on the top, walled about at the least ten
English miles. Thsr$ appear to this day abovs a hundred Ruined ehurehek
undiimnfinr palaces, which are lodged in like manner among their
ruins, besides many exquisites pillars ofcarried stone 4 and the ruins like^
wise ofone hundred thousand stone houses, as many English by the ob*
servation have guessed. There is but one ascent to itr cut put of a firm
rock, to which 4 man must pass through four (sometime very inagnifieent)
gates. Its chief inhabitants at this day are Zum and Ohimt birds and
wild beasts r hut the stately ruins thereof give a shadqve of its beautf
while itjtourisked in its pride. It was won from Ranas, an ancient Indian
prince, who was forced to live himself ever after on high moontatnoiss
pla^s adjoining ^ that province, and hie po^erity to live there ever since.
Xaken from him it was by Achabar Podsha {the father of that kinff whd
(ived and reigned when I «W8 in these parts) after a very Iona sieae.
|vhich famished the besieged, without which it’cduld neV«^ been
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woqld be desirous of recording, that a noble remembrancer than ‘cows^rd^

conscience/ animated the brotl»cr of Pertap to an act of remeedmg virtue!:
*

but when the annals tell us, that '*the terrific Bhiroo (the god of battle).

Openly manifested his displeasure/' it is decisive that it was npt less the
j

wish for greatness, than the desire to be “without the illness should attend,

it /* and sending for his nephew, he restored to him Cheetore, retiring to

the isolated Kandhar.* Some time after, upon going to court, and being
upbraided by Jehangir, he drew his dagger and slew himself in the
emperor's presence : an end worthy of such a traitor.

f

Umra took possession of the seat of his ancestors; but wanting the
means to put it in defence, an acquisition only served to increase the tein-.

porary exultation. Fhe evil resulting from attaching so much consequence
to a capital had been often signally manifested

;
as to harrass the enemy:

from their mountains and thereby render his conquests unavailing, was the
only policy which could afford the chance of independence. With Cheetore
the Rana acquired, by surrender or assault, possession of nc less than
eighty of the chief towns and fortresses of Mewar : amongst tl>em Ontalla,.

at whose capture occurred the patriotic struggle between the : clan^ of

Chondawut and Suktawut for the leading of the yanguard, elsewhere
related. On this memorable storm, besides the leader of the rival bands,
five of the infant clan Suktawut, consisting but of sixteen brave brothers,

with three of the house of Satoombra, perished. Struggling for the^

immortality promised by the bard. We may here relate the rise of the
Suktawuts, with which is materially connet^ted the future history of
Mewar.

Sukta was the second of the twenty•four sons of Oody Sing.
only five years of *age, he discovered that fearless temperament which
marked his manhood. The armourer having brought a new dagger to
try its edge by the usual proof on thinly spread cotton, the child asked
the Rana **

if it was not intended to cut bones and flesh," and seizing it,

tried it on his own little hand. The blood gushed on the carpet, but he
betrayed no symptom of pain or surprise. Whether his father admitted'

the tacit reproof of his own want of nerve, or* that it recalled the predict
lion of the astrologers, who, in casting Sukta's horoscope, had announced
that he was to be “ the bane of Mewar," he was incontinently commanded
to be put to death, and was carried off for this purpose, when saved by
the Saloombra chief, who arrested the fiat, sped to the Rana, and begged
his life as a boon, promising, having no heirs, to educate him as thO
future head of the Chondawuts. The Saloombra chief had children in

fcis old a^e, and while wavering between his own issue and the son of
his adoption, the young Sukta was sent for to court by his brother^

l^ertap* The brothers for a considerable time lived on the niost amicable
footing, unhappily interrupted bv a dispute while hunting, which in timej

engendered mutual dislike. While riding in the ring, Pertap sud<ienly

. An isolated rock in the plain between the confluence of the Parbaty
and Chumbul, and the famous Rinthumbor. The author has twice passiKl
it iii his travels in these regions. . •

i

f It was one of his eons who apostatized from hi^ faith, who is well
known in the imperial history as Mohabat Khan, beyond doubt the,

daring chief in Jehangir's reign. This is the secret of his* l)ond of uni4)il

with prince Knoorum (Shah Jehan), himself half a Rgjppot. .It was with
his Rajpoots Mohabet did that daring deed, making Jehangir prisoner in

his own catnPi in the zenith of his power."
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jj^roposed to decide their quarrel by single combat, ** to see who was the

best lancer.” Not backward, Sukta replied, ” do you begin and some
little time was lost in a courteous struggle for the first spear, when, as

they took their ground and agreed to charge together, the Purohit^ rushed
between the combatants and implored them not to ruin the house. His
appeal, however, being vain, there was but one way left to prevent the

unnatural strife : the priest drew his dagger, and plunging it in his breast,

fell a lifeless corpse between the combatants. Appalled at the horrid

deed, the blood of the priest on their head,” they desisted from their

infatuated aim. Pertap waving his hand, commanded Sukta to quit his

dominions, who bowing retired, and carried his resentments to Akbar.
Pertap performed with the obsequies of this faithful servant many expia-

tory rites, and made an irrevocable grant of Salaira to his son, still

enjoyed by his descendants, while a small column yet identifies the spot

of sacrifice to fidelity. From that hour to the memorable day when the

founder of the Suktawuts gained the byrd of the race * Khorasan Mooltan
ca Aggul* on the occasion of his saving his sovereign flying from the

field, the brothers had never beheld each other's face.

Sukta had seventeen sons, all of whom, excepting the heir of

Bhynsror,f attended his obsequies. On return from this rite they found
the gates barred against them by Bhanji now chief of the Suktawuts, who
told them ” there were too many mouths,” and that they must push their

fortunes elsewhere while he attended his sovereign with the quota of

Bhynsror. They demanded their horses and their arms, if such were his

pleasure
; and electing Achil as their head (whose wife was then preg-

nant), they took the route to Edur, which had recently been acquired by
a junior branch of the Rahtores of Marwar. They had reached Palode
when the pangs of childbirth seized the wife of Achil ;

and being rudely

repulsed by the Sonigurra vassal of Palode, who refused her shelter at
such a moment, they sought refuge amidst the ruins of a temple.| It was
the shrine of Mata Januvi^ * the mother of births,* the ^uno Lucina of

the Rajpoots. In a corner of the sanctuary they placed the mother of a
future race ; but the rain, which fell in torrents, visibly affected the ruini

A beam of stone gave way, which but for Ballo would have crushed her

:

he supported the sinking roof on his head till the brothers cut down a
babool tree, with which they propped it and relieved him. In this retreat

Ass a {Hope) was born, who became the parent of an extensive branch
known as the Achiles Suktawnts.

The * Great Mother* was propitious. The parent of 'Hope' was soon
enabled to resume her journey for Edur, whose chief received them with

open arms, and assigned lands for their support. Here they had been
some time when the Rana’s prime minister passed through Edur from a
pilgrimage to Satrunja§ A violent storm would have thrown down the

1 — ^ ' " '

* Family priest.

t t have visited fhe cenotaphs of Sukta and his successors at the
almost insulatod Bhynsror on the Chumbul. The castle is on a rock at

the confluence of the black Batnuni and the Chumbul.

i Probably the identical temple to the Mother^ in which I founds
valuable Inscription of Komarpal of Anhulwarra Puttun, dated S* I207*
Palode is in the district of Neetnahaira, now alienated from Mewar, and
under that upstart Pathan, Mcer Khan.

i One offive sacred mounts of the Jainsj of whose faith was the minister^
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tent m which was Ills wife, but for the exertion of some of the brothers;
and the minister, on learning that it was to the near kin of his sovereign
he was indebted for this kindness, invited them to Oodipiir, taking upon
him to provide for them with their own proper head, which they declined
without a special invitation. This was not long wanting

;
for Umra was

then collecting the strength of his hills against the king, and the services
of the band of brothers, his kinsmen, were peculiarly acceptable. The first

act of duty, though humble, is properly recorded, as ennobled by the senti-
ment which inspired it, and the pictured scene is yet preserved of Ballo and
Joda collecting logs of wood for a night-fire in the mountain bivouac for

their kinsman and sovereign. In the more brilliant exploit which followed
Ballo took the lead, and though the lord of Bhynsror was in the camp, it

was Ballo who obtained the leading of the vanguard ; the commencement
of that rivalry of clanship from whence have resulted some of the most
daring, and many of the most merciless deeds in the history of Mewar*
The right to lead in battle belonged to the Chondawuts, and the first

intimation the chieftain had of his prince’s inconsiderate insult was from
the bard incessantly repeating the * hyrd* of the clan, until ** the portal of

the ten thousand of Mewar deemed him mad, ** Not so," replied he ;

** but it is, perhaps, the last time your ears may be gratified with the
watch-word of Chonda, which may to-morrow be given as well as the
Herole to the Suktawuts." An explanation followed, and the assault of

Ontalla ensued, which preserved the rights of the Chondawuts, though
nobly contested by their rivals. The vassal of Bakrole carried the tidings

of the successful assult to the Rana, who arrived in time to receive the last

obeisance of Ballo, whose parting words to his prince were seized on by the
bard and added to the byrd of the clan : and although, in sloth and opium,
they now ** lose and neglect the creeping hours of time," yet whenever a
Suktawut chief enters the court of his sovereign, or takes his seat amongst
his brother chiefs, the bards still salute him with the dying words of Balloo

:

" Doonoh datay^

Chaogoona joojar^

Khorasan Mooltan ea agguL'^*

Then passing the hand over his moustache, for a moment the escalade of

Ontalla flits before his vision, where Ballo Achiles, Joda, Dilla, and
Chutharbhan, five of the seventeen sons of Sukta, fell for the maintenance
of the post of the honour. Bhanji soon after performed a service which

obtained him the entire favour of his prince, who, returning from Rutlam,
was insulted by the Raihores of Bheendir, which was punished by the

Suktawut, who took the town by assault, expelling the aggressors. Umra
added it to his fief of Bhynsror, and since the latter was bestowed on the

rival clan, Bheendir has continued the chief residence of the leader of the

• Double gifts, fourfold sacrifice." Meaning, with increase of

their prince’s favour the sacrifice of their lives would progress
;
and which

for the sake of epuhony probably, preceded the byrd won by the founder^

" the barrier to Khorasan and Mooltan

The Byrd of the Chondawauts is :
** Dos sehes Mewar ca bur Kewar,''

the portal of the ten thousand [towns] of Mewar," U is related tha(

Suktai jealous of so sweeping a byrd, complained that nothing was left

for him ; when the master bard replied, he was Kewar ca Aggnl,'* the

bar which secures the door (Kewar)%
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Snktawuts. Ten chiefs* have followed in regular s\;iccession, whofse is$ue

spread over Mewar, so that in a'few generations after Sukta, their prince

^buld muster the swords of ten thousand Snktawuts
;
but internal feqds

and interminable spoliation have checked the progress of population, and
It might be difiiciilt now to assemble half that number of the * children of

Sukta* fit to bear his arms.

To return. These defeats alarmed Jehangir, who determined to equip

an overwhelming force tocursh the Rana. To this end he raised the imperial

standard at Ajmeer, and assembled the expedition under his immediate
inspection, of which he appointed his son Purvez commander, with ins-

tructions on departure ** that if the Rana or his elder son Kurrun
should repair to him, to receive them with becoming attention, and to

offer no molestation to the country. But the Seesodia prince little

jthougfit of submission : on the contrary, fitished with sttccess, he gave
the royal army the meeting at a spot of moistened with blood, the pass of

Khamnor,j; leading into the heart of the hills. The imperial army was dis-

gracefully beaten, and fled, pursued with great havoc, towards Ajmeer.
The Mogul historian admits it to have been a glorious day for Mewar.
He describes Purvez entangled in the passes, dissensions in his camp, his

supplies cut off, and under all these disadvantages attacked
;
his precipi-

tate flight and pursuit, in which the royal sirmy lost vast numbers of

tn^n.§ But Jeliangir in his diary slurs it over, and simply remarks :
**

I

* Sukta— 17 sons.

Bhan.

Dyal. Ber. Maun* Goculda^.

Zoorawur,
present chief of the claw.

• f A.D. 1611.

J Translated ^Brampur’ in Dow’s Ferishta, and tranferrcd to the
Deccan ;

and the,^«^,f {hala-ghat reiidered'fAe Balaghat mountains of thq
south. There are numerous similtar errors.

§ The d^ils of battles^ unless, accompanied by exploits of indivi-
duals, arc very uninteresting. Under this impression. I have soppreseed
whatever could impair the current of action by amplification, ottierwiite

, Pooro.

Subbul.

Mokium.

Umra.

Prrthr.

Jeit.

Omed.

Kfioshial*
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recalled Purvey to join me at (Lahore, and directed his son with some
chiefs to be left to watch the Rana."

This son, tutored by the great Mohabet Khan, fared no better than
Purvez

; he was routed and slain. But the Hydra was indestructible ;

for every victory, while it cost the best blood of Mewar, only multiplied
the number of her foes. Seventeen pitched battles had the illustrious

Rajpoot fought since the death of his father : but the loss of his experi-
enced veterans withered the laurels of victory, nor had he sufficient repose
either to ‘-(husband his resources, or to rear his young heroes to replace
them. Another, and yet more mighty army, was assembled under prince
Khoorum, ablest of the sons of Jehangir, and better known in history as
Shah Jelian, when emperor of the Moguls.

Again did the Rana with his son Kurrun collect the might of their

hills; but a handful of warriors was all their muster to meet the host of

Delhi, and ‘ the crimson banner,* which for more than eight hundred
years had waved in proud independence over the heads of the Gehlotes,
was now to be abased to the son of Jehangir. The Emperoi*sown pen
shall narrate tlie termination.of this strife.

Eighth year of my reign, A. H. 1022,* I determined to move to

Ajmeer and send my fortunate son Khoorum before me ; and having
fixed the moment of departure, I dismissed him with magnificent khelats
an elephant, horse, sword, shield, and dagger, and besides his usual,

force added twelve thous/ind horse under Azim Khan, presented to ail the

officers of his army suitable gratiBcatiuns.

“On the commencement of the ninth year (A. D. 1614), while

seated on my throne, in an auspicious moment, the elephant Alum
Goman,f with seventeen otliers, male and female, captured from the

Rana, were sent by my son Khoorum and presented before me. The
next day 1 went abroad mounted on Alum Goman, to my great satisfac-

tion, and distributed gold in great quantity.

“ Pleasing intelligence arrived of the intention of Rana Umra Sing
to repair and make his obedience to me. My fortunate son Khoorum
had established my authority and garrisons in divers strong- holds of the

Rana's country, which owinj^to the malign influence of the air and watery

its barrenness and inaccessibility
^
it was deemed impossible to bring under

subjection ; yet, from the perpetual over-running of the country, without

regard to the heats or the rains, by my armies, the capture and imprison-
ment of tlie wives and children of many of the men of rank of the

country, the Rana was at length reduced to acknowledge the despair

to which he was driven, and that a farther continuance of such distress

not only the Rajpoot bard, but the contemporary Mogul historian, would
have afforded abundant matter

;
but I have deemed both worthy of

neglect in such cases. Ferishta's history is throughout most faulty in its

geographical details, rendered still nore obscure from the erroneous

orthography (pften arising from mistaken punctuation) of the only tran-

slation of this valuable work yet before the public. There is one gentle-

man (Lieut. Col. Briggs) well qualified to remedy these defects, and who,
with a laudable industry, has made an entire translation of the works of

Ferishta, besides collating the best MSS. of the original text. It is to be
hoped he will present his performance to the public.

A. D. 1613.

t * The Arrogant of the earth.*

n
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would be attended witli'utter ruin, with the choice of captivity or being
forced to abandon the country. He therefore determined to make his

submission, and sent two of his chiefs, Soopkurrun, and Herldas Jhala, to

my son Khoorum, to represent that if he would forgive and take him by
the hand, he would pay his respects to him, and would send his eldest son
Kurrun to attend and to serve the emperor, as did other Hindu princes;

but that, on account of hisyears, he vJould hold himself^ excusedfroiH
attending in person. Of these events my son sent a full relation by
Shukur Oolla Afzul Khanee.

** I was greatly rejoiced at this event happening under my own reign,

and I commanded that these the ancient possessors of the country
should not be driven from it. The fact is, Rana Umra Sing and his

ancestbrs were proud, and confident in the stength and inaccessibility of

their mountainous country and its strongholds, and had never beheld a
king of Hindustan

^
nor made submission to any one. Ivjas desirous^ in my

own fortunate time, the opportunity should not slip my hands ; instantly,

therefore, on the representation of my son, 1forgave the Rana, and sent

afriendlyJtrmaun that he might rest assured of my protection and care,

and imprinted thereon, as a solemn testimony of my sincerity, my ^ five

finger^ (punja) / also wrote my son, that by any means by which it

could be brought about, to treat this illustrious one according to his own
heart's wishes^

** My ion despatched the letter and firmaun by the chiefs Soopkiir-

run and Heridas jhala, accompanied by Shukra Oolla and Soonderdaa
with assurances to the Rana that he might rely on my generosity and
esteeni, to receive my firmaun and impress of my hand : and ft was
agreed that on the 26th of the month he should repair to my son.

'‘Having gone out of AJmeer to hunt, Mahmood Beg, a servant of my
son Khoorum, arrived, and presented a letter from him, and stated to me
verbally the Rana having met my son.

•*On receiviug this news, I presented Mahmood Beg with an elephant^

fiorse, and dagger, and gave him the title of Zoolfecar Khan.

‘‘ Account of the meeting of Rana Umra Sing with Sooltan Khoorum
and of Khoorum's •eisit to prince Kurrun, with all the Omras and
of the rank bestowed on frince Kurrun in the household of the
emperor, on the part of tne empress Noar ^ehan.'’^

* “ He would hold himself excused. In these few words, Co which
the emperor has nobly given a (place in his diary, we have the Rajpoot
prince’s feelings depicted on this painful occasion.

f The giving the hand amongst all nations has been considered as a
pledge for the performance or ratification of some adt of importance, antf

the custom amongst the Scythic or Tatar nations, of transmitting its

impress as ia sitl^tftute, is here practically described. 1 have seen the
identical Kirtpa^ in fbe Rana’s archives. The hand being imnhwsed in a
compost of sandaKwoodf b applied to the paper, and the palm and five

fingers (punja) are yet distinct. In a masterly delineation of Orrentaf
manners (Camels Letters from^ the Eas€) is given an anecdote of Mahom*
tned, who unable to sign hb name to a convention, dipped his hand in

ink, and made an impression therewith. It is evident the proj^t of

Islam only followed an ancient solemnityi of the same import as thht
practised by Jehangir.
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*'On Sunday the 26th the Rana, with respect and due attention to

etiquette, as other vassals of the empire, paid his respects to my son, and
presented a celebrated ruby, well known in possession of thil housC) and
various arms inlaid with gold

;
with seven elephants of great price, which

alone remained after those formerly captured ; and also nine hOrses as
tribute. My son received him with princely generosity and courtesy

;

when the Rana taking my son by the knee, requested to be forgiven. He
raised his head, and gave him every kind assurance of countenance and
protection, and presented him with suitable khelats, an elephant, horses,

and a sword. Though he had not above one hundred persons in his train

worthy to be dignified with khelats, yet one hundred and twenty khelats,

fifty horses and twelve jewelled agirettes, were bestowed on them. The
custom, however, of these princes being that the heir and the father

never visit together,* he observed this usage, and Kurrun, his declared

successor, did not accompany the Rana. Sultan Khoorum, the same
gave Umra Sing his leave, promising forthwith to send his son

Kurrun, who was introduced, and khelats, with elephant, sword, and
dagger, were bestowed

;
and that same day he repaired with him to me.

“In my interview with Sultan Khoorum on his arrival at Ajmeer, he
represented that if it was my pleasure he would present the prince Kurrun,
whom I accordingly desired him to bring. He arrived, paid his respects,

and his rank was commanded to be^ at the request of my Sion^ immediately
on my right hand, and I rewarded him with suitable khelats. As Kurrun,
owing to the rude life he had led in his native hills, was extremely shy, and
unused to the pageantry and experience of a court, in order to reconcile

and give him confidence I daily gave him some testimonies of my regard

and protection, and in the second day of his service 1 gave him a jewelled

dagger, and on the third a choice steed of Irak with rich caparisons ; and
on the same day, I took him with me to the queen's court, when the queen
Noor Jehan, made him splendid khelats, elephant and horse caparisoned,

sword, etc. The same day 1 gave him a rich necklace of pearls, another

day an elephant, and it was my wlA to give him rarities and choice things

of every kind. 1 gave him three royal hawks and three gentle falcons

trained to the hand,f a coat of mail, chain and plate armour, and two
rings of value ; and, on the last day of the month, carpets, state cushions,

perfumes, vessels of gold, and a pair of the bullocks of Guzerat.

*^ioth year.j: At this time I gave prince Kurrun leave to return to his

jagheer;} when I bestowed on him an elephant, horse, and a pearl neck*
lace valued at 50,000, rupees (^5,000) ; and from the day of his repairing

to my court to that of his departure, the value of the various gifts 1 pre*

sent^ him exceeded ten lakhs of rupees (£125,000) exclusive of one hun-
dred and ten horses, five elephants, or what my son Khoorum gave him. I

sent Mabarick Khan along with him, by whom I sent an elephant, horse,

etc., and various confidential messages to the Rana.

“ On the 8th Suffer of the loth year of the H. 1024, Kurrun was

* This wa« to avoid treachery. I have often had the honour to

receive the descendant princes, father and son, “of these illustrious ones“

tpgetter. 'v

t Baz and Toora. t Of his raign.

§ Such was now the degraded title of the ancient,
_

independent,

Mvereign Mewar, Happy Pertap, whose ashes being niingled with his

parent earth, was spared his country’s humiliation !
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•elevated to the dignity of a Munsubdar* of nve "thousand, when f

presented him with a bracelet of pearls, in which was a ruby of great

price.

“24th Mohurrum, loth year (A.D. 1615^, Sing, son of Kurrun,
aged twelve years, arrived at court and paid his respects, and presented
the arzees of his father and grandfather. Rana Umra Sing. His counten~
ance carried the impression of his illustrious extraction,^ and / delighted

his heart viith presents and kindness.

** On the loth Shaban, Juggut Sing had permission to return to hio

house. At his departure I presented him with 20,000 rupees, a horse,

elephant, and khelats
;
and to Heridas Jhala, preceptor of prince Kurrun,

5,000 rupees, a horse, and khelat
;
and I sent by him six golden imagesf

to the Rana.

**28th Rubee-ool-Akbar, iith year. The statues of the Rana and
Kurrun, sculptured in white marble, 1 desired should have inscribed the

date in which they were prepared and presented, and commanded they

should he placed in the gardens at Agra.

“In the iith year of my reign, an arzee from Etimad Khan acquainted
me that Sultan Khoorum had entered the Rana’s country, and that prince

and his son had both exchanged visits with my son
;
and that from the

tribute, consisting of seven elephants, twenty-seven saddle horses, trays of

jewels, and ornament of gold, my son took three horses and returned all

the rest, and engaged that prince Kurrun and fifteen hundred Rajpoot
horse should remain with him in the wars,

“In the 13 year prince Kurrun repaired to my court, then at Sindla,

to congratulate me on my victories and conquest of the Dukhum, and pre-

sented 100 mohors,§ 1,000 rupees, nuzzerana, and effects in gold and
jewels to the amount of 21,000 rupees, hardy elephants and horses

;
the

last I returned, but kept the rest, and next day presented him a dress of

honour
;
and from Futehpur gave hifit his leave, with elephant, horse,

sword, and dagger, and a horse for his father.

“14th year of my reign. On the 17th Rubbee-ool-awal, 1029 H., !

f'eceivel Intelligence of the death of Rana Umra Sing. To Juggut Sing,

his grandson, and Bheem Sing, his son, in attendance, 1 gave khelats, and
despatched Raja Kishoredas|| with the firman conferring benefits and

* With this the annals state the restoration of many district^ : the
Kbeirar, Phoolia, Bednore, Mundelgurh, Geerun, Neemutqh, and
Bhynsror, with supremacy over Deola and Dongerpur.

f U must have been this grandson of Umra of whom Sir Thomas RoC
thus writes ; “the right issue of Porus is here a king in the midst of the

Mogul’s dominions, never subdued till last year
; and, to say the truthi

he is rather bought than conquered : won to own a superior by gifts and
not by arms. The pillar erected by Alexander is yet standing at Delhi
the ancient seat of Rama, the successer of Extract of a letter

to the Archbishop of Canterbury dated at Ajmere^ January agth, 1615.

There are frequent mention of such images (pootlis)^ but I know
not which they are.

§ Golden suns, value £1, 129,

II
Increasing the respect to the Ranas by making a prince the bearer

of the firman.
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with the di^fnity of Rana, the khelat of investiture, choice horses, and ^
letter of condolence suitable to the occasion to prince Kurrun. 7th
Slmval. Beharri das Bramin I despatched with the firman to Rana
Kurrun, desiring that his son with his contingent should attend me.’

’

To have generalised this detail of the royal historian would have been
to lessen the interest of this important period in the annals of Mewar.

Jehangir merits to have his exultation, his noble and unostentatious
conduct, described by his own pen, and extreme minuteness of which
description cut the gallant and long protected resistance of the Rajpoots ;

and while he impartially, though rather erroneously, estimates their

motives and means of opposition, he does Umra ample justice in the

declaration, that he did not yield until he had but the alternative of

captivity or exile ; and with a magnanimity above all praise, he records

the Rajpoot prince's salvo for his dignity, “ that he would hold himself

excused from attending in person." The simple and naive declaration of

his joy, " his going abroad on Alum Goman," the favourite elephant of

the Rana which had been captured, on learning his submission, is far

stronger than the most pompous testimony of public rejoicing. But there

is a heart-stirring philanthropy in the conduct of the Mogul which does,

him immortal honour; and in commanding his son " to treat the illus-

trious one according to his heart’s wishes," though he so long and so

signally had foiled the royal armies, he proved himself worthy of the

good fortune he ackowledges, and well shews his sense of the superiority

of the chief of all the Rajpoots, by placing the heir of Mewar, even
above all the princes of his own house, “immediately on his right hand***

Whether he attempts to relieve the shyness of Kurrun, or sets forth the

princely appearance of Juggut Sing,

*

ve see the same amiable feeling

operating to lighten the chains of the conquered. But the shyness of

Kurrun deserved a worthier term ; he felt the degradation which niether

the statues raised to them, the right hand of the monarch, the dignity

of a ’ commander of five thousand,’ or even the restoration of the long
alienated territory could neutralize, when the kingdom which he was
heir was called a fief {jagheer)^ and himself, ’the descendant of a
hundred kings,’ a vassal {jagheerdar ) of the empire, under whose banner,

which his ancestors had so signally opposed, he was now to follow with a
contingent of fifteen hundred Rajpoot horse.

Seldom has subjugated royalty met with such consideration
;
yet, to

a lofty mind like Urnra's this courteous condescension but increased the

severity of endurance. In the bitterness of his heart, he cursed the

magnanimity of Khoorum, himself of Rajpoot blood^ and an admirer of

Rajpoot valour, which circumstance more than the force of his arms had
induced him to surrender ;

for Khoorum demanded but the friendship of

the Rajpoot as the price of peace, and to withdraw every Mahomedan
from Mewar if the Rana would but receive the emperor’s firman outside

of his capital. This his proud soul rejected ;
and though he visited

prince Khoorum as a friend, he spurned the proposition of acknow-

ledging a superior, or receiving the rank and titles awaiting such an

admission. The noble Umra, who,— ,

“ Rather than be less, /

Cared not to be at all,"

—

* Khoorum was son of a Rajpoot princeiss of Ambar, of the Cutch*

waha tribe, and hence his name was probably <A’oorm,J}synonymous to

cutchwa, a tortoise^ The bards arc always punning upon U. j
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took the resofution to abdicate* the throne he could no fonder hold but at

the will of another. Assembling his chiefs, and disclosing his deter-

mination, he made the ieeka on his son’s forehead
;
and obyerving, that

the honour of Mewar was now in his hands, forthwith left the capital and
secluded himself in the No-chouki

:

f nor did he from that hour cross its

threshold, but to have his ashes deposited with those of his fathers.

All comment is superfluous on such a character as Rana Umra. He
was worthy of Pertap and his race. He possessed all the physical as well

as mental qualities of a hero, and was the tallest and strongest of all the

princes of mewar. He was not so fair as they usually are, and he had a
reserve bordering upon gloominess, doubtless occasioned by his reverses,

for it was not natural to him
;
he was beloved by his ^chiefs for the

qualities they most esteem, generosity and valour, and by his subjects for

his justice and kindness, of which we can judge from his edicts, many of

which yet live on the column or the rock.

CHAPTER XHI.

K0RRUN, or Kurna, (thelradiant), succeeded to the last independent
king of Mewar, S. 1677 A.D. 1621. Henceforth we shall have to

exhibit these princely * children of the son ’ with diminished lustre,

moving as satellites round the primary planet ;
but, unaccustomed to the

laws o? its attraction, they soon deviated from the orbit prescribed, and in

the eccentricity of their movements occasionally displayed th^ir unborrowed
effulgence. For fifteen hundred years we have traced each alternation of

the fortune of this family, from their establishment in the second, to their

expulsion in the 6fth century from Saurashtra by the Parthians ; the ac*
quisitfon and loss of Edur ; the conquest and surrender of Cheetore ; the

rise of Oodipur and abasement of the red flag to Jehangir ; and we shall

conclude with not the least striking portion of their history, their unity

of interests with Britain.

Kormn was deficient neither in courage nor conduct ; of both he had
given a decided proof, when, to relieve the pecuniary difficulties of his

^her,' with a rapidity unparalleled, he passed through the midst of his

foes, surprised and plundered Surat, and carried off a booty which was
the means of protraeting the evil days of his country. But for the exercise

of the chief virtue of the Rajpoot, he had little scope throughout his reign,

and fortunately for his country the powerful esteem and friendship which
Jehangir and prince Khoprum evinced for his house, enabled him to put
iorth the talents he possessed to repair past disasters. He fortified tho
heights round the capital, which he strengthened with a wall and ditch#

partly enlarged the noble dam which retains the waters of the Pesholai

.
: ^ Hi

* Surrendered S. 1672, A.D. 1616; (according to Dow, S. 1669,/

A.D. 1613) died /dai.

t It must have been here that Sultan Khooruin visited the Rena*
The remains of this palace, about half a mile without the city wall (fior||i)i

on a cluster of hillsi are yet in existence. It was built by U<c^y, Siqg on
the banks of a take, under which are gardens and groves, whore tjhiQ

author had the Rana's permission to pitch his tents in the hotted
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btiilt thdt ehtire portion of the palace called the Rawulai still set

apart for the ladies of the court*

When Rana Umra made terms iKfith Jehangiri he stipulated, as a
salvo for his dignity and that of his successors, exemption from all personal
attendance; and confined the extent of homage to his successors receivingi

on each lapse of the crown, the firman or imperial decree in token of

subordination, which, more strongly to mark their dependent condition,
the Hana was to accept without the walls of his capital ; accordingly,
though the heirs-apparent of Mewar* attended the court, they uever did
as Rana. Partly to lessen the weight of this sacrifice to independence,
and partly to exalt the higher grade of nobles, the princes of the blood-

royal of Mewar were made to rank below the sixteinfSt fictitious diminution
of dignity, which, with similar acts peculiar to this house, enhanced the

self estimation of the nobles, and made them brave every danger to obtain
such sacrifices to the the ruling passion of the Rajpoot, a love of distinc-

tion.f It is mentioned by the emperor that he placed the heir^apparent of

Mewar immediately on his right hand, over all the princes of Hindusthan ^

consequently the superior nobles of Mewar, who were all men of royal

descent, deemed themselves, and had their claims admitted, to rank
above their peers at other courts, and to be seated almost on an equality

with their princes.l

The Seesodia chieftains were soon distinguished amongst the Raj«
pool vassals of the Mogul, and had a full share of power* Of these

* The contingent of Mewar was one thousand horse»

t During the progress of my mediation between the Rana and hta

nobles, in 1818, the conduct of the lineal represntative of Jeimul, the
defender of Cheetore against Akbar was striking. Instead of surrender-
ing the lands which he was accused of usurping, he placed himself at the
door ^of the threshold of the palace, whence he was immoveable* Hia
claims were left to my adjudication : but he complained with great heat
of the omission of ceremonials, and especially of the prostration of honours
by the prince. I incautiously remarked that these were trival compared
with the other objects in view, and begged him to disregard it. " Dis-
regard it t why, it was for these things, my ancestors sacrificed their lives ;

when such a band (aj as this on my turban was deemed ample reward for

the most distinguished service, and made then) laugh at wounds and hard-
ships!’’ Abashed at the inconsiderate remark which provoked this lofty

reproof, 1 used my influence to have the ommission rectified t the lands

were restored, and the enthusiastic reverence with which 1 spoke of Jeimul
would have obtained even greater proof of the Bednore chief’s regard for

the fame of his ancestors than the surrender of them implied* Who woii||

not honour this attachment to such emblems in the days of adversity ?

{aJ Bala bund a fillet or band, sometimes embroidered ; often, as in

the present case, of silk or gold thread knotted, and tasselS tied round the

turban. Bala-^lmnd is synonymous with diadem^

X This was conceded, as the following anecdote will attest* When
the first Pcshwa appeared at the Jeipur court he was accompanied by the

Saloombra chieftain. The Jeipur prince divided his gadi iCttjAion) with
the PeshiAfa, and the latter made room for the Saloombra chief upon vit,

observing that their privileges and rank were similar. The same Peshi^a
had the address to avoid all discussion of rank at Oodipur, by alleging

the pr'erogative of his order to * spread his cloth in front of the throne/
a distinction to which every priest is entitled,
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Bhc^m, the younger brother of Kiirrun, who headed the quota of Mewa**#

was conspicuous, and became the the chief adviser and friend of Sultan

Khoorum, who well knew his intrepidity. At his son’s sojicitation, the

emperor conferred upon him the title of Raja, and assigned a small

principality on the Bunas for his residence, of which Thoda was the

capital. Ambitious of perpetuating a name, he erected a new city and
palace on the banks of the river, which he called Rajmahl, and which
iiis descendants held till about forty years ago. The ruins of Rajmahl*
bear testimony to the arcliitecturaf taste of this son of Mewar, as do tlie

fallen fortunes of his descendant to the instability of power : tlie lineal

heir of Raja Bheem serves the chief of Shaphura on half-a-crown a day !

Jehangir, notwithstanding his favours, soon had a specimen of the

insubordinate spirit of Bheem. Being desirous to separate him from

Sultan Khoorum, who aspired to the crown in prejudice to his elder

brother Purve;t, lie appointed Bheem to the government of Guzerat,

which was distinctly refused. Detesting Purvez, who, it will be] recollect-

ed, invaded Mewar, and was foiled for his cruelly on this occasion,

Bheem advised his friend at once to throw off the mask, 'if he aspired to

reign. Purvez was slain, and Khoorum manifested his guilt by flying to

arms. He was secretly supported by a strong party of the Rajpoot interest,

at the head of which was Guj Sing of Marwar, his maternal grand-
father, who cautiously desired to remain neutral. Jehangir advanced to

crush the incipient revolt; but dubious of the Rahtore (Guj Sing,) he gave

the van to Jeypur, upon which the prince furled his banners and deter-

mined to be a spectator. The armies approached and were joining action,

when the impetuous Bheem sent a message to the Rahlore, either to aid

or oppose them. The insult provoked him to the latter course, and
Bheem’s party was destroyed, himself slain,f and Klioorum and Mohabct

Rajmahl, now in the fief of Rao Chund Sing, one of the Jeipur
nobles, whose castle of Doonee is in the distance. There are many
picturesque scenes on the Bunas. Doonee made a celebrated defence
against Sindia’s army in 1808, and hr*ld out several months, though
the Mahratta prince had an army of forty thousand men and a park of

eighty pieces of cannon to oppose two hundred Rajpoots. They made
sorties, captured his foragers, cut his baiteries to pieces, and carried off

his guns (of which they had none) and placing them on their walls, with
his own shot made the whole army change position, beyond matchlock-
range. At last their inexpertness rendered them useless, and they ob-
tained honourable terms. On one occasion the foragers of our escort

were returning, and met Sindia's coming away without their guns and
cattle, which had just been taken from them. Our lads, from fellowship,
volunteered to recover them, and returned on the captors^ who gave them
up ( if my memory deceive me not) without a struggle, and from respect
to the red coat I

f Maun Sing, chief of the Suktawuts, and his brother Gekuldas, were
Bheem’s advisers, and formed vyith Mohabet Khan the junta who ruled
the Mogul heir-apparent. Maun held Sanwar in the Khairar, and was
celebrated in Umra's wars as the great champion of the Seesodias. He
counied above eighty wounds and had at vaiious times ** sent a
pounds) of exfoliated bone to the Ganges.” Such was the affection
between Maun and Bh^tm that they concealed the death of the fitter,

sending him food in Bheem’s name
;
but he no sooner learned the truih

than he tore away the bandages and expit ed. Of Gokutdas thp bard
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Kh&n compelled to seek refuge in Oodipur. In this asylum he remained

undisturbed : apartments in the palace were assigned to him : but his

followers littlfe respecting Rajpoot prejudices, the island became his

residence, on which a sumptuous edifice was raised, adorned with a lofty

dome crowned with the crescent. The interior was decorated with mosaic,

in onyx, c ‘rrelain, jaspers, and agates, rich Turkey carpets, etc. ;
and

that nothing of state might be wanting to the royal refugee, a throne was

sculptured from a single block of serpentine, supported by quadriform

female Caryatidae. In the court a little chapel was erected to the

Mahomedan saint Madar, and here the prince with his court resided,

every wish anticipated, till a short time before his father’s death, when he

retired into Persia.

*

' Such was Rajpoot gratitude to a prince, who, when the chances of

war made him victor over them, had sought unceasingly to mitigate the

misery attendant on the loss of independence I It is pleasing to record to

the honovir of this calumniated race, that these feelings on the part of

Kurrun were not transient ;
and that so far from expiring with the object,

** the debt immense of endless gratitude”

was transmitted as an heir-loom to his issue ;
and though two centuries

have fled, during which Mewar has suffered every variety of woe, pillaged

by Mogul. Pathan, and Mahratta, yet the turban of prince Khoorum, the

'symbol of fraternity,f has been preserved, and remains in the same folds

as when transferred from the head of the Mogul to that of the Rajpoot

prince. The shield is yet held as the most sacred of relics, nor will the

lamp which illumines the chapel of Madar want oil while the princes of

Oodipur have wherewithal to supply it,J

Rana Kurrun had enjoyed eight years of perfect tranquillity

when he was gathered to his fathers. The sanctuary he gave prince

Khoorum had no apparent effect on Jehangir, who doubt^ss beheN^d

that the Rana did not sanction the conduct of his brother Bheem. He
was succeeded by his son Juggut Sing, * the lion of the world, in S*

1684 (A. D. 1628),

says, in allusion to the peaceful reign of Kurrun, ** the wreath of Kurrun s

renown was fading, but Gokul revived it with his blood.” It was with the

Seesodia Rajpoots and the Suktawuts that Mohabet performed the most

daring exploits in Mogul history, making Jehangir prisoner in hts own

camp : but it is too long for insertion in a note.

* Contemporary historians say to Golconda.

*f An exchange of turbans is the symbol of fraternal adoption,

i It is an affecting proof of the perpetuity of true gratitude,

“ which owing, owes not,”

as well as of religious toleration, to find the shrine of the Mahomedan

saint maintained in this retreat of the Seesodias, and the priest and

establishment kept up, though the sons of their benefactor persecuted

them with unrelenting barbarity. Are these people worth' conciliating ?

or does the mist of ignorance and egotism so blind us, that we are to

despise the minds hidden under the cloak of poverty and long oppres-

sion ? The orange-coloured turban, and the shield of Shah Jenan, have

been brought from their sacred niche for my view : that I looked on them

''^ith sentiments of reverence, as relics consecrated by the noblest

the mind, will be credited. I bowed to the turban with an irresistible

impulse, and a fervor as deep as ever did pilgrim before the most

hallowed shrine.

18
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The emperor jehangir died shortly after his acces$k)tt, and White

Khoprurn was in exile. This event, which gave the the throne to ih^

friend of his housCi Was announced to him by the Rana, who sent bis

brother and a band of Rajpoots to Surat, to form the cortege of the

emperor, who repaired directly to Oodipur
;
and it was in the Badul Mahl

(‘ the cloud saloon') qf his palace that he was first saluted by the title pf

'Shah Jehan* by the satraps and tributary princes of the empire.* On
taking leave, the new monarch restored five alienated districts, and
presented the Rana with a ruby of inestimable value, giving him klso

permission to reconstruct the fortifications of Cheetore.

The twenty-six years during which Juggiit Sing occupied the throne

passed in uninterrupted tranquillity: a state unfruitful to the bard, who
flourishes only amidst agitation and strife. This period was devoted to

the cultivation of the peaceful arts, especially architecture
;
and to Juggut

Sing Oodipur is indebted for those magnificent works which bear his

name, and excite our astonishment, after all the disasters we have related#

at tbe resources be found to accomplish them.

The palace on the lake (covering about four acres), called the Jugne-
wa$, is entireiy his work, as well as many additions to its sister isle on
which is the Jugmunder.f Nothing but marble enters into their com-
position t columns, baths, reservoirs, fountains, all are of this material,

often inlaid with mosaics, and the uniformity pleasingly diversified by the

light passing through glass of every hue. The apartments are decorated
with historical paintings in water-colours, almost meriting the term
fresco from their deep absorption in the wall j though the darker tints

have blended with, andJn part obscured the more delicate shades, front)

atmospheric causes. The walls, both here and in the grand palace.

Contain many medallions, in considerable relief, in gypsum, pourtraying
the principal historical events <jf the family, from early periods even to

the marriage pomp of the present Rana. Parterres of flowers, orange
and lemon groves, intervene to dispel the monotony of the buildings,

shaded by the widespreading tamarind and magnificent ever-greert

kheenee
;
while the graceful palmyra and cocoa wave their*plume«Hke

branches over the dark cypress or cooling plantain. Detached colonaded
prefectories are placed on the v/ater^s edge for the chiefs, and extensive
baths for their use. Here they listened to the tale of the bard, and slept

off their noon-day opiate amidst the cool breejles of the lake, wafting
delicioujs odours from myriads of the lotUs-flower which covered the
surface of the waters

;
and as the fumes of the portion evaporated, the

opened their eyes on a landscape to which not even its inspirations could
frame ari equal : the broad waters of the Peshc^a, with its indented an
well-wooded margin receding to the terminating point of sight, which the

temple of Brimpoori opened on the pass of the gigantic Aravali, the

field of the exploits of their forefathers. Amid such scenes did the
Seesodia princes and chieftains recreate during two generations, eachang*
ing the din of arms for voluptuous inactivity.

was a hjghlyTfspectcd prince, and ^i4 *nbch to efface
the remembrance of the rude vist^ations of the Mojjj^i^if ' The djgnt^^

* Ferishta, whbse geography is often quite uhiiitilinglblb, om^s this

in his hl5fqry, end passess the king direct to ajmeeir i bbtlbe arinats are
fuller, and' describe the rbyaf msignta conveyed by Rlbhabet# Abdbple#
Khan Jeh'an, and his secretary Sadooibt

*

t * Thb minister of tlib world/
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bis character, his benevolence of address, and personal demeanour,
secured the homage of all who had access to him, and are alik^ attested
by the pen of the emperor, the ambassador of England, and the chronic-
lers of Mewar, He had the proud satisfaction of redeeming the ancient
Capital from ruin ; rebuilding the ** chaplet bastion, restoring the |[)orta1s,

and replacing the pinnacles on the temples of Chutterkote.” By a
princess of Marwar tie left two sons, the eldest of whom succeeded.

Raj Sing (the royal lion) mounted the throne in S. 1710 (A. D. 1^54).
Various causes over which he had no control, combined,|together with his

?
ersonal character, to break the long repose his country bad enjoyed.
'he emperor of the Moguls had reached extreme old age, and the

ambition of his sons to usurp his authority, involved every Rajpoot in

support of thdr individual pretentions. The Rana inclined tolDara,f the
legitifnatjg heir to the throne, as did nearly the whole Rajpoot race ; but
the battle of Futehabad silenced every pretention, and gave the lead to

Arung^ebe, which he maintained by the sacrifice of whatever opposed his

ambition. His father, brothers, nay his own offspring, were in turn
victims to that thirst for power, which eventually destroyed the monarchy
bf the Moguls,

The policy introduced by their founder, from which Akbar, Jehangir,

and Jehan had reaped so many benefits, was unwisely abandoned by
the latter, who of all had the most powerful reasons for maintaining those

ties which connected the Rajpoot princes with his house. Historians have,

neglected to notice the great moral strength derived from this unity of the
indigenous races with their conquerors ; fordpring no similar period was
the empire so secure, nor the Hindu race so cherished, as during the
reigns of Jehangir and Shah Jehan : the former born from a Rajpoot
princess of Ambar and the latter from the house^of Marwar. Arungzebe^s
unmixed Tatar blood brought no Rajpoot sympathies to his aiej

;
90 the

contrary, every noble family shed their best blood in withstanding his

accession, and in the defence of Shah Jehan’s t*gbts, while there was a
hope of success. The politic Arungzebe was not blind to this defect, a,nd

he tried to remedy it in his successor, for both his declared heir, Shah
Allum and Azim, as well as his favouri^ grandson,t ,iyere the offspring.

ofiRajpoojtnis ; but, uninfluenced hirriself by such predilections, his bigotry

putiye^hed his policy, and he visited the Rajpoots with an unrelenting ^

ah^ unwise persecution.

We shall pass the twice-told! tale of the struggle , fpr power, which
ended in the destructions of the brothers, pompetitors with Arungzebe

:

this belongs tp general history, nor tp the Itnngls pf, Mewar;: and that

history ia in every hand,§ in which the magnepimity pf E)^ra the impetu-

ousity of Morpd, and the activity of Sujah, met the same tragical ®od.

It has seldotrfoccurred that so many f^is,tingui^hed prjnpps were con^

temporary as during the reign of Arungzebe.
,
jEyery RajpOPt principality

The Mafa B6orj\ a ‘chaplet bastibV^ Wown uji by Akbar, is a

smalUortrc^s'ot itself.
, -k.,

+ ,i have copies of (the original letters writtenfcy PATf » Morad
and Afungzebe. pn this occasion, each soliciting the Raijafs aid.,

, , - ^
i (son of Jodpobri, not UdipoPn) of Cupid. 01

this the Cambyses. . ,
» . * ‘ .v

§ Bernier, who was an, eye-witness of these tranaaetions, desertbes

them far better than the Mogul historians, and^his accoiw^t tally admir-
ably with the Rajpoot annals. -
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had a head above mediocrity in conduct as in coura^^e. Jey Sirr|? of Ambaf<
sumamed *the Mirza Raja •/ Jesswunt Sing of Marwar, with the Haras of

Boondi and Kotah
;
the Rahtores of Bikaneer, and Boondelas of Orcha

and Duttea, were men whose prejudices, properly consulted, would have
rendered the Mogul power indissoluble: but he had but one measure of

contumely for alt, which inspired Sevaji with designs of freedom to Maha-
rashtra, and withdrew every sentiment of support from the princes of

Rajasthan. In subtlety and the most spacious hyprocrisy, in that concen-
tration of resolve which confides its deep purpose to none, in every quali-

fication of the warrior or scholar, Arungzebe had no superior amongst
the many distinguished of his race ; but that sin by which 'angels fell’ had
steeped him in an ocean of guilt, and not only neutralized his natural

capacities, but converted the means for unlimited power into an engine of

self •destruction. ** This hypocrisy,” says the eloquent Orme, increased

with his power, and in order to palliate to his Mahomedan subjects the

crimes by which he had become their sovereign, he determined to enforce

the conversion of the Hindus by the severest penalties, and even by the

sword : as if the blood of his subjects were to wash away the stains from
hrs hands, already encrimsoned with that of his family. Labour left the

field and industry the loom, until the decrease of tile revenues induced

Arungzebe to substitute a capitation tax^ as the balance of account between
the two religions.'^ The same historian justly characterizes this enactment
as one so contrary to all notions of sound policy, as well as of the feelings

of humanity, that “ reflection seeks the motive with amazement.” In this

amazement we might remain, nor seek to develop the motive, did not the

ample page of history in all nations disclose, that in the name of religion

more blood has been shed, and more atrocity committed, than by the

united action of the whole catalogue of the passions. Mahonrred's creed

was based on conversion, which, by whatever means effected, was a plenary

atonement for every crime. In obedience thereto Arungzebe acted ;
but

though myriads of victims who clung to their faith were sacrificed by him
at the fiat of this gladiatorial prophet, yet nor these, nor the scrupulous

fulfilment of fanatic observances could soothe at the dread hour the

perturbations of the 'still smalt voice, which whispered the names of father,

brother, son, bereft by him of life. Eloqnently does he pourtary these

terrors in his letters to his grandson on his death -bed, wherein he says,

/ whichever way 1 look, 1 see only the divinity,”—and that an offended

divinity.

Raj Sing had signalized his accession by the revival of the warlike

Teeka^dowr^ and plundered Malpoora, which though on the Ajmccr fron-

tier, Shah Jehan, when advised to vengenance, replied ** it was only a folly

of his nephew.”f An appeal to his gallantry made him throw down the

gauntlet to Arungzebe in the plentitude of his power, whfn the valour of

the Seesodias again bruit forth in all the splendour of the days of Pertap ;

nor did the contest dose till after a series of brilliant victories, and with
the narrow escape from captivity of the Xerxes of '^Hindusthan. The
Mogul demat>ded the hand of the princess of Roopnagurh, a junior branch
of the Marwar house and sent with the demand (a compliance with which

contemplated as certain) a cortege oi two thousand horse to escort the
fair to court. But the haughty, Rajpootni, either

. indignant at such precf-
pitation or charmed with tho gallahtry of the Rana, who bad evinced his

devotion to the lair by measuring his sword with the head of her houssr

* The jezeya.

If The emperor was ihe adopted brother of Rana Kurrun.
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rejected with disdain the proffered alliancei and, justiBed by brilliant pre«
cedents in the romantie history of her natron, she entrusted her cause to

the arm of the chief of the Rajpoot race, offering herself as the reward of

protection. The family priest (her preceptor) deemed his office honoured
by being the messenger of her wishes, and the billet he conveyed is incor-

porated in the memorial of this reign. ** Is the swan to be the mate of the
stork: a Rajpootni, pure in bloody to be wife to the monkey-faced barba-
rian !” concluding with a threat of self-destruction if not saved from dis-

honour. This appeali with other powerful motives, was seized on with

avidity by the Rana as a pretext to throw away the scabbard, in order to

illustrate the opening of a warfare, in which he determined to put all to

the hazard in defence of his country and his faith, rhe issue was an
omen of success to his warlike and superstitious vassalage. With a chosen
band he rapidly passed the foot of the Aravali and appeared before Roop-
nagurh, cut up the imperial guards, and bore off the prize to his capital.

The daring act was applauded by all who bore the name of Rajpoot, and
his chiefs with joy gathered their retainers around the * red standard/ to

protect the queen so gallantly achieved.

The annalist of Rajpootana is but an indifferent chronologist, and
leaves us doubtful of the exact succession of events at this period. It was
not, however, till the death of those two powerful princes, Jesswunt
Sing of Marwar and Jey Sing of Ambar, both poisoned by command of

the tyrant, the one at his distant government of Cabul, the other in the
Dekhan, that he deemed himself free to put forth the full extent of his

long-concealed design, the imposition of the jezeya or capitation -tax, on
the whole Hindu race. But he miscalculated his measures, and the
murder of these princes, far from advancing his aim, recoiled with venge-
nance on his head. Foiled in his plot to entrap the infant sons of the

Rahtore by the self-devotion of his vassals,* the compound treachery
evinced that their only hope lay in a deadly resistance. Th? mother of

Ajit, the infant heir of Marwar, a woman of the most determined charac-
ter, was a princess of Mewar ; and she threw herself upon the Rana as
the natural guardian of his rights, for sanctuary (sirna) during the dan-
gers of his minority. This was readily yielded, and Kailwa assigned as
bis residence, where under the immediate safeguard of the brave Doorga-
dass, A jit resided,f while she nursed the spirit of resistance at home. An
union of interests was cemented between these the chief states of Raj-

pootana, for which they never before had such motive,and but for repeated

instances of an ill-judged humanity, the throne of the Moguls might have
been completely overturned.

On the promulgation of that barbarous edict, the jezeya^ the Rana
remonstrated by letter, in the name of the nation of which he was the

head, in a style of such uncompromising dignity, such lofty yet temperate

resolvcv.so much of soul-stirring rebuke mingled with a boundless and
tolerating benevolence, such elevated ideas of the Divinity with such pure

philanthropy, that it may challenge competition with any epistolary

production of any age, clime, or condition. In this are contained the*

true principles of Christianity, and to the illustrious Gentile, and such as

* Two hundred and fifty Rajpoots opposed five thousand of the Im-
periallsts'at a pass, till the family of Jesswunt escaped.

f The Rana received the young Rahtore with the most princely hos-

pitality, and among other gifts a diamond worth ten thousand dinars is^

enumeratedi
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acted as he dfd^ was pointed that golden sentence of t6le^ationi ** those
who have not the lawi yet do by nature the things contained in the law^
shall be a law unto them'selves.**

This letter, the sanctuary afforded Ajit, and (what the historical

parasite of tha Mo^Ps life dared not indite), the carryinj^ olf of his

betrothed, made him pore out all thfe phials of his wrath against the
devoted Mewar, and his prepariitipns more resembled those for the
conquest of a potent kirtgdom than the subjugation of Rajpoot Zemindar^
a vassal of that colossal empire, bn whose surface his domain was but a
speck. In the very maghitifde of these, the Suzerain of Hindusthan paid
the highest tHbute of pf-aise to the tributary Rajpoot, for he denuded the

very extremities of his empire to assemble a host which he deemed must
prove irresistible. A kbar was recalled from his province, Bengal; Azim
from the distant Cabbi ; and even Mauium (the Mogul's heir) from the
war in the Dekhan. With this formidable array,’ (he OiViperor entered
Mewar; and sboh reduced the low countries, whieh experience, had taught
them were indefensible, the inhabitants previously retiring with their

effects to the hills. Cheetore, Mandefgurh, Mundisor, Jeirun and many
other strongholds were obtained after tfie usual form of opposition, and
garrisoned by the Moguls. Meanwhile the Rana was animating the

might of the^Aravali, where he mcditatetj a resistance proportioned to the
peril which threatened every cherished prejudice of his race : not the mere
defence of dominion or dignity, but a struggle, pro arts et foots, around
which rallied every Rajpoot with the most deadly determination. Even
the primitive races of the western wilds, the Palindas^ and Palipats^

(lord af the passes) i mih i\\o\x^^ndL^ of bows, and hearts devoted in the
cause of Hindiipat,"f assembled round the red banner of Mewar. The
Rana divided his forces into three bodies. His eldest son, ley Sing, was
posted on the crest .of tho Aravali, ready to act on the invaders from either

side of the mountains. Prince Bheem was to the west, to . keep up the

commuidcations with the outlets to Guzerat
; while the Rana, with the

main bodyi took post in the Naen dehle, unassailable by the enemy, and
hanging on his left flank, ready to turn it, and cutoff all retreat the<

moment the imperialists entered the rnpuntains. Arungzebe advanced to

Dobarrr; but instead of entering the valley of which it was the gorge, he
baked, and by the advice of Tyber Khan sent on prince Akbar with fifty

thousand men to the capital. This caution of the wily monarch saved

him from the ably planned scheme of the Rajpoot prince, who evinced a
thorbugh knowledge j of the topography of this: intricate and romantic
portion of his domain. The Girwo, emphatically * th^-cifch/ from which'

the valley of the capital is named, has this form to th^ eye whep viewing it

from thertceaSa centre. It is, however, an irregular ellipse of about fpur-

teeri in length' from south’ to north, aWd about eleven in breadth from
east td WiE^t, the capital being situated towards the extremity of the trahs*

^ is the local tprrn for thpse long de^es, ihe,,residence of the

mountaineers:: their chiefs a recalled rati, in Bhalca,

t GHicf’ of the Hindus.

X The SuRtawuj leader, Gfurceb Das, has the merh of haying
prompted this pl^P. Hiisj^eech'dh^t^ adyande of Abr^j^iebe is given
the Annals : and his ddvlce, MetfMe King have' free ehtraheb through the
passes, shm him in, and^iha^e farfihie his foe,*' Was|litera1iy foliowbb, w
the hard knoaksv which hekig m matter*of«course aofkOmpaitiYRtnt, the
gallant Suktawut deemed it unnecessary to specify,
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VeNft Aitis, having ohly the lake Peshola between it and the base of the
Aravali. The mountains of this circular (Girnjdo) valley ranging from eight
to twelve hundred feet in height, are of primitive formation, and raise their

fantastic pinnacles in every diversity of shape ovcc each other* To the
west-ward the grand chain rises two thousand feet above Uie plains, and
might be termed the chord, of which the Girwo is an irregular, segment
of a circle, less in height, and far less compound in character. Towards the
plains east, it has three pariicable passes; one, the more northern, by
Dailwara; the other (central), by Dobarri

; a third, leading to the intri-

cacies of Chuppun, that of Naeri. Of Uiese three passes the emperor
chose the most practicable, and encamped near the Opdy-s^gur lake, on
the left of its entrance.

Pi:ince Akbar advanced. Not a soul interrupted his progress to the
city. Pali^ces, gardens, lakes aiid isles, met his eye, but no living thing

;

all was silence,” Altbar encamped. Accustomed to this desertion front

the desire of the people^ to avoid a licentious soldiery, and lulled into a
hardy security, he was surprised by the heir of Mewar. ** Some were
praying, some feasting, some at chess : they came to steal and yet fell

asleep,” says, the annalist, and were dispersed with, terreBic and unrelen-
ting slaughter. Cutofif from the possibilty of a junction, with the emperor
by a mbven^eht of a part of Rana's. personal force, Akbat attempted a
retreat to the plains of M[arwar by the route of Gogoonda. h was a choice
of evils, and he took the worst. The allodial vassals of the mountains^
with the Bhil auxiliaries, outstripped his retreat, and blocked up further
egress in one of those ‘ long^^extended valleys, termed Nat, closed by a
hatural rampart or CoU on which they formed abbattes. of trees, and
mannin|r the Crests on each side, hurled destruction on the foe ; while the
prince, in like manner, blocked up the entrance and barred retrogression.
Death menaced them in every form. Por several days they had only the

prospect of surrender to save them from famine and a justly incensed foe,

when an ill-judged humanity on the part of Jey Sing saved, them fronif

annihilation. He admitted overtures, conBned in protestations to renounce

-

the origin of the war, and gave them guides to conduct them by the defile

of JUwarra, nor did they Jwit till protected by the walls of Clieetore.*

* Orme, who has many valuable historical details of this period,

makes Arangzebe in person to have been in the predicament assignetl^by

the Annals to hW son; ahd^ to have escaped, from the operation of those

high and gallant seiUinienU of Rajpoot, whic^h make him no match
fora'

carrying on the war against the Raiia,

of who onj the approach of his army
at thf^ 1678, had abandoned the accessible

her/te: and inhabitants into the valleys, within.the

rnouftiikihf adi^nced ahiongst the dehies with incredible labour^

th^dtvteion wb with ArungzeBe
hyninsuperable defences aivd precipices

closedi the 9treight5 in hi? rear,

their) stOitions above prevented

troops, either within or without, from * removing the

obstante. TJd^ptrrS, the^ fovojirUe and Ciraca^siap w,|fe.,of Aurengzebe,

aeebbapj^ied hiUn in this arduous j^ar, and with her retinue ahdL escort was
en(^^Ta;flelibt^ mountains ;

her conductors, dreading to

expoie her petIKK) to danger or public view, surrendredt She was carried
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Another body of the imperialists, under the celebrated Delhire Khan,
tvho entered by the Daisoori Pass from Marwar (probably with a view of
extricatinjEf Prince Akbar), were allowed to advance unopposed, and
when in the long intricate gorge were assailed by Bikram Soianki* and
Gopinath Rathoref (both nobles of Mewar), and after a desperate con-
flict entirely destroyed. On each occasion a vast booty fell into the hands
of the Rajpoots.

So ably concerted was this mountain warfare, that these defeats were
the signal for a simultaneous attack by the Rana on Arungzebe, who,
with his son Azim watched at Dobarri the result of the operations under
Akbar and Delhii^e. The great home-clans had more than their wonted
rivalry to sustain them, for the gallant Doorga-das with the Rathore
swords {tulwar Rahtoran) whetted by an accumlation of wrongs, were
to combat with them against their common oppresssor ; and nobly did they
contest the palm of glory. The tyrant could not withstand them ;

his guns,
though manned by Franks^ could not protect him against the just cause
and avenging steel of the Rajpoot, and he was beaten and compelled to

disgraceful flight, with an immense loss in men and equipment. The
Rana had to lament many brave leaders, home and auxiliary ; and the

imperial standard, elephants, and state equipage fell into his hands, the
acquisition of Mohkim and the Suktawuts. This glorious encounter
occurred in the spring month of Falgoon, $, 17374

The discomfited forces formed a junction under the walls of Chcetore,

whence the emperor dictated the recall of his son, Prince Mauzum,*from
tiie Dekhan, deeming it of greater moment to regain lost importance in

the north than to prevent the independence of Sevaji. Meanwhile the

activity of Sawufdas (descended from the illustrious Jeimul) cut off the

communications between Cheetore and Ajmeer, and alarmed the tyrant

to the Rana, who received her with homage and every attention. Mean-
while the emperor himself might have perished by famine, of which the

Rana let him see the risque, by a confinement of two days
; when he

ordered his Rajpoots to withdraw from their stations, and suffer the way
to be cleared. As soon as Aurengzebe was out of danger, the Rana sent

back his wife, accompanied by a chosen escort, who only requested in

return, that he would refrain from destroying the sacret animals of their

religion which might still be left in the plains
; but Aurengzebe, who

believed in no virtue but self-interest, imputed the generosity and forbear-

ance of the Rana to fear the future vengeance, and continued the war.

Soon after, he was again well high enclosed in the mountains. T^e
second experience of difficulties beyond his age^aild ConstitdiiOhV^nd the

arrival of his son Azim and Akbar, determpietfitlim not to exp^^rhimsefl
any longer in the field ; but to leave its operatioi|ls td their Stlper-'

intended by his own iustructions from Azmir
j io which city^’^ll^ retired

with the households of his family, the offit^ers of his court, and hody«
guard of four thousand men, dividing IlM army between his

each had brought a considerable p^^foops from d^iriri^yp^ve
governments. They continued the ,

waf^^Wth, in a
country, and neither at the end of the year bad forced tbg jil

of tlie mountains.*'

* Chief of Rdopnagurli,

t Chief of Ganora, in Godwaif^ IIQW

t March l68o-i.
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fcr liis persona! safety. Leaving', therefore, this perilous warfare to his sort

Azinn and Akbar, with instructions how to act till reinforced,—foiled in his
Vengeance and personally disgraceed, he abandoned Mewar, and at the
head of his guards repaired to Ajmeer. Thence he detached Khan Rohiila,
with twelve thousand rrten, against Sawuldas, with supplies and equip-
ments for his sons. The Rathore, joined by the troops of Marwar, gave
him the meeting at Poor Mandol, and defeated the imperialists with great
loss, driving them back on Ajmeer.

While the Rana, his heir and auxiliaries, Were thus trimphant in all
thelir operations, Prince Bheem with the left division, was not idle, but
madU a powerful diversion by the invasion of Guzerat, captured Edur
expelling Gussun and his garrison, and proceeding by Birnuggur, suddenly
appeared before Puttun, the residence of the provincial satrap, which he
plundered. Sidpur, Mhourasso and other towns, shared the same fate ;

and he was in full march to Surat, when the benevolence of the Rana,
touched at the woes of the fugitives, who came to derrtand his forbearance,
caused him to recall Bheem in the midst of his career.

Contrary to the Rajpoot character, who maxim is parcere subjectist

they were compelled by the utter faithlessness of Arungzebe (chiefly

vulnerable through his resources) to retaliate, his excesses; and Dyal Sah,
the civil minister, a man of high courage and activity, headed another
flying force, wliich ravaged Malwa to the Nurbudda and Betwa.
Sarangpur, Dewas, Saronj, Mandoo, Oojein, artd Chanderi were plundered,
and numerous garrisons put to the sword

; and, to use the words of the
clironicle, “ husbands abandoned their wives and children, and what-
ever could not be carried off was given to the flames." For once, they
avenged themselves, in imitation of the tyrant, even on the religiort

of their enemies :
" the Kai;ees were bound and shaved, and the

Korans thrown into wells." The minister was Unrelentiug and made
Malwa a desert, and from the fruits of his incursions repaired the
resources of his master. Flushed with success, he formed a junction

with the heir of Mewar, and gave battle to A;^im near Cheetore. On this

occasion the flower of Mewar, with the Rahtore and Kheechee auxiliaries,^

were engaged, and obtained a glorious victory, the Mogul prince being
defeated artd pursued with great slaughter to Rinthumbor, which he
entered. This was a just revenge^ for it was Azim who surprised Cheetore
the year preceding. In Mewar the contest terminated with the expulsion

of the imperialists from the country ; when the Rana, in support of the

rights of the minor prince of Marwar, united his arms to the forces of

that state) and opened the Campaign at Ganora, the chief town of

Godwar. The heroic mother of the infant Rahtore prince, a daughter of

Mewar, had, since the death of her husband, well supported his rights,

having resisted every aggression and regained many lost advantages over

their antagonist. Prince Bheem commanded the Seesodias, who formed
a junction with the Rahtores, and gave battle to the royal forces led by
Akbar and Tyber Khan, whom he entirely defeated. The victory is

chiefly attributed to a stratagem of a Rajpoot chi^f, who, having carried

off five hundred camels from the imperialists, conceived the idea of fixing

torches to them and luting them lose in the royal camp ; and, in the

* Mokhtm and Gunga Suktawuts, Rutten Chondawut Saloombra,
Chandra sen Jhala of Sadrt, Subbul Sing Chohan of Baidia, Berri-Sa!

Puar of Btjolli, Four of the chiefs made speeches on the eve preceding
the battle, which are recorded in the Chronicle,

19
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confusion produced by the chargee of such a body, the Rajpoots assaulted

them. On their continued snccesses, the Rana and his allies meditated
the project of dethroning the tyrant, and setting up his son Akbar. The
pernicious example of his father towards Shah Jehan was not lost upon
Akbar, who favourably received the overture; but he wanted the circum-
spection which characterised Arungzebe, whose penetration defeated the
scheme when on the eve of execution. Already had the Rajpoot armies
united with Akbar, and the astrologer had fixed the day which was to

exalt him; but the revealer of secrets baffled his own prediction by
disclosing it to the emperor. Arun^ebe, attended only by his guards at

Ajineer, had recourse to to the same artifice which raised him to empire,

in order to ward off this danger. Akbar was but one day^s march distant

;

his elder son, Mauzum and Azim, yet far off. Not a moment was to be
lost : he penned a letter to his son, which by a spy was dropped in the

tent of the Kajpoot leader Doorga-das. In this he applauded a pretended
scheme by which Akbar was to fall upon them when they engaged the
emperor. The same scheme had saved Shere Shah in this country from
M>«Ideo, and has more recently been put in practice, and with like success,

in the war with Sevaji. It succeeded. The Rajpoots detached themselves
from the prince who had apparently betrayed them. Tyber Khan, in

despair, lost his life in an attempt to assassinate the emperor, and before

the artifice was discovered, the reinforcements under Mauzurr) and Azim
arrived, and Arungzebe was saved. The Rajpoots still offered sivna

(refuge) to Akbar ; but aware of his father’s vigour of character, he
deemed htmself unsafe in his vicinage, and accepted the escort of five

hundred Rajpoots led by Doorga*das,* who cut their way through every
opposition by the defiles of Mewar and Dongerpur, and across the Ner-
budda, to the Mahratta leader Sambaji, *at Palergurh) whence he was
shortly after conveyed in an English ship to Persia.

The escape of Akbar” (observes an hislorian.f who appreciated

the importance of the transactions of this period) ” to Sambaji, oppressed

Aurunzebe with as much anxiety, as formerly the phantom of his brother

Sujah amongst the Paihans; and the consequence of their alliance be«

came a nearer care than the continuance of the war against the Rajpoots,

whose gallant activity prevented a speedy decision by the sword
;
but

the dignity of the throne precluded any overtures of peace to a resistance

which had attempted the deposal, if not the life, of the monarch. A
Rajpoot officer, who had long served with distinction under Delhir Khan,

* He was chief of Droonara, on the Loni. He saved his young sove-

reign’s life from the tyrant, and guarded him during a long minority

heading the Rahtores in all the wars for the independence of his country.

A bribe, of forty thousand gold suns was sent to him ^ Azim without
stipulation^ when conveying Akbar out of danger. The object was
obvious, yet the Mogul prince dared not even specify his wishes* It is

needless to say that Doorga spurned the offer.

f
** We are not without hopes that some of the many in India who

have the means, will supply the portions of information which are

deficient in these fragments, and must otherwise always continue out of

our reach. The knowledge is well worth the inqury
;
for besides tlie

magnitude of the events and the energy of the characters which arise

within this period, there are no states or powers on the continent of India,

with whom our nation has cither connection or concern, which do not owe
the origin of their present condition to the reign of Arungzebe, or to its

influence on the reign of his succe8SQrs«’'<—Orme’s FrogmentSf pi 165*
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solved the difficulty : he quitted the army under pretence of ret iring to

his own country and visited the Rana as from courtesy on his journey*

The conversation turned on the war, which the Rajpoot perhaps really

lamented, and he persuaded the Rana that though Auruiigzebe would
never condescend to make, he might accept overtures of peace ; upon
which he was empowered by the Rana to tender them/* The domestic
annals confirm this account, and give the name of this mediator, Raja
Shiam Sing of Bikaneer ;

but the negotiation was infamously protracted

to the rains, the period when operations necessarily cease, and by which
time Aurunzebe had recruited his broken forces, and was again enabled
to take the field

;
and it was concluded without assertion or release

of the capitation tax, but with the surrender of the districts taken from
Cheetore, and the state of Joudpur was included in the treaty.** How
correctly this elegant historian had obtained a knowledge of those events,

a translation of the treaty evinces.* But these occurrences belong to

the succeeding reign, for the Rana died about this period, f from wounds
and vexation.

Once more we claim the reader’s admiration on behalf of another

patriot prince of Mewar, and ask him to contrast the indigenous Rajpoot

* ** yewab-sowaV* (a) of Soor Sing (uncle of Rana Raj Sing) and
Nurhur Bhut with the Emperor*

(a) Treaties or engagements are thus designated ; literally stipula^

iions and answers*

Punja or impress of the

Emperor’s hand, with the

word * Muneoorit* written

by himself*

"Your servants, according to your royal pleasure and summons, have
been sent by the Rana to represent what is written underneath. We hope
you will agree to these requests, besides others which will be made by
Puddum Sing.

1st. Let Cheetore with the districts adjacent appertaining thereto
when it was inhabited, be restored.

2d. In such temples and places of Hindu religious resort as have
been converted into mosques, the past cannot be recalled, but let this

practice be abolished.

3d. The aid hitherto afforded to the empire by the Rana shall be
continued, but let no additional commands be imposed.

4th« The sons and dependants of the deceased Raja Jesswunt Sing,
so soon as enabled to perform their duties, we hope will have their country
restored to them, (a)

Respect prevents inferior demands. May the splendour of your for«

tune, like the sun illuminating the world, be for ever increasing and
never set.

The Arxi (requests) of your servants, Soor Sing aqd Nurhur Bhut.”

t S. 1737, A.D. 1681.

(a) It was to defend the rights of the heir of Marwar, as well as to

<)ppose the odious je$eya, that the Rana took] to arms, Ajit was still

under the Rana’s safeguard.

Munsoori*
(‘ agreed.*)
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with the emperor of the Moguls ;; though to compare them would be ntaof-

festly unjust, since in every moral virtue they were antipodes to each other.

Aurungzebe accumulated on his head more crimes than any prince who
ever sat on an Asiatic throne. With aU the disregard of life which marks
his nation, he was never betrayed, even in the fever of success, into a
single generous action ; and, contrary to the prevailing principle of our
nature, the moment of his foe*s submission was that chosen for the
malignant completion of his revenge r witness his scourging the prostrate

king of Golconda. How opposite to the benehcence of the Rajpoot prince,

who, when the most efficient means of seM-defence lay in the destruction*

of the resources of his enemy, feeling for the miseries of the suffering

population of his persecutor, recalled his son in the midst of victory I

As a skilful general and gallant soldier, in the defence of his country, he is

above all praise. As a chivalrous Rajpoot, his braving all consequences
when called upon to save the honour of a noble fenvale of his race, he
is without parallel. As an accomplished prince and benevolent man,^

his dignified letter of remonstrance to Aurungzebeon the promulgation of

the capitation edict, places him high in the scale of moral as well as
intellectual excellence ;

and an additional evidence of both, and of his

taste for the arts, is furnished by the formation of the inland lake, the

Hajsumund, with a slight account of which, and the motives for its

execution, we shall conclude the sketch of this glorious epoch in the

annals of Mewar. '

Lakb Rajsumundi.—This great national work ts Iwcnty-five miles

north of the capital, and is situated on the on the declivity of the plain*

about two miles from the base of the Aravali. A small perennial stream,
called the Gomtee or * serpentine^ Rowing from tire these mountains, wa«»

arrested in its course, and confined by an immense embankment, made
to form the lake called after himself, Hajsumund^ or ‘ royal sea.* The
hund or dam forms an irregular segment of a circle, embracing an extent

of nearly three miles, and encircling the waters on every side except the

space between the north-west and north-east points. This barrier,

which confines a sheet of water of great depth, and about twelve miles

in circumference, is entirely of white marble, with a flight of steps of

the same material, throughout this extent, from the summit to the water’s

edge
;
the whole buttressed by an. enormous rampart of earth, which,,

had the projector lived, would have been planted with trees to form a
promenade* On the south side are the town and fortress built by the

Rana, and bearing his name, Rajnuggur
;
and upon the embankment

stands the temple of Kunkeraoli, the shrine of one of the seven forms

( saroop ) of Chri&hna. The whole is ornamented with sculpture of

tolerable execution for the age; and a genealogical skelQh-of the founder’s

family is inscribed in conspicuous characters. One million one hundredi

and fifty thousapd pounds sterling, contributed by the Rana, his chiefs

and opulent subjects, was expended on this work, of which the material

was frorp quarries. BiAt. magnificent, costly*, and useful as
as it isi it derives its chief beauty from the benevolent rnotivo- to which ib

owes its birth : Co alleviate the miseries of starving population, ami make*
their employipcnt conducive to nai|o;ial> benefit, dvuripg opo ofi those

awful visitations of providence, famine and pestilence, with which these

state are sometimes afflicted.

It was in lyiy,'!" only seven years after the accession,of Raj Sing»

^ Ninety -six lacks of rupees. t A.D. 1661.
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that these combined evils reached Mewar, less subject to them^ owing to»

its natural advantages, than any other state in India and on Tuesday
the 8th of Pos, Hastt Nakhetra (constellation of the elephant), as fixed by
the astrologer, the first stone was laid. ^*The chief ol Mewar, deeply
meditating on this extreme distress^ determirted to raise a monun^nt, by
which the wretched might be supported and his own name |>erpetuated.

This was seven years in constructing, and at its commencement and termi-

nation all the rites of sacrifice and oblation were observed.

^‘The Rana went to implore favour at the temple of the *four-armed

for though Asar^ was over» not a drop of rain fell from the heavens
;
and,

in like manner, the months of Sawun,^ and Bhadoon,^ passed away.
For want of water the world was in despair, and people went mad with

hunger. Things unknown as food were eaten. The husband abandoned
the wife, the wife, the husband—parents sold their children—time increas-

ed the evil; It spread far and wide : even the insects died : they had no-
thing to feed on. Thousands of all ages became victims to hunger.
Those who procured food to-day, ate twice what nature required. The
wind was from the west, a pestilential vapour. The constellations were
always visible at night, nor was there a cloud in the sky by day, and
thunder and lightning were unknown. Such portents filled mankind' with

dread. Rivers, lakes, and fountains were dried up. Men of wealth meted
out the portions of food. The ministers of religion forgot their duties*

There was no longer distinction of caste, and the Soodra and Brahmin
were undistinguishable. Strength, wisdom, caste, tribe, all were abandon-
ed, and food alone was the object. The charhHrrun\ threw away every
symbol of separation ;

alt was lost in hunger. Fruits, flowers^ every

vegetable thing, even trees were stripped of their bark, to appease the
carvings of hunger : nay, man ate man ! Cities were depopulated. The
seed of families was lost, the fishes were extinct, and the hope of all extin-

guished.

Such is the simple yet terrific record of this pestilence, from which
Mewar was hardly freed, wl>en Aurungzebe commenced the religious war-
fare narrated, with all its atrocities still further to devastate this fair region.

But a just retribution resulted from this disregard to the character and
prejudices of Rajpoots, which visited the emperor with shame, and his

successors with the overthrow of their power.

From all I could learn, it was the identical pestilence which has-

been ravaging India for the last ten years, erroneously called chohra-

morbus^ About thirty-five years ago the same disease carried off rauItH:

tud^ in these countries. Orme gives notice of something similar in A*CX,

1684, in the imperial camp near Goa when five hundred victims daily fall*

its [irey. Mewar was not free from the last visitation^ of 1818 and the; only-

son of the Rana was the first person attacked.

2, 3. The three months of rain, termed the Burtai.

t The four castes,, sacradotal, military, mercantile, and servile.

t From the Baj Vilas^ the chronicle of the reign of Raj Sing.
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CHAPTER XIV.

RA/aJby Sing took possession of the Gadi* in S. I73f (A. D.
A circumstance occurred at bis birth, which as descriptive of

manners may deserve notice. A few hours only intervened between his

entrance into the world and that of another son called Bheem. It is cus-

tomary for the father to bind round the arm of a new-born infant a root of

that species of grass called amirdhobt t^ 'imperishable* dhob, well known
for its nutritive properties and luzuriant vegetation under the most in-

tense heat. The Rana first attached the ligature round the arm of the

youngest, apparently an oversi^sht, though in fact from superior affection

for his mother. As the boys approached to manhood, the Rana appre-
hensive that this preference might create dissension, one day drew his

sword, and placing it in the hand of Bheem (the elder), said, it was better

to use It at once on his brother, than hereafter to endanger the safety of

the state. This appeal to his generosity had an instantaneous effect, and
he not only ratified,

I
his father's throne'*^ the acknowledgment of

the sovereign rights of his brother, but declared, to remove all fears, "he
was not his son if he again drank water within the pass of Dobari and,
collecting his retainers, he abandoned Oodipur to court fortune where she
might be kinder. The day was sultry, and on reaching the barrier he
halted under the shade of a sacred 6g-tree to bestow a last look upon
the place of his birth. His cup-bearer (Panairi) brought his silver

goblet filled from the cool fountain, but as he raised it to his lips, he
recollected that his vow was incomplete while within the portal

;
he poured

the libation on the earth in the name of the Supreme, and casting the cup
as an offering to the diety of the fountain, the huge gates closed upon
the valley. He preceded to Buhadoor Shah, who conferred upon him,
the dignity {munsuh) of a leader of three thousand five hundred horse,

with the Baviuna, or fifty-two districts for their support : but quarrelling

with the imperial general, he was detached with his contingent west of the
Indus, where he died

4

Let us return to Jey Sing {the lion of victory). He concluded a
treaty fwith Arungzebe, conducted by Prince Azim and Delhir Khan,
who took every occasion to testify his gratitude for the clemency of Rana
Raj Sing, when blockaded in ^tfie defiles of the Aravali. At this confer-i

ence, the Rana was attended by ten thousand horse and forty thousand
foot, besides the multitude collected from the mountains to view the cere-

mony, above one hundred thousand souls who set up a shout of joy at the

— —.

—

—— -

• **The Cushionf by which a Rajpoot throne is designated,

f Gadi ca An.

t I give these anecdotes as related to me by his descendant and
representative the Raja of Bunera, while seated in a balcony of his castle

overlooking the plains of Mewar. Often have 1 quenched my thirst at
the fountain, and listened to their traditionary tales. It is a spot con-
secrated to recollections

; every altar which rises around it is a text for

the *g’reat ancients* of the clans to expatiate on
;
and it is, moreover, a

grand place of rendezvous, whether for the traveller or sportsman.
Bheem dislocated his spine in a feat of strength. He was celebrated

for activity, and could, while his steed was urged to his speed, disengage
and suspend himself by the arms from the bough of a tree ; and to one
#f these experiments he owed his death.
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prospect of revisiting the plains, which disconcerted A^im, while Delhirex-*
patiated on the perils from which the' Ran’s generosity had liberated him.
Azim, who said he was no stranger to the Rana's illustrious house, con-
cluded a treaty on the spot, in which, as a salvo for the imperial dignity,

a nominal fine and surrender of three districts were inserted for aiding
Akbar’s rebellion, and a hint that the regal colour (crimson) of his tents

and umbrella should be discontinued. That advantages were gained by
the Rana, we may infer from Delhir’s sons being left as hostages for

Azim's good faith
;
a fact we learn from his farewell address to the Rana:

“ your nobles are rude, and my children are the hostages of your safety ;

but if at the expense of their lives, 1 can obtain the entire restoration of

your country, keep your mind at ease, for there was friendship between
your father and me.’^

But all other protection th^n what his sword afforded was futile
;
and

though Delhir^s intentions were noble, he had little contol over events i

in less than five years after his accession, the Rana was again forced to fly

the plains for the inaccessible haunts of Kamori. Yet, in spite of these

untoward circumstances and uninterrupted warfare, such were the re-

sources of this little state, that the Rana completed a work which perpe-
tuates his name. He threw a dam across a break in the mountains, the

channel of an everflowing stream, by which he formed the largest take in

India, giving it his own nsme, the Jeysumund, or sea of victory* Nature
had furnished the hint for this undertaking, for there had always existed

a considerable volume of water
;
but the Rana had the merit of uniting

these natural buttresses and creating a little sea from the Dheybur poolf

its ancient appellation, The circumference cannot be less than thirty

miles, and the benefits to cultivation, especially in respect to the article of

rice, which requires perpetual irrigation, were great. On this huge
rampart he erected a place for his favourite queen, Camala-devi, a
princess of the Pramara race, familiarly known as the Roota Ranee, or

testy queen.''

Domestic unhappiness appears to have generated in the Rana inapti-

tude to state affairs; and, unluckily, the favoured queen estranged hirrt

from his son, Omra, a name venerated in Mewar, was that of the heir of

Jey Sing, His mother was of the Boondi house, a family which has per-
formed great services to, and brought great calamities upon the ancient

sovereigns of Mewar, To the jealousies of the'rival queens, one of them
mother to the heir, the other the favourite of the sovereign, are attributed

dissensions, which at such a juncture were a greater detriment than th^
loss of a battle, and which afford another illustration, if any were wanting,

of the impolicy of polygamy. The annals ot Mewar seldom exhibit those

unnatural contentions for power, from which no other Hindu state was
exempt

;
this was owing to the wholesome regulation of not investing the

princes of blood with any polkicel authority
;
and establishing as a coun-

terpoise to natural advantages, an artificial ^degradation of their rank

which placed them beneath the sixteen chief nobles of the state ; which,

while it exalted these in their own estimation, lessened the national humi-
liation, when the heirs-apparetU were .compelled to lead their quota in the

arriere-ban of the empire. ‘
,

Rana Jey Sing, who had envinced such gallantry and activity in the

wars of Aurungzebe, now secluded himself with Comala in the retreat

Jeysumund, leaving Umra under the guidance o£ the Pancholi minister,

at^the capital. But he /hiding persoimlly insulted this chief officer o(

ilie state, in con^quenc^of receiving a rebuke for turning loose an
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infuriated elephant in the town, the Rana left his retreat, and visitirtt?

Cheetore in his tour, arrived at Oodipur. Umra awaiated not his father^s

arrival, but adding his mother's resentments to a feelingf of patriotic in-

dignation at the abasement his indolence produced, fled to Boondi, took

up arms, and joined by many of his own nobles and Hara auxiliaries,

returned at the head of ten thousand men. Desirous of averting:

civil war, the Rana retired to Godwar beyond the Aravali, whence he

sent the Ganora chieftain, the first feudatory of that department, to ex-

postulate with his son. But Gmra, supported by three-fourths of the

nobles, made direct for Komulmeer to secure the state treasure, saved by

the Uepra the governor for his sovereign. A failure in this project, the

knowledge that the Rahtores fostered the quarrel with a view to obtain

Godwar, and the determination of the few chiefs yet faithful^ to the

Rana, to defend the Jilwarra pass to the last, made the prince listen to

terms, which were ratified at the shrine of Eklinga, whereby the Rana
was to return to the capital, and the prince to abide in exile at the new
palace during the life of his father, which closed twenty years after his

accession. Had he maintained the reputation he established in his early

years, the times were well calculated for the redemption of his country's

independence 5 but documents which yet exist afford little reason to

doubt that in his latter years a state of indolence, having all the effects

of imbecility, supervened, and but for the formation of 'the victorious sea,

would have left his name a blank in the traditional Instory of Mewar.

Umra If., who succeeded in S. 17.0 (A. D. 1700) had much of the

gallantry and active turn of mind of his illustrious namesake
;
but the de-

grading conflict with his father had much impaired the moral strength of

the countryi and counteracted the advantages which might have resulted

from the decline of the Mogul power. The reigns of Raj Sing and Jey
Sing illustrate the obvious truth, that on the personal character of the

hief of a feudal government every thing depends. The former, infusing

ry his talent and energy patriotic sentiments into all his subordinates,

banquished in a series of conflicts the vast military resources of the empire,

Ved by the emperor, his sons, and chosen generals J
while his successor,

Iheir to thi$ moral strength, and with every collateral aid, lowered het

to stage of contempt from which no talent could subsequently raise her.

Umra early, availed himself of the contentions amongst the sons of

Arung^ebe to anticipate events, and formed a private treatyf with the

* Beri Sal of Bijolli, Kandul of Saloombra, Gopinath of Ganora, and
the Solan ki of Daisoori.

•j* Private Treaty between the Rana and Shah Alum Buhadoof
Shah^ and bearing his sign-manual*

Six articles of engagement, just, and tending to the happiness of the

people, have been submitted by you and by me accepted, and with

God’s blessing shall be executed without deviation :

ist.^ The re-cstablishment of Cheetore as in the time of Shah Jehan.
2d. Prohibition of kine-kitling* (a)

(a) PVom the second of these articles, which alternate between stipu-

lations of a temporal and spiritual nature, we may draw a lesson of great

political importance. In all the treaties which have come under my ob-
servation, the i inert ion of an article against the slaughter of kine was
prominent. 1' his sacrifice to their national prejudices was the subject of

discussion with every ambassador when the states of Rajasthan lot med
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Mogul heir-a()f)ai:^eht, Shah Alum, when commanded to the courttries west
of the Indus, oil which occasion the Mewar contihgeni* accompanied
him, and fought several gallant actions under a Sulctawut chieftain.

It is important to study the events of this period, which involved the
overthrow of the Mogul power, and originated that form of society which
paved the way to the dominion of Britain in these distant regions. From
such a review a political lesson of great value may be learned, which will

shew a beacon warning us against the danger of trusting to mere physical

power, unaided by the latent, but more durable support of moral influence.

When Arungzebe neglected the indigenous Rajpoots, he endangered the

key-stone of his power
;
and in despising opinion, though his energetic

3d, The restoration of all the districts held in the reign of Shah
Jehan.

4ih. Freedom of faith and religious worship, as during the govern-
ment of him whose nest is Paradise (Akbar).

5th. Whoever shall be dismissed by you shall receive no counten-
ance from the king.

6th, The abrogation of the contingent for the service of the
Dekhan.” (h)

* It consisted of twenty-two Naj^arbund chiefs, i. e. each entitled to a
kettle-drum, and fifteen Tooraes, or chiefs, entitled to brass trumpets.

engagements with the British government in 1817-18, 'the prohibition of

kine-killing within their respective limits.^ From tlie construction of our
armies we could not guarantee this article, but assurances were given that
every practical attention would be paid to their wishes: and kine are not
absolutely slain within the jurisdiction of any of these Rajpoot princes. But
even long habit, though it has famitiariied, has not reconciled them to this

revolting sacrifice
;
nor would the kine-killer in Mewar be looked upon

with less detestation than was Cambyses by the Egyptians, when he thrust

his lance into the flank of Apis, But in time this will be overlooked, and
the verbal assurance will become a dead letter; men of good intention will

be lulled into the belief that, because not openly combated, the prejudice is

extinct, and that homage to our power has obliterated this article of their

creed. Thus Aurungzebe thought, but he avowedly and boldly opposed
the religious opinions of his tributaries

;
we only hold them in contempt^

and even protect them when productive of no sacrifice. Yet if we look back
on the early page of history, we shall find both policy aild benevolence
combined to form this legislative protection to one of the most useful of

domestic animals, and which would tempt the belief that friptolemus, the

lawgiver of Sparta, had borrowed from Menu or rather from the still

greater friends of dumb creatures, the Jains, in the law which exempted
not only the lordly bull from the knife, but ‘ every living thing.*

(b) The Mewar contingent had been serving under Azim in the

south, as the following letter from him to the Rana discloses

:

“ Be it knewn to Rana Umra Sing, your arzee arrived, and the ac-
counts of your mother gave me great grief, but against the decrees of God
there is no struggling. Pray for my welfare. ^Rae Sing made a
request for you ;

you are my own ; rest in full confidence and continue in

your obedience. The lands of your illustrious ancestors shall all be yours
—but this is the lime to evince your duty-^the rest learn from your own
servants—continue to think of me.

** Your Rajpoots have behaved well.”

20
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mind might for a time render him independent of it, yet long before hftf

death the enormous fabric reared by Akbar was tottering to its founda-*

tion ; demonstrating to conviction that the highest order of talent, either

for government or war, tliough aided by unlimited resources, will not
suffice for the maintenance of power, unsupported by the affections of

the governed. I he empire of Arung^ebe was more extensive than that
of Britain at this day—the elements of stability were incomparably more
tenacious: he was associated with the Rajpoots by blood, which seemed
to guarantee a respect for their opinions

y
he possessed the power oj

distributing the hanors and emoluments of the state, when a service could
be rewarded by a province, drawing at will supplies of warriors from
the mountains of the west, as a check on his indigenous subjects, while
these left the plains of India to control the Afghan amidst the snows of

Caucasus. But the most devoted attachment and most faithful service

were repaid by insult to their habits, and tlie imposiition of an obnoxious
tax

;
and to \.\\^ jezeyay and the unwise pertinacity with which his success

sors adhered to it, must be directly ascribed the overthrow of the
monarchy. No condition was exempted from this odious and impolitic

assessment, which was deemed by the tyrant a mild substitute for the

conversion he once meditated of the entire Hindu race to the creed of

Islam.

An abandonment of their faith was the Rajpoot^s surest road to the

tyrant’s favour, and an instance of this dereliction in its consequences
powerfully contributed to to the annihilation of the empire*. Rao Gopat,
a branch of the Rana's family, held the fief of Rampura, on the

ChumbuLf and was serving with a select quota of his clan in the wars of

the Dekhan, when his son, who had been left at home, withheld the

revenues, which he applied to his own use instead of remitting them to

his father. Rao GopaJ complained to the emperor
; but the son dis*

covered that he could by a sacrifice not only appease Arungzebe, but
attain the object of his wishes : he apostati2:ed from his faith, and obtained

the emperor’s forgiveness, with the domain of Ran^ura. Disgusted and
provoked at such injurious conduct, Rao Gopal ned the camp, made an
unsuccessful attempt to redeem his estate, and took refuge with Rana
tJmra, his suzerain. This natural asylum granted to a chief of hts own
kin, was construed by the tyrant into a signal of revolt, and Azim was
ordered to Malwa to watch the Rana's motion : conduct thus charac-

terized in the memoirs of a Rajpoot chieftain,| one of the most devoted

to Arungzebe, and who died fighting for his son, "The emperor shewed
but little favour to his faithful and most useful subjects the Rajpoots,

which greatly oooled their ardour in his service," The Rana took up

* In lieu of all, what reward does Britain hold out to the native

population to be attached ? Heavy duties exclude many products of their

mdustry from the home market. The rates of pay to civil officers afford

no security to integrity ;
and the faithful soldier cannot aspire to higher

reward than £\20 per annum, were his breast studded with medals*

Even their prejudices are often too little considered, prejudices, the viola-

tion of which lost the throne of India, in spite of every local advantager
to the descendants of Arungzebe,

f l^ampura Bhanpura (city of the sun) to distinguish it from Ram-
pura Tank, Rao Gopat Was of the Chanderawut clan.

X Rao Dulput Boondela of Duttea, a portion of whose memoirs were

presented to me by the reigning prince, his descendant*,
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arms, and Malwa joined the tumult
;
while the first irruption of the

Mahrattas across the Nerbudda,* under Neema Sindia, compelled the
emperor to detach Raja Jey Sing to join Prince Azim, Amidst these
accumulated troubles, the Mahrattas rising into importance, the Rajpoot
feudatories disgusted and alienated, his sons and grandsons ready to

commit each individual pretension to the decision of the sword, did
Arungzebe, after a reign of terror of half a century’s duration, breathe
his last on the 28tli Zekaud A. D. 1707, at the city bearing his name—
Arungabad.

At his death his second son Azim assumed the imperial dignity, and
aided by the Rajput princes of Duttea and Kotah,f who had always
served in his division, he marched to Agra to contest the legitimate claims
of his eldest brother Mauzum, who was advancing from Cabul supported
by the contingents of Mewar and Marwar, and all western Rajwarra. The
battle of Jajow was fatal to Azim, who with his son Bedar-bukt and the
princes of Kotah and Duttea was slain, when Mauzum ascended the

throne under the title of Shah Alum Buhadoor Shah, I his prince had
many qualities which endeared him to the Rajpoots, to whom his sym-
pathies were united by the ties of blood, his mother being a Rajpoot
princess. Had he immediately succeeded the beneficient Shah Jehan, the
race of Timoor, in all human probability, would have been still enthroned
at Delhi, and might have presented a picture of one of the most powerful
monarchies of Asia. But Arungzebe had inflicted an incurable wound
on the mind of the Hindu race, which for ever estranged them from his

successors
j nor were the virtues of Buhadoor, during the short lustre of

his sway, capable of healing it. The bitter fruit of a long experience
had taught the Rajpoots not to hope for amelioration from any graft of

that stem, which, like the deadly Upas, had stifled the vital energies of

Rajasthan, whose leaders accordingly formed a league for mutual pre-

servation, which it would have been madness to dissolve merely because a
fair portion of virtue was the inheritance of the tyrant’s successor. They
had proved that no act or duty of subserviency could guarantee them
from the infatuated abuse of power, and they were at length steeled

against every appeal to their loyalty, replying with a trite adage, which
we may translate ** quern Deus vult ferdero^ prius dementat^'—of com-
mon application with the Rajpoot in such a predicament.

The emperor was soon made to perceive the little support he had \h

future to expect from the Rajpoots, Scarcely had he quashed the preten-

sions of Kambuksh, his youngest brother, who proclaimed himself

emperor in the Dekhani than he was forced to the north, in consequence

of an insurrection of the Sikhs of Lahore. This singular race, the

disciples {sikhs) of a teacher called Nanuk, were the descendants of the

Scytnic Gete, or Jit, of Transoxiana, who so early as tfee fifth century were

established in the tract watered by the five arms {Punjab) of the Indus.

Little more than a century "has elapsed since their conversion from a
spurious Hinduism to the doctrine of the sectarian Nanuk, and their first

attempt to separate themselves, in temporal as well as spiritual matters,

froin ijtll control, and they are now the sole independent power within the

limits of the Mogul monarchy* On this occasionj: the princes of Ambar
and Marwar visited the emperor, but left his camp without permission,

A. D. r7o6-7*

f Rao Dulput (Boon(|l||^), and Rao Ram Sing (Hara).

X A.D. 1709.10.
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and, as Ifie fiistoriAn adds,^ manifested a desr^fn to stru^gTe for rndeperr-

dence. Such v\ias the change in their mutual circumstances, that thr

Mogul sent the herr-apparent to conciliate and conduct them to him ; but

they came at the head of all their native bands when ‘^they were
gratified with wliatever their insolence demanded a splenetic effusion

of the historian, which well paints their altered position. From tho royal

or camp, they repaired to Rana Umra at Oodipur, where a
triple league was formed, which once more united them to the head of

their nation. This treaty of unity of interests against the common foe

was solemnized by nuptial engagements, from which those princes had
been excluded since the reigns of Akbar and Pertap. To be re-admitted*

to this honour was the basis of this triple alliance, in which they ratified

on oath the renunciation of all connexion, domestic or political, with the

empire. It was, moreover, stipulated that the sons of such marriage

should be heirs, or if the issue were females, that they should never be
dishonoured by ^ing married to a Mogul.

But this remedy as will be seen, originated a worse disease
;

it was a
sacrifice of the rights of primogeniture (clung to by the Rajpoots with

extreme pertinacity), productive of the most injurious effects, which intro-

duced domestic strife, and called upon the stage an umpire not less bane-
ful than the power from whose iron grasp they were on the point of

freeing themselves : for although this treaty laid prostate the throne of

Baber, it ultimately introduced the Mahrattas as partizans in their family

disputes, who made the bone of contention their own.

The injudicious suppvort afforded by the emperor to the apostate

chief of Rampura, first brought the triple federation into action. The
Rana, upholding the cause of Himmut made an attack on Rampura,
which the apostate usurper Ruttun Sing, now Raja Mooslim Kkan^
defeated, and was rewarded for it by the emperor. § But the same report

conveyed to the king, **that the Rana determined to lay waste his

country t
and retire to the which was speedily confirmed by the

uriw^come intelligence that Sawuldas, an officer of the Rana’s, had
attacked Feeroz Khan, the governor of Poorh Mandal, who was obliged
to retreat with great loss to Ajmeer on which occasion this loyal des-

cendant of the illustrious Jeimul lost his life.** The brave Doorga-das,
who conveyed the rebellious Akbar through all opposition to a place of

refuge, again appeared upon the stage—his own prince being unable to

* Memoirs of Eradut Khan, p. 58 ;
also autograph letters of all

those princes, with files of the regular newspapers (akbars\ of the day, in
my possession, dated, from the emperor's camp.

f Memoirs of IJradut Khan. J Hence the corruption of horde.

^ Newspapers, dated 3d Rejib, Sun.3—(3d year of his reign).

II
Newspapers, loth Rejib, Sun. 3.

^ Newspapers, 5th Shaval, Sun 3.

The following edict, which caused this action, I translated from the
archieves; it is addressed to the son of Sawuldas.

*' Mahrana Umra Sing to Rahtore Ra^ Sing Sawuldasote (rskce oi

Sawuldas)

:

“ Lay waste your villages and the country around you—your families
shall have other habitations, to dwell in—for particulars consult Dowlul
Sing Chondawut : obey th^e,*'—Asoj, S. 1764 (Dec* A.D, 1708-9).
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protect him, he had found a safe asylum at Oodipur, and had the sum of
five hundred rupees daily paid for his expenditure,—a princely liberality.
But the result of this combination was reserved for the followingf reigns^
Shah Alum being carried off by poison,* ere he could correct the disorders
which were rapidly breaking up the empire from the Hindu- Koosh to the
ocean. Had his life been spared, his talents for business, his experience^
and courteous manners, mi^ht have retarded the ruin of the monarchy,
which the utter unworthiness of his successor sunk beyond the power of
man to redeem. Every subsequent succession was through blood

;
and

the sons of Shah Alum performed the part for which they had so many
great examples. Two brothers,! Syeds, from the town of Bareh • in the
Doab, were long the Warwicks of Hindusthan, setting up and plucking
down its pvjppet kings at their pleasure

; they had elevated Ferocksere
when the triumvirs of Rajasthan commenced their operations.

Giving loose to long-suppressed resentment, the Rajpoots abandoned
the spirit of toleration which it would have been criminal to preserve

;

and profiting by the lessons of their tyrants, they overthrew the mosques
built on the sites of their altars, and treated the civil and religious officers
of the government with indignity. Of these every town in Rajasthan had
its moolah to proclaim the name of Mohammed, and its cazi for the ad-
ministration of Justice,—branches of government entirely wrested from the
hands of the native princes, J abusing the name of independence. But
for a moment it was redeemed, especially by the brave Hahtores, who
had made a noble resistance, contesting every foot of land since the death
of Jesswunt Sing, and now his son Ajit entirely expelled the Mogulafrom
Mai war. On this occasion the native forces of the triple alliance met at
the salt lake of Sambur, which was made the comrnon boundary of their
territory, and its revenues were equally divided amongst them.

The pageant of an emperor, guided by the Syeds, or those wh6
intrigued to supplant their ministry, made an effort to oppose ilie threat-
ening measures of the Rajpoots

;
and one of them, the Ameer-ool Omra,§

marched against Raja Ajit, who received private instructions from the
emperor to resist his commander-in-chief, whose credit was strervgthened
by the means taken to weaken it, which engendered suspicions of
treachery, Ajit leagued with the Syeds, who held out to the Rah tore an
important share of power at court, and agreed to pay tribute and give a
daughter in marriage to Ferocksere.

This marriage yielded most important results, which were not con-
fined to the Moguls or Rajpoots, for to it may be ascribed the rise of the
British power in India. A dangerous Malady,

|[
rendering necessary a

surgical operation npon Ferocksere, to which the faculty of the court were
unequal, retarded the celebration of the nuptials between the emperor
and the Rajpoot princess of Marwar, and even threatened a fatal termi-
nation. A mission from the British merchants at Surat was at that time

A. D. 1712.

f Husein Alii and Abdoolia Khan,

! Next to kine-killing was (the article inhibiting the introductk>n of
the Adawlet, or British courts of justice, into the Rajpoot states, in all

their treaties with the British government in A. O. 1817* x8, the very
name of which is abhorent to a native.

§ The title of Hussein Alii,—as Kootub-ool Moolk {the axis of the
state), was that of his brother Abdoolia.

II
A white swelling or tumour on the hack.
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at courti and, as a last resource, the surgeon attached to it was called In,

who cured the malady, and made the emperor happy in his bride.* His
gratitude was displayed with oriental magniiience. The emperor desired
Mr. Hamilton to name his reward, and to the disinterested patriotism of

this individual did the British owe the first royal grant or firman^ con-
ferring territorial possession and great commercial privilej<es. These
were the objects of the mission, which till this occurrence had proved
unsuccessful.

This gorgeous court ought to have been, and probably was, impressed
with a hi^h opinion of the virtuous self-denial of the inhabitants of

Britain; and if history has correctly preserved the transaction, some
mark of public gratitude should have been forthcoming from those who
sd signally benefited thereby. But to borrow the phraseology of the

Italian historian, obligations which do not admit of being fully dis-

charged, are often repaid with the coin of ingratitude:’’ the remains of

this man rest in the churchyard of Calcutta, without even a stone to mar>|

the spot

!

This marriage, which promised a renewal of interests with the Raj-
poots, was soon followed by the revival of the obnoxious The
character of this tax, though much altered from its original imposition by
Arungzebe, when it was at once financial and religious, was held in un-
mitigated abhorrence by the Hindus from the complex association ;

and
although it was revived chiefly to relieve pecuniary wants, it kindled a
universal feeling of hatred amongst all classes, and quenched the little

zeal which the recent marriage had inspired in the Rajpoots of the desert.

The mode and channel of its introduction evinced to them, that there was
tio hope that the intolerant spirit which originally suggested it would ever

be subdued. The weak Ferocksere, desirous of snapping the leading-

strings of the Syeds, recalled to his court Enayet Oolla Khan, the minis-

ter of Arungzebe, and restored to him his office of Dewant who, to use the

words of the historian of the period, did not consult the temper of the

times, so very different from the reign of Arungzebe, and the revival of

ihejegeya came with him.” Though by no means severe in its operation,

not amounting to three-quarters per cent, on annual income,f—from which
|he lame, the blind, and very poor were exempt,—it nevertheless raised

a general spirit of hostility, particularly from its retaining the insulting

distinction of a tax on infidels'' Resistance to taxation appears to be a
universal feeling, in which even the Asiatic forgets the divine right of

i^vereignty, and which throws us back on the pervading spirit of selfish-

ness wnich governs human nature. The temghat or stan[\p tax, which
preceded the jeeeya, would appear to have been as unsatisfactory as it was

* The ceremony is described, as it was celebrated, with true Asiatic

pomp. The Ameer*ool Omra conducted the festivities on the part of

the bride, and the marriage was performed with a splendour and magni-
ficence till then unseen among the princes of Hindusthan. Many pom-
pous insignia were added to the royal cortege upon this occasion* Thg
illuminations rivalled the planets, and seemed to upbraid the faint lustre

of the stars. The nuptials were performed at the palaqe of 'the Ameer-
ool Omra, whence the emperor conveyed his bride witlv the high^t
splendour of imperial pomp to the citadel, amidst the resoundings oi

musical instruments and the acclamations of the people«''-»Page 1^2, Vol*
%; Scott’s History of Arungzebe’s successors*,

t 13 rupees on every 2,000 rupees*
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general, from the solemriity of its renunciation by Baber on the ffeld of

battle after the victory infidels^ which gave him the crown of India ^

and though we have no record of the je^eya being its substitutOi there are
indications which authoriiie the inference.

Rana Omra was not an idle spectator of these occurrences
j and al-

though the spurious thirst for distinction so early broke up the alliance by
detaching Ajit, he redoubled his efforts for personal independence, and
with it that the Rajpoot nation. An important document attests his solici-

tude, namely, a treaty* with the emperor, in which the second article stipu-

lates emancipation from the gatlling jejsfej/a. It may be well to analy^ this

* Memoirandnm of Request
1st, The Munsub (a) of 7,000.

2nd. Firman of engagement under the punja private seal and sigrt

that the jeieya shall be abolished—‘that it shall no longer be
imposed on the Hindu nation

; at all events, that none of the

Chagitai race shall authorize it in Mewar. Let it be
annulled.

3d. The continpent of one thousand horse for service in the Dekban
to be excused.

4th. All places of Hindu faith to be re*built, with perfect freedom of

religious worship.

5th, If my uncles, brothers, or chiefs, repair to the presence, to meet
no encouragement.

6th. The Bhomias of Deola, Banswarra, Dongerpur, and SIrohl,

besides other zemindars over whom 1 am to have control,

they shall not be admitted to the presence.

7th. The forces I possess are my chiefs—what troops you may re-

quire for a given period, you must furnish with rations {pciiH)

and when the service is over, their accounts will be settled.

8fh* Of the Hukdars, Zemindars, Munsubdars, who serve you with,

zeal and from the heart, let me have a list—and those who
are not obedient 1 will punish

;
but in effecting this no de-

mand is to be made for paemalif (b)

List of the districts attached to the punj-hasriM at present under

sequestration to be restored—Phoolia, Mandelgurh, Bednore, Poorh, Bas-
sar, Ghiaspur, Purdhar, Banswarra, Dongerpur. Besides the

old, you had on ascending the throne granted an increase of 1,000, and onr

account of the victory at Sinsini 1,000, more of two and the three

horse.'' {d)

Of three crores of dams{d) in gift {enam) vte,t two according to a fir-

man, and one for the payment of the contingent in the Dekhan, and of

which two are immediately required, you have given me .in lieu thereof

Sirohi.

Districts now desired—Eidur, Kekri, Mandel, Jehajpur, Malpur,
(and another illegible)."

(fl) The dignity (munsub) of commander of (a legion of 7,000 horse,

the highest grade of rank.
, ^

(b) Destruction of property, alluding to the crops which always suf-

fered in the movements of disorderly troops.

(c) Munsub of 5,000.

(d) It was usual to allow two and three horses to each cavaliei* whtn
favour was intended.

(^) 40 dams to the rupee.
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t’rieftty, «hich attests the altered cortdition of both parties, tts Vel^ tUU
iTiarks the subordination of the chief of the Rajpoots

;
but while this is

headed a Memorandum of Requests/* the eighth article ’discloses the

effective means of the Rana, for there he assumes an air of protection to-

wards the emperor. In the opening stipulation for the mtinsub of 7,000,

the mind reverts to the great Umra, who preferred abdication to acknow-
ledgment of a siipeHor

; but opinion had undergone a change as great

as the mutual relations of the Rajpoots. In temporal dignities other states

had risen to an equality with Mewar, and all had learned to look on the

Mogul as the fountain of honour, Tim abolition of the jezeya, freedom
from religious restraint, control over the ancient feudatories of liis house,

and the restoration of all sequestrations, distinguish the other articles and
amply attest the improving attitude of Mewar, and the rapid decay of the

Mogul empire. The Mahrattas under Raja Sahoo were successfully pro-
secuting their peculiar system in the south, with the'^ same feelings which
characterised the early Gothic invaders of Italy; strangers to settled go-
yerntpenl, they imposed the taxes of chouih and desmookie^ thefourth and
tenth of all territorial income, in the countries they overran. I he Jat
tribes west of the Chumbul likewise bearded their oppressors in this reign,

by hoisting the standard of independence at the very threshold of their

Capital i and from the seige of Sinsini (mentioned in this treaty) to

the last storm of Bhurtpur, they maintained the consequence thus

assumed.
This treaty was the last ^ct of Rana Umra’s life

;
he died in A. D*

1716, leaving the reputation of an active and high-minded prince, who
well upheld hts station and the prosperity of his couidry, notwithstanding
the anarchy of the period. His encouragement of agriculture and protec-

tion of manufactures are displayed In the edicts engraved on pillars, winch
will hand down his name to posterity. His memory is held in high vene*
ration

;
nor do the Rajpoots admit th^ absolute degradation of Mewar til

the period of the second prince in succession to Umra*

CHAPTER XV.

S
ANCRAM Sing (the lion of battle) succeeded

; a name fettoWned id

the annals of Mewar, being that of the opponent of the founder of

the Moguls. He ascended the throne about the same time with Maho-
med Shah, the last of the race of Timoor who deserved the name of

emperor of India. During the reign of Sangram, from A.D. 1716 to

1734, this mighty empire was dismembered; when, in lieu of one para-
mount authority, numerous independent governments started up, which
preserved their uncertain existence until the last revolution, which has
given a new combination to these discordant materials—Mahomedan,
Mahralta, and Rajpoot, in the course of one century under the dominion
of a handful of Britons I Like the Satraps of the ancient Persian, Of

the Lieutenants of Alexander, each chief proclaimed himself master of

the province, the government pf which was conBded to his loyalty and
talents

;
and it cannot fail to diminish any regret at the successive

prostration of Bengal, Oude, Hydrabad, and other less conspicuous
states, to remember that they were founded in rebellion, and erected
on ingratitude

;
and that their rulers were destitude of those sympathies,

which could alone give stability to their ephemeral greatness, by impro-
ving the condition of their subjects* With the. Mahratus theicase is
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different : their to power claims our admiration, when tyranny
transformed the ihdustriOus husbandman and the minister of religion,

into a hardy and enterprising soldier and a skilful functionary of govern-
ment, Had their ambition been restrained within legitimate bounds,

it would have been no less gratifying than politically and morally just

that the family of Sevaji should have retained its authority in countries

which his active valour wrested from Arunzebe. But the genius of con-
quest changed their natural habits

;
they devastated instead of consoli-

dating
;
and in lieu of that severe and frugal simplicity

;
and that ener^»y

of enterprize, which were their peculiar characteristics, they became
distinguished for mean parsimony low cunning, and dastardly depre-

dation. Had they, retaining their original character, been content with

their proper sphere ot action, the Dekhan, they might yet have held the

sovereignty of that vast region, where their habits and language assimi-

lated them with the people. But as they spread over the north they
encountered national antipathies, and though professing the same creed,

a wider difference in sentiment divided the Mahratta from the Rajpoot,
than from the despots of Delhi, whose tyrannical intolerance was more
endurable, because less degrading, than the rapacious meanness of the
Southron. Rajasthan benefited by the demolition of the empire: to

all but Mewar it yielded an extension of power. Had the national mind
been allowed to repose, and its energies to recruit, after so many
centuries of demoralization, all would have recovered their strength,

which lay in the opinions and industry of the people, a devoted tenantry
and brave vassalage, whom we have so often depicted as abandoning
their habitations and pursuits to aid the patriotic views of their

princes.

The short reign of Ferocksere was drawing to a close ;
its end was

accelerated by the very means by which that monarch hoped to eman-*
cipate himself from the thraldom of the Syeds, against whose authority
the faction of Enayet Oolla was but a feeble counterpoise, and whose
arbitrary habits, in the re-establishment of the jezeya, lost him evert

the support of the father of his queen. It was on this occasion that the
celebrated Nizam-ool Moolk, the founder of the Hydrabad state, was
brought upon the stage : he then held the unirrtportant charge of the

district of Moradabad
; but possessed of high talents, he was bought

over, by the promise of the government of Malwa, to further the views
of the Syeds. Supported by a body of ten thousand Mahrattas, these
makers of kings soon manifested their displeasure by the deposal of

Ferocksere, who was left without any support but that of the princes of

Ambar and Boondi. Yet they would never have abandoned him had
he hearkened to their counsel to take the field, and trust his cause to

them : but, cowardly and infatuated, he refused to quit the walls ,o£

his palace, and threw himself upon the mercy of his enemies, who made
him dismiss the faithful Rajpoots and ** admit a guard of honour of

their troops into the citadel.”

Ferocksere hoped for security in the Inviolability of the harem—but he
found no sanctuary even there

;
to use the words of the Mogul memoir,

“night advanced, and day, like the fallen star of the emperor, sunk in dark-
ness. citadel were closed upon his friends : the Vizier
and Ajit Sing remained within. This night was dreadful to the inhabi-
tans of the city

; no one knew what was passing in the palace, and the
troops under the Ameer-ool Omra, with ten thousand Mahrattas,
remained under arms : n^orning came, and all hope was extinguished by
the royal band (Nobut) announcing deposal of Ferocksere, in tlie

21
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proclamation of Ruffeh-ool Dirjat, his successor/' The interval between
deposal and the death of an Asiatic prince is short, and even while the
heralds vociferated long line the king /” to the new pqppet, the bow-
string was on the neck of the contemptible Ferocksere.

The first act of the new reign (A.D. 17 19) was one of conciliation to-

wards Ajit Sing and the Rajpoots, namely, the abrogation of iha jesey

a

and the Syeds further shewed their disposition to attach them by conferring

the important office of Dewan on one of their own faith : Raja Ruttun
Chund was accordingly inducted into the ministry in lieu of Enayet Oolla#
Three phantoms of royalty flitted across the scene in a few months, till

Roshun Akter, the eldest son of Buhadoor Shah was enthroned with the

title of Mahomed Shah (A.D. 1720), during whose reign of nearlv thirty

years the empire was completely dismembered, and Mahrattas from the

south disputed its spoils with the Afghan mountaineers. The haughty
demeanour of the Syeds disgusted all who acted with them, especially

their coadjutor the Nizam, of whose talents, displayed in restoring Malwa
to prosperity, they entertained a dread. It was impossible to cherish any
abstract loyalty for the puppets they establised, and treason lost its name,
when the Nizam declared for independence, which the possession of the

fortresses of Aser and Boorhanpur enabled him to secure. The brothers

had just cause for alarm. The Rajpoots were recalled upon for their con-
tingents, and the princes of Kotah and Nirwur gallantly interposed their

own retainers to cut of the Nizam from the Nurbudda, on which occasion the

Kotah prince was slain. The independence of the Nizam led to that of

Oude. Saadut Khan was then but the commandant of Biana, but he enter*

ed into the conspiracy to expel the Syeds, and was one of those who drew
lots to assassinate the Ameer-Ool Omra. The deed was put into cxecu-
tk)i> on the march to reduce the Nizam, when Hyder Khan buried his

poniard in the Ameer's heart. The emperor then in camp, being thus
freed, returned against the Vizier, who instantly set up Ibrahim and
marched against his opponents. The Rajpoots wisely remained neutralf

and both armies met. The decapitation of Ruttun Chund was the signal

for the battle, which was obstinate and bloody ;
thd Vizier was made

prisoner, and subjected to the bowstring. For the part Saadut Khan
acted in the conspiracy he was honoured with the title of Bahadoor Jung,
and the government of Oude. The Rajpooot princes paid respects

to the conqueror, who confirmed the repeal of ihejegeya, and as the reward
of their neutrality the Rajas of Ambar and Jodhpur, Jey Sing and Ajitr

were gratified, the former with the government of the province of Agra,
the last with that of Guzerat and Ajmeer, of which latter fortress he took

possession. Gheerdir-das* was made governor of Malwa to oppose the

Mahrattasr and the Nizam was invited from his government of Hydrabad
to accept the office of vizier of the empire.

The policy of Mewar was too isolated for the times
;
her rulers clung

to forms and unsubstantial homage, whHe their rreighbours, with more
active virtue, plunged into the tortuous policy of the inrrpertal court, and
seized every opportunity to enlarge the boundaries of their states r and
while Ambar appropriated to herself tlie royal domains almost to the

Jumna f while Marwar planted her banner on the battlements of Ajmeer,
dismembered Guzerat, and pushed her clans far into the desert, and

Gheerdir-das was a Nagar Brahmini son of Jubccia Ranii the chief

secretary of Ruttun Chund*
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«v«n to ** the world^s end)|;*’* Mewar confined her ambition to the con-
trol oi her ancient feudatories of Aboo, Edur, and the petty states which
grew out of her, Dongerpur and Banswarra* The motive for this policy
was precisely the same which had cost such sacrifices in former times

;

she dreaded amalgamating with the imperial court, and preferred poli-
tical inferiority to the sacrifice of principle. The internal feuds of her
two great clans also operated against her aggrandizement; and while
the brave Suktawut, Jeit Sing, expelled the Rahtore from Edur, and
subdued the wild mountaineers even to Koliwarra, the conquest was lec

incomplete by the jealousy of his rival, and he was recalled in the midst
of his success. From these and other causes an important change took
place in the internal policy of Mewar, which tended greatly to impair
her energies. To this period none of the vassals had the power to erect
places of strength within their domains, which, as already stated, were
not fixed, but subject to triennial change ;

their lands were given for

subsistence, their native hills were their fortresses, and the frontier

strongholds defended their families in time of invasion. As the Mogul
power waned, the general defensive system was abandoned, while the
predatory warfare which succeeded compelled them to stud their country
with castles, in order to shelter their effects from the Mahratta and
Pathan, and in later times to protect rebels.

Rana Sangram 'ruled eighteen years
;
under him Mewar was res-

pected, and the greater portion of her lost territory was regained. Hi;,

selection of Beharidas Pancholi evinced his penetration, for never hac

Mewar a more able or faithful minister, and numerous autograph leltert

of all the princes of his time attest his talent and his work as the oracle

of the period. He retained his Joffice during three reigns: but his skill

was enable to stem the tide of Mahratta invasion, which commencod or

the death of Sangram.

Tradition had preserved many anecdotes of Sangram, which aid om
estimate of Rajpoot character, whether in the capacity of legislators 01

the more retired sphere of domestic manners. They uniformly represen*

this Rana as a partiarchal ruler, wise, just, and indexible,! steady in hit

application to business, regulating public and private expenditure, anc
even the sumptuary taws, which were rigidly adhered to, and on whicl
the people still expatiate, giving homely illustrations of the contrast be*

tween them and the existing profusion. The Chohan |of Kotario, om
of the highest class of chieftains, had recommended an addition to tht

folds of the court robe, and as courtesy forbids all personal denial, hii

wish was assented to, and he retired to his estate pluming himself on hii

sovereign's acquiescence. But the Rana, sending for the minster, com-
manded the sequestration of two villages of Roterio, which speedily
reaching the ears of the chief, he repaired to court, and begged to knovi
the fault which had drawn upon him this mark of displeasure. " None,
Raojr, but on a minute calculation I find the revenue of these tw*<

. villages wHI just cover the expense of the superfluity of garment which
obedience to your wishes wiil occasion me, and as every iota of m3
own income is appropriated, I had no other mode bf innovating oit

e it

where the

coont'^ the Jigat pointy of our maps, at Dawrica,
^hadails, a branch of the Rathores, established themselves.

t In the dialect, churri muzboot tha," hts rod was strong-^^
familiar phrase, which might be rendered ‘*sceptre"—-a long rod with all
w^on spike on it, often placed before or thorne.
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our ancient costume than by makin)^ you bear the charge attending a
compliance with your suggestion." It will readily be believed,* that the

Chohan prayed the revocation of this edict, and that he ^was careful for

the future of violating the sumptuary laws of his sovereign.

On another occasion, from lapse of memory or want of consideration,

he broke th6 laws he had established, and alienated a village attached to

the household. Each branch had its appropriate fund, whether for the
kitchen, the wardrobe, the privy purse, the queens

;
these lands were called

thooat and each had its officer, or thooa-dar^ alt of whom were made
accountable for their trust to the prime minister

;
it was one of these he

had alienated. Seated with his chiefs in the mssorah, or banqueting-hall,
there was no sugar forthcoming for the curds, which has a place in the
dinner carte of all Rajpoots, and he chid the superintendent for the omis-
sion. "Andaia** (giver of food), replied the officer, “ the minister says
you have given away the village set apart for sugar."—“ Just," replied

the Rana, and finished his repast without further remark, and without
sugar to his curds.

Another anecdote will shew his inflexibility of character, and his re-

sistance to that species of interference in state affairs which is the bane of

Asiatic governments. Sangram had recentiy emancipated himself from
the trammels of a tedious minority, during which his mother, according to

custom, acted a conspicuous part in the guardianship of her son and the

state. The chieftain of Deriavud had his estate confiscated : but as the

Rana never punished from passion or pardoned from weakness, none
dared to plead his cause, and he remained proscribed from court

during two years, when he ventured a petition to the queen-mother
through the Bindarins,* for the reversion of the decree, accompanied
with a note for two lacks of rupees,f and a liberal donation to the fair

mediators. It was the daily habit of the Rana to pay his respects to his

mother before dinner, and on one of these visits she introduced the Rana-

wut’s request, and begged the restoration of the estate. It was customary,

on the issue of every grant, that eight days should elapse from the man-
date to the promulgation of the edict, to which eight official sealslj! were

attached ; but on the present occasion the Rana commanded the execution

of the deed at once, and to have it ere he left the Rawula. On its being

brought, he placed it respectfully in his mother^s hands, begging her to

return the note to the Ranawut ; having made this sacrifice to duty, he
bowed and retired. The next day he commanded dinner an hour earlier,

without the usual visit to the Rawula : all were surprised, but none so

nuich as the queen^mother—the day passed—another came—still no visit,

and to a confidential message, she received a ceremonious reply. Alarm-

ed for the loss of her son’s affections, she pondered on the cause, but could

find none, except the grant—she entreated the minister’s interference ;
he

respectfully intimated Chat he was interdicted from the discussion of state

affairs but with his sovereign—she had recourse to other expedients, which

proving alike fruitless, she became sullen, punished her damsels without

cause, and refused food : Sangram still remained obdurate* She talked of

a pilgrimage to the Ganges, and befitting equipage and escort were com-

* The dames attendant on the queens,—the lady Mashans of every

female court in Kajasthan*

t £25000,

t There were eight ministers ; from this the Marhattas had their ‘ushi
^erdhanj/ the number which formed the ministry of H,ama«
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manded to attend her—the moment of departure was at hand, and yet he
would not see her. She repaired by Ambar on her route to Muttra, to

worship the Apollo of Vri}, when the great Raja Jey Sing (married to the
Rana’s sister*) advanced and conducted her to his new city of Jeypm ,

and
to evince his respect “ put his shoulder to the travelling litter or palkee,*^

and promised to return with her and be a suppliant to his brother-iiv-law
for the restoration of his regard.^ She made a tour of the sacred places,

and on return accepted the escort of the prince of Ambar. The laws of

hospitality amongst the Rajpoots are rigid : the Rana could not refuse to
his guest the request for which he had left his capital : but averse to>

owing reconqiliation to external intercession, and having done enough for

the suppression of intrigue, he advanced to meet the coytege when within

one march of Oodipur, as if to receive the Ambar prince
;
but proceeding

direct to his mother’s tents, he asked her blessing, and having escorted her
to the palace, returned to greet and conduct his brother prince \ all the
allusion he made to the subject was in the simple but pithy expression,,

“family quarrels should be kept in the family.”

Another anecdote shews him as the vigilant shepherd watching over
the safety of his floclc. As he sat down to dinner, tidings arrived of an*

invasion of the Malwa Pathans, who had rifled several villages at Mundi-
sore, carrying the inhabitants into captivity. Pushing the platter from
him, he ordered his armour, and the nakara to beat the assemblage of his

chieftains. With all speed a gallant band formed on the terrace below,
but they prevailed on the Rana to leave the punishment of the desultory
aggression to them, as unworthy of his personal interference. They de*
parted : several hours after, the chief of Kanorh arrived, having left a side
bed, and with a tertian come in obedience to his sovereign's summons.
Vain was his prince’s dissuasion to keep him back, and he joined the band
as they came up with the invaders. The foe was defeated and put ta
flight, but the sick chieftain fell in the charge, and his son was severely

wounded by hts side. On the young chief repairing to court he was

* I discovered the following letter from one of the princesses of Ambar
to Rana Sartgram, written at this period

;
it is not evident in what relatiotv

she stood to him> but I think she must have been his wife, and the sister ol

Jey Sing:

‘•To Sid Sri Singram Sing^ happiness! the Cutchwaha|Ranee (queen)
wi'ites, read her asees (a) (blessing). Here all is well ;

the welfare of the
Sri Devian^fi is desired. You are very dear to me

;
you are great, the

sun of Hindusthan ;
if you do not thus act, who else can? the action la

worthy of you ;
with your house is my entire friendship. From ancient

times we are the Rajpoots of your house, from which both Rajas (b) have
had their consequence increased, and I belong to it of old, and expect

always to be lostered by it, nor will the Sri Dewan-ji disappoint us. My
intention \yas to proceed to the feet of the Sri Dewan-ji, but the wet
weather hl^ |!)revented me; bat I shall soon make my appearance,’

S. 1778 (A.D 1722).

(fl) Asees is benediction, which only ladies and holy men employ in

epistolary writing or in verbal compliment.

(b) Ambar and Mkrwar
;

this expression denotes the letter to have
been written on intermarriage with the Rana’s house, and shews her sense
of such honour.
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honoured with a beera* from the Rana’s own hand, a distinction which hm
held to be an ample reward for his wounds, and testimonials of the worth

of his father. The existence of such sentiments arc the stror\gest tests of

character.

On another occasion, some parasite had insinuated suspicions against

the chief of the nobles, the Rawut of Saloombra, who had just returned

victorious in action with the royal forces at Malwa, and had asked per-
mission to visit his family on his way to court. The Rana spurned the
suspicion, and to shew his reliance on the chief, he despatched a mes-
senger for Saloombra to wait his arrival and sumrhon him to the presence.

He had reached his domain, given leave to his vassals as they passed their

respective abodes, dismounted and reached the door of the Rawula, when
the herald called aloud, “ the Rana salutes you, Rawut-ji, and commands
this letter.” With his hand on the door where his wife and children

awaited him, he demanded his horse, and simply leaving his ** duty for

his mother,” he mounted, with half a dozen attendants, nor loosed the

rein until he reached the capital. It was midnight; his house empty

;

no servants, no dinner; but his sovereign had foreseen and provided, and
when his arrival was announced, provender for his cattle, and vessels of

provision prepared in the royal kitchen, were immediately sent to his abode.

Next morning, Saloombra attended the court. The Rana was unusually

gracious, and not only presented him with the usual tokens of regard, a
horse and jewels, but moreover a grant of land. With surprise he asked
what service he had performed to merit such distinction, and from a sen«

timent becoming the descendant of Chonda solemnly refused to accept it

;

observing, that even if he had lost his head, the reward was excessive

;

but if his prince would admit of his preferring a request, it would be,

that in remembrance of his sovereign's favour, when he, or his, in after

times, should on the summons come from their estate to the capital,

the same number of dishes from the royal kitchen should be sent to

his abode ; it was granted, and to this day his descendants enjoy the

distinction. These anecdotes paint the character of Sangram far more
forcibly than any laboured effort. His reign was as honourable to himself

as it was beneficial to his country, in whose defence he had fought

eighteen actions ; but though his policy was too circumscribed, and his

country would have beneBted more by a surrender of some those antique

prejudices which kept her hack in the general scramble for portions

of the dilapidated monarchy of the Moguls, yet he was respected abroad,

was beloved by his subjects, of whose welfare he was ever watchful,

and to whose wants ever indulgent. Rana Sangram was the last prince

who upheld the dignity of gadi of Bappa Rawul
;
with his death com-

menced Mahratta ascendancy, and with this we shall open the reign of

his son and successor.

JuGOUT SiNO n., the eldest of the four sons of Sangram, succeeded
S. 1790 (A. O. 1734)« The commencement of his reign was signalized

by a revival of the triple alliance formed by Rana Umra, and broken
by Raja Ajit’s connexion with the Syeds and the renewal of matrimonial
ties with the empire, the abjuration whereof was the basts of the treaty.

The present engagement, which included all the minor states, was formed

* The heera is the betle or pan*leaf folded up, containing aromatic
spices, and presented on taking leave. The Kanorh chieftain, being of
the second grade of nobles, was not entitled to the distinction of having it

from the sovereign’s own hand.
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at Hoorlah, a town in Mewar on the Ajmeer frontier, where the confe*
derate princes met at the head of their vassals. To insure unanimity^
the Rana was invested with paramount control, and headed the forces

which were to take the field after the rains, already set in.* Unity of

Interests was the chief character of the efigfagcment, had they adhered to

which, not only the independence, but the Si^ffrandtzenient, of Rajasthan,
Was in their power, and they miefht have alike defied the expiring^ efforts

of the Mogul tyranny, and the Parthian-Uke warfare of the Mahratta.
They were indeed the most formidable power in India at this juncture ;

but difficult as it had ever proved to coalesce the Rajpoots for mutual pre-
servation, even when a paramount superiority of power, both temporal
and spiritual belonged to the Ranas, so now, since Ambar and Marwar
had attained an equality with Mewar, it was found still less practica-

ble to prevent the operation of the principles of disunion. In fact,

a moment’s reflection must discover that the component parts of a
great feudal federation, such as that described, must contain too many
discordant particles—too many rivalries and national antipanthies, ever

cordially to amalgamate. Had it been otherwise, the opportunities were
many and splendid for the recovery of Rajpoot '.freedom ;

but though in-

dividually enamoured 6f liberty, the universality of the sentiment preven-
ted its realisation : they never would submit to the control required to

* Treaty.

Seal of Rana.

Agreed*

Seeta Rama
jeyati. (c)

Agreed*

Vrij Adhees. (5)

Sri Eklinga. (a)

Abhe Sing, (d)

Swesta Sri I By the united chiefs the under-written has been agreed
to, from which no deviation can take place. Sawun sood 13, S. 1791
(A. D. 1735), Camp Hoorlah.

I* All are united, in good and in evil, and none will withdraw there-
from, on which oaths have been made, and faith pledged, which will be
lost by whoever acts contrary thereto. The honour and shame of one ia

that of all, and in this every thing is contained.
2. No one shall countenance the traitor of another.

3 * After the rains the affair shall commence, and the chiefs of each
party assemble at Rampur

;
and if from any cause the head cannot come,

he will send his Konwar (heir,) or some personage of weijjht.

4. Should from inexperience such Konittar commit error, the Rana
alone shall interfere to correct it,

5. In every enterprize, all shall unite to effect it.

(a) {b)(c) All these seals of Mewar, Marwar, and Ambar, bear
respectively the names of the tutelary divinity of each prince and hia
tribe :— (a) Eklinga, or Mahadeva of the Seesodias of Mewar ; {b) Vrij
Adhees, the lord of Vrij, the county round Mathoora the epithet of
Chrishna

j
seal of the Hara priiice

;
(c) Victory to Seeta and Rama, the

demi-god ancestor of the princes of Ambar ;
(d) Abhe Sing, prince ot

Marwar,
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\vorkitotJt, and the best opportunity which had ever occurred, WdS
lost. A glance at the disordered fragments of the throne of Akbar will

shew the comparative strength of the Rajpoots.

Nizarti-ool Moolk had completely emancipated himself from his

allegiance, and signalized his independence, by sending the head of tlie

Imperial general, who ventured to oppose it, as that of a traitor, to the

lemperor. He leagued with the Rajpoots, and instigated Bajerow to

plant the Mahratta standard in Malwa and Guzerat. In defending the
former, Dya Btihadoor fell

;
and Jey Sing of Ambar being nominated to

the trust, delegated it to the invader, and Malwa was lost. The exten-

sive province of Guzerat soon shared the same fate
{

for in the vacillating

policy of the court, the promise of that government to the Rathores had
been broken, and Abhe Sing, son of Ajit, who had expelled Sirbullund

Khan after a severe contest, following the example of his brother prince of

Ambar, connived With the invaders, while he had added its most northern

districts to Marwar. In Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, Shuja-ud-DowIah,
and his deputy Aliverdi Khan, were supreme, and Sufdur Jung, (son of

Saadut Khan) was established in Oude. The basest disloyalty marked
the rise of this family, which owed everything to Mahomed Shah, It was
Saadut Khan who invited Nadir Shah, whose invasion gave the final stab

lo the empire; and it was his son, Sufdur Jung, who, when commandant
of the artillery (mder atush), turned it against his sovereign's palace, and
then conveyed it to Oude. Of the Dewans of Bengal we must speak
only with reverence

; but, whether they had any special dispensation*

their loyalty to the descendant of Ferocksere has been very little more
distinguished than (hat of the satras enumerated, though the original tenure

of Bengal is still apparent and the feudal obligation to the suzerain of

Delhi manifested, in the homage of **petite seyjanterie,’* in transmitting

with the annual fine of relief (one hundred mohurs) the spices of the eastern

archipelago. Yet of all those who gloried in the title of **fidooe padshae
ghasif^^ the only ^ slave of the victorious king,

^

who has been generous to

him in the day of his distress, is the Dewan of Bengal, better known as the

English East India Company. In the hour of triumph, they rescued the

blind and aged descendant of the illustrious Baber from a state of degrada^
tion and penury, and secured to him all the dignity and comfort which his

circumstances could lead him to hope
;
and the present stale of his family*

contrasted with the thraldom and misery endured while fortune favoured

the Mahratta, is splendid. Yet perhaps the most acute stroke of

fortune to this fallen monarch was when the British governor of India

lent his aid to the descendant of the rebellious Sufdur Jung to mount the

throne of Oude, and to assume, in lieu of the title of vizier of the empire,

that of king. We can appreciate and commiserate the feeling
;
for the

days of power were yet too* recent for Akbar Sani (the second) lo receive

such intelligence without a shock, or without comparing his condition with

him whose name he bore. It is well to pause upon this page of eastern

history, which is full of instruction
; since by weighing the abuses of power,

and its inevitable loss through placing a large executive trust in the hands
of those who exercised it without sympathy towards the governed* we may
at least rkard the day of our decline*

I have conversed with an aged Sikh who recollected the splendour
of Mahomed Shah’s reign before Nadir's invasion. He was darogah
(sup«rintendcm) to the Dooab canal* and described to me the fete on its

opening*
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"the Mahratta estikblishments irt Malwa and Guzerat constituted a
Nucleus for others to form upon, and like locusts, they crossed the Nur-
budda in swarrns

; when the Holkars, the Sindhias, the Puars, and
other less familiar names, emerged from obscurity; when the plough*
5Vas deserted for the sword, and the goatherdf made a lance of his crook.
They devastated, and at leiigth settled lipon, the lands of the indigenous
Rajpoots. For a time, the necessity of unity made them act Under one
Standard, and hence the vast masses under the first Bajerow, which bore
down all opposition, and afterwards dispersed themselves over those long-
oppressed regions. It was in A.D. 1735 that he first crossed the Chum-
bulj and appeared before Delhi, which he blockaded, when his retreat

was purchased by the surrender of the chouth^ or fourth of the gross
revenues of the empire. The Nizam, dreading the influence siich pusilla-

nimous concession mii'ht exert upon his rising power, determined to

drive the Mahrattas from Malwa, where, if once fixed, they would cut
off his communications with the north. He accordingly invaded Malwa,
defeated Bajerow in a pitched battle, and was only prevented front following

it up by Nadir Shah's advance, facilitated by the Afghans, who, on be-
coming independent in Cabul, laid open the frontiers of Hindusthan.§
In this emergency “ great hopes were placed on the valour of the Raj-
poots but the spirit of devotion in this brave race, by whose aid the

Mogul power was made and maintained, was irretrievably alienated,

and not one of those high families, who had throughout been so
lavish of their blood in its defence, would obey the summons to the royal

srandard, when the fate of India was decided on the plains of Kurnal. A
sense of individual danger brought together the great home feudatories,

when the Nizam and Saadut Khan (now Vizier) United their forces under
the imperial commander

;
but their demoralized levies were no match for

the Persian and the northern mountaineer. The Ameer-ool Omra was
slain, the Vizier made prisoner, and Mahomed Shah and his kingdoni
wei-e at Nadir’s disposal. The disloyalty of the Vizier filled the capital

with blood, and subjected his sovereign to the condition of a captive.

Jealous of the Nizam, whose diploniatic success had obtained him the;

office of Ameer-ool Omra, he stimulated the avarice of the conqueror by
exaggerating the riches of Delhi, and declared that he alone could furnish

the ransom negotiated by the Nizanl. Nadir's love of gold overpowered
his principle ; the treaty was broken, the keys of Delhi were demanded,
and its humiliated emperor was laid in triumph through the camp of the

coiiqueror, who, on the 8th March A.O. 1740. took possession of the palace
of Timur, and coined money bearing this legend :

‘‘King over the kings of the world.

“Is Nadir king of kings, and lord of the period.”

The accumulated wealth of India contained in the royal treasury, not-

withstanding the lavish expenditure during the civil wars, and the profuse'

rewards scattered by each edmpetitof for dominion, Was yet sufficient to

gratify even avarice itself, amounting in gold, jewels, and plate, to forty

millions sterling, exclusive of equipages ef every denomination. But this

enormous spoil only kindled instead of satiating the appetite of Nadir, and
a fine of two millions and a half was exacted, and levied with such unre-

lenting rigour and cruelty on the inhabitants, that men of .rank and charac-
ter could find no means of escape but by suicide. A rumour of this mons-
ter’s death excited an insurrection, in which several Persians were killed.

* Sindliia's family were husbandmen. f Holkar was a goathered.

i The ford near Dhalpur is still called Bhow-ghat* § A.D« 1740*

22
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The provocation was not lost : the conqueror ascended a mosqfue,^ and
commanded a general massacre, in which thousands were slain. Pillage

accompanied murder; whilst the streets streamed with blood, the city was
fired and the dead were consumed in the conflai»ration of their late habita-

tions. If a single ray of satisfaction could be felt, amidst such a scene of

horror, it must have been when Nadir commanded the minister of the

wretch who was the •author of this atrocity, the infamous Saadut Khan, to

send, on pain of death, an inventory of his own and his master's wealth
;

demanding meanwhile the two millions and a half, the original composi-

tion settled by the Ni;tam, from the Vi;?ier alone. Whether his '‘coward

conscience" was alarmed at the mischief he had occasioned, or mortifica-

tion at discovering that his ambition had "o'erleaped itself,'^ and recoiled

with vengeance on his own head, tempted the act, it is impossible to discover,

but the guilty Saadut became his own executioner. He swallowed poison ;

an example followed by his Dewan, Raja Mujiis Rae, in order to escape

the rage of the offended Nadir. By the new treaty, all the western provin-

ces, Cabul, Tatia, Sinde, and Mooltan, were surrendered and united to

Persia, and on the vernal equinox, Nadir, gorged with spoil, commenced
his march from the desolated Delhi.f Ttie philosophic comment of the

native historian on these events is so just that we shall transcribe it verba-
tim. "The people of Hindusthan at this period thought only of personal

* It is yet pointed out to the visitor of this famous city.

f As the hour of departure approached, the cruelties of the ruthless

Invaders increased, to which the words of the narrator, art eye- witness, can
alone do justice : "a type of the last day afflicted the inhabitants of this

once happy citv ; hitherto it was a general massacre, but now came the

murder of individuals. In every house was heard the cry of affliction,

Bussant Rae, agerft for pensions, killed his family and himself ;
Khalik

Yar Khan stabbed himself; many took poison, the venerable chief

magistrate was dishonored by stripes
; sleep and rest forsook the city.

The officers of the court were beaten without mercy, and a fire broke out in

the imperial ferash khana, and destroyed effects to the amount of a crore

(a million sterling). 'I'here was a scarcity of grain, two seers of coarse

rice sold for a rupee, and from a pestilential disorder crowds died daily

In every street and every lane. The inhabitants, like the affrighted ani-

mals of the desert, sought refuge in the most concealed corners. Yet four

or five crores (millions) more were thus extracted." On the fifth April,

Nadiras seals Were taken of the imperial repositories, and his firmans sent

to all the feudatories of the empire to notify the peace and to inculcate

obedience his dear brother,^' which as a specimen of eastern diplomatic

phraseology Is worth insertion, it was addressed to the Rana, the Rajas
of Marwar and Ambar, Nagore, Sitarra, the Feshwa Bajerow, etc.

"Between us and our dear brother, Mahomed Shah, in coneideration of

the regard of alliances of the two sovereignties, the connections of regard
and friendship have been renewed, so that we may be esteemed as one soul

in two bodies. Now our dear brother has been replaced on the throne of

this extensive empire, and we are moving to the conquest of other region^
it is incumbent that ye, like your forefathers, walk in the path «f submis-
sion and obedience to our dear brother, as they did to former sovereigns
of the house of 'l*inioor. God forbid it

; but if accounts of your rebelling
should reach our ears, we will blot you out of the pages of the book of

creation.'^

—

Memdirs of Eradut Khan,—Scott's History of f^khan, VoL
ii, page 213.
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safety and gratification ; misery was disregarded by those who escaped it,

and man, centered wholly in self, felt not for his kind. The selfishness,

destructive of public and private virtue, was universal in Hindusthan at
the invasion of Nadir Shah

;
nor have the people become more virtuous

since, and consequently neither more happy nor more independent.*'

At this eventful era in the political history of India, the Rajpoot
nation had not only maintained their ground amidst the convulsions

of six centuries under the paramount sway of the Islamite, but two of the
three chief states. Marwar and Ambar, had by policy and valour
created substantial states out of petty principalities. Junior branches*
from which had established their independence, and still enjoy it under
treaty with the British Government. Mewar at this juncture was defined

by nearly the same boundaries as when Mahmood of Ghizni invaded her

in the tenth century, though her influence over many of her tributaries,

as Boondi, Aboo, Edur, and Deola, was destroyed. To the west, the

fertile district of Godwar carried her beyond her natural barrier, the

Aravali, into the desert
;
while the Chumbul was her limit to the east.

The Khary separated her from Ajmeer, and to the south she adjoined
Malwa. These limits comprehended one hundred and thirty miles of

latitude and one hundred and forty of longitude, containing 10,000 towns
and villages, with upwards of a million sterling of revenue, raised from a
fertile soil by an excellent. agricultural population, a wealthy mercantile

community, and defended by a devoted vassalage. Such was this little

patriarchal state after the protracted strife which has been related
;
we

shall have to exhibit her, in less than half a century, on the verge of

annihilation from the predatory inroads of the Mafirattas.

In order to mark with exactitude the introduction of the Mahrattas

into Rajasthan, we must revert to the periodf when the dastardly intri-

gues of the advisers of Mahomed Shah surrendered to them as tribute

chouth, or fourth of his revenues. Whether in the full tide of suceessful

invasion, these spoilers deemed any other argument than force to be
requisite in order to justify their extortions, they had in this surrender a
concession of which the subtle Mahraltas were well capable of availing

themselves
;
and as the Mogul claimed sovereignty over the whole of

Rajasthan, they might plausibly urge their right of chouth^ as applicable

to all the territories subordinate to the empire,

The rapidity with which these desultory bands flew from conquest

to conquest appears to have alarm'ed the Rajpoots, and again brought

about a coalftion, which 'with the characteristic peculiarity of all such

contracts, was commenced by matrimonial alliances. On this occasion,

Beejy Sing, the heir of Marwar, was affianced to the Rana's daughter, who
at the same time reconciled the princes of Marwar and Ambar, whose
positions at the court of the Mogul often brought their natioijal jealousies

into conflict, as they alternately took the lead in his councils ; for it was
rare to find both in the same line of politics. These matters were
arranged at Oodspur. But, as we have often had occasion to observei

no public or general benefit ever resulted from these alliances, which were
ob!^ructed by the multitude of petty jealousies inseparable from clanship

;

• Bikanefir and Kishcngurh arose out of Marwar, and Macheri
from Ambar,—to which we might add Shikhavati, which though not

separate, is tributary to Ambar, (now Jeypur).

t A. D. 1735.
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even while this treaty was in discussion, the fruit of the triple leagfue

formed against the tyrarmy of Arungzebe was about to shew its baneful

influence, as will presently appear.

When Malwa was acquired by the Mahrattas, followed by the cession

of the chouthf their leader, Bajerow, repaired to Mewar, where his visit

created great alarm. The Rana desired to avoid a personal interview,

and sent as his ambassadors, the chief of Saloombra and his prime
minister, Behari«das. Long discussion followed as to the mode of

Bajerow’s reception, which was settled to be on the same footing as the
Raja of Bunera, and that he should be seated in front of the throne. A
treaty followed, stipulating an annual tribute, which remained in force

during ten years,^ when grasping at the whole they despised a part, and
the treaty became a nullity. I'he dissensions which arose soon after, in

consequence of the Rajpoot engagements, afforded the opportunity sought
for to mix in their internal concerns. It may be recollected th at rn the
family engagements formed by Rana Umra there was an obligation to

invest the issue of such marriage with the rights of primogeniture
;
and

the death of Sawaie Jey Sin^f of Ambar ; two years after Nadir'is inva-

sion, brought that stipulation into effect. His eldest son, Esuri Sing, was
proclaimed Raja, but a strong party supported Madhu Sing, the Kana's
nephew, and he stipulated, against the natural order of succession. We
are left in doubt as to the real designs of Jey Sing in maintaining his
guarantee, which was doubtless inconvenient; but that Madhu Sing was
not brought up to the expectation is evident

;
from his holding a fief of

the Rana Sangram, who appropriated the domain of Rampura for his

support, subject to the service of one thousand horse and two thousand
foot, formally sanctioned by his father, who allowed ihe transfer of his

services. On the other hand, the letter of permission entitles him Cheemaf
an epithet only applied to the heir-apparent of Jeypur. Five years how-
ever elapsed before any extraordinary exertions were made to annul the

rights of Esuri Sing, who led his vassals to the Suiledge in order to
oppose the first invasion of the Dooranees.f It would be tedious to give
even an epitome of the intrigues for the development of this object, which*

properly belong to the annals of Ambar, and whence resulted many of
the troubles of Rajpootana. The Rana took the field with his nephew,
and was met by Esuri Sing,§ supported by the Mahrattas; but the
Seesodias did not evince in the battle of Rajmahal that gallantry which*
must have its source in moral strength : they were defeated and fled-

The Rana vented his indignation in a galling sarcasm ; he gave the sword
of state to a common courtezan to carry in procession, observing **

it was
a wonfian’s weapon in these degenerate times a remark^ the degrading
sevepty of which made a lasting impression in the decline of Mewar.
Elated with this success, Esuri Sing carried his resentments and his

auxiliaries, finder Sindhia against the Haras of Kotah and Boondi, who
supported the cause of his antagonist. Kotah stood a siege and was
gallantly defended, and Sindhia (Appajee) lost an arm ; on this occasion
both the states suffered a diminution of territory, and were subjected to

* The amount was, 1,60,000 rupees, divided into three shares of

53»333» o 4i. assigned to Holkar, Sindhia, and the Puar, The management
was entrusted to Holkar; subsequently Sindhia acted as receiver-general.
This was the only regular tributary engagement Mewar ever entered into.

t A. D. 1743. t A. D. 1747.

§ 1 he great Jev Sing built a city which he called after himselff and
henceforth Jeypur will supersede the ancient appellation, Ambar.
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tribute. The Rana, following the example of the Cutchwahas, called in

as auxiliary Mulhar Rao Holkar, and engaged to pay sixty-four lacks of
repees (£,800,000) on the deposa! of Esuri Sing. To avoid degradation
this unfortunate prince resolved on suicide, and a dose of poison gave
Madhu Sing the gadi, Holkar his bribe, and the Mahrattas a firm hold
upon Rajasthan. Such was the cause of Rajpoot abasement

;
the moral

force of the vassals was lost in a contest unjust in all its assotiations, and
from this period we have only the degrading spectacle of civil strife and
predatory spoliation till the existing treaty of A. D. 1817.

In S. 1808 (A. D. 1752) Rana Juggtit Sing died. Addicted to
pleasure, his habits of levity and profusion totally unfitted him for the
task of governing his country at such a juncture ; he considered his ele-

phant fights of more importance than keeping down the Mahrattas.
Like all his family, he patronized the arts, greatly enlarged the palace^
and expended, j^25o ,000 in embellishing the islets of the Peshola. The
villas scattered over the valley were all erected by him, and many of

those festivals devoted to idleness and dissipation, and now firmly rooted
at Oodipur, were instituted by Juggut Sing II.

CHAPTER XVI.

PERTAP II., sttcceeded in A. D. T752. Of the history of this prince,

who renewed the most illustrious name in the annals of Mewar,
there is nothing to record beyond the fact, that the three years he occtipied

the throne were marked bv so many Mahratta invasions and war con-
tributions. By a dauglUer of Raja Jey Sing of Ambar he had a son, who
succeeded him.

Uana Raj Sing I!., was as little entitled to the name he bore as his

predecessor. O.iriug the seven years he held the dignitv, at least seven
shoals of the Southrons overran Mewar,* and so exhausted this country,

that the Rana was compelled to ask pecuniary aid from the Brahmin
collector of the tribute, to enable him to marry the Rahtore chieftain^s

daughter. On his death the order of succession retrograded, devolving on
his uncle.

Rana Ursi, in S. 1888, A.D 1762. The levity of Juggut Sing, th«
inexperience of his successors Pertap and Raj Sing, with the ungovern-
able temper of Rana Ursi, and the circumstances under which he suc-
ceeded to power, introduced a train of disorders which proved fatal to

Mewar. Until this period not a foot of territory had been alienated.

The wisdom of the Pancholt ministers, and the High respect paid by the
organ of the Sitarra government, for a while preserved its integrity; but
when the country was divided by factions, and the Mahrattas, ceasing to

be a federate body, prowled in search of prey under leaders, each having
an interest of his own, they formed political combinations to suit the
ephemeral purposes of the former, but from which they alone reaped ad-
vantage. An attempt to depose Pertap and set up his uncle Nathji
introduced a series of rebellions, and constituted Mulhar Rao Holkar who

* In S. 1812, Raja Buhadoor; in 1813, Mulhar Rao Holkar and VituI
Hao; in i8r4, Ranaji Boortea : in 1813 three war contributtom were
levied, vie,, by Sudatheo Rao Govind Rao, and Kunaje Jadoon,
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had already become master of a considerable portion of the domain of
Mewar, the umpire in their family disputes.

The ties of blood or of princely gratitude are feeble bonds if political

expediency demands their dissolutions
;
and Madhu Sing, when firmly es-

tablished on the throne of Ambar, repaid the immense sacrifices by which
the Rana had effected it by assij^ninjj^ his fief of Rampura, which he had
not a shadow of right to alienate, to Holkar : this was the first limb severed
from Mewar.* Holkar had also become the assignee of the tribute im-
posed by Bajerow, but from which the Rana jnstly deemed himself exempt,
when the terms of all further encroachment in Mewar were set at naught.
On the plea of recovering these arrears, and the rent of some districtsj* on
the Chumbul, Mulhar, after many threatening letters invaded Mewar, and
his threats of occupying the capital were only checked by draining their

exhausted resources of six hundred thousand pounds. { In the same year§
a famine afflicted them, when flour and tamarinds were equal in value,

and were sold at the rate of a rupee for one pound and a half. Four
years subsequent to this, civil war broke out and continued to influence
all posterior proceedings, rendering the inhabitants of this unhappy coun-
try a prey to every invader until 1817, when they tasted repose under
British protection.

The real cause of this rebellion must ever remain a secret : for while
some regard it as a patriotic effort on the part of the people to redeem
themselves from foreign domination, others discover its motive in the selfish-
ness of the hostile clans, who .«;upported or opposed the succession of Rana
Ursi. This prince is accused of having unfairly acquired the crown, by the
removal of his nephew Raj Sing

;
but though the traditional anecdotes of

the period furnish strong grounds of suspicion, there is nothing which
affords a direct confirmation of tlie crime. It is. however, a public misfor-
tune when the line of siiccesston retrogrades in Mewar; Ursi had no right
to expect the inheritence he obtained, havmg long held a seat below the
sixteen chief nobles

;
and as one of the 'infants’ {oabas) lie was incorporated

with the second class of nobles with an appanage of only ;^3,ooo per
annum. His defects of character had beer, too closely contemplated by his
compeers, and had kindled too many enmities, to justify expectation that
the adventitious dignity he had attained would succeed in obliterating the
memory of them

;
and past familiarity alone destroyed the respect which

was exacted by sudden greatness. His insolent demeanoure stranged the
first of the home nobility, the Sad ri chieftain,

f|
whose ancestor at Huldi-

ghat acquired a claim to the perpetual gratitude of the Seesodias, while

* This was in S. 1808 (A.D. 175*) >
portions, however, remained

attached to the fisc of Mewar for several years, besides a considerable
part of the feudal lands of the Chanderawut chief of Amud. Of.the
former, the Rana retained Hinglazgurh and the Tuppas of Jarda Kinjerra
and Boodsoo. These were surrendered by Raj Sing, who rented Boodsoo
under its new appellation of Mqifaargurh*

t Boodsoo, etc.

% Holkar advanced as far as Ontala, where Urjoon Sing of Korabur
and the Rana's foster-brothers met him, and negotiated the payment of
fifty-one lacs of rupees.

§ S. 1820, A. D. 1764.

11
An autograph tetter of this chief’s to the minister of the day I

cSptamcd, with other public documents, from the descendant of the
Panchelu
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to AO Unfeeling pan oil a personal defect of Jeswunt Singf ‘of deogurh
is attributed tie hatred and revenge of this powerful branch of thd
Chondawiits. These chiefs fornled a party which eventually entrained
many of lesser note to depose their sovereign, and imtUediately set up a
youth called Rutna Sing, declared to be the posthumous sort of the last

Rana bylthe daughter of the chief of Oogoonda, though to this hour
disputes run high as to whether he was really the son of Raj Sing, or

merely the puppet of a faction. Be the fact as it may, he was made a
rallying point for the disaffected, who soon comprehended the greater

portion of the nobles, while out of the ‘sixteen^ greater chiefs five* only

withstood the defection : of these, Saloombra, the hereditary premier, at

first espoused, but soon abandoned, the cause of the Pretender
;
not from

the principle of loyalty which his descendants take credit for, but from
finding the superiority of intellect of the heads of the rebellionf (which

now counted the rival Suktawuts) too powerful for the supremacy he desired.

Bussut Pal, of the Depra tribe, was invested with the office of PUrdhaH
to the Pretender. The ancestor of this man accompanied Samarsi in the

twelfth century from Delhi, where he held a high office in the household
of Prithwi Raj, the last emperor of the Hindus, and it is a distinguished

proof of the herediary quality of official dignity to find his descendant,
after the lapse of centuries, still holding office with the nominal title of

Purdhan. The FitooriX (by which name the court still designates the

Pretender), took post with his faction in Komulmeer where he was
formally installed, and whence he promulgated his decress as Rana of

Mewar. With that heedlessness of cosequences and the political debase-*

ment which are invariable concomitants of civil dissension, they had the

meanness to invite Sindhia to their aid, with a promise of a reward ol

more than one million sterling§ on the dethronement of Ursi.

This contest first brought into notice one of the most celebrated Raj-
poot chiefs of India, 2!alim Sing of Kotah, who was destined to fill a dis-

tinguished part in the annals of Rajasthan, but ndore especially irt

Mewar, where his political sagacity first developed itself. Though this

is not the proper place to delineate his history, which will occupy a subse-

quent portion of the Work, it is impossible to trace the events with which
he was so closely connected without adverting slightly to the part he acted

in these scenes. The attack on Kotah, of which his father was military

^*To Jeswunt Rao Pancholi, Raj Rinna Raghoodeo writes. After
compliments. I received your letter--*from old times you have been my
friend, and have ever maintained faith towards me, for I am of the loyal
to the Rarra’s house 1 conceal nothing from you, therefore I write that my
heart is averse to longer service, and it is my purpose in Asar to go to
Gya, (a) When I mentioned this to the Rana, he sarcastically told me
I might go to Dwarica, (b) If I stay, the Rana wifi restore the villages
in my fief, as during the time of Jaetji. My ancestors have performed
good service, and I have served since I was fourteen. If the Durbar In*-

tends me any favour, this is the time.''

^ Saloombra (Ckondavtut)^ Bijolli, Amait, Ganora, and Bednore*

f Bheendir (Suktavfut)^ Deogurh, Sadri, Gogoonda, Dailwarrai
Bafdia, Kotario, and Kanorh.

t Agitator, or disturber. f One crore and twenty.five lacs.

(a) Gya is esteemed the proper pilgrimage for the Rajpoots.
(b) Uwarica, the resort for religious and un warlike tribes.
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iFovernotr (dOrihsf the Struggle to place Madhu Sing on the thrdrt^ ot

Ambar), by Esuri Sing’^ in conjunction with Sindhia, was the first avenu^
to his distinguished career, leading to an acquaintance with the Mahratta
chiefs, which linked him with their policy for more tlian ha'lf a century;

Zalim having lost his prince’s favour, whose path in love he had dared to

cross, repaired, on his banishment from Kotah, to the Rana, who, obser-
ving his talents, enrolled him amongst his chiefs, and conferred on him,
with the title of Raj Rinna, the lands of Cheeturkhaira for his support;

By his advice the Mahratta leaders Raghoo Paigawalla and Dowla
Meea, with their bands, were called in by the Rana, who, setting asidd
the ancient Pancholi ministry, gave the seals of office to UggUrji Mehta.
At this period (S. 1824, A.D. 1768), Madhaji Sindhia was at Oojein.
Whither the conflicting parties hastened, each desirous of obtaining this

chieftain’s support. But the Pretender’s proposals had been already

entertained, and he was then encamped witli Sindhia on the banks of

the Sippra.

The Rana’s force, conducted by the chief of Saloombra, the Rajas of

Shahpura and Bunera, with Zalim Sing and tlie Alahratia auxiliaries,

did not hesitate to attack the combined camp, and for a moment they were
victorious,, driving Madhaji and the Pretender from the field, with great

loss, to the gates of Oojein. Here, however, they rallied, and being

joined by a fresh body of troops, the battle was renewed with great dis-

advantage to the Rajpoots, who, deeming the day theirs, had broken
and dispersed to plunder. The chiefs of Saloombra, Shapura, and Bunera
were slain, and the auxiliary Dowla Meea, Raja Maun (ex-prince

of Nirwur), and Raj Kullian, the heir of Sadri, severely wounded.
Zalim Sing had his horse killed under him, and being left wounded
on the field, was made prisoner, but hospitably treated by Trirribuck Rao,

father to the celebrated Umbaii. The discooifiied troops retreated td

Oodipuf) while the Pretender's party remahied with Sindhia, inciting

him to invest that capital and place Rutna on tJie throt^(* Some lime. ho\V-

everj elapsed before he Could carry this design into execution
;
wlien, at the

head of a large force, the Mahratta chief gained the passes and besieged

the city. The Rana*s cause now appeared hopeless. Bheem Sing of

Salrhoombra, uncle and successor to the chief slain at O ojein, with the

Rathore chief of Bednore (descendant of Jeimul), were the only nobles

of high rank who defended their prince and captial in this emergency
;
but

the energies of an individual saved both.

Umra Chund BtJRWA, of the mercantile class, had held office in thef

proceeding teigns, wiien his influence retarded the progress of evils

which nd human means could avert. He was not displaced, and little

solicitous of recovering his transient power, amidst hourly increasing dif-

ficulties, with a stubborn and unpopular prince, a divided aristocracy, and
an impoverished country. He was aware also of bis own imperious

temper, which was as ungovernable as his sovereign's, and which ex-

perienced no check from the minor Pertap, who regarded him as his

father. During the ten years he had been out of office, mercenaries of

Sindh had been entertained and established on the forfeited lands of the
clans, perpetuating discontent and stifling every latent spark of patriotism.

Even those who did not join the Pretender remained sullenly at their

castles^ and thus ail confidence was annihilated. A casual incident brought
Umra forward at this critical juncture. Oodipiir had neither ditch nor
walls equal to its defence. Ursi was engaged in fortifying Eklingurh, a
lofty hill south of the city, which it commauded, and attempting ta place

tbtrcon an enormoua piece of ardnancei but it baffled their mechanicui
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to gfct it over the craggy ascOnt. Umra happened to be present
When the Rana arrived to inspect the proceedinj^s. Excuses were made
to avert his displeasure, when turninf^ to the ex-minister, he enquired
what time and expense ought to attend the completion of such an under-
taking. The reply was, a few rations of grain and some days:^’ and
he offered to accomplish the task, on condition that his orders should be
Supreme in the valley during its performance. He collected the whole
Workii^g population, cut a road, and in a few days gave the Rana a salute
from Eklingurh. The foster-brother of the Rana had succeeded the Jhale
chieftain. Raghoo Deo, in the ministerial functions. The city was now
closely invested on every side but the west, where communications were
still kept open by the lake, across which the faithful mountaineers of the
Aravali, who in similar dangers never failed, supplied them With provi-
sions. All defence rested on the fidelity of the mercenary Sindhies, and
they were at this very moment insolent in their clamours for arrears of

pay. Nor were the indecisive measures daily passing before their eves
calculated to augment their respect, or stimulate their courage. Not
satisfied with demands, they had the audacity to seize the . Rana by the
skirt of his robe as he entered the palace, which was torn in the effort to

detain hirn. The haughtiness of his temper gave way to this humiliat-
ing proof of thi§ hopelessness of his condition

;
and while the Dhabhm

(foster-brother) counselled escape by water to the mountains, whence he
miglit gain Mandelgurh, the Saloombra chief confessed his inability 10

offer any advice save that of recourse to Umra Chund. He was sum-
moned, and the uncontrolled charge of their desperate affairs offered to

his guidance. He replied that it was a task of which no man could be
iX)vetous, more especially himself> whose administration had formerly been
inarked by the banishment of corruption and disorder, for that he must
now call in the aid of these vices, and assimilate the means to the times,

You know also,” he added, ** my defect of temper, which admits of

no control. Wherever I am, I must be absolute—no secret advisers, no
, counteraction of measures. With finances ruined, troops mutinous, pro-
visions expended, if you desire me to act, swear that no order, whatever
its purport, shall be countermanded, and I may try what can be done \

—

but recollect, Umra ‘the just,^ will be the unjust, and reverse his former
tharacler.” The Rana pledged himself by the patron deity to comply
with all his demands, adding this forcible expression :

“ Should you even
send to the queen's apartment and demand her necklace or nutna.^ it

iiball be granted,” Tlie advice of the Dhabhce encountered the full flood

of Umra^s wr;^th. ” 'I'he counsel is such as might be expected from your
tondition. What will preserve your prince at Mandelgurh if he fli^S

from OodtpUr, and what hidden resources have you there for your sup-
port t rhe project would suit you, who might resume your original occu-
pation of tending buffaloes and selling milk, more adapted to your birth

and understanding than slaf^ affairs
; but these pursuits your prince has

yet to learn.” The Rana and his chiefs bent their hedds at the bold
bearing of Umra. I’he descending to the terrace^ where the Sindhie
leaders and their bands were assembled, he commanded them to follow
him, exclaiming, ” look to me for your arrears, and for your services, it

Will be my fault if yoii fail.^^ The mutineers, who had just insulted their

sovereign, rose without reply, and in a body left the palace with Umrai
who ‘ calculated their arrears, and promised payment the next day 4

* The nose jeweh which even to mention is considered a breach
delicacy.

H
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Meanwhile he commanded the bundars the (repositories) to be brofceff

open, as the keeper of each fled when the keys of their trust were de-
manded. All the f^otd and silver, whether in bullion or in ‘vessels, were
converted with money—jewels were pledgfed—the troops paid and satis-

fied, ammunition ‘and provisions laid in—^a fresh stimulus supplied, the
enemy held at defiance, and the siege prolonged during six months.

The Pretender's party had extended their influence over a great part
of the crown domain, even to the valley of Oodipur

; but unable to fulfil

the stipulation to Sindhia, the baffled Mahratta, to whom time was
treasure) negotiated with Umra to raise the seize, and abandon the Pre-
tender on the payment of seventy lacs. But scarcely was the treaty
signed, when the reported disposition of the auxiliaries, and the plunder
expected on a successful assault, excited his avarice and made hin«

break his faith, and twenty lacs additional were imposed. Umra tore up
the treaty, and sent back the fragments to the faithless Mahratta with

defiance. His spirit increased with his difficulties, and he infused his

gallantry into the hearts of the most despairing. Assembling the

Sindhi^s and the home clans who were yet true to their piince, he
explained to them the transaction, and addressed them in that language
which speaks to the souls of all mankind, and to give due weight to his

ex hortation, he distributed amongst the most deserving, many articles

of cumbrous ornament lying useless in the treasury. The stores of grain
in the city and neighbourhood, whether public or private, were collected

and sent to the market, and it was proclaimed by beat of drum that

every fighting man should have six months' provision on application.

Hitherto grain had been selling at tittle more than a pound for the

rupee, and these unexpected resources were n[iatter of universal surprise,

more especially to the besiegers.* The Sindhjes, having no longer

cause for discontent, caught the spirit of the brave Umra, and went in

a body to the palace to swear in public never to abandon the Rana,
whom their leader, Adil Beg, thus addressed; **We have long eaten

eaten your salt and received numerous favours from your house, and *

we now come to swear never to abandon you, Oodipur is our home«
and we will fall with it. We demand no further pay, and when ouf
grain is exhausted, we will feed on the beasts, and when these fail we
will thin the ranks of ihe Southrons and die sword in hand," Such were

the sentiments that Umra had inspired, the expression of which extorted

tears from the Rana^a sight so unusual with this stern prince, as to

raise frantic shouts from the Sindhies and his Rajpoots. The enthusiasm
spread and was announced to Sindhia with all its circumstances by a

general discharge of cannon on his advanced posts. Apprehensive of

some desperate display of ^Rajpoot valour, the wary Mahratta made
overtures rbr a renewal of the negotiation. It was now Umra’f turn to

triumph, and he replied that he must deduct from the original terms
the expense they had |incurred in sustaining another six months" siege*

Thus outwitted, Sindhia was compelled to accept sixty)

and a half for official expenses.f

1*0 Umra's credit it is related, that his own brother-in-law was
the first and principal sufferer, and that to his remonstrance and hope

that family ties would save his grain pits he was told, that it was a
source of great satisfaction that Im was enabled through him to evince

his dismterestedness.

t " Mootsuddi kuveh'* or douceur to the officers of government, was
an authorized article of every Mahratta moamta^ or war contribution.
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Thirty* three lacs in jewels and specie, f^old and silver plate, at\d

assignments on the chiefs, were immediately made over to Sindhia,

and lands mortgaged for the liquidation of the remainder. For this

object the district of Jawud, Jeerun, Neemutch, and Morwun, were
set aside to be superintended by joint officers of both governments, with

an annual investigation of accounts. From S. 1825 to S. 1831 no infringe-

ment took place of this arrangement ,* but in the latter year Sindhia
dismissed the Rana’s officers from the management, and refused all fur-

ther settlement ;
and with the exception of a temporary occupation on

Sindhia’s reverse of fortune in S. 1851, rich districts have remained
severed from Mewar, In S. 1831 the great officers of the Mahratta
federation began to shake ofif the trammels of the Pesliwa's authority

;

and Sindhia retained for the state of which he was the founder, all these

lands except Morwun, which was made over to Holkar, who the year
after the transaction demanded of the Rana the surrender of the district

of Neembahaira, threatening, in the event of noncompliance, to repeat

the part his predatory coadjutor Sindhia had just performed. The
cession was unavoidable.

Thus terminated, in S. 1826, the siege of Oodipur, with the disloca-

tion of these fine districts from Mewar. But let it be remembered that they
were only mortgaged : and although the continued degradation of the

country from the same causes has prevented their redemption, the cUini

to them has never been abandoned. Their recovery was stipulated by
the ambassadors of the Rana in the treaty of A. Li. 1817 with the British

Government
;
but our total ignorance of the past transactions of thesn

countries, added to our amicable relations with Sindhia, prevented any
pledge of the reunion of these districts, and it must ever be deeply
lamented that, when the treacherous and hostile conduct of Sindhia gavb
a noble opportunity for their restoration, it was lost, from policy difficult

to undersand, and which must be subject to the animadversion of future

historians of that important period in the history of India. It y^t re-

mains for the wisdom of the British Government to decide whether h41f

a century^s abeyance, and the inability to redeem them by the sword,

render the claim a dead letter. At all events, the facts here recorded

from a multpliciity of public documents, and corroborated by livings

actorsf in the Scene, may be useful at some future day, when expedience
may admit of their being re-annexed to Mewar.

Umra’s defence of the capital, and the retreat of the Mahrattas, was
a death-blow to the hopes of the Pretender, who had obtained not only

many of the strongholds, but a footing in the valley of the capital, Raj-
nuggur, Reapur, and Ontala were rapfdly recovered

;
many of the nobles,

returned te the Rana and to their allegiance
;
and Rutna was left in

Komulmeer with the Oepra minister, and but three of the sixteen princi-

pal nobles, namely, Deogurh, Bheendir, and^ Amait. These contentions

lasted till S. 1831, when the chiefs above-named also abandoned him,
but not until (heir rebellion had cost the feather in the crown of Mewar.
The rich province of Godwar, the most fruitful of all her possessions,

and containing the most loyal of her vassalage, the Ranawuts, Rahtdres,

* Little Maloni, now Gungapur, with its lands, was the only place

decidedly alienated, being a voluntary gift toSindhid, to.endow the estab-
IsShryient of his Wife, Gungd Bae, who died there.

t Zalim Sing of Kotah, and Lallaji Belial, both now dead.
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«nd SolAwkis, was nearly all held on tenure of feudal service, and fur*
hisHed three thousand horse besides foot, a greater number than the aggre-
gate of the Chondawuts. This district, which was won with tha title of
Rana from the Purihara prince of Miindore, before Jodpur was built, and
whose northern boundary was confirmed by the blood of the Chondawnt
chief in the reien of Joda, was confinded by the Rana to the care of Raja
Beejy Sing of Jodpur, to prevent its resources .being available to the Pre-
tender, wlwjse residence, Komulmeer, commanded^the approach to it : and
tbe original treaty yet exists in which the prince of Marwar binds himself
to provide and support a body of three thousand men for the Rana^s ser-

vice, from its revenues, 'llus province might have been recovered; but
the evil geiii\is of Ursi Rana at this lime led him to Boondi to hunt at

the spring festival (the Ahairea), with the Hara prince, in spite of the
propltetic warning of the suttee, who from the funeral pile denounced
a practice which had alreadv thrice proved fatal to the princes of Mewar.
Rana Uisi fell by the hand of the Boondi prince, and Godwar, witliheld

from his minor successor, has since remained severed. '1 he Boondi heir,,

who perpetrated this atrocious assassination, was said to be prompted by
tbe Mewar nobles, who detested their sovereign, and with whom, since the

late events, it was impossible they could ever unite in confidence. Im-
placable in his disposition, he brooded over injin ies, calmly awaiting the

moment to avenk'e them. A single instance will suffice to evince this, as
well as the infatuation of flajpoot devotion. The Saloombra chief, whose
predecessor had fallen in support of the Hana's cause at the battle of

Oojein, having incurred his suspicions, the Rana commanded him to eat

the pan (leaf) presented on taking leave. Startled at so unusual an order,

he remonstrated, but in vain
;
and with the conviction that it contained

his death-warrant he oheved, observing to the tyrant, “ mv compliance
will cost you and vour family dear words fulfilled with fearful accuracy,
for to this and similar acts is ascribed the murder of Ursi, and the com-
pletion of the ruin pf the country. A colour of pretext was afforded to

the Boondi chief in a boundary dispute regarding a patch of land yield-

only a few good mangoes ; but, even admitting this as a palliative, it

could not justify the inhospitable act, which in the mode of execution
added cowardice to barbarity : for while both were pursuing the bo^,
the Boondi heir drove his lance through the heart of the Rana. The
assassin fell a victim to remorse, the deed being not only disclaimed, biit

severely reprobated by his father, and all the Hara tribe. A cenotapl¥
still stands on the site [of the murder, where the body of Ursi was con

«

sumed, and the feud between the houses remains unappeased.

Rana Ursi left two sons, Hamir and Bheem Sing. The former, a
name of celebrity in their annals, succeeded in S. 1828 (A. D. 1772)
to the little enviable title of Rana. With an ambitious mother, determined
to control affairs during his minority, a state pronounced by the bard
peculiarly dangerous to a Rajpoot dynasty—and the veirgeful competi-
tion of the Saloombra chief (successor to the murdered noble), who was
equally resolved to take the lead^ combined with an unextinguisfiable
enmity to the Suktawuts, who supported the policy of the queen-mother,
the demoralization of Mewar was complete ; her fields wefe deluged with
blood, and her soil was the prey of every paltry marauder.

The mercenary Sindhies, who won by the enthuaiasm of Umra, had
for a moment assumed the garb of fidelity, threw it off at their prince's
death, taking possession of the capital, which it will be remembered had
been committed to the charge of the Saloombra chiefs Whphr tbey coii**^
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fined artd were about to subject to the torture of the hot iron* to extort
iheir arrears of pay, wl\en he was rescued from the indignity by the
unlooked-for return of Umra from Boondi. Fhis faithful mirvisler de-
termined to establish the rights of the infant prince against all other

claimants for power. But he knew mankind, and had attained, what
is still more difficult, the knowledge of himself. Aware that his resolu-

tion to maintain his post at all hazards^ and against every competitor,
would incur the imputation of self-interest, he, like our own Wolsey,
though from far different motives, made an inventory of his wealth, in

gold, jewels, and plate, even to his ward-robe, and sent the whole ir>

trays to the queen -mother. Suspicion was shamed and resentment dis-

armed by this proceeding; and to repeated entreaties that he would
receive it back he was inflexible, with the exception of articles of apparet
tliat had already been in use. This imperious woman was a daughter
of Gogoonda. She possessed considerable talents, but was ruled by an
artftil intriguante^ who, in her turn, was governed by a young homm&
d'a^airest then holding an inferior office, but who subsequently acted a
conspicuous part; slew and was slain, like almost all who entered into the
politics of this tempestuous period. I'lie queen-mother, now supported by
the Cliondawuts, opposed the minister, who maintained himself by aid of

the Sindhies, kept the Mahrattas from the capital, and protected the

crown land
;
but the ungrateful return made to this long-tried fidelity

rendered his temper ungovernable. Rampearief (such the name of the
intriguante) repaired on one occasion to the office of the minister, and in

the name of the regent queen revealed him for some supposed omission.

Unr.ra, losing all temper at this intrusion, applied to the fair abigail the

coarsest epithets used to her sex, bidding her be gone as a Kootee ka Rand
(a phrase we shall not translate), which was reported with exaggeration to

the queen, who threw herself into a litter and set off to the Saloombra
chief. Umra anticipating an explosion, met the cavalcade in the street^

a»)d enjoined her instant return to the palace. Who dared disobey? Ar-
rived at the door of the Rawiila, he made his obedience, and told her it

was a disgrac;e to the memory of her lord that she should quit the palace
under any pretext

;
that even the potter^s wife did not go abroad for six

months after her husband’s death, while she, setting decorum at defiance,

had scarcely permitted the period of mourning to elapse. He concluded
by saying he had a duty to perform, and that he would perform it in spite

of all obstacles, in which, as it involved her own and her children's

welfare, she ought to co-operate, instead of thwarting him. But Baejt
Raj (the royal mother) was young, artful, and ambitious, and per-
severed in her hostility till the demise of this uncompromising minister
shortly after, surmised to be caused by poison. His death yielded a
flattering comment on his fife

;
he left not funds sufficient to cover the

funeral expenses, and is, and will probably continue, the sole instance
on record in Indian history, of a mij^ister having his obsequies defrayed
by subscription among his fellow citizens.

The man who thus lived and thus died would have done honour to
any, even the most civilized country, where the highest incenttvies to
public virtue exist. What therefore does not his memory merit, when
amongst a people who, through long oppression, were likely to hold such
feelings in little estimation, he pursued its dictates from principle alone^
his sole reward that which the world could not bestow, the applause of the

* A heated platter used for baking bread, on which they, place. the
culprit, f ‘ The beloved of Rama)
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monitor within ? But they greatly err who, in the application of their

own overweening standard of merit, imagine there is no public opinion in

these countries ; for recollections of actions like this (of whjch but a small
poi tion is related; they yet love to descant upon, and an act of vigour

and integrity is still designated Umrachunda ;* evincing that if virtue has
few imitators in his country, she is not without ardent admirers.

In S. 1831 (A.O. 177s) the rebellion of the Beygoo chief, head of a
grand division of the Chondawuts, the Megawut^ obliged the queen-mother
to call upon Sindhia for his reduction, who recovered the crown lands he
has usurped, and imposed on this refactory noble a fine of twelve lacs of

rupbe^, or £100^000 sterling.*|- But instead of confining himself to punish-

ing the guilty, and restoring the land to the young Rana, he inducted his

own son-in-law Berji Tap into the districts of Rutten^furh Klieri and
SingolH ; and at the same lime made over those of Irnai, Jauth, Beechore,

and Nuddowye, to Holkar, the aggregate revenue of which amounted to

six lacs annually. Besides these alienations of territory, the Mahrattas
levied no less than four grand war contributions in S. 1830-31,! while in

S. t836§ their rapacity exacted three more. Inability to liquidate these

exorbitant demands, was invariably a signal for further sequestration of

land. Amidst such scenes of civil strife and external spoliation, one
Mahratta following another in the same track of rapine, Hamir died before

he had attained even Rajpoot majority,
||

in S. 1834 (A.D. 1778).

We may here briefly recapitulate the diminution of territory and
wealth in Mewar from the period of the first Mahratta visitation in A.O.
1736, to the death of Hamir. It were a waste of time to enumerate the

rapacious individuals who shared in the spoils of this devoted country.

Wc may be content to say their names was legion,'* These forty

years were surcharged with evil. The Mogul princes observed at least

the forms of government and justice, which occasionally tempered their

aggressions ; the Mahrattas were associations of vampires, who drained
the very life-blood wherever the scent of spoil attracted them. In three

payments we have seen the enormous sum of one crore and eighty-one

lacs,^ upwards of two millions English money, exacted from Mewar,
exclusive of individual contributions levied on chiefs, ministers, and

* Umrii Chund it will be recollected was the name of the ministet.

f The treaty by which Sindhia holds these districts yet exists, which

stipulates their surrender on the liquidation of; the contribution* The
Rana still holds this as a responsible engagement, and pleaded his rights

in the treaty with the British government in A.D. 1017-18. But half a

century's possession is a strong bond, which we dare not break ;
though

the claim now regiHered may hereafter prove to service to the family.

% 1830, Madhaji Sindhia's contribntion (maomlm) on account of Bey
foo; 1831, Berji Tap’s maomla through Govind and Gunput Rao ; 1831,

Umbaji, Inglia, Bapoo Holkar and Dadooji Pundit’s joint Msomlet*

} tst. Appajt and.'Makaji Getae, on Holkar^s account ; and* Tukooji

Holkar’s, through Somji
;
3rd* AlliiBuhadoor’s, through Semji»

g The age of eighteen*

f Via., S. 1808. by Rana Jurgut Sing to Hoikar ... L«ca 66

1820, Pertap and Ursi to Rana Holkar ... „
1826, Urit Rana to Madhaji Sindhia ... 04

Total ... M
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the Pretender’s party t and a schedule drawn up by the reJgninfjf prince

of contribiiMons levied up to his own time, amounts to £5,000,000
sterling. Yet the land would eventually have reimbursed these sums,
but the penalty inflicted for deficiencies of payment renders the evil

irremediable
;
for the alienated territory which then produced an annual

revenue of twenty-eight lacs,* or £323, 000 sterling, exceeds in amount
the sum total now left, whether fiscal or feudal, in the present impoverish-
ed slate of the country.

CHAPTER XVII.

RkUA Bheem Sing (the reigning prince), who succeeded his brother in

S. 1834 (A. D. 1778), was the fourth minor in the space of forty years
who inherited Mewar

; and the half eentury during which he has occupied
the throne, has been as fruitful in disaster as any period of her history

already recorded. He was but eight years of age on his accession, and
remained under his mother’s tutelage long after his minority had expired.
This subjection fixed his character

;
naturally defective in energy, and im^

paired by long misfortune, he continued to be swayed by faction and
intrigue. The cause of the Pretender, though weakened, was yet kept

alive
;
but his insignificance eventually left him so unsupported, that his

death is not even recorded.

In S. 1840 (A. D. 1784) the Chondawuts reaped the harvest of their

allegiance and made the power thus acquired subservient to the indul-

gence of ancient animosities against tne rival clan of Suktawut.
Saloombra, with his relatives Oorjun Singf of Korabur and Pertap Sing^
of Amai:, now ruled the councils, haying the Sindhie mercenaries under
their leaders Chundun and Sadik at their command. Mustering there-

fore all the strength of their kin and clans, they resolved on the prosecu-

tion of the feud, and invested Bheendtr, the castle of Mokhim the chief

of the Suktawuts, against which they placed their batteries.

Sangram Sin^, a junbr branch of the Suktawuts, destined to play o
conspicuous part in the future events of Mewar, wae then rising into

notice, and had just completed a feud with his rival the Poorawut, whosf
adode, Lawah„§ he had carried by escalade; and now, determined to

* S. 1808, Rampura, Bhanpura Lacs 9
1826, Jawud, Jeerun, Neemutch, Neembahaira ...

1831. Ruttungurh Kheri, Singollt, Irina, Jauth,
Nuddowye, etc., etc

II

ti 6
1831, Godwar ,,, II 9

Total It 28^

f Brother of A jit, the negotiator of the treaty with the British.

I Cliii'f of tke Juggawut clan, also a branch of 'the Chondawuts
; be

was killed in a battle with the Mahrattas.

§ It is yet held by the successor of Sangram, whose faithful services

merited the grant he obt ained from his prince^ and it was in consequence
left unmolested in the arrangement of i8r^, from the knowledge of his
merits.
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make a diversion in favour of his chief, he invaded the estate of KorabUi*

en^a^ed against Bheendir, and was driving off the cattle, when Salint

Sing the heir of Korabur intercepted his retreat, and an action ensued in

which Salim* was slain by the lance of Sangram* The afflicted father,

on hearing the fate of his son, “ threw the turban off his head,** ^swearin^
never to replace it till he had tasted revenge. Feigning a misunder-
standing with his own party he withdrew from the siege, taking the road
to his estate, but suddenly adondoned it for Seogurh, the residence of

Lalji the father of Sangram. The castle of Seogurh, placed amidst
mountains and deep forests of Chuppun, was from its difficulty of access

deemed secure against surprise
;
and here Sangram had placed the

females and children of his family. To this point Oorjun directed his

revenge, and found S»orgurh destitute of defenders save the aged chief j

but though seventy summers had whitened his head, he bravely met the

storm, and fell in opposing the foe
;
when the children of Sangram were

dragged out and inhumanly butchered, and the widowf of Lalji ascended
the pyre. This barbarity aggravated the hostility which separated the

clans, and together with the minority of their prince and the yearly

aggressions of the Marhattas, accelerated the ruin of the countrv. But
Hheem Sing, the Chondawut leader, was governed by insufferable

vanity, and not only failed in respect to his prince, but offended the

queen regent. He parcelled out the crown domain from Cheetore to

Oodipur amongst the Sindhie bands, and whilst bis sovereign was obliged

to borrow money to defray his marriage at Edur, this ungrateful and
noble had the audacity to disburse upwards of j^^ioo.ooo on the marriage

of his own daughter. Such conduct determined the royal mother to

supplant the Chondawuts, and calling in the Suktawuts to her aid, she

invested with power the chiefs of Bheendir and Lawah. Aware, however
that their isolated authority was insufficient to withstand their rivals,

they looked abroad for support, and made an overture to Zalim Sing

of Kotha, whose political and personal resentments to the Chonda-
wuts, as well as his connection by marriage with their opponents, made
him readily listen to it. With his friend the Mahratta, Lalaji Belial, he
joined the Suktawuts with a body of io,ooo men. It was determined to

.sacrifice the Saloombra chief, who took post in the ancient capital of

Cheetore, where the garrison was composed chiefly of Sindhies, thus

effacing his claim to his prince*s gratitude, whom he defied, while the Pre**

tender still had a party in the other principal fortress, Komulmeer.

Such was the state of things, when the ascendancy of Madhaji .Sindhia

received a single check from the combined forces of Marwar and Jeypur j

and the battle of Lalsont, in which the Mahratta chief Was completely

defeated, was the signal for the Rajpoots to resume their alienated terri-

tory. Nor was the Rana backward on the occasion, when there appeared
a momentary gleam of ihe active virtue of past days. Maldas Mehta was

* The father of Rawut Joan Sing, whom 1 found at Oodipur as

military minister, acting for his grand uncle A jit the organ of the

Chondawuts, whose head Puddum Sing, was just emerging from his

minority. It was absolutely necessary to get to the very root of all these

feuds, when as envoy and mediator 1 had to settle the disputes of half ^

century, and make each useful to detect their joint usurpations of the

crown domain.

t She was the grandmother of Maun Sing, a fine specimen of a
Sukiawut cavalier.
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tTvil minister, with Moiizee Ram as his deputy, both men of talent and.
energy. They first effected the reduction of Neembhahaira and the
smaller garrisons of Mahrattas in its vicinity, who from a sense of com*
moh danger assenibled their detachments in Jawud, which was also in-

vested. Sevaji Nana, the governor, caf^itulated, and was allowed to

march out with his effects. At the same same time, the **sons of the
black cloiid^'^ asserhbling, drove the Mahrattas from Beygoo, Singolli,

etc., and the districts on the plateau
;
while the Chonderawuts redeeemed

their ancient fief of Rampura, and thus for a while the whole territory was
recovered. Elated by success, the united chiefs advanced to Churdoo on
the banks of the Rirkia, a streamlet dividing Mewar and Malwa, prepara-
tory to further operations. Had these been confined to the maintenance of

the places they had taken, and which had been withheld in violation of

treaties, complete success might have been crowned their efforts
;
but in iiir

eluding Neembhahaira in their capture they drew upon them the energetic
Ahelia Bae, the regent queen of the Holkar state, wfm unluckily for therrt

was at hand, and who coalesced with Sindhia’s partisans to check this re-

action of the Rajpoots, loolaji Sindhia and Sri Bhae, with five thousand
horse, were ordered to support the discomfited Seva Nana, who had taken
refuge in Mundisore, where he rallied all tlie garrisons whom the Rajpoots
had unwisely permitted to capitulate. On I'uesday, the 4th of Magli S.

t844.,f Rana’s troops were surprised and defeated with great slaugh-
ter, the minister slain, the chiefs of Kanorh and Sadri with many others
severly wounded, and the latter made prisoner. J The newly made con-
quests were all rapidly lost, with the exception of jawud, which was
gallantly maintained for a month by Deep Chiind, who, with his guns
and rockets, effected a passage through tfie Mahrattas, and retired with
his garrisort to Mandalgurh. Thus terminated an enterprize which might
have yielded far different results but for a misplaced security. All the
thiefs and clans were united in this patriotic struggle except the Chonda-
wuts, against whom the queen-mother and the neW minister, Somji, had
tnuch difficulty to contend for the establishment of the minor’s authority*
At length overtures Were made ta Saloomra, when the fair Rafnpearie
was employed to conciliate the obdurate chief, who condescended to make
his appearance at Oodipur and to pay his respects to the prince. He
pretended to enter into the views of the minister and to coalesce in his

plans ;'but this was only a web to ensnare his victim, whose talent had
diminished his authority, and was a bar to the prosecution of his ambitious
views. Somji was seated in his bureau.when Oorjun Sing of Korabur and
Sirdar Sing^ of Bhadaisser entered, and the^ latter, as he demanded how
Ive dared to resume his fief, plunged bis dagger into the minister's breast.

U lie Raha was passing the day at one of Ihe villas in the valley called

^ Megh Sing was the chief of Bevgoo, and founder of that subdivision

of the Ghondawuts called after him MeghawUt, and his complexion being
Very dark {kala)^ he was. called “ kala megh,” the black cloudy His
descendants were very numerous and very refractory.

t A D. 1788.

{’He did not recover his liberty for two years, rior till he had surren*
dered lour of the best towns in his fief.

Father of the present Hamir Sing, the only chief with whom I was
compelled to use severity; but he was incorrigible. He was celebrated
for his raids in the troubles, and from his red whiskers bore with us the
name of the * Red River^ of Bhadaisser—more of him by-and*bye*

24
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the Suhailea Bayi 'the garden of nymphs,’ attended by jait Sin^
Bednore, when the brothers* of the minister suddenly rushed into the

presence to claim protection against the murderers. Fhey were followed

by Oorjun Korabur, who had the audacity to present himself before

his sovereign with his hands yet stained with the blood of Somji. 'I'he

Rana, unable to punish the insolent chief, branding him as a traitor,

bade him begone ;
when the whole of the actors in this nefarious scene,

with their leader Saloombra, returned to Cheetore. Sheodas and Suttidas,

brothers to the murdered minister, were appointed to succeed him, and
with the Suktawuts fought several action agaii^st the rebels, and gained
one decisive battle at Akola, in which Oorjun of Korabur commanded^
'I'his was soon balanced by the tiefeat of the S«iktawuts at Khyroda.
Every triumph was attended with ruin to the country. I'he agriculturist,

never certain of the fruits of his labour, abandoned his fields, and at

length his country
;
mechanical indiistr)' found no recompense, and

commerce was at the mercy of unlicensed spoliation. In a very few

years Mewar lost half her populatioti
;
her lands laid waste, her mines

ivere unworked, and her looms, which formerly supplied all around,

forsaken. The prince partook of the general penury
;
instead of pro-

tecting, he required protection
;
the bonds which united him with his

subjects were snapped, and each individual or petty community provided
for itself that defence which he could not give. Hence arose a train of

evils : every cultivator, whether fiscal or feudal, sought out a patron,

and entered into engagements as the price of protection. Hence every

Rajpoot who had a horse and lance, had his clients
;
and not a camel-

load of merchandise could pass the abode of one of tl)ese cavaliers with-

out paying fees. I'he effects of such disorder were felt long after the

cause ceased to exist, and claims difficult to adjust arose out of these

licentious times, for the having prescriptive right was deemed sufficient

to authorize their continuance. Here were displayed the effects of a
feudal association, where the powers of government were enfeebled,

^iPliese feuds alone were sufficient to ruin tlie country : but when to such

internal ills shoals of Mahratta plunderers were added, no art is required

to describe the consequences.

The Rana and his advisers at length determined to call in Sindhia
to expel the rebellious Chondawuts from the ancient capital

; a step

mainly prompted by Zalim Sing (now regent of Kotah), who with the

Rana's ministers was deputed to the Mahratta chieftain, then enjoying

* Sheodas and .Siitiidas, with their cousin Jeychund. They revenged
t))eir brother's death by that of his murderer, and were both in turn slain.

Such were these times f The author more than once, when resuming the
Chondawut lands, and amongst them Bhadaisser, the fief of the son of

Sidar, was told to recollect, the fate of Somji; the advice, however,
excited only a smile

; he was deemed more of a Suktawut than a Chon*
dawut, and there was some truth in it, for he (found the good actions of

the former far outweigh the other, who made a boast and monopoly of

their patriotism. It was a curious period in his life; the stimulus to

action was loo high, too ‘constant, to think of self
; and having no

personal views, being influenced solely by one feeling, the prosperity of

all. he despised the very idea of danger, though it was said to exist In

v^irious shapes even in the hospitable plate put before him ! But he
deemed none capable of such treachery, though once he was within a
few minutes* march to the other world ; but the cause, if the right onCf
came from his own cuisinier or rather boulangtr whom he discharged.
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liimself at the sacred lake of Poshkur.* Since the overthrow of Lalsont
he had reorganized his brigades under the celebrated De Boigne, through
whose conduct he had redeemed his lost influence in Rajpootana by the
battles of Mairta and Patun, in which the brave Rahtores, after acts oC

the most devoted gallantry, were completely overthrown. Sindhia’s plans
coincided entirely with the object of the deputation, and he readily acqui-
esced in the Rana’s desire. This event introduced on the political stage
some of the most celebrated men of that day, whose actions offer a fair

picture of manners, and may justify our entering a little into details.

f

Zalim Sing had for some years become regent of Kotah, and though
to maintain himself in power, and the state he controlled in an attitude to

compel the respect of surrounding foes, was no slight task, yet he found
the field too contracted for his ambition, and his secret views had long
been directed to permanent influence in Mewar. His skill in reading
character convinced him that the Rana would be no bar to Ins wishes, the

attainment of which, by giving him the combined resources of Haravati
and Mewar, would bestow the lead in Rajasthan. The Jeypur court he
disregarded, whose effeminate army he had himself defeated single-

handed with the Kotah troops, and the influence he established amongst
the leading chiefs of Marwar held out no fear of counteraction from that

quarter. I he stake was higl), the game sure, and success would have
opened a field to his genius which might have entirely altered the fate of

Hindusthan
;
but one false move was irretrievable, and instead of be-

coming the arbitrator of India, he left only the reputation of being the

Nestor of Rajpootana.

The restriction of the ftana’s power was the cloak under which he
disguised all his operations, and it might have been well for the country

had his plans succeeded to their full extent. To re-establish the Rana*s

authority, and to pay the charges of the reduction of Cheetore, he deter-

mined that the rebels chiefly should furnish the means, and that from

thetn and the fiscal lands, mostly in their hands, sixty-four lacs should

be levied, of which three-fifths should be appropriated to Sindhia, and

the remainder to replenish the Rana's treasury. Preliminaries being thus

arranged, Zalim was furnished with a strong corps under Umbaji Inglia
;

MVhiie Sindhia followed, hanging on the Marwar frontier, to realize the

contributions of that state. Zalim Sing and Umbaji moved towards

Cheetore, levying from the (estates of those, obnoxious to Zalim’s views.

Hamirgurh, whose chief, Dheruj Sing, a man of talent and courage, was
the principal adviser of Bheem Sing, the Saloombra chief, was besieged,

and stood several assaults during six weeks* vigorous operations, when
the destruction of the springs of the wells from the concussion of the

guns compelled its surrender, and the estate was sequestrated. The
force continued their progress, and after a trifling altercation at Bussee,'.

at Chondawut fief, also taken, they took up a position at Cheetore, and
were soon after joined by the main body under Sindhia.

Zalim, to gratify Madliaji’s vanity, who was desirous of a visit from
the Rana, which even the Peshwa considered an honour, proceeded to

Oodipur to effect this object
; when the Rana, placing himself under his

guidance, marched for this purpose, and was met ^ at the Tiger Mount,
within a few miles of his capital, by Sindhia, who received the Rana, and

* S. 1847 (A. D. 1791),

f Acquired from the actors in those scenes : the pi ii.ee, his ministers,
Zalim Sing, and the rival, chiefs have all contributed.
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e'scorlfe<il fiim to tho b6si6g?ng army. B.ut in this sh6rt intorval, U^mbajjii

who romain^d with th^ a'rnfiy at Cheetore, intrigued with rebel GhondawuC
to supplant the predominant inRuehce of his friend Zalim Sing, and seized
the opportunity of his absence to counteract him^ by cortimunicating his

plans to Salodmbra
;
awafe that, unless he broke with Zalim^ he could

only hupe to play a secondary part under him. 'Lhough the ulterior views

of Zalim Were kept to his own breast, they could not escape the penetra^'

tion of the crafty Mahratta
;

his very anxiety to hide them furnished
Umbaji with tliC means of detection. Had Zalim possessed an equal
share of meanness witirhis political antagonist, he might have extricated
himself the snare

; but once overreaclie<i, he preferred sinking to graspingj

at an unworthy support. Bheefn Sing (Saloombra) privately negotiated
with Umbaj.i the surrender of Cheetore, engaging to humble himself

before the Kaiia, and to pay a coruribuiion of twenty lacs, levied on the

clans, provided Z »Iirn Sing was ordered to retire. This suggestion,

apparently founded r)n the rebellious chief's antipathy to Zalim, but in

reality prompted by L/rnbaji, ensured the approbation, as it suited the

Views, of all parties, but especially Siodhia, who was 'desirous of re-

pairing to Poonah. Zalim, the sole obstacle to this arrangement,
furnished to his enemies the means of escape from the dilemma and lost

the opportunity of realizing his long-cherished scheme of wielding the

united resources of Mewar and Haravati. Zalim had always preserved
a strict amity with Umbaji wherever thek interests did not clash, and
his regard had the cement of gratitude to the Mahratta, whose father

Trimbukji had saved Zalirn's life and procured his liberty, when left

wounded and a prisoner at the battle of Oojein. On Zalim’s return wilK

the Rana, Umbaji touched on the terms of Bheetn Sing’s surrender,

lunting that Z^lim’s presence was the sole obstacle to this desirabife

result ; who, the more to mask his views, which any expressed reluctancfe

to the measure might expose, went beyoiid probability in afeseveratiorts

of readiness to be no bar to such arrangement, even so far as to aflfirrti

that, besides being tired of the business from the heavy expe^e it

entailed on him, he had his prince’s wish for his return to fCotah. There
is one ingredient in Z.alim’s character, which has never been totally

merged in the vices acquired from the tortuous policy of a long lif^, and
which in the vigour of youtn had full sway—namely, pridb, dhe of the

few virtues lelft to the Rajpoot, defrauded of many otn6irs by I6n^ ot)pi^les-

sion. But Zalim’s pride was legitimate, being allied to honour ;
and \t

has retained him an evident superiority, through all the Maxes bt arhbir*

tion. Umbaji skilfuJly availed himself of this defect in his fribnd’s political

character. A pretty story, indeed !—you tell this to itie : it ihig^ht fihd

credit with those who did not know you.” The sarcasm ohiy ^llih'ged

him deeper into asseveration. ‘Ms it then really your wish to ^etllrb?”—“ Assprcdly.”-—** Then,” retorted the cl'afty UrVibaji, *' ybiilr Wish shall

be gratified in a few minutes.” Giving him no time to retr'abt, he called

for his horse and gallopped to Sihdhia’s tent, ^alim refited 6h Sihdhia:

not acceding td tfib propo'sitiort
;
or if he did, that the Rana^ over whom

he imagined Hb hid complete ihflaence. Would oppose it. His hopes of

bindhia rested bh a prohiiSe privaiefy ihade to leaVe tfoo|[ls under his

authority for thb rbktoration of ordeV in Mewar
;
and yet a strbnger

claim, the ItnoWiedge that without Zalim he could no^ reatii?e the sHptilated

sums for the exputsfon 0l Ihe CtiOhdaWat from Cheetore. Umbaji had
foreseen and prepared a remedy for these difficulties, and kipbn their

feeing urged, offered himself to advance the Amount by bills On the

P«khan. This argument was irresistible ; money, and the coosequenfe
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pros^ution f>f ?hii jotifftey to Poonah, being: attained, Sindhians engage-
ments with Zallfm and the Rana ceased to be a n^atter of importance.
He nominated Umbaji his heatenant, with the command of a farg^c force^
by whose aid he would reimburse himself for the sums thus advanced.
Having: carried his object with Sindhia, Umbaji proceeded direct fronv
bis tent to that fof tire Kana‘s ministers, Sheodas, and Sultidas, with
whom, by the promise of co-operation in their views, and perfect sub-
serviency to the RanaVs interests,, he was alike successful. Umbaji, with<
the rapidity necessary to ensure success, havirrg in a few hours accomplish-
ed his purpose, hastened back to Zalim, to acquaint him that his wish to
retire had met with general acquiescence

;
and|so well did he manage, that

the Rana's mace-bearer arrived at the same moment to announce that the
*khelat of leat>e* awaited his acceptance. Zalim being thus outwitted, the
Saloombra chief descended from Cheetore, and 'touched the Bana^s feet,*"
Sindhia pursued his march to the Dekhan, and Umbaji was left sole
arbiter of Mewar. The Suktawuts maintained the lead at court, and
were not backward iU consigning the estates of their rivals to the incubus
nOw settled oU the country : while the mortified Zalim, on his retreat^
recorded his expenses, to be produced on some fitting occasion.

Umbaji remained eight years in Mewar, reaping its revenues and
amassing those hoards of wealth, which subsequently gave Him the lead
in Hindustan, and enabled him nearly to assert his independence. Yet,
although he accumulated ;^2,000,000 sterling from her soil,* exacting
one‘-half of the produce of agricultural industry, the suppression of feuds
and exterior aggressions gave to Mewar a degree of tranquility and hap-
piness to which she had long been a stranger. The instructions delivered
to Umbaji were :

1st* The entire restoration of the Rana’s authority and resumption
of the crown-lands frona rebellious chiefs and mercenary
Sindhics.

2nd. The expulsion of the Pretender from Komulmeer,
3rd, The recovery of Godwar from the Raja of Mewar.
4th^ To settle the Boondi feud for the nvurder of Rana Ursi.

A schedule i^andri) for the twenty lacs stipulated was made and
levifed

; twelve from the Chondawut estates, and eight from the Suktawuts
and the Sum of sixty lacs was awarded, ibesides the expense of Umbaji’s
army, when the other specified objects should be attained. Within two

ihfe Pretender was expelled from Komulmeer, Jehajpur was recover-
ed from a tebeflious Ranawut, and the crown-landsf were redeemed from
the nobles; the personal domain of the Rana, agricultural and commer-

fealixed nearly fifty lacs of rupees. After these services,,

* It was levied as follows Saloombra ... Lacs ^
Deogurh ... ... .‘j

,, 3
Singingir Gosen, their adviser... „ 2
Koskul „ ,

Amait ... ... 2
Korabur ... ... ^ 1

'fotal ... Lacs Id

t Raepur Raynuggar from the Sindh ies
; Goorlali and Gadermala

from the Poorawuts
; Hamirgurh from Sirdar Sing, and Koorj Kowkria

irom Saloombra*
'
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thoujfh Godwar was slill unredeemed, the Boondi feud unappeased, and
the lands rnortaged to ll\e Mahraltas were not restored, Umbaji assumed
the title of Soobadar of Mewar, and identified himself yvith the parties

of the day. Yet so louij as he personally uplield the interests of the
Bana, his memory is done justice to, notwithstandinyf he never con-
formed to the strict letter of his engagements. I'he Rana's ministers,

fearing lest their brother’s fate should be theirs in the event of the

Chondawuts again attaining power, and deeming their own and their

sovereign’s security dependent on Umbaji’s presence, made a subsidiary

engagement with him, and lands to the amount of 75,000 rupees monthly,
or eight lacs annually, were appropriated for his force; but so com-
pletely were the resources of the country diverted from their honest use,

that when, in S. 1851, a marriage was negotiated between the Rana’s
sister and the prince of Jeypur, the Rana was obliged to borrow £$0,000
from the Mahratta commander to purchase the nuptial presents. The
following year was marked by a triple event—the death of the queen-
mother, the birth of a son and lieir to tlie Rana, and the bursting of the

embankment of the lake, which swept away a third of the city and a
third of its inhabitants. Superstition attributed this catastrophe to the

Rana’s impiety, in establishing a new festival* to Gowrie, the Isis of

Rajasthan.

Umbaji, who was this year nominated by Sindhia his viceory in

Hindusthan, left Gunes Punt as his lieutenant in Mewar, with whom
acted the Rana’s officers, Sowaie and Sheerji Mehta ;f who applied
themselves to make the most of their ephemeral power wiih so rapacious

a spirit, that Umbaji was compelled to displace Gunes Punt and appoint
the celebrated Rae Chund. To him they would not yield, and each parly

formed a nucleus for disorder and misrule. It would be uninteresting

and nauseating to the reader to carry him through all the scenes of

villany which gradually desolated this country
;
for whose spoil pilfering

Mahrattas, savage Rohillas, and adventurous Franks were all let loose.

The now humbled Chondawuts, many of whose fiefs were confiscated,

look to horse, and in conjunction with lawless Sindhies scoured the

country. Their estates were attacked, Korabur was taken, and batteries

were placed against Saloombra, whence the Sindhies fled and found

refuge in Deogurh. In tliis exigence, the Chondawuts determined to

send an envoy to Umbaji, who was then engaged in tlie siege of Duitea ;

and Ajit Sing, since prominent in the intrigues of Mewar, was the organ
of his clan on this occasion. For* the sum of ten lacs the avaricious

Mahratta agreed to recall his deputy from Mewar, J to renounce Sheoda's

and the Suktawiits, and lend his support to the Chondawuts. The
Saloombra chief again took the lead (at court, and with Aggurji Mehta
as minister, the Suktawuts were attacked, the stipulated ten lacs raised

from their estates, and two fiefs of note, Heeta, and Saimari, confiscated.

* In Bhadoon, the third month of the rainy reason,

f The first of these is now the manager of Prince Jowan Sing’s

estates, a man of no talent ;
and the latter, his brother, was one of

ministers on my arrival at Oodipur. He was of invincible good-humour,
yet full of the spirit of intrigue, and one the bars to returni ng pros-

perity. The cholera carried off this Falstaf! of the court, not much to

my sorrow.

t 5 . 1853, A, D, 1797.
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The death of Madhaji Sindhia, and the accession of his nephev^r

Dowhit Rao, his murder of the Sainovvee Brahmins, and his quarrels witli

the Baes (‘ princesses,’ wives of tl)e deceased Sindhia), all occurred at

this time, and materially influenced the events in Mewar. The power
of Urnbaji as Soobadar of Hindusthan was strengthened by the minority
of Sindhia, although contested by Lukwa and the Baes, supported by.

the Kheechie ptince, Doorjun Sal, and the Duttea Raja, who fought and
(iied for the princesses, t.ukvva wrote to the Rana to throw off Umbaji’s
yoke and expel Ids lieutenant; wldle Uinbaji commanded his deputy to

eject the Sainowee* Bralunins, supporters of Lukvva, from all the lands
in Mewar. Lo this end Gunes Punt called on the Rana's ministers and
chicls, who, consulting^ thereon, determined to play a deep j»ame

;
and

while they apparently acquiesced in the schemes of Gunes, they wrote
the Sainowees to advance from Jawud and attack him, promising- them
support. I'hey met at Sawah

;
Nana was defeated with the loss of his

g\]ns, and retired on Chittore. With a feint of support the Chondawuts
made him again call in his garrison and try another battle, which he also

lost and fled to Hamirgurh
;
then, uniting with his enemies, they in-

vested the place with 15,000 men. Nana bravely maintained himself,

making many sallies, in one of which both the sons of Dheruj Sing, the
chief of Hamirgurh, were slain. Shortly after, Nana was relieved by
some battalions of the new raised regulars sent by Umbaji under Golaiib
Rao Kuduin, upon which l)e commenced his retreat on Ajmeer. At
Moosa-Moosi he was forced to action, and success had nearly crowned
the efforts of the clans, when a horseman, endeavouring to secure a mare,
calling out, Bhaga / bhaga “ She flies ! she flies!” the word spread,

while those who caught her, exclaiming **Mjlgya/ ntilgya/*' She is

taken !” but equally significant with ‘going over’ to the enemy, caused
a general panic, aird the Chondawuts, on the verge of victory, disgraced
themselves, broke and fled. Several were slain, among whom was the

Sindhie leader Chundun. Shapura opened its gates to the fugitives led

by the Goliah of the host, the chief of Deogurh f It was an occasion

not to be lost by the bards ol the rival clan, and many a ribald stanza

records this day's disgrace. Umbajj's lieutenant, however, was so
roughly bandied that several chiefs redeemed ilieir estates, and the Rana
much of the fisc, from Mahratia control. Mewar now became the arena
on which the rival satraps Umbaji and Lukwa contested the exalted office

of Sindhians lieutenancy in Hindustban. Lukwa was joined by all the

chiefs of Mewar, his cause being their own
;
and Hamirgurh, still held by

Nana's party, was reinvested. Fwo thousand shot had made a practica-

ble breach, when Bala Rao Ingiia, Bapoo Sindhia, Eswunt Rao Sindhia,
a brigade under the European * Mutta field,* with the auxiliary battalions

of ZaliiTi Sing of Kotah, the whole under the command of Umbaji’s son,

arrived to relieve the lieutenant. Lukwa raised the siege, and took post
with his allies under the walls of Cheetore

; whilst the besieged left the
untenable Hamirgurh, and joined the relief at Gosoonda. The rival

* There arc three classes of Mahratta Brahmins
;
Sainowee, Purbo,

and Mahrat. Of the First was Lukwa, Balabha Tantia, Jewa Dada,
Sewaji Nana, Ballaji Pundit, and Jeswunt Rao Show, men who held the
mortgaged lands of Mewar. ’

f I knew him well. He stood six feet six inches, and was bulky in

proportion. His limbs rivalled those of the Hercules Farnese. His
fathfer was nearly seven feet, and died at the early age of twenty-two, in a
vain attempt to keep down, by regimen and medicine, his enormous bulk.
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armies were separated only by the Beris river, on whose banks they raisi^d

batteries and cannonaded each other, when a dispute arose in the victor

camp ree^arding the pay of the troops, betWeeit Bala Rao (brother oF

Umbaji) and Nana, and the letter withdraw and retreated td Sanganer.
Thus disunited, it mij^ht have been ex.pected that these congregated mass-
es would have dissolved, or fallen upon each otlier, wheii the Rajpoots
might have given the coup de grac6 to the survivors

;
but they Were

Mahrattas, and their politics were too complicated to end in simple strife :

almost all the actors in these scenes lived in contest with, and be hurhilia-

ted by the British.

The defection of Nana equalised the parties ; but Bala Rao, never
partial to fighting, opportunely recollected a debt of gratitude to Lukwa,
to whose clemency he owed his life when taken by storm in Googul Chupra.
He also .wanted money to pay his force> which a private overtrue to Lukwa
secured. They met, and Bala Rao retired boasting of his gratitude, tO

which, and the defection of Nana, soon followed by that of Bapoo Sindhia,

the salvation of Lukwa was attributed. Sutherland with a brigade was
detached by Umbaji to aid Nana: but a dispute depriving him of tliis

reinforcement, he called in a partisan of more celebrity, the brave George
Thomas. Umbaji's Lir utenant and Lukwa were once more equal foes,

and the Rana, his chiefs and subjects being distracted between these con-
flicting bands, whose leaders alternately paid their respects |to him. Were
glad to obtain a little repose by espousing the fcause of their combatant^
whose armies during the monsoon encamped .for si^ weeks within sight of

each other.*

Doorjun Sal (Kheechie), with the nobles of Mewar, hovered round
Nana's camp with five thousand horse to cut off his supplies

j but Thomas
escorted the convoys from Shapiira with his regulars, and defied all their

efforts. Thomas at length advanced his batteries against Lukwa, on whose
position a general assault Was about taking place, When a tremendous
storm, with torrents of rain which filled the stream, cut off his batteries

from the main body, burst the gates of Shapura, his point d^appui, and
laid the town in ruins.+ Lukwa seized the moment, and with the Mewar
chiefs istormcd jand carried the isolated batteries, capturing fifteen pieces

of cannon
;
and the Shapura Raja, threatened at oime by his brother* nobles

and the vengeance of heaven, refused further provision to Nana, who way
compelled to abandon his position and retreat to Sanganer. The discom-
fited lieutenant vowed vengeance against the estates of the Mewar chief-

tains, and after the rains, being reinforced by Umbaji, again took the

field. Then commenced *3 scene of carnage, pillage, and individual de-

fence. The whole of the Chondawut estates under the Aravali range

were laid waste, their castles assaulted, some taken and destroyed, *and

heavy‘Slim S' levied on all. Thomas besieged Deogurh and Amait, and
both fought and paid. KossituI and Liisani were captured, and the latter

* Both camps were on the right bank of the Bunas ; Lukwa’s at Am-
lee, about ten'mlles South of Shapura, and Nana's at 'Kadaria, between
these tqwns.

t Lukwa at this time (a) put the Shapura Raja in possession of the

important fortress and district of Jehajpur, which, although the Rana
consented to it, covertly receiving from the Raja two lacs of rupees, dis-

gusted tlie nobles with Lukwa.

(a)’*S. iSi6 (A;D. 1800).
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Vaipd for its r(^sistonce. 'Fbus tliey were proceodin^ in the work
of destruction, when Umboji was dispossessed of the government of

Hinduslhan, to wfiicli LnUwa was nominated,* and Nana was compelled
to siurender all tfie fortressses and towns he lield in Mewar.

From this period must be dated the pretensions of SiJidbia to consider
Mewar as tribjitarv to him. h ive traced tlie rise of tfie Mahrattas,
and the progress of tfieir baneful it^lluence in Mewar. I'he abstractions of
territory from S. 1S26 to 1831, as pledges for ct)ntributions, satisfied tfieir

avarice till 184S, wlien t Iv* Saloonibra rebellion brought the great Sindhia
to Cheeiore, leaving LJmbaji as Ids lieutenant, with a subsidiary force, to

recover the Kana’s lost p<iss<-ssious. We have relat^'d how these conditions
were fulfilled

;
fiow Utubaji, inflated with the wealth of Mewar, assumed

almost regal dignity in Hindustfian, assitiiiing the devoted land to be
governed by his deputies, whose contest witfi other aspirants made this

unhappy region the stage for constant struggles for supremacy
; and while

tlie secert policy of Zaiim Sing stimulated the Suklawuts to cling to
Urnbaji, the Cfiondawuts gave tfie influence and interest to )iis rival

Liikwa. 'I'he unhappy Rana and the peasantry paid for tfiis rivalry ;

while Sindhia, whose power was now in its zenith, fastened one of his

desultory armies on Mewar, contra v'ention of former treatries, without
any definite views, or even instructions to its commander. It was enough
that a large body should supply itself witliout assailing him for prey»
and whose services were available when required.

Lokwa, the new viceroy, marched to Mewar : Aggurji Mehta wa*?

appointed minister to ifte Rana, and tiie Chondawuts again came into

power. For the sum of six lacs [aikwa disposed the Shapura of Jehaj-
pur, for the liquidation of which ifdrty-six of its town were mort-
gaged. Zaiim Sing, who had long been manceiivring to obtain Jehajpiir,

administered to tfie necessities of the Mahratta. paid the tiotc of hand,
and took possession of the city and its viilages. A contribution of twenty-
four lacs was imposed tbrouglioiit the c«>untry, and levied by force of

arms, after wiiich first act of the new viceroy lie quilted Mewar for Jeypur,
leaving Jessunt Rao Btiow as his depntv. Monjee Ram, the deputy of

Aggurji (the Rana’s minister), detenwined to adopt tfre European mode
of discipline, now became general amongst all the tiaiive powers of India.

But when the cliiefs were called upon to contribute to the support of mer-
cenary regulars, and a field-artillery, tliey evinced their patriotism by
confining this zealous minister. Suitidas was once more placed in power,
and his brother Sheodas ricalled from Kotali, whither he had fled from
the Chondawuts, who now appropriated to themselves the most valuable
portions of the Rana's persoiral domain.

The battle of Indore, in A.D. 1802, where at least 150,000 men
assembled to dispute the claim to predatory empire, wrested the ascen-
dancy from Holkar, wlio lost lus g«*ns, equipage, and capital, from
which he fled to Mewar. pursued by Sindhlun's victorious army led by
Sudasheo and Bala Rao. In his flight he plundered Rutlani, and
passing Bheendir, the castle of the Suktawut cfiief, he demanded a
contribution, from whicli and his meditated visit to Qodipur, the Rana
and his vassal were saved by the activity of the pursuit.

'

Failing in the^
objects, Holkar retreated on Nathdwan a, the celebrated shrine of

Hindu Apollo. It was here this active soldier first shewed symptoms of

* Balabha 'Fantia and BuUshu Narrain Rao were Sindhia’s ministers
this period, of the same tribe (the Sainowee) as Lukwa.

25
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mental derangement. He upbraided Crishna, while prostrate before

his image, for the loss of his victory
j
and levied three lacs of rupees

on the priesis and inhabitants, several of whom he carried to his camp
as hostages for the payment. The portal (dwarra) of the god {Nath)
proving no bar either to Toork or equally impious Mahratt^, Damo-
durji, the high priest, removed the God of Vrij from his pedestal

and sent him with his establishment to Oodipur for protection. Lhe
Chohan chief of Kotario (one of the sixteen nobles), in whose estate

was the sacred fane, undertook the duty, and with twenty horsemen, his

vassals, escorted the shepherd god by intricate passes to the capital. On
his return he was intercepted by a band of Holkar's troops, who insult-

ingly desired the surrender of their horses. But the descendant of the
illustrious Pirthwi .Raj preferred death to dishonour : dismounting, he
hamstrung his steed, commanding his vassals to follow his example

;
and

sword in hand ^ourted his fate in the unequal conflict, in which he fell,

with most of his gallant retainers. Tliere are many such isolated exploits

in the records of this eventful period, of which the Chohans of Kotario
had their full share. Spoil, from whatever source, being welcome to these

depredators, Nathdwarra* remained long abandoned ; and Apollo, after

six months' residence at Oodipur, finding insufficient protection, took

another flight to the mountains of Gassyar, where the high priest threw
Ajp fortifications for his defence; and spiritual thunders being disregarded,

the pontiff henceforth buckled on the armour of flesh, and at the head of

four hundred cavaliers, with lance and shield, visited the minor shrines

in his extensive diocese.

To return to Holkar. He pursued his route by Biinera and Shapura,
levying from both, to Ajmeer, where he distributed a portion of the

offerings of the followers of Crishna amongst the priests of Mahommed
at the mosque of Khawaja Peer. Thence he proceeded toward Jeypur.
Sindhians leaders on reaching Mewar renounced the pursuit, and
Oodipur was cursed with their presence, when three lacs of rupees
were extorted from the unfortunate Rana, raised by the sale of house*
hold effects and the jewels of the females of his family. Jesswunt Rao
Bhow, the soobadar of Mewar, had prepared another schedule (pandri),

which he left with Tantia, his deputy, to realise. Then followed the usual

scene of conflict—the attack of the chieftain's estates, distraining of the

husbandman, seizure of his cattle, and his captivity for ransom, or his

exile.

The celebrated Lukwa, disgraced by his prince, died at this timef in

Sanctuary at Saloombra; and Bala Rao, brother "to Umbaji, returned,

and was joined by the Suktawuts and the minister Suttidas, who expelled,

the Chondawuts for their control over the prince. Zalim Sing, in fur-

therance of his schemes and through hatred of the Chondawuts, united

himself to this faction, and Devi Chund, minister to the Rana, set up by
the Chondawuts, was made prisoner. Bala Rao levied ancj destroyed

their estates with
; unexampled ferocity, which produced a bold attempt

at deliverance. The Chondawut leaders assembled at the Chougatl (the

Camp de Mars) to consult on their safety. The insolent Mahratta had

preceded them to the palace, demanding the surrender of the minister’s

deputy, Moujee Ram. The Kana indignantly refused them—the

* Five and twenty miles north of Oodipur.

t S. 1859 (A. D. 1803).
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Mahratta importuned, threatened, and at length commanded his troops
to advance to the palace, when the intrepid minister pinioned tlie

audacious plunderers, and secured his adherents (including their old
enemy^ Nana Gunes), Jumalkur, and Ooda Kooer, The latter, a notori-

ous villain, had an elephant^s chain put round his neck, while Bala Rao
was confined m a bath. The leaders thus arrested, the Chondawuts
sallied forth and attacked their camp in the valley, which surrendered

j

though the regulars under Hearsay retreated in a hollow square, and
reached Gadermala in safety. Zalim Sing determined to liberate his

friend Bala Rao from peril; and aided by the Suktawuts under the chiefs
of Bheendir and Lawah, advanced to the Chaija pass, one of the defiles

leading to the capital. Had the Rana put these chiefs to instant death,
he would have been justified, although he would have incurred the resent-
ment of the whole Mahratta nation. Instead of this, he put himself at
the head of a motely levy of six thousand Sindhies, Arabs, and Goseins,
with the brave Jey Sing and a band of his gallant Kheechies, ever ready
to poise the lance against a Mahratta. They defended the pass for five

days against a powerful artillery. At length the Rana was compelled to

liberate Bala Rao, and Zalim Sing obtained by this interference posses-
sion of the fortress and entire district of Jehajpur. A schedule or war
contribution, the usual final to these events, followed Bala’s liberation,

and no means were left untried to realize the exaction, before Holxar,
then approaching, could contest the spoil.

This chief having recruited his shattered forces, again left the south.*
Bheendir felt his resentment for non-compliance with his demands on his

retreat after the battle of Indore; the town was nearly destroyed, but
spared for two lacs of rupees, for the payment of which villages were
assigned. Thence he repaired to Oodipur, being met by Ajit Sing, the

Rana’s ambassador, when the enormous sum of forty lacs, or £$00,000,
was demanded from the country, of which one-third was commanded to

be instantly forthcoming. The palace was denuded of everything which
could be converted into gold

;
the females were deprived of every article

of luxury and comfort; by which, with contributions levied on the city,

twelve lacs were obtained
;
while hostages from the household of the Rana

and chief citizens were delivered as security for the remainder, and im-
mured in the Mahratta camp. Holkar iheil visited the Rana. Lawah
and Bednore were attacked, taken, and restored on large payments.
Deogurh alone was mulcted four and a half lacs. Having devastated
Mewar during eight months, Holkar marched to Hindusthan,f Ajit Sing
accompanying him as the Rana's representative ;

while Bala Ram Seth
was left to levy the balance of the forty lacs. Holkar had reached
Shapura when Sindhia entered Mewar, and their camps formed a junc-
tion to allow the leaders to organize their mutual plans of hostility to

* In S. i860 (A. D. 1804).

•)• At this juncture an officer of Holkar’s, Hurnat Chela, on passing

through Bansein, had some camels carried off by the Bhills of the Satola

estate. Hurnat summoned Golab Sing Chondawut, who came with eight

of his relatives, when he was told he should be detained till the cattle

were restored ;
and in the morning, as the Mahratta mounted his elephant,

he commanded the Raghaut chieftain to be seized. Golab drew his

sword and made at Hurnat, but his sword broke in the howda, when he
plunged his dagger into the elephant ;

but at length with all his relations,

Who nobly plied iboir swoida on the MahutUs, was cut to pieces.
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the British g^overnment. These chieftains, in their efforts to cope wTtN

the British power, had been completely humiliated, and their resources

broken. But Rajasthan was made to pay the penalty of British success^

which iivelted her chains, and it would be but honest, now we have the

power, to diminish tinat penalty.

The rainy season of A. D. 1805 found Sindhia and Holkar encamp-
ed in the plains ot Bednore, desirous, but afraid, to seek revenge in the

renewal of war. (deprived of all power in liindusthan, and of the

choicest territory norLit and south of the Nerbndda, with numerous dis-

contented armies now let loose on these devoted countries, their passions

inffained by defeat, and blind to everv sentiment of humanity, they had
no alternative to pacifv the soldie y a: d leplenish their own ruined

resouri'es but indiscriminate ptllage. It w''uld require a pen powerful as

the pencil of Salvator Rosa tt) p^mt tl e ir'rrors which ftlled up the

succeeding ten years, to which the author was an eye-witness, destined

10 follow in the tram of rapine, and to view in the traces of Mahratta
camps the desolation and political annihilation o£ all the central states

of India,* several ol which aided the British in their early struggles far

dominion, but were now allow'ed to fall without a helping hand, the

scape-goats of oiir successes. Peace between the Mahrattas and British

was, however, doubtful, as Sindhia made the rostoration of the rich pro-

vinces of Gohud and Gwalior a sino qua non : and unhappily for tlieir

legitimate ruler, who had been inducted into the seat of his forefathers^

a Governor-General (Lord Cornwallis) of ancient renown, but in the
decline of life, with views totally unsnited to the limes, abandoned our

allies, and renounced all for peace, sending an ambassadorf CO Sindhia
to reunite the bonds of “ perpetual friendship."

The Mahratta leaders were anxious, if the war should be renewed,
to shelter their families and valuables in the strong-holds of Mewar,
and their respective camps became the rendezvous of the rival factions.
Sirdar Sing, ihe organ of the Chondawuts, represented the Rana at
Sindhia’s court, at the head of whose councils Umbaji had just been
placed. J His rancour to the Rana was implacable, from the support given
in self-defence to his political antagonist, Lu<wa, and he agitated the
partition of Mewar amongst the great Mahratta leaders. But whilst
bis baneful Influence was preparing this result, the credit of Sangram

* rhe Rana of Gohud and Gwalior, the Kheechie chiefs of Ragoo-
gtirh and Buhadoorgurh, ar»d the Nabob of Bhopal, made common
cause with us in Warren Hastings’ time. The three first possess not a
shadow of independei.or

;
the latiei fortunately formed a link in our own

policy, and Lord Hastings, in 1818, repaid with liberal interest the
services rendered to the government of Warren Hastings in 1782, It
was in his power, with an equal facility, to have rescued all the other
states, and to have claimed the same measure of gratitude which Bhopal
is proud to avow. But there was a fatality in the desire to maintain,
terms with Sindhia, whose treachery to our power was overlooked.

f The author, then a subaltern, was attached to the suite of the
ambassador Mr. Graeme Mercer. He left the subsidary force at Gwalior
in December 1805, and the embassy reached Siivdhia'a court in the spring
of 1806, then encamped amidst the ruins of Mewar.

t rhe ministers of Sindhia were Umbaji, Bapoo ChifcnaYCes>
Madhuba liuzuoiia, and Anaji Bhaskar.
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Sti^tawiit with Holkar counteracted it. It would be unfair and ungallant
not to record tliat a fair suitor, the Baeza Bae, Sindhia’s wife, powerfully

contributed to the Rana’s preservation on this occasion, i’his lady, the
daughter of tho notorious Surji Rao, l»a<i unbounded power over Siudhia.

Her sympathies were awakened in l>ehalf of the supreme head of the
Rajpoot nation, of which blood sbe had to boast, ttiough she was now
connected with the Mahrattas. Even the hostile clans stifled their

animosities on this occasion, and Sirdar Sing Chondawut left Sindhia’s
camp to join his rival Sangrarn with Holkar, and aided bv the upright
Kishendas Pancholi, united in their remonstrances, asking Holkar if he
had given his consent to sell Mewar to Umbaji. Touclied by the picture

of the Rana's and their country’s distresses, Holkar swore it should not
be; advised unity amongst themselves, and caused the representatives

of the rival clans “ eat opium to^^ether'* N()r did he stop here,

but with the envoys repaired to Sindhians tents, descanted on the
Rana's high descent, “ the master of their master’s master,”* urging
that it did not become them to overwhelm him, and that they should
even renounce the mortgaged lands which their fathers had too

long unjustly held, himself setting the example by tl»e restitution of

Neembahaira, Fo strengthen his argument, he expatiated with Sindhia on
the policy of conciliating the Rana, whose strong holds might be available

in the event of a renewal of hostilities with the British. Sindhia appeared
a convert to his views, aud retained the envoys in his camp. The Mah-
ratta camps were twenty miles apart, and incessant torrents of rain had
for some days prevented all intercourse. Iti this iiUerim, Holkar received

intelligence th^t Bhiroo Bux, as envoy from the Rana, was in Lord Lake’s
camp negotiating for the aid of British troops, then at Fonk, to drive the
Mahrattas from Mewar. Fhe incensed Holkar sent for the Rana’s am-
bassadors, and assailed them with a torrent of reproach

;
accusing them of

treachery, he tiirew the newspaper containing tlie information at Kishen-
das, asking if that were the way in which the Mewarries kept faith with
him? “I cared not to break with Sindhia in support of your master, and
while combating the Fringies (Franks), when all Hindus should be as
brothers, your sovereign the Rana, wlio boasts of not ackuovvledeing the
supremacy of Delhi, is the first to enter into terms with them. Was it for

this I prevented Umbaji being fastened on you?” Kishen-das here in-

terrupted and attempted to pacify him, when Alikur Fantia, Holkar's
minister, stopped him short, observing to his prince, “You see the faith of

these Rangras they would disunite you and Sindhia, and ruin both.
Shake them off : be reconciled to Sindhia, dismiss Surji Rao, and let

Umbaji be Soobadar of Mewar, or I will leave you and take Sindhia into
Malwa.” The other councillors, with the exception of Bhow Bhasker,
seconded his advice : Surji Rao was dismissed; and Holkar proceeded
northward, where he was encountered and pursued to the Punjab by the
British under the intrepid and enterprising Lake, who dictated terms to
the Mahratta at the altars of Alexander.

Holkar had the generosity to stipulate, before his departure from
h^ewar, for the security of the Kana and his country, telling Sindhia he
should hold him personally amenable to him if Umbaji was permitted to

* That is, chief of the race from which issued the Sitarra sovereigns,
whose minister, the Peshwa, accounted Sindhia and Holkar his
feudatories.

t Rangra is an epithet applied to the Rajpoots, implying turbulent
from strife*
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viotcite his guarantee. But in his misfortunes this threat, was disrejtarded,
and a contribution of sixteen lacks was levied immediately on Mewar j

Sudasbeo Rao, with Baptiste’s brit^ade. was detached from <he camp in

June 1806, for the double purpose of levyinj^ it, and driving from Oodipur
a detachment of Jeypur prince’s troops, bringing proposals and prelimH
nary presents for this prince’s marriage with the Rana's dauk^hter.

It Would be imagined that the miseries of Rana Bheem were not
susceptible of aggravation, and that fortune had done her worst to humble
him

;
but his pride as a sovereign and his feelings as a parent Were

destined to be yet more deeply wounded. The Jeypur cortege had en-
camped near the capital, to the number of three thousand men, while the
Rana’s acknowledgments of acceptance were despatched, and had
reached Shapura. But Raja Maun of Marwar also advanced pretensions,

founded on the princess having been actually betrothed to his predecessor
;

i^nd urging that the throne of Marwar, and not the individual occupant,
was the object, he vowed resentment and opposition if his claims were
disregarded. These were suggested, it is said, by his nobles to cloak
their own views

;
and promoted by the Chondawuts (then in favour with

the Rana), whoSe organ, Ajit, was bribed to further them, contrary to thC
decided wishes of their prince.

Krishna Kumari (the Virgin Krishna) was the name of the lovely

object, the rivalry for whose hand assembled under the banners of her

suitors, (Juggut Sing of Jeypur, and Raja Maun of Marwar,) not only

their native chivalry, but all the predatory powers of India ; and who
like Helen of old, involved in destruction her own and the rival houses.

Sindhia having been denied a pecuniary demand by Jeypur, not only

opposed the nuptial, but aided the claims of Raja Maun, by demanding
of the Rana the dismissal of the Jeypur embassy : which being refused,

he advanced his brigades and batteries, and after a fruitless resistance,

in which the Jeypur troops joined, forced the pass, threw a corps of eight

thousand men into the valley, and following in person, encamped within

cannon-range of the city. The Rana had now no alternative but to

dismiss the nuptial cortege, and agree to whatever was demanded. Sindhia
remained a month in the valley, during which an interview took place

between him and the Rana at the shrine of Eklinga.*

• T6 increase bis importance, Sindhia invited the British envoy and
^Uite W be ptesertt on the occasion, when the princely demeanour of the

Rana and his Sons was advantageously contrasted with that of thd

Mahratta and his suite. It was in this visit that the regal abode of this

anci^iit ridii its isles and palaces, acted with irresistible force on the

cupidity of this icion of tki plough, who aspired to, yet difred not sit

himself in# the halls of the Caesars.” It was even surmised that his

hostility td Jeypur was not so much from the refused war-contribution, aS

from a mortifying negative Co an audacious desire to obtain the hand of

this prtneess himself.

The impression made on the author upon this occasion by the miseries

and noble appearance of ” this descendant of a hundred kings,” was never

allowed to weaken, but kindled an enthusiastic desire for the restoration

of his fallen condition, which stimulated his perseverance to obtain that

knowledge by which alone he might be enabled to benefit him# Then a
young Sub, his hopes of success were mofe sanguine than wise j but he

Jtrusted to the rapid march of events, and the discordant elements by
which he Was surrounded, to effect the redemption of the prince from
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The heralds of Hymen beinj? thus rudely repulsed and its symbols

intercepted, the Jeypur prince prepared to avenge his insulted pride and
disappointed hopes, and accordingly arrayed a force such as had not
assembled since the empire was in its glory. Raja Maun eagerly took np
the gauntlet of liis rival, and headed ** ihe swords of 'MarooV But
dissension prevailed in Marwar, where rival claimants for the throne had
divided the loyalty of the clan», introducing there also the influence of

the Mahrattas. Raja Maun, who h^d acquired the sceptre by party aid,

was obliged to maintain himself by it, and to pursue the demoralising

policy of the period by ranging his vassals against each other. Lhese
nuptials gave the malcontents an opportunity to display their long-curbed
resentments, and following the example of Mewar, they set up a pre-

tender. wltose interests were eagerly espoused, and wlmse standard was
erected in the array of Jeypur; the pi ince at the head of 120000 men
advaitcing against his rival, who with less than half the nuoiber met him
at Puibutsir, on their mutual frontier. I'he action w^s short, for while a
lieavy cannonade opened on either side, the majority of the Marwar
nobles went over to the pretender. Raja Maun turned his poniard against

himself : but some chiefs yet faitliful to him wrested the weapon from his

hand, and conveyed him from the held. He was pursued to his capital,

whicli was invested, besieged, and gallantly defended during six months.
The town was at length taken and plundered, but the castle of Joda
** laughed a siege to scorn in time with the aid of finesse, the mighty
host of Jeypur, which had consumed the forage of these arid plains for

twenty miles around, began to crumble away
;
intrigue spread through

every rank, and the siege ended in pusillanimity and flight. l*he Xerxes
of Rajwarra, the effeminate Cutchwaha, alarmed at length for his personal

safety, sent on the spoils of Purbutsir and Jodpur to his capital; but the

brave nobles of Marwar, drawing the lines between loyally and patriotism,

and determined that no trophy of Rahtore degradation should be con-
veyed by the Cutchwahas from Marwar, attacked the cortege and re-

deemed the symbols of their disgrace, d'he colossal array of the invader
was soon dismembered, and the ** lion of the world’' (J'>Rgut Sing)

humbled and crest-fallen, skulked from the desert retreat of his rival,

indebted to a partii^an corps for safety and convoy to his capital, around
whose walls the wretched remnants of* this ill-starred confederacy long
lagged in expectation of their pay, while llie bones of their horses and
the ashes of their riders whitened the plain, and rendered it a Golgotha.

By the aid of one of the most notorious villains India ever produced,
the Nawab Ameer Khan, the pretender’s party was treacherously annihi-
lated. This man with his brigade of artillery and horse was amongst the
most effleient of the foes of Raja Maun ; but the auri sacrafames not only
made him desert the side on which he came for that of the Raja, but for a
specific sum offer to rid him of the pretender and all his associates. Like

thraldom. It was long a dream—but after ten years of anxious hope, at
length realised—and ne had the gratification of being instrumental in
snatching thp family from destruction, and subsequently of raising the
country to comparative prosperity.

* 1 witnessed the commencement and the end of this drama, and
have conversed with actqrs in all the intermediate scenes. In June i$o6
the passes of Oodipur were forced ; and in January i8o3. when 1 passed
through Jeypur in a solitary ramble, the fragmer)ls of this contest were
scattered over its sandy plains.
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Judas, he fci‘?<;ed \X'hom he betrayed, took service with the pretender, and
at the slirine of a saint of his own faith exchanj^ed tjirbans with tlieir

leaders ;
a«id while the too ctedulo'is Rajpoot clheftains cefebrated this

acquisition to their party in the very sanctuary of hospitality, crowned by
the dance and the song’, the tents were cut down, and the victims thus
enveloped, slaughtered in the midst of festivity by showers of grape.

I’hus finished the under-plot
;
bnt another and more noble victim was

demanded before discornfiled ambition could repose, or the curtain drop
on this eventful drama. Meifher party would relinquish his claim to the
fair object of the war

;
and the torch of discard could be exiii^guished only

in l>er blood. To the same ferocious Khan is attributed tlie unhallowed
suggestion, as well as its comptilsorv execution. 'Fhe scene was now
changed from the desert castle of Joda to the smiling valley ol Oodipur,
soon to be filled with funeral lamentation.

Krishna Kumari Bae, the “ Virgin Princess Krishna,” was in her six-

teenth year: her mother was of the Chawura race, the ancient kings of

Aiduilwara. Sprung from the noblest blood of Hind, she added beantv
of face and person to an engaging demeanour, and was justly proclaimed
the “flower of Rajasthan.” When the Roman father pierced the bosoin

of the dishonoured Virginia, appeased virtue applauded the deed. When
Iphigenia was led to ths sacrificial altar, the salvation of her country
yielded a noble consolation. I'he votive victim of Jeph^ha^s success had
the triumph of a father's fame to sustain her resignation, and in the meek-
ness of her suffeririijs we have the best parallel to the sacrifice of the lovely

Krishna, though years have passed since the barbarous immolation, it is

never related but with a faltering tongue and moistened eyes, "albeit un-.

used to the melting mood.”

I'he rapacious and blood-thirsty Pathans, covered with infamy, repair-

ed to Oodipnr, where he was joined by the pliant and subtle Ajit. Meek
in Ids demeanour, unostentatious in his habits

;
despising honours, yet

covetous of power,—religion, which he fo||owe*d with the zeal of an ascetiCj

if it did not serve as a cloak, was at least no hindrance to an immeasur-
able ambitiofi, in the attainment of which he would have sacrificed all but

himself. When the Pathan revealed his design, that either the princess

should wed Raja Maun, or by her death seal the peace of Rajwarra,
whatever arguments were used to point the alternative, the Rana was
made to see no choice between consining his beloved child to the Rathore
prince, or witnessing the etfects of a more extended dishonour from the

vengeance of the Paihan, and the storm of his palace by his licentious

adherents the fiat passed that Krisha Kumari should die.

But the deed was left for women to accomplish—‘the hand of matt

refused it. 'Yhe Rawiila* of an eastern prince is a world within itself ;

it is the labyrinth containing the strings that move the puppets which
alarm mankind. Here intrigue sits enthroned, and hence its influence

radiates to the world, always at a loss to trace effects to their causes*

Maharaja Dowlut Sing.f descended four generations ago from one
common ancestors with the Rana, was first sounded “ to save the honour
of Oodipur but, horrnrstruck, he exclaimed, “ accursed the tongue
that commands it ! Oust on my allegiance, if thus to be preserved
'I lie Maharaja Jowandas, a natural brother, was then called upon ;

the

dire necessity was explained, and it was urged that no common band
>^ould be armed for the purpose. He accepted the poniard, but tvhen in

Harem.
•f 1 knew him well

—

a plain honest man.
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youthful loveliness Krishna appeared before him, the dajjger fell from his

hand, and he returned more wretched than the victim. I'he fatal purpose
thus revealed, the shrieks of the frantic mother reverberated through the
palace, as she implored mercy, or execrated the murderers of her child, who
alone was resigned to her fate. But deatli was arrested, not averted. To
use the phrase of the narrator, “ she was excused the steel—the Cup was
prepared,”—and prepared by female hands! As the messenger presented
it in the name of her father, she bowed and drank it, sending up a prayer
for his life and prosperity. The raving mother poured imprecations on
his head, while the lovely victim, who shed not a tear, thus endeavoured
to console her: “Why afflict yourself, my mother, at this shortenine of

the sorrows of life ? I fear not to die ! Am 1 not your daughter ? Why
should I fear death ? We are marked out for sacrifice* from our birth

we scarcely enter the world but to be sent out again
;

let me thank my
father that I have lived so long !”-f Thus she conversed till the nau-
seating draught refused to assimilate with her blood. Again the bitter

potion was prepared. She drained it off, and again it was rejected
;
but,

as if to try the extreme of human fortitude, a third was administered; and,
for the third time, Nature refused to aid the horrid purpose. It seemed
as if the fabled charm, which guarded the life of the founder of her race,J

was inherited by the Virgin Krishna. But the bloodhounds, the Pathaii
and Ajit, were impatient till their victim was at rest ;

and cruelty, as if

gathering strength from defeat, made another and a fatal attempt. A
powerful opiate was presented— kasoomba draught.

\

Slie received it

w'ith a smile, wished the scene over and drank it. 'I'he desires of barbarity

were accomplished. ” She slept l”|t a sleep from which shO never awoke.

The wretched mother did not long survive her child
;
nature was

exhausted in the ravings of despair
;
she refused food

;
and her remains

in a few days followed those of her daughter to the funeral pyre.

Even the ferocious Khan, when the instrument of his infamy, Ajit,

reported the issue, received him with contempt, and spurned him from
his presence, tauntingly asking “ if this were the boasted Rajpoot
valour ?” But the wily traitor had to encounter language far

more bitter ffom his political adversary, whom he detested. Sangram
Suktwaut reached the capital only four days after the catastrophe—

a

man in every respect the reverse of Ajit
;
audaciously brave, he neither

feared the frown of his sovereign nor the sword of his enemy. Without

Alluding to the custom of infanticide

—

here, very rare
;
indeed,

-almost unknown.

t With my mind engrossed with the scenes in which 1 had passed
the better part of my life, I went two months after my return from Raj-
pootana, in 1823, to York Cathedral to attend the memorable festival

of that year. The sublime recitations of Handel in “ Jephtha’s Vow,”
the sonorous woe of Sapio’s “ Deeper and deeper still,” powerfully

recalled the sad exit 6f the Rajpootni ;
and the representation shortly

after of Racine’s tragedy of ‘V Iphigenie,” with Talma as Achiile, Ducli-
esiiois as Clytemnestre, and a veiy interesting personation of the victiixi

daughter of Agamemnon, again served to waken the remembrance of

this sacrifice.

I Bappa Rawal.

J The kasoomba draught is made of flowers and herbs of a cooling
quality

;
into this an opiate was introduced.

II
The simple but powerful expression of the narrator*
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introduction he rushed Into the presence, where he found seated the
traitor Ajit. “Oh dastard ! who hast thrown dust on the Seesodia race,
whose blood which has flowed in purity throiigh a hundred ages has
now been defiled ! this sin will check its course for ever

;
a blot so foul in

our annals that no Seesodia* will ever again hold up his head I A sin to
which no punishment were equal. But the end of our race is approach-
ing. The line of Bappa Rawul is at an end f Heaven has ordained this,

a signal of our destruction.'* The Rana hid his face with his hands,
when turning to Ajil, he exclaimed. “ thou stain on the Seesodia race,
thou impure of Rajpoot blood, dust be on thy bead as thou hast covered
us all with shame. May you die childless, and your name die with you \fWhy this indecent haste ? Had the Pathan stormed the city ? Had he
attempted to violate the sanctity of the Rawtila I and though he had, could
you not die as Rajpoots, like your ancestors? Was it tKus they gained
a name ? Was it thus our race became renowned—thus they opposed
the might of kings ? Have you forgotten the Sakas of Cheetore 7 But
whom do I address—not Rajpoots ? Had the honour of your femaels
been endangered, had you sacrificed them all and rushed sword in hand
on the enemy, your name would have lived, and the Almifcihty would
have secured the seed of Bappa Rawulf But to owe preservation to this

unhallowed deed ! You did not even await the threatened danger.
Fear seems to have deprived you of every faculty, or you might have
spared the blood of Sreejee,{ and if you did not scorn to owe your safety
to deception, might have substituted some less noble victim ! But the
end of our race approaches !”

The traitor to manhood, his sovereign, and humanity, durst not
reply. The brave Sangram is now dead, but the prophetic anathema
has been fulfilled. Of ninety-Hve cW\[drer\^ sons and daughters, but one
son (the brother of Krishna)

§ is left to the Rana
; and though his two

remaining daughters have been recently married to the princes of JessuU
meer and Bikaneer, the Salic law, which is in full force in these stales,
precludes all honour through female descent. His hopes rest solely on
the prince, Juvana Sing|] and though in the flower of youth and health,
the marriage bed (albiet boasting no less than four young princesses) has
been blessed with no progeny.5[

* The tribe of the Rana.
f That is, without adoption even to perpetuate it.

S

A respectful epithet to the prince

—

sire. § By the same mother.
He was nearly carried off by that awful scourge, the cholera, and,

singular to remark, was the first person attacked at Oodipur. I remain-
by his bed-side during the progress of this terrible Visitation, and never
shall I forget his grateful exclamation of surprise, when after a salutary
sleep he opened his eyes to health. Sheerjee Mehta, his chief adviser
and manager of his estates, merry as ever, though the heir of Mewar
was given over, was seized with the complaint as his master recovered*—
was dead and his ashes blanching on the sands of the streamlet of Ar
within twelve hours. Jovial and good humoured as he was, ** we could
have better spared a better man.** He was an accept in intrigue of
Umbaji's school; and till death shall extinguish the whole of this, and
better niorals are born, the country will but slowly improve.

^ Since this work has gone to press : the author has been rejoiced
to find that an heir has been born from the last marriage by a princess af
Rewah of the Bhagcia tribe.

o .r r
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The elder brother of Juvana died two years figo, Had he lived he
would have been Umra the Third. With regard to A jit, the course has
been fully accomplished. Scarcely a month after, his wife and two sons
were numbered with the dead

;
and the hoary traitor has since been

wandering from shrine to shrine, performing penance and alms in expia-
tion of his sins, vet unable to fling from hife ambition

;
and with his beads

in one hand, Rama! Rama! ever on his tongue, and subdued passion
in his looks, his heart is deceiful as ever. Enough of him : let us exclaim
with Sangram, ** Dust on his head,*** which all the waters of the Ganges
could not purify from the blood of the virgin Krishna, but

** rather would the multitudinous sea incarnadine.’^

His coadjutor, Ameer Khan, is now liniced by treaties ** in amity
and unity of interests” with the sovereigns of India

;
and though he has

carried mournfng into every house of Rajasthan, yet charity might hope
forgiveness would be extended to him, could he cleanse himself from
this deed of horror—“ throwing this pearl away, richer than all his tribe !’'

His career of rapine has terminated with the caresses of the blind

goddess, and placed him on a pinnacle to which his sword would never

have traced the path. Enjoying the most distinguished post amongst tlie

foreign chieftains of Holkar’s state, having tlie regulars and park under
his control, with large estates for their support, he added the epithet of

traitor to his other titles, when the British government, adopting the

leading maxim of Asiatic policy, ** divide et impera,** guaranteed to him
the sovereignty of these districts on his abandoning the Mahratta, dis-

banding his legions, and surrendering the park. But though he person-

ally fulfilled not, nor could fulfil, one single stipulation, this man, whose
services were not worth the pay of a single sepoy,—who fled from his

campf unattended, and sought personal protection in that of the British

commander,—claimed and obtained the full price of our pledge, the sover-

eignty of about one-third of his master’s dominions; and the districts of

Seronge, Tonk, Rampura, and Neembahaira, from the domain of the

Nawab Ameer Khan, etc., etc., etc. ! ! This was in the fitful fever of suc-

cess, when our arms were everywhere triumphant. But were the viceroy

of Hind to summon the forty tributariesj now covered by the aegis of

British protection to a meeting, the murderer of Krishna would still occupy
a place (though low) in this illustrious div^n. Let us hope that bis

character being known, he would feel himself ill at ease; and let us dismiss
him likewise in the words of Sangram, **Dust on his head'^

The mind sickens at the contemplation of these unvarying scenes of

atrocity : but this unhappy state had yet to pass through two more lustres

of aggravated sufferings (to which the author of these annals was an eye-
witness) before their termination, upon the alliance of Mewar with Britain.

From the period of the forcing of the passes, the dismissal of the Jeypur

This was written at Oodipur, in 1820. This old intriguer then
attempted to renew the past, as the organ of the Chondawuts, but his

scheme ended in exile to the sacred city of Benares
;
and there he may

now be seen with his rosary on the consecrated ghat of the Ganges.
*

1
* Brigadier-General Alexander Knox had the honour of dissolving

these bands in the only way worthy of us. He maTched his troops to take
their guns and disperse their legions ; and, when in order of battle, the
gallant General taking out bis watch, gave them half-an -hour to reflect,

their commander Jamshid, second only in villany to his master, deeming
•‘discretion the better part of valour,” surrendered.

X There are full this number of princes holding under the British,
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embassy by Sindhia, and the murder of Krishna Kumari, the embassy
of Pritain was in the train of the Mahratta leader, a witness of the evils

described—a most painful predicament—when the hand was stretched out
for succour in vain, and the British flag waved in the centre of desolation,

unable to afford protection. But this day of humiliation is past, thanks to

the predatory hordes who goaded us on to their destruction ; although the
work was incomplete, a nucleus being imprudently left in Sindhia for the
scattered particles again to form.

In the spring of 1806, when the embassy entered the once-fertile

Mewar, from whose native wealth the monuments the pencil will pourtfay
were erected, nothing but ruin met the eye—deserted towns, roofless

houses, and uncultured plains. Wherever the Mahraita encamped, anni-
hilation was ensured i it was a habit; and twenty-four hours sufficed to

give to the most flourishing spot the aspect of a desert. (Jhe march of

destruction was always to be traced for days afterwards by burning vil-

lages and destroyed cultivation. Some satisfaction may result from the

fact, that there was scarcely an actor in these unliallovved scenes whose end
was not fitted to his career. Urnbaji was compelled to disgorge tlie spoils

of Mewar, and his personal sufferings made some atonement for the ills he
had inflicted upon her. This satrap, who had almost established his in-

dependence in the fortress and territory of Gwalior, suffered every indig-

nity from Sindhia, whose authority he had almost thrown off. He was
confined in a mean tent, manacled, suffered the torture of a small lighted

torches applied to his fingers, and even attempted suicide to avoid the
surrender of his riclies ; but the instrument (an English penknife), was
inefficient the surgeon to the British embassy sewed up the wounds and
his coffers were eased of fifty- five lacs of rupees ! Mewar was, however,
once more delivered over to him ; he died shortly after. If report be cor-

rect, the residue of his treasures was p<*ssessed by his ancient ally, Zaliin

Sing, In this case, the old politician derived the chief advantage of the

intrigues of S. 1848, without the crimes attendant on the acquisition.

Sindhia’s father-in law, when expelled that chief's camp, according to

the treaty, enjoyed the ephemeral dignity of minister to the Rana, when
he abstracted the most valuable records, especially those of the revenue.

Komulmeer was obt,ained by the minister Suttidas from Jesswunt Rao
Bhow for seventy thousand rupees, for which assignments were given on
this district, of which he retained possession. Meer Khan in A. D. 1809
led his myrmidons to the capital, threatening the demolition of the temple
of Ekiinga if refused a contribution of eleven lacs of rupees. Nine were
agreed to, but which by no effort could be raised, upon which the Rana's
envoys were treated with indignity, and Kishen-das* wounded, The
passes were forced, Meer Khan entering by Dub iri^ and his coadjutor and
and son-in-law, the notorious Jamshid, by the Cheerwa, which made but
a feeble resistance. The ruffian Pathans were billetted on the city, sub-

jecting the Rana to personal humiliation, and Jamshidf left with hts

* This veteran attended me during all these troubles, as the medium o(

communication with the Rana. Though leagued with the Chondawuts« he
was a loyal subject and good servant. I saw him expire, and was of opi*

nion, as well as the doctor who accompanied me, that his death was caused
by ppison. The general burst of sorrow from hundreds collected around
bis housei when the event was announced, is the best encomiMW on his

public character.

i”
riiis monstrous villain (for he was a Golliah) died SOao after

Mewar was rescued, from a cancer in bis back.
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licentious Rohillas in the capital. The traces of their barbarity are to be
seen in its ruins. No woman could safely venture abroad, and a decent
garment or turban was sufficient to attract their cupidity.

In S. 1867 (A.D. 181 r) Baboo Sindhia arrived with the title of

Soobadar, and encamped in the valley, and from this to 1814 these

vampires, representing Sindhia and Meer Khan, possessed themselves
of the entire fiscal domain, with many of tlie befs, occasionally disput-

ing for the spoils
;
to prevent which they came to a conference at the

Dhola Mugra (the wlute hill), attended by a deputation* from the Rana,
when the line of demarcation was drawn between the spoilers. A
schedule was formed of the towns and villages yet inhabited, the

amount to be levied from each specified, and three and a half lacs

adjudged to Jamshid, with the same sum to Sindhia
;
but this treaty

was not better kejn than the former ones. Mewar was rapidly appro-
aching dissolution, and every sign of civilisation fast disappearing j

fields laid waste, cities in ruins, inhabitants exiled, chieftains demora-
lized, the prince and his family destitute of common comforts. Yet
had Sindhia the audacity to demand compensation for the loss of his

tribute stipulated to Bapoo Sindhia,f who rendered Mewar a desert,

carrying her chiefs, her merchants, her farmers, into captivity and
fetters ill tlie dungeons of Ajmeer, where many died for want of

ransom, and others languished till the treaty will) the British, in A. D.
1817, set them free.

CHAPTER XVUU
''I HE history of Uie Rana's family has now been traced through all the

1 vicissitudes of its fortunes, from the second to the nineteenth century,
whilst contending for existence, alternately with Parthians, Bhils, Tartars,

and Mahrattas, till at length it has become tributary to Britain. The
last chapter pourtrays the degraded condition of their princess, and the.

utter desolation of their country, in a picture which embodied the entire

Rajpoot race. An era of repose at length dawned upon them. The
destruction of that vast predatory system, under the weight of which the

prosperity of tliese regions had so long been repressed, was effected by
one short campaign in 1817 ;

which if less brilliant than that of 1803, is

inferior to none in political results. The tardy policy of the last- named
period, at length accomplished, placed the power of Britain in the East
on an expugnable position, and rescued the Kajpoots from a progressing

destruction.

* Sutti-das, Kishen-das, and Roop Ram*

Bapoo Sindhia shortly outTived his expulsion from Ajmeer, and as he
had to pass through Mewar in his passage to his future residence, he was
hooted by the population He had plundered. While 1 was attending the

Hand’s Court, some one reporting Bapoo Sindhia’s arrival at his deStina-^

lion, mentioned that some pieces of ordnance formerly taken fronri Oodipu^
bad, after saluting him, exuded a quantity of water, which was received
with the utmost gravity by the court, until I remarked they were Crying
bt cause they should uever again be employed in plunder ; an idea which
caused a tittle mirth.
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To prevent the recurrence of this predatory system it was deemed
politic to unite all these settled states, alike interested with ourselves in

its overthrow, in one grand confederation. Accordinj^ly the Rajpoot
states were invited to shelter under our protecting alliance

;
and with

one exception {Jeypur)^ they eagerly embraced the invitation. Tlie
ambassadors of the various governments followed each other in quick
succession to Delhi, where the treaties were to be negotiated, and in a
few weeks all Rajpootana was united to Britain by compacts of one
uniform character; insuring to them external protection with internal

independence, as the price of acknowledged supremacy, and a portion

of revenue to the protecting government. By this comprehensive
arrangement, we placed a most powerful barrier between our territories,

and the strong natural frontier of India ; and so long as we shall respect

their established usages, and by contributing to the prosperity of the

people preserve our motives from distrust, it will ,be a barrier impenetra-

ble to invasion.

Of all the princes who obtained succour at this momentous crisis in

the political history of India, none stood more in need of it than the

Rana of Oodipur. On the i6th January i8i8 the treaty was signed, and
in p'ebruary an envoy was nominated ;

who immediately proceeded to the

Uana’s court, to superintend and maintain the newly-formed relations.*

I'he right wing of the grand armyf had already preceded him to compel
the surrender of such territory as was unjustly held by the lawless par-
tizans of Sindhia, and to reduce to obedience the refractory nobles, to

whom anarchy was endeared from I'^ng familiarity. The strong-holds

in the plains, as Raeptir, Rajntiggur, etc., soon surrendered
;
and the

payment of the arrears of the garrison of Komulmeer put this important

fortress in our possession.

In his passage from Jehajpur, which guards the range on the east

to Komulmeer on the Aravali west, a space of 140 miles, the limits of

Mewar, only too thinly-peopled towns were seen which acknowledged
tlie Kana’s authority. All was desolate

;
even the traces of the footsteps

of man were effaced. The babool {mimosa Arabica)^ and gigantic reed

which harboured the boar and the tiger, grew upon the highways
;
and

every rising ground displayed a mass of ruin. Bhilwara, the commercial
entrepot of Rajpootana, which ten years before contained six thousand

families, shewed not a vestige of existence. All was silent in her streets

—

no living thing was seen except a solitary dog, that fled in dismay from his

lurking-place in the temple, scared at the unaccustomed sight of man.^

* Commanded by Major-General Sir B. Doukin, K.C.B.

f The author had the honour to be selected by the Marquis of

Hastings to represent him at the Kana’s court, with the title of ** Foliti^

cal Agent to the Western Rajpoot States*** During the campaign of 1817-

18, he was placed as the point of communication to the various * divisions

of the northern army
;
at the sarnt time being intrusted with the negotia-

tions with Holkar (previous to tht rupture), and those of Kotah and
Boondi. He concluded the treaty with the latter state en route to Oodi-

pur, where as at the Utter, there were only the benefits of moral and
political existence to confer.

X The author had passed thrpu^ Bliilwara in May i8o6, when it

was comparatively flourishing. On this occasion (Feb. 1818) it was en-

tirely deserted. It ex^te<l a smile, in the midst of regrets, to observe

the practical wit of some of the soldiers, who had supplied the naked
representative of Ad-nath with an apron -r^not of leaves, but scarlet cloth.
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An envoy was despatched by the Rana to congratulate the Agent#
who joined him in the British camp at Nathdwarra

;
and while he re-

turned to arrange the formalities of reception, the Agent obtained the
cession of Komulmeer

;
which, with the acquisitions before mentioned,

paved the way for a joyful reception. The prince, Juvan Sing, with all

the state insignia, and a numerous cortege advanced to receive the
mission, and conduct it to the capital. A spot was fixed on in a grove
of palmyras, about two miles from the city, where carpets were spread,
and where the prince received the Agent and suite in a manner at once
courteous and di>^nified.* Of him it might have been said, in the lan-

guage applied by Jehangir to the son of Rana Umra—“ His countenance
carried the impression of his illustrious extraction^*

VVe entered the city by the gate of the sun
;
and through a vista of

ruin the mission was inducted iiuo its future residence, once the abode
of the fair Kampeari. Like all the mansions of Kajpootana, it was a
quadrangular pile, with an open paved area, the suites of apartments
carried round the sides, with latticed or open corridors extending parallel

to each suite. Anotfier deputation with the mejmani^ consisting of a
hundred trays of sweetmeats, dried fruits, and a purse of one thousand
rupees for distribution amongst the domestics, brought the Rana’s
welcome upon our arrival in his capital, and fixed the next day for our
introduction at court.

At four in the afternoon, a deputation, consisting of the officiating

prime minister, the representative of the Chondawuts, with mace-bearers
and a numerous escort, came to announce the Rana’s readiness to receive

the mission
;
which, with all the ** pomp and circumstance*' peculiar to

these countries, was marshalled in front of the residency, thronged by
crowds of well-dressed inhabitants, silently gazing at the unusual sight.

f

The grand Nakarras having announced the Rana in court, the mission

proceeded through streets which everywhere presented marks of rapine,

hailed by the most enthusiastic greetings. "Jy! jyl Frengi ca Raj!**

victory^ victory to the English Government \ resounded from every tongue.
The bards were not idle

;
and the unpoetic name of the Agent was

hitched into rhyme. Groups of Musicians were posted here and there,

who gave a passing specimen of the tuppas of Mewar
;
and not a few

of the fair, with brazen ewers of water on tlieir heads, welcomed us with
the suhaileat or song of joy. Into each of these vessels the purse-bearer
dropped a piece of silver; for neither the songs of the suhailea, the

tuppas of the minstrel, nor encomiastic slave of the bard, are to be
received without some acknowledgment that you appreciate their merit
and talents, however, you may doubt the value tliey put upon your own.
As we ascended the main streets leading to the 'I ripolia, or triple portal,

which guards the sacred enclosure, dense masses of people obstructed
our progress

;
and even the walls of the temples of Juggernath were

* The Agent had seen him when a boy, at a^eeting already des-
cribed

;
but he could scarcely have hoped to find in one, to the formation

of wfiose character the times had been so unfavourable, ^such a specimen
as this descendant of Pertap.

•) The escort consisted of two companies of foot, each of one hundred
with ,half a troop of cavalry. The gentlemen attached to the

mission were Captain Waugh (who was secretary and commandant of
the escort), with Lieutenant Carey as his subaltern. Dr. Duncan was the
tnedical officer.
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crowded. According to etiquette, we dismounted at the Porte, and pro-

ceeded on foot across the ample terrace
;
On which were drawn up a

few elephants and horse, exercising for the Rana's amusement.

The paUce is a most imposing pile, of a regular form, built of

granite and marble, rising at least a hundred teet from the ground, and
Ranked with octagonal towers, crowned with cupolas. Although built

at various periods, uniformity of design has been very well preserved;
nor is there in the east a more striking or majestic structure. It stands
upon the very crest of a ridge running parallel to, but considerably

elevated above, the margin of the lake. The terrace, whicli is at the

east and chief front of the palace, extends throughout its length, and is

supported by a triple row of arches from the declivity of the ridge. I be
height of this arcaded wall is full fifty feet ;

and although all is hollow
beneath, yet so admirably is it c(»nstructed. that an entire range of

'stables is built on the extreme verge of the terrace, on which the whole
personal force of the Rana. elephants, horse, and foot, are often assein-

bled* From this terrace the city and the valley lay. before the spectator,

whose vision is bounded only by the hills shutting out the plains; while

from the summit of the palace nothing obstructs its range over lake and
mountain.

A band of Sindhies guarded the first entrance to the palace
;
and

being Saturday, tlie vSuxtawuts were on duty in the great hall of assembly.
Through lines of Rajpoots we proceeded till we came to the marble stair-

case, the steps of which had taken the form of the segment of an
eclipse, from the constant friction of the foot

;
an image of Ganesa

guarded the ascent to the interior of the palace, and the apartment, or

landing, is called Ganesa deori, from the Rajpoot Janm. After proceed-

ing through a suite of saloons, each filled with spectators, the herald's

voice announced to *qhe lord of the world’* that the English envoy was in

bis presence ; on which he arose, and advanced a few paces in front of

the throne, the chieftains standing to receive the mission. Every thing

being ruled by precedent, the seat allotted for the envoy was immediately
in front and touching the royal cushion (gadi) : being that assigned to the

Peshwa in the height of Mahratta prosperity, the arrangement, which waS
a subject of regular negotiation, could not be objected to. Lhe apartment
ichosefi for the intiatory visit was the Surya mahl, or ** hall of the sun,** so

catted from a medallion of the orb in basso relievo which decorates the

wall. Close thereto is placed the Rana’s throne, above which, supported

by slender silver cotumns, rises a velvet canopy. The Gadi, or throne, in

fhd East, is but a huge cushion, over wnich is thrown an embroidered
velvet mantle. The chiefs of the higher grade, or were

seated, according to their rank, on the right and left of the Rana ;
next

and betoW these were the princes Umra and Juvan Sing ; and at right

angles (by which the court fnrmcd three sides of a square), the ditefs of the

second rank. The civil officers of the state were near the Rana in front,

and seiiesctial, buAr, keeper of the wardrobe, and ocher confidential

officers and inferior chieftains, fbt'med a group SUiidiAg on the ekireme

edge of the carpet.

The Rana's congratulations were hearty and sincere : In a few power-

ful expressions He depicted the filiseries he had experienced, the fallen con-

ditwn|o( hfs state, and the gratitude he felt to the British Oovernm<“nt
which Ifad interposed betweeiT titm dud destruction ;

and whfch’for the

first moment of his existence allowed hini to deep in peace. There was ao

intense earnestness in every word he uttered, which, delivered #llb''|Jreat
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fluency of speech and dignity of manner, inspired deep respect and sym-
pathy. I'he Agent said, that the Governor-General was no stranger to

the history of his illustrious family, or his own immediate sufferings
;
and

that it was his earnest desire to promote, by every means in his power, the
Rana*s personal dignity and prosperity of his dominions. After conversing
a few minutes, the interview was closed with presents to the Agent and
suite : to the former a caparisoned elephant and horse, jewelled aigrette
and pearl necklace, with shawls and brocades

;
and with the customary

presentation of essence of rose and the pan leaf, the Rana and court rising,

the etivoy made liis salaam and retired. In a short time the Rana, attend-
ed his second son, ministers, and a select number of the chiefs, honoured
the envoy with a visit. I'he latter advanced beyond his residence to meet
llte prince, who was received with presented arms by the guard, the officers

saluting, and conducted to his throne, which had been previously arrang-
ed. Conversation was now unrestrained, and questions were demanded
regarding every thing which appeared unusual. After sitting half an
hour, the Agent presented the Rana with ai^ elephant and two horses,
caparisoned with silver and gilt ornaments and velvet embroidered
housings, with twenty-one shields^ of shawls, brocades, muslins, and
jewels

;
to prince Umra, unable from sickness to attend his father a horse

and eleven shields', and to his brother, the second prince, Juvan Sing, a
horse and nine shields

;
to the ministers and chiefs according to rank : the

whole entertainment costing about 20,000 rupees or £2,000. Amidst
these ceremonials, receiving and returning visits of ^the Rana, his chiefs,

his ministers, and men of influence and information commercial and agri-

cultural, some weeks past ii> silent observation, and in the acquisition of
materials for action.

f

* The buckler is the tray in which gifts are presented by the Rajpoots.

f If we dare compare the moral economy of an entire people to the
physical economy of the individual, we should liken this period in the
history of Mewar to intermittent pulsation of llie heart—a pause in

moral as in physical existence
; a consciousness thereof, inertly awaiting

the propelling power to restore healthful action to a state of languid

repose
;
or what the Rajpoot would better comprehend, his own condition

when tiie opiate stimulant begins to dissipate, and mind and body are
alike abandoned to helpless imbecility. Who has lived out of the circle

of mere vegetation, and not experienced this temporary deprivation of

moral vitality? for no other simile would suit the painful pause in the

sympathies of the inhabitants of this once fertile region, where experience
could point out but one page in their annals, one period in their history,

when the clangour of the war trumpet was suspended, or the sword shut
up in its scabbard. The portals of Janus at Rome were closed but twice
in a period of seven hundred yeais; and in exactly the same time from
the conquest by Shabudin to the great paciffcaiion, but twice can we
record peace in Mewar—the reign of Numa has its type in Shah Jehan,
while the more appropriate reign of Augustus belongs to Britain. Are
we to wonder then that a chilling void now occupied (if the solicism is

admissible) the place of intermifiable action ? when thg mind was released
from the anxiety of daily, houily, devising schemes of preservation, to
one of perfect security—-that enervating calm, in which to use their

homely pl^ rase. Bher aut bakri iki thali sa pia^ '.the wolf and the goat
drank from ,ihe same vessel/ But this umuffled torpidity had its limit

:

the Agrarian laws of Mewar were but mentiouedi and the national
ntstantly rose.
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iFor the better fcomprehensiort of the internal relations, past anrf pre-

sent, of Mewar, a sketch is presented, shewing the political division*

of the tribes and the fiscal domain, from which a better idea may be formed
of Raipoot feudal economy than front a chapter of dissertation. Ttve

princes of Mewar skilfully availed themselves of their natural advantages
in the partition of the country. The mountain-barriers east and west
were allotted to the chiefs to keep the mountaineers and foresters in sub*
jection, \Vhosc leading passes were held by a iord’-marcher^ and the

quotas of his quarter
;
and while strong forts guarded the exposed

northern and southern entrances, the crown-land lay in the centre* the

safest and the richest. I'he exterior, thus guarded by a cordon of feudal

levies composed of the quotas of the greater fiefs
;
the minor and most

numerous class of vassals, termed gole, literally “ the mass,'' and consis-

ting of ten thousand horse, each holding directly of the crown indepen-

dent of the greater chiefs, formed its best Security against both external

aggression and internal commotions.

Such is a picture of the feudal economy of Mewar in the days of her

i^nown ;
but so much had it been defaced through time artd accident,

that with difficulty could the lineaments be traced with a view to their

t-estoration : her institutions a dead letter, the prince’s authority des-
pised, the nobles demoralised and rebellious, internal commerce abandon-
fed< aind the peasantry destroyed by the combined operation of war,

pestilence, 5lnd exile. Expression might be racked for phrases which
CoUid adequately delineate the miseries all classes her endured. It is

impossible to give more than a sketch of the state of the dos sches Mewar,
•the ten thousand townships' which once acknowledged her princes, and of

wbich above thrte ihoUs4nd still exist. All that remained to them was the

Valley of the capital
;

and though Cheetore and Mandelgiirh were
maintained by the fidelity of the Uana's servants, their precarious

revenues scarcely sufficed to maintain their garrisons. The Rana was
mainly indebted to Zalim Sing of Kotah for the means of subsistence ;

for in the struggle for existence his chiefs thought only of themselves, of

defending their own estates,‘^of buying off their foes ;
while tlrose who had

Succumbed look to horse, scoured the country, and plundered without

distinction. Inferior clanships declared themselves independent of their

Superiors, who In their turn usurped the crown domain, or by bribing the

necessities of their prince, obtained his patents for lands, to which, as

they yielded him nothing, he became indifferent. The crown-tenants

purchased of these chiefs the protection {rekwali) which the Rana could

not 4rant,.and made alienations of the crown taxes, besides private rights of

tite community, which were often extorted at the point of the lance. Feuds
multiplied, and the name of each clan became the watch-word of alarm
or defiance to its neighbour : castles were assaulted, and their inmates,

as at Seafgurh and Lawah, put to the sword
j
»the Meras and Bhils

descended from their hills, or emerged from their forests, and planted

ambusdades for the traveller or merchant, whom they robbed or ,
carried

to their retreats, where they languished in durance till ransomed. Marri-
age-processions were thus intercepted, and the honey-moOn was passed
on a cliff of the Aravali, or in the forests on the Myhie. The rajpoot^

whose moral energies were blunted, scrupled not to associate and fd

divide the spoil with these lawless tribes, of whom it might be said, as of

the children of Ishmael, “ their hands were against every man, and every

man’s hand against thern,*' Yet notwithstanding such entire disofganr-
zation of society, external commerce %vas not stagnant ; and in tbe midst
of this rapine, the produce of Europe and Cashmere would pass each
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other in transit through Mewar, loaded it is true by a multiplicity of
enactions, but guarded by those who scorned all law but the point of
honour, which they were paid for preserving.

The capital will serve as a specimen of the country. Oodipur which
formerly reckoned fifty thousand houses within the walls, had not now
three thousand occupied, the rest were in ruin, the rafters being taken
for fire- wood. The realization of the spring harvest of l8i8, from the
entire fiscal land, was about _;£4ooo ! Grain sold for seven seers tlie

rupee, though thrice the quantity was procurable within the distance of

eigluy miles. Insurance from the capital to Nathdwarra (twenry-fiv6

miles) was eight per cent. The Kotario chief, whose ancestors are immor-
talized for fidelity, had not a horse to conduct him to his prince’s presence,
though his estates were of fifty thousand rupees annual value. All were
in ruins; and the Rana, tlie descendant of those patriot Rajpoots who
opposed Baber, Akbar, and Arungzebe, in the days of Mogul splendour,

had not fifty horse to. attend him, and was indebted for all the comforts
he possessed to the liberality of Kotah.

Such was the chaos from which oi'der was to be evoked. But the

elements of prosperity, though scattered, were not extinct
;
and recollec-

tions of the past deeply engraved in the national mind, became available

to reanimate their moral and physical existence. To call these forth

demanded only the exertion of moral interference, and every other was
rejected. The lawless freebooter, and even the savage Bhil, felt awed
at the agency of a power never seen. To him moral opinion (compared
with which the strength of armies is nought) was inexplicable, and lie

substituted in its stead anotlier invisible power—that of magic : and the
belief was current throughout the intricate region of the West, that a
single individual could carry an army in his pocket, and that our power
could animate slips of paper cut into the figures of armed men, from
which no precaution could guard their retreats. Accordingly, at the

mere name of the British power, rapine ceased, and the inhabitants of

the wilds of the West, the “ forest lords,” who had hitherto laughed at

subjection, to the number of seven hundred villages, put each the sign of

the dagger to a treaty, promising abstinence from plunder and a return

to industrious life—a single individual of no rank the negotiator. More-
over the the treaty was religiously kept for twelve monihs ;

when the

peace was broken not by them, but against them.

To the Rajpoot, the moral spectacle of a Peshwa marched into exile

with all the quietude of a pilgrimage, effected more than twenty thousand
bayonets, and no other auxiliary was required than the judicious use of

the impressions from this and other passing events, to relay the founda-
tions of order and prosperity—by never doubting the issue, success was
insured. The British force, therefore, after the reduction of the plans

enumerjkted, was marchtd to cantonments; the rest was left for time and
renson to accomplish.

Before proceeding further, it may be convenient to sketch the form of

civil goverrvmant in Mewar, and the characters of its most conspicuous

members : the former we shall describe as it was when the machine was
in regular action ; it will be found simple, and perfectly suited to its

object.

There are four grand officers of the government

1st, The Purdban, or prime minister

;

2d» Buksheei commander of the forces

;
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3d. Soorutnama» keeper the records
;

4th. Suhaie, keeper of the signet.* ^

The 6rst, the Purdhan, or civil premier, must be of the nonmilitant

tribe. The whole of the territorial and financial arrangements are vested
in him. He nominates the civif governors of districts, and the collectors

of the revenue and custom ; and has fourteen thoas^ or departments,
under him, which embrace all that relates to expenditure.

and. The Bukshee must also be of a non-militant tribe, and one
different from the Purdhan. His duties are mixed civil and military. He
takes the musters, and pays mercenaries, or rations, to the feudal tenants

when on extra-service, and he appoints a deputy to accompany all expedi-

tions, or to head frontier-posts, with the title of foujdar, or commander.
The royal insignia, the standard, and kettle-drums accompany him, and
the highest nobles assemble under the general control of this civil officer,

never under one of their own body. From the Bukshee’s bureau all
1
pa-

tents are issued, as also all letters of sequestration of feudal land.

The Bukshee has four secretaries

1st. Draws out deeds ;

2nd. Accountant

;

3rd. Recorder of all patents or grants
;

4th. Keeps duplicates.

3rd. The Soorutnama is the auditor and recorder of all tlie house-
hold expenditure and establishments which are paid by his cheques. He
has four assistants also, who make a daily report, and give a daily balance
of accounts.

4th. The Suhaie. He is secretary both for home and foreign corres-
pondence. He draws out the royal grants or patents of estates, and
superintends the deeds of grant on copper-plate to religious establish-

ments. Since the privilege appertaining to Saloombra, of confirming all

royal grants with his signet the lancet has fallen into desuetude, the Suhaie
executes this military autograph.f

To all decrees, from the daily stipend to the or patent of an

estate, each minister must append his seal, so that there is a complete

system of check. Besides these the higher officers of government, there

are thirty-six karkhanas, or inferior officers, appointed directly by the

Rana, the most conspicuous of which are the justiciary. J the keepers of the

register- office, of the mint, of the armory, of the regalia, of the jewels, of

the wardrobe, of the statutes, of the kitchen, of the band, of the

seneschaisy, and of the seraglio.

There was no want of aspirants to office, here hereditary
;
but it was

vain to look amongst the descendants of the virtuous Pancholi, or the

severe Umrachund, and the prediction of the former, ‘*Dust will cover

the head of Mewar when virtue wanders in rags,’’ was strictly fulfilled.

There appeared no talent, no influence, no honesty
; yet the deficiency

* Or rather, who makes the monogrammatic signet ** Suhaie*^ to all

deeds, grants, etc.

t The Saloombra chief had his deputy, who resided at court for this

sole duty, for which he held a village.

X Neeyao, Duftur, Tak^ala, Silleh, Gadi, Gyndi Kapra4>indarf
Ghora, Ru&ora, Nakar*khaneh, Julaib, Rawuia,
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was calculated to excite sorrow rather than surprise; to stimulate exer-

tion in their behalf, rather than damp the hope of improvement ; though
all scope for action, save in the field of intrigue, was lost, and talent was
dormant for want of exercise.

The Rana's character was little calculated to supply his minister’s

deficiencies. Though perfectly versed in the past history of his country,

its resources, and their management; though able, wise, and amiable, his

talents were nullified by numerous weak points. Vain shows, frivolous

amusements, and an ill-regulated liberality alone occupf^ed him
;
and so

long as he could gratify these propensities, he trusted complacently to the

exertions of others for the restoration of order and his proper authority.

He had little steadiness of purpose, and was particularly obnoxious to

female influence. It is scarcely to be wondered that he coveted repose,

and was little desirous to disturb the only moment his existence had pre-

sented of enjoying it, by inviting the turmoils of business. No man,
however, was more capable of advising : his judgment was good, but he
seldom followed its dictates ; in short, he was an adept in theory, and a
novice in practice. The only man about the court at once of integrity and
efficiency was Kishendas, who had long acted as ambassador, and to whose
assiduity the sovereign and the country owed much

; but his services

were soon cut off by death.

Such were the materials with which the work of reform commenced.
The aim was to bring back matters to a correspondence with an era of

their history, when the rights of the prince, the vassal, and the cultivator,

were alike well-defined—that of Umra Sing.

The first point to effect was the recognition of the prince’s authority

by his nobles; the surest sign of which was their presence at the capital,

where some had never been, and others only when it suited their con-
venience or their views. In a few weeks the Rana saw himself surround-
ed by a court such as had not been known for half a century. It created
no small curiosity to learn by what secret power they were brought into

each other’s presence. Even the lawless Hamira, who but a short while

before had plundered the marriage dower of the Hari queen coming from

Kotah, and the chief of the Sungawut clan, who had sworn he might
bend his head to woman, but never to his sovereign,'’ left their castles of

Bhadaiser and Deogurh, and ** placing the royal rescript on their heads,”
hastened to his presence

;
and in a few weeks the whole feudal associa'-

tion of Mewar was embodied in the capital.

To recall the exiled population was a measure simultaneous with the

assembling of the nobles
;
but this was a work requiring time : they had

formed ties, and incurred obligations to the societies which had sheltered

them, which could not at once be disengaged or annulled. But wherever
a subject of a Mewar existed, proclamations penetrated, and satisfactory

assurances were obtained, and realized to an extent which belied in the
strongest manner the assertion that patriotism is unknown to the natives
of Hindusthan. The most enthusiastic and cheering proofs were afforded,
that neither oppression from without, nor tyranny wirhin, could expel the
feeling for the * hapota,* the land of their fathers. Even now, though time
has chastened the impressions, we should fear to 'pen but a tythe of the
proofs of devotion of the husbandman of Mewar to the solum nataU i it

yotild be deemed romance by those who never Contemplated humanity in
its reflux from misery and despair to the ’sweet influences’ of hope

; he
klone who had witnessed the day of trouble, and beheld the progress of

desolation-^-the standing corn graze by Mahtatta bocse—the rift^ towns
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devoted to the Barnes—the cattle driven to the camp, and the chief men
eetxed as hostages for money never to be realized—could appreciate thein

cieiiverance. To be permitted to see these evils banished, to behold the
survivors of oppression congregated from the most distant provinces, many
of them strangers to each other, and the aged and the hefpless awaiting
the lusky day to lake possession of their ruined abodes, was a sight

which memory will not part with. Thus on the 3rd of Swaun {^uly) a
favourite day with the husbandman, three hundred of all conditions, with

their waggons and implements of labour, and preceded by banners and
music, marched into Kupasun

;
and Ganesa was once again invoked as

they reconsecrated their dwellings, and placed his portrait as the Janus
of their portals. On the same day, and within eight months subsequent
to the signature of the treaty, above three hundred towns and villages

were simultaneously re-inhabited
;
and the land, which for many years

had been a stanger to the plough-share, was broken up. Well might the

superstitious fancy that miracles were abroad
;
for even to those who be-

held the work in progression it had a magical result, to see the waste
covered with habitations, and the verdant com growing in the fields where
lately they had roused the boar from his retreat! It was a day of pride

for Britain! By such exertions of (ler power in these distant lands her

sway is hallowed. By Britain alone can this fair picture be defaced ;

the tranquillity and independence she has conferred, by her alone may be
disturbed !

To these important preliminary measures, the assembly of the nobles
and recall of the population, was added a third, without which the former
would have been nugatory. There was no wealth, no capita), to aid their

patriotism and industry. Foreign merchants and bankers had abandoned
the devoted land

;
and those who belonged to it partook of her poverty

and her shame. Money was scarce, and want of faith and credit had
increased the usury on loans to a ruinous extent. The Rana borrowed at

thirty-six per cent.
; besides twenty-five to forty per cent,

^

discount for his

haratst or patents empowering collection on the land
;
a system pursued

for some time even after his restoration to authority. His profusion

exceeded even the rapidity of renovation
;
and the husbandman had

scarcely broken up his long-waste fields, when a call was made by the
harpies of the state for an advance on their produce, while he himself had
been compelled to borrow at a like ruinous rate for seed and the means of

support, to be paid by expectations. To have hoped for the revivail of

prosperity, amidst such destitution moral and pecuniary, would have been
visionary. It was as necessary to improve the one, as to find the other ;

for poverty and virtue do not long associate, and certainly not in Mewac.
Proclamations were therefore prepared by the Rana, inviting foreign

merchants and bankers to establish connections in the chief towns through*
cut the country ; but as in the days of demoralization little faith was
placed in the words of princes, similar ones were prepared by the Agent,

guaranteeing the stipulations, and both were distributed to every com*
mercial city in India. The result was as had been foreseen ; branch *

banks were everywhere formed, and mercantile agents fixed in every
town in the country, whose operations were only limited by the slow
growth of moral improvement. The slmckles which bound external com<*

Rierce were at once removed, and the multifarious posit for the collcctiojis

of transit duties abolished ;
in lieu of which chain of stations, all levies

on goo^ in transit were confined to the frontiers* The scale of duties
was revised

;
and by the abolition of intermediate posts, they underwent

a reduction of from thirty to fifty per cenu By this sy&temi which could
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not foir sorrte tirtie bfe bortiprehended, the transU and cu«>torrt duties of

Mewar made the most certain part of the revehue, and Irt a few years
exceeded in amount what had ever beeh known.

/the chief commercial nrtart, Bhilwara, wiilch shewed not a X^estigc of

humanity, rapidly rose from rUin, arid in a few months contained twelve
hundred houses, half of Which were occupied by foreign merchants. Bales
of goods, the produce of the most distant lands, were piled up ill the

Streets lately ot^ergrowri with grass, and a weekly fair was established for

the home-manufactures. A charter of privileges and immunities Was
issued, exempting them from all taxation for the first year, arid graduating
the scale for the future

;
calculated with the same regard to improvement*

by giving the mind tlie full range of enjoying the reward of its exertidris.

The right of electing their own chief magistrates and the assessors df

justice, was above all things Indispensable, so as to render them as inde-

pendent as possible of the needy servartis of the court. A guard was
provided by the government for their protection, and a competent autho-
rity nominated to see that the full extent of tiieir privileges, and the utmost
freedom of action, Were religiously maintained. The entire success of

this plan may at once be recorded to prevent repetition, Irt 1822, Bhil-

wara contained nearly three thousand dwellings, which were chiefly irt-

habitated by merchants, bankers, or artizans. An entire new street had
been constructed in tiie centre of the town, from the duties levied, and
the shops and hoiises were rented at a moderate rate ;

while many were
given rip to the proprietors of their sites, returning from exile, on their

paying the price of construction. But as there is no happiness without
alloy, so evei^ this pleasing picture hadllts dark shades to chasten the too

sanguine expectation of imparting happiness to all. Instead of a generous
emolution, a jealous competition checked the prosperity of Bhilwara ; the

base spirit of exclusive monopoly desired a distinction between the native

and the stranger-merchant, for which they had a precedent in the latter

paying an addition to the town-duty of metage (mapa). The unreason-
ableness of this was discussed, and it was sliown to be more consonant
to justice that he who came from Jessulmer, Surat, Benares, or Delhi,

should pay less than the merchant whose domicile was on the spot.
Wlien at length tlie parlies acquiesced in itiis opinion, and were entreated
and promised to know none other distinction than that of ** inhabitant
of Bhilwara,’* sectarian differences, which there was less hope of recon-
ciling, became the cause of disunion. All the Hindu’ merchants belong
either to the Vishnu or Jain sects ; consequently each had a represen-
tative head, and “ the five,'* for the adjudication of their internal arrange-
riierits

; and these, the wise men of both parties, formed the general
council for the affairs of Bhilwara. but they carried their religious

differences to the judgement seat* where each desired pre-eminence.
Whether the point in dispute hinged on the interpretarion of law, which
with all these sects is of divine origin, or whether the mammon of

unrighteousness was the lurking cause of their bickerings, they assuredly
did much harm, for their appeals brought into play what of all things
was least desired; the intrigues of the profligate dependants of the court.
It will be seen hereafter, In visits to Bhilwara, how these disputes were
in some degree calmed. The leaders on both sides /Were distinctly given
to understand they would be made to leave the place. Self-interest
prevented this extremity

; but from the withdrawing of that active in-^

terference (which the state of the alliance did not indeed warrant*
but which humanity interposed for their benefit) together with the effect

appeals to the courti it is to be apprehended that Bhilwara may fail
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to become what it was intended to be, the chief commercial mart of
Central India.

Of the three measures simultaneously projected and pursued for

the restoration of prosperity, the industrious portion has 'been described,
'J'he feudal interest remains, which was found the most difficult to arran^’e.

*rhe aericiiltual and commercial classes required only protection and
stimulus, and we could repay the benefits their industry conferred by
the lowest scale of taxation, which, though tn fact equally beneficial to

the government, was construed as a boon. But with the feudal lords

there was no such equivalent to offer in return (or the sacrifices many
had to make for the re-establishment of society. Those who were well

inclined, like Kotario, had every thing to gain, and nothing left to sur-

render
i
while those who, like Deogurh, Saloombra, or Bednore, had

preserved their power by foreign aid, intrigue, or prowess, dreaded the

high price they miglu be called upon to pay for the benefit of security

whicli the alliance conferred. All dreaded the word ‘restitution,* and
the audit of,half a century’s political accounts; yet the adjustment of

these was the corner-stone of the edifice, which anarchy and oppression

bad dismantled. Feuds were to be appeased, a difficult and hazardous
task

;
and usurpations, both on the crown and each other, to be re-

deemed. “ To bring the wolf and the goat to drink from the same
vessel,” was a task of less difficulty than to make the Chondawut and
Suktawut labour in concert for the welfafre of the prince and the country.

In fine, a better idea cannot be afforded of what was deemed the hope-
lessness of success than the opinion of Zoorawur Sing, the chief of the

latter clan, who had much to relitMuish : “Were Purmeswara (the Al-
mighty) to descend, he could not reform Mewar.'* We judged better of

them than they did of each other.

It was superfluous to detail all the preparatory measures for the

accomplishment of this grand object ; the meetings and adjournments,
which only served to keep alive discontent. On the 27th of April, the

treaty with the British government was read, and the consequent change
in their relations explained. Meanwhile, a charter, definining the res-

pective rights of the crown and of the chiefs, with their duties to the

community, was prepared, and a day named fer a general assembly

of the chieftains to sanction and ratify this engagement. The 1st of May
was fixed : the chiefs assembled ; the articles, ten in number, were
read and warmly discussed

;
when with unmeaning expressions of duty,

and objections to the least prominent, they obtained through their speaker,

Goculdas of Deogurh, permission to reasembte at his house to consider

them, and broke up with the promise to attend next day. The delay, as

apprehended, only generated opposition, and the 2d and 3d passed in

intercommunications of individual hope and fear. It was important to

put an end to speculation. At noon, on the 4th of May, the grand hall

was again filled, when the Rana, with his sons and ministers, took their

* Although Bhilwara has not attained that high prosperity my
enthusiasm anticipated, yet the philanthropic Heber records that in 1825
(three years after I had left the country) it exhibited ” a greater ap-
pearance of trade, industry, and moderate but widely diffused wealth
and comfort, than he had witnessed since he left Delhi.*' The record
of ilic sentiments of the inhabitants towards me, as conveyed by the

bislmp, was gratifying, though their expression could excite no surprise
in any one acquainted with the characters and sensibilities of uiese

people.
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?5^als. Once more the articles were read, objections raised and com-
batted, and midnight had arrived without the object of the meeting
being advanced, when an adjournment, proposed by Goculdas, till the
arrival of the Rana's plenipotentiary from Delhi, met with a firm denial ;

and the Rana gave him liberty to retire, if he refused his testimony of
loyalty. The Beygoo chief, who had much to g;*in, at length set the
example, followed by the chiefs of Amait and Deogurh, and in suc-
cession by all the sixteen nobles, who also signed as the proxies of their

relatives, unable from sickness to attend. The most powerful of the
second grade also signed for themselves and the absent of their clans,

each, as he gave in his adhesion, retiring
;
and it was tliree in the

morning of the 5th ^of May ere the ceremony was over. The chief of

the Sukta wilts, determined to ’.be conspicuous, was the last of his own
class to sign. During this lengthened and painful discussion of fifteen

hours’ continuance, the Rana conducted himself with such judgment
and firmness, as to give sanguine hopes of his taking the lead in the
settlement of his affairs.

This preliminary adjusted, it was important that the stipulations of
the treaty should be rigidly, if not rapidly effected. It will not be a
matter of surprise, that some months passed away before the complicated
arrangements arising out of this settlement were completed

;
but it may

afford just grounds for gratulation, that they were finally accomplished
without a shot being fired, or the exhibition of a single British soldier in the
country, nor, indeed, within one hundred miles of Oodipur. “ Opinion”
was the sole and all-sufficient ally effecting this political reform. The Raj-
poots, in fact, did not,require the demonstration of our physical strength

;

its influence had reached far beyond Mewar. When a few firelocks de-
feated hundreds of the foes of public tranquillity, they attributed it to
” the strength of the\Company*s Salf^ the moral agency of which was
proclaimed the true basis of our power. ** Sachha Raj\'^ was the proud
epithet applied by our new allies to the British government in he East

;

a title whicn distinguished the immortal Alfred, the upright.”

It will readily be imagined that a reform, which went to touch the

entire feudal association, could not be accomplished without harassing
and painful discussions, when the object was the renunciation of lands,

* ^'‘Compani Saheb ca nirnuk ca zoor sa'* is a common phrase of our
native soldiery: and *^DovJahi! Compani cal” is an invocation or appeal
against injustice

; but I never heard this watch-ward so powerfully ap-
plied as when a sub. with the Resident’s escort in iSr2. One ofjour men,
a noble young Rajpoot about nineteen years of age, and six feet high, had
been sent with an elephant to forage in the wilds of Nirwur. A band of

at least fifty predatory horsemen assailed him, and demanded the sur-

render of the elephant, which he made by pointing his musket and giving
them. defiance. Beset on all sides, he fired, was cut down, and left for

dead, in which state he was found, and brought to camp upon a litter.

One sabre-cut had opened the back entirely across, exposing the action of
the viscera, aud his arms and wrists were barbarously hacked

:
yet he was

firm, collected, and even cheerful
;
and to a kind reproach for his rash-

^^ess, he said, “What would you have said, Captain Saheb, had I sur^

’^ndered the company’s musket (compani ca handooq) Without fighting ?”

I^rom their temperate habits, the wound in the back did well
;
but the

iJevered nerves of the wrists brought on a lock-jaw of which he died. The
^'f^mpany have thousands who would alike die for their handooq* It were
^‘se to cherish such feelings,

28
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to whicli in some cases tfie right of inheritance could be pleaded^ in

Others, the Cognizance of successful revenge, while to many prescriptive
possession could be asserted. It was the more painful, because although
the shades which marked the acquisition of such lands were varied, no
distinction could be made in the mode of settlement, vtg*, unconditional
surrender. In some cases, the Rana had to revoke his own grants, wrung
either from his necessities or his weakness

;
but in neither predicament

could arguments be adduced to soften renunciation, or to meet the power-
ful and pathetic, and often angry appeals to justice or to prejudice.

Counter-appeals to their loyalty, and the necessity for the restablish-

ment of their sovereign’s just weight and influence in the social body,
without whiclr their own welfare could not be secured, were adduced

;

but individual views and passions were too obsorbing to bend to the

general interest. Weeks thus past in interchange of visits, in soothing

pride, and in flattering vanity by the revival of past recollections, which
gradually familiarized the subject to the minds of the chiefs, and brought
them to compliance, 'fime, conciliation, and impartial justice, confirmed

the victory thus obtained
;
-and when they were made to see that no

interest was overlooked, that party views were unknown, and that the

system included every class of society in its beneficial operation, cordiality

followed concession. Some of these cessions were alienations from the

crown of half a century's duration. Individual cases of hardship were
unavoidable without incurring the imputation of favoritism, and the

dreaded revival of ancient feuds, to abolish which was indispensable, but

required much circumspection. Castles and lands in this predicament
could therefore neither be retained by the possessor nor returned to the

ancient proprietor without rekindling the torch of civil war. The sole

alternative was for the crown to take the object of contention, and make
compensation from its own domain. !t would be alike tedious and nn-

interesting to enter into the details of these arrangements, where one chief

had to relinquish the levy of transit duties in the most important outlet

of tlie country, asserted to have been held during seven generations, as

in the case of the chief of Deogurh. Of another (the Bheendir chief)

who had forty-three towns and villages, in addition to his grant
;
of

Amait, of Bhadaiser, of Dabla, of Lawah, and many others who held

important fortresses of the crown independent of its will
;
and other claims,

embracing every right and privilege appertaining to feudal society ;

suffice it, that in six months the whole arrangements were effected.

In the painful and protracted discussions attendant on these arrange-

ments, powerful traits of national character were developed. Thefcastle

and domain of Arjah half a century ago belonged to the crown, but had

been usurped by the Poorawuts, from whom it was wrested by storm about

fifteen years back by the Suktawuts, and a patent sanctioning possession

was obtained, on the payment of a fine £i,ooo to the Rana. Its surrender

was now required from Futteh Sing, the second brother of Bheendir, the

head of this clan ; but being regarded as the victorious completion of a

feud, it was not easy to silence their prejudices and objections. The re-

nunciation of the forty- three towns and villages by the chief of the clan

caused not half the excitation, and every Suktawut seemed to forego h»
individual tosses in the common sentiment expressed by their head

;

Arjah is the prince of blood, and with its cession our honour is sur*

rendered." To preserve the point of honour, it was* stipulated that it

should not revert to the Poorawuts, but be incorporated with the fisc#

which granted an equivalent ; when letters of surrender were signed by

both brothers, whose conduct throughout was manly and confiding.
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.The Bednore and Amait chiefs, both of the superior i^rade of nobles,
were the most formidable obstacles to to the operation of the treaty of the

4th of May. The first of these, by name Jeyt Sing {the victorious lion),
was of the Mairtea clan, the bravest of the brave race of Rahtore, whose
ancestors had left their native abodes on the plains of Marwar, and ac-
companied the celebrated Meera Bae on her marriage with Rana
Koombho. His descendants, amongst whom was Jeimul, of immortal
memory, enjoyed honours in Mewar equal to their birth and high deserts.

It was the more difficult to treat with men like these, whose conduct had
been a contrast to the general license of the times, and who had reason
to feel offended, when no distinction was observed between them and those

who had disgraced the name of Rajpoot. Instead of the submission
expected from the Rahtore, so overwhelmed was he from the magnitude
of the claims, which amounted to a virtual extinction of his power, that he
begged leave to resign his estates and quit the country. In prosecution of

this design, he took fpost in the chief hall of the palace, from which no
intreaties could make him move; until the Rana, to escape his impor-
tunities, and even restraint, obtained his promise to abide by the decision

of the Agent. The forms of the Rana’s court, from time immemorial,
prohibit all personal communication between the sovereign and his chiefs

in matters of individual interest, by which indecorous altercation is

avoided. But the ministers, whose ofice it was to obtain every*informa*

lion, did not make a rigid scrutiny into the title-deeds of the various

estates previous to advancing the claims of the crown. This brave man
had enemies, and he was too proud to have recourse to the common arts

either of adulation or bribery to aid his cause. It was a satisf.iction to

find that the two principal towns demanded of him were embodied in a
grant of Singram Sing’s reign; ai^d the absolute rights of tl»e fisc, of

which he had become possessed, were cut down to about fifteen thousand
rupees of annual revenue. But there were other points on which he was
even more tenacious than the surrender of these. Bwing the cliief noble

of the fine district of Bednore, which consisted of three hundred and sixty

towns and villages, chiefly of feudal allotments (many of them of his

own clan), he had taken advantage of the limes to establish his influence

over them, to assume the right of wardship of minors, and secure those

services which were due to the prince, but which he wanted the power to

enforce. The holders of these estates Jwere of the third class of vassals

or gole (the mass), whose services it was important to reclaim, and who
constituted in past limes the most efficient force of the Ranas, and were

the preponderating balance of their authority when mercenaries were
unknown in these patriarchal states. Abundant means towards a just

investigation had been previously procured
;
and after some discussion,

in which all admissible claims were recognized, and argument was silenced

by incontrovertible facts, this chieftain relinquished all that was demanded,
and sent in, as from himself, his written renunciation to his sovereign.

However convincing the data by which his proper rights and those of his

prince were defined, it was to feeling and prejudice that we were mainly
indebted for so satisfactory an adjustment* An appeal to the name of

Jeimul, who fell defending Cheetore against Akbar, and the contrast of

nis ancestor’s loyalty and devotion with his own contumacy, acted as a
talisman, and wrung tears from bis eyes and the deed from his hand. It

will afford some idea of the difficulties encountered, as well as the invidi«

ousness of the task of arbitrating such matters, to give his own com*
nient verbatim :

**
1 remained faithful when his own kin deserted hin|,

and was one of four chiefs who alone of all Mewar fought (or him in the
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rebellion ;
but the son of Jeimul is forgotten, while the ‘ plunderer' is his

boon companion, and though of inferior rank, receives an estate which
elevates him above me;” alluding to the chief of Bhadaiser, who plundered
the queen's dower. But while the brave descendant of Jeimul returned
to Bednore with the marks of his sovereign's favour, and the applause of
those he esteemed, the *runner* went back to Bhadaiser in disgrace, to
which his prince's injudicious favour further contributed.

Hamira of Bhadaiser was of the second class of nobles, a Chondawut
bv birth. He succeeded to his father Sirdar Sing, the assassin of the
prime minister even in the palace of his sovereign

;
into wliose presence he

had the audacity to pursue the surviving brother, destined to avenge him.^‘
Hamira inherited all the turbulence and disaffection, with the estates, of
Ins father

;
and this most conspicuous of the many lawless chieftains of the

times was known throughout Rajasthan as Hamira 'the rnnncr' (douraet).
Though not entitled to hold lands beyond tl>irty thousand annually, he
had.annually he had become possessed to the amount of eighty thousand,
chiefly of the fisc or khaltsa, and nearly all obtained by violence, though
since confirmed by the prince's patent. With the chieftain of Lawah
(precisely in the same predicament), who held the fortress of Khyroda
and otlier valuable lands, Hamira resided entirely at the palace, and ob-
taining the Rana's ear by professions of obedience, kept possession, while
chiefs in every respect his superiors had been compelled to surrender ;

and when at length the Suktawut of Lawah was forbid the court until
Khyroda and all liis ustirpations were yielded up, the son of Sirdar dis-
played his usual turbulence, '* curled his moustache” at the minister, and
fiinted at the fate of his predecessor. Although none dared to imitate
him, his stubbornness was not without admirers, especially among his own
clan

;
and as It was too evident that fear or favour swayed the Rana, it

was a case for the Agent's interference, the opportunity for which was
soon afforded. When forced to give letter of surrender, the Rana’s func-
tionaries, who went to take possession, were insulted, refused admittance,
and compelled to return. Not a moment could be lost in punishing this

contempt of authority
;
and as tlie Rana was holding a court when the

report arrived, the Agent requested an audience. He found the Rana
and his chiefs assembled in “ the balcony of the sun " and amongst theno
the notorious Hamira. After the usual compliments, the Agent asked
the minister if his master had been put in possession of Sianoh. It was
evident from the general constraint, that all were acquainted with the
result of the deputation

;
but to remove responsibility from the minister,

the Agent, addressing the Rana as if he were in ignorance of the insult,

* It will fill up the picture of the times to relate the revenge. When
Jumsbid, the infamous lieutenant of the infamous Meer Khan, established
his head-quarters at Oodipur, which he daily devastated, Sirdar Sing,
then in power, was sei;;ed and confined as a hostage for the payment of

thirty thousand rupees demanded of the Rana. The surviving brothers
of the murdered minister Somji ** purchased their foe"^ with the sum
demanded, and anticipated his clansmen who were on the point of effect-

ing his liberation. The same sun shone on the head of Sirdar, which was
placed as a signal of revenge over the gate way of Rampeari's palace. I

had the anecdotes from the minister Scaloll, one of the actors in these

tragedies, and a relative of the brothers, who were all swept away by the
dagger. A similar fate often seemed to him, though a brave man^ inevi^

table during these resumptions ; which impression, added to the Ranald
known inconstancy of favour, robbed him of half his energies*
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related the transactioHi and observed that his government would hold
him culpable if he remained at Oodipur while his highness’s commands
were disregarded. Thus supported, the Rana resumed his dignity,
and in forcible language signified to all present his anxious desire to do
nothing which was harsh or ungracious; but that, thus compelled, fie

would not recede from what became him as their sovereign. Calling for

a heeruy he looked sternly at Hamira, and commanded him to quit his

presence instantly, and the capital in an hour
;
and, but for the Agent’s

interposition, he would have been banished the country. Confiscation of
his whole estate was commanded, until renunciation was completed. He
departed that night

;
and, contrary to expectation, not only were all the

usurpations surrendered, but, what was scarcely contemplated by the
Agent, the Rana’s flag of sequestration was quietly admitted into the
fortress of Bahadaiser.*

One more anecdote may suffice. The lands and fortress of A mice had
been in the family of Amait since the year 27, only five years posterior to

the date to which these arrangements extended
;
their possession verged

on half a century. The lords of Amait were of the sixteen, and were chiefs

of the clan Jugawut. 'I'he present representative enjoyed a fair character :

he could, with the chief of Bednore, claim the succession of the loyal ;

for Pertap and Jeimul, their respective ancestors, were rivals and martyrs
on that memorable day when the genius of Cheetore abandoned the

Seesodias. But the heir of Amait had not this alone to support his claims ;

for his predecessor Pertap had lost his life in defending his country against:

the Mahrattas, and Amlee had been his acquisition. Futteh Sing (such

was his name) was put forward by the more artful of his immediate kin, the

Chondawut interest
;
but his disposition, blunt and impetuous, was little

calculated to promote their views : he was an honest Rajpoot, who neither

could nor cared to conceal his anger, and at a ceremonious visit paid him
by the Agent, he had hardly sufficient control over himself to be courte-

ous, and though he said nothing, his eyes inflamed with opium and
disdain, spoke his feelings. He maintained a dogged indifference, and
was inaccessible to argument, till at length, following the example of

B«dnore, he was induced to abide by the Agent's mediation. He came
attended by his vassals, who anxiously awaited the result, which an un-

premeditated incident facilitated. After a long and fruitless expostula-

tion, he had taken refuge in an obstinate silence; and seated in a chair

opposite to the envoy, with his shield in front, placed perpendicularly on
his knees, and his arms and head reclined thereon, he continued vacan tly

looking on the ground. To interrupt this uncourteous silence in his own
bouse, the envoy took a picture, which with several others was at hand,
and placing it before him remarked^ ^/laf chief did not gain his

reputation for swamdherina\ (loyalty) by conduct such as yours.” His
eyes suddenly recovered their animation and his countenance was lighted

* Nearly twelve months after this, my public duty (called me tp
Nccmbhaira en route to Kotah, The castle of Hamira was within an hour’s
ride, and at night he was reported as having arrived to visit me, when
1 appointed the next day to receive him. Early next morning, according
to custom, I took my ride, with four of S^:inner/s horse, and galloped
past hfm, stretched with his followers on the ground not far from my
camp, towards his forts. He came to me ’’ after breakfast, called me his

greatest friend, swore by his dagger he was my Rajpoot,’^ and thft he
would be in future obedient and loyal ;

but this, I fear, can never be«

t Literally faith (dherma) to his lord (%wt^ma)*
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with a smile, as he rapidly uttered, ** how did you come by this—why does
this interest you A tear started in his eye as he added, this is my
father !"— Yes,** said the Agent, **it is the loyal Pertap on the day he
went forth to meet his death ; but his name yet lives, and a stranger does

ht^age to his fame.*'— '* Take Amlee, take Amlee," he hurriedly

repeated, with a suppressed tone of exultation and sorrow, ** but forget

not the extent of the sacrifice." To prolong the visit would have been
painful to both, but as it might have been trusting too much to humanity
to delay the resumption, the Agent availed himself of the moment to

indite the choorchitti* of surrender for the lands.

With these instances, characteristic of individuals and the times,

this sketch of the introductory measures for improving the condition of

Mewar may be closed. To enter more largely in detail is foreign to the

purpose of the work
;
nor is it requisite for the comprehension of the

unity of the object, that a more minute dissection of the parts should be
afforded. Before, however, we exhibit the general results of these

arrangements, we shall revert to the condition of the more humble, but
a most important part of the community, the peasantry of Mewar; and
embody, in a few remarks, the fruits of observation or inquiry, as to their

past and present state, their rights, the establishment of them, their

infringement, and restitution. On this subject much has been necessarily

introduced in the sketch of the feudal system, where landed tenures were
discussed; but it is one on which such a contrariety of opinion exists,

that it may be desirable to show the exact state of landed tenures in a
country, where Hindu manners should exist in greater purity than in any
other part of the vast continent of India.

The ryot (cultivator) is the proprietor of the soil in Mewar. He
compares his right therein to the akhye dhooba,^; which no viccissitudes

can destroy. He calls the land his bapota, the most emphatic, the most
ancient, the most cherished, and the most significant phrase his language
commands for patrimonialX inheritance. He has nature and Menu in

support of his claim, and can quote the text, alike compulsory on prince

and peasant, ** cultivated land is the property of him who cut away the
wood, or who ** cleared and tilled it an ordinance binding on the

whole Hindu race, and which no international wars, or conquest, coul4
overturn. In accordance with this principle is the ancient adage, not
of Mewar only but atl Rajpootana, Bhog ra dhanni Raj ho : bhom ra
dhanni macho: ‘the Government is owner of the rent, but I am the

master of the land.' With the toleration and benevolence of the race

the conqueror is commanded “to respect the deities adored by the con*
quered, also their virtuous priests, and to establish the laws of the con-
quered nation as declared in their books)* If it were deemed desirable

* Paper of relinquishment.
' t The dhooba grass flourishes in all seasons, and most in the intense

heats
;

it is not only amara or * immortal,' but akhye, * not to be eradica*

ted and its tenacity to the soil deserves the distinction.

} From bap ‘father,' and the termination of, or belonging to, and b^
which clans are distinguished ;

as Kurrunsote, * descended Kurrun ;

Masingote, ‘descended of Mansing.' It is curious enough that the

mountain clans of Albania, and other Greeks, have the same dUtinEiii^h^
ing termination, and the Mainote of Greece and the Mairote oF Ra|-
pootana alike signify mountaineer

t

or 'of the mountain/ jRaina in

Albanian \jnaira or mera in Sanskrit*
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to recede to the system of pure Hindu agrarian law, there is no defi-
ciency of materials. The customary laws contained in the various re-

ports of able men, superadded to the general ordinances of Menu, would
form a code at once simple and efficient : for though innovation from
foreign conquest has placed many principles in abeyance, and modified
others, yet he has observed to little purpose who does not trace a uni-
formity of design, which at one time had ramified wherever the name of

Hindu prevailed : language has been modified, and terms have been
changed, but the primary pervading principle is yet percep-

tible ; and whcllier we examine the systems of Candeish, the CarnatiCf
or Rajasthan, we shall discover the elements to be the same.

If we consid:^ the system from the period described by Arrian, Cur-
tius, and Diodorus, we shall see in the government of townships each
commune an * imperiam in imperio a little republic, maintaining its

municipal legislation independent of the monarchy, on which it relies

for general support, and to which it pays the bhog, or tax in kindt as

the price of this protection : for though the prescribed duties of kings
are as welt defined by Menu* as by any jurisconsult in Europe, nothing
can be more lax than the mutual relations af the governed and governing
-in Hindu monarchies, which are resolved into unbounded liberty of

action. To the artificial regulation of society, which leaves all who
depend on manual exertion to an immutable degradation, must be as-
cribed these multitudinous governments, unknown to the rest of mankind,
which, ill spite of such dislocation, maintain the bonds of mutual sym-
pathies. Strictly speaking, every state presents the picture of so many
hundred or thousand minute republics, without any connection with each
other, giving allegiance {an) and rent (bhog) to a prince, who neither

legislates for them, nor even forms a police for their internal protection*

It is consequent on this want of paramount interference that, in matters
of police, of justice, and of law, the communes act for themselves; and
from this want of paternal interference only have arisen those courts of

equity, or arbitration, ^ pnncUaeU*

But to return to the freehold ryot of Mewar, whose hapota is ibc
wuttun and the meeras of the peninsula,—words of foreign growth, in-

troduced by the Mahomedan conquerors; the first (Persian) is of more
general use in Candeish; the other (Arabic) in the Carnaiic. Thus the

great Persian moralist Sadi exemplifies its application :
“ If you desire to

succeed to your father*s inheritance (meeras,) first obtain his wisdom."

While the term bapota thus implies the inheritance or patrimony, its

holder, if a military vassal, is called 'Bhomia,* a term equally powerful,

meaning one actually identified with the soil (bhom), and for which
the Mahomedan has no equivalent but in the possessive compound

* Let the king receive his annual revenue through his collectors;

but let him observe the divine ordinances, and act as a father to his

people." Text 8o .— To protect the people^ and to honour the priests,

are the highest duties of kings, and ensures them felicity." 88.—* *From
the people he must learn the theory of agriculture, commerce, and prac*
tical arts." 43.— To those who imagine that these ancient monarchies
are simply despotic, instead of patriarchal, their divine legislator ex-
pressly declares, that " a king addicted to vices (which tend to misrule)
may lose even his life from the public resentment.** 46—*' The duties

of Kings:*
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vjsuitundart or meeras-dar^ The Cahtafchi^ of Mdlabar is the Bhomia ot

Rajasthan.

The emperors of Delhi, in the zenith of thir power, 'bestowed the

epithet ‘zemindar’ upon the Hindu tributary sovereigns : not out of dis-

respect, but in the true application of their own term ‘ Bhomia Paj*

expressive of their tenacity to the soil; and this fact affords additional

evidence of the proprietary ri^ht being in the cultivator iryot) namely, that

he alone can confer the freehold land, whichgives the title of Bhomia, and
of which both past history an^ present usage will furnish us with examples.
When the tenure of land obtained from the cultivator is held more valid

than the grant of the sovereign, it will be deemed a conclusive argument of

the proprietary right being vested in the ryot. What should induce

a chieftain, when inducted into a perpetual fief, to establish through
the ryot a right to a fevd acres in bhom, but the knowledge that

although the vicissitudes of fortune or of favour may deprive him of his

aggregate signiorial rights, his claims, derived from the spontaneous
favour of the commune, can never be set aside

;
and when he ceases to

be the lord, he becomes a member of the common-wealth, merging his

title of Thacoor, or Signior, into the more humble one of Bhomia, the

allodial tenant of the Rajpoot feudal system, elsewhere discussed. Thus
we have touched on the method by which he acquires this distinction, for

protecting the community from violence
;
and if left destitute by the

negligence or inability of the government, he is vested with the rights of

the crown, in its share of the bho^ or rent. But when their own land is

in the predicament called * ^ulthast* or reversions from lapses to the

commune, he is * seised* in all the rights of the former proprietor; or by
internal arrangements, they can convey such right by cession of the

commune.

The privilege attached to the bhom^ and acquired from the com-
munity by the protection afforded to it, is the most powerful argument
for the recognition of its original rights. The bhomia, thus vested, may
at pleasure drive his own plough, right to the soil. His bhom is exempt
from \.hejureeb (measuring rod); it is never assessed, and his only sign

of allegiance is a quit-rent, in most cases triennial, and the tax of khnr^
laktiTf a war imposition, now commuted for money. The state, however,
indirectly receives the services of these allodial tenants, the yeomen of

Rajasthah, who constitute, as in the districts of Komulmeer and Mandel-
gurh, the landviehr, or local militia. In fact, since the days of universal

repose set ii'i, and the townships required no protection, an arrangement
was made with the Bhomias of Mewar, in which the crown, foregoing its

claim of quit-rent, has obtained their services in the garrisons and
frontier stations of police at a very slight pecuniary sacrifice.

Such are the rights and privileges derived from the ryot cultivator

alone. The Rana may dispossess the chiefs of Bednore, or Saloombra, of

their ef^tateS, the grant of the crown—he could not touch the rights

emanating from the community ; and thus the descendants of A chieftain,

who a few years before might have followed his sovereign at the head of

one hundred cavaliers, would descend into the humble foot niifitia of a
district. Thousands are in this predicament : the KAnawuts, Loonawub’i

* Cani Mand/ and aichi ‘heritage.* Report, p. a8<^—I }
should be

inclined to imagine the aichi^ Hite tjhe qU and q,nut^ Rajpoot terminationsi
implying clanship.
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KdO^bhavvuts, and other clans, who, like the Celt, fofj^et not their claioi
of birth in the distinctions of fortune, but assert their propinquity as
"brothers in the nineteenth or thirtieth degree to the prince" on the throne.
So sacred was the tenure derived from the ryot, that even monarchs held
lands in bhom from their subjects, for an instance of which we are
indebted to the great poetic historian of the last Hindu king. Chund
relates, that when his sovereign, the Chohan, had subjugated the king-
dom of Anhui warra* from the Solanki, he returned to the nephew of the
conquered prince several districts and sea-ports, and all the bhom held
hy the family. In short, the Rajpoot vaunts his aristocratic distinction
derived from the land

;
and opposes the title of *Bhomia Raj or govern-

ment of the soil, to the *Bania Raj/ or commercial government, which he
affixes as an epithet of contempt to Jeypur ; where "wealth accumulates
and men decay."

In the great " register of patent?" (putta buhye) of Mewar, we find a.

species of bhom held by the greater vassals on particular crown lands ;

whether this originated from inability of ceding entire townships to com-
plete the estate to the rank of the incumbent, or whether it was merely in

confirmation of the grant of the commune, could not be ascertained. The
benefit from this bhom is only pecuniary, and the title is ‘ bhom rekwali,'f

or land, [in return for] ' preservation/ Strange to say, the crown itself

holds ' bhorn rekwalV on its own fiscal demesnes consisting of small por-
tions in each village, to the amount of ten thousand rupees in a district of

thirty or forty townships. This species, however, is so incongruous that

We cah only state it does exist : we should vainly seek the cause for

Such apparent absurdity, for since society has been unhinged, the oracles

are mute to much of antiquated custom.

We shall close these remarks with some illustrative traditions and yet

existing customs, to substantiate the ryot's right in the soil of Mewar.
After one of those convulsions described in the annals, the prince had
gone to espouse the daughter of the Raja of Mundore, the (then) capita!

of Marwar. It is customary at the moment of hatleva/* or the injuc-

tion of hands, that any request preferred by the bridegroom to the father

of the bride should meet compliance, a usage which has yieded many fata!

results
;
and the Rana had been prompted on this occasion to demand a

body of ten tihousand Jat cultivators to repeople the deserted fisc of Mewar.
An assent was given to the unprecedented demand, but when the inhabi-

tants were thus despotically called on to migrate, they denied the power
and refused. " Shall we," said they, ’’abandon the lands of our inherit-

ance (hapota), the property of our children, to accompany a stranger into

a foreign land, there to labour for him? Kill us you may, but never

shall we relinquish our inalienable rights." The Mundore prince, who
had trusted to this reply, deemed himself exonerated from his promise,

and secured from the loss of so many subjects : but he was deceived. The
Rana held out to them the enjoyment of the proprietary rights escheated
to the crown in his country, with the lands left without occupants by
Sword, and to all, increase of property. When equal and absolute power
was thus conferred, they no longer hesitated to exchange the arid soil ol

- y.

Nehrwala of D’Anville; the Balhara sovereignty of the Arabian
^avellers of the eighth and ninth centuries. 1 visited the remains of this
city on my last journey, and from original authorities shall give Irri

account of this ancient emporftfm of commerce and literature*

t Salvdmenta of the European system.

29
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Marwar for the e^rden of Rajwarra ; and the descendants of these JaU
still occupy the flats watered by the Beris and Bunas.

In those districts which afforded protection from innovation, the pro*
prietary ri)(ht of the ryot will be found in full force ,* of this the populous
and extensive district of Jehajpur, consisting of one hundred and six

townships, affords a good specimen. There are but two pieces of land
throughout the whole of this tract the property of the crown, and these
were obtained by force during the occupancy of Zalim Sing of Kotah •

The right thus unjustly (acquired was, from the conscientiousness of the
Rana’s Civil Governor, on the point of being annulled by sale and re-
version, when the court interfered to maintain its proprietary right to the
tanks of Lohario and Eiounda, and the lands which they irrigate, now the
bhom of the Rana.* This will serve as an illustration how bhom may be
acquired, and the annals of Kotah will exhibit/ unhappily for the Ryots of

that country, the almost total annihilation of their rights, by the same
summary process which originally attached Lohario to the fisc.

The power of alienation being thiis proved, it would be superfluous to

insist further on the proprietary right of the cultivator of the soil.

Besides the ability to alienate as demonstrated, all the over-symbols
which mark proprietary right in other countries are to be found in Mewar ;

that of entire conveyance by sale, -or temporary by mortage; and nu-
merous instances could be adduced, especially of the latter. The fertile

lands of Horlah, along the banks of the Khary, are almost all mortgaged,
and the registers of these transactions form two considerable volumes, in

which great variety of deeds may be discovered : one extended for one
hundred and one years ;f when redemption was to follow, without regard
to interest on the one hand, or the benefits from the land on the other,

but merely by repayment of the sum borrowed. To maintain the interest

during abeyance, it is generally stipulated that a certain portion of the

harvest shall be reserved for the mortgagee—a fourth, a fifth, or *googrt*

—a share so small as to be valued only as a mark of proprietary re-

cognition. The mortgagees were chiefly of the commercial classes of

the large frontier towns; in many cases the proprietor continues to

cultivate for another the lands his ancestor mortgaged four or five

generations ago, nor does he deem his right at all impaired. A plan

had been sketched to raise money to redeem these mortgages, from
whose complex operations the revenue was sure to suffer. No length of

time or absence can affect the claim to the hapota, and so sacred is the

right of absentees# that land will lay sterile and unproductive from the

penalty which Menu denounces on all who interfere with their neighbour's

rights : for unless there be an special agreement between the owner

of the land and the seed, the fruits belong clearly to the land-owner

even if seed conveyed by water or by wind should germinate# the plant

* The author has to acknowledge with regret# that he was the cause

of the Meena proprietors not re-obtaining their bapota ; this arose, partly

from ignorance at the time, partly from the individual claimants being

de*d, and more than all, from the representation that the Intended sale

originated in a bribe to Sudda-Ram the governor# which, however, was

not the case.

i Claims to the bapota appear to be maintainable if not atienatei

longer than one hundred and one years ; and undisturbed possession (no^

matter how obtained) for the same period appears to confer this right*

The meeras of Candeish appears to have been on the same footing*
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belongs to the land-owner, the mere sower takes not the fruit/'* Even
crime and the extreme sentence of the law will not alter succession to
property, either to the military or cultivating vassal ; and the old Kentish
adage, probably introduced by the Jats from Scandinavia, who under
Hengist established that kingdom of the heptarchy, t/u.,

** The father to the bough.
And the son to the plough.”

is practically understood by the Jats and Bhomiasf of Mewar, whose
treason is not deemed hereditary, nor a chain of noble acts destroyed
because a false link was thrown out. We speak of the military vassals—
the cultivator can not aspire to so dignified a crime as treason.

The officers of the townships are the same as have been so often des-
cribed, and are already too familiar to those interested in the subject to
require illustration. From the Patel, tlie Cromwell of each township, to
the vilage gossip, the ascetic Sanyasi, each deems his office, and the land
he holds in virtue thereof in perpetuity, free of rent to the state, except
a small triennial quit-rent, { and the liability, like every other branch of
the state, to two war taxes. §

Opinions are various as to the origin and and attributes of the Patel,
the most important personage in village sway, whose office is by many
deemed foreign to the pure Hindu system, and to which language even
his title is deemed alien. But there is no doubt that both office and title

are of ancient growth, and even etymological rule proves the Patel to be
head (pati) of the community*|| The office of Patel of Mewar wrs origi-

nally elective
;
he was ** primus inter pares," the constituted attornrjy or

representative of the commune, and as the medium between the cultivator

and the government, enjoyed benefits from both. Besides his bapota,
and the seerano, or one-fortieth of all produce from the ryot, he had a
remission of a third or fourth of the rent from such extra lands a« he might
cultivate in addition to his partimony. Such was the Patel, the link

connecting the peasant with the government, ere predatory war subverted
all order : but as rapine increased, so did his authority. He became the
plenipotentiary of the community, the security for the contribution im«
imposed, and often the hostage for its payment, remaining in the camp of
the predatory hordes till they were paid off. He gladly undertook the
liquidation of such contributions as these perpetual invaders imposed. To
indemnify himself, a schedule was formed of the share of each ryot, and
mortgage of land and sequestration of personal effects followed till his

avarice was satisfied. Who dared complain against a Patel, the intimate
of Pathan and Mahratta commanders, his adopted patrons ? He thus
became the master of the follow-citizens

; and, as power corrupts all men,
their tyrant instead of their mediator. It was a system necessarily invoU
ving its own decay

;
for a while glutted with plenty, but failing with the

* Manu, on the Servile Classes, 5a—54* t Patel. J Patel hurrar.

!

The Ghur*ge^ti burrar^ and Khur-lakur or wood andforage.
In copper-plail grants dug from the ruins of the ancient Oojetti

(presented to the Royal Asiatic Society), the prince's patents [puHa)
conferring gifts are addressed to the Fatta-cilas and Ryots. 1 never
heard an etymology of this word, but imagine it to be form potta *

grant,*
or ^patent y and cifa, which means a nail, or sharp instrument

; meta«
phc^icaily, that which binds or unites these patents ; all, however, having
P^H, or chief I as the basis»««»See transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society,
Voli I, p, 237,
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supply, and ending in desolation, exile, and death. Nothing was left to
prey on but the despoiled carcase ,* yet when peace returned, and in its

train the exile ryot to reclaim the bapota^ the vampire Patel was resus-
citated, and evinced the same ardour for supremacy, and the same cupi-
dity which bad so materially aided to convert the fertile Mewar to a
desert. The Patel accordingly proved one of th# chief obstacles to re-
turning prosperity ;

and the attempt to reduce this corrupted middle*
man to his original station in society was both difficult and hazardous,
from the support they met in the corrupt officers, at court and other in^-

fluenccs “ behind the curtain'^ A system of renting the crown-lands
being deemed the most expedient to advance prosperity, it was incumbent
to find a ramedy for this evil. The mere name of some of these petty

tyrants inspired such terror, as to check all desire of return to the country

:

but the origin of the institution of the office and its abuses being ascer-

tained, it was imperative, though difficult, to restore the one and banish
the otlier. The original elective right in many townships was therefore

returned to the ryot, wijo nominated new Patels, his choice being con-
firmed by the the Rana, in whose presence investiture was performed by
binding a turban on the elected, for which he presented his nuzznr. Traces
of the sale of these offices in past times were observable

;
and it was deem-

ed of primary importance to avoid all such channels for corruption, in order
that the ryot's election should meet with no obstacle. That the plan was
beneficial there could be no doubt

;
that the benefit would be permanent,

depended, unfortunately, on circumstances which those most anxious had
not tfie means to control : for it must be recollected, that although ‘'per-
sonal aid and advice might be given when asked,” all internal interferenee

was by treaty strictly, and most justly, prohibited.

After a few remarks on the mode of levying the crown-rents we shall

conclude the subject of village economy in Mewar, and proceed to close
this too extended chapter with the results of four years of peace and the
consequent improved prosperity.

There are two methods of levying the revenues of the crown on
every description of corn—kunkoot and bhuttaie

\
for on sugarcane,

poppy, oil, hemp, tobacco, cotton, indigo, and garden stuffs, a money
payment is fixed, varying from two to six rupees per beegah. The
kunkoot is a conjectural assessment of the standing crop, by the
united judgment of the officers of Government, the Patel, the Patwarri,

or Registrar, and the owner of the field. The accuracy with which an
accustomed eye will determine the quantity of grain on a givfen surface
is surprising : but should the owner deem the estimate overrated, he
can insist on bhuttaie or division of the corn after it is threshfed

; the
most anctent and only infallible mode by which the dues either of the
Government or the husbandman can be ascertained. In the Bhuttaie
system, the share of the Government varies from one-third to two«fiths

of the spring harvest, as wheat and barley; and sometimes even half,

which is thejnvarjable proportion of the autumnal crops. In either case,
kunkoot 6t bhuttaie

t

when the shares are appropriated, those of the
crown may hh commuted to a money payment at th'^ aver^g^ rate of
the market. The koet is the most liable to corruption. ’ The ryot bribe®
the Conecjtor, who will underrate the crop; and wl^en he betray® )iia,

duty, the shanah, or watchman, is not likely to be honest,:, aijd as ^e.

mukheet oir Indistn corn, the grand autumua) crop of hiewar# oajen*
'recn, the crown may be defrauded of half its dues. Th^,,sys|em is '

one of uncertainty, from which eventually the ryot derives *no a^y^nts|ge,.
though it fosters the cupidity of patels and collectors

; but there
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Suryar, Qr tax^ introduced to make up for this deficiency, which was in
proportion to the quantity cultivated, and its amount at the mercy of
the officers. Thus the ryot went to work with a mill-stone round his
neck

;
instead of the exhilarating reflection that every hour's additional

labour was his own, he saw merely the advantage of these harpies, and
contended himself with raising a scanty subsistence in a slovenly and
indolent manner, by which he forfeited the ancient reputation of the Jat
cultivator of Mewar.

Notwithstanding these and various othe/ drawbacks to the pros-
perity of the country, in an impoverished court, avaricious and corrupt
officers, discontented patels, and bad seasons, yet the final reporl- in

May 1822, could not but be gratifying when contrasted with that of

February 1818. In order to ascertain the progressive improvement, a
census had been made at the end of 1821, of the three central fiscal

districts^ \Vatered by the Beris and Bunas. As a specimen of the whole,
we may take the tiippci or Sub-division of Sl^ahara. Of its twenty-seven
villages six were inhabited in 1818, the number of families being three
hundred and sixty-nine, three-fourths of whom belonged to the resumed
town of Amlee. In 1821 nine hundred and twenty-six families were
reported, and every village of the twenty-seven was occupied, so that

population had almost trebled. The number of ploughs was more than
trebled, and cultivation quadrupled

;
and though this, from the causes

described, was not above one-third of what real industry might have
effected, the contrast was abundantly cheering. The same ratio of

prosperity applied to the entire crown demesne of Mewar. By the

recovery of Komulmeer, Raepur, Rajnuggur, and Sadri-Kunero from
the Mahraltas of IJehajpur from Kotah

;
of iffe usurpations of the

nobles
;
together with the resumption of all the estates of the females

of his family, a task at once difficult ^nd delicate ;t and by the subjuga-
tion of the mountain districts of Mairwarra, a thousand towns and vil-

lages were united to form the fiscal demesne of the Rana, composing
twenty-four districts of various magnitudes, divided, as in ancient times,

and with the primitive appellations, into portions tantamount to the

tyihings and hundreds of England, the division from time immemorial
amongst the Hindus.J From these and the commercial duties§ a re-

venne was derived sufficient for the comforts, and even the dignities of

the prince and his court, and promising an annual increase in the ratio

of good Government : but profusion scattered all that industry and
ingenuity could collect ;

the artificial wants of the prince perpetuated the •

real necessities of the peasant, and this, it is to be feared, will continue till

the present generation shall sleep with their forefathers.

Mooc, Burruk, and Kupassun.

f To effect this, indispensable alike for unity of Government and the
estabnshment of a Police, the individul statements of their holders were*
taken fdr the revenues,, they had d®*'*ved 'from them, and money pay-
ments three times the aihount were adjudged to them. They were
gainers by this arrangement, and were soon loaded with jewels and
ornaments, but the numerous train of harpies who^ chcatfed therti^and

abused the poor ryot, were eternally at work »lo defeat all sudH bencfici«lJ^

schemes; and the couiHeraction of the intrigues was painful and dis-

gusting*,

1 Menu ordains the 4ivision into tens, hundreds and thousands.
,

\ Farmed for the ensuing three years from 1822, lot seven
of rupees,
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Abstract of the Fiscal Revenues of Mevoar in the
years i8i8-ig20-2i*22^

Rs.
Spring harvest of i8i8

Ditto 1819
Ditto 1820
Ditto 1821
Ditto 1822

40,000
4.51.281

6.59,100

10,18,478^ The active superintendence
9,36,640 < of il»e British Agent being at*

inmost entirely withdrawn.

Abstract of Commercial Duties included in the above.

In 1818

1819
1820
1821

1822

Nominal
Rs. 96,683

1,65,108

2.20.000 r Farmed for three years from
2.17.000 1822, for 7,50,000 rupees, which

was assigned by the Rana for

the liquidation of tribute fallen

^in arrear.

There are sources of wealth in Mewar yet untouched, and to which
her princes owe much of their power. I'he tin mines of Jawura and
Dureeba alone, little more than half a century ago, yielded above three
lacs annually;* besides rich copper mines in various parts. From such,
beyond a doubt, much of the wealth of Mewar was extracted, but the
miners are now dead, and the mines filled with water. An attempt was
made to work them, but it was so unprofitable that the design was soon
abandoned.

Nothing will better exemplify the progress of prosperity, than the
comparative population of some of the chief towns before, and after four
years of peace

:

No. of houses in 1818. No. of houses in 1822.
Oodipur 3»5oo 10,000
Bhilwara
Poorh
Mandel
Gogoonda

not one
, . , 200
... 80
... 60

2,700

1,200

400

350
The feudal lands, which were then double the fiscal, did not exhibit

the like improvement, the merchant and cultivator residing thereon not
having the same certainty of reaping the fruits of their industry ; still great
amelioration took place, and few were so blind as not to sec their account
in it.f The earnestness with which many requested the Agent to back
their expressed intentions with his guarantee to their communities of the
same measure of justice and protection as the fiscal tenants enjoyed, was
proof that they well understood the benefits of reciprocal confidence ;

but
this could not be tendered without danger. Before the Agent left the

In S. 1816, Jawara yielded Rs. ai22,ooo and Dureeba Rs. 8o,opo,
The tin of these mines contains a portion of silver.

t There are between two and three thousand towns, villages, and
hamlets, besides the fiscal land of Mewar ; but the tribute of the British
government is derived only from the fiscal ; it would have bttn iinpes»*bl«
to collect from the feudal lands, which arc burthened with servicci and
form the army of the state, >

'
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country he greatly withdrew from active interference, it being his cons-
tant, as it was his last impressive lesson, that they should rely upon
themselves if they desire to retain a shadow of independence. To give
an idea of the improved police, insurance which has been described as
amounting to eight per cent., in a space of twenty-five miles, became
almost nominal, or one-fourth of a rupee per cent., from one frontier to

the other. It would, however, have been quite Utopian to have expected
that the lawless tribes would remain in that stupid subordination which
the unexampled state of society imposed for a time (as described in the
opening of these transactions), when they found that real restraints did
not follow imaginary terrors. Had the wild tribes been under the sole

influence of British power, nothing would have been so simple as effec-

tually, not only to control, but to conciliate and improve them
;

for it is

a mortifying truth, that the more remote from civilization, the more
tractable and easy was the object to manage, more especially the Bhil.*

But these children of nature were incorporated in the demesnes of the

feudal chiefs, who when they found our system did not extend to per-

petual control, returned to their old habits of oppression : this provoked
retaliation, which to subdue requires more power than the Rana yet

possesses, and, in the anomalous state of our alliances, will always be an
embarrasing task to whosoever may exercise political control.

In conclusion, it is to be hoped that the years of oppression that have
swept the land will be held in remembrance by the protecting power, and
that neither petulance nor indolence will lessen the benevolence which
restored life to Mewar, or mar the picture of comparative happiness it

created.

* Sir John Malcolm’s wise and philanthropic measures for the re-

clamation of this race in Malwa will support my assertions.
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HELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS,

FESTIVALS, AND CUSTOMS

OF

MEWAR.

CHAPTER XIX.

I
N aII ages the ascendancy of the hierarchy is observable

;
it is at

tribute paid to religion through her organs. Could the lavish endow-
ments and extensive immunities of the various religious establishments in

Rajasthan be assumed as criteria of the morality of the inhabitants, we
should be authorized to assign them a high station in the scale of excel-

lence, But they more frequently prove the reverse of this position ;

especially the territorial endowments, often the fruits of a death-bed
repentance,* which, prompted by superstition or fear, compounds for past

crimes by posthumous profusion, although vanity not rarely lends her

powerful aid. Tliere is scarcely a state in Rajpootana in which one-fifth

of the soil is not assigned for the support of the temples, their ministers^

the secular Brahmins, bards, and genealogists. But the evil was not
always so extensive

j
the abuse is of modern growth.

An anecdote related of the Rajas of Marwar and Ambar always rivals

in war, love, and folly, will illustrate the motives of«these dismemberments.
During the annual pilgrimage to the sacred lake of Poshkur, it is the
custom for these lords of the earth to weigh their persons against all that

is rare, in gold, gems, and precious cloths
;
which are afterwards distri-

buted to the priests. The Ambar chief had the advantage of a full

treasury and a fertile soil, to which his rival could oppose a more extended
sway over a braver race ; but his country was proverbially poor, and at
Poshkur, the weight of the purse ranks above the deeds of the sword.
As these princes were suspended in the scale, the Ambar Raja, who was
balanced against the more costly material, indirectly taunted his brother-
in-law on the poverty of his offerings, who would gladly. like the Roman,
have made up the deficiency with his sword. But the Marwar prince had
a minister of tact, at whose suggestion he challenged his rival (of Ambar)
to equal him in the magnitude of his gift to the Brahmins. On the gage
being accepted, the Rahtore exclaimed, Perpetual charity {sahsuna)
of all the lands held by the Brahmins in Marwar !" His unreflecting

* Menu commands, “Should the king be near his end through some
incurable disease, he must bestow on the priests all liis^riches accumulated
from legal fines : and having duly committed his kingdom to his son,
let him seek deathjin battle, or, if there be no war, by abstaining frerri
food/’—Chap, ix, 337, Haughton's edition. The annals of all the
Hajpoot States afford instances of obedience to this text of their divine
legislator.

30
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rival liad commenced the redemption of his pledge when his ministef

Slopped the half- uttered vow, which would have impoverished the family

for ever; for there were ten Brahmins in Ambar who. followed secular

employments, cultivating or holding lands in usufruct, to one in Marwar.
Had these lords of the earth been left to their misguided vanity, the fisc

of each state would have been seriously curtailed.

1'he Brahmins, Sanyasis, and Gosaens, are not behind those profes-

sional flatterers, the Bards; and many a princely name would have been
forgotten but for the record of the gift of land. In Mewar, the lands in

sahstim, or religious grants, amount in value to one-fifth of the revenue
of the state, and the greater proportion of these has arisen out of the

prodigal mismanagement of the last century. The dilapidated state of

the country, on the general pacification in A. D. i8i8, afforded a noble

opportunity to redeem in part these alienations, without the penalty of

deiuinciation attached to the resumer of sacred charities. But death,

famine, and exile, which had left but few of the grantees in a capacity to

return and re-occupy the lands, in vain coalesced to restore the fisc of

Alewar. I he Rana dreaded a sixty thousand years* residence in hell,*^

and some of the finest land of his country is doomed to remain unpro-
ductive. In this predicament is the township of Mynar, with 50,000

bigahs (16.0PO acres), which with the exception of a nook where some few

liave established themselves, claiming to be descendants of the original

holders, are condemned to sterility, owing to the agricultural proprietors

and the rent-receiving Brahpiins being dead
;
and apathy united to

superstition admits their claims without inquiry.

rhe antiquary, who has dipped into the records of the dark period in

European church history, can have ocular illustration in Rajasthan of

tratiitions which may in Europe appear questionable. The vision of the

Bishop of Orleans, who saw Charles Martel in the depths of hell, under-

going the tortures of the damned, for having stripped the churches of

their possessions, ‘‘thereby rendering himself guilty of the sins of all

those who had endowed them," would receive implicit credence from every

Hindu, whose ecclesiastical economy might both yield and derive illus-

tration {rom*3 comparison, not only with that of Europe, but with the

more ancient Egyptian and Jewish systems, whose endowments, as ex-

plained by Moses and Ezekiel, bear a strong analogy to his own. The
disposition of landed property in Egypt, as amongst the ancient Hindus,

was immemorially vested in the cultivator
;
and, it was only through

Joseph's ministry in the famine, that " the land became Pharaoh's, as the

Egyptians sold evey man his field."* And the coincidence is manifest

pven in the tax imposed on them as occupants of their inheritance, being

one fifth of the crops to the king, while the maximum rate among the

Hindus is a sixth,\ The Hindus also, in visitations such as that which

occasioned the dispossession of the ryots of Egypt, can mortgage or sell

their patrimony (Bckpota). Joseph did not attempt to infiringe the privi-

leges of the sabered order wheo the whole of Egypt became crown-land,

“ except the lands of the priests, which became not Pharaoh's" and these

priests', according to Diodorus, held for themselves and the sacrificers no

1. 5s than one-third of the lands of Egypt. But we learn from Herodotus,

that Sesostris who ruled after Joseph's ministry, restored the ladds to the

people, reserving the customary tax Of tribute, j

Genesisi Chap, xlvii, v. 20. f Menu, Chap. vii.

I
'* Origin of Lan's and Government^' Vol, i, p. 54, and Vol. ii» P* ^ 3 *
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The prelates of the middle ages of Europe were often completely •

feudal nobles, swearing fealty and paying homage as did the lay lords.^
In Rajasthan, the sacerdotal caste not bound to the altar may hold lands
and perform the duties of vassalage :f but of late years, when land has been
assigned to religious establishments, no reservation has been made of fiscal

lights, territorial or commercial. T his is, however, an innovation ;

since, formerly, princes never granted, along with territorial assigments,
the prerogative of dispensing justice, of levying transit duties, or exemp-
tion from personal service of the feudal tenant who held on the land thus
assigned. Well may Rajpoot heirs exclaim with the grandson of Clovis,
*• our exchequer is impoverished, and our riches are transferred to the
clergy. But Chilperic had the courage to recall the grants of his pre-
decessors, which, however, the pious Gontram re-established. Many
Gontrams could be found, though but few Chilperics, in Rajasthan : we
have, indeed, one in Jograz, the Rana’s ancestor, almost a contempo-
rary of the Merovingian king, who not only resumed all the lands of the
Brahmins, but put many of them to death, but many of them to death,

and expelled the rest his dominions.

It may be doubted whether vanity and shame are not sufficient in

themselves to prevent a resumption of the lands of the Mam^tas or mendi-
cants as they style all those who extend the palm,” without the dreaded
penalty, which operates very slightly on the sub-vassal or cultivator, who,*

having no superfluity, defiles their anathemas when they attempt to wrest

from him, by virtue of the crown-grant, any of his long-established

rights. By these, the threat of impure transmigration is despised ;
and

the Brahmin may spill his blood on the threshold of his dwelling or in the

field in dispute, which will be relinquished by the owner but with his life.

The Pat Rani, or chief queen, on the death of prince Umra, the heir-

apparent, in 1818, bestowed a grant of fifteen bighas of land, in one of

the central districts, on a Brahmin who had assisted in the funeral rites

of her son. With grant in hand, he hastened to the Jat p»-oprietor, and
desirea him to make over to him the patch of land. T he later coolly

replied that he would give him all the prince had a right to, namely
the lax. The Brahmin threatened to spill his own blood if he did not

obey the command, and gave himself a gash in a limb
;
but the Jat was

inflexible, and declared that he would not surrender his patrimony {bapota)

even if he slew hirnself.§ In short, ih^ryot.oi Mewar would reply, even

to his sovereign, if he demanded his field, in the very words of Naboth
to Ahab, king of Israel, when he demanded the vineyard contiguous to the

palace : ** The Lord forbid it me that 1 should give the inheritance of
myfathers unto thee.”

* Hallam’s Middle Ages^ Vol. ii. p. 212.

I A Brahmin unable to subsist by his duties just
,
mentioned

(sacerdotal), may live by the duty of a soldier.”—i/eww, Chap. x.

J Montesquieu.

§ These worshippers of God and Mammon, when threats fail, have
recourse to maiming, and even destroying themsejves, to gain their obfecL

In 1820, one of the confidential servants of the Raina demandedSpaynHent
of the petty tax called gugri, of one rupee on each house, from soma
Brahmins who dwelt in the village, and which had always been received

from them. They refused payment, and on being pressed, four of theni

stabbed themselves mortally, Their bodies were placed upon biers, and
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But the tythes, and other small and lej^ally established rights of the

hierarchy, are still religiously maintained. The village temple and the

village priest are always objects of veneration to the industrious husband-
man, on whom superstition acts more powerfully than on the bold maraud-
ing Rajpoot, who does not hesitate to demand salvamenta {rekwali'S

from the lands of Kaniya or Eklinga. But the poor ryot of the nineteenth

century of Vicrama has the same fears as the peasants of Charlemagne,
who were made to believe that the ears of corn found empty had been
devoured by infernal spirits, reported to have said they owed their feasts

to the non-payment of tythes.

The political influence of the Brahmins is frequently exemplied in

cases alike prejudical to the interests of society and the personal welfare

of the sovereign. The latter is often surrounded by lay-Brahmins as con-
fidential servants, in the capacities of butler, keeper of the wardrobe, or

seneschal,* besides the Guru or domestic chaplain, who to the duty of

ghostly comforter sometimes joins that of astrologer and physician, in which

funeral rites withheld till punishment should be inflicted on the priest-killer

But for once superstition was disregarded, and the rights of the Brahmins
in this community were resumed.

Grant of the Rahtore Rani, the Queen-Mother of Oodipur, on the death
of her Son, the Heir-Apparent

,
Prince Umra»

Sid Sri Burra (a) Rathor-ji to the Patels and inhabitants of Giroh»
The four bighas of land, belonging to the Jat Rogga, have been assigned
to the Brahmin Krishna on the Anta Samay (final epoch) of Lalji.fb)
Let him possess the rents thereof. {c) The dues for wood and forage (khur
lukur) contributions (burrar) are renounced by the state in favour of the
Brahmins.

Samvat 1875 Amavus, i^th of Asoj, A.D, 1819.

* These lay-Brahmins are not wanting in‘ energy or courage
;
the

sword is as familiar to them as the 7nala (chaplet). The grandfather of

of Ramnalh, the present worthy seneschal of tlie Rana, was Governor
of the turbulent district of Jehajpur, which has never been so well ruled
since. He left a curious piece of advice to his successors, inculcating
vigorous measures, With two thousand men you may “ eat khitchri .

(a) The great Rathore queen. There were two of this tribe ,* she was

the queen mother.

{b) An endearing epithet, applied to children from larla, beloved.

^ (c) It is cuslomery to call these grants to religious orders ** grants of
land ** although they entile only the rents thereof

;
for there is no seisin

of i\\e land itself as numerous inscriptions testify, and which, as well as the
present, prove the proprietary right to be in the cultivator only. The
tarnba patra, [to distinguish them from grants ofl and to feudal tenants,
which patents {putta) areemanuscripi] or copper-plate patent (by which
grants are properly designated) of Yasovarma, the Pramara prince of
Uojein, seven hundred years ago, is good evidence that the rents only are
granted

;
he comands the crown tenants of the two villages assigned to

the temple '* to pay all dues as they arise--money-rent‘—first share ofpro*
duct/' not a word of seiein of the soil.—See Transactions of the Royal
Asiatic Society, Vol, i. p, 223,
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case God help the prince !* These Gurus and Purohits, having the educa-
tion of the children, acquire immense influence, and are not backward in

improving " the greatness tl»rust upon them." They are all continually

importuning their prince for grants of land for themselves and the
shrines they are attached to; and every chief, as well as every influential

domestic, takes advantage of ephemeral favour to increase the endow-
ments of his tutelary divinity. The Peshwas of Satarra are the most
striking out of numerous examples.

In the dark ages of Europe the monks are said to have prostituted

their knowledge of writing to the forging of charters in their own favour :

a practice not easily detected in the days of ignorance.f I'he Brahmins,
in like manner, do not scruple to employ this method of augmenting the

wealth of their shrines
;
and superstition and indolence combine to sup-

port the deception. There is not a doubt that the grant charter of

Nathdwarra was a forgery, in which the prince’s butler was bribed to

aid
;
and report alleges that the Rai^a secretly favoured an artifice

which regard to opinion prevented him from overtly promulgating. Al-
though the copper-plate had been buried under ground, and came out

with one thousand dalbhat
;
with five hundred juti (the shne),^' Khitchri

is a savoury mess of pulse, rice, butter, and spices
;
dalbhat is simple

rice and pulse
;
the shoe is indelible disgrace.

^ Menu, in his rules on government commands the king to impart
his momentous counsel and entrust all transactions to a learned and distin-

guished Brahmin.

—

Chap, vii. p. 195.

There is no being more aristocratic in his ideas than the secular

Brahmin or priest, who deems the bare name a passport to respect, 'The

Kiilin Brahmin of Bengal piques himself npon this title of nobility granted
by the last Hindu king of Canouj (whence they migrated to Bengal) and in

virtue of which his alliance in matrinaony is courted. But although Menu
has imposed obligations towards the Brahmin little short of adoratalion,

these are limited to the “ learned in the he classes the unlearned
Brahmin with an elephant made of wood, or an antelope of leather,"

nullities, save in name. And he adds further, that “ as liberality to a fool

is useless, so is a Brahmin useless if he read not the holy text comparing
the person who gives to such an one, to a husbandman "who, sowing seed
in a barren soil, reaps no gain so the Brahmin "obtains no reward in

heaven." These sentiments are repeated in numerous texts, holding out
the most powerful inducements to the sacerdotal class to cultivate their

minds, since their power consists solely in their wisdom. For such, there
are no privileges too extensive, no homage too great. "A king, even
though dying lijith vjanty must not receive any lax from a Brahmin
learned in the Vedas,'’ His person is sacred., "Never shall the king slay
a Brahmin, though convicted of all possible crimes," is a premium at

least to unbounded insolence, and unfits them for members of society,

more especially for soldiers : banishment, with person and property un-
touched, is the declared punishment for even the most heinous crimes.
"A Brahmin may seize without hesitation, if he be distressed for a sub-
sistence, the goods of his Sudra slave." But the/ following text is the
climax ; "What prince could gain wealth by oppressing these [Brahmins],
who, if angry, could frame other worlds, and regents of worlds, and coulcj
give birth to new gods and mortals?"

—

Menu, Chaps, ii. iii. vii, viii. ix.

t Hallam's Middle AgeSf Vol, i. page 204.
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disguised with a coating of verdigrise, there were marks which proved
the date of its execution to be false. I have seen charters which, it has
been gravely asserted, were granted by Rana upwards of three thousand
years ago ! Such is the origin assigned to one found \n a well at the
ancient Brimpoori, in the valley of the capital. If there be sceptics as

to its validity, they are silent ones
;
and this copper-plate of the brazen

age is worth gold to the proprietor,* A censusf of the three central

districts of Mewar, discovered that more than twenty thousand acres of

these fertile lands, irrigated by the Beris and Bunas rivers, were distribu*

ted in isolated portions, of which the mendicant castes had the chief share,

and which proved fertile sources of dispute to the husbandman and the

officers of the revenue. From the mass of title-deeds of every description

by which these lands were held, one deserves to be selected, on account of

its being pretended to have been written and bestowed on the incumbent’s
ancestors by the deity upwards of tliree centuries ago, and which ha s been
maintained as a grant of CrishnaJ ever since. By such credu-

lity and apathy are the Rajpoot states influenced : yet let the reader check
any rising feeling of contempt for Hindu legislation, and cast a retros-

pective glance at the page of European church-history, where he will ob-

serve in the time of the most potent of our monarchs that the clergy poss-

essed of the soil :§ and the chronicles of France will shew him
Charlemagne on his death-bed, bequeathing Uvo-thirds of his domains
to the church, deeming the remaining third sufficient for the ambition of

four sons. The same dread of futurity, and the hope to expiate the sins

of a life, at its dose, by gifts to the organs of religion, is the motive for

these unwise alienations whether in Europe or in Asia. Some of these

establishments, and particularly that at Nathdwarra, made a proper use

of their revenues in keeping up the Sudda Birt, or perpetual charity,

though it is chiefly distributed to religious pilgrims: but among the many

* These forgeries of charters cannot be considered as idvalidating the

arguments drawn from them, as we may rest assured nothing is introduced

foreign to custom, in the items of the deeds,

t Suggested by the author, and executed under his superintendence

who waded through all these documents, and translated upwards of a

hundred of the most curious.

% Grant held by a Brahmin of Birkhairah,

** A Brahmin’s orphan was compelled by hunger to seek sustenance

in driving an oil-mill
;
instead of oil the receptacle was filled with blood.

• The frightened oilman demanded of the child who he was ' A Brahmin’s

orphan,* was the reply. Alarmed at ths enormity of his guilt in thus em-
ploying the son of a priest, he covered the palm of his hand with earthy tn

which he sowed the tulasi seed^ and went on a pilgrimage to Dwarica,

He demanded the presence {dursand) of the god ; the priest pointed to

the ocean, when he plunged in, and had an interview with Dwarica Nath,

who presented him with a written order on the Ra,na for forty-five

bighas of land. He returned and threw the writing before the

on the steps of the temple of Juggernath. The Rana read the writing of

the god, placed it on his head, and immediately made out the

This is three hundred and fifty years ago, as recorded by an inscription

on stone, and his descendant, Koshala, yet enjoys it/*

(A true Translation,) J. Top.

$ Hallam.
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complaints made of the misapplication of tlie funds, the diminution of this
hospitable right is one : while, at other shrines, the avarice of the priests
is observable in the coarseness of the food dressed for sacrifice and
offering.

Besides the crown-er'ants to the greater establishments, the Brahmins
received petty tythes from the agriculturist, and a small duty from the
trader, as nvippa or metage, throughout every township, corresponding
with the scale of tlie village-chapel. An inscription found by the author
at the town of Palode,* and dated nearly seven centuries back, affords a
good specimen of the claims of the village priesthood. The following are
among the items. 1 he seerano, or a seer^ in every maundt being the
fortieth part of the grain of the oonalu^ or summer-harvest

; the ktrpa^ or
a bundle from every sheaf of tlie autumnal crops, whether mukhi (Indian
corn), bajya or joar (maize), or the otlier grains peculiar to that season.

f

They also derive a tythe from the oil-mill and sugar-mill, and receive
a or phatter of' food on all rejoicings, as births, marriages, etc.,

with chuyaie, or the riglit of pasturage on the village common ,* and where
they have become possessed of landed properly they have hulmoh, or
unpaid labour in man, beasts, and implements, for its culture : an exaction
well known in Europe as one of tlie detested coyvees of the feudal system
of France, J the abolition of whicli was the sole boon the English husband-
man obtained by the charter of Runymede, Both the chieftain and tlu'

priest exact hnlmoh in Rajasthan ; but in that country it is mitigated,
and abuse is prevented, by a sentiment imknovvn to the feudal despot
of the middle ages of Europe, and which, though difficut to define, acts
imperceptibly, having its source iu accordance of belief, patriarchal
manners, and clannish attacbmunis.

I shall now briefly consider the oriviteges of the Saivas and Jains

—

the orthodox and heterodox sects of M»*\var; and then proceed to those of
Vishnu, whose worship is the most prevalei^t in these countries, and
which I am inclined to regard as of more recent origin.

Mahadeva, or Iswara, is the tutelary divinity of the Rajpoots in

Mewar
; and from the early annals of the dynasty appears to have been,

with his consort Isani, the sole object of Gehlote adoration. Iswara is

adored under the epithet of El<rmga,§ and is either worshipped in his

* The Palode inscription is unfortunately mislaid
;
but in searching

for it, another was discovered from Unair, four miles south-west of the
ancient Morwan, where there is a temple to the four-armed divinity
(Chathurbhuja) endowed in Samvat 1750 by Rana Juggut Sing.

On one of the pillars of the temple is inscribed a voluntary gift made
in Samvat 1845, signed by the village Ranch ^ of the first-fruits of
thelharvCvSt, two seers-and^a-half (five pounds weight) from each
khal{a) of the spring, aud the same of the autumnal harvests.

f Each bundle consists of a fpecified number of ears, which are
roasted and eaten in the unripe state with a little salt.

I Diet, de V Ancieu Regime^ p. 131 ; Art. Corvee.

§ That is, with one {ek) lingam or phallus—the symbol of worship
being a single cylindrical or concia! stone. There are others, termed

(a) A khal is one of the heaps after the corn is thrashed out about
five maunds.
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monolithic symbol, or as Iswara Chamukhi, the quadriform divinity, >1?-

presented by a bust with four faces. The sacred bull, Nanda, has his

altar attached to all the shrines of Iswara, as* was that of Meneves or Apis
to those of the Eg:yptian Osiris. Nanda has occasionally his separate
slirines, and tl>ere is one in the valley of Oodipur which has reputation
of being oracular as regards the seasons. The bull was the steed of

Iswara, and carried him in battle; he is often represented upon it, with
his consort Isa, at full speed. I will not stop to enquire whether
the Grecian fable of the rape of Europa* by the tauriform Jupiter,

may not be derived, with much more of their mythology, from the

Hindii pantheon; whether that pantl»eon was originally erected on
the Indus or the Ganges, or the more tentral sedhe early civilization,

the banks of the Oxus. I'he bull was offered to Mithras by the

Persian, and opposed as it now appears to Hindu faith, he formerly

bled on the altars of the Sun god, on which not only the Bulddan,f
* offering of the bull/ waiS made, but human sacrifices.J We do not

Seheslinga and fCotiswara, with a thousand or a million of phallic re-

presentatives, all minutely carved on the monolitliic emblem, having then

much resemblance to the symbol of Bacchus, whose orgies both in Egypt
and Greece, are the couuterpart of those of the Hindu Bagh-es thus

called from being clad in a tiger's or leopard's hide : Bacchus had the

panther's for his covering. There is a very ancient temple to Kotiswara

at the embouchure of the eastern arm of the Indus
;
and here are many

to Seheslinga in the Peninsula of Saurashtra.

* It might have appeared fanciful, some time ago, to have given a
Siinscrit derivation to a Greek proper name : but Europd ini>;ht be derived

from Surupa, ‘of the beautiful face’—the inital syllable su and eu having

the same signification in both languages, good—Rupa is

* countenance.’

In this sacrifice four altars are erected, for offering the flesh to the

four gods, Laeshmi-Narayana, Uma-Maheswara, Brimha, and Anunta.
'The nine planets, and Prithi, or the earth, with her ten guardian deities,

are worshipped. Five VilwUy five Khudiru, five Pulashu^ and five Udum*^
buru posts are to be erected, and a bull tied to each post. Clarified butter

is burnt on the altar, and pieces of the flesh of the slaughtered animals

placed thereon. This sacrifice was very common.”—Ward On the Reli*

gion of the Hindus t
Vol. II. p. 263. *

f First a covered altar is to be prepared
; sixteen posts are then to

be erected of various woods ;
a golden image of a man, and an iron one

of a goat, with golden images of Vishnu and Laeshmi, a silver one of

Siva, with a golden bull, and a silver one of Garuda ‘ the eagie* are

plac^ upon the altar. Animals, as goat, sheep, etc., are tied to the posts,

and to one of them, of the wood of the mimosa, is to be tied the human
victim. Fire is to be kindled by means of a burning glass. The sacrifi-

cing priest, ^hota* strews the grass called dhuh or immortal, round the

sacred fire. Then follows the burnt sacrifice to tlie ten guardian deities of

the ear ill—to the nine planets, and to the Hindu Triad, to each of whom
clarified butter is poured On the sacred fire one thousand times. Anothef
burnt* sacrifice, to the sixty-four inferior gods, follows, which is succeeded
by the sacrifice and offering of all the other animals tied to the posts#

The human sacrifice concludes, the sacrificing priest offering pieces pf the

flesh of the victim to each god as he circumbulates the alur.—
360.
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^sarn that the Egyptian |!)riesthood presented the kindred of Apis to Osiris,

but as they were not prohibited from eating beef, they may have done so.

The shrine of Eklin^a is situated in a defile about six miles north of

Oodipur, The liills towering around it on ail sides are of the primitive

formation, and their scarped summits are clustered with honey-combs.^
'I here are abiindant small springs of water, which keep verdant numer-
ous shrubs, the flowers of which are acceptable to the deity

;
especially

the kiner or oleander, wlucli grows in great luxuriance on tiie Aravali.
Groves of bamboo and mango were formerly common, according to

tradition
;
but although it is deemed sacrilege to thin the groves of Bal,f

the bamboo has been nearly destroyed: there are however, still many trees

sacred to the deity scattered around. It w<»uld be difficult to convey a just

idea of a temple so complicated in its details. It is of the form commonly
styled, pagoda, and like all the ancient temples of Siva, its sikra, or pinnacle,

is pyramidal. The various orders of Hindu sacred architecture are distin-

guished by the form of tlie sikya, which is the portion springing from and
surmounting the perpendicular walls of the body of the temple. The sikra
of those of Siva is invariably pyramidal, and its sides vary with the base,
whether square or oblong. I he apex is crowned with an ornamental figure,

as a sphynx. an urn, a ball, or a lion, which is called the kullus. When
the sikra is but the frustrum of a pyramid, it is often surmounted by a
row of lions, as at Bijolli. The fane of E^linga is of white marble and o£
ample dimensions. Under an open vaulted temple supported by columns,
Hwd fronting the four-faced divinity, is the brazen bull Nanda, of the
natural size

;
it is cast, and of excellent proportions. The figure is perfect,

except where the shot or hammer of flfn infidel invader has penetrated its

hollow flank in search of treasure. Within the quadrangle are miniature
shrines, containing some of the minor divinities,J 'J‘he high priest of

.

This is to be taken in its literal sense
;
the economy of the bee being

displayed in the formation of extensive colonies which inhabit large
masses of black comb adhering to the summits of the rocks. According
to the legends of these tracts, they were called in as auxiliaries on
Mahomedan invasions, and are said to have thrown the enemy more than
once into confusion,

f Sri Umra Sing ( 11 ), &c. &c.

Whereas the shrine of Sri Pratap-Iswara (the God of Fortune) has
been erected in the meadows of Rasrni, all the groves and trees are
sacred to him

;
whoever cuts down any of them is an offender to the stale,

and shall pay a flue of three hundred rupees, and the ass (a) shall be the
portion of the offices of government who suffer it.

Pos 14 Sumvat 1712 (A. D. 1656),

t In June 1806 I was present at a meeting between the Rana and
Sindhia at the shrine of Ekiinga. The rapacious Mahratta had just forced
fl'e passes to the Rana’s capital, which was the commencemeiu of a series
of aggressions involving one of the most tragical events in the history of
Mewar—the itiAmolation of the Princess Krishna and the subsequent ruin

the country. 1 was tften an attache of the British embassy to the
Mahratta prince, who carried the ambassador to the meeting to increase

(a) The gadda-ghal is a punishment unknown in any but the Hindu
J-ode

j the hieroglypuic import appe&rs on the pillar, and must be seen to
understood.
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Ekiinga, like, all his order, is doomed to celibacy, and the office is co'nU^
nued by adopted disciples. Of such spiritual descents they calculate

sixty-four since the Sage Harita, whose benediction obtained for the
Gehlote Rajpoot the sovereignty of Cheetore, when driven from Saurashtra
by the Parthians,

The priests of Ekiinga are termed Gosaen or Goswami, which signi-

fies ^'control over the senses !’'
I he distinguishing mark of the faith of

Siva is the crescent on the forehead :* I'he hair is braided and forms a
tiara round the head, and with its folds a chaplet of the lotus-seed is

often entwined. Lhey smear the body with ashes, and use garments
dyed of an orange hue. I'liey bury their dead in a sitting posture, and
erect tumuli over them, which are generally conical in form f It is not

tincommon for priestesses to officiate in the temple of Siva. I'here is

a numerous;class of Gosaens who have adopted celibacy, and who yet

follow secular employments both in commerce and arms. The mercantile

GosaensJ are amongst the richest individuals in India, and there are

several at Oodipur who enjoy high favour, and who were found very use-

ful when the Mahrattas demanded a war contribution, as their privileged

character did not prevent their being offered and taken as their hostages

for its payment. The Gosaens who profess arms, partake of the character

of the knights of St. John of Jerusalem. They live in monasteries scatter-

ed over the cotmtry, poi^sess lands, and beg, or serve for pay when called

upon. As defensive soldiers, they are good. Siva, their patron, is the

god of war, and like him they make great use of intoxicating lieibs, and
even of spirrtuous liquors. In Mewar they can always muster many
hundreds of the Kantora Jogi, or ' split ear ascetics,' so called from the

habit of piercing the ear and placing therein a ring of the conch-shel),

which is their battle-trumpet.' Both Brahmins and Rajpoots, and even

Goojers, can belong to this order, a particular account of wliose internal

discipline and economy could not fail to be interesting. The poet Chund

his consequence. In March i8i8 I again visited the shrine, on my way to

Oodipur, but under very different circumstances—to announce the deliver-

ance of the family from oppression, and to labour for its prosperity.

While standing without the sanctuary, looking at the quadriform divinity

and musing on the changes of the intervening twelve years, my meditations

were broken %y an old Rajpoot chieftain, who, saluting me, invited me to

t»nter and adore Baba Adam, * leather Adam,' as he termed the phallic

emblem. 1 excused myself on account of my boots, which 1 s.aid I could

not remove and that with them I would not cross the threshold ; a reply

which pleased him, and preceded me to the Rana's court.

Siva is represented with three eyes : hence his title of Trinetra and
Trilochun, the Tri-opthalmic Jupiter of the Greeks. From the fire of the

central eye of Siva is to proceed Pralaya, or the final destruction of the

universe
;
.this eye placed verticall)^, resembling the flame of a taper, is a

dislinguisliing mark on the foreheads of his votaries.

f I have seen a cemetery of these, each of very small dimensions,

whicii may be described as so many concentric rings of earth, diminisii-

ing to the apex, crowned wlih a cylindrical stone pillar. One of the

disciples of Siva was performing Htes to the manes strewing leaves of an
evergreen and sprinkling water over the graves.

t For a description of this, vide Transactions of the Royal Asiatic

Society,^* Vol. i. p. 217.
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l^ives an animated description of the body-guard of the king of Canauj
which was composed of these monastic warriors.

The Ranas of Mewar, as the DewanSt or vicegerents of Siva, when
they visit the temple supersede the high priest in his duties, and perform
the ceremonies, which the reigning prince does with peculiar correctness
and grace.*

The shrine of Ekiinga is endowed with twenty-four large villages from
the fisc, besides parcels of land from the chieftains

;
but the privileges of the

tutelary divinity have been waning since Kaniya ftxed his residence amongst
them : and as the priests of Apollo complained that the god was driven from
the sacred mount Girdliana, in Vrij, by the influence of those of Jupiter-^

with Shah Jehan, the latter may now lament that the day of retribution
has arrived, when propitiation to the Preserver is deemed more important
than to the Destroyer. I'his may arise from the personal character of
the high priests, who, from their vicinity to the court, can scarcely avoid
mingling in its intrigues, and thence lose in character: even the Ranees
do not hesitate to take mortgages on the estates of Bhola Nath.J We
shall not further enlarged on the immunities to Ekiinga, or the forms in

y/hich they are conveyed, as tliese will be fully discussed in the account
of the shrine of Crishna

;
but proceed to notice tl<e privileges of the

heterodox Jains—the Vedyavan § or Magi of Rajasthan, The numbers
and power of these sectarians are little known to Europeans, who take
it for granted that they are few and dispersed. I'o prove the extent of
their religious and political power, it will suffice to remark, that the
pontiff of the Khartra-gatcha.ll one of the many branches of this faith,

has 11,000 clerical disciples scattered over India
;
that a single com-

* The copy of the St 7ta Pnrana which I presented to the Royal Asiatic

Society, was obtained for me by the Rana from the temple of Ekiinga.

f Jiva-pitri, the ‘ Father of Life,* would be a very proper epithet for

Mahadeva, the * creative power,' whose Olympus is Kailas.

J Bhola Nath, or the ‘Simple God,’ is one of the epithets of Siva,

whose want of reflection is so great, that he would give away his own
divinity if asked.

^ ^

§ Vedyavan, the *Man of Secrets or knowledge,' is the term used
by way of reproach to the Jains, having the import of magician. Their
opponents believe them to be possessed of supernatural skill

;
and it is

recorded of the celebrated Umra, author of the Cosa or dictionary, called

after him, that he miraculously “ made thefull moon appear on Amavysa "

—the ides of the month, when the planet is invisible.

(I
Khartra signifies 'true,' an epithet of distinction which was bestow-

ed by that great supporter of the Buddhists, or Jains, Sidraj, king of

Anhulwara Putun, on one of the branches {gatcha), in a grand religious

disputation (hada) at that capital in the eleventh century. The cele-

brated Hemachandra Acharya was head of the Khartra^gatchas
\ and

his spiritual descendant honoured Oodipur with his presence in his

visit to his dioceses in the desert in 1821. My^own Ka/t tutor was
disciple of Hemachandra, and his patravali, or pedigree, registered hts

descent by^spiritual successions from him.
The pontiff was a man of extensive learning and of estimable char-

acter. He was versed in all the ancient inscriptions, to which no key
now existSi and decyphered one for me which had been long unintelligible.
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munity, the Ossi or Oswal,^ numbers 100,000 families
; and that mcyre

than half of the mercantile wealth of India passes through the hands of the
Jain laity. Rajasthan and Saurashtra are the cradles of the Buddhist
or Jain faith, and three out of their five sacred motints. namely, Abu,
Palithana,-j* and Girna, are in these countries. The offit:ers of the state
and revenue are chiefly of the Jain laity, as are the majority of the bankers,
from Lahore to the ocean. The chief magistrate and assessors of justice,

in Oodtpur and most of the towns of Rajasthan, are of this sect ;
and as

their voluntary duties are confined to civil cases, they are as competent in

these as they are the reverse in criminal cases from their tenets forbidding
the shedding of blood. To this leading feature in their religion they owe
their political debasement: for Komarpal, the last king of Anhulwara of
the Jain faith, would not march his armies in the rains, from the unavoid-
able sacrifice of animal life that must have ensued. The strict Jain does
not even maintain a lamp during that season, lest it would attract moths
to their destruction.

The period of sectarian intolerence is now past
;

and as far as my
observation goes, the ministers of Vishnu, Siva, and Buddha, view each
other without naalignity

;
which feeling never appears to have infinenced

the laity of either sect, who are indiscriminately respectful to the ministers

of all religions, whatever be titeir tenets. It is sufficient that tlieir office is

one of sanctity, and that they are ministers of the Divinity, who, they say,

excludes the homage of none, in whatever tongue, or whatever manner he
is sought ; and with this spirit of entire toleration, the devout missionary,

His travelling library was of considerable extent, though chiefly composed
of works relating to the ceremonies of his religion : it was in the cliarge

of two of his disciples remarkable for talent, and who, like himself, were

perfectly acquainted with all these ancient characters. The pontiff kindly

permitted my Fofi to bring for my inspection, some of the letters of invita-

tion written by his flocks in the desert. These were rolls, some of them
several feet in length, containing pictured delineations of their wishes.

One from Bikaneer represented that city, in one division of which was the

school or college of the Jains, where the Vaif/s were all pourtrayed at their

various studies. In another part, a procession of them was quitting the

southern gate of the city, the head of which was in the act of delivering a

scroll to a messenger, while the pontiff was seen with liis cortege advanc-

ing in the distance. To shew the respect in which these high priests of

the Jains are held, the princes of Rajpootana invaribly advance outside the

walls of their capital to receive and conduct them to it—a mark of respect

paid only to princes. On the occasion of the high priest of the KhartraS

passing through Oodipur, as above alluded to, the Rana received him with

every distinction.

* So called from the town of Ossa, in Marwar.

f Pali-thana, or * the abode of the Pali,’ is the name of the town at

the foot of the sacred mount Satrunjya (signifying ^victorious over the foe*),

on wliich the Jain temples arc sacred to Budhiswara or the * Lord of the

Buddhists) 1 have little doubt that the name of Palithana is derived from

the pastoral {pali) scythic invaders bringing the Buddhist faith in their

train—a faith which appears to me not indigenous to India. Palestine,

which, with the whole of Syria and Egypt, was ruled by the Yksos or

Shepherd -kings, who for a season expelled the old Coptic race, may have

had a similar import to the Pali-thana founded by the Indo-Scythic

'The author visited all these sacred mouiUs.
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or MoMa, would In no country meet more security or hospit?%bIe courtesy
than amongf the Rajpoots. They must, however, adopt the toleration they
would find practised towards themselves, and not exchtde, as some of

them do, the races of Surya and Chandra from divine mercy, who, with less

arrogance, and more reliance on the compassionate nature of the Creatctr,

say, he has established a variety of paths by which the good may attain
beatitude.

Mevvar has, from the most remote period, afforded a refuge to the
followers of the Jain faith, which was the religion of Balfabhi, the first

capital of the Rana^s ancestors, and many monuments attest the support
this family has granted to its professors in all the vicissitude of their

fortunes. One of the best preserved monumental remains in India is a
column most elaborately sculptured, full seventy feet in height, dedicated
to Parswa*natb in Cheetore. The noblest remains of sacred architec-

ture, not in Mewar only, but throughout Western India, are Buddhist
or Jain : and the many ancient cities wl)ere this religion was fostered,

have inscriptions which evince their prosperity in these countries, with
whose history their own Is interwoven. In fine, the necrological records

of the Jains beir witness to their having occupied a distinguished place

in Rajpoot society; and the privileges they still enjov, prove that they are

not overlooked. It is not my intention to say more on the past or present

history of these sectarians, than may be necessary to show the footing on
which their establishments are placed

;
to which end little is required

beyond copies of a few simple warrants and ordinances in their favour.

Hereafter I may endeavour to add something to the knowledge already
possessed of these deists of Rajasthan, whose singular communities con-

tain mines of knowledge hitherto inaccessible to Europeans. The libra-

ries of Jessulmeer in the desert, of Anhulwara, the cradle of their faith,

of Cambay, and other places of minor importance, consist of thousands
of volumes. These are under the control, not of the priests alone, but of

communities of the most wealthv and respectable amongst the laity, and
are preserved in the crypts of their temples, which precaution ensured
their preservation, as well as that of the statues of their deified teachers,

when the temples themselves were destroyed by the Mahommedan in-

vaders who paid more deference to the images of Buddha than to those

of Siva or Vishnu. The preservation of the former may be owing to the

natural formation of their statues; for while many of Adinath of Nemi,
and of Parswa, have escaped the hammer, there is scarcely an Apollo

or a Venus, of any antiquitv, entire, from I.ahore to Rameswara. 1'he

two arms of these theists sufficed for their protections ;
while the statues

of the polytheists have met with no mercy.

No. V.* is the translation of a grant by the celebrated Rana Raj
Sing the gallant and successful opponent of Arungzebe in many a battle.

* Mahrana Sri Raj Sing, commanding.

To the Nobles, Ministers, Patels, {a) Putwaris,{a) of the ten thousand

[villages] of Mewar (dossehes) Mewar^ra) according to your stations

—read

!

1. From remote times, the temples and dwellings of the Jains have
been authorized ;

let none therefore within their boundaries carry animals
to slaughter—this is their ancient privilege.

(«v Revenue officers.
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ft ts at once of a general an special nature, containing a confirmation of
the old privileges of the sect, anri a mark of favour to, a priest of sortie

distinction, called Manoh. It is well known that the first.law of the Jains,

like that of the ancient Athenian lawgiver Triptolemus, is, “ Thou shalt

not kHl,”^a precept applicable to every sentient tning. The first clause of

this edict,' in conformity thereto, prohibits all innovation upon this

cherished principle
;
while the second declares that even the life which is

forfeited to the laws is immorta,! (anvra) if the victim but passes near their

abodes. The third article defines the extent of sirna^ or sanctuary, the

dearest privilege of the races of these regions. I he fourth article sanc-

tions the lythes, both on agricultural and commercial produce; and makes
no distinction petween the Jain priests and those of Siva and Vishnu in

this source of inconne, which will be more fully detailed in the accounnt of

Nathdwara. The fifth article is the particular gift to tl>e priest and the

whole closes wkh the usual anathema against such as may infringe

ordinance.

2. Whatever life, whether man or animal, passes their abode for

the purpose of being killed, is saved (aniara){b).

3. Traitors to the state, robbers, felons escaped confinement, who
may ffy for sanctuary {sirna) to the dwellings {npusra) (c) of the Yatis^ id)

shall not there be seized by the servants of the court.

4., The kunchi (e) (handful) at harvest, the muti (handful) of
keranah, the charity lands (dM)^ grounds, and houses, established by
them in the various towns, shall be maintained.

5. This ordinance is issued in consequence of the representation of

the Ric{f) Manoh, to whom is granted fifteen higahs of (^) land
and twenty-five of maloti, (e) The same quantity of each kind in ench
of the districts of Nimutch and Nimbhaira,—Total in three districts,

forty-five bigahs oi adhan^ and seventy-five of mal, (/i)

On seeing this ordinance, let tlic land be measured and assigned,
and let none molest the Yaiis, but foster their privileges. Cursed be he

who infringes them—the cow to the Hindu—hog and corpse to the Musul-
inan.

(By command.)

Samvat 1749, Mahsud 5th, A.D. 1693. Sah Dyal, (Minister.)

{b) Literally * immortal,' from wwra, * death,' and the privative prefix.

(c) Schools or colleges of the Yatis,

{d) Priests of the Jains*

ie) Kunchi and muti are both a 'handful'; the first in applied to

grain in the ^Ik at harvest time ; the other to such edibles in merchan-
dize as, sugar, rsitsins, etc., coHecttvely termed keranoh*

if) Rk is an ancient title applied to the highest class tif priests;

Ric^ Ric5ha»Ric^iswara^ applied to royally in old times.

(g) Adhan is the richest land, laying under the protection Of the town
walls

;
mal or malaiti land is land not irrigated from wells.

( h) In all a hundred and twenty bigahs^ or about iorty acres*
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The edicts Nos. VI. and VII.,* ^ngftaved on pillars of stone in the

towns of Hasmi and Bakrole, further illustrate the scrupulous observances
of the Rana's house towards the Jarns ;

where, in compliance with their

t>eculiar doctrine, the oihmril and the poUer*s wheel suspend their revo-
lutions for the four months in the year when insects most abound. Many
others of a similar character could be furnished, but these remarks may
be concluded with an instance of the influence of the Jains on Rajpoot
society, winch passed invmedialely under the author's eye. in the midst
•of a sacrifice to the god of war, when the victims were rapidly falling by
the scymitar, a rt<juest preferred by one of them for the Hfe of a goat or
H buffalo on the point of immolation, met instant compliance, and the
animal, become umara or immortal, with a garland thrown round his

•neck, was led off fn triumph from the blood-stained spot.

Nathdwara.—This is the most celebrated of the fanes of the Hindu
Apollo. Its etymolgy is 'the portal (dwara) of the god' (nath), of the
same import as his more ancient shrine of dwarrcaf at the * 'world's end.*

Nathdwara is twenty-two miles N.N.E. of Oodipur, on the riglit bank of

the Bunas. Although the principal resort of the followers of Vishnu, it

has nothing very lemarkable in us structure or situtation. It owes its

celebrity entirely to the image of Krishna, sard to be the same that has
been worshipped at Mathura ever since his deification, between eleven
»nd twelve Irundred 3 ears before Christ. { As containing the representalve
of the middlest of the gods of Hind, Nathdwara is one of the most fre-

quented places of pilgrimage, though it must want that attractfon to the
classical Hindu which the caves of Gaya, tire shores of the distant

Dwarica, or the pa'^loral Viij,§ the place of the nativity of Krishna^

No. VT. Maharaj Chunur Sing (one of the Rana's sons)»

commanding.

In the town of Rasmi, whoever slays sheep, buffaloes, goats, of

other living thing, is a criminal to tiie state
;

his house, cattle, and effects

shall be forfeited, and himself expelled the village.

(By command.)
The Pancholi Dumica Das.

Pos Sfdd 14, Samvai 1705, A. D. 1649.

No. VII. Mahrana Jey Sing to the inhabitans of Bakrole
;
printers,

potters, oilmen, &c., &c., commanding.

from the nth Asar (June) to the full moon of (Septembers
none shall drain the waters of the lake

;
no oil-mill shall work, or eathern

vessel be made, during these the four rainy months.

t Dwarica is at the point called Juggut Koont, of the Saurrathas
peninsula. Cu is the mark of the genitive case : Dwarca^nath would be
the ' gate of the god.'

} Fifty-seven descents are given, both in their sacred and profane

genealogies, from Crishna to the princes supposed fo have been contem«
porary with Vicramaditya. 'I’he Yada Bhaiti or Shamah Bhatti (the

Asham Betti oi Abul Fueil), draw their pedigree from Crishna or Yudu*
nath, as do the ^harejas of Kutch.

§ With Mathura, as a centre and a radius of eighty miles, describe
a circle: all within it is Vrij, which was the seat of whatever was refined
*n Hinduism, and whose language, the Vrij-bhasha, was the purest
dialect of India. Vr$j \% tantamount to the land of the Suraseni,
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present to Ins imagihation
;
for though the groves of Vrinda,* in which

Kaniya disported with the Gopis, no longer resound to the ecltoes of

his flute ;
though the waters of the Yamunaf are daily polluted with the

blood of the sa-cred kine, still it is the holy land of the pilgrim, the sacred
Jordan of his fancy, on whose banks he may sit and weep, as did the
banished Israelite of old, the glories of Mathura^ his Jerusalem !

It was in the reign of Arungitebe that the pastoral divinity was
exiled from Vrij, that classic soil, which, during a period of two thousand
eight hundred years had beei» the sanctuary of his worshippers. He
had been compelled to occasional flights during the visitations of Mah-
mood and the first dynasties of Afghan invaders

;
though the more

tolerant of the Mogul kings rtot only reinstated him, but wete suspected
of dividing their faith between Kaniya and the prophet. Akbar was an
enthusiast in the mysiic poetry of Jayadeva, which paints in glowing
colours the loves of Kaniya and Radha, in wl/ich lovely personification

the refined Hindu abjures alt sensual interpretation, asserting its charac-
ter of pure spiritual love.{

Jehangeer, by birth half a Rajpoot> was equally indulgent to the

worship of Kaniya : but Shah Jehan, also the son of a Rajpoot princess,

inclined to the doctrines of Siva, in which he was initiated by Sid-rup the
Sanyasi. Sectarian animosity is more virulent than failles totally dis-

simlar. Here we see Hindu depressing Hindu t the followers of Siva
oppressing jlhose of Kaniya

j
the priests of Jupiter driving the pastoral

Apollo from the Parnassus of Vrij. At the intercession, however, of a
princess of Ooodipar, he was replaced on his altar, where he remained
tilt Arungzebe became emperor of the Moguls. In stich detestation did
the Hindus hold the intolerant king, that in like manner as they sup<^

posed the beneficent Akbar to be the devout Mookoond in a fonner
birth, so they make the tyrant’s body enclose the soul of Kal-Yamun»
the foe of Krishna, ere his apotheosis, from whom he fled to Dwarica,
and thence acquired the name of Kinchor.§

derived from Surseii, the ancestor of Krishna, whose capital, Surapuri, is

about fifty miles south of Mathura on the Yamuna (Jamna). The re-

mains of this city (Surapurij the author had the,, pleasure of discovering-*

The province of the Surseni, or Suraseni, is defined by Menu, and parti-^

cufariy mentioned by the liistorians of Alexander.

• Vrindavana^ or the * forests of Vrinda,^ in which were placed many
temples sacred to Kaniya, is on the Yumuna, a few miles above Mathura*
A pilgrimage to this temple is indispensable to the true votary of Krishna*

f This river is called the Kal Yamuna, or Black Yamuna, and Kali*
dah or the * black pool,' from Kaniya. having destroyed the hydra
K^liya which infested it. Jayadeva calls the Yamuna, \ tht blue daughter
of the sun/

X it affords an example of the Hindu doctrine of the Metempsychosis*
as well as of tlie regard wiiicli Akbar's toleration had obtained him, to

mention, that they held his body to be animated by the soul of a cele-

brated Hindu gymnosophist : in support of which they say, he (Akbar)
went to his accustomed spot of penance (tapasya) at the confluence of the
Yamuna and Ganges, and excavated the implements, tongs, gourd,
and deer -sain of his anchorite existence.

§ /?m, the ’ field of battle,* Chor, from chorna, *
to abandon/ Hence

Rinchor, one of the titles under which Krishna is worshipped at Dwarica,
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When Ariin^zcbe proscribed Kaniya, and rendered his shrifies im-
pure throughout Vrij, Uana Raj Sing “offered the heads one hundred
thousand Rajpoots for his service," and the god was conducted by the

route of Kotah and Rampura to Mewar. An omen decided the spot of

his future residence. As he journeyed to gain the capital of the Seeso-
dias, live chariot- wheel sunk deep into the eartit and defied extrication ;

upon which tiie Snokiini (augur) interpreted the pleasure of the god, that he
desired to dwell there. 'This circumstance occurred at an inconsiderable

village called Siarh, in the fief of Dailwara, one of the sixteen nobles
of Mewar. Rejoiced at this decided manifestation of favour, the chief

hastened to make a perpetual gift of the village and its lands, which was
speedily confirmed by the patent of tlie Rana.^ Nathji {the god) was
removed from his car, and in due time a temple was erected for his re-

ception, vvhen the hamlet of Siarh became the town of Nathdwara, which
now contains many tliousarid inhabitants of all denominations, who, re-

posing under the especial protection of the god, are exempt frotn every
mortal tribunal. The site is not uninteresting, nor devoid of the means
of defence. To the east it is shut in by a cluster -of ! hills, and to the

westward flows the Bunas, wliich nearly bathes the extreme points of the

l»ill. Within these bounds is the sanctuary {sirna) of Kaniya, where the

criminal is free from pursuit
;
nor dare the rod of justice appear on the

mount, or the foot of the pursuer pass the stream
;
neither within it

can blood be spilt, for tlie pastoral Kaniya delights not in offerings

of this kiml. The territory contains within its precincts abundant
space for the town, the temple, and the establishments of the priests,

as well as for tlie numerous resident worshippers, and the constant influx

of votaries from the most distant regions,
“ From Samarcand, by Oxus, Temir's throne,
“ Dowji to the golden Chersonese,"

who find abundant shelter from the noontide blaze in the groves o£
tamarind, peepul, and semulf where they listen to the mystic hymns o£

Jayadeva. Here those whom ambition has cloyed, superstition unsettled,

satiety disgusted, commerce ruined, or crime disquieted, may be found as
ascetic attendants on the mildest of the gods of India. Determined upon
renouncing the world, they first renounce the ties that bind them to it,

whether family, friends, or fortune, and placing their wealth at the disposal

of the deity, stipulate only for a portion of the food dressed for liirn, and
to be permitted to prostrate themselves before him till their allotted time

is most unpropitious to the martial Rajput. ‘Kal-Yamun, the foe from
whom he flei^, and who is figured as a serpent, is doubtless the Tak,
the ancient foe of the Yadus, who slew Janmejaya, emperor of the
Pandus.

* Maharana Sri Juggut Sing 11 ., commanding.
The village of Siarh in the hills, of one thousand rupees yearly rent,

having been chosen by Nath-ji {the God) for his residence, and given up ,

by Rinna Ragfiude, (a) I haVe confirmed it. The Gosaen {b) and his
*

heirs shall enjoy it for ever.

Samvat 1793, A.D. 1737.

f The cotton tree, which grows to an immense height.

(a) 'The chief of Delwara.

.

(^) There are other grants later than this which prove that all grants
were renewed in every new reign. This grant also proves that no chief
has the power to alienate without his sovereign’s sanction*

3 ^
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is expired. Here no blood-stained sacrifice scares the timid devotee ; flcJ

austerities terrify, or tedious ceremonies fatigue him
;
he is taught to

cherish the hope that he has only to ask for mercy in order to obtain it

;

and to believe that the compassionate deity who guarded the lapwing’s
nesl^ in the midst of myriads of combatants, who 'gave beatitude to the

coiirtesanf who has the wall ciushed her pronounced the name of “Rama,'*
will not witlihold it from him who has quitted the world and its allure-

ments that he may live only in his presence, be fed by the food prepared
for himself, and yield up his last sigh invoking the name of Heri. There
have been two hundred individuals at a time, many of whom, stipulating

merely for food, raiment, and Jfuneral rites, have abandoned all to pass
their days In devotion at the shrine : men of every condition, Rajpoot,

merchant, and rneclianic
;
and where sincerity of devotion is the sole

expiation, and gifts outweigh penance, they ibust feel the road smooth to

the heaven of hope.

The dead stock of Crishna’s shrine is augmented chiefly by those,

who hold life “unstable as the dew-drop on the lotus and who are happy
to barter "the wealth of Ormuz and of Ind" for the intercessional prayers

of the high- priest, and his passport to Heri-pur, the heaven of Heri. From
the hanks of the Indus to the mouths of the Ganges, from the coasts of -the

Peninsula to the shores of the Red Sea, the gifts of gratitude or of fear

are lavisl)Iy poured in
j and though the unsettled aspect of the last half

century curtailed the transmission of more bulky, but least valuable bene-
factions, it less affedted the bills of exchange from the successful sons of

commerce, or the legacies of the dead. The safe arrival of a galleon

* Whoever has unhoodcd the falcon at a lapwing, or even scared one
from her nest, need not be told of its peculiarly distressing scream, as if

appealing to sympathy. The allusion here is to the lapwing scared from
her nest, as the rival armies of the Gurus and Pandus joined in battle,

when the compassionate Crishna taking from an elephant’s neck a war-
bell. ghtinta), covered the nest, in order to protect it. When the

majority of the feudal nobles of Marwar became self^exiled, to avoid the

almost demoniac fury of their sovereign, since his alliance with the British

government, Anar Sing, the chief of Ahore, a fine specimen of the

Rahtore Rajpoot, brave, intelligent, and amiable, was one day lament-
ing, that while all India was enjoying tranquillity under the shield of

Britain, they alone were suffering from the caprice of a tyrant
;
conclud-

ing a powerful appeal to my personal interposition with the foregoing

allegory, and observing on the beauty of the office of mediator: “You
are all powerful," added he, “ and we may be of little account in the

grand scale of affairs ,* but Crishna condescended to protect even the

lapwing's egg in the midst of battle.** This brave man knew my anxiety

to make their peace with their sovereign, and being acquainted with the

allegory, I replied with some fervour, in the same strain. “ Would to

God, Thakoor Sahib, “ 1 had the vira-ghunta to protect you.** The
effect wa$ instantaneous, and the eye of this manly chieftain, who had

often fearlessly encountered the foe in battle, filled with tears as, holding

out nis hand, he said, ** At least you listen to our “ griefs, and speak the

langua^je of friendship. Say but the word, and you may command the

services of twenty thousand Rahtores.** There is, indeed, no human
being more susceptible of ;excitement, and, under it, of being led to any
desperate purpose, whether for good or for evil, than the Rajpoot.

I Cfmnd, the bard, gives this instance of the compassionionate
nature of Crishn^, taken, as wcll as the former, frofn the Mahabhafai*
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from Sofala or Arabia produce<^ as much to the shrine as to the insurance
office, for Kaniya is the Saint Nicholas of the Hindu navigator, as was
Apollo to the Greecian and Celtic sailors, who purchased the charmed
arrows of the god to calm the troubled sea.* A storm accordingly yields

in proportion to its violence, or to the nerve of the owner of the vessel.

The appearance of a long-denied heir might deprive him of half his

patrimony, and force him to lament his parent’s distrust in natural
causes

; while the accidental mistake of touching forbidden food on
particular fasts requires expiation, not by flagellation or seclusion, but by
the penance of the purse.

There is no donation too great or too trifling for the acceptance of

Crishna, from the baronial estate to a patch of meadow-land
;
from the

gemmed coronet to adorn his image, to the widow's mite
;

nor, as before

observed, is there a principality in India which does not diminish its fisc

to add to his revenues. What effect the milder rites of the shepherd-god
has produced on the adorers of Siva we know not, but assuredly Eklinga,
the tutelary divinity of Mewar, has to complain of being defrauded of

half his dues since Kaniya transferred his abode from the Yamuna to the

Bunas
; for the revenues assigned to Kaniya, who under the epithet of

'‘Yellow mantle,” has a distinguished niche in the domestic chapel of the

Rana, far exceed those of the Avenger. The grants or patents of Hindu-
defining the privileges and immunities of the shrine, are curious

documents.}

* Near the town of Avranches, on the coast of Normandy, is a rock

called Mount St. Michel, in ancient times sacred to the Gallic or Celtic

Apollo, or Belenus

a

name which the author from whom we quote
observes, ** certainly came from the East, and proves that the littoral

provinces of Gaul were visited by the Phoenicians.”— A college of

Druidical priestesses was established there, who sold to seafaring men
certain arrows endowed with the peculiar virtue of allaying storms, if shot

into the waves by a young mariner. Upon the vessel arriving safe, the

young archer was sent by the crew to offer thanks and rewards to the

priestesses. His presents were accepted in the most graceful manner

;

and at his departure the fair priestesses, who had received his embraces,
presented to him a number of shells, which, afterwards he never failed to

use in adorning his person .”—Tour through France,
When the early Christian warrior consecrated this mount to his

protector St. Michel, its name was changed from Mons Jovis (being

dedicated to Jupiter), to' Tumha, supposed from tumulus, a mount
;
but

as the Saxons and^Celts placed pillars on all these mounts, dedicated to

the Sun-[(bd Belonus, Bal, or Apollo, it is not unlikely that Tumha is from
the Sanscrit tkambut or sthumba, ' a pillar.^ •

f Hindupati^ v\x\go Hinduput^ ‘chief of the Hindu race,' is a title just-

ly appertaining to the Ranas of Mewar. It has, however, been assumed
by chieftains scarcely superior to some of bis vassals, though with some
degree of pretention by Sevaji, who, had he been spared, might have,

worked the redemption of his nation, and of the Rana's house, from which
be sprung. * '

} No. IX. Sid Sri Maharaja Dheraj Maharana Sri Bhim Sing-ji

commanding.
The undermentioned towns and villages were presented to Sri-ji(a) by

(a) Epithet indicative of the greatness of the deity.
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The extention of the sanctuary beyond the vicinage of the shrine be-

came a subject of much animadversion ; and in delegating judicial autho-
rity over the whole of the villages in the grant to the priests, the Rana
committed the temporal welfare of his subjects to a class of men not apt to

copper-plate. The revenues (hasil)f{a) contributions {burar)^ taxes,

dues {lagut-be-lagut), trees, shrubs, foufidations find {boundaries nim^
sim)t shall all belong to Sri-ji. If of my seed, none will ever dispute this.

The ancient copper-plate being lost, I have tluis renewed it.

Here follows a list of thirty-four entire towns and villages, many
from the fisc, or confirmations of the grants of the chiefs, besides various

parcels of arable land, from twenty to one hundred and fifty higahs, ir>

forty-six more villages, from chiefs of every class, and patches of rneadow-
land (bira) in twenty more.

No. X. Sri Maharana Bhim Sing-ji, commanding.
To the towns of Sri-ji, or to the [^personall^ lands of the Gosaenji^ {b)

no molestation shall be offered. No warrants or exactions shall be
issued or levied upon them. All complaints, suits, or matters, in which
justice is required, originating in Nathdwara, shall be settled there ;

none shall interfere therein, and the decisions of the Gosaen^ji. 1 shall

invariably confirm. The town and transit diitiesfr^) (of Natlidwara and
villages pertaining thereto), the assay {purkhaye){c) fees from the

public markets, duties on precious metals {kasoli),{c) all brokerage (dalali),

and dues collected at the four gates
;

all contributions and taxes of what-
ever kind, are presented as an offering to Sri-ji

;
let the income thereof

be placed in Sri-ji's coffers.

All the products of foreign countries imported by the Vaishn(ivns,{d)

whether domestic or foreign, and intended for consumption at Nath-
dwara, (^) shall be exempted from duties. The right of sanctuary {sirna)

of Sri-ji, both in the town and in all his other villagesf/^ will be maintain-

() Here is another proof that the sovereign can only alienate the

revenues {hasilj
;

and though everything upon ^and about the grant,

yet, not the soil. The nim^sim is almost as powerful an expression as the

old grant to the Rawdons :
—

“ From earth to heaven.
From heaven to hell,

For thee and thine

Therein to dwel.^*

() The high -priest.

(c) All these are royalties and the Rana was much blamed^ even by
his Vishnuva ministers, for sacrificing them even to Kaniya.

{d) Followers of Vishnu, Krishna, or Kaniya, chiefly mercantile.

(e) Many merchants, by the connivance of the conductors of the cara-

vans of Nath-ji’s goods, contrived to smuggle their goods to Nathdwara,
and to the disgrace of the high-priest or his underlings, Jthis traffic was

sold for their personal advantage. It was a delicate thing to search these

caravnas, or to prevent the lost to the state from the evasion of the duties.

Tlie Rana durst not interfere, lest he might incur the penalty of his own
anathemas. The author’s influence with the high-priest put a stop

to this.

extent of sanctuary is an innovation of the present Rana’s,
with many others equally unwise.^
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be lenient in the collection of their dues, which not unfrequently led to

bloodshed. In alienating the other royalties, especially the transit duties,

he was censured even by the zealots. Yet, however, jimportant such con-
cessions, they were of subordinate value to the rights of sanctuary, which
were extended to tlie whole of the towns in the grant, thereby multiplying
the places of refuge for crime, already too numerous.

In all ages and countries the rights of sanctuary have been admitted,
and however they may be abused, their institution sprung from Immune
motives. To check the impulse of revenge and to shelter the weak from
oppression are noble objects, and the surest test of a nation’s independence
is the extent to wltich they are carried. From tlte remotest time sirna has
been the most valued privilege of the Rajpoots, the lowest of whom deems
his house a refuge against the most powerful. But we merely propose to

discuss the sanctuarv of holy places, and more immediately that of the

shrine of Kaniya. When Moses, after the Exodus, made a division of the

lands of Canaan amongst the Israelites, and appointed “six cities to be the

refuge of him who had slain unwittingly, from the avenger of blood,’’*

the intention was not to afford facilities for eluding justice, but to check the

hasty impulse of revenge
;
for tlie slayer was only to be protected “until

be stood before the congregation of judgment or until the death of the

}iigh-priest,“ which event appears to have considered as the termination of

reven^je.f The infraction of political sanctuary (sirna toorna) often gives

rise to the most inveterate feuds
;
and its abuse by the priest is highly pre-

judical to society. Moses appointed but six cities of refuge to the whole
Levite tribe; but the Hana has assigned more to one sluine than the
entire possessions of that brancli of the Israelites, who had but forty-two

cities, while KaiAiya has forty-six. The motive of sanctuary in Rajasthan
may have been originally the same as that of the divine legislator

; but
the privilege has been abused, and the most notorious criminals deem the

temple their best safe-guard. Yet some princes have been found hardy

ed
;
the Almighty will take cognizance of any innovation. Wherefore, let

all chiefs, farmers of duties, beware of molesting the goods of Nath-ji (the

god), and wherever such may halt, let guards be provided for their

security, and let each chief convey them through his bounds in safety. If

of my blood, or if my servants, this warrant will be obeyed forever and
forever. Whoever resumes this grant will be a caterpillar in hell during
60,000 years.

By command —through the chief butler (Panairi) Eklingdas : written

by Surut Sing, son of Nathji Pancholi, Mah-sud 1st, Samvat 1865,
A. D. 1809.

* Numbers, chap. xxxv. v. ii. 12.

f Numbers, chap, xxxv, v. 25, and Joshua, chap. xx. v. 6. There
was an ancient law of Athens analogous to the Mosaic, by which he who
committed should fly the country for a year, during
which his relatives made satisfaction to the relatives of the deceased. The
Greeks had asyla for every discription of criminals, which could not be
violated without infamy. Gibbon gives a memorabm instance of disrega^rd
to the sanctuary of St. Julian in Auvergne, by the soldiers of the Frank
king Theodoric, who divided the spoils of the altar, and made the priests
captives ; an impiety not only iinsanctioned by the son of Clovis, but
punished by the death of the offenders, the restoratlen of the plunder, and
the extension of the right of sanctuary five miles around the sepulchre of
the holy martyr,
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enough to violate, though indirectly, the sacred sirna. Zalim Sing of
Kotah, a zealot in alt the observances of religion, had the boldness to draw
the line when selfish priest-craft interfered with with ,his police; and
though he would not demand the culprit or, sacrilegiously drag him from
the altar, he has forced him thence by prohibiting the admission of food,
and threatening to build up the door of the temple. It was thus the Greeks
evaded the laws and compelled the criminal’s surrender by kindling fires

around the sanctuary. The towns of Kaniya did not often<abuse their pri-
vilege

;
but the author once had to interpose, where a priest of Ekiinga

gave asylum to a felon wlm had committed murder within the bounds of
his domain of Pahona. As this town of eight thousand rupees annual
revenue belonging to the fisc, had been gained by a forged charter, the
author was glad to seize on the occasion to recommend its resumption,
though he thereby incurred the penalty for seizing church land, namely,
**sixty thousand years in helW 'Lhe unusual occurrence created a sensa-
tion, but it was so indisputably just that not a voice was raised in opposi-
tion.

Let us revert to the endowments of Nathdwara. Herodotus furnishes
a powerful instance of the estimation in which sacred offerings were held
by the nations of antiquity. He observes that these were transmitted from
the remotest nations of Scythia to Delos in Greece; a range far less
extensive than the offerings to the Dewul of Apollo in Mewar. The
spices of the isles of the Indian archipilego

; the balmy spoils of Araby
the blest

; the nard or frankincense of the Tartary
;
the raisins and pista-

chios of Persia
;
every variety of saccharine preparations, from the sacar-

eand (sugar-candy) of the celestial empire, with which the God sweetens
his evening repast, to that more common sort which enters into the peras
of Mathura, the food of his infancy

;
the shawls of Cashmere, the silks

of Bengal, the scarfs of Benares, the brocades of Guzerat,
.— " ' — 'the flower and choice

“ Of many provinces from bound to bound,"

all contribute to enrich the shrine of Nathdwara. But it is with the
votaries of the maritime provinces of India that he has most reason to
be satisfied; in the commercial cities of Surat, Cambay, Muscatman-
davi, etc., etc., where the Mookhtas, or comptrollers deputed by the high
priest, reside, to collect the benefactions, and transmit them as occasion
requires. A deputy resides on the part of the |high- priest at Mooltan,
who invests the distant worshippers with the initiative cordon and neck-
lace. Even from Samarcand the pilgrims repair with their offerings

;

and a sum, seldom less than ten thousand rupees, is annually transmitted
by the votaries from the Arabian ports of Muscat, Mocha, and Jidda;
which contribution is probably augmented not only by the votaries who
dwell at the mouths of the Wolga,* but by the Samayede^ of Siberia

„ . — - —

"

.... .. ... -Mk

* Pallas gives an admirable and evidently faithful account of the
worship of Krishna and other Hindu divinities in the city of Astracan,
where a Hindu mercantile colony is established. They are termed
Mooltantf from the place whence they migrated—Mooltan, near the Indus.
Ihis class of merchants of the Hindu faith is disseminated over all

t Other travellers besides Pallas have described Hinduism as exist-
ing in the remote parts of the Russian Empire, and if nominal resem-
blances may be admitted, we would rnstance the strong analogy between
the Samoyeds and Tchoudes of Siberia and Finland, and jthe Sama Yadus
and Joudes of India, The languages of the two former races are said to
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There is not a petty retailer professing iHfi Vishnu creed, who does not
carry a tythe of liis trade to the stores : and thus caravans of thirty and
forty cars, double-yoked, pass twice or thrice annually by the upper
road to Nathdwara. these pious bounties are not allowed to moulder in
the htndars: the apparel is distributed with a liberal hand as the gift of
the deity to those who evince their devotion

;
and the edibles enter daily

into the various food prepared at the shrine.

the countries, from the Indus to the Caspian: and it would have been
interesting had the professor given us any account of their period of
settlement on the western shore of the Caspian sea. In 'costume and
feature, as represented in the plate given by that author, they have
notliing to denote their origin

;
though their divinities might be seated

on any altaron the Ganges. The Mooltanis of Indeskoi Dvor, or
‘ Indian court,

^

at Astracan, have erected a paiheon, in which Krishna,
the god of all Vishnue merchants, is seated in front of Juggernath,
Rama, and his brothers, who stand in the back-ground

;
while Siva

and his consort Ashta-bhooja * the eight-armed,' form an intermediate

line, in which is also placed a statue which Pallas denominates
Moorli

;
but Pallas mistook the flute (moorali) of the divine Crishna for

a rod. The principal figure we shall describe in his own words. “In
the middle was placed a small idol with a very high bonnet, called “

paledshi. At its right there was a large black stone, and on the left

two smaller ones of the same colour, brought from the Ganges, and re-

garded by the IJindu as sacred. These fossils were of the species called

Sankara, and appeared to be an impression of a bivalve muscie.“ Minute
as is the description, our judgment is further aided by the plate. Gupal-
edshi is evidently Gopalji. the pastoral deity of Vrij (from gaOt a cow
and pali, a herdsman). I'he head-dress worn by him and all the others,

is precisely that still worn by Crishna, in the sacred dance at Muttra :

and so minute is the delineation, that even the pera or sugar-ball is

represented, aUlKKigh the professor appears to have been ignorant of

its use, as he does not name it. He has likewise omitted to notice the

representation of the sacred mount of Girdhana, which separates him
from the Hindu Jove and the turreted Cybele (Doorga), his consort.

The black stone are the Saligramas, worshipped by all Vtshnues, In the

name?^ of “ Nhandigana and Gori,” though the first is called a tiort

saddled, and the other a male divinity, we easily recognise Nandi, the

b\x[\’’attendant {Gana) of Siva and his consort Gouri. Were all travellers

to describe what they see with the same accuracy as Pallas, they would
confer important obligations on society, and might defy criticism.

It is with heartfelt satisfaction 1 have to record, from the authority

of a genteman who has dwelt amongst the Mindikis of Astracan, that

distance from their ancient abodes has not deteriorated their character for

upri^tness. Mr. Mitchell, from whose knowledge of Oriental languages
the Royal Asiatic Society will some day derive benefit, says that the
reputation of these Hindu colonists, of whom there are about five hundred
families, stands very high, and that they bear a preference over ail the
merchants of other nations settled in this great cbmipercial city.

Imve a strong affinity, and are classed as Hindu- Germanic by M.
Klaproth, on whose learned work, ** Asia Polyglotta,^^ M. Remusat has
given the world an interesting critique, in his Melanges Asiatiques (tom. i«

p. 267), in which he traces these tribes to Central Asia
;
thus approach-

ing the land of the Gete or Yuti, Now the Yutis and Yadus have much
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It lias been remarked by the celebrated Gngfiiet,* Chat the ctistorn

of offering food to the object of divine homage had its origin in principle

of gratitude, the repast being deemed hallowed by presenting the first

portion to him who gave it, since the devotee was unable to conceive
aught more acceptable than that whereby life is sustained. From tlte

earliest period such offerifigs have been tendered; and in the burnt-
oRering (horn) of Abel, of the firstling of the flock, and the first portion
of the repast presented by the Rajpoot to Anadevaf * the nourisher,* the
motive is the same. But the pursad (such is the denomination of the food
sacred to Kaniya) is deemed unlucky, if not unholy

;
a prejudice arisitig

from the heterogenous sources whence it is supplied—often from bequests
of the dead. The Mookhias of the temple accordingly carry the sacred
food to wheresoever the votaries dwell, which proves an irresistible

stimulus to backward zeal, and produces an ample return. At the

same time are transmitted, as from the god, dresses of honour correspond-
ing in material aud value with the rank of tlie receiver : a diadem, or

fillet of satin and gold, embroidered
;
a dugla, or quilted c of gold or

silver brocade for the cold weather
;
a scarf of blue and gold : or if to

one who prizes the gift less for its intrinsic worth than as a mark of

special favour, a fragment of the garland worn on some festival by
the god ; or a simple necklace, by which he is inaugurated amongst
the elect.

{

It has been mentioned that the lands of Mewar appropriated to the

shrine are equal in value to a baronial appanage, and as before observed,

there is not a principality in India which does not assign a portion of its

domain or revenue to this object* The Hara princes of Kotah and
Boondi are almost exclusive worshippers of Kaniya, and the regent Zaltm

in their early history to warrant the assertion of more than nominal
analogy. The annals of the Yadtis of Jessulmeer state, that long anterior

to Vicrama they held dominion from Guzni to Samarcand : that they
established themselves in those regions after the Mahabharat, or great

war; and were again impelled, on the rise of Islamism, within the Indus.

As Yadus of the race of Sham or Sam (a title of Crishna), they would be

Santa- Yadus
;

in like manner as the Bhaiti tribe are called Shama Bhafti,

the Ashambetti of Abulfiizil. The race of Joude was existing near the

Indus in the Emperor Baber^s time, who describes them as occupying the

mountainous range in the first Do-ab, the very spot mentioned in the an-

nalsfof the Yadus as their place of halt, on quitting India twelve centuries

before Christ, and thence called Jadu or Yadu-ca dung, the *
hills of

Jadu or Yadtt.* The peopling of all these regions, from the Indus to

remote Tartary, is attributed to the race of Ayu or Indu^ both signifying

the moon, of which are the Hayas, Aswas (Asi), Yadus, etc., who spread Ja

common language over all Western Asia. Amongst the few words of

Hindu-Germanic origin which M. Remusat gives to prove affinity bet-

ween the Finnish and Samoyede languages is Mod, dans le dialecte

Caucasian, ct Med, cn “ Slave/' and which, as well SiS mead, the drink of

the Scandinavian warrior, is from the Sanscrit Madhu, a bee. Hence
intoxicated beverage is termed Madhva, which supplies another epith^^

for Krishna, Madhu or Madhava.
* ** Origin of Laws and Government

^

t Literally ** the giver of food."

i Kaniya ca canii bhandhana^ to bind on [the neck] the chaplet

Kaniya is the initiatory scep«
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Sinj? is devoted to the maintenance of the dignity of the establishment.
Every thing at Kotah appertains to Kaniya. The prince has but the
usufruct of the palace, for which ;^i 2,000 are annually transmitted to the
shrine. The grand lake east of the town, with all its finny tenants, is

under his especial protection and the extensive suburb adjoining, with
its rents, lands, and transit duties, all belong to the god. Zalim Sing
moreover transmits to the high priest the most valuable shawls, broad-
cloths, and horses ; and throughout the long period of predatory warfare
he maintained two Neshansf of a hundred firelocks each, for the pro-
tection of the temple. His favourite son also, a Child of love, is called
Gordhun-das, the ‘slave of Gordhun,* one of the many titles of Kaniya.
The prince of Marwar went mad from the murder of the high priest of

Jaindra, the epithet given to Kaniya in that estate j
and the Raja of Sheo-

pur,J the last of the Gores, lost his sovereignty by abandoning the worship
of Hur, for that of Heri. The *slave' .of Radha§ (such was the name of
this prince) almost lived in the temple, and used to dance before the
statue. Had he upheld the rights of him who wields the trident, the
tutelary deity of his capital, Siva-pur, instead of the unwarlike divinity

whose unpropitious title of Rinchor should never be borne by the martial
Rajpoot, his tail would have been more dignified, though it could not
have been retarded when the overwhelming torrent of the Mahrattas under
Sindhia swept Rajwarah.|)

A distinction is made between the grants to the temple • and those for
the personal use of the pontiff, who at least affects never to apply any
portion of the former to his own use, and he can scarcely have occasion
to do so

;
but when from the stores of Apollo could be purchased the

spices of the isles, the fruits of Persia, and brocades of Guzerat, we may
indulge our scepticism in questioning this forbearance ; but the abuse has
been rectified, and traffic banished from the temple. The’ personal grant
to the high priest^ ought alone to have sufficed for his household expen-
diture, being twenty thousand rupees per annum, equal to ;£^ioo,ooo in

* 1 had one day thrown my net into this lake, which abounded with a
variety of fish, when my pastime was interrupted by a message from the
regent, Zalim Sing : ’‘Tell Captain Tod that Kotah and all around it

are at his disposal ; but these fish belong to Kaniya.'" 1 of course
immediately desisted, and the fish were returned to the safeguard of
the deity.

+ A Neshana, or standard, is synonymous with a company.

t Sheopur or Siva-pur, the city of Sheo or Siva, the god of war,
whose battle-shout is Huy

\
and hence one of his epithets, as Heri is that

of Crishna or Kaniya.

§ Radha was the name of the chief of the Gopis or nymphs of Vrij,

and the beloved of Kaniya.

II
In October 1807 I rambled through all these countries, then scarcely

known by name to us. At that time Sheopur was independent, and its

prince treated me with the greatest hospitality. In 1809, 1 witnessed its

fall, when following with the embassy in the train of the Mahratta leader.

^ No. XI. Personal grant to iht high-priest, Damodurji Maharaj.
bwesta Sri, from the abode at Udyapur, Maharana Sri Bhim Sung-

jir commanding.
To all the chieftains, landholders, managers of the crown and dort (a)

'ands, to all Patels

^

etc., etc., etc. As an offering to the Sri Gosaen-ji

(a) Lands for the queens or others of the immediate household.

33
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Europe. But the ten thousand towns of Mewar, from each of Which h6
levied a crown, now exist only in the old rent-roll, and the heralds of

A polio would in vain attempt to collect their tribute frpm two thousand
villages.

No. XII.* being a grant of privileges to a minor shrine of Kaniya,
in his character of Moorali or ‘flute-player,^ contains much informatiort
on the minutiae of benefactions, and will afford a good idea of the nature
of these revenues.

The predominance of the mild doctrines of Kaniya over the dark
rites of Siva, is doubtless beneficial to Rajpoot society. Were the preven-
tion of female immolation tl>e sole good resulting from their prevalence,
that alone would conciliate our partiality

;
a real worshipper of Vishnu

should forbid his wife following him to the pyre, as did recently the Boondi
prince. In fact, their tenderness to animal life is carried to nearly as great
an excess as with the Jains, who shed no blood. Celibacy is not imposed
upon the priests of Kaniya, as upon those of Siva : on the contrary, they
are enjoined to marry, and the priestly office is hereditary by descent.
Their wives do not burn, but are committed, like themselves, to the earth.

'I'hey inculcate tenderness towards all beings
;
though whether this feeling

influences the mass, must depend on the soil which receives the seed, for

the outward ceremonies of religion cost far Jess effort than the practice or

two rupees have been granted in every village throughout Mewar^ one in

each harvest—let no opposition be made thereto. If of my kin or issue,

none will revoke this—the an (oath of allegiance) be upon his head.
By command, through PuriharA Myaram, Samvat i860 Jaet $ud ^th
Munlgulivar, A. D. 1804.

At one side of the patent, in the Rana’s own hand, ** An offering to

Sri Girdhar-ji(fl) Maharaj—If of my issue none will disobey-—»who dares,

may the AlmiglUy punish

* No. XII. Maharana Bhim .Sing, commanding.

To the Mindra of Sri Murli Munohur fjlute delighting)^

situated on the dam of the lake at Mandelgurh, the following grant has

been made, with all the dues, income, and privileges,

1. The hamlet called Kotwabkhera, with all thereto appertaining.

2. Three rupees worth of saffron monthly from the transit duty

chabutra*

3. From the police-office of Mandelgurh :

Three tunics (bagha) for the idol on each festival, Ushiumit Jul*

jaira, and Vassunt Panchama.

Five rupees worth of oil(^) on the JuUjaira^ and two and a half in

the full moon of Kartik,

4. Both gardens under the dam of the lake, with all the fruits and

flowers thereof. '

5. The Jnch{c) on all the vegetables appertaining to the prince.

6. Kuncki and dalali^ or the handful at harvest, and all brokerage.

7. The income arising from the sale of the estates is to be applied

to the repairs of the temple and dam.^
Megsir sud I, Samvat 1866; A. D. 1810,

(a) Father of the present high-priest, Damodur-ji.
{b) Amongst the items of the Chartulary of bum ferir«line# is the

tyihe of Ote oil of the Greenland whale fisheries.

(c) A handful of every basket of vegetables sold in the public markets#
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ei^sentials. I have often smiled at the incessant aspirations of the Macchia-
velli of Rajasthan, Zalim Sinj^, who, while he ejaculated the name of the
god as he told his beads, was inwardly absorbed by mundane affairs ; and
when one word would have prevented a civil war, and saved his reputation
from the stain of disloyalty to his prince, he was, to use his own words, “at
fourscore years and upwards, laving the foundation for another century of
life." And thus it is with the prince of Marwar, who esteems the life of a
man or a goat of equal value when prompted by revenge to take it. Hope
may silence the reproaches of conscience, and gifts and ceremonies may be
deemed atonement for a deviation from the first principle of their religion—
a benevolence which should comprehend every animated thing. But fortu-

nately the princely worshippers of Kaniya are few in number : it is to the

sons of commerce we must look for the effects of these doctrines
;
and it

is my pride and duty to declare that I have known men of both sects,

Vishnue and Tain, whose integrity was spotless, and whose philanthropy

was unbounded.

CHAPTER XX.

H eri, Krishna, familiarly Kaniya, was of the celebrated tribe of Yadu,
the founder of the fifty-six tribes* who obtained the universal sove-

reignty of India, and descended from Yayati, the third sonf of Swayam-
bhuva!Manu,J or “The man, Lord of the earth," whose daughter Ella§
(Terra) was espoused by the Budha (Mercury)

^

son of Chandra
||

(the

Moon)^ whence the Yadus are styled Chandra-vansi, or “children of the
moon." Budha was therefore worshipped as the great ancestor (Pttris*

ivara) of the lunar race : and previous to the apotheosis of Krishna, was
adored by all the Yudu race. The principal shrine of Budha was at
Dwarica, where he still receives adoration as Budha Trivicrama.^ Kaniya
lived towards the conclusion of the brazen age, calculated to have been
about iioo to 1200 years before Christ.** He was born to the inheritance

of Vrij, the country of the Suraseni, comprehending the territory round

* Chappun cula Yadu, f Qu,t Japhet?

I Also called Vaiva^swata il/aww—‘the man, son of the sun.*

§ Ella, the earth—the Saxon Ertha. The Germans chiefly wor-
shipped Tuisco or Teutates and Ertha, ^who are the Budha and Ella of the

Rajpoots.

II
A male divinity with the Rajpoots, the Tatars, and ancient

Germans.

'Triple Energy,' the Hermes Triplex of the Egyptians.

I shall here subjoin an extract of the rise and progress of Vishnu-
ism as written at my desire by the Mukhia of the temple

;

•'Twenty-five years of the Dwapur (the brazen age) were yet unex-
pired, when the incarnation (Avatar'y^i Sri Krishna took place. Of these,

eleven were passsed at Gokul, (a) aM fourteen at Mathura. There he
used to manifest himself personally, especially at Goverdhun. But when
the Kaliyug (the iron age) commenced, he retired to Dwartca, an island

(a) A small town and island in the Jumna# below Mathura Henae
one of Krisnha’s titles is Gokul Nath, 'Lord of Gokul/
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MAtbura for a space of eighty miles, of which he was unjustly deprived in

his infancy by his relative Kansa, From its vicinity to Delhi we may infer,

cither that there was no lord paramount amongst the Yadus of this period,

or? that Krishna's family held as vassals of Hastinapur,* then, with Indra*
prastha or Delhi, |the chief seat of Yadu power. There were two princes

named Surasen amongst the immediate predecessors of Krishna : one, his

grandfather, the other eight generations anterior. Which of these was the

founder of Surapur pn the Yamuna, the capital of the Yadus,* we know
not, but we” fTiay S^ume that the first gave his name to the region around
Mathura, described by Arrian as the country of the Suraseni. Alexander
was in India probably about eight centuries after the deification of

Krishna, and it is satisfactory to find that the inquiries he instituted into

the genealogy of the dynasty then ruling on the Yamuna correspond very

closely with those of the Yadus of this distant period
;
and combined

with what Arrian says of the origin of the Pandus, it appears indisputa-

ble that the descendants of this powerful branch of the Yadus ruled on

the Yamuna when the Macedonian erected the altars of Greece on the

Indus. That the personage whose epithets of Krislina-Sham designate

his colour as ‘ the Black Prince' was in fact a distinguished chief of the

Yadus, there is not a shadow of doubt ,* nor that, after his death, they

placed him among the gods as an incarnation of Vishnu or the Sun
;

and from this period we may deduce the Hindu notion of their Trinity.

Arrian enumerates the names of Budeeus and Cradevas amongst the

early ancestors of the tribe then in power, which would alone convince

us that Alexander had access to the genealogies of the Puranas
;
for we

can have little hesitation in affirming these to be Budha and Croshtdeva,

separated by the ocean from Bharatkhund, {a) where he passed a hundred
years before he went to heaven. In Samvat, 937 (A.D, 881) God decreed

that the Hindu faith should be overturned, and that the I'urishka (b)

should rule. Then the jezeya or capitation-tax, was inflicted on the head

of the Hindu. I’heir faith also suffered much from the Jains and the

various infidel {asura) sects which abounded. The Jains were so hostile,

that Brahma manifested himself in the shape of Sancara Acharya who
destroyed them and their religion at Benares. In Guzerat, by their magic,

they made the moon appear at Amavus (t). Sancara foretold to its prince,

Sid Raj, (if) the flood then approaching, who escaped in a boat and fled to

Thoda, on which occasion all the Vedyas (e) (magicians) in that country

perished."

For an account of the discovery of the remains of this ancient city,

see Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. I., p. 314.

{a) The Channel which separates the island of Dwarica from the

main land is filled up, except in spring tides. I passed it when it

was dry.

(6) We possess no record of the invasion of India in A. D. 881, by

the Turki tribes, half a century after Mahmoud's expedition from Zabuli-

sthan against Cheetore, in the reign of Rawul Khoman.
(c) The ides of the month, wh^the moon ts obscured.

(d) He ruled Samvat 1151 (A.O. 1095) S. 1201 (A.D. II45 )*

{e} Still used as a term of reproach to the Jains and Budhists, m
which, and others points, as An (the foe, qu. Aria f) they bear a stron^j

resemblance to the followers of the Arian Zerdusht, or Zoroaster.

Amongst the oilier peculiarities the ancient Persian fire-worshipper, like

the present Jain, placed a bandage over the mouth while worshipping*
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ancestors of Krishna; and that *'Mathoras and Clisobaras, the chief
cities of the Suraseni,*' are the Mathura and Surpur occupied by the

descendants of Sursen. Had Arrian afforded as many hints for discus*

sing the analogy between the fiindu and Grecian A polios as he has
for the Hercules of Thebes and India, we might have come to a conclu-
sion that the three chief divinities* of Egypt, Greece, and India, had
their altars first erected on the Indus, Ganges, and Jumna.

The earliest objects of adoration in these regions were the sun and
moon, whose names designated the two grand races, Surya, and Chandra
or Indu. Budha, son of Indu, married Ella, a grandchild of Surya,
from which union sprung the Indu race. They deiBed their ancestor
Budha, who continued to be the chief object of adoration until Krishna :

hence the worship of Bal-nathf and Budha| were coeval. That the
Nomadic tribes of Arabia, as well as those of T'artary and India, ador-
ed the same objects, we learn from the earliest writers

;
and Job, the

probable contemporary of Hasti^ the founder of the first capital of the

Yadus on the Ganges, boasts in the midst of his griefs that he had
always remained uncorrupted by the Sabeism which surrounded him.
“ If I beheld the sun when it shined, or the moon walking in brightness,

and my mouth has kissed my hand, this also were an iniquity to be
punished by the judge, for 1 should have denied the God that is above."§
That there were many Hindus who, professing a pure monotheism like

Job, never kissed the hand either to Surya or his herald Budha, we may
easily credit from the sublimity of the notions of the * One God ;* expressed
both by the ancients and moderns, by poets and by princes, of both
races

;|| but more especially by the sons of Budha, who for ages bowed
not before graven images, and deemed it impious to raise a temple to

“The Spirit in whose honour shrines are weak.'^

Hence the Jains, the chief sect of the Budhists, so called from adoring
the spirit (Jin), were untinctured with idolatry until the apotheosis of

Krishna,^ whose mysteries superseded the simpler worship of Budha.
Nemnath (the deified Nemi) was the pontiff of Budha, and not only the

the contemporary of Krishna, but a Yadu, and his near relation
;
and

both had epithets denoting their complexion
;
for Arishia^ the surname

of Nemi, has the same import as Sham or Krishna, *the black* though
the latter is of a less Ethiopic hue than Nemi. It was anterior to the

* Hercules, Mercury, and Apollo
;
Bala^ram^ Budhat and Kaniya^

t The ‘ God Bal,' the Vivifier, the Sun.

t Budha signifies ^wisdom.*

§ Job, Ch. xxxi., V. 16, 27, 28.

II
Chund, the bard, after having separately invoked the three per-

sons of the Hindu triads says, that he who believes them distinct, ** hell

will be his portion.”

^ A very curious cause was assigned by an eminent Jain priest for
the innovation of enshrining an^ worshipping the forms of the twenty-
four pontiffs; that the worship of Kaniyk, before and after tne
apotheosis, becatne quite a rage amongst the women, who crowded his
shrines, drawing after them all the youth of the Jains; and that, in
consequence, they made a statue of Nemi to counteract a fervour that
threatened tlm existence of their faith. It is seldom wc Ore famished
with such rational reasons for religious changes.
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schism amongst the sons of Budha that the creative power was degraded
under sensual forms, when the pillar rose to Bal or Surya in Syria and on
the Ganges : and the serpent, ** subtlest beast of all the held^” worshipped
as the emblem of wisdom (Budha), was conjoined with the symbol of the

creative power, as at the shrine of Eklinga, where the brazen serpent is

wreathed round the lingam* Budha’s descendants, the Indus, preserved
the Ophite signf of their race, when Krishna's followers adopted the eajjle

as his symbol. These, with the adorers of Surya, form the three idolatrous

classes of India, not confined to its modern restricted definition but that

of antiquity, when Industhan or Indu-Scythia, extended from the Ganges
to the Caspian. In support of the position that the existing polytheism
was unknown on the rise of Vishnuism, we may state, that in none of the

ancient genealogies do the names of such deities appear as proper names
in society, a practice now common

;
and it is even recorded that the

rites of magic, the worship of the host of heaven, and of idols, were
introduced from Cashmere, between the periods of Krishna and Vicrma.
The pewers of nature were personified, and each quality, mental and
physical, had its emblem, which the Brahmins taught the ignorant to

adopt as realities, till the pantheon became so crowded that life would be
too short to acquire even the nomenclature of their “ thirty-three millions

of Gods,"J No object was too high or too base, from the glorious Orb to

the Rapmi, or paring-knife of the shoemaker. In illustration of the

increase of polytheism, I shall describe the seven forms under which
Krishna is worshipped, wliose statues are established in the various

capitals of Rajasthan, and are occasionally brought together at the festival

of Anacuta at Nathdwara.

The international wars of the Suryas and the Yadu races, as des*
cribed in the Ramayana and Mahabharata, are lost between allegory

and literal interpretation. The Suryas, or Saivas were depressed ; and
the Indus, who counted fifty-six "grand tribes, under the appellation of

of takshac * serpent' aswa ‘ horse' sassu 'harey etc., etc., had paramount
sway. Krishna’s schism produced a new type, that of eagle, and the wars
of the schismatics were depicted under their respective emblems, the eagle
and serpent, of which latter were the Curus and Takshacs,§ the political

* It was the serpent (Budha) who ravished Ella, daughter of Icsh-

wacu, the son of Manu, whence the distinctive epithet of his descendants
in the East, the Manusy or men, the very tradition on an ancient sculp*

tured column in the South of India, which evidently points to the

primeval mystery. In Portici there is an exact lingam entwined with a
brazen serpent, brought from the temple of Isis at Pompeii : and many
of the same kind, in mosaic, decorate the Boors of the dweinng«houses.
But the most singular coincidence is in the wreaths of lingams and the

yoni over the door of the minor temple of Isis at Pompeii
;
while on

another front is painted the rape of Venus by Mercury (Budha and Ella)*

The lunar race, according to the Purans, are the issue of the rape of

Ella by Budha.
t Aphah is a serpent in Hebrew* A/ri and Serp two of its many

appellations in Sanscrit. ^ t Tettre^s cron d$vQta*

§ The Mahabharat records constant wars from ancient times amongst
the children of Surya (the sun), and the Tak oiJrakshac (serpent) races.

The horse of the sun, liberated preparatory to sacrifice, by the father of

Rama, was seized by the Takshac Anunta ; and Janmejya, king of Delhi,

grandson of Pandu, was killed by one of the same race* In both ins*

Cances the Takshac is literally rendered the snake^
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adversaries of the Pandus, the relatives of Krishna. The allegory of

Krishna's eagle pursuing the serpent Budha, and recovering the books
of science and religion with which he fled, is an historical fact disguised :

namely, that of Krishna incorporating the doctrines of Budha with his

oWn after the expulsion of the sect from India. Dare we further attempt
to lift the veil from this mystery, and trace from the seat of redemption
of lost science its original source?* The gulf of Kutch, the point where
the serpent attempted to escape^ has been from time immemorial to the
present day the entrepot for the commerce of Sofala, the Red Sea, Egypt,
and Arabia. There Budha IVivicrama, or Mercury, has been and is

yet invoked by the Indian mariners, especially the pirates of Dwarica.
Did Budha or Mercury come from* or escape to the Nile? Is he the

Hermes of Egypt to whom the ** four books of science/' like the four

Vedas\ of the Hindus, were sacred? The statues of Nemi,{ the re*

presentative of Budha* exactly resemble in feature the bust of young
memnon.

I have already observed that Krishna, before his own deification,

worshipped his great ancestor Budha; and his temple at Dwarica rose

over the ancient shrine of the latter, which yet stands. In an inscription

from the cave of Gaya their characters are conjoined
;
“ Heri 'mho is'

Budha.^* According to western mythology, Apollo and Mercury ex-
changed symbols, the caducous for the lyre\ so likewise in India their

characters intermingle : and even the Saiva propitiates Heri as the

mediator and disposer of the ‘divine spark' {jote ) to its re-union with the
* parent flame /—thus, like Mercury, he may he said to be the conveyer of

the souls of the dead. Accordingly in funeral lamentation his name only is

invoked, and Heri'hol ! Heri-bol ! is emphatically pronounced by those

conveying the corpse to its final abode. The vahan iqu.^ the Saxon 'van) or
celestial car of Krishna, in which the souls (ansa) of the just are conveyed

The successor of Janmejya carried war into the seats of this Tak or
serpent race, and is said to have sacrificed 20,000 of them in revenge ;

but although it is specifically stated that he subsequently compelled them
to sign tributary engagements (Posnameh)^ the Brahmins have neverthe-
less distorted a plain historical fact by a literal and puerile interpretation.

The Paroetacae (Mountain •Tak) of Alexander were doubtless of this

race, as was his ally Taxiles* which appellation was titular, as he was
called Omphis till his father’s death. It is even probable that this narhe
is the Greek (a snake) in which they recognised the tribe of the
tah Snake*

Taxiles may be compounded of w, * lord or chief,’ silla^ * rock or
mountain,' and Tak^ * Lord of the mountain Tak,' whose capital was in
the range west of the Indus. We arc indebted to the Emperor Baber
for the exact position of the capital of this celebrated race, which he passed
in his route of conquest. We have, however, an intermediate notice of it

between Alexander and Baber, in the early history of the Vadu Bhatti^
who Came in conflict with the Take on their expulsion from Zabulisthan
and settlement in the Punjab.

The Budhlsts appeared In this peninsula and the adjacent continent
was the cradle Budhisin, and here are three of the **fiv§** sacred mounts
of their faith, i, e., Girnaf, Satrunja and Abu.

f The Budhists and Jains are stigmatized as Vedyavan^ whtch»
signifying * possessed of science,’ is interpreted * magician.’

t He is called Arishta-Nemi^ * the black Nerni/ from his complexion.
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to SuryaMandalt the * mansion of the sun/ is painted like himself, blue
(indicative of space, or as Ouranos), with the eagle’s head

;
and here he

partakes of the Mercury of the Greeks, and of Oulios, the preserver or
saviour, pne of the titles of Apollo at Delos,*

The Tartar nations, who are all of Indu race, like the Rajpoots and
German tribes, adored the moon as a male divinity, and to his son,

Budha, they assign the same cliaracter of mediator. The serpent is alike

the symbol of the Budha of the Hindus, the Hermes of the Egyptians,
and the Mercury of Greece : and the allegory of the Dragon*s teeth,

the origin of letters, brought by Cadmus from Egypt, is a version of tlie

Hindu fable of Kaniya (Apollo) wresting the Vedas (secrets) from Budha
or wisdom (Hermes), under his sign, the serpent or dragon. We migirt

still further elucidate the resemblance, and by an analysis of the titles and
attributes of the Hindu Apollo, prove that from the Yamuna may have
been supplied the various incarnations of this divinity, which peopled the

pantheons of Egypt, Greece, and Rome. As Nomios, who attended the

herds of Admetus, we have Nonita,f the infantine appellation of Kaniya,
when he pastured the kine of Cesava in the woods Vrinda, whence the

ceremony of the sons of princes assuming the crook, and on particular

days tending the flocks.{ As Muralidtiara, or the * fluteholder,’ Kaniya
is Die god of music ;

and in giving him the shepherd’s reed instead of

the vina or lyre, we may conjecture that the simple hAtohoo (bans) which
formed the first flute {bansi) was in use before the chhatara,\ the Grecian
tithara,\ the first invented lyre of Apollo. Thus from the six^wtred

* The Sun-god (Kan, according to Diodorus) is the Minos of the

Egyptians. The hieroglyphics at 'rurin represent him with the head of

an Ibis, or eagle, with an altar before him, on which a shade places his

offerings, vie , a goose, cakes of bread, and flowers of the lotus, and
awaits in humble attitude his doom. In Sanskrit the same word means
soul, goose, and svoan, and the Hindu poet is always punning upon it ;

though it might be deemed a levity to represent the immaterial portion

under so unclassical an emblem. The lotus flowers are alike sacred to

the Kan of the Egyptians as to Kaniya the mediator of the Hindus,
and both are painted blue and bird-headed. The claims of Kanaiya
(contracted Kan) as the sun divinity of the Hindus, will be abundantly
illustrated in the account of the festivals.

f I do not mean to derive any aid from the resemlance of names,
which IS here merely accidental.

% When 1 heard the octogenirian ruler of Kotah ask his grandson,
** Bappa-ial, have you been tending the cows to-day !’* my surprise was
converted into pleasure on the origin of the customs being thus classically

explained.

i

¥romchha, * six and tar, string or wire.*

I

Strabo says, the Greeks consider music as originating from Thrace
and Asia, of which countries were Orpheus. Musaeus, etc.

;
and that

others ” who regard all Asia, as far as India, as a country sacred to

Dionysius attribute to that country the invention of nearly all

the science of music* We perceive them sometimes describing eiihara of

of the Asiatici and sometimes applying to flutes the epithet t’hrygian*

The names of certain instruments, such as the nahla, and othe^ likowise#

arc taken from barbarous tongues.** This nghla of Strabo is possibly

small tabor of India* If Strabo took his othography
the Persian or Arabic, a single point would constitute tne dinerou^
between the N (Nu) and the T. (Ts).
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Instrument of the Hindus we have the Greek dithara, the English cithern^
an*d the Sapnish guitar of modern days. The Greeks> following the
Ev»yptians, had but six notes, with their lettered symbols; and it was
reserved for the Italians to add a seventh. Guido Aretine, a monk In

the thirteenth century, has (he Credit of this. I however believe the
Hindus numbered their’s from the heavenly bodies^-the Sun, Moon,
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,—hence they had the regular
octave, with its semitones : and as, in the pruriency of their fancy, they
converted the ascending and descending notes into grahas, or planetary
bodies, so they may have added them to the harmonious numbers, and
produced the no-ragint, their nin^ modes of music.* Could we affirm

thnt the hymns composed and set to music by Jayadeva, nearly three
tfiotisand years ago, and still chaunted in honour of the Apollo of Vrij,

had been handed down with the sentiments of these mystic compositions
(and Sir W. Jones sanctions the idea), we sliould say, from their simpli-

city that the musicians of that age had only the diatonic scale
;
but we

have every reason to believe, from the very elaborate character of their

written music, which is painful and discordant to the ear from its minute-
ness of subdivision, that they had also the chromatic scale, said to

have been invented by rimotfieus in the time of Alexander, who might
have carried it from the banks of the Indus. In the mystic dance, the

maudala, yet imitated on the annual festival sacred to the sun-god
Heri, he is represented with a radiant crown in a dancing attitude,

playing on the flute to the nymphs encircling him, each holding a musical
instrument

.

** In song and dance about the sacred hill
;

Mystical dance, which yonder starry sphere

Of planets, and of fixed, in all her wheels
Resembles nearest, mazes intricate,

Eccentrick, intervolved, yet regular

'I'hen most, when most irregular tliey seem
;

And in their motions harmony divine

So smooths her charming tones, that God’s own ear
Listens delighted/*

Milton, Book V, 156.

These nymphs are also called the no^ragint, from raga, a mode of song
over which each presides, and no-tasa, or • nine passions,* excited by the
powers of harmony. May we not in this trace the origin of Apollo and
the sacred nine? In the manner described above, tl«e ras-maudal is

typical of the zodiacal plwnomena ; and in each sign a musical nymph 19

* An account of the state of musical f;Cience amongst the Hindus of

early ages, and a chrhparison between it and that of Europe is yet a
desideratum in Oriental literature. From what we already know of

the science, it appears to have attained a theoritical precision yet unknown
to Europe, and tliat, at a period when even Greece was little removed
from bhrbarism. The inspirations of the bards of the first ages were all

set to music ; and the children of the most powerful potentates sang tlyo

episodes of the great epics of Valmiki and Vysa. I here is a dislinguishecl

membei* of the Royal Asiatic Society, and perhaps the only one who could
fill up this hiatus ;

and we may hope that the leisure and inchnatioii of
the Right Honourable Sir Ousley will tempt him to enlighten us oh this

most interesting point.

34
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sculptured, in alto-relievo, in the vaulted temples dedicated to the jfod.f
or in secular edifices by way of ornament, as in the triumphal column of
Cheetore. On the festival of the Janam, or * birth-day,’ ’there is a scenic
representation of Kaniya and the Gopis : when are rehearsed in the
mellifluous accents of the Ionic land of Vrij, the songs of Jayadeva, as
addressed by Kaniya to Radha and her companions, A specimen of

tliese, as translated by that elegant scholar Sir W, Jones, may not be
considered inappropriate here.

1 have had occasion to remark elsewhere,f that the Rajpoot bards,
like the heroic Scalds of the north, lose no opportunity of lauding them-
selves ;

of which Jayadeva, the bard of the Yadus, has set an eminent
example in the opening of *’ the songs of Govinda.”

If thy soul be delighted with the remembrance of Heri, or sensible

to the raptures of love, listen to the voice of Jayadeva, whose notes are
both sweet and brilliant.”

The poet opens the first interview of Krishna and Radha with an
animated description of a night in the rainy season, in which Heri is

represented as a wanderer, and Radha, daughter of the shepherd Nanda,
is sent to offer him shelter, in their cot. Nanda thus speaks to Radha :

“The ‘firmament is obscured by clouds
;
the woodlands are b|ack with

Tamala trees
;
that youth who roves in the forest will be fearful in the

gloom of night
;
go, my daughter, bring the wanderer to my rustic man-

sion.’ Such was the command of Nanda the herdsman, and hence arose

the love of Radha and Madhava.”J

The poet proceeds to apostrophize Heri, which the Hindu bard terms
rupaca, or ' personal description

“ Oh thou who reclinest on the bosom of Kamala, whose ears flame
with gems, and whose locks are embellished with sylvan flowers

;
thou,

from whom the day-star derived his effulgence, who slewesl the venom-
breathing Kaliya, who beamest like a sun on the tribe of Yadu, that

flourished like a lotus; thou, who sittest on the plumage of Garura, who
sippest nectar from the radiant lips of Padma, as the fluttei ing chacora

drinks the moon- beams
;
be victorious, O Heri.”

Jayadeva then introduces Heri in the society of the pastoral nymphs
of Vrij, whom he groups with admirable skill, expressing the passion

by which each is animated towards the youthful prince with great warmth
and elegance of diction. But Radha, indignat that he shotild divide with

them the affection she deemed exclusively her own, flies his presence.

Heri. repentant and alarmed, now searches the forest for his beloved,

giving vent at each step to impassioned grief. “ Woe is me 7 »he feels a

sense of injured honour, and has departed in wrath. How will she

conduct herself ? How will she express her pain in so long a separation ?

What is wealth to me ? What are numerous attendants ? What the plea-

sures of the world? How can I invite thee to return? Grant me but a sight

• I have often been struck with a characteristic analogy in the

sculptures of the most ancient Saxon cathedrals in England and on the

Continent, to Kaniya and the Gopis. Both may be intended to represent

divine harmony. Did the Asi and Jits of Scandinavia, the ancestor*

the Saxons, bring them from Asia ?

t Trans. Royal Asiatic Society t Vol. i. p. 146.

:|: Madhu in the dialect of Vrij.
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df thee, oh ! lovely Radha, for my passion torments me, O God of love

!

mistake me not for Siva. Wound me not again. I love already. but too

passionately
;
yet have I lost my beloved. Brace not tliy bow, thou

conqueror of the world! My heart is already pierced by arrows from
Kadha's eyes, black and keen as those of the antelope.”

Radha relents and sends a damsel in quest of Heri, whom she finds

in a solitary arbour on the banks of the Yamuna. She described her
mistress as animated by the same despair which controls him :

“ Her face is like a water-lily veiled in the dew of tears, and her eyes
are as moons eclipsed. She draws thy picture and worships it, and at the
close of every sentence exclaims, * O Madhava, at thy feet am 1 fallen !

Tlien she figures the standing before her: she sighs, she smiles, she
mourns, she weeps. Her abode, the forest—herself through thv absence
is become a timid roe, and love is the tiger who springs on her, like Yama,
the genius of death. So emaciated in her beautiful body, that even the

light garland which waves over her bosom is a load. The palm of her

hand supports her aching temple, motionless as the cresent rising at eve.

Thus, O divine healer, by the nectar of thy love must Radha be restored

to health
;
and if thou refusest, thy heart must be harder than the thunder-

stone.”*

The damsel returns to Radha and reports the condition of Heri,

mourning her absence : ” Even the hum of the bee distracts him. Misery
sits fixed in his heart, and every returning night adds anguish to an-
guish.” She then recommends Radha to seek him. ” Delay not, O,
loveliest of women ; follow the lord of thy heart. Having bound his

locks with forest flowers he hastens to yon arbour, where a soft gale

breathes over the banks of Yamuna, and there pronouncing thy name,
he modulates his divine reed. Leave behind thee, O friend, the ring

which tinkles on thy delicate ankle when thou sported in the dance. Cast
over thee thy azure mantle and run to the shady bower.”

Blit Radha too weak to move, is thus reported to Heri by the same
fair mediator. She looks eagerly on all sides in hope of thy approach:
she “advances a few steps and falls languid to the ground. She weaves
bracelets of fresh leaves, and looking at herself in sport, exclaims, behold
the vanquisher of Madha I Then she repeats the name of Heri, and
catching at a dark blue cloud,f strives to embrace it, saying, ‘ it is my
beloved who approaches.' "

Midnight arrives, but neither Heri nor the damsel returns, when she
gives herself up to the frenzy of despair, exclaiming :

“ the perfidy of my
friend rends my heart* Bring disease and death, O gale of Malaya !

Receive me in thy azure wave, Q sister of Yama,j: that the ardour of my
heart may be allayed.”

The repentant Heri at length returns, and in speech well calculated

to win forgiveness, thus pleads his pardon.

“Oh ! grant me a draught of honey from the lotus of thy mouth :

or if thou art inexorable, grant me death from the arrows of thine eyes ;

* We meet with various little philosophical phenomena used as
simtUes in this rhapsody of Jayadeva. aerolites, mentioned by a
poet the contemporary of David and Solomon, are but recently known
to the European philosopher.

t This is, in allusion to the colour of Krishna, a dark blue.

i Thj^ Indian Pluto
; she is addressing the Yamuna.
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make ihy arms my chains : thou art my ornaments ; thou art the pearl in

the ocean of my mortal birth : I’hine eyes, wl>ich nature formed like blue
water-lilies, are become throujfh thy resentment like petals of the crimson
lotus. Thy silence affects me

;
oh ! speak with the voice of music, and let

thy sweet accents allay my ardour."

•* Radha with timid joy, darting her eyes on Govinda, while she
musically sounded the rings of her ankles and the the bells of her aonef^
entered the mystic bower of her beloved. His heart was ag^itated by her
sight, as the waves of the deep are affected by the lunar orb.f From his

.graceful waist flowed a pale yellow robe,J which resembled the golden
dust of the water-lily scattered over its blue petals. § His locks inter-

woven with blossoms, were like a cloud variegated by the moon- beam.
Tears of transport gushed in a stream Irom the full eyes of Kadha, and
their watery glances beamed on her best beloved. Even shame, which
had before taken Its abode in their dark pupils, was itself ashamed,

||
and

departed when tlte fawn-eyed Kadha gazed on the bright face of

Kf ishna."

The poet proceeds to describe Apollo's bower on the sable Yamuna,
as Love's recess and sanctifies it as, — “ The ground

“ Where early Love his Psyche’s zone unbound.'*^

In the morning tlie blue god aids in Radha’s simple toilet. He statn.q

her eye w'ith antimony “ wliich would make the blackest bee envious,"

places "a circle of musk on her forohead," and intertwines “ a chaplet of

flowers and peacock’s feathers in her dark tresses," replacing the zone
of golden bells." The bard concludes as he commenced, with an
eulogium on tlte inspiiations of his muse, which it is evident were set to

music, " Whatever is delightful in the modes of music, whatever is

graceful in the fine strains of poetry, whatever is exquisite in the sweet

art of love, let the happy and wise learn from the songs of Jayadeva."

This mystic dance, the ras-mandal, appears analogous to the Pyhrric

dance, or the fire-d^v\c^ of the Egyptians. The movements of those who
personate the deity and his fair companions are full of grace, and the

dialogue is replete with harmony.’'^ The Chobisff of Mathura and

* Thus the ancient statues do not present merely the sculptor’s fancy

in the zone of bells with which they are ornamented.

+ I'his is a favourite metaphor with the bards of India, to describe

the alternations of the exciting causes of love
;
and it is yet more impor-

t.ant as shewing that Jayadeva was the philosopher as well as the poet of

nature, in making the action of the moon upon the tides the basis of this

beautiful simile.

+ rhis yellow, rohe or mantle furnishes another title of tne Sun-goo,

mz,,Fitambarat typical of the resplendence which precedes his rising and

setting.

§ It will be again necessary to call to mind the colour of Krishna, to

appreciate this elegant metaphor#

II
This idea is quite new.

f Childe Harold, Canto III.
**

I he anniversary of the birth of Kaniya is celebrated with splen-

dour at Sindhia’s court, where the author frequently witnessed it, daring a

ten years’ residence, .

tt rhe priests of KaniyH, probably so called from the ohob or cJuo

wiih.wbich, on the annual they assault the castle ol Km9$, the
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Vrindavanit have considerable repat^tion asr vocalists j and the effect of
the modtjlated and deep tones df the adult blending with the clear treble

of the juvenile performers, while ^the time is marked by the cymbal or
the soothing monotony of the tabor, accoihpanied occasionally by the
moorali or flute, is very pleasing*

We have a Parnassus in Grirdhana, from which sacred hill the god
derives one of his principal epithets, iGirdhurh or Gordhmi-nath, * God of
the mount of wealth.^ Here he first gave proofs of miraculous power,
and a cave in this hill was the first shrine, on his apotheosis, whence his

miracles and oracles were made known to the Yadus. From this cave
(gopha) is derived another of his titles

—

Goph^nath, ‘Lord of the cave,^

diiilirVct from his epithet Gopinath, ‘Lord of Gopis* or pastoral nymphs.
On the annual festival held at Girdhana, the sacred mount is purified with
copious oblations of milk, for which all the cows of the district are in

requisition.

The worship of Krishna in ancient days, like that of Apollo amongst
the Greeks, was chiefly celebrated in caves, of which there were many
scattered over India. The most remarkable were those of Girdhana in

Vrij
;
Gaya in Behar: Goph-nath on the shores of Saurashtra

;
and

Jalindra^ on the Indus. In these dark and mysterious retreats supersti-

tion had her full influence over the votaries who sought the commands and
deprecated the wrath of the deity: bnt, as the Mookhia told tlie author,
“the age of oracles and miracles is past;*’ and the new wheel, which was
miraculously furnished each revolving year to supply the place of that
which first indicated his desire to abide at Nathdwara, is no longer forth-

coming. The old one, which was the signal of his wish, is, however,
preserved as a relic, and greatly reverenced. The statue now worshipped
at Nathdwara, as the representative of ‘the god of the mount’ is said to

be the indentical image.) raised in the cave of Girdhana, and brought
thence by the high-priest Balba« r

As the destroyer of Kali*nag, ‘the black serpent,’ which infested the
waters of the Yamuna, Kaniya has the character of the Pythic Apollo.
‘He is represented dragging the monster from the black stream,’ and
bruising him with his foot. He had, however, many battles with his hydra-
foe ere he vanquished him, and he was once driven by Kal-yamun from
Vrij to Owarica, whence his title of Rinchor. Here we have the old alle-

gory of the schismatic wars of the Budhists and Vishnues.

Diodorous informs us that Kan was one of the titles of the Egyptian
Apollo as the sun

;
and this is the common contraction for Kaniya, whose

colour is a dark cerulean b|ue (ftilfl): and hence his name Nila-nath, who,
like the Apollo of the Nile, is aejaicted with the human form and eagle-»

head, with a lotus in his hand. S and H are permutable letters in the

:
, ;««

^
^

tyrant usurper of Krishna's birthright, who, like Herod, ordered the
slaughter ot altll^i. youth of tVrij, that Krishna might not escape. These
Chobis are mosLMlcj^yiho&^>iof Alexander, who occupied the chief towns
of the Punjab, a^d who, according to ArrMi% worshipped* Hercules {Heri*
cul-es, chief of the Of H;Sri), and were armed ^ith clubs. The mimic
assault of robust church mill-
Unt% vwUh uron rings, is well worth seeing^

^ Jatindra on the indils ik described by the Emperor Baber is a very
singiilar spot, having hamerbui^ The deity of the caves of Ulindra
» lhe(uii,l«ry4eiiy«f«tMririR0e l)f'M«rw«ri

r' . > .
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BKakka, and Sam or Sham, the fj^od of the Vamuna, may be the Of

Mammon of Egypt. Heri ijccompanied Rameaa to Lanka as did the

Egyptian Apollo, Kameses-Sesostris, on his expedition to India? both
were attended in their expedition by.an army of Satyrs, or tribes bearing

the names of different animals : and as we have the Aswas, the Takshaoi,

and the Sassus of the Vadu tribes, typified under the horse, the serpent)

and the hare, so the races of Surya, of which Rama was the head, may
have been designated Rtsht and Hanuman^ or bears and monkeys. The
distance of the Nile from the Indian shore forms no objection; the sail

spread for Ceylon could waft the vessel to the Red Sea, which the fleets of

l yre, of Solomon, and Hiram covered about this very lime. That the

Hindus navigated the ocean from the earliest ages, the traces of their reli-

gion in the isles of the Indian archipelago sufRctently attest
;
but on this

subject we have already said enough.

The coincidence between the most common epithets of the Apollos of

Greece and India, as applied to the sun, are peculiarly striking. Heri, as

Bhan-nath, * the lord of beams,’ is Phoebus, nnd his heaven is Heripur
(Heliopolis), or ‘city of Heri.’* Helios was a title of Apollo, whence the

Greeke had their Elysium, the Heripur or Bhan than (the abode of the

sun), the highest of the heavens or abodes of bliss of the martial Rajpoot.

Hence the eagle (the emblem of Heri as the sun)f was adopted by the

western warrior as the symbol of victory.

The DU Majores of the Rajpoot are the same in number and title as

amongst the Greeks and Romans, being the deities who figuratively

preside over the planetary system. Their grades of bliss are therefore in

unison with the eccentricity of orbit of the planet named. On this

account Chandra or Indu, the moon, being a mere satellite of Ella, the

earth, though probably originating the name of the Indu race, is inferior

in the scale of blissful abodes to that of his son Budha or Mercury, whose
heliacal appearance gave him importance even with the sons of Vaiva,

the sun. From the poetic seers of the martial races we learn that there

are two distinct places of reward
; the one essentially spiritual, the other

of a material nature. The bard inculcates that the warrior who falls in

battle in the fulfilment of his duty, who abandons life through the wave
of steel,” will know no ’‘second birth,” but that the unconfined spark

(jote) will reunite to the parent orb. The doctrine of transmigration

through a variety of hideous forms, may be considered as a series of

purgatories.

* ”In Hebrew signifies the sun, but in Arabic the meaning of

the radical word is to guard, preserve; and of AirrtV, gulii'dian, preserver.”—No\\\oy*% Ruins of Empires

i

^
.

f The heaven of Vishnu^ Vaicuniha 1$ entirely of j(old, and 80,000
miles in circumference. Its edifices, pillars,. and orniments, are composed
of precious stones. The crystal waters of the Gangetf form a river in

Vaicuntha, where are lakes filled with bhie, red, and si^lice water-lilies,

each cf a hundred and even of a thoittand petals. gbrioits as

the meridian sun resting on water-Him, is Vishnu of Srh
the goddess of abundance (the Ceres of Ifie Egyptians 00 hw
right hand, surrounded by spirits who constantly celiihrifte ^
Vishnu and Lakshmt, who are served by his voUM'fts, apd iioiwfiom the

e?»gle (Garuda) is door-keeper.-^Ex^oot from Mie Maltablmrat^’^See
Ward Oh the History and Religion, Vofc li. /
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The Greeks and Celts worshipped Apollo under the title of Carneios,
Vfhich '‘selon le scHoliaste de Theocritc** is derived fro»n Carnos, ** qui ne
propHetisoit que des malheurs aux Heraclides lors de leur incursiop dans
le Peloponnese. Un deux appele Hippotes, le tua dun coup de jileche.^*

Now one of the titles of the Hindu Apollo is Carna, * the radiant •/ from
carnat ray and when he led the remains of the Hericulas in company
with Baldeva {the god of strength), and Yiidhishthira, after the great in-

ternational war, into the Peloponnesus of Saurashtra, they were attacked
bv the aboriginal Bhills, one of whom stew the divine Carna with an
arrow. The Bhills claim to be of Hayavansa, or the rac»^ of Haya, whose
chief seat was at Maheswar on the Nerbudda : the assassin of Carna
would consequently be Hiputa, or descendant of Haya*

The most celebrated of the monuments commonly termed Druidic,

scattered throughout Europe, is at Carnac in Brittany, on which coast

the Celtic Apollo had his shrines, and was propitiated under the title of

Carneus
; and this monutment may be considered at once sacred to the

manes of the warriors and the sun-god Carneus. Thus the Roman
Saturnalia, the carnivale, has a better etymology in the festival to Carneus,

as the sun, than in the “adieu to flesh^* durning the fast. The character
of this festival is entirely oriental, and accompanied with the licentious-

ness which belonged to the celebration of the powers of nat.ure. Even
now, although Christianitv has banished the grosser forms, it partakes
more of a Pagan than a Christian ceremony.

Of the festivals of Krishna the Anacuta is the most remarkable
;
when

the seven statues were brought from the different capitals of Rajasthan,
and mountains icuta^s of food (ana) piled up for their rep^^st, at a given
signal are levelled by the myriads of votaries assembled from all parts.—
About eighty years ago, on a memorable assemblage at the Anacuta,
before warfare had devastated Rajasthan, and circumscribed the means
of the faithful disciples of Heri, amongst the multitude of Vtshmies of

every region were almost all the Rajpoot princes
;
Rana Ursi of Mewar,

Raja Beejy Sing of Marwar. Raja Guj Sing of Bikaneer, and Bahadur
Sing of Kishengurh. Rana Ursi presented to the god a tora, or mas-
sive golden anklet*chain set with emeralds : Beejy Sing a diamond necklace

worth twgnty-five thousand rupees : the other princes according to their

means* They were followed by an old woman of Surat, with infirm step

and ehakihg head, who deposited four coppers in the hand of the high-

priest, which were received with a gracious smile, not vouchsafed to the lords

of the earth. ** The Rana in is luck/' whispered the chief of Kishengurh
tp the Rana^ Soon afterwards the statue of Heri was brought forth, when
the""^nne oid placed at its feet a bill of exchange for seventy

ihdueah^ ebpees. The mighty were humbled, and the smile of the Gosaen
was explained • Such gifts, and to a vet greater amonnt, are, or were, by
do dieans unebmmon from the sons of commerce, who arc only known to

bet^l to the frdni the distinguishing necklace of the sect.f

• . . -...i — ..

* in the fabulous history of the ancient
nattohs merely fortuitous, they must excite
tnteresiyg[S|^ with various others in the history of the Hericulas
of of Greece, I cannot resist the idea that they

t ;tSH>tidh records a similar offering of soo,ooo sesterces to the* Roman
ehurefr/by a straltiger, in the reign of Decius.
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The predatory Bystem which f^cf^ciMl to A Stated of the

Wiost de^arded anarchy, gfreatly diminished the tliiitlbef of. f»ifgrfittiagfe$ td'

N^ithdvvara ; and the fSrods of Vrij hkd sufficient prOSclence lo kndW that

they could guard neither their priests nor followers froih the Pathkn and
Mahraita, to whom the CroWn of the god, or the (ndse»{eWe]) of
Kadha, would be alike acceptable : nor Would they have scrupled to retaiii^

both •the deities and priests as hostages for such imposition aS they might
deem Within Ihetr means. Accordingly, of late years, there had been no
congress of the gods of Vrij. who remained fixtures on their altars till the'

halcyon days of A.D. 1818 permitted their liberation.*

The s^zfeH sMues of Kaniya were brouitht together by the hfgh-prlest

B^Iba, who established the festival of the Anacuta. They remained in

the same sanctuary until the time of Oirdhari, the grandson of Baiba,

who having seven sorts, gave to each a rupa or statue, and whose des*

cendants continue In the office of priest. The names and present abodes
of the gods are as follows :

Nath ji, the god, or Oordhan-Nath, god of the mount... ...Nathdwara*

t. Nonlta ... ... ... Nathdwara«
2. Mathura-Nath... ... ... Rotah.
3. Dwar-ca-Nath... ... ... Kankerowll.

4. Gokul-Nath, or Ookul-Chandrama ... Jey*piih

5. Vadii-Nath ... .». ..t Suratw'

6 . Vital-Nath ... .k. ... Rotah.
7* Mudun Mohuna ... Jeypun

Nath-ji IS not enumerated amongst the formS; hk^ Wtlds supreme.

Nonita, or Nonanda, the juvenile Ranlya, has his piUr separate,

Ihnush close to Nath-ji. He is also styled BaU-mpkundi ' the blessed

child/ and is depicted as an infant with a pera* or comlit'ball in his hand.
This image, which was one of the of a fol'mer age. and which,
since the destruction of the shrines of Krishna by the Islamites, had lain

in the Varnuna, attached itself to the sacerdoul' ^one {$UHUl of the

high-priest Baiba, while he was performing his abiuiions, who,
it home, placed it in a niche of the temple ,a,nd worshipped it;;;«nd

Nonanda vet receives the peculiar homage of the high*|WioSl;;^u4 his

family as their household divinity. Of the second imagp.

* I enjoyed no small degree of favour with^ iW fPRff.njie p9p,tj|f pf ^he

shrine of Apollo and all his votraies, for cifcctihg a, M
statues of Vishnu in 1820. In cootriving this r.jhad{«oT

cite ancient animosities between the priests of f

to obtain a free passort for the gods, hot to

whose capitals they were established, fpr

drea<led lest bribery might entice the prieets to fix'

wotild have involved their loss of sanctity^ d ig n tty, pyrjtv. It

cost me no liuld trouble, and .more Angiety,4<^4)Hi|!^m
multitudes at peace with each other, ior they

^
arp gp

sectarians in contestintt the supremo power apd

forms (rupa). Yet they all separate4»
only^«HH^HD|»|,^^^^

without even any attempt at robbeVy, so common
» The pera of Mathura,can pnl>;. b^ tpade

Yamuna, from whence it is stilly fOftveyed. to Npnanaa at
and with curds forms his evening repast.
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ihtre. is no particular mention ; it was at one time at Kamnorh in Mewar,
but is now at ICotah.

Balkrishna, the third son, had Dwar*ca-Nath, which statue, now
Kankerowli in Mewar, is asserted to be the identical image that received
the adoration of Raja Umrika, a prince of the solar race who lived in
tlie or silver age. The ‘god mount' revealed himself in a
dream to his high-priest, and told him of the domicile of this his repre-
i>entallve at Kanouj. Thither Baiba repaired, and having obtained it from
the Brahmin^ appointed Damodur-das Khetri to officiate at his altar.

The fourth statue, that of Goku! Chandrama the moon of Gokiil),
had an equally mysterious origin, having been discovered in a deep ravine
on the banks of the river; Baiba assigned it to his brother ‘•in -law.
Gokul is an island on the Jumna, a few miles below Mathura, and cele-
brated in the early history of the pastoral divinity. The residence of
this image at Jeypur does not deprive tlie little island of its honours as
a place of pilgrimage

;
for the * god of Gokul* has an altar’ on the original

site, and his rites are performed by an aged priestess, who disowns the
jurisdiction of the high-priest of Nathdwara, both in the spiritual and
temporal concerns of her shrine; and who, to the no small scandal of
all wlio are interested in Appollo, appealed from the fiat of the high-priest
to the British court of justice. I'he royal grants of the Mogul emperor*
were produced, which proved the right to lay in the high-priest, though
a long period of almost undisturbed authority had created a feeling of

independent control in the family of the priestess, which they desired
might continue. A compromise ensued, when the author was instru-

mental in restoring harmony to the shrines of Apollo.

The fifth, Yadu-Nath, is the deified ancestor of the whole Yadti

race. 'I'his image, now at Surat, formerly a<lorned the shrine of Maha-
vaii near Mathura, which was destroyed by Mahmud.

The sixth, Vitul-Nath, or Pandurang, was found in the Ganges at

Benares, ^amvat ftom which we may judge ol their habit of multi-

plying divinities.

The seventh, Modun Mohuna. “ he who intoxicates with desire."

the seductive lover of Kadha and the Gopis, has his rites performed by
a female. The present priestess of Moluina is the mother of Damodara,
the supreme head of all who adore the Apollo of Vrij.

I am not aware of the precise period of Baiba Acharya, who thus

collected tlie seven images of Krishna now in Rajasthan
;
but he must

have lived about the time of the last of the Lodi kings, at the period of

the conquest of India by the Moguls. The preseut pontiff, Damodara>
as before said, is his [lineal descei>da«t‘; and whether in addressing him
verbally or by letter, he is styled Moharaja or ‘great prince.'*

* Gosaen ^ title inore applicable to the celih ttaire worshippers
of Harl Ilian of Heri—of Jupiter than of Apollo. It is alleged that the

Hrnperfer Akbar first bestbwed this epithet on tlie highest priest of Krishna,’

whose idles attracted his regard. They were previously called Dikhit
' one wlio performs saciifice/ a name given to very numerous class of

Brahmins*

d'he Gotra Acharya, or genealogical creed of the high-priest, is as
follows: **TyluHg Brahmin^ Bhardvjuja gotra^ Guracula^ Tyturi sakha,
i e., Brahmin of I'eiingana, of the tribe of Bhardwaja, of the race ol
Guru, of the branch Tyturi.

35
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As the supreme head of the Vishnu sect, his person is held lobe
Ansa, or a portion of llie divinity ;** and it is maintained that so late
as the father of the present incumbent,, the god manifested himself and
conversed with the high-priest. The present pontiff is now about thirty

years of age. He is of a benign aspect, with much dignity of demeanour t

courteous, yet exacting the homage due to his high calling : meek, as
becomes the priest of the Govinda, but with the finished manners of one
accustomed to the first society. His features are finely moulded, and his
complexion good. He is about the middle size, though as he rises to no
mortal, I could not exactly judge of his height. When I saw him he had
t)ne only daughter, to whom he is much attached. He has but one wife,

nor does Krishna aHow polygamy to his priest. In times of danger,
like some of his prototypes in the dark ages of Europe, he poised the lance,

and found it more effective than spiritual anathemas, against those who
would first adore the god, and then plunder him. Such were the Mahratta
chiefs Jesswunt Rao Holkar and Bapoo Sindhia. Oamodara accordingly
made the tour of his extensive diocese at the head of four hundred horse,
two standards of foot, and two field-pieces. Hs rode the finest mares
in the country; laid aside his pontificals for the quilted dugla,
summoned to matins by the kettle-drum instead of the bell and cymbal.
In this he only imitated Kaniya, who often mixed in the ranks of battle,

and * dyed his saffron robe in the red-stained field. Had Damodara
been captured on one of these occasions by any marauding Pathan, and
incarcerated, as he assuredly would have been, for ransom, the marauder
might have replied to the Rana, as did the Plantagenet king to the Pope,

when the surrender of the captive church-militant bishop was demanded,
** Is this thy son Josephus coat?*' But, notwithstanding this display of

martial principle, which covered with a helmet the shaven crown, his con-

duct and character are amiable and unexceptionable, and he furnishes a
striking contrast to the late head of the Vishnu establishments in Marwar,
who Icommenced with the care of his master’s conscience, and ended with

that of the state ; meek and unassuming till he added temporal* to spiri-

tual power, which developed unlimited pride, with alt the qualities that loo

often wart on a little brief authority,'* and to the display of which he

fell a victim. Damodara,f similarly circumstanced, might have evinced

the same fallings, and have met the same end ; but though endeavours
were made to give liim political influence at the Rana’s court, yet, partly

from his own good sense, and partly through the dissuasion of ihe Nestor

of Kotah (Zatim Sing), he was not entrained in the vortex of its intrigues,

which must have involved the sacrifice of wealth and the proper dignity

of bis station.

* The high-priest of Jalindrs^nath used to appear at the Head of a

cavalcade farlmore numerous than any feudal lotd of Marwar.—See DtcU

de V Anc, Regime, p. 3S0.

f The first letter I received on reaching England after my long

residence in India was from this priest, filled with anxious expressions for

my health, diid speedy return to protect the lands and saered kine of

Apollo.
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CHAPTER XXL

I
T has been observed by that philosophical traveller Dr. Clarke, that,“ by a proper attention to the vestiges of ancient superstition, we

are sometimes enabled to refer a whole people to their original ancestors
with as much, if not more certainty, than by observations made upon
their language

;
because the superstition is engrafted upon the stock, but

the language is liable to change.*'* Impressed with the justness, as well
as the originality of the remark, I shall adopt it as my guide in the
observations I propose to make on the religious festivals and superstitions
of Mewar, However important may be the study of military, civil, and
political history, the science is incomplete without mythological history

;and he is little imbued with the spirit of philosophy, who can perceive in
the fables of antiquity nothing but the extravagance of a fervid imagina-
tion. Did no other consequence result from the study of mythology, than
the fact, that,^in all ages and countries, man has desecrated his reason, and
voluntarily reduced himself below the level of the brutes that perish, it
must provoke inquiry into the cause of this degradation. Such an inves-
tigation would develop, not only the source of history, the handmaid of
the arts and sciences, but the origin and application of the latter in a
theogony typical of the seasons, their changes, and products. Thus
mythology may be considered the parent of all history.

With regard, however, to the rude tribes who still inhabit the moun-
tains and fastnesses of India, and who may be regarded as the aborigines
of that country, the converse of this doctriue is more probable. Not their
language only, but their superstitions, differ from those of the Rajpoots :

though, from a desire to rise above their natural condition, they have
engrafted upon their own the most popular mythologies of their civilized
conquerors, who from the north gradually spread themselves over the
continent and peninsula, even to the remote isles of the Indian ocean. Of
the primitive inhabitants we may enumerate the Meenas, the Meras* Vie

Seryas, the S^fjas, the Ahiras, the Goofurs. and
of the Nerbudd'a, the Sone, tfie MahaWdi, the

mountains of Sargooja, and the lesser Nagpur; many of whom are still but
little removed from savage life, and whose dialects are as various as their
manners. These are content to be called the * sons of the earth, *f or
children of the forest, while their conquerors, the Rajpoots, arrogate
celestial descent.} How soon after the flood the Suryas, or sun worshippers,
entered India Proper, must ever remain uncertain. It is sufficient that
they were anterior in date to the Indus, or races tracing their descent from

j
the moon (/nd)

;

as the migration of the latter from the central lands off
lndo*Scythia was antecedent to that of the Agniculas, or fire-worshippers/
of the Snake race, claiming Takshac as their original progenitor. ThJ
Suryas,

II
who migrated both to the East and West, as population bccam<

* TraveU in Soundinaviat Vol. I. p. 33,

t Bhumaptttr*. J Vanapuira. § Surya-, and Induputras, ^

II
The Sauromatia, or Sarmatians of early Europe, as well as the

Syrians, were most probably colonies of the same Suryavansi, who
simultaneously peopled the shores of the Caspian and Mediterranean
and the banks of the Indus and Ganges. Many of the tribes describedby Strabo as dwelling around the Caspian, are enumerated amonest the
Jhirty.six royal races of India. One of these, the Sacaseni, supposed to?e the ancestors of our own Saxon race, settled themselves on the Araxe*

Acintnia, adjoining Albania*
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redundant in these fertile regions, may be considered the Celtic, as th^»

Indu-Getse may be accounted the Gothix:, races of India. To attempt to

discriminate these different races, and mark the shades which once
separated them, after a system of priestcraft has amalgamated the mass,
and identified their supersitions, would be fruitless

;
but the observer of

ancient customs may, with the imperfect guidance of peculiar rites, dis-

cover things, and even names, totally incongruous with the Brahminical
system, and which could never have originated within the Indus or Uttuc

—

the Rubicon of Gangetic antiquarians, who fear to look beyond that stream
for the origin of tribes. A residence amongst the Rajpoots Jwould lead
to a disregard of such boundaries, either to the moral or physical man,
as the annals of Mewar abundantly testify.

Sir Wm, Jones remarks, “ if the festivals of the old Greeks, Persians,

Romans, Egyptians and Goths, could be arranged with exactness in the

same form with the Indian, there would be found a stiiking resemblance,

among them ;
and an attentive comparison of them all, might throw great

light on the religion, and perhaps on the history, of the primitive world."

In treating of the festivals and superstitions of the Rajpoots, where-
cver there may appear to be a fair ground for supposing an analogy with

those of other nations of antiquity, I shall not hesitate to pursue it. The
proper names of many of the martial Rajpoots would alone point out the

necessity of seeking fora solution of them out of the explored paths

;

and where Sanskrit derivation cannot be assigned, as it happens in many
instances, we are not, therefore, warranted in the hasty conclusion that

the names must have been adopted since the conquests of Mahmoud or

Shabudin, events of comparatively modern date. Let us at once admit
the hypothesis of Pinkerton,—the establishment of an original Indu-

Getic or Indo-Scythic empire, "extending from the Caspian to the

Ganges or if this conjecture be too extensive or too vague, let us fix

the centre of iWxs Madhya*Bhumim t\\e region of Sogdiana;^ and

from the lights which modern history affords on the many migrations

from this nursery of mankind, even since the time of Mahomed, let us

form an opinion of those which have not been recorded, or have been

conveyed by the Hindus only in imperfect allegory
;
and with the aid

of ancient customs, obsolete words and proper names, trace them to Indo-

Scythic colonies grafted on the parent stock, rhe Purans themselves

bear testimony to the incorporation of Scythic tribes with the Hindus,

and to the continual irruptions of the Sacje, the Pelavi, the Yavans,t ihe

Turshkas, names conspicuous amongst the races of Central Asia, and

recorded in the pages of the earliest Western historians. Even so early

as the period of Rama, when furious international wars were carried on

between the military and sacerdotal classes for supremacy, we have the

names of these tribes recorded as auxiliaries to the priesthood ;
who, while

admitting them to fight under the banners of Siva, would not scruple to

Long after the overthrow of the Greek kingdom of Bactria by the

Yuli or Getes, this region was populous and ffourishing,—See Hist Gen.

des HunSf Vol, L p. 5**

•f
Yavan qr Javan is a celebrated link of the \nA\s ilmar) genealo-

gical chain
;
nor need we go to lonnia for it, though the lontans

a colonv descended from JavaOi the ninth from Yayati> who was the third

of Ay VI, the ancestor of the Hindu as well as of the Tatar Indu- vaiyst.

The astieas, who arc SO often described as invaders of India, and which

word has ordinarily a mere irreligious acceptation, I firhily bclieVo

mean the Assyrians.
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stamp them with the seal of Hinduism. In this manner, beyond a doubt,
® period than the events in the Ramayana, these tribes from

tHe North either forced themselves among^, or were incorporated with, tlie
races of the sun.^ When therefore, we meet with rites in Rajpootana and
in ancient Scandinavia, such as were practised amongst the Getic nations
on the Oxus, why should we hesitate to assign the origin of both to this
region of earliest civilization? When we see the ancient Asi, and the
Yeuts, or Juts, taking omens from the white ste^d of Thor, shut up in the
temple at (Jpsala

; and in like manner, the Rajpoot of past days offering
the same animal in sacrifice to the sun, and his modern descendant talcing
the omen from his neigh, why are we to refuse our assent to the common
origin of the superstition practised bv the G^te of the Oxus ? Again,
when we find the ** homage to the sword** performed by all the Getic races
of antiquity in Dacia, on the Baltic, as well as by the modern Rajpoot,
shall we draw no conclusion from this testimony of the father of history,
who declares that such rites were practised on the Jaxartes in the very
dawn of knowledge ? Moreover, why hesitate to give Eastern etymologies
for Eastern rites, though found on the Baltic ? The antiquarian of the
North (Mallet) may thus be assisted to the etymon of ‘ Tir-sing^* the en-
chanted sword of Angantyr, in tir * water,' and ‘ a lion t. e., in
water or spirit like a lion

;
for even payiit the common epithet for water, is

applied metaphorically to ^ spirit.*

It would be less difficult to find Sanskrit derivations for many of the
proper names in the Edda, than to give a Sahskrit analysis of many
common amongst the Rajpoots, which we must trace to an Indo-Scythic
root such as Eyvorsel, Udila, Attitai, Pujoon, Hamira, and numerous
other proper names of warriors. Of tribes: the Cathi, Rajpali, Mohila,
Sariaspah, Aswaria (^7^., Assyrian), Binafur, Camari, Silara, Dahima, etc.
Of mountains : Drunadhar, Arabudha, Aravali, Aravindha (the root ora,
or mountain, being Scythic, and tlie expletive adjunct Sanskrit,) * the hill
of Budha,’ ‘of strength,* * of limit.* To all suck as cannot be resolved into
the cognate language of India, what origin can we assign but Scythic ?J

* See Turner’s Hist, of Anglo-Saxons for Indo-Scythic words.

*f There were no less than four distinguished leaders of this name
amongst the vassals of the last Rajpoot emperor of Delhi ; and one of
them, who turned traitor, to his sovereign and joined Shabudin, was
actually a Scythian, and of the Ghiker race, which maintained their
ancient habits of polyandrtsm cf^Rff^ltf^abar’s time. The Haoli Rao
Hamira was lord of Kangra and the Ghikers of Pamer.

t Turner, when discussing the history of the Sakai or Sacaseni, of
the Caspian, whom he justly supposes to be the Saxons of the Baltic, takes
occasion to introduce some words of Scythic origin (preserved by ancient
writers), to almost every one of which, without straining etymology, we

give a Sanskrit origin.

Scythic. Sanskrit or' Bakha.
Exampaios sacred ways ... Agham is the sacred book

;
pat and

pada^ a foot
;
pante^ a path.

Arimu M, ono it )vhencei4ima, or man*
Spoa at! eye,
Gior ... a mart.
Paia ^.. to kill Badha, to kill.

Tahiti the qbief deity, Tapi is heal or flame; the type of
is Vesta. Vesta.
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In a memoir prepared for me by a well-informed public officer in the
liana’s court, on the chief festivals celebrated in Mewar, he commenced
with those following the autumnal equinox, in the month Asoj or Aswini,
opening with the Noratri, sacred to the god of war. Their fasts are in

general regulated by the moon
;
although the most remarkable are solar,

especially those of the equinoxes and solstices, and the Sancrantis, or

days on which the sun enters a new sign. 'I he Hindu solar year anciently

commenced on the winter solstice, in the month Posha, and was empha-
tically called the morning of ihe gods -f' also Sivrat, or nig)»t of Siva,

analogous, as has been before remarked, to the ‘ mother nighty* which
ushered in the new year of the Scandinavian Asi, and other nations of

Asiatic origin dwelling in the north.

They term the summer solstice in the month of * the night of
ihe godsf because Vishnu (as the sun) reposes during the four rainy

months on his serpent couch. The lunar year of 360 days was more
ancient than the solar, and commenced with the month of Asoj or

Aswini :
** the moon being at the full when that name was imposed on

the first lunar station of the Hindu ecliptic."*

According to another authority, the fesfivals commenced on Amaviis,

or the ‘ * of Cheyt, near which the vernal eqiiinox falls, the opening
of the modern solar year

;
when, in like manner as at the commencement

of the lunar year in Asoj, they dedicate the first nine days of Cheyt (also

called Noratri) to Iswara and his consort Isa.

Having thus specified both modes of reckoning for the opening of

the solar and lunar years, I shall not commence the abstract of the festi*

vals of Mewar with either, but follow the more ancient division of time,

when the year closed with the winter solstice in the month of Posh,
consequently opening the new year with Magh. By this arrangement, •

we shall commence with the spring-festivals, and let the days dedic^tted

to mirth and gaiety follow each other; preferring the natural to the

astrological year, which will enable us to preserve the analogy with the

northern nations of Europe, who also reckoned from the winter solstice.

The Hindu divides the year into six seasons, each of twb months; vie.,

Vassanta, Greeshma, Varsha, Sharat, Shishira, Sheeta
;

or spring,

summer, rainy, sultry, dewy, and Cold.

Papaios Jupiter Baba, or Bapa. the universal father.

The Hindu Jivapitri, or Father of

Life.

Oitosuros ».• Apollo ... Aitiswara, or sun^God, applicable to

Vishnu, who has every attribute of

Apollo; from ait contraction of

aditya, the sun*

Artimpasfa, or Aripasa......Venus.», Apsara, because born from the froth or

essence, * saraf of the waters, *ap'

Thamtipasadus ... Neptune ... Thoenatha
; or, God of ihe Waters,

Apia ... ... Wife of Papaios Amba, Ama, Omia is the universal

or Earth. mother: wife of *' Baba Adam," as

they term the univer^l father.

See Turners' Hietory of ihe Anglo-Saxons, VtA* f. p. 35.

Sir W. tones, 'On the^Lunar Year of the Hindus,'— Re*

searches, Vol. ill. PvS?.
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\t i4 not, however, my intention to detail all the fasts and festivals

which the Rajpoot of Mewar holds* in common with the Hindu nation,

hat chiefly those restricted to that state, or such as are celebrated with
local peculiarity, or strikin^f analo^^ies to those of Egypt, Greece, of
Scandinavia. The goddess who presides over mirth and idleness, pre-
ferred holding her court amidst the ruins of Oodipur, to searching else-

where for a dwelling. This determination to be happy amidst calamity,
individual and national, has rnade the court proverbial in Rajwara, in

the adage, ** salh 'bararti our no tak'wara^'* 1.^., nine holidays out of

'^even days. Although many of these festivals are common to India, and
their maintenance is enjoined by religion, yet not only the prolongation
and repetition of some, but the entire institution of others, as well as the
pectiliar splendour of their solemniitation, originate with the prince

;

proving how much individual example may influence the manners of

m nation.

By the arrangement we have adopted, the lovely VaSsanti, goddess
of the spring, will usher in the festivals of Mewar. In 1819 her riles

•were celebrated in the kalends of January, and even then, on the verge
of the tropic, her birth was premature.

The opening of the spring being on the 5th of the month Magha, is

thence Called the Vassant which in 1819 fell on the 30th of

January^ consequently the first of Posh (the antecedent month) the
beginning of the old Hindu year, or ^*lhe morning of the gods^^ fell on
the 25th of December. The Vassant continues forty days after the
panchami, or initiative fifth, during which the utmost license prevails in

action and in speech ; the lower classes regale even to intoxication on
•every kind of stimulating confection and spirituous beverage, and the

most respectable individuals, who would at other times be shocked to

utter an indelicate allusion, roam about with the groups of bacchanals,

reciting stanzas of the warmest description in praise ,of the powers of

nature, as did the conscript fathers of Rome during- the Saturnalia.
In this season, when the barriers of rank are thrown down, and the
spirit of democracy is let loose, though never abused, even the wild Bhil,

or savage Mecr, will leave his forest or mountain shade to mingle in

the revelries of the capital ;
and decorating' his ebon .hair or tattered

turban with a garland of jessamine, will join the clamorous parties which
perambulate the streets of the capital. These orgies are, however, re-

served for the conclusion for the forty days sacred to the goddess of nature.

Two days following the initiative fifth, is the bhan septimi or * seventh
[day] of the sun,’ also called * the birth of the sun,’ with various other

metaphorical denominations.* On this day there is a grand procession
of the Rana, his chiefs and vassals, to the Chougan, where the sun is

worshipped. At the ,Jeypur court, whose princes claim descent from
CiTSH, the second son of Rama, the bhan septimi is peculiarly sacred.
Tt>e chariot of the sun, .drawn by eight horses, is taken from the temple
dedicated to that orb, arid moves in procession; a ceremony otherwise
^ever observed but on the inauguration of a new prince.

In the mythology of the Rajpoots, of which we have a better idea
from their heroic poetry than from the legends of the Brahmins, the

* Bhaacnra septimi, in honour of the sun, as a form of Vishnu.—
Varaha Pumna. Macari, from the sun entering the constellation Macara
(Pisces), the first of the solar Magha,—See A^ia^ic /Jeseay'cAw, Vol. HI.,
P* 273*
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sun-^od is (he deity they are most anxious to propitiate; and in his

honour they fearlessly expend their blood in battle, from the hope of

beine received into his mansion. Their highest heaven* is accordingly

the Bhan-ihan or Bhanuloda^ the * region of the sun i* and like the Indu-
Scytlnc Gete. the Rajpoot warrior of the early ages sacrificed the horse

in his honour, and dedicated to him the first day of the week, vie,,

Aditnar, contracted to Aitwdr, also called 'Lhawara,*

llie more we attend to the warlike mythology of the north, the more*
apparent is its analogy with that of the Rajpoots, and the stronger

ground is there for assuming that both races inherited their creed from
the common land of the Yuti of the JaXaries* What is a more proper
etymon for Scandinavia, the abode of the Warriors who destroyed the

Homan power, than Scanda the Mars or Ru-mara of the Rajpoots?
Perhaps the origin of the KintbH, derived* by Mallet from Kosmpfer,
‘ to fight.’

Thor, in the eleventh fable of the Edda, is denominated Asa-Thor.f
the ‘lord I'hor’ called the Celtic Mars by the Romans. The chariot of

Thor is ignobly yoked compared with the car of Surya ;
but in the sub-

stitution of the he-goats for tlie seven-headed horse Septa$v)fi, we have
but the change of an adjunct depending on clime, when the Yuti migrated
from the plains of Scythia, of which the horse is a native, to Yutland,
of whose mountains the goat was an inhabitant prior to any of the race

of Asi. The northern warrior makes the palace of the sun-god Thor
the most splendid of the celestial abodes, “ in which are five hundred and
forty halls vying with the Surya-Mandata, the supreme heaven of the

Rajpoot. Whence such notions of the Asv)a races of the Ganges, and
the Asi of Scandinavia, but from the Scythic SacsB, who adored the solar

divinity under the name of “ Goeto^Syrus,**X the Surya of the Sacha
Rajpoot : and as, according to the commentator on the Edda, the ancient

people of the north pronounced the th as the English now do sst the

sun-god Thor becomes Sor, and is identified still more with Sufya,

whos^ worship no doubt gave the name to that extensive portion of Asia
called Syria, as it did to the small peninsula of the SauraS, still peopled

by tribes of Scythic origin. The Sol of the Romans has probably llie

same Celto- Etrurian origin
;
with those tribes the sun was the great

object of adoration, and their grand festival, the winter solstice, was
called Yule, Hiul, Ploul, " which even at this day signifies the St/N, in

tlie language of Bas- Bretagne and Cornwall.^’} On the conversion of

the descendants of ih^se Scythic Vents, who, according to Herodotus,
sacrificed the horse {Hi) to the sun (El), the name of the Pagan jubilee

This word appears to have the same import as Thor, the sun-god
and the war divinity of the Scandinavians.

f Odin is also called As or ' lord the Gauls also called, him (Es or

Es
\
and with a Latin termination Hesus, whom Lucan calls Esus,—Edda,

Vol. IL, pp. 45 6. The celebrated translator of these invaluable remnants
of ancient superstitions, bv which alone light can be thrown on the origin

of nations, observes that Es or CEs, is the name for God with alt the Celtic

races. So it was with the Fuscans, doubtless from the Sanskrit, or rather

from a more provincial tongue, tlie common contraction of EsiHAf tkc

Egyptian Osiris, the Persian Syr, the sun-God.

X Which Mallet, from Hesychius, interprets *good star.’

§ Matici’s Northern AntiquHuSt Yol# IL, p, 42.
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of the solstice was transferred to the day of Christ’s nativity, which is

thus still held in remembrance by their descendants of the north.

At Oodipur the sun has universal precedence ;
his portal {Surya-pol)

is the chief entrance to the city; his name gives dignity to the chief

apartment or hall of the palace; and from the balcony
of the sun ( the descendant of Kama shews himself in the
dark monsoon as the sun’s representative. A huge painted sun of

gypsum in hi^h relief, with gilded rays, adorns the hall of audience, and
in front of it is the throne. As already mentioned, the sacred standard
bears his image, as does tliat Scythic part of the regalia called the chnnfri^

a disc of black felt or ostrich feathers, with a plate of gold to represent

the sun in its centre, borne upon a pole. The royal parasol is termed
kirnia, in allusion to its shape, like a ray (carna) of the orb. The last

day but one of the month of Magha is called Sivrat (night of Siva), and
is held peculiary sacred by the Kana, who is styled the Regent of Siva,

It is a rigid fast, and the night is passed in viglis, and rites to the phallic

reprsentative of Siva.

The merry month of Phalgtin is ushered in with the Ahairea, or
spring-hunt.* The preceeding day the Rana distributes to all his chiefs

and servants either a dress of green, or some portion tltereof, in which
all appear habited on the morrow, whenever the astrologer has fixed the

hour for sallying forth to slay the boar to Gonri, the Ceres of the Raj-
poots : the Ahaivca is therefore called the Muhoornt ca sikar; or the cliase

h\ed astrologically. As their success on this occasion is ominous of

future good, no means are neglected to secure it, either by scouts pre-

viously discovering the lair, or the desperate efforts of the hunters to slay

the boar when roused. With the sovereign and his sons all the chiefs

sally forth, each on his best steed, and all animated by the desire to sur-

pass each other in acts of prowess and dexterity. It is very r.are that in

some one of the passes or recesses of the valley the hog is not found ;

the spot is then surrounded by the hunters, whose vociferations soon

start the and frequently a drove of hogs. Then each cavalier

impels his steed, and wiin lance or sword, regardless of roex. ravine, or

tree, presses on the bristly foe, whose knowledge of the country is of n >

avail when thus circumvented, and the ground soon reeks with gore, in

which not unfrequently is mixed that of horse or rider. On the last occa-
sion, there occui red fewer casualties than usual; though the Chondawut
Hamira, whom we nicknamed the Red RUver^*' had his leg broken,

the second son of Sheodan Sing, a near relation of the Rana, Ihad

his neighbovir’s lance driven through his arm. The young chief of

Saloombra was amongst the distinguished of this day’s sport. It would
appal even an English fox-hunter lo see the Rajpoots driving their steeds

* In his delight for his diverson, the Rajpoot evinces his Scythic

propensity. The grand hursts of the last Chohan emperor often led him
into warfare, for Prithwi Kaj was a poacher ol the nrst magnitude, and
<>ne of his battles with the Tatars was while engaged in field sports on

Ravi* f

The heir df Gengis Khan was chief huntsman, the highest office of

state amongst the Scythic Tatars; as Ajanubahu, ahke celebrated m
cither field, of war and sport, was chief huntsman to the Chohan Emperor

Delhi, whose bard enters minutely into the subject, describing all the
variety of dogs of chase.

t A hog in Hindu : in Persian hoog, nearly our hog^

36
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at full speed, boundinj; like the antelope over every barrier,-Mhe thic1<
jungle covert, or rocky steep bare of soil or vegetation.—with their lances
balanced in the air, or leaning on the saddle-bow slashing at the boar.

The royal kitchen moves out on this occasion, and in some chosen
spot the repast is prepared, of which partake, for the hog is the fovourite
food of the Rajpoot, as it was of the heroes of Scandinavia. Nor is the
fHunwar piala, or invitation cup, forgotten

;
and having feasted, and

thrice slain their birstly antagonist, they return to the capital, where fame
had already spread their exploits,—the deeds done by the btrchi (lance)

of Pudma,* or the khanda (sword) blow of Hamira,f which lopped the
head of the foe of GoUri. Fven this martial amusement, the Ahairea^
has a religious origin. The boar is the enemy of Gouri of the Rajpoots

;

it was so held of Isis by the Egyptians, of Ceres by the Greeks, of

Preya by the north-man, whose favourite food was the hog : and of

such importance was it deemed by the Franks, that the second chapter
of the Salic law is entirely penal with regard to the stealers of swine.

The heroes of the Edda, even in Valhalla, feed on the fat of the

wild boar Serimner, while “the illustrious father of armies fattens his

wolves Geri and Freki, and takes no other nourishment liimself than the

uninterrupted quaffing of wine:” quite the picture of Hur, the Rajpoot
god of war, and his sons the Bhyrus, Gora and Kala, metaphorically
c^Wed the ** sons of slaughter,” We need hardly repeat that the cup of

the Scandinavian god of war, like that of the Rijpoots, is the human
skull {khupra)*

As Phalgun advances, the bacchanalian mirth increases
;
groups are

continually patrolling the streets, throwing a crimson powdef at each

other, or ejecting a solution of it from syringes, so that the garments

and visages of all are one mass of crimson. On the 8th, emphatically

called the Phag, the Rana joins the queens and their attendants in the

palace, when all restraint is removed and mirth is unlimited. But the

most brilliant sight is the playing of the holt on horse back, on the terrace

in front of the palace. Each chief who chooses to join has a plentiful

supply of missiles, formed of thin plates of mica or talc, enclosing this

crimson powder, called abifa which with the most graceful and dexterous

horsemanship they dart at each other, pursuing^ caprioling, and jesting.

This part of it much resembles the Saturnalia of Rome of this da>v

when similar missiles are scattered at the Carnivale. The last day or

Purnum ends the holif when the Nakarras from the Ttipolia summon
all the chiefs with their retinues to attend their prince^ and accompany

him In procession to the Chougan, their Champ de Mars. In the

centre of this is a long sala or hall, the ascent to which is by a flight of

steps i the roof is supported by square columns without any walls, SO that

the court is entirely open. Here, surrounded by his chiefs, the Rana

passes an hour, listening to the songs in praise of Holica^ while a scurrilous

ca^bya or couplet from some wag in the crowd reminds him, that exalted

rank is no protection against the license of the spring Saturnalia ^
though

** the Dewan of Eklinga*’ has not to reproach himsetf with a failure of

obedience to the rite* of the jfoddess. haying fulfilled the wmmand
multiply/' more than any individual in his kingdom4 While the

and his chiefs are thus amused above, the buffoons and itinerant group*

• Chief of Saloombra, f Chief of Hamirgurh.

{He has been the father of more than one hundred children, legId'

male and illegitimate, thoi^h very few art living.
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nix witVi the cavalcade, throw powder in their eyes, Or delugfe their gar-
ments with the crimson solution. To resent it would only expose the
sensitive party to be laughed at, and draw upon him a host of these
bacchanals : so that no alternative exists between keeping entirely aloof

or mixing in the fray.*

On the last day, the Rana feasts his chiefs, and the camp breaks up
with the distribution of khanda nareal, or swords and cocoanuts, to the
cliiefs and all “ whom the king delighteth to honour.’* These khandas are
but “of lath,“ in shape like the Andrea Ferrar, or long cut and thrust, the
favourite weapon of the Rajpoot. 'I'hey are painted in various ways,
like Harlequin's sword, and meant as a burlesque, in unison with the
character of the day, when war is banished, and the multiplication ,f not

the destruction, of man is the behest of the goddess who rules the spring.

At night-fall, the forty days conclude with ** the burning of the holt*' when
they light large fires, into which various substances, as well as the crimson
abira, are thrown, and around which groups of children are dancing and
screaming in the streets like so many infernals. Until three years after

sun-rise of the new month of Cheyt, these orgies are continued with in-

creased vigour, when the natives bathe, change their garments, worship,
and return to the rank of sober citizens

;
and princes and chiefs receive

gifts from their domestics.

J

Cheyt. The first of this month is the Samvatsiri (vulg. Ckamchari)

^

or aniversary of the death of the Rana's father, to whose memory solemn
rites are performed both in the palace and at Ara^ the royal cemetery,
metaphorically termed 'M<*ha Saii,' or place of * great faiths Thither
the Rana repairs, and offers oblations to the names of his father

;
and

after purifying in the Gangabkava, rivulet which flows through the middle
of “ the abode of silence,'^ he returns to the palace.

On the third, the whole of the royal insignia proceeds to Baidla, the

residence of the Chohan chief (one of the sixteen), within the valley of the

capital, in order to convey the Rao to court. I'he Rana advances to the

Gentsa Deori\ to receive him
;
when, after lalutation, the sovereign and

his chief return to the great hall of assembly, hand in hand, but that of

the Chohan above or upon his sovereign' s* In this ceremony we have an-
other singular memorial of the glorious days of Mewar, when almost every

^

—

— — ,4..

* That this can be done without any loss of dignity by the Sahib log
(a name of European gentlemen have assumed) is well known to

those who may have partaken of the hospitalities of that honourable man,
and brave and zealous officer, Colonel James Skinner, C.B., at Hansi.
That his example is worthy of imitation in the mode of commanding, is

best evinced by the implicit and cheerful obedience his men pay to his

Instructions when removed from his personal control. He has passed
through the ordeal of nearly thirty years of unreinitted service, and from
the glorious days of Delhi and Laswart under lake, to the last siege of
Bhurtpore, James Skinner has been second to none. In obtaining for this

gallant and modest officer the order of the Bath, Lord Combermere must
have been applauded by every person who knows the worth of him who
bears it which includes the whole army of Bengal*

f Evrirced in the presentation of i\\t sriphaldf the "fruit of Sri^ which
is the cocoanutf emblematic of fruitfulness.

t Another point of resemblance to the Roman Saturnalia,

i A hall so called in honour of Ganesar or Janus, whose effigies adorn
fhe entrance.
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chieftain established by deeds of devotion a right to the eternal gratitude
of their princes ; the decay of whose power but serves to hallow such
reminiscences. It is in these little acts of courteous condescension, devi-
ations from the formal routine of reception, that we recognize the traces

of Rajpoot history; for inquiry into these customs will reveal the incident
.which gave birth to each, and curiosity will be amply repaid, in a lesson

at once of political and moral import. For my own part, I never heard
the kettle-drum of my friend Raj Kulian strike at the sacred barrier, the
tripolia, without recalling the glorious memory of his ancestor at the
Thermopylae of Mewar ; nor looked on the autograph lance, the symbol
of the Chondawuts, without recognizing the fidelity of the founder of the
clan

;
nor observed the honors paid to the Chohans of Baidla and Kotario,

without the silent tribute of applause to the manes of their sires.

Cheyt badi sath, or ‘ 7th of Cheyt,* is in honour of the goddess Siila,

the protectress of children : all the matrons of the city proceed with their

offerings to llie shrine of tlie goddess, placed upon the very pinnacle of

an isolated hill in the valley.^ In every point of view, this divinity is the

twin-sister of rlie Mater Montana, the guardian of infants amongst the

Romans, the Grecian or Phrygian Cybele.

This is also the Rana's birth-day,f on which occasion all classes flock

with gifts and good wishes that “the king may live for ever;'* but it is

in the penetralia of the Rawula, where the profane eye enters not, that

the greatest festivities of this day are kept.

Cheyt Sudi ist (15th of the month) is the opening of the luni^solar
year of Vicrarnaditya. Ceremonies, which more especially appertain to

the Noratri of Asoj, are performed on this day
;
and the sword is wor-

shipped in the palace. But such rites are subordinate to those of the

fair divinity, who still rules over this the smiling portion of the year.

Vassanti has ripened into the fragrant Flora, and all the fair of tlie

capital, as well as the other sex, repair to the gardens and groves, where
parties assemble, regale, and swing, adorned with chaplets of roses,

Jessamine, or oleander, when the Nolakhu gardens may vie with the

'iVivoli of Paris. They return in the evening to the city.

** The Festival of FlowersF—The Rajpoot Floralia ushers in the

rites of the beneficent Gouri, which continue nine days, the number
sacred to the creative power. These vie with the Cerealia of Rome, or

the more ancient rites of the goddess of the Nile : I shall therefore devote

some space to a particular account of them,

Gangore.—Among the many remarkable festivals of Rajasthan kept

with peculiar brijliancy at Ooodipur, is that in honour of Gouri, or Isani,

the goddess of abundance, the Isis of Egypt, the Ceres of Greece. Like

the Rajpoot Saturnalia, which it follows, it belongs to the vernal equinox,

when nature in these regions proximate to the tropic is in the full expanse

of her charms, and the matronly Gouri casts her golden mantle over the

beauties of the verdant Vassanti.j; Then the fruits exhibit their promise

to the eye ;
the kokil fills the ear with melody; the air is impregnated

with aroma, and the crimson poppy contrasts with the spikes of goldert

grain, to form a wreath for the beneficent Gouri.

* rhe vignette view shews the peak of Silla Mata*>

•f It fell on the i8th March 1819.

X Personification of Spring,
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Court is one of the names of Isa or Parvati, wife of the greatest of
the gods, M^hadeya or Iswara, who is conjoined with her in these rites,

which almost exclusively appertain to the women. The meaning of gouri
is ‘ yellow,' emblematic of the ripened harvest, when the votaries of tt»e

goddess adore her effigies, which are those of a matron -fnted the colour
of ripe corn

;
and though her image is i *fpresenf * r.i v L vo hands,

in one of wliich she holds the lotus. vv!; ..h t!j.: l{,;vr,cjanb rt;>i;arded as
emblematic of reproduction, yet not Jiey equip her with
warlike conch, the discus, and the club, to den<,tt hm the goddess, whose
gifts sustain life, is likewise accessary to the loss of it : uniting, as Gouri
and Cali, the characters of life and death, like the Isis and Cybele of

the Egyptians. But here she is only seen as Antt-purana, the benefac-
tress of mankind. I he rites commence when the sun enters Aries (the

opening of the Hindu year), by a deputation to a spot beyond the city,
**

to bring earth for the image of Gouri. Wlien this is formed, a smaller
one of Iswara is made, and they are placed together; a small trench is

then excavated, in which barley • is sown; the ground is irrigated and
artificial heat supplied till the grain germinates, when the females join

hands and dance round it, invoking the blessings of Gouri on their

husbands. The young corn is then taken up, distributed, and presented
by the females to the men, wito wear it in their turbans. Every wealthy
family has its image, or at least every poorwa or sub-division of the city.

These and other rites, known only to the initiated, having been performed
for several days within doors, they decorate the images, and prepare
to carry them in procession to the lake. During these days of prepara-
tion, nothing is talked of but Gouri’s departure from the palace

;
whether

she will be as sumptuously apparelled as in the year gone by
;
whether

an additional boat will be launched on the occasion
;
though not a few

forget tlie goddess altogether in the recollection of the gazelle eyes
(mirg^ntteni) and serpentine locks {nagini-zoolf)\ of the beauteous
handmaids who are selected to* attend her. At length the hour arrives,

the martial nakaras give the signal “ to the cannonier without," and
speculation is at rest when the guns on 'the summit of flte castle of Ekling-
gurh announce that Gouri has commenced her excursion to the lake.

The cavalcade assembles on the magnificent terrace, and the “Rana,"
surrounded by his nobles, leads the way to the boats, of a form as primi-

tive as that which conveyed the Argonauts to Colchis. The scenery is

admirably adapted for these fetes, the ascent being gradual from the

margin of the lake, which here forms a fine bay, and gently rising to

the crest of the ridge on which the palace and dwellings of the chiefs are
built. Every turret and balcony is crowded with spectators, from the

palace to the water's edge ; and the ample flight of marble steps which
intervene from the Tripolia, or triple portal, to the boats, is a dense
mass of females in variegated robes, whose scarfs but half conceal their

ebon tresses adorned with the rose and the jessamine. A more imposing
or more exhilarating sight cannot be imagined than the entire population
of a city thus ‘assembled for the purpose of rejoicing

;
the countenance

of every individual, from the prince to the peasant, dressed in smikts.
Carry the eye to heaven, and it resis on “ a sky without a cloud below
is a magnificent lake, the even surface of the deep blue waters broken
only by palaces of marble, whose arched piazzas are seen through the

Here we have Gouri as the type of the earth.

f Here the Hindu iiiLxed Persian with his Sanskrit, and produces the
mongrel dialect Hindie^
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foliagfe of orange groves, pUnUtn, and tamarind
;
while the vision is

bounded by noble mountains, their peaks towering over each other,

and composing an immense amphitlteatre. Here the deformity of vice

intrudes not; no object is degraded by inebriation; no tumultuous
disorder or deafening clamour, but all await patiently, with eyes directed

to the Tripolia, the appearance of Gouri. At length the procession is

seen winding down the steep, and in the midst, borne on a or
throne, gorgeously arrayed in yellow robes, and blazing with “ barbaric
pearl and gold,*' the goddels appears ; on either side the two beauties

wave the silver chamara over her head, while the more favoured damsels
act as harbingers, preceding her with wands of silver : the whole chaunting
hymns. On her approach, the Rana, his chiefs and ministers rise and
remain standing till the goddess is seated on her throne close to the

water's edge, when all bow, and the prince and court take their seats in the

boats. The females then form a circle around the goddess, unite hands,

and with a measured step and various graceful inclination of the body,
keeping time by beating the palms at particular cadences, move round
the image singing hymns, some in honour of the goddess of abundance,
others on love and chivalry; and embodying little episodes of national

achievements, occassionally sprinkled with double entendre, which excites

a smile and significant nod from the chiefs, and an inclination of the

head of the fair choristers. The festival being entirely female, not a single

male mixed in the immense groups, and even Iswara himself, the husband
of Gouri, attracts no attention, as appears from his ascetic or mendicant
form begging his dole from the bounteous and universal mother. It ts

taken for granted that the goddess is occupied in bathing all the time she

remains, and ancient tradition says death was the penalty of any male
intruding on these solemnities ; but the present prince deems them so

fitted for amusement, that he has even instituted a second Gangore*
Some hours are thus consumed, while easy and good-humoured conver-
sation is carried on. At length, the ablutions over, the goddess is taken

up, And conveyed to the palace with the same forms and state. The
Rana and his citiefs then unmoor their boats, and arc rowed round the

margin of the lake, to visit in succession the other Images of the goddess,

around which female groups are chaunting and worshipping, as already
described, with which ceremonies the evening closes, when the whole ter-

minates with a grand display of fireworks, thefinale of each of the three

days dedicated to Court.

Considerable resemblance is to he discerned between this festival

Gouri and that in honour of the Egyptian Dianaf at Bubastis, and Isis

at Busiris, within the Delta of the Nile, of which Herodotus says :
** They

* Tukht, Path, Persian and Sanskrit, alike meaning board*

+ The Ephesian Diana is the twin-sister of Gouri, and can have a
Sanskrit derivation in Devi-ana^ *the goddess of food,' contracted De-ana^
though commonly Ana-deor Ana-devi, and Anapurna, 'filling with food,’

or the nourisher, the name applied by the mother of mankind,” when
•he places the repast before the messenger of heaven

;

" Heavenly stranger, please to Castf
” These bounties, which our Nourisher, from whom
** All perfect good, unmeasured out, descends,

To us for food and for delight, hath caused
The earth to yield*"

Paradise Lost^ Book v. 307 -40

u
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itrtio celebrate those of Diana embark in vessels; the woman strike
their tabors, the itlen their flutes

;
the rest of both sexes clap thelf hands,

and join in chorus. Whatever city they approach, the vessels are brouj?ht
on shore

;
the women use ungracious language, dance, and indelicately

throw about tlieir garments.'^* Wherever the rites of Isis prevailed, we
find the boat introduced as an essentiaU,en[ib1em in her worship, whether
in the heart of Rajasthan, on the banks of the Nile, or in the woods of

Germany. Bryantf furnishes an interesting account from Diodorus and
Curtins, illustrated by drawings from Pocock, from the temple of Luxor,
near Carnac, in the Fhebaid, of “the ship of Isis,“ carrying an ark

;
and

from a male figure therein, this learned person thinks it bears a mysterious
allusion to the deluge. I am Inclined to deem the personage in the ark
Osiris, husband of Isis, the type of the sun arrived in the sign of Aries,

(of which the rams' heads ornamenting both the prow and stem of the

vessel are typical), the harbinger of the annual fertilijiing inundation of

the Nile : evincing identity of origin as an equinoctial festival with that of

Gouri (Isis) of the fndu-Seythic races of Rajasthan,

The German Suevi adored Isis, and also introduced a ship in hef

worship, for which I'acitus is at a loss to account, and with his usual can-
dour says, he has no materials whence to investigate the origin of a wor-
ship denoting the foreign origin of the tribe, l liis Isis of the Suevi was
evidently a form of Ertha, the chief divinity of all the Saxon races, who,
with her consort reulates or Hesus$ {Mercury) were the chief deities of

both the Celtic and early Ooihic races : the Budha and Ella of the Raj-
poots

;
in short, the iarihi\ the prolific mother, the Isis of Egypt, the

Ceres of Greece, the Ana- puma {giver of food) of the Rajpoots. On
some ancient temples dedicated to this Hindu Ceres, we have sculptured

on the frieze and pedestal of the columns the emblem of abundance,

termed the camacumpa, or vessel of desire, a vase of elegant form, fronrl

which branches of the palm are gracefully .pendent. Herodotus says that

similar watervessels, filled with wheat and barley, were carried in thei

festival of Isis
;
and all who have attended to Egypitan antiquities are

aware, that the god Canopus is depicted under the form of a vuaterfart

or Nilometer, whose covering bears the head of Osiris.

To render the analogy perfect between the vessels emblematicof the

Isis of the Nile and the Ganges, there is a festival sacred to the sage
^J3^astvnt who presides over the star Carropus, when the sun enters Vifga

* Euterpe, aSl. t Analysts of Ancient Mythology, p. 312.

J Hesus is probably derived from Eswara, or Esa the god. Toth
was the Egyptian, and Feutates the Scandinavian, Mercury. I have
elsewhere attempted to trace the origin of the Suevi, Su, or Yeuts of

Veutland (Jutland), to Yutc, Gete, or Jit, of Central Asia, who carried

thence the rdigion of Budha into India as well as to the Baltic. There
Is little doubt that the races called Jotr^er, Jaeter, Jotuns, Jaets, and
Vents, who followed the Asi into Scandinavia, migrated from the Jaxartes,
the land of the great Gete (Massageiaef) ; the leader was supposed to be
endued with supernatural powers, like the Budhrsf, the called ^edyavarii
or magician, whose haunts adjoined Aria, the cradle of the Magi.
'Fhey are~designated Ari-punta,' under the sign ot a serpent, the type of
Budha

;
or Art-manus, * the foe of man.’

§ The German Ertha, to shew her kindred to the Ella of this Ra}-«
poots, had her drawn by a cow^ under which form the Hindus typiffy the
earth {prithwi).
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(Kantya). The camacumpa is then personified under the epithet cumbha*
yonit and the votary is instructed to pour water into a sea-shell, in which
having placed 'ivhite flowers and ungraund rice, turnmg his face to tht

south, he offers it with this incantation ;
“ Hail, Cumbhayoni, born in

sight of Mitra and Varitna (the sun and water divinities), bright as the

bloosom of the cusa (grass), who sprung from Agni (fire) and Maruta/*
By the prefix of Ganga (the river) Gouri, we see that the Gangore
festivals is essentially sacred to a river-goddess, affording additional

proof of the common origin of the rites of the Isis o( Egypt and India.

The Egyptians, according to Plutarch, considered the Nile as flowing

from Osiris, in like manner as the Hindu poet describes the lair Ganga
flowing from the head of Iswara, which Sir W. Jones thus classically

paints in his hymn to Ganga ;

Above the reach of mortal ken,

On blest Coilasa^s top, where every stem
Flowed with a vegetable gem,
Mahesa stood, the dread and joy of men ;

While Parvati, to gain a boon,
Fixed on his locks a beamy moon,
And hid his frontal eye in jocund play,

With reluctant sweet delay ;

AH nature straight was locked in dim eclipse,

Till Brahmin’s pure, with hallowed lips

And warbled prayers, restored the day,

When Ganga from his brovy, with heavenly fingers prest,

Sprang radiant, and descending, graced the caverns of

the west.**

Ganga. the river goddess, like the Nile, is the type of fertility, and
like that celebrated stream, has her source amidst the eternal glaciers of

Chundr^mjpr, Sqmadfi (the mountains of the moon); the higher peaks
of antic Himalaya, where Parvati is represented as ornamenting
the tiara of Iswara ** with a beamy moon/’ In this metaphor, and in his

title of Somanatha {lord of the Tnoon)^ we again have evidence of Iswara,

or Siva, after representing the sun having the satellite moon as his

ornament.* His Olympus, Cailasa, is studded with that majesric pine,

the cedar \
thence he is called Cedar-nath^ Mord of the cedar-trees/

The mysteries of Osiris and those of Eleusisf were of the same character,

commemorative of the first germ of civilization, the culture of the earth,

under a variety of names, Ertha, Isis, Diana, Ceres, Ella. It is a
curivius fact, that in the terra cetta images of Ists, frequently excavated
about her temple at Paestum,J she holds in her right hand an exact re-

presentation of the Hindu lingam and yoni combined; and on the Indian
expedition to Egypt, our Hindu soldiers deemed themselves amongst the

* Let It be borne in mind that Jndu, Chundra, Soma, arc all cpilHets

for the ‘ moon,’ or as he is classically styled (in an inscription of the

famous Koroarpal, which J discovered in Cheetore), Nisa Nath,** the

ruler of darkness (Nisa),

t I have before remarked, that a Sanskrit etymology might be given
to this word, in Ella and Isa, i.e.,

* the goddess of the earth/

t I was informed at Naples that four thousand of these were dug out

of one spot, and 1 obutned while at Psstum many fragments and heads o<

this goddess*
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altars of their own god Iswara (Osiris), from the abundance of his

femblemalic representatives.

In the festival of Gangore, as before mentioned, Iswara yields to his

consort Gouri, and occupies an unimportant position near her at the
water’s edge, meanly clad, smoking intoxicating herbs, and, whether by
accident or design, holding the stalk af an onion in full blossom as a mace
or cluh—a plant regarded by some of the Egyptians with veneration, and
held by the Hindus generally in detestation : and why they should on such
an occasion thus degrade Iswara, 1 know not.. Onion-juice is reluctantly

taken when prescribed medicinally, as a powerful stimulant, by those who
would reject spirituous liquors; and there are classes, as the Aghori,
that worship Iswara in his most degraded form, who will not only devour
raw flesh, but that of man

;
and to wliom it is a matter of perfect indiffer-

ence whether the victim was slauglUered or died a natural death. For
the honour of humanity, such monsters are few in number; but that they
practise these deeds i can testify, from a personal visit to their haunts,
where I saw the cave of one of these Troglodyte monsters, in which by
his own command he was inhumed

;
and which will remain closed, until

curiosity and incredulity greater than mine may disturb the bones of the
Aghori of A boo.

The Omophagia, or eating raw flesh with the blood, was a part
of the secret mysteries of Osiris, in commemoration of the happy change
in the condition of makind from savage to civilized life, and intended to

deter by disgust the return tliereto.*

The Budhists pursued this idea to excess; and in honour of Ad^
Isvjara the First, who from his abode of Meru taught them the arts of

agriculture, they altogether abandoned that type of savage life, the eating
of the flesh of animals,f and confined themselves to the fruits of the earth.

With these sectarian ami-idolaters, who are almost nil of Rajpoot descent,

the beneficent Laeshmi, Sri, or Gouri, is an object of sinccie devotion.

But we must close this digression ;
for such is the affinity between

the mythology of India, Greece, and Egypt, that a bare recapitulation

of the numerous surnames of the Hindu goddess of abundance would lead

us beyond reasonable limits : all are forms of Purvati or Doorga Mata, the

Mater Montana of Greece and Rome, an epithet of Cybele or Vesta
(according to Diodorus), as the guardian goddess of clTildren, one of

the characters of the Rajpoot Mother of the Mount,” whose shrine

crowns many a pinnacle in Mewar :J and who, with the prolific Gouri is

amongst the amiable forms of the universal mother, whose functions are
more varied and extensive than her sisrers of Egypt and of Greece. Like
the Ephesian Diana, Doorga wears the crescent on her head, Sl»e is also

”the lurreted Cybele,” the guardian goddess of ail places of strengUv
{doorga),

\

and like her she is drawn or carried by the lion. As Mata.
Jannavi Hhe Mother of Births,* she is Juno Lucina : as Pudma, ‘whose
throne is the lotus,* she is the fair Isis of the Nile : as Tri-puraH ‘govern*
tng the three worlds, Atma-devi, * the Goddess of Souis,' xs the
Hecate Triformis of the Greeks. In short, her power is manifested under

* Prichard’s Researches into the Physical History of Man, p. 3O9,
•j" The Baudlias of Tarlary make no scruple of eating flesh.

:|: The vignette view in the valley of Oodipur shews one of these
pinnacled temples dedicated to Amba,

' Doorga * a fori ;’ as Suverna doorg, ' the golden castle,* etc,, etc.

Literally Tripoli^ Hhe three cities/ ^c/c^ra,

37
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every form from the birth, and all the intermediate stages until death l

whether Jannavi, Gouri, or the terrific Cali, the Proserpine or Calligenia

of the West,

Whoever desires to witness one of the most imposing and pleasing

of Hindu festivals, let him repair to Oodipur, and behold the rites of the

lotus-qneen Pudma, the Gouri of Rajasthan.

Cheyt {Sudt) 8th, which, being after the ides, is the 23rd of the

month, is sacred to Devi^ the goddess of every tribe; she is called

Asokasktami, and being the ninth night (norairi) from the opening of

their Ploralia, they perform the homa^ or sacrifice of fire. On this day, a
grand procession takes place to the Chougan, and every Rajpoot worships

his tutelary divinity.

Cheyt (Sudi) 9th is the anniversary of Rama, the grand beacon of

the solar race, kept with great rejoicings at Oodipur. Horses and ele-

phants are worshipped, and all the implements of war. A procession

takes place to the Chougan, and the succeeding day, called the Dussera
or tenth, is celebrated in Asoj.

The last days of spring are dedicated to Camdeva, the god of love.

The scorching winds of the hot season are already beginning to blow,

when Flora droops her head, and “ the god of love turns anchorite

yet the rose continues to blossom, and affords the most fragrant chaplets

for the Rajpootnis, amidst all the heats of summer. Of this the queen
of flowers, the jessamine {chameli) white and yellow, the magra, the

champaca, that flourish in extreme heat, the ladies form garlands, which

they twine in their dark hair, weave into bracelets, or wear as pendent
collars. There is no city in the East where the adorations of the sex to

Camdeva are more fervent than in ‘‘the city of the rising sun” (Vdyapura)*
On the 13th and 14th of Cheyt they sing hymns handed down by the

sacred bards:

—

“ Hail, god of the flowery bow!* bail, warrior with a fish on thy

banner I hail, powerful divinity, who causeth the firmness of the sage

to forsake him !”

“ Glory to Madana, to Cama,f the god of gods
;
to HiWt by whom

Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and Indra are filled with emotions of rapture !

—Bhavishya Purana.

%

There is but one festival in this month of any note, when
the grand procession denominated the “ Nakatra ca aS'voari,*' (from the

equestrians being summoned, as already described, by the grand kettle-

drums from the Tripolia), takes place ; and this is against the canons of

the Hindu church, being instituted by the present Rana in S. 1847* *

memorable year in the calender. It was in this year, on the 2nd of

Vysakh, that he commanded a repetition of the rites of GoVKt, by the

name of the Little Gangere ;
but this act of impiety was marked by sudden

rise of the waters of the Peshola, the bursting of the huge embankment, and

the inundation of the lake's banks, to the destruction of one-third of the

capital ; life, property, mansions, trees, all were swept away in the

tremendous rush of water, whose ravages are still marked by the ahe of

* Cupid's bow is formed of a garland of flowers.
^

.

f Madana, he who intoxicates with desire (canto) both epithets of the

god of love. The festivals on the ijth and 14th are called Madano
triodasi (the thirteenth) and chaturdasi (fourteenth)*

t Asiatic Researches

^

Vol. HI., p. 278,
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streets and bazars now converted into gardens or places of recreation,

containing thousands of acres within the walls, subdivided by hedges
of the cactus, the natural fence of Mewar, which alike thrives in the

valley or covers the most barren spots of her highest hills. But although
the superstitutious look grave, and add that a son was also taken from
him On this very day, yet the Rana persists in maintaining the fete he
established : the barge is manned, he and his chiefs circumnavigate the
Peshola, regale on majaom, and terrify Varuna (the water-god) with the

pyrotechnic exhibitions.

Although the court calender of Oodipur notices only those festivals

on which state processions occur, yet there are many minor fetes, which
are neither unimportant nor uninteresting. We shall enumerate a few,

both in Vysakh, Jeyt, and Asar, which are blank as to the “ Nakarra
Aswari,**

On the 29th Vysakh, there is a fast common to India peculiar to

the women, who perform certain rites under the sacred fig-tree (the vata
ot peeptil), io preserve them from widowhood: and hence the name of

the fast Savitri-vrata,

On the second of Jeyt, when the sun is in the zenith, the Rajpoot
ladies commemorate the birth of the sea-born goddess Rambha, the queen
of the naiads or Apsaras,^ whose birth, like that of Venus, was from
the froth of the waters

;
and hence the Rajpoot bards designate all the

fair messengers of heaven by the name of Apsaras. who summon the

chosen” from the field of battle, and convey him to the ''mansion of

the sun.”f

On the 6th of Jeyt, the ladies have another festival called the Aranya
shashti, because on this day those desirous of offspring walk in the woods
(aranya) to gather and eat certain h^rbs. Sir W. Jones has remarked
the analogy between this and the Druidic ceremony of gathering the
misletoe, (also on the shashtit 6th day of the moon) as a preservative

against sterility,

Asar, the initiative month of the periodical rains, has no particular

festivity at Oodipur, though in other parts of India the Ratha yatra, or

procession of the car of Vishnu or Jagannatha (lord of the universe) is

well known : this is on the 2nd and the iitb, night of the gods,**

when Vishnu (the sun) reposes four months.

Sawun, classically Sravana. There are two important festivals, with
processions, in this month.

The third, emphatically called " the teej” (third), is sacred to the

mountain goddess Parvati, being the day on which, after long austerities,

she was re-united to Siva : she accordingly declared it holy, and pro-

claimed that whoever invoked her on that day should possess whatever
desired. The teej is accordingly reverenced by the women, and the

husbandman of F^ajasthan, who deems it a most favourable day to take
possession of land, or to re«inhabit a deserted dwelling. When on the

expulsion of the predatory powers from the devoted lands of Mewar,

* Ap, * water,* and sara ^ ' froth or essence.*

t The Romans held the calends of June (generally Jeyt) sacred to
the goddess Carn.^, significant of the sun. Carneus was the sun -god of
the Celts, and a name of Apollo at Sparta, and Other Grecian cities*

he Carneij, was a festival in honour of Apollo.
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proclamations were disseminated far and wide, recalling; the expatriAtecJ

inhabitants, they shewed their love of country by obedience to the sum-
mons. Collecting their goods and chattels, they congregated from all

parts, but assembled at a common rendezvous to malce their entry to the

bapotat * land of their sires,' on the teej of Sawun. On this fortunate

occasion, a band of three hundred men, women, and children, with

colours flying, drums beating, the females taking precedence with brass

vessels ot water on their heads, and chaiinting the suhailea^ (song of joy),

entered the town of Kapasan, to revisit their desolate dwellings, and return

thanks on their lo?ig-abandoned altars to Parvati* for a happiness they

had never contemplated.

Red garments are worn by all classes on this day and at Jeypiir

clothes of this colour are presented by the Raja to all the chiefs. At
that court the teej is kept with more honour than at Oodipur. An image
of Parvati on the teej, richly attired, is borne on a throne by women
cbauiuing hymns, attended by the prince and his nobles. On this day»

fathers present red garments and stuffs to their daughters.

The 5th is the Nagpanchamit or day set apart for the propitiation

of the chief of the reptile race, the Naga or serpent. Few subjects have
more occupied the notice of tlie learne<l world than the mysteries of Ophite

worship, which are to be traced wherever there existed a remnant of civili-

zation, or indeed of humanity
;
among the savages of the savannahsf of

America, and the magi of Pars, with whom it was the type of evil,

—

iheir Ahrimanes.J The IVagaSt or serpent*genii of the Rajpoots, have a
semi-human structure, precisely as Diodorus describes the snake-mother

of the Scylhoe, in whose country originated this serpent-worship, engrafted

on the tenets of Zerdusht, of the Puranas of the priesthood of Egypt, and
on the fables of early Greece. Dupuis/ Volney, and other expounders

of the mystery, have given an astronomical solution to what they deem a

varied ramification of an ancient fable, of which that of Greece, ** the

dragon guarding the fruits of Hesperides," may be considered the most
elegant version. Had these learned men seen those ancient sculptures in

India, which represent the fall," they might have changed their opinion.

The traditions of the Jains or Budhists (originating in the land of the

Takyacs,§ or Turkisthan) assert the creation of the human species in

pairs, called who fed of the ever-fructifying, Calpa^Vriksha^ which

possesses all the characters of the Tree of Life, like it bearing
" Ambrosial fruit of vegetable gold

;

"

•which was termed amrita^ and rendered them immortal. A drawing,

brought by Colonel Coombs, from a sculptured column in a cave temple

in the south of India, represents the first pair at the foot of this ambrosial

tree, and a serpent entwined among the heavily laden boughs, presenting

to them some of the fruit from his mouth. The tempter appears to be

at that part of his discourse, when
, ..his words, replete with guile,

* TTie story of the vigils of Parvati, preparatory to her being rc-united

to her lord, consequent to her sacrifice as Sati, is the counterpart of the

Grecian fable of Cybele, her passion for, and marriage with, the youth

Aiys or Papas, the Baba or universal father, of the Hindus.

f How did a word of Persian growth come to signify ^'the boundless
brake" of the new world ?

X Art, * a foe;' manoos, * man.'

\ This is the snake*race of Indigf the foes of the Pandus«
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" Into her heart too easy entrance won ;

“ Fixed on the fruit she gaxed.”
This is a curious subject to be engraved on an aUcient pagan temple

;

if Jain or Budhist, the interest would be considerably enhanced. On
this festival, at Oodipur, as well as throughout India^ they strew parti-

cular plants about the threshold, to prevent the entrance of the reptiles.

Rakki.—This festival, which is held on the last day of Sawun, was
instituted in honour of the good genii, when Qurvasa the sage instructed
Salone (the genius or nymph presiding over the month of Sawun,) to

bind on rakhis^ or bracelets, as charms to avert evil. The ministers of

religion and females alone are privileged to bestow these charmed wrist-

bands. The ladies of Rajasthan, either by their handmaids or the family
priests, send a bracelets as the token; of their esteem to siich as they
adopt as brothers, who return gifts in acknowledgment of the honour.
The claims thus acquired by the fair are far stronger than those of coa-
sanguinity : for illustration of which 1 may refer to an incident already
related in the annals of this house. Sisters also present their brothers
with clothes on this day, who make an offering of gold in return.*

This day is hailed by the Brahmins as indemnifying them for their

expenditure of silk and spangles, with which they decorate live wrists of

all who are likely to make a proper return.

Dhadoon.—On the 3rd there is a grand procession to the Chougan ;

and the 8th, or Ashtami, is the birth of Krishna, which will be described

at large in an account of Nathdwara. There are several holidays in this

month, when the periodical rains are in full descent ; but that on the last

but one (sudi, 14, or 2pth) is the most remarkable.

On this dayf commences the worship of the ancestorial manes (the

Pitriswara, or
{
father-gods)

y oi the Rajpoots, which continues for fifteen

days. The Rana goes to the cemetry at Ara, and perforn^s at the ceno*
taph of each of his forefathers the rites enjoined, consisting of ablutions,

prayers, and the hanging of garlands of flowers, and leaves sacred to the
dead, on their monuments. Every chieftain does the same amongst the

altars of the “ great ancients’* (hurra boora)
;

or, if absent from theif

estates, they accompany their sovereign to Ara.

* 1 returned from three to five pieces of gold for the rakhis sent by
my adopted sisters

; from on of whom, the sister of the Rana, I annually
received this pledge by one of her handmaids ; three of them I have yet

in hny possession, though I never saw the donor, who is now no more. \

had, likewise, some presented through the family priest, from the Booi>dt

queen-mother, with whom 1 have conversed for hours, though she was
invisible to me ;

and from the ladies of rank of the chieftains^ families, but
one of whom I ever beheld, though they often called upon me for the
performance of brotherly offices in consequence of such tie. There is a
delicacy in this custom, with which the bond uniting the cavaliers of

Europe to the service of the fair, in the days of chivalry, will not
compare*

f Sacred to Vishnu, with the title of Anantat or infinite

—

Bkavisha*
ttara. (See Asiatic Researches^ Vol. III., p. 291). Here Vishnu appears
as * lord of the manes/
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CHAPTER XXII.

Kharoa Shafna, Worship of the Sword,—The festival in which thb
imposing rite occurs is the Noratri* sacred to the gfod of war, com-

mencing on the first of the month Asoj. It is essentially martial, and
confined to the Rajpoot, who on the departure of the monsoon finds himself

at liberty to induiiee his passion whether for rapine or revenge, both which
in these tropical regions are necessarily suspended during the rains.

Arguing from the order of the passions, we may presume that the first

objects of emblematic worship, were connected with war, and we accor-

dingly find the highest revenues paid to arms by every nation of antiquity.

The Scythic warrior of Central Asia, the intrepid Gete, admitted no
meaner representative of the god of battle than his own scimitar.f He
worshipped it, he swore by it ;

it was buried with him, in order that he
might appear before the martial divinity in the other world as became
his worshipper on earth : for the Oete of Transoxiana, from the earliest

ages, not only believed in the soul's immortality, and in the doctrine of

rewards and punishments hereafter, but according to the father of history,

he was a monotheist
;
of which fact he was a left memorable proof in the

punishment of the celebrated Anacharsis, who, on his return from a visit

to Thales and his brother philosophers of Greece, attempted to introduce

into the land of the Sacaee (Sakatai) the corrupted polytheism of Athens.

If we look westward from this the central land of earliest civilization,

to Dacia, Thrace, Pannonia, the seats of the Thyssagetse or western
Getes, we find the same form of adoration addressed to the emblem of

Mars, as mentioned by Xenophon in his memorable Retreat^ and practised

by Alaric and his Goths, centuries afterwards, in the Acropolis of Athens.
If we transport ourselves to the shores of Scandinavia, amongst the

Cimbri and Getes of Jutland, to the Ultima Thule^ wherever the name
of Gete prevails, we shall find the same adoration paid by the Getic

warrior to his sword.

The Frisian Frank, also of Gothic race, adhered to this worship, and
transmitted it with the other rites of the Getic warrior of the Jaxartes ;

such as the adoration of the steed, sacred to the sun, the great god of the

Massagetas, as well as of the Rajpoot, who sacrificed it at the annual
feast, or with his arms and wife burnt it on his funeral pile. Even the

kings of the * second race* kept up the religion of their Scythic sire#

from the Jaxartes, and the banes of the war-horse of Chilperic were

* Noratri may be interpreted the nine days* festival, or the * new
nighif

f
**

It was natural enough,” says Gijbbon, ” that the Scythians should

adore with peculiar devotion the god of war ; but as they were incapable

of forming either an abstract idea, or a corporeal representation, they

worshipped their tutelar deity under the symbol of an iron scimitar. U the

rites of Scythia were practised on this solemn occasion, (a) a lofty altar,

or rather pile of faggots, three hundred yards in length and in breadth,

was raised in a spacious plain
;
and :the sword of Mars was placed erect

on the summit of this rustic altar, which was annually conescrated by
the blood of sheep, horses, and of tha hundredth captive.”*—Gibbpn^s

Roman Empire, Vol. VI. p. 43.

(a) Attila dictating the terms of peace with the envoys of Constantin*

nople, at the city of Margus, in Upper Moesia.
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tstbtimed with those of the monarch. These rites, as well as those lon^-

cherished chivalrous notions, for which the Salian Franks have ever

been conspicuous, had their birth in Central Asia >
for though contact

with the more polished Arab softened the harsh character of the western

warrior, his thirst for glory, the romantic charm which fed his passion

|

and his desire to please the fair, he inherited from his ancestors on the

shores of the Baltic, ^which were colonized from the Oxus, Whether

Charlemagne addressed his sword as ^oyeuse,'^ or the Scandinavian

hero Angantyr as the enchanted blade Tirsing {Hialmar^s bane)^ each

came from one common origin, the people whcih invented the custom

of Kharga Shapna^ or ' adoration of the sword.' But neither the faul«

chion “ made by the dwarfs for Suafurlama,*' nor the redoubted sword

of Bayard with which he dubbed the first Francis,—not even the en-

chanted brand of Ariosto's hero, can for a moment compare with the

double-edged khanda <scimitar) annually worshipped by the chivalry of

Mewar. Before 4 descant on this monstrous blade, I shall give an ab-

Mract of the ceremonies on each of the nine days sacred to the god of war.

On the tst of Asoj ,
after fasting, ablution, and prayer, on the part

of the prince and his household, the double-edged kha,nda is removed

from the hall of arms {ayudhasala)^ and having received the homage

(pooja) of the court, it is carried in procession to the Kishenpol

Kishen), where it is delivered to the the Mahunts, and ^hand

of Jogis assembled in front of the temple of Devi ‘ the goddess, ad-

joining the portal of Kishen.^ By these, the monastic militant adorers

of Heri, the god of haitit, the brand emblematic of the divinity is

phced.§ on the ahar belore the image of his divine consort. At three

in the afternoon the nakarras^ or grand kettle-drums, proclaim from the

Tripoliall the signal for the assemblage of the chiefs with their retainers;

and the Rana and his cavalcade proceed direct to the stables, when a

buffalo is sacrificed in honour of the war-horse, rhence the procession

moves to the temple of Devi, where the Raja Krishen (uoat), has pre-

ceded. Upon this, the Rana seats himself close to the Raj^Jogt, presents

two pieces of silver and a cocoanut, performs homage to the sword

ikkarga)y and returns to the palace.

Asoi 2d. In similar state he proceeds to the Chougan, their Champ

de hfarst where a buffalo is sacrificed ; and on the same day another

buffalo victim is felled by the nervous arm of a Rajpoot, near tiie

Tcrunpol or iriumphal gate. In the evening the Rana goes to the temple

of A MBA Mata, the universal mother, when several goats and buttaloes

bleed to the goddess.

The 3d.—Procession to the Chougan, when another buffalo is offered ;

and in the ddUrnoon five buffaloes and two rams are sacrificed to Harsid

Mata*

On the 4th, as on every one of the nine days, the first visit is to the

Champ de Mars : the day opens with the slaughter of a buffalo, llie

• St. Palave, Memoirs of Ancient Chivalry^ p. 305.

t Raj Yogi is the chief of the ascetic warriors; the Mahunis are

commanders. More^will be said of this singular society when wc discuss

the religious institutions of Mewar.
1 The God Krishna is called Kishen in the dialects.

I This is the shapna of the sword, literally its inauguration or tii-

duttion^ lor the purposes of adoration* 11
Tripodia^ or triple porUh
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Rana proceeds lo the tem[>te 'of Devi, when he worships the sword, and
\he standard of the to whom, as the high priest of Siva, th^

god of war^ he pays homage, and makes offering, of a sugar, and a
garland of roses. A buffalo having been previously fixed to a stake near
the temple, the Rana sacrifices him with his own hand, by piercing him
from his travelling throne (raised on men’s shoulders and surrounded by
his vassal) with an arrow. In the days of his strength, he seldom failed

almost to bury the feather in the flank of the victim ; but on the last

occasion, his enfeebled arm made him exclaim with Prithwi-Raj, when,
captive and blind, he was brought forth to amuse the Tatar despot:
draw not the bow as in the days of yore.”

On the 5th, after the usual sacrifice at the Chougan, and an elephant-
fight, the procession marches to the temple of Aiapilrna (Hope); a
buffalo and a ram are offered to the goddess adored by all the Rajpoots,

and the tutelary divinity of the Chohans. On this day, the lives of some
victims are spared at the intercession of the Nuggur-Seth, or chief-magis-

trate, and those of his faith, the Jains.

On the 6th, the Rana visits the Chougan, but makes no sacrifice.

In the afternoon, prayers and victims to Devi
|
and in the evening the

Rana visits Bikhiari Natht the chief of the Kanfara^^^ogisi or split-ear

ascetics.

The 7th.—After the daily routine at the Chougan, and sacrifices to

Devi (the goddess of destruction), the chief equerry is commanded to

adorn the steeds with their new caparisons, and lead them to be bathed

in the lake. At night, the sacred fire {homa) is kindled, and a buffalo

and a ram are sacrificed to Devi
;
the Jogis are called up and feasted on

boiled rice and sweetmeats. On the conclusion of this day, the Rana
and his chieftains visit hermitage of Sukria Baba, an anchorite of the

Jogi sect.

8th.—There Is the homa, or fire-sacrifice in the palace. In the after-

noon, the prince, with a select cavalcade, proceeds to the village of

Sameena, beyond the city-walls, and visits a celebrated Go'saen.*

9th.—There is no morning procession. The horses from the royal

stables, as well as those of the chieftains, are taken to the lake, and
bathed by th^ir grooms, and on return from purification they are capari*

soned in their new housings, led forth, and received the homage of

their riders, and the Rana bestows a largess on the master of the horse,

the equerries, and grooms. At three in the afternoon, the nakarras

having thrice sounded, the whole state insignia, under a select band,

proceed to Mount Matachaf, and bring home the sword. When its arrival

in the court of the palace is announced, the Rana advances and receives

it with due homage from the hands of the Raj•yogi^
who is presented

with a khelat
;
while the mahuntt who has performed all the austerities

during the nine days, has his filled with gold and silver coin.

'J lie whole of the Jogis are regaleo, and presents are made to their chiefs.

I’he elephants and horses again receive homage, lOrd the swori|ii the khield,

^ On this day, sons visit and pay adoration to (htir Others. The
diet is cltitfiy of vegetables and fruits. Brahmfb#
daughters arc feasted, and receive garments called ci^ndum from their

chiefs.

t The Jogi’s paUra is not so rcvoUing as that of their
(tlie god of war)| which is (he human crantunt

; (his is a hottow gOlltOi
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and spear, are worshipped within the palace. At three in the morninfp
the prince takes repose.

The loth, or Uussera,* is a festival universally known in India, and
respected by all classes, aitiiough entirely military, being commemora-
tive of the day on which the deified Rama commenced his expedition to

Lanka for the redemption of Seeta ;f the “ tenth of Asoj” is consequently
deemed by the Rajpoot a fortunate day for warlike enterprize. I he day
commences with a visit from the prince or chieftain to his spiritual guide.

Tents and carpets are prepared at the Chougan or Matachal mount,
where the artillery is sent; and in the afternoon, the Rana, his chiefs ai^d

their retainers, repair to the field ofMars ^
worship the kaijri tree, liberate

the niltach or jay (sacred to Rama), and return amidst a discharge of

guns.

Ilth. In the morning, the Rana, with all the state insignia, the

kettle-drums sounding in the rear, proceeds towards the Matachal mount,

and takes the muster of his troops, amidst discharges of cannon^ tilting,

and display of horsemanship. The spectacle is imposing even in tl>e

decline of this house. The hilarity of the party, the diversified costume,

the various forms, colours, and decorations of the turbans, in which some
have the heron piurne, or sprik^s from some shrub sacred to the god of

war ;
the clusters of lances, shining matchlocks, and black bucklers, (he

scarlet housings of the steeds, and waving pennons, recall forcibly the

glorious days of the devoted Sanga, or the immortal Pertap, wl^o on such

occasions collected round the black changi and crimson banner of Mewar
a band of sixteen thousand of his own kin and clan, whose lives were

their lord^s and their country's. The shops and bazars are ornamented
with festoons of flowers and branches of trees, while the costliest clotlis and
brocades are extended on screens, to do honour to their prince

;
the torun

(or triumphal arch) is placed before the tent, on a column of which he

places one hand as he alights, and before entering makes several circum-

bulations. All present offer their nuBBurs to the prince, the artillery

fires, and the bards raise “ the song of praise,*’ celebralii^g the glories of

the past
; the fame of Samra, who fell with thirteen thousand of his kin

on the Caggar
;
of Ursi and his twelve brave sons, who gave ihemstflves

as victims for the salvation of Cheetore : of Koombho, Lakha, Sanga,
Pertap, Umra, Raj, all descended of the biood of Rama, whose exploits,

three thousand five hundred years before, they are met to celebrate. The
situation of Matachal is well calculated for such a spectacle, as indeed is

the whole ground from the palace through the Delhi portal to the mount.
Oih which IS erected one of the several castles commanding the approaches
to the city. The ford is dedicated to Mata^ though it would not long

remain staple (achat) before a battery of thirty-six pounders. The giu\s

* From dus or doSt the numeral ten : the tenth.

-j- In this ancient story we are made acquainted with the distant
mgrtime wars >yhioh. the princes of India carried on. Even supposing

a^ode to be tha insular Ceylon, he must have been a .very

ppvferful prince to equip an armament sufficiently numerous to carry oft

Irons the remote kin^dpei of Koshula. the wife of the great king pf {hp
Surya|« Jff is most infprobable Uiat a petty king of Ceylon could wagp
equal war with a potenate who held the chief dorpinion of India,* whoae
father, Dasarathat drove his victorious car (ratha) over every region {disa)^
and whose intercourfe with the countries beyond the Brahmaputra is dls*
tmctly to be tfaced in the
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are drawn up about the termination of the slope of the natural f^Iacis;

the Rana and his court remain on horseback half up the ascent
;
and

while every chief or vassal is at liberty to leave his ranks, and ** witch the
world with noble horsemanship/' there is nothing tumultuous, nothing
offensive in their mirth.

The steeds purchased since the last festival are named, and as the
cavalcade returns, their grooms repeat the appellations of each as the
word is passed by the master of the horse

;
as Baj Raj, * the royal steed

Hymor 'the chief of horses / Manika, ‘the gem / Bujra, * the thunderbolt,'

&c. &c. On returning to the palace, gifts are presented by the Rana to his

chiefs. The Chohan chief of Kotario claims the apparel which his prince

wears on this day, in token of the fidelity of his ancestor to the minor,

Oody Sing, in Akbar’s wars. To others, a fillet or balabund for the turban

is presented ;
hut all such compliments are regulated by precedent or

immediate merit*

Thus terminates the norairi festival sacred to the god of war, which

in every point of view is analogous to the autumnal festival of the Scythic

warlike nations, when these princes took the muster of their armies,

and performed the same rites to the great celestial luminary. I have

presented to the antiquarian reader these details, because it is in minute

particulars that analogous customs are detected. 1 hus the temporary

iorun, or triumphal arch, erected in front of the tent at Mount MatachaU
would scarcely claim the least notice, but that we discover even in this

emblem the origin of the triumphal arches of antiquity, with m^ny
other riters which may be traced to the Indo* Scythic races of Asia,

'I he iorun in its original form consisted of two columns and an architrave,

constituting the number sacred to Hari, the god of war. In the

progress of the arts, the architrave gave way to the Hindu arch, which

consisted of two or more ribs without the key*stone, the apex being the

perpendicular junction of the archivaults
;
nor is the arc of the iorun

semicircular, or any segment of a circle, but with that graceful curvature

which stamps with originality one of the arches of the Normans, who
may have brought it from their ancient seats on the Oxus, whence it may
also have been carried within the Indus. Ttie cromlech, or trilithic altar

in the centre of all those monuments called Druidic, is most probably

iorunt, sacred to the Sun-god Belonus, like Hur, or BaUsiva, the god of

batrle, to whom as soon as a temple is raised, the iorun is erected, and
many of these are exquisitely beautiful.

An interesting essay micht be written on portis and ioruns, their

names anti attributes and the genii presiding as their guardians. Amongst
all the nations of antiqtiity, the portal has had its peculiar veneration ? to

pass it was a privilege regarded as a mark of honour. The Jew Haman,
in the true oriental style, took post at the king's gate as an inexpugnable

position. The most pompous court in Europe takes its title from its

portg,^ where as at Oodipor, all alight. The iripgliat or triple portal, the

entry to the magnifictent terrace In front of Jthe Kana’s
like the Roman arcs of triumph, of three arelies, stiff fHHeierviiijg the

numeral sacred to the god of battle, one of whose titftfs

may be rendered THpMi, or lord et the three places 'of

but applied in its ext^nrive sense td the three worlds, heaVeOi

.

hell. From the SanskHt Psla, we have the Greek »

* Hence may be found a good etymology of Iha
of the seraif a title left by the lords of Eastern Rome for tiie rortot
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und in the guardian or Polioh^ the Puloros or porter

;

while to this

langue mere our own lan^ua|;e is indebted, not only for its portes and
porters, but its doors {dwara), Pylos signified also a pass; so in Sans-
krit these natural barriers are called Palas, and hence the poetical epithet

applied to the aboriginal mountain tribes of Rajasthan, namely, Pali-

pati and Palindra, ^lords of the pass.*

One of the most important of the Roman divinities was Janus, whence
Januoe. or portals, of which he was the guardian. A resemblance be-
tween the Ganes of the Hindu pantheon *and the Roman Janus has been
pointed out by Sir W. Jones, but his analogy extended little beyond
nominal similarity. The fable of the birth of Ganesa furnishes us with

the origin of the worship of Janus, and as it has never been given, I shall

transcribe it from the bard Chund. Ganesa is the chief of the genii*

attendant on the god of war, and was expressly formed by Oomia, the

Hindu Juno, to guard the entrance of her caverned retreat in the

Caucasus, where she took refuge from the tyranny of the lord of Kailasa
(Olympus), whose throne is fixed amidst eternal snows on the snmmit of

this peak of the gigantic Caucasus
** Strife arose between Kl'ahadeva and the faithful Parvati : she fled

to the mountains and took refuge in a cave. A crystal fountain tempted
her to bathe, but shame was av.'akened ; she dreaded being seen. Rub-
bing her frame, she made an image of man

;
with her nail she sprinkled

it with the water of life, and placed it as guardian at the entrance of the

cave.’* Engrossed with the recollection of Parvati,J Siva went to

Karttka^ for tidings of his mother, and together they searched each
valley and recess, and at length reached the spot where a figure was
placed at the entrauce of a cavern. As the chief of the gods prepared to

explore this retreat, he was stopped by the Polioh, In a rage he struck

off his head with his discus (chakra), and the gloom discovered the object

of his search. Surprised and dismayed, she demanded how he obtained

ingress :
** was there no guardian at the entrance ?” The furious Siva

replied, that he had cut off his head. On hearing this, the mountain-
goddess was enraged, and weeping, exclaimed, “ you have destroyed my
child.” The god, determined to recall him to life, decollated a young
elephant, replaced the head he had cut off, and naming him Ganesa

^

decreed that in every resolve his name should be the first invoked.
^ --

* In Sanskrit gen (pronounced as gun)f the jin.oi the Persians,

trgnsmjuted to here is another instance in point of the alternation

^ the initial, and softened by being transplanted from Indo-Scythia to

JP^rsia, as Ganes was *fanus at Rome.
Thff 1^^ ptolamv.

I ^ the mountain goddess,' was called Sati, or ‘the faithful’

If) her former birth. She became the mother of Januvif the river

fGunga) goddess.

§ Kartika« the son of Siva and Parvati, the Jupiter and Juno of the
J^fndu theogohy, has the leading of the armies of the gods, delegated by
bla j^ther .; and h^ mdtH^has presented to him her peacock, which is the

of this warlihe divinity He is called Kartika (fCartikeya) from being
ijiursod by six ferha^S 09^ six of the seven stars
co^bb^tf^g tf'c ConkieHatlon of the Wain, or Ursa Major* Thus tl^

jMpiter and Juno, and nursed by Ursa Major, is,

Hhe all other theogonies, an astronomical allegory. There is smother
bi (titt birlb of Mars, which I shall give in the text, ^
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Invocation of the Bard to Ganesa.
** Oh, Ganesa ! thou art a mighty lord ; thy singe tutk* is beautifufi

and demands the tribute of praise from the Indra of sonaf. Thou art
the chief of the Human race; the destroyer of unclean spiritSf the remover
of fevers, whether daily or tertian-. Thy bard sounds thy praise

; let my
work be accomplished !** '

Thus Ganesa is the chief of the Dtilminons of the Hindu pantheon^
as the etymology of the word indicates,| and like Janus, was entrusted
with the gates of heaven ; while of his right to preside over peace and
war, the fable related affords abundant testimony. Ganesa is the fii;st

invoked and propitiated} on every undertaking, whether warlike or pacific.

The warrior implores his counsel ; the banker indites his name at the
commencement of every letter

;
the architect places his image in the

foundation of every edifice ;
and the figure of Ganesa is either sculptured

or painted at the door of every house as a protection against evil. Our
Hindu Janus is represented as four-armed, and holding the disk (chukra),

the war-shell, the club, and the lotus. Ganesa is not, however, bifrons,
like the Roman guardian of portals. In every transaction'he is adt or
the first, though the Hindu does not, like the Roman, open the year with
his name. I shall conclude with remarking, that one of the portes of

every Hindu city is named the Ganesa Pol, as well as some conspicuous
entrance to the palace ; thus Oodipur has its Ganesa dwara, who also

gives a name to the hall, the Ganesa deori ; and his shrine will be found
on the ascent of every satcred mount, as at Aboo, where it is placed close

to a fountain on the abrupt face about tweleve hundred feet from the base.

There is likewise a hill sacred to him in Mewar called Ganesa Gir, tanta*

mount to the mons janiculum of the eternal city. The companion of this

divinity fs a rat, who indirectly receives a portion of homagSi and with

lull as much right as the bird emblematic of Minerva.

We have abandoned the temple of the warlike divinity {Devxlt the

sword of Mars, and the triumphal torun, to invoke Ganesa. It will have

been remarked that the Rana aids himself to dismount by placing his hand
on one of the columns of the torun, an act which is pregnant with a martial

nHttiion, as are indeed the enfire ceremoftials of the ** worship of the

sword,*'

ft might be deemed folly to trace the rites and superstitions of so

remote an age and nation to i>ntral Asia ; but when we find the •super-

si'ti ins of thk Indo-Scythic Gete prevailing within the Indukr tn pacUf
and on the shores of the Baltic, we may assume their commOii Origin tor

although the Worship of arms has prevailed among alt warlike tribes, ^re
U a peculiar respect paid to the sword among the Getic races. ThO
Greeks ao^d Romatui ""paid devotion to their arms, and swore by tbepi.

rhe GteeRs bt'ougQt their habits from ancient Thraee» where the costew

existed of presentiftr as the greatest gift, that peculiar kind of sword celled

acinaces, which w^iflate not derive trow the Indo^Scylhic or Sefligrit

a sword. When X^ophon, on his retreat, reachetyhe .ooort of SeejN**
he agreed to attach nis corps to the service pf the 1%reciao. Hit
on introduction, in the true oriental style/ Rresentitf

,.|V . T--1. •,

‘

\ This elephant.'h4[^ed divinity: has but one hoek^r

+ The lifbrd thus modestly desigfi4#e Hin)Setf/^^^^^ ^^
. . --

1 Chief (esa, isa^ ok uwra) of Itie igona

} So he was at Romm, and his statme helo tlie kevs Of ' h^aVebr'’ fii Wf
;hi hand, and, like Ga^a, a rod {ike unhoos) in bis MIt
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^tfts of homage, excepting Xenophon, who, deeming himself too exalted
to make the common offering, presented his sword, probably only to be
touched in recognition of his services being accepted. Fhe most powerful
oath of the Rajpoot, next to his sovereign's throne {gadi ca an), is by his

arms, ya sil ca an, * by this weapon !’ as, suiting the action to the word,
he puts his hand on his dagger, never absent from his girdle. Dkat,
turwar, ca an, * by my sword and shield I' The shield is deemed the only
fit vessel or salver on which to present gifts

;
and accordingly at a Rajpoot

court, shawls, brocades, scrafs, and jewels are ^always spread before the
guest on bucklers.*

In the Runic ** incantation of Hcrvor,** daughter of Angantyr, at the

tomb of her father, she invokes the dead to deliver the enchanted brand
Trising, or Hialmar's banc,** which according to G#*tic customs, was
buried in his tomb ; she adjures him and his brothers ** by all their armst
their shields, &c,** It is depicted with great force, and, translated,

would deeply interest a Rajpoot, who might deem it the spell by which the

Khanda of HaMIRA, which he annually worships, was obtained,

INCANTATIOK,

Hervor, •• Awake, Angantyr ! Hervor, the only daughter of thee

and Suafu, doth awaken thee* Give me out of the tomb the tempered
sword which the dwarfs made for Suafurlama.

Can none of Eyvors’f sons speak with me out of the habitations

nf the dead? Hcrvardur,f Hurvardur 7**f

The tomb at length opens, the inside of which appears on fire, and a
reply is sung from within,

Angantyr,
—** Daughter Hervor, full of spells to raise the dead, why

dost thou call so ? I was not buried either by father or friends
;
two who

lived after me got Tirsing, one of whom is now in possession thereof.'*

Hervor,
—** The dead shaff never enjoy rest unless Angantyr deliver

me Tirsing, that cleaveth shields, and killed Hialmar.”|

Angantyr ,— Young maid, thou art of manlike courage, who dost
roire by night to tombs, with spear engraven with magic spells, J with

helm and coat of mail, before the door of our hall."

Herpor,—" It is not good for thee to hide it."

* The Gothic invaders of Italy inaugurated their monarch by placing
him iipon a ahteld, arid elevating him on their shoulders in the midst of
hisjM'my,

t All these proper names might have Oriental etymologies assigned
to them; Byvdr<sail Is the name of a celebrated Rajpoot hero of ihb
Bhatti tribe, Who wer* driven at an early period from the very heart Ol
Scythia, and are of Yadu race.

This word eah ;t)(iive a Sanskrit derivation from hya, ‘a home
* to strike or liitlV tli^fnar, * the horserslayer.’

fVIrbe custom of enfttvihg incantations on 'weapons is also from the
Bast, and thence adbjpla# ^ tne Mahomedan, as well as the use of
phylaetoftelf The name Of the goddess guarding the tribe is often
inscribed, .ai^ l have had kn entire copy of the Gtfa taken frodi
the, tufbih of t Rajpoot ktHtd in action : in ltk« uillllIgnM
place tberkin the libFaa.
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AMganiyr:^**Tht death of Hialmar* lies under my shoulders j it t§

al! wrapt up in fire : 1 know no maid that dares to take this sword in
hand.'*

Hervor.^^** I shall take in hand the sharp sword, if I may obtain it*

I do not think that fire will burn which plays about the site of deceased
men."f

Anganiyr.—** Take and keep JHalmar^s banei touch but the edees
of it, there is poison in them both ;} it is a most cruel deyourer of men."5

Tradition has hallowed the two ed^ed sword (khanda) of Mewar, by
investing^ it with an origin as mysterious as “ the bane of Hialmar." It

is supposed to be the enchanted weapon fabricated by Visviacartna,^ with
which the Hindu Proserpine girded the founder of the race, and led him
lorth to the conquest of Chcetore. It remained the great heir-loom of

her princes till the sack of Cheetorc by the Tatar Alla, when Rana Ursi

and eleven of his brave sons devoted themselves at the command of the

guardian goddess of their race, and their capital falling into the hands
of the invader, the last scion of Bappa became a fugitive amidst the
mountains of the west. It was then the I'atar inducted the
Maldco, as his lieutenant, into the capital of the Gehlotes. The
celebrated of the poetic chronicles of Mewar gives an elaborate descrtp-
tion of the subterranean palace in Cheetoie, in one of whose entrances

the dreadful sacrifice was perpetuated to save the honour of Pudmini and
the fair of Cheetore from the brutalised Tatars. The curiosity of

Maldeo was more powerful than his superstition, and he determined to

explore the hidden abodes, though reputed to be guarded by the serpent
genii attendant on Nagnecha, the ancient divinjty of its Takthae
iounders.^l Whether it was through the identical caverned passage^ and

*
1 he metaphorical name of the sword Tirsing*

+ These fires which the northern nations believed to issue from the
tombs of their heroes, and which seemed to guard their ashes ; them they
called flauga Elldr, or * the sepulchral fires/ and they were supposed
more especially to surround tombs which contained hidden treasures.
These supernatural fires are termed Shahaba by the Rajpoots. When
the intrepid Scandinavian maiden observes that she is not afraid of the
flame burning her, she is bolder than one of the boldest Rajpoots, fdr

Sri- Kishent who was shocked at the bare idea of going hear these sepul-
chral ligtitS/ was one of three non-commisioned Oificers who afterwards
led thirty-two firelocks to the attack and defeat of i,$oo Pindarries.

J Like the Rajpoot Khanda^ Tifsie^ was double-edged the poison
of these c^ges is a truly Oriental idea.

( This poem is from tlie Hervarer Sagka^ un ancient leclandic
liUtory- Sit^Eddat Vol. fl, p. 19a.

H The Vulcan of the Hindus.
'

% The Mori prince, from whom Bappa todfe CHeeb^e, ^ of the

Tak or Tahshflc race, of ^\iom,Nagnecha^ or the

mother, represented as half womaii aii^ l^)f

mother of the Scythic rgee, according to
deeper we dive into tliese traditions, the stroctger ttasori wd
assign a Scythic origin to all these tribes. h% Bfippa^ the i^hder of

Gehlotes, retired into Scythia and left his heirs tO fuid rifi ^

find fault with no antiquary, who will thivw overboar4oH\ti|‘^
batween Kaoaksen, the foun^r of. the Batabhi emMe^
last of Hama’s line. Many rites of the Rana’s hiritst
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over the dshes of those martyred Kamunis, that he made ^bod his way
into those rock-bound abodes, the legend says not

;
but titougli

In darkness, and with danger’s compassed round,
Ai^d solitude,"

the intrepid Maldeo paused not until he had penetrated to the very
bounds of the abyss, wfiere in a recess he beheld the snaky sorceress and
her sister crew seated round a cauldron, in which the materials of their

incantation were solving before a fire that served to illume tins abode
of horror. As he paused, the reverberation of his footsteps caused the

infernal crew to look atliwart the palpable obscure of their abode, and
beheldin^ the audacious mortal, they demanded his intent. The valiant

Sonigurra replied that he did not come as a spy,
** With purpose to explore or to disturb

'I’he secrets of their realm,"

but in search of the enchanted brand of the founded of the Gehlotes,

Soon they made proof of Maldeo's hardihood. Uncovering the cauldron,

he beheld a siglit most appalling : amidst divers fragments of animals
the arm of an infant. A dish of this horrid repast was placed before

him, and a silent signal made for him to eat. He obeyed, and returned

the empty platter
;

it was proof sufficient of his worth to wear the en-

chanted blade, which, drawn forth from its secret abode, was put into the

hand of Maldeo, who bowing, retired with the trophy.

Rana Hamira recovered this hibir-loom of the house, and with it the

throne of Cheetore, by his marriage with the daughter of the Sonigurra,

as related in the annals. Anotlier version says it was Hamira himself who
obtained the enclianted swojd, by bis incantations to Charuni Devi, or

the goddess of the bards, whom he worshipped.

We shall conclude this account of the military festival of Mewar with

the birth of Kumara, the god of war, taken from the most celebrated of

their mythological poems, the Ramayuna^ probably the most ancient book
in the world. " Mera, daughter of Meru, became the spouse of Hitnavaii,

from whose union sprung the beauteous Ganga, and her sister Ooma,
Ganga was sought in marriage by all the celestials; while Ooma. after a
long life of austerity, was espoused by Roodra But neither sister was
fortunate enough to have offspring,* until Gaiiia became pregnant by
HutaSHANA (regent of fire), and " KuMara, resplendent as the sun,

illustrious as the moon, was produced from the side of Ganga." The
gods, with indra at their head, carried him to the Krittika$^( to be nursed,

and hie became their joint care, " As he aesembled the fire in brightness,

he received thC; name of Scanda, when the immoriaU, with Agni (fire^ at

their head, anointed him as genfsral of the armies of the gods Thus

* One of the names of the divinity of war, whose images are covered
with vermiliob in imitation of blood. the German roodur^ Ved.*)

f I'he Pleiades.

’ j The festival of the birth of this son of Ganga, or Janvuvi, is on the
loth pi yeyU Sir Jones gives the following couplet from the Sandha :

Qj|jllte loth of m the bright half pf the month, on the day
of when the moon was in Hasta, this
daughter of jahnu brought from the rocks, and ploughed over the land
inhabited bjjf

mortals,”

(d) MkVfbhtK is one ,of the names (and perhaps one of the oldest) til

the Hindu Mats (ffnindriijy to 'whokn The Wodcnsdttgdf the Northmen,
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(the bard Vafmikt speaks). Oh f Rmmai have I related the story of the
production of Kumar.'*

This is a very curious relic of ancient mythologry, in which we may
trace the most material circumstances of the birth of the Roman divinity

of war. Ktimara (Mars) was the son of Jannuvi (Juno), and born, like the

Roman, without sexual intercourse, but by the agency of Vulcan (reg^ent

of fire). Kiimara has the peacock (sacred to Juno likewise) as his com-
panion ; and as the Grecian goddess is feigned to have her car drawn by
peacocks, so Ku-mara (the evil^striker) was a peadock for his steed.

Ganga^ * the river goddess,* has some of the attributes of Pallas,

being like the Athenian maid (Ganga never married) born from the head of

Jove. The bard of the silver age makes her fall from a glacier of Kailas

(Olympus) on the head of the father of the gods, and remain many years

within the folds of his tiara (jata), until at length being liberated, she

was precipitated into the plains of Aryavarta. It was in this escape that

she burst her rocky barrier (the Himalaya), and on the birth of Kumara
exposed tl^ose vein* of gold called Jamhuhadi, in colour like the jambu
fruit, probably alluding to the veins of gold discovered in the rocks of the
Ganges in those distant ages.

The last day of the month Asoj ushers in the Hindu winter {Surd^rii)^
On this day, nothing but white vestments and silver (chandi) ornaments
are worn, in honour of the moon (Chandra)

^

who gives his* name to the
- »pale and common drudge
'Tween man and man,**

This year there was an entire intercalary month : such are called Luna.
There is a procession of all the chiefs to the Chougan

; and on their

return a full court is held in the great hall, which breaks up with ** obei-
sance to the lamp** (joie ro whose light each reverences when
the candles are lit at home, every Rajoot, from the prince to the oWner of a
** sWm {chursa) of land,** seated on a vyhite linen cloth, should worship
his tutelary divinity, and feed the priests with sugar and milk.

the Mardi of the French, the dUf Martis of the Romans, are alike sacred.

Mangala also means * happy,' the reverse of the origin of Hiangul, said

tp mean *sad.’ The juxta-posUion of the Kajpoot and Scandinavian days
of the week will shew that tfiey have the same origin :

Rajpoot.

Surya-war ... •

Som, or Indu«war
MangaLwar
B,tid«war

Vrisbpat'war (a)

5ucra-war (b) \...

Sani or Sanichara-war

* It will be recollected that the moon with the Ra)|K>ots the

Scandinavians is a male divinity* The Tatars, • who alto eoiiaidifr Hiih e

male divinity, pay him aapectal imralioh in this autmiihal

III. 1.11 III. [ || i imi.<ii. I. I I

' '
'"***

(a) Vrihus pati, ^he who rides on the bull |Vlhe
poot god of war.

(b) Sucra is a Cydop, regent of ibfT^tanet Venust

Scandinavian and
Saxon.

... Sirn-day.

... M6on*day«

... Tuia*day.
Wodens-day»

... T'hors-day.

... Fr«y*day.
Sa^r*day.
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Cahtica.—

T

his rponth is peculiarly sacred to goddess
of wealth, the J^uno Afoneta of the Romans. The 13th is c;\Med ilic,

Dhunterus^ or thirteenth [day] of wealtli when gold and silver coin are
worshipped, as the representatives of the goddess, by her votaries of all

classes, but especially by the mercantile. On the 14th, all anoint with
oil, and m^ke libations thereof to Kima, the judge of departed spirits.

Worship (^ooja) is performed to the lamp, which represents the god of
hell, and ts thence Yama dipa, * the lamp, of Pluto and on this day
partial illumination takes place throughout the city.

DbW4U, pr Festival of Lamps .—On the Amavus, or i<jte5 of Cartica,

is one pf thp ipost brilliant fetes of Rajasthan, called the Devsali, when
every city, village, and encampment, exhibits a blaze of splendour. The
pollers* wheels revolve for weeks before solely in the manufacture of lamps
\iipa)^ and from the palace to the peasant’s hut, every one supplies himself

with them, in proportion to his means, and arranges them according to his

fancy. Stuffs, pieces of gold, and sweetmeats, are carried in trays and
consecrated at the temple of Lakshmi, the gqd4ess qf wealth, tp whpm the

day is consecrated. The Rana on this occasion hpnptirs his prime
minister with his presence to dinner ; and this chief o,f$cer of fhe ^tatea

who is always of the mercantile caste, pours oil into p terra coH(^ larnp,

which his sovereign holds
;
the same libation of oil is pennitted by each

of the near relations of the minister. On this day, it U incurnbenc ppon
every votary of Lakshmi to try the chance of the dice, and from their

success in the dewali, the prince, the chief, the merchant, and the artjfan,

foretell the state pf their coffers for the ensuing year,

Lakshmi, though on this festival depicted undpr by thp type of riphcf

is evidently the beneficent Annapurna in anpther garl>, for the agricui-

turat community place a corn-measure filled ^ith grain ppd adornpd lyitfi

flowers as her representative ;
or, if they adorn her eflfigies, tl|ey ^rf iho^

of Padma, the water-nymph, with a lotus in one hand, and ti>4S fqshu (or

fillet for the head) in the other. As Lgkslirai produced pt Me
Churning 0/ the Ocean/' and hnnee called otye of the “fourteen gems,'^

she is confounded with Ramhha, chief of the apsqras, thp Venqs of ihp

Hindus. Though both were created from the ffoth (sqra) of the plater?

iap or ^p)f they arc as distinct as the representations of riches and hfaut/
pan bp* Cak^hn^i becatpe the wife of Vishnu, or Kaniya, and is placed

the lept pf his fOAirine couch when he is floating on the chaotic waters. As
hie sh® character of Saras vati, the goddess of

elpqhppifp, h®''® ^h® combination of Minerva and Apollo,

oi Minerva, the owl IS the attendant of Lakshmi; and when we reflect

mi held these solemn
feadvaii. also ^ted ** ike feast sf lamps*' in honour of Minerva at Saw,

Wp vav$ ihfl origin ot tnts graiiq uneqtal festival from that commoii

Hlh
Asia, whence the Dewali radiated to remote

ih® Ganges, and the shores of the T igris ; for the skeki^it

p( laipps'* of (he flajptmts.^ In all these there

IS a piiyiwe, el
th^ aticihptes of Ceres ah,d Proscrpjne, of Plutus and

Pluto. Lf^kshtn/ jM^^ attributes of both the first, while CW«#rw.®
wl^S eVhjothea with as Yama is* Pluto, the infernal fudge..

'The Consecrated lamps and the libations of oil are all dedicated to hnm ;

and ** torches and ftahrimg brands arc likewise kindlOd aad Consecrated,

to burn Uie bpdles of kinsmen who may be dead In bauje in a foreign

tln il M I I
. n I , ,p 1,

^
1 |

,^l„ ,
J

* The Hindu |<9d|p( <^KhM.

39
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Und, And light them through the shades of death to the mansion of

Yama/'*
To the infernal god Yama, who is the son o^ the sun, the second

day following the Amavus, or ides of Cartica, is also sacred
; it is called

i\\t Bhratri dvtitya, or ‘ the brothers.* because the river goddess Yamuna
on this day entertained her brother (bhratri) Yama, and is therefore con-
secrated to fraternal affection. At the hour of curfew goodaluk,'\ when
the cattle return from the fields,) the cow is worshipped, the herd having
been previously tended. From this ceremony no rank is exempted on
the preceding day, dedicated to Krishna : prince and peasant, all become
pastoral attendants on the cow, as the form of Pritjiwi, or the earth*

The 1st {Sudi). or i6th of Cartica, is the grand festival of Annacuta
sacred to the Hitidu Ceres, which will be described with its solemnities

at Nathdwara. There is a state procession, horse*races, and elephant-
fights, at the Chougan, the evening closes with a display of fire*works.

The 14th {Sudi)t or 29th, is another solemn festival in honour of

Vishnu. It is called the Jul jatra, from being performed on the water

iyul). The Rana, chiefs, ministers, and citizens, go in procession to the

lake, and adore the spirit of the waters/' on which floating lights are
placed, and the whole surface is illuminated by a grand display of pyro-
techny. On this day, Vishnu risesfrom his slumber of four months
a figurative expression to denote the sun's emerging from the cloudy
months of the periodical flood.

The next day (the poornum^ or last day of Cartica), being the macara
sancranti, or autumnal equinox, when the sun enters the zodiacal sign

Macara, or Pisces, the Rana and chiefs proceed in state to the Chougan,
and play at ball on horseback. The entire last half of the month Cartica,

from Amavus (the to the Poornum, is sacred to Vishnu; who is

declared by the Puranas to represent the sun, and whose worship, that

of water, and the floating*lights placed thereon,— all objects emblematic
of fecundity,—carry us back to the point whence we started,—the adora-

tion of the powers of nature : clearly proving all mythology to be univer-

sally founded on an astronomical basis.

In the remaining months of Aghun or Magsir, and Posh, there are no

festivals in which a state procession takes place, though in each there are

marked days, kept not only by the Rajpoots, but generally by the Hindu
nation; especially that on the 7lh of Aghun, which is called Mitra
Saptimi, or seventh of Mithras, and like the Bhasca¥a Saptimi 6t the

7th of Magha, is sacred to the sun as a form of Vishnu. On ihi^ seventh

day occured the descent of the river-goddess ((ran^a) frpm the food of

Vishnu; or the genius of fertilization, typified under the forn1 of the

river godfdess, proceeding from the sun, the vivifying prlhci)[>li^, and

impended^oyer the head of Iswara, the divinity presiding over jjjfenerationi

in imitatiph of which his votary pours libations of water (if possible from

the sacrefl river Ganga^) over his emblem, the lingam or pballtis : a

comparison which is made by the bard Chand in ah invocatloh to this

god. for the sake of contrasting his own inferiority ** to the mighty bards

of old/*

“ The head of Ees§ is in the skies ; on his crown falls the everflowing

* Yamala is the great god of the Finlanders—

t From goo, • a cow.* t PuraM%
§ Iswara, Isa or as pronounced,
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stream (Ganga)
;
but on his statue below,

|

does not his votary pour the
fluid from his patera ?”

No satisfactory etymologfy has ever been assigned for the phallic
emblem of generation, adored by E,^yptian, Greek, Roman, and even by
the Christian, which may be from the same primeval language that
formed the Sanskrit*

Pkalisa is the ‘ fnictifier/ from phala * fruit/ and Isa *the god/ Thus
the type of Osiris can t»ave a definite interpretation, still wanting to the
lingam of Iswara. Both deities presided over the streams whicli fertilized

tlie countries in which they received divine honours
; Osiris over the NilCt

from ‘the mountains of the moon/ in Ethiopia Iswara over the

Indus,f (also called the Nil), and the Gaws^es from Chandragiri, ^ \\\e

mountains of the moon,* on a peak of whose glaciers he has his throne.

Siva occasionally assumes the attributes of the sun-god ; they especi-
ally appertain to Vislmu, who alone is styled ** immortal^ the one, creator

^

and uncreated','^ and in whom centre all the qualities which
have peopled the Hindu puuheon with their ideal representatives. The
bard Chand, who embodied theological tenets of the Rajpoots in his

prefatory invocation to every divinity who can aid his intents, apostro-

phizes (janesa, and summons the goddess of eloquence (Sarasvaii), “ to

make his tongue her abode deprecates the destroying power, “ him
whom wrath inhabits,** lest he should be cut off ere his hook was finished

;

and lauding distinctly each member of the triad {tri-murti), he finishes

by declaring them one and that “ whoever believes them separate, hell

will be his portion!* Of this One the sun is the great visible type, adored
under a variety of names, as Surya, Mitra, Bhnscar, Viava, Vishnu,
Kama, or Kana, likewise an Egyptian epithet for the sun.f

The emblem of Vishnu is Garuda, or the eagle, § and the Sun-god
both of the Egyptians and Hindus is typified with the bird’s head.

Arxina (the dawn), brother of Garuda, is classically styled the charioteer

of Vishnu, whose ivo sons, Sumpati and Jatayu, attempting in imitation

of their father to reach the sun, the wings of the former were burnt and
he fell to the earth ;

of this the Greeks may have made their fable of

Icarus. B

In the chief zodiacal phenomena, observation will discover that

Vishnu is still the object of worship. The Phula^dola,^ or Fioralia, in

the vernal equinox, is so called from the image of Vishnu being carried

id a or ark, covered with garlands of flowers (phula). Again, in

the month of Asar, the commencement of the periodical rains, which date
from the summer solstice, the image of Vishnu is carried on a car, and
brought fdrfh on the first appearance rtf the moon, the nth of which being

the solstice, is called “ the night of the gods!* Then Vishnu reposes on

“ The land of the sun*' (ee^).

f FeHshia calls the Indus the NiUab, or 'blue waters / it is also

called the of stream^.*^

t According to Diodorus Srdulus.

j
The vulture ^nd crane, which soar high in the heavens, are also

called garudd, and vulgarly geed. The ibis is of the crane or hcrog kind.

II
Phaeton was the of Gephalus and Aurora. The former answers of

the Hindu bird-headed messenger of the sun. Aruna is the Aurora to

the Greeks, who with more taste have given the dawn a female character*

51 Also cilled ^
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ihn se rpbnt>'^u^h tthtil t^e <ic«^t(bi« ol ITtt ftddd oh thh lith of BhidddW,
when " he turns on his side.’*^

The 4th IS afsb dedicaieci Vishnu under his itifahtfhe a|>p^eIf^tion

ilavi (F/#05,) because wheh a child he )iid hifh$$lfin the mooH'* Wfe
must not derogate from Sir W. Johes the merit Of drawing attention to

the analogy between these Hindu festivals on the equinoxes, and the
Egyptian, called the entrance of Osiris into the fnoont and his confinement
iH kft atk* But that distinguished writer merely gives the hint, which the
learned Bryant aids us to pursue, by bringing modern travellers to corro*
borate th^ ancfent authorities : the drawings of Pocock from the sun temple
of LtiXor to illuslfate Plutarch, Curtttis, and Diodorus. Bryant comes to

the same conclusion with regard to Osiris enclosed in the ark, which we
adopt regarding Vishnu's repose during the four months of inundation,
the period of fertilization. I have already, in the riles of Annapurna^
the Isis of the Egyptians, noticed the crescent form of the ark of Osiris,

as well as the ram*s-head ornaments, indicative of the vernal equinox,

which the Egyptians called Phamenoth, being the birth-day of Osiris,

or the sun ; the Phag, or Phalgoon month of the Hindus
; the PHagesia

of the Greeks, sacred to Dionysius.

The expedition of Argonauts in search of the golden fleece is a
Version of the arkite worship of Osiris, the Dolayatra of the Hindus ,' and
Sanscrit etymology, applied to the vessel of the Argonatus, wHl gttre the

Sun {arghds god's fnatha) entrance into the sign of the Ram*

The Tauric and Hydra foes, with which Jason had to contend before

he obtained the fleece of Aries, are the symbols pf the sun-god, both of

the Ganges and the Nile
;
and this fable, which has occupied almost

every pen of antiquity, is clearly astronomical, as the names alone Of the

ArgHa^Naih sons of Apollo, Mars, Mercury, Sol, Arcus or Argus,

f

Jupiter, Bacchus, etc,, sufficiently testify, whose voyage is enttrely

celestial.

If it be destined that any portion of the veil #hlch covers these

ancient mysteries, connecting those of the Ganges with the Nile, shall be

removed, it will be from the interpretation of the expedition 6f Rama
hitherto deemed almost as allegorical as that of the Arghanaths. I shall

at bnde assume an o|>mion 1 have long entertained* that the western

coast of the Red Sea was the Lanka of the memorable expinti in the

history of the Hindus. If Alexander from the mouths of ihe Indus ven-

tured to navigate those seas with his frail fleet of barks conatrueted in the

t’tmjab, tVhifc might we not expect from the resources of the King of

Coshafa, Tthe de^tcendant of Sagara, emphatically called ih0 sea-king,

whose **6o,odo sons" Were so many mariners, and who has left hiS name

as a memorial of his marine power at the island (Sagar) at the embouchure

of the mein arm of the Ganges, and to the ocean itm« also called Sagara.

If the embarkation of Ramesa and bis heroes for the tedempfioh of Site

had bekfn from the Gulf of Catch, the grand emporium frqm tSe

ages, the voyage of Rama would have been but the pr^btypp of

the Macedonians ;
but local tradition has senettfied Rdmesisrarai

WuiHerntiartof the ptninkola, as the rendezvous of hit

currents in the Straits of Manar, curiosity or a wish to olmin
- - 1 —

• Bhagvat and Jlfatsyd Puranas. See W, Jbhtti btt* flte

of the Hindus, Astatic Rued¥6hes. Vdl, III, p, 186* /

t Argha, * the tun,’ in Sanskrit.
,
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from ibis ftistilat' miy liate prompted the visit to Geyloti ; and
hence ihc vestiges th**re found of this event. But even from this ^^uimosi
pUf Taprohane^'* the vovt ife across tlie Erythrean Sea is only twenty-
nve de^^rees of loni^itude, whicks with a sail they would run down
in ten or twelve days. I'he only diflRi ulty which <jccur> is in the synchro-
meal existence of Kama and the t^haiaoh* of Moses, which would tend
to the opposite of my hypothesis, and shew that India received her Pfialjic

rites, her architecture, and symbolic mythology, from the Nile, instead
of planting them there.

" Esl'Ce rinde, la Phenicie, TEthiopie, la Chaldee, ou I'Bgypte,

qui a vu naitre ce culte ? ou bien le type en a-t>il ete fourni aux habitans
de ces contrees, par une nation plus andenne encore ?'* asks an ingeni-
ous, but anonymous French author, on the orgin of the Phallic worship.

Ramesa, chief of the Suryas, or sun-born race, was king of the cUV
designated from his mother, Caushalya^ of which Ayodhya was the capital.

His sons were Lava and Cush, who originated the races we may term the

Laviies and Cushities^ or Cushwas of india.f Was then Caushalya the

tnother of Ramesa, a native o' /Ethiopia,^ or Cusha-dwipa, • the land
of Cush V Rama and Krishna are both painted blue (nila), holding the

lotus* emblematic of the Nile. Their names are often identified. Ram-
Krishna, the birdheaded divinity, is painted as the messenger pf each, and
the historians of both were contemporaries. I'hat both were real ptinces

there is no doubt* though Krishna assumed to be an incarnation of Vishnu,
as Rama was of the sun. Of Rama's family was Trisankhit, mothef of the

great epostle of Budha* whose symbol was the serpent ; and the followers

'of Btidh'a assert that Krishna and this apostle* whose statues art/ac^
stfHt'les of those of Memnon, were cousins. Were the Hermetic creed and
Phallic rites therefore received from the Ethiopic Cush T Cotild emblem'-
atic VelicS be discovered in the caves of the Troglodytes* who inhabited the
range of mountains on the Cushite shore of the Arabian straits, akin to

those of EUora and Elephanta,§ whose style discloses physical, myiholo-
•gical* as well as architectural affinity to the Egyptian, the question would
at qnce be set at rest.

I ^ave derived the Phallus from PhaUsa, the chief fruit* The
Greeks, who either borrowed it from the Egyptians or had it from tlife

Same sOttree, typified the Fructifier by a pine-apple, the form of Which
Vesembfes the S'lVa/^Aa/a.II or fruit of Sha* whose rape by RSvana car-
ried Rama from the Ganges over many countries ere he recovered her.^
In like menner thc Kaipoot Ceres, is typified under the coceanutt
or sriphala*** the chief of fruit, orfruit sacred to Sri, or /s# (Isis), whoOe
other eibgant ehiblem of abuirdanCe, the camacumpUt » drawn with

Pka^a is but s title, * the king.'

Of the former rkce Ihe Rahks of Mewkr, of the latter ^the prNiOes^
^irWar and Ahibkr, are the representatives,

i|: ABthiOpie, ' )he country of the sun ; from Aei^ cdntrkttion Of
Aiifya. Bjj^pt may ‘have the seme ‘etymology, idefih

.

$ It ts absurd toiatk trf ilv^ being modei^n; det^phet* thi
ters thereon, and then pronounce their antiquity.

Vulg. Sarte/a.

^ Rama subjected her to the fiery ordeal, to discovwr wlwriws hir
virtue had suffered while ihUi forcibly separated.^ Vulg.
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branches of the palmyra * or cocoa*tre4*, grracefulfy pendent from the vastf

(cumbha).

The Sriphalaf is accordinf^ly presented to all the votaries of Iswara
and Isa on the conclusion of the sprinfif-f^stival of Phalguna^ the Pagesia
of the Greeks, the Phamenoth of the Ejjyptian, and the Saturnalia of
antiquity; a rejoicing at the renovation of the powers of nature; the
empire of heat over cold—of light over darkness.^

The analogy between the goddess of the spring Saturnalia, Phalguni^
and the Phagcsia of the Greeks, will excite surprise

;
the word is not

derived from Phagein eating, with the Rajpoot votaries of Holica, as
with those of the uionyiia of the Greeks

;
but from phalguni, compoun-

ded of guna, 'quality, virtue, or characteristic,' and phala, 'fruit in

short, ib^ructijier. From PhalloSf to which there is no definite mean-
ing, the Egyptian had the festival PhnlUca, the HoUca of the Hindus.
Phula and phala, flower and fruit, are the roots of all, Floralia and
Phalaria, the Phallus of Osiris, the Thyrsus of Bacchus, L-n^am of

Iswara, symbolized by the Srtphala, or Annas, the * food of the gods/§
or the Sita-phala of the Helen of Ayodhya.

From the existence of this worship in Congo at this dav, tfh; author
already quoted, asks if it may not have originated in Ethiopia: “qui
comme Ic ccrnoigncnt plusieurs ecrivains de I’Hntiqiiite, a foitrni sex dieiixa

TEgvpte.*^ On the first of the five complementary davs called " epagome*
nes,** preceding new-year's day, the Egyptians celebrated the birth of
the sun-god, Osiris, in a similar manner as the Hindus do their solstitial

^/t^ning of the gods,’* the Hiul of Scandinavia; ofTWITfSh
o^sion, *'on promenait en procession une figure d'Osiris, dont le Phal-
lus etait triple a number, he adds, expressing " la pluralite indefinee/'

The number is sacred to Iswara, chief of the Tri-murti or Triad,

* Palmyra is Sanskrit corrupted, and affords the etymology of Solo-

mon’s city of the desert, Tadmor, The p, by the retrenchment of a single

diacritical point, becomes
;
and the I and d being permutable, Pal be-

comes 7W or Ta/—the Palmyra, which is the Mor, Or chief of trees;

hence Tadmar, from its date-trees.

f I’he Jayaphala, ' the fruit of victory,’ is the nutmeg ; or, as a

native of Java, Javuphala, * fruit of Java/ is most probably derived

from yayadvipa, ' the victorious isle.'

X The Camari of the Saura tribes, or sun -worshippers of Saufa»htra»

claims descent from the bird-god of Vishnu (who aided Rama («) to the

discovery of Sita), and the Macara(b\ or crocodile, and date the mon-
strous conception from that event, and their original abode from Sancodra

Bate, or island of Sancodra. Whether to the Dioscorides at the en-

trance of the Arabian ouir inis name was given, evidently corrupted from
^

Sanc-ha-dvaraXo^ocoxrsk, we shall not stop to inquire. L,fke the islo^

in the entrance of the gulf of CutcH, it is the dwaru or portel tp^ Sinus

Arabious^ and the pearl-shell (sankka) there abounds* Tbis tribe

their origin from Ramans expedition, and allege
,
that their lctHyi<^o

motl^r. landed them where they still reside. Wild as is this fable# it adds

support to this hypothesis. ,

f
• Anna, food,’ and asa, or isa,

* the god/

(tf) Rama and Vishnu interchange characters. -

{h) It is curious, that the designation of the tribe Carnap ts •
position of Macar, for the final letter ol eaci) is mutel
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statue adorns the junction {sangum) of all triple streams ; hence
called rWi/e/tt, who is or ‘three-ev^d/ and Tridental or ‘god
of the tridend Triloca^ ‘god of the triple abode, heaven, earth, and
hell ;* Tripura, of the triple city, to whom the Tripoli or triple gates are
sacred, and of which he has made Ganes the Janitor, or guardian. The
grotesque figure placed by the Hindus during the Saturnalia in the
highways, and called Natha^Rama (the god Rama), is the counterpart
of the figure described by Plutarch as representing Osiris, “re soleil

printanier/' in the Egyptian Saturnalia or Phamenoth* Even Rarn*isa
and Havana may, like Osiris and I’yphon, be merely the ideal represen-
tatives of light and darkness

;
and the chaste Sita, spouse of the Surya

prince, the astronomical Virgo, only a zodiacal sign.

That a system of Hinduism pervaded th^ whole Babylonian and Assy-
rian empires, Scripture furnished abundant proofs, in the mention of the
various types of the sun-god Balnath, whose pillar adorned “every mount**
and “ every grove i” and to whose other representative, the calf

{nanda), the 15th of each month (amavus)^ was especially saSear^^TlTRra^
fined to these celebrated religions of the East, but was disseminated

throughout the earth; because from the Aral to the Baltic, colonies were
planted from that central region,f the cradle of the Suryas and the Indus,

whose branches [sakhceJX the Yavan, the Aswa, and the Meda, were the
progenitors of the lonians, the Assyrians, and Medes ;§ while in latter

times, from the same teeming region, the Galati and Getoe.^ the Kelts

and Goths, carried modifications of the system to the shores of Armorica
and the Baltic, the cliffs of Caledonia, and the remote isles of the German
Ocean. T'he monumental circles sacred to the sun-god Belonus at once
existing in that central region,^ in India,** and throughout Europe, is con-
clusive. The apotheosis of the patriarch Noah, whom the Hindu styles
“ Mahu Vaivaswaia, ‘ the man, son of the sun,* *' may have originated

the Dolayatra of the Hindus, the ark of Osiris, the ship of Isis amongst
the Suevi, in memory of “ the forty days'* noticed in the traditions of

every nation of the earth.

The time may be approaching when this worship in the East like the

Egyptian, shall be only a matter of tradition
;
although this is not likely to

* I’he Hindus divide the month into two portions called pukhas or

fortnights* I'he first is termed badi, reckoning from the 1st to the 15th,

which day of partition is called amavur, answering to the of the

Romans and held by the Hindus as it was by the Jews in great sanctity.

The last division is termed Sudi, and they recommence with the initial

numeral, thence to the 30th or completion, called poornum

;

thus intead
of the ifith, 17th, etc., of the month, they say Sudi ekum (isi) Sudi
doag (and).

f Sogdtana and Transoxiana.
:: Hence the word Sacae

f rhe sons of the three Midas, pronounced Mede, founded kingdoms
at the precise point of time, according to calculation from the number of

kings, that Assyria was founded.
,

1)
rhe former were more Pastoral, and hence the origin of their name.

corrupted to Keltoi. The Gete or Jits pursued the hunter’s occupation,
living more by the chace, though these occupations are generally con-
joined in the early stages of civilization,

Rtibniquais and other travellers,

^ Colonel Mackenzie’s invaiuitble and gigantic collection.
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be efiectwl by fiicH summary means as wera adopted by Cambysea, wba
slew the sacred Apis and >^liipped his his priests, while tt)eir Greek apd
Homan conquerors adopted and embellished the Pantheon of the Nile ^
But when Christianity reared her severe yet simple form, the divinities of
the Nile» the Pantheon of Rome, and the Acropolis of Athens, coiild

not abide her awful majesty. The temples of the Alexandrian Serapjs
were leveMed by Theophilus.f while that of Osiris at Memphis became
a Church of Christ. Muni de ses pouvoirs, et escorte d’une foule de,

moines, it mit en fuite les pretres, brisa les idoles, demolit les temples^

ou y etabhi des monasteres The period for thus subvertinit idolatry

Is passed : the religion of Christ is not of the swqrd, but one enjoining

peace and good* will on earth. But as from him tp whom much is

given, muph will be required, the good and beuevolent of the flindti

nations may have ulterior advantages over those Pharisees who would
make a monopoly even of the virtues; who ‘'sec the mole in their neigh-

bour’s eye, but pannot discern the beam in their own.*' While, therefore,

we strive to impart a purer taste and better faith, let us not imagine
Uial the minds of those we ^autd reform are the seats of impurity, be-
cause, in accordance with an idpiatry coeval with the fjood, they continue
to worship my»*ories opposed to our own modes of thinkin^r.

CHAPTER XXIII.

TEI manners of a nation constitute the most interesting portion of ita

history, but a thorough knowledge of them must be the fiuit of long
and attentive observation ; an axiom which applies to a people evgn less

inaccessible than tlie Rajpoots. The importance and necessity of such an
illustrafion of tt»e Rajpoot character, in a work tike the present, calif for

and sanctions the attempt, however inadequate the means. Of wbajt value

to mankind would be the interminable narrative of battles, werp their

moral capses aud results passed by nnheeded ^ Although both the Persian

and Hindu annalists not uiiCtequently unite the charaters of moralist

and historian, it is in a manner unsuitable to the subject, according to

the more refined taste of Burrpe. in the poetic annals of tha Ra|pi^»
see him check his war^chaiiot, and when he should be levtiiing his javeUih

commence a difcouise upon ethics ; or when the battle is over, Ute Nestor

or tl^iMes of the host converts his tent into a lyceum, and delivera'Iaclufes

on fborati or manners. But the reflections which should follow# and

from the coroHaty to earh aciion, are never given ; and tven^ if they

though we miglfi ecmpreltend the moral movements of a nidioii, we should

still be unable to caich the minute shades of character that opmpleie fhP

picture of domestic lile, and wliich arc to be ctdleclCd from lltoep4amil*a*'

sentiments uttered in social intercourse, when the mind ttnfatnde knd na-

tutb throws aside the trammels of education and of ceremociy. Swcha
picture wooM represent the manners, wbieh are continually undergoing

modificdtipnt, in coniradislinciion to the marale of society ; Uio

• Isis and Osiris, Serapis and Canopus, Apis and ibis»^ adoptfd 1^
the Romans, whose temples and images, yet preserved, v wiM allow : full

scope to the Hindu antiquary for analysis of both syitihat*^ >rhe
of Serapis at Pozcouli is quite Hindu in its ground plan, 4 r ^

t Du OuUe, et€,| etc, p, 47. | In the ceigaof
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a fixed creed for their basis, are definite and unchangeable. The
chal of the Rajpoot, like the mores of the Romans, or costumi of 'modern
Italy, is significant alike of mental and external habit. In the moral point
of view, it is the path chalked out for him by the sages of antiquity ; in

the personal, it is that which custom has rendered immutable. Keu hoora
chal chalta, 'in what a bad path does he march says the moralist ; Bap,
Dada ca chal chhoora, ' he abandons the usages of his ancestors,* says
the stickler for custom, in Rajasthan.

The grand features of morality are few, and nearly the same in every
natio n not positively barbarous. The principles contained in the Deca-
logue form the basis of every code—of Manu and of Mahomed, as well as
of Moses. I’hese are grand landmarks of the truth of divine history

;

and are confirmed by the less important traits of personal customs arid

religious rites, which nations the most rem ote from each other continue

to hold in common. The Koran, we know to have been founded on the

Mosaic law j the Sastra of Manu, unconsciously, approaches still more to

the Jewish Scriptures in spirit and intention
; and from its pages might be

formed a manual of moral instruction, which, if followed by the disciples

of the framer, might put more favoured societies !o the blush.

. As it has been observed in a former part of this work, the same reli-

gion governing all must tend to produce a certain degree of mental uni-
formity. The shades of moral distinction which separate these races are
almost imperceptible . while you cannot pass any grand natural barrier

without having the dissimilarity of customs and manners forced upon
your observation. Whoever passes from upland Mewar, the country of
the Seesodias, into the sandy flats of Marwar, the abode of the Rahtores,

would feel the force of this remark. Innovations proceeding from exter-
nal causes, such as conquest by irreligious foes, and the birth of new sects

and schisms, operate important changes in manners and customs. We
can only pretend, however, to describe facts which are obvious, and those
which history discloses, whence some notions may be formed of the

prevailing traits of character in tiic Rajpoot
;
his ideas of virtue and vice,

the social intercourse and familiar courtesies of Rajasthan, and their re-

creations, public and private.
“ The manners of a people/' says the celebrated Gognef, ** always

bear a proportion to the progress they have made in the arts and
sciences/* If by this test we trace the analogy between past and existing

manners amongst the Rajpoots, we must conclude at once that they have
undergonA^ a decided deterioration. . Where can we look for sages like

those whose systems of philosophy were the prototypes of those of
Groce r to Whose works Plato, rhales, and Pythagoras, were disciples ?

Where shell we find the astronomers, whose knowledge of the planetary
system yel ejtcites wonder in Europe, as well as the architects and sculp-
tors; whose works claim our admiration, and the musicians, “who could
make the mind oscillate from joy to sorrow, from tears to smiles, with the
change of modes and vsried Intonation.*’^ ^1 he manners of those days
must have corresponded^ with this advanced stage of refinement, aa.Uiey
must have suffered from its decline

:
yet the homage paid by Asiatics do

precedent, has preset ved many relics of ancient customs, which iiave
survived the Causes that produced them. ; . '

^

It is universally admitted that there is no better ertterion of the te-
iinement of a nation than the condMion of the fair sex therein. As k

— Ui.
* So says Valmika, the author of the oldest epic in exisiepce the

Bamayuha.
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•fegfantly 'expressed by Comte Sejfur, ** Leur sort ejt un boussole s«r pour

le premier regard d'un etmnxer qut arrive dans un pays inconnu/* Un-
fortunately, the habitual seclusion of the higher classes of females in the

Efist contracts the sphere of observation in regard to their Influence on
society; but, to borrow again from our ingenious author, “ les hommes
font les lois, les femmes font les mceurs;'^ and their incarceration in

Rajasthan -by no means lessens the application of the adage to that

country. Like the magnetic power, however latent, their attraction is not

the less certain. " C*est aux hommes a fairc des grandes choses, e'est

aux femmes a les inspirer,** is a maxim |to which every Ra|poot| cavalier

would subscribe, with whom the age of chivalry is not fled, though ages
of oppression have passed over him. He knows there is no retreat into

which the report of a gallant action will not penetrate, and set fair hearts

in motion to be the object of his search. The bards, those chroniclers

of fame, like the jongleurs of old, have everywhere access, to the palaces

as to the hamlet ; and a brilliant exploit travels with all the rapidity of a
comet, and clothed with the splendid decorations of poetry, from the

Indian desert to the valley of the Jumna. If we cannot paint the Raj-

poot dame as invested with all the privileges which Segur assigns to the

first woman, ** compagne de Thomme et son egale, vivant par lut, pour
lui, associee a son bonheur, a ses ptaisirs, a la puissance qu'il exercait

aur ce vaste univers she is far removed from the condition which
demands commiseration.

Like the ancient German or Scandinavian, the Rajpoot consults

her in every transaction
;
from her ordinary actions he draws the omen

-of success, and he appends to her name the epithet of devi, or * godlike/

The saperfictal observer, who applies his own standard to the customs
of all nations, laments with an affected philanthropy the degraded condi-

tion of the Hindu female, in which sentiment he would find her little

disposed to join. He particularly laments her want of liberty, and calls

her seclusion imprisonment. Although I cordially unite with Segur, who
is at issue with his compatriot Montesquieu on this part of discipline, yet

from the knowledge 1 do possess of the freedom, the respect, the hap-

piness, which Rajpoot women enjoy, 1 am by no means inclined to deplot*^

their state as one of captivity. The author of the Spirit of Laws, with

the views of a closet philosopher, deems seclusion necessary from the

irresistible Influence of climate on the passions
; while the chivalrous

Segur, with more knowledge of human nature, draws the very opposite

conclusion, asserting all restraints to be injurious to morals. Of one thing

we are certain, seclusion of females coilld only originate tn a
advanced stage of civilization. Amongst hunters, pastors, and cultivators,

the women were required to aid in all external pursuitSf as well as internal

economy. 'I'hc Jews secluded not their women, arid the welh where

they assembled to draw waier, was the place where marriages wet*e con-

tracted, as with the lower classes in Rajpootana. Tlie innadations of the

^fie, each house of whose fertile valleys was isolated, t$ said to have

created habits of secluding: women with the Egyptians ^ at^d th^ argu-

ment might apply to the vast vallevs of the InduS and Ganges first

inhabitated, and might have diffused example with the spread cr

population. Assuredly, if India was colonized from the eradle of nations,

Central Asia, they did not thence bring these notions within the Indus ;

for the Scythian women went to the opposite extreme, and were
drists.* iTie dcsrfe oPefadSRng those

* So arc some of the Hindu races in the moan taiiious district about
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Herodotus, that the slipper at the tentdoor should no long;er be a sign,

may have originated the opposite extreme in a life of entire seclusion* Both
polygamy and polyandrism originated in a mistaken view of the animal
economy, and of the Brst great command to people the earth ; the one
was general amongst all the nations of antiquity ; the other race, though
to be found in Scythia, India, and even amongst the Natches, in the

new world
; but never with the Rajpoot, with whom monogamy existed

during the partiarchal ages of India, as amongst the Egyptians. Of
all the nations of the world wlto have habituated the female to a
restricted intercourse with society, whether Grecian, Roman, Egyptian, or

Chinese, the Rajpoot has given least cause to provoke the sentiment of

pity
;
for it deference and respect be proofs of civilization, Rajpootana

must be considered as redundant in evidence of it« The uxoriousness of

the Rajpoot might be appealed to as indicative of the decay of national

morals
;

** chez les barbares (says Segur), les femmes nc sent rein : les

moeurs dc ces peoples s’adoucissent-t’elles, on compie les femmes pour
quelque-chose : enfin, se corrompent-elles, les femmes sont tout and
whether from tins decay, or the more probable and amiable cause of

seeking, in their society, consolation for the loss of power and indepen-

dence, the women are nealy every thing with the Rajpoot.

it is scarcely fair to quote Manu as an authority for the proper treat-

ment of the fair sex, since many of his dicta by no means tend to elevate

their condition. In his lengthened catalogue of things pure and impure
he says, however, “ the mouth of a woman is constantly pure,*'* and he
ranks it with the running waters, and the sun-beam

;
he suggests that

their names should be “agreeable, soft, clear, captivating the fancy,

auspicious, ending in long vowels, resembling words of benedication.*’f

“ Where females are honoured (says Manu), there the deities are

pleased
;
but where dishonoured, there all reltgous rites become useless

and he declares, that in whatever house a woman not duly honoured
pronounces an imprecation, that house, with all that belongs to it, shall

utterly perish/’J “ Strike not, even with a blossom, a wife guilty of a
hundred faults,” § says another sage : a sentiment so delicate, that Regi-
nald de Born, the prince of troubadours, never uttered any more refined.

the Himalaya, and in other parts of India. This courious trait in ancient

manners is deserving of investigation : it might throw some light on the

early history of the world.

Chap. V. 130. t Chap. II. 33
} of Hindu Zaw, Colebrooke, Vol. li. p. aop.

{ Of all the religions which have diversified mankind, whatever man
might select, woman should chose the Christian. This alone gives her just

raim in the scale of creation, whether arising from the demotic principle

which pervades our faith, or the dignity conferred on the sex in being
chos^ to be the mother of the Saviour of naan, in turning over the pages
of Mftiu, we find many mortifying texts which I am inclined to regard as
interpolations; as the following, so opposed to the beautiful sentiment
aboye quoted :

—“A wife, a son, a servant ; a pupil, and Si younger hro*
thbr, tnay be corrected when they commit faults with a rope, or the small
thong 0f cane/^^) Such texts might lead us to adopt Seguras conclusions,
tliat ever since the days of the patriarchs women were only brilliant slaves
-^victims, who exhibited, in ^he wreaths and floral coronets which bedecked

(a) On Judicature, p» 268.
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However exalted the respect of the Rajpoot for the fair, he neverthc*
less holds that

''Nothing lovelier can be found
In woman, than to studv household Cfood.**

In the most tempestuous period of the history cf Mewar, when the Ranas
broke asunder the bonds which united them to the other chiefs of Rajasthan
and bestowed their daughters on the foreign nobles incorporated with the

hiifher class of their own kin, the chief of Sadri, so often mentioned, had
obtained a princess to wife. There was a hazard to domestic happiness in

such unequal alliance, whiclt the lord of Sadri soon experienced. To the
courteous reqtiest, **Ranawut-ji, fill me a cup of water/' he received a con-
temptuous refusal, with the remark, that *^the daut^hter of a hundred kings
would not become cup-bearer to the chieftain of Sadri/'—“Very well,'*

replied the plain soldier, “you may return to your father's house, if you can
be of no use in mine." A messenger was instantly sent to the court, and
the message, with every aggravation, was made known

; and she followed
on the hells of lier messenger. A summons soon arrived for the Sadri chief

to attend his sovereii^n at the capital. He obeyed
;
and arrived in time to

give his explanation just as the Rana was proceeding to hold a full court.
As usual, the Sadri chief was placed on his sovereign's right hand, and
when the court broke up, the heir-apparent of Mewar, at a preconcerted
sign, stood at the edge of the carpet, performing the menial office of hold-
ing the slippers of the chief. Shocked at such a mark of extreme respect,

he stammered forth some words of homage, his unworthiness, etc.
;
to

which the Rana replied, “As my son-in-law, no distinction too great can
be conferred : take home your wife, she will never again refuse you a cup
of water."*

them, the sacrifices to which they were destined. In the patriarchal ages
their occupations were to season the viands, and bake the bread, and
weave cloth for the tents; their recreations limited to respire the fresh

evening air under the shade of a fig tree, and sing Canticles to the Al-
mighty. Such a fate, indeed, must appear to a Parisian dame, who passes
her time between the Feydeau and Tivoli^ and whose daily promenade is

through the Champs Elysees, worse than death ; yet there is no positive

hardship in these employments, and it was but their fair division of labour
in the primitive ages, and that which characterizes the Rajpootni of the
present day.

* Manu lays down some plain and wholesome rules for the domestic
conduct of the wife; above all, he recommends her “to preserve a cheerful

temper," and "frugality in domestic expenses." Some of hik texts savour,
however, more of the anchocrite than of a person conversant with mankind ;

and when he commands the husband to be reverenced as i god by the

virtuous wife, even though enamoured of another woman, it may be
doubted if ever he found obedience thereto ; or the scaroelv less di&uR
ordinance, "for a whole year let a husband bear with hts wife who treats

him with aversion," after which probation he is permitt^ to Sk|^rate« It

is very likely the Rajpoots are more in the habit of quoiiiig ' first of

these texts, than of hearing the last : for although they have a choice at

home, they are not ashamed to be the avowed admirers of the Aspasias
and Phrynes of the capital; froln the same cause which auracte^! Socrates

and inatie Pericles a slave, and whirh will continue until the hnued charms
the dance and the song arc saucttuned to be practised by the Ugitxm^s

wiiUiu.
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Could authority deemed divine ensure obedience- to Whnt is considered
'

a virtue in ail ages and countrieSi conjugal duties of die Kajpoots are com*
prehended in the following simple text ; mutual Continue to

death; this/in a few words, may be considered as' the stipfiertie' law
between husband and wrfe.’^*

That this law governed the Rajpoots in past ages, as well as the pre-

,

sent, in as great a degree as in other stages of society and other countries,

we cannot doubt. Nor will the annals of any nation afford more nunietjbus

or more sublime instances of female devotion, than those of the Kajpobts
;

and such would never have been recorded, were not the incentive likely to

be revered and followed. How easy would it be to cite examples for every
passion which can actuate the human mind ! Do we desire to see a
model of unbounded devotion, resignation, and love, let us take the picture

of Sita, as painted by the Milton of their silver age, than which nothing
more beautiful or sentimental may be culled even from Paradise tost.

Rama was about to abandon his faithful wife for the purpose of becoming
a Vanaprasfha or hermit, when she thus pours out her ardent desire to

partake of his solitude.

**A woman^s bliss is found, not in the limilc

Of father, mother, friend, nor in herself

:

Her husband is her only portion here.

Her heaven hereafter. If thou indeed
Depart this day into the forest drear,

1 will* precede, and smooth the thorny way.
a a * a >

•* A gay recluse

On thee attending, happy shall 1 feel

Within the honey-scented grove to roam,
For thou e’en here canst nourish and protect

;

And therefore other friend 1 cannot need.

To-day most surely with thee will 1 go.

And thus resolved, I must not be deny’d.
Hoots and wild fruit shall be my constant food ;

Nor will I near thee add unto ihy cares,

Nor lag behind, nor forest-food refuse.

But fearless traverse every hill and dale,
a ' a a ^

**Thu8 could I sweetly pass a thousand years

;

But without thee e’en heaven would lose its charms.
a a .a

Pleaied to embrace ihy feet, I will reside

In the rough forest as my father's house*

Void of all other wish, supremely thine.

Permit me this request— I will not grieve,

I will not burden thee—refuse me not.

But shouldst thou, Raghuvu, this prayer deny^
Know, 1 resolve on death.”—

Vide Ward, On the History. Literature, and Mythology of the Hindus^ ^

Vol, II. p. 408.

Ttie publication Mr* Wilson’s specimens of the Hindu, drama has
put the En'gitsli public in possession of very striking featur^ of ancient

^
Hindu manners, amongst which conjugal hdeltty and ail^tion staiiid

Manu Chap., ix. p. text loi, HattgfiUn*s edition.
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eminently conspicuous. The Uttara Rama Charita^ the Vikrama and
tlrvasit and the Afudra Rakshata, contain many instances in point.^ in the

iliUer piece occurs an example» in comparatively humble life, of the strong

affection of a Hindu wife. Chandana Das, like Antonio in the Merchant
of Venice, is doomed to die, to save his friend. His wife follows him to

the scene of execution, with their only child, and the succeeding dialogue
ensues

•

CAiaMd.—Withdraw, my love, and lead our boy along.
fVi/e» —Forgive me, husband,—to another world

Thy steps are bound, and not to foreign realms,
.Whence in due time thou homeward wilt return ;

No common farewell our leave-taking now
Admits, nor must the partner of thy fate.

Leave thee to trace thy solitary way.
What dost thou mean ?

tV$fe, —To follow thee in death*

Cibanif.—Think not of thjs—our boy’s yet tender years
Demand affectionate and guardian care.

tVife, —I leave him |o our household gods, nor fear

They will desert his youth :—come, my dear boy.
And bid thy sire a long and last farewell.

The annals of no nation on earth record a more ennobling or more
magnanimous instance of female loyalty than that exemplified by Dewulde
mother of the Binafur brothers, which will at once illustrate the manners of

the Rajpoot fair, and their estimation and influence in society.

The last Hindu emperor of Delhi, the chivalrous Prithwiraj of the

Chohan race, had abducted the daughter of the prince of Sameta. Some
of the wounded who had covered his retreat were assailed and put to death
by Purmal. the Chundail prince pf Mahoba. In order to avenge this

Insult, the emperor had no sooner conveyed his bride to Delhi than he
invaded the territory of the Chundail, whose troops were cut to pieces at

Sirswah,f the advanced post of his kingdom. While pursuing his success,

the Chundail called a council, and by the advice of his queen Malundevt
demanded a truce of his adversary, on the plea of the absence of his chief*

tains Ala and Udila. The brother of the bard of Mahoba was the envoy,
who found the Chohan ready to cross the Pahouj. He presented his gifts,

and adjured him, ” as a true Rajpoot, and not to take them at such dis-

advantage.” The gifts were accepled, and the Chohan pledged himself,

albeit his warriors were eamr for the fight«’' to grant the truce de-

manded ; and having dismissed the herald, he enquired of his own bard,

the prophetic Chund, the cause of the disaffeetton which led to the banish-

ment of the Binafurs; to which he thus replies: ** Jessraj was the leader

of the armies of Mahoba wlien his sovereign was defeated and put to

Atght by the wild race of Goands; Jessraj repulsed the foe, captured

Gurra their capital, and laid his head at his sovere%|^n’s feet. Purmal
returning with victory to Mahoba, in gratitude for this service, embraced
the sons of Jessraj, and placed them in his honours and lands, while

Malundevi ihe queen made no distinction betwe«/i them and her son.”

* A cheap edition of these has been published by the Societyfor the

Resuscitation of Indian Literature;, and can be bad of th^ Setretary of

ihe Society at a nominal ^txce^^Publisher.

^ t OaJhfi.JahgjiL now
l^ttttea* The author has been oVd^tiiisneid of battle.
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The 6ef of the yoiingf Binafur chieftains was at the celebrated fortress

Kalinjer. where their sovereign happening to see a fine mare belonging to

Ala, desired to possess her, and being refused, so far forgot past services

as to compel them to abandon the country. On retiring they fired the
estates of the Purihara chief who had instigated their disgrace* With
their mother and families they repaired to Canouj, whose monarch re-

ceived them with open arms, assigning lands for their maintenance*
Having thus premised the cause of banishment, Chund conducts us to

Canouj, at the moment when Jugnuk the bard was addressing the exiles

on the dangers of Mahoba*

“ The Chohan is encamped on the plains of Mahoba ; Nursing and
Birsing have fallen, Sirswah is given to the flames, and the kingdom of

Purmal laid waste by the Chohan. For one month a truce has been ob-
tained : while to you 1 am sent for aid in his griefs. Listen, Oh sons of

Binafur ; sad have been the days of Malundevi since you left Mahoba

!

Oft she looks towards Canouj
; and while she calls vou to mind, tears gush

from her eyes and she exclaims. * the fame of the Chundail is departing

but when gone. Oh sons of Jessraj, great wilt be your self-accusing
sorrow : yet think of Mahoba 1"

** Destruction tolMahoba ! Annihilation to the Chundail who, without
fault, expelled us our home : in whose service fell our father, by whom his

kingdom was extended. Send the slanderous Purihara—let him lead

your armies against the heroes of Delhi. Our heads were the pillars of

Mahoba ; by us were the Goands expelled, and their strongholds Deogurh
and Chandbari added to his sway. We maintained the field against the

J
adoon, sacked Hindown,* and planted his standard on the plains of

Luttair. It was I (continued Ala) who stopped the sword of the con-
quering Cutchwaha.f The Amirs of the Sooltan fled before us.----At

Gaya we were victorious, and added RewahJ to his kingdom. Anterved$
I gave to the flames, and levelled to the ground the towns of Mewai.||

From ten princes did Jessraj bring spoil to Mahoba. This have we done ;

and the reward is exile from our home I Seven times have I received

wounds in his service, and since my falher^s death gained forty battles ;

and from seven has Udila conveyed the record of victory^ to Purmal.

Thrice my death seemed inevitable. Tkc honour of his house 1 have
upheld—^yet exile is my reward

The bard replies— ** The father of Purmal left him when a child

to the care of Jessraj. Your father was in lieu of his own ,* the son should

not abandon him when misfortune makes him call on you. The Rajpoot
who abandons his sovereign in distress will be plunged into hell. Then

^ H indown Was a town dependent on Biana, the capital of the

Jadonns, whose descendants still occupy Kerowli and Sri Mathura.

f Rao Pujaon of Ambar, one of the great vassals of the Chohan,
and ancestor of the present Raja of Jeypur.

I in the original, the land of the Bluigel to that of the Chundail
Rewah is capital of Bhagelkhund, founded by the Bhagela Rajpoot
branch of the Sola nki kings of Anhulwarra.

i

Anterved, the Doab, or Mesopotamia of the Jumna and Ganges.
A district S. W. of Delhi, notorious fpr the lawless habits of its

inhabitants: a very ancient Hindu race, but the greater part forced

proselytes to the faith of Islam. In thetimoof Pcithwiraj the Chief of

Mewat was one of hts vassals.

% Jayatfatra, or ' buiietin of victory.*
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/

place on your head the loyalty of your father. Can you’ desire to

remain at Canou] while he U In troiible» who expended thousands in

rejoicings for yoiih birth ? Maltindevi (the queen), who loves you as her
own, presses your return.—He bids me demand of Dewulde fulfilment of

the oft-repeated vow, that your life and Mohaba, when endangered, were
inseparable. The breaker of vows, despised on earth, will be plunged
into heH, there to remain while sun and moon endure.**

Dewulde heard the message of the queen. ** Let us flv to Mohaba,**
she exclaimed. Ala was silent, while Udila said aloud, ** May evil spirits

seize upon Mahoba !—Can we forget the day when, in distress, he
drove us forth?—Return to Mahoba—let it stand or fall, it is the same
to me ; Canouj is henceforth my home.**

** Would that the gods had made me barren,** said Dewulde, ** that I

had never borne, sons who thus abandon the paths of the Rajpoot, and
refuse to succour their prince in danger !’* Her heart bursting with grief,

and her eyes raised to heaven, she continued ;
** Was It for this, O univer-

sal lord, thou mad*st me feel a mother*s pangs for these destroyers of

Binafur’s fame? Unworthy olfspring! the heart of the true Rajpoot
dances with joy at the mere name of strife—but ye, degenerate, cannot
be the sons of jessraj—some carl must have stolen to my embrace,
and from such ye must be sprung.'* The young chiefs arose, their*

faces withered in sadness. ** When we perish in defence of Mahoba,
and covered with wounds, perform deeds that will leave a deathle^
name; when our heads roll in the field—when we embrace the valiaiit

In fight, and trefiding in the footsteps of the brave, make resplendent the
blood of both lines, even In the presence of the heroes of the Chohant
then will our mother rejoice.**

The envoy having, by this loyal appeal of Dewulde, attained the

object of his mission, the brothers repair to the monarch of Canouj,* in

order to ask permission to return to Mahoba
; this is granted, and they are

dismissed with magnificent gifts, in which the bardic herald participated ;t
and the parting valediction was ** preserve the faith of RajpootsV The
omens during the march were of the worst kind : as Jiignuk expounded
them, '^Ala with a smile replied, Oh bard, though thou canst dive iiAo the

dark recesses of fiiiurtty, to the brave all omens are happy, even though

our heroes shall fall, and the fame of the Chiindail must depart ; thus in

secret does my soul assure me.** The sariisj was alone on the right—the

eagle ks he ffkw dropped his prey—the chiikwa§ *' separated from his mate
—drops feir from the eyes of the warlike steed~r|he !shtat|| sent forth

sounds of lamentation ; spots were seen on the disc of the sun,** The
countenance of Lakhun fell.^T these portents filled his soul with dismay

:

but Ala said, ** though these omens bode death, yet d^afh, to ilie valiant,

to the pure in faith, ^ an object of desfre not pi sorrow. The path

of the Rajpoot is bese^ with difficulties, rugged, and filled with thorns

;

• Jcichund was tlwhi king of this city, only second to Delhi. He was

attacked in 1193 (A^D.) by Shabudin, after his conquest of the Chohan,

driven from his ktpgdom, and found a watery grave in tfie Ganges.

f jugnok had two villages conferred upon him, besides ah elephant

and a dress. ^

t I’he phentcopteros.

I A large, red duck, the emblem of fidelity with the RajeoU*
The jackal.

Commander of the succours of Canouj.
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blit he reijards it not, so it but conducts to battle,”

—

To carry ]ny
to Purmal alone occupied their thoiii^hts : the steeds bounded over the
plain like the swift-footed deer.” The brothers, ere they readied Mahoba,
halted to put on the saffi^on robe the sign of **no quarter’* with the
Rajpoot warrior. Lhe intelligence of their approach nlled the Chundail
prince with joy, who advanced to embrace his defenders, and conduct
ttiem to Mahoba

;
while the queen Maiundevi came to greet Dewulde,

who with the herald bard paid homage, and returned with the queen to
the city. Rich gifts were presented, gems resplendent with light. The
queen sent for Ala, and extending her hands over his head, bestowed
the asses’* (blessing), as kneeling he swore his head was with Mahoba,
and then waved a vessel filled with pearls over his head, which were dis-
tributed to his followers.

t

The bardic herald was rewarded with four villages. We are then
introduced to the Chohan camp and council, where Cbund the bard is

expatiating on the return of the Binafurs with the succours of Canouj.
He recommends his sovereign to send a herald to the Chundail to an-
nounce the expiration of the truce, and requiring him to meet him in the

field, or abandon Mahoba. According to the bard’s advice, a despaidi
was transmitted to Piirmal, in which the cause of war was recapitulated
—the murder of the wounded

;
and stating that, according to Rajpoot

faith, he had granted seven days beyond the time demanded, “ and
although so many days had passed since succour had arrived from
Canouj, the lion-horn had not yet sounded (sing-nad) adding'* if he
abandon all desire of combat, let him proclaim his vassalage to Delhi,

and abandon Mahoba.”

Purmal received the hostile message in despair ; but calling his war-
riors around him, he replied to the herald of the Chohan, that “ 011 the

day of the sun, the first of the month, he would join him in strife.”

** On the day sacred to Sucra (Friday), Prithwiraj sounded the shell,

while the drums thrice struck proclaimed the truce concluded { The
standard was brought forth, around which the warriors gathered

; the cup
circulated, the prospect of battle filled their souls with joy, Phey
anointed their bodies with fraerant oils, while the celestials apsaras with

ambrostti oils and heavenly perfum#*s anointed their silver forms, tinged

their eyelids, and prepared for the reception of heroes § 'I'he sound o£

the war-shell reached Koylas ;
the abstraction of Iswara was at an end

—

* Asees is a form of beitediction onlv bestowed by females ar»d priests;

it is performed by clasping both hands over the person’s head, and waving
a piece of silver or other valuable over him, which is b»*stowed in charity.

f 'rhis is a very ancient ceremony, and is called Nachravali. Tl^e

author lias frequently had a large salver filled with silver coin w;«ved over
his head, which was handed for distribution amongst his attendants, ft

is most appropriate from the fair, from whom also he has had this per-

formed by their proxies, the family priest or female attendants.

J The Sankli, or war-shell, is thrice sounded, and the nakarras
strike thrice, when the army is to march

;
but should it after such procla-

mation remain on its ground, a scape goat is slain in front of the

imperial tent.

§ This picture recalls the remembrance of Ha^on and the heroes of
fHe north

;
with the Vallcyrias or ciioosers of the slain ; the celestial maids

of war of Scandinavia,

41
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jov his sou! ;it the prospect Of completine his chaplet of skniff

(moonda^mala). The Yoi'inis danced with joy. their f«ces sparkled with

delikiht as they seized their vessels to drink the blond of tl)e slain. I'he

devourers of flesh, the Palcharas, sunfiT songs of triumph at the game of

battle between the Chohan and Chnndatl.*
’

In another measure, the bard proceeds to contrast * the occupations
of his heroes and the celestials preparatory to the combat, which descrip-
tions are termed rupaca, " The heroes gird on their armour, while tlie

heavenly fair deck their persons. 'I hey place on their heads the helm
crowned with the war-bell {vira ghania), tiiese adjust the corset ;

they
draw the girths of the war-steed, the fair of the world of bliss bind the

anklet of bells
;
nets of steel defend the tutban^s fold, they braid their

hair with golden flowers and gems^ the warrior polishes his falchion—
the fair tints the eyelid with unjttn ; the hero points his dagger, the fair

paints a heart on her forehead ; he braces on his ample buckler—she
places the resplendent orb in her ear

; he binds his arms with a gauntlet

of brass—she stains her hands with the henna, The hero decorates his

hand with the tiger-claw*—the Apsara ornaments with rings and golden
bracelets

;
the warrior shakes the ponderous lance^—the heavenly fair

the garland of lovef to decorate those wlio fall in the fight ; she binds
on a necklace of pearls, he a mala of the tulasi J 'Fhe warrior strings

his bow—the fair assume their killing glances. Once more the heroes
look to their girths, while the celestial fair prepare their cars.”

After the bard has finished his rupaca^ he exclaims, "Thus says
Chund, the lord of verse

;
with my own eyes have 1 seen what I des-

cribe.” It is important to remark, that the national faith of lf»e Kajpoot
never questions the proplietic power of their chief bard, whom tbev call

Trtcala, or cognoscent of tl»e past, the present, and the future-—-a character
which the bard has enjoyed in all ages and climef? ; but Chund was the

last whom they admitted to possess supernatural vision,

We must now return to Mahoha, where a grand council had assembl-
ed at a final deliberation

; at which, shaded by screens, the mother of the

Hinafurs, and the queen Malundevi, were present. The latter thus opens
the debate: ” Ob mother of Ala, how may we succeed against tht^; lord of

tfie world ?{ If defeated, lost is Mahoba
; if we pay tribiite,<^;||We are

loaded with shame.” Dewulde recommends bearing seriatim the opinions

of the chieftains, when Ala thus speaks: *' Listen, O mother, to your son ;

he alone is of pure lineage who, placing loyalty on his head, abandons
all thoughts of self, and lays down his life for his prince

; my thoughts

arc only for Purmal. If she lives she will show herself a woman, or

emanation of Parvati-J The warriors of Sambhur shall be cut in pieces,

I will so illustrate the blood of my fathers, that my fame shall last for

ever. My son Eendaf, Oh prince I 1 bequeath to )OU, and the lame of

Dewulde is in your keeping.”

• Ragh-nuk, or Nal>ar-nuk. f Burmala.

J Mala, a necklace. I'he tulasi or rudraca had the sarfie estimation

amortgst the Hindus that the misletoe had amongst the ancient Britons,

and was always worn in battle as a charm.

§ Prithwiraj,

II
A Rajpoot never names his wife. Here it is evidently optional to

the widow to live or die, though Ala shewi his wish for her society abOVC#

See cliapter on Satis, whicli will follow.
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The queen thus replies : **The warriors of the Chohan are fierce aS
they are numerous

;
pay tribtite, and save Mahoba.*’ J’he soul of Udila

inflamed, and turning to tlie queen, “ Why thouglit vou not thus when
you slew the defenceless ? But then I was unheard. Whence now your
wisdom ? Thrice I beseeched you to pardon. Nevertheless, Malmba is

safe while life remains in me, and in your cause, Oh Purmal ! we shall

espouse celestial brides."

“ Well have you spoken, my son.” said Dewiilde, ” nothing now re-

m iins but to make ihy parent’s milk resplendent by thy deeds. The
Calls of the peasant driven from his home meet the ear, and while we
deliberate, our villages are given to the flames." But Purmal replied :

Saturn* rules the day, to-morrow we shall meet the foe." With indig-
nationi Ada turned to the king ;

” He who can look tamely on while the

smoke ascends from Ins ruined towns, his fields laid waste, can be no
Rajpoot—he who succufnbs to fear when his coutUry is invaded, his body
will be plunged into the hell of hells, his soul a wanderer in the world
of spirits for sixty ihousand years; but the warrior who performs his duty
will be received into the mansion of the sun, and his deeds will last for

ever."

But cowardice and cruelty always accompany each other, nor could alf

the speeches of the brothers ** screw liis courage to the sticking place
"

Purmal went to his queen, and gave fresh vent to his lamentation. She
upbraided his unmanly spirit, and bid him head his troops and go forth

to the fight, fhe heroes embraced thtir wives for the last time, and with
the dawn performed their pious rites. l*he Binafur offered oblations to

the the nine planets, and having adored the image of his tutelary god, he
again put the chain round his neci< ;f then calling his son Eendal, and
Udila his brother, he once more poured forth his vows to the universal

inotlier "that he would illu*<trate tt»e name of Jessraj. and evince the pu<e
blood derived from Dewulde, whene’er he met the foe.—” Noblv have you
resolved," said Udila, ” and shall not \r\y Kirban^ also dazzle the eyes of

Sambhur’s lord? shall he n<it retiie from before me?”—" Farewell, my
children," said Dewulde, '"be trve to your salt, and sliould you lose your
heads for your prince, doubt not you will obtain the celestial crown."
Having teased, the wives of both exclaimed, ” What virtuous wife sur-

vives Iter lord? for thus says Goriji.§ ' the woman, who, survives her hus-

band who* falls in the field of battle, will never obtain bliss, but wander a
discontented ghost in the region of unhallowed spirits;"

This is suflicent to exhibit the supreme influence of women, nat only
on, but also in, society.

The extract is taken from the Bardic historian, when Hindu customs
were pure, and the Chohan was paramount sovereign of India. It is

worth while to compare it with another written six centuries after the

conquest by the Mahomedans
;
although six dynasties—namely Ghizni,

G ir, Kinlllj, Seyed, Lodi, and Mogul, numbering more than thirty kings,

had intervened, yet the same uncontiollable spirit was in full force, un-
changeable even in misfortune. Both Hindu and Persian historians

* Sanichur.

t U was a juntur or phylactery of Hanooman the monkey deity
j

probably a magical stanza, with his image.
"

i A crooked scimi ar«

\ One of the names of Mera or Parvali. This passage will illustrate
the subject of Satee ip a fuiuie chapter.
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expati;ite with delight on the anecdote ; hut we prefer the narrative of the
ingenuous Bernier, under whose eye the incident occurred.

In the civil war for empire amongst ihe'sons of Shah Jehan, when
Ariingzebe opened his career by the deposal of his father and the murder
of his brothers, the Rajpoots, faithful to the emperor, determined to oppose
him. Under the intrepid Ratiiore Jesswunt Sing, thirty thousand Raj-
poots, chiefly of that clan, advanced to the Nerbudda, and with a mag-
nanimity amounting to imprudence, they permitted the junctionlof Morad
with Arungzebe, who under cover of artillery served by Frenchmen,
crossed the river almost unopposed. Next morning the action commenced,
which continued throughout the day, I'he Rajpoots behaved will* their

usual bravery ;
but were surrounded on all sides, and by sunset left ten

thousand dead on the field.* The Maharaja retreated to his own country,

but his wife, a daughter of the Ranaof Oodipur, ‘‘disdained (says Perish*

ta) to receive her lord, and shut the gates of the castle.”

Bernier, who was present, says. “I cannot forbear to relate the fierce

reception which the daughter of tlie Rana gave to her husband Jesswunt
Sing, after his defeat and fligiit. When she heard Ite was nigh, and had
understood wliat had passed in the battle

;
that he had fought with all

possible courage ; that he had but four or five hundred men left
;
and at

last, no longer able to resist the enemy, had been forced to retreat

;

instead of sending some one to condole him in his misfortunes, she com-
manded in a dry mood to shut the gates of the castle, and not to let this

infamous man enter; tiiat he was not her husband ^ that the son-m-law of

the great Kana could not have so mean a soul
;

that he was to remember,
that being giafted into so illustrious a house, he was to imitate its virtue

;

in a word, he was to vanquish, or to die. A moment after, she was of

anoilier humour ;
she coininands a pile of wood to be laid, that she might

burn herself
;

that they abused her
;

that her husband must needs be

dead ;
that it could not be otherwise. And a little while after, she was

seen to change countenance, to fall into a passion, and break into a thou-

sand reproaches against him. In short, she remained thus transported

eight or nine days, without being able to resolve to see her husband, till at

last her mother coming, brought her in time to herself, composed by

assuring her that as soon as the Raja had but refreshed himself he would
raise another army to figlit Arungzebe, and repair his honour. By which

story one may see,” says Bernier,^ ”a pattern of the courage of the women
in that country and he adds this philosophical corollary on this and the

custom of suttees, which he had witnessed :
** There is nothing vfhick opi-

nion, prepossession, custom, hope, and the point of honour, may not make
men do or suffer

I’he romantic history of the Chohan emperor of Delhi abounds in

sketches of female character
; and in the story of his carrying of SunjogCa,

the princess of Canouj, we have not only the individual portrait of tho

Helen of tier country,* but in it a faithful picture of the sex. We see her,

from the moment when, rejecting the assembled princes, she threw tl»e

**garland of marri>«ge” round the neck of her hero, the Chohan abandon
heistll to all the influences of passion—mix in a combat of five days' con-

* “ '1 is a pleasure (says Beiiiier) to sec them with the tttmc of opium

in their heads, embrace each other when the battle is to begiib and give

iheii mutual taiewells, as men resolved to die.”

f Bernier’s history of the late Hevoluiion of the Empite of the

Mogul, lol.,p.|i3, td. it)H.
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tinuATice her fathcr*s array, witness his overthrow, and the carnaj^e
of both armies, and subsequently, by her seHttctive c’»arms, lulling her
lover into a neglect of every princely duly. Yet when the foes of his glory
and power invade India, we see the enchantress at once start from her
trance of pleasure, and exchanging the softer for the sterner passions, in

accents iiot less strong because mingled with deep affection, see conjures
him while arming him for the battle, to die for his fame, declaring that Uie
will join him in “tire mansions of the sun.“ 'I'hough it is difficult to ex-
tract, in passages sufficiently condensed, what may convey a just idea of

this heroine, we shall attempt it in the bard’s own language, rendered into
prose. He announces the tidings of invasion by the medium of a dream,
wiiich the Chohan thus relates

“ * rhis night, while in the arms of sleep, a fair, beautifnl as Rambha,
rttdely seized my arm ;

then she assailed you, and while you were striiggl-

ing, a mighty elephant,* infuriated, and hideous as a demon, bore down
upon me. Sleep fled—nor Kambha nor demon remained—but my heart

was panting, and my quivering lips miitlering Hur ! Hur\\ What is de-
cieed the gods only know.’

“ Sunjogta replied, ‘Victory and fame to my lord! Oh sun of the
Chohans, in glory, or in pleasure, who has tasted so deeply as you 7 To
die is the destiny not only of man but of the gods: all desire to throw off

the old garment
;
but to die well is to live for ever. I'htnk not of self, but

of immortality; let your sword divide your foe, and 1 will be your
dhanga\ hereafter,’

“ I'he king sought the bard, who expounded the dream, and the Guru
wrote an incantation, whicii he placed in his turban. A thousand brass
vessels of fresli milk weie poured in libations to the sun and moon. Ten
buffaloes were sacrificed to the supporters of the globe, and gifts were
made to all. But will offerings of blood or libations of milk arrest what is

decreed? If by these man could undo what is ordained, would Nala or
the Pandus have suflered as they did 7“

While the warriors assemble in council to consult on the best mode of

opposing the Sultan of Ghiini, the king leaves them to deliberate, in order
to advise with Sunjogta. Her reply is curious

:

“Who asks women for advice 7 The world deems their understanding
shallow

; even when truths issue from their lips, none listen thereto. Yet
what is the world without woman 7 We have the forms of Sakti with the
Are of Siva

;
we are at once thieves and sanctuaries

;
we are vessels of

virtue and of vice—of knowledge and ignorance. 1 he man of wisdom,
the astrologer, can from the books calculate the motion and course of the

planets
; but in the book of woman he is ignorant : and this is not a

saying of to-day, it ever has been so ; our book has not been mastered,
therefore, to hide their ignorance, they say, in woman there is no wisdom!
Yet woman shares your joys and >*our sorrows. Even when you depart
for the mansion of the sun, we part not. Hunger and thirst we cheerfully

partake with you ;
we are as the lakes, of which you are the swans ; what

are you when absent from our bosoms 7“

* It is deemed unlucky to see this embleih of Ganesa in sleep,

f ' The battle-shout of the Rajpoot.
'

I ’Half- body,’ which we may tenderi in common phraseology **oiher

halfj*
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The army ha vini^ assembled. a«d all heingf prepared to march agfafoaf

the Islamite, in the last great battle which subjugated India, the fair Sun-
jogta armed her lord lor the encounter. In vain she sought the rings of

his corslet ;
her eyes were fixed on tlie face of the Chohan, as those of

tite famished wretch who finds a piece of gold. The soopd of the drum
reached the ear of the Chohan; it was as a death*knell on that of Sun-
jogta : and as he left lier to head Delhi’s heroes, she vowed that hence
forward water only should sustain her, “I shall see him again in the

region of Surya, but never more in Yotjinipoor ”* Her prediction

was ftilhUc.d, her lord was routed, made captive and slain
;
and, faithful

|o her vow, she mounted the funeral pyre.

Were we called upon to give a pendant for Lucretia, it would be
found in the queen of Ganore. After having defended five fortresses

against the foe, she retreated to her last stronghold on the Neroudda;
and had scarcely left the bark, when the assailants arrived in pursuit.

The disheartened defenders were few in number, and the fortress was
soon in posSjftssion of the foe, the founder of the family now ruling in

Bliopal. The beauty of the queen of Ganore was an allurement only

secondary to his desire for her country, and he invited her to reign over

it and Irim. Denial would have been useless, and would have subjected

her to instant coercion, for the Khan awaited her reply in ihe hall below ;

she theref«»re sent a message of assent, with a complementary reflection

on his gallant conduct and determination of pursuit
;
addings that he

merited her hand for his bravery, and might prepare for the nuptials,

which should be celebrated on the terrace of the palace. She demanded
iwo hours for unmolested preparation, that she might appear in ap-
propriate attire, and with the distinction her own and his rank demanded.

Ceremonials, on a scale of magnificence equal to (lie shortness of

the time, were going on. The song of joy had already stifled the discor-

dant voice of war, and at leijgth the Khan was. summoned to the terrace-

Robed in Ihe marriage garb presented to liini by tl»e queen, with a neck-

lace and aigrette of superb jewels from the coffers of Ganore, heJms-
t^ni^d td obey the mandate, and found that fame liad not done justice

to her chnrm%. He was desired to be seated, and in conversation full of

rapture on liis side, hours were as minutes wtiile he gazed on the beauty
of the queen. But presently his countenance fell~*he complained of heat ;

punkas and water were brought, but they availed hhn not, and he began
to tear thebridal garmentafrom his frame, when itie que^ thus siddressed

hirrf: ** know Khan, that your last hour is come
;

our wedding and ouf

death thaii be sealed together, t he vesttnonis Which ‘ cover you are

poisoned; ydu:;had left mle ito otlior expedient to escape pollution.”

While, all were liOfroir*«struci[ by this decfarwiiony she* ^ sprung ' frdm the

baulemeats iiito the 'flood beneath. The*Khiati died ih extreme torture,

and was buried oiMhe road to . Bhopal * andi > ecinn’ta sayy a ' to

hi* grave haS’ ihe reputation -of curing the* tertian of tlikf touhtry; ^

We may give aodther ahe^dote illiiitratlve 'of tfi^s ^
of sentimetif, but Without so crdg'tCal a' t^onplusioni ' Tfie ce^^fajerf
Jey Sing of Ambar had espoused a pfnideiil' of^T^faravaii, whose man-
ners and garb, accordant with the simplicity of that provincial capital,

subjected her to the 4h« inore refined court of A4ibar, whose
ladies had ^.dJed the imperial cosfume ip their own na.by^^^ri^* One
day being alone with the prince, he' bi^ati ptayfuily to contrast 'the sweep-^

I . 1 ,J-.,

* Delhi.
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fupe of Kotab with more scanty robe of. tbe belles of bis own capital ;

and taking up a pair of scissors, said be would reduce it to an equality
with the latter. Offended at Siuchievity, she seized bis sword, and as-
suming a threatening attitude, said,/* that in the bouse to wtiich she. bad
the honour to belong, they were not habituated to jests of this nature; ;

that mutual respect was the guardian, not only of happiness but of

virtue and she assured liini, that if he ever again so insulted her. he
would find that the daughter of Kotab could use a sword more effectively

than the prince of A mbar the scissors
;
adding, that she would prevent

any future scion of her bouse front being subjected to similar disrespect,

by declaring such intermarriages, *ttlac^ or forbidden, which interdict

I believe yet exists.*

I will append an anecdote related by the celebrated Zalim Sing, char#*

acteristic of the presence of mind, prowess, and physical strength of the

Rajppot women. To attend and aid in the minutiae of husbandry is by
no means uncommon with them, as to dress and carry the means of tbair

husbands to. the fields is a general practice, In the jungle which skirW
tlie knofla of Puchapabar, a birge bear assaulted a Rajpootni as sbe was
carrying her husband’s dinner. As he approached with an air of gallantry

upon his hind-legs, doubting whether the food or herself were' thi^ inten-

ded prey, sbe retreated behind a large tree, round the trunk of which
Bruin, stilHn bis erect attitude, tried all bis powers of circumvention to

seize her. At length, half exhausted, sbe boldly grasped bis pavr9j and
with so vigorous a hold that be roared with pain, while in vain, with hr«

short neck, did lie endeavour to reach the powerful band which fixed hinrik

While she was in this dilemma, a purdest fa foreign soldier of the state)

happened to be passing to the garrison of Gigrown, and she callied out

to him in a voice of such uncoiiciern to come and release her for a time,

!l\^t he complied without hesitation. She had not retired, however, above
a dozen yards ere he called loudly for her return, being scarcely able^to

hold his new fri^d*
;
but laugliingly recommending perseverance, she

hastened on. and soon returned wiih Iter husband, who laid the mono&t^r

prostrate with hisf Vnatchlock, and rescued the purdesi from his unpleasing

predicament.

Such anecdotes might be multiplied ad infinitum; but T will conclude

with one displaying the romantic ctiivalry of the Kajpoot, and the influence

of the fair in the formation of character
; it is taken from the annals of

Jessulmeer, the most’ remote of the estates of Kajasihan, and situated in

the hear^ of the d®5err, of which it i$ an oa?is,

R/a*^iugdeo was lord of Paogul, a fief of Jessulmeer ;
his heir, named

Sadoo, was the terror of the desert, carrying his raids even to the valley *

of the Indus, aiid on the east to Nagore. Returning from a foray, with
a train of cappired camels and horses, he passed by Aureent. wherte

dwelt Manik Rao, the chief of the Mohils. whose rule extended over

1 44.0 villages. Being invited to partake of the hospitality of the Mobil,
the heir of Poogiil attracted the favourable regards of the old chieftain^s

d nigh[fer :

** She loved him for the dangers he had passed
for he had the fame of being the first river of the desert. Although

* 'Phe physician (tinless he unite with his 'office that of gho.stly
comforter) has to feel the ptilSe of his patient with a curtain between ihethf
through a rent, in which the arm is extended.
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bcirothed to the heir of the Rathore of Miiodore, she stenified her wish
to renounce the throne to be the bride of the chieftain of Poogul

;
and in

spite of the dangers he provoked, and contrary to the Mohil chief’s advice,
Sadoo, as a gallant Rajpoo*, dared not reject the overture, and he pro-
mised ** to accept the coco,*** if he sent in form to Poogjul. In d\ie time
it came, and the ntiptials were solemniz'^d at Aureent, Fhe dower was
splendid ; gems of high price, vessels of gold and silver, a golden bull,

and a train of thirteen dewadharis,^ or damsels of wisdom and pene-
tration.

Irrinkowal, the slighted heir of Mundore, determined on revenge,
and with four thousand Rathores planted himself in the path of Sadoo’s
return, aided by the Sankla Mehraj. whose son Sadoo had slain.

Though entreated to add four thousand Mohits to his escort, Sadoo deem-
ed his own gallant hand of seven hundred Bhaltis sufficient to convey
his bride to his desert abode, and with difficulty accepted fifty, led by
Megraj, the brother of the bride.

The rivals encountered at Chondiin, where Sadoo bad haulted to

tepose ; but the brave Rathore scorned the advantage of numbers, and a

series of single combats ensued, with all the forms chivairv. The first

who entered (he lists was Jevtanga, of the Pahoo clan, and of the kin

of Sadoo. The enemy came upon him hy surprise while reposing on the

gmind, his saddle-cloth for his couch, and the bridle of his steed twisted

round his arm ;
he was soon recognized by the Sankla, who had often

encountered his prowess, on which he expatiated to Irrinkowal, who sent

on attendant to awake him
;
but the gallant Panch Kalyan (for such was

the name of his steed) had already performed this service, and they found

him upbraiding white 4e^sX treading upon him. Like a true Rajpoot,

toujours pret,** he received the hostile message, and sent the envoy back

with his compliments, and a request for some uml or opium, as he had

lost his own supply. With all courtesy this was sent, and prepared bv

fhe domestics of his antagonist
;
after taking which he lay down to enjoy

tlve customary siesta. As soon as he awoke, he prepared for the combat, <

girt on his armour, and fiaving reminded Panch Kalvan of the fi'dds he

had won, and telling him to bear him well that day. he mounted and ad-

vanced. The son of Chonda admiring his sang froid, and the address

with which he guided his steed, commanded Joda Chohan, the leader of

his party, to encounter the Pahoo. ** Their two-edged swords soon clashed

in combat but the gigantic Chohan fell beneath the Rhatti, who,

warmed with the fight, plunged amidst his foes, encountering all he deem-

ed worthy his assault.

The frav thus begun, single combats and actions of equal parties fol-

lowed. (he rivals looking on. At length Sadoo mounted ; twice he charged

the Rathore ranks, carrying death on his lance
; each time he returned

for the applause of his bribe, who beheld the battle from her car. Six

hundred of his foes had fallen, and nearly half his owm warriors. He
hade her a last adieu, while she exhorted him to the fight, saying,

** she

would witness his deeds, and if be fell, would follow him even in death/

* Sriphala*

t Literally * lamp-holders / such is the term applied to these hand-

maids, who invariably form a part of the daeja^ or ^ dower.'

X Panch Kalyan is generally, if not always, a chestnuti having
white legs, with a white nose and list of star*
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Now he sinpfled out his rival Irrinkowal,^ who was alike eager to end the
strife, and blot out his disgrace in nis blood. They met : some seconds
were lost in a courteous contention, each yielding to his rival the first

blow, at length dealt out by SadOo on the neck of the disappointed
Kahtore. It was returned with the rapidity of li^jlitning, and the daughter
of the M(ddl saw the steel descend on the head of her lover. Both fell

prostrate to the earth ; but Sadoo’s soul had sped
;
the Kahtore had only

swooned. With the fall of the lea<iers the battle ceased; and the fair

cause of stnfe, Koruindevi, at once a virgin, a wife, and a widow, pre-
pared to follow her adianced. Calling for a sword, with one arm she
dissevered the otiu r. desiring it might be conveyed to the father of her
lorti
—“ tell him such was his daiiglifer.” I hc other she commanded to

he struck off, and given, with her marriage jewels thereon, to the bard
of the Mohils. The pile was prepared on the field of battle; and taking
lier lord in her embrace, she gave herself np to the devouring flames.
The dissevered lirnl)? were disposed of as commanded; the old Kao of
PoognI caused the one to be burnt, and a tank was excavated on the
spot, which is still called after the heroine, " the lake of Koriimdevi.”

This encounter took place in S. 1402, A. O. 1407. Tf»e bnmt of the
hatlle fell on file Sanklas, and only twenty- five out of three hundred and
fifty left the field with their leader, IVlehraj, liimself severely wounded,
'I'he rejected lover had four brothers dangerously hurt

;
and in six

months the woutubs of Irrinkowal opened afresh : he died, and the rites

to the manes of these rivals in love, the ch hnom/j of Sadoo, and the
diiadus<iX Irrinkowal. were celebrated on the some day.

Without pausing to trace the moral springs of that devotion which
influenced the Mohila maiden, w«^ shall relate the .seque l to tlie story

(though out of place)
§

itf illiistratioti of the piospcution of feuds through-
out Rajasthan. Die fathers ikjw took np tho quarrel of their sons

; and
as it was by the prowess of the S.ankla vassal of Mundore that the band
of Sadoo was discomfited, the old Rao Ran’tngdeo. drew together the

' lances of PongnI, and carrierl destruction into the fief of Mehraj. I'he
Sanklas yield in vahuir to none of the brave races who inhabit the
** region of death , and Mehraj was the father of Harba Sankla, the

Palladio of M ’modes, whose exploits are yet the theme of the erratic

bards of Rajasthan. Whether he was unprepared for the assault, or

overcome by ntimbers, three hundred of his kin and cUn moistened
the sand-hills of the I.ooni with thr*ir blood. Raningdeo, flushed with
revenge and laden with spoil, had reached his own frontier, when be was
overtaken by Cbonda of Mundore, alike fager to avenge the loss of his

son li nnkowal. and t his destr nctive inroad on his vassal. A desperate
conflict ensued, in which the Rao of f\>ogul was slain

;
and the Rahtore

returned in triumph to Mundore.

Unequal to cope with the piincesof Mundore, the two remaining sons
of Raningdeo, 'Ihmno and Mairah, resolved to abandon their faith, in

* Arankowal, 'the lotu« of th*» desert,’ from nrnrryn (Sanskrit), 'a
Waste,’ and comnla (pronounced kowal), ’ a lotus classically it should be
Written arancomala ; I write it as pronounced.

t rhe rites to the manes on the completion of the ‘ sixth month/

X The rites to the manes on the * twelfth day.’

§ -The greater portion of these anecdotes, the foundation of national
character will appear in the respective annals.

42
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order to preserve the point of honour, and to their father*

s

At this period the king, Khizer Khan, was at Mooltan
;
to him

they went, and by offers ol service and an open apostacy, obtained a force

to march against Chonda, who had recently added Nagore to his grow-
ing dominions. While the brothers were thus negotiating, they were
joined by Keelun, the third son of their common sovereign, the Hawul of

Jessulmeer, who advised the use of chul, which with the Rajpoot means
indifferently strategem or treachery, so that it facilitates revenge. With
the ostensible motive of ending their feuds, and restoring tranquillity to

their borderers, whose sole occupation was watching, burning, and devas-

tating, Keelun offered a daughter in marriage to Chonda, and went so

far as to say, that if he suspected aught unfair, he would, though contrary

to custom and his own dignity, send the Bhaiii princess to Nagore. Tliis

course being deemed the wisest, Chonda acquiesced in his desire ** to

extinguish the feud {vier bujaona).**

Fifty covered chariots were prepared as the nuptial cortege^ but which,

instead of the bride and her handmaids, contained tlie bravest men of

PooguL These were preceded by a train of horses led by Rajpoots, .of

whom seven hundred 'also attended the camels laden with baggage, pro-

visions, and gifts, while a small armed retinue brought up the rear. The
king’s troops, amounting to one thousand horse, remained at a cautious

distance behind. > Chonda left Nagore to meet the cavalcade and his bride,

and liad reached the chariots ere his suspicions were excited. Observing,
however, some matters which little savoured of festivity, the Rahtore
commenced his retreat. Upon this the chiefs rushed from their chariots

and camels, and the royal auxiliaries advancing, Chonda was assailed and
fell at the gate of Nagore

;
and friend and foe entering the city together,

a scene of general plunder commenced.

Once more the fued was balanced
; a son and a father had fallen on

each side, and the petty Rao of Poogul had bravely maintained the iver

against the princes of Mundore. 'I'he point of honour had been carried to

the utmost bound by both parties, and an opportunity of reconciliation was
at band, whicli prevented the shadow of disgrace either to him who made
or him who accepted the overture. The Rahiores dreaded the loss of the

recent acquisition, Nagore, and proposed to the Bhattis to seal their paci-

fication with the blood of their common foe. United, they fell on the spoil-

encumbered 'fatars, whom they slew to a man.f Their father’s feud thus

revenged, the sons of Raningdeo {who, as apostates from their faith, could

no longer hold Poogul in fief, which was retained by Keelun, who had
aided their revenge) retired amongst the abhoria Bhattis, and their des-

cendants are now styled Moomun Musulman Bhatti,

From such anecdotes, it will be obvious wherein consists the point of

honour with the Rajpoots
;
and it is not improbable that the very cause

which has induced an opinion that females can have no influence on the

lords of the creation, namely, their seclusion, operates powerfully in the

contrary way*

In spite of this seclusion, the knowledge of their accomplishments and

of their personal perfections, radiates wherever the itinerant bard can

* Bap ra wer lena.

t Khizer Khan, succeeded to the throne of Delhi in A. D. 1414
according to the Jessulmeer annabi the commencement of these feuds was
in A. D, 1407,
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travel. Though invisible themselves, they can see; and accident often
favours public report, and brings the object of renown within the sphere
of personal observation : as in the case of Sadoo and the Mohila maiden.
Placed behind screens, they see the youths of all countries, and there are
occasions when permanent impressions are made, during tournaments and
other martial exercises. Here we have just seen, that the passion of
the daughter of the Mobil was fostered at the risk of the destruction not
only of her father^s house but also that of her lover

;
and as the fourteen

hundred and forty towns, which owned the sway of the former, were not
long after absorbed into the accumulating territory of Miindore, this insult

may have been the cause of the extirpation of the Mohils, as it was of the
Bhattis of Poogul.

The influence of women on Rajpoot society is marked in every page of

Hindu history, from the most remote periods. What led to the wars of

Kama? the rape of Sita. What rendered d^'adly the feuds of tlie Yadus?
the insult to Draupadi. What made prince Nala an exile from Nirwur?
his love for Damnyanti. What made Raja Bhartri abandon the throne of
Avanti? the loss of Pingala. Wiiat subjected the Hii^dii to the dominion
of the Islamite ? the rape of the princess of Canouj. In fine the cause which
overturned kingdoms, commuted the sceptre to the pilgrim’s staff, and
formed the groundwork of all tlieir grand epics, is woman. In ancient,

and even in modern, times, she had more than a negative in the choice of a
husband, and this choice fell on the gallant and the gay. 'I'he fair Drau-
padi was the prize of the best archer, and the Pandu Arjiina established

his fame, and bore her from all the suitors of Kampila. The princess of

Conouj, when led through ranks of the princes of Hind, each hoping to be
the object of her choice, threw the marriage-garland {burmala) over the

neck of tlie effigy of the Chohan, which her father in derision had placed

as porter at the gate. Here was incense to fame and incentive to gal-
lantry I*

In the same manner, as related in another part of this work, did the

princess of Kishengurh invite Rana Kaj Sing to bear her from the im-
pending union with the emperor of the Moguls

;
and abundant other

instances could be adduced of the free agency of these invisibles.

It were superfluous to reason on the effects of traditional histories,

such as these, on the minds and manners of the females of Rajasthan.

'I’hey form the amusement of their lives, and ihe grand topic in all their

conversaziones ; they read them with the Purohit, and they liave them
sung by the itinerant bard or Dholi minstrel, who disseminates them wher-
ever the Rajpoot name extends. 'I’he Rajpoot mother claims her full

share in the glory of her son, who imbibes at the maternal fount his first

rudiments of chivalry ;
and the importance of this parental instruction

cannot be better illustrated than in the ever- recurring simile, “make thy

mother’s milk resplendent the full force of whicli we have in the powerful,

though overstrained expression of the Boondi queen’s joy on the announce-
ment of the heroic death of her son : “the long-dried fountain at which
be fed, jetted forth as she listened to the tale of his death, and the marble
pavement, on which it fell, rent asunder.” Equally futile would it be to

* The Samnite custom, so lauded by Montesquieu as the reward of

youthful virtue, was akin in sentiment to the Rajpoyt, except that the fair

Rajpootnj made herself the sole judge of merit in her choipe. It was
more calculated for republician than aristocratic society,

L’
Esprit

Lois.t Chap. XVI, Livre. VII.
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reason on the intensity of sentiment thus implanted in the infant Rajpoot',

of wlioni we may say without ineta^phor, the shield is his cradle, and
dat;^'ers his plavthincs; and with whom the first commandrrient is,

“avenjtje thy father’s iVud on which thev can tieap text upon t^xt. from
t))e days of the ^reat Pandu moralist Vyasa, to the not less influential

bard of their nation, the I ricata Ciiund.

CHAPTER XXIV.

>1 ¥ r E now proceed to consider another trait of Rajpoot character,

exemplified in tile pi aciice of (etnale immolation, and to inquire

wtiether religion, custom, or affection, has tnost share in such sacrifice.

To arrive at the origin of this rite, we must trace it to the recesses of

mythology, where we shall discover the precedent in the example of Satt,

wfio to avenge an insult to Isw.ira, in her own father’s omission to ask her

lord to an entertainment, consumed herself in the presence of the assent

-

bletl god*. With this act of fe-ilty {sati) the name^ of Daksha's daughter
has been identified

;
and lier regeneration and reunion to her husliand,

as the inouotain-oymph Meru, or * Prirvaii,' furnish the incentive to similnr

acts. In the history of tiiese celestial beings, the Kajpootni has a
memorable lesson tx^fore her, that no domestic differences can affonj

exemption from this proof of f.dth : for Jupiier and Juno were not moro
eminent examples of connut)ial discoid than Mera and Siva, who vva« not
only alike unfaithful, but more cruel, driving Mera from his Olympus
(Kylas), and foicing lier to seek refuge in the murky caverns of Caucamis,
Female immolation, therefore, originated with the sun- worshipping Satvas,

and was common to all those nations who adored this the most splendid

object of the visible creation. Witness (he .Scythic Gate or Jut warrior

of the Jaxaries, who devote<l his wile, horse, arms, and slaves, to the

flames; the “giant of Scandinavia, who forgot not on the shores

ol the Bahic his Ir^insoxiani^n habits; and the Frisian Frank and Saxon
de^cr-nded from him, who ages after omitted only the female. Could w i

assign llie primary cause of a custom so opposed to (lie first law of natine

with the same certainty that we can prove its high antiquity, we might
be enabled to devise some means for its abolition, d'he chief characteris-

tic of satiism is its expiating quality : for by ibis act of faith, the .Sati

not oidy makes atonement for the sins of her husband, and secures thii:

remissimi of her own, but has the jovful assurance of reunion to tlie

object wfiose beatitude she procures. Having once imbibed this doctrine,

its fulfilment is powerfully aided by that heroism of character inherent

to tl»e to the Kajpootni; though we see that the stimulant of religion

requires no aid even in the timid female of Betigal, who, relying on the

promise of regeneration, lays her head on the pyre with the most pfiilo-

sopliical composure.

Nothing short of the abrogation of the doctrines which pronourrce

such sacrifices exculpatory can be effectual in preventing them ;
but this

would be to overturn the fundamental article of their creed, the notion of

metempsychosis. Further research may disclose means more attainable^

and the sacred Sastras ai e at once the surest and the safest. Whoever
Iras examined these, is aware of the conflict of authoritiefT for and again^i:

cremation; but a proper application of them (atrd the)r are ihc lii^ltcSS
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W'ho give it not their sanction) has, I believe, never been resorted to.

Vyasa, the chronicler of the Yadus, a race whose manners were decided-

ly Scvthic, is the ^reat advocate for female sacrifice : he (in the Maha^
bhurat) pronounces the expiation perfect. But Mann inculcates no sucti

doctrine; and althout'h the state of widowhood he recommends mij^ht

be deemed onerous by tl\e fair sex Af the west, it would be considered
little hardslnp in the east. “ I^et her emaciate her bo<iy, by livin^j

voluntarily on pure flowers, roots ^nd fruit
;
but let her not, wlien her

lord is deceased, even pronounce the name of another man/’ Again he
savs, “ A virtuous wife ascends to heaven, if, after the decease of her

lord, she devote herself to pious austerity
;
but a widow, who slights her

deceased husband by brings disgrace on herself heie

below, and shall be excluded from the seat of her lord."*

'I'hese and many other texts, ei»joining purity of life and manners to

the widow, are to be found in this fiist auiliority, but none demanding
such a cruel pledge of affection. Abstinence from the common pursuits of

life, and entire self-denial are rewaided by “ high renown in this world,
and in tl)e next the abode of In r husband.;" and procure for her the title

of ** sadhvi, or the virtuous.^* These are deemed sufficient pledges of

affection by the first of^ sages f So much has been written on this subject,

* Manu, On Women, Chap. V. text i 6o, i 6 i,

jr Were all Menu's maxims on this head collected and with other

good authorities, printed, circulated, and supported by Hindu mission-
arie*^, vvho might be brought to advocate tt»e abolition of Satiism, some
good might be effected. Let every text lending to the respectability

of widowhood be made prominent, and degrade the opponents by
enumerating the wean points they abound in. Instance^ the polyan-

drism whicli prevailed among the Pandus, whose high priest Vyasa
was an illegitimate branch

;
though above all would be the efficacy of

tbe abolition of polygamy, which in the lower classes leaves women
destitute, and in the higher condemns them to mortification and
neglect. Whatever result such a course might produce, there can be
no danger in the experiment. Such sacrifices must operate power-
fully on manners

;
and, barbarous as is the custom, yet while it

‘ springs
from the same principle, it ought to improve the condition of women,
from the fear that harsh treatment of them might defeat the atonement
hereafter. Let the atlyocate for the aboliiion of this practice by the

of power, read attentively Mr. Colebroke’s Kssay “On the Duties
ol a iaitidul Hindu Widow," in the fourth, volume of the Anatic Resear-
ches, to correct the notion that there is no adequate religious ordinance
for the horrid sacrifice. Mr. C. observes (p. 220) ;

“ I'hough an alter-

native be allowed, the Hindu legislators have shewn themselves disposed
to encourage widows to burn themselves with their husbands' corpse.’^

In this paper he will find too many authorities deemed sacred for its

support
;
but it is only by knowing tlie full extent of the prejudices and

carefully collecting the conflicting authoiities, that we can provide the
means to overcome it. Jehangir legislated for the abolition of this prac-
tice by successive ordinances. At first he commanded that no Woman,
being mother of a family, should under any circumstances be permitted,
however willing, to immolate herself; and subsequently the prohibition
was made entire when the slightest compulsion was required, “whatever
the as.surances of the people might be." The royal comnlentator records
no reaction. We might imitate jehangir, and adopting the partially pro-*
^ibiiive ocdiuauce, forbid the saciificc wlierc theie was a lamily to
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that we shall not pursue it further in this place
;
but procil^d to consider

a still more inhuman practice, infanticide.

Although custom sanctions, and religion rewards, a Sali, the victim

to marital selfishness, yet, to the honour of humanity, neither traditionary

adage nor religious text can be quoted in support of a practice so revol-

ting as infanticide. Man alone, of the whole animal creation, is equal
to the task of destroying his offspring t for instinct preserves what reason
destroys. Fhe wife is the sacrifice to his egotism, and the progeny of

her own sex to his pride
{
and if the unconscious infant should escape

the influence of the latter, she is only reserved to become the victim of

the former at the period when life is most desirous of extension. If the

female reasoned on her destiny, its hardships are sufficient to stifle all

sense of joy, and produce indifference to life. When a female is born,

no anxious inquiries await the mother—no greetings welcome the new-
comer, who appears an intruder on the scene, wtuch often closes in tlte

hour of its birth. But the very silence with whiclt a female birth is ac-
companied forcibly expresses sorrow ; and we dare not say, that many
compunctious visitings do not obtrnde themselves on those, who, in ac-

cordance with custom and imagined necessity, are thus compelled to

violate the sentiments of nature. Families may ex^^lt in the Satis which-

their cenotaphs pourtray, but none ever heard a Rajpoot boast of the

destruction of his infant progeny.

What are the causes, we may ask, sufficiently powerful to induce the

suppression of a feeling which every sentient being has in common for

Its offspring ? To suppose the Rajpoot devoid of this sentiment, would
argue his deficiency in the ordinary attributes of humanity : often is he
heard to exclaim, accursed the day when a woman child was born to

me!" The same motive whicfi studded Europe with convents, in which
youth and beauty were immured until liberated by death, first prompted
the Rajpoot to infanticide : and, however revolting the policy, it is per-

haps kindness compared to incarceration. There can be no doubt that

monastic seclusion, practised by the Frisians in France, the Langobardi
in Italy, and the Visigoths in Spain, was brought from Central Asia,

the cradle of the Goths.* It is, in fact, a modification of the same feeling,

which characterixes the Rajpoot and the ancient German warrior,—the

dread of dishonour to the fair ; the former raises the poniard to the breast

of his wife rather than witness he- captivity, and he gives the opiate to

the infant, whom, if he cannot portion and marry to her equal, he dare

not see degraded*

Although religion no where aiithorixes this barbarity, the laws which

regulate marriage amongst the Rajpoots powerfully promote infanticide.

Not only is intermarriage prohibited between families of the same clan

(campa), but between those of the same tribe {gote) ;
and though cen-

turies may have intervened since their separation, and branches thus

* The * Scythic race inhabiting the banks of the Indus, at

an early peftiltTiiC history were given to infanticide. ** It was a custom/'

says Ferishta, ‘*as soon as a female child was born, to carry her to the

market-place and there proclaim aloud, holding the child in one hand,

and a knife in the other, that any one wanting a wife might have her

:

otherwise she was immolated.*’ By this means they had more men
than women, which occasioned the custom of several husbands to one wife.

When any one husband visited her, slie set up a mark at the door, which

being observed by the others, they withdrew till the sigital was removed.
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transplanted may have lost their original patronymic, they can never be
regrafted on the original stem : for instancei though eight centuries have
separated the two grand sub-divisions of the Gehlotes, and the younger,
the Seesodia, has superseded the elder, the Aharya, each ruling distinct

states, a marriage between any of the branches would be deemed inces-
tuous : the Seesodia is yet brother to the Aharya, and regards every
female of the race as his sister. Every tribe has therefore to look abroad,
to a race distinct from its own, for suitors for the females. Foreign
war, international feuds, or other calamities, affect tribes the most
remote from each other

;
nor can war or famine thin the clans of

Marwar, without diminishing the female population of Ambar : thus
both suffer in a two«fold degree. Many virtuous and humane princes
have endeavoured to check or mitigate an evil, in the eradication of

which eVery parental feeling would co-operate. Sumptuary edicts
alone can control it

;
and the Rajpoots were never sufficiently enamour-

ed of despotism to permit it to rule within their private dwellings.

The plan proposed, and in some degree followed by the great

Jey Sing of Ambar, might with caution be pursued, and with great
probability of success. He submitted to the prince of every Rajpoot
state a decree, which \yas laid before a convocation of their respective

vassals, in which he regulated the daeja or dower, and other marriage
expenditure, with reference to the property of the vassal, limiting it to

one year's income of the estate. I his plan was, however, frustrated by
the vanity of the Chondawut of Salmoombra, who expended on the marri-
age of his daughter a sum even greater than his sovereign could have
a^orded ; and to have his name blazoned by the bards and genealogists,

he sacrificed the beneficent views of one of the wisest of the Rajpoot race.

Until vanity suffers itself to be controlled, and the aristocratic Rajpoot
submit to republican simplicity, the evils arising from nuptial profusion
will not cease. Unfortunately, those who could check it, find their interest

in stimulating it, namely, the whole class of mangtas (mendicants), bards,
tninistrels, jugglers, Brahmins, who assemble on these 'occasions, and
pour forth their epithalamiums in praise of the virtue of liberality. The
hardais are the grand recorders of fame, and the volume of precedent is

always recurred to, in citing the liberality of former chiefs
;
while the

dread of their satire (yt$erva^ literally ‘poison') shuts the eyes of the chiefs
to consequences, and they are only anxious to maintain the reputation of

their ancestors, though fraught with future ruin. “ The Dahiina emptied
his coffers," (says (ihund, the pole-star of the Rajpoots), "on the

marriage of his daughter with Prithwiraj
;
but he filled them with the

praises of mankind." I'he same bard retails every article of these

or * dowers,' which thus become precedents for future ages; and
the “ lac pass^Ot** then established for the chief bardai, has become a
model to posterity. Even now the Rana of Oodipur, in his season of

poverty, at the recent marriage of his daughters bestowed "the gift of a
lac" on the chief bard ;

though the ;«riicles of gold, horses, clothes, etc.,

were included in the estimate, and at an undue valuation, which rendered
the gift not quite so precious as in the days of the Choltan. Were^ bonds
taken from all the feudal chiefs, and a penal clause inserted, of forfeiture

of their fief by all who exceeeded a fixed nuptial expenditure, the axe
would be laid to the root, the evil would be checked, and the heart of many
a mother (and we may add, father) be gladdened, by preserving at
once the point of honour and their child. When ignorance declaims
Against the gratuitous love of murder amongst these brave men, our con-
Uuipt is exciud equally by its short-sighted condusignsi and the affected
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philAnthropy which overlooks all remedy but the ** sic volo.^* Sir Jphitt

Shore, when flctinjr on the ’^uecT^'stions of tt»e benevolent Duncan for;ihe
snppres'.ion of thm practice atnonir^Jt the Kajlciifnars, judged more wisely
as a politician, and more cliaritabi)' in his estimate of kuman motives.
“A prohibition,'’ sav«i he, ** enforced by the denunciation of tlje severest
t<*rnpora! penalties, would have had little efficacy in abolishing a custom
which existed in opposition to the feelinjrs of hntnanity and natural affec-

tion but “ the sanciio'* of that religion which the Kajkumars professed,

was appealed to in aid of the ordinances of civil authority
;
and an en-

gagement binding themselves to desist from the barbarous practice was
prepared, and circulated for signature amongst the Kajkumars.” ft m «y

well be doubted how far this influ**nee could extend, when the root of the
evil remained untouched, though not unse»^n, as the philanthropic Duncan
prrintod out in the confession of th#* Rajkumars: “ all unequivocally admit-
ted it, but all did not fully acknowledge its atrocity

;
and the only reason

they assigned for the inhi|ninn practice was, tjie great expense of pro-
curing syiitable matches for their daugfiters, if thev allowed them to grow
up.” The Rajkooniar is one of Chohan sach'cb, cldef of, (he Agitictilas^

and in pr«>potion to its high and well-deserved pretensions on the score of-

honour, it has more infanticides than an\rt>ther of the ** thirty-six royal

races ” Amongst those of this race out of the p-de of feudalism, and
subjected to powers not Rajpoot, the practice is four-fold greater, from
the increased pressure of the cause (vhich gave it birth, and ^he difficulty

of establishing their daughters in wedlock. Raja Jey Sing's enactment
went far to remedy this. Conjoin his plan with Mr. Duncan's, provide

dovvers, and 'iifarriicide will cease. It is only by removing the cause,

that the consequences can be averted.

As to the almost universality of this practice amongst the Jarejas, the

leading cause, which will also operate to his continuance, has bei*n entirely

overlooked. d'h« Jarejas were Rajpoots, a sub-division of the Yadus;
hut bv interm-irriage with the M<ihomedans, to whose faith they became
proselytes, they lost their caste. Political causes have disuniied them from
tlie Mahnmedans. and thry desire again t'» be considered as pure Raj-
poots

;
but having be^n contaminated, no Rajpoot will intermarry with

them. The ow/rier of a hyde of /-land, whether Seesodi », Katliore. or

Chohan, would scorn the band of a Jarejt princess. Can the '*sic volo'*

be applied to men who think in this tashioii 7

Having thus pointed out the causes of the sacrifice of widows and of

infants, I shall touch on the yet more awful riie of Johnr, when a whole

tribe may become exfinct, of which several instances have been recorded

in the annals of Mewar. Fo the fair of other lands the fate of the

Rajpootni must appear one of appalling hardship. InVach stage of life,

denth is ready to cl lim her; bv the poppv ai its dawn, by the flames in

rioer v^taVs
;
while the safety of the interval depending an the uncertainty

of war. -at no period is her existence worth a twelve- month's pu«cliase.

'1 he loss of a battle, or the capture of a city, is a signal to avoid captivity

and its horrors, which to the Rajpootni are worse than cleaf h. I’o the

dt-ctrines of Chrislianiiy, Europe owes the boon of protection to the help-

less and the fair, who arc comparatively safe amidst the vicissitiKies of

war
;
do which security the chivalry of the middle ages doubtless con-

tributed. But it singular that a nation so. refined, so scrupulous in its

ideas with regard to femaels, as the Rajpoot, should not have .entered into

some national compact to abandon such proof of success as the bondage^

* Bundu is 'a boudsftian* in Persian \
Bandiy female slave' in Hindi*
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of ifie sex. We cam enter into the feelings, and applaude the deed,
which ensured the preservation of their honour by the fatal johur% when
the foe was the brutalized Tatar. But the practice was common in the
international wars of the Rajpoots

;
and I possess numerous inscriptions

(on stone and on brass), which record as the first token of victory the
captive wives of the foeman. When “ the mother of Sisera looked out
of the window, and cried through the lattice, why tarry the wheels of his
chariot—have they not sped ? have they not divided the prey, to every
man a damsel or two

?"*

we have a perfect picture of the Rajpoot mother
expecting her son from the foray.

The Jewish law with regard to female captives was perfectly analo-
gous to that of Mann

; botli declare them lawful prize," and both Moses
and Manu establish rules sanctioning the marriage of such captives with

the captors. " When a girl is made captive^ by her lover, after a victory

over “ her kinsman," marriage “ is permitted by Iaw."f That forcible

marriage in tlie Hindu law termed Rakshasa, viz., “the seizure of a
maiden by force from her house while she weeps and calls for assistance,

after her kinsman “and friends have been slain in battle, "J is the coun-
terpart of the ordinance regarding the usage of a captive in the
Pentateuch,

\

excepting the shaving of the heactf which is the sign of

complete slavery with the Hindu. When Hector, anticipating his fall,

predicts the fate which awaits Andromache, he draws a forcible picture of

the misery of the Rajpoot
;
but the latter, instead of a lachrymose and

enervating harangue as lie prepared for the battle with the same chance
of defeat, would have spared her the pain of plying the " Argive loom"-
by her death. To prevent such de'gradation, the brave Rajpoot has
recourse to the or immolation of every female of the family: nor
can we doubt that, educated as are the females of that country, they
gladly embrace such a refuge from pollution. Wlio would not be a Raj-
poot in such a case ? The very term widow {rami), is used in common
parlance as one of reproach.

||

* Judges, V. 28-30.

f Manu, On Marriage, Art. 26.

j Manu, On Marriage, Art. 33.

§
** When thou goest forth to war against thine enemies, and the

Lord thy “ God hath delivered them into thine hands, and thou hast taken
tliem captive and seest among the captives a beaufifiil woman, and hast a
desire unto her, that tho'u wouldst have her to thy wife; then thou shalt

bring her home to thine house, and she shall shave her head, and pare Her
nails ,* and she shall put the raiment of her captivity fro»n off lier, and
shall remain in thine house, “ and bewail her father and her mother a full

month : and after that thou shalt go in unto her, and be her husbandt
and she shall be thy wife."— Deut., Chap. XXL ver. 10, ii, 12, 13.

II
I remember in my subaltern days, and wanderings through

countries then little known, one of my Rajpoot soldiers at the well,

impatient for water, asked a woman for ihe^opeand bucket by the un-
civil term of rand: “ Myn Rajpootni chef * 1 am a Rajpootni' she replied
In the Hara dialect, to which tribe shehe\ot\^^df* our Rafpoot jca tna
chof * and the mother of Rajpoots.* At the indignant repiy the hands
of the brave Kulian were folded, and he asked Ifer forgivehess by the
endearing and respectful epithet of “ mother.*' It was soon granted, apd
filling his brass vessel, she dismissed him with the epithet of "son," and
^ gentle reprooL Kulian was himself a Rajpoot, and a bolder lives not^.

43
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Manu comm^inds that whoever accosts a woman shall do so by tho
title of sister,'** and that “ way must be made for her, even as for thci

a>;ed, for a priest, a prince, or a bridegroom and in the admirable text
on the laws of liospitalitv, he ordains that “ pregnant women, brides, and
da nsels, shall have foodf before all the other guests vvhich, witli various
Ot >er texts, appears to indicate a lime when women were less than now
objects of restraint

; a custom attributable to the paramount dominion of

the Mahornedans, from whose ri^^id system the Hindus have borrowed.
But so many confiictiiig texts are to be found in the pages of Manu, that

we may pronounce the compilation never to have been the work of the

Sime legislator : from whose dicta we mav select with equal facility texts

lending to degrade as to cxhU the sex. For the following he would meet
with many plaudits ;

'* Let women be constantly supplied witli ornaments

at fesiivals and jubilees, for if the wife be not elegantly attired, she will

not exhilarate her husband. A wife gaily adorned, the whole house ia

embellished, "J In the following text he pays an unequivocal compliment
to her power: “a female is able to draw from the right path in this life,

not a fool only, but even a sage, and can lead him in subjection to desire

or to wrath.'* With this acknowledgment from the very fountain of

authority, we have some ground for asserting that “ les femmes font les

inoeurs," even in Rajporotana
;
and that though immuretl and invisible,

their influence on society is not less certain ihaii if they moved in the

glare ot open day.

Most erroneous ideas have been formed of the Hindu female from the

pictures drawn by ttioie who never left the banks of the Ganges. They
are represented as degraded beings, and that not one in many thousands

can even read. 1 would ask such travtlfers, whether they know the name
of Rajpoot, for there are few of the lowest chieftains, whose daughters are

not instructed both to read and write
;
though the customs of the country

requiring much form in epistolary writing, only the signature is made to

letters. But of their intellect, and knowledge of mankind, whoever has

had to converse with a Rajpootni guardian of her son’s ri^jhts, must draw a

very different conclusion §
rhoUk^h excluded by the Salic law of ludi^

from governing, they are declared to be fit regents during minority ;
and

the history of India is filled with anecdotes of able and valiaiu femiales in

this capacity.il

if he still exist
;

this was in 1807, and in 1817 he gained his sergeant's

knot, as one of the thirty- two fire- locks of my guard, who led the attack^

and defeated a camp of fifteen hundred Pindarries.

On Education, Art. 129 f On Marriage, Art* Xi 4«

t On Marriage, Arts. 57, 60, 6r, 62, 63.

j I have conversed for hours with the Boondi queert-mother ort the

affairs of her government and welfare of her infant son, to Whom I was left

guardian by his dying father. She has adopted me as her brother : but

the conversation was always in the presence of a third person in her confi-

dence, and a curtain separated us. Her sentiments showed invariably a

correct and extensive knowledge, which was equally apparent in her letters,

of which 1 had many. I could give many similiar instancefS'.

It
Ferishta in his history gives an animated picfi!irc Durgavati,

queen of Gurrah, defending the rights of her infant son agaiknrt Akbar s

ambition. Like another Boadtcea, she headed her army, and fought a

desperate battle with Asoph Khan, in which she was wounded and ^feat-

ed ; but scorning flight, or jo survive the loss of independence, she, liK® t”'*’

antique Roman in »uch a predicamenti slew herself on the field of battle*
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The more prominent traits of character will be found disseminated
throughout the Annals; we shall therefore omit the customary summaries
of nationalities, those fanciful debtor and creditor accounts, with their

balanced amount, favourable or unfavourable according to the disposition
of the observer

;
and from the anecdotes scattered through these pages,

leave the reader to form his own judgment of the Rajpoot. High courage,
patriotism, loyalty, honour, hospitality, and simplicity, are qualities which
must at once be conceded to them

;
and if we cannot vindicate them from

charges to which human nature in every clime is obnoxious
; if we are

compelled to admit the deterioration of moral dignity, from the conti*

nual inroads of, and their consequent collision with, rapacious conquerors;
we must yet admire the quantum of virtue winch even oppression and bad
example have failed to banish. The meaner vices of deceit and falsehood,

winch the delineators of national character attach to the Asiatic without
distinction, I deny to he universal with the Rajpoots, though some tribes

may have been obliged from position to use these shields of the wealc
against continuous oppression. Kvery court in Rajasthan has its charac-
teristic epithet

;
and there is none held more contemptible than the affix

o{ jootha durbar, * the lying court,’ applied tojeypiir; while the most
comprehensive measure of praise is the simple epithet of sachha* ‘ the

truth-teller/ Again, there are many shades between deceit and dissimula-
tion : the one sprifigs from natural depravity

; the other may be assumed,
as with the Rajpoot, iit self-defence. But their lavvs, ti\e mode of adnii<-

nistering them, and the operation of external causes, must be attentively

considered, before we can form a just conclusion of the springs winch re*

gulate the character of a people. We must examine the opinions of the

competent of past days, when political independence yet remained to the

Rajpoots, and not found our judgment of a nation upon a snpeificial

knowledge of individuals. T o this end I shall avail myself of the succinct

but philosophical remarks of Abiil Fiizil, the wise minister of the wise

Akbar, which are equally applicable to mankind at large, as to the parti-

cular people we are treating of. If,” he says, speaking of the Hindus,
“ a diligent investigator were to examine the temper and disposition of

the people of each tribe, he would find every individual differing in some
respect or other. Some among them are virtuous in lhe highest degree,

and others carry vice to the greatest excess. They are renowned for

wisdom, disinterested friendship, obedience to their superiors, and many
other virtues: but, at the same time, there are among them nien whose
hearts are obdurate and yoid of shame, turbulent spirits, who for the

merest trifle will commit the greatest outrages.’*

Again :
** Hindus are religious, affable, courteous to strangers,

cheerful, enamoured of knowledge, loversjof justice, able in business, grate-

ful, admirers of truth, and of unbounded fidelity in all their dealings.

Their character shines brightest in adversity. Their soldiers (the Rajpoots)
know not what it is to fly from the field of battle

; but when the success

of the cembat becomes doubtful, they dismount from their horses, and
throw away their lives in payment of the debt of valour.”

Whoever desires to judge of the comparative fidelity of the translations

of this writer, by Dow and Briggs, cannot do better than refer to this very

passage. The former had clothed it in all the trappings of Ossianic deco-
ration : the latter gives **a plain unvarnished tale,” which ought to be the
aim of every translator.

* Sachha is very comprehensive; in common parlance it is the oppo-
site of ‘ untrue but it means * loyal, uptight, just.’
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I sh^H conclude this chapter with a sketch of their familiar habits;

and a few of their in-door and out-door recreations.

To Babar, the founder of the Mogul dynasty, India is Indebted for

the introduction of its melons and grapes ;
and to his grandson Jehangir

for tobacco.* For the introduction of opium we have no date, and it is

not even mentioned in the poems of Chund. I'his pernicious plant has

robbed the Rajpoot of half his virtues ;
and while it obscures these, it

heightens his vices, giving to his natural bravery a character of insane

fer^ity, and to the countenance, which would otherwise beam with

intelligence, an air of imbecility. Like all stimulants, its effects are

magical for a time
;
but the reaction is not less certain i and the faded

form or amorphous bulk too often attest the debilitating influence of a

drug which alike debases mind and body. In tke more ancient epics, we

find^ no mention of the poppy-juice as now used, though the Rajpoot has

at all times been accustomed to Wxs madhavara peala, or '

cup * The essence,! whether of grain, of roots, or of flowers still

welcomes the guest, but is secondary to the opiate. Umul lar kana, * to

eat opium together,’ is the most inviolable pledge
;
and an agreement

ratified by this ceremony is stronger than any adjuration. If a Rajpoot

nays a visit, the first question is, umtd kya ? ‘ have you had your opiate V

^uniiil kao, * take your opiate.’ On a birth-day, when all the chiefs

convene to congratulate their brother on another ' knot to his years/ the

large cup is brought forth, a lump of opiate but therein, upon which

water is poured, and by the aid of a slick a solution is made, to which

each helps his neighbour, not with a glass, but with the hollow of his

hand held to his mouth. To judge by the wry faces on this occasion^

none can like it, and to get rid of the nauseous taste, comfit-balls are

handed round. It is curious to observe the animation it inspires; a

Rajpoot is fit for nothing without his umul, and I have often dismissed

their men of business to refresh their intellects by a dose, for when its

effects are dissipating they become mere logs { Opium to the Rajpoot

is more necessary than food, and a suggestion to the Rana to tax it highly

was most unpopular. From the rising generation the author exacted

promises that they would resist initiation in this vice, and many grew up

autobiography of both thAe noble I'atar princes are singula/r

compositions, and may be given as standards of Eastern intellectual

acquirement. They minutely note the progress of refinement and luxury,

^
f Arac, ‘ essence whence arrack and rack.

X Even in the midst of conversation, the eye closes and the head

nods as ll^e exciting cause is dissipating, and the countenance assiinies a

Derfect vacuity of expression. Many a chief has taken his siesta in his

chair, while on a visit to me ; an especial failing of my good friend Raj

Kulian of Sadri, the descendant of the brave Shama, who won the

riirht hand'* of the prince at Huldighat. 'fhe lofty turban worn by the

Raj, which distinguishes his tribe y/ro/a), was often on the point of

tuinbling into my lap, as he unconsciously nodded. When it is incon-

venient to dissolve the opium, the chief carries it in his pt^ket, and

presents it, as we would a pinch of snuff in Europe. In my subaltern

days the chieftain of Scnthal. in Jeypur, on paying me a visit, presented

me with a piece of opium, which I took and laid on the table. Observing

that I did not cat it, he said he should like to try the Frangi ca umnU

•il.e opiate of the Franks,’ 1 sent him a bottle of powerful ScHedam,

and to his inquiry as to the qiiauuty of the dose, I told, him he might take

from an eighth to the half, as he desired exliilaration or yWivion, VVe
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Iri happy, Ignorance of the taste of opram. He will be the greatest friend
to Rajasthan who perseveres fn eradicating the evil. The valley of Oodi-
pur is a poppy garden, of every hue and variety^ whence the Hindu
Sri may obtain a coronet more variegated than ever adorned the Isis of
the Nile.

A pledge once given by the Rajpoot, whether ratified by the ‘^eating
opium together,^’ “ an exchange of turbans,” Or the more simple act of
“giving the right hand,” is maintained inviolable under all circumstances#

Their grand hunts have been described. The Rajpoot is fond of his
dog and his gun. The former aids hint in pulling down the boar or hare,
and with the stalking-horse he will toil for hours after the deer. I’he greater
chieftains have their fumnas or preserves, where poaching would be sum**
marily punished, and where the slaughter of all kinds of beasts, elk, hog^
hyena, tiger, hoar, deer, wild-dog, wolf or hare, is indiscriminate.
Hiding in the ring with the lance in tournaments^ without the spike,

the point being guarded
;

defence r)f the sword against the lance,

with every variety of noble horsemanship,” such as would render the

most expert in Kurppe an easy prey to the active Rajpoot, are some of

the chief exercises. Firing at a mark with a matchlock, in wliich they
attain remarkable accuracy of aim; and in some parts of the country
throwing a dart or javelin from horseback, are favourite amusements.
The practice of the bow is likewise a main source of pastime, and in the

manner there adopted it requires both dexterity and strength. I’he Raj-
poot is not satisfied if he cannot bury his arrow either in the earthen
target, or in the buffalo, to the feather. The use of the bow is hallowed

;

Arjuna's bow in the “great war,” and that of the Chohan king, Prithwi-

raj, with which the former gained Droupadi and the latter the fair Sun-
jogta, are immortalized like that of Ulysses. In these martial exercises,

the youthful Rajpoot is early initiated, and that the sight of blood may
be familiar, he is instructed, before he has strength to wield a sword, iq

practise with his boy’s scimitar on the heads of lambs and kids.

first successful essay on the animals * fera^nattircc' is a source of con-
gratulation to his whole family.* In this manner the spirit of chivalry

is continually fed, for every thing around him speaks of arms and strife.

His very amusements are warlike
j
and the dance and the song, the

burthen of which is the record of his successful gallantry, so far Jrom
enervating, serve as fresh incitements to his courage.

The exhibition of the jaittif or wrestlers, is another mode of killing

time, ft if a state concern for every prince or chief to entertain a certain

number of these chanripions of the glove. Challenges are sent by the most
celebrated from one Court to another

; and the event of the akarra, a$ the
arena is termed, is looked to with great anxiety.

No prince or chief is without his sitleh-khaneh, or armoury, where he
passes hours in viewing and arranging his arms. Every favourite weapon,

were to have hunted the next morning |
but having no sign of my friend#-

I was obliged to march without ascertaining the effect of the barter of

dpheem for the waters of Friesland ;
though 1 have no doubt that he

found them quite Lethean.
* The author has now before him a letter written by the queen- motbee

of Boondi desiring his rejoicings on Lalji, the beloved’s Coup dessai on a
deer, which he had followed most pertinaciously to the death. Qti this

occasion, a court was held, and all Che chiefs presented offerings and
congratuiatiops*
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whether sword, matchlock, spear, dajsfger, or bow, had a distinctive

epHithet. The keeper of the armoury is one of the most confidential

officers about the person of the prince. These arms are beautiful and
costly. The sirohi, or slightly-curved blade, is forttied like that of
Damascus, and is the greatest favourite of all the variety of sabres
throughout Rajpootana. The long cut-and-thrust, like the Andrea
Ferrara, is not uncommon ; nor the khayida, or double-edged sword.
The matchlocks both of Lahore and the coufitry are often highly fi«nshed

And inlaid with mother-of-pearl and gold : tliose of Boondi are the best.

The shield of the rhinoceros-hide offers the best resistance, and is often

ornamented with animals, beautifully painted, and enamelled in gold and
silver. The bow is of buffalo-horn, and the arrows of reed, and barbed
in a variety of fashions, as the crescent, the trident, the snake’s tongue,

and other fanciful forms.

The Maharaja Sheodhan Sing (whose family are heirs presumptive
to the throned was one of my constant visitors

;
and the title of * adopted

brother,’ which he conferred upon me allowed him to make the visits un*
reasonably long. The Maharaja had many excellent qualities. He was
the best shot in Mewar

;
he was well read in the classic literature of his

nation ;
deeply versed in the secrets of the cfmrnicles, not only of Mewar

but of all Rajwarra
;
conversant with all the mysteries of the bard, and

could improvise on every occasion. He was a proficient in musical science,

and could discourse most fluently on the whole theory of Sangita, winch
comprehends vocal and instrumental harmony. He could explain each of

the ragas, or musical modes, which issued from the five mouths of the Siva
and his consort Mera, together with the almost ei^dless variations of the ragas,

to each of which are allotted six consorts or raginis. He had attached to

his suite the first vocalists of Mewar, and occasionally favoured me by
letting them sing at my house. The chief cantatrice had a superb voice, a

conV alto of great extent, and bore the familiar appt*llation of ‘ Catalani,’

Her execution of all the bussunt or ‘ spring-songs,’ and the megh or

'cloud-songs’ of the monsoon, which are full of melody, was perfect.

But she had a rival in a singer from Oojein, and we made a point of

having them together, that emulation might excite to excellence. The
chieftain of Saloombra, the chief of the Suktawuts, and others, frequently

joined these parlies, as well as the Maharaja : for all are partial to the

dance and the song, during which conversation flows unrestrained.

Sadoola, whose execution on the guitar would have secured applause even

at the Philharmonic, commanded mute attention when he played a

or symphony, or when, taking any of the simple tuppas of Oojein as a

theme, he wandered through a succession of voluntaries. In summer,

these little parties were held on the terrace or the house-top, where carpets

were spread under an awning, while the cool breezes of the lake gave life

after the exhaustion of a day passed nnder 96* of Fahrenheit. Hie

subjects of their songs arc various, love, glory, satire, etc. I was invited

to similar aasemblies by many of the cheiefs
;
though none was so intel-

lectual as those of the Maharaja. On birth-days or other festivals, the

chief bardiai often appears, or the bard of any other tribe who may hap-

pen to be present. Then all his mute attention, broken only by the em-

phatic “ waA, loah /” the measured not of the head# or fierce curl of the

moustache, iiv token of approbation or the reverse.*

* Poetic impromptus pass on these occasions unrestricted by the fear

of the critic, though the long yawn now and then should hav4 given the

bint to my friend the Maharaja that his verses wanted Attic. But he
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The Maharaja’s talents for amplification were undoubted, and by
hKire than one of his friends this falling was attributed to his long
residence at the court of Jeypur, whose cognomen will not have been
forgotten. He had one day been amusing us with the feats of his

youth, his swimming from island to island, and bestriding the alligators

for an excursion.* Like Tell, he had placed a mark on his son’s
head and hit it successUiIly, He could kill an eagle on the wing, and
divide a ball on the edge of a knife, the knife itself unseen. While
running on in thi.s manner, my teaiures betraying some incredulityi

he insisted on redeeming his wurd. A day was accordingly appointed,
and though labouring under an ague, he came with his favourite

maiclilocks. The more dangerous experiment was desisted from, and
he commenced by dividing the ball on the knife. This he placed
perpendicularly in the centre of an earthen vessel filled with water

J

and taking his station at about twenty paces, perforated the centre

of the vessel, and allowed you to take up the fragments of the ball

}

having previously permitted you to load the piece, and examine the vessel,

which he did not once approach liimself. Another exhibition was striking

an orange from a pole without perforating it. Again, he gave the option

of loading to a bystander, and retreating a do2en paces, he knocked an
orange off untouched by the ball, which, according to a preliminary

proviso, could not be found : the orange was not even discoloured by the

powder. He was an adept also at chessf and choupan, and could carry on
a conversation by stringing flowers in a peculiar manner. If he plumed
himself upon his pretensions, his vanity was always veiled under a
demeanour full of courtesy and grace

;
and Maharaja Sheodan Sing

Would be esteemed a well-bred and well-informed man at the most
polished court of Europe,

Every chief has his band, vocal and Instrumental » but Slndla, some
years since, carried away the most celebrated vocalists of Oodipur. The
Rajpoots are all partial to music. Toe tuppa is the favourite measure.
Its chief character is plaintive simplicity ;

and it is analogous to the

Scotch, or perhaps still more to the Norman. J

The Rana, who is a great patron of the art, has a small band of

Ihusitiians, whose only instrument is the ihehfia, or hautboy. They played

their national tuppas with great taste and feeling
\
and these strainsi

had certainly talent, and he did not conceal his light, which shone the

Stronger frorrt the darkness that surrounded him i for poverty is not the

school of genius, and the trade of the schoolmaster has ever been the

least lucrative in a capital where rapine has ruled.
^ There are two of these alligators ejuite familiar to the inhabitants

of Oodipur, who come when called ’’from the vasty d“ep’^ for food; and
1 have often exasperated them by throwing an inflated bladder, which
the monsters greedily received, only to Hive away in angry dissappoint*

ment. It was on these that my fiiend affirmed he had ventured.
*1* CPiaturanga^ so called from imitating the formation of an army.

The 'four' c/ta/wK ‘ bodied’ auga array; or elephants, chariots, horse,

and foot. His chief antagonist at chess was a blind man of the city,

j The tuppa belongs to the very extremity of India, being indigen*
ous as far as the Indus and the countries watrerd by its arms ; and
though the peculiar treasure is common in Rajasthan, the prefix of

shews its origin. I have listened at Caen to the voila or hurdy«
gUrdy^ till 1 could have fancied myself in Mewar.
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wafted from the ^ofty terrace of the palace in the silence of the nijjht,

produced a sensation of deligfht not unmixed with pain, which its peculiarly

4nelancholy character excites. The Raiia has also a few flute or flageolet

players, who discourse most eloquent music. Indeed, we may enu-
merate this among the principal amusements of the* Rajpoots

;
and

although it would be deemed indecorous to be a performer, the science

forms a part -of -education

Who that has marched in the stillness of flight through the mountain-
ous regions of Central India, aod heard the warder sound the toornye

from Iws turreted abode, perched like an eyrie on the mountain -top, can
ever forget Its graduated intensity of sound, or the emphatic hem ! hem\
* all’s weJI,' which follows the lengthened blast of the cornet reverberating

in every recess.

f

A species of bagpipe, so common to all the Celtic races of Europe,
is not unkown to the Rajpoots, it is called the meshek, but is only

the rudiment of that instrument whose peculiar influence on the physical,

through the moral agency of man, is described by our own master-bard,

I'hey have likewise the double flageolet ; but in the same ratio of per-

fection to that of Europe as the meshek to the heart-stirring pipe of

the north. As to their lutes, guitars, and all the varieties of tintibulants

fas Dr. Johnson would call them), it would fatigue without interesting the

reader to enumerate them.

We now come to the literarv attainments of the lords of Rajasthan, of

whom there is none without sufficient clerkship to read his grant or agree-
«ient foi- rekwali or black-mail

;
and none either so ignorant, or so proud,

as the boasted ancestral wisdom of England, whose barons could not

even sign their names to the great charter of their liberties. The Rana
of Oodipur has unlimited command of his pen, and his letters are

admirable ; but we may say of him nearly what was remarked of Charles
the Second—“ he never wrote a foolish thing, and seldom did a wise one."
The familiar epistolary correspondence of tlie princes and nobles of Rajas-

than would exhibit abundant testimony of their powers of mind : they are

sprinkled with classical allusions, and evince that knowledge of mankind
which constant collision in society must produce. A collection of these

* Chund remarks of his hero, the Chohan, that he was “ master of

the art,” bofh vocal and instrumental. Whether profane music was
ever common may be doubted

;
but sacred music was a part of early

education with the sons of kings. Rama and his brothers were celebrated

for the harmonious execution of episodes from the grand epic, the Rama^
ytina. The sacred canticles of Jaydeva were set to music, and apparently
by himself, and are yet sung by the Chobis. The inhabitants of the

various monastic establishments chaiint their addresses to the deity ;
and

I have listened witli delight to the modulated cadences of the hermits,

singing tlie praises of Pataliswara from their pinnacled abode of Aboo.
It would be injustice to touch incidentally on the merits of the minstrel

Dholi, who sings the warlike compositions of the sacred Bardai of

Rajasthan.

f I’hc toorave is the sole instrument of the many of the trumpet

kind which is not dissonant. The Kotah prince has the largest band,

perhaps, in these countries
;
instruments of all kinds—^stringed, wined, and

percussion. But as it is formed by rule, in which the sacritd and shrill

ebneh-shefl takes precedencei it must be allowed that it is any thing but

harmonious.
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letters, which exist in the archives of every principality, would prove that

the princes of this country are upon a par with the rest of mankind,
not only in natural understanding, but, taking their opportunities into

account, even in its cultivation. The prince who in Europe could quote
Hesiod and Homer with the freedom that the Rana does on all occasions
Vyasa and Valmiki, would be accounted a prodigy; and there is not a
divine wlm could make application of the ordinances of Moses with more
facility than the Rana of those of their great lawgiver Manu. When
they talk of the wisdom of their ancestors, it is not a mere figure of

speech. The instruction of their princes is laid down in rules held sacred,

and must have been far more onerous lhan any system of European
uiuversity-education, for scarcely a branch of human knowledge is omit-
ted. But the cultivation of the mind, and the arts of polished life, must
always flourish in the ratio of a nation's prosperity, and from th<i; decline

of the one, we »nay date the deterioration of the other with the Raj-
poot. The astronomer has now no patron to look to for reward

;
there

is no Jey Sing to erect such stupendous observatories as he built at Delhi,

Benares, Oojein, and at his own capital
; to construct globes and armil-

lary spheres, of which, according to their own and our system, the Kotah
prince has two, each three feet in diameter. The same prince (Jey Sing)
collated De la Hire’s tables with those of Ulug Beg, and presented the

result to the last emperor of Delhi, worthy the name of the great Mogul.
To these tables he gave the name of Mohamed Shake, It was Jey
Sing who, as already mentioned, sought to establish sumptuary laws
throughout the nation, to regulate marriages, and thereby prevent infan-

ticide ;
and who left his name to the capital he founded, the first in

Rajasthan.

But we cannot march over fifty miles of country without observing
traces of the genius, talent, and wealth, of past days

;
though,*—whether

the more abstruse sciences, or the lighter arts which embellish life,—all

are now fast disappearing. Whether in the tranquillity secured to them
by the destruction of their predatory foes, these arts and sciences may
revive, and the nation regain its elevated tone, is a problem which time
alone can solve.

In their household economy, their furniture and decorations, they
remain unchanged during the lapse of a thousand years. No chairs, no
couches adorn their sitting apartments, though the painted and gilded

ceiling may be supported by columns of serpentine, and the walls one
mass of mirrors, marble, or china nothing b«it a soft carpet, hidden by
a white cloth, on which the guests scat themselves according to rank.
In fine, tlie quaint description of the chaplain to the first embassy which
England sent to India, more than two hundred years ago, applies now,
as it probably will two hundred years hence. ** As for the furniture the
greatest men have, it is curtti supellex^ very little ; they (the rooms)
being not beautified with hangings, nor with any thing besides to line

their walls
;
for they have no chairs, no stools, nor couches, nor tables, nor

beds enclosed with canopies, nor curtains, in any of their rooms. And
the truth is, that if they had them, the extreme heat would forbid the
Use of many Of them^ all their bravery is upon them their floors, on which
they spread most excellent carpets.”*

* Those who wish for an opinion “of the most excellent moralities
which are to be observed amongst the people of these nations,” cannot
do better than read the 14th section of the observant, intelligent, and
tolerant chaplain, who is more just, at least on one point, than the

44
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It were useless to expatiate on dress, either male or female, the fashion
varyinjj in each provitice and tribe, ihougli the texmre and materials are
everywhere tlie same: cotton in summer, and quilted chintz or broad
\:loth in winter. The ladies have only three articles of pdrure

\
i\\e gha^

gra, or ‘petticoat;’ the kanchlt, or ‘corset,’ und the. dopati, or * scarf,*

ich is occasionally thrown over the head as a veil. Ornaments are with-
out number. For the men, trousers of every shape and calibre, a tunic

girded with a ceinture, and a scarf, form the wardrobe of every Rajpoot.
The turban is the most important part of the dress, and is the unerring
mark of the tribe; the form and fashion are various, and its decorations
differ according to time and circumstances. 'I’he bala~bund, or ' silken

fillet,’ was once vahied as the meark of sovereign’s favour, and was tanta-

mount to the courtly “orders” of Europe. The colour of the turban
and tunic varies with the seasons; and the changes are rung upon
crimson, saffron, and purple, though white is by far the most concmon.
Their shoes are mere slippers, and sandals are worn by the common
classes. Boots are yet used in hunting or war, made of chamois leatlier,

of which material the warrior often has a doublet, being more commodi-
ous, and less oppressive, than armour. The dagger or poniard is in-

separable from the girdle.

The culinary art will be discussed elsewhere, together with the
medical, which is very low, and usurped by empyrics, who waste alike the
purse and health of the ignorant by the sale of aphrodisiacs, which arc
sought after with great aviditv. Gums, metals, minerals, all are com-
pounded, and for one preparation, while the author was at Oodipur,
7,000 rupees (nearly ;^i,ooo) were expended by the court*physician.

I heir superstitions, incantations, charms, and phylacteries against
danger, mental or bodily, will appear more appropriately where the
subject is incideully introduced.

modern missionary, who denies to the Hindu filial affection, “ And here

I shall insert another most needful particular, which deserves a most high

commendation to be given unto that people in general, how poor and
mean soever they be

;
and that is, the great exemplary care they manifest

in their piety to their parents, that, notwithstanding they serve for very

little, but five shillings a moon for their whole livelihood and siibsistencc,

if their parents be in want, they will impart, at the least, half of that

little towards their necessaries, choosing rather to want themselves, than

that their parents should suffer need.” It is in fact one of the first pre-

cepts of their religion. I he Chaplain thus concludes his Chapter “ Qu
the Moralities of the Hindu,”—“O ! what a sad thing is it for Christians

to come short of Indians, even in moralities; come short of those, who
themselves believe to come short of heaven !*'

'I'he Chaplain closes his interesting and instructive work with the

stibject of Conversion, which is as remote from accomplishment at this

day, as it was at that distant period. ** Well known it is that the Jesuits

there, who, like the Pharisees, 'that would compass sea and land to

make one proselyte’ (Matt. 23—25), have sent into Christendom many
large reports of their great conversions of infidels in East India. But all

these boastings are but reports
;
the truth is, that they have there spilt the

precious water of Baptism upon some few faces, working upon the neces-

sity of some poor men, who for want of means, which they give them,

are contented to wear crucifixes
;
but for want of knowledge in the doc-

trine of Christianity are only in name Christians.”(o)

(o) “ A Voyage la East India/* (Delia Valle,) pp. 402, 417*
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. Translations of Inscriptions^ chiefly in the Nail-headed character of

the Takshac Races and Jains^ fixing eras in Rajpoot history*

No. 1.

Memorial of a Gefe or Jit prince of the fifth century, discovered 1820,

in a temple at Kunswa, near the Chumbul river, south of Kotah.

May the Jitha be thy protector! What does this Jith resemble?
whicli is the vessel of conveyance across the waters of life, whicli is partly

white, partly red? A^ain, what does it resemble, where the hissing-

angered serpents dwell? What may this Jitha be compared to, from
whose root tite roaring flood descends? Sucli is the Jith ;

by it may thou
be preserved, (i)

Tl^e fame of Raja Jita I now shall tell, by whose valour the lands of

Salpura (2) are preserved. The fortunes of Raja Jit are as flames of

fire devouring his foe. I he mighty warrior Jit Salindra (2) is beautiful

in person, and from the strength of his arm esteemed the first amongst
the tribes of the mighty ,* make resplendent, as does the moon the earth,

the dominions of Salpuri. 'Phe whole woild praises the Jit prince, who
enlarges the renown of his race, sitting in the midst of haughty warriors

like tile lotos in the waters, the moon of the sons of men. The foreheads
of the princes of the earth worship the toe of his foot. Beams of light

irradiate his countenance, is<;uing from the gems of his arms of strength.

Radiant is the array; his riches abundant
;

bis mind generous, and pro-
found as the ocean. Such is he of Sarya (3) race, a tribe renowned
amongst the tribes of the mighty, whose princes were ever foes to

treachery, to whom the earth surrendered her fruits, and who added the
lands of their foes to their own. By sacrifice, the mind of this lord of

men has been purified ; fair are his territories, and fair is the Fortress of
Takhya (4). The string of whose bow is dreaded, whose wrath is the
reaper of the field of combat ; but to his dependents he is as the pearl
on the neck

;
who makes no account of the battle, though streams of

blood run through the field. As does the silver lotos bend its head before
the fierce rays of the sun, so does his foe sloop to him, while the cowards
abandon the field.

From this lord of men {Narapati) A sprung DevangU; whose
deeds are known even at this remote period*

From him was born Sumbooka, and from him Degali, who married
two wives of Yadu race (5), and by one a son named Vira Narindra,
pure as a flower from the fountain.

Amidst groves of amba^ on whose clustering blossoms hang myriads
ol bees, that the wearied traveller might repose, was this edifice erected.
May it, and llie fame of its founder, continue while ocean rolls, or while

moon, the sun, and hills endure. Samvat 597.—On the extremity of
Malwa, the minister (Mtndra) was^ erected, on the banks of the river
Iavkli, by Sauchandra (6), son of Virachandra.
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Whoever will commit this writings to memory, his sins will be ob-
liter;)ted. Carved by the sculptor Sevanarya, son of Dwarasiva, and
composed by Butena, chief of the bards.

(Note /.)— In the proloeue to this valuable relic,
^
which superficially

viewed would apoe^ir a string; of puerilities, we have conveyed in mystic
alletjory the invlholo^iical origin of the Jit or Gete race. From the metn-

^ bers of the chief of the gods Iswara or Mahadeva, the god of battle,

many races claifn birth
;
the warrior from his arms

;
the Charun from

his spine
;
the prophetic Bhat from his tongue

;
and the Gete or

Jir, derive theirs from his tiara, which, formed of his own hair, is called

yitha. In this tiara, serpents, emblematic of I'ime (kal) and Destruc-
tion, are wreathed

;
also implicative that the Jits, who are of Takshac,

of the serpent race, are thereby protected. The “ roaring flood” which

descends from this Jitha is the river goddess, Ganga, daughter of Mera,
wife of Iswara. I he mixed colour of his hair, which is partly white,

partly of reddish {panduranga) hue, arises from his character of

ArDHNARI, or Hermaphroditus. All these characteristics of the god of

war must have been brought by the Scythic Gete from the Jaxartes,

where they worshipped him as the Sun (Balnath) and as Xamolscis
(Yania, vulg., Jama) the infernal divinity.

The 1 2th Chapter of the Edda, in describing Balder the second son

of Odin, pariictilarlv dwell on the beauty of his heir, whence ” the

•whitest of all vegetables is called the eye^brow of Balder, on the columns
of whose temples there are verses engraved, capable of recalling the

dead to life,'*

How perfectly in unison is all this of the Jits of Jutland and the Jits

of Rajasthan. In each case the hair is the chief objectjof admiration
;
of

Balnath as Balder and the magical effect of the Runes is not more power-

ful than that attached by the chief of the Scalds of our Gete prince at

the end of this inscription, fresh evidences in support of my hypothesis,

that many of the and Scandinavians have a gooun,^ origin

—iltat origin, Centra Asia.
‘

(Note 2S—‘jiljlfiflm j- the name of the capital of this Jit prince, and

bis epithet of Sal Indra is merely titular, as the Indra, or lord of Sal-

poori, * the city of Sal,* which the fortunate discovery of an inscription

raised by Komarpal, king of A.nhulwara {Nehrwalla of D'Anville), dated

S. 1207, has enabled me to place ** at the base of the S^^^lpk Mountains.’*

In order to elucidate this point, and to give the full value t?*7ecoTcf of

the Jit princes of the Punjab, I append (No. 5) a translation of tl>e

Nehrwalla conqiieror*s inscription, which will prove beyond a doubt tliat

these Jit princes of Salpoori in the Punjab, were the leaders of that

very colony of the JuTi from the Jaxartes, who in the fifth century, as

recorded bv De Guignes, crossed the Indus and possessed themselves of

the Punjab ;
and strange to say, have again risen to power, for the

(discipUs) of Jjaiiuk are almost^11 of Jit origin.

(Nate 3 )

—

Here this Jit is called of Sarya Sacha, branch orramt^

fication of the Saryas : a very ancient race which is noticed by the

genealogists synonymously with the Sariasfa, one of the thirty-six royal

laces, and very probably the same as the Sarwya of the Komarpal

Chaiitra^ with ihe distinguished epithet ”the flower of the martial races

(Sarwya eshatrya tyn 5aF).

(Note 4 )

—

The fortress of Takshac.” Whether this TaksHAC-

NAGARi, or castle of the Tak, is the strong-hold of Sal1?oori, the name
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given to a conquest in the environs of the place, whence this inscription,

we can only surmise, and refer the reader to what has been said of Takit-

poora. As I have repeatedly said, the Taks and Jiis are one race.

(Note 5 )— As tlie Jits intermarriecS with the Yadus at this early

period, it is evident they had forced their way amongst the thirty-six royal

^ races, though they have again lost this rank. No Rajpoot would give a
daughter to a Jit, or take one from them to wife.

(Note 6 )—Salichandra is the sixth in descent from the first-named

prince, Jit SaliNdra, allowing twenty-two years to each descent=l32

—

S. 597, date of ins.—465—56=A. D. 409; the period of the colonization

of the Punjab by the Getes, Yuti, or Jits, from the Jaxartes.

No. 11.

Translation of an inscription in the Nail-headed character relative to

the Jit race, discovered at Ram Chnndrapoora, six miles east of

Boondee, in digging a well. It was thence conveyed, and deposited
by me in the Museum of the Royal Asiatic Society.

I'o my foe, salutation ! This foe of the race of Jit Cathida, (i)

how shall I describe, who is resplendent by the favour of the round
bosom of Roodrani (2), and whose ancestor, the warrior J ukhya (3),

formed the garland on tlie neck of Mahadeva. Better than this foe on
earth^s surface, there is none

;
therefore to him I offer salutation. The

sparkling gems on the coronets of kings irradiate the nail of his foot.

Of the race of Botena (4) Raja Thot was born
;
his fame expan-

ded through the universe.

* Pure in mind, strong in arm, and beloved by mankind, such was
Chandrasen (5). How shall he be described, who broke the strength
of his ^oe, on whom when his sword swims in fight, he appears like a
magician. With his subjects he interchanged the merchandize of libera-
lity, of which he reaped the fruits. From him whose history is fair, was
horn Kritika, the deeds of who.se arm were buds of renown, forming a
necklace of praise in the eyes of mankind - His queen was dear to him
as his own existence—how can she be described ? As the flame is insepar-
able from the fire, so was she from her lord—she was the light issuing
from the sun—her name Goon-NEWasa (6), and her actions corresponded
with her name. By her he had two sons, like gems set in bracelets, born
to please mankind. The eldest was named Soojcunda, the younger
Deruka. Their fortunes consumed their foes : but their dependents
enjoyed happiness. As the flowers of Calp.vricsha is beloved by the gods,
so are these brothers by Itheir subjects, granting their requests, and in-
creasing the glory of the race whence they sprung—(A useless descriptive
stanza left out.)

Deruka had a son, Kuhla, and his was Dhunika, whose deeds
ascended high—who could fathom the intentions of mankind—whose
mind was deep as the ocean—whose ever-hungry faulchion expelled from
their mountains and fprests the them no refuse in
the three worlds, levelling their retreats to tne ground. His quiver was
filled with crescent-formed arrows— his sword the climber (vela) (8), of
'vhich pearls arc the fruit. With his younger brother Dewaka he rever-
ences mod and Brahmins—and with his own wealth perfumed a sacrifice
to the sun.
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For tlie much-beloved’s (his wife) pleasure this was undertaken. Now
the river of ease, life and death, is crossed over, for this abode will devour

the body of the foe, into which the west wind wafts the fragrant perfume

from the sandal-covered bosom of Lacshmi (9) ;
while’from innumerable

lotos the gale from the east comes laden witii aroma, tl>e hum of the bees

as they hung clustering on the flowers of the padhul is pleasing to the ear.

So long as Soomeru stands on its base of golden sands, so long may
this dwelling endure. So long as tite wind blows on the (io>

supporters to the globe, while the firmament endures, or while Lacshmi

(11) causes the palm to be extended, so long may his praise and this

edifice be stable.

Kt'HLA (12) form this abode of virtue, and east thereof a temple
to Iswara. By AciiiL, son of the mighty prince Yasooverma (13), has
its renown been composed in various forms of speech.

(Note I.)—Qu. if this Jit if from the mark of the genitive case)

Cathay ? the Uud of the Cathcc foes of Alexander, and probably of the

Cathi of the Saurashtra peninsula, alike Scylhic as the Jit, and probably
the same race originally ?

(Note 2.)—Roodrani, an epithet of the martial spouse of Harar-
Siva, the god of war, whom the Jit in the preceding inscription invokes.

(Note 3.)—Here we have anotlier proof of the Jit being of lakshac
race; this at the same time has a mythological reference to the serpent

(takhya), which forms the garland of the warlike divinities.

(Note 4 )—Of this race I have no other notice, unless it should mean
the race (ciila) was from Btdan,

(Note 5.)—Chandrasen is celebrated in the history of the Pramaras
"as the founder of several cities, from two of which, Chandrabhaga, ht

the foot of the central plateau of India, in Northern Mat^Ta, and
Chandravati, the ruins of which I discovered at the foot of the Aravali

near Aboo, I possess several valuable memoria, which will, ere long,

confirm the opinions 1 have given of the Takshac architect.

(Note 6.)—The habitation of virtues.

(NoU 7.)~-This shews these foresters always had the same character.

(Note 8.)—Vela is the climber or ivy, sacred to Mahadeva.

9.)~-Lacshmi, the apsara pr sea-nymph, is feifncd residing

amongst the waters of the lotos-covered lake. In the hot weather the

Rajpoot ladies dip their corsets into an infusion of sandal-wood, hence

the metaplior.

(Note 10.)—Koonjiris are the elephants who support the eight corners

of the globe.

(Note 11.)—Lacshmi is also dame Fortune, or the goddess of riches,

whence this image.

(Note 12.)—Kuhl is the fifth in descent from the opponent of the Jit.

{Note 13,)—Without this name this inscription would have been but

of half its value. Fortunately various inscriptions on sione and copper,

procured by me from Oojein, settled the era of the death of this prince
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in S. 1x91, which will alike answer for Achil^ his son, who was most likely

one of ihe chieftains of Kuhla, who appears to have been of the elder

branch of the Piamaras, the foe of the Jit invaders.

NO. III.

Inscription in the Nail-headed character of Mori Princes of

Ciieetore, taken from a column on il»e baoks of liie

lake Mansurwur, near liiat city.

By the lord of waters may thou be protected ! What is there which
resembles the ocean ? on whose margin the red buds of honey-yielding

trees are eclipsed by swarms of bees, wlmse beauty expands with tlte

junction of numerous streams. What is liice itie ocean, inhaling the

perfume of the Paryata (i), who was compelled to yield as tribute, wine,

wealth, and ambrosia (2) ? Such is the ocean !—may he protect tliee.

Of a mighty gift, this is the memorial. 'I'his lake enslaves the minds
of beholders, over whose expanse the varied feathered tribe skim with

delight, and whose banks are studded with every kind of tree. Falhng
from the lofty-peaked mountain, enhaiicinj> the beauty of the scene, the

torrent ruslies to the lake. The mighty sea-serpent (3), o'erspent with

toil in the clmrning of the ocean, repaired to this lake for repose.

On tliis earth’s surface was Maheswara (4), a mighty prince, during

whose sway the name of foe was never heard
;
whose fortune was known

to the eight quarters (5) ;
on whose arm victory reclined for support.

He was the light of the land. The praises of the race of I'wastha (6)
were determined by Brahma’s own mouth.

Fair, filled with pride, sporting amidst the shoals of the lotos, is the

swan fed by his hand, from whose countenance issue rays of glory
;

such Raja Blieem (7), a skilful swimmer in the ocean of battle, even to

where the Ganges pours in her flood v8) did he go, whose abode is Avanti
(9). With faces resplendent as the moon, on wliose lips yet marked ..with

the wound of their husband's teeth, the captive wives of his foes, even
in their hearts does Raja Bheem dwell. By his arm he removed the

apprehensions of his enemies; he considered them as errors, to be
expunged. He appeared as if created of fire. He could instruct even
the navigator (xo) of the ocean.

From him was descended Raja Bhoj (ix). How shall he be described ;

he, who in the field of battle divided with his sword the elepliant’s head,
the pearl from whose brain (12^ now adorns his breast; who devours his

foe as does Rahoo (13) the sun or moon, who to the verge of space erected
edifices in token of victory.

From him was a son whose name was Maun, who was surcharged
with good qualities, and with whom fortune took up her abode. One
day he met an aged man : his appearance madejlum reflect that his frame
was as a shadow, evanescent; that the spirit which did inhabit it was
like the seed of the scented Kadama (14) ;

that the riches of royalty were
brittle as a blade of grass

; and that man was like a lamp exposed in the
light of day. Thus ruminating, for the sake ^of his race who had gone
before him, and for the sake of good works, he made thb lake, v\(hosc
waters are expansive and depth unfathomable. When 1 look on this
ocean-like lake, t ask myself, if it may not be this which is destined to
cause Ike final doom. (15),
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The warriors and chiefs of Haja Maun (i6) arc men of skill and
valour—pure in their lives and faithful. Raja Maun is a heap of
virtues—the chief who enjoys his favour may court all the gfifts of fortune.
When the head is inclined on his lotus foot, the grain ‘of sand which
adheres becomes an ornament thereto. Such is the lake, shaded with
trees, frequented by birds, which the man of fortune, SrimaN Raja MauN,
with great labour formed. By tfie name of its lord {Maun), thai of tlie

lake {surwar) is known to the world. By h im versed in the alankarUf
PUSHHA, the son of Naga Bhut, these stanzas have been framed. Seven-
ty had elapsed beyond seven hundred years (Samvatsir)

,

when the lord of

men, the Kino OF Malwa (17) formed this lake. By Sevadit, grandson
of Khetri Karug, were these lities cut.

{Note I.)—The Paryat is also called the Har-singar, or * ornament of
its flowers being made^into collars and bracelets. Its aroma

is very delicate, and the blossom dies in a few hours.

(Note 2 J
—Imrtia, the food of the immortals, obtained at the churn-

ing of the ocean. The contest for this amongst the gods and demons is

well known. Vrihaspati, or Sookra, regent of the planet Venus, on this

occasion lost an eye
;
and hence this Polyphemus has left the nickname of

Sookracharya to all who have but one eye.

(Note 3 )—His name Matoli,

(Note —A celebrated name in the genealogies of the Takshac
Pramara, of which the Mori is a conspicuous Sacha or branch. He was
the founder of the city of Moheswar, on the southern bank of the Ner-
buda, which commands the ford leading from Avanti and Dhar (the chief

cities of the Mori Pramaras) to the Dekhan.

(Note 5.)—The ancient Hindu divided his planisphere into eight

quarters, cm which he placed the Koonjenies or elephants, for its

support.

(Note 6.)—TwASTHA.Jor Takshac, is the celebrated Nagvansa of anti-

quity. All are Agniciilas, Cheetore, if erected by the 1’akshac artist, has

a right to the appellation Herbert has so singularly assigned it, ,

Tacsila, built by theTak
;

it would be the Tak-silla-nagar, ‘the stone fort

of the Takshac,* alluded to in No. I.

(Note 7.)—Raja Bheem, the lord of Avanti or Oojein, the king of

Malwa is speciaffy ccTeSrate'd in the Jain annals. A son of his led a nu-

merous colony into Marwar, and founded many cities between the Lnoni

river and the Aravali mountains. All became proselytes to the Jain faith,

and their descendants, who are amongst the wealthiest and most numer-

ous of these mercantile sectarians are proud of their Rajpoot descent

;

and it tells when they are called to responsible offices, when they handle

the sword as well as the pen.

{Note 8.)

—

Ganga*Sagar, or the Island at the jnouth of the Ganges, is

specified by name as the limit of Blieem*s conquests. His memoria may
yet exist even there.

(Note g.h^Avanti-Nath, Lord of Avanti or Oojein*

(Note 10.)—Paryaiaca, a navigator,

(Note n.)—Raja Bboj. There is no more celebrated name than tWs

In the annals and llterattire of the Rsijooots
;
but there were three princes

ol the Pramara race who bore it. The period of the last Reja Blioj.
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father of is now fixed, by various inscriptions diocovered by me,

A. D. 1035, and the the two others 1 had from a leaf of a very

ancient J^^in M.S., obtained at the temple of Nadole, vifs, S. 631 and 721
or A. P). 575 and 665. Abulfazil cfives the period of the first Bhoj as S.

545 ; bnt, as we find tliat valuable MS., of the period of the last Bhoj con*
firmed by the date of this inscription of his son Maun, viz., S. 770, we
may put perfect confidence in it, and now consider the periods of the three,

viz., S. 631, 721, and 1091—A. D. 567, 665, and I035—as fixed points in

Rajpoot chronolojty.

{,Note 12.)— In the head of that class of elephants called Bhadra, the

Hindu says, there is always a large pearl.

{Mote 13 )—The monster Rahoo of the Rajpoot, who swallows the sun
and moon, causing eclipses, is Fenrts, the wolf of the Scandinavians,

The Asi carried the same ideas to the West which they taught within the

Indus.

{Mote 14.)—Kadama is a very delicate flower, that decays almost in-

stantaneously.

{Mote 15.)

—

Maha-paralaya !

{Mote 16.)—The MS., annals of the Rana's family state that their

founder, Bappa, conquered Cheetore from MauN Mori. This inscription

is therefore invaluable as establishing the era of the conquest of Cheetore
by the Gheloies, and which was immediately following the first irruption

of the arms of Islam, as rendered in the annals of Mewar. .

(Mote 17.)—As Raja Maun is called King of Malwa, it is evident that

Cheetore had superseded bofh Dhar and Avanti as the seat of power. A
palace of Maun Mori is still shewn as one of the antiquities in Cheetore*

No. !V.

Inscitptlon in the Devanagri character, efiscovered in January 1822 in

Putlun Somnath. on the coast of Sanrashtra Peninsula, fixing the

era of the soverign of Balabhi, the * Balhara kings of Nehrvjalla,*

Adoration to the Lord of all. to the light of the universe, (l) Adora-
tion to the form indescriable

;
Him ! at whose feet all kneel.

In the year of Mohummud 662, and in that of Vickrama 1320, and
that of Srimad Balabhi 945. and the Siva-Sing Samvat 151, Sunday,
the 13th (badi) oi the month a Asar.

'I’he chief of Anhulpur Patun obeyed by numerous princes (here a
string of titles^, Bhataric Srimiid Arjun Deva, (3) of Chanltic race, his

minister S»i Maldeva, with all the officers of government, together with
Hornmz of Belacool, of the government of Ameer Rookn-oo^Din, and of

Khwaja ihrahim of Hormuz, son of the Admiral (Makhoda) Moor-oo^Din
Feeroz, together with the Chaura chieftains Pallookdeva, Ranik Sri
Soine.swadeva, Ramdeva, Bheeinsing, and all the Chauras and other
tribes of rank being assembled

;

Nansi Raja, of the Chaura rye, inhabiting
(
c
^
V assem-

bling all the merchants, es!90ll[!?KCT “Ordinances for the repairs and the
support of the temples, in order that flowers,^ oil, and water should be
regularly supplied to Rutna iswara ( 6), Choul-iswara (7 ), and the shrine
of PuUnda Devi (8), and the rest, and for the purpose of erecting a wall
found the temple of Somnath, with a gate-way Ui the north* KeelndtUi
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son of Moffnin, and Loonsi son of Johan, both of the Chanra race#

to>»etl»er with the two merchants, Baiji and Kurna, bestowed the weekly
profits of the market for this purpose. While sun and moon endure, let

it not be resumed. Feeroz is commanded to see this order obeyed, and
that the customary offerings on festivals are continued, and that all

surplus offerings and gifts be placed in the treasury for the purpose
aforenamed. 'Fhe Chaura chiefs present, and the Admiral Noor-oo-Din,
are commanded to see these orders executed on all classes. Heaven will

be the lot of the obedient
;

hell to the breaker of this ordinance.

(Note I )—The invocation, which was long, has been omitted by me
But tl»is is sufficient to shew that Bal nath. the deity worshipped in

Pttttunt Somnath, * the city of the lord of the moon, was the sun-god
BaL Hence the title of the dynasties which ruled this region, Bal-CA-
rae, 'the princes of Half and hence the capital BalicAPOOR, 'the

of the sun' familiarly written Balnhhi, whose ruins, as well as this ins-

cription, rewarded a long journey. The Rana’s ancestors, the Suryas, or

^ siin- worshippers,* gave their name to the peninsula Saurashtra, or

Syria, and the dynasties of Chaura, and Chauluc, or Solanki, who
succeeded them on their expulsion by the Parthians, retained the title of

Balicaraes, corrupted by Renaudot's Arabian travellers into Balhara.

(Note 2 )—The importance of the discovery of these new eras

already been descanted on in the annals, S. 1320—945 the date of this

inscription—373 of Vickrama for the first of the Balabhi era; and 1320

—

151 gives S 1169 for the establishment of the Stvasing’a era—established

by the Gohils of the island of Deo, of whom I have another memorial,

dated 927 Balabhi Samvat. The Gohils# Chauras# and Gehloles, are all

of one stock

(Note 3.)—Arjuna-Deva. Chaluc, was prince of Anhulpoor or An-
hulwarra. founded bv Vanraj Chaura in S. 802—henceforth the capital

of the Balica-raes after the destruction of Balabhi.

(Note 4 )—This evinces that Anhulwarra was still the emporium of

commerce which the travellers of Renaudot and Edrisi describe.

(Note 5 )—From this it is evident that the Islandic Deo was a
dependent fief of Anhulwarra. '

(Note 6.)— rhe great temple of Somnath.

(Note 7.)—The tutelary divinity of the Chauluc race*

(Note 8.)—The goddess of the Bhil tribes.

No. V.

Inscriptlion from the ruins of Aitpoor,

In Samvatsir 1034, the i6th of the month Bysak# was erected this dwell-

ing* of Nanulc-swami.

From Anundpur came he of Brahminf race (may he flourish)#

Muhee Deva bri Goha Dit, from whom became famous on the earth the

Gohil tribe

2. Bboj.

3. Mahindra,

Aitun# t Vipra cula*
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4. NafSfJi.

5. Syeela.
6. Aprajit.

7. Mahindra, no equal as a warrior did then exist on the earth’s

surface.

8. Kaibhoj was resplendent as the sun ;*

9. Khoman, an unequalled warrior
;
from him

10. Bhirtrpad, the '1 iluk of the three world
;
and from whom was

11. Sin^q’i
;

whose Ranee Maha Lakmee, of the warlike race of

Rashlra (Rahtore), and from her was born :

13. Sri Ulliit. To him who subdued the earth and became its lord,

was born Haria Devi: her praise was known in Hurspoora; and from
her was born a mighty warrior, in whose arm victory reposed

;
the Khetri

of the field of battle, who broke the confederacy of his foes, and from the

tree of whose fortune riches were the fruit : an altar of learning
;
from

aim was

13. Nirvahana. By the daughter of Sri Jaijah) of Chauhana race/'

Was born

14. Salvahana.

Such were their (the princes whose names are given) fortunes which
1 have related. From him was born

13. Sacti Koomar. How can he be described ?—He who conquered
and made his own the three qualifications (‘saetijf whose fortunes equalled

those ^bf Bhirtrpad. In the abode of wealth Sri Aitpur, which he had
made his dwelling, surrounded by a Crowd of princes ,* the Ktdpdrooyn to

his people
;
whose foot-soldiers are many ; with vaults of treasure—

»

whose fortunes have ascended to heaven—whose city derives its beauty
from the intercourse of mercliants

t and in which there is but one single

evil, the killing darts from the bright eyes of beauty, carrying destt'uctioii

to the vassals of the prince*

No. VI.

Inscription of Kumar Pal Solanki, in the Mindra of Brimha, in Cheetorei

recording his conquest of Salpuri, in the Punjab.

To him who takes delight in the abode of waters
|
from whose braided

locks, ambrosial drops continually descend ( even this Mahadeva, may he
protect thee !

haying innumerable gems of ancestry, flowing
from a sea oi splendour, was Moolraj^ sovereign of the earth.

What did he resemble, whose renown was bright as a fair sparkling
gem, diffusing happiness and case to the sons of the earth 7 Many
mighty princes there were of his line ; but none before had made the
great sacrifice.

Ark.

t I Pribhoo.
2 Ootchha. > Three Sactii«

3 Munuu J

46
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Generations after him in the lapse of many years, was Sid Raj, a
name known to the world

;
whose frame was encased in the riches of

victory, and whose deeds were sounded over the curtain of the earth
;

and who, by the Are of his own frame arid fortune,* heaped up uncon-
sumable wealth.

After him was Kumar Pal Deo. What was he like, who by the

strength of his invincible mind crushed all his foes; whose commands the

other sovereigns of the earth placed on their foreheads
;
who compelled

the lord of Sacambhari to bow at his feet
; who in person carried his arms

to Sewaluk, the motktffiitiv lords to bow before him, even in the

city of Salpuri ?

On the mountain Chutterkote are the lord of men, in spor^

placed this [writingf] arffld^t the abode of the gods
;
even on its pinnacle

did he place it. Why ? That it might be beyond the reach of the hands
of fools

!

As Nissa-Nath, the lord who rules the night, looking on the faces

the fair Kaminis below, feels envious of their fairness, and ashamed of the

dark spots on his own countenance, even so does Chutterkote blush at

seeing this (Prasishca) on her pinnacle.

Samvat 1207, (month and day broken off.)

No. VII.

Inscriptions on copper«plates found at Nadole relative to the
Chohan princes.

The treasury of knowledge of the Almighty {Jina) (i) cuts the knots
and intentions of mankind. Pride, conceit, desire, anger, avarice. It is

a partition to the three* worlds. Such is Mahavira ;f may he grant thee

happiness I

In ancient times the exalted race of Chohan had sovereignty to the

bounds of ocean
;
and in Nadole swayed Laeshman, Raja. He had a son

named Lohia (2); ai^ his Bulraj (3), his Vigraha Pal (4); from him
sprung Mahindra Deva (5); his son was Sri Anhula (6), the cliief

amongst the princes of his time, whose fortunes were known to all. His
son was Sri Bal Persad (7) ; but having no issue, his younger brother,

Jaitr Raj (8). succeeded. His son was Priihvti Pal (9), endued with

strength and Bery qualities
; but he having no issue, was succeeded bv his

younger brother Jul (lo); he by his brother ^faun Raja (il), the abode
of fortune. His son was Alan deva% (12). When he mounted the throne,

he reflected this world was a fable; that this frame, composed of unclean

elements, of flesh, blood, and dust, was brought to existence in pain.

Versed in the books of faith, he reflected on the evanescence of youth,

resembling the scintillation of the flre»flyf that riches were as the

dew-drop on the lotos- leaf, for a moment resembling the pearl, but soon

* 1'ribhtiwan-loca
;
or Patala, Mirtha,’^Swerga.

t Mahavira, to wliom the temple was thus endowed by the Chohan
prince, follower of Siva, was the last of the twenty*four j^inas, or apostles

of the Jains.

X t he prince being the twelfth from Laeshman, allowing twentv-two
yeats to a reign 264

—

I2i8
; date of inscription, S. 954, or A. D. 898, the

period oi Laeshman. § Kudheata*
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to didappe^r* Thus fn^ditatiiig, he eotnmanded his servants^ and sent
them forth to his chieftains, to desire them to bestow happiness on others,

and to walk in the paths of faith.

In Samvat 1218, in the month of Sawun the 29th,* performing the
sacrifice to fire, and pouring forth libations to the dispeller pf darkness,
he bathed the image of the omniscient, the lord of things which move and
are immoveable, Sudasiva, with the panch’amrit,’\ and made the gifts of

gold, grain, and clothes to his spiritual teacher, preceptor, and the
Brahmins, to their heart’s desire. Taking til in his hand, with rings on
his finger of the cusa (grass), holding water and rice on the palm of his

hand, he made a gift of five ntoodras monthly in perpetuity to the Sanderd
GatchfiX for saffron, sandal-wood, and ghee for the service of the temple
of Mahavita in the white market (mandra) of the town. Hence this

copper>plate. This charity which I have bestowed will continue as long
as the Sanderd Gatcha exist to receive, and my issue to grant it.

To whoever may rule hereafter 1 touch their hands, that it may be
perpetual. Whoever bestows charity will live sixty thousand years in

heaven
; whoever resumes it, the like in hell

!

Of Pragvavansa,§ his name Dhurnidhur, his son Kurmchund being
minister, and the sastri Munorut Ram, with his sons Visala and Sridhara,

by writing this inscription made his name resplendent. By Sri Alan's
own hand was this copper«>pIate bestowed. Samvat 1218,

TREATY between the Honourable the English East-India Company and
Mahararia Bheem Sing, Kana of Oudeepoor, concluded by Mr.
Charles rheophilus Metcalfe on the part of the Honourable Company,
in virtue of full powers granted by his Excellency the Most Noble the

Marquis of Hastings, K. G.» Governor-General, and by Thakoor
/ijeet Sing on the part of the Maharana, in virtue of full powers

confirmed by the Maharana aforesaid.

First There shall be perpetual friendship, alliance, and
unity of interests between the two states, from generation to generation

and the friends and enemies of one shall be the friends and enemies of

both.

Second Article.—The British Government engages to protect the

principality and territory of Oudeepur.

Third Article Maharana of Oudeepur will always act in sub-
ordinate co-operation with the British Government, and acknowledge its

supremacy, and will not have any connexion with other chiefs or states.

Fourth Article Maharana of Oudeepur will not enter into any
negotiation with any chief or state without the knowledge and sanction of

the British Government; but his usual amicable correspondence with
frien<is and relations shall continue.

Fifth Article.^ Mahafana of Oudeepur will not commit aggres-
sions upon any one

;
and if by accident a dispute arise with any one, it

shall be submitted to the arbitration and award of the British Government.
I

^

* Sttdichoudus

t Milk, curds, clarified butter, honey, butter, and sugar,
i <Jne of eighty-four divisions of Jain tribes.

$ Poorval) a branch of the Oswai race of Jain laity.
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Sixth Arh’c/#.—One-fourth of the revenue of the dctuat territory o(

Oudeepur shall be paid annually to the British Government as tribute for

five years; and after that term three-eighths in perpetuity. The Maha^
rana will not have connection with any other power on account of tribute,

and if any one advance claims of that nature, the British Government
engages to reply to them.

Seventh Article .—Whereas the Maharana represents that portions

of the dominions of Oudeepur have fallen, by improper means, into the

possession of others, and solicits the restitution of those places: the

British Government from a want of accurate information is not able to

enter into any positive engagement on this subject
|
but will always keep

in view the renovation of the prosperity of the state of Oudeepur, and
after ascertaining the nature of each case, will use its best exertions for

the accomplisnment of the object, on every occasion on which it may be
proper to do so. Whatever places may thus be restored to the state of

Oudeepur by the aid of the British Government, three-eighths of their

revenues shall be paid in perpetuity to the British Government.

Eighth Article .—The troops of the state of Oudeepur shall be

furnished according to its means, at the requisition of the British

Government.

Ninth Ar/tWe—-The Maharana of Oudeepur shall always be absolute

ruler of his own country, and the British jurisdiction shall not be in-

troduced into that principality.

Tenth Article .—The present treaty of ten articles having been con-

cluded at Oihlee, and signed and sealed by Mr. Charles Theophilus
Metcalfe and Thakoor Ajeet bing Bahadoor, the ratifications of the same,
by his Excellency the Most Noble the Governor- General, and Maharana
Bheem Sing, shall be mutually delivered within a month from this date*

Done at Dihlee, this thirteenth day of January, A* D. i8i8.

(Signed) C. T. METCALFE, (L.S.)

„ THAKOOR AJEET SING, (L.8.)

End or Vol. I.
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TO

HIS MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

WILLIAM THE FOUllTn.
Sire,

Your Majesty has graciously sanctioned the presenta-

tion of the Second Volume of the Annals OF Rajpootana
to the public under the auspices of Your Majesty^s name.

In completing this work, it has been my endeavour to

draw a faithful picture of States, the ruling principle of which

js the paternity of the Sovereign. That this patriarchal form

is the best suited to the genius of the people, may be pre-

sumed from its durability, which war, famine, and anarchy

have failed to destroy. The throne has always been the

watch-word and rallying-point of the Rajpoots. My prayer

is, that it may continue so, and that neither the love of con-

quest, nor false views of policy, may tempt us to subvert the

independence of these States, some of which have braved

the storms of more than ten centuries.

It will not, I trust, be deemed presumptuous in the

Annalist of these gallant and long-oppressed races thus to

solicit for them a full measure of Your Majesty^s gracious pat-

ronage ; in return for which, the Rajpoots, making Your

Majesty’s enemies their own, would glory in assuming the

‘ saffron robe,' emblematic of death or victory, under the banner

of that chivalry of which Your Majesty is the head.

That Your Majesty’s throne may ever be surrounded by

chiefs who will act up to the principles of fealty maintained

at all hazards by the Rajpoot, is the heartfelt aspiration of,

SiRI5^

Your Majesty's

Devoted subject and servant,

JAMES TOD.





INTRODUCTION.

I
N placing before the Pabllc the concluding volume of the Annils of Raj-

pootana, 1 have fulfilled what I considered to be a sacred obligation
to the races amongst whom I have passed the better portion of my life

;

and although no man can more highly appreciate public approbation,
I am far less eager to court that approbation, than to awaken a
sympathy for the objects of my work, the interesting people of Raj-
pootana.

I need add nothing to what was urged in the Introduction to the First

Volume on the subject of Indian History
;
and trust that, however slight

the analogy between tlie chronicles of the Hindus and those of Europe, as
historical works, they will serve to banish the reproach, which India has so
long laboured under, of possessing no records of past events : my only fear
now is, that they may be thought redundant.

I think I may confidently affirm, that whoever, without being alarmed
at their bulk, has the patience attentively to peruse these Annals, cannot
fail to become well acquainted with all the peculiar features of Hindu so-
ciety, and will be enabled to trace the foundation and progress of each stat«
in Rajpootana, as well as to form a just notion of the character of a
people upon whom, at a. future period our existence in India may
depend.

Whatever novelty the enquirer into the origin of nations may find in

these pages, I am ambitious to claim for them a higher title than a mass
of mere archaeological data, i'o see humanity under every aspect, and to
observe tlie influence of different creeds upon man in his social capacity,
must ever be one of the highest sources of mental enjoyment; and I may
hope that the personal qualities herein delineated, will allow the labourer in

this vast field of philosophy to enlarge his sphere of acquaintance with
human varieties. In the present circumstances of our alliance with these
states every trait of national character, and even every traditional incident,
which by leading us to understand and respect their peculiarities, may
enable us to secure their friendship and esteem, become of infinite impor-
tance. The more we study their history, the better shall we comprehend
the causes of their intternational quarrels, the origin of their tributary
engagements, secret principles of their mutual repulsion, and the sources
of their strength and their weakness as an aggregate body : without which
knowledge it is impossible we can arbitrate with justice in their national
dispute; and, as respects ourselves, we may convert a means of defence
into a source of bitter hostility.

It has been my aim to diversify as much as possible the details of this
volume. In the Annals of Marwar, I have traced the conquest and peo«
pling of an immense region by a handful of strangers

; and have dwells
perhaps, with tedious minuteness on the long reign of Raja Ajit Sing and
the thirty years’ war, to shew what the energy of one of these petty stales,
impelled by a sense of oppression, effected against the colossal power of
its enemies. It is a portion of their history which should be deeply studied
by those who have succeeded to the paramount power

; for Arungzeb had
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lesf reasdn to distrust the stability of his dominion than we have ; yet what
is now the house of Timour ? The resources of Marwar were reduced to

as low an ebb at the close of Ariin«:;zeb’s reig^n, as they are at the present

time: yet did that stale surmount ail its difficulties, and* bring armies into

the field that annihilated the forces of the empire. Let us not, then,

mistake the supineness engendered by long oppression, for want of

feeling, nor mete out to these high-spirited people the same measure of

contumely, with which we have treated the subjects of our earlier con-
quests.

The AnnaU of the Bhattis may be considered as the link connecting

the tribes of India Proper with the ancient races west of the Indus, or Indo-

Scythia ; and although they will but slightly interest the general reader,

the antiquary may find in them many new topics for investigation, as well

as in the Sketch of the Desert, which has preserved the relics of names that

once promised immortality.

The patriarchal simplicity of the Jit communities, upon whose ruins

the state of Bikaner was founded, affords a picture, however imperfect,

of petty republics,—a form of Government little known to eastern des-

potism, and proving the tenacity of the ancient Gete's attachment to

liberty.

Amber, and its scion Shekhavati, possess a still greater interest from
their contiguity to our frontier. A multitude of singular privileges is at-

tached to the Sekl»avali federation, which it behoves the paramount power
thoroughly to understand, lest it should be led by false views to pursue a
policy detrimental to them as well as to ourselves. To this extensive

community belong the Larkhanis, so utterly unknown to us, that a recent

internal tumMlt of that tribe was at first mistaken for an irruption of our

old enemies, the Pindarries.

Harouti may claim our regard from the high bearing of its gallant

race, the ^aras
;
and the singular character of the individual with whose

biography us history closes, and which cannot fail to impart juster notions

of the genius of Asiatics.

So much for the matter of this volume :—with regard to the mannerr
as the Rajpoots abhor all p\esis ad misericordiam, so likewise does their

annalist, who begs to repeat, in order to deprecate a standard of criticism

inapplicable to tfiis performance, that it professes not to be constructed

on exact historical principles : Non historia, sed particulos histori(B,

In conclusion, 1 adopt the peroration of the ingenuous, pious, and
liberal Abulfazil, when completing his History of the Provinces of India:
“ Praise be unto God, that by the assistance of his Divine Grace, 1 have

completed the History of the Rajpoots. The account cost me a great

deal of trouble in collecting, and 1 found such difficulty in ascertaining

dates, and in reconciling the contradictions in the several histories of

the Princes of Rajpootana^ that I had nearly resolved to relinquish the

task altogether ; but who can resist the decrees of Fate 7 I trust that

those, who have been able to obtain belter information, will not dwell

upon my errors; but that upon ibe whole I may meet with approbation/*

York Place, Portman SauARt,

March loihf 183a.



ANNALS OP MARWAR.

CHAPTER I.

MARWAR is a corruption of Maroo-war, classically cf*

Afaroosthan, ‘ the region of death/ It is also caWe^i Afaroo desa,

whence the unintelligible Mardes of the early Mahomedan writers, f he
bards frequently style it Mordkur, which is synonymous with Maroo-desa^
or, when it suits their rhyme, simply Maroo. rhou^h now restricted to

the country subject to the Rahthore race, its ancient and appropriate ap-
plication compreliended the entire ‘ desert,’ from the Sutlej to the ocean.

A concise genealogical sketch of the Rahthore rulers of Marwar has
already been given

;
we shall therefore briefly pass over those times

‘ when a genealogical tree would strike root in my soil when the ambi-
tion of the Rahthores, whose branches (sachoe) spread rapidly over the

region of deaths* was easily gratified with a solar pedigree. As it is

desirable, however, to record their own opinions regarding their origin,

we shall make e.xtracts from the chronicles (hereafter enumerated), instead

of fusing tlie whole into one mass, as in the Annals of Mevvar. The
reader will occasionally be presented with simple translations of whatever
is most interesting in the Rahthore records.

Let us begin with a treatment of the author’s authorities
;

first, a
genealogical roll of the Rahthores, furnished by a Yati, or Jain priest, from
the temple of Nadolaye.^ This roll is about fifty feet in length, com-
mencing, as usual, with a theogony, followed by tlie production of the
* first Rahthore from the spine {raht) of Indra,’ the nominal father being
" Yavanaswa, prince of Parlipur.” Of the topography of Parlipur, the

Rahthores have no* other notion than that it was in the north
;
but in the

declared race of their progenitor, a Yavan prince, of the Aswa or Asi

tribe,f we have a proof of the Scythic orgin of this Rajpoot family.

The chronicle proceeds with the foundation of Kanya-cubja.J or

Canouj, and the origin of Cama-dhwaja,§ {vulgo Chamdhuj), the titular

appellation of its princes, and concludes with the thirteen great sacha,

or ramifications of the Rahtores, and their Gotra^acharya or genealo-
gical creed.

II

Another roll, of considerable antiquity, commences in the fabulous

age, with a long string of names, without tacts
; its sole value consists in

* An ancient town in Marwar.

f One of the four tribes which overturned the Greek kingdom of
Bactria. Th^ ancient Hindu CQsmographers claim the Aswa as a grand
branch of their early family, and doubtless the lnjdo*Scythic people, from
the Oxiis to the Ganges, were one race. ^

t From Cubja (spine) of the (Kanya),
i Cama-dhwajat *the banner of Cupid.'

11
Gotama Goir^t Mardwandani Sacha^ Sookracharya Gurti, Gar*
Agnii Pankhani Devi^
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th« Mteem in which the trnbe htlds it. We may omit all that precedes
Nayn Pal, who, in the year S. 526 (A. D. 470*), conquered Canouj^
slaying its monarch Ajipal

;
from which period the racsi was termed

Canoujea Rahthore. The gfenealojjy proceeds to Jeichund, the last

raonarch of Canouj
;
relates the emigiration of his nephew Seoji, or Sevaji,

and his establishment in the desert {Marooiuar)^ with a handful of his

brethren a wreck (a wreck of the mighty kingdom of Canouj) ;
and termi-

nates with the death of Raja Jeswunt Sing, S. 1735 (A. D. 1679), des-

cribing every branch and scion, until we see them spreading over Maroo,

Genealogy ceases to he an uninteresting pursuit, when it enables us
to mark the progress of animal vegetation, from the germ to the complete
development of the tree, \intil the land is overshadowed with its branches ;

and bare as is the chronicle to the moralist or historian, it exhibits to the

observer of the powers of the animal economy, data, which the annals of

no other people on eartli can furnish. In A.D. 1193, we seethe throne

of Jeichund overturned ; his nephew, with a handful of retainers, taking

services, with a petty chieftain in the Indian desert. In less than four

centurres, we find the descendants of these exiles of the Ganges occupy-
ing nearly the whole of the desert

;
having founded three capitals, studded

the land with the castles of its feudality, and bringing into the field fifty

thousand mtn, ek bap ea beta, * the sons of one father,' to combat the

emperor of Delhi. What a contrast does their unnoticed growth present

to that of the Islamite conquerors of Canouj, of whom five dynasties

passed away in ignorance of the renovated existence of the Rahthore,
until the ambition of Shere Shah brought him into contact with the

descendants of Seoji, whose valour caused him to exclaim “he had nearly

lost the crown of India for a handful of barley,'' in allusion to the

poverty of their land !

What a sensation does it not excite, when we know that a sentiment
of kindred pervades every individual of this immense affiliated body, who
can point out, in the great tree, the branch of his origin, whilst not one
is too remote from the main stem to forget its pristine connection with

it ! The moral sympathies created by such a system pass unheeded by

the chronicler, who must deem it futile to describe what all sensibly feel,

and which renders his page, albeit little more than a string of names,
one of paramount interest to the * sons of Seoji.’

The third authority is the Sooraj Prakas (Surya Prakasa)^ composed
by the bard Kurnidhan, during the reign and by command of Raja

Abhye Sing. This poetic history, comprised in 7,500 stanzas, was copied

from the original manuscript, and sent to me by Raja Man, in the year

1820.^ As usual, the kavi (bard) commences with the origin of all things,

tracing the Rahthores from the creation down to Soomitra
;
from whence

if a blank until he recommences with the name of Camdhuj, which appears

to have been the title assumed by Nayn Pal, on his conquest of Canouj.

Although Kurnidhan mnst have taken his facts from the royal records,

* It is a singular fact, that there is no available date beyond the

fourth century for any of the great Rajpoot families, all of whom are

brought from the north. This was ihh period of one of the grand *r*'‘^P*

tions of Gctic races from Central Asia, who established kingdoms in the

Punjab and on the Indus. Pal or Pali, the universal adjunct to every

proper name, indicates the pastoral race of these invaders. .
.

t This manuscript is deposited in the library of the Royal As*3‘*

Society.
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they correspond very well with the roll from Nadoltyt. The bard
however, in a great Intrry to bring the founder of the Rahthores into Mar-
war, and slurs over the defeat and death of Jeicimnd. Nor does he
dwell long on his descendants, though he enumerates them all, and points

out the leading events until he reaches the reign of Jeswunt Sing, grand-
father of Abhye Sing, who “ commanded the bard to write the Sooraj
Prakas,

The next authority is the Raj R-oopac Akhtat^ or * the royal relations/
This work commences with a short account of the Suryavansa, from their
cradle at Ayodhya

;
then takes up Seoji’s migration, and in the same

strain as tlie preceding work, rapidly passes over all events until the
death of Raja Jeswunt

;
but it becomes a perfect chronicle of events

during the minority of his successor Ajit, his eventful reign, and that of

Abhye Sing, to the conclusion of the war against Sirbolund Khan, viceroy
of Guzerat. Throwing aside the meagre historical introduction, it is

professedly a chronicle of the events from S. 1735 (A. D. 1679), to S.

1787 (A. D. 1734)1 the period to which the Sooraj Prakas is brought
down.

A portion of the Bcejy Vulas, a poem of 100,000 couplets, also fell

into my hands : it chiefly relates to the reign of the prince whose name it

bears, Beejv Sing, the son of Bukht Sing. It details the civil wars waged
by Beejy Sing and his cousin Ram Sing (son of Abhye Sing), And the

consequent introduction of the Mahrattas into Marwar.

From a biographical work named simply Kheat, or • Story,' I

obtained that portion which relates to the lives of Raja Oodi Sing, the

friend of Akbar; his son Raja Guj, and grandson Jeswunt Sing. These
sketches exhibits in true colours the character of the Rahthores,

Besides these, I caused to be drawn up by an intelligent man, who
had passed his life in office at Jodhpur, a memoir of transactions from
the death of Ajit Sing, in A. D. 1629, down to the treaty with the

English government in A. D. 1818. The ancestors of the narrator had
filled offices of trust in the stale, and he was a living chronicle both of

the past and present.

From these sources, from conversations with the reigning sovereign,

his nobles, his ambassadors, and subjects, materials were collected for

this sketch of the Rahthores,—barren, indeed, of events at first, but re-

dundant of them as we advance.

A genealogical table of the Rahthores is added, shewing the grand
offsets, whose descendants constitute the fQiidi\\/rerage of the present day.
A glance at this table will shew the claims of each house ;

and in its

present distracted condition, owing to civil broils, will enable the para-
mount power to mediate, when necessary, with impartiality, in the conflic-

ting claims of the prince and his feudatories.

We shall not attempt to solve the question, whether the Rahthores are,

or are not, Rawud^vansa, “ Children of the Sun’
;
nor shall we dispute

either the birth or etymon of the first Rahthore (from the raht or spine ,cf

Indra), or search in the north for the kingdom of the nominal father; but
be content to conclude that this celestial interference in the household con-
cerns of the Parlipur prince was invented to cover some disgrace. The
name of Vavana, with the adjunct Aswa or Asit indicates the Indo-
Scythic 'barbarian' from beyond the Indus. In the genealogy of the
Lunar races descended of Budha and Ella {Mercury and (t^he Earth),
the five* 801)9 of Ba^*aswa ak'o made to people the countries on
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and beyond thelndu^; and in tiie scanty records of Alexander’s invasion,

mention is made of many races, as the Asasense and Asacani, still dwelling

in these regions.

This period was fruitful in change to the old established dynasties
of tlie Hindu continent, when numerous races of barbarians, viz,, Huns,
Parthians, and Getes, had fixed colonies on her western and northern
frontiers.*

“In S. 526 (A.D, 470), Nayn Pal obtained Canouj, from which
period the Rahthores assumed the title of Camdhnj, His son was Pudarut.f
his Poonja, from whom sprung the thirteen great families, bearing the

patronymic Camdhuj, viz. :

“ist. Dhurma Bhumbo; his descendants styled Danesra Camdhuj.
“ 2nd. Bhanooda, who fought the Afghans at l^atigia^^aiKi founded

Abhipur
;
hence the Abhipu ra Camdhuj

.

“3rd. VirachariSraT^io married the daughter of Hamira Chohan, of

Anhulpur Pattun
;

he had fotirteen sons, who emigrated to the Dekhari ;

his descendants called Kuppolia Camdhuj,

“4th. Umrabeejy, who married the daughter of the Pramara prince of

Korahgurh on the Ganges slew 16,000 Pramaras, and took possession

of Korah, whence the Korah Carndhuj-X

“5h. Soojun Biaode
;

h\% dtscGt\dtit\is jfirkhaira Camdhuj

,

“ 6th. Pudma, who conquered Orissa, and also Bogilana, from Raja
Tejmun Yadu.

**7th. Aihar, who took Bengal from the Yadus; hence Aihara Cam*
dhiij,

“ 8th. Bardeo ; his elder brother offered him in appanage Benares,

and eighty-four townships
;

but he preferred founding a city which he

called Parukpur :§ his descendants Paruk Camdhuj

“9th. Oogra-Prebhoo, who made a pilgrimage to the shrine of Hing-
laz Chandel,|| who, pleased with the severity of his penance, caused a

sword to ascend from the fountain, with which he conquered the southern

countries touching the ocean his descendants Chandaila Camdhuj,

Mookta-Mun, who conquered possessions in the north from

Bhan Tuar; his descendants Beera Camdhuj,

“ llth. Bhurut, at the age of sixty-one, conquered Reneksir, under

the nortjicrn hills^ from Roodra-sen of the Birgoojur tribe
;

his descendants

styled Bhureau Camdhuj.

Comas. Annals of Mewar. Getc or Jit Inscriptions, Appendix.

Vol. 1.

f Called Bharat in the Yati*s roll ; an error of one or other of the

authorities, in transcribing from the more ancient records.
^ .

J An inscription given in the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic

Society (Vol. IX. p. 440), found at Korah, relates to a branch of the

Conouj family.

{ Qu. Parkur, towards the Indus ?

jl On the coast of Mekran.
.

^ If wc can credit these legends, we see the Rahthore Rajpoots

spreading oyer all India. I give these bare facts veriaiint as some traces

may yet remain of the races in those countries.
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Allunkul founded Khyroda; fought the (Moslems) on the

banks of the Attok : his descendants Khyrodea Camdhuj\
” 13th. Chand obtained Tarapoor in the north. He married a

daueliter^of the Chowan of Tahera,* a city well known to the world ; with
her he came to Benares.

And thus the race of Surya multiplied.”

” Bhumbo,t Dlierma-Bhumbo, sovereign of Canouj, had a son,

Ajy-Chund.f For twenty-one generations they bore the titles of Rao ;

afterwards that of Raja, Oodicliund, Nirpati, Keneksen, Sehes-sal,

Megsen, Birbhadra, Deosen, Bimiilsen, Dansen, Mokund, Bhoodu, Raj-
sen, Tripal, Sree-poonja, Beejy Chund,§ his son Jeichund, who became the

Naek of Canouj, with the surname Du! Pangla.”

Nothing is related of the actions of these princes, from the conquest of

Canouj by Nayn Pal, in A.D. 470, and the establishment of his thirteen

grandsons in divers countries, until we reach Jeichund, in whose person

(A.D. 1193) terminated the Rahthore sovereignty on the Ganges
;
and we

have only twenty-one names to fill up the space of seven centuries,

although the testimony on which it is given|| asserts there were twenty-one

princes bearing the title of Rao prior to the assumption of that of Raja.
But the important information is omitted as to who was the first to

assume this title. I'here are names in the Yati^s roll that are not in the

SooVitj Prakas, which we have followed
;
and one of these, ” Rungut

Dhwaj/' is said to have overcome Jesraj Tuar, king of Dellu, for whose
period we have correct data

: yet we cannot incorporate the names in the

Yati’s roll with that just given without vitiating each
;
and as we have no

facts, it is useless to perplex ourselves with a barren genealogy. But we
can assert that it must have been a splendid dynasty, and that their

actions, from the conqueror Nayn Pal, to the last prince, Jeichund, were
well deserving of commemoration. That they were commemorated in

written records, there cannot be a doubt
;
for the trade of the bardic

chroniclers in India has flourished in all ages.

Although we have abundant authority to assert the grandeur of the

kingdom of Canouj^ at the period of its extinction, both from the bard
Chund and the concurrent testimony of Mahomedan authors, yet are we
astonished at the description of the capital, laitested not only by the annals
of the Rahthores, but by those of their antagonists, the Chohans.

The circumvallation of Canouj covered a space of more than thirty

miles; and its numerous forces obtained for its prince the epithet of *'Dul
Pangla/' meaning that the mighty host (Dul) was lame or’ had a halt in

its movements owing to its numbers, of which Ciiund observes, thit in the
march “the van had reached their ground ere the rear had moved off.”

The Sooraj Prakas gives the amount of this army, which in numbers might
compete with the most potent which, in ancieut or modern times, was ever

* A city often mentioned by Ferishta, in the early limes of the
Mahomedans.

t Nayn Pal must have preceded Dherma-Bhumbo by five or six
generations.

^

*

I Called Abhe-Chand, in the Sooraj Prakas.

§ Also styXtd Beejy Pal
;
classically Vijy Pala^ * Fosterer of Victory/

II
The Sooraj Prakas.

^ See Inscriptions of Jeichund, Vijyachund, and Korah, in the 9lh
and i4ih Vois. of the Asiatic Researches,
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sent into the field. **Ei^hty thousand men in armour
; thirty thousand

horse covered with or quilted mail
;
three hundred thousand paeks

or infantry
;
and of bow-men and battle-axes two hundred thousand

;
be-

sides a cloud of elephants bearing warriors.

The immense army was to oppose the Yavana beyond the Indus ;
for,

as the chronicle says, “The kin:; of Gor and Irak ^crossed the Attok.
Tiiere Jev Sing met the conflict, when tl»e Nilab changed its name to

Soorkhab* There was the Ethiopic (Habshee) king, and the skilful Frank
learned in all arts,^ overcome by the lord of Canouj.’*

The chronicles of the Chohans, the sworn foe of the Rahthores, repeat

the greatness of the monarch of Canouj, give him the title ai^'^Mandalica**

They affirm that he overcame the king of the north, J making eight tribu-

tary king’s prisoners
;
that he twice defeated Sidraj, king of Anhulwarra,

and extended his dominions south of the Nerbudda, and that at length, in

the fulness of his pride, he had divine honours paid him in the rite Soen^
air. This distinction, which iiwolves the most august cerem.>iM ,

and is

held as a virtual assumption of universal supremacy, had in all ages been
attended with disaster. In the rite of Soeuair, every office, down to the

scullion of the “Rusorah," or banquet-hall, must be performed by royal

personages
;
nor had it been attempted by any of the dynasties which

ruled India since the Pandu : not even Vicrama, though the introduced his

own era, had the audacity to attempt what the Rahthore determined to

execute. All India was agitated by the accounts of the magnificence of

the preparations, and circular invitations were despatched to every prince,

inviting him to assist at the pompous ceremony, which was to conclude vvith

the nuptials of the raja’s only daughter, who, according to the customs of

those days, would select her future lord from the assembled chivalry of

India. The Chohan bard described the revelry and magnificence of the

scene : the splendour of the Yug’sala, or ‘ hall of sacrifice,’ surpassing all

powers of description ;
in which \^as assembled ail the princes of India,

''save the lord of the Chohans, and Samara of Mewar,” who scorning this

assumption of supremacy, Jeichund made their effigies in gold, assigning

to them the most servile posts
;
that of the king of the Chohans being

Poleah, or ‘ porter of the hall.’ Prilhiraj, whose life was one succession

of feats of arms and gallantry, had a double^motive for action—love and
revenge. He determined to enjoy both, or perish in the attempt; to

“spoil the sacrifice and bear away the fair of Canouj from its halls, though

beset by all the heroes of Hind.” The details of this exploit form the

most spirited of the sixty-nine books of the bard. The Chohan executed

his purpose, and, with the elite of warriors of Delhi, bore off the princess

in open day from Canouj. A desperate running-fight of five days took

place. To use the words of the bard, “he preserved his prize
;
he gained

immortal renown, but he lost the sinews of Delhi,” So did Jeichund

those of Canouj
;
and each, who had singly repelled all attacks of the

kings, fell in turn a prey to the Ghori-Sultan, who skilfully availed

himself of these international feuds, to make a permanent conquest of

India.

* The Nil-abt or ‘blue-water,* the Indus, changed its name to the

‘Red -stream’ {Soork-ab), or ‘ensanguined.’

t It is singular that Chund likewise mentionp the Frank as being i*;*

the army of Shabudin, in the conquest of lus sovereign Prilhiraj. H this

be true, it must have been a desultory or fugitive band of ctusaders.

X They thus style the kings west of the Indus.
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We may here briefly describe the state of flindusthan at this epoch,

eind for centuries previous to the invasions of Mahmoud.

There were four great kingdoms, viz.t

1st. Delhi, under the I'ljars and Chohans
;

2nd. Canouj, urider tlie Rahtiiores
;

•

3rd. MEWAR.'Tiunder the Ghelotes ;

4th. Anhulwarra, under the Chaura s and Solankis.

To one or other of these states, the numerous petty princes of India
paid homage and feudal service. The lioundary between Delhi and
Canouj was the Cali-uadii or ‘ black stream / tlm Calindi of the Greek
geographers. Delhi claimed supreniacy over all the countries westward
to the' tndus, embracing the lands watered by its arms, frcm the foot of

the Himalaya,—the desert,—to the Aravali chain. 'Die Chohan king,

successor to the Tuars, enumerated one hundred and eight great vassals,

many of whom were subordinate princes.

The power of Canouj extended north to the foot of the snowy
mountains

;
estward to Casi (Benares)

;
and across the Chumbul to the

lands of the Chundail (now Bundelkhund)
\
on the south its possession

came in contact with Mewar.

Mewar, or Medya-viay^ the * central region,* was bounded to the north

by the Aravali, to the south by the Pramaras of Dhar (dependent on
Canouj), and westward by Anhulwarra, which state Was bounded by the

ocean to the south, the Indus on the west, and the desert to the north.

There are records of great wars amongst all these Princes. The
Chohans and Ghelotes, wliose dominions were contiguous, were generally

allies, and the R^hthores and Tuars (predecessors of the Chohans) who
were only divided by the Cali-nadi, often dyed it with their blood. Yet
this warfare was never of an exterminating kind

;
a marriage quenched a

feud, and they remained friends until some new cause of s»rile arose.

If, at the period preceding Mahmoud, tlie traveller l»ad journeyed
through the courts of Europe, and taken the line of route, in subsequent

ages pursued by Timoor, by By/iiltium, through Ghizni (adorned with the

spoils of India), to Delhi, Canouj, and Anhulwarra, liow superior in all

that constitutes civilization would the Rajpoot piinces have appeared to

liiin !— in arts immeasurably so
;

in arms by no means inferior. At that

epoch, in the west, as in the ^st, every state was governed on feudal

principles. Happily for Europe, the democratical principle gained ad-
mittance, and imparted a new character to her institutions; while the

third estate of India, indeed of Asia, remained permanently excluded
from all share in the govefnmeni which was supported by its labour, every
pursuit but that of arms bating deemed ignoble. 'I'o this cause, and
the endless wars wliich ’feudality engenders, Rajpoot nationality fell a
victim, when attacked by the means at command of the despotic kings
of the north.

Sliabudin, king of Ghor, taking advantange of these dissen.sions,

\nvaded India. He first ou.i^tred Pirihiraj, the. Chohan king of Delhig
the outwork and bulwark of India, whicli fell. Shabudin then attacked
Jeiclmnd, who was weakened by the previous struggle. Canouj put forth
all her strengtl», but in vain

;
and lier monarch was the last son of, “ t/te

Yava 7ta of Parlipoor," who ruled on the banks of the Ganges. Het met
a dea»)j congenial to the Hindu, being drowned in the sacred stream ia
attempting to escape.
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This event happened in S. 1249 (A* D. 1193), from which period the
overgfrown, sforgeous Canouj ceased to be a Hindu city, whom the thirty-

six races" of vassal princes, from the llimalayajto llie Vindhya, wlio served
under the banners of “ Bardai Senn/^* retired to their patrimonial estates.

But thoufjh the Rahthore name ceased to exist on the shores of the Gan^>es,

destiny decreed that a scion should be preserved, to produce in a less

favoured land a longf line of kinifs ;
tl>at in thirty-one ^t-nei alions, his

descendant, Raja Man, **Rnj\ Rajeswara,'* * the kii>^, the lord of kine^s,'

should be as vain glorious of the sceptre of Maroo, as eiliier Jt-icfuind

when he commanded divine honours, or his still more remote ancestor
Na\n Pal fourteen centuries before, when he erected his throne in Canouj.
The Rahthore may well boast of his pedigree, when he can trace it through
a period of 1360 years, in lineal descent from male to male

;
and con*

tented with this, may leave to the mystic page of the bard, or the inter-

polated pages of the Furanas, the period preceding Nay Pal*

CHAPTER II.

*1 N S. 1268 (A. D. 1212), eighteen years subsequent to the overthrow of

Canouj. Seoji and Saltram, grandsons of its last monarch, abandoned
the land of their birth, and with two hundred retainers, the wreck of

their vassalage, journeyed westward to the desert with the intent, ac-

cording to some of the chronicles, of making a pilgrimage to the shrine

of Dwarica
;
but according to others, and with more probability, to

cirvp itieir fortunes in fresh fields, unscathed by the luxuries in which
they had been tried, and proud in their poverty and sole heritage, the

glory of Canouj,

Let us rapidly sketch the geography of the tribes over whom it was
destined these emigranis of the Ganges should obtain the mastery, from
the Jumna to the Indus, and ihe Garati river to tfie Aravali hills.

First, on the east, the Cuchwahas, under Milaisi. whose father, Rao
Pujoon, was killed in the war of Canorij. Ajmeer, Sariibhiir, and the

best Gnds of the Chohans, fell rapirlly to the Islamite—though the strong-

holds of the Aravali yet sheltered some, and Nadole continued for a

century more to be governed by a descendant of Beesiildeo. Mansi, Rana
of the Eendoh tribe, a branch of the Purihars, still held Mundore, and
the various Bhomias around paid him a feudal subjection as the first

chief of the desert. Northward, about Nagore, lived the community of

the Mohils (a name now extinct), whose chief place was Aureent, on which

depended I',44o villages. The whole of the tracts now occupied by

B'kaneer^to Bhatndr were partitioned into petty republics of Getes or Jits,

whose history will hereafter be related. Thence to the Garah river, the

Johyas, Dyas, Cathse Langah^s, and other tribes whose names are now
ofiliterated. partly by the sword, partly by convfosion to Islamism. Ihe

Bhaltis had for centuries been established within the bounds tliey still

inh *bit, and little expected that this liand/ul of Rahthores was destined to

contract them. The Soda princes adjoined the Bhattis south, and the

JKar^jas occupied the valley of the Indus and Cutch. ihe Solan kis

• Another title of the monarch of Canouj, ** the bard of the host»

from which we are led to understand he was as .wcll Versed in the poetic

MTt, as his rival, the Chohan prince of Delhi.
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intervened between them and the Pramaras of Aboo and Chandravati,
wl>ich comphMfd rl^e cliaiii bv junction with Nadole. Various cibeftains

of file niorc; ancienf races, leading a life of fearless independence, acknow-
led- io^ an occ sion^l sulunission fo their more powerful nei^jlibour's,

were scattered tliron^hoiit liiis space
;
such as the U obeys of Eedur and

Mehwo
;
the G'^hils of Klierdliur

;
the Dcn'ras of Sanchore

;
and Soni-

guiras of Jhalore
;

ti e Moluls of Aureent
;

tlie SanUlas of Siiidli, etc.;

all of whom have either had their birthright seized by the Rahtbore, or the
few who have survived and yet retain them, are enrolled amofigst their

allodial vassals.

I'he first exploit of Seoji was at Koloomud (twenty miles west of the
city of Bikaneer, not then in existence), the residence of a chieftain of tlie

.Solanki tribe. He received the royal emigrants with kindness, and the
latter rep dd it by the offer of tlieir services to combat his enemy, the
Jhar eja ddefiain of Phoolra, well known in all the annals of the period, from
file Sutlej to the ocean, as Lakha Phoolana, tlie most celetiratiid river of
M^roo, whose castle of Pimoira stood admist the almost inaccessible sand-
hills of tlie desert. By this timely succour, the Solanki gained a victory
over LaUha, but wltli the loss of Saitrarn and several of his baiid. In gra-
titude for this service, the Solanki bestowed upon Seoji his sister in marri-
age, with an ample dower

;
and he continued his route by Anhulwarra

Patun, wliere he was hospitably entertained by its prince, to the shrine of
Dwaiica. It was the good fortune of Seoji again to encounter Lakha, whose
wandering habits bad brought him on a foray into the territory of Anhul-
warra. Besides the love of glory and the ambition of maintaining the
reputation of bis race, he had the stimulus of revenge, and that of a
brother’s blood. He was successful, tfiougb he lost a nephew, slaying
Lakha in single combat, which magnified his fame in all these regions,
of which Phoolana was the scourge.

Flushed with success, we bear nothing of the completion of Seoji^s
pilgrimage

;
but obedient to the axiom of the Rajpoot, “get land,” we find

him on the banks of the Looni exterminating, at a feast, the Dabeys of
Mehwo,^ and soon after the Gohils of Kberdhvir.j- whose chief, Molu sdas,
fell by the sword of the grandson of Jeichund. Here, in the “land of
Kher,” amidst the sandhills of the Looni, (the salt-river of the desert),
from which the Gohils were expelled, ?Seoji planted the standard of the
Rahthores.

At this period, a community of Brahmins held the city and extensive
lands about Palli, from which they were termed Palliwal

;
and being

greatly harassed by the incursions of the mountaineers, The Mairs and
Meenas, they called in ihe aid of Seoji’s band, which readilyTmHerFook
artd'executed the task of rescuing the Brahmins from their depredations.
Aware that they would >?be renewed, they offered Seoji lands to settle
amongst them, which were readily accepted

;
and here he had a son

the Solankani, to whom he gave the name of Asothama. With her, it *

recorded, the suggestion originated to make himself lord of Palli
; and

affords another example of the disregard of the early Rajpoots for th'^

The Dabey was one of the thirty-six races ; add this is almost the
last mention of their holding independent possession.

t In my last journey through these regions, I visited the Gohils at
Bhaonuggur, in the Gulf of Cambay. I transcribed their defective annals
\tiich trace their migration from '*Kherdhur,” but in absolute ianoraa-^
'"'here it is.
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sacred order, that on the //o/i, or ‘Saturnalia,’ he found an opportunity to

^'obtain land,^* putting to death the heads of this comnmnity, and adding
the district to his cenquest* Seoji outlived his treachery only twelve
months, living his acquisitions as a nucleus for further additions to his

children. He had thr«e sons, Asotimma, Soning, and Ajmal.

One of the Chronicles asserts that it was Asothama, the successor of

Seoji, who conquered “the land of Kher” from the Gohils, By the same
species of treachery by which his father attained P'lli, he lent his aid to

establish Ids brother Soning in Kedur. This small principrility, on the

frontiers of Guzerat, then appertaiiifd, as did Mehwo, to the Dabey race
;

and it was dining the maatiim, or period of mourning for one of its princes,

that the young Rahihore chose to obtain a new settlement. His descen-

dants are distinguished as the Hatondia Rahthores. The third brother,

Uja, carried his forays as far a sTlVe 'exTn'mTy'‘of tTe Snurashtra peninsula

where he decapitated Beelcnmsi, the ( !• iww.i chieftain of Okamundala,’^'

and established himself, h'rom this act his branch became known as lire

’ ;”t ^nd the Badhails are still in considerable number in that

furthest track of ancient Hin<luistn called the ‘'World’s Knd.”

Asothama di'^d, leaving eight sons, who became the heads of clans*

c//.!?., Doohur, I<^ps}, Khimpsao, Bhopsoo, Dandul, Jaitmal, Bandui'
and Oohur

;
of which, four Doohur, Dhandul, Jaitmal, and Oohur, are

yet known.

Doohur succeeded Asothama. He made an unsuccessful effort to

recover Canouj ;
and then attempted to wrest Mundore from the Puri-

haras, but “watered tfieir fa»»ds with bis bI«)od.” He left seven sons, via.,

Raepal, Keerutpal, Behur, Peeiul, Joogail, Daloo, and Begur.

Raepal succeeded, and revenged the death of his father, slaying the

Parihar of Mnndore, of which he even obtained temporary possession. He
had a progeny ofThirteen sons, wlio rapidly spread their issue over these

regions. He was snccee<led by his son KanhnI, whose successor was his

son Jaihun ; he was succeeded by his son Chado, whose successor was his

son Theedo. All these carried on a desperate warfare with, and made
conquests from, their neighbours. Chado and I heedo are mentioned as

very troublesome neighbuurs in the annals of the Bhattis of Jessulmeer,

who were compelled to carry the war against them into the "land of Kher.

Rao Theedo took the rich districts of Bheenmahal from the Sonigiirra,

and made other additions to his territory from the Deora and Belechas.

He was succeeded by Silvik or Silko. His issue, the Silkawtits, now

Bhomias, are yet numerous both in Mehwo and Rjrdurro. Silko was

succeeded by his son Beerumdeo, who attacked the Johyas of the north,

and fell in battle. His descendants, styled Eeerumoie and Beejawut^ from

another son Beejo, are numerous at Saitroo, Sewanoh, and Daichoo,

Beerumdeo was succeeded by his son Chonda, an important name in the

annals of the Rahthores, Hitherto they had attracted notice by their valour

and their raids, whenever there was a prospect of success ;
but they hat

so multiplied in eleven generations, that they now essayed a higher flight

Collecting all the branches bearing the name of Rahthore, Chonda

assaulted Mundore, slew the Piirihar prince, and planted the banners o

Canouj on the ancient capital of Maroo.

So fluctuating are the fortunes of the daring Rajpoot, ever courti^

*

t

<)n the western coast of the Saurashlra pcnirtsula
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distinction and coveting bhom^ MancJ,’ that but a short time before big

success, Chonda had been expelled from all the lands acquired by his

ancestors, atid was indebted to the hospitality of a bard of the Charun
tribe, at Kaloo

;
and tliey yet circulate the cuvit, or quatrain, made by

him when, in the days of his greatness, he came and was refused admit-
tance to the “ tlie lord of Mundore he took post imder tlie balcony, and
improvised a stanza, reminding him of the Charun of Kaloo; ^^Chonda
nuhyn awe chith, Katcliur Kaloo tinnal Bhoop hhyo bhy-hhith, Miin*
dawur ra malea T'* Does not Chonda remember the porridge of Kaloo,
now that the lord of the land looks so terrific from his balcony of

Mundawur ?” Once established in Mundore, he ventured to assault the

imperial garrison of Nagore. Here he was also successfiil. Thence he
carried his arms south, and placed his garrison in Nadole, the capital

of the province of Godwar. He married a daughter of the Purihar
prince,’^ who had the satisfaction to see his grandson succeed to the throne
of Mund<ire. Chonda was blessed with a progeny of fourteen sons,

growing up to manhood around him. Their names were Rinmiill,\ SuttOf

Rindheer, irinkowal^X Poonja, Bheem, Karia, Ujo, Ramdeo, Beejo,

Sehesrniil, Bagh, Loombo, Seoraj.

Chonda had also one daughter named Hansa, married to Lakha Rana
of Mewar whose son was the celebrated Koombho. It was this marriage
which caused that interference in the affairs of Mewar, which had such
fatal results to both slates.

The feud between his fourth son, Irinkowal, and the Bhatli prince

of Poogul, being deemed singularly illustrative of the Rajpoot character,

has been extracted from the annals of Jessultneer, in another part of this

work. The Rahthore chronicler does not enter into details, but merely

states the result, as uhitnately involving the death of Chonda—simply

timt “ he was slain at Nagore with one thousand Rajpoots,^’ and it is to

the chronicles of Jessulmeer we are indebted for our knowledge of the

manner. Chonda acceded in S. 1438 (A.D. 1382), and was slain

in S. 1465.

Rinmul succeeded. His mother was of . the Q9hll tribe. In stature

he was almost gigantic, and was the most athletic of all the athletes of

his nation. With the death of Chonda, Nagore was again lost to the

Rahthores. Rana Lakha presented Rinmul with the township of Durlo
and iorty villages upon his sister's marriage, when he almost resided at

Cheetore, and was considered by the Rana as the first of his chiefs.

With the forces of Mewar added to his own, under pretence of con-

veying a daughter to the viceroy of Ajmeer, he introduced his adherents
into that renowned fortress, the ancient capital of the Chohans, put-

ting the garrison to the sword, and thus restored it to Mewar. Khemsi
Pancholi, the advj^ser of this measure, was rewarded with a grant of the

township of Kaatoh, then lately captured from the Kaim-Khanis.
Rinmull went on a pilgrimage to Gya, and paid the tax exacted for all

the pilgrims then assembled.

* He was of the Ednda branch of the Purihars, and'^his daughter is

called the /

f The descendants of those whose names, are in italics still exist.

J This is the prince mentioned in the extraordinary feud related from
the annals of Jessulmeer.

^
Incidentally, we have frequent synchronism in

t he annals of these states, whkh, however slight, are of high import.
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The bard seldom intrudes the relation of civil affairs into his page,
and wlien he does, it is incidentally. It would be fully to suppose that

the princes of Maroo had no legrislative recorders; but with tliese the
poet had no bond of union. He, however, condescends to inf orm us

of an important measure of Rao Rinmtill, nsmely, that he equalized

the weights and measures throughout his* dominit.ns, which {«e diviiled

as at present. The last act of Rinmull. in treacherously attempting to

usurp the throne of the infant Kana of Mewar, was deservedly punislied,

and he was sU*in by the faithful Cbonda, as related in the anitals of

that state. 'I'his feud originated the line of demarcation of the two
states, attd which retnained unaltered until recent times, when Marwar
at length touched the Aravali. Rao Rinrnull left twenty-four sons, whose
issue, and that of his eldest son, Joda, ‘f»)rm the great vass.alage of Mar-
war. For this reason, however barren is a mere catalogue of names,
it is of the utmost value to those who desire to see the growth of the

frerage of such a community.*

Names. Clans, Chieftainships or Fiefs.

I, Joda (succeeded) Joda.

a, Kandui ... Kandufote, conquer-
ed lands in

3. Champa .. Champawut

4. Akhiraj had
seven sons :

1st. Koompo ., Koompawut

5. Mandio .. Mandlote
6. Patta .. Pattawut

7. Lakha . Lakhawut
8. Bala . Balawtit

9. Jaitmul .
Jaitmulkote

10. Kurno . Kurnote
11. Roopa . Roopawut
12. Nathoo . Nathawut
13. Doongra Doongerotc
14. .Sanda Sandawut
15. Mando . Mandnote
16. Biroo . Birote

17. lugma!
1 8. Hempoo

.
Jugmalote

, Hampawut
19. Sakto
20. Kerimehund

. Saktawut

21. Urival , Urivalote

22. Ketsi , Ketsiote

23. Sutrosal .
Sutrosalote

24. Teimal
,
Tczmalotc

Bikaneer.

... Ahwa, Kaatoh, Palri, Hur-
sola, Rohit, Jawula, iiut-

lana, Singari.

... Asope, Kunlaleo, Chun-
dawul, Sirriari, Kharlo.

Hiirsore, Bulloo, Bajoria,

Soorpoora, Dewureo.
... Saroonda.
... Kurnichari, Baroh, and Des-

nokh.f

... Dhoonara.

... Palasni.

... Loonawas.
... Chooteela.

... Bikaneer.

Estates not mentioned

;

their tiescendants have

become dependent on the

greater clanships.

* It is only by the possession of such knowledge! that we can exer-

cise with justice our right of universal arbitration.

t Brave soldiers, ^buti tafc In the deep sandsi they refuse to serve

except on emergencies.
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CHAPTER III.

J
ODA was born at D«inlo, the app uiajje of his father in Mewar, in the

month BysaU S. 1484. In 1511 he obraitied Sojut, and in the

mnntit J lit, 1515 f A.D. 1459), laid the fo'in<I^tion of Jodhpur, to which

he transferrf^<l t!»e seat of Government from Mnndoie. With the

snoerstitious l^ajpoot, as with the ancient Kom in, every event being

df'cided by the omen or tlie augur, it would iie contrary to rule if so

important an occasion as the change of capital, and that of an infant

St ite, were not marked by some propitious prestige, ttiat would justify

the abandonment of a city won t)y tlie .sword, and which bad been for

ages the capital of Maroo. I'lie intervention, in this instance, was of a

simple nature; neither the flight of birds, the lion's lair, or celestial

manifestation
;
but tlie ordinance of an anchorite, was abode, apart from

mankind, was a cleft of the mountains of Bakurcheerea. But the behest

of such ascetics are secondary only. to those of the divinitv, whose organs
ttiey are deemed. Like the Druids of the Celts, the Vana-prast Jogi,

from the glades of the forest {vana) or recess in the rocks {gopha)^ issue

their oracles to those wliom chance or design may conduct to tlieir solitary

dwelling. It is not surprising that the mandates of such beings prove
compulsory on tfie surpersiitions Rajpoot: we do not mean those squalid

ascetics, who wander about India, and are objects disgusting to the eye;

but the genuine Jogi, he who, as the term imports, mortifies the flesh,

till the wants of luirnamty are restricted merely to what suffices to unite

matter witli spirit : who has studied and comprehended the mystic works,

and pored over the systems of plnlosopfiy, until the full inflence of mayci

(illusion) has perhaps unsettled Ins understanding
;
or whom the rules of

his sect have condemned to penance and solitude : a penance so severe,

that we remain astonished at the perversity of reason whicli can submit to

it.* To these, the Druids of India, the prince and the chieftain would
resort for instruction. They requested neither lands nor gold : to them
"the boasted wealth of Bokhara" was a particle of dust. Such was the

ascefic who recommended Joda to erect his castle on “the Hill of Strife"

(Jodagir), hitherto known as Bakurcheerea^ or the ‘ bird’s nest/ a pro-

jecting elevation of the same range on winch Mundore was placed, and
about four miles south of it. Doubtless its inaccessible position seconded
the recommendation of the hermit, for its scarped, summit renders it

almost impregnable, while its superior elevation permits the sons of Joda
to command, from the windows of their palace, a range of vision almost

* We haveseM one of these objects, self-condemned never to lie down
during forty years,%nd there remained but three to complete the term.
He had travelled much, was intelligent and learned, but far from having
contracted tlie moroseness of the recluse, there was a benignity of mien,
and a suavity and simplicity of manner in him, quite enchanting. He
talked of his penance with no vainoglory, and of its approaching term
without any sensation. The resting position of this Druid {vana-prast)
wis bv means of a rope suspended from the bough of a tree, in the
manner of a swing, having a cross-bar, on which he reclined. The first
)' Hrs of this penance, he says, were dreadfully painful

; swollen limbs
'‘ft'ected him to that degree, that he expected death

; but this impression
•' "1 loii^ since worn off. " Even in this, is there much vanity,” and it
"^ould be a nice point to determine whether the homage of man or the
approbation of the Divinity, most sustains the energies under such apiMtl*
hng discipline.

^
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comprehending the limits of their sway. In clear weather, they can view
llie summits of their southern barrier,*the ^ieaiuic Aravali

;
but in every

other direcnon, it fades away in the boundless expapse of sandy plains.

Neither the founder, nor his monitor, the ascetic, however, were engineer's,

and they laid the foundation of this strong-hold without considering ’what
an indispensable adjunct to successful defence was good water; hut to

prevent any slur on the memory of Joda, they throw tlie blame of this

defect on the hermit. Joda’s engineer, in tracing the line of circumvalla-
lion, found it necessary to include the spot chosen as his hermitage, and
his remonstrance for undisturbed possession was treated with neglect

;

whether by the prince as well as the chief architect, the legend says not.

7'he incensed Jogi proimunced an imprecation, that the new castle should

possess only brackish water, and all the efforts made by succeeding princes

to obtain a better quality, by blasting the rock, have failed. The memory
of the Jogi is sanctified, though his anger compelled them to construct an
apparatus, whereby water for the supply of the garrison is elevated

from a small lake at the foot of the rock, which, being entirely comman-
ded from the walls, an assailant would find difficult to cut off. This was
the third grand event in the fortunes of the Rahthores, from the settle-

ment of Seoji.*

Such was the abundant progeny of these princes, that the limits of

their conquests soon became too contracted. The issue of the three last

princes, vie.t the fourteen sons of Chonda, the twenty-four of Rinmul,
and fourteen of Joda, had already apportioned amongst them the best

lands of the country, and it became necessary to conquer “fresh fields in

which to sow the Rathore seed.*'

Names of Chiefs.

1. Santul or Satil ...

2. Soojoh(Sooraj) ...

3. Gomoh
4. Doodoli

Joda had fourteen sons, via,,

Clans. Fiefs or Chieftainships.

Birsing

Beeko
Bharmul

Remarks.

M airtea

Satulmeer

Mairta

Birsingate ...

Beekaet
Bh^rtiiilote ...

n to Se

Nolai
Bikaneer
Bai Bhilara .

Three coss from Po-
kurn.

Succeeded Joda.
No issue.

Doodoh took Sam-
bhur from the Cho-
bans. He had .one

son, Beerum, whose

two sons, Jeimul

and Jugmal, foun-

ded the clans Jie-

mulote and jug-

malote.

. In Malwa.
. Independent state.

* Palli did not remain to Seoji's descendants, when they went west-

ward and settled on the Looni ;
the Seesodias took it with other lamis

from the Puiihar of Mundore. It was the feud already adverted to wit i

Mewar which obtained for him the fertile districts of Palli and of Sopi »

by which his territories at length touched the Aravali, and the fears ot i

assassin of Rana Koombho made his parricidal son relinquish the pfovmceb

of Sambhur and Ajmeer. See VoL 1.
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Names of Chiefs.

8 . Seoraj

9, Kurmsi
10. Raemul
11. Samutsi
12. Beeda
13. Bunhur
14. Neemo

Clans. Fiefs or Chieftainships. Remarks.

Seorajote ... Dhoonara ... On the Looni.
Kurmsote ... Kewnsir ... —-——

-

Raemulote ... ...

Samutseote ... Dawaroh ... —
Beedawut ... Beedavati ... In Nagore district.

... ... ... ...7 Clans and hefs not
... ... ... ...5 mentioned.

The eldest son, Santul, born of a female of Boondi, established him-
self in the north-west corner, on the lands of the Bhattis, and built a fort,

which he called Satulmeer, about five miles from Pokurn. He was killed

in action by a Khan of the Sahraes (the Saracens of the Indian desert),

whom he also slew. His ashes were burnt at Kiismoh, and an altar was
raised over them, where seven of his wives became suttees.

The fourth son, Doodoh, established himself on the plains of Mairta,

and his clan, the Mairtea, is numerous, and has always sustained the

reputation of being the ‘^first swords" of Maroo. His daughter was the

celebrated Meera Bae, wife of Rana Khoombo, and lie was the grand-
sire of the heroic Jeimiil, who defended Cheetore against Akber, and
whose descendant, Jeyt Sing of Bednore, is still one of the sixteen chief

vassals of the Oodipur court.

The sixth son, Beeko, followed the path already trod by his uncle

Kandiil, with whom he united, and conquered the tracts possessed by. the

six Jit communities. He created a city, whicli he called after himself

Bikaneer.
Joda outlived the foundation of his new capital thirty years, and

beheld his sons and grandsons rapidly peopling and subjugating the

regions of Maroo. In S. 1545, aged sixty-one, he departed this life, and
his ashes were housed with those of his fathers, in tlie ancestral abode of

Mundore. This prince, the second founder of his race in these regions,

was mainly indebted to the adversities of early life for the prosperity his

later years enjoyed
;
*they led l»im to the discovery of worth in the more

ancient, but neglected, allodial proprietors displaced by his ancestors, and
driven into the least accessible regions of the desert. It was by their aid

he was enabled to redeem Mundore-, when expelled by tlie Ghelotes, and
he nobly preserved (he remembrance thereof in the day of his prosperity.

The warriors whose forms are sculptured from the living rock at Mundore,
owe the perpetuity of their fame to the gratitude of Joda ,* through them
he not only recovered, but lenlarged his dominions. In less than three

centuries after their migration from Canouj, the Rahtores, the issue of

Seoji, spread over a surface of four degress of longitude and the same
extent of latitude, or nearly 80,000 miles square, they amount at this day,
in spite of the havoc occasioned by perpetual wars and famine, to 500,000
souls. While we thus contemplate the ren^ation of the Rahthore race,

from a single scion of that magnificent tree, whose branches once over-
shadowed the plains of Ganga, let us wjtjidraw from oblivion some of the
many noble names they displaced, which how live only in the poet’s page.
Well may the Rajpoot repeat the ever-recurring sirpile, "All is un-
stable

;
life is like the scintillation of the fire-fly i

house and land will

depart, but a good name will last for ever,” What a least of noble tribes

could we enumerate now erased from independent existence by the sue-*

cesses of "the children of Siva" {Siva^putra) Furtharas, Eendos,

* Seoji is the Bhaka for Siva the ji is merely an adjqnct of respect#

3
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Sanklas. Chohans, Gohels, Dabeys, Sindhils, Mohils, Sonigurras, Ca-ttls,

Jits, Hools, etc., and the few who still exist only as retainers of the
Kahthore.

Soojoh* (Soorajm*)!) succeeded, and occupied the gadi of Joda during
during twenty-seven years, ^and had at least the merit ,of adding to the
stock of Seoji.

The contentions for empire, during the vacillating dynasty of the
Lodi kings of Delhi, preserved the sterile lands of Maroo from their

cupidity; and a second dynasty the Shere-shahi, intervened ere *

of yoda* were summoned to measure swords witli the Imperialists. But in

S. 1572 (A. D. 1516), a desultory band of Pathans made an incursion during
the fair of^he Teej, held at the town of Peepar, and carried off one
hundred and forty maidens of Maroo. The tidings of the rape of the virgin

Rajpootnis were conveyed to Soojoh, who put himself at the head of such
vassals as were in attendance, and pursued, overtook and redeemed
them, with the loss of his own life, but not without a full measure of

vengeance against the “ northern barbarian." The subject is one chosen
by the itinerant minstrel of Maroo, who, at the fair of the Teej, still

sings the rape of the one hundred and forty virgins of Peepar, and their

rescue by their cavalier prince at the price of his own blood.

Soojoh had five sons, viz Bhago, 'who died in non-age : his son
Ganga succeeded to the throne. 2^ Oodoh, who had eleven sons :

they formed the clan Oodawut, whose chief fiefs are Neemaj, Jytarum,
Goo'ndoche, Biratea, Raepur, etc., besides places in Mewar, 3. Saga,
from whom descended the clan Sagawut

;
located at Burwoh. 4. Priag,

who originated the Priagote clan. 5. *Beernmdeo, wiiose son, Naroo,
receives divine honours as the putra of Maroo, and whose statue is

worshipped at Sojut. His descendants are styled Narawut Joda, of

whom a branch is established at Puchpahar, in Harouli.

Ganga, grandson of Soojoh, succeeded his grandfather in S. 1572
(A. D. 1516); but his uncle, Saga, determined to contest his right to the

gadi, invited the aid of Dowlut Khan Lodi, who had recently expelled the

Kahthores from Nagore. With this auxiliary a civil strife commenced,
and the sons of Joda were marshalled against each other. Ganga, con-

finding in the rectitude of his cause, and reckoning upon the support of

the best swords of Maroo, spurned the offer of compromise made by the

Palhan, of a partition of its lands between the claimants, and gave battle,

in which his uncle Saga was slain, and his auxiliary, Dowlut Khan,

ijfnominiously defeated.

Twelve years after the accession of Ganga, the sons of Joda were

called on to unite their forces to Mewar to oppose the invasion of the

Moguls from Turkistan. Sanga Rana, who had resumed the station of

bis ancestors amongst the princes of Hind, led the war, and the king of

M aroo deemed it no degradation to acknowledge his supremacy, and send

bis quotas to fight under tlie standard of Mewar, whose chronicles do

more justice to the Rahthores tham those of their own bards. This, which

was tlie last confederation made -by the Rajpoots for national indepen-

dence, was defeated, as already related, in the fatal field of Biana, wher^

had treachery not aided the intrepid Baber, the Rahthore sword would

One of the chronicles makes Satil occupy the gadi after

during three years
;
but ^i$ appears a mistake-*-he was killed in defen-

ding Satulmeer,
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have had Its full share in rescuingr the nation from the Mahometan yoke.
It is sufficient to state that a Rahtore was in the battle, to know that he
would bear its brunt

;
and although we are ignorant of the actual position

of the Rana, we may assume that their post was in the van. The young
prince Raemul (grandson of Ganga), with the Mairtea cliieftains Khartoe
and Rutna, and many others of note, fell against the Chagitai on this
eventful day.

Ganga died* four years after this event, and. was succeeded by
Maldeo in S. 1588 (A. D. 1532), a name as distinguished as any of

the noble princes in the chronicles of Maroo. The position of Marwar at
this period was eminently excellent for the increase and consolidation of

its resources. The emperor Baber found no temptation in her sterile lands

to divert him from the rich plains of the Ganges, where he had abundant
occupation

;
and the district and strong-holds on the emperor^s frontier of

Maroo, still held by the officer of tl\e preceding dynasty, were rapidly

acquired by Maldeo, who planted his garrisons in the very heart of

Dhoonder. 1*he death of Sanga Rana and the misfortunes of the house of

Mewar, cursed with a succe.ssion of minor princes, and at once beset by
the Moguls from the north, and the kings of Guzerat, left Maldeo to the

uncontrolled exercise of his power, which, like a true Rajpoot, he em-
ployed against friend and foe, and became beyond a doubt the first prince

of Rajwarra, or, in fact, as styled by the Mahomedan historian Ferishta,

“the most potent prince in Hindustan.”

The year of Maldeo's installation, he redeemed the two most im-
portant possessions of his house, Nagore and Ajmeer. In 1596 he
captured Jhalore, Sewanoh, and Bfiadrajoon from the Sindhils

;
and two

years later dispossessed tlie sons of Beeka of supreme power in Bikaneer,

Mehwo, and the tracts on the Looni, the earliest possessions of his house,

which had thrown off all dependance, he once more subjugated, and
compelled the ancient allodial tenantry to hold of him in chi®f, and serve

with their quotas. He engaged io war with ’the Bhaltis, and conquered

Beekumpur, where a branch of his family remained, and are now incor-

porated with the Jessulmer state, and the under the name of Maldotes,f

have the credit of being the most daring robliers of the desert. He even

established branches of his family in Mewar and Dhoondar, took, and
fortified Chatsoo, not twenty miles south of the capital of the Cuchwahas.

#^He captured and restored Serohi from the Deoras, from which house was
his mother. But Maldeo not only acquired, but determined to retain, his

conquests, and erected numerous fortifications throughout the country.

He enclosed the city of Jodhpur with a strong wall, besides erecting a
palace, and adding other works to the fortress. The circumvallations of

Mairtea and its fort, which he called Malkote, cost him £2^% 000. He
dismantled Satulmeer, and with the materials fortified Pokurn, which he
look from the Bhallis, transplanting the entire population, which com*
prehended the richest merchants of Rajasthan. He erected forts at Bha-
drajoon, on the hill of Bheemlode, near Sewanoh, at Goondoche, at

Reeah, Peepar, and Dhoonara. He made the Koondulkote at Sewanoh,
and greatly added to that of Filodi, first made by Hamira Nirawut. He
also erected that bastion in Gurh Beetli (the citadel of Ajmeer) called the

^ The Yati’s roll, says Ganga, was poisoned
;
but this is not con*

firmed by any other authority.

^ Mr. Elphinstone apprehended an attack from the Maldotes on his

^aytoCabuli
'
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Kote-boarj, and shewed his skill m hydraulics by the construction of a
wheel to brin^ water into the fort. The chronicler adds, that “ by the
wealth of Sumbur,” meaningr the resources of this salt lake, he was en-
abled to accomplish tl>ese works, and furnishes a list of the possessions of

Jodhpur at this period, which we cannot exclude : Sojut, Sambur, Mairiea,
Khatah. Bednore, Ladnoo, Raepur, Bhadrajoon, Na^ore, Sewanoh,
Lohagarh, Jvkiilgurh, Bilcaneer, Beenmahl, Polcurn, Barmair, Kusnli,

Rewasso, Jajawur, Jhalore, Baoli. Mular, Nadole, Filodi, Sanchore,
Deedwanr, Chatsoo, Lowain. Mularna, Dcorah, Futtehpur, Umursir,
Khawiir, Baniapur, Took, I'lioda, Ajmeer, Jehajpur, and Pramar-ca-
Oodipur (in SiUtiavati^

;
in all thirlv-eight districts, several of whicli, at

Jt.al. >re, Ajrneer, 1 onk, Ihoda, and Bednore, compreiiended each three

hundred and sixty townships, and there were none which did| not number
eighty. But of those enumerated in Dlioondar, at Chatsoo, Low'ain,

'l onk, Thoda. and Jehajpur in Mewar, the possession was but transient
;

and although Bednore, and its three hundred and sixty townships, were

peopled by Rahthores, tl»ey were *the descendants of the ^lairteas

under Jeimul, wlm became one of the great vassals of Mewar, and would,

in its defence, at all times draw their swords against the land which

gave them birth.* 'I'his branch of the house of Joda had for some lime

b'^en too powerful for subjects, and Mairtea was resumed. I'c this act

Mewar was indebted for the services of this heroic clrief. At the same
lime, the growing power of others of the great vassalage of Marwar was
checired by resumptions, when Jytarun from the Oodawuts, and several

other fiefs, were adiied to the fisc. 'I'he feudal allotments had never been
regulated, but went on increasing with the energies of the state, and the

prrigeny of its prirrces, each having on his birth and appanage assigned to

him, until li u wirole land of Maroo was split into innumerable portions.

Maldeo saw the necessity for checking tl»is siidivision, and he created a

gradation of ranks, and established its p^Tpetuity in certain branches of

the sons of Rinmul and Joda, .which has never been altered.

Ten years of undisturbed possession were granted Maldeo to perfect

his designs, ere Ins cares were diverted from these to his own defence.

B^ber, the founder of tl«e Mogul dynasty, was dead, and his son and
successor had been driven fioin his newly-conquered throne by his

provincial lieutenant, Shere Shah: so rapidly do revolutions crowd upon

each other where the sword is the universal arbitrator. We have else-,,

where related that the fugitive monarch sought the protection of Maldeo,

aitd we stigmatized his conduct as unnational
;

but we omitted to

Slate that Maldeo, tlfcn heir« apparent, lost his eldest, perhaps then

only son Raemiil in the battle of Biana, who led the aid of Marwar on

that memorable day, and consequently the name of Chagitai, whether

in fortune or in flight, had no great claims to his regard. But little did

Maldeo dream how closely the fortunes* of his house would be linked with

those of the fugitive Hemayoon, and that the infant Akbar, born in this

emergency, was destined to revenge this breach of hospitality. Still less

could the proud Rahthore, who traced his ancestry on the throne of

Capou} one^ thousand years before the birth of the “ barbarian nf

Ferghana, deem it within the range of probability, that he shouid receive

honours at such hands, or that the first title of Raja^ Rajesvjay, or ' raja,

lord of rajas/ would be conferred on his own son by this infant,^ then

r*»?>ring amidst the sand-hills aff the extremity of his desert dominion T

Such is the Rajpoot’s notton of swarndherma^ or ‘‘fidelity to him

whose salt they eat/* their immediate lord, even against their king*
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It is curious to indulge in the speculative inquiry, whether when the ^eat
Akbar j>trded Oodi Sin^ with the sword of honour, and marked his fore-

head with the unguent of Raja*shali, he broU|:ht to mind tl)e conduct
of Maldeo, witicli r^o<^med iiis birth to take place in the dismal castle of

Amerkoie, in'^-f^ '^d of i'i llie splendid halls of Delhi.

M aldro derived no advantage from his inhospitality
;
for whether

the usurper deemed his exertions insufficient to secure the royal futritive,

felt his own power insecure with so potent a neighbour, he led an army
of eighty thousand men into Marwar. Maldeo allowed them to advance,
and formed an army of fifty thousand Rajpoots to oppose him. The
jndtjment and caution he exercised were so great, that Shere Shah, well

versed in the art of war, was obliged to fortify his camp at every step.

Instead of an easy conquest, he soon repented of his rashness when the
{admirable dispositions of the Rajpoots made him dread an action, and
rom a position whence he found it impossible to retreat. For a month
the .armies lay in the sight of each other, every day the king’s situation

becoming more critical, and from which he saw not the slightest chance
of extrication. In this exigence he bad recourse to one of those strata-

gems which have often operated successfully on the Rajpoot, by sovying

distrust in bis mind as to the fidelity of his vassals. He penned a letter,,

as if in correspondence with them, which he contrived to have dropped^
as by accident, by a messenger sent to negotiate. Perhaps the severity
of the resumptions of estates seconded this scheme of Shere Shah

;
for

wl»en the stipulated period for the attack had arrived, the raja counter-
manded it. 'i he reasons for this conduct, when succf ss was apparent,
were soon propagated

;
when one or two of the great leaders, in order

to demonstrate their groundlessness, gave an instance of that devotion
with which the annals of these slates abound. At the head of twelve

thousand, they attacked and forced the imperial entrenclred camp, carry-
ing destruction even to the quarters of the emperor

;
but multitudes

prevailed, and the patriotic clans were almost annihilated. Maldeo, when
loo late, saw through the stratagem which had made him doubt the

loyalty of his vassals. Superstition, and the reproaches of his chieftains

for his unworthy suspicions, did the rest
;

and this first levee en
masse of the descendants of Seoji, arrayed in defence of their national

liberties, was defeated. With justice did the usurper pay homage to llieir

gallantry, when he exclaimed, on his deliverance from this peril, “he had
nearly lost the empire of Hindusthan for a handful of barley."*

Maldeo was destined to outlive the Shere-shahi dynasty, and to see
the imperial crown of India once more encircle the brows of the fugitive

H^mayoon.f It had been well for the Rahthores had his years been
lengthened

;
for his mild disposition and natural indolence of character

gave them some chance that these qualities would be their best advocate.
But he did not long survive the restoration. Whether the mother of his

successor, prince Akbar, not yet fifteen, stimulated by the recoUectioiv

of their misfortunes, nursed his young animosity against Maldeo for the
miseries of Amerkote, or whether it was merely an act of cautionary

* In allusion to the poverty of the soih as i^nfitted to produce richer
rains.

f There is a biographical account of this monarch, during his exile in
Persia, written ‘<by his abdar^ or 'cup-bearer,' in the library of Major
W. Yule, of Edinburgh, and which, when translated, will complete the
series of biography of the members of the housed Timor.
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policy to curb the Rajpoot power, which was inconsistent with his own,
in S. 1617 (A.D. 1561) he invaded Marwar, and laid sieg^e to Malakote
or Mairtea, which he took after an obstinate and sangfuinary defence,
part of the garrison cutting their way through his* host, and making
good their retreat to their prince. The important castle of Nagore was
also captured; and 'both these strong-holds and their 4ands were conferred
by Akbar on the younger branch of their family, Rae Sing, prince of

Bikaneer, now established in independence of the parent state, Jodhpur,

In 1625 (A.D. 1569), Maideo succumbed to neccessity ,* and in con-
formity with the times, sent his second son, Chundersen, with gifts to Akbar,
then at Ajmeer, which had become an integral part of the monarchy

;

but Akbar was so dissatisfied with the disdainful bearing of the desert

king, who refused pesonally to pay his court, that he not only guaranteed
the free possession of Bikaneer to Rae Sing, but presented him with the

firman for Jodhpur itself, with supremacy over his race. Chundersen,
appears to have possessed all the native pride of tlie Rahtore, and to have
been prepared to contest his country’s independence, in spite of Akbar
and the claims of his elder brotlier, Oodi Sing, who eventually was nyjre

supple in ingratiating himself into the monarch’s favour. At the close of

life, the old Rao had to stand a siege in his capital, and after a brave but
fruitless resistance, was obliged to yield homage, and pay it in the person

of his son Oodi Sing, wlio, attending with a contingent, was enrolled

amongst the commanders of ^ one thousand and shortly after was inves-

ted with the title of Afota Raja, or ' the fat Raja,’ by which epithet alone

he is designated in the annals of that period.

Chundersen, with a considerable number of tlie brave vassals of

Maroo, determined to cling to iVidependence and the rude fare of

the desert, rather than servilely follow in the train of the despot.

WIten driven from Jodhpur, they itook post in Sewanoh, in the western

extremity of the stale, and there held out to the death. For seventeen

years he maintained his title to the gadi, and divided the allegiance

of the Rahtores with his elder brother Oodi Sing (though supported

by the king), and stood the storm in which he nobly fell, leaving three

sons, Oogursen, Aiskurn, and Rae Sing, who fought a duel with Rao
Soortan, of Sirohi, and was slain, with twenty-four of his chiefs,near the

town of Duttani. ’

Maideo, though he submitted to [acknowledge the supremacy of the

emperor, was at least spared the degradation of seeing a daughter of

his blood bestowed upon the opponent of his faith
;
he died soon after the

title was conferred on his son, which sealed the dependence of Maroo.

His latter days were a dismal contrast to those which witnessed His con-

quests in almost every part of Rajpootana, but he departed from this

world in time to preserve his own honour untarnished, with the character

of the most valiant and energetic Rajpoot of his lime. Could he have

added to his years and maintained their ancient vigour, he might, by a

junction with Pertap of Mewar, who single-handed commenced his career

just as Maldeo’s closed, have maintained Rajpoot independence against

the rising power of the Moguls.f

It was fought with a certain number on eaqh side, Rahthores,

against Dcoras, a branch of the Chohans, the two bravest of all the

Rajpoot races. It reminds us of some of the duels related .by Froissart#

t See Annals of Mewar*
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Maldeo, who died S. 1671 (A. D. 1615), had twelve sons :

—

1. Ram Sing, who was banjshed, and found refuge with the Rana of

Mewar
;
he had seven sons, the fifth of whom,* Resoodas, fixed at Chooly

Maheswnr,
2. Raemul, who was killed in the battle of Biana.
3. Oodi Sing, R*»ja of Marwar.
4. Cluindersen, by a wife of the Jhala tribe

;
had three sons, the

eldest, Oogursen, got BiNAi
;
he had three sons, Kurrun, Kanji,

and Kahun.
5. Aiskurn

;
descendants at Jooneah.

6. Gopal-das
;

killed at Eedur.

7. Pirthi Raj
;
descendants at Jhalore.

8. Ruttunsi
;
descendants at Bhadrajoon.

9. Bimiraj
;
descendants at Ahari.

10. Bihramajeet*)
11. Bhan > No notice of them.

12.

3

CHAPTER IV.

The death of Maldeo formed an important epoch in the annals of the
Rahihores. Up to this period, the will had waited upon the wish of

the gallant descendants of Siva ; but now the vassals of Maroo acknow-
ledged one mightier than they. The banner of the empire floated pre-
eminent over the 'panchranga' the five-coloured flag, which had led the
Rahthores from victory to victory, and waved from the sandhills of Amer-
kote to the salt-lake of Sambhur ; from the desert bordering the Garah
to the peaks of the Aravali. Henceforward, the Rahthore princes had, by
their actions or subservience, to ascend by degrees the steps to roya!

favour. They were required to maintain a contingent or their proud
vassals, headed by the heir, to serve at the Mo^nTs pleasure. Their deeds
own them, not ignobly, the grace of the imperial court

;
but had slavish

submission been the sole path Ip elevation, the Rahthore princes would
never have attained a grade beyond the first 'miinsuhy conferred on Oodi
Si«g. Yet,though streams of wealth enriched the barren plains of Maroo ;

although a portion of the spoils of Golconda and Beejipur augmented its

treasures, decorated its palaces, and embellished its edifices and mauso-
leums ;

although the de?lert kings took the ‘right hand' of all the feudality

of Hind, whether indigenous or foreign—a feudal assemblage of no less

than seventy-six petty kingdoms—yef the Rahthore felt the sense of his

now degraded condition, and it often burst forth even in the presence of

the suzerain.

Maldeo’s death occurred in S. 1625; but the.chronicles do not admit
of Oodi Sing’s elevation until the death of his brother Chundersen, from
which period we may reckon that he was, though junior, the choice both of
his father and the nables, who did not approve of Oodi Sing’s submission
lo Akbar. In fact, the Raja led the royal forces against the most powerful
of his vassals, and resumed almost all the possessions of the Mairteas, and
weakened the others.

•

Before we proceed to trace the course pursued by Oodi Sing, who was
seated upon the cushion of Maldeo in S. 1040 (A. D. 1584), let us cast a
short re trospect over the annals of Maroo, since the migration of the
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grandson of the potentate of Canouj, which, compared with the ample
pa^e of western history, present little more than a chronicle of hard nameSj
thoug^h not destitute of facts interesting to political scifence.

In the table before the reader, aided by the explanations in the text,

he will see the whole process of the conquest, peopling, and settlement of

an extensive region, with its partition or allotments amongst an innu*
merable frerage (bhyad), whose children continue to hold them as vassals

of their king and brother, the descendant of their mutual ancestor Sivaji.

We may divide the annals of Marwar, from the migration of Sivajf

from Canouj to the accession of Oodi Sing; into three distinct epochs :

1st. From the settlement of Seoji in the land of Kher, in A. D. 1212,

to the conquest of Mundore by Chonda, in A. D. 1381 ;
^

2nd. From the conquest of Mundore to the founding of Jodhpur, in

A. D. 1459; and

3rd. From the founding of Jodhpur to the accession of Oodi Sing,

in A. D. 1584, when the Rahthores acknowledged the supremacy of the

ampire.

The two first epochs were occupied in the subjugation of the western
portion of the desert from the ancient allodiality

; nor was it until Chonda
conquered Mundore, on the decline of the Chohans of the east, that the

fertile lands on either side the Looni were formed into fiefs for the children

of Rinmuli and Joda. A change of capital with the Rajpoot is always
productive of chatjge in the internal organization of the state; and not un-

frequently the race changes its appellation with its capital. The founda-
tion of Jodhpur was a new ere, and henceforth the throne of Maroo could

only be occupied by the tribe of Joda, and from branches not constituting

the vassals of the crown, who were cut off from succession. This is a
peculiar feature in Rajpoot policy, land is common to the whole race, as

will be hereafter more distinctly pointed out in the annals of Ajmeer.

Joda, with the ambition of the founder of a state, gave a i>cw form

to the feudal institutions of his country. Necessity, combined with pride,

led him to promulgate a statute of limitatiorr of the sub-infeudation of

Maroo. I he immense progeny of his father Rinmuli, twenty-four sons,

and his own, of fourteen, almost all of whom had numerous issue, ren-

dered it requisite to fix the number and extent of the fiefs
;
and amongst

them, henceforward constituting pemanently the frerage of Maroo, the

lands were partitioned. Kandul having emigrated and established his own

numerous issue, the Kandulotes, in Bikaneer. The two brothers next

to Joda, 1/15., Champa, and Koompa, with his two sons, Doodo and Kurrnsi,

and his grandson, Oodoh, were declared the heads of the feudal associa-

tion under their names, the Champawuts, Kampawuts, Mairteas (sons

of Doodo), Kurmsotes, and Oodauts, continue to be the pillars or

Maroo/* Eight great estates, called ayht thacoorait^ or ‘eight lord-

ships* of Marwar, each of the nominal annual value of fifty thousand

rupees (jfs.ooo), were settled on these persona, and their inrmense in-

fluence has obtained many others for younger branchea of their clansr

The title of the first noble of Maroo was given to Champa and his issuer

who have often made its princes tremble on their tlirones. Besides thescr

inferior appanages were settled on the junior branches, brothers, sonsr

and grandsons of Joda, which were also deemed hereditary and irresum-

able; to use their own phrase, their batht^ or • allotment,^ to which they

* From batna^ * divide, to partition*'
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consider their title as sacred as that of their prince to his throne, of whom
they say, ** When our services are acceptable, then is he our lord, when
not, we are again his brothers and kin, claimants, and laying claim to

the land.*'

Rao Maldeo, confirmed this division of Joda, though he increased
the secondary fiefs, and as the boundaries of Marwar were completed in

his reign, it was essentially neccessary to confirm the limitation. The
feudal states of Marwar are, therefore, perpetuated in the offspring of the

princes from Joda to Maideo, and a distinction exists between them and
those subsequently conferred

;
the first, being obtained by conquest, are

deemed irrevocable, and must be perpetuated by adoption on the failure

of lineal issue
;
whereas the other may, on lapses, be resumed and added

to the fisc whence it emanated. The fiscal domain of the Rajpoot princes

cannot, says their traditionary lore, be alienated for more than a life-in-

terest
;
but this wise rule, though visible in anecdotes of past days, has

been infringed with their general disorganization. These instances, it

may be asserted, afford the distinctions of allodial and feudal lands. Of
the numerous clans, the issue of Seoji to Joda, which are spread over
the northern and western parts of the state, some, partly from the diffi-

culty of their position, partly from a feeling of respect to their remote
ancestry, enjoy almost entire independence. Yet they recognize the

prince of Maroo as their liege lord when his crown is endangered, and
render homage on its accession or any great family event. These clans

hold without grant or fine, and may properly be called the allodial

'rhieftains. Of this number we may enumerate the lordships of Barmair,
Kotorah, Seo, Phulsoond, etc. Others there are who, though less in-

dependent, may also be styled the allodiality of Marwar, who are to

furnish their quotas when demanded, and perform personal homage on
all great days of rejoicing ; of these are M§hwo, Sindri, etc. The
ancient clans scattered over the land, or serving the more modern chief-

tains, are recognised by their patronymic distinctions, by those versed in

tlie chronicles ,* though many hear the names of Doohurea, Mangulea,
Oohur, and Dhandul, without knowing them to be Rahthore. I'he mystic
page of the bard is always consulted previous to any marriage, in order
to prevent a violation of the matrimonial canons of the Rajpoots, which
are stricter than the Mosaic, and this keeps up the knowledge of the
v;^riuus branches of their own and other races, which would otherwise

perish.

Whatever term may be applied to these institutions of a martial race,

and which for the sake of being more readily understood we have else-
where called, and shall continue to designate, ‘ feudal,' we have not a
shadow of doubt that they were common to the Rajpoot races from the re-
motest ages, and that Seoji conveyed them from the seat of his ancestors,
Canouj. A finer picture does not exist of the splendour of feudal array than
the camp of its last monarch, Jeichund, in the contest with the Chohan.
'1 he annals of each and every states bear evidence to a system strictly

parallel to that of Europe ,* more especially Mewar, where, thirteen hundred
years ago, we see the entire feudatories of the state throwing up their
grants, giving theii‘ liege lord defiance, and threatening him with their
vengeance. Yet, having * eaten his salt,^ they forcbore to proceed to
hostilities till a whole year had elapsed, at the expiration to which they
deppsed him. Akber, who was partial to Hindu institutions, borrowed
much, front them, in all that concerned his own regulations.

In contrasting these customs with analogous ones in the west, the

4
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reader should never lose si^ht of one point, which must influence the
analo^ry,

,
the patriarchal form which characterizes the feudal system

in all countries
;
and as amongst the Rajpoots, all tli*eir vassalage is of

t«.eir own kin and blood (save a slij^tit mixture of foreign nobles as a
counterpoise), the pat^’^'nity of the sovereitfu is no fiction, as in Europe ;

so that from the son of Cliainpa, wlio takes the riyht hand of his prince,

the meanest vassal, who serves merely for his (rations), all are
Ihdted by the tie of consanguinity, of wtiich it is difficult to say whether
it is produoiive of evil or «^ood, since it has afforded examples as
brillir'iit and as dark as any in the hi^•:ory of mankind. 1 lie devotion

v;h*ch made twelve thousand, out of ilie fifty iliousand, “sons of joda,”'

prove ^hei^ fidelity to Maldeo, has- often been emulated even to the
present day.

The shroniclee, as before stated, are »t varFance with reg'ard to the

accesskjn- of God i Sing : some date* rt from the death of Maldeo, in S.

1625 (As Id*. others- from- that of his elder brother Chundersen,
slain in- storm of Sewaimh. The name of Oodr appears one of evil

portent in*>he ai>m>ls- oS Rajnathan.f While ** Oodi, the faty was in-

halinv? the Sreeze of imperial power, which spread a haze of prosperity

over Maroo*, Pertap^of Mewar, the idol of the Rajpoots, was enduring
every hardship in the attempt to work out his coimtry^s independence,
which had been- sacrificed by his father, Oodi Sing, In this he failed,,

but he left a name hallowed in the hearts of his cou-ntrymeiv, and immor-
talized in the imperishable verse of the hard.

On the union of the imperiaf house with that of Jodhpur, by the
marriage of Jod Bae to Akber, the emperor not only restored all posses-
sions he had wrested from Marwar, with the exception of A^meer, but
several rich districts in T^slwa, wf*ose revenwes doubled the resources of

his own fiscal domain. Witfi the aid of hrs imperial brother-rn-faw, he
greatly diminished the power of the feudal aristocracy, and clrpped the

wings of almost all the greater vassals, while he made numerous seques-

trations of the lands of the ancient allodiality and lesser vassals
; so that

it is stated, that, either by nev/- setftlement or confiscation, he added four-

teen liundred villages to the fisc. ITe resumed almost all the lands of the

sons of Doodoh, who, from their abode, were termed Matriea ; took

J'liiarun from the Oodawuis, and other towns of Ie»)s note frofn the sons oi

Champa and Koompo.

Oodi Sing was not ungrateful for the favours heaped upon him by
the emperor, for whom his Rahthores perforn^ed' many signal services r

for the raja was latterly too unwieldly for uny steed to bear him to bailie.

'! he 'king of the Desert' (the familiar epithet applied to him by Akber)
had a numerous progeny

;
no less than ihkry-foar regptimate sons and

daughters, who added new clans and new-estates to the feudal associtaionr

of Maroo: of these the most conspicuous are Govmgurh an<f Pisan-

gurh
;
while some obtained settlements beyond its Irmits* which becamer

* Literally, * a bellyfuh'

t Instead of being, as it imports, the ** ascending,"' (ijr it Shotdd for

ever, in both the houses of Maroo and M‘ewar, signify " setting the'

pusillanimity of the one sunk Mowar, that of the other Marwar.
. -'i .

(1) Oodya, in Sanskrit, in the dialect,) is tanUdliittOt TO'

Crisns, the point of rising 'the rising syin.'
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independent and bear tbe name of the founders. Of these are Kishengurh
and Kutlam in Malwa.

Oodi Sing died thirteen years after his inauguration on the cushion
of Joda, and thirty-tliree after the death of Maldeo, The manner of his

deatli, ks related in the biographical sketches termed ‘ Kheat]* affords

buch a specimen superstition and of Rajpoot manners that it vvould be
improp-r to omit it. I he narrative is preceded by some reflections on
the moral education of the Kahthore princes, And the wise restraints

imposed upon them under the vigilant -control of chieis of approved
worth and fidelity; so that, to use the words of the text, they often

passed their twentieth year, ignorant of woman/” If the ‘‘fat ra^a’ had
ever known this moral restraint, in his riper years he forgot it

;
for

although he had no less than twenty-seven queens, he cast the eye of

desire on the virgin-daughter of a subject, and that subject a Brahmin.

It was on the raja’s return from court to his native land, that he be-

held the damsel, and he determined, notwithstanding the sacred character

of her father ami his own obligations as the dispenser of law and justice,

to enjoy the object of his admiration. I he Brahmin was an * Aya-f>unti,*

or votary of whose shrine is at Bai-Bhilara. These sectar ians

of Maroo, very different from the abstinent Brahmins of Bengal, -eat .fiesK,

drink wine, and sliare in all the common enjoyments of life with the martial

spirits around them. Whether the scruples of the daughter were likely

to be easily overcome by her royal tempter, or whether the raja threatened

force, the *Kheat' does not inform us
;
but as there was no other course

by which the father could save her from pollution but by her deatli, he

resolved to make it one of vengeance and horror. He di^g a sacrificial pit,

and having slain his daughter, cut her into fragments, and mingling there-

with pieces of flesh from his own person, made the * homa,* or burnt sacrificec

to Aya Mata, and as the smoke and flai^ies ascended, he proncKinced an
imprecation on the raja ;

” Let peace be A stranger to lum ! and in three

paliars,^ itiree days, and three years, let me have revenge !” Then ex-
claiming. “My future dwelling is the Dahi BaoriV' sprung into the

flaming pit. 'I'he horrid tale was related to the raja, whose imagination
was haunted by the shade of tbe Brahmin; and he expired at the assigned
period, a prey to unceasing remorse.

Superstition is sometifies made available for moral ends; and the
shade of the Aya^punli Bralimin of Biiilara has been evoked, in subse-
quent ages, to restrain and lead unto virtue libidinous princes, when all

other control has been unavailing. The celebrated Jeswuut Sing, the
great grandson of Oodi, had an amour with the daughter of one of his
civil officers, and which he carried on at the Dabi BaoyL-\ But the
avenging ghost of the Brahmin interposed between him and his wbhes.
A dreadful struggle ensued, in which Jeswunt lost his senses, and no
effort could bani^ the impression from his mind. The ghost persecuted
his fancy, and he was generally believed to be possessed with a wicked
spirit, which, when exercised, was made to say he would only depart on
the self-sacrifice of a chief equal in dignity to JeswniU. Nahur Khan,
’ the tiger lord,' chief of the Koompawut clan, who led the van in all his
battles, immediately offered his head in expiation for his prince

; and ho
had no sooner expressed this loyal determination, than the holy men who
exercised the spirit, caused it to descend into a vessel of water, and

* A pahar is a watch of the day, about three hours,

t A reservior excavated by one of the Dabi tribe«
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havin$f waved it thrice round his head, they presented it to Nahur Khan
who drank it off, and Jeswunt’s senses were instantly restored, 't his

miraeulous transfer of the ghost is implicitly believed by every chief of

Rajasthan, by whom Nahur was called ' the faithful of the faithful.’

Previous to dying, he called his son, and imposed on him and his

descendants, by the solemnity of an oath, the abjuration of the office of

Purdhan or hereditary premier of Marwar, whose dignity involved such
a sacrifice; and from that day, the Cl»ampawuts of Ahwa succeeded the

Kotmpawuts of Asopo, who renounced the first seat on the right for

that on the left of their princes.

We shall conclude the reign of Oodi Sing with the register of his

issue from * the Book of Kings.’ It is by no means an unimportant
document to such as are interested in these singular communities, and
essentially useful to those who arc called upon to interfere in their

national concerns. Here we see the affinities of the branch {sacha) to the

parent tree, which in one short century has shaded the whole land
;
and

to which the independents nf Kishengurh, Roopnagur, and Rutlam, as

well as (he feudal chiefs of Govingiirh, Kliyrwa, and Pisangurh, all issues

from Oodi Sing, lof)k f<»r protection.

Issue of R.tja Oodi Sing :

—

1. Soor Sing, succeeded.

2. Akhiraj.

3. Bugwandas
;
had issue Bnllo, Gopaldas, Govindas who founded

Govingurlf.

4. Nururdas
5. Sukut Sing ...> had no issue attaining eminence.

6. Bhoput

7. Dilput had four sons
; i Muhesdas. whose son, Rutna, founded

Rutlam 2 Jeswant Sing
; 3 Pertap Sing

; 4 Kunirain.

8. Jaet had four sons; i Hur Sing; 2 Umra
; 3 Kunniram ; 4

Praimraj, whose descendants held lands in the tract called

Btillati and Khyrwa.

9. Kishen, in S. 1663 (A.D. 1619), founded Kishengurh ; he had

three sons, .Schesmul, Jugmul, Bharmul, who had Hari Sing,

who had Roop Sing, who founded Roopnagurh.

10.

Jeswant, his son Maun founded Manpura his issue called Man-
roopa Joda.

It. Kessoo founded Pisangurh.

12. Ramdas
13. Poorunmul
14. Madoodas
15. Mohandas
16. Keerut Sing

^No mention of them.

And seventeen daughters not registered in the chronicle.

Rutlam. Ktshengur, and Roopnagurh. are independenti and all

under the separate protection of the British Government.
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CHAPTER V.

S
OOR Sing succeeded in S. 1651 (A.D. 1595). He was servinjj with

the Imperial forces at Lahore, where he h»d commanded since

S. 1648, wfien iniellij^ence reached him of his father’s death. His ex-
ploits and services were of the most brilliant nature, and had obtained
for him, even during his father’s life, the title of * Sowae Raja,’ and a
high grade amongst the dignitaries of the empire. He was commanded
by Akbcr to reduce the arrogant prince of Sirohi, who, trusting to the

natural strength of his mountMinuus country, still refused to acknowledge
a liege lord. '1 his service well accorded with his private views, for he
had a feud (wer) with Rao Soortan, which, according to the chronicle,

he completely revenged. *' He avenged his feud with Soortan and plun-
dered Sirohi. 1 he Hao had not a pallet left to sleep upon, but was
obliged to make a bed for his wives upon tfie earth.” 1 his appears to

have humbled the Deora, *' who, in his pride, shot his arrows at the

sun for daring to shine upon him.” Soortan accepted the Imperial firmaln

in fi- ker’ of submission, and agreed to serve with a contingent ,of his

^ i lan^mtn m the war tfien^jeniiusied to Raja Soor against the king
r>l Gi.'ifc*:)!, wliose success we shall relate in the simple language of the

“ 1 he Raja took the />an against the king Mozuffur, with

the title of vicetoy of Guzerat. 1 he armies met at Dhundoca, whe rea
terrible Ci)r>flict ensued. 1 he Rahihores lost many valiant men, but the
Shrill was defeated, and lost all the insignia of his greatness. He sent the

spoil of seventeen towns to the king, but kept a crore of drtds for himself,

which he sent to Jodhpur, and therewith he enlarged the town and fort.

For this service Akber increased his niunsub, and sent him a sword,
with a khelat, and a grant of fresh lands..”

Raja Soor, it appears in the sequel, provided liberally for the bards;
for no less than *six lords of verse, whose names are given, fiad in gift

;^ic,ooo eacli of the spoils of Guzerat, as incentives to song.

On the conquest of Guzerat, Raja Soor was ordered to the Dekhan.
” He obeyed, and with thirteen tfiousand horse, ten large guns, and
twenty elephants, he fought three grand battles. On the Rewa (Ner-
budda) he attacked Umra Balecfia,* who had five thousand horse, whom
he slew, and reduced all his country. For this service the king sent him
a nobut (kettle-drum), and conferred on him Dhar and its domain.”

On Akber^s death and the accession of Jehangir Soor Sing attended
at court with his son and heir, Guj Sing, whom the king with his owrt
hands invested with the sword, for his bravery in the escalade of Jhalore,
which had been conquered by the monarch of Guzerat and added to
fiis domain. I’he poet thus relates the event :

” Gujf was commanded
against Behari Pathan

;
his war-trump sounded

;
Arabudha heard and

trembled. What took Aiia*o«din years, Guj accomplished in three
months; he escaladed JhalindraJ sword in hand; many a Rahthore of

fame was killed, but he put to the sword seven thousand Pathans,
whose spoils were sent to. the king.”

Raja Soor, it would appear, after the ovei^throw 6f the dynasty of
Guzerat, remained at the capital, while his son and heir, G\iJ Sing,
attended the king’s commands, and soon after the taking of Jhalore, was

* Balecha is one of the Cttohan tribes,

f Guj, 'the elephant.*

i Classical appellation of Jhalore.
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ordered with the Marwar c6htin^ent agjainst Rana Umra of Mewar: ft

was at the very moment of its expiring liberties, for the chronicle merely
adds, “ Knrrun a^^reed to serve the kin^, «iui G’^j Sitijr returned in

'I'arra^urh.f The kinj^ increased both his own munsub (dignity) and
that of his father, Raja Soor/*

Thus the Rajpoot chronicler, solicitous only to record the fame of his

own princes, does not deem it necessary to concern himself with the agents
conjoined with them, so that a stranger to the events of the period would
imagine, from the high relief given to their actions, that the Raluhore
princes commanded in all the great events described; for instance, that
just mentioned, involving the submission of the Rana, when Raja Guj w^s
merely one of the great leaders who accompanied the Mogul heir-appa,
rent, f^rince Khoorm, on this memorable occasion. In the Diary of

Jehangir, the emperor, recording this event, does not even mention the
Kahthore prince, though he does those of Kotah hand Duttea, as the

instruments by which Prince Khoorm carried on the negotiation
; J from

which we conclude that Raja Guj merely acted a military part in the
grand army which then invaded Mewar.

Raja Soor died in the Dekhan, in S. 1676 (A. D. 1620). He added
greatly to the lustre of the Rahihore name, was esteemed b}' the em-
peror,and, as the bard expresses it, *' His spear was frightful to the
Southron.*' Whether Raja Soor disapproved of the exterminating
warfare carried on in tliese regions, or was exasperated at the un-
limited service he was doomed to, which detained him from his native

land, he, in his last moments, commanded a pillar to be erected

with a curse engraven thereon, imprecated upon any of his race vvim

should once cross the Nerbudda. From his bt>yhood he had been
almost an alien to his native land ; he had accompanied his father wher-
ever he led the aid of Maroo, was serving at Lahore at the period of his

accession, and died far from the monuments of bis fathers, in the heart of

the peninsula. Although the emperor was not ungrateful in his estimate

of these services,—for Raja Soor l»eld by patent no less than "sixteen

grand fiefs”§ of the empire, and with the title of Sowae raised above all

the princes, his associates at court,—it was deemed no compensation for

perpetual absence from the Hereditary domain, thus abaniioned to the

management of servants. The great vassals, his clansmen, ^particif) iled

in this dissatisfaction, sepflif’ated from their wives, families, and estates
;

for to them the pomp of Imperial greatness, or the sunshine of court-

favour, was as nothing when weighed against the exercise of their influ-

ence witliin their own cherished patrimony. The simple fare of the desert

was dearer to the Kahthore than all the luxuries of the Imperial banquet

• The chronicle says, In S. 1669 (A. D. 1613), the king formed

an army against the Rana which accords exactly with the date in the

emperor's own memoirs.

t Ajmeer, of which the citadel is styled Tarragurh.
i Sec Annals of Mewar, Vol. I.

§ Of these, nine were the subdivisions of his native dominiofis, styled

“The Nine Castle of Maroo;** for on becommg one of the ^reat feudatories

of the empire, he made a formal surrender oT these, receiving them again

by grant, renewed on eve^ lapsOt with all the ceremonies of investiture

and relieL Five were in Guzerat, one in Malwa, and one in the DeShan.

We see that thirteen thousand horse was the contingent of Marwer for the

laitds thus held.
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which he turned from with dlsf^ust to the recollection of ' the gfreen pul<;e

of Miindawur/ or his favourite rahri^ or * maize porriH^e,' the prime
dish with the Rahthore. fhese minor associations conjoined with ^reatf^r

evils to i!«c< cas^: the ma/ pays^ of whose influence no human being is

more susceptible than the brave Rajpoot.
K-ija Soor greatly added to the beauty of his captial, and left several

works which bear his name
;
amongit them, nor the least useful in that

arid retjion, is the lake called the Soor Sagur, * or Warrior’s Sea/ which
irrigates the gardens on its margin. He left six sons and seven daughters,
of whose issue we have no account, vtt,, Guj Sing, his 5iiccessor

;
Subbul

Sing. Beerundeo, Bejoy Sing, Pertap Sing, and Jeswunt Sing.

Raja Guj, who succeeded his father in A.D. 1620, was b^orn at

Lahore, and the teeka of investiture found him in tlie royal cainp at

Hoorhanpur. Th« bearer of it was Darab Khan, the son of the Klian-

khana, or premier noble of tlie emperor’s court, who, as the Imperial
proxy, girt Raja Guj with tlie sword. Besides the 'nine castle’ {Nokotee
Mu wfir), his patrimony, his patent contained a grant of ‘seven divisions’

of Gupferal, of the district of Jtiula^ in Dhoondar
;
and what was of

more consequtfnce to him, though of less intrinsic value, that of Musaoda
in Ajineer, the heir-loom of his house. Besides these marks of distinction,

he received the highest proof of confidence in flie elevaied post of Viceroy
of the Dekhan ;

and, as a special testimony of Imperial favor, the Rahthore
cavaliers composing his contingent were exempted from the dagh, that is,

having their steeds branded with the Imperial signet. His elder son,

iJinra Sing, served with his father iit all his various battles, to the success

of which his conspicuous gallantry on every occasion contributed. In the

sieges and battles of Kirkigurh, Golconda, Kelena,^ Pernala, Gujungurh,
Asair and Satarra, the Kahtimres had their full share of glory, which
(Obtained for th^-ir leader the title of Dulthttmna, or ‘ barrier of the host.’

We have already remarked the direct influence which the Rajpoot princes

had in the succession to tlie Imperial ^dignity, consequent upon the
intermarriage of .their daughters with the crown and the various interests

arising therefrom. Sultan Purvez. the elder son, and heir of Jehangir,
wa^ the issue of a princess of* Marwar, while the second son, Khoorm,
as his name imports, wa,s the son of a Cuchwaha* princess of Amber.
Being the offspring of polygamy, and variously educated, these princes

were little disposed to consider consanguinitv as a bond of natural

union
;
and their respective mothers, with all the ambition of their race,

thought of frothing but obtaining the diadem for the head of their children*

With either of these rival queens, the royal children who were not her
own, h.»d no affinitv with her or hers, and these feelings were imparted
from the birth to their issue, and thus it too often happened that the heir

of the throne was looked upon with an envtoifs eye, as a bar to be re-

moved at all hazards. This evil almost neutralized the great advantages
derived from intermarriage witli the indigenous races of India ; but it

was one whicli would have ceased -with polyganry. Khoorm felt his

siiperioiity over his elder brother, Purvez, in all but the accidental
ciicumsiaivce of birth. He was in every respect a better man, and a
braver,and more succetsful soldier; and. having his ambition thus, early
miriured l»v the stimulants administered by Bheem of Mewar. and the
intrepid Mohabet.f he determined to remove this barrier between him

Cucliwa and iChooifm synonymous terms fer tile race.whieh rules
Amber,—the Torfoue of Rajasthan. ^

, u r,-

t A Rajpoot of the hpusefConv^rfctl tq
,4 .
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and the crown. His views were .first developed whilst leadings the armies
ill the Dekhan, lind he communicated them to Raja Guj of Marwar, who
held the post of honour next the prince, and solicited his aid to place
him on the throne. Gratitpde for the favours heaped upon him by the
kin,», as well as the natural bias to Purvez, made the Raja turn a
deaf ear to hjs application. The prince tried to gain his point through
Govindas, a Rajpoot of the Bhatti tfib^. one of the foreign nobles of

Maroo, and confidential adviser of his prince
;
but. as the annals say,

“ Govindas reckoned no one but his master and the king.’^ Frustrated
in this, Khoorm saw nq hopes of success but by disgusting the Rahihores.
and he caused theHaithful Govindas io.be assassinated by Kishen Sing f*

on which. Raja Guj, in disgust, threw up his post, and marched to his

native land. From the assassination of P-urvez, which soon followed,

the deposal of his father appeared but a step; and Khoorm had collected

means, which he deerned adequate to the design, when Jehangir appealed
to the fidelity of the Rajpoots, to support him against filial ingratitude

and domestic treason : and, in their general obedience to the call, they

afforded a distinguished proof of the operation of the first piinciple,

Gadi-ca-an^ allegiance to the throne, often obeyed without reference to

the worth of its occupant. The princ<*s of Marwar, Amber, Kotah, and
Boondi pul themselves at the head of their household retainers on this

occasion, which furnishes a confirmation of a remark already made, that

the respective annals of the stales of Rajasthan so rarely embrace the corr-

temporaneous events of the rest, as to lead to the conclusion, that by the

single force of each state this rebellion was put down. This remark will

be further exemplified from the annals of Boondi.

Jehangirwas so pleased with the zeal of the Rahthore prince,^—alarm-
ed as he was at the advance of the rebels,—that he not only took him by
the hand, but what is most unusual, kissed it. When the assembled .

princes came in sight of the rebels, near Benares, the emperor gave the

herole, or vanguard, to the Cutchwaha prince, the Mirza Raja of Amber.
Whether^ this was a point of. (fblicy, to secure his acting against prince

Khoorm, who wus born of this race, or merely, as the Marwar annals

state, because he brought the greater number into the field, is immaterial ;

but it was very nearly fatal in its consequences: for the proud Rahthore,
indignant at the insult offered to him in tlius bestowing the post «)f honour,

which was* his right, upon the rival race of Amber, furled his banners,

separated from trie royal army, and determined to be a quite spectator of

the result. But for the impetuous Bheem of Mewar. the adviser df

Khoorm, he might that day have been emperor of India. He sent a

taunting irtes-sage to Raja Guj, either to join th^ir cause or ** draw their

swords The Rahthores overlooked the negle.cl of the king in the sarcasm
of one of their own tribe

;
and Bheem was siftin, Govindas avenged, the

rebellion /|uelied, and Khoorm put to flight, cliiefly by the Rahthores and

Haras.

• In S. 1694 (A.D. 1638)* Raja Goj was slain in an expedition into

Guzerat ; but whethet in the fitlfilment of the king^s comn>andSi or in the

chastisement of fre4-boOters on his own sodlhern Effort tier, the chronicles

do not inform us. He left w distinguished naifih^ in the fihnals 1^*^

• This was the founder of Krshengwrh ; for thb iniquitous service he

was made an independent Raja in the town which lie erected# Hia

descendant is now an ally by treaty wUh the British government*
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country, and two valiant sons, Umra and Jeswunt, to maintain it

:

another son, Achil, died in infancy.

The second son, Jeswunt, succeeded, and furnishes another of many
instances in the annals of Rajpootana, of the rights of primogeniture
beingr set aside. 'I'his proceeded from a variety of motives, sometimes
merely paternal affection, sometimes incapacity in the child ‘ to head fifty

thousand Rahthores,* and sometimes, as in the present instance, a dan-
j^erous turbulence and over-boiling impetuosity in the individual, which
despised all restraints. While there was an enemy against whom t<a

exert it, Umra was conspicuous for his gallantry, and in all his father’s

wars in the south, was ever foremost in the battle. His daring spirit

collected around him those of his own race, alike in mind, as connected
by blood, whose actions, in periods of peace, were the subjects of eternal

complaint to his father, who was ultimately compelled to exclude Urma
from his inheritance.

In the month of Bysale, S. 1690 (A. D. 1631), five years before the
death of Raja Guj, in a convocation of all the feudality of Maroo, sentence
of exclusion from the succession was pronounced upon Umra, accom-
panie<l by the solemn, and seldom practised, rite of Des~vatoh or exile.

This ceremony, which is marked as a day of mourning in the calendar,
was attended with all the circumstances of funeral pomp. As soon as the

sent^*nc^" was pronounced, that his birth-right was forfeited and assigned
to his junior brother, and that he ceased to be a subject of Maroo, the

khelat of banishment was brought forth, consisting of sable vestments, in

which he was clad
;
a sable shield was hung upon his back, and a sword

of the same hue girded round him
;
a black horse was then led out, being

mounted on which, he was commanded, though not in anger, to depart
wliither he listed beyond the limits of Maroo.

Umra went not alone; numbers of 'each clan, who had always re-

garded him as their future lord, voluntarily partook of his exile. He
repnired to the imperial court

;
and although the emperor approved and

sanctioned his banishment, he employed him. His gallantry soon won
him the title of Rao and the munsub of a leader of three thousand, with

the grant of Nagore as an independent domain, to be held directly from
the crown. But the same arrogant and uncontrollable spirit which lost

him his birth-right, brought his days to a tragical conclusion. He ab-
sented himself for a fortnight from court, hunting the boar or the tiger,

his only recreation. The emperor (Shah Jehan) reprimanded him for

neglecting his duties, and threatened him with a fine. Umra proudly
replied, that he had only gone to hunt, and as for a fine, he observed,
putting his hand upon his sword, that was his sole wealth.

The little contrition which this reply evinced, determined the king to

enforce the fine, and the paymaster general, Sallabut Khan,* was sent to
Umra^s quarters to demand its payment. It was refused, and the obser-
vations made by the Syed not suiting the temper of Umra, he uncere-

* Sall’abut Khan Bukshee, he is called. The office of Bukshee is not
only one of paymaster (a$ it implies), but of inspection and audit. We
can readily imagine, with such levies as be had to muster and pay, his
post was more honourable than secure, especially with such a band as
'vas headed by Umra, ready to lake offence if the wind but displaced
^beir moustache. The annals declare that Umra had a feud (wer) with
S^tllabut

; doubtless for no better reason than that he fulfilled the trusti
•epoged in him by the emperor*
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moniously desired him to depart. The emperor thus insulted in the

person of his officer, issued a mandate for Umra’s instant appearance.
He obeyed

;
and h;win^ reached the aumkhas, or ^rand divan, beheld

tlie kin^, “whose eves were red with anther/' with Sallabiit in the act of

addressing liim. Inflamed with passion at the recollection of the injurious

lanjgfiiage he had just received, perhaps at the kint^^s confirmation of his

exclusion from Marwar, he unceremoniously passed the Omrahs of five

and seven thousand, as if to address the kingf ;
when, with a da^j^er con-

cealed in his sleeve, he slabbed Sallabut to the heart. Drawing^ his sword
he made a blow at the king, which descending on the pillar, shivered the

weapon in pieces. The king abandoned his throne and fled to the in-

terior apartment. All was uproar and confusion. Umra continued the

work of death, indifferent upon whom his f>lows fell, and five Moghul
chiefs of eminence had fallen, when his brother-in-law, Urjoon Gore,
under pretence of cajoling him, inflicted a mortal wound, though be

continued to ply his dagger until he expired. To avenge his death, his

retainers, headed by Bulloo Champawut and Bbao Khoompawnt, put on

their saffron garments, and a fresh carnage ensued within the loll kellali*

'I'o use the words of their native bard, “ J'he pillars of Agra bear testi-

mony to their deeds, nor shall they ever be obliterated from the record of

time ;
they made their obeisance to Umra in the mansions of the sun.'^

'I he faithful band was cut to pieces; and his wife, the princess of Boondi,

came in person and carried away the dead body of Umra, with which she

committed herself to the flames. The Bokhara gate by which they gained

admission, was built up, and henceforward known only as Umra Sing's

gate;'* and in proof of the strong impression made by this event,! it

The place within the citadel (M/aA), built of red (lo/l) freestone,

f It may be useful to record such facts, by the way of contrast with

the state policy of the west, and for the sake of observing that which

would actuate the present paramount power of India should any of its

tributary princes defy them as Umra did that of the universal potentate

of that country. Even these despots borrowed a lesson of mercy froi«

the Rajpoot system, which does not deem treason Jhereditary, nor attaints

a whole line for the fault of one unworthy link. Shah Jehan, instead of

visiting the sins of the father on the son, installed him in his fief of

Nagore. This son was Rae Sing
;
and it devolved to his children and

grand-children, (i) until Indur Sing, the fourth in descent, was expelled

by the head of the Rahihores, who in the weakness of the empire, re-*

annexed Nagore to Jodhpur. But perhaps we have not hitherto dared

to imitate the examples set us by the Mogul and even by the Mahrattaj

not having sufficient hold of the affections of the subjected to venture to

be merciful
;
and thence our vengeance, like the bolt of heaven, sears

the very heart of our enemies. Witness the many chieftains ejected from

their possessions
;
from the unhallowed league against the Rohillas, to

that last act of destruction at Bhuripoor, where, as arbitrators, we acted

the part of the lion in the fable. Our present altitude, however,

commanding, that we can afford to display the attribute of mercy ;

should unfortunately, its action he required in Rajpootana, let it be ainpl®»

(i) Namely, Haii Sing, his son Anop Sing, his son Indur Sin^
J’**

son Mokum Sing. This lineal descendant of Raja Guj, and the ri^Ad

heir to the 'cushion of Joda/ has dwindled into one of the petty
r lords of Marwar. I'lie system is of eternal vicissitudeSi amidst wntet

^ germ of reproduction never perishes.
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remained closed through centuries, until opened in 1809 by Capt. Geo,

Steel, of the Bengal engineers,*

CHAPTER VI.

Raja Jeswunt, who obtained, by the banishment of Umra, the

‘cushion’ of Marwar, was born of a princess of Mewar
;
and al-

though this circumstance is not reported to liave influenced the change of

succession, it will be borne in mind that, throughout Rajpootana, its

princes regarded a connection with the Rana’s family as a primary
honour.

“Jeswunt (sqvs ihf* Rnrd.ai') was amonjjst flm princes of

his time. Stupidity and lijnur •nc.* w-te i
;
an.J lenr: ^ ilnnrished

where lie ruled : many were the hooks composed tinder his auspices.'*

The south continued to be the arena in which the martial Rajpoot
sought renown, and the emperor had only rightly to understand his

character to turn the national emulation to account. Shah Jehan, in the

It^nguage of the chronicler, “ became a slave to the seraglio,” and sent
his sons, as viceroys, to govern the grand divisions of tlie empire, d'he

first service of Jeswunt was in the war of Gondwana, when he led a body
composed of “twenty-two different contingents” in the army under Arun-
gezeb. In this and various, other services (to enumerate which would be
to go over the ground already passed),f the Rahthores were conspicuous,
Jeswunt played a comparatively subordinate part, until the illness of the

emperor, in A.D, 1658, when his elder son Data was invested with the
powers of regent. Prince Dara increased the mtinsuh of Jeswunt to a
leader of ‘ five thousand,’ and nomitated him his viceroy in Malwa,

In the struggle for empire amongst the sons of Shah Jehan, conse-
quent upon ^his illness, the importance of the Rajpoot princes and the
fidelity we have often had occasion to depict, {|were exhibited in the
strongest light. While Raja Jey Sing was commanded to oppose prince
Shuja, who advanced from his viceroyalty of Bengal, Jeswunt was en-
trusted with means to quasi) the designs of Arungezeb, then commanding

for there its greatfiil influence is understood, and it will return, like the
dews of heaven, upon ourselves. But if we are only to regulate our
political action by the apprehension of danger, it must one day recoil

upon us in awful retribution. Our system is filled with evil to the
governed, where a fit of bile in ephemeral political agents, may engender
a quarrel leading to the overthrow of a dominion of ages.

* Since these remarks were written. Captain Steel related to the
author a singular anecdote connected with the above circumstance. While
the works of demolition was proceeding, Capt. S, was urgently warned
hy the native of the danger he incurred in the operation, from a denun-
ciation on the closing of the gate, that it should thenceforward be guarded
fiy a huge serpent—when suddenly, the destruction of the gate being
nearly completed, a large Cobra-di-capelia rushed between his legs, as if

fulfilment of the anathema. Capt. S. fortunately escaped without
injury.

t The new translation of Ferishta's History, by Lieut. Col. Briggs, a
"’ork much wanted, may be referred to by those who wish to see the
opinion of the Mahomedan princes of their Rajpoot vassalage.
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in the south, who had lone cloaked, under the garb of hypocrisy and
religion, views upon the empire.

The Rahthore prince was declearcd generalissimo of the army destin-

ed to oppose Arungezeb, and he marched from Agra at the head of the
united contingents of Kajpootana, besides the imperial guards, a force

which, to use the nyperbole of the bard, "made Shesang writhe in

agony.’* Jeswunt marched toward the Nerbudda, and had encamped his

army in a position fifteen miles south of Oojein, when tidings reached
him of his opponent’s approach. In that field on which the emperor
erected a town subsequently designated Futtehahad, or 'abode of victory/

Jeswunt, awaited his foes. 1 he battle which ensued, witnessed and so

circumstantially related by Bernier, as has been already noticed in this

work,* was lost by the temerity of the Rahthore commander-in-chief, who
might liave crushed the rebellions hopes of Arungezb, to whom he pur-

posely gave time to effect a junction with !»is brother Morad, from the

vainglorious desire " to conquer two princes at once." Dearly did he pay
for his presumption

;
for he he had given time to the wily prince to sow

intrigues in Ins camp, which were disclosed as soon as the battle

joined, when the Moghul horse deserted aud left him at the head of

bis thirty thousand Rajpoots, deemed, however, by their leader

and themselves, sufficient agains't any odds. Jeswunt, Spear in hafid,

mounted his steed Maboob, and charged the imperial brothers,* ten

thousand Moslems fell in the onset, which cost seventeen hundred
Hahthores, besides Gehlotes, Haras,f Gores, and some of every clan of

Kajwarra. Arung and Morad only escaped because their days were not

yet numbered. Maboob and his rider were covered with blood
; Jesoh

looked like a famished lion, and like one he relinquished his prey/' I'he

bard is fully confirmed in his relation of the day, both by the Moghul
historian and by Bernier, who says, that notwithstanding the immense
superiority of the imperial princes, aided by a numerous artillery served

by Frenchmen, night alone put a stop to the contest of science, numbers,

and artillery, against Rajpoot courage. Both armies remained on the

field of battle, and though we have no notice of the anecdote related by

the first translator of Ferishta, who makes Jeswunt " in bravado drive his

car round the field," it is certain that Arungzeb was too politic to renew

the combat, or molest the retreat which took place next day towards his

native dominions. Although, for the sake of alliteration, the bard

especially singles out the Gehlotes and Gores, the tribes of Mewar and

Seopur, all and every tribe was engaged
;
and if the Rajpoot ever dared to

moun the fall of kindred in battle, this day should have covered every

house with the emblems of grief
;
for it is stated by the Moghul historian

that fifteen thousand fell, chiefly Rajpoots. This was Onc of the events

glorious to the Rajpoot, shewing his devotion to whom fidelity (swam^

dherma) had been pledged,— th\; aged and enfeebled emperor Shah Jehan,

whose " salt they ate,"—against all the temptations offered by youthful

ambition. It is forcibly contrasted with the conduct of the immediate

household troops of llie emperor, who, even in the moment of battle,

worshipped the rising sun, whilst the Rajpoot sealed his faith in his blood ,

and none more liberally than the brave Haras of Kotah and Boon i*

The annals of no nation on earth can furnish such an example, as a

* See Vol. I.

t See Kotah annals, which slate that that prince and five

fell in this field of carnage.
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entire family, six royal brothers, stretched on the field, and all but one in

death.* »

Of all the deeds of heroism performed on this day, those of Rutna of

Hutlam, by universal consent, are pre-eminent, and '* are wreathed into

immortal rhyme by the bard” in the Rasa Rao Rutna,^ He also was a
Hahthore, the great grandson of Oodi Sing, the first Kaja of Maroo

;
and

nobly did he shew that the Rahthore blood had not degenerated on the

fertile plains of xMalwa. If aught were wanting to complete the fame of

tliis memorable day, which gave empire to the scourge of Rajpootana,
it is found in the conduct of Jeswunt’s queen, who, as related,} shut the

gates of his capital on her fugitive lord, though he “ brouglit back his

shield” and his honour.

Arungzeb, on Jeswiint’s retreat, entered the capital of Malwa in

triumph, whence, with all the celerity requisite to success, he pursued his

march on the capital. At tlie village of Jajow, thirty miles south of Agra,
the fidelity of the Rajpoots again formed a barrier between the aged king

and the treason of his son ;
but it served no other purpose than to illus-

trate this fidelity. The Rajpoots were overpowered, Dara was driven from

the regency, and the aged emperor deposed.

Arungzeb, soon after usurping the throne, sent, through the prince

of Amber, his assurances of pardon to Jeswunt, and a summons to the

presence, preparatory to joining the army forming against his brother

Sfmja, advancing to vindicate his claims to empire. 1 he Rahthore, deem-
ing It a glorious occasion for revenge, obeyed, and communicated to Shuja
his intentions* The hostile armies met at Kujwa, thirty miles north of

Allahabad. On the first onset, Jeswunt, wheeling about witli his Rahthore
cavaliers, attacked the rear-ward of the army under prince Mohammed,
which he cut to pieces, and plundering the imperial camp (left unprotected),

he deliberately loaded his camels with the most valuable effects, which hre

despatched tinder part of the force, and leaving the brotiier to a contest,

which he heartily wished might involve the destruction of both, he followed

the cortege to Agra. Such was the panic on his appearance at that

capita), joined to the rumours of Arungzeb’s defeat, which had nearly

happened, that the wavering garrison required only a summons to have

surrendered, when he might have released Shah Jehan from confinement,

and with this ** tower of strength” have rallied an opposition fatal to the

prince.

That this plan suggested itself to Jeswunt’s sagacity we cannot doubt;

but besides the manifest danger of locking of his army within the precincts

of a capita), if victory was given to Arungzebe, he had other reasons for

not halting at Agra* All his designs were concert with prince Dara, the

rightful heir to the throne, whom he had instructed to hasten to the scene
of action; but while Jeswunt remained hovering in the rear of Arungzeb,
momentarily expecting the junction of the prince, the latter loitered on the
southern frontier of Marwar, and thus lost, for ever, the crown within his

grap. Jeswunt continued his route to his native dominions, and had at

least the gratification of housing the spoils, even the regal tents, in the

* See Kotah annals, which state that that ^prince and five brothers all

fell in this field of carnage.

f Amongst the MSS. presented by the Author to the Royal Asiatic
Society, is this work, the Rasa Rao Rutna*

t See Vol. i.
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castle of Joda. Dara tardily formed a junction at Mairta
;
but the critica

moment was lost, and Arungzebe, wlio had crushed Shuja's force, rapidly
advanced, now joined by many of the Rajpoot princes, to overwhelm this

last reinnat of opposition. I he crafty Arungzeb, however, who always
preferred stratagem to the precarious issue of arms, addressed a letter to

Jeswunt, not only assuring him of his entire forgiveness, but offering the
viceroyalty of Guzerat, if he would withdraw his support from Dara, and
remain neuter in the contest. Jeswunt accepted the condition, and
agreed to lead the Rajpoot contingents, under prince Moazzim in the war
against Sevaji, bent on reviving the independence of Mahrashtra. From
the conduct again pursued by the Rahlhore, we have a right to infer that
he only abandoned Dara, because, though possessed of many qualities
which endeared him to the Rajpoot, besides his title to the throne, he
wanted these virtues necessary to ensure success against his energetic
brother. Scarcely had Jeswant reached the Dekhan when he opened a
communication with Sevaji, planned the death of the king's lieutenant,

Shaista Khan, on which he hoped to have the guidance or the army, and
the youngi viceroy. Arungzeb received authentic intelligence of this

plot, and the share Jeswunt had in it
;
but he temporized, and even sent

letters of congratulation on his succeeding to the commander-in-chief.
But he soon superseded him by Raja Jey Sing of Amber, who brought
the war to a conclusion by the capture of Sevaji. The honour attending
this exploit was, however, soon exchanged for disgrace

;
for when the

Amber prince found that the tyrant had designs upon the life of Iris

prisoner, for whose safety he had pledged himself, he connived at his

escape. Upon this, Jeswunt was once more declared the emperor’s lieute-

nant, and soon inspired prince Moazzim with designs, whiclr again com-
pelled the king to supersede him, and Deijre Khan was declared general-
in-chief. He reached Arungabad, and the night of his arrival, would
have been his last, but he received intimation and rapidly retreatedi

pursued by the prince and Jeswunt to tire Nerbudda. The emperor saw
the necessity of removing Jeswunt from this dangerous post, and he sent

him the firman as viceroy of Guzerat, to which he commanded him to

repair without delay. He obeyed, reached Ahmedabad, and found the

king had outwitted him and his successor in command
; he, therefore,

continued his course to his native dominions, where he arrived in S. 1726

(A. D. 1670).
'I'he wily tyrant had, in all these changes, used every endeavour to

circumvent Jeswunt, and, if the annals are correct, was little scrupulous

as to the means. But the Raja was protected by the fidelity of his kindred

vassalage. In the words of the bardic chronicler, “ I'he Aswapati*
Arung, finding treachery in vain, put the collar of simulated friendship

round his neck, and sent him beyond the Attok to die,’'

The emperor saw that the only chance of counteracting Jeswunt's

inveterate hostility was to employ him where he would be least dangerous.

He gladly availed himself of a rebellion amongst the Afghans of Cabul

;

and with many promises of favour to himself and his family, appointed

him to the chief command, to lead his turbulent Rajpoots against the

equally turbulent and almost savage Afghans. Leaving his cider son,

Pirihwi Sing, in charge of his ancestral domains^ with bis wives, family,

and the chosen bands of Maroo, Jeswunt departed for the land of the
* barbarian,’ from whl^K he was destined never to return.

* 1 he common epithet of the Islamite emperors, in the dialect of

the bard, is Asputf classically Aswapatii ' lord of horses*^
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It is related, in the chronicles of Maroo, that Arungzeb having
commanded the attendance at court of Jeswunt's heir, be obeyed, and
was received not only with the dislinctiorjs which were his due, but with
the most specious courtesy : that one d«y, with unusual familiarity,

the king desired him to advance, ainf grasping firmly his folded hands
(the usual attitude of deference) in one of his own, said, “ Well, Kahthore,
it is told me you possess as nervous an arm as your father

;
what can

you do now “ God preserve your majesty,^’ replied the Rajpoot
prince, ‘‘when the soveieignof mankind lays the hand of protection on
the meanest of his subjects, all his hopes realized; but when he con-
descends to take both of mine, I feel as if 1 could conquer the world."

His vehement and animated gesture gave full force to his words, and
Arungzeb quickly exclaimed, “ Ah ! here is another Khootnn," (the

term he always applied to Jeswunt)
;

yet, affecting to be pleased with

the frank boldness of his speech, he ordered him a splendid dress,

which as customary, he put on, and having made his obeisance, left the

presence in the certain assurance of exaltation.

That day was his last !—he was taken ill soon after reaching his

quarters, and expired in great torture, and to this hour his death is

attributed to the poisoned robe of honour presented by the king.*

Prilhwi Sing was the staff of his father's age, and endovved;with all the

qualities req\iired to lead the swords of Maroo. His death, thus reported,

cast a blight on the remainitig days of Jeswunt, who in this cruel stroke,

saw that his mortal foe had gone beyond him in revenge. The sacrifice

of Prilhwi Sing was followed by the death of his only remaining sons,

Juggut Sing and Dulthumiin, from the ungenial climate of Cabul, and
grief soon closed the existence of the veteranj Kahthore. He expired

amidst the mountain of the north, without an heir to his revenge, in

S. 1737 (A. D. 1681), having ruled the tribes of Maroo for two and forty

yezrs. In this year, death released Arungzeb from the greatest terrors

of his life; for the illustrious Sevaji and Jeswunt paid the debt to nature
within a few months of each otf»er. Of the Kahthore, we may use the

words of the biographer of his contemporary, Kana Kaj Sing of Mewar
;

"Sighs never ceased flowing from Arung’s heart while Jeswunt lived."

d'he life of Jeswunt Sing is one of the most extraordinary in the

annals of Kajpootana, and a full narrative of it would afford a perfect and
deeply interesting picture of the history and manners of the period. Had
his abilities, which were far above mediocrity, been commensurate with

his power, credit, and courage, he might, with the concurrent aid of the

many powerful enemies of Arungzeb, have overturned the Moghul throne.
Throughout the long period of two and forty years, events of magnitude
crowded upon each other, from the period of his first contest with Arung-
zeb, in the battle of the Nerbudda, to his conflicts with the Afghans amia^t
the snows of Caucasus^. Although Raluhore had a preference amongst the

I bis mode of being rid of enemies is firmly believed by the Raj-
poots, and several other instances of it are recorded in this work. Of
course, it must be by porous absorption; and in a hot climate, wbere
only H thin tunic is worn next the skin, much mischief might be done,
tivougli it is difficult to understand how death could be accomplished.
That the belief i» of ancient date, we have only to recall the story of
Hercules put into doggerel by Pope : ^

He whom Dejanira
* Wrapp'd in the envenomed shirt, and set on fire.^'
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Sons of Shah Jehan, esteeming^ the frank Dara above the crafty Arungifeb,

yet he detested the whole race as inimical to the religion and the indepen-
dence of his own

; and he only fed the hopes of any of the brothers, in their

strujjtjles for empire, expecting^ that they would end in tlie ruin of all.

His blind arrogance lost him the battle of the Nerbudda, and the supine*
ness of Dara prevented his reaping the fruit of his treachery at Kujwa.
Tlie former event, as it reduced the means and lessened the fame of Jes-
wunt, redoubled his hatred to the conqueror. Jeswunt neglected no
opportunity wtiich gave a chance of revenge. Impelled by this motive,
more than by ambiiion, he never declined situations of trust, and in eacti

he disclosed the ruling passion of his min i. His overture to Seva}i (like

himself the implacable foe of the Moghul), against whom he was sent to

act; his daring attempt to remove the imperial lieutenants, one by assassi-

nation, the other by open force
; his inciting Moazzim, whose inexperience

he was sent to guide, to revolt against his father, are some among the

many signal instances of Jeswuni's thirst for vengeance. I he emperor,
fully aware of this hatred, yet compelled from the force of circumstances
to dissemble, was always on the watch to counteract it, and the artifices

this mighty king had recourse to in order to conciliate Jeswunt, perhaps
to throw him off his guard, best attest the dread in which he he\dhini.
Alternately he held the viceroyalty of Guzerat, of the Dekhan, of Malwa,
Ajmeer, and Cabul (where he died), either directly of the king, or as the

king’s lieutenant, and second in command under one of the princes. But
he used all these favours merely as stepping-stones to the sole object of

his life. Accordingly, if Jeswunt’s character had been drawn by a
biographer of the court, viewed merely in the light of a great vassal of

the empire, it would have reached us marked with the stigma of treachery

in every tru-t reposed in him ; but, on the other hand, when we reflect on
the character of the king, the avowed enemy of the Hindu faith, we only

see in Jeswunt a prince putting all to hazard in its support. He had to

deal with one who placed him in these offices, not from personal regard,
but because he deemed a hollow submission better than avowed hostility,

and the Raja, therefore, only opposed fraud to hyprocrisy, and treachery

to superior strength. Doubtless the Rahthore was sometimes dazzled by

the baits which the politic king administered to his vanity
; and when all

his brother princes eagerly contended for royal favour, it was something

to be singled out as the first amongst his peer in Rajpootana. By sucli

conflicting impulses were both parties actuated in their mutual conduct

throughout a period in duration nearly equal to the life of man
; and it is

no slight testimony to Arungzeb’s skill in managing such a subject, that

he was able to neutralize the hatred and the power of Jeswunt through-

out this lengthened period. But it was this vanity, and the immense
power wielded by the kings who could reward service by the addition of a

vice-royalty to their hereditary domains, that made the Rajpoot princes

slaves; for, had all the princely contemporaries of Jeswunt,—^Jey Sing

of Amber, the Kana Raj of Marwar, and Sevaji,—coalesced against their

national foe, the Moghul power must have been extinct. Could jeswunt,

however, been satisfied with the mental wounds he inflicted upon the

tyrant, he would have had ample revenge; for the image of the Rahthore

crossed all his visions of aggrandizement. I he cruel sacrifice of his heir,

and the still more barbarous and unrelenting ferocity with which he

pursued Jeswunt^s innocent family, are the surest proofs of the dtftdd

which the Rahthore prince inspired while alive.

Previous, however, to entering on this and the eventful period which

followed Jeswunt’s death, we may record a few anecdotes illustrative of
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the character and manner of the vassal chieftains, by whose aid he was
thus enabled to brave Arungfzeb. Nor can we do better than allow
Nahur Khan, chief of the Koompawuts and premier noble, to be the
representative portrait of the clans of Maroo. It was by the vigilance
of this chief, and his daring intrepidity, that the many plots laid for
Jeswunt’s life were defeated

;
and in the anecdote already given, when in

order to restore his prince from a fit of mental delusion,* he braved the
superstitions of his race, his devotion was put to a severer test than any
which could result from personal peril. Tiie anecdote connected with his
nom de guerre of Nahur (tiger) Khan, exemplifies his personal, as the
other does his mental intrepidity. The real name of this individual, the
head of the Koompawut clan, was Mokundas. He had personally incurred
the displeasure of the emperor, by a reply which was deemed disrespectful
to a message sent by royal ahdy, for which the tyrant condemned him to
enter a tiger’s den, and contend for his life unarmed. Without a sign of
fear, he entered the arenas where the savage beast was pacing, and thus
contemptuously accosted him : *'Oh tiger of the meah,^ face the tiger of
Jeswunt;” exhibiting to the king of forest a pair of eyes, which anger
and opium had rendered little less inflamed than his own. The animal,
startled by so unaccustomed a salutation, for a moment looked at his
visitor, put down his head, turned round and stalked from him. “You
see,” exclaimed the Rahthore, “that he dare not face me, and it iscontrary
to the creed of a true Rajpoot to attack an enemy who dare not confront
him.” Even the tyrant, who beheld the scene, was surprised into admira-
tion, presented him with gifts, and asked if he had any children to inherit
his prowess. His reply, “how can we get children, when you keep ut
from our wives beyond the Attok?” fully shews that the Rahthore and fear
were strangers to each other. From this singular encounter, he bore the
name of Nahur Khan, ‘the tiger lord.’

On another occasion, from the same freedom of speech, he incurred
the displeasure of the Shahzada, or prince-royal, who, with youthful levity,

commanded ‘the tiger lord’ to attempt a feat which he deemed inconsistent
with his dignity, namely, gallop at speed under a horizontal branch of a
tree and cling to it while the steed passed on. This feet, requiring both
agility and strength, appears to have been a common amusement, and it

is related, in the annals of Mewar, that the chief of Bunera broke his
spine in the attempt

;
and there were few who did not come off with

bruises and falls, in which consisted the sport. When Nahur heard the
command, he indignantly replied, he “was not a monkey that “if the
prince wished to see his feats, it must be where his sword had play on
which he was ordered against Soortan, the Deorah prince of Sirohi, for
which service he had the whole Rahthore contingent at his disposal. The
Deoroh prince, who could not attempt to cope against it in the field, took
to his native hills

; but while he deemed himself secure, Mokund, with a
chosen band, in the dead of night, entered the glen where the Sirohi
prince reposed, stabbed the solitary sentinel, bound the prince with his
own turban to his pallet, >Yhile, environing him with his clansmen, he gave
ihe alarnrf. The Deorahs starting from their rock beds, collected round
their prince, and were preparing for the rescue, ' when Nahur called

See Vol. I.

t Xteah is a term used by the Hindu to a Mooslim, who himself
^endrMly applies it to a pifdkgogue: the village-schoolmaster has alwavsthe honourable epithet of Mtah-ji \

6
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aloud, *'Vou see his life is in my hands
; be assured it is safe if you are

wise but he dies on the least opposition to my determination to convey
him to my prince. My sole object in g^iving the alarm, was that you
might behold me carry off my prize.*' He conveyed Soortan to Jeswunt,
who said ke must introduce him to the king. The Deorah prince was car«
ried to court, and being led between the proper officers to the palace, he
was instructed to perform that profound obeisance, from which none were
exempted. But the haughty Deorah replied, “His life was in the king's

hands, his honour in hii own
;
he had never bowed the head to mortal

man, and never would." As Jeswunt had pledged himself for his honour-
able treatment, the officers of the ceremonies endeavoured by stratagem to

obtain a constrained obeisance, and instead of introducing him as usual,

they shewed him a wicket, knee high, and very low overhead, by which to

enter but putting his feet foremost, his head was tha last part to appear.
This stubborn ineenuity, his noble bearing, and his long-protracted resis-

tance, added to Jeswunt’s pledge, won the king's favour
; and he not only

proffered him pardon, but whatever lands he might desire. Though the

king did not name the return, Soortan was well aware of the terms, but

he boldly and quickly replied, “What can your majesty bestow equal to

Achilgurh ? let me return to it is all I ask/* The king had the magna-
nimity to comply with his request ;

Soortan was allowed to retire to the

castle of Aboo,* nor did he or any of the Deorahs ever rank themselves

amongst the vassals of the empire
;
but they have continued to the present

hour a life of almost savage independence.

From such anecdotes we learn the character of the tiger lord of Asope,

and his brother Rahthores of Marwar ; men reckless of life when put in

competition with distinction and fidelity to their prince, as will be abund*
antly illustrated in the reign we are about to describe.

CHAPTER VII.

^^XTThen Jeswunt died beyond the Attok, his wife, the (future) mother

Vy of Ajit, determined to burn with her lord, but being in the seventh

month of her pregnancy, she was forcibly prevented by Ooda Koompa-
wut. His other queen and seven patras (concubines) mounted the pyre ;

and as soon as the tidings reached Jodhpur, the Chundravati queen,

taking a turban of her late lord, ascended the pile at Mundorc. The

Hindu race was in despair at the loss of the support of their faith. The

bells of the temple were mute ;
the sacred shell no longer sounded at

rise ;
the Brahmins vitiated their doctrines and learned the Moosicnt

creed.**

The queen was delivered of a boy, who received the name of Ajit.

As soon as she was able to travel, the Rahthore contingent, with thetr

infant prince, his mother, the daughters, and establishment of their Ute

soverign, prepared to return to their native lAnd. But the unrelenting

tyrant, carrying his vengeance towards Jeswunt even beyond the

as soon they reached Delhi, commanded that the infant should be

• or The immoveable castle,* if the name of the fortress o

the Deorah princes of Aboo and Sirohi. of which wonderful spot I purpo*®

in another work to give a detailed account •
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surrendered to his custody. **Arung offered to divide Maroo among-st them
if they would surrender their prince; but they replied, ' Our country is

with our sinews, and these can defend both it and our lord.’ With eyes
red with rage, they left the Aum-hhas, Their abode was surrounded by
the host of the Shah. In a basket of sweetmeats they sent away the
young prince, and prepared to defend their honour

;
they made oblations

to gods, took a double portion of opium, and mounted their steeds. Then
spoke Rinchor, and Govind the son of Joda, and Chundurbhan the
Darawut, and the son of Raghoo, on whose slioulder the sword had been
married at Oojein, with the fearless Bharmul the Oodawut, and the
Soojawut, Raghoonath. ' Let us swim,’ they exclaimed, ‘ in the ocean of
fight. Let us root up these Asuras, and be carried by the Apsaras to the
mansions of the sun.’ As thus each spoke, Soojah the bard took the
word :

‘ for a day like this,’ said he, * you enjoy your fiefs {puttas)^ to

give in your lord’s cause your bodies to the sword, and in one mass to
gain svoarga (heaven). As for me, who enjoyed his friendship and his

gifts, this day will I make his salt resplendent. My father’s fame will I

uphold, and lead the deaih in this day's fight, that future bards may
hymn my praise.’ Then spoke Doorga son of Assoh :

‘ the teeth of the
Yavans are whetted, but by the lightning emitted from our swords, Delhi
shall witness our deeds

;
and the flame of our anger sfiall consume the

troops of the Shah.' As thus the chiefs communed, and the troops of
the king approached, the Raj^loca^ of their late lord was sent to inhabit
swarga, Lance in hand, with faces resembling Yama, (Pluto) the Rahthores
rushed upon the foe. Then the music of swords and shields commenced.
Wave followed wave in the field of blood. Sankaraf completed his

chaplet in the battle fought by the children of Doohur in the streets of

Delhi. Rutna contended with nine thousand of the foe; but his sword
failed, and as he fell, RembhaJ carried him away. Dilloh the Daruwut
made a gift of life ;§ the salt of lord he mixed with the water of the field.

||

Chundurbhan was conveyed by the Apsaras to Chandrapur.^ The
Bhatti was cut piece-meal and lay on the field beside the son of Soortan.
The faithful Oodawut appeared like the crimson lotos

;
he journeyed to

Swarga to visit Jeswunt. Sandoh the bard, with a sword in either hand,
was in the front of the battle, and gained the mansion of the moon.**^
Every tribe and every clan performed its duty in this day’s pilgrimage to

the stream of the sword, in which Doorgadas ground the foe and saved
his honour.'’ff

* A delicate mode of naming the female part of Jeswunt’s family
;
the

*royal abode' included his young daughters, sent to inhabit heaven

f ’ The lord of the shell,’ an epithet of Siva, as the god of war
;
his

^ar*trump being a shell (sankh ) ;
his chaplet (ma/a), which the Rahthore

bard says was incomplete until this fight, being of human skulls.

{

Queen of the Apsaras, or celestial nymphs.
Pope makes Sarpedon say :

The life that others pay, let us bestow.

And give to fame what we to nature owe.

U I .e., Blood. % * The city of the moon.*

^ The lunar abode seems allotted for all bards, who never mention
^hanuloca, or the * mansion of the sun/ as a place of reward for them,
l^oubtless they could assign a reason for such a distinction.

tf This is but a short transcript of this poetic account of this battle, in
'"'filch the deeds, name, and tribe of every warrior who fell, are releated.
'I'he heroes of Thermopylae had not a more brilliant theme for the bard,
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When these br^ve men saw that nolhingf short of the surrender of

afl that was dear to a Rajpoot was intended by the fiend-like spirit of the

king, their first thought was the preservation of .the prince
; the next to

secure their own honour and that of their late master. The means by
which they accomplished this were terrific. The females of the deceased,
together with their own wives and daugthers, were placed in an apartment
filled with gunpowder, and the torch applied—all was soon over

;
This

sacrifice accomplished, their sole thought was to secure a niche in that

immortal temple, which the Rajpoot bard, as well as the great minstrel

of the west, peoples with “youths who died, to be by poets sung. For
this, the Rajpoot’s anxiety has in all ages been so great, as often to

defeat even the purpose of revenge, his object being to die gloriously

rather than to inflict death
;
assured that his name would never perish,

but, preserved in “ immortal rhyme" by the bard, would serve as the in-

centive to smiliar deeds. Accordingly, the battle fought by tht sons of

Doohurea* in the streets of Delhi," is one of tUe many themes of ever-

lasting eulogy to the Rahthores : and the seventh of Sravan, S. 1736 (the

second month of the Monsoon of A.D. i68q), is a sacred day in the

calendar of Maroo.

In the midst of the furious contest, this infant prince was saved. To
avoid suspicion the heir of M iron, concealed in a basket of sweetmeats,

was entrusted to a Mooslem, who religiously executed his trust and con-

veyed him to the appointed spot, where he was joined by the galFant

Doorgadas with the survivors who had cut their way through all opposi-

tion, and who were doomed often to bleed for the prince thus miraculously

preserved. It is pleasing to find that, if to “ the leader of the faithful,"

the bigoted Arungezeb, they owed so much misery, to one (and he of

humble life), of the same faith, they owed the preservation of their line.

The preserver of Ajit lived to witness his manhood and the redemption of

of his birth-right, and to find that princes are not always ungrateful
;

for

he was distinguished at court, Wras never addressed but as Kaka, or uncle,

by the prince
;
and to the honour of his successors be it told, the lands

then settled upon him are still enjoyed by his descendants.

With the sole surviving scion of Jeswunt, the faithful Doorga and a

few chosen friends repaired to the isolated rock of Aboo, and placed him

in a monastery of reculscs. There the heir of Maroo was reared in

entire ignorance of his birth. Still rumours prevailed, fhat a son of

Jeswunt lived
;
that Doorga and a few associates were his guardians

;

and this was enoueh for the loyal Rajpoot, who, confiding in the chief-

tain of Droonara, allowed the mere narne of ^DhunnV (lord) to be his

rallying word in the defence of his rights. These were soon threatened

by a host of enemies, amongst whom were the Eenods, the ancient

sovereigns of Maroo, who saw an opening for the redemption of their

bifth-right, and for a short time displayed the flag of the Puribars on

the walls of Mundore. While the Eenodos were rejoicing at the recovery

of their ancient capital, endeared to them by tradition, an attempt was

made by Rutna, the son of Umra Sing (whose tragical death has been

related), to obtain the seat of power, Jodhpur. This attempt^ instigated

by the king, proved futile; and the clans, faithful to the memory
— —— -

^

———

^

—-

Here is another instance of the ancient patrpynyni*c being

in by the bards, and it is thus they preserve thq and depd^ of /”
worthies of past days. Rao Doohur was one pf

kings of Marwar.
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Jeswunt and the name of Ajit, soon expelled the Eenods from Mundore,
and drove the son of Umra to his castle of Nagore. It was then that

Arungezeb, in person, led his army into Maroo
;
the capital was in-

vested
;

it fell and was pillaged, and all the great towns in the plains of

Mairtea, Deedwana, and Rohit, shared a similar fate. The emblems
of religion were trampled under foot, the temples thrown down, mosques
were erected on their site, and nothing short of the compulsory conversion

to the tenets of Islam of every Rajpoot in Marwar, would satisfy his

revenge. The consequences of this fanatical and impolitic conduct re-

coiled not only upon the emperor but his whole race, for it roused an
oppositition to this iron yoke, which ultimately broke it in pieces. The
emperor promulgated that famous edict, the * Jezeya,* against the whole
Hindu race, wliich cemented into one compact union all wlio cherished

eitlier patriotism or religion. It was at this period of time, when the

Rahthores and Seesodias united against the tyrant, that Rana Raj Sing
indited that celebrated epistle, which is given in a preceding part of

this work.*

** Seventy thousand men,’' says the bard,f ** under Tyber Khan, were
commanded to destroy the Rajpoot, and Amng followed in person to

Ajmeer, The Mairtea clan assembled, and advanced to Pooshkur to

oppose him. 'I'he battle was in front of the temple of Varaha, where the

swords of the Mairteas, always first in the fight, played the game of

* See Vol I.

f It may be well to exhibit the manner in which the poetic annalist

of Rajpooiana narrates such events, and to give them in his own language
rather than in an epitome, by which not only the pith of the original

would be lost, but the events themselves deprived of half their interest.

The character of historic fidelity will thus be preserved from suspicion,

which could scarcely be withheld if the narrative were exhibited in any
but its native garb. This will also serve to sustain the Annals of Marwar,
formed from a combination of such materials, and dispose the reader to

acknowledge the impossibility of reducing such animated chronicles to

the severe style of history. But more than all, it is with the design to

prove what in the preface of this work, the reader was compelled to take
on credit; that the Rajpoot kingdoms were in no ages without such
chronicles

; and if we may not compare them with Froissart, or with
Monstrelet, ^hey may be allowed to compete with the Anglo-Saxon
chronicles, and they certainly surpass those of Ulster. But we have
stronger motives than even legitimate curiosity, in allowing the bard to

tell his own tale of the thirty years* war of Rajpootana ;
the desire which

has animated this task from its commencement, to give a correct idea of
the importance of these events, and to hold them up as a beacon to the
present governors of these brave men. How well that elegant historian,
Orme, appreciates their importance, as bearing on our own conduct in

power, the reader will per^^iye by reference to his Fragments (p. 165),
where he says, “ there are no states or powers on the continent of (ndia,

wilh whom our nation has either connexion pr concern, which do not owe
the origin of their present condition to |he reign of Arun^jzeb, or its

influence on the reigns of his snccessors.** It^ behoves us therefore, to
make purselvps acquainted with the causes, as well as the characters of
those who occasioned the downfall of pur predecessors in the sovereignty
of India. With this object in view, the bard shall tell his own tale from
the birth p| Ajit, in S. 1737, to 1767. when he had vanqi^shcd ^1
tion to Arungzeb, and regained the throne pf Marop,
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destruction on the heads of the Asuras. Here the Mairteas were all slain
on the nth Bhadoon, S. 1736.

Tiber continued to advance. The inhabitants of' Moordhur fled to
the mountains. At Goorah the brothers Roopa and Koombo took post
with their clan to oppose him; but they fell with twenty-five of their
brethren. As the cloud pours water upon the earth, so did Arun^ pour
his barbarians over the land. He remained but five days at Ajidoorgf
(Ajmeer), and marched against Cheetore. It fell ! it appeared as if the
heavens had fallen. Ajit was protected by the Rana, and the Rahthores,
led the van in the host of the Seesodias. Seeing the strength of the
Yavans, they shut up the young prince, like a flame confined in a vessel.

Delhi-pat (the king of Delhi) came to Debarri,* at whose pass he was
opposed by Koombo, Oogursen, and Oodoh, all Rahthores. While
Arungzeb attacked Oodipoor, Azim was left at Cheetore. Then the
king learned that Doorgadas had invaded Jhalore ; he abandoned his

conquest, and returned to Ajmeer, sending Mokurra Khan to aid Beharri
at Jhalore; but Doorga had raised contributions {dind)t and passed to

Jodhpur, alike forced to contribute; for the son of Indur Sing, on the

part of the king, now commanded in Tricuta (triple-peaked mount),
Arung Shah measured the heavens

; he determined to have but one faith

in the land. Prince Akber was sent to join Tyber Khan. Rapine and
conflagration spread over the land. The country became a waste

;
fear

stalked triumphant. Providence had willed this affliction. The Eendos
were put in possession of Jodhpur ; but were encountered at Kaitapur
and put to the sword by the Champawuts. Once more they lost the title

of Raos of Moordurdes, and thus the king's intentions of bestowing
sovereignty on the Purihars were frustrated on the 13th day of Jeit,

S. 1736*

** The Aravali gave shelter to the Rahthores. From its fastnesses

they issued, and mowed down entire harvests of the Mooslem, piling

them in kullas,\ Arung had no repose. Jhalore was invaded by one

body, Sewanoh by another of the faithful chiefs of Ajit, whose anX daily

increased, while A rung’s was seldom invoked. The king gave up the

war against the Rana to send all his troops into Maroo
;
but the Kana,

who provoked the rage of Arung from granting refuge to Ajit, sent his

troops under his own son, Bheem, who joined the Rahthores, led by

Indurbhan and Doorgadas in Godwar. Prince Akber and Tyber Khan
advanced upon them, and a battle took place at Nadole. The Seesodias

had the right. The combat was long and bloody. Prince Bheem fell at

the head of Mewarees : he was a noble bulwark to the Rahthores.§

Indurbhan was slain, with Jait the Oodawut, performing noble deeds ,*

and Sontng Doorga did wonders on that day, the 14th Asoj, S. 1737
»'’

(the winter of A.D. i68i).

The Cenotaph of the these warriors still marks the spot where

they fell, on the right on entering the portals.

t The heaps of grain thrashed in the open field, preparatory to being

divided and housed are termed kuUas.

i Oath of allegiance.
. « . *

I The Mewar chronicle claims a victory for the combined Rajpoot

army, and relates a singular stratagem by which they gained

cither 1 have overlooked it, or the Raj Vilas does not specify that ^tnee

Bheem, son of the heroic. Raw Rai| fell on this day, 10 glortov»

annals of.both states.—See VoL 1 .
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The gallant bearing of the Rajpoots in the unequal combat, their

desperate devotion to their country and prince, touched the soul of prince

Akber, who had the magnanimity to commiserate the sufferings he was
compelled to inflict, and to question the policy of his fatiier^owards these
gallant vassals. Ambition came to the aid of compassion for the suffering

of the Rahthores, and the persecution of the minor son of Jeswunt. He
opened his mind to Lyber Khan, and exposed the disgrace of bearing
arms in so unholy a warfare, and in severing from the crown such devoted
and brave vassals at the Rahthores. Tyber was gained over, and an
embassy sent to Doorgadas offering peace, and expressing a wish for a
conference. Doorga convened the chiefs, and disclosed to overture

;
but

some suspected treachery in the prince, others, selfish views on the part of

Doorga. To prevent the injurious operation of such suspicions, Doorga
observed, that if assent were not given to the meeting, it would be attribu-

ted to the base motive of fear. “Let us proceed in a body," said he, “to

this conference; who ever heard of a cloud being caught?'* They met

;

mutual views were developed
;
a treaty was concluded, and the meeting

ended by Akber waving the umbrella of regality over his head. He
coined in his own name

;
he established his own weights and measures.

The poisoned intelligence was poured into Arung's ear at Ajmeer
;
his

soul was troubled
;
he had no rest

;
ho plucked his beard in grief when he

heard that Doorga and Akber had united. Every Rahthore in the land

flocked to Akbar’s standard. I'he house of Delhi was divided, and
Govind* again supported the Hindu faith.

The dethronement of the tyrant appeared inevitable. The scourge
of Rajpoots was in their power, for he was almost alone and without the

hope of succour. But his energies never forsook him
;
he knew the cha-

racter of his foes, and that on an emergency his grand auxiliary, strata-

gem, was equal to an army. As there is some variation both in the

Moghul historian's account of this momentous transaction, and in the
annals of Mewar and Marwar, we present the latter verbatim from the

chronicle. ^

**Akber, with multitudes of Rajpoots, advanced upon Ajmeer. But
while Arung prepared for the storm, the prince gave himself up to the
women and the song, placing every thing in hatuls of ryber Khan. We
are the slaves of fate

;
puppets that dance as it pulls the strings. Tyher

allowed himself to dream of treason
;

it was whispered in his ear that if he
could deliver Akber to his father, high rewards would follow. At night
he went privily to Arungzeb, and thence wrote to the Rahthores : 'I was
the bond of union betwixt you and Akber, but the dam which separated
the waters has broken down. Father and son again are one. Consider
the pledges, given and received, as restored, and depart for your own
lands.* Having sealed this with his signet, and dispatched a messenger
to the Rahthores, he appeared before Arungzeb to receive the fruit of hts
service. But his treason met its reward, and before he could say, the
imperial orders were obeyed, a blovo of the macefrom the hand of the
monarch sent his soul to hell. At midnight the Dervesh messenger
reached the Rahthore camp

; he put the letter into their hand, which
srated father and son were united; and added from himself that Tyber
Khan was slain. All was confusion

; the Rahthores saddled and mounted,
and moved a coss from Akber’s camp. The panic spread to his troops,
who fled like the dried leaves of the sugar-cane when carried up in a

^ Crishna.
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^irl wind, while the prince was attending to the song and the wiles of the
wanton.*'

This narrative exemplifies most strongly the hasty unreflecting cha-
racter of the Rajpoot, who always acts from the impulse of the moment.
They did not even send to Akber's camp, although close to their own, to

inquire the truth or falsehood of the report, but saddled and did not halt

until they were twenty miles asunder. It is true, that in these times of

peril, they did not know in whom to confide : and being headed by one
of their own body, they could not tell how far he might be implicated in

the treachery.

The next day they were undeceived by the junction of the prince, who,
when made acquainted with the departure of his allies, and the treason
and death of Tyber Khan, could scarcely collect a thousand men to abide
by his fortunes. With these he followed his panic-struck allies, and
threw himself and his family upon their hospitality and protection :—an
appeal never be made in vain to the Rajpoot. The poetic account, by the

bard Kurnidhan, of the reception of the prince by the chivalry of Maroo, is

remarkably minute and spirited :--o-the warriors and senators enter into a
solemn debate as to the conduct to be pursued to the prince now claiming
sirna (sanctuary,) when the bard takes occasion to relate the pedigree and
renown of the chiefs of every clan. Each chief delivers his sentiments in

a speech full of information respecting their national customs and man-
ners. It also displays a good picture of ‘‘the power of the swans and the

necessity of feeding them with pearlst^* to enable them to sing with ad-
vantage. The council breaks up with the declaration of its determination

to protect Akber at all hazards, and Jaita, the brother of the head of the

Champawuts, is nominated to the charge of protector of Akber’s family.

The gallant Doorga, the Ulysses of the Rahthores, is rhe manager of this

dramatic convention, the details of which are wound up with an eulogy
in true oriental hyperbole, in the Doric accents of Maroo

**Eh / M&ta poot esa jin
Jessa Doorga^das
Band Moordra rakheo
Bin ihamha akhas,**

**Oh mother !
produce such sons as Doorga-das, who first supported

the dam of Moordra, and then propped the heavens/*

This model of a Rajpoot, as wise as he was brave, was the saviour of

his country. To his suggestion it owed the preservation of its prince, and

to a Series of heroic deeds, his subsequent and more difficult salvation.

Many anecdotes are extant recording the dread Arungzebe had of this

leader of the Rahihores, one of which is amusing. The tyrant had Com-

manded pictures to be drawn of two of the most mortal foes to his repose,

Sivaji and fyoor^a : “Siva was drawn seated on a couch
;
Doorga in hiS

ordinary position on horseback toasting bhawties, or barley-cakes, with

the point of his lance, On a fire of maize-stalks. Arungzftb, at the fitst

glance, exclaimed, * I may entrap that fellow (meaning Sivaji), but this

dog is born to be my bane.*^

Doorga at the head of his bands, together with young Akber, moved

towards the western extremity of the state, in hopes that thay might lead

the emperor in pursuit amongst the sand-hills of the Looni ; but the why

monarch tried other arts, and first attempted to corrupt Doorga, Ha
sent him eight thousand gold mohurs,* which the Rajpoot instantly apph®®

* t he Mewar chornicle says forty thousand.
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lo lh« necessities of Akber, who was| deeply affected at this proof d
devotion, and distributed a portion of it amongst Doorga’s retainers.

Arungaeb, seeing the futility of this plan, sent a lorce in pursuit of his

son, who, knowing he had no hope of mercy if he fell into his father’s

hands, was anxious to place distance Jbetween them. Doorga pledged

himself for his safety, and relinquished all to ensure it. Making over the

guardianship of young Ajit to his elder brother, Soning, and placing him-
self at the head of one thousand chosen men, he turned towards the south.

The bard enumerates the names and families of all the chieftains of note

who formed the body-guard of prince Akber in this desperate under-
taking. The Champawuts were the most numerous, but he specifies

several of the home clans, as the Joda and Mairtea, and amongst the

foreign Rajpoots, the Jadoon, Chohan, Bhatti, Deorah, Sonigurra, and,

Mangulea.
** The king followed their retreat his troops surrounded ih.

Kahthores
;
but Doorga with one tliousand chosen men left the north oa

thir backs, and with the speed of the winged quitted the camp. Arunn
Continued the pursuit to Jhalore, when he found he had led on a wrong
Scent; and that Doorga, with the prince, keeping Guzerat on his righg
and Chiippun on his left, had made good his retreat to the Nerbiiddat

R age so far got the better of his religion, that he threw the Koran at the

head of the Almighty. In wrath, he commanded Azim to exterminate

the Rahthores, but to leave Oodipiir on one side,* and every other design,

and first secure his brother. The deeds of Camnndaf removed the

troubles of Mewar, as the wind disperses the clouds which shade the

brightness of the moon. In ten days after Azim marched, the emperor
himself moved, leaving his garrison in Jodhpur and Ajmeer, Doorga’s
name was the charm which made the hosts of locusts quit their ground.

f

Doorga was*the sea-serpent ;
Akber the mountain with which they churned

the ocean Arung, and made him yield the fourteen gems, oneof <which our

religion regained, which is Lacshmi, and our faith, which is Dhununtari
he sage.

** In fidelity who excelled the Kheechees Seo Sing and Mokund, who
never left the person of Ajit, when his infancy was concealed in the moun-
tains of Arbood T to them alone, and the faithful Sonigurra. did Doorga
confide the secret of his retreat. The vassals of the Nine Castles of
Maroo knew that he was concealed

; but where or in whose custody all

were ignorant. Some thought he was at Jessulmeer ;
others at Beekum-

pur
;
others at Sirohi. The eight divisions nobly supported the days of

their exile; their sinews sustained the land of Mordhur. Raos, Rajas, and
Ranas applauded their deeds, for all were alike enveloped in the net of
destruction. In all the nine thousand [towns] of Mordhur, and the ten
thousand of Mewar, § inhabitants there were none. Enayet Khan was
left with ten thousand men to preserve Jodhpur

;
but the Champawut is

the Soomer of Maroo, and without fear was Doorga's brother, Soning,
With Khemkurn the Kurnote, and Subhul the Joda, Beejmal the

* That is, dropped all schemes against it at that moment.

I

The Camdhuj ; epithet of the Rahthores./
Charms and incantations, with music, are had recourse to, in order

to cause the flight of these destructive insects from the fields they light

) The number of towns and villages formerly constituting the
arondissement of each state*
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Mahecha, Jaitmal Soojote, Kesuri Kiirnofe, and the Joda brethren Seodan
and Bheem, and many more collected their clans and kin, and as soon

as they heard that the kinp was within four coss of Ajmeer, they blockaded
the Khan in the city of Joda ; but twenty thonsand Moguls came to the

rescue. Another dreadful conflict ensued at the pates of Jodhpur, in which

the Jadoon Kesore, who led the battle, and many other chiefs were slain,

yet not without many hundreds of the foe
;
the gth Asar, S. r737.

** Soninp carried the sword and the flame into every quarter, Arunp
could neither advance nor retreat. He was like the serpent seizing the

muskrat, which, if liberated, caused blindness; but if swallowed, was
like poison. Hurnat and Kana Sing took the road to Sojut. They
surrounded and drove away the cattle, vvhrch brought the Asoors to the

rescue. A dreadful strife ensued
;
the chief of tlie Asoors was slain, but

the brothers and all their kin bedewed the land with their blood. This

the saca of Sojut, was when 1737 ended and 1738 commenced, when the

sword and the pestilence (mnrri)* united to clear the land.

Soninp was the Roodra of the field
;
Agra and Delhi trembled at

his deeds
;
he looked on Arung as the waning moon. I'he king sent

an embassy to Soiling
;

it was peace he desired. He offered tlie munsub
of Saih Hasavi for Ajit, and what dijjniiies he might demand for his

brethren—the restoration of Ajmeer, and to make Soning its governor.

To the engagement was added, 'the punja is affixed in ratification of

this trfeaty, witnessed by God Almigluy.’f 1 he Devvan, Assud Khan,
was the negotiator, and the Aremdi,X who was with him, solemnly swore

Murri, or * death* personified, is the name for that fearful scourge
the spasmodic cholera marhm, which has caused the loss of .so many lives

for the last thirteen years throughout India. It appears to have visited

India often, of which we have given a frightful record in the Annals of

Mewar in the reign of Rana Raj Sing (See Vol. 1 ), in S. I7r7 Or A. D.
1661 (twenty years prior to the period we treat of)

;
and Orme describes it

as raging in the Dekhan in A. D. 1684. They had likewise a visitation

of it within the memory of many individuals now living.

Regarding the nature of this disease, whether epidemic, or contagious,

and its cure, we arc as igno.'ant now as the first day of our experience.

'I'here have been hundreds of conflicting opinions and hypotheses, but

none satisfactory. In India, nine medical men out of ten, as well as those

non-professional, deny its being contagious. At Oodipur, the Rana's

only son, hermetically sealed in the palace against contact, was the first

seized with the disorder : a pretty strong proof that it was from atmos-

pheric communication. He was also the last man in his father^s domi-

nions likely, from predisposition, to be attacked, being one of the most

athletic and prudent of his subjects. I saw him through the disorder.

We were afraid to administer remedies to the last heir of Bappa Rawul,

but I hinted to Amiirji, who was both bard and doctor, that strong

doses of musk (12 grs each) might be beneficial. These he had and

1 prevented his having cold water to drink, and ako checking the in-

sensible perspiration by throwing off the head-clottifS. Nothing but

his robust frame and youth made him resist this tremendous assailant.

f See Vol. I, for an explanation of the punjn-^tind the treaty which

preceded this made by Rana Ra|a Sing, the fourtk article of which

stipulates for term, to the minor son of Jeswunt.

\ I know not what officer<ia me»fi by Artmdf^ siltfint te stetr lo

good faith of the king.
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to its maintenance. The treaty concluded, the king, whose thoughts
could not be diverted from Akber, departed for the Dekhan. Asud
Khan was left at Ajmeer, and Sontng at Mairta. But Soning was a

in tUe side of Arunzeb ;
he bribed the Brahmins, who tlirew

prpper into the homa (burnt sacrifice) and secure for Soiling a place
in Sooraj Mandala (the mansi»»n of tt»e sun). The day following the

treaty, by the incantations of Aruiig, Soning was no more.* Asoj th^

6th, S. 1738.

Asud sent the news to the king. This terror being removed, the

king withdrew his piinja from his treaty, and in joy departed for the
Dekhan. rhe death of Soning shed gloom and grief over the land.

'I’hen Mokund Sing Mairtea, son of Kulian, abandoned his miinsub and
joined tiis country’s cause. A desperate encounter soon followed with

the troops of Asud Khan near Mairta. in which Ajit, the son of Beetul-

das, who led the fight, was slain, with many of each clan, which gave
joy to the Asoors, btit grief to the faithful Rajpoot, on the second day
of the bright half of the moon of Kartik, S. 1738.

Prince A zim was left with Asud Khan; Enayel at Jodhpur; and
their garrisons were scattered over tlie land, as their tombs (ghor)
everywhere attest. I'lie lord of Chunpawut, Simhoo Koompawut, now
led the Kahthores with Qodung Sing Bnlcshee, and Tejsi. the young son
of Doorga, the bracelet on the arm of M'lhadeva, with Futteli Sing and
Ram Sing, just return from placing Akber salely in the Dekhan, and
many other valiant Rahthores.f They spread over the country even to

Mewar, sacked Poor-Mandil, and slew tlie governor Kasim Khan.”

'Fhese desultory and bloody affrays, though they kept the king's

troops in perpetual alarm and lost them myriads of men, thinned the

ranks of the defenders of Maroo, who again look refuge in the Aravali.

From hence, watctiing every opportunity, they darted on their prey. On
one occasion, they fell upon the garrison of Jytarun, which they routed

and expelled, or as the clironicle quaintly says, “ with the year 1739 they

also fled." At the same time, the post of Sojut was carried by Beejo

Champawut, while tlie Jodawut, under Kam Sing, kept their foes in play

to the northward, and led by Oodi-blian, attacked the Mirza Noor Alii

at Cheraie : “ the contest lasted for three hours
;
the dead bodies of the

Yavans lay in the heaps in the Akhara
;
who even abandoned their

Nakarras."

After the affair of Jytarun, when Oodi Sing Champawut, and
Mokhim Sing Mairtea were the leaders, they made a push for Guierat,
and had penetrated to Kheiraloo, when they were attacked, pursued, and
surrounded in tlie hills at Rainpur, by Syed Mohammed, the Hakim of

Giizerat. AH night they stood to their arms. In the morning the sword
rained and filled the cars of the Apsaras. Kurrun and Kesuri were
slain, with Gokuldas Bhatti, with all their civil officers, and Ram Sing
himself renounced life on this day.:|; But the Asoors pulled up the reins,

having lost many men. Palli was also attacked in the month of Bhadoon

* His death was said to be effected by incantations, most probably
poison.

t Many were enumerated by the bardic chronicler, who would deem
it sacrilege to omit a single name in the page of fame.

I He was one of the gallant chiefs who, with the Doorgai conveyed
prince Akber to the sanctuary with the Mahrattas,
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this year 1739; then the game of destruction was played with Noor Alii,

three hundred Rahthores against five hundred of the king's troops,

which were routed, losing their leaders, Ufzul Kha'n, after a desperate
struggle.

Balia was the hero who drove the Yavan from this post. Oodya
attacked the Sidi at Sojut. Jytarun was again reinforced. In Bysak,
Mokhim Sing Mairtea attacked the royal post at Mairta, slew Syed Ali,

and drove out the king’s troops.”

The year 1739 was one of the perpetual conflict, of captures and re-

captures, in which many parties of twenty and thirty on each side fell,

'fhey afford numerous examples of heroic patriotism, in which Rahthore
blood was lavishly shed

;
but white to them each warrior was a loss not to

be replaced, the despot continued to feed the war with fresh troops. The
Bhattis of Jessulmeer came forward this year, and nobly shed their blood
in seconding the efforts of the Rahthores in this patriotic warfare.

” In S. 1740, Azim and Asud Khan joined the emperor in the
Dekhan, and Enayet Khan was left in command at Ajmeer-—being
enjoined not to relax the war in Marwar, even with the setting in of the
rains. Mairwarra afforded a place of rendezvous for the Rahthores,
and security for their families. Here eleven thousand of best troops of

Enayet invaded the hills to attack the united Jodas and Champawuts,
who retaliated on Palli, Sojut, and Godwar. The ancient Mundore,
which was occupied by a gan ison under Khwaja Saleh, was attacked by
the Mandaicha Bhatii and driven out. At Bagrie, a desperate encouater
took place in the month of Bysak when Ram Sing and Samunt Sing,
both Bhatti chiefs, fell with two hundred of their vassals, slaving one
thousand of the Mo^lnils. I he Kurumsoles and Koompawuts under
Anop Sing, scoured the banks of the Looni, and put to the sword the

garrisons of Oosturroh and G^ngani. Moktiim with his Mairteas, made
a descent on his patrimonial lands, and drew upon him the whole force

of its governor, Mohammad Alii. I he Mairteas met him on their owr>

native plains. The Yavan proposed a truce, and at the interview

assassinated the head of the Mairteas, tidings of whose death rejoiced

the Shah in the Dekhan.

'*At the beginning of 1741, neither strife nor fear had abated.

Soojan Singh led the Rahthores in the south, while Lakha Champawut
and Kesar Koompawut aided by the Bhattis and Chohans, kept the

garrison of Jodhpur in alarm. When Soojan was slain, the bard was
<ient to Singram, who held a munsub and lands from the king; he was
implored to join his brethren

;
he obeyed, and all collected around

Singram.* Scwanchaf was attacked, and with Bhalotra and Panch-
badra were plundered

; while the blockaded garrisons were unable to aid.

An hour before sun set, every gate of Maroo was shut. The Asoors had

the strong-holds in their power
; but the plains resounded with the Ant

of Ajit. Oodibhan, with his Jodawuts, appeared before Bhadrajoon ;
b*

assaulted the foe and captured hts guns and treasure. An attempt from

Jodhpur made to recapture the ttophies, added to the triumph of the

joda.

* We are not informed of what clan he was, or his rank, which must

have been high.

t The tract so called, of which StWAHoh it tht.CRpitftl.

X Oath of allegiance.
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•* Poerdil Khan* held Sewanoh
;
and Nahur Khan Mewatti, Kunari.

To I attack them, the Champawuts convened at Mokulsir. Their thirst

for vengfeance redoubled ail the tidingfs that Noor Alii had abducted two
young[ women of the tribe of Assani. Ruina led Rahthores

; they
reached Kunari and engfag^ed Poordil Khan, who was put to the sword
with six hundred of his men. Fhe Kaiultores left one hundred in the

field that day, the ninth of Cheyt. Fhe Mirzaf no sooner heard of this
defeat than he fled towards Thoda, with the Assani damsels, giving on
the mangoes as they ripened, and having^ reached Koochal, he encamped.
Subhul Sing, the son of Aiskurn, heard It ; he took Itis opium, and though
the Mirza was surrounded by pillars, the dagger of Aiskurn's son
reached his heart ; but the Bhatti^ was cut in pieces. The roads were
now impassable

;
the Thanas\ of the Yavans were reduced to great straits.

** The year 1742 commenced with the slaughter of the king's garrison

at Sambhur by the Lakhawuts and Assawutsi|| while from Godwar the

chiefs made incursions to the gates of Ajmeer. A battle took|place at

Mairta, where the Rahthores were defeated and dispersed
;
but in revenge

Singram burned the suburbs of Jodhpur, and then came to Dhoonara,
where once more the clans assembled. They marched, invested Jhalore,

when Beharri, left without succour, was compelled to capitulate, and
the gate of honour (Dhermadwara) was left open to him. And thus
ended 1742.

CHAPTER VIII.

^^Tn the year 1743, the Champawuts, Koompawut*, Oodawuts,

1 Mairteas, Jodas, Kurumsotes and all |(ie assembled clans of

Maroo, became impatient to see their sovereign. I'hey sent for the

Kheechie Mokund, and prayed that they might but behold him
;
but the

faithful to his trust replied ‘ He,^ who confided him to me, is yet in the
Dekhan,*—‘Without the sight of our Lord, bread and water have no
flavour.' Mokund could not withstand their suit. The Hara prince

Doorjun Sal, having come to their aid with one thousand horse from
Kotah,** they repaired to the hill of Aboo, when on the last day of Cheyt
*743* ^hey saw their prince. ‘ As the lotos expands at the sunbeam, so did
the heart of each Rahthore at the sight of their infant sovereign

;
they

drank.his looks, even as the in the month of Asoj sips drops of

* It is almost superfluous to remark, even to the mere English
reader, that whenever he meet the title Khan, it indicates a Mahomedan

;

and that of Sin^ (lion) a Rajpoot.

4 Noor Alli. Mirza is a title only applied to a Mogul.
j: As a Bhatti revenged this disgrace, it is probable the Asstnt

damsels, thus abducted by the Mirza, were of his own race.

!

Garrisons and military posts.

These are of the most ancient vassalage of Maroo.

[
Meaning Doorgadas.

• His principle object was to marry the daughter of Sujaun Sing
Champawut, the sister of the brave Mokund Sing, often mentioned in the
chronicle. The Kotah prince dared not, according to every Rajpoot
maxim of gallantry, refuse his aid on such occasion

; but the natural
bravery and high mind of Doorjun Sal required no stimulus.
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nmrita from the Champa.* There were present, Ood\ Singr,

Beejt-Pal, Tej Sing. Mokund Sing, and Nahur ;inn of Hqrree, all

CHampawuts.. Raj Sing. Juggut Sing, Jeit Sing, Samunt Sing, of

Oodawuls Ram Sing, Futieh Sing, and Kesnri, Koompawuts. I het e

was also ihe Oohnr chief of pure desccntf besides the Kiteerhi Moitnnd,
the Piirahit. the Pnrihar, and the Jain priest, Yali Gyan, Beejv. In a
fortunate hour, A jit became known to the world. The Hara Rao first

made his salutation
;
he was followed by all Marwar with offerings of

gold, pearls, and horses.

“ Enayet conveyed the tidings to Arung Shah; the Asoor chief said

to the king, * if without a head, so long tl^cy had Combated him, what
could now be expected ?* he demanded reinforcements.

** In triumph they conveyed the young Raja 10 Ahwa, whose chie^

made the badhoo^ with pearls, and presented him with horses ;
here he

was entertaiiied, and here they prepared the teeka dour» Thence, taking

Raepur, Bilara, and Baroonda in his w^y, and receiving the homage and
nuzurs of their chiefs, he repaired to Asope, where he was entertained by
the liead of the Koompawuts. From Asope he went to the Bhatti fief of

Lowairoh
;
thence to Reah, the chief abode of the Mairteas

;
thence to

Kewnsir, of the Ktirmsotes. Each chief entertained their young lord,

around wfiom all the clans gathered. Then he repaired to Kaloo, the

abode of Pabhoo Rao Dhandul.§ who came forth with all his bands

;

and at length he reached Pokurn, where he was joined by Doorgadas
from the Dekhan, the loth of Bhadoon 1744.

Enayet Khan was alarmed. He assembled a numerous array to

quell this fresh tumult, but death pounced upon him. The king was

afflicted thereat. He tried another stratagem, and set up a pretended

son of Jeswunt, styled Mohammed Shah, and offered Ajit the munsub of

five thousand to submg to his authority. The pretender also died as he

5»€t out for Jodhpur, and Sujait Khan was made the governor of Marwar
in the place of Enayet. Now the Rahthores and Haras united, having

cleared Marooof their foes, attacked them in a foreign land. The garri-

sons of Maldoora and Poor Mandil were put to the sword, and here the

Hara prince was killed by a cannon shot in leading the storm. Here they

levied eight thousand mohurs in contribution and returned %o Marwar.
while the civil officers and Puroliits made collections in hia country ;

And

thus passed 1744.

**Theyear 1745 commenced with proposals from Sujait Khan to hold

Marwar In farm
; he promised one-fourth of all transit duties if the Rah-

torcs would respect foreign commerce : to this they agreed^ The son of

Euayet left Jodhpur for Delhi; he had reached Rainwal, but was over-

taken by the Joda Hu mat, who released him both p( wives and wealth.

'I'he Khan fled to the Cuchwahas for shelter. Sujah peg, who left

to release him, fared no better ; he wAs attacked, defeated, i^nd plundered

by Mokundas Champawut.

* The Hindu poet says the Paptya bird becomes iaiosicsted with

the flowers.

jr A name now lest.

I
Waving a brass vessel, filled wlith pearls, round his head^

\ Pabhoo Rao Rahthore is immortalized by the aW of his lancA on

tbit (»ocas'ton ; lie wasof the ancientehivalry of Maroo, and ktitl held

allodial domain.
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“In I747» Sefi Khali wan Hakim of Ajmeer j Door^ft di‘ter‘muied to

attack him. The Hakim took post in the pass which defends the road
;

there Doorjja assailed him, and made him fly to Ajmeer. 'I'he tidinijs

reached the kintj; he wrote to the Kl»an, if he discornfired Door^adas, he
would raise him over all the khans of the empire ; if he failed, he should
send him bracelets,* and order Snjait from Jodhpur to supersede him,
Sefi before abandoninir bir trust, tried to retain his lionours by the circum-
vention of Ajit. He addresse<t a letter to him, sayinjjf tje held the imperial
siinnud for the restoration of his paternal domains, but that, as the kind's
representative, he mtist come and receive it Ajit marched at the head of

twenty thousand Rahthores, sendintj in advafice Mokund Champawiit tO

observe whether any treachery was contemplated. The snare was dis-

covered and reported to Ajit, as he arrived at the foot of the pass beyond
the mountains. 'Let us, however, have a sij^ht of Ajidoor^ as we are so

near,’ said the youngf prince, 'and receive the compliments of the Khan.^
'Fhey nnoved on towards the city, and Sefi Khan had no alternative but to

pay his obeisance to Ajit. To enjoy his distress, one said, 'let us fire the
city.’ I'he Hakim sat trembling for its safety and his own

;
he brought

forth jewels and horses, which he presented to Ajit,

“In 1743, the troubles re-commenced in Mewar. Prince Umra re,

belled against his father, Rana jey Sing, and was joined by all his chiefs-

The Rana fled to Godwar, and at Ganorah collected a force, wliich Umra
prepared to attack. I'he Rana demanded succour of the Rahthores, and
all the Mairteas hastened to relieve him ,* and soon after Ajit sent Doorga-
das and Bugwan, with Rinmull Joda, and 'the eight ranks of Rahtores' to

epouse the father’s cause. But the Chondawuts and Suktawuts, the Jhalas
and Chotians, rather than admit foreign interference in their quarrel,

thought it better to effect a reconciliation between father and son ;

and thus the Rana was indebted to Marwar for the support of hiS

throne.

“The year 1749 pa«Jsed in negotiation to obtain the daughter of prince*

Akber, left in charge of Doorgadas, for whose honour Arungzeb was
alarmed, as Ajit was reaching manhood

;
Narayandas Koolmbi was thd

medium of negotiationi and Sefi Khan caused all hostilities to ceasd while

it lasted.'

“In 1750', the Mooslem governors of Jodhpur, Jhalore, and Sewanoh,
combined their forces Against Ajit, who was again compelled to retreat to

the nroiimains. Akho, the Balia, received their attack, but was defeated
in the month of Magh, Another combat was hastened by the w’antoh

slaughter of a sand^,f when the Hakim of Chank, with all his train, werH
made prisoners at Mokulsir by the Champawut Mokundas.

“ To such straits were the Mooslems put in 1751, that many districts

paid chouthf others tribute, and many tired of this incessant warfare,

and unable to conquer their bread, took service with the Rahthores,
'I’his year, Kasim Khan and Ltishktir Khaq marched against Ajit, who
took post at Becjipur, Doorga’s son led the onset, and the Khan was*
defeated. With each year of Ajit grew the hopes of the Rahthores 5

wiiile Arungzeb was afflicted at each month’s grow’lh of his grand*'
daiighter. He wrote to Sujait, the Hakim of Jodhpur, to secure his

A wark of contempt.

f One of thoie p»lT^peredi,'b^l|i, allow,;! (o wand^^'M
by eyery bne.
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honour at whatever cost; his applications for Akber's daughter were
unwearied.

** This year the coco-nut studdid with gems,* two elephants and
ten steeds, all richly caparisoned, were sent by the 'Rana to affiance the
daughter of his younger brother, Guj Sing, to Ajit. The present was
accepted, and in the month of Jeit, the prince of the Rahthores repaired
to Oodipur. where the nuptials were solemnized. In Asar he again
married at Deolah.f

'Mn 1753, negotiations were renewed through Doorgadas, and the

protracted restoration of the SuHani obtained the seat of his ancestors
for the ^odani. Doorga was offered for liimself the munsub of five thou-

sand, which he refused
;
h^ preferred that Jhalore, Sewanchi, Sanchore,

and Theraud, should revert to his country. Even Arung admired the

honourable and distinguished treatment of his grand-daughter.

** In Pos I757.J Ajit regained possession of his ancestral abode ; on
his reaching Jodhpur he slew a buffalo at each of its five gates. The
Shahzada Sooltan led the way, Sujait being dead.$

** In 1759, Azim Shah again seized on Jodhpur, and Ajit made
Jhalore his abode. Some of his chiefs now served the foe, some the Rana
whose hopes were on Ekiinga alone ; while the lord of Amber served the

king in the Dekhan. The enormities of the Asoors had reached their

height; the sacred kine were sacrificed even at Mathoora, Pryag, and
Okamandel; the Jogis and Byragis invoked heaven for protection, but
iniquity prevailed as the Hindu strength decayed. Prayers were every-
where offered up to heaven to cleanse the land from the iniquities of the

barbarians.il In this year, the month of Magh 17«»9, the Mittum Laggun,
(the ‘sun in Gemini’), a son was born of the Chohani, who was called

Abhye Sing, (See end of this chapter, for the Horoscope of Abhye Sing).

** In 1761, Eusoph was superseded by Murshid Kuli as Hakim of

Jodhpur. On his arrival he presented the royal sunniid for the restora-

tion of Mairta to Ajit. Koosul Sing the Mairtea Sirmor, with the

Dhandul Gohindas, were ordered to take the charge, which incensed the

son of Indur, (Mohkim Sing), who deemed his faithful service during his

minority overlooked by this preference. He wrote to the king to nomi-

nate him to the command of Marwar, and that he would fulfil his

charge to the satisfaction both of Hindu and Moslem,

** In 1761 the star of the foe began to decline. Moorshid Kuli, the

Mogul, was relieved by Jaffier Khan. Mokhim’s letter was intercepted.

He had turned traitor to his prince, and joined the king's troops. Ajit

* The coco, the symbol of a marriage offer,

f Pcrtabgurgh Deolah, a small principality grown out of Marwar.

X I cannot now call to mind whether this break of four years in the

chronicle of the bard Kurmidhan occurs in the original, or that in

translating I left the hiatus from their being nothing interesting iherem.

The tyrant was now fully occupied in the Dekhan wars, and the Rajpoots

had time to breathe. .

{ The Shahrada must have been prince Aiim, who waf nomlnateu

viceroy of Guierat and Marwar.
, ^

S This record of the manifold injuries, civil and religious, under whicn

Che Hindoo nation froaned, is quite akin to. the sentiments of the letter ei

HMaoititranei addreiwed by Rana Raj Sing te Arungeeeb,«-^Ste VoL i*
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•Atrchtd •ffftinst them ; he fought them at Droonara
;
the king’s troops

Were defeated, and the rebel Eendawut was slain« This was in 1762.

•‘In tf6j, Ibrahim Khan the king’s lieutenant* at Lahore, passed
through Marwar to relieve Azim in the vice-royalty of Guzerat. On the
second day of Cheil, the obscure half of iUe moon, the joyful tidings

arrived of the death of the Uing.f On the fifth, Ajit took to horse ; he
reached the town of Joda, and sacrificed to the gates, but the Asoors
feared to face him. Some hid their faces in fear, while others fled. The
Mirza Came down, and Ajit ascended to the halls of his ancestors. The
wretched Yavansi now abandoned to the infuriated Rajpoots smarting un-
der twenty-six years of misery, found no mercy. In hopeless despair they
fled, and the wealth which they had amassed by extortion and oppression,

returned to enrich the proprietor. The barbarians, in turn, were made
captive

;
they fought, were slaughtered and dispersed. Some sought

sirna (sanctuary), and found it
;
even the barbarian leader himself threw

fear to the winds in the unconcealed sanctuary of the Koompawut. But
the triumph of the Hindu was complete, when, to escape from perdition,

their flying foes invoked Seeta-Ram and Hur-govind, begging their

bread in the day, and taking to their heels at night. The chaplet of the
Moolia served to count the name of Rana, and a handful of gold was
given to have their beards removed. | Nothing but the despair and flight

of the * MIetcha * was heard throughout Moordhur. Mairta was eva-
cuated, and the wounded Mokhim fled to Nagore. Sojut and Palli were
regained, and the land returned to the Jodani. Jodgurh was purified

from the contaminations of (he barbarian with the water of the Ganges
and the sacred Toolsi, and Ajit received the Tiluk of sovereignty.

Then Alim marched from the south and Moazim from the north.
At Agra a mighty battle for empire took place between the two Assors,

but Allum§ prevailed and got the throne. The tidings soon reached
the king, that Ajit had plundered his armies in Maroo and taken posses*

sion of the Cushion' of his fathers.

•• The rainy season of 1764 had vanished, the king had no repose;

he formed an army and c^ne to Ajmeer. Then Huridas, the son of
Bugwan, with the Oohur and Mangalea chiefs,

||
and Rutna the leader

of the Oodawuts. with eight hundred of their clan, entered the castle

and swore to Ajit, that whatever might be his intentions, they were
resolved to maintain the castle to the death. The royal army en-
camped at Bai Bilara, and Ajit prepared for the storm, but tiie king
was advised to try peaceful arts, and an overture was made, and the

messenger was sent back to the king accompanied by Nahur Khan.
The embassy returned bearing the royal firman to Ajit

;
but before

he would accept it, he said he would view the royal army, and on the
first day of Phalgoon he left the hill of Joda and reached Beesilpur.

Here he was received by a deputation from the King, headed by Sujait

Khan, son of the Khankhanan, accompanied by the Raja of Badoria

He is called the sumdi, or * sun-in-law of the king.’

+ Sth Cheit. S 1763. The 28th Zekaud.

J 'I’lie Rajpoots gave up beards the better tp distinguish them from
the Mooelems.

{ Shah Allum, who assumed the title of Bahadur Shah, on rnbunting
the throne.

I The a branch of the Ghejotes, severed from the origini^
stem in the cappa Rawul eleven centuries ago»

8
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and Rao Boodh Sin^ of Boondi

:

—the place of meetings wAs Peepei*.

That night pasfied in adjusting the terms of the treaty. The ensuing

morn he marched forward at the head of all the men of Maroo
;
and

at Anundpur the eyes of the king of the barbarians <Mletcha\ fell on

those of the lord of the earth. He gave him the title of Tej Bahadur,^

But fate decreed that the city of Joda was coveted by the king
; by

stealth he sent Mairab Khan to take possession, accompanied by the

traitor Mokhim. Ajit burned with rage when he heard of this treacheryi

but he was compelled to dissimulate and accompany Allum to the Dekhan,

and to serve under’ Kambuksh. Jey Sing of Amberf was also with the

king, and had a like cause for discontent, a royal garrison being placed

in Amber, and the gadi of the Raja bestowed on his younger brother,

Beejoy Sing. Now the army rolled on like a sea overflowing its bounds.

As soon as the king crossed the Nerbudda.J the Rajas executed their

designs, and without saying a word, at the head of their vassals retro-

graded to Rajwarra. They repaired to Oodipur, and were received by

Rana Umra with rejoicing and distinction, who advanced to conduct them

to his capital. Seated together, the Chaori waving over their heads, they

appeared like the Brahma, Vislmu and Mahesa. From this

hour the fortunes of the Asoor*; sunk, and virttie again began to shew her-

self. H
From Oodipur the two Rajas passed to Marwar I'hey reached

Ahwa, and here and Cliampawut Singram, son of Oodtbhan, spread the

foot-carpet {
pug^moonda) for his lord.

*‘The month of Sawan 1765 set in. and the hopes of the Asoor expiret^.

Mairab was in consternation when he heard that Ajit had returned to his

native land. On the 7th the hall of Joda was surrounded by thirty thou-

sand Rahthores. On the I2ih the gate of honour was thrown open to

Mairab; he had to thank the son of Aiskurn^ for his life. He was

allowed an honourable retreat, and Ajit once more entered the capital of

Maroo.

“Jey Sing encamped upon the banks of the Soor Sagar ; but a prince

without a country, he was unhappy. But as soon as the rains were passed,

Ajmal, the sanctuary of the Cuchwaha, proposed to reinstate him in

Amber. When conjoined they had reached Mairta, Agra and Delhi

trembled. When they arrived at Ajmeer its governor sought sirna with

the saint, and paid the contributions demanded. Then, like the falcon,

Ajit darted upon S^mbhur ;
and here the vassals of Amber repaired front

all quarters to the standard of their lord. With twelve thousand men, the

Syed advanced along the edge of the salt lake, to encounter Ajmal. The

Koompawut led the charge ;
a desperate battle ensued

;
Hussein, with six

thousand men, lay on the field, while the rest took to flight and sought

* *The warrior's sword.'

f This is the Mirea Raja, jey Sing the posterior Jey Sing had

epithet Sowae,

J The Mooslem historian mentions that Bahadur was then enroate to

Lahore. Sec Vol. 1.

& Tri-anga, the triple-bodied^ or tri-murti,

ll
The bard of Maroo passes over the important fact of the inter-

marriage which took place on this occasion of the Rajpoot triple alliance.—

See Vol f.

^ Doorgadas, who recommenced the acceptance

capitulation.
»* The shrine of Khwaja Kootub.

of tl^e proffered
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refuge in the castle,^ His lieutenant, i\\e^ P\xv\^\^T^ chief peindoo^^ here

fell into the hands of Ajit
;
he then felt he had recovered Mundore. On

intelligence of this history, the Asoors abandoned Amber, and having
placed a garrison in Sambhur^ in the month of Megsir, Ajit restored Jey
Sing to Amber and having prepared to attack Bikaneer* Ajit committed
the administration of all civil affairs to the faithful Raghonath, Bindarri,

with Hhe title of Dewan. He was well qualified, both from his experience
in civil affairs and from his valour as a soldier.

**In Bhadoon of the year 1766, Arungzeb put to death Kambuksh.J
and Jey sing entered into negotiations with the king. Ajit now went

against Nagore
;
but I ndur Sing being without resource, came forth and

embraced Ajii*s feet, who bestowed Ladnoo upon him as a heritage. But
this satisfied not him who had been the lord of Nagore, and Indur carried

his complaints to Delhi. § The king was enraged—his threats reached the

Rajas, who deemed it safe again to re-unite. They met at Koleo near

Didwanah, and the king soon after reached Ajmeer. I'hence he sent his

firmans and the piinja as terms to friendship to the Rajas : Nahur Khan,

chelah of the king, was the bearer. They were accepted, and on the first

Asar both the Rajas repaired to Ajmeer. Here tlie king received them
graciously, in the face of the world; to Ajit he presented the sunniid of the

Nine Castles of Maroo, and to Jey Sing that of Amber. Having taken

leave of the king, the two Rajas went on the purbh to tfie sacred lake of

Pooshkur. Here they separated for their respective domains, and
Ajit reached Jodhpur in Sawun 1767. In this year he married a

Gor Rani, and thus quenched the feud caused by Arjoon, who slew Umra
Sing in the Aum-khas.|| Then he went on a pilgrimage to Curukhet, the

field of battle of the Mahabharat, and made his ablutions in the fountain

of Bhisma.^ Thus 1767 passed away.'^

* Although the Morwar chronicler lakes all the credit of this action,

it was fought by the combined Rajpoots of the alliance. See. —Vol. I.

*f
Pandoo is the square, the shield-bearer, of the Rajpoots.

{ KambuksK was the child of the old age of the tyrant Arungzeb, by
a Rajpoot princess. He appears to have held him in more affection than

any of his otfier sons, as his letter on his death -bed to him testifies.—See
Vol. I.

i

Indur Sing was the son of Umra, the eldest brother of Jeswunt, and
ather of Mohkim, who, being disappointed of the Government of

Mairta, deserted to tl\e king.

II
This is another of the numerous instances of contradictory feelings

in the Rajpoot character. Umra, elder brother of Jeswunt, was banished

from Marwar, lost his birth-right, and was afterwards slain at court as
already related. His son, Indur Sing, and grand!>on Mohkim, from
Nagore, which they held in separate grants from the king, never forgot

their title as elder branch of the family, and eternally contested their

claim against Ajit. Still, as a Rahthore, he was bound to avenge the

injuries of a Rahthore, even though his personal foe.—Singular incon*
sistency

!

^ There is an anecdote regarding the fountain of this classic field of
strife, the Troad of Rajasthan, which well exemplifies the superstitious
belief (of the warlike Rajpoot. The emperor Bahadur Shah was desirous
to visit this scene iof the exploits of the heroes of Antiquity, stimulated no
ooubt, by his Rajpootani queen, or his mother, also of this race. He was
sealed und^r a tree which shaded the sacred fount, named after the great
leader of the CuyuSf his queen by liis side, surrounded by kanais to hide
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Here let us for a while, suspend the narrative of the chrdnicleri and
take a retrospective glance at the transactions of the Rahthores, from the
year 1737, the period of Raja Jeswunt's death at Kabul, to the restora-
of Ajii, presenting a continuous conflict of thirty years' duration. In
vain might we search the annals of any other nation fof such inflexible
devotion as marked the Rahthore character through this period of strife,
during which, to use their own phrase. ** hardly a chieftain died on his
pallet.'^ Let those who deem the Hindu warrior void of patriotism read
the rude chronicle of this thirty years' war

;
let them compare it with that

of any country, and do justice to the magnanimous Rajpoot. This
narrative, the simplicity of which is the best voucher for its authenticity,
presents an uninterrupted record of of patriotism and disinterested loyalty*

It was a period when the sacrifice of these principles was rewarded by
the tyrant king with the highest honour of the state; nor arc we without
instances of the temptation being too strong to be withstood ; but they
are rare, and serve only to exhibit, in more pleasing colours, the virtues

of the tribe which spurned the attempts'at seduction. What a splendid

example is the heroic Doorgadas of all that constitutes the glory of the

them from profane eyes, wfien a vulture perched upon the tree with a
bone in its beak, which in the fountain, the bird set up a scream
of laughter. I'he king looked up in astonishment, which was greatly

increased when the vuhure addressed him in human accents, saying,

that in a former birth she was a Jogini and was in the field of slaughter

of the great war, whence she flew away with the dissevered arm of one
of its mighty warriors, with which she alighted on that very tree, that the

arm was encumbered with a ponderous golden bracelet, in which, as ai>

amulet, were set thirteen brilliant symbols [of Siva, and that after devour-

inp the flesh, she dropped the bracelet, which fell into the fountain, and
it was this awakened coincidence which had caused the scream of

laughter." We must suppose that this, the pulchara of the field of

slaughter, spoke Sanscrit or its dialect interpreted by his Rajpoot queen.
Instantly the pioneers were commanded to clear the fountain, and behold

the relic of the Mahabharat, with the symbolic emblenfis of the god all-

perfect ! and so large were they, that the emperor remarked they would

answe'r excellently well for ‘slaves of the carpet.’ The Hindu princes

then present, among whom were the Rajas A jit and Jey Sing, were

shocked at this levity, and each entreated of the king one of the phallic

symbols. The Mirza Raja obtained two, and both are yet at Jeypur, one

in the Temple of Siila Devi, (1) the other in that of Govinda* Ajit had

one, still preserved and worshipped at the shrine of Girdhari at Jodpur*

My old tutor and friend, the Yati Oyanchandra, who told the story while

lie read the chronicles as I trivmiated them, has often seen and made
homage to all Che three relics. Thene is one, he believed, at Boondi or

Kotah, and '*thc Rana by some means obtained another. They arc of

pure rock crystal, and as each weighs some pounds, there must have been

giants in tHc days of the Bharat, to have supported thirteen in one armlet.

Homer’s heroes were pigmies to the Gurus, whose bracelet we may doubt

if Ajax could have lifted. My venerable tutor, though liberal in h*f

opinions, did not chose to dissent from the general belief, for man, he

said, had beyond a doubt greatly degenerated smee the heroic ages, ana

was rapidly approximating to the period, the immediate forerunner of a

universal renovation, when only dwarfs would creep over the lend.
_

(0 The goddm of yiliis, their Pallasi
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Rajpoot ! Valour, loyalty, integrity, combined with prudence in all the
difficulties which surrounded him, are qualities which entitle him to the
admiration which his memory continues to enjoy. The temptations held
out to him were almost irresistible : not merely the gold, which he and
thousands of his brethren would alike have spurned, but tlie splendid
offer of power in the proffered * munsub of five thousand,’ which would
at once have lifted him from his vassal condition to an equality with the
princes and chief nobles of the land. Doorga had, indeed but to name
his reward ; but, as the bard justly says, he was *amolac' beyond all price,
'unoko^ unique. Note even revenge, so dear to the Rajpoot, turned him
aside from the dictates of true honour. The foul assassination of his
brother, the brave Soning, effected through his enemies, made no altera-

tion in his humanity whenever the chance of war placed his foe in his
power; and in this, his policy seconded his virtue. His chivalrous con-
duct, in the extrication of prince Akber from inevitable destruction had
he fallen into his father's hands, was only surpassed by his generous and
delicate • behaviour towards the prince's family, which was left in his care,

forming a marked contrast to that of the enemies of his faith on similar
occasions. The virtue of the grand-daughter of Arungzeb, in the sanc-
tuary (sirna) of Droonara,* was in far better keeping than in the trebly-
walled liarem of Agra. Of his energetic mind, and the control he exerted
over those of his confiding brethren, what a proof is given, in his pre-
serving the secret of the abode of his prince throughout the six first years
of his infancy \ But, to conclude our eulogy in the words of their bard :

he has reaped the immortality destined for good deeds ; his memory is

cherished, his actions are the theme of constant praise, and his picture on
his white horse, old, yet in vigour, is familiar amongst the collections of

portraits of Hajpootana.f

But there was not a clan, or family, that did not produce men of
worth in this protracted warfare, which incited constant emulation, and
the bards of each had abundant materials to emblazon the pages of their

chronicles. To the recollection of these, their expatriated descendants
allude in the memorial^ of their hardships from the cruel policy of the
reigning chief, the last lineal descendant of the prince, whose history,

has just been narrated. We now resume the narrative in the language
of the chronicle.

* Doorga’s fief on the Looni.
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HOROSCOPE OF RAJA ABHYE SING.

In the janam-patri, or horoscope of Abhye Sing (See Vol. L) the
4th, 7th, 8th, lotli, nth and I2th houses denote the destinies of the
lieir of Ajit. In the 4th we have the monster Rahoo, the author of

eclipses. Of the 7th or house of heirs, the Moon and Venus have
taken possession ; of the 8th or house of strife, the Sun and Mercury.
In the loih is Ketoo, brother of Rahoo, both signs of evil portent.

Mars rides in the house of fate, while Saturn and Jupiter are together

in the abode of sovereignty. Like that of every man living, the

horoscope of the heir of Maroo is filled with good and evil : could the

Jotishit or astrological seer, have put the parricidal sign in the house of

destiny, he might have claimed some merit for superior intelligence.

Those who have ever consulted any works (on this foolish pursuit, will

observe that the diagrams of the European astrologers are exact copies of

the Hindu, in proof of which I have inserted this : to trace darkness as

well as light from the East.
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CHAPTER IX.

1768 A]it was sent agfainst Nahn and the chiefs of the snowy
mountains, whom he redticed to obedience. Thence he went to

the Ganges, where he performed his ablutions, and in the spring he re-

turned to Jodhpur.

** In 1769 Shah Allum went to^ heaven. The torch of discord was
lighted by his sons, with which they fired their own dwelling. Azim
Ooshawn was slain, and the umbrella of royalty waved over the head of

Moiz-oo-deen. Ajit sent the Bindarri Kaimsi to the presence, who re-

turned with the sunnud of the vice-royalty of Guzerat. In the month of

Megsir 1769, he prepared an army to take possession of the Satra-sches,*

when fresh dissensions broke out in the house^of the Chagitai. The Syeds
slew Moiz-oo-deen, and Ferochsear became king. Zoolfecar Khan was
put to death, and with him departed the strength of the Moguls. Then
the Syeds became headstrong. Ajit was commanded to |send his son,

Abhya Sing, now seventeen years of age, with his contingent, to court;

but Ajit having learned that the traitor Mokund was there and in grert

favour, sent a trusty band, who slew him even in the middle of Delhi.

This daring act brought the Syed with an army to Jodhpur. Ajit sent

off the men of wealth to Sewanoh, and his son and family to the desert of

Rardurroh.f The capital was invested, and Abhya Sing demanded as a
hostage for the conduct of Ajit, who was also commanded to court, To
neither was the Raja inclined, but the advice of the Dewan, and still

more of Kesar the bard, who gave .as a precedent the instance of Rao
Ganga when invaded by the Lodi, Dowlut Khan, who entrusted his

affairs to his son Maldeo, was unanimously approved.f Abhya Sing was
recalled from Rardurroh, and marched with Hosein Alii to Dellti, the end
of Asar, 1770. The heir of Maroo received the munsub of five thousand
from the king.

Ajit followed his son to the court, then held at Delhi. There the
sight of the altars raised over the ashes of chiefs'who had perished to pre-
serve him in his infancy, kindled ail his wrath, and he meditated revenge
on the whole house of Tiinoor. Four distinct causes for displeasure
had Ajrnal ;

—

*' 1st. The Noroea]\
** 2nd. The compulsory marriage of their daughters with the king

;

‘'3rd. The killing of kine
;

“4lh. The 7e£reya, or capitation lax,''
II

Here we must interrupt the narrative, in order to supply an impor-
tant omission of the bard, who slurs over the hardest| of the conditions
demanded of Ajit on the invasion of the Syed, viir., the giving a daughter
to Ferochsear, the important political results of which are already related
in the first part of this work.^ This compulsory marriage only aggravated
Ajit's desire of. vengeance, and he entered into the views of the Syeds
with the true spirit of his father

;
obtaining meanwhile, as the price of

coalition, the compliance with the specified dem'ands, besides others of

* I'he ‘seventeen thousand' towns of Guzerat.

t I'he tract west of the Looni.
'

t They slur Jover the most important demand—a daughter to wife to
tht king— it is at tliis Ajit hesitates, and lor which the precedent is civen

§ See Vol. I.
II

Described in Vol. I.

See Vol. I.
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less inoment, such as ** that the bell for prayer should be allowed to toll

in the quarters of the city allotted to the RajpootSf and that their temples
should be held sacred ;

and last, but not least, the aggrandisement of his
hereditary dominions/' Let us again recur to the chronicle.

** In Jeit 1771, having secured all his wishes, A jit left the court, atid
wirh the renewed patent as viceroy of Gu2erat, returned to Jodhpur.
Through Kaitnsi, his minister, the jeteya was repeated. The Hindoo
race owed eternal obligation to the Mor (crovon) of Mordhur, the
sanctuary of princes in distress.

"In 1772, Ajit prepared to visit his government: Abhya Sing
accompanied his father. He first proceeded to Jhalore, where he passed
the rainy season. Thence he attacked the first Neemuj,
which he took, when the Deoras paid him tribute. Feeroz Khan aa-
vanccd from Palhanpur to meet him. The Rana of Therad paid a lack of

rupees. Cambay was invested and paid ; and the Koli chief, Kemkurn,
was reduced. From Patun, Sukta the Champawut, with Beejo Bindarri,

sent the year preceding to manage the province, came forth to meet him.
** In 1773, Ajit reduced the Jhala of Huiwud, and Jam of Moanuggar,

who paid as tribute three lacs of rupees, with twenty-five choice steeds ;

and having settled the province, he worshipped at Owarica, and bathed
in the Gomtce.f Thence he returned to Jodhpur, where he learned that

Indur STngTad regained Nagore ; but he stood not before Ajit.

"The year 1774 had now arrived. The Syeds and their opponents
were engaged in civil strife. Hosein Alii was in the Dekhan, and the

mind of Abdoolfa was alienated from the king. Paper on paper came,
inviting Ajit, He marched by Nagore, Mairta, Poshkur. Marote, and
Sambhur, whose garrisons he strcngthelYSdrTo Delhi. From Marote he
sent Abhye Sing back to take care of Jodhpur. The Syed advanced from
Delhi to meet [the Dhunni (lord) of Marwar, who alighted at Aliverdi's

serai. Here the Syed and Ajit formed a league, to oppose Jey Sing and
the Moguls, while the king remained like a snake coiled up in a closed

vessel. To get rid of their chief opponent Zoolfecar Khan, was first

determined.

" When the king heard that Ajit had reached Delhi, he sent the Hara
Rao Bheem of Kotah, and Khandowran Khan Co introduce him to the

presence. Ajit obeyed. Besides his own Rahthores, he was accompanied
by Rao Bishen Sing of Jcssulmeer, and Paddiim Sing of Derawul, with

Futteh Sing, a noble of Mewar, Maun Sing Rahthore, chief of Seeta

Mhow, and the Chunderawiit, Gopal of Rampura, besides Oodi Sfng of

Kundatta. Sakut Sing of Munohurpur, Kishen of Kulchrpur, and many
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The meetinf^ tortfc place at the Moti Ba^h. The king bestowed

the munsub of Heft Hazari (seven thousand horse) on Ajit, and added
a crore of dams to his rent-roll. He presented him with the insignia oi

the A/aki Moratih, with elephants and horses, a sword and dagger, a
diamond aigrette (Sirpech) and plume, aiid a double string of pearls.

Having left the presence, Ajit went to visit Abdoolla Khan. The Syed
advanced to meet him, and his reception, with his attendants, was distin-

guished. They renewed their determination to stand or fall together.

Their conference caused dismay to the Moguls, who lay in ambush to put

Ajit to death.

“On the second day of the bright moon of Pos, 1775, the king

honoured Ajit with a visit. Ajit seated the kiiig on a throne formed of

bags of rupees to the amount of one Inck.f and presented elephants,

horses, and ail that was precious. In the month of Falt^oon, Ajit and the

S>ed weJit to visit the king; and after the conferetice wrote to Hosein
Alii revealing their plans, atid desiring his rapid march to unite with

them from the Dekhan. Now the heavens assumed portentous appear-
ances ; the was red and fierv

;
jackasses brayed unusually; dogs

barked
;
thunder rolled without a clo\id

;
the court, late so gay, was now

sad and gloomy
;

all were forebodings of cliange at Delhi. In twenty
days, Hosein reached Delhi: his countenance was terrific; his drum,
which now beat close to the palace, was the knell of falling greatness.

He was accompanied by myriads of horse. Delhi was enveloped in

the dust raised by his hostile steeds. They encamped in the north

of tlie city, and Hosein joined Ajit and his brother. 'I’he trembling

king sent congratulations and gifts
;
the Mogul chiefs kept aloof in

their abodes; even as the quail cowers in the grass when the falcon

hovers over it, so did the Moguls when Hosein reached Delhi.

The lord of Amber was like a lamp left without oil. “On the second
day, all convened at Ajit’s tents, on tlie banks of the Jumna, to execute
the plans now determined upon. Ajit mounted his steed; at the head of

his Rahthores, he marched direct to the palace, and at every post he
placed his own men : he looked like the fire destined to cause pralaya,^
When the sun appears darkness flies ;

when the oil fails the lamp goes
out : so is it with crowns and kings, when good faith and justice, the oil

that feeds their power, is wanting. The crash which shivered the um-
brella of Delhi reverberated throughout the land. The royal treasuries
wer^ plundered. None amidst the Moguls came forward to rescue their
king (Pefochsear), and Jey Sing fled from the scene of destruction*
Another king was set up, but in four months he was seized with a dis»
temper and died. Then DowlahU was placed on the throne. But the
Moguls at Delhi set up Neko Shah at Agra, and Hosein marched
agahvst them, leaving Ajit and Abdoola with the king.^

This list well exemplifies the tone now assumed by the Rahthores:
but this grand feudal assemblage was in virtue of his office of viceroy of
Guzerat. Each and all of these chieftainships the author is as familiar
with a's with the pen h't now holds,

t 10,000 to ^i 2 ,ODO. f Omen of the quarter,

f The finad doom.
j|

Ruffeh-pol Dowla.
This iaboth mimitoly and faithfully related, and fully as much to

as the Mahoraedan record of this black deed. We have already (see
vol. I.) described it, and given a translation of an autt^raph letter of
the prince of Amber, written on tWs memorable day. The importance
•f the transaction, as well as the Ocsire tb shew the Bardic version will
justify Its repetition.

*
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"In 1776, Ajit and the Syed moved from Delhi; but the Moguls
surrendered Neko Shah, who was confined in Selimgurh, At this lime
the king died, and Ajit and the Syeds made anoth.er, and placed Maho-
med Shah on the throne. Many countries were destroyed, and many
were made to flourish, during the dethronement of kings by Ajit. With
the death of Ferochsear Jey Sing’s views were crushed, and the Syeds
determined to punish him. The lord of Amber was like water carried in

a platter. I'he king reached the Durgah at Sikri, in progress to Amber,
and here the chieftains sought the sirna (sanctuary) of Ajit. They said

the Khoorm was lost if he protected them not against the Syeds. Even
as Krishna saved Arjoon in the Bharat, so did Ajit take Jey Sing under
his protection. He sent the chiefs of the Champawuts and his minister to

dispel his fears
;
they returned with the lord of Amber, who felt like one

who had escaped the doom (pralaya). Ajit placed one monarch on the

throne, and saved another from destruction. The king bestowed upon
him the grant of Ahmedabad, and gave him permission to visit his home.
With fey Sing of Amber, and Bond Sing Hara of Boondi, he marched for

Jodhpur, and in the way contracted a marriage with the daughter of the

Shekhawut chief of Munohurpoor. In the month of Ashin, he reached
Jodai/ir. when the lord of Amber encamped at Soor Sagur, and the Hara
Kao north of the town.

"The cold season had fled; the spring {hussuni) approached. The
peacock was intoxicated with the nectar-drops distilled from the sweet
blossomed ama (mango)

;
the rich sap exuded

; the hnmming-bees clus-

tered round the flowers ; new leaves budded forth ; songs of joy resound-
ed ; the hearts of gods, men, and women expanded with mirths, It was
then the lord of Amber was bedecked in saffron robes to espouse the ‘virgin

of the sun' (Surya Kumari), the child of Ajit. On this he had consulted

the Champawuts, and according to ancient usage, the Ad^Purdhan, or

chief minister, the Koompawut : likewise the Bindarri Dewan, and the

Guru. But were I to dwell on these festivities, this book would become
too^Iarge

; I therefore say but little !

"The rains of 1777 Bood Sing remained with

Ajit, when a messenger arrived with tidings that the Moguls had assas-

sinated the Syeds, and were now on the watch for Ajit. He drew his

sword, and sword he would possess himself of Ajmer. He dismissed the

lord of Amber. In twelve days after Ajit reached Mairta. In the face cf

day he drove the Moslem from Ajmer and made it his own. He slew the

king’s governor and seized on l arragurh
-f*

Once more the bell of prayers

was heard in the temple, while the ban^^ of the Mesjid was silent. Where
the Koran was read, the Puran was now heard, and the Mundira took ih®

place o» the Mosque. The Kazi made way for the Brahmin, and the

of burnt sacrifice (homa) was dug, where the sacred kinc were slain. H®
took possession of the salt lakes of Sambhur and Didwanoh,
records were always moist with inserting fresh conquests. Ajit ascencjcd

his own throne; the umbrella of supremacy he waved over his head. H®

coined in his own name, established his own gU0 (measure)*
(weittht), his own courts of justice, and a new scale of rank for his ^
with nalkees and mace-bearers, nobuts and standards* and every erable

• In allusion to his vacillation* for which the /MVza
notorious.

,
,

'

, <

t The the castle of Ajmer.

t The call to prayer of the M Moslem. , .
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of sovereign rule, Ajmal in Ajmer, was equal to Aspati in Delhi * The
intellig[ence spread over the land ; it reached even Mecca and Iran, that

Ajit had exalted his own faith, while the rites of ^Islam, were prohibited

throughout the land of Maroo.

*'In 1778, the king determined to regain Ajmer. He gav^ the

command to Mozuffur, who in the rains advanced towards Marwar. Ajit

entrusted the conduct of this war to his son, the ‘shield of Maroo,’ the

•fearless’ (Ahhya)^ with the eight great vassals, and thirty thousand
horse

;
the Champawuts on the right, the Koompawuls on the left, while

the Kurumsotes, Mairteas, Jodas, Eendos, Bhattis, Sonigurras, Deoras,

Kheechies, Dhonduls and Gogawuts.f composed the main body. At
Amber, the Rahthores and imperialists came in sight

;
but Mozuffer

disgraced himself, and retired within that city without risking an en-

counter. Abhya Sing, exasperated at this display of pusillanimous

bravado, determined to punish the king. He attacked Shahjehanpur,

sacked Narnol, levied contributions on Patun {Tuarvati) and Rewari.

He gave the villages to the flames, and spread conflagration and conster-

nation even to Aliverdi’s Serai. Delhi and Agra trembled with affright
;

the Asoors fled without their shoes at the deeds of Abhya, whom they

styled Dhonkult ‘the exterminator.’ He returned by Sambhur and
Ludhana, and here he married the daughter of the chief of the Naroocas.f

** In 1779, Abhye Sing remained at Sambhur, which he strengthened*

and hither his father Ajit came from Ajmer. I'he meeting was like that

between * Kasyapa and Surya ;’ for he had broken the bow of Mozuffur
and made the Hindu happy. The king sent his Chelah, Nahur Khan, to

expostulate with Ajit
;
but his language was offensive, and the field of

Sambhur devoured the tiger lord (Nahur Khan) and his four thousand
followers. The son of Choramun the Jat,§ now claimed sanctuary with

Ajit. Sick of these dissenlions, the unhappy Mahomed Shah determined
to abandon his crown, and retire to Mecca. But determined to revenge
the death of Nahur Khan, he prepared a formidable army. He collected

(the contini;ents of) the twenty-two Satraps|| of the empire, andiplaced at

their head Jcy Sing of Amber, Hyder Kooli, Eradut Khan Bungush, etc ,

In the month of Srawun (July), I’aragurgh was invested
;
Abhya Sing

marched out and left its defence to Umra Sing. It had held out four

* rhis exact imitation of the manners of the imperial court is still

strictly maintained at Jodpore. The account of the measures which fol-

lowed the possession of Ajmer is taken from the chronicle Surya Prakas ;
the only part not entirely translated from the Raj Roof>ac Akhcdi. Ajma!
is a license of the poet, where it suits his rhyme, for Ajit. Aspati, ‘lord of
steeds,' is the common epithet applied to the emperors of Delhi. It is,

however, but the second degree of paramount power—Gujpati ‘ lord of ele-
phants ;’ is the first.

t 'I two latter tribes are amongst the most ancient of the allodial
chieftains of the desert ; the Dhonduls being descendants of Rao Gango

:

the Gogawuts, of the famous Goga the Chohan, who defended the Sutlej
in the earliest Moslem invasion recorded. Both Goga and his steed
yowadia are immortal in Rajasthan. The author had a chestnut Cattia-
war, called Jowadia : he was perfection, and d piece of living fire when
mounted, scorning every pact but the antelop’s bounds and curvets.

^ One of the great clans of Amber ; of whom more hereafter*
*

Founder of the Bhurtpore state.

The Byeesa, or • twenty-two ' viceroys of India.
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when through the prince of Amber (Jey Sing,) Ajit Usteaed to
terms, winch were sworn to on the Koran by the nobles of the king

; and
he agreed to surrender Ajmer. Abhya Sing then accompanied Jey Sirtg

to the camp. It was proposed that in testimony of his obedience he
should repair to the presence. *1 he prince of Amber pledged himself ;

but the fearless {Abhya) placed his hand on his sword, saying, ' this is

my surety !"

The heir of Marwar was received by the king with the utmost
honour

;
but being possessed of a double portion of that arrogance which

forms the chief characteristic of his race, (more especially of the Rahthore
and Chohan, from which he sprang). Iiis reception nearly produced at
Delhi a repetition of the scene recorded in the history of his ancestor
Umra at Agra. Knowing tiMi his father held the first place on the
king’s right hai\d, Ite considered himself, as his representative, entitled

to the same honour, and little luieding the unbending etiquette of the
proudest court in the world, he unceiemoniousiy hustled past all the
dignitaries of the state, and had even ascended a step of the throne,
when, checked by one of the nobles. Abhye’s hand was on his dagger,
and but for the presence of mind of the monarch “ who threw his own
chaplet round his neck'’ to restrain him, the Divan would have been
deluged with blood.

We shall now drop the chronicles, and in recording the murder of

A jit, the foulest crime in ihe annals of Rajasthan, exemplify the mode in

which their poetic historians gloss over such events. It was against Ajit's

will that his son went to court, as if he had a presentimei>t of llie l/u*.

which awaited him, and wliich has been already circumstantially relatet*

Tl>c authors from whose reconJs this narrative is chiefiy compiled, weic
too polite to suffer such a stigma to appear in their chronicles, ' written

by desire' and under the eye of the parricide, Ajit's successor. Ihe
Surya Prakas merely says, "at tliis time Ajit went to lieaven but

^ffoids no indication of the person who sent him there. I he Raj Roopaca,
ln>wever, not bold enough to avow the myslerions death of his prince,

yet too honest altogether to pass it over, has left an expressive blank leaf

at this part of liis chronicle, certainly not accidental, as it intervenes bet-

ween Abliya Sing's reception at court, and the incidents following his

father's death, wliish 1 translate verbatim^ as they present an excellent
picture of the results of a Rajpoot potentate's demise.

“Abhya, a second Ajit, was introduced to lire

;

h IS father
heard the news and rejoiced. But this w'orld is a fable,—a lie* 'lime
•will sooner or later prey on all things. What king, what rsja can avoid
the path leading to extinction ^ "I he time allotted for our sojourn here
is predetermined; prolong it we cannot. Ihe decree penned, by the

hand of the Creator is engraven upon each forehead at the hour of birth*

Neither addition nor subtraction can be made. Fate (Jtanhar) must be
fulfilled. It was the command of Govintia,j^ that Ajit. (the Atvaiar of

Indra) should obtain iininortaiity, and leave his renown iiv the woild
beneath. Ajit, so long a thorn in the side of his foe, was re^noved to

Paraloca % He kept afloat the faith of the Hindu, and sunk the Mo&lf*’’
in shame. In the face of day, the lord of Maroo took the roa«i wMch
leads to Paradise {Vatcoontha), Then dismay seized the cUy J,

esclv looked

T-T-t’T

See Vetl* I,

i ‘ The other
t The sovereign jtid^e of mankipdt

woild;’ /»7., ' another place*’
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wiiH dreiKj in his neighbour's face as. he s^iid, * our sun has set I' But

when the day of Yantaraj* arrives, who can retard it? Were not the

five Fandus enclosed in the mansion of Himalaya ?f Harchund escaped

not the universal decree; nor will gods, men, or reptiles avoid it, not

even Vicrama or Kama \
all fall before Yama. How then couW Ajit

hope to escape ?

“On Asar, the 13th, the dark half of the moon of 1780, seventeen

hundred warriors of the eight ranks of Maroo, for the last time marched
before their lord % They placed his body in a boat,§ and carried him to

the pyre,
11
made of sandal wood and perfumes, with heaps of cotton, oil,

and camphor. But this is a subject of giief: how can the bard enlarge

on such a theme? 'Ihe Nazir went to the Ravjula^ and as he pro-

nounced the words * Rao stdaoe/ the Chohani queen, with sixteen damsels

in her suite, came forth: ‘This day, said she, ‘is one of joy; my race

shall be iflusiraied
;
our lives have passed together, how then can I leave

him ?’»
“Of noble race was the Bhattiani queen, a scion (sakha) of Jessul,

and daugliter of Birjung. She put up a prayer to the Lord wlio wields

the discub.ft ' With joy I accompany my lord
;
that my fealty (sati).

may be accepted, rests with thee*' In like manner did the Gazelle

(Miygavati) of Derawul.JJ and the Tuar queen Of pure blood, §§ the

Clujura Kaui.llll and her of Shekhavati, invoke the name of Heri,

as they determined to join their lord. For these six queens death had
no terrors; hut they were the affianced wives of their lord: the curtain

wives of affection, to the number of fifty-eight, determined to offer them-
selves a sacrifice to Agni.^lH ‘Such another opportunity,’ said they, ‘can

never occur, if we survive our lord; disease will seize and make us a
prey in our apartnienis. Why then quit the society of our lord, when at

all events we must fall into the hands of Yama^ for whom the human race

is but a mouthful? Let us leave the iron age (Kal^uga) htWxnd us,*

‘ Without our lord, even life is death,* said the Bhattiani, as she bound
the beads of Toolsi round her neck, and made the tilnc with earth from
the Ganges. While thus each spoke, Nathoo, the Nazir, thus addressed

them :
• This is no amusement ;

the sandal-wood you now anoint with is

cool : but will your resolution abide, when you remove it with the ffames
of Agni When this scorches your tender frames, your hearts may fait,

and the desire to recede will disgrace your lord's memory. Reflect, and
remain where you are. You have lived like Indrani,'\'\-\ nursed in softness

amidst flowers and perfumes; the winds of heaven never offended you,
far less tlie flames of fire/ But to all his arguments they replied ; ^ The

* * Lord of hell.’ •}’ Him,. * ice and alya, * an abode.'
I Both head and feet are uncovered in funeral processions.

5 IdL a vehicle formed like a boat, perhaps figurative of the sail

crossing the ' Voitiirna,' or Styx of the Hindu.

II
For the mode of conveying princes to their final abode, 1 fefer the

reader to a description in VoL I. Trans* Royal Asiatic Society*

^ rUe queen's palace.

riiis is the lady whom Ajit married in his norv-age, the mother of
the Parricide.

•Irf Crishna*. JJ- Ancient capithl of the Bhattis.

S
I Dascewdad from the ancient dynasty of the Hindu kings of Delhi^
I IVibis ^ the first dynasty of Anhulwara Pattwi. Thefire^

nhei Nazir (a Moslem epithet) hae the chitrfe 0f> the hArehi*

ttt The queen of heaven.
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world we will abandon, but never our lord.' They performed their ablu-
tions, decked themselves in their gayest attire, and for the last time made
obeisance to their lord in his car. The ministers, t\\e bards, the family
priests {Purohits), in turn, expostulated with them. The chief queen
(Patrani), the Chohani, they told to indulge her affection for her sons,

Abhya and Bukhta
;
to feed the poor, the needy, the lioly, and lead a life

of religious devotion. The queen replied :
* Koonti, the wife of Pandu,

did not follow her lord
; she lived to see the greatness of thefive brothers

^

her sons
; but were her expectations realized ? The life is a vain shadow

;

this dwelling one of sorrow
;

let us accompany our lord to that of fire,

and there close it.'

“ The drum sounded
;
the funeral train moved on

;
all invoked the

name of HeriJ* Charity was dispensed like falling rain, while the
countenances of the queens were radiant as the sun. From heaven Umaf
looked down

;
in recompense of such devotion she promised they should

enjoy the society of Ajit in each successive transmigration. As the

smoke, emitted from the house of flame, ascended to the sky, the
assembled multitudes shouted Khaman \ KhamanX * well done I well

done!’ The pile flamed like a volcano ;
the faithful queens laved their

bodies in the flame, as do the celestials in the lake of Mansarwar.X
They sacrificed their bodies to their lord, and illustrated the races
whence they sprung. I'he gods above exclaimed. * Dhun Dhun^ \]\iV
who maintained the faith, and overwhelmed the Asuras.' Savitri, Gouri,

Sarasvati. Gunga and Gomti|| united in doing honour to these faithful

queens. Forty-five years, three months, and twenty-two days, was the

space of A jit's existencCf when he went to inhabit Amrapoora, an im-
mortal abode !”

Thus closed the career of one of the most distinguished princes who
over pressed the * cushion’ of Maroo

;
a career as full of incident as any

life of equal duration. Born amidst the snows of Cabul, deprived at

bis birth of both parents, one from grief, the other by suicidal custom ;

saved from the Herodian cruelty of the king by the heroism of his duels,

nursed amidst the rocks of Aboo or the intricacies of (he Aravaili until

the day of danger passed, he issued forth, still an infant, at the head of

his brave clans, to redeem the inheritance so iniquitously wrested from

him. In the history of mankind there is nothing to be found presenting

* Heri Crfshna is the mediator and preserver ef tlie Hindu Triad;

his name alone is invoked in the funeral rites. (See Vol. 1.) 'Ihe

following extract from Dr. Wilkins’ translation of the Guta will best

disclose his attributes :—Cri5lina speaks:

I am the- journey of the good; the comforter; the creator; the

witness; the resting-place
;
(he asylum : and the friend. I am genera-

tion and dissolution ;
the place where all things are deposited, and the

inexhaustible soul of all nature. 1 am death and immortality ;
1 am

never- failing time ;
the preserver, whose face is turned on all sides. I

am all-grasping death ;
and I am the resurrection of those who are about

to die/' t A name of Doorga, liit Hindu Juno.

1 The sacred lake in I'hibet.

{ Dhun is ' riches,' but is here used in the sense of glory ;
so that

riches and glory are synonymous in term with the Hindu, as in practice

in the west
;
the one may always command tlie other, at least that species

of it for whicli .nino*t^M of m^n^ind .contend, and are satisfied with

obtaining. |i
Celestial queen*
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a more brilliant picture of fidelity, than that afforded by the Rahthorc
clans in their devotion to their prince, from his birth until he worked
out his own and his country’s deliverance. It is one of those events
which throw a gleam of splendour upon the dark picture of feudalism,
more prolific perhaps in crime than in virtue. That of the Rajpoots,
indeed, in which consanguinity is stiperadded to the other reciprocalties

which bind a feudal body, wears the more engaging aspect of a vast

family. How affecting is the simple language of these brave men, while
daily shedding their blood for a prince whom, until he had attained his

seventh year, they had never beheld ! Without the sight of our lord,

bread and water have no flavour,” and how successfully does the bard
pourlray the joy of these stern warriors, when he says, “as the lotus

expands at the sun-beam, so did the heart of each Rahthore at the

sight of their infant sovereign ;
they drank his looks even as the pepaya

in the month of Asoj sips the drops of amrita (ambrosia) from the
Champa.^'

The prodigality with which every clan lavished its blood, through a
space of six-and-twenty years, may in part be learned from the chronicle

;

and in yet more forcible language from the cenotaphs scattered over the

country, erected to the manes of those who fell in this religious warfare.

Were other testimony required, it is to be found in the annals of their

neighbours and their conquerors ;
while the traditional couplets of the

bards, familiar to every Rajpoot, embalm the memory of the exploits of

their forefathers.

Ajit was a prince of great vigour of mind as well as o( framee
Valour was his inheritance

;
he displayed this hereditary quality at thg

early age of eleven, when he visited his enemy in his captital, displayine

a courtesy which can only be comprehended by a Rajpoot. Amongst th,

numerous desultory actions, of which many occurred every year, there
were several in which the whole strength of the Ra'nthores was led by
their prince. The battle of Sambhur, in S. 1765, fought against the
Syeds, which ended in an union of interests, was one of these

;
and, for

the rest of Ajit's life, kept him in close contact with the court, where he
might have taken the lead had his talent for intrigue been commensurate
with his boldness. From this period until his death, Ajit's agency
was recognised in all the intrigues and changes amongst the occupants
of Timoor’s throne, from Ferochsear to Mahomed. He inherited an
invincible hatred to the very name of Moslem, and was not scrupulous
regarding the means by which he was likely to secure the extirpation of

a race so inimical to his own. Viewing the manifold reasons for this

hatred, we must not scrutinize with severity his actions when leagued with
the Syeds, even in the dreadful catastrophe which overwhelmed Feroch-
sear, to whom he owed the two- fold duty of fealty and consanguinity.

There is one stain on the memory of Ajit, which, though unnoticed
in tl^e chronicle, is too well ascertained to be omitted in a summary of
his character^ more especially as it illustrates that of the nation and of
the times, and shews the loose system >(hich holds such governments
togeihch The heroic Doorgadas, the preserver of his infancy, the
inMt uetpr of his youth, guide of hts manhood, lived to confirm the
prbveib, ** put not ihy faith in princes.” He*, who by ' repeated instances
of ^xaiied s^ftdenial, ligd refused wealth and honoure that might Havh
raised Himself from his vassal condition to an equality with his soyei^eigii,
W4S banished fron^ the Und which his intergity, wisdom, jin4‘ valour
had preserved. Wliy, or when, Ajit loaded himself with thi$ indelible
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infamy wat not known ; the fact was incidentally discovered in search*

a collection of original newspapers written from the camp of Bah»-
door Shah,* in one of which it was stated, that *1 Doorgadas was en-

camped with his household retainers on the banks of the Peshola Lake
at Oodipoor, and receiving' daily five hundred rupees for his support from

the Rana ; wlio when called on by the king ( Bahadur Shah) to surrender

him, magnanimously refused/’ Imagining that Ajit had been com-
pelled to this painful sacrifice, which is not noticed in the annals, the

compiler mentioned it to a deeply versed in all the events and
transactions of this state. Aware of the circumstance, whicit is not

overlooked by the bards, he immediately repealed the couplet composed
on the occasion :

** DooY^a, des sa kar-jea

Gola, Gangani /”

** Doorga was exiled, and Gangani given to a slave.”

Gangani, on the nortlt bank of the Looni, was the chief town of the

Kurnote fief, of which clan Doorga was the head. It is now attached to

the Khalisa. or fisc, but whether recently, or ever since Doorga, we know
not. The Kurnoies still pay the last rites to their dead at Gangani, where

they have their cenotaphs (chehtris), Whetlier that of the noble Doorga
stands there to serve as a memorial of princely ingratitude* the writer

cannot say
;
but the portrait of the hern, in the autumn of his days* as

given me hv the last lineal descendant of Ajit, is already before the

reader.f Well may we repeat, that the system of feudality is the parent

of the most brilliant virtues and the darkest crimes ! Here, a long life of

uninterrupted fidelity could not preserve Doorga from the envenomed
breath of slander, or the serpent-tooth of ingratitude : and whilst the

mind revolts at the crime which left a blank leaf in the chronicle, it is

invohintarily carried back to an act less atrocious, indeed, than one which

violates the laws of nature, but which in diminishing none of horror for

Abhye Sing, yet lessons our symathy for the persecutor of Doorgadas.

CHAPTER X.

THB parricidal murder of Ajit is accounted the germ of destruction,
which, taking root in the social edifice of Marwar, iiltinryitcly rent it

asunder. Bitter has been the fruit of this crime, ” even into the third and
fourth generation” of his natural sons, whose issue, but for this crime,
would in all human probahtlity have been the most potent princes in India#
able single-handed to have stopped Mahratia aggrandisettient.

**lt WAS in 1781 (says the bard), Ajit went to heaveh. With his own
hand did the emperor Mahomed Shah put the on the forehead of

Abhya 5Miig. girded him with the swerd, bound the tddrah bh his head,
placed a dagger set with gems in his girdle, and with Ch4dHs, Nobufs#
and Nakarras* and many valuable gifts, invested the yotidg prince in all

the dignities of his father. Even Nagore was resumed irOtn the son of

Umra and included in his sunnud* With these marks of roykl favour, he

took leave of the entire, and returned to his b^terntir dominions. From

• Otscovered by the Author amangst the Bane’i ardl^hret.

t Vol. I*
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to villuge, as lie joiirneyed hom<*w«rd, tKe kullns was rais«*d on

head.* When he reached Jodhpur, tie distributed ctiiefs,

and to the Rnrdais (bardb) and Charuns, and lands to the family

priests (Purohits).**

A day at the court of the desert related in the phraseolog^y

of til e chronicle, would be deemed interestifiij as a picture ot manners.

It would also make tlie reader more familiar with Kurna, the most
celebrated bard in the latter days of Rajpoot independence: but this must
be reserved for an equally appropriate vetiicle.f and we shall at present

rest satisfied with a siiglit sketch of the liisiorian of Maroo.

Karna>Kavya, or simply Kurna, wlio traced his descent from the

last house-hold bard of the last emperor of Kanouj, was at once a
politician, a warrior, and a scholar, and in each capacity has left ample
proofs of his abilities. In the first, he look a distinguished part in

all the events of the civil wars; in the second, lie was one of the

few who survived a combat almost witliout parallel in the annals even *

of Rajpoot chivalry
;
and as a scholar, he has left us, in the in the intro-

duction to his worlCjJ ttie most instructive proof, not only of his inheriiiiiif t

the poetic mantle of his fathers, but of the course he pursued for the

maintenance of its lustre. The bare enumeration of the works be had .

studied evinces that there was no royal road to Parnassus for the Raj-

poot * KHviswar,'§ but that, on the contrary, it was beset with difficiihies

not a little appalling. The mere noniencUture of works on grammar
and historical epics, which were to mastered ere tie could hope for fame,

^

must have often made Kurna exclaim, ** How hard it is to climb the

steeps’* on which from afar he viewed her temple. 'I'bose who desire to

see* under a new aspect, an imperfectly known but interesting family of ttie

human race, will be made acquainted with the qual’fications of our bardic

historians* and the particular course of studies which fitted Kurna ** to

sit in the gate|| of Jodagir/’ and add a new book to the chronicles of

its kings.

I’hcse festivities of a new reign were not of long duration, and were
succeeded by warlike preparations against Nagore, which, during ttie

• The kullas is a brazen vessel, ot household use. A female of eaqh
family, filling one of these w'iih water, repairs to the house of the head
of the village, wfien, being ail convene<l, they proceed in a body to meet
the person to whom they render honour, singing the suhailea or * song of'
jny, 1 he representing water is a token of homage and regard, and one
which the author has often paid to him, especially in Mewar, where every
village met him in this way. *

*! I hope some day to present a few of the works of the great bard *

Chund, with dissertation on the Bardais* and all the ‘sons of song.’

1 Entitled the *Suiya Prakas,* of 7 500 Kianz:as.

J
C^ntiswar, or Cavya^iswara, * iii verse*' from Curya* *Doesv*

and rxwitni, * lord/

H I he portal of the place appears to have been l^e bard’s dosf;»
Po^giveth# same position to ins historic bards in the * tire Teniule
ol rani#:’ ^ A;.

Full in the paMAfe of each sfnrcious gate, ' »

I ht sage historians in while garments wait
;

, Grav'd o'er die seats thh foifn of Time was fotind, ' t

iiis SC) the leinov’d, and both his pitiions bound* ' *

10
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fsf^rtletvtidn^ Aj'rt mid the emp'eforr, had be^n affifhed i6 tbfi

cMc^tidafU ll«c ancit rtt princes of Mmvdr>re.

When A]»ner was iii<^e^tedf hy the colU'rilve force of the pi'»'>pire,^

Eradiit Klian (Bnujern^ih ), collector of the 'yeaevfJ,^ took the Eentio hy
the arm, artd $e;^ied him hi Nayore J Rut soon an fh** Holli\ was
past, the 'Avatars of Jnwala-mooklu’|| were consecrated ; ujoais wele
s#lcrificed, and the bh>od, with oil and vefmilion. was sprinkled npon
them. The tents were moved out. Hearintf i)iis, Hao I infra produced
tfle imperial patent, with the personal guarantee of Je}! Si»<^ of Amber,
Abh)a Iteeded not, arid investerf Napore

;
hiit Indta left Ids honotir and

bis castle to il\^ Fearless,^ who best«>vved it on Bukhta Ids brother. He
received the conjiraluUtions of Mewar. ]e*;suliner. Bikaner, and Amber,
and returned to bis capital amidst the i e)oicings of bis subjects, t his

was ill S. 1781.

*' In S. 1782, he wa< employed in restminriivgr fbe turhuleOl Bhortiii:»S

on the western frontiers of his domiidons
;
when the Sindifs, the OePraS,

the Bafa^i tfie Boras, the Baieebas, and the Sodas were compelled to

servitude.

*' In S. t;f83, a firmari of summons arrived, catlingr the ptmee to

aff^hd the Presence at Dellii. He put it to Ids fiead, assembled «)l his

chiefs, and oh hiS passage to Court made a tour ol hi*, dominions, exainin-

iif|» his garrisons, redressing wrongs, and arljusiing wh,,rr\Vr \ias in iftS-

order. At Purhbtsir f»e was attacked by fbe sibajl • pot ; the nafion
called on Rani** to shield him from evil.

*‘ln 1784. the prince reached Delhi. Khandowran, rb** c)>ief noble of

the empire, was deputed by tlie emperor to conduct hioi t(» the capital ;

and when be reached the Presence, liis majpsiv called fiiin rinse to his

person, exclaimiivg, ' welcome, Khomhbukht ft iUahnra/a /?n/erwdr»tf
if is long since we met

;
lid’s day makes iTi»r happy; the splendour of the

Aum*khas, is redoubled.’ When he look leave, the king sent to his quar-
ters, at Abbyepoor, choice fiutts of the uoitb, fragrant oils, and rose-

The pfince of Maroo was placed at the head of all the nohihtv.

Abrmx the end of S 17S4, birbulUmd Khan's rebellion broke out, which

* ^ .0 .1 , ;

* tn the original, "by the bvefsa,*' the ' tweniy-two/ meaidng d»e

cpflcclive force of the twenty-two so^^bahJars, or 'saUapn of 4hc provinces/

f Capitalion-tax.

J The poet calls it by its classic appelladon, Uta^adpa^rga^ tha 'castle

the serpent.* § !W this fesiivel, see Yob: I*

H yowala^mookhi, the * mouth of flame.' the cannon, whi^h are tbiia

c6U9eicfated b^fdre actiort. They are €all**d hr ^iqearnatio»i» of

Jowata-monWhf, the Rrna nf India, it the edge hf Whn'^h Hmdu^

poet very properly places the temple of y&waii 'ifAirific

/fa/i-aSA, the Hindu HieCate. '
r

^ Abhya, the name of the prince, means * fearless,' f»Mi
and pirvalive preiixv ' ^ • * 1*^

•• (I wrifa all tlie«e phrSs^a ex«mfly iM»4air»fmdel! m t ^
western delect 'Queen' of the world.' Sifla Afath is the common name m**

the goddess wfto presides aver -thta oedurge of mfnficyi

+t * Of happg fortuiUi/ .
'

tt ^mha94§m the pbmpoiM title of tbtr kihgs ef Maroo /

'great Baja* lord of Haias^' t

‘
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iiwif>l« scope for ahe valour of ilie RaKthores and nvAprjala (pr .i.hp

b»rd, Aitlio ihm circiitnstantialjly it ;

‘*1'he troithlen in the Dekhan increased. The Skahsada *^wjngal^
rebelled, land fonnin.; »riny of sixty tl»ous;<nd men, attacked |>r0«

Vinoial j^overnors .of M dwa, Surat, and ;4biwedpoor, sUyini^ (,he ki*'8*S

liey enants. iG^rdJbiur .Buliadoor, Ibralmii Kooli, ^ugt»iutT> Ah» an4
Sivujait.

“Hearing this, the kin^ appointed Sirbullund Khan to <|iia$h the
rebellion. He marched at the head of fitly thousand men, havini^.a

Crore of rupees for their subsistence
;
but his advanced army of ten thoo-

sand men bein^j defeated in the first encounter, he entered. into terms with

the rebels, and a^^reed to a partition of -the country,”

It was at this time the prince of Marwar be^^ged permission tO retire

to his hereditary dominions. I'lie bard’s description of the court, and of

the emperor's distress on this occasion, thouj^b prolix deserves insertion :

** The ^ing was seated on his throne, attended by the seventy-two

grand Omras of tl»e empire, when tidings reaclicd him of the revolt «of

Sirbullund. 'I'here was tlie vi£ier Kumur-oo^din Khan, 1 timad-oo- Donlah
Khand;>wran, commander-in-cliief, (Meer Buksliee), Shumsam-oo* Doiilah

the Ameer-ool-Omrah, Mnnsoor AHi. K«>shan-oo. Doulah, Toora Bax
Khan, the Lord Marcher {Seem Ka Bttkshee)

;
Woostnm Jung, Afghi^n,

Khan, Khwaja Syed-oo-Diu, comuiandant of artillery (Meer A^nsk)

;

Saadiit Khan.'f' grarnl chamberlain iDarogtt Kh‘Owas)^ Boorlian-.<M»l-

Moollt,'* Abdool Summud Khan, Oellil Khan, Zofhiiah Khan. goverAior,of

Lalmre, Dulail Kban, Mcer Jumla, Khankhanan
;
Zoffar Jung. Kriadiit

Khan, MootShid Kooli Khan. Jaflier Khan, Alwerdi Khan.^ M-jZ iffin*

Kh»*n, governor ol Ajmer. Such and many more were asiseuiljUd iu tfm

Ptesience.

” It was read aloud that Sribulinnd had reduced Guxerat, and pro-
claimed his own */!«,’ that he had ground the Kolis to dust; that he bad
vanquished the 'MandiHas, the Jtialas, the Chaur^^simas, the Bhaga^ls

and the Gohils, and had nearly extermii^aied the Balas
;
that Haljar

had agreed to pay tribute, ami that such was the fire of this Yavan, that

'the Bliomias of themselves aban<hmed their siroitg-holds to seek sanc-

tuary with him whom ^he ‘ seventeen lhousand’§ now called sovereign
;

that he kad set biiiiseli up a king in Ahipedab^d, land made,a league with

the Soutbroiij’

The emperor s«w. th if this d'efection -was not quelled, all Uie

viceroy'? Wfinhl Hectare themselves indeoendent. Already had Jutfurf^ll

K han iii ih% noVth, Saadnt Khan in the east, atid the Nizam-opl-
Moo1k in the south, shewn the blackness of their designs. The
(verve) of llii em'pifeiiad fled.

* ** The placed on a golden salver, which the Meer Tajuk
bqpejn hit, expended frqi. slowly passing in front of tlie nobles ranged on

In iiqne qf thp Mohammedan histories df this period is rt meittloned
that' there was an Imperial prince at ilie head tyf the first M ahratta irrup-
tion

;
probably he was a mere tool for the purposes of others.

f Afterwards Vtrier of Otide, a state bounded aiid anainUiiutd by
cofiiuwi nla te dreeana.

4
NAwab of Bengal, anoUier tratior.

TAik lituinlMr »f «i4ie,, ,«uvn«. ki>4 v^ll^gci,, hinf.
4om ol Gurerat under its ancient sovereijjas.
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either ^icie of the throne, miphty men. at the «ipht of vvhnee face* the riHfic
wonlH tremble : but in vain he passed both lines

;
no hand was stretched

t<»rih ; some looked away; some trembled; but none cast an eye upon
the beera,

** The 'almiiphtv monarch’ {Purmeswnr Paflshah)t who could make
the beggar an Omra of twelve thousand and the noble of twelve
thousand a beggar, was without resource. ‘Who,’ said one, ‘would
grasp the forkeil lightnine, let him engage Sirhullund !

* Another
exclaimed, ‘who would seize the vessel, and plunge with her in the

whirlpool, he may Contend with Sirhullund.’ And a third, * whoever
dare seize tlie forked tongue of the serpent, let him engage Sirhullund.’

The king was troubled
;
he gave a sign to the Meer Tojuk to return the

beera to him.

“The Rahthore prince saw the Monarch’s distress, and as he was
about to leave the aum>kbas. he stretched forth tiis hand, and placed the

beera in his turban, as he said, ' be not cast down, O king, of the world;

( will pluck down this Sirhullund : * leafless shall be the boughs of his

ambition, and his head (sir) the forfeit of his arrogant exaltation

(boolund).*

“ When Ahya Sing grasped the heera, the breasts of the mighty were
ready to burst with the fulness of envv even like the ripe pomegranate, as

the king placed the grant of Gnzerat into the hands of the Rahthore. The
Shah's heart was rejoiced, as he said, ' thus acted your ancestors In

support of the throne
i
thus was quelled the revolt of Khoorm and Bheem

in the time of Jehangir that of the Oekhan settled
;
and in like manner

Ho I trust that, by you the honour and the throne of Mahomed Shah
will be upheld.’

“ Rich gifts, including seven gems of great price, were bestowed upon

the Rahthore; the treasury was unlocked and ihirty-one lacks of coin were

as«igned for the troops. The guns w'cre lakr'n from the arsenals, and with

the patent of the vice-royalties of Ahmedabad and Ajmer, in the month

of Asar ((786), Abhya took leave of the king.”f

The political arrondissement of Marwar dates from this period ;
for

the rebellion for Sirhullund was the forerunner of the disintegration of

the empire. It was in June A. D. 1730, that the prince of Marwar left

the court of Delhi, He had a double motive in proceeding direct to

Ajmer, of which province he was viceroy
;

first, to take possession of

his strong -hold (the key not only of Marwar but of every state in R*j*

pnniana) ; and second, to consult with the prince of Amber on the

affairs of that critical conjuncture. What was the cause of Jey Sing’*

presence at Ajmer the chfonicle says not ; but from circumstances else-

where related, it may be conjectured that it was for the purpose of

celebrating ‘ the rites of the Pitriswara* (manes of his ancestors) at

Pooskiir. The hard gives a most prolix account of the meeting, even

io if\e pugiur^ * or foot-clothes* spread for “ the kings of the Hindu*

to walk on, “ who feasted together, and together plotted the destrqption of

the empire from wiiich wc perceive that Kurna, the bard, Had a

behind the curtain.
, ,

* Sir, ‘ the head,' hoolund, * exalted, high, arrogant,’ I write t ®

name, Ai//, f>eing ‘ the orthngrapbs' long known.
,

i ' ^ 1h*the o1rfgmaf,"tlie empel^or is Called iUt Asp^it ^lord tf fwords,

or petlMps
,

* lord of ateeds.’ -
^
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Havih^t installed his officers in Ajmer, Abhya Sine* proceeded to

Malria, when he was met by his brother, Biikht Sine* on wtiicti occasion
the of Naeorc was bestowed upon the latter. I'he brothers con-
tinued their route to tt>e CJ^pital, when all the chiefs were dismissed to

their homes with injunctions to assemble their vassals for the ensiiini^

cainpaititn against Sirbtilliind. At the appointed time, the kher (feudal

array) of Marwar assembled under the walls of Jodhpur. The occa-
sion is a delightful one to the bard, who revels in all ‘ the pomp and
circumstance of war:* from the initiatory ceremony, the moving out
the tents, to the consecration of the hnighty tubes' {balwa-nal)^ the
* volcanos of the field,' or, as he terms them, the *crocotlile motiths*

(niugur'inookhan)^ ‘emblems of Yama,' which were sprh^kled abun-
dantly with the blood of eoats slain under their muzzles. He describes

each clan as it arrives, their steeds, and caparisons.

Instead, however, of proceeding direct to the main object of the war,

'Ahhya Sing too« advantage of the immense army thus placed under
his command, as viceroy of Guzerat, to wreak his own vengeance upon
his neighbour, the gallant prince of Sirohi, who, trusting to his native

strength, had spurned every compromise which involved his indepen-

dence, This resolution he maintained by his natural position, strength-

ed by alliances with the aboriginal races who hemmed his little state

on all sides, excepting that towards Marwar.

These Meenas, the mo^untaineers of the Aravalli, had given offence

to Abhya Sing
;

for while the prince, between l)is arrival at Jodhpur
and the assemblage of the kher, gave himself up to indolence and opium,
they carried off the whole cattle of the train to the mountains. When
(his was reported to Abhya Sing, he coolly said, ** Let them go, they
knew we are slmrt of forage, and have only taken them to their own
pastures in the mountains." Strange to sav, they did return them, and
in excellent condition, as soon as he prepared to march. When he heard
of this, he observed, " Did I not tell you these Meenas were faithful

subjects ?"

The order to march was now given, when the bard enumerates the

names and strength of the different Rajpoot princes, whose contingents

formed this array, in which there were onlv two Mohammedan leaders

. of distinction :
—“ 1 he Haras of Kotah and Boondi

;
Kheechies of Gag-

rown
; the Gores of Seopur ; the CiicHwahas of Amber, and (even,) the

, Sodas of the desert, under their respective princes or chiefs, were under
the command of the Marwar prince. His native retainers, the united

clans of Marwar^ formed the right wing of the whole army, headed by
his brother Bukhta.

On the loth Cheit (Sood) S. 1786, Abhya marched from Jodhpur,
by Bhadrajoon and Matgurh, Sewanoh and Jhalorc. Rewarro was

• assaulted ; (he swords of the enemy showered, and the Champawul fell

amidst heaps of slain. The Deoras abandoned the hill and fled.
.
The

trees were levelled to the summit ; a garrison was posted, and the array
inov^d oa to Possalio. Then, Aboo shook with affright. Affliction
seised Sirohi ; its prince was in despair when he heard Rewarro and
Possalto were destroyed.* The Chohan preferred decking his daughter
in the bridal vestments, to arraying his army (o oppose Abhemal."

* Both these places famoqs in the Mewasso, or fastnesses of Sirohi,
{#nd^f^ 4he AM^lhpr*,^ho ivas ipitrpsHed with its political affairs, much
trouble. Fortunately for the Deora^ pcinc^^ desqgi^dautt- o( Rao.Nvtfin
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Has, fhrryiij^h the Intierventien of a Rajpoot chief^tafrt,

teamed Myaram, of tbe Ch-^ora tribe, made overtures to the Kahtbore,
proposioi; his niece (daujjhter of M^iin Sin^ his predecessor) in marriage.

In the midst of strife, *tbe Coco- nut.* with eight choice steeds and
pri^e of tour Hepliatits, were sent and accepted^ Tlie drum of 'battle

ceased; the nuptrals were solemnised, and in the tenth momh Ham
Sing' was born at Jodhpur.** The b-ifd, however, Ims us into the secret,

and ^lows that the Hajpools had secret articles,’ as well as tlie more
polislied diplomacy of Europe ; for besides the lair Cbohatii, the Rao
consetHed to pay Pesh-ach^hanij a 'conccafed tribute,*

The Oeora chiefs united their coiuingents to the royal army, for tbe

subjugation of Sirbultund, and the march recommended by Ealhanpoor
and Sidpoor, on the Sarasvati. Here they hailed, and **an envoy was
despatched to .SirbuUiind, stimmoning him to surrender the imperial equip-

ments, cannons, and slores
;

to account for the revenues, ai^d to withdraw
liis 5/a»ri5ons from Afimedahad and ati ibe stnnig- holds of the province.*’*

'i be reply was laconic and dignified; **ihat he bhnself was king, and his

head was with Ahmedabad.’*

A grand council of war was convened in the Rajpoot camp, which is

described CO /t /I mare by the bard. The overture and its reception were
communicated, and the debates and speeches which ensued thereon, as to

the future course of proceeding, are detailed, fhe bard is, however, satis-

fied with recording the speeches of *the t^hiefs of tlie eight grades of

Maroo.’

** First spoke the chief of the children of Champa, Koosul, son of

Hurnat of Ahwa, whose seat is on the right of the throiie. llien Kunne*
ran of Asope, leader of the Koompawuts, whose place is on the left : ‘let

us, like the KilkiU,* dive into the waters of battle.’ He was followed by

Kesurf, the Mail tea Sirmor ;—then by the veteran who led the Oodawuts;
old Mild brave, many a battle had he seen, t hen the chief of Khanwa,
wi»c» led life cUn of Joda, protested he would be tl>e first to claim the Im-

mortal garland from the hand of the Apsaras ;f ‘let us stain our garments
with s<ffr»»n. and our lancet with Crimson, and play at baH with this Sir-

bulkjtid.*^ FiUtcdi the Jait^wut, and 'Kurnavat Abhi-mal, re-echoed his

words. Alt shouted *batt1e !* *balt1f '!* while some put on the coloured

garments, determined to conquer Bhanloca, Kurna, the Clwihpaw^K,

Das^ tlie author knew their history, and was enable to discriminate the

claims which Jodhpur asserted over her in virtue df such atiedks as

this; in short, between the claims of * the princes of

king's lieutenants of Guzerat In this nrgolialions WtifirCin Jodhpnr

advanced its pretensfons t<» su%erainU over Sirohi, which as •stOttflV denied

the tight, he clearly dlsiingtiisfied the cla^nie of il»e prineee of Jiidhpdr,

in their Capacities of viceroys of 1he empire, wnd argited that claims

conceded by Sitdhi In (hat character guifant^d ‘n#fie tw 'them, in their

individual capacity, as chiefs of Marwar a drsrmet«ni»a^ldch- they effected

not fo Comprehend, bnt which was at length fully

on by the pnrammint power. 'Sirohi is rnarntaineci in ifta aneffent mde-

pendence, Whicli but for this previous knotMledge mull been taevi-

tably ioSf

.

I he %il\iiA is the bird we call the kingfisher.
,

+ 1he h\aids of war^ the Valf^rU pf Rajpeiot fviythdfO|fy.
, . • \

i Anbther /iw tfe-aielfidh thr Hinib Siil^ulluna, ifllb

Jodi dhibf pii^set td phiy ^
i,
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8At<i nlotrH, ApMras wiH swvtj ii< m thr M
the sun. Every clan, every cinef, and every bard, ic-eclioed ‘battle (’

Tlifen BnUhta stood tip to claim tlie onset, to le^d the van in bartfe

ag^ainst Sirbnllimdi while Ivts brother ami prince srltould await tlie< reanlt

in his tents. A jar of saffron- water was placed before the prif»cc, with

which he sprinkled eaciic hief, who shouted, * they would people Umra*
poor/

rhc bard then describes the steeds of the Rajpoot chivalry, In which
the Beemrat halli of the DeUhan takes precedence ; he is followed Hy titc

horses of Dhat, and Karduro in Marwar, and the Katliawar of

Saurashtra.

Sirhulliind's plans of defence nre mintitely tietailed. At each gate he
posted two thousand men and five “manned by Europeans,” of

whom he had a body of musketeers round his person. Ihe canno^de had
been kept up three days on both sides, in which the son of SirbuHund was
killed. At lenjjih, Bukhta led the storm when all the otes and avruts

performe I pmdiiries of valour. 'I'lie Champawiit Koosiil was the first to

be carried to the “itnnit»rial abode but thoiijjifh “the sun stood strif to

sec the deeds of the son of Hurivat,” we cannot parricnlarfse the hard's

catalogue of heroes tiansfened to SiiralocaJ on this day, when tlie beSt

blood of Rajpootana was shed on the walls of Ahmedabad. Both the

princely brothers had their share in “the play of sWords.” aitd each slew

more than twic leader of note. Umra, who had so often defended
Ajmer, slew five chiefs of the ttrades of two and three ifiotisand horse.

**Et^[ht ghiirries of the day remanied, when SirbuHund fled ; but

Ulyar, the leader of his vati^uard, made a desperate resistatice, until he
fell by the hand of Biikhi Sinif. t he drum of victory sounded. The
Nawab left his pant in the Rincoond.^ I'be *would-be-king' was w'^und*

ed
; his elephant shewed tl»e speed of the deer. Four ihonsaird four )n>n-

drtd and ninety-three Were stain, of whom one hundred were Palki

• The yotinjf chieftain of Saloombra, the first of the nobles of Mewar,
was si(riU|» with tne, attentively listenin]^ as I was translatrnfg the war
against SirbuIlUnd, read by my old t»itor. His family possess I’m heredi*

ury avtirtion to “the Ctrp,*’ which is under solemn prohibition for some
cause wlrich I foffjfet, and s<i far did his j^jrandfalher carry his antipathy,

that a drop falling^ upon him at an enteftatnment. he cut out the coniami-

natpd part with his datft't*r. Aware of this, I tinned round to the young
chief and said {

” Well, Kawut ji, would you accept the cuo from the hand
•f th^ Apsara, or would you refuse the muiiw*ir {p\tf6^e)V' ‘'Certainly 1

woft^f la|ie it
i ihese are very difieieiH cups from ours was his reply.

'* you believe ;tliat the heavenlv fair carry the souls of those who faU
ifl cf Surya Z** “ Who dare doubt it 7 When niy

ti^pe coiiny^, j will cup !’* a glmiuiis creed for a soldier! He
l^iirs my old tutor and friend ; for none of their baud*

e^^oundcid It the iAoy a (serpentine verse) of the poet. 1 have
rated ,RawHt for being unable to repeat ttie A^enealogy of hi.s ImiMKr

fr0tn,Clt<^M4f|<iP hitpself } bid Uie family ba«Kl was dead and Mt 4io prio^

geny to inherit hi$ maiide. This youue chief is ytt (A. D* ISso) bet
lweiity*lwo„ and t<* f>e beiturprepai ed.

f nitc city of immortality.'

1 The abode of heroes, the Valhalla of the Rajoot nsythnUidrT*

I i?iafaped is the *fauiittUn of and ^itt is applied^ ad Wt im
the word water, to the temper or spirit iol a swoid ; a play uii words.
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NushifHf, eiifh! Hnti Ntiskeens* »nd three hundred entitled to the Tas'eem '

on entering the Diwan Aum f

“On^ htindred and twenty chieftains of note, with ’five hundred horse,

were slain with Abhya Sinjf, and seven tiundred wounded.
** 1'he next morninf^, Sirbutliind surrendered with all his effects. He

was escorted towards Ajjra, his wounded Moj^uls dyin^ at every staye ;

but the soul of the * Fearless' was sad at the loss of his kin.J Abhi-Mal
ruled over the seventeen thousand towns of Guzerat, and the nine thous-

and of Marwar, besides one thousand elsewhere, fhe princes of Ediir, of

Bhooj, of Parkur of Sinde, and of Sirohi, the Chalook Han of Futtehpoor,
]l»oojoonoo, Jcssulmeer, Na^ore, Don^crpoor, Rhanswarra, Lunawarra,
Hulwad, every morning bowed the head to Abhi-Mal.

** Thus, in the enlightened half of the moon, one victorious tenth§

(S, 1787. A. D. 1 731 ), the day on which Ramachiindra captured Lani<a,

the war aeninst Sirbulluiid, an Ornra (lord) of twelve thousandi was
concluded.”

[]

Having left a garrison of seventeen thousand men (or the duties of

the capital and province, Abhya Sing returned to Jodhpur with the spoils

of Giizerat, and there he deposited four crorcs of rupees, and one thou*

sand four hundred guns of all calibres, besides military stores of every des*

cripiion. With these, in the declining state of the empire, the desert

king strengthened his fotts and garrisons, and determined, in the general

scramble for dominion, not to neglect his own interests.

CHAPTER XI.

THB tranquillity which for a while followed the Campaign in Gnzerat
was ot no long duration. The love of ease And opium, which

increased with the years of Abhya Sing, was disturhrd by a prrpctual
apprehension of the Active courage and military genius of his brotlier,

whose appanage of Nagore was too restricted a field for his talents and
ambition. Bakhta was also aware that his daring nature, which obtained

* Chiefs entitled to ride in palkis and on elephants.

A long list of names is given, which would only fatigue the reader ;

but amongst them we select a singular one, Nolakh Khan AngU»%
•Nolah the Englishman.'

^ I he baid enumerates with the meed of praise each vassal vtho Wh
whether Rahilioie nr of the contingents of the other principalities serving

tinder life prtnCc of Marwar. I’he Chaiiipawuls bore the btiffiti and loss

Knrriin of Pally, Kislieii Sing of Sindri, Gordhan of J^alore, and Kulian,

"J’he Koompaw uts lost also several leaders of clans, ii7 Nuhtinirt Sotifiaii

Sing, Piidma. son of l>oorjijn. 'I'he Joda tribe lost three leadets, vfB *

HeatmnI, Gmnaii and Jogidas. The brave Mairtei^s ^tost thi^ee

:

Hhoni Sing, Koo'iul .Sing, and Golab, son of Haiti, T he allhof^ I thlef-

ts ins, the Jadooiis, the Sonigurras, the Dhonduls, and Khfvctdes, had

many brave men ** carried to fttianuloca,” aild efeil bBids Bud

parohits were amongst the slain,
.

§ daiwa,

•4 With tilts battle the Raja Roopwta and S%t¥ya rreA'et
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t^tm the as it would the swords, of his turbutent and easily

excited countrymen, rendered him an object of distrust, and that without
j^rear circumspection, lie would be unable to maintain himself in his im^
pei^inm in imperio, the castle and three hundred and sixty townships of

NsL^ore. He was too discreet to support himself by foreigjn aid, or by
foinentinif domestic strife

;
but with the aid of the bard, he adopted a

line of policy, the relation of which will develop new traits in the Raj-
poot character, and exemplify its pecularities. Kurna, after finishing his

historical chionicle, concluding with the war against Sribullund, aban-
doned “ the gate of Jodhpur, for that of Nagore/^ Like all his tribe,

the batd was an adept in intrigue, and his sacred character forwarded
the secret means ol executing it. His advice was to embroil their com-
mon sovet <dgn with the prince of Amber, and an opportunity was iioC

long wanting.

The prince of Bikaner, a junior but independent branch of Marwar,
had offended his yet nominal suzerain Abhya bing, who, taking ad^
vantage of the weakness of their common liege lord the emperor, deter-
mined to resent the affront, and accordingly invested Bikaner, whicli

had sustained a siege of some weeks, wlien Bukhta determined to make
its release subserve Ihs designs

;
nor could he have chosen a better

expedient. Although the prince of Marwar had led his united vassalage
against Bikaner, tliey were not only lukewarm as to the success of their

own arms, but, anomalous as it must appear in the annals even of

feudal warfare, they furnished the besieged with the means of defence,
who, hut for tlie supplies of opium, salt, and ammunition, would soon
have been compelled to surrender. We can account for this : Bikaner
was of their own kin, a branch of the great tree of which Seoji was the
root, and to which they could cling in emergency

;
in short, Bikaner

balanced the power between themselves and tlieir head.

The scheme being approved, its execution and mode of development
to Jey Sing were next canvassed. *‘'Iouch his pride,” said Kurna;
**

tell him the insult to Amber, which your ancestor invested, has never
been balanced, and that he will never ffnd a time like the present to

fling a few shot at Jodhpur.”

Buklita addressed a letter to Jey Sing, and at the same time sent
instructions to the envoy of Bikaner at his court how to act.

The prince of Amber, towards the close of his career, became partial
to*.the cup;’ but, aware of the follies it involved him in, an edict pro-
hibited ail official intercourse with him while lie was under its influence.
The direct overture of Bukhta was canvassed, and all interference be-
tween tlie kindred belligerents was rejected in a full council of tlie chiefs
of Amber, But the envoy had a friend in the famous Vidyadhur,^
chief civil minister of the state, through whose means he obtained per«v
tntssioii to make * a verbal report, standing.^ “ Bikaner,” he said. ” wasi
in peril| and without his aid must fall, and that his; master di^.not
consider the sovereign of Marwar, but of Amber, as his suzera^/*.
Vanity and wine did the rest. The prince took up the pen and ‘

wi^ote
to Abhya Sing, ** That they all formed one threat family; to forgive

* Vidyadhur was a Brahiiiiii or Bengal, a scholar and man of science.
The plan of the modern city of Amber, named Jeypore, was his : a city
as regular a& Darmstadt. He was also the joint compiler of tl^ cele-^
brated genealogical ubles which appear in the first Volume of this
work,
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Bikancf and raise his batteries and as he took another cup, and cmfed
bis moustache, he gave the letter to be folded. “Maharajah,** said the
envoy, "put in two more words : 'or. my name is Jey Singh.*^ They were
added. The overjoyed envoy retired, and in a few minutes the fetter was
on transit to its destination by the swiftest camel of the desert. Scarcely
had the envoy retired, when the chief of Bhansko, the Mentor of Jey Sing,
entered. He was told of the letter, which "would veji his The
old chief remonstrated ; he said, "unless you intend to extinguish the
Cuchwahas, recall this letter," Messenger after messenger was sent, but
the envoy knew his duty, At the dinner hour, all the chiefs had assem-
bled at the (Rusora) banquet*hall, when the spokesman, on the vassalage,
old Deep Sing, in reply to the communication of his sovereign, told him
he had done a cruel and wanton act, and that they must all suffer for his
imprudence.

The reply, a laconic defiance, was brought back with Irlte celerity,- it

was opened and read by Jey Sing to his chiefs : "By what right do you
dictate to me, or interfere between me and my servants 7 If your name
is *thc Lion of Victory' (Jey Sing), mine is *the Lion without Pear' (Abhya
Sing.)"t

The ancient chief, Deep Sing, said ; "I told you how ft would be?
twit there is no retreat, and our business is to collect out friends," The
Khett or ‘levy en masse/ was proclaimed ! Every Cuchwaha was com-
manded to repair to the great standard planted outside the capital.

T^e home-clans came pouring in, and aid was obtained from the Haras
pf Boondi, the Jadoons of Kerowli, the Seesodias of Shahpoora, the Khee*
clues, and the jats, until one hundred thousand men were formed beneath
the castle of Amber. This formidable array proceeded, march after

march, until they reached Gang want, a village on the frontier of Marwar,
Here they encamped, and with all due courtesy, awaked .the arrival of the
'Fearless Lion/

They were not long in suspertsc. Mortally o^ended at such wanton
Interference, which compelled him to relinquish his otqect on the very eve
of attainment, Abhya Sing raised his batteries from besieging Bikaner
and rapidly advanced to the encounter*

Bukhta now took alarm. He had not calctilated the length to which
his intrigues would involve hts country ; he had sought but to embroil the

border princes, but had kmdied a national warfare. StiM his fears were
lets for the discovery of his plot, than for the honour of Marwar, about to

be assailed by such odds. He repaired to his brother and liege lord, and
Implored him not to raise the siege ? declaring that he alone, with the

vassals of Nagore, would receive the Bugt€a/s% battle, and, Ood's
blessing, would give a good account ’of him. Abhva Srng, not averse 10

see his brother punished for his conduct, though determined to leave him
to the brunt of the battle, rejected with scorn the intr^tfiing proposition.

The iVoAerre sounded the assembly for the chivalry Nagoror
Bukhta took post on the balcony over the Delhi gate, with two brasen

vessels; in the one was an infuftonof opium, in tha other saffron-water*

* •^ogga is a term denoting a cotmection by marriage*
t 1 write the nnmes as pronounced, and as familiar To the readers of

Indian history* Tjre, in Sanskrit, is 'victory/ Ahhy^^ 'fearless.'

% Bugiea in % devotee / the term is here appiiid reproachfoWjr ^
Sing, on account of hia very religious babtiSi
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To ^acfi Rajpoot as he entered he presented opium, and made the impress
ef his right hand on his heart with the saffron- water. Having in this

manner enrolled eight thousand Rajpoots, sworn to die with him, he
determined to select the most resolute; and marching to the edge of an
extotisive field of luxuriant Indian corn (bajra)^ he halted his band, and
thus addressed them ;

' Let none follow me who is not prepared for victory

or death : if there be any amongst you who desire to return, let them do
so in God’s name.’ As he spoke, he resumed the march through the

luxuriant fields, that it might not be seen who retired. More than five

thousand remained, and with these he moved on to the combat.

The Amber prince awaited them at Gungwani : soon as the hostile

lines approached, Bukhta gave the word, and, in one dense mass, his

gallant legion* charged with lance and sword ths deepened lines of Amber,
carrying destruction at every pass. He passed throuith and through this

host ; but when he pulled up in the rear, only sixty of his band remained
round his person. At this moment, the chief of Gujsingpoora, head of

all his vassals, hinted there was a jungle in the rear ;
** and what is there

in front” said the intrepid Rahthore, ** that we should not try the road
we came?” and as he espied the panchranga^ or five-coloured flag,

which denoted the head quarters of Amber, the word again was given;

The catittous Khoombani* advised his prince to avoid the charge: with

some difficulty he was made to leave the field, and as a salvo to his

honour, by a flanic movement towards Kundaila north, that it might not
be said he turned his back on his foe. As he retreated, he exclaimed,
** seventeen battles have I witnessed, but till this day never one decided

by the sword.” Thus, after a life of success, the wisest, or at least the

most learned and most powerful prince of Rajwarra, incurred the disgrace

of leaving the field in the face of a handful of men, strengthening the

adage ” that one Rahthore equalled ten Cuchwahas.”

Jey Sing’s own bards could not refrain from awarding the meed of

valour to their foes, and composed the following stanzas on this occasion t

**
Is it the battle cry of Cali, or the war-shout of Hanowanta, or the

bissing of Shesnag, or the denunciation of Kapil iswar ? Is it the incar^

nation of Nursing, or the darting beam of Surya 7 or the death -glance
of the Dakini?+ or that from the central orb of Trineira?J Who could

support the flames from this volcano of steel, when Bukhta’s sword be<-

tame the sickle of Time 7”

But for ICurna the bard, one of the few remaining about his person,

BukbtA .would a third time have plunged into the ranks of the foe ;
nor w^s

it til! the host of Amber had left the field, that he was aware of the extent

of his lpss.| Then, strange inconsistency I the man, who but a few
minutes before had affronted death in every shape, when he beheld the

papeity of survivors, sac down and wept like an infant. Still it was more
the weakness of ambition chan humanity; for, never imagining that his

brother would fail to support him, he thought destruction had overtaken
Marwar ; nor was it until his brother joined and assured him he had left

him alt the honour of the day, that he recovered his port. Then ” he

* The clan of the Bhansko chief.

+ The witch of India is termed Dakinu
I A title of Siva, god of destruction, the * three-eyed.’

{ Though the bard does not state, it is to be supposed, that the main
body came up and caused ibid movomont.
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twrhd hi« whiskers, and swore an oath, that he would yet drag ihS
•Bhuggut' from his castle of Amber.**

Jey Sing, though he paid dear for his message, trained his point, the
rcliel of Bilcaneer ; and the Rana of Oodipur mediated to prevent the
quarrel going further, which was the less difficult since both parties had
gained their ends, though Jey Sing obtained his by the loss of a battfe.

It is releated that the tutelary deity of BuUhta Sing fell into the hands
of the Amber prince, who carried home the sole trophy he could boast,

married the Rahthore deity to a female divinity of Amber, and returned

him with his compliments to Bukhta. Such were the courteous usages of

Rajpoot chivalry. The triple alliance of the chief Rajpoot princes foHowed
this battle, cemented by the union of the rival houses to daugi»ters of

Mewar. There they met, attended by their vassajage, and, in the

nuptial festivities and the ‘ cup,* forgot this hiner strife, while enmity and
even national jealousy were banished by general courtesy. Such is the

Rajpoot, who can be judged after no known standard: he stands alone

in the moral history of man.*

This is the last conspicuos act of Abhya Sing's life on record. He
died in S. 1806 (A.D. 1750), at Jodhpur. His courage, which may be
termed ferocious, was tempered only by his excessive indolence, regarding

which they have preserved many amusing anecdotes
;
one of these will

display |the exact character of the man. 'Fhe chronicle says } * When
Ajit went to marry the Chohani, he found two lions in his path—the one

asleep, the other awake, 't he interpretation of the sooguni (augur) was,

that the Chohini would bear him two sons ; that one would be a sooit

khan (sluggard), the other an active soldier.* Could the augur have
revealed that they would imbrue their hand;? in a father's blood, he might

have averted the ruin of his country, which dates from this black deed.

The Rahthore profess a great contempt for the Cuchwahas as soldiers j

and Abhya Sing's was not lessened for their prince, because he happened

to be father-in-law to the prince of Amber, whom he used to mortrfy,

even in the “ Presence," with such sarcasm as, " You are called a

Cuchwa, or properly Cuswa from the Cusa
;
and your sword will cut as

deep as one of its blades :
" alluding to the grass thus Called. Irritated,

yet fearing to reply, he formed a plan to humble his arrogance in his only

vulnerable point, the depreciation of’his personal strength. While it

was the boast of Jey Sing to mingle the exact sciences of Europe with

the more ancient of India, Abhya's ambition was to be deemed the first

swordsman of Rajwarra. The scientific prince of Amber gave his cue

to Kriparam, the paymaster-general, a favourite with the king, from h^

skill at chess, and wlio had often the honour of playing with him while

alt the nobles were standing. Kriparam praised the Rahthore prince s

dexterity in smiting off a buffalo's head
;
on which the king called out,

“ Rajeswar, 1 have heard much of your skill with the sword."
—" Vcf,

Huzrit, I can use it on an occasion.*' A huge aninrial was brought into

the area, fed in the luxuriant pastures of Heriana, The court crowded

out to see the Rahthore exhibit ; but when he beheld the enormous bulk,

he turned to the king and begged permission to retire to his post, the

imperial guard-room, to refresh himself. Faking a double dose of opium

he returned, his eyes glaring with rage at the trick played upon him, and

This singular piece of Rajpoot history, in the annals of

confirmed by every particular in the ’'one hundred and mine acts" of t c

Great Jty Sing of Amber, The foes docs ample justice ,lo Rahthore.
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8s Spproflchetl the bufTaln they fell upon Jey Sing, who har? procured thi«

monster with a view to foil tiim. I he amber chief saw that mischief was
brewing! and whispered his majesty, not to approach loo near his son-*

in* law. Grasping his sword in both hands, Abhya gave the blow with
such force that the buffaloes head dropped upon his knees,** and the
raja was thrown upon his back. Ail was well

{
but as the chronicle says*

“the king never asked the raja to decollate another buffalo.'*

It was during the reign of Abhya Sing, that Nadir Shah invaded
India; but the summons to tho Rajpoot princes, to put forth their strength
in support of the tottering throne of l lmoor, was received with indiffer^

ence. Not a chief of note led his myrmidons on the plains of Kurnal t

and Delhi was invested, plundered, and Its menrach dethroned, withmit

exciting a sigh. Such was their apathy in the cause, when the imbecility

of Mahommed Shah succeeded to the inheritance of Arungeb, that with

their own hands these puppets of deposition sapped the foundation of the

empire.

Unfortunately for Rajpootanai the demoralijfatlon of her princes

prevented their turning to advantage this depression of the empire, iri

whose follies and crimes they participated.

With the foul and monstrous murder of the Rajah Ajit (A.D. 175^)
commenced those bloody scenes which disgrace the annals of Marwar

;

yet even in the history of her crimes there are acts of redeeming virtue,

wliich raise a sentiment of regret that the lustre of the one should be
tarnished by the presence of the other. They serve, however, to illustrate

that great moral truth, that in every stage of civilisation, crime will work
out its own punishment

{
and grievously has the parricidal murder of

Ajit been visited on his race and country. We shall see it acting as a
blight on that magnificent tree which transplanted from the native soil of

the Ganges, took root and flourished amidst the arid sands of the desert;

affording a goodly shade for a daring race, who acquired fresh victories

with poverty—‘we shall see its luxuriance checked, and its numerous and
widely-spread branches, as if scorched by the lightnings of heaven, wither

and decay ;
and thev must utterly perish, unless a scion, from the uncon-

taminated stem of Edur,* be grafted upon it : then it may revive, and be
yet made to yield more vigorous fruit.

CHAPTER XII.

Ram StNO succeeded at that dangerous age, when parental control is

most required to restrain the turbulence of passion. Exactly
twenty years had elapsed since the nuptials at Strohi, when Hymen ex-
tinguished the torch of discord, and his mother was the bearer of the
olive branch to Abhya Sing, to save her house from destruction. The
Rajpoot, who attaches every thing to pedigree, has a right to lay an
interdict on the union of the race of Agni?( with the already too fiery

blood of the Rahthore, Ram Sing inherited the arrogance of his father,

with all the impetuosity of the Chohans; and the exhibition of these
qualities was simultaneous with his" coronation. ^ We are not' told why his

The Heir of Edur is heir presumj5tive the^^^ar/t of Marwar,
t The deora of Sirohi is a branch of the Cbohansi one of the four

Agnkulas, a race sprung from^rs.
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uncle* Bukfita Sing, absented himself from the ceremony of his prince's
and nephew’s initaltntion when the whole ktn and clans ol Maroo assem-
bled to ratify their allegiance by their presence. As the first in blood and
rank, it was his duty to make the first mark of inauguration on the fore-
head of his prince. The proxy he chose on the occasion was his dhne, or
* nurse/ a personage of no small importance in those countries. Whether
by such a representative the haughty warrior meant to insinuate that his

liephew sliould yet be in leading strings, the chronicle affords us no hint

;

but it reprehends Ram Sing’s conduct to this venerable personage, whom,
instead of treating, according to usage, with the same respect as his

mother, he asked, **if his uncle took him for an ape. that he sent an old
hag to. present him with the teekaV* and instantly despatched an express
desiring the surrender of Jhalore. Ere his passion had time to cool, he
commanded his tents to be moved out, that he might diastise the insult

to his dignity. Despising the sober wisdom of the councellors of the

state, he had given his confidence to one of the lowest grade of these

hereditary officers, by name Umiah, the nakarcki^* a man headstrong
like himself. The old chief of the Champa wuts, on hearing of this act

of madness, repaired to the castle to remonstrate t but •scarcely had he

taken his seat before the prince assailed him with ridicule, desiring to

see his frightful face as seldom as possible/' ** Young man,'' exclaimed
the indignant chief, as with violence he dashed his shield reversed upon
the carpet, ** you have given mortal offence to a Rahthore, who can turn

Marwar upside down as easily as that shield." With eyes darting

defiance, he arose and left the Presence, and collecting hts retainers,

marched to Moondhiavar. This was the residence of the Pat-Bardai, or
* chief bard,’ the lineal descendant of the Barud Roera, who left Canouj
with Seojt. The esteem in which hts sacred office was held may be
appreciated by his estate, which equalled that of the first noble, being one
la^ of (j^, 10,000) of revenue.

The politic Bukhta, hearing of the advance of the chief noble of

Maroo on the border of his territory, left Nagore, and though it was
midnight, advanced to welcome him. The old chief was asleep

;
Bukhta

forbade his being disturbed, and placed himself quietly beside his pallet.

As he opened his eyes, he called as usual for his pipe (Aoo^ko), when the

attendant pointing to the prince, the old chief scrambled up. Sleep had
cooled his rage, and the full force of his position rushed upon him ; but

seeing there were now no retreat, that the Rubicon was crossed, Weil,

Ihere is my head," said he ; **now it is yours" The bard, who was present

at the interview, was sounded by being requested to bring tlie chters wife

and family from Ahwa to Nagore ; and he gave his assent in a manner
characteristic of his prefesskm : " farewell to the gate of Jodhpur,"

alluding to the station of the bard. The prince imniediately remind,
** there was no difference between the gate of Jodhpur and Nngore; and

that white he had a cake of iajra he would divide it with ihet^ardi^

Ram Sing did not allow his uncle much time to collect a force; and

the first encounter was at Kheyriie. Six actions rapidly followed : the

last was at Loonawas, on the plains of Mairta, with tnim,^se, loss of liip

on both Sides. This sanguinary battle has been already rdlatedtf id whicli

Ram Sing was defeated, and forced to seek safety in ftighc ; when Jodhpuf

* The person who summons the nobles by beat al the* state hsAsrro,

or * great kettle-drum/

t See Vol. 1 .
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stirrcndercd, and Bukhta invested with the Rajiitat and sword by the

hands of the Jaitawiit chief of Bat^ri, whose descendants continue to enjoy

this distinction, with the title of Mat^viar da bar Kewaf, Uhc bar to the

portal of Marwar.*

With the possession of the seat of government, and the support of a
great majority of the clans, Bukhta Sing felt secure against all attempts of

his nephew to regain his lost power. But although his popularity with hie

warlike kindred secured their suffrages for his maintenance of the * throne

which the sword had gained him, there were other opinions which Bukhta
Sing was too politic to overlook. The adhesion of the hereditary officers

of the stale, especially those personal to the sovereign, is requisite to cloak

the crime of usurpation, in which light only, whatever the eXient of provo-
cation, Bukhta*s conduct could be regarded. |Thc military premier, as well

as the higher civil authorities, were won to his cause, and of those whose
sacred office might seem to sanctify the crime, the chief bard had already

changed his post *‘for the gate of Nagorc.** But there was one faithful

servant, who, in the general defection, overlooked the follies of his prince#

in his adherence to the abstract rules of fidelity j and who, while his

master found refuge at Jeypur, repaired to the Dekhan to obtain the aid

of the Mahrattas, the mercenaries of Kajpootana. Jaggo was the name
of this person

;
his office that of Purohit^ the ghostly adviser of his prince

and tutor to his children. Bukhta, at once desirous to obtain his suffrage#

and to arrest the calamity of foreign invasion# sent a couplet in his own
hand to the Purohit x

The flower. Oh bee, whose aroma regaled you, has been assailed by
the blast

| not a leaf of the rose-tree is left ;
why longer cling to the

thorns 7‘*

The reply was in character “In this hope docs the bee cling to

the denuded rose^'tree ; that spring may return, and fresh flowers bud
foith/'*

Bukhta# to his honour, approved the fidelity which rejected his

overtures#

There was a joyousness of soul about Bukhta which, united to an
intrepidity and a liberality alike unbounded made him the very model of
a Rajpoot. To these qualifications were superadded a majestk mien and
Herculean frame, with a mind versed in all the literature of his country,
besides poetic talent of no mean order ; and but for that one damning
crime# he would have been handed down to posterity as one of the
noblest princes Rajwarra ever knew. These qualities not only rivetled
the attachment of the household clans, but secured the respect of all

his exterior relations, so that when the envoy of the expatriated prmoe
obtained Sindians aid for llie restoration el Ram Sing, the popularky
of Bukhta formed an army which appalled the ^nthron’* wlio
found arrayed against him all the choice swords of Rajwarra. Tha
whole allodial power of the desert, “tl^c sons of Scoii“ of every rank#,
rose to oppose this first attempt of the Mahrattas to interfere in their
naiiorial quarrels, and led by Bukhta in person, advanced to luepk
MadAji# the PdUL But the Maliraita# wnose object was pluii^r

* That beHiitiful simile of Ossian, or of Maepherson, borrowed from
the canticles of the Royal Bard of Jerusalem, will be brought to fhtnd'in,
the reply of the Purohit—* I was a lovely tree in thy presence, C^fr witii
all my branches arouad roe / etc#
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rather than ?fory, satisfied that he had little chance of either, refused

to measure liis lance {birchi\ with the sang and sirohi^ of the Rajpoot.

Poison effected what the sword could dot accomplish. Bukhta deter-

mined to remain encamped in that vulnerable point of access to his domi-
nions, the passes near Ajmer. Hither, the Rahthore queen of Madhu Sinjf,

prince of Amber, repaired to compliment her relative, and to her was
entrusted the task of removii^gf the enemy of her nephew, Ram Sinjf.

T he m*<»dc in which the deed was effected, as well as the la^t moments of

the heroic but criminal Bukhta have been already related f He died in

S. 1809 (A. D. 1753). leavin)? a disputed succession, and all the horrors of

impending civil strife, to his son, Beejy Sing.

During his three years of sovereignty, Bukhta had found both time

and resources io sirengiluMi and embellish the strong-holds of Marwar,
He completed the fortifications of the capital, and greatly added to the

palace of *Joda, from the spoils of Alimedabad. He retaliated the injuries

on the intolerent Islamite, and threw down his shrines and his mosques in

his own fief of Nagore, and with the wrecks restored the edifices of ancient

days. It was Bukhta also who prohibited, under pain of d^ath, the

Islamite’s call to prayer tt»roughout his dominion, and the order remains

to this day unrevoked in Marwar. Had he been spared a few years to

direct the storm then accumulating, which transferred power frain the

haughty Tatar of Delhi to the peasant soldier of the Kistna, the pro-

bability Mtas eminently in favour of the Rajpoots resuming their ancient

rights throughout India. Every principality had the same motive for

uttion in one common cause, the destruction of a pawer inimical to their

welfare ;
but crimes, moral and political, rendered an opportunity, such

as never occurred in their history, unavailing fur their emanuipation
from temporal and spiritual oppression.

We will here pause, and anticipating the just horror of the reader, at

finding crime follow crime—one murder punished by another—prevent hw
consigning all the Rajpoot dynasties to infamy, because such foul stains

appear in one part of their annals. Let him cast his eyes over the page of

western history
;
and commencing with the period of Scoji's emigration in

the eleventh century, when the curtain of darkness was withdrawn from

Europe, MS it was simultaneously closing upon that Rajpoot, contrast their

respective moral characlci istics. The Rajpoot chieftains was imbued wifh

all the kindred virtues of (he westeru cavalier, and far his superior in

mental attaininents. 1 here is no period on record when these Hindu
princes could not have signed their names to a charter

;
many of t*hetn

could have drawn it up, and even invested it, if required, in a poetic garb ;

and although this consideration perhaps enhances, rather than palliates,

crime, what are (he instances in these states, we may asir, compared to

the wholesale attrocities of the 'Middle Ages’ of Europe?

The reader would also be wrong if he leaped to the conclusion, that

the bardic chronicler passed no judgment on the princely crimhtal. His

“empoisoned stanzas” (viswa slocaj, transmitted to posterity by the

iiiouth of the peasant and the prince, attest the reverse. Ode couplet has

his been recorded, stigmatizing Bukhta (or the murder ol his father ;
there

Sang is a lance about ten feet long, covered with* plate®

about four feet above the spike. The is the sword made at

city, whence its name, and famous for iu temper,

t Sec Vol. 1.
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h another of the chief bard, improvised, while his prince Ahhya Sin^, and

Jcy Sin^ of Amber, were passing the period devoted to religions rites at

the sacred lake of Pooshkur. The ceremonies never stood in the way of

festivity
;
and one evening, while these princes and their vassals were in

the height of merriment, the bard was desired to contribute to it by some
extemporaneous efTusion. He rose, and vociferatd in the ears of the

horror-struck assembly the following quatrain ;

odhpur, aur Amber,
**Do()no tlinp oofhap

;

*^Koorma mara deckro,

**Kamd' huj rnara bap”

“[The prince of] Jodhpur and Amber can dethrone the enthroned.

But the Koorma* slew his son
;
the Karnd’hnjf murdered his father.’"

'I’he words of the poetic seer sank into the minds of his hearers, and
passed from month to mouth. I hey were prol>ably the severest venge-
ance either prmcfi; experienced in tins world, and will continue to circulate

down to the latest po'>terity. ft was the effusion of the same iincjatinted

Kurno, who led the change with his prince against the troops of Amber.

We have also the anathema of the prophetic Sati^ wife of Ajit, who,
as she mountec-l the pyre with her murdered lord, pronounced that terrific

senttMice tu the ears of the patriotic Rajpoot :
'* May the bones of the

murderer be consumed out of Maroo!”J lu the value they attach to the
fulfilment of the prophecy, we have a commentary on the stjpernatural

power attached to these self-devoted victims. The record of the last

moments of Bukhta, in tf)e dialogue with his doctor, § is a scene of the
highest dramatic and moral interest; and, if further comment were re-

quired, demonstrates the operauions of the tiell within, as well as the ab-
horrence the Rajpoot entertains (or such crimes.

CHAPTER XIII.

BEEJY Sing, then in his twentieth year, succeeded his father, Btikhla.

His accession was acknowledge!! not only by the Emperor, but by
all the princes around him, and he was inaugurated at the frontier town of

Marote, when pioceeding to Mairta, where he passed the period of mntum
or mourning. Hither the independent branches of his family, of Bikaner,
Kisfiengiirlv, and Roopnagiirh, came simultaneously with their condolence
and congratulations. Tlience he advanced to the capital, and concluded
the rites on death and accession with gilts and chaiiiies which gratified all

expectations.

The death of his uncle affurded the ex-prince, Ram Sing, the chancq
of redeeming his birthright and in conjunction with ihe prince of Amber,

Koorma or Cuchwa (the tribe of the/princes of Amber), slew his
son, Seo Sing.

f Kamd^huj, it must be remembered, is a titular appellation of the
Rafithbre kings which they brought from Canouj.

X See Vol. 1, § Sec Vdl. L
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he concluded a treaty* with the Mahrattas, the stipurations of which were
sworn to by their leaders. The ‘Southrons' advanced by Kotah and Jey-
eur, where Ram Sin^, with his personal adlierents and a strong^ auxiliary
band of Amber, united their forces, and they proceeded to the object in

view, the dethronement of Beejy Sing.

Beejy Simj was prepared for the storm, and led his native chivalry to

the plains of Mairta, where, animated with one impulse, a determination to

r'“pel foreign interference, they awaited the Mahrattas, to decide the rival

claims to the tlirone of the desert. The bard delif^hts to enumerate the
clans who musteied all their strength

;
and make particular allusion 10

the allodial Pattawuts, w})o were foremost on this occasion. From Poskur,

where the combined army halted, a summons was sent to Beejy Sing “tO
surrender the gadi of ^taToo/' U was read in full convention and an-
swered with sliouts of "Baule ! Battle !” “Who is this Happa.f thus tD

scare us, wiien, were tlie firmament to fall, our heads would be pillars of

support to preserve you ?' Such is the hyperbole of the Rajpoot when
excited, nor does his action fall far short of it. The numerical odds were
immense against the Rahtliores

;
but they little esteemed the Cuchwahas,

and their courage had very different aliment to sustain it from the mer-
cenary bouthron. I'he encounter was of the most desperate description^

and the bard deals out a full measure of justice to all.

I'wo accidents occiirred dtjrtng the battle, each sufficient to turn vic-

tory from the standard of Beejy Sing, on the very point of fruition. One
elsewhere been t elated. namely, the destruction of the “Sillehposhi-

ans," or cuirassiers, the chosen cohort of the Rahihores, when returning

fforn a successful charge, who were mistaken for the foe, and mowed down
with discharges of grape-shot. This error, at a moment when the courage
of the Mahrattas was wavering, might have been retrieved, notwithstand-
ing the supei stiiioiis converted the disaster into an omen of evil* Sindia

bad actually prepared to quit the held, when another turn of the wheel
decided the event in his favour : the circumstance exhibits forcibly the ver-

satile character of the Rajpoot.

The Raja of Kishengurh had deprived his relative of Roopnagurh of

his estates; both were junior branches of Marwar, but held direct from the

emperor. Sawunt Sing, chieftain of Roopnagurh, either from constitu-

tional indifference of old retired to the sanctuary of Vindrabun on the

Jumna, and, before the shrine of the Hindu Apollo, poured forth bis grati-

tude for “ Ills scape from Hell," in the loss of his little kingdom* But it was

in vain he attempted to in^^pire young Sirdar with the like contempt of

mundane glory ;
to his exhortations the youth replied, " It is well for you*

Sire,§ who have enjoyed life, to reign its sweets so tranquilly; but 1 am
yet a stranger to them." Taking advantage of the times, he determined

to seek a stronger auxiliary for the recovery of his rights than the poetic

homilies of Jydeva. Accordingly, he joined the envoy of Ram Sing» snd
returned with the Mahratta army, on whose successful operations his hope

of reconquering his patrimony rested. It was at that moment of doubti

This treaty is termed Auidi or huUpatra^ * a strong deed.' The

names of the cliiefs who signed it were Jankoji Sindia, Sindia Maiji, Tantia

Clieetoo, Raghu Pagta, Ghosulia Jadoon, Mootla Year Ali> Feeros Kban ;

all great leaders amongst the ‘Southrons' of that day.

t rhe A, to the Kaypoot on the north west, is as great a shibtyol*^ **

to the Cockney thus App^ becomes Happa,

X bee Vol. 1* f Baup-ji.
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that Appa, the Mahratta commander, thus addressed yotinf^ Sirdar •

** Your star, young man, is united to Ram Sing’s which fortune does not
favour

;
what more is to be done before we move off V* Inexperienced as

he was. Sirdar knew hhs countrymen, and their vacillation when touched
by superstition

;
and he obtained permission to try arusCt as a last resort

He despatched a horseman of his own clan to the division which pressed
them most, who, coming up to the Mainote minister, as if of his own
party, asked what they were fighting for, as Beejy Sing lay dead, killed

by a cannonshot in another part of the field ?” Like the ephemeral tribe

of diplomacy, the Mainote saw his sun was set. He left the field, followed

by the panic-struck clans, amongst whom the report circulated like wiid«
fire. Though accustomed to these stratagems, with ’which their annals

teem, the Rajpoots are never on their guard against them ; not a man
inquired into the truth of the report, and Beejy Sing,—who, deeming
himself in the very career of victory, was coolly performing hrs devotinnn
amidst the clash of swords,—was left almost alone, even without atten-

dants or horses. The lord of Marwar, who, on that morning, commanded
the lives of one hundred thousand Rajpoots, was indebted for his safety

to the mean conveyance of a cart and pair of oxen.*

Every clan had to erect tablets for the loss of their best warriors; and
as in their civil wars each strove to be foremost in devotion, most of the
chieftains of note were amongst the slain.f I'he bard metes out a fair

measure of justice to their auxiliaries, especially the Siiktawuts of Mewar,
whose swords were unsheathed in the cause of the son-in-law of their

prince. Nor is the lance of the Southron passed over without eulogy, to

praise which, indeed, is to extol themselves.

With the loss of this battle and the dispersion of the Rahthores, the

strong-holds rapidly fell. The cause of Ram Sing was triumphing, and
the Mahrattas were spreading over the Und of Maroo, when foul assassin

nation checked their progress.} But the death of Jey Appa, which con-
verted his hordes from auxiliaries to principals in tiie contest, called

aloud for vengeance, that was only to be appeased by the cession of

Ajmer, and a fixed triennial tribute on all the lands of Maroo, both
feudal and fiscal. This arrangement being made, the Mahrattas dis-

played the virtue common to such mercenary allies : they abandoned

* The anecdote is related in Vol. I. The Bee/y yt/as states that the

prince rewarded the peasant with five hundred beegas of land in per-
petuity, which his descendants enjoy, saddled with the petite serjan^
ierie of ” curds and bajra cakes,” in remembrance of the fare the Jat
provided for Ins prince on that emergency.

f Rae Sing, chief of the Koompawuts, the second noble in rank of

Marwar; Lall Sing, head of the Seesawuts with the leader of the
Keetawuts, are especially singled out as sealing their fidelity with their

blood
; but all the ote$ and awuts of the country come in for a share of

glory.

} This Acurrence has been amply narrated in the chronicle, the BetjY
Vilas^ from which I am now compiling. In this it is said that Jey Appa,
during^ the seige, having fallen sick, the Rahthore prince sent his own
physician, Soorajmul, to attend him

;
that thb doctor at first refused the

mission, saying “ You may tell me to poison him, and I will not obey
*'On the contrary,” said his prince, let your skill cure in two days whnt
would take you four, and 1 shall favour you ;” but what was far more
siraitgei Appa objected not| took the medicines of the bed^ and recoverod*
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Ram Sing[ lohis 'evil star,' and took possession of tliis stronjjhold, which
placed, in the very heart of Rajasthan, perpetuated thir influence over
itsptiiices.

With this gem, thus rudely torn from her diadem, the independence
Marwar from that hour has been insecure. She has struggled on, indeed)
through a century of invasions, rebellions, and crimes, all originating,

like the blank leaf in her annals, from the murder of A jit. In the words
of the Doric stanza of the hostile bards on this metnorabie chastisement.

“ Ead frhunna din aosi
** Happa 'mala hel
“ Bhaga tin-o bu-pati
“ Mai kasana mei''

For nr.any a day will they remember the time {hel) of Appa. when the

three sovereigns fled, abandoning their goods and treasures alluding

to Cite princes of Marwar, Bikaner, and Kishengurh, who partook in the

disasters and disgrace of that day.

The youthful heir of Roopnagurh claimed, as he justly might, the

victory to himself
;
and going up to Appa to congratulate him, said, in

the metaphorical language of his country, ** You see 1 sowed mustard*
seed in my hand as I stood comparing the prompt success of his

stratagem to the rapid vegetation of the seed. But Sirdar was a young
man of no ordinary promise

; for wlien Sindia, in gratitude, offered

immediately to put him in possession of Koopnagurh, he answered, ** No
;

that would be a retrograde movement/' and told him to act for his master

Ram Sing, “ whose success would best insure his own." But when
treachery had done its worst on Jey Appa, suspicion, which fell on

every Rajpoot in the Mahratta camp, spared not Sirdar ; swords were

drawn in every quarter, and even the messengers of peacCf the envoys,

were everywhere assailed, and amongst those who fell ere the tumult

could be appeased, was Rawiit Kobeer Sing, the premier noble of Mewar,
then ambassador from the Rana with the Mahrattas * With his last

breath, Jey Appa protected and exonerated Sirdar, and enjoined that his

pledge of restoration to his patrimony should be redeemed. 'I'he body of

this distinguished commander was burned at the Taos^sir, or * Peacock

pool,' where a cenotaph was erected, andfin the care which the descen-

dants even of his enemies pay to it, we have a test of the merits of both

victor and vanquished.

This was the la.st of twenty-two battles, in which Ram Sing was pro*

digal of his life for the recovery of his iionours. fhe adversity of his later

days had softened the asperity of his temper, and made his early faults

be forgotten, though too late for his benefit. He died in exile at Jeyp^***

in A. D. 1773. His person was gigantic ; his demeanour affable and

courteous
;
and he was generous to a fault. His understanding was ex-

cellent and well cultivated, but his capricious temperament, to which ne

gave vent with an unbridfed vehemence, disgusted the high-minded noblw

^ Maroo, and involved him in exile and misery till his death. It is tini-

versally admitted that, bothin exterior and accomplishments, not even the

f I have many original autograph letters of this distinguished
pool On the transactions of this period ; for it was he who negotiated the

treaty between Raja Madhu Sing, of Jeypur, xha 'nephew of Mewar,' and
the Mahrattas. At this lime, hb objects was to induce ley Appa tO
the siege of Nagore.
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great Ajit could compare with Ram Sing, and witchcraft, at the instiga*

tion of the chieftain of Asope, is assigned to account for his fits of insanity,

which niiglit be better attributed to the early and immoderate use of opium.

But in spite of his errors, the fearless courage he displayed, against all

odds, kept some of the most valiant of the clans constant to his fortunes,

especially the brave Mairleas under the heroic Shere Sing of Reah, whose
deeds can never be obliterated from the recollections of the Rahthore. Not
the least ardent of his adherents was the allodial chief Roop Sing, of the

almost forgotten clan, Pattawut
;
who held out in Filodi against* all at-

tempts, and who, when provisions failed, with his noble associates,

slew and ate their camels. The theme is a favourite one for the

Kamrea ministrel of Maroo, wfio sings the fidelity of Roopa and
his band to the notes of his yhehab^ to their ever attentive descendants.

We may sum up the character of Ram Sing in the words of the bard,

as he contrasts him with his rival. ‘‘Fortune never attended the stirrup of

Beejy Sing, who never gained a battle, though at the head of a hundred
thousand men ; but Ram Sing, by his valour and conduct, gained victories

with a handful."

The death of Ram Sing was no panacea to the griefs of Marwar or of

its prince. The M^hrattas, who had now obtained a point'd' appui in

Rajwarra, continued to foster disputes which tended to their advantage,

or when opportunity offered, to scour the country in search of pay or

plunder. Beejy Sing young and inexperienced, was left without re-

sources
;

ruinous wars and yet more ruinous negotiations had dissi-

pated the hoards of wealth accumulated by his predecessors. The
crown-lands were uncultivated, the tenantry dispersed; and commerce
had diminished, owing to insecurity and the licentious habits of the

nobles, who everywhere established their own imposts, and occasionally

despoiled entire caravans. While the competitor for the throne was yet
living, the raja was compelled to shut his eyes on these Inroads upon his

proper power, which reduced him to insignificance even in his own palace.

The aristocracy in Marwar has always possessed more power than in

any of the sister principalities around, I he cause may be traced to their

first settlement in the desert
;
and it has been kept in action by the pecu-

liarities of their condition, especially in that protracted struggle for the
rights of the minor Ajit, against the despotism of the empire. There was
another cause, which, at the present juncture, had a very unfortunate in-

fluence on the increase of tfiis preponderence, and which arose out of the
laws of adoption.

The fief of Pokurn, the most powerful (although a junior) branch of
the Champawut clan, adopted a son of Raja Ajit as their chief; his name
was Devi Sing. The right of adoption, as has been already explained,
rests with the widow of the deceased and the elders of the clan. Why
they exercised it as they did on this occasion, does not appear; but not
improbably at the suggestion of the dying chief, who wished to see his
sovereign’s large family provided for, having no sons of his own : or the
immediate claimants may not have possessed the qualities necessaay to
lead a clan of Maroo. Atlhough the moment such adoption takes place,
.when ‘‘ the turban of the late incumbent encircled the new lord of Pokurn,"
he ought to forget he had any other father than him he succeeded, yet we
can easily imagine that, in the present case, his propinquity to the throne,
which tinder other circumstances he might soon have forgotten, was conti-
nually forced upon his recollection by the contentions of his parrichiai
brothers and their off:’prin^ for the ‘cushion’ of Marwar, It exein{>lifi6t
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another feature In Rajpoot institutions, which cut off this son (^uittfess of
aJi pariieipation in the treason) from succession, because he was identified
with the feudality

;
while the issue of another, and junior brother, at the

same period adopted into the independent house of Edur,* were heirs
presumptive to Marwar : nay, must supply it with a ruler on failure of
heirs, though they should have but one son and be compelled to adopt in
his room.f

The Champawuts determined to maintain their influence over the
sovereign and the country

;
and Devi Sing leagued with Ahwa and the

other branches of this clan to the exclusion of all competitors. They
formed of their own body a guard of honour for the person of the
prince, one half remaining on duty in the castle, the other half being in

the town below. While the Raja would lament the distracted state of
his country, the inroads of the Hill tribes, and the depredation of

his own chiefs, Devi Sing of Pokurn would reply, ** why trouble yourself
about Marwar? it is in the sheath of my dagger." The young prince
used to unburthen his griefs to his foster-brother Jaggo, a man of caution
and experience, which qualities he instilled into his sovereign. By
dissimulacion, and an apparent acquiescence in their plans, he not only
eluded suspicion, but, availing himself of their natural indolence of

character, at length obtained leave not only to entertain some men of

Sinde as guards for the town, but to provide supplies for Alieir subsistence*

the first approximation towards a standing mercenary force, till then un-
known in their annals. We do not mean that the Rajpoot princes never
employed any other than their own feudal clans ; they had foreign Raj-

poots in their pay, but still on the same tenure, holding lands for service

;

but never till this period had they soldiers entertained on monthly
stipend* .These hired bands were entirely composed of infantry, having
a slight knowledge of European tactics, the superiority of which, even

over their high-minded cavaliers, they had so severely experienced in

their encounters with the Mahrattas. The same causes had operated

on the courts of Oodipur and Jeypore to induce them to adopt the 11 se

expedient
; to which, more than to the universal demoralization which fol-

lowed the breaking up of the empire, may be attributed the rapid decay

of feudal principles throughout Rajpoolana* These guards were composed
either of Poorbeaf Rajpoots, Sindies, Arabs, or Rohillas. They received

their orders direct from the prince, through the civil officers of the stale,

by whom they were entrusted with the execution of all duties ol import-

ance Of despatch. Thus they soon formed a complete barrier between

the prince and his vassals, and consequently became objects of jealousy

and of strife. In like manner did all the other states make approaches

towards a standing army ; and though the motive in all cases was the

same, to curb, or even to extinguish, the strength of the feudal chiefs, it

has, failed throughout, except in the solitary instance of Kptali, where

twenty well-diseiplined battalions, and a hundred pieces of arliHefy» ere

maintained chiefly from the feudal sequestrations*

To return: the Dhabhac, having thus secured a band of seven hun-

dred men, and obtained an aid (which we may term from the

It will be remembered that Edur was conqut^ed by a brother of

Seoji’s.
,, . .

f We shall explain this by a cutting of the genealogical tree : i*

may be found useful should we be called On to arbitrate in these matters,

f PoorbiaSf * men of the east,* as the Mujjrrabhi ara^ of tha wetl#
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chiefs for their maintenance, gradually transferred them from their duties
above to the gates of the castles. Somewhat released from the tliraldoia

of faction, the Raja concerted with his foster-brother and the Dewan,
Futteh Chund, the means of restoring prosperity and order. So desti*

lute was the prince of resources, that the Dhabhae l)ad recourse to threats
of suicide to obtain 50,000 rupees from his mother, acquired as the nurse
{dhai) of his sovereign

;
and so drained was the country of horses, that

he was compelled to transport his cavaliers (who were too proud to* walk),

^

on cars to Nagore. There, under the pretence of curbing the hill tribes,,

fie formed an army, and dismounting the guns from the walls of the
town, marched an ill-equipped force against the border-mountaineers, and
being successful, he attacked on his return the castle of Seel-Bnkri. t his

was deemed a sufficient indication of his views
;
the whole feudality of

Maroo took alarm, and united for .mutual safety at Birsilpoor, twenty
ntiles east of the capital.

There was a foreign Rajpoot, whose valour, fidelity, and conduct hsLdt

excited the notice and regard of Bukhta Sing, who, in his dying hour,

recommended him to the service of his son. To Gordhun, the Keechie,
a name of no small note in the subsequent history of this reign, did the
young Raja apply in order to restrain his chiefs from revolt. In the true

spirit of Rajpoot sentiment, he advised his prince to confide in their

honour, and unattt;uded, tn seek and remonstrate with them, while he
went before to secure him a good reception. At day break, Gordhun,
was in the camp of the confederates ; he told them that their prince, con-
fiding in their loyalty, was advancing to join them, and besought them la

march out to receive him. Deaf, however, to entreaty and to remonstrance,
not a man would stir, and the prince reached the camp uninvited and
unwelcomed. Decision and confidence are essential in all transactions with

a Rajpoot. Gordhun remained not a moment in deliberation, but
instantly carried his master direct to the tent of the Ahwa chief, the

premier noble of Marwar. Here the whole body congregated, and silence

was broken by the prince, who demanded why iits chief had abandoned
him ?

** Maharaja,” replied the Champawut, ”our bodies have but onq
pinnacle

; were there a second, it should be at your disposal.” A tediousi

discussion ensued,* doubts of the future, recriminations respecting the(

past ; till wearied and exhausted, the prince demanded to know the con^
ditions on which they would return to their allegiance, when the folIowin|r

articles were submitted

:

1st. To break up the force of the Dhabhae ,*

2nd. To surrender to their keeping the records of fiefs (puHa^huhyt)^

3rd. l*hat the court should be transferred from the citadel to thd
town.

There was no alternative but the renewal of civil strife or compliance
and tho first article, which was a sine non, the disbanding olf th^
obnoxious guards, that anomalous appendage to a Rajpoot prince's person,
was carried into immediate execution. Neither in the first nor last

stipulation could the prince feel surprise or displeasure ; but the second
s*»pped the very foundation of hb rule, by depriving the crown of ils^dearesf

prerogative, the power of dispensing favour. This shallow reconciliation
being, elRected, the malcontent .nobles dispersed, some to their estatet,, and
the Chondawut oligarchy to the capital with (heir prince, in the hp^ ^
resuming their former influence over him and die Country.
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Thus things remained, when Atmaram, the guru or • ghostly comfor-
ter,’ of Becjy Sinj?, fell sick, and as he sedulously attended him, the dyin^
priest would tell him to be of good cheer, for when he departed,! he ’’would

take all his troubles with him.'’ He soon died, and his words which were
deemed prophetic, were interpreted by the Dhabhae. The Raja feigned
immoderate grief for the loss of his spiritual friend, and in order to testify

his veneration, an ordinance was issued commending that the krea-carma^
or ’riteS for the dead,* should be performed in the castle, while the queens
on pretence of paying their last duiy to his remains, descended, carrying
with them the guards and retainers as their escort. It was an occasion on
which suspicion, even if awake, could not act, and the chiefs ascended to

join in the funeral rites to the saint. As they mounted the steps cut out

of the rock which wound round the hill of Joda, the mind of Devi Sini?

suddenly misgave him, and he exclaimed, that ’’the day was unlucky;”
but it passed off with the fluttering remark, you are the pillar of Maroo;
who dare even look at you?'’ They paced slowly through the various bar-

riers, until they reached alarum gau."* It vvas shut! ’’Treachery!”
exclaimed the cliief of Ahwa, as he drew his sword, and the work of death

commenced. Several were slain : the rest were over-powered. Their cap-

tivity was a sufficient presage of their fate
;
but, like true Rajpoots, when

the Dhabhae told them iliey were to die, their last reqtiest was, "that tlieir

souls might beset at liberty by the sword, not by the unsanctified ball of

tlic mercenary.*’ The chronicle does not say whether this wish was gra-

tified, when the three great leaders of tlm Champawuts, with Jaet Sing of

Ahwa
; Devi Sing of Pokurn ; the lord of Hursola

;
Chuttur Sing, chief of

the Koompawuts
;

Kesuri Sing of Chandrain
; the heir of Neemaj

;
and

the chief of Raus, then the principal fief of the Oodawuts, met their fate.

The last hour of Devi Sing was marked with a distinguished peculiarity.

Being of the royal line of M^roo, they would not spill his blood, but sent

him his death-warrant in a jar of opium. On receiving if, and his prince's

command to make his own departure from life, “ What !” said the noble

Spirit, as they presented the jar, shall Devi Sing take his umul (opiate)

out of an earthen vessel ? Let his gold cup be brought, and it shall be

welcome.” This last vain distinction being denied, he dashed out his

brains against the walls of his prison. Before he thus enfranchised hi^

proud spirit, some ungenerous mind, repeating his own vaunt, demanded,
’’where was then the sheath of the dagger which held the fortunes of

Marwar ?” ” In Subbula’s gridle at Pokurn,” was the laconic reply of the

Vfidkunt^d Chondawut.

This was a tremendous sacrifice for’ the maintenance of authority! of

men who had often emptied their veins in defence of their country. But

even ithra patriotism, when opposed to foreign aggression, can prove no

palliative to treason or mitigate its award, when, availing themselves of the

diminished power of the prince, an arrogant and imperious, oligarchy pre-

sumes to enthral their sovereign. It is the mode in which vegenance was

executed, at which the mind recoils, and which with other instances ap-

pears to justify the imputation of perfidy, amongst fhe traits of Rajpoot

character. But if we look deeply into ft, we shall find reason to distrust

such conclusion. The Rajpoot abhors, in the abstract, both perfidy and

treason
; but the elements of the society in which he lives and actst

• The nakarra dur'waea^ where the grand kettle-drum Is stationed, to

give the alarm or summons to the chieftains to repair to the Presence. } ®

this gate Raja Maun advanced to meet the Author, then the representative

of the Governor*General of India*
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unfortunately too often prompt the necessity of sacrificing principles to pre-
servation : but this proceeds from their faulty political constitution

; it is

neither inculcated in their moral code, nor congenial to their moral
habits.

The perpetual struggle between the aristocracy and the sovereign,
which is an evil inherent in all feudal associations, was greatly aggravated
in Marwar, as well as in Mewar, by the sacrifice of that corner-stone even
of constitutional monarchy, the rights of primogeniture. But in each case
the deviation from custom was a voluntary sacrifice of the respective heirs-

apparent to the caprices of parental dotage. In no other country in the
world could that article of the Christian decalogue, “Honour thy father

and thy mother,*’ be better illustrated than in Rajpootana, where, if we
have had to record two horrid examples of deviation from, we have also

exhibited splendid proofs of final devotion, in Chonda of Mewar, and
Champa of Marwar, who resigned the “rods” they were born to wield ;

and served, when they should have swayed, to gratify their fathers’ love

for the fruit of their old age. These are instances of self-denial hardly to

be credited
;
from such disinterested acts, their successors claimed an im-

portance which, though natural, was totally unforeseen, and which the
extent of compensatibn contributed to foster. They asserted the right, as

hereditary premiers of the state, to be the advisers, or rather the tutors, of

their sovereigns, more especially in non-age, and in allusion to this sur-

render of their birth-right, arrogantly applied the well-known adage,
Pat ca malik myn hOt Raj ca ntalik ooat 4^e is sovereign of the stale, but
1 am the master of the Phrone and insisted on the privilege of being
consulted on every gift of land, and putting their autograph symbol to the
deed or grant. These pretensions demanded the constant exertions of

the sovereign to resist them
;
for this purpose, he excited the rivalry of the

less powerful members of the federated vassalage, and thus formed a kind
of balance of power, which the monarch, if skilful, could always turn to

Account. But not even the jealousies thus introduced would have so de-
preciated the regal influence in Marwar, nor even the more recent adop-
tion of a son of the crown into the powerful fief of Pokurn, had not the
parricidal sons of Ajit degraded the throne in the eyes of their haughty
and always over-reaching vassals, who, in the civil strife which followcoj

were alternately in favour or disgrace, as they adhered to or opposed the
successful for power. To this foul blot, every evil which has since over-
taken this high-minded race may be traced, as well as the extirpation of
that principal of devoted obedience which, in the anterior portion of these
annals, has been so signally recorded. To this hour it has perpetuated
dissensions between the crown and the olig%rchy, leading to deposal and
violence to tlie princes, or sequestration, banishment and death to the
nobles. To break the bonds of this tutelage, Ram Sing’s intemperance
lost him the crown, which sat uneasy on the head of his successor, who had
no other mode of escape but by the severity which has been related. But
though it freed him for a time, the words of the dying chief of Pokurn
continued to ring in his ears

;
and, “the dagger left in the girdle of

his Son” disturbed the dreams of his rest throughout a long life of
vicissitudes, poisoning the source of enjoyment until death itself was
a relief.

The nuncupatory testament of the Champawut was transmitted
across the desert to his son at Pokurn, and the rapidity of its transmission

» Sec Vol. I.

13
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was only equalled by the alacrity of Subbula, who at the head of his

vassals issued forth to execute the vengeance thus begueathed. First, he
attempted to burn and pillage the mercantile town of Pally ;—foiled in

which, lie proceeded to another wealthy city of the fisc, Bilwarra on the

Looni
;

but here terinin;4ted botli his life and his revenge. As he led

the escalade, he received two balls, which luirled him back amongst his

kinsmen, and his ashes next morning blanched the sandy bed of the

Looni. *

For a time, the feudal interest was restrained, anarchy was allayed,

commerce again floinished, and general prosperity revived: to use the

words of the chronicle, “the subject enjoyed tranquillitv, and the tiger and
the lamb drank from the same fountain.“ Beejy Sing took the best

means to secure the fidelity of his chiefs, by finding them occupation. He
carried his arms against the desultory hordes of the desert, the Khosas and
Sahraes, which involved him in contests with the nominal sovereign of

Sinde, and ended in the coi^quest of Amerkote, the key to the valley of the
Indus, and which is now the most remote possession of Marwar. He also

curtailed the territories of Jessulmer, on his north-west frontier. But
more important than all was the addition of the rich province of Godwar,
from the Kana of Mewar. 1 f»is tract, which nearly equals in value the

whole fiscal-domain of Maroo, was wrested from the ancient princes of

Mundore, prior to the Kahthoies, and had been in the possession of the

Seesodias for nearly five centuries, when civil dissension made the Rana
place it for security under the protection of Raja Beejoy Sing ,* since which

it has been lost to Mewar.

Marwar had enjoyed several years of peace, when the rapid strides

made by the Mahrattas towards universal rapine, if not conquest, com-
pelled t»ie Rajpoots once more to form an union for the defence of their

political exi'»lence. Pertap Sing, a prince of energy and enterprize, was
now on ihegar/t of Amber. In S. 1843 (A. D 1787), he sent an ambas-
sador 10 Btrejoy Sing, proposing a league against the common foe, and
volunteering to lead in person their conjoined forces against them. I he

battle of Tonga ensued, in which Rahthore valour shone forth in all its

glory. Despising discipline, they charged through the dense battalions of

De Boigne, sabring his artillery-men at their guns, and compelling Sindia

to abandon not only ike field, but all his conquests for a time.* Beejoy

Sing, by this victory, redeemed the castle of Ajmer, and declared his tri-

butary alliance null and void. But the genius of Siitdia, and the talents of

De Boigne, soon, recovered this loss; and in four years the Mahratta
marched with a force such as Indian warfare was stranger to, to redeem
that day's disgrace. In S. 18/7 (A. D. 1791), the murderous battles of

Patun and Mairta took place, in which Rajpoot courage was heroically but

fruitlessly displayed against European tactics and unlimited resources,

and wliere neither intrigue nor treason was wanting. The result was the

impositiori of a contribution of sixty lacks of rupees, or ^^600,000 ;
and as

so muctt could not be drained from the country, goods and chattels were

everywhere distrained, and hostages given for the balance.

Ajmer, which had revolted on the short-lived triumph of Tonga, was

once more surrendered, and lost for ever to Marwar. When invested by

Dc Boigne, the faithful governor, Dumraj, placed in the dilemma of a dis-

graceful surrender, or disobedience to his prince’s summons, swallowed

diamond powder. "Tell the raja," said this faithful servant, "thus only

* See Vol. 1 . for the details of this battle.
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could I testify my obedience
;
and over my dead body alone could a

Southron enter Ajmer."*

The paramount influence which the morals and manners of a court

exert upon a nation, is every where admitted. In constitutional govern-

ments, there is a barrier even to court infliietice and corruption, in the

vast portion of wealtlt and wortl> which canrnu be engulphed in their vor-

tex. But in these petty sovereignties, no sucli check is found, and the tone

of virtue and action is given from the throne. I'he laws of semi*barbar-
ous nations, which admit of licentious concubinage, has ever been* peculiar

to orientals, from the days of the wise king of the Jews to those of

Beejoy Sing of Marwar; and their political consequence has been the

same, the sacrifice of the rights of lawful inheritance to the heirs of illicit

affection. I'he last years of the king of Maroo were engrossed by senti-

mental folly with a young beauty of the Oswal tribe, on whom he lavished

all the honours due only to his legitimate queens. Scandal affirms that she
frequently returned his passion in a manner little becoming royal dignity,

driving him from her presence with the basest of missiles—her shoes. ' As
the effects of this unworthy attachment completed tlie an irchv of Marwar,
and as its consequences on deviatitig from the established rules of succes-

sion have entailed a perpetuity of crime and civil war, under which this

unfortunate state yet writhes, we shall be minuie, even to dullness, in

the elucidation of tliis portion of their annals, to enable those who have
now to arbitrate thes« differences to bring back a current of uncontami-
nated blood to sway the dtstinies of this still noble race.

* Dumraj was not a Rajpoot, but of the tribe, one of the
civil officers

;
tliough it is a curious and little-known fact, that almost all

the mercantile tribes of Western India are of Rajpoot origin, and sank
the name and profession of arms when they became proselytes to Jainisnif
ip the reign of Raja Bheem Piamar. I'he Clieeiore inscription (See
Vol, I. records the name of this prince. He was ancestor of Raja Maun,
whose date S. 770 (A, D. 714)1 allows us to place this grand conversion
prior to A, D. 650
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So tnfatu;ited was Bcejoy Sing with the Pasbani concubinei that on

losing the only pledge of their amours, he * put into her lap,* (adopted)

bis own legitimate grandchild, Maun Sing. To legalize this adoption, the

chieftains were ordained to present their hubbuts and jcongratuletions to

the declared heir of Marwar; but the haughty noblesse refused * to

acknowledge the son of a slave* as their lord, and the Raja was cotnpeiloo

to a fresh adoption to ensure such token of sanction. Content at having
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by this method succeeded in her wishes, the Pashani sent of! young
Maun to -the castle of Jhalore; but fearing lest the experience of Shere
Sing, his adopted father, might prove a hindrance to her control, he was
recalled, and her own creatures left to guide the future sovereign of
Marwar. The dotage of Beejoy Sing, and the insolence of his concubine,
produced fresh discord, and the clans assembled at MaUasuni to concert
his deposat.

Recollecting the success of his former measures to recall them to their

duty, Beejoy Sing proceeded to their camp ; but while he was negotiating,
and as he supposed successfully, the confederates wrote to the chieftain of

Rails, whose tour of duty was in the castle, to descend with Bheem Sing,
The chief acquainted the Pashani that her presence was required at the
camp by the Raja, and that a guard of honour was ready to attend her.

She was thrown off her guard, and at the moment she entered her litter,

a blow from an unseen hand ended her existence. Her effects were ins*

lantly confiscated, and the chief of Raus descended with Bheem, whose
tents were pitched at the Nagore barrier of the city. If, instead of en*
camping there, they had proceeded to the camp of the confederates, his

arrival and the dethronement of Beejoy Sing would have been simulta*

neous: but the Raja received the intelligence as soon as the chiefs.

Hastening back, he obtained the person of the young aspirant, to whom,
to reconcile him to his disappointment, he gave in appanage tlie districts

of Sojut and Sewanoh, and sent him off to the latter strong- hold
;
while

to restrain the resentment of his eldest son, Zalim Sing, whose birth-

right he had so unworthily sacrificed, he enfeoffed him with the rich district

of Godwar, giving him private orders to attack his brother Bheem, who,
though apprised of the design in time to make head against his uncle,

was yet defeated and compelled to fly. He found refuge at Pokurna,
whence he went to Jessulmeer.

In the midst of this conflict, his dominions curtailed, his chiefs in

rebellion, his sons and grandsons mutually opposed to each other, and
the only object which attached him to life thus violently torn from him,

Beejoy Sing died, in the month Asar S. 1850, after a reign of thirty-one

years.

':0 :-

CHAPTER XIV.

TBt intelligence of Beejoy Sing’s death was conveyed by express to his

grandson Bheem, at Jessulmer. In ** twenty-two hours” he was at
Jodhpur, and ascending directly to the citadel, seated himself upon the
gadif while his rival, Zalim Sing, the rightful heir, little expecting this

celerity, was encamped at the Mairta gate, awaiting the ** lucky hour” to
take possession. That hour never arrived

; and jke first intelligence of
Bheem being on ” the cushion of Joda,'* was conveyed to the inhabitants
hy the Nakarras of his rival on his retreat from the city, who was
pursued. to Bbilara, attacked, defeated, and forced to seek siielter at
Oodipoor, where, with an ample domain from the Rana, he passed the
rest of his days in literary pursuits. He died in the prime of life:

^^lemptinf (0 open « vein with bis own band, he cut an artery and bled
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to death. He Was a man of ^reat personal and mental qualifications
; a

gallant soldier, and no mean poet.*

Tims far successful, Raja Bheem determined to dismiss “ compunc-
tious visitings,” and be a king de facto if not de j,ure. Death had carried
off three of his uncles, as well as his father, previous to tliis event

; but
there were still two others, Shere Sing, his adopted father, and vSirdar

Sing, who stood in his way : the last was put to death
;
the former had

his eyes put out
;
and, soon after, the unfortunate prince released him-

self from life by dashing out his brains. Soor Sing, the favourite of ail

Beejoy Sing’s descendants, remained. His superior claims were fatal

to him and his life fell a sacrifice with the others.

A single claimant alone remained of all the blood royal of Maroo to

disturb llte repose of Bheem. This was young Maun, the adopted sou

of the concubine, placed beyond bis reach within the walls of Jhalore,

Could Bheem’s dagger have reached him, he would have stood alone,

the last surviving scion of the parricide,
** With none to bless him,
** None whom he could bl^ss

an instrument, in the hand of divine power, to rid the land of an accursed

stock. Then the issue of A bhya Sing would have utterly perished, and
their ashes might have been given to the winds, and no memorial of them
left. Edur must then have supplied an heir,f and the doubtful pretensions

of DbonkubJ the posthumous and reputed son of the wholesale assassin

* My own venerable tutor, Yati Gyanrhandra, who was with me for

ten years, said he owed all his knowI#»dge, especially his skill in reciting

poetry (in which he surpassed all the bards at Oodipur), to Zalim Sing.

f Amongst the numerous autograph correspondence of the princes of

Rajpoolna with the princes of Mewar, of which I had the free use, I selec-

ted one letter of S. 1784 A. D. 1728, written conjointly by Jey Sing of

Amber and Abhya Sing of Jodfipur, regarding Edur, and which is so

curious, that I give a verbatim translation in the Appendix (No. I) I little

thought at the time how completely it would prove Abhya Sing’s

determination to cut off all but his own parricidal issue from the suc-

cession. An inspection of the genealogy (p. 456), will shew that Anund
Sing of Edur, who was not to be allowed ** to escape alive,” was his

younger brother, adopted into that house.

X Dhonkul Sing, the posthumous issue of Bheem, the last of the

parricidal line, whether real or supposititious, must be set aside, and the

pure current of Rahthorc blood, derived from Seogi, Joda, jeswant, and

Ajit, be brought from Edur, and installed on ” the gadi of Joda.” T"*®

course of proceeding would meet universal approbation, with the excep-

tion of some selfish miscreants about the person of this pretended son or

Bheem, or the chieftain of Pokurn, in furtherance of his and his grand-

father’s yet unavenged feud. A sketch of the events, drawn from their

own chronicles, and accompanied by reflections, exposing the

springing from an act of turpitude, would come home to all, and ine^

would shower blessings on the power which, while it fuIfilW the duties

protector, destroyed the germ of internal dissension, and
prince of their own pure blood, whom all parties could honour and 0 y*

If a doubt remained of the probable unanimity of such policy, let i

previously submitted to a punchaeft composed of the iprtnees o

wnd, tiis., of Mewar, Amber, Kotah, Boondi, Jessulmeer,

whichever may be influenced by marriage connectfens with Dhonkul
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Bhe«m, to sit upon the gadi of A jit, would never have been brought
forward to excite another murderous contest amongst the sons of Joda.

Having sacrificed all those within his reach who stood between him
and the throne, Bheem tried to secure the last sole claimant in Jhalore.
But the siege of such a strong-hold with his feudal levies, or loose mer-
cenary bands, was a tedious operation, and soon became an imperfect
biochade, through which young Maun not unfrequently broke, and by
signal formed a junction with his adherents, and plundered the fiscal lands

for support. One of these excursions, however, an attempt to plunder
Palli, had nearly proved fatal to him

;
they were attacked on their return,

and young Maun, whose secluded education had confined him more to

mental tlian to personal accomplishments, was unhorsed, and would have
been captured, but for the prowess of the chief of Ahore, who took him up
behind Ihm ai^d bore him off in safety. Nothing but tl»e turbulence of the

chiefs who supported Raja Bheem saved young Mann's life. A dis-

puted succession has always produced an odious faction
;
and Bheem, who

was not disposed to bend to this oligarchy, appears to have had all the

imprudence of the dethroned Ram Sing : he threatened those entrusted

with the siege to give them “oxen to ride instead of horses." The chiefs

fired at the insult, and retired to Ganorah, the principal fief in Godwar
;

but, disgusted with both parties, instead of obeying the invitation of young
Maun, they abandoned their country altogether, and sought an asylum in

the neighbouring states. Many fiefs were sequestrated, and Neemaj,
the chief seat of the Oodawuts, was attacked, and after a twelve months'

defence, taken
;

its battlements were ignominiously destroyed, and the

victors, chiefly foreign mercenaries, reinforced the blockade of Jhalore.

With the exile of bis partisans and daily diminishing resources, when
tl^e lower town was taken, there appeared no hope for young Maun. A
smaP supply of millet-flour was all the provision left to his half-famished

garrison, whose surrender was now calculated upon, when an invitation

came from the hostile commander for Maun to repair to his camp, and add-
ing “/itf was now the master; it was his duty to serve." On that day the

2nd Kartik S. i860, (Dec. 1804), after eleven years of defence, his means
exhausted, his friends banished, and death from starvation or the sword
inevitable, intelligence came of Raja Bheem’s demise! 'I'his event, as

unlooked for as it was welcome, could scarcely at first be credited; and the

tender of the homage of the commander to Maun as his sovereign, though
accompanied by a letter from the prime minister Induraj, was disregarded
till the guru was Deonatb returned from the camp wiih confirmation of the

happy news, that “not a moustache was to be seen in the camp."^
Thither the prince repaired, and was hailed as the head of the

Rahthores.

It is said that the successor of the guru Atmaram, “who carried all the

troubles of Beejoy Sing with him to heaven," had predicted of young Mauh
Sing, when at the very zero of adversity, that “his fortunes would ascend."
What were the means whereby the ghostly comforter of Raja Bheem
infiuencedvbis political barometer, we know not; but prophetic gurus^
bards, asirologersi physicians, a i>d all the Vtdyas or ‘cunning-men.’f
who beset the persons of princes, prove dangerous companions whepi—- '--r

'

f
!

• This mark of mourning is common, to all India. Where, this, evi-*
dence of manhood is not yet visible, the hair is cut off

;
often both.

t or ‘science j' tlm term is alsQ used todenote;iCuo|iingt magic,
or knowledge of whatever kind.

.» » »
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in addition to the office of compounders of drugs and expounders of

dreams, they are invested with the power of realizing their own prognosti-
cations.

On the 5th of Megsir, i860 (A. D. 1804), R;ija Maun, released from
his perils, succeeded to the honours and the feuds of Beejoy Sing. He
had occupied the 'cushion of Maroo' but a very short period, when the
Polcurn cliief “took offence,'* and put himself in ho«;tllity to his sovereign.

The name of this proud vassal, the first in power thouijh only of secondary
rank amongst the Champawuts, was Sowae Sing, with whom now remain-
ed “the sheath of the dragger which held the fortunes of Maroo.” If the

fulfilment of vengeance be a virtue, Sowae was the most virtuous son on
earth. The dagger of Devi Sing beq»iealhed to Subbula, was no imagi-

nary weapon in the hands of his grandson Sowae, who held it suspended
over the head of Raja Maun from his enthronement of his death-hour.

Soon after Raja Maun's accession, Sowae retired with his partisans to

Champasuni, a spot about five miles from the capital, where the conspira-

cy was prepared. He told the chiefs that the wife of Raja Bheem was
pregnant, and prevailed on them to sign a declaration, that if a son

was born, he should be installed on the gadi of Joda. They returned in a

body to the capital, took the pregnant queen from the castle, and placed

her in a palace in the city, under their own protection. Moreover, they

held a council, at which the Raja was present, who agreed to recognize

the infant, if a male, as the heir-apparent of Maroo, and to enfeoff him in

the appanage of Nagoreand Sewanoh
; and that if a female, she should

be betrothed to a prince of Ohoondar.

Posthumous births are never-failing germs of discord in these states ;

and the issue is inevitably branded by one party with the title of ‘suppo-

sititious.' (t is likewise a common saying, almost amounting to a proverb,

that a male child is the uniform result of such a position. In due cours^

a male infant was born ; but, alarmed lor its safety, the mother concealed

both its birch and sex, and placing it in a basket, conveyed it by a faithful

servant from the city, whence it soon reached Sowae Sing at Pokurn. He
bestowed upon it the inauspicious name of ' Ohonkul,* that is, one born

to tumult and strife. It is said that, during two years he kept the birth

a profound secret, and it is even added, that it might have remained

so, had Rajah Maun forgot the history of the past, and dispensed even-

handed justice. Wanting, however, the magnanimity of the Fourth Henry
of France, who scorned “to revenge the wrings of the Prince of Navarre,"

he reserved his favours and confidence for chose who supported him in

Jhalore, whilst he evinced his dislike to others who, in obedience 10 iheir

sovereign, served against him. Of these adherents, only two chiefs of

note were of his kin and clan ,* the others were Bhatti Rajpoots, and a

body of those religious militants called Bishenswamis^ under their

Mehunt, or leader, Kaiijadas.*

They follow the doctrines of Vishnu (Bishen). They are termed

gosens^ as well as the more numerous class of church miliunts, devoted

to Siva. Both arc celibataires as goitn imports from mastery (sen) over

the sense {go). They occasionally come in contacf, when their sectarian

principles end in furious combats* At the celebrated place of pilgrimage,

Heridwar (Hurdwar) on the Ganges, we are obliged to have soldiers to

keep the peace, since a battla occurred in which they fought almost to

extirpatloni about twenty years ago. They are the TompUn of Rajas*

than.
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At the expiration of two years, Sowae comnmnicated the event to the

chiefs of his party, who called upon Raja Maun to redeem his promise
and issue the grant for Nagore and Sewanoh. He promised compliance
f, upon investigation, the infant proved to be the legitimate offspring of

his predecessor. Personal fear overcame maternal affection, and the
queen, who remained at Jodhpur, disclaimed the child. Her reply

•being communicated to the chiefs it was for a time conclusive, and the

subject ceased to interest them, the more especially as her concealed
accouchement had never been properly accounted for.

Though Sowae, with his party, apparently acquiesced, his determina-
tion was taken

;
but instead of an immediate appeal to arms, he adopted

a deeper scheme of policy, the effects of which he could not have contem-
plated, and which involved his own destruction, and with it the indepen-
dence of his country, which was transferred to strangers, their very
antipodes in manners, religion, and every moral quality. His first act

was to procure a more powerful protection than Pokurn afforded ;
and

under the guarantee of Chutter Sing Bhatti, he was sent to the sirna
(sanctuary) of Abhoy Sing of Khetri.* Having so far succeeded, con-
trived an underplot, in which his genius for intrigue appears not below
his reputation as a soldier.

The Ute prince Bheem had made overtures to the Rana of Mewar
for the hand of lus d-*ugluer, but he died before the preliminaries were
adjusted. This simple circumstance was deemed sufficient by the Cham-
pawut for the gromid-work of his plot. He contrived to induce the

voluptuous Juggut Sing, the prince of Jeypur, to put himself in the place
of Raja Bheem, and to propose for the fair hand of Kishna. This being
accomplished and nuptial presents, under a guard of four thousand men,
being despatched to Oodipoor, Sowae intimated to Raja Maun that he
would be eternally disgraced if he allowed the prince of Amber to carry
off ** the betrothed that it was to the tlirone of Maroo, not its occupant,
“she was promised." The bait was greedily swallowed, and the summons
for the khef'ior leavy en masse) of the Rahthores was immediately proclaim-
ed. Maun instantly assembled three thousand horses, and joining to them
the mercenary bands of Heera Sing, then on the frontier of Mewar, he
intercepted the nuptial gifts of Amber. Indignant at this outrage, Juggut
Sing took to arms, and the muster-book was declared open to all who
would serve in the war which was formally declared against Maroo.

Having thus opened the drama, Sowae threw off the mask, and
repaired to Khetri, whence he conveyed the pretender, Dhonkul, to the
court of Juggut Sing at Jeypur. Here his legitimacy was established

by being admitted to eat from the same platter, with its prince; and his

claims, as the heir of Marwar, were publicly acknowledged and advo-
cated, by his * placing him in the lap of his aunt,* one of the wives
of the deceased Raja Bheem. His cause thus espoused, and being
declared the nephew of Amber, the nobles of Marwar, who deemed
the claims of the Pretender superior to thosa of Raja Maun, speedily
collected around his standard. Amongst these was the prince of
Bikaner, whose example (he being the most powerful of the independents
of this house) at once sanctioned the justice of UhonkuPs cause, and left

that of Raja Maun almost without support. Nevertheless, with the
hereditary valour ofhis^race, he advanced to the frontiers tp meet his

* One of the principal chiefs of the Shekhawul confederation,

14
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foes, whose numbers, led by the Jeypiir prince and the Pretender, ex-
ceeded one hundred thousand men ! 1‘his contest, the ostensible object of
which was the! princess of Mewar, like the crusades of ancient chivalry,
brought allies from the !most remote parts.of India. Even the cautious
Mahratta felt an unusual impulse in this rivalry, beyond the stimulants of
pay and plunder which ordinarily rouse him, and corps after corps left

their hordes to support either cause. 'I'he weijjhtier purse of Jeypur was
the best argument for the justice of his cause and that of the Pretender

;

while Raja Maun had only the gratitude of Holcar to reckon upon for aid,
to whose wile and family he had given sanctuary when pursued by Lord
Lake to the Attoc. But here Sowae again foiled him

;
and the Mahratta,

then only eighteen miles from Maun, and who had promised to join him
next day, made a sudden movement to the south. A bribe of ^100,000
in bills upon Kotali, to be paid on Holcar’s reaching that city, effected
this desertion

;
which being secured, Juggut Sing and the Pretender

advanced to overwhelm their antagonist, who was posted at Geengoli.
As the armies approached each other, Raja Maun's chiefs rode up to

salute him, preparatory, as he thought, to head iheir clans for the
combat ; but it was tlieir farewell obeisance. Phe cannonade opened,
they rallied under the stai»dard of the Pretender, and on Sowae ad-
vancing on the right of tlie allied line, so entire was the defection, that
even the Mairtea clan, whose virtue and boast it is ** to adhere to the

throne, whoever is the occupant," deserted, with the Champawuts, Jaita-
wuls, and minor chiefs. Four chieftains alone abided the evil hour of

Kaja Maun, namely, Koochamun, Ahore, Jhalore, and Neemaj
;
and with

their quotas alone, and the auxiliary bands of Boondi, he would have
rushed into the battle. Hindered from this, he attempted his own life ;

but the design was frustrated by Seonath of Kood^amnn, who dismounted
him from his elephant, and advised his trusting to the Reetness of his

steed, While they covered his flight. The Raja remarked, he was the first

of his race, who ever disgraced the name of Rahthore by sho^^ing his back

to a Cuchwaha, The position he had taken that morning was favourable

to retreat, being a mile in advance of the pass of Parbulsir : this was
speedily gained, and nobly defended by the battalions of Boondi, and
those of Hundall Khan, in the pay of Raja Maun, which retarded the

pursuit, headed by the Rao of Ooniara. Raja Maun reached Mairta in

S'^fciy; but deeming it incapable of long resistence, he continued his

flight by Peeper to the capital which he reached with a slender retinue,

including the four chiefs, who still shared his fortunes. The camp of Raja

Maun was pillaged. Eighteen guns were taken by Balia Rao Inglia, one

of Sindia's commanders, and the lighter effects, the tents, elephants, and

wc/c captured by Mecr Khan ; while Parbutstr, and the villages

in the neighbourhood, were plundered.

Thus far, the scheme of Sowae and the Pretender advanced with

rapid success. When the allied army reached Mairta, the prince of Jey-

pur, whose object was the princes of Mewar, proposed to Sowae to follow

up their good fortune, while he repaired to Oodipur, and solemnized the

nuptials. But even, in the midst of his revenge, Sowae could distinguish

** between the cause of Maun Sing and the gadi oi Marwar and to pro-

mote the success of Jeypur, though he had originated the scheme to

his own views, was no part of his plan. He was only helped out of this

dilemma by another, which he could not anticipate. Not dreaming that

Raja Maun would hold out in the capital, which had no means of delencCf

but supposing he would fly to Jhalorcp and leave Jodhpur to its fate ana

to the Pretender, Sowae, desirous to avoid the further advance of the allies
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into the country, halted the army for three days at Mairta, His foresight

was correct : the Raja had reached Birsilpoor in full fllgfht to Jhalorc,

when, at the sufifgfestion of Gaenmiil Sinewi, a civil officer in his train, he

changed his intention. ** There,” said the Singfwi, lays Jodhpur onlv nine

coss to the riqrht, while Jhalore is sixteen further ; it is as easv to grain the

one as the other, and if vou cannot hold out in the capital, what chance
have you elsewhere ? while you defend your throne your cause is n(V lost.”

Raja Maun followed the advice, reached Jodhpur in a few hours, and pre-

pared for his defence. This unexpected changre, and the halt of the allied

army, which permitted the dispersed bands to gain the capital, defeated

the schemes of Sowae.

With a body of three thousand men, selected from Hundall Khan's

brigade, the crops of Bishenwamis, under Kaimdas and one thousand

foreign Rajpoots, consisting of Chohans, Bhattis, and Eendos (the ancient

lords of Mundore), Raja Maun formed a garrison of five thousand men, on

whom he could depend. So ample did he deem this number, that he des-

patched strong garrisons from Hnndall’s brigade, with some Deora Raj-

poots, to garrison JItalore, and preserve the distant castle of Amerkote
from surprise by the Sindies. Having thus provided against the storm, he

fearlessly awaited the result. But so alienated was his mind from his

kindred, that he would not even admit to the honour of defending his

throne the four faithful chieftains who, in the general desertion, had abided

by his fortunes. To all their entreaties to he received into the castle, that

“they might defend the kangras (battlements) of Joda,” be replied, “they

might defend the city if they pleased and disgusted with stich a return

for their fidelity, they increased the train of his opponents, who soon en-

compassed Jodhpur.

The toWtn, little capable of defence, was taken and given up to unli-

censed plunder; and with the exception of Filodi, which was gallantly de-

fended for three months, and given to Bikaner as the reward of its

alliance, the an of the Pretender was proclaimed throughout Marwar,
and his allies only awaited the fall of the capital, which appeared
inevitable, to proclaim him king. But a circumstance occurred, which,

awakening the patriotism of the Rahthores, thwarted these prospects,

relieved Raja Maun from his peril, and involved his adversaries in the net

of destruction which they had woven for him.

The siege had lasted five months without any diminution of the
ardour of the defenders ; and although the defences of the north-cast
angle were destroyed, the besiegers, having a perpendicular rock of

eighty feet to ascend before they could get to the breach, were not nearer
their object, and, in fact, without shells, the castle of Joda would laugh a
siege to scorn. The numerous and motley force under the banners of

Jeypur and the Pretender, became clamorous for pay ,* tke forage was
exhausted, and the partizan horse were obliged to bivouac in the distant
districts to the south. Availing himself of their separation ffom the main
body, Ameer Khan, an apt pupil of the Mnhratta school, began to
raise contributions on the fiscal lands and Palli, Peepar, Bhtlara, with
many others, were compelled to accede to his demands. The estates
of tne nobles who espoused the cause of the Pretender, fared no better,
and they complained to the Xerxes of this host of the conduct of this
unprincipled commander.

The protracted defence having emptied the treasury of Amber, the
archintriguer of Pokurn was called upon to contribute towards satisfying
the clamour of the troops. Having exhausted the means of his own party,
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he applied to the four chieftains who had been induced to Join the cause of
the Pretender by the suspicion of Raja Maun, -to advance a sum of money.
This appeal proved a test of their zeal. They abandoned the Pretender,
and proceeded direct to the camp of Ameer Khan. It required no power-
ful rhetoric to detach him from the cause and prevail upon him to advo-
cate that of Raja Maun

;
nor could they have iciven him better counsel

towards this end, than the proposal to carry th<^ war into the enemy's
country : to attack and plunder Jeypur, now left unpfuarded. At this^ cri-

tical moment, the Jeypur prince, in consequence of the represefRation of

the Marwar chiefs, had directed his commander-in-chief, Seolall, to chas-
tise Meer Khan for his lawless conduct. Seolall put a stop to their deli-

berations, attacked and drove them across the Looni. surprised them at

Govingurh, again in a night attack at Hursoori, and pursued the Klian to

Phaggi, at the very frontier of Jeypur, Astonished at his own success,

and little aware that the chase was in the direction projected by his eiumy,
Seolall deemed he had accomplished » his orders in driving him out of

Marwar
;
halted, and leaving his camp, repaired to Jeypur to partake of

its festivities. The Khan, who with his aljies had reached the Peeploo
near Tonk, no sooner heard of this, than he called to his aid the heavy
brigades of Mahomed Shah Khan and Raja Biiltader (then besieging

Iserdoh), and availed himself of the imprudent absence of his foe to gain
Over the Hydrabad Rasala, a legion well known in the predatory wars of

that period. Having effected this object, he assailed the Jeypur force,

which, notwithstanding this affection and the absence of his commander,
fought with great valour, the batcallions of Heera Sing being neaily cut to

pieces. The action ended in the entire defeat of the Jeypureans, and tlie

capture of their camp, guns, and equipage. Prompted by the Rahihore
chieftains, whose valour led to this resyili, Meer Khan rapidly followed

up his success, and Jeypur was dismayed by the presence of the victor at

her gates. The generalship of the Khan was the salvation of Raja
Maun

; it dissolved the confederacy, and fixed the doom of Sowae, its

projector.

The tempest had been some time gathering
;

the Rajas of Bikaner

and Shapoora had already withdrawn from the confederacy and marched
home, when, like a clap of thunder, the effeminate Cuchwaha, who had in

the outset of this crusade looked to a full harvest both of glory and of love,

learned that his army was annihilated, and his capital invested by the

Khan and a handful of Rahihores. Duped by the representations of Sowae
Rae Chand, Dewan or prime minister of Jeypur, concealed for soms days
these diasasters from his sovereign, who received the intcUigence by a

special messenger sent by the iqucen-mother. Enraged, perplexed, and
alarmed for his personal safety, he broke up the siege, and sending on in

advance the spoils of Jodhpur (including forty pieces of cannon), with his

own chieftains, he sent for the Mahratta leaders, and offered them
1 20,000 to escort him in safety 'to his capital ; nay, he secretly bribed,

with a bond of ^*90,000 more, the author of his* disgrace, Ameer Khan,
not to intercept his retreat, which was signally ignominious, burning his

Bapoo Sindia, Balia Rao Inglia, with the brigade of Jean Baptiste,

all Sfndia's dependents. This was early in 1806. 'l'he autf»or was then in

Sindia's camp and saw these troops marched off; and in 1807, in a geo-

graphical tour, he penetrated to Jeypur, and witnessed the wrecks of fhe

i
^ypur army. The sands round the capital were white with the bones of

orses, and the ashes of their riders who had died in llic v-ain expeclalion

of getting their arrears of pay.
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tents and equipage at every stage, and at length with his own hand
destroying hi^ favourite elephant, which “ wanted speed for the rapidity of
his flight/'

But the indignities he had to suffer were not over.. The chieftains
whose sagacity and valour had thus diverted the storm from Raja Maun,
determined that no trophies of Rahthore disgrace should enter .Jeypur,
united their clans about twenty miles east of Mairta, on the lino of retreat,
appointing Induraj Singwi their leader. This person, who had held the
office of Dewan under two predecessors of Raja Maun, was driven to a
temporary defection from the same suspicions which made the chiefs join
the Pretender. But they resolved to wash away the stain of this brief
alienation from Raja Mann with the blood of his enemies, and to present
as the token of returning fidelity the recaptured trophies. The encounter
took place on the joint flintier. It was short, but furious

;
and the Ciich-

wahas, who could not withstand the Rahthores, were defeated and dispersed
and the spoils of the spoiler, including the forty cannon, were safely lodged
in Kocharnun. Flushed with a success, the victors addressed the Raja of
Kishengurh, who, though a Rahthore, had kept aloof, to advance funds to
secure the continuance of Meer Khan's aid. Two lakhs of rupees

(^20,000) effected this object
;
and the Khan, pledging himself to continue

his support to Raja Maun, repaired to Jodhpur, The four chiefs who had
thus signalized themselves, preceded him, and were received with open
arms

;
their offences w;pre forgiven, and their estates restored, while Indu-

raj was appointed Bukshee or commander of the forces.

CHAPTER XV.

Ameer Khan was received by Raja Maun with distinguished honours ;

a palace in the castle waS assigned as his residence
; valuable gifts

were presented to him and great rewards held in perspective, if, through

his agency, the rebellion should be completely subdued. He swore to

extirpate Sowae's faction, and in token of identity of views with Raja
Maun, he was admitted to the honour of that last proof of devotion to his

cause, ''an interchange of turbans," with an advatice of three lakhs, or
;^3o,ooo, for the immediate payment of his bonds.

On the raising of the siege of Jodhpur, Sowae conducted with the Pre-
tender to the appanage of the heirs of Marwar, the city of Nagore. There
they were deliberaling as to their future plans, when a message was
brought from Am^r Khan from Moondhiawur, ten miles distant, begging
permission to perform his devotions at the shrine of the Mooslem saint,

Peer Tarkeen, the sole relic of the Islamite which Bukht Sing had spared.

His request being complilRl with, he with a slight cavalcade left his camp,
and having gone through the mummeries of devotion, paid his respects
to Sowae. When about to take leave, he threw out hints of Raja Maun’s
ungretehil return for his services, and that his legions might have been
better employed. Sowae greedily caught at the bait ; he desired the
Khan to name his terms, and offered ^200,000 on the dav that Dhonicuf
should possess the gadi of Jodhpur. The Khan accepted the conditions
and ratified the engagement on the Koran, and to add to the solemnity of
the pledge, he exchanged turbans with Sowae. This being done, he
Introduced to tlie Pretender, received the usual gifts, pledged hie Me
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in Ws cause, tootc feavc, and returned to his camp, whither he invited

the prince end his chiefs on the following day to accept of an entertain*

menu
On the morning of the 19th of Chait, S. 1864 (A. D. 1808) Sowac

attended by the chief adherents of the Pretender and about five hundred
followers, repaired to the camp of the Khan, who had made every prepa*
ration for the more effectual perpetration of the bloody and perfidious deed
he meditated. A spacious tent was pitched in the centre of his camp for

the reception of his guests, and cannons were loaded with grape ready to

be turned against them. The visitors were received with the most
distinguished courtesy

;
turbans were again exchanged ; the danc|ng-girls

were introduced, and nothing but festivity was apparent. Th"(^ Khan
arose, and making an excuse to his guests for a momentary absence, re-

t4red. The dancing continued, when at the word '*dugga'' pronounced by
the musicians, down sunk the tent upon the unsuspicious Rajpoots, who
fell an easy prey to the ferocious Pathans. Forty-two chieftains were
thus butchered in the very sanctuary of hospitality, and the heads of the

most distinguished were sent to Raja Maun. Their adherents, taken by
surprise, were slaughtered by the soldiery, or by cannon charged with

grape, as they fled. The Pretender escaped from Nagorc, which was
plundered by the Khan, when not only all the property of the party, but

the immense stores left by Bukht Sing, including three hundred pieces of

cannon, were taken, and sent to Sambhur and other strong-holds, held by
the Khan. Having thus fulfilled his instructions, he repaired to Jodhpur,
and received ten lakhs or 100,000, and two large towns, Moondhiawiir
and Koochilawas, of thirty thousand rupees annual rent, besides one
hundred rupees daily for table-allowance, as the reward of bis signal

infamy.

Thus, by the murder of Sowae and his powerful partizans, the confe-

deracy against Raja Maun was extinguished ; but though the Raja had

thus, miraculously as it were, defeated the gigantic schemes formed against

him, the mode by which it was effected entailed upon him and upon his

country unexampled miseries. The destruction of the party of the Preten-

der was followed by retaliation on the various members of the league#

The Jeypur territory was laid waste by the troops of Meer Khan, and an

expedition was planned against Bikanir# An army consisting of twelve

thousand of Raja Maun's feudal levies, under the command of Induraj,

with a brigade of Meer Khan, and that of Hundall Khan with thirty-hve

guns, matched against the chief of the independent Rahthores# The
Bikaner Raja formed an army little inferior in numbers, and gave his

suzerain the meeting at Bapri
;
but after a partial encounter, in which the

former lost two hundred men, he fell back upon his capital, pursued by the

victors, who halted at Gujnair. Here terms were offered ;
two lakhs as

the expenses of the war, and the surrender of the bone of contention, the

town of Filodi, which had been assigned to Bika|i|r as the price of joining

the confederacy.

The Khan was now the arbiter oi Marwar, He statianed Ghufoor

Khan with a garrison in Nagore» and partitioned the Jands of Mairta

amongst his followers. He likewise Iplaced his garrison in the ca§tl« ^
Nowah, which gave him the command of the salt^lakes of Noarah and

Sambhur. Induraj and the higb*prlest Deonath were the only counsellors

of Raja Maun, and all the oppreasions which the chieftains suffered

through this predominant foreign interference, were attributed to their

fidvicc. To cut them off, the chiefs in their turn applied to Ameer Khan,
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who for seven lakhs (£^OtOOo)^ readily consented to rid them of their
enemies. A plot was laid, in which some of his Path^ns, under pretence
of quarrelling with Indura] for. their arrears, put this minister and the
high- priest to death.

The loss of Deonath appeared to affect the reason of Raja Maun.
He shut himself up in his apartments, refused to communicate with any
one, and soon ommitted every duty, whether political or religio,us, until
at length he was recommended to name his only son Chuttur Sing as his

successor. To this he acceded, and with his own hand made the mark of
inauguration on his forehead. But youth and base panders to his plea-
sures seduced him from his duties, and he died, some say, the victim of
illicit pursuits, others from a wound given by the hand of one of the
chieftains, whose daughter he attempted to seduce.

The premature death of his only son, before he had attained the years
of majority, still more alienated the mind of Raja Maun from all state

affairs, and his suspicions of treacherous attempts on his person extended
even to his wife. He refused all food, except that which was brought by
one faithful menial. He neglected his ablutions, allowed l)is face to be
covered with hair, and at length either was, or affected to be Insane, He
spoke to no one, and listened with the apathy of an idiot to the communi*
cations of the ministers, who were compelled to carry on the government.
By many it is firmly believed that the part he thus acted was feigned, to

escape the snares laid for his life
;
while others think that it was a melan-

choly mania, arising from remorse at having consented to the murder of

Induraj. which incidentally involved that of the Gurti,^ In short, his

alliance with the atrocious Khan exposed him to the suspicion of a parti-

cipation in his crimes, which the bent of his policy too much favoured. In

this condition—the government being managed by an oligarchy headed by
Salim Sing (son of Sowae)—did Raja Maun remain, until the tide of

events carried the arms of Britain even to the desert of Maroo.

When, in 1817, we invited Rajpoots to disunite from the preda-
tory powers, and to join us « establishing order throug hout India, the
young son of Raja Maun, or ra^er his ministers, sent envoys to Delhi.

But ere the treaty was ratified, this dissipated youth was no more. On
this event, the Pokurn faction, dreading Raja Maun*s resumption of the

government, made an application to Edur for a son to adopt as their

sovereign. But splendid as was the offer, the Raja, who had but one sou,

rejected it, unless the demand were sustained by the unanimous suffrages

of the nobles. Unanimity being unattainable, the faction had no alter-

native save the restoration of Raja Maun
;

but it was in vain they
explained the new position of Marwar, the alliance with the English,

which awaited his sanction, and the necessity that he, as the last prop of
the royal family, should resume the reins of power. He listened to alf

with the most apathetic indifference* But although he saw in this new
crisis of the political condition of his country, motives for effecting his es«
cape from bondage, his mind was so tutored by bitter experience that he
»iever for an instant betraj^cd Us workings. When at length he allowed
fiimself to coinprehend the full nature of the changes which made even the
^^iciion desire his egress from solitude, so 4r from expressing any joy. he
even disapproved of part of the treaty, and especially the article relating

the armed contingent of his vassals to be at the disposal of the protect*
' _Jt :

* Fpr ibe character this priest see Vol. I,
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ing power, in which he wisely mw thd germ of discard, from the certainty
oi interference it would lead to.

It was in December 1817 that the treaty* Was negotiated at Delhi
by a Brahmin named Beas Bishen Ram, on the part of the ret^ent prince,
and in December 1818, an officer of the British governmentf was deputed
to report on its actual condition. Notwithstanding the total disorgani-
aation of, the government, from the combination of causes already des-
cribed, the court had lost nothing of its splendour or regularity

;
the

honour of ail was concerned in preserving the dignity of ihe * gadi,*
though its incumbent was an object of distrust and even detestation.
The ministry at this period was conducted by Akhi Clumd {Dewan),
and Salim Sing of Poicurn, as the representative of the aristocracy, with
the title of bhanjgur. All the garrisons and offices of trust thougliout
the couutry were held by the creatures of a junto, of which these were
the heads. There was, however, already the nucleus of an opposition
in the brother of the murdered minister, named Futteh Raj, who was
entrusted with the care of the city. The instructions of the agent were
to offer the aid of the British government towards the settlement of Kaja
Maun*s affairs ; and at a private interview, three days after the ageru's
arrival, troops were offered to be placed at his disposal. But the wari-
wess of his character will be seen in the use he made of this offer. He
felt that the lever was at hand to crush faction to the dust

;
and with

a Machiavelian caution, he determined that the existence of this engine
should suffice ; that its power should be felt, but never seen

;
that he

should enjoy all the advantages this influence would give, without risk-
ing any of its dangers if called into action. Thus, while he rejected,

though with thanks, the essentia! beneht tendered, qualifying his refusal
with a sufficient reason—'* reliance on himself to restore his state to

order,'*—he failed not to disseminate the impression amongst his chiefs,

which was enough for his purpose, and which besides checked the

dictation and interference that uniformly result from such unequal alliances.

Energetic councils and rapid decisiof^re unknown to Asiatic govern-
^hc^ subjects arc ever proneW suspicion whenever unusual

activity is visible
;
and Raja Maun had been schooled into circumspec-

tion from his infancy. He appeared anxious to bury the past in oblivion,

by choosing men of both parties for the inferior duties of the ministry ;

and the blandness of his manners and his conciliatory address, lulled

Ihe most suspicious into security. After a short residence, the agent
returned to Ajmer, having in vain tried to convince Raja Maun that

bis affairs were irretrievable without the direct aid of the paramount
power, which he persisted in repudiating, assigning as his reason that he
felt convinced, from *• the measures then in trmn/’ he should accomplish
the task himself : of these measures conciliation appeared to be the basis.

At this periodj; an envoy was appointed, with powers direct from
the Governor-General to Raja Maun, but he was for some months pre-

vented from proceeding to his court, from various causes.^
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The aR'ent, who reached Jodhpur earfy in the month of November,
found matters in nearly the same slate as on his predecessor's d^ar-
lure in February. The same faction kept the prince and all the officers

of Government at their disposal. The Raja interfered but little with
iheir measures, except to acquiesce in or confirm them. 'J'he mercenary
bands of Sindies or Pathans were in miserable plight and clamorous
for their pay. not having been accounted with for three years

;
and they

were to be seen begging in the streets of the capital, or hawking bundles
of forage on their heads to preserve them from starvation. On the
approach of the agent of the British Government, the forms of accounts
were gone throtigh, and they gave in acquittances in full of all demands,
on condition of receiving thirty percent., of their arrears ,* but this was
only a form, and with his departure (in about three weeks), they des-
paired even of that.

The name pf justice was unknown though in allusion to the religit^n

of the men in power, it was common to hear it said. you may commit
murder and no one will notice it; but w«)e to him who beats or maims a
brute, for dogs are publicly fed while the soldier starves." In short,

the sole object of the faction was to keep at a distance all interposition

that might lead the prince to emancipate himself from their control.

commercial enterprize, carrying specimens of the staple commodities of

our trade. 'I'his interference with the very fountain>head of their trade
alarmed the monopolists of Palli, who, dreading such competition,

created or took advantage of an incident to rid themselves of the intruder.

The commercial men of these regions alnio.st all profess the Jain reli-

gion, whose first rule of faith is the preservation of life, in beast as in

man. By lliem, therefore, tlie piece-goods, the broad-cloths and metals

of the Christian tsader, were only less abliorred than his flesh-pots, and
the blood of the goats sworn to have been said by his servants within the

bounds of Palli, rose in judgment against their master, of whom a forma!

complaint was laid before Raja Maun. It lost none of its acrimony in

coming through the channel of his internuncio at Oodip\ir, the Brahmin,
Hishen Ram. Mr. Rutherford rebutted the charge and an investigation

look place at the capital on oath, upon which, as the merchants and the

governor of Palli (a nephew of the minister), could not substantiate

Iheir charge, the latter was severely reprimanded (or his incivility.

But whether the story was true or false, it was quite enough for their

purpose. 'J‘he interdict between Mr. Rutherford and the inhabitants
of Palli was more effectual than the sanitary cordon of any prince in

Christendom. 'i*he feeling of resentment against him reached the agent
of government, who was obliged to support what appeared the cause of

truth, even according to tlie deposiiion made before their own judgment-
seat, and he was consequently deemed inimical to the prince and the
faction which then guided his councils. Mr. Rutherford proceeded after-

wards to Kotah, to exhibit the same wares
; but he was tliere equally

an object of jfialousy, though from letters of recommendation from the
agent, it was less strongly manifested. It furnished evidence that such
interference would never succeed. It is well his mission did not appear
to be sanctioned by the government. JVhat evil might not be effected
hy permitting unrestricted and incautious intercourse with such people,
"ho cllh, and do obrain all they require of our produce without the pre-
sence of the producers, who, whether wtVAiii or wiYAoh/ the pale of the
Company's service, will not, 1 trust, be prematurely forced on Rajpoolaiuii
or it will assuredly hasten the day of inevitable sepaiation ! v

15
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Dttrii^ the agents stay of nearly three weeks* he had several (Private

interviews with Raja Maun. The knowledge he had of the history of

hie ancestry and his own situation, and of the causes which had produced
it* failed not to beget a corresponding conRdence; and these interviews

were pasted in discussions on the ancient history of the country as well

as on hit own immediate affairs. The agent took leave with these words :

**
1 know all the perils through which you have passed ; 1 am aware how

3fOu surmounted them. By your resolution, your external enemies are now
gone : you have the British Government as a friend

;
rely upon it with the

aa<n« fortitude* and, in a very short time* all will be as you could desire.”

Raja Maun listened eagerly to these observations. His fine features,

though trained to bear no testimony to the workings within, relaxed with

delight as he rapidly replied, In one twelve months, my affairs will be
as friendship could wish." fo which the agent rejoined, “ In half the

time, Maharaja, if you are determined though the poipts to which he

had to direct his mind were neither few nor slight, for they involved

evary branch of Government
;
as

1. Forming an efficient adminslration,

2. Consideration of the finances
; the condition of the crown-lands

j

the feudal confiscations, which, often unjust* had caused great discontent.

3. The re-organization and settlement of the foreign troops* on
whose service the Raja chiefly depended.

4. An effective police on all the frontiers, to put down the wholesale

pillage of the Mairs in the south, ^tlie Larkhanis )in the north* and the

desert Sahraes and Khosas in the west
;
reformation of thefjtariff, or

scale of duties on commerce, which were so heavy as almost to amount to

prohibition ;
and at the same time to provide for its security.

Scarcely had the agent left Jodhpur, before the faction, rejojeed at

the removal of the only restraint on their narrow-minded views, proceeded

in the career of disorder. VViiether the object were to raise funds, pr to

gratify ancient animosities, the course pursued by the Dewan and his junto

was the same. Ganorah, the ettief fief Godwar, was put under seques*

tration, and pnly released by a fine of more than a year’s revenue. Ail

the minor chiefs of this rich tract suffered in the same manner, besides the

indignity of having their lands placed under the'control of a brother of

the minister. Chaiidawul was put under sequestration, and only released

on a very heavy fine. At Icnsrth the Dewan had the audacity to put his

hand on Ahwa, Che chief fief of Marwar; but the descendant of Champa
replied* ” my state is not of to-day,’ nor thus to be relinquished.” Gloom*

mistrust, and resentmet* prevaded the whole feudal body. They saw a

conumplible faction sporting wiih their honour and possessions* from an

idea they industriously propagated, that an unseen but mighty power

was at hand to support their acts, given out as those of the prince. 1^

the Raja did dictate them, he took especial care it should not be seen ;

for in |he absence of the British agent* he once more resumed His seques-

tered habits, and appeared to take no interest in tlie government further

than io promote a coalition between Akhi Chund and Futteh Raj* who

was supported by a strong party of the chiefs* and the influence of the

favourite queen. But Akhi Chundt who commanded, through his crea-

tures, aU the resources of the country, and its strong-holds , even #1 the

casilcof Jodhpafi rejected these overtures* and feigniiif that there were

plots OfainsL his personal safety* left the city ; and iIm better tpCXCitHle ^

his adversaries from the prtnea* resided entirely tn Ihe eitadiU
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SW months ha<^ thus fled. The fiat of Akhi Chund was supreme
;
he

alone was visible
(

kis orders alone were obeyed. Raja Maun was only
heard of as an auiomaton, moving as the Dewan pleased. But while
the latter was thus basking in the full sunshine of prosperity, enriching
himself and his dependents, execrated by the nobles and envied by his

fellow-citizens, they heard of his fall I Then, the insanity of his master
proved to be but a cloak to the intensity of his resentment. But a blind
revenge would not have satisfied Raja Maun. I he victims of hjs deep
dissimulation, now in manacles, were indulged with hopes of life, which,
with the application of torture, made them reveal the plunder of prince
and subject. A schedule of forty lakhs, or ;^40o,ooo, was given in by the
Dewan and his dependents, and their accounts being settled in this world,

they were summarily dismissed to the other, with every mark of ignominy
which could add to the horrors of death. Nugji, the Kelledar^ and mis-
leader of the late regent prince, with! Mooiji Dandul, one of the old
aiiodtal stock, had each a cup of poison, and their bodies were thrown
over the ‘Gate of Victory' (Futteh Pol). Jevaraj, a brother of the

Dandul, with Beharri-das Kheechie, and the tailor, had their heads shaved,
and their bodies were flung into the cascade beneath. Even the sacred
character of expounder of the Vedas)' and that of “ revealer of the

s^^crcts of heaven,” yielded no protection
;
and Beas Seodas, with Sri-

Kishcn, Jotishe. the astrologer, were in the long list of proscriptions.

Nugji, commandant of the citadel, and Mooiji, had retired on the

death of the regent-prince
;
and with the wealth they had accumulated,

while administering to his follies, had erected palaces of strength.

On the restoration of Raja Maun, and the general amnesty which

prevailed, they returned to their ancient offices in the castle, rose

into favour, and forgot they had been traitors. Having obtained
their persons. Maun secured the ancient jewels of the crown,
bestowed on these favourites during the ephemeral sway of his son,

I heir condemnation was titen passed, and they were hurled over the

battlements of the rock which it was their duty to guard. With such
consummate skill was the plot contrived, that the creatures of the minister,

in the most remote districts, were imprisoned simultaneously with him-
self. Of the many subordinate agents thus confined, many were Iibe.»

rated on the disclosure of their wealth
;
and by these sequestrations,

Raja Maun obtained abunda,nt supplies. The enormous sum of a crore,

or near one million sterling, was stated; but if they yielded one-half

(and this was not unlikely), they gave the means, which he was not slow
to use, for the prosecution of what he termed a just punishment, though
it better deserves the name of a savage revenge. Had he been satisfie4

with inflicting the last penalty of the law on the nefarious Akhi Chund,
and some of the household officers whose fidelity ought ever to be firm,

and with the sequestration of the estates of some two or three ol the
vassals whose power had become dangerous, or their treason too nAni?
fest to be overlooked, he would have commanded |He services of the rest

and the admiration of all conversant with these events. But this first

soG^mis added fuel to his revenge, and he sought out more noble victkns
to glut it. His circumspection and dissimulation were strengthened, not
relaxed by his suceess. Several of the chiefs, who were marked out tor
death, had received, only a few days before, the highest proof of favour,
in ad#tional lands ta their rent*roll, and accident atone prevented a
group she most oonmcoous from falling into the snare which had
inveiglgd Akhi Chundi iMfim Sing of PoUnim, and his constant associate
Soortan of Neemaji with Anar Siftg ef AhorOr end the minors of their
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.clans, whose duty daily carried them lo the court, as the chief advisers of

the prince, formed a part of the adinii)i*»trati<>n of the Dewan, and they
naturally look alarm upon his confinement, .'i'o obviate this, a dcpiila*
tion was sent by the prince to tran.sqiiillize them by the assurance
that, in the confinement of the minister, whose rapacity and misconduct
deserved punishment, the Raja had attained ail his ends, 'thus, in

order to encompass the destniction of the Pokiiin chief, he would not

have scrupled to involve all tire rest. The prince, with his own mouth,
desired tlie confidential servant of Anar Sinj^, wim was his personal

friend, to attend with the others. I heir distrust saved him. I’he same
night, the mercenary bands, lo the number of eight thousand men. with

guns, attacked Soortan Sing in his dwelling. With one hundied and
eighty of his clan, he defended himself against great guns and small

arms, as long as the house was tenable, and then sallied out sword in

hand, and, with his brother and eighty of his kin, fell nobly in the midst
of his foes. I'he remainder retreated witi) their arms to defend Neem^ij

and their infant chief. Tliis gallant defence, in which many of the towns-
people were slain, prevented a repetition of the attempt against the

Pokurn chief, who remained on the defensive
; until, seeing an oppor-

tunity, he fled to his asylum in the desert, or he would tliat day have
renounced "the sheath of the dagger whicli held the fortunes of Marwar,’'
and which now contained the accumulated revenge of four generalio«)S :

of Deo Sing, of SubbuIU, of Sowae, and his own. His death would have

terminated his branch of A jit's issue, adopted into the house of Pokurn,
in the history of which we tiave a tolerable picture of the precariousness

of existence in Marwar.^

What better commentary can be made on Raja Mann's character *

than the few recorded words addressed to Fiitteh Raj, whom he sent fo**

to tlie Presence, on the dav succeeding these events ? ** Now you ma^
perceive the reasons why I did not sooner give vou office." 7*he indivi*

dual, the brother of the late f»iduraj, was forthwith installed in the post

Dewan
;
and with the sinews of war provided by the late sequestrations*

the iroops'were satisfied, while by the impression so sedulously propa-

gated and believed, that he had only to call on the British power for wliat

aid he required, the whole feudal body was appalled : and the men,
would have hurled tlie tyrant from his throne, now only sought tO avoid

his 4nsidious snares, more dangerous than open force.

Neemaj was besieged and nobly defended
; but at length, the son of

Soortan capitulated, on receiving the sign-manual of his prince pro-

mising pardon and restoration, guaranteed by the commander of lha

mercenary bands. To the eternal disgrace of the Raja, ho broke this

pledge, and the boy had scarcely appeared in the besieging camp, when

0^ In a letter addressed to the Government on these events, dated

July 7» 1820, I observed, ** The danger is, that success may tempt him

to go beyond the line of necessity, either for the ends of justice or security.

If he stops with the Pokurn chief, and one or two inferior concerned m
t)ie coaruion of and the usurpation of his son, with the condign

punishment of a few of the civil officers, it will afford a high opinion of

his character ; but if he involves AHwa, and the other principal chiefs,

in these proscriptions, mey pftvpke a strife which will yet overwhelm
film. He has done qupMgh for justice, and even for revenge, which

has beet^ carr ied too far as regards Soortan Sing) whoift dCAth (whith

1 sincerely regret) wpsa prodigal lucrfficet*^
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ihc civil <>fficpr produced the Rajahs mandate for his captivity and tran-

nussion to the Piesence. If it is painful to record this fact, it is pleasin^^

to add, that even the mercenary commander spurned the infamous in-

junction. “No,” said he, “ on the faith of my pledj^e {buchun)\\e sur-

rendered; and if the Raja breaks his word, I will maintain mine, and at

least place him in security.” He kept his promise, and conveyed him
to the Aravaili mountains, whence he passed over to, and received pro-

tection in, Mewar. ,

This and similar acts of treachery and cold-blooded tyranny com-
pletely estranged all the chiefs. Isolated, as they were, they could make
no resistance against the mercenary battalions, amounting to ten thousand
men, exclusive of the quotas

;
and they dared not league for defence, from

the dreaded threat lield over them, of calling in the British troops
;
and

jn a few months the whole feudal association of Marwar abandoned their

homes and their country, seeking shelter in the neighbouring states from
the Raja’s cruel and capricious tyranny. To his connection with the British

Government alone he was indebted for his being able thus to put forth the

resources of his policy, which otherwise he never could have developed
either with safety or effect

;
nor at any former period of the history 6f

Marwar could the most daring of its princes have undertaken, with

any prospect of success, what Raja Maun accomplished under this

alliance.

These brave men found asyU in the neighbouring states of Kotah,

Mewar, Bikaner, and Jeypore. Even the faithful Anar Sing, whose fide-

lity no gratitude could ever repay, was obliged to seek refuge in exile.

He had stood MauuN chief shield against the proscription of Kaja Bheemi
when cooped up in Jlialore, and sold his wife’s ornaments, “even to her

nose-ring,” to procure him the means of subsistence and defence. It was
Anar Sing who saved him when, in the attempt upon Palli, he was un-
horsed and fiearly made prisoner. He was among the four chiefs who
remained by his fortunes when the rest deserted to the standard of tlie

Pretender; and he was one of the same body, who rescued the trophies of

their disgrace from the hands of their enemies when on the road to Jeypur.
Last of all, he was mainly instrumental in the Raja’s emancipation and
in his resumption of the reins of Government. Well might the fury of

his revenge deserve the term of madness I In A. D. 1821, the greater

chieftains of Marwar, thus driven into exile, were endcavouiing to obtain

the mediation of the British authorities ; but another year had elapsed

without the slightest advance to accommodation. Their conduct has
been exemplary, but that degrading position, depended on the scanty

resources of others, must of itself work a cure. Their manly remonstrance
addressed to the British functionary is already before the reader.* He
did not hesitate to tell them, that if in due time no mediation was held out,

they must depend on themselves for redress ! «

Such was the political condition of Marwar until the year 1823. Had
a demoniacal spirit of revenge not blinded Raja Maun, he had a fine

opportunity to lay the principles of order on a permanent basis, and to
introduce those reforms necessary for his individual welfare as welt as far

that of the state. He had it in his power to modify the institutions, |o
curb without destroying tlie feudal chiefs, and to make the wholt siibsier'*

vient to the altered condition of affairs. Instead of having the. glocy of
fixing the constitution of his country, he has (reposing on external prclec-

See Yol I.
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lion) broken Up bv the entire feudal association, and rendered the para«
mount power an object of hatred in&tead of reverence.

Having thus rapidly sketched the history of this interesting branch of

the Rajpoot race, from the destruction of their ancient seat of empire,
Canouj. and their settlement in the Indian de^^ert more than six centuries
ago, to the present day, it is impossible to quit the subject without a re-

flection on the anomalous condition of therr alliance with the British

Government, which can sanction the existence of such a state of things
JUi we have just described. It illustrates the assertions made in an early

part of this work,* of the ill-defined principles which guide all our treaties

with the Rajpoots, and which, if not, early remedied, will rapidly progress

to a state of things full of misery to them, and of inevitable danger to

ourselves. These '‘men of the soil,*' as they emphatically designate
themselves, cling to it, and their ancient and well-defined privileges, with

an unconquerable pertinacity
;

in their endeavours to preserve them,
whole generations have been swept away, yet had their strength ^increased

in the very ratio of oppression. Where are now the oppressors ? The
dynasties of Ghiznt, of Ghor,. the Gliijis, the Lodis, the Pathans, the

Timoors, and the demoralizing Mahratta ? The native Rajpoot has
flourished amidst these revolutions, and survived their fall

;
and but for

the vices of their internal sway, chiefly contracted from such association,

would have risen to power upon the ruin of their tyrants. But internal

dissension invited the spoiler
;
and herds of avaricious Mahrattas and

ferocious Pathans have reaped the harvest of their folly. Vet all these

faults were to be redeemed in their alliances with a people whose peculiar

boast was, that wisdom, justice and clemency were the corner-stones of

their power ; seeking nothing from them beyond the means for their de-

fence, and an adherence to the virtues of order. How far the protecting

power has redeemed its pledge, in allowing years to pass away without

some attempt to remedy the anarchy we have described, the Reader Is in a

eondftion to judge. If it 6e said that we have tied up our hands by
leaving them free agents in their internal administration, then let no offer

to support be given to the head, for the oppression of the vassal and his

rights, co-equal with those of the sovereign ; and if our mediation cannot

bo exerted, let us withdraw altogether the checks upon the operation of

their own system of government, and leave them free agents iu reality.

A wiser, more humane, and liberal policy would be, to impose upon our-

selves the task of understanding their political condition, and to use our

just influence for the restoration of their interna] prosperity, and with it

the peace, present as well as prospective, of an important part of our

empire. The policy which such views would suggest, is to support

the opinion of the vast majority of the Rahthores, and to seize the

first opportunity to lend at feast our sanction to an adoption, from

the Bdur branch, of Rahihore blood, not only uncontaminaied, but

heirs presumptive to Joda, and exclude the parricidal line which will

continue to bring misery on the country. If, however, we apply only

our own monarchical, nay despotic principles, to this feudal society, and

interfere but to uphold a blind tyranny, which must drive ihe.se brave

chiefs to despair, it will be well to reflect and consider, from^ the acts we

have related, of what they are capable^ Very different, indeed, would

be the deeds of proacribed Raipooit from those of vagabond Pindanes.

or desultory Mahrattas ; and what a field lor aggression and retreal

»

RamOuraiatfti that ihay have already done themselvM justice ;
and that
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drt^^en to desperation, and with no power to wedilite, the dagger has
reached the heart of Raja Maun ! If this be true, it is a retribution which
might have been expected ; it was the only alter naltive left to the oppres-
sed chiefs to do themselves justice. It is also said, that the * pretended^
son of Raja Bheem is now on the gadi of Joda. This is deeply to be
lamented. Raja Dhonkul will see only the party who espoused his preten-
sions, kStnd the Pokurn fhiei and faction will hold that place in the
councils of his sovereign, which of right belongs to. the head of W\fl clan#
the Charr.pawut chief of Ahwa, an exile in Mewar.* Jealousy, feuds«

and bloodshed will be the consequence, which would at once be averted
by an adoption from Edur. Were a grand council of Rajpoots to be
convened, in order to adjust the question, nine-tenths would decide as pro-
posed

;
the danger of interference would be neutralized, and peace and

tranquility would be the boon bestowed upon thousands, and, what is of

8 o me consequence, future danger to ourselves would be avoided.

CHAPTER XVI.

THB extreme breadth of Mar war lies between two points in the parallel

of the capital, vtz., Girap, west, and Shamgurh, on the Aravalli

range, ^ast. 1 his line measures two hundred and seventy British miles.

'The greatest length, from the Sirohi Imiuier to the northern boundary,
is about two hundred and twenty miles. From the remote angle, N.N.E.#
in the Deedwanoh district, to the extremity of Sanchore, S. W., the
diagonal measurement is three hundred and fifty miles. The limits of

Marwar are, however, so very irregular, and present so mapy salient

angles and abutments into other states, that without a trigonometrical
process we cannot arrive at correct estimate of its superficial extent i

a nicety not, indeed, required.

The most marked feature that diversifies the face of Maroo, is the

river L>oni, which, rising on her eastern frontier at Poshkur, and
pursuing a westerly course, nearly bisects the country, and forms the
boundary between the fertile and sterile lands of Maroo. But althougb
the tracts south of this stream, between it and the Aravalli, are by far

the richest part of Marwar, it would be erroneous .to describe all the

northern part as sterile. An ideal line, passing through Nagore and
Jodhpur, to Bhalotra, will mark the just distinction. South of this line

will lie therdistricis of Deedwanoh, Nagore, Mairta, Jodhpur, Palli.

Sojut, God war, Sewanoh, Jtialore, Beenmahl, and Sanchore, most of

which are fertile and populous
; and we may assign a population of

eighty souls to the square mile. The space north of this line is of a
very different character, but this requires a sub-division

;
for while the

north-east portion, which includes a portion of Nagore, the large, towns
of Filpdi, Pokurn, etc., may be calculated at thirty, the remaining lo
the south-wtsti as Gogadeoea’*ihul or * desert of Goga,’ Sheo, Barmatr,
Kotra, and Chotun, can scarcely be allowed ten. In round numberSi
the population of Marwar may be eftimjsvted at two millions of souls.

CUssis of Inhabitants .—Of this amount, the following is the dafsl*
ficatioh of the tribes. The Jits constitute five-eighths, the Rajpoots two«

* He was so when the author left India in tg>3«
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while the remaining classei, sacerdotal,* commercial, and servile,

make up the integral number. It this calculation be near the truth,

Uie Rajpoots, men, women, and children, will amount to five hundred
tiiousaiid souls, which would admit of 6fty thousand men capable of

bearing arms, especially when we recollect that the Jits or Jats are the

industrious class.

It is superfluous to expatiate on the pectliarities of the Rahthore
character, which we have endeavoured to extract from tl»eir own actions.

It stands deservedly high in the scale of the thirty-six tribes/’ and
althougli debased by one besetting sin (the use of opium) the Rahthore
is yet a noble animal, and requires only some exciting cause to shew that

the spirit, which set at defiance the resources of the empire in the zenith

of its prosperity, is dormant only, not extinct. The reign of the present

prince has done more, however, than even tlie arms of Arungzebe, to

deteriorate the Rahthores. Peace would recruit their thinned ranks,

but the mistrust sown in every house by unheard of duplicity, has greatly

demoralized the national character, which until lately stood higher than
that of any of tlie circumjacent tribes. A popular prince, until within

these very few years, could easily have collected a magnificent army,
ek bdp cd beta, 'the sons of one father/ round the *gidioi Joda in

fanchas hagar turwat* Rahthoran
^
rcithtimijt, 'the fifty thousand

Rahthore swords,’ is the proverbial plirase to denote the muster of

Maroo, of which they estimated five thousand cavalry, 'i bis was ex-

clusive of the household and foreign troops supported on the fiscaP! lands.

The Kalithore cavalry was the best in India. There were several horse*

fairs, especially those of Bhalotra and Poshkur, where the horses of

CiJtch and Cattifwar, the jungle, and Mooltan, were brought in great

numbers. Valuable horses were also bred on the western frontier, on
the Loonf, those of Rardarro being in high estimation. But the events

of the last twenty years appear to have dried up every source of supply.

'J he breeding studs of Rardurro, Culcb, and the jungle arc almost

extinct, and supplies from the west of the Indus are intercepted by the

Sikhs. 'I’he destruction of the predatory system, which created a con-

stant demand, appears to have lessened the supply. So much for the

general peace which the successes of Britain have produced.

In periods of civil commotion, or when the safety of the state was

perilled, we hear of one clan (the Champawut) mustering four thousand

horse. But if ever so. many of the sons of Champa** were congre-

gated at one time, it is an extraordinary occurrence, and far beyond

the demand which the state has upon their loyalty. I'o *esti|nate what

may be demanded of them, we have only to divide the rent-roll by five

hundred rupees, the qualification for a cavalier in Maroo, and to add,

for each horse, two foot-soldiers. A Schedule of Che greater feudal

estates shall be appended.

.Vor7, Agriculture^ Products —The following is the classification of

Che difterent he%ds of soil in Marwar Chikni, PeWa, and Suffed^

'rhe first (whose etymology I know not) pervades Ithe greater part of

the country, being a light sand, having little or no earthy admixture,

and only fit to produce (millet), mooHgt moth (pulse), /f7.(scsamum)»

melon«, and Chikni (fat), a black earth, pervades the district

of Deedwanoh, Mairta, Palfi, and sevehil of the feudal lands jn God war.

* ') lie district of Sanchore if almost entirely Brahmin, forming a

distinct tribe, called the Saoclipra Brahmins,
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W|ieat and grain are its products. The peela (yellow) is a sandy clay
cHiedy about Kewnsir and the capital, also Jhalore and Bhalotra, and
portions of other districts. It is best adapted for barley, and that kind
of wheat culled pattageon (the other is katta^geon)

;
also tobacco, onions,

and other vegetables : the staple millets are sddom grown in this. The
(white) is almost pure silex, and grows little or nothing, but after

heavy falls of rain.

The districts south of the Looni, as Path, Sojut, and Godwar, ferti-

lized by the numerous petty streams flowin|;» from the Aravalli, produce
abundantly every species of grain with the exception of hajra, which
thrives best in a sandy soil

;
and in Nagore and Mairta considerable

quantities of the richer grains are raised by irrigation from wells. The
extensive western divisions of Jhalore, Sanchore, and Beenmahl, con-
taining five hundred and ten towns and villages, which are Khalisa^ or
‘ fiscal land,* possess an excellent soil, with the advaiUage of the rills

from Aboo, and the great southern barrier; but the demoralized govern-
ment of Raja Maun never obtains from them one*third of their intrinsic

capability, while the encroachment of the Sahraes, and other robbers

from the Sindie desert, encroach upon them often with impunity. Wheat,
barley, rice, (millet), moong (pulse), ^t7 (sesamum), are the chief

products of the richer lands ; while amidst the sandy tracts they are

confined to bajra, moong, and til. With government, Marwar posseses

abundance of means to collect stores against the visitations which afflict

these northern regions ; but prejudice steps in to aid the ravages of

famine, and although water is near the surface in all the southern dis-

tricts, the number of wells bears no proportion to those in Mewar. The
great district of Nagore, of five hundred and sixty towns and villages, the

appanage of the heirs apparent of Maroo, in spite of physical difficulties,

is, or has been made, an exception
;
and the immense sheet of sandstone,

on which a humid soil is embedded, has been pierced throughout by the

energies of ancient days, and contains greater aids to agriculture than
many more fertile tracts in the country.

Natural productions .—Marwar can boast of some valuable produc-
tions of her sterile plains, which make her an object of no little importance
in the most distance and more favoured regions of India. Ihe salt lakes

of Pachbhadra, Oeedwanoh, and Sambhur, are mines of wealth, and
their produce is exported over the greater part of Hindustan

;
while to

the marble quarries of Mokrano (which gives its name to the mineral),

on her estern frontier, all rtie splendid edifices of the imperial cities owe .

their grandeur. I'he materials used in the palaces of Delhi, Agr^i tf^ir,

mosques, and tombs, have been conveyed from Marwar, The quarries,

until of late years, yielded a considerale revenue
;
but the age for palace-

building in these regions is no nU)re, and posterity will ask with sifrprise

the sources of such luxury. There are also limestone quarries near
Jodhpur and Nagore ; and the concrete called kunkur is abund;^nt in

many of the districts, and chiefly used for mortar. I’in and lead are found
at Sojut ;

alum about Palli, and iron is obtained from Beenmahl and the
districts adjoining Gu^erat.

The manufactures, of Marwar are of no great im«
pdk’tance

.
in a commercial point of view* Abundance of coarse cotton

cloths, and blankets, are manul.<i|Olured from the cotton and wool produced
in' the country, but they are chiefly used there. Matchlocks, sword, and
other warlike implements, are fabricated al the capital and at Belli ; and ^

at the Ikiter place they lUAkenbexee drirarii thniedi saaau>reiiffiibit.
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lin box^ of Europe* Irr^ t>l«ttcfr« for tulinairy purpo&OS in Stxrfii

great demand aa to keep the forges constantly going*

Cernffitytidl tiiarU .—None of these states are without traffic; each
has her mart* or entrepot ;

and while Mewar boasts of Bhilwara, Bikaner
of ChooroO, and Amber of Malpoofa (the city of wealth), the Rahthores
claim Palli, which is not only the ^ival of the places just mentioiiedi but
may make pretensions to the title of emporium of Kajpootana. These
pretensif^ns we may the more readily admit, when we recollect that nine-

tenths of the bankers and commercial men of India are natives of

Maroodes, and these clhefly of the Jain faith. The laity of the Khartrd
sect send forth thousands to all parts of India, and the Oswats, so termed
from the town of Osi, near the Looni, estiifiate one hundred thousand
families whose occupation is commerce. All these claim a Rajpoot descent^

a fact entirely unknown to the European enquirer into the peculiarities

of Hindu manners. The wealth acquired in foreign lands, from the

Sutlej to the ocean, returns chiefly to their native soil
;
but as neither pri-

mogeniture nor majorats are sanctioned by the Jain lawgivers, an equal
distribution takes place amongst all the sons, though the youngest (as

amongst the Getes of Asia, and the Juts of Kent), receives often a double
portion. This arises when the division takes place wliile the parent is

living, the portion set apart for his own support, which ultimately

falls to the youngest with whom he probably reside. It would be errone-

ous to say this practice is extensive ;
though sufficient instances exist to

suppose it once was a principle.* The bare enumeration ol the tribes

following; commerce would fill a short chapter. A priest of the Jains
(my own teacher) who had for a series of years devoted his attention to

form a catalogue, which then amounted to nearly eighteen hundred
classes^ renounced the pursuit, on obtaining from a distant region, one
hundred and fifty new names to add to his list.

Pafli was the entrepot for the eastern and western regions, where the
productions of India, (Cashmere, and China, were interchanged for those

of Europe, Africa, Persia, and Arabia. Caravans {kutars) from the ports

* There ts nothing which so much employs the assessors of justice,

in those tribunals of arbitration, the punchaets, at the adjudication of

questions of property. The highest complement ever paid to the Author,
was by the litigants of property amounting to half a million sterling,

which had been going the rounds of various punchaets and appeals to

native princes, alike unsatisfactory in their results. They agreed to admit
as final the decision of k court of his nomination. It was not without

hesitation I accepted Hie mediation propounded through the British

superintendent of AjmcrV(Mr. Wilder); but knowing hvo men, whose
integrity as well as powers of investigation were above all encomium I

could not refuse. One of these had given a striking instance of indepen-
dence in support of the award his penetration had led him to pronounce,
and whrch award being set aside on appeal, through favoritism, he abjured

every future call as an arbitrator. He was not a wealthy man, but such

was tifa homage paid to hit integrity and talents, that the greatest despot

in India found it polittc to re-asseitiMe the Court, hgve the CksC re-conii-

dered, and permit Jitsltce to (alee its cotirse. In tike manuec, hii demand
was, that, before he agreed to devwe his time to unravelllhg all the intri-

cacies of the Case, both fhlgaata stiould sign h ifMchilkd at * io
‘

t by Ilia award, 1 have no recolleaHon how it larminatftd.
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oC Cutch and Gozerat, imported elephant’s teeth, copper, dates, gum-
arAbtc, borax, coco-nuts, broad -cloths, silks, sandal-wood, camphor, dyes,
drugs, oxide and sulphuret of arsenic, spices, coffee, etc. In exchange,
they exported chintzes, dried fruits, jeereoh, assafoetida from Mooltan,
sugy, opium, <Kotah and Malwa), silks and fine ctofhs, potash, shawls,
dyed blankets, arms, and salt of liome manufacture.

route of the caravans was by Sooie, Bah, Sanchore, Beenmahl,
Jhalore to Palli, and the guardians of the merchandize wer^ almost
invariably Charuns a character held sacred by the Rajpoot. TIfe most
desperate outlaw seldom dared to commit any outrage on caravans
under the safeguard of these men, the bards of the Rajpoots. If not
strong enough to defend their convoy with sword and shield, tliey would
threaten the robbers with the chandi, or ‘self-immolation*; and proceed
by degrees from a gash in the flesh to a deatf^-wound, or if one victim
was insufficient, a whole body of women and children was sacrificed (as

'

in the case of the Bliamunia Bhats), for whose blood the marauder is

declared responsible hereafter.

(Commerce has been almost extinguished within these last twenty
years; and paradoxical as it may appear, there was tenfold more activity
and enterprize in the midst of that predatory warfare, which, rendered
India one wide arena of conflict, than in these days of universal pacifica-
tion. riie torpedo touch of monopoly has had more effect on the Kutars
than the spear of the desert Sahrae, or barwuttia (outlaw) Rajpoot—
against its benumbing qualitie^the Charun*s dagger would fall innocuous

;

it sheds no blood, but it dries up its channels. If the products of the salt-

lakes of Rajpootana were preferred, even at Benares, to the sea-salt of
Bengal, high import duties excluded it from the market. If the opium of
Malwa and Harouti competed in the China Market with our Patna mono-
poly, again we intervened, not with high export duties, which we were
competent to impose, but by laying our shackles upon it at the fountain-
head. ^*Aut Ccesar, ant null its,** is our maxim in tliese regions; and in

a country where our agents are established only to preserve political rela-

tions and the faith of treaties, the basis of which is non-interference in the
internal arrangements of their affairs—albeit we have not a single
foot of land in sovereignty, we set forth our perwans, as peremptory as
any Russian ukase, and command that no opium shall leave these coun-
tries for the accustomed ouc-Iets under pain of confiscation. Some, relying
on their skill in eluding our vigilance, or tempted by the high price which
theie measures produce, or perhaps reckoning upon our justice, and upon
impunity if discovered, tried new routes, until confiscation brought them to
subhiission.

We then put an arbitrary value upon the drug, and forced the grower
to come to us, and even take credit to ourselves for consulting his interests*

Even admitting that such price was a remunerating one, founded upon the
average of p%st years, still it is not the less arbitrary. No allowance is

made for plentiful or bad seasons, when the drug, owing to a scarcity, will

bear a double price. Our legislation is for **all seasons and their change.**
But this virtual infraction of the faith of treaties is not confined to the
grower or retailer

; It affects others in a variety of ways
; it injures our

reputation and the welfare of those upon whom, for benevolent purposes,
are have forced our protection. The transit duties levied on opium formed
an ittnri in the revenues of the princes of Rajpootana

; but confiscation
’guaids the passes of the Aravalli and Gustrat, and unless the amugflor
wrap up his cargo in ample folds of dsteit, the Rajpoot may go without
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his 'umlpani' the inrusion of this poison dearer to him than life. It is in

vain to ui'i^e that sufficient is allowed for home consumption. Who is to

be the jud^e of this ? or who is so blind as noft to see that any latitude of

this kind would defeat the monopoly, which, impolitic in its origin, gave
rise in its progress to fraud, gambling, and neglect of more important
agricultural economy. But this policy must defeat itself : the excess of

quantity produced will diminish the value of the original (Patna) monopoly,
it its now deteriorated quality should fail to open the eyes of the quick*
sighted Chinese, and exclude it from the market altogether.*

Fairs .—There were two annual fairs in this country, Moondhwa and
Bhalotra

;
the hi st chieflv for cattle. Two merchandize of various coun*

tries was exposed and purchased by the merchants of the adjoining states.

It commenced with the month of Magh, and lasted during six weeks.
The other was also for cattle of all kinds, horses, oxen, camels, and the

merchandize enumerated amongst the imports a^id exports of Palli. Per-
sons from all parts of India frequented them

; but all these signs of pros-

perity are vanishing.

Administration of Justice .—The administration of justice is now very
lax in these communities ; but at no time were the customary criminal

laws of Kajpootana sanguinary, except in respect to political crimes,

which were very summarily dealt with when practicable. In these feudal
associations, however, such crimes are esteemed individual offences, and
the whole power of the government is concentrated to punish them

; but
when they are committed against the community

;
justice is temper-

ed with mercy, if not benumbed by apathy. In cases even of murder, it

is satisfied with fine, corporal punishment, imprisonment, confiscation, or

banishment. Inferior crimes, such as larcenies, were punished by fine

and imprisonment, and, when practicable, restitution
;

or, in case of in-

ability to pay, corporal punishment and confinement. But under the pre-

sent lax system, when this impoverisiied government has to feed criminals,

it may be supposed that their prison are not overstocked. Since Raja
Beejoy Sing’s death, the judgment seat has been vacant. His memory is

held in high esteem for the administration of justice, thougli he carried

clemency to excess. He never confirmed a sentence of death ;
and there

is a saying of the criminals, yet extant, more demonstrative of his huma-
nity than of good policy :

" When at large we cannot even get rabri

(porridge), but in prison we eat ladoo (a sweet-meal)." Here, as at

Jeypur, confined criminals are maintained by individual charity; and

it is a well-known fact, that at the latter place, but for the humanity

of the mercantile classes, especially those of the Jain persuasion, they

might starve. Perhaps it is the knowledge of this circumstance,

which holds back the hand of the government, or its agents, who may
apply to their own uses the prison-fare. When once confined, the

criminals arc little thought of, and neglect answers all the ends of

cruelty. They have, however, a source of consolation unknown to

those who have passed "the bridge of sighs," or becdhies inmates

of the ^oubliettet or more civilized regions. That fortitude and

resignation which religion alone can bestow on the one, is obtained

through superstition by the other ; and prayers of the prison are poured

^ I’he Author learns that important modifications of this system have
been made by the legislative aulliorities at home : of their extent he is

ignorant, except that remuneration to chiefs for the loss- of transit duties

not been oinmillcd. : This is as it shout be I
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forth for one of those visitations of Providence, which, in humbling the
proud, prompts acts of mercy to others in order to ensure it to them.-

selves* The celestial phenomena of eclipses, whether of the sun or moon,
aUhou$2[h predicted by tlie Pundits, who for a^jes have possessed the
most approved theory for calculation, are yet looked upon with relij^ious

Bwe by the mass, and as forebodinj^ change to princes/^ Accordrngly,
when darkness dims tlie beams of Surya or Chandra, the fade of the
prisoner of Maroo is lighted up with smiles; his deliverance is at* hand,
and he may join tlie crowd to hoot and yell, and frighten the monster
Kahoo* from his hold of the *' silver moon.**f The birth of a son to the
prince, and a new reign, are events likewise joyful to him.

The trial by sogun, literally * oath of purgation,' or ordeal, still exists,

and is occasionally had recourse to in Maroo, as in other parts of Kaj-
pootana

;
and, if fallen into desuetude, it is not that these judgments of

God (as they were styled in the days of European barbarism) are less

relied on, but that society is so unhinged that even these appeals to chance
find no subjects for practice, except by Zalim Sing ; and he to the last

carried on his antipathy to the dhnkuns (witches) of Harouti, who were
always submitted to the process by ‘wafer.* Trial by ordeal is of very
ancient date in India : it was by 'fire* that Rama proved the purity of

Seeta, after her abduction by Havana, and in the same manner as
practised by one of our Saxon kings, by making her walk over a red-hot
ploughshare. Besides the two most common tests, by hre and water,

there is a third, that of washing the hands in boiling oil. It should be
stated, that, in all cases, not only the selection but the appeal to any of

tliese ordeals is the voluntary act of the litigants, and chiefly after the

Punchaets, or courts o>f arbitration, have failed. Where justice is denied,

or bribery shuts tlie door, the sufferer will dare his adversary to Vnesogun^
or submission to the judgment of God ;

and the solemnity of the appeal
carries such weight, that it brings redress of itself, though cases do occur
where the challenge is accepted, and the Author has conversed with
individuals who have witnessed the operation of eacit of the ordeals.

Punchaets .—The Punchaets arbitrate in civil cases. From these
courts of equity, there is an appeal to the Kaja

;
but as unanimity is

required in the judges, and a fee or fine must be paid by the appellant,
ere his case can come before the prince, litigation is checked. Die
constifution of this court is simple. The plaintiff lays his case before
his Hakim of the district, or the Patel of the village where he resides.

The plaintiff and defendant have the right of naming the villages (two,
eacli), from whence the merfibers of the Punchaet are to be drawn. In-
formation is accordingly sent to the Patels of the villages specified, whes
with their respective Pat warris (Registers), meet at the At'hae or ‘ village-
court,^’ Witnesses are summoned and examined on oath, the most
common of which l\\e gadi*ca-an^ ‘allegiance to the throne’ resembling
fhe ancient adjuration of the Scythians as recorded by Herodotus. This
oath is, however, more restricted to Rajpoots ; the other classes have
various forms based iipon their religious notions. When the proceedings

finished, and judgment is given, the Hakim puts his seal thereto
cariies it into effect, or prepares it Tor appeal. It is affirmed that.

* The Rajpoots and Hindoos in general hold precisely the same
xlea, of the cause of ecli pses, as the Gete of Scandinavia.

t mboiTTn rcpresenlcd by silver, which is called
her (or liioi) chandi, *
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in the good times of Rajpootene, these eimple Iribunelt answered every
fMirpese.

Fiscal Revenues , fiscal revenues of Marwar are derived from
various sources ; the principle are,

isL “ The fChalisa or * crown*Unds ;*

and* The sait lakes

;

yd. Transit and import duties

;

4th. Miscellaneous taaes, termed /fasti,**

The entire amount of personal revenue of the princes of Marwar
does not at present exceed ten lakhs of rupees (;^ioo,ooo sterling), thouv^h

in the reign of Beejoy Sing, half a century ago, they yielded full sixteen

lakhs, one-half of which arose from the salt lakes alone. The aggregate
revenue of the feudal lands is estimated as high as fifty latchs, or j^5oo,ouo.

it may be doubted whether at present they yield half this sum. J he

feudal contingence are estimated at five thousand horse, besides foot, the

qualification being pne cavalier and two foot-soldiers for every thousand

rupees of income. This low estimate is to keep up the nominal value of

estatesi notwithstanding their great deterioration ;
for a 'knight’s fee’ of

Marwar was formerly estimated at five hundred rupees.

The sum of ten lakhs mentioned as the gross income of the prince,

Is what is actually realized by the treasury, for there are many public

servants provided for out of the crown*land, whose estates are not

inctuded.

The revenues are collected from the ryots in kind. A corn-rent, the

only one recognized in ancient India, and termed or 'division,

is apportioned equally between the prince and the husbandman : a devo-

tion from the more lenient practice of former times, which gave one- fourth

or one-sixth to the sovereign. Besides this, the cultivator has to pay the ex-

pense of guarding the crops, and also those who attend the process of divi-

sion. An assessment of two rupees is made on every ten maunds,* which

more than covers the salaries paid to the (watchmen), and Kun-
warir.f and leaves p surplus divided by the Patel and village register {Pat*

warri), A cart-load of kurbi (the stalks of /operand bajra) is exacted from

every cultivator as fodder for the prince’s cattle; but this is commuted for

m rupee, except in seasons of scarcity, when it is stored up. The other

officers, as the Paiwarris and Patels, are paid out of the respective

shares of the farmer and the crown, eijr., one-fourth of a seer each, from

every maund of produce or an eighteen pari of the gross amount. I he

cultivators of the Pattawuls or feudal chiefs, arc much better off than

those of the Khalisa : from them only two-fifths are exacted ;
and in lien

of ail other taxes and charges, a land-lax of twelve rupees is levied on

every hundred beegas of land cultivated. The cultivators repay this miiu

assessment by attachment to the chiefs.

Angah is a poll-tax (from anga 'bodyO of pne rupco, levied on adults

of either sex throughout Marwar.

Gatmali is a gr.duatsd t.x on c.Ul«, or, a, tho term imports, the right

of pasture. A sheep or goal is estimated at one anna (one-sixteenth o

a rupee) ; a buffalo eight annaSp or a hall rupee ; and each camo^ three

rupees.

* The maund is about seventy- five lbs. weight* t *c9tn»
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Ketoari, it H tafx on ddof^ (kiiitar), dild is eonsldcsfecf peculiarly

oppt'Cssive. It was first imposed by Boejoy Sing, when, towards the latter

end of tiis reign, his chiefs rebelled, and retired in a body to Palli to

concert schemes for deposing him. Thither he fruitlessly followed in order

to pacify them, and on his return found the gates (kewar) of his capital

shut in his face, and Bheem Sing placed upon x.hQ»gadi. To supply tlie

pecuniary exigencies consequent upon this embarassing situation, he
appealed to his subjects, and proposed a * benevolence,’ in aid *of his

necessities, of three rupees for each house, giving it a denomination from
the cause whence it originated. Whether employed as a punishment of

those wlio aided his antagonist, or as a convenient expedient of finance, he
converted this temporary contribution into a permanent tax, which conti-

nued until the necessities of the confederacy against the present prince, Raja
Maun, and the usurpation of the fiscal lands by the Pathans, made him
raise it to ten rupees on each house. Iti s, however, not equally levied

;

the number of houses in each township being calculated, it is laid on
according to the means of the occupntus, and the poor man may pay
two rupees, while the wealthy pays tw*enty. The feudal lands are not

exempted, except in cases of special favour.

In estimafing the amount of the sayer, or imposts of Marwar, it must
be borne in mind that the schedule appended represents what they have
been and perhaps might again be, rather than what they now are. These
duties are subject to fluctuation in all countries, but how much more
in those exposed to so many visitations from predatory foes, civil strife,

and famine ! There is no reason to doubt that, in the '’good old

times" of MaroO) the amount, as taken from old records, may have been
realised :

Jodhpur

Nagore

Deedwanno

Purbutsir

Mairta

Koleah ...

Jhalore

Palli

Jessole and Bhalotra fairs

Beenmahl

Sanebore

F^ilodi

Total ... 4»3o»ooo

The Dhunnist or collectora of the cuatomt, have monthly talariet at
large towns, while the ni^merous petty agents are paid by a per

eentape on the sums collectedt 'Hie layer, or imposts, indude all thaao
nn grain, *vhetber of foreign imporcglion, or tbe home-growni in iraneil
from one district to anotlier.
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The revenue arising from the produce of the salt lakes has deterlora«

ted with the land and commercial revenues; and, though affected by poli-

tical causes, is yet the most certain branch of income. Fhe following sche*»

dule exhibits what has been derived from this lucrative source of wealth.

Rs.

Pachbhadra ... ... 2,00,000

Filodi ... ... ... ... 1,00,000

Deedwanoh ... 1,15,000

Sambhur ... ... 2,00,000

Nowah ... ... 1.00,000

Total ... 7,15,000

This productive branch of industry still employs thousands of hands,
and hundreds of tlmusands of oxen, and is almost entirely in ihe hands
of that sinj*«ilar race of beings called Bunjarras, some of whose tandas, or

caravans, amount to 40,000 head of oxen. I he salt is exported to every

region of Hindustan, from the Indus to the Ganges, ai^d is untversallv

known and sold under the title of Sambhur Loon or ‘salt of Sambhur,^
notwithstanding the quality of the diflerent lakes varies, that of

Fachbhadra, beyond the Looni, being most esteemed. It is prodticed

by natural evaporation, expedited by dividing the surface into pans by
means of mats of the Sirkunda grass, which lessens the superficial

agitation. It is llien gathered and heaped up into immense masses, on

whose summit they bum a variety of alkaline plants, sucli as the saji,

by whicti it becomes impervious to the weather.

We may recapitulate what the old archives stale of the aggregate
fiscal revenues in past times, amounting to nearly tliirty lakhs of rupees.

It would be hazardous to say to what extent the amount was over-rated :

Rs,
1st. Khalisa, or fiscal land, from i, 484 towns and

villages, ... ... ... ... 15,00,000

2nd Sayer or \tnposis ... ... ... 4,30,000

3rd. Salt lakes ... ... ... ... 7,15,000

4th. Hasilt or miscellaneous taxes ; fluctuating and

uncertain ; not less than ... ... 3.00,000

Total ... ... ... 29,4S»o<^^^

Feudal and mintsterial estates ... ... 50,00,000

Grand Total ... ... 79

• t' lie average selling price at Jodhpur* Is two rupees *‘fhe maund ;

foug at '8auibhur and •Oiedwaweh, and fi^c at Pachbhadra, Filodi,

NowAh, Why the price at the capitalls fifty per cent', lower than ebe-

witer%| i«know uot| even U this sutement ta correct.
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Thus the united hscal and feudal revenues of Marwar Are said to

have amounted almost to eighty lakhs of rupees (£SoOtOoo)» If tljiey

ever did reach this sum, which may be doubted, we do not err in affirfm-

ing that they would now be over-rated at half that amount. Large Br-
iones are said to centre in the families of the ex-ministers, especially the
Singwi family, reported to be immensely rich. Their wealth is deposited
ill foreign capitals. But much bullion is lost to the currency of these
countries by the habits of secreting money. A very large treasuce ijiias

discovered in Nagore by Beejoy Sing, when demolishing some bid

buildings.

Military -Forces.— It only remains to state the military resources of

the Rahtores, which fluctuate with their revenues. The Rajas maintain a
foreign mercenary force upon their fiscal revenues to overawe their own
turbulent vassalage. These are chiefly Rohila and Afghan infantry,

armed with muskets atid match locks ; and having cannon and sufficient

discipline to act in a body, they are formidable to the Rajpoot cavalieVs.

Some years ago, Raja Maun had a corps of three thousand five hundred
foot, and fifteen hundred horses, with twenty-6ve guns, commanded
by Hundall Khan, a native of Panniput. He has been attached to the
family ever since the reign of Beejoy Sing, and is (or was) familiarly

addressed kaka^ or ‘ uncle,' by the prince. There was also a brigade of

those monastic militants, the Bishenswami$t under their leaders, Kaimdas
consisting of seven hundred foot, three hundred horse, and an establish*

ment of rockets {bhan), a very ancient instrument of Indian warfare, apd
mentioned long before gunpowder was used in Europe^ At one period,

the Raja maintainiad a foreign force amounting to, or at least mustered is,

eleven thousand men, of which number two thousand five hundred wgre
cavalry, with fifty-five guns, and a rocket establishment. Besides' a
monthly pay, lands to a considerable amount were granted to the com-
manders of the different legions. By these overgrown establishments, to

maintain a superiority over the feudal lords which has been undermined
by the causes related, the demoralization and ruin of this country have
been accelerated. The existence of such a species of force, opposed »iii

moral and religious sentiment to the retainers of the state, has only tended
to widen the ' breach between them and their head, and to destroy evory
feeling of confidence.

In Mewar, there are sixteen great chiefs; in Amber twelve; in

Marwar eight. The following table exhibits theif names, clans, residences,
and rated revenue. The contingent required by their princes may be
estimated by the qualification of a cavalier, Wa., one for every Bye
hundred rupees of rent. r

n
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These are the principal chieftains of Marwar, holding lands on the
tenure of^ service* There are many who owe allegiance and service on
fsmergencieSi the allodial vassals of Marwar,.not enumerated in this list ;

such as Barmair^ tK<^ttorah, Jessole, Phulsoond, Birgong, Bankuria,
Kajindri, Baroonda, who coUld muster a strong numerical force, if their
gbod-will were conciliated, and the prince, could enforce his requsition*
Ihe specified census of the estates may not be exactly correct. The
foregoing is from an old record, which is in all probability the best they
have

; Kor so rapid are the changes in these countries, amidst the anarchy
and rebellion we have been describing, that the civil officers would
deem it time thrown away, to form, as in past times, an exact patta*huhye,
or ‘register* of feoffs. The ancient qualification was one horseman
and two foot-soldiers, “ when required,** for each five hundred rupees

rental
;
but as the estates have been curtailed in extent and

diminished in value, in order to keep up their nominal amounti one
thousand is now the qualification.



ANNALS

OF

BIKANER.

CHAPTER I.

Bikanrr holds a secondary rank amongst the principatities of Raj-
pootana. It is an offset of Marwar, its princes being scions of the,

house of Joda, who established themselves by conquest on the northern

frontier of the parent state; and its position, in the heart of the •

desert, has contributed to the maintenance of their independence.

It was in S. 1515 (A. D. 1459), the year in which Jod# transferred the

seat of government from Mundore to Jodhpur, that his son Beeka, under
the guidance of his uncle Kandut, led three hundred of the sons of Seoji to

enlarge the boundaries of Rahthore dominion amidst the sands of Maroo«
Beeka was stimulated to the attempt by the success of his brother Beeda^
who had recently subjugated the territory inhabited by the Mohils lor

ages.

Such expeditions as that of Beeka, undertaken expressly for conquest,
were almost uniformly successful. The invaders set out with a determins-
tion to slay or be slain

;
and these forays had the additional stimulus of

being on * fated days,' when the warlike creed of the Rajpoots madj» the
abstruction of territory jfrom foe or friend a matter of religious duty.

Beeka, with his band of three hundred, fell upon the Sanklas of
Jangloo, whom they massacred. This exploit brought them in contract
with the Bhattis of Poogul, the chief of which gave his daughter in mar-
riage to Beeka, who 6xed his head*quarters at Korumdesir, where he
erected a castle, and gradually augmented his conquests from the neigh-
bourhood.

Beeka new approximated to the settlement of the Jits or Getes, who
had for ages been established in these arid abodes ; and as the lands
they held forifl a considerable portion of the state of Bikaner, it may not
be uninteresting to give aiKetchof the condition of this singular people;
prior to the son of Joda establishing the feudal system of Rajwarra amongtl
their pastoral commonwealths.

Of this celebrated a>id widely-spread race, we have already given g
succinct account. It appekl^ toriiavebWn the most numerous as well as
the mose conspicuous of^ the tribes of ancient Asia, from the days of
Tomyiis and Gyrus to those of the present Jit prince el Lahorti ifhdte
st|iCQesior4 if he be endued whH similar energy; may, on iKo reflux Of
lation, find ill Jheir^o^^ hamitf
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which they have already considerabiy advanced.^ In the fo^rth cent^ryf

we find a Yiiti of; Jit kingdom e$tabli$hed in the Punjab ;f but how much
earlier this people colonised those regions we are ignorant. At every step

made by Mahomedan power in India, it encountered the Jits. On their

memorable defence of the passage of the Indus against Mahmood, and on
the war of extirpation waged against them by Timoor, ' both in ijieir prt*

meval seats in Mever*ool*nehr, as well as east of the Sutlej, we have al-

ready eglarged
;
while Baber, in his commentaries, informs us that, in all

his irruptions into India, he was assailed by multitudes fof Jits} during his

progress through the Punjab, the peasantry of which region, now pro-

selytes to Islam, are chiefly of this tribe ; as well as the military re-

tainers, who, as sectarian followers of Nanuk, merge the name of Jit|

or Jat, into that of Sikh, or 'disciple/§

In short, whether as Vuti, Getes, Jits, Jats, or Jats, this race far

surpassed in numbers, three centuries ago, any other tribe race in

India ,* and it is a fact that they now constitute a vast majority of the
peasantry of western Rajwarra, and perhaps of northern India.

At what period these Jits established themselves in the Indian deserti

we are, as has heen already observed, entirely i|^norant ; but even at

the time of the Rahthore invasion of these communities, their habits con-

firmed the tradition of their Scythic origin. They led
,
chiefly a pastoral

life,avere guided, but not governed by the elders, and. with the exception

of adoration to the 'universal mother’ (Bhavani), incarnate in the person

of a youthful Jithi, they were utter aliens to the Hindu theocracy. In fact,

the doctrines of the f^reat Islamite saint, Sekh Pureed, appear to ha^e

overturned the pagan rites brought from the Jaxartes; and without any
settled ideas on religion, the Jits of the desert jdmbled all their tents

together. They considered themselves, In short, as a distinct dan, and,

asaPoonfilh Jit informed me, ** their vfuttun was far beyond the Pivc

Rivers.” Even in the name of one of the six communities (the Asiagh),
on whose submission Beeka founded his new state, we have nearly the

Asi/the chief of the four tribes from the Oxus and Jaxartes, who over-

turned the Greek kingdom of Bactria. f

The period of Rahthore domination over these patriarchal commu-
nities was intermediate between Timoor’s and Babar’s invasion of India.

The former, who was the founder of the Chagitai dynasty, boasts of the

myriads of fit souls he '' consigned to perdition” on the desert plains

* Runjeet has Ipuf been possession of Peshoroiand entertained view*

on Cabuli the disorganized con<lition of which kingdom aftords him a

favourable opportunity of realizing them. ^ «

t S^Jnscription, Vol. I. \ .

} ^*Ofi Friday the 14th Dec. (39. A.D* 153$), of the wet Rebi, we
arrived at StaliMe. Every litae that I have entered Hindustan, the Jits

and Gujers hale regularly poured dawn in iwodigious^
their hills and wilds, in order to carry oH Am The
learned corom^Utor draws a distmaion between the Jit inbabibinls of

the Ptmjab khd pf |n^, which is hoi maiDt|ifiable. c . ^ ^

4 ” U If worthy ol remark,” keys Geibnd Pitiiiaii,(wtKi acooaipanied

ElplOneietipA Kabu% ”th«c 4A the two firtt Doibeke (ratiwn cf the
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4^ India, at wall as in Tranioxiana ; so wa may eoncluda that succes-
sive niigratious of this people from the great '* storehouse 6f nations”
went to the lands east of the *Indus, and that the communities who
elected Beeka as their sovereign, had been established therein for agesw'
The extent of their possessions justifies this conclusion

;
for nearly the

whole of the territory forming the boundaries of Bikaner was possessed
by the six Jit cantons, vis.

1. Pooniah.
3. Godarra*

Sarun.

4. Asiag*h,

5. Beniwal.

6. Johya, or Joweya*
thouah this last is by some termed a ramification of the Yadu*Bhattt

;

an affiHation by no means invalidating their claims to be considered of
Jit or Yuti origin.*

Each canton bore the name of the Community, and was sub*divided
into districts. Besides the six Jit cantons, there were three more simul-
taneously wrested from Rajpoot proprietors

;
vis., Bhagore. the Kharri-

puttra, and Mohitta. I’hc six Jit cantons constituted the central and
northern, while those of the Rajpoots formed the western and suutberii
frontiers.

Dij/fssihon of the Cantons at that period.

Cantons. No, of Districts*

Villages.

# Pooniah ... • •• 300

3 Beniwal ....

3 Johya ... ... doo

4 Asiag*b ... • 4 « 150

5 Syun 300

6 Grodarra... • «« 700

'torkL in the six*

^
3,300

Jit cantWIS 1

••• j

7
^Bhagore... 300

8 Moiiill. Ml. 140

S' Kharri*putt«,

{
30- i#tMkk diiwrtet

Gaam Twrat i.. ^

Bahaderan, Ajitpur, Seedmookh, Raj-
gur'h, Dadrewoh, Sankoo, etc.

Bookurko, Sondurie, Munohurpuf,
Kooie, Bae, etc.

Jaetpur, Koon^banoh, Mahajrn, Peepa-'
sir, Oodipur, etc.

Raotsir, Birmsir, Dandoosir, Gundaeli,
Kaijur, Phoag, Boochawas, Sowae^.

oadinoo, Sirsilah, etc.

Poondrasir, Gosensir (great), Shekhsis,

Gursistr, Garibdesir, Rungaysiri
Kaloo, etc.

Bikaner, Nal, Kailah, I^ajaslr, Sut-
tasir, Chutturgurh, Rindistf, Beet-
nok^, Bhavanipur, Jeimulsir, etc. *

'

Chaupur (capital of Mohilla), Saondah,
Herasir, Gopalpur, Charwas, Baa#;
dasir, LadnoOf Muhtisir. Khur*
boosa-fa*kota.

T3W

OL Ihl-J

» C.ndiNiMr.

WfrtT
tiovmn coniidML ib«mi*birw

IpivM SwM,*sd;lMlWi
!
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With such rspidtty were states formed in those times, that in a fevy

years after Beeka left his paternal roof pt Mundore, he was lord

Over 2,670 vilUf^es, and by a title far stronger and more legitimate than
that of conquest—the spontaneous election of ihe cantons. But although
three centuries have scarcely past since their amalgamation into a
sovereignty, one of the villages cease to exist ;

nor are there now 1,300
forming the raj of Soorut Sing, the present occupant and lineal descend*
ant of Beeka.

The Jiis ^and Johyas of these regions, who extended over all the
northern desert even to the Garah, led a pastoral life their wealth consis-

ting in their cattle, which they reared in great numbers, disposing of the
superfluity, and of the ghee (butter clarified), and wool, through the

m^ium of Sarsote (Sarasvati), Brahmins (who, in these -regions, devotO
themselves to traffic), receiving in return grain and other conveniences or
necessaries of life.

A variety of causes conspired to facilitate the formation of the state of

Bikaner, ana the reduction of the ancient Scythic simplicity of the Jit com-
munities to Rajpoot feudal sway

;
and although the success of his brother

Beeda over the Mohils on some degree paved the way, his bloodless con-
qnest could never have happened but for the presence of a vice which has
dissolved all the republics of the world. The jealousy of the Johyas and
Godkrras, the two most powerful of the six Jit cantons, was the immediate
motive to the propitiation of the ‘son of Joda* besides which, the commu-
nities found the band of Beeda, which had extirpated the ancient Mohils
when living with them in amity, most troublesome neighbours. Farther,

they were desirous to place between them and the Bhattis of of Jessulmer
a more powerful barrier

; and last, not least, they dreaded thp hot valour

and 'thirst for land’ which characterized Beeka’s retainers, now contigu-

ous to them at Jangloo. For these weighty reasons, at a meeting of the

^elders of the Godarras,’ it was resolved to conciliate the Rahthore.

•Pandu was the patriarchal head of the Godarras
;
his residence was

at Shekhsir* The 'elder* of Roncah was next in rank and estimation to

Pandu, in communities where equality was as absolute as the proprietary

righrto the lands which each individually held : that of pasture being

coiniiiofi.

The elders of Shekhsir and Roheah were deputed to enter, into terms

with the Rajpoot prince, and to invest him with supremacy over their

communityi on the following conditions :— ' ^

First^To common cause with them, against the Johyas and

other qintons, with whom they were then at variance*

Sicandi—To guard the western frorftier Against the irruption of the

Bhattis.

Third.^To hold iht Hghts and privileges of the community in-

violable. .* tr ^

On the fulfilment of these conditioni," they rielinoiiikbed^ to

and hit descendants the supreme power over the Godarras; essignmg

to him, in perpetuity, the power to levy dhoot^ or a ' hoart}lsl««>' of one

This town is named after ifie«letamiie saint* Shekh Furecd of

Fikpoltim* who has a daraaA hero. He wm grimtljr esteibmed the

Jits, before ike Ahao do# assumedUhe ehepo of m to f wbotoi under

the title of Cerani UaU, of thf mother/ bend the heed# ^ ^ '
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riipiee on each house in the canton, and a land-tax of two rupees on
eacii liundred beegas of cultivated land within their limits.

Apprehensive, however, that Beeka or his descendants might en-
croach upon their rights, they asked what security he could offer against
such a contingency ? The Rajpoot chief replied that, in order to dissi-

pate their fears on this head, as well as to perpetuate the remembrance
of the supremacy thus voluntarily conferred, he would solemnly bind
himself and his successors to receive the tika of inauguration from the
hands of the descendants of the elders of Shekshir and Koneah, and
that the gad

i

should be deemed vacant until such rite was administered.

In this simple transfer of the allegiance of this pastoral people, we
mark that instinctive love of liberty which accompanied the Gete in all

places and all conditions of society, whether on the banks of the Oxus
and the Jaxartes, or in the sandy desert of India; and although his

political independence is now annihilated, he is still ready even to shed
his blood if his Rajpoot master dare to infringe his inalienable right to

his bapota^ his paternal acres.

It is seldom that so incontestable a title to supremacy can be as-
serted as that which the weakness and jealousies of the Godarras con-
ferred upon Beeka, and it is a pleasing incident to find almost throughout
India, in the observance of certain rites, the remembrance of the original

compact which transferred the sovereign power from the lords of the
soil to their Rajpoot C'»nqiierof*s. Thus, in Mewar, the fact of the power
conferred upon the Gueloie founder by the Bbtl aborigines, is comme-
morated by a custom brought down to the present times (See Vol. I).

At Amber, the same is recorded in the important offices retained by
the MeenaSt the primitive inhabitants of that land. Both Kotah
and Boondi retain in their names the remembrance of the ancient
lords of Harouti; and Beeka’s descendants preserve, in a two-fold

manner, the recollection of their bloodless conquest of the Jits. To this

day, the descendant of Pandu applies the unguent of royalty to the

forehead of the successors of Beeka ;
on which occasion, the prince

places ‘the fine of relief,* consisting of twenty-five pieces of gold, in

the hand of the Jit. Moreover, the spot which he selected for his capital,

was the birthright of a Jit, he would only concede it for this purpose on
the condition that his name should be linked in perpetuity with its sur-

render. Nairk, or Nera, was the name of the proprietor, which Beeka
added to his own, thus composing that of the future capital, Bikaner.

Besides this periodical recognition of the transfer of power, on all lapses

of the crown, there are annual memorials of the rights of the Godarras,
acknowledged not only by the prince, but by all his Rajpoot vassal-kin,

quartered on the lands of the Jit; and although ‘ the sons of Beeka,'
now multiplied over the country, do not much respect the ancient com-
pact, they at least recognize, in the maintenance of these formulae, the
origin of their power.

On the spfirtg and autumnal* festivkld of the Holi and Dewali, the
heirs of the patriarchs of Shekhsir and Roneah give the tika to the prince
and all his feudality. The Jitdf Roneah^bcars the silver cuj) and plotter

which holds the ampoule of the desert, while his compeer applies it tC the
prince's forehead. The Raja in return deposits a nuzuraua of a gold
mohur, and five pieces of silver; the chteftains, according to their rank,

* Vide Vol. I for an account of these festivals,

l8
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following liis example. The gold is taken by the Shekhsir Jit, the silver

by tite elder of Koneah.

fo resume our narrative : when the preliminaries were adjusted, by
Beeka’s swearing; to maintain the rights of the community which thn^
surrendered iheir liberties to his keeping, they united their arms, and
invaded the Johyas. 'Lhis populous community, which extended over
the northern region of the desert, even to the Sutlej, reckoned eleven
iiundred villages in iheir canton

;
yet now, after the lapse of little more

than three centuries, the very name of Johya is extinct. I'hey appear
to be the Jenjoolieh of Baber, who, in his irruption into India, found
them congregated with the * Juds,' about the cluster of hills in the first

doabeh of the Purvjab, called “the mountains of Joude a position
claimed by the Yadoos or Jadoos in ti»e very dawn of their history, and
called Jaddoo ca dani^, ‘ llie Jadoo hills.' 'Lhis supports the assertion
ttiat the Johya is ot Yadu race, wl ile it does not invalidate its claims to

Yuti or Jit descent, as will l)e further shewn in the early portion of the

annals of the Yadu- Bhattis.*

'I'he patriarchal head of the Johyas resided at Blmropa! *, his name
was Shere Sing. He nuistered the strength of the canton, and for a long

time withstood tlie continued efforts of the Rajpoois and the Godar ras,

nor was it until ‘ treason had done its worst,' by the murder of their elder
;

and the consequent possession of Bhuropal, that the Johyas succumbed
to Rahihore domination.

With these acressiou of power, Beeka carried his arms westward,

and couqueied Bhagore from the Bhaltis. It was in this district, origi-

nally wrested by the Bhattis from the Jits, that Beeka founded his capita),

Bikaner, on tlie 15th Bysak S. 1545,(^.0.1489), thirty years after his

depaiture from the parental roof at Mundore.

When Beeka was thus firmly established, his uncle KanduV, to whose

spirit of enterpiize he was main!)' indebted for success, departed with Ins

immediate kin to the northward, with a view of settling in fresh conquests.

He successitely subjugated the commmiiiies of Asiagh, Benivvai, and
Sarun, which cantons are mostly occupied by his descendants, styled

“ Kanduloie Rahihores," at this day, and although they form an integral

portion of the Bikaner state, they evince, in their independent bearing to

its chief, that their estates were “the gift of their own swords, not of his

patents;" and they pay but a reluctant, and nominal obedience to his

authority. When necessity or avarice imposes a demand for tribute, it isr

ofien met by a flat refusal, accompanied with such a comment as this

:

Who made this Raja? Was it not our common ancestor, ICandul ? Who
is he, who presumes to levy tribute from us ? KanduPs career of conquest

was cut short by tlie emperor’s lieutenant in Hissar ^ he was slain in

attempting this important fortre^^.

Beeka died in S. 1551 (A. D. 1495), leaving two sons by the daughter

of the Bhatti chief of Poogul, vtg,, Noonkurn, who succeeded, and Gursi,

who founded Gursisir and Ursisir* The stock of the latter is numerous,

4 1 presented a work on this race, entitled * The Book of the Johyas,'

fseiu me by the prime minister of Jessulmer) to the Royal Asiatic Society.

H aving obtained it just b^ore leaving Rajpootana^ I never had l6isure

to examine it, or to pronounce on its value as an historical document ;
but

any work having reference 10 SO singular a community can scarcely fail to

/urnish matter of interest.
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and is distin^iiished by the epithet Gursote Beeka, wliose principnl fiefs

are those of Giirsisir and G-nlbdesir, each having twenty-four villages
depending on them.*

Noonknrn made several conquests from the Bhattis, on the western
frontier. He had four sons ; his eldest desiring a separate establishment
in his lifetime, for the fief of Mahajiu and one hundred and forty villages,

renounced his right of primogeniture in favour of his brother Jaet, who
succeeded in S. 1569 brf)fl)er.s had each appanages assigifed to
them. He had three sons, ist Calian Sing, 2nil. .Seoji, and 3rd. A^ishpal.

Jaetsi reduced the district of Naruote from some indepemlent Grasia
chiefs, and settled it as the appanage of his second son. Seoji. It was
Jaetsi also who compelled ‘the sons of Beeda,’ the first Rahthore colonists

of this region, to acknowledge his supremacy by an annual tribute, besides
certain taxes.

Calian Sing succeeded in S. 1603. He had three sons, 1st Rae Sing,

2nd. Ram Sing, and 3rd. Priilii Sing.

Rae Sing succeeded in S. 1630 (A. D. 1573). Until this reign, tlie

Jits had, in a great degree, preset ved their ancient privileges. Their main-
tenance was, however, found rather inconvenient, by the now superabtindant

Rajpoot population, and they were consequently dispossessed of all politi-

cal authotity. With the loss ol independence their military spirit decayed,
and they sunk into mere tillers of the earth. In this reign also Bikaner
rose to importance amongst the priiicip ilities of ihe empire, and if the

Jits parted with their liberties to the Rajpoot, the latter, in like manner,
bartered his freed<)ni to become a Satrap of Dellti. On his father's death,

Rae Sing in person undertook tlie sacre»l cbity of conveying liis aslies to

the Ganges. I'he illustrious Akl»er was then emperor of India. ILiC Sing

and the emperor had married sisiers. princess of Jessuhner. I'his con-

nection obtained for him, on his introduction to court by R qa Maun of

Amber, the dignity of a leader of four thousand horse, the tide of Raja,

and the Government of Hissar. Moreover, when Mnldeo of Jodhpur in-

curred the displeasure of the king, and was dispossessed of the rich dis-

trict of Nag<ire, it was given to Rae Sing. With these honours, ajid in-

cre.ased power as one of the king’s lieutenants, he returned to his domini-

ons, and sent his brother Ram Sing against Bhulnair, of wivich he made
a conquest. This town was the chief place of a district belonging to the

Bhattis, originally Jitsf of Yadu descent, but who assumed this name on

becoming proselytes to the faith of Islam.

Rae Sing, at the same time, completely suhjtigated the Johyas, who,

always troublesome, had recently attempted to regain their ancient in-

dependence. The Rajpoots carried fire and s\vord into this country, of

* I'o the few who will peruse these annals of the desert tribes, it will

be intet*esting to observe the development of families, and the mainte-

nance, by such distinctive patronymics, of their origin. In the annals of

this reoiote state, I shall not enter at any length into the history of their

wars, which are, with a change of names and scene, ail pretty much alike
;

but confine myself, after a succinct and copnected genealogical relation to
the manners of the people, the aspect, productions, aud government of the

country.

t In the annals of Jessulmer, the number offsets from the Yadu-
Bhatti tribe which assumed the name of Jit, will be seen; auvl additional

ground for asserting that the Scythic Vodu is in fact tiie Yitti^
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which they made a deser^. Ever since it has remained desolate : the

very name of jfohya is lost, though the vestiges of considerable towns
bear testimony to a remote antiquity.

Amidst these ruins of the Johyas, the name of Sekunier Roomi
(Alexander the Great) has fixed itself, and the desert retains' the tradition

that the ruin called Rung-mahl, the ‘painted palace,* near Dandoosir, was
the capital of a prince of this region punished by a visitation of the

Macedonian conqueror. History affords no evidence of Alexander’s
passage of the Garah, thongii the scene of his severest conflict was in that
nook of the Punjab not remote from the lands of the Johyas. But though
the chronicler of Alexander does not sanction our indulging in this specu-

lation, the total darkness in which we appear doomed to remain with

regard to Bactria and the petty Grecian kingdoms on the Indus, estab-

lished by him, does not forbid our surmise, tliat by some of these, perhaps
the descendants of Python, such a visitation might have happened.*
The same traditions assert that these regions were not always either arid

or desolate, and the living chronicle alluded to in the note, repeated the

stanza elsewhere given, wliich dated its deterioration, from the drying

up of the Hakra river, which came from the Punjab, and flowing through
the heart of this country, emptied itself into the Indus between Rory
Bekher and Ootch.

The affinity that this word {Hakra) has both to the Cag^ar, and
Sankra^^ would lead to the conclusion of either being the stream referred

to. The former we know as being engiilphed in the sands about the

Heriana confines, while the Sankra is a stream which, though now dry,

was used as a line of demarcation even in the time of Nadir Shah. It

ran eastward, parallel with the Indus, and by making it his boundary,
N;4dir added all the fertile valley of the Indus to his Persian king-

dom. The only date this legendary stanza assigns for the catastrophe is

the reign of the Soda prince, Hamir.

Ram Sing, having thus destroyed the power of future resistance in

the Johyas, turned his arms against the Pooniah Jits, the last who pre-

served their ancient liberty. They were vanquished, and the Rajpoots

were inducted into their most valuable possessions. But the conqueror

paid the penalty of his life for the glory of colonizing the lands of the

Pooniahs. He was slain in their expiring effort to shake off the yoke oi

the stranger; and though the Ramsingotes add to the numerical strength,

and enlarge the territory of the heirs' of Beeka, they, like the Kandulotes,

little increase the power of the state, to which their obedience is nominal.

Seedmook*h and Sankoo are the two chief places of the Ramsingotes.

Thus, with the subjugation of the Pooniahs, the political annihilation

of the six Jit cantons of the desert was accomplished ; they are now

occupied in agriculture and their old pastoral pursuits, and arc an indos-

irtous tax-paying race under their indolent Rajpoot masters.

* My informant of this tradition was an old inhabitant of Dan4oosir,

and aUhoifgh seventy years of age. had never left the Utile district of

nativity until he was brought to roe, as one of the most intelligent living

records of the past.

f The natives of these regions cannot pronounce the sibilant : s6 Ibat,

as I have already stated, the s is converted into A. I give as an exa/np*^

the Tahilmer, which becomes ' the hill of fools, ^ instead of * lilt hill c*

Sankra, in like manner, becomes Hankara,
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Raja Rae Sin^ led a g^allant band of his Rahthores in all the wars of

Akber. He was distinffiiislied in the assault of Ahmedabad, slaying in

single combat tl)e governor, Mirza Mohamed Hussein. The emperor, who
knew the value of such valarous subjects, strengthened the connection

which already subsisted between the crown and the Kahthores, by obtain-

ing for prince Selim (afterwards Jehangir) Rae Sing's daughter to wife.

The unfortunate Purvez was the fruit of this marriage.

Rae Sing was succeeded by his only son, Kurrun, in* S. 1688

(A. D. 1632).

Kurrun held the *mtinsub of two thousand,’ and the government of

Doulatabad, in his father’s life-time. Being a supporter of the just claims

of FJara Sheko, a plot was laid by the general of his antagonist with whom
he served, to destroy him, but which he was enabled to defeat by the

timely intelligence of the Hara prince of Boondi. He died at Bikaner^

leaving four sons, I Pudma Sing, 2 Kesuri Sing, 3 Mohun Sing, and

4 Anop Sing.

This family furnishes another example of the prodigal sacrifice of

Rajpoot blood in tlie imperial service. The two elder princes were slain

in the storm of Beejipur, and the tragical death of the third, Mohun Sing,

in the imperial camp, forms an episode in Ferishta's History of the

Dekhan.*

Anop Sing succeeded in S 1730 (A D. 1674). For the services of

his family he had the castle and lands of Adoni conferred upon him, with

'the munsub of five thousand,’ and the governments of Beejipur and

* 'I'he young desert chieftain, like all his tribe would find matter for

quarrel in the wind blowing his face. Having received what he deemed
an insult from the brother-in-law of the Shagada, in a dispute regarding
a fawn, he appealed to his sword, and a*duel ensued even in the presence-
chamber in which young Mohun fell. The fracas was reported to his

brother Pudma at no distance from the scene. With the few retainers at
hand, he rushed to the spot, and found his brother bathed in his blood.
His antagonist, still hanging over his victim, when he saw the infuriated

Kahthore enter, with sword and shield, prepared for dreadful vengeance,
retreated behind one of the columns Qf the A urn Khas {Divan). But
Pudn^’s sword reached him, and avenged his brother's death

;
as the re-

cord says, “ he felled him tp the earth, cleaving at the same place the
pillar in twain.” Taking up the dead bpdy of his brother, and surround-
ed by his vassals, he repaired to his quarters, where he assembled all the
Rajpoot princes serving with their contingents, as Jeypur, Jodhpur,
Harouti, and harangued them on the insult to their race in the murder of
his brother. They all agreed to abandon the king's army, and retire to
their own homes. A noble was sent to expostulate by Prince Moozzim

;

but in vain. He urged that the prince not only forgave, but approved the
summary vengeance taken by the Rahthorc ; they refused to listen, and
in a body h^d retired more than twenty miles, when the prince in person
joined them, and concessions and expostulations overcoming them, they
returned to the camp. It was suosequent to this that the two elder
brothers were slain. It is recorded of the surviving brother, that he slew
an enormous lion in single combat. For this exploit, which thoroughly
eiuitled ITim to the name he bore {Kesuri), the ‘Lion/ he received an
estate of twenty-five villages from the king. He also obtained great
renown for slaying a Habsht or Abyisinian chief, who commanded for
one of the southern princes.
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Arun^Abad. Anop Sin^ fed bis clans with the head of his race, the prince
of Jodhpore, to quell a rebellion amongst the.Af^fhans of Cabul whicii

havinj2f effected, he returned to tlie peninsula. Ferishta and the i\ative

annals are at variance on his death ,* the former asseriinj^ that he died in

the Dekhan, while the latter say that he left that country, disgusted with
the imperial commander’s interference about his jj^round of encamp-
m-^nt, and that he died at Bikaner. He left two sons, Suroop Sing and
Sujaun Sing.

Suroop, who sticceeded in S. 1765 (A. D. 1709), did not long enjoy
his honours, being killed in attempting to recover Adoni, which the em-
peror had resumed on his father’s leaving the army.

Sujaun Sing, his successor, did nothing.

Zoorawur Sing became Raja in S. 1793 (A.D. 1737). The domestic
incidents of this, as of preceding reigns, are without interest.

Guz Sing succeeded in S. 1802 (A.D. 1746). Throughout a long
reign of ! forty-one years, this prince carried on border strife with tlie

Bhattis and the Khan of BI>awulpore. From the former he took Rajasir,

Kaiiah, Kanair, Siittasir, Bunnipoora, Mootalai, and other villages of

inferior note; and from the Khan he recovered the important frontier

castle of Aiiopgurh.

He laid waste, filling up the wells, a considerable tract of country

west of the frontier post, of Anopgurgh, to prevent the incursions of the

Daodpotras^^

Raja Guj had some celebrity from the number of his offspring, having

had sixty-one children, though all but six were the ‘sons of love.’ The

legitimates were, Chutier Sing, who died in infancy; R>*j Sing, wfm was
poisoned by the mother of Soorut Sing, the reigfung prince ;

Soortan Sing

and Ajib Sing, both of whom fled the paternal roof to escape the fate of

their elder brother, and are now at Jeipur ;
Soorut Sing, Raja of Bikaner

and Siam Sing, who enjoys a small appanage in Bikaner,

Raj Sing succeeded his father S. 1843 (A. D. 1787), but he enjoyed

the dignity only thirteen days, being removed by a dose of poison by the

motherf of Soorut Sing, the fifth son of Raja Guj. The crown thus

nefariously obtained, this worthy son of such a parent determined to

maintain his authority by like means, and to leave no competitor to con-

test his claims. He has accordingly removed by death or exile all who

stood between him and the *gadi of Bceka.’

Raj Sing left two sons Pertap Sing and Jci Sing. On the death of

Raj Sing, the office of regent, a word of ominous import in these regions,

was assumed by Soorut Sing, who, during eighteen months, conducted

himself with great circumspection, and by condescension and gifts im-

pressed the chiefs in his favour. At length he broke his plans to the

chiefs of Mahajin and Bnliaderaii, whose acquiescence in his usurpation

he secured by additions to their e.states. The faithful Biikhtawar Sing

whose family during four generations had filled the office of dis-

covered the scheme, though too laic to counteract it, and the attempt

* ’ The children of David,' the designation of the tract and inhabi-

tants, subjects to the state of Bliawulpur, ffom its founder, Daod Khan, a

native of Seistan.
t

j’

t She was the sister of the JIuilyc chief,^hcir-prciumpUve to g^dt

of Jeipur, on failure of lineal issue.
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WAS punished by imprisonment. Prepared for the last step, the re^j^ent

collected foreit'n troops from Batinda and other parts, sufficient to over-
come all opposition. The infant prince was kept secluded, and at length
the regent issued the warrant in his own name for the nobles to assemble
at the capital* Except the two traitors enumerated, they to a man re-

fused
;
but instead of combining to oppose him, they indolently remained

at their castles. Collecting all his troops, the usurper passed to Nohur,
where he enticed the cliief of Bookurko to an interview, and lodged him
in the fortress of Nohur. 'riience he passed to Ajitpura, which he plun-
dered

;
and advancitig to Sankoo, he attacked it in form. Doorjun Sing

defended himself with valour, and when reduced to extremity, committed
suicide. His heir was put in fetters, and a fine of twelve thousand rupees
was levied from the vassals of Sankoo. Ttte commercial town of Chooru
was next attacked; it held out six months, when tl»e confined chief of

Bookurko, as the price of his own freedom. treJiclierously offered to put
the tyrant in possession. He effected this, and a fine of nearly two lakhs

of rupees (j^.2a,ooo) was offered to spare the town from plunder.

By this act of severity, and the means it furnished, Soornt returned

to Bikaner, determined to remove the only bar between him and the
crowm, his prince and nephew. In this he found some difficulty, from the

vi»tue and vigilance of his sister, wdio never lost sight of the infant.

Frustrated in all attempts to circumvent her, and not daring to blazon the

murder by open violence, he invited the needy Haja of Nirwar to make
proposals for his sister’s hand. In vain she urged her advanced period
of life; and in order to deter the suitor, that she had already been
affi meed to Rana Ursi of Mewar. All his scruples vanished at the
dower of three lakhs, which the regent offered the impoverished scion of

the famous Raja Nala.* Her objections were overruled and she was
forced to submit; though she not only saw through her brother's anxiety
for her removal, but boldly charged him with his nefarious intentions.

He was not content with disavowing them, but at her desire gave her the

most solemn assurances of the child's safety. Her departure was the

signal of his death
;
for not long after, he was found strangled, and it is

said by the regent’s own hands, having in vain endeavoured to obtain the

offices of the Mabajin chieftain as the execuiioner of his sovereign.

Thus*, in one short year after the death of Raja Raj, the gadi oi

Beeka was dishonoured by being possessed by an assassin of his prince.

In S. 1857 (A. D. 1801), the elder brothers of the usurper, Soortan
Sing and Ajib Sing, who had found refuge in Jeypur, repaired to Bhutnair
and assembled the vassals of the disaffected nobles and Bhattis in order
to dethrone the tyrant. But the recollection of his severities deterred
some, while bribes kept back others, and the usurper did not hesitate to

advance to meet his foes. The encounter, which took place at Beegore,
was obstinate and bloody, and three thousand Bhattis alone fell. This
signal victory confirmed Soorut's usurpation. He erected a castle on the
field of battle, which he called Futtehgurht the abode of victory.

Flushed with this brilliant success, Soorut Sing determined to make
his authority respected both at home and abroad. He invaded his turbu-
lent countrymen, the Beedawuts, and 'levied 6fty thousand rupees from

^ The story of Nala and Dumyanti (or Nul Dumun^ as it is familar-
ly called in these regions) is well known in oriental literature. From Nal,
the famed castle of Narwar is named, of which this suitor for the hand
of the Bikaner princess was deprived by Sindia.
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fhdr fand^. Chdoru, which had prornfised aid to the late confederacy, waa
once more invested and mulcted, and various jDther places were attacked
ere they could join. But one solitAiry castle was successfully defended, that
of Ch’hani, near Bahaderan. Here the usurper was foiled, and, after six

months* fruitless seige, compelled to return to his capital.

Shortly after, he eagerly availed himself of an opportunity to punish
ihe excesses of the Daodpoiras, and to withdraw attention from|himself, by
kindlingsfl popular war against these powerful and turbulent neighbours.
The occasion was the Kerani chief of Tearoh demanding his aid against
his liege lord, Bhawtil Khan. As these border feuds are not extinguished
even in these days of universal peace, it may not be uninteresting to see

the feudal muster-roll of the desert chiefs on such occurrences, as well as
the mode in which they carry on hostilities. It was very shortly before

that victory had preponderated on the side of the Rahthores by a gallant

Coup-di’tnain of the lord marcher of Bikaner, who carried tlie castle of

Mozgurh in a midnight assault. The hero on this occasion was not a
Rahthore, but a Bhatti chief, in the service of Bikaner, named Hindu Sing,

who gained ‘ immortality* by the style in which he scaled the walls, put

Mohamed Maroop Kerani, the governor, and the garrison to the sword,

and brought away captive to Bikaner the governor*s wife, who was after-

wards ransomed for five thousand rupees and four hundred camels.

The outlaw who sought sirna at Bikaner, on this occasion, was of

the same tribe, Kerani, his name Khodabuksli (*gift of God*), chief of

Tearoh, one of the principal fiefs of the Daodpotras. With all his re-

tainers, to the amount of three hundred horse and five hundred foot, he

threw himself on the protection of Soorut Sing, who assigned him twenty

villagesi and one hundred rupees daily for his support. The Keranies

were the most powerful vassals of Bhawul Khan, who might have paid

dear for the resumption of i'earoh, whose chief promised the Rajpoot

nothing less than to extend his conquests to the Indus. Allured by this

bait, the kker was proclaimed and the sons of Beeka assembled from all

Horse. Foot.

Abhoye Sing chief, of ... Bookurko ... 300 3,000

Rao Ram Siug, of Poogul ... 100 400
Hatti Sing, of Ranair 8 150
Kurrun Sing, of Suttasir ... 9 * 5®

Anop Sing, of
^
ussaroh ... 4<i aSo

Khet Sing, of
^
emunsir ... 60 35®

Bheni Sing, of
^
angloo 9 as®

Bhom Sing, of ...* ieetnoko ... a Of

Feudal retainers ... 52^

Foreign Brigade
|

in the
^

Raja’s service. I

!

Auxiliary ,

Levies. 1

Park under Muji Purthar

Khas Paega, or household troop
Camp of Gunga Sing

Do. df DodrjilnSihg
Anoka Sing \ f
Ladtl Sing > Sikh chieftains <

Bond Sing^ y (.

Horse. FooL Guns.
a*

Total..
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The command-in-chief of this brilliant array was conferred on
Jaitroh Matoh, son of the Dewan. On the 13th of Magfh 1856 (spring of

1800) he broke ground, and the feudal levies fell in on the march by
Ktinasir, Rajasir, Kaili, Ranair, and Anopg-urh, the last point of rendezv-
ous. Thence he proceeded by Seogurh,* Mozgurh, and Phooira, all of
which were taken after a few weeks* siege, and from the last they levied a
lakh and quarter of rupees, with other valuables, and nine guns. 'Fhey
advanced to Khyrpur, within three miles of the Indus, when being.joined
by other refractory chiefs, Jaitroh marched direct on the capital, Bha«
wulpur, within a short distance of which he encamped preparatory to the
attack. I'he Khan, however, by this delay, was enabled to detach the
most considerable of his nobles from the Rajpoot standard : on winch the
Bikaner Dewan, satisfied with the honour of having insulted Bhawulpur,
retreated with the spoils he had acqtiired. He was received by the usur-

per with contempt, and degraded for not fighting.

The Bliattis. smarting with the recollection of their degradation, two
years after the battle of Beegore attempted the invasion of Bikaner, but
were again repulsed with loss; and these skirmishes continued until S.

1861 (A. D. 1805), when Raja Soorut attacked the Khan of the Bhattis in

h's capital, Bhiitnair. It capitulated after a siege of six months, when
Zahta Khan, with his garrison and effects, was permitted to retire to

Rhania, since which this place has remained an appanage of Bikaner.

The coalition against Jodhpur was ruinous to Soorut, who supported
the cause of the pretender, on which the usurper expended twenty-four
lakhs of rupees, nearly five years’ revenue of this desert region. On this

occasion, lie led all his troops in person against Jodhpur, and united in

it»e siege, which tliey were, however, compelled to abandon with dishonour|
and retrograde to their several abodes. In consequence of this, the
usurper fell sick, and was at the last extremity

;
nay, the ceremonies for

the dead were actually commenced ;
but he recovered, to the grief and

njisery of his subjects. To supply an exhausted treasury, his extortions

know no bounds; and having clierished the idea that he might compound
his past sins by rites and gifts to the prie«its, be is surrounded by a group
of avaricious Brahmins, who are maintained in luxury at the expense of

his subjects. His cruelty keeps pace with l)is avarice and his fears. The
chief of Bookurko he put to death, i»ot witbstanding his numerous services,

Nahur Sing of Seedmookh, Cyan Sing and Goman Sing of Gundailii
amongst the chief feudatories of the state, shared the same fare. Chooru
was invested a third lime, and with its chief, fell into the tyrant's hands.

With this system of terror, his increasing suprestition, and diminished
attention to public duties, the country is Annually deteriorating in popula-
tion and wealth; and as if they had not misery enough within, they have
not had a single good season for years.J Owing to the disobedience of
the northern chiefs, and the continual incursions of the Rahts^ or *Bhatti
robbers/ who sweep the land of cattle, and often cut and carry off entire
crops, the peasant Jit, the ancient lord of the soil, is often left to the
alternative of starvation or emigration. Many have consequently sought
shelter in the British frontier territories, in Hansi and Heriana, where
they are kindly received. Since the English have occupied Sirsah and
the lands belonging to the Bhatti Bahader Khan, the misfortunes of the

* Its former name was Bullur one of the most ancient cities of the
^sert, as is Phooira, a Johya possession.

t This account was drawn up in 1814.

19
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cultivators of the northern parts of Bikaner have been doubled by the in-
roads of a band left without resource. In some parts, the Jits combine t#
protect themselves against these inroads : fevery hamlet has its post of
defence, a tower of earth, on which is perched a watchman and kettle-

drum, to beat the alarm, which is taken up from village to village, and
when an enemv is discovered, all are in arms to defend their property.
The unfortunate Jit is obliged to plough his fields under the load of shield
and sapg^ or heavy iron lance

;
so that, at no distant period, the whole of

this region must become as desolate as the tracts once possessed by the

Johyas.*

Such, at the end of three hundred and twentv-three years, is the

change which a Rajpoot usurper has effected in the once comparatively
populous communities of the Jits. From the founder, Beeka, to the pre-

sent tyrannical governor, there have been only eleven descents though
thirteen reigns, giving an average of thirty years for the one, and twenty-

five for the other : a fact which speaks forcibly for the general morality of

the descendants of Beeka.

Before we enter on the physical aspect of the country, we must make
mention of Beedavati. the lands of ‘the sons of Beeda,' now an integral

portion of Bikaner. It will be borne in mind that Beeda, the brother of

Beeka. led the first Rajpoot colony from Miindore, in search of a fresh

establishment. His first attempt was in the province of Godwar, then

belonging to the Rana : but his reception there was so warm, that he
moved northward, and was glad to take service with the chief of the

Mohils, I'lns ancient tribe is by some termed a branch of tl>e Yadus, but

is by others considered a separate race, and one of the ‘thity-six royal

races:' all are agreed as to its antiquity. The residence of the Mohil

chiefs was Chaupur, where, with the title of Thakooy^ he ruled over one

hundred and forty townships. Beeda deemed circumvention better than

open force to effect his purposes ; and as, according to the Rajpoot maxim,
in all attempts ‘to obtain land,' success hallows the mean^, he put in train

a scheme wiiich, as it affords the least cause for suspicion, has often been

used for tliis object. Beeda became the medium of a matrimonial ar-

rangement between the Mohil chief and the prince of Marwar ;
and as

the relation and natural guardian of the bride, he conveyed the nuptial

train unsuspected into the castle of the Mohils, whose chiefs were assem-

bled to honour the festivities. But instead of the Rahlhorc fair and her

band of maidens, the valorous sons of Joda rushed sword in hand from

the litters and covered vehicles, and treacherously cut off the best men of

Mohtlla. I'hey kept possession of the inner fortress until tidings of their

success brought reinforcement from Jodhpur. For this aid, Beeda as-

signed to his father, Ladnoo, and its twelve villages, now incorporated

with Jodhpur. The sons of Beeda, Tez Sing, laid the foundation of a

new capital, which he called after his father, Beedasir. The community

of the Beedawuts is the most powerful in Bikaner, whose prince is obliged

to bq satisfied with glmost nominal remarks of supremacy^ and to

his demands, which are elsewhere unlimited. The IkUe region of t e

Mohiliaa;, around the ancient capital Chaupur, is an extensive

in the periodical rains from the surrounding teshas or 'eand-liillSi the so

• Whi<« pnttrnsr rtri-, to the press, rumour says that the chtejs_ of

iVrkaner are in open rehelliofh against the Raja, who was Applied,

wiihoiit sucr^*ss, to the British Gov^nhient for stsp|>ott« This, w true,

as it should be.
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of which is excellent, even wheat beinjj abnndanlly produced. This 0 isis

as it is entitled to be termed, may be twenty- five miles (fwelve-co^) in

extreme lenj^th, by about six in breadth. We cannot affirm that the
entire Beedawut district of one hundred and forty villagfes, and to which
is assigned a population of forty thousand to fifty thousand souls, one*'

third being Rahthores, ‘the sons of Beeda' is within this fiat. It is siibdi*

vided into twelve fiefs, of which five are pre-eminent. Of the ancient
possessors, the indigenous MobiU, there are not more than twenty families

throughout the land of Mobilla
;
the rest are cliiefly Jit agriculturists and

the mercantile castes.

We do the sons of Beeda no injustice when we st\le them a communi-
ty of plunderers. Like the sons of Esau, “their hand is against every
man and they are too powerful to fear retaliation. In former times

they used to unite with tlie Larkhanis, another horde of robbers, and carry

their raids into the most populous paits of Jeypur. In these habits, how-
ever, they only partake of the character common to all wh(j inhabit deseit

regions. What nature has denied them, they wrest from those to wlioui

site has been more bountiful. But it is to the absence of j^^ood government
more than to natural sterility, that we must attribute the moral oblicjniiy

of the Rajputras^ the offspritiif of recjalitv,' spread over these extensive

regions, who little discriminate between tneiim and tiiuni in all tliat refers

to their neighbours.

CHAPTER II.

^r^HlS region is bnt little kncwn to Europeans, bv whom it has hilherfo

A been supposed to be a perfect desert, unworthy of examination.
Its present condition beat s little comparison with what tradiiion reports

it to have been in ancient times; and its deterioration, within three

centuries since the Rajpovits supplemented the Jits, almost warrants our
belief of the assertion, that these deserts were once fertile and populou'»

;

nay, that they are still capable (notwithstanding the reported continual

increase of the sand) to maintain an abundant population, there is liitle

room to doubt. The princes of Bikaner used to tal<e the field at the

head of ten thousand of their kindred retainers ; and although they hehl

extraordinary grants from the empire for the maintenance of this con-
tingents, their ability to do so from their proper resources was undoubted.
To other causes than positive sterility must be attributed the wretched

condition of this state. Exposed to the contiunal attacks of organized
hands of robbers from without, subjected internally to the never-ending
demands of rapacious government, for which they have not a shadow
of advantage in return, it would be strange, if aught but progressive

decay and wretchedness were the consequence. In three centuries more
than one-half of the villages, which either vohintarily or by force sub-
mitted to the rule of the founder, Beeka, are now without memorial
of their existence, and the rest are gradually approximating tp the same
condition. Commercial caravans, which passed through this state and
enriched its treasury with the transit duties, have almost ceased to fre-

quent it from the increasing insecurity of its territory. Besides the

personal loss to the prince, the country sqffers from the deterioration of
the commercial towns of Chooru, Rajgurh.^and Rtnnie, which, as enirip^tg
supplied the country with the productions of Sinde and the provinces
to the westward, or those of Gangetic India, Nor is this confined to
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Bikaner ;
the same cause affects Jessufmer^ and the more eastern prin-

cipalities, whose misgovernment, equally wjih Bikaner, fosters the spirit

of rapine : the Maldotes of Jessulmer and the Larkhanis of Jeypur are
as notorious as the Beedawuts of Bikaner

;
and to these may be added

the Sahraes, Khosas, and Rajurs, in the more western^desert, who, in

their habits and principles, are as demoralized as the Bedouins of Arabia.

Extent.^Population.—Soil .— Teehas or Sand-hills .—The line of

greatest breadth of this state extends from Puogul to Rajgurh, and
measures about one hundred and eighty miles

;
while the length from

north to south, between Bhuinair aud Mahajin, is about one hundred and
sixty miles

;
the area may not exceed twenty-two thousand miles.

Formerly they reckoned two thousand seven hundred towns, villages, and
hamlets scattered over this space, one-half of which are no longer in

existence.

An estimate of the population of this arid region, without present-

ing some data, would be very unsatisfacrory. The tract to the north-

west of Jaetpur is now perfectly desolate, and nearly so from that point

to Bhutnair : to the north-east, the population is but scanty, which
observation also applies to tl)e parts from the meridian of Bikaner to the

Jessulmer frontier; while internally, from these points, it is more uniform,
and equals the northern parts of Marwar. From a census of the twelve
principal towns, with an estimate, furnished by W'ell-informed inhabit-

ants, of the remainder, we may obtain a tolerably accurate approxima-
tion on this point ;

Chief Towns. No. of Houses.
Bikaner 12,000

Nohur 2,500
Bahaderan 2.500

Hinnie 1,500
Rajgurh ... 3,000
Chooru 7,000

Mahajin 800
Jaetpur ... 1,000

Beedasir 500
R'lttungurh ... ... I,oOO

Daismookh ... ... 1,000

Senthaf 50

28,850
too Villages, each having 200 houses ... 20,000

100 Do. ... 150 Do. ...

200 Do. ... 100 Do. ... 20,000

800 Hamlets ... 30 each ... 24,000

Total number of houses ... 107.850

Allowing five souls to each house, we have a total of 539»25^ souls,

giving an average of twenty-five to the square mile, which I cannot think

exaggerated, and making the desert regions depending on Bikaner equal,

in the density of population, the highlands of Scotland.

Of this population, full threc-fuurlhs arc the aboriginal Jits ;
the rest

are their conquerors, descendants of Beeka, including the Sarsote Brahmins,

Charuns, Bards, and a few of the debased classes, whose numbers, con-

jointly, are not one-tenth of the Rajpoots.
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The Jits are the most wealthy as well as the most numerous
portion of the community. Many of the old Bhomia landlords, represen-

tives of their ancient communal heads, are men of substance
;
but their

riches are of no use to them, and to avoid the rapacity of their govern-
ment, they cover themselves with the cloak of poverty, which is thrown
aside only on nuptial festivities. On these occasions they disinter their

hoards, which are lavished with unbounded extravagance. 1 hey even
block up the highways to collect visitors, whose numbers form the itieasure

of the liberality and munificence of the donor of the fete.

Sarsote (properly Sarasvati) Brahmins are found in considerable

numbers throughout this tract. They aver that they were masters of the

country prior to the Jit colonists. They are a peaceable, industrious

race, and without a single prejudice * of the order j' they eat meat, smoke
tobacoo, cultivate the soil, and trade even in the sacred kine, notwith-
standing their descent from Singiriesha, son of Brahma.

Chartins.
—

'Ehe Charuns are the sacred order of these regions
;
the

warlike tribes esteem the heroic lays of the bard more than the homily
of the Brahmin. The Charuns are throughout reverenced by the

Kahthores, and hold lands, literally, on the tenure of * an old song.'

More will be said of them in the Annals of Jessulmer.

Mallts, Naes, gardeners and barbers, and important member of every
Rajpoot family, and to be found in all the villages, of which they are
ynvariably tlie cooks.

Cliooras, Thaoris, are actually castes of robbers : the former, from
the Lakbi Jungle ;

tlie latter, from Mewar. Most of the chieftains have
a few in their pay, entetiained for the most desperate services. 'I'he

Bahaderan chief tias expelled all ids Rajpoots, and retains only Chooras
and riiaoris. I he Chooias are highly esteenicd for fidelity, and the

barriers and portals throughout this tract are in their custody. I'hey en-
joy a very singular perquisite, which would go far to prove their being the

aborigines of iliecountiy; namely, a fee of four copper coins on every

dead subject, when the funeral ceremonies are over.

Rajpoots.—The Rahthroes of Bikaner are unchanged in their martial

qualifications, bearing as high a reputation, as any other class in India
;

and whilst their brethren of Marwar, Amber, and Mewar, have been for

years groaning under tlie rapacious visitations of Mahrattas and
Pathans, their distance and the difficulties of the country have saved them
from such afflictions : though, in truth, they have had enough to endure
at home, in tfie tyranny of their own lord. I'he Rahthores of the desert

have fewer prejudices than their more eastern brethren
;
they will eat food,

without enquiring by whom it was dressed, and will drink either wine or
water, without asking to whom the cup belonged. 1 hey would make
the best soldiers in the world, if they would submit to discipline, as they
are brave, liardy, easily satisfied, and very patient

;
though, on the other

hand, they have imbibed some qualities, since their migration to these
regions, which could only be eradicated in the rising generation

:

especially the inordinate use of opium, s)nd smoking intoxicating herbs,
in both of which accomplishments * the sons of Beeka’ are said to
bear the palm from the rest of the Chhatees rajcula^ the thirty-six royal
tribes of India, i'he piala, or *cup’ is a favourite with every Rajpoot who
can afford It, and is, as well as opium, a pannacea for tnnui, arising (roni
^he absence of all mental stimulants, in which they are more deficicnti
from the nature of the country, than most of their warlike countrymen.
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Face of the country,—1'he wfiole of this pr incipality, with the excep-

tion of a few isolated spots, or oases, scattered here and there consists

more or less of sand. From the eastern to the v estcrn boundary, in the

line of f^reatest breadth, it is one conliituous plain of sand, though the

teebas, or sand-hills, commence in the centre of the country, the principal

chain runninit in the direction of Je«*sulmcer, and shooting forth subor-
dinate branches in every direction

; or it might be more correct to desig-
nate (hi« main ridge, originating in the tracts bordering the eastern valley

of the Indus, as terminating its elevations about the heart of Bikaner.

On the north-east quarter, from Kajgurh to Nohiir and Raotsir, the

soil is gof^d, being black earth slightly mixed with sand, and having water
near enough to the surface for irrigation

;
it produces wheat, gram, and

even rice, in considerable quantities. I'he same soil exists from Bhutnair
to the banks of the Garah. I he whole of the Mol illa tract is a fertile

oasis, the teebas just terminating their extreme offsets on its northern

limit: being flooded in the periodical rains, wheat is abundantly produced.

But exclusive of such spots which are “ few aod far betwern,” we
cannot describe the desert as a waste where *‘no salutary plant takes root,

no verdure quickens," for though the poverty of the sc'il refuses to aid

the germination of the mr>re luxuriant grains. Providence has piovided a

countervailing good, in giving to those it can rear a richness and
superiority unknown to more favoured regions. The bajra of the desert is

far superior to any grown in the rich loam of Malwa, and its inhabitant
retains an instinctive partiality, <-ven when admiited to revel in the luxuri-

ous repasts of Mewar or Amber, for the bhawtis, or ‘ bajra cakes,’ of

his native sand-hills, and not more from association than from their

intrinsic excellence. In a pleniitui season, thty save enough for two
years’ consumption. I'he giain leqoires not much water, though it is of

the last importance that this liitie should be timely.

Besides bajra, we may mention mof'lt and til; the former a usefiil

pulse both for men and cattle; the other the nil-plant, used both for

culinary purposes and btirning. Wheat, gram, and barley, are produced
in the favoured spots desciibed, but in these are enumerated the staple

products of Bikaner.

Cotton is given in the tracts favourable for wheat. The plant is said

to be septennial, even decennial, in these regions. As soon as the cotton

is gathered, the shoots are all cut off, and the root alone left. Each .suc-

rec ling year, the plant increases m strength, and at length attains a size

unknown where it is more abundantly cultivated.

Nature has bountifully supplied many spontaneous vegetable pro-

ducts for the use of man, and excellent pasture for cattle. Goitfor,

Kutchri, Kufiree, all of the cucurbitaceous family, and water-melons of

a gigantic size, are produced in great plenty. The latter is most valu-

able; for being cut in slices and dried in the sun, it is stored up lor

future use when vegf-tables are scarce, or in times of famine, on which

they always calculate. It is also an article of commerce and much

admired even where vegetables are more abundant. I f»e copious muci *

age of the dried melon is extremely nourising ; and deeming it valuable

as an antiscorbutic in sea-voyages, the Author sent some of it to Calcutta

many years ago for experiment.• Our Indian ships would And no

1 sent specimens to Mr. Moorcroft so far back as 18.13.

learned itl*e resuU.—Sise Article " On the Preservation of Food/' Edih.

Review, No. 45 P*
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difficulty in obtainingf a plentiful supply of this article, as it can be culti-

vated to any extent, and thus be made to confer a double benefit, on our
seamen and the inhabitants of those desert reeions. The superior mae-
nirude of the water-melons of the desert over those of interior India

pives rise to much exag^greration. and it has been gravely asserted bv
travellers in the sand teehas.* where they are most abundant, that

the mucilage of one is sufficient to allay the thirst both of a horse and
his rider.

In these arid regions where they depend entirely on the heatens for

water, and where they calculate on a famine every seventh year nothinty

thaf can administer to the wants of man is lost. The seeds of the wild

grapes, as the bhoornt, buroo, heyraro^ sewun, are collected, and, mixed
with bajra'^owr, enter much into the food of the poorer classes. They
also store up great quantities of the wild her, khyr, and kharil berries ;

and the long pods of the katjra, astring^^nt and bitter as they are, are
dried and formed into a flour. Mothing is lost in these regions which can
be converted into food.

Trees thev have none indigenous fmangoes and tamarind are planted
about the capital), but abundant shrubs, as the hahool, and ever-green
peeloo. the jhal^ and others yielding berries. Fhe Bf'edawuls. indeed,
apply the term ‘tree,' to the roetira, which sometimes attains the heigi t

of twenty feet, and is transported to all parts for house-building
;
as

likewise is the nima, so well-known ihrotighout India, The phok is the

most useful of all these, as with its twigs they frame a wicket work to line

their wells, and prevent to sand from falling in.

The ak, a species of euphorbia, known in Hindustan as the madar^
grows to an immense height and strength in the desert ; from its fibres

they make the ropes in general use throughout these regions, and they
are reckoned superior, both in substance and durability, to those formed
of moonj (hemp), which is, however, cultivated i«i the lands of the

Beedawuts.

Their agricultural implements are simple and suited to the soil. The
plough is one of single yoke, either for the camel or ox : that with double
yoke being seldom required, or chiefly bv the mallis (gardeners), when
the soil is of some consistence. I'he drill is invariably used, and the

grains are dropped singly into the ground, at some distance from each

other, and each sends forth a dozen to twenty stalks. A bundle of bushes
forms their harrow. The grain is trodden out by exen

; and the mofh
(pulse) which is even more productive than the bajra, by camels.

This indispensable element is at an immense distance from
the surface throughout the Indian Desert, which, in ;this respect as well

as many others, differs very materiallv from that portion of the greaC
African Desert in the same latitudes. Water at twenty feet, as foupd at

Mourzook by Capt. Lyon, is unheard-of, land the degree of cold ex-
perienced by him at Zuela on the winter solstice, would have ** burnt up**

cverv natural and cultivated production of our Hindu Seharra. Paptain
Lvon describes the ‘thermometer in lat. 26*, within 2* of zero of Reaumur/
Majors Denham and Clapperton never mark it under 40* of Fahrenheit^
and meniion ice, which I never saw but once, the (thermometer being 28*

;

and then not only the mouths of our mushiks, or ‘ water skins/ were

Mr. Barrow, \n bis valuable wor|c on Souiiiera Africa, detcribgs
the water •melon as self-sown and abundant
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roien, but A smull pond, protected from the wind (I heard, for I saw U
not>, exhibited a very thin pellicle of ice. When at 30* the cold was
deemed intense by the inhabitants of Maroo in the tracts limiting the
deserr, and the useful, ak, and other shrubs, were scorched and withered

;

and in north lat, 25*. the thermometer hein^ 28*. desolation and woe
spread throutihoiit the land. To use their own phrase, the- crops of i^ram
and other pulses were completely “ btirnt up, as if scorched by the lifi^ht-

injsfs of heaven while the sun’s meridian heat would raise it 50* more, or
up to a de^jree of variability at least not recorded by Captain Lyon.

At Daismokh near the capital, the wells are more than two hundred
cubits, or three hundred feet, in depth

;
and it is rare that water fit for

man is found at a less distance from the surface than sixty, in the tracts

decidedly termed thul, or Mesert’ though some of the flats, or oas^s, such
as that of MoliilU, are exceptions and abundance of brackish water, fit for

cattle, is found throughout at half this depth, or about thirty feet. All

the wells are lined with basket- work made of pJiok twigs, and the water is

generally drawn up hy hand-lines.*

Sirr, or 'Sa/t-L ikes.'— There are a few salt-lakes, which throughout the

whole of the Indian Desert, ate termed sirr, tiiough none aie of the same
consequence as those of Marwar. I'he largest is at the town of Sirr, so

named after tfie lake, which is about six miles in cii cnrnference. There is

anotfier at Chaupur al)out two miles in length and although each of them
frequently contains a depth of f uir feet of vvater, this entirely evaporates
in ihe hot wittds, leaving a thick sfieet of saline incrusiai ion. The
salt of both is deemed of inferior quality to that of the moi e southerly

lakes.

Physio^ftonty of the Country^—There is little to vary the physiognomy
of this region, and small occasion to boast either of bis pl^ysical or moral
beauties,* yet, strange to sav, I have met with many whose love of coun-

try was stronger tlian their percept ions of abstract veracity, who would

dwell on its perfections, and prefer a mess of rnbri, or porridge made of

bajra to the greater delicacies of more civilized regions. To such, the

teebas, or Sand-ridges,’ might be more important than the Himalaya, ami
their dimunitive and scanty brushwood might eclipse the gigantic foliage

of this huge barrier. Verdure itself may be abhorrent to eyes accustomed

to behold only arid sands ;
and a region without tofins or 'whirl-winds

or armies of locusts rustling like a tempest, and casting long shadows on

the lands might be deemed by the prejudiced, deficient in the true sublime.

Occasionally the sand-stone formation rises above the surface, resembling

a few low isolated hills
;

and those who dwell on the boundaries of

Nagere, if they have a love of more decided elevations than their native

sand-hills afford, may indulge in a distant view of the termination of the

Aravalli.

Mineral praductions . mineral productions of this country are

scanty. They have excellent quarries of freestone in several parts,

especially at Husairah, thirteen coss to the nortb*east of the capital,

• Water is solid, in all the large towns, by the mallis or 'gardeners*

who have the monopoly of this article. Most families have cisterns

or reservoirs called tankas which are filled in the rainy season. They are

of masonry, with a small trap door at the top, made to exclude the exter-

nal air, and having a lock and key affixed. Some large tankas are esta-

blished for the community, and I underst and this water keeps sweet fo^

tight Of twelve months* consumption*
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w>Mch yield a small revenue estimated at two thousand rupees annually.
There are also copper mines at Beerumsir and Beedasir ; but the, former
does not repay the expense of workinfj, and the latter, having been
worked for thirty years, is nearly exhausted.

An unctuous clay is excavated from a pit, near Kolath, in large"
quantities, and exported as an article of commerce, besides adding fifteen

hundred rupees annually to the treasury. It is used chiefly to free the'

skin and hair from impurities, and the Culchie ladies are said to eat it to
improve their complexions. •

Animal productions .—The kine of the desert are highly esteemed
;

as are the camels, especially those used for expedition and the saddle,’

whicli bear a hi^h price,* and are considered superior to any in India.

They are beautifully formed, and the head possesses much blood and'

symmetry. Sheep are reared in great abundance, and find no want of

food in the excellent grasses and shrubs which abound. The p'hok,

jowas^ and otl^er prickly shrubs, which are here indi>»enous, from the

dainties of the camel in other regions. The Nilgae or elk, and deer of

every kind are plentiful
;
and the fox of the desert is a beautiful I'ftle

animal. Jackals and hyaenas are not scarce, and even lions are by no
means unicnown in Bikaner.

Commerce and Manufactures .—Rajgurh was the great commercial
mart of this country, and the point of rendcMvous for caravans from all

parts. The produce of the Punjab and Cashmere came formerly direut

by Hansi-Hisar,—that of the eastern countries by Delhi, Rewarri, Dadii;

etc., consisting of silks, fine cloths, indigo, sugar, iron, tobacco, etc.
;
from

Harouti and Malwa came opium, which supplied all the Rajpoot states ^

from Sinde, via Jessulmer, and by caravans from Mooltan and Shikarpur,

dates, wheat, rice, loongees (silk vestments for women), fruits, etc. ; from

Pali, the imports from maritime countries, as spices, tin, drugs, coco-nuts,

elephants’ teeth, etc. Much of this was for iiuern^.1 consumpiion, but the

greater part a mere transit trade whicn yielded considerable revenue. .

Woolens .— I ne wool of the sheep pastured in the desert is, however,

the staple commodity both of manufaciure and trade in this region. It U
worked into every article of dress, both male and female, and worn by
all, rich and poor. It is produced from the loom, ol every texture and
quality, from the coarse looie or * blanket,’ at three rupees per pair (six

shillings), to thirty rupees. I'he quality of these last is very fine, of ah
intermediate texture between the shawl and camlet, and without any nap :

it is always bordered with a stripe of chocolate brown or red. Of this

quality are the do^patis or i‘ scarfs’ for the ladies. Turbans are also

manufactured of it, and though frequently from forty to sixty-one feet

in length, such is the fineness of the web, that they are not bulky pn
,tbe head. i

From the milk of the shf ep and goats as well as kine, ghee or *clarifi«

ed butter’ is made, and forms an important article of trade.

Manufactures in iron ,—The Bikaneris work well in iron, and haye
shops at the capital and all the Urge towns for the manufacture of sword*
blades, matchlocks, daggers, iron lances, etc. The sword-handles, which
are often inlaid with variegated steel or burnished, are in* high request,

End exported to various parts of India. They have also expert artists

One thousand rupees have been given for one; one hundred is the
nversge value. i .

20
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in ivory, (houjtH thef artitfc^s are chiefly euctf as ate vtrorn by ^male^, as
ekdoris, or ^ bracefeis/

Coarse cotton cloths, for internal consumption, are made in consider*

able quantities.

/fifVs.—Annual fairs were h^»ld, in the months of Kartic and ^hal*

Koon, at the towns of Kohith and Gnjnair, and frequented by the mer*
c;))ants of the adjacent countries. They were celebrated for cattle, chiefly

the produce of the desert, camels, kine. and horses from Multan and the

Lakhi Jiintjle, a breed now almost extinct, rhese fairs have lost all

their celebrity ; in fact, commerce in these regions is extinct.

Government Revenues.— Tlie personal revenues of the Raja were de-

rived from a variety of sources : from the Khalisa, or ‘crown-lands^ im-

posts. taxes on agriculture, and that compendious item which makes up

the deficiencies in all oriental budgets, dijid or contribution. But with all

** appliances and means to boot,'* the civil list of this desert kinjJ

^Idom exceeded five lakhs of i rupees, or about, 50,000 per annum#
'j'he lands of the feudality are more extensive proportioiraily in this region

tha»» in any other in Rajpootana, arising out of the original settleineiU,

when the Beedawuts and Kandulotes, whose joint acquisitions exceeded

those of Beeka. would not atiimt him to hold lands in their territory, and
^arie but a slight pecuniary acknowledgment of his supremacy. 'I’he

districts in which the crown-lands fie are Rajgurh, Rinnie, Nohur, Garib,

i^ultengurk, Ranniah, and more recently Chooru.

The following are the items of the revenue :— i$t. Khalisa* or fiscal

revenue; 3nd. Dhocali ; 3rd. Angah ; 4th. Towti and transit duties
;
5th*

Pusaeiit or plough-tax; 6th Maibak,

lit. The fisc. Formerly this branch of revenue yielded two lakhs

ef rupees
;
but wnh progreestve superstition aud pt-odigahiy, the raja has

>ii«*Tated aIttioM two- thirds of the villages from which the revenue was
drawn. These amounted to two hundred

;
now they do not exceed eighty,

and their revenue is not more than one lakli of rupees. Soorut Sing is

4iuided only by caprice ;
his rewards are uniform, no matter wimt the

service or the object, whether a Brahmin or a canr>el-driver. Tlie KhelUa
is tl»e only source whicli l»c considers he has merely a life-interest in. *‘<1

supply the deficiencies, lie has direct recourse to the pockets of hi*

subjects#

and. Dhooah may be rendered hearth-tax, thodgh fitefklly it ik

»

shtoke fdho^ah) tax. AM mtist eat; food must be dressed ;
And As they

have neither chimneys nor glass wii>dows on which to Uy the tax, Soorut

Sihg’s chancellor of the exchequer makos the smoke pay a transit duty

ere k gets vent from the various orifices of the edifice. It ofily amounts

to one rupee on each house or family, but would form an important itriii

if not evaded by the powerful chiefs: still it yields a lakh ^ rapee*.

The town of Mahajin, which was sealed on Riitcun Sing#
Noonkurn, on the resignation of his Hght of primogeniture and succes-

lioh, envoys eXeihptlbn from this tax# It is less liable to ftuctuation than

oth^r taxes, for if a Village becomes half-deserted, those wlio remain a<‘c

saddled Wnh the whole. Dhodah ti only known to the two westerh sUtes«

bifsankr kfid Jessbllher#

3rd. Augah. 1‘his is not a cnpitetfon but a Wy tax (from
thel^>h hy Haia Anop StiMjfi It might ailudst be

termed a property-tax# since it embraced quadrupeds as well as
d every sex and age, and was graduated accoidirg to Age end sexn*
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t!ie fiumiin species, and accordingr to utility in tlie ^hrutr. Each male adult

was assessed one angah, fixed at four annaS (about sixpence), and cows,
oxen, buffaloes, were placed upon a level with the lord of the creation. Ten
^oats or sheep were estimated as one angah,

\

but a camel was equivalent

to four angahs, or one rupee, which Raja Guj Sin^ doubled. This tax
which is by far the most cenain in a country, perhaps stHl more pastoral

than| agricultural, is most providently watched, and though it has under*
goi>e many changes since it was originally imposed, it yet yields acinualty

two lakhs of rupees.

4lh. Sayer, or * imposts.’ This branch is subject to much fluctua*

lion, and has diminished greatly since rhe rei^n of Soorut Sing. Thfc

duties levied in the capital atone formerly exceeded what is collected

througliout -the whole of his dominions
; beiing once estimated at )sbove

two lAkhs, and now tinder one. Of this amount, half is collected alt

ftajgurh, the chief commercial mart of Bikaner. The dread of thg

RahtSf who have cut off the communications with the Punjab, and tWe
want of principle within, deter merchants from visiting this state, and the

caravans from Mooltan, Biiawulpur, and Shikarpur, wtiich passed through
Bikaner to the eastern states, haye nearly abandoned the route. The
only duties of which he i6 certain are those on grain, of four rupees op
every hundred maurfds sold or exported, and which, according (o tlip

average sale price of these regions, may be about two per cent.

5th. Pusaeti is a tax of five rupees on every plough used in agricul-

ture. It was introduced by Raja Rae Sing, in commutation of the corn-tax,

or levy in kind, whiiph had long been established at onc-fourth of the grosp

produce. Hie Jits were glad to compound, and get rid of the agentf
of corruption, (by the substitution of the plough-tax. It formerly yielded
two lakhs of rupees, biit with decreasing agriculture has fallen, like every
other sour^, to a little more than one-half, but still yields a lakh and
a quarter •

6th- Mali^ah is the name of the original tax which Jit the coiTimunities

imposed upon themselves, when they submitted to the &way in perpetuity

iof Beeka a4id rhis successors. U is the land-tax* of two rupees on each

huudr^d beegha^ of land cultivated in Bikaner. It is now unproductive,

not realising fifty thousand rupees, and it is said that a coTnposinon Ivais

been effected, by which it has been, or will be, relinquished
;

if

3^0,rpt Sing gives up the ^te legitimate source of revenue he possesses*

RBcapifutatioftm

Rs.
ist. Kbglrsa, or fisef 1,00,000
and. Dhooafi ... ... ,,, t,co,ooo

* Mai is the term for land tehjcb ligs no irrljgiuion ,bqt irom the
heavens*

Revenue.

t Nolwtr District « I « 84
iRinnie ... 24
Haniali

• M 44
Jalioli » ... 1

ttajgurh, Chooru,
TOTAt original Fiscal

,
and dther places recovered.
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Fecapitulation^

3rd, Angah ...

Ps.

,» 2,00,000
4th. Sayer, imposts* ...

Sth. Pusaeti, plough-tax
... 75.000
... ... 1,25.000

6tlu Malbah, land-tax ... ... 50,000

Total ... 6.50,000

Besides this the fullest amount arising to the prince from annual
taxation, there are other items which occa^onally replenish the treasury
of Soorut Sing,

Dhatoie is a triennial tax of a five rupees levied on each plough.

It was instituted by Raja Zoorawnr Sing. The whole country is liable

to it, with the exception of fifty villages in Asiagati, and seventy of the

Bentwals, conditionally exempted, to guard the borders. It is now
frequently evaded by the feudal ciiieftains, and seldom yields a lakh

of rupees.

In addition to these specific expedients, there are many arbitary

methods of increasing the “ ways and means’* to s^tisfv the necessities or

avarice of the present r uler, and a train of dependent harpies, who prey

upon the cultivating peasantry, or industrious trader. By such shifts,

Soorut Sing has been known to double his fixed revenue*

Difjd Khooshali,—The terms Dind, and Khooshali^ though etymolo-

gically the antipodes of each other,—the first meaning a ' compulsory
contribution,' the other a ‘ benevolence, or voluntary, 'f—have a similar

interpretation iu these regions, and make the subjects of those parts

devoutly pray that their prince’s house may be one rather of mourning

than rejoicing, and that defeat rather than victory may be attendant

on his arms.

The term dind is co«eval with Hindu legislation. The bird Chund
describes it, and the '’hronicler of the life of the great Sidraj ' i An lul-

warra, “ who expeP » he seven Diddas^' or 'great evils,* whose initial

letter was d, enumerates dind as one them, and places it with the

Dholis and DhakunSt or minstrels and witches, giving it precedence

amongst the seven plagues which his ancestors and tyrant custrm had

indicted on the subject. Unhappily, there is no Sidraj to legislate for

Pajpootana
;
and were their fourteen Diddas by which Soorut Sing could

swell his budget, he would retain them all for the oppres*:ion of the im-

poverished Jits, who^ if they could, wmiild be happy to expel the letter S

from amongst them. But it is from the chieftain, the merchant, and the

banker, that the chief sums are realized
; though indirectly the poor pea-

* Impost Duties in old timc;>,

Town of Noonkurn
Rajgurh
Shekhsir

Capital-^Bikancr
From Chooru and other towns

\ Kfioosh means happiness, picaspre,
your

‘ ' ' '

Ps.

10,000

5,000

75.000

45.000

' 1,37,000

volition 0^ ca koQshit H
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sant contributes bis share. There are fourteen collectors of dind^ one t»

every cheera or division, and these are furnished with arbitrary schedules
according to the circumstances, actual or supposed, of each individual.

So unlimited are these exactions, that the chief of Gundaili for two years
offered the collector of his quarter ten thousand rupees if he would gua-
rantee him against any further demand during even twelve months ;

and being refused, he turned the collector out, shut the gates of hts castle,,

and boldly bid his master defiance. •

One of his expedients to levy a Khooshali. or ‘benevolence,’ is worth
relating : it was on the termination of his expedition against Bhutnair^
which added this celebrated desert and castle to his territory, and in

which he was attended by the entire feudal army of Bikaner. On his

return, “flushed with conquest," he demanded from each house through-
out his dominions the sum of ten rupees to cover the expenses of the
war. If the tyrant- ridden subjects of Soorut Sing thus rejoice in

his successes, how must they feel for his defeats ! To them both are
alike ominous, when every artifice is welcomed, every villany practi^d,

to impoverish them. Oppression is at its height, and must work but
its own cure.

Feudal levies disposal force of all these feudal principalities

must depend on the personal character of the Raja. If Soorut Sing were
popular, and the national emergencies demanded the assemblage of the
kher, or levee en ma$se^ of the * sons of Beeka,’ he might bring ten

thousand Rajpoots into the field, of whom twelve hundred might be good
horse, besides the foreign troops and park

;
but under present circums-

tances, and the rapid deterioration of every branch of society, it may be
doubted whether one^half could be collected under his standard.

The household troops consist of a battalion of foreign infantry^

of five hundred men with five guns, and three squadrons of horse, about
two hundred and fifty in number*; all ui^der foreign leaders. This is

independent of the garrison of the capital, whose commandant is a
Rajpoot of the Purihar tribe, who has twenty- five villages assigned for tha
payment of his troops.
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Foreign Troops,

Horse. Foot. Guns4

Sooltan Khan 200
Anoklia Singh, Sikh ... 250
Bond Singh, Dewarah 200
Doorjun Singh’s Battalion

Ganga Singh's Battalion...
700 4 4

1 ,000 25 6

• Total Foreigners ... 1,700 679 10

Park 2t

1.700 6f9 3«

CHAPTER III.

BHUTNAIR, which now forms an integral part of Bikaner, was anciently
the chief abode of an >ther Jit community, so powerful as at one

time to provoke the ven^jeance of kini^s, and at others to succour them when
in distress. It is asset ted that its name is in no wise connected with the

Bhattis who coionised it, bur derived from the Bardai, or Bhat, of a
powerful princs, to whom the lands were granted, and who, desirous ta

be the founder of a poetic dynasty, gave liis professional tide to the

abode. In titc annuals of Jessulmer, it will be seen that there is another
story accounting for the appellation, which recalls the founding of

Carthage or Byrsa. Both legends are improbable
; . and the Bhattt

annals confirm what might have been assumed without suspi^rion, that

to a colony of this race Bhutnair owes its name, though not its existence,

'i'he whole of the northern part is called Nair in the ancient geographical
Nomenclature of Maroosthali

;
and when some of the Bhatti clans

became proselytes to Islam, they changed the vowel, a to u, to distinguish

them from the parent slock. vig.» Bhatti for Bhutti. VVe shall, however,
furnish evidence by and bye, in the annals of the original race, that in

alt probability the Yadn-Bhatti is the original Yuti colony from Central

Asia; and that the Jii pritice of Salpoor,’' whose inscription is in the

first volume of this worn, was the predecessor of these very races.

Neither the tract depending on Bhutnair, nor that north of it to the

Garah river, presented formerly the scene of absolute dosoUtion they now
exhibit, and I shall append a list of towns, to which a high antiquity is

assigned, whose vestiges still remdn, and from, which something might

perhaps be gleaned to confirm or overturn these deductions.

Bhutnair has attained great historical celebrity from its position,

being in the route of invasion from Central Asia to India. It is more
than probable that the Jits, who resisted the advance of Mahmood of

Ghizni in a naval warfare on the Indus, had long before that period

established themselves in the desert as well as in the Punjab ;
and as we

find them occupying a place amongst the thirty*six royal tribes, we may
Infer that thfey had political power many centuries before that conqueror.

tn A.D. lacis, only twelve years after the conquest of India by Shabudm,
hi« successor, Kootub, was compelled to conduct the war in person

against the Jits of the northern desert, to prevent their wresting tl)«

I
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Vmportam of Hansi from (he empire; and when the unforfiinate and
intrepid queen Hizzia, tl»e worthy heiress of the great Feroz, was com-
pelled to abandon her throne to an usui per, she sought and found pro-
tection amongst tl)e Jits, who, with their Scythic brethern, tlie Ghikers,
assemtiled all their forces and marclied, willi their queen at their head,
hke Toniyris of old, to meet her foes. Slie was not destined to enjoy the
same revenge, but gained a glorious death In tlie attempt to overturn
tfje Salic law of India.* Again, in A.D. 1397, when I'imoor invaded
India, Bhutnair wa-, attacked for liaving distressed him exceedingly
on his itivasion of Mooltan” wlien he “ in person scoured the country,
nnd cut of a tiihe of baiidity called Jits." In short, the BliaUis and Jits

were so intermingled that distinction was impossible, l.eaving this point,

therefore, to be adjusted in llic aimats of tl»e Bimliis, we proceed to sketch

the history of the colony winch ruled Bhutnair when subjugated by the

Kahthores.

It was shortly after Timoor’s invasion, that a colony of Bhattis

migrated from Marote and Piiuolia, tinder their leader Beisi, and assault-

ed and captured Blnitnair from a Mahomedan chief
;
but whether one of

'J imoor’s ofliceis, or a dependent of fJelhi, remains unknown, though
most probably tlie former, ffis name, Cliigai Khan, almost renders this

certain, and they must have made a proper name out of his tribe,

Chagitai, of which lie was a noble. This Kl»an had conquered Bhutnair
ftom the Jus, and had acquired a considerable territory which the Bhatii

colony took advantage of his return to invade and conquer. Sixteen *

generations have intervened since this event, vvliicli firinging it to the

period of 1 imoor’s invasion, furnishes an additional reason for concluding
the Khan of Bhutnair to have been one of his nobles, wliom lie may liave

left entrusted with tliis important point of comunication, should lie

mediate further intercuuse with India.

Bersi ruled twenty-seven years, and was succeeded by his son

Bhiroo, when the sons of Chigat Khan, obtaining aid from the Delhi

monarch, invaded Bhutnaii, and were twice repulsed w-iili great loss,

A third army succeeded
;
Bhutnair was invested and reduced to great

straits, when Bliii oo hung out a fl ^g of tiuce, and offered to accept

any conditions which would not compromise his casile. d wo were
remained .-—to embrace Islamism, or seal his sinceiity by giving his

daughter to the king. He accepted the first alternative, and from
that day, in order to distinguish these proselytes the changed the

name of Biiatti to Bhutti. Six chiefs intervened between Bhiroo and
Hao Duleech, surnamed Hyat Khan, from whom Rae Sing of Bikaner
wrested Bhutnair, and Futtehabad became the future residence of the
Bhutti Klians. He was succeeded by Hosein Khan, (the grandson of

Hyat), who recapiured Bliutnair tiom Raja Sujawun Sing, and it was
rnaijitained during the time of Hosein Mahmoud and Emain Mahmoud,
until Soorut iSing made the final conquest of it from Buhader Khan,
lather to the present titular head of tlie BhuUis.f

Zabta Khan, who resides at Raniah, having about twenty-five villages

* I presented to Mr. Marsden a unique coin of this ill-fated queen*

J-
In S. 1857 (A.D. I Sol.) the celebrated George Thomas, for the sum

of xhret lakhs, put the. Biiuuis into the temporary possession of Bhutnair;
but the succeeding year it was again taken from them by the Rahlliores*

21
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dependant thereon.* Raniah was founded by Rae Sing of Bikaner, anii

named after his queen (Rani) to whom it was assigned. It was taken by
Emam Mahmoud. The Bhulti Khan is now a robber by profession, and
his revenues, which are said to have sometimes amounted to tliree lakhs of

rupees, are extorted by the poiivt of Wts lance, 'i hese depredations are
carried to a frightful extent, and the poor Jits are kept eternally on the

alert to defend their property. Tlie proximity of the British territory

preventjng all incursions to the eastward, they are thrown back upon their

original haunts, and make the whole of this northern region their prey.

To this circumstance is attributed the desertion of these lands, which once
reared cattle in abundance, and were highly valued. It is asserted that

from the northern boundary of Bhutnair to the Garah, there are many
tracts subceplible of high cultivation, having water near the surface,

and many large spaces entirely free from fhutt or 'sand*hills.^ To
drying up of the Hakra, or Caggar, many ceiUuries ago. in conjunction

with moral evils, is ascribed the existing desolation. AccorcJing to tradi-

tion, this stream took a westerly direction, by Phoolra, where it is yet to be
traced, and fell fnto the Indus below Ootcii. The couplet recording its

absorption by the sands of N'air, has already been given, in- the time of

Kao Hamir, prince of Dhal. If the next European traveller who may pas»
through the Indian Desert, will seek out the representative of the ancient

Soda princes at Cliore, near Amerkote, he may learn from their bard (if

they retain such an appendage) the date of this prrnce, and that of so
important an event in the physical and political history of their regions.

The vestiges of large towns, now buried in the sands, confirm the truth of

this tradition, and several of them claim a high antiquity : such as the

Rnng-mahalt already mentioned, west of Bhutnair, having subterranean

apartments still in good preservation. An aged native of Dliandoosir

(twenty*five miles south of Bhutnair) replied, to my inquiry as to the

recollections attached to this place, that ** it belonged to a Powar prince

who ruled once all these regions, when Sekurxier Koomi attacked them.”

An excursion from Hansi Hissar, our western froinier, into these

regions^ would soon put the truth of sucli traditions to the lest, as far as

these reported ruins are concerned; though what might appear the re-

mains of palaces of the Pramaras, the Johyas, and the Jits of ancient days,

to the humble occupant of a Imt in the desert, may only prove the founda-

tions of some castellated building. But the same traditions are circulated

with regard to the n>ost western desert, where Hie same kind of vestiges

is said to exist, and the annab make mention of capitals, the sites of

which are now utterly unknown. Considering the safety, and compara-
tive ease, with which such a journey can be made, one cannot imagine a

more agreeable pursuit, than tiie prosecution of arcliscrological inquiries in

the northern deserts of Rajputana, where traditions abound, and where

il»c existing manners, amongst such a diversity of tribes, would furnish

ample materials for the portfolio, as well as for memoirs. Its productions,

spontaneous or cultivated, though its botanrea) as well as ifoological speci-

mens may be limiied, we know to be essentially different from those of

Gangetic India, and more likely to find a parallel in the rratiiral produc-

tions and phenomena of the great African desert. The Bhultis, the

Khosas, Rajurs, the Sahraes, the Mangulias, the Sodas, and various other

* This memoir was written in 1313-14 and may contain inaccuracies,

from its very 1 emote situation, and the diificuiy of obtaining correct

information.
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tiotnaiic tribes, present a wide field for observation ; and tlie physiologist,

when tired of the habits of man, may descend from the nobler animat
to the lion, the wild ass, every kind of deer, the flocks of sheep which,
fed on the succulent grasses, touch not water for six weeks together, while

the various herbs, esculent plants and shurbs, salt lakes, natron beds, etc.,

would give abundant scope for commentary and useful comparison. He
will discover no luxuries, and few signs of civilization

; the jhopra (hut)

constructed of poles and twigs, coaled inside wiih mud and covered with
grass, being little better than the African's dwelling.

*

We shall conclude this imperfect sketch of Bikaner and the desert
with the names of several of their ancient towns, which may aid the
search of the traveller in the regioi»s no its northern border.—Abhore ,*

Banjarra ca Nuggar; Rung-Mahel ; Sodul, or Sorulgtjrli
; Machotal ;

Raati-bung ;
Kali-Bung

;
Kaliansir

;
Phooira; Marote

;
Tilwarra

;

Gilwarra
; Bunni

;
Manik-Khur; Soor-sagur; Bhameni ;

Khoriwalla ;

Kul-Dherani.

Some names in this list may be unimportant, but if two, or even one,

should be the means of ehciting some knowledge of the past, the record
will not be useless.

Phooira and Marote have still some importance: the first is very
ancient, and enumerated amongst the ' No-koti Marooca,* in the earliest

periods of Pramara (vulg., Powar) dominion. 1 have no doubt that in-

scriptions in the ornamental nail^headed character belonging to the Jains
will be found here, having obtained one from Lodorva in the desert, which
has been a ruin for nine centuries. Phooira was the residence of Lakha
Phoolani, a name well-known to those versed in the old traditions of the

desert, fie was contemporary with Sid Rae of Anhulwarra, and
Udyadlt of Dhac*
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CF!APTER \.

J
FSSULMER is l)ie modern name of * a tract of country comprehendeffr

accordinjf to ancient ^eog^raphy, in Maroosthali, t^e desert of

India. It is termed Mep' in the traditional nomenclature of this region,

from beings a rocky {vier) oasis in the heart of the sandy desert, in-

teresting both from its physical features, and its position as the ultimfi

ihule of independent Hinduism. Yet, however, entitled to regard from
its local peculiarities or its products, the history of the tribe which in-

habits it presents a still more engrossing subject for investigation.

This tribe is the Bhatti. a branch of the Yadii or Jadoo race,. who*;c

power was paramount in India three thousand years ago
;
and the prince

now governing this distant corner of India, claims descent from those

Yadu kings who ruled from the Yamtina to the world's end,''* at that
remote period.

It were preposterotis to expect to find, in the annals of the the

people so subject to the vicissitudes of fortune, an unbroken series of

historical evidence if^ support of this ancestry
;
but they have preserved

links of the chain which indicate original affinities. In tracing the Yadu-
Bhatti history, two hypotheses aliernately present themselves to our

minds, each of which re«^ts upon plausible grounds ; the one supposing
the Bhatlis to be of Scythic, the other of Hindu origin. This incongruity

may be reconciled by prestirning the co-mixture of the two primitive

races
;
by enlarging our views, aud contemplating the barrier, which in

remote ages separated Scythia aiu! India, as ideal
;
and admitting that

the various communities, from the Caspian to the Ganges, were members
of one grand family, having a common language and common faithf in

* Jiig^ut Coont^ the point of land beyond Dwarica, the last strong-

hold of the Yadus when their power was extinguished.

f Manu says: “ The following races of Cshatriyas, by their omission

of holy rites, and by seeing no Brahmans, have gradually sunk among
men to the lowest of five fourth class [i. e., Sudra) ; Paufrdracas, Odras^

and Dravira$\ Cambojas
\
Vai^anns, and Saens ; Paradas^ PahlavaSt

Chinns, Ciratas^ and Chasns.—Art. 43 and 44. Chap. x. page 346.

It is a great mistake to suppose the Bactrian Greeks are these

Vnvnnas, who are descended from Yavan, fifth son of Yayat, third soit

of the patriarchaii Nahus, though the lonians may be of this race. The

.SVfc/M are the Sneer, the races of Central Asia, (the Sacha Rajpoot) ;
the

Pahlnvas, the ancient Persians, or Guebres
; the Chinas, the inhabitants

of China; and the Chaxas, inhabitants of the great snowy mountains

(khn), whence (Kho chasa (the Casia monies of Ptolemy), corrupted to

Caucasus^
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lh»t ancient central empire whose existence has been contended for and
denied by the first names in science ;J the &haratvarsha of the Mindus,
l»ie Indo-Scythic empire of kin-jj Bharat, son of Biidba, the ancestor oil

the Yadii-Bhattis now conf^ied to a nook of the desert.

It would be vafn to speculate upon- the first colonisation of India
proper by the Rajcula^ or * royal tribes/ It appears to have possessed air

indigenous population prior to the races of Surya, or I ndir, though the
genealogies which give the origin of these degraded races of Cabas,

^

Bhils, Meras, Goands, etc., assert that they were ail from* the same stem,
and that their political debasement was the effect of moral causes. But
as there is no proof of this, we must attribute the faWe to the desire of

the Brahmin archaeologist to account for the originr of all things. Modern
enquiries into these matters have been cramed by an erroneous and
contracted view of the power of this ancient people, and the direction of

that power. It has been assumed that the prejudices originating in

Mooslem conquest, which prevented the Hindu chieftain from crossing

the forbidden waters of the Attoc, and still more from " going down
to the sea in ships,’* had always existed. But were it not far more
difficult to part with erroneous inrpresslons tharr to receive new and
correct views, it would be apparent that the first of these restriction's

is of very recent origin, and on the other hand, tlrat the Hindus of

remote ages possessed great naval power, by which communication must
have been maintained with the coasts of Africa f Arabia arrd Persia, as
well as the Australian Archipelago. f It is ridiculous, with all the know-
ledge now in our possession, to suppose that the Hindus always confined

J I lie illustrious Cuvier questions the existence of an ancient central

kingdom, because ** ni Moise, ni Homere, ne nous parlait d’un, grand
empire dans la Haute-Asie ."— {Discours stir les Revolutions de la Sur-
jate dll Globe, p. 206.)—Who, then, were “ the sons of 1‘ogarmah”
(mentioned by Ezekiel) who conquered and long held Egypt ?

* riie Caba race is almost extinct
; it was famed, even in the day55

of Crishna, as the savage inhabitants of Saurashtra. Wlien the forester

Bhil, who mortally wounded Crishna, was expressing his contrition for

the unintentional act, he was forgiven, with the remark, that it was only
retributive justice, as “ in a former birth'’ as the godlike Rama, Crishi>a

had slain him, 'rims Rama appears as the subjugator and civilizer of

these indigenous tribes, of whom the Cabas are described as plundering
Crishna's family after his decease.

•f*
Whence the Hindu names of towns at the estuaries of the Gambia

and Senegal rivers, the Tambaconda and other condas, already men-
tioned ?

J Mr, Marsden, at an early period of his researches into Hindu
literature, shares the merit of discovering with Sir W. Jones, that the
Malayan language, disseminated throughout the Archipelago, and ex-
tending from Madagascar to Easter Island, a space of 200 degs, of
longitude, islindebted to the Sanscrit for a considerable number of its

terms, and that the intercourse which effected this was many centuries
previous to their conversion to the Mahomedan religion* He is inclined
to think that the point of communication was from Guzzerat. 'Fhe legend
of these islanders also abound with illusions to the Mahabharat and
Ramayana, (See Asiatic Researches. Vol. iv. p. 226, Second Edition.)

Since Mr. M, wrote, the revelation of the architectural antiquities in
these isfeSf consequent to British conq\iests, establishes the fact that thfy
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themselves within their ^i^if^antic barriers, the limits of modern India.

The cosmography of the Pooraks, imperfect and* puerile as it is, and
some of the texts of Menu, aftord abundant evidence of an intimate

intercourse between the countries from the Oxiis to the Ganges ; and
even in their allegories, we trace fresh streams of knowledge flowing into

India from that central region, stigmatised in latter days as the land of

the Barbarian (Afletchchka)* Menu corroborates the PooranSt from which
we infer the fact, that in distant ages one uniform faith extended from
Sacadwipitt the continent of the Saco^, to the Ganges.* These observations

it is necessary to premise before we attempt, by following the tide of Yadu
migration during the lapse of thirty centuries, to trace them from Indra-
prastha, Surapura, Mathura, Ptyaga, Dwarica, Judoo*ca-dang (the

mountains of Jud), Behara, Gujni, in Zabulistan
;
and again refluent into

India, at Saibaliana or Salpura in the Punjab Tunnote, Derawul, Lodorva
in the desert, and finally Jessulmer, founded in S. 1212 or A.D. 1156.

were colonized by the Suryas, whose mythogical and heroic history is

sculptured in their edifices and maintained in their writings. Nor should

we despair that similar discoveries may yet disclose the link which of

yore connected India with Egypt, and to which l.eylon was but the first

stepping -stone, ’fbat Rama possessed great naval means is beyond doubt,

inherited, from his ancestor Sagara * the sea-king,* twenty generations

before the hero of Lanka, which place I have long imagined to be Ethio*

pia
;
whence ancient writers assert Egypt to have bad her institutions, and

that the Ethiopians were of Indian origin. Cuvier, quoting Syncellus,

even assigns the reign of Amenophts as the epoch of the colonization of

Ethiopiafrom India*—Page 180 of U\s * Discouf^s' etc*

* The cosmography of the Ag»i Pooran divides the world then

known to the Hindus into seven or continents ; one of these is

•‘Saca-dwipa, whose inhabitants, descended from Bupha, are termed
Saceswara {i, e , Sacce -lords).** His (Bupha’s) offspring or descendants
were Julud, Sookumar, Manichuk, Koorum, Ootures, Darbeeka, Drooma,
each of wl>om gave his name to a khand, or division (qu. Sookmarkhand 1)

The chief ranges of mountains were Juldus, Kaivat, Siamah, Indue, Arnki,

Rim, and Kesari. “ I’licre were seven grand rivers, Mugi Mugudp
Arverna, etc. The inhabitants worship the sun.”

Slight as this information is, we must believe that this Sacadwipa or

Sacatai, is the Scythia of the Ancients ;
and the Saceswara (the Sacas of

Menu) the Sacx so well known to western history, the progenitors of the

ParthianSf whese first (ad) king was Arsaca* The sun-worsliip indicates

the adorer of Mithras, the Mitra or Surya of the Hindu; the Arverna

recalls the Araxes applied to the Jaxartes ;
while Julud, the proper name

of the son of the first king of Sacadwipa, appears to be the Juldus of the

Tatar historian Abulgazi, who uses the same term as docs the Hindu, to

designate a range of mountains* Whence this identity between Poonranic

and Tatar cosmography ?

"A chief of the lwice*born tfibc {i. e.% Brahmins)^ was brought by

Vislian's eagle from Sacadwipa, and thus have Sacadwipa Brahmins be-

come known in Jambtidwipa” (India).—Mr. Colebrooke, Indian Classes,

Asiatic Researches^ Vol. v. p. 53. And Menu says that it was only on their

ceasing to sanction Brahmins residing amongst them, that the inhabitan s

of these remote western regions became *Mletchchha( or barbarians .

testimonies which must be held conclusive of perfect intercourse an

reciprocity of sentiment between the nations of Ceaual Asia and India a

periods the most remote*
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Havingf elsewhere descanted at length on the early history of

the Yadus,^ we may refer those who are likely to take an interest in

this discussion to that paper, and proceed at once to trlean what we can
from the native annals before us, from the death of their leader, Heri-
Crishna, to the dispersion of the Yadus from India. The bare fact of

their migration altogether out of India proper, proves that the original

intercourse, wliicli conducted Budha, patriarch of the Yadu race, into

Indiaf (where he espoused Ella, a princess of the Surya race, and by
wimm his issue was multiplied), was not foritotten, though fifty genera-
tions had elapsed from the patriarchal Budha to Hari—to whom and the
chronicle we return.

*'PryagaJ is the cradle of the Yadus who are Somavansa (of the lunar
race). J’hence Mathura founded by Prururwa remained for ages the seat

of power. The name of Jadoo (Yadu), of whom there were fifty-six

tribes, § became famous in the world, and of this race was the mighty Heri-
Crishna, who founded Dwarica."

'I'he grand international conflicts amongst the “fifty-six Yadu tribes,"

at Curukhetra and subsequetly at Dwarica, are sufficiently known to the
reader of Hindu liistory, and may be referred to elsewhere.il i'hese

events are computed to have happened about 1 100 years before Christ.

On the dispersion of these races many abandoned India, amongst tliese,

two of the many sons of Crishna. This deified leader of the Yadus
Itad eight wives, and tlie offspring of the first and the seventh, by
a singular fate, now occupy what may be termed the out-posts of

Hinduism.51

Rookmani was the senior of these wives
;
and the eldest of her sons

was Pridcma, who was married to a princess of Bidurba
; she bore him

two sons, Anurad, and Bujra, and from the latter the Bhattis claims
descent. Bujra had two soi\s, Naba and Khira,

Vide “Essay on ilie Hindu and 1 heban Hercules," Transactions

of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. iii.

I liie Bliagvat says, '*Budka a wiseman—a patriarch came to Bha-
ratkhand topertorm penitential rites, and espoused Ella, by whom he had
Prururwa (founder of Mathura), who had six sons, vis., Ayu, etc., who
carried on tt»e lunar (Indu) races in India." Now this Ayu is liicewisethe

patriarch of the Tatars, and in that language signifies the moon, a male
divinity both with Tatars and Rajpoots. Throughout there are traces of

an original identity, which justifies the application of the term Indo-Scy-
thic to the Yadu race.

J Pryaga is tl\c modern Allahabad, at the confluence of the Jumna
and Ganges, the capitaTof the Prasii of Megasthenes.

§ This is alternately called Chaptin Cula and Chapun Crore “fifty-

six tribes" and * fifty-six millions," ot Yadus. As they were long supreme
over India, this number is not inadmissible.

II
Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vo\. \\\. FiVe paper

entitled, ** Ccmparison of the Hindu and Theban Hercules."

^ Jambuvati was the name of the seventh wife, whose eldest son was
called Samba—he obtained possession of the tracts on both sides the
Indus, and founded t|^ Sind^Samma dyr;asiy, from which the fharejas
are descended. There is every probability that Sambus, of Samba nagarl
(Minagara)^ the opponet of Alexander, was a descendant of Samba, soi)
of Cri^ma. The Jhareja chronicles, in ignorance of the origin of tllio

titular appellation, say that their/* anctsiors came from Sham, or Syria/*
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** When the Yadiis were cxterminafcd in the conflict at Dwarica, and
Heri had jjoiie to heaven, Bujra was on his wav from Matiiura to see

his father, but had only marcl»ed twenty coss (forty miles), when he
received intelhj^ence of that event, which .l>ad swept away his kindred.
He died upon the spot, when Naha was elected king and returned to

l^lathura, but Kiiira pursued his journey, to Dwaiica.

“The thirty-six tribes of Rajpoots hitherto oppressed by the Yadns,
who had long held universal dominion, now determined to be ieven^»ed.

Naba was compelled to fly the the holy city [Dwarica]
;
be became

prince of Marusthali in*lhe west.

“ Thus far from the Bha^vat, (says the Bhaiti chronicler), and I

continue the history of the Bliattis, by the Brahmin Sookhdherma of

Mathura.

“ Naba had issue Priihibahu.

“ KItira had two sons, Jhareja and Jad-bhan.*

“ Jud-bban was on a pilgrimage; the goddess heard his vows; sfie

awoke him from his sle«*p, and promised whatever he desired. ' Give
me land that I may inhabit,' said the voiith

;
* Rule in these hills,’ re-

plied the goddess, and disappeared. When Jiid-bhan awoke, and was
yet pondering on tl^e vision of ihe night, a confused noise assailed him

;

and looking out, he discovered that the prince of the country Itad just

died without issue, and they were disputing who should succeed him.
'I'he prime minister said, * he dreamed that a descendant of Crishna
had arrived at Behera/jf and proposed to seek him out and invest )hm

* Jid, Jud, Judoo, are the various modes of pronouncing Yadu in the

Bhakha, or spoken dialects of the west. * the rocket of the

Vadu,' would imply the knowledge of gunpowder at a very remote period.

+ The precise knowledge of the topography of these regions, dis-

played in the Bhatti annals, is the most satisfactory proof of their authen-

ticity. In the present day, it would he in vain to ask any native of

Jessulmcr the position of the “ hill of Jud," or the site of Behera ;
and

but for the valuable translation of Baber's Memoirs, by Mr. Erskine,

we should have been unable to adduce the following testimony. Baber

crossed the Indus on the 17th February 1519, and on the iQth, between

that river and one of its great towns, the Behat, he reached the very

tract where the descendant of Chrishna established himself twenty five

centuries before. Baber says, “ Seven kos from Behreh to the north

there is a hill. This hill in the Zefer Nameh (History of Timoor), ami

other books, is called the Hill of Jud. At first 1 was ignorant of the

origin of its name, but afterwards discovered that in this hill there were

two races of men descended of the same father. One tribe is called

Jud, the other Jenjuheh. From old times they have been the rult-rs

and lords of the inhabitants of this hill, and of the //s and Uluses (poli-

tical divisions) between Nilab and Behreh. Their power is exerted in

a friendly and brotherly way. They cannot take from them whatever

they please. They taka as their share a portion that has been fixed

from very remote times^ The Jud is divided into varioui branches or

families, as well as the Jenjuheh. The chief man amongst them gets

the name of Rac."—Erskine's Baber, p. 254.
Here is a decided confirmation that this Hindu colony preserved all

their original manners and customs even to Baber's day. The tribe 01

Jenjubehsi beyond a doubt, is the tribe of Jolty a, so celebrated in the
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as the1l> prince. All assented, and Jud-bhan was elected king. He
became a great prince, had a numerous progeny, and the place of their

abode was henceforth styled Judoo-cn-dang* * the mountains of Judoo.*

** Prithwi-hahu arm of the earth.*) son of Naha, prince of

Marusthali, inherited the insignia of Sri-Crishna witli the regal um-
brella (chhetri) made by Viswacarma. He had a ‘^on Bahuhal, (‘ strong
arm,') who «spoused Camalavati, daughter of Vijya Sing, Prince of
Malwa, who gave in dower one thmisand hors«s of Khorasan,
one hundred elephants, pearls, gems, and gold innumerable, and five

hundred handmaids, with chariots and bedsteads of gold. The Puar
(Pramar) Chamlavati became the chief queen and bore her lord one son.

** Bahu^ killed by a fall from his horse
;
he left one son,

** Soobahu, who was poisoned by his wife, a daughter of Mund
Raja Chohan of Ajmere

;
he left a son,

** Ri/kt who reigned twelve years. He was married to Soobhag^
Soondri, daughter of Ber Sing, prince of Malwa. Having, when preg-

nant, dreamed tliat she was delivered of a white elephant, the astrologers,

wlio interpreted this as an indication of greatness, desired he might be
named Guj if as he approached manhood, the coco-nut came from Jud-
bhan, prince of Poorubdes (the eastern), and was accepted. At the same
time tidings arrived that from the shores of the ocean, the barbarians

fMUtchchha), who had formerly attacked Soohahti,X were again advanc-
ing, having Ferid Shah of Khorasan at the head of four lakhs of horse,

region skirting the Sutlej, and which will be noticed hereafter. I pie-
sented a small work entirely relating to their history, to the Royal Asiatic

Society. As Baber says they are of the same family as the Juds, they
are probably the descendants of Jinj, the brother of Bhatti, who changed
the family patronymic from Jadoo or judoo to Bhatti

;
and thus it ap-

pears, that when the elder branch was driven from Gujni, they retreated

amongst their relations of the hills of Jud. Baber was quite enamoured
with the beauty of the hill of Jud, which, with its lake and valleys, he
describes as a miniature Cashmere.— Erskine’s Baber, p. 255.

• The Pramafs were formerly the most powerful potentates of

Central India. Handmaids, andlbedsteads of gold, were always a part

of the daeja or dower of Hindu princesses.

f AbulfaxI mentions Joga as prince of Gasmien and Cashmere, who
was slain by Oguz Khan, the Patriarch of the Tatar tribes.

J In this early portion of the annals there is a singular mixture of
historical facts, and it appears that the Yadu tribes confound their con-
nections with the Syrian and Bactrian Greeks, and with the first Mooslem
conquerors. Imperfect as is this notice of Soobahu, his son Rijh, and
grandson Guj, who were thus assailed by Ferid of Khorasan (Bactria),
and his auxiliary, the king of Room (Syria), we have a powerful allusion
to Antiochus the Great, who, two hundred and four years before Christ,
invaded Bactria and India. Amongst the few facts left of this expedition
is his treaty with Sophagasenus, the Indian monarch, in which the
Syrian king stipulated for a tribute in elephants. There are, even in
this medley of incidents, grounds for imagining that Sophagasentis is

the Yadu prince of Gujni, Whether, out of Soobahu and Guj, the
Greeks manufaefored their SbpHagasenus, or whethqf prince Guj could
have been entitled Soobhagh-sen, in compliment to his mother, Soobhagh-
Soondri of Malwa, must be left for the speculative to decide. It is

22
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from whom the people fled in dismay. The Raja sent scouts to obtain

accurate intellijjence, and marched to Harreou to meet- him
;

while

the foe encamped two coss from Koonjsheher.* A battle ensued,

in which the invader was defeated with the loss of thirty thousand
men, and four thousand on the part of the Hindus. But the foeman.

not unlikely that the nature of the tribute, said to have been elephants,

whic,h the Indian agfreed to furnish to the Greek prince, may have
originated with the name of Guj, which means ‘ elephant.'

There is at the same lime much that refers to the early progress of

Islam in these regions of Central Asia. Price, in his excellent history,

exxr {ram \he Kholn HSU t- ul- Akhar, sav's " Hejauge was entrusted

with the government of Khorasan, and Obaidoolah with Seistan, who had
orders from Hejauge. his superior, to invade Caubul, whose prince was
Reteil or Retpeil, whom !the Author supposes either a/Fatar or Hindu
prince. Artfully retiring, he drew the M.ahomrdat^ army into the defiles,

and blocking up the rear, cut off their retreat, and Obaidoolah was
compelled to purchase bis liberation by the payment of seven hundred
thousand dirhems.*'

This was the seventy-eighth year of the Hegira, or A. D. 697.
Conjoined to what follows, it appears to have reference to Rijh, father of

Guj. Again, Obaidoollah and Abdoorehman invaded .Seistan with forty

thousand men. 'The prince of Caubul tried the same manoeuvre, but was
outwitted by the Mahornedan, who conquered, a great part of Caubul tind

acquired great booty, with which he reiurned to Seistan, to the great

displeasure of Hejauge
; and Abdoorehman entered into a confederacy

with Retpeil to attack Hejauge. aud absolve Caubul from tribute. Mog-
bairah was the successor of Abdoorehman in Khotasan, while bis father,

Mohilef, was employed beyond the Jehoon, but died at Meru of a

burning diarrhoea, beqtiealhing his government to Yez^id.”

This account of Moghairah's (the governor of Khorasanl death, while

carrying on war against the Hindu Retpeil of Caubul, has m\ich analogy

to the sudden death of Mamraiz, the foe of Rijh of Zabulisthan. One
thing is now proved, that princes of the Hindu faith ruled over nil these

regions in the first ages of Islamism, and made frequent attempts, for

centuries after, to reconquer them. Of this fact, Baber gives us a most

striking instance in his description of Gujni, or, as he writes, Ghaent^

He says, I have seen in another history, that when the Rai of Hind

besieged Subaktegin in Gujni, Subaktegin ordered dead flesh and other

impurities to he thrown into the fountain, when there instantly arose a

tempest and hurricane, with rain and snow, and by his device he drove

away the enemy." Baber adds, " 1 made then inquiry in Ghazni for this

well, but nobody could give me the slightest information regarding d.

P. 150. Doubtless, when Baber conquered India, and became belter

acquainted with the Hindu warriors, he would have got to the bottom of

this and have seen that the success of the ruse of Subaktegm

arose out of the refigipn of his foes, who could not use water thus conta-

minated by the flesh of the sacred kine. The celebrated Balabhi was

reduced by the same stratagem.

* Neither of these towns appears in anv map. "There is a Koonj

Reshak in Khorasan, and a Penjlicr in Balk."—Sir W. Ouseley's Ebrt

Haukal, p. 213-223.
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raUied.and Raja Rijh, whoa^ain encountered him, was wounded and died
just as prince Guj returned with Hansavati, Ins bride, daughter of Jud-
bhan of the east. In two battles the king of Khorasan was vanqtiished,
when he obtained an auxiliary in the king of Room {Romi-pati)t to

establish the Koran and the law of the prophet in infidel lands. Wlnle
the armies of the Asuras were thus preparing their strength, Raja Guj
called a council of ministers. 'I'here beifig no stronghold of importance,
and it being impossible to stand against numbers, it was determined to

erect a fortress amidst the mountains of tlie noiih. Having summoned his

friends to his aid, he sought council of the guardian goddess of his race;
who foretold that the power of the Hindus was to cease, but commanded
him to erect a fort and call it Gujni. While it was approaching com-
pletion, news came that the kings of Room and Khorasan were near at

hand :

' •

Roomi-pat^ Khorasan-patf hae^ gai, pakhur, pai^

Chinta terra, chith legi
;
soona Jud-pat Rae.^

** The stick wounded the drum of the Jadoo prince
;
the army was formed,

gifts were distributed, and the astrologers were commanded to assign such
a moment for marching as might secure the victory.

Thursday {Vrishpafwar) the of 13th Magh, the enlightened half

of the moon, when one gurri of the day had was the auspicious flour;

and the drum of departure sounded. That day lie marched eight coss,

and encamped at Doolapur. I'he combined kings advanced, but in the

night the Sh^ of Khorasan died of indigestion. When it was reported

to the king of i^oom (Shah Seconder Roomi) that Shah Mamta z was
dead, he became alarmed and said, * while we mortals have grand schemes
in hand, he above has other views for us. Still his army advanced like

waves of the ocean ;
caparisons and chains clank on the backs of

elephants, while instruments of war resound through the host. Elephants
move like walking mountains

;
the sky is black with cloulds of dust

;

bright helms reflect the rays of the sun. Four coss (eight miles) separated
the hostile armies. Raja Guj and his chieftains performed their ablutions,

and keeping the J^ogtnisjf in their rear, advanced to the combat. Each
host rushed on like famished tigers; the earth trembled

;
the heavens

were overcast; nor was aught visible in the gloom but the ladiant helm.
War-bells resound ;

horses neigh ; masses of men advanced on each
other, like the dark rolling clouds of Bhadoon. Hissing speeds the
feathered dart

;
the lion-roar of the warriors is re-echoed

; the edge of

the sword deluges the greund with blood
;
on both sides the blows resound

on the crackling bones. Here was Jad-Rae, there the Khans and
Ameers, as if Time had encountered his fellow. Mighty warriors strew the
earth ;

heroes fall in the cause of their lords. The army of the Shah fled ;

he left twenty-five thousand souls entangled in the net of destruction;
he abandoned elephants and horses, and even his throne. Seven thousand
Hindus lay dead on the field. I he drum of victory resounded, and the
Jadoon returned triumphant to his capital,

* “ The king of Rodm and the king of Khorasan, with horse (hae)
elephants or guj) caparisons (pakhur) and foot-soldiers (pai or paek}
[are at hand]. Beware, let it enter in your mind, oh Rac, Lord of the
Judoos!

t The unclean spirits of Rajpoot martial mythology, who feed on
the slain.
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” On Sunday, the 3rd of Bysak, the spring season (Vasant), the
Rohini Nakhatra, and Samvat Dherma-raja Yudhishihira, 3008,* seated
on the throne of Gujni, he maintained the Jadoon race. With this

victory his power became firm: he conquered all the countries to the
west, and sent an ambassador to Cashmere lo call its prince Kandrupkelf
to his presence. But the prince refused the summons : he said the world
would scoff at him if he attended the stirrup of another without beinj^

first worsted in fight. Raja Guj invaded Cashmere, and married the
daughter of its prince, by whom he had a son, called Salbahan.

** When this child had attained the age of twelve^ tidings of another
invasion came from Khorasan. Raja G ij shut himself up for three entire

days in the temple of Culadevi ;J on the fourth day the goddess appeared
and revealed to him his destiny : that Gujni would pass from his hands,

but that his posterity would re-inherit it, not as Hindus but as Mooslems
;

and directed him to send his son Salbahan amongst the Hindus of the

cast, there to erect a city to be named after him. She said that he

would have fifteen sons, whose issue would multiply; ‘that he (Raja

Guj) would fall in the defence of Gujni, but would gain a glorious reward
hereafter.’

“ Having heard his fate revealed, Raja Guj conveyed his family

and kin, and on pretence of a pilgrinriage to Jwala>mookhi,$ he caused

them to depart with the prince Salbahan, for the east.

“Soon after the foe approached within five coss of Gujni. Leaving

therein his uncle Seydeo for its defence, Raja Guj march^ to meet him.

The king of Khorasan divided his army into five divisions ; the Raja

formed his into three: a desperate conflict ensued, in which both the

king and the Raja were slain. The battle lasted five puhars,’* and a

hundred thousand Mecrs and thirty thousand Hindus strewed the field.

The king's son invested Gujni ; for thirty days it was defended by Seydeo,

when he performed, the and nine thousand valiant men gave up

their lives.

“When tidings of this fatal event were conveyed to Salbahan, for

twelve days the ground became his bed.+ He at length reached the

Punjab, where he fixed on a spot with abundance of water, and having

collected his clansmen around him, he laid the foundation of a city which

he named after himself, Salbahanpur. The surrounding Bhomias attend-

ed, and acknowledged his supremacy. Seventy-two years of the era of

This date is circumstantUI, and might be fixed or disproved by

calculation ;
if the heterogeneous mixture of such widely separated inci-

dents as those in Syro-Macedonian and Mahomedan History did not

deter us from the attempt.

t No such name appears in Wilson's /?aj Taranginu

t Tutelary goddess, or “ of the race cula*^

\ This volcano is a well-known place of pilgrimage in the Sewaluk

mountains.
^ A puhar is one-fourth of the day.

f For a description of this rite, see Vol. L

X In cot'.formity with the Hindu ordinances of matim or mourning*
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Vicrama had elapsed when Salbahanpur was founded on Sunday, Ihe 8tb

of the month of Bhadoon.*

'*Salbahan corquered the whole region of the Punjab. He had
fifteen sons, who all became Rajas: vi£f., Baluiid, Rasaloo, Ohurmungud,
Vacha, Roopa, Sundur, Lekh, Juslturn, Naima, Maut, Neepak, Gang-eou>
Jii^eeoii

;
all of whom, by the strength of their own arms, established

themselves in independence.

“The coco-nut from Raja Jeipal, Tiiar was sent from Delhi, qnd ac-

cepted.f Balund proceeded to Delhi, whose prince advanced' to meet
him. On his return with his bride, Salbahan determined to redeem
Giijni from the foe and avenge his father’s deatl). He crossed the Attock

to encounter Jellal, who advanced at the head of twenty thousand men.
Crowned with victory, he regained possession of Giijni, where he left

Balund, and returned to his capital in the Punjab; he soon after died',

having ruled thirty-three years and nine months,

“Balund succeeded. His brothers had now established themselves in,

all the mountainous tracts of the Punjab, But the Toor^s} began rapidly

to increase, and to subjugate all beneath tlyeir sway, and the lands around
Gujni were again in their power. Balund had no minister, but superin-

tended in person all the details of his government. He had seven sons :

Bhatti, Bhupati, Kullur, Jinj,§ Surmor, Bhynsrecha, Mangreo. The
second son Bhupati,./V. e,, lord of the earth) had a son, Chakito, from

whom is descended the Chakito (Chagitai) tribe.
||

Here is another circumstantial date, S. 72, or A. D. 16, for the

foundation of Salbahana in the Punjab, by the fugitive Yadu prince from
Gujni. Of its exact position we have no means of judging, but it couldj

not have been remote from Lahore. It may be deemed a fortunate coin-

cidence that I should discover that ancient inscription (Vol. I.) of this

capital, styled Salppor, governed by a Gete or Jit in the fourth century ;

which suggested the idea (which many facts tend to prove), whether these

Yadus (whose illegitirnate issue, as will appear in the sequel, are called.

Juts), may not be the Yiiti or Getes from Central Asia. The coincidence

of the date of Salbahan-Yadu with that of the Saca Salivahan, the Xak»
will riot fail to strike the enquirer into Hindu antiquities ; and it is not
the least curious circumstance, that these Yadus, or Yuti, displaced the

Takshac, or Tak, from the region, as will appear immediately.

t At every page af these annals, it is evident that they have been
transcribed by sorpe ignoramus, who has jumbled together events of an-
cient and modern date. The prince of Delhi might have been Jeipal, but
if we are to place any faith in the chronology of the Tuar race, no prince
of this family could be synchronous with the Yadu Salbahan. I am in-

clined to think that the emigration of Salbahan’s ancestors from Gujni was
at much later period than S. 72, as 1 shall note as we proceed.

J Toonk is the term in the dialects which the Hindus apply to the
races from Central Asia, the Turshka of the Pooranas^

{ Doubtless the ancestors of the JoKha race, termed the Jcnjuheh by
Baber, and who dwelt with the }uds in the hills of Jud, the Juddoo-ca*
dang of the Bhatti MSS^

H However curious this assertion, of the Chagitais being descended
from the Yadus, it ought not to surprize us :•! repeat, that all these tribes,
whether termed Indo-Scythic or Tatar, prior to hlamismi professed ai

fakh which may be termed Hinduisns
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‘‘Chakito had eipht sons 7o>., Deosi, BHaroo, Khemkhan, Nahur,
Jeipal,* Dharsi, Beejii-Khan, Shan Summund.

*‘BaIund, who resided at Salbahanpur, left Gnjni to the charge of hi3

grandson Chakito
;
and as the power of the barbarian (mletchchha) in-

creased, he not only entertained troops of that race, but all his nobles were
of the same body. I'hey offered, if he would quit the religion of his fathers,

to make him master of Balich Bokhara, where dwelt the Oosbek race,
whose king had no offspring but one daughter. Chakito married her, and
became'king of Balich Bokhara, and lord of twenty-eight thousand horse.
Between Balich and Bokhara runs a mighty river, and Chakito was king
of all, from the gate of Balichshan to the face of Hindusthan

;
and from

him is descended the tribe of Chakito Moguls, f
“Kiillur, third son of Balund, had eight sons, whose descendants are

designated Kullur J Their names were Seodas, Ramdas, Asso, Kistna,
Samoh, Gango, Jesso, Bhago

;
almost all of whom became Moosulmans.

They are a numerous race, inhabiting the mountainous countries west of

the river, § and notorious robbers.

“Jinj, the fourth son, had seven sons; Champo, Gokul, Mehraj,
H unsa, Bhadon, Rasso, Juggo, all whose issue bore the name of Jinj ;j|

and in like manner did the ottier sons become the patriarchs of tribes.

* As it is evident the period has reference to very first years of

Islamism, and it is stated that the so«is of Gnj were to oe proselytes, it is

by no means improbable that this is Jevp-il, die infidel prince of Khwa-
rezm.—See Price’s Mahomedan History^

f This is a most important admission of the proselytism of the ancient

Indo-Scythic Yadu princes to the faith of Islam, though there can be no
reasonable doubt of it. Femugin, b#»tter known by his nomme de guerre,

Jungeez, the father of Chagil.ai, according to the Mahomedan historians,

IS termed an infidel, and so was Tacash, the father of Mahomed of Khwa-
rezm : the one was of the Gelic or Yuti race

;
the other, as his name dis-

closes, of the Fak or Fakshac, the two grand races of Central Asia.—The
insertion of this pedigree in this place completely vitiates chronology : yet

for what purpose it could have been interpolated, if not founded on some
fact, we cannot surmise.

J We can, by means of the valuable translation of the Commentaries
of Baber, trace many of these tribes.

§ It has already been stated, that the fifteen brothers of Balund

established themselves in the mountainous parts of the Punjab, and that

his sons inherited those West of the Indus, or Damaun. 1 he Afghan

tribes, whose supposed genealogy from the Jews has excited so much
curiosity, and who now inhabit the regions conquered by the sons of Sal-

baban. are possibly Y;«dus, who, on conversion, to give more eclat to their

antiquity, converted Fadu into Yuhudi, or Jew, and added tiie rest of the

story fiom the Koran. Tliat grand division of Afghans called tlie Euzo*

fzye, or ‘Sons of Joseph/ whose original country was Caubul and Guzni,

yet retain the name of Jadoon (vulgar of Yadu), as one of their principal

subdivisions, and they still occupy a position in the hilly region cast of

tlie Indus, conquered by the sons of Balund. It would be a curious fact

could we prove tlie Afghans not Yahudis but Yadu,

II
Doubtless the junction of Jinj with that of Johya, another numcr*

ous tube, formed the Jenjuheh of Baber; the Johyas of the Bhalti

annals, now known only by name, but whose history foi ms a volume.
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Bhatti succeeded his father Baliind. He conquered fourteen
princes, and added their fortunes to his own. Amon^ his effects, he
reckoned twenty-four thousand mules* laden with treasure

;
sixty thou-

sand horse, and innumerable foot. As soon as he mounted [he gadi^ he
assembled all his forces at Lahore preparatory to the teeka-dotir\ destined
a^'ainst Bhcerbhan Bhagel, lord of Kenekpur. Bheerbhan fell in the
battle which ensued, at the head of forty thousand men.

“Bhatti had two sons, Mungul Rao and Musoor Rao. With* Bhatti,
the patronymic was changed, and the tribe thenceforth was distinguished
by his name.

“Mungul Rao succeeded, but his fortune was not equal to that of his
fathers. Dfioondi, king of Guzni, with a mighty force, invaded Lahore ;%
nor did Mungul Rao oppose him, but with his eldest son fled into the
wilds on the banks of the river. The foe then invested Salbahanpur,
where resided the family of the Raja

;
but Musoor Rao escaped and fled,

to the Lakhi Jungle. § There being only a cultivating peasantry in this

tract, he overcame them, and became master of the country. Musoor
Rao had two sons, Abhe Rao and Sarun Kao. The elder, Abhe Rao,
brought the whole Lakhi Jungle under his control, and his issue, which
multiplied, became famous as the Abhoria Bhattis. Sarun quarrelled
with and separated from his brother, and his issue descended to the rank
of cultivators, and are well known as the Sarun Juts.||

“Mungul Rao, the son of Bhatti, and who abandoned his kingdom,
had six sons : Mujum Rao, Kullursi, Moohraj, Seoraj, Phool, Kewala.

“ When Mungul Rao fled frpm the king, his children were secreted in

the houses of his subjects. A Bhomia named Satidas, of the tribe of

The sons of Jinj have left numerous traces—Jenjian on the Garah
;

JinjinialH in the Desert, etc.

* Even the mention of an animat unknown in the desert of India,
evinces the ancient source whence these annals are compiled. Had the
Yadu colony at this pciiod obtained a footing in the desert, south of the
Sutlej, the computation would have been by camel- loads, not by mules,

f See Vol, I, for an account of this military foray.

J Ihis would almost imply that Lahore and Salbahan were one and
the same place, but fr«m what follows, the intervening distance could not
have been great between the two cities. There is a Sangala, south of
Lahore, near the altars of Alexander, and a Sailkote in our modern maps.
Salbahan, Salbahanpur, or simply Salpoora, may have been erected on
the rums of Kampilanagari. We may hope that researches in that yet
untouched region, the Punjab, will afford much to the elucidation of
ancient history.

§ I he Lakhi Jungle is well known in India for its once celebrated
breed of horses, extinct within the last twenty years.

I j
most extensive agricultural races spread all over

Indi^ called Jats or have a tradition that they are descended from

c
^ » adu race, {qu. Yuti ?) and that their original country is Candahar.

v\M
me as the origin of the Jats of Biana and Bhurtpur*Why the descendants of Sarun assumed the name of Juts is not stated.
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TVii^^ whose aficestof^ • tiad been reduced from power and wealth by the
Ancestors of the Bhatti prince, determined to avenge himself, and in-

formed the king that some of the children were concealed in tjpe house of

a banker {sakoaear). Tlie king sent Tab with a party of troops, and
Surrounded the house of Sridhar, who was carried before the king, who
swore he would put all his family to death if he did not produce the
young princes of Salbahana, The alarmed banker protested he had no
childreh of the Raja’s, for that the infants who enjoyed his protection

were the offspring of a Bhomia, who had Red, on the invasion, deeply in

his debt. But the king ordered him to produce them
;
he demanded the

name of their village, sent for the Bhomias belonging to it, and not only

made the royal infants of Salbahana eat with them, but marry their

daughters. The banker had no alternative to save their lives but to

consent : they were brought forth in the peasant’s garb, ate with the

husbandmen (^uts), and were married to their daughters. Thus the

offspring of Kullur-rai became the Kullorea Jats; those of Moondraj,
and Seoraj, the Moonda and Seora Jats ; while the younger boys, Phool
and Kewala were passed off as a barber (nat) and a potter {khomar)^ fell

into that class.

*'Mungul Rao, who found shelter in the winds Of the Garah, crossed

that stream and subjugated a new territory. At this period, the tribe of

Barahaf inhabited the banks of the river ;
beyond them were the Boota

Rajpoots of Bootaban.J In Poogul dwelt the Pramara,§ in Dhat the

• This incidental mention of the ^cc of Tak, and of its being in

great consideration on the settlement of the Yadus in the Punjab, is

very important. I have given a sketch of this tribe, but since I wrote

it, 1 have discovered the capital of the Tak^ and on the very spot

where I should have expected the site of Taxila^ the capital of Taxiles,

the friend of Alexander. In that sketch f hesitated not to say, that the

name was not personal, but arose from his being the head of the

Takshac or Naga tribe, which is confirmed. It is to Baber, or rather

to his translator, that I am indebted for this discovery. In describing

the Hmits of Banu, Baber thus mentions it :
** And on the west is Oesht,

which is also called Baear and Tak;” to which the erudite tran-

slator adds, ’’ Tak is said long to have been the capital of Daman.” In

Mr, Elphinstone’s map, Barar, which Baber makes identical with Tak,

is a few miles north of the of the city of Attoc. There is no question that

both the river and city were named after the race of Taker, l akshac, the

Nagas, Nagvansi or * snake ra^e/ who spread o^er India, Indeed, I would

assume that the name of Omphis which young Taxiles had on his father’s

death, is Ophts, the Greek version of Tak, the 'serpent.’ The Taks appear

to have been established in the same regions at the earliest period. The

Mahabharat describes the war between Janmejaya and the Takshacs, to

revenge on their king the death of hie father Plarkhit, emperor of

Indraprastha, or Delhi,

t The names of these Rajpoot races, several of which are now

blotted from the page of existence, prove the fidelity of the original

manuscript. The Barahas are now Mahomedans.

X The Boota ts amongst the extinct tribes.

§ Poogul from the most remote times, has been inhabited by the

Pramar race. It is one of the No*Koti Maroo^ca^ the nine wilts of the

desert.
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Sf> racft
; and the I .odraf Rajpoots in l.odorva. Here Mnnejul Rao

found security, and with the sanction of tlie Soda prince ho fixed his future
ab(»de i«i ifte centre of the {ands of the Lodras, the Barahas, and the
Sodas. On t^e death of iMnntjul Rao, he was succeeded by “ INfujiim Rao,
who escaped from Salbahanpur with liis father. He was recognized by
• 11 the neiyhbourmg princes, who sent the usual presents on his accession,
and the Soda prince of Amerkote made an offer of his daughter in

marriage, which was accepted, and the nuptials were solemnjzed at
Amerkote. He had three sons, Kehur, Moolraj.J a»^d Gogli.

“ Relnir became renowned for his exploits. Hearing of a caravari

{kafila) of five hundred iiorses going from Arore§ to Mooltan, he pursued
them willi a chosen band disguised as camel-merchants, and came up
with his prey across the Punjnud.|| where he attacked and captured ic

and returned to his abode. By such exploits he became known, and
the coco-nut (u/iK/x/) was sent to Mnjum Rao, and his two elder sons,

by Allansi Deora, of Jhalore. I'he nuptials were celebrated with great

spleJidour, and on tlietr return, Kehur laid the foundation of a castle,

which he named runnote in honour of runno-devi. Ere it was com-
pleted, Rao Mnjum died.

^ 'The Sodas of Amerkote have intiabited tlte desert from tune im-
memorial, and are in all probability the Sngdi of Alexander.

\ Lodorva will be described hereafter.

$ Mootraj had three sons, Rajp.sl, l.ohwa, and Choohar. The elder

son had two suits, Ranno and (leegoh
;
the first of whom had five sons,

Dhoolcur, Pohor, Bood, Koolro, jeipal, all of whom had issue, and be-
came heads of clans. 'I'he descendants of (ieegoh bore the name of

Khengar (g//. chiefs of Girnar?) fhe annals «)f all these states abound
with simitar minute genealogical details, winch to the Rajpoots are oC

the highest importance in enabling them to trace the affinities of families,

but which it is imperative to omit, as they po'fsess no interest for the

European reader, 1 have extracted the names of the issue of Moolraj
to shew this. The Khengars were famed in the petrmsula of Saiirashtra

—nine of them ruled in Jooiiagur Girnar : and but for this incidental

relation, their origin must have ever remained concealed from the

archaeologist, as the race has long been extinct. On some future day
I hope to present a sketch of Khengai’s palace, on the sacred mount
Girnar, to the public.

§ The remains of this once famous town, the ancient capital of the

upper valley of the Indus, I had the happiness to discover by means of

one of my parties, in i8ii. It is the Alore of AbufazI, the capital of

Raja Sehris, wliose kingdom extended north to Cashmere, and south to

the ocean
;
and the Azottr of D'Anville, who on the authority of Ebn

Haukal, says, ** Aeoitr of est presqne comparable a Multan pour la

grandeur '' He adds, that Azizi places it *' trenie parasanges de Man--
sora^ If Mansora is the ancient Bekher (capital of tlie Sogdi), we
should read three instead of thirty,

II
Punjnud is the name which the Indus bears immediately below

the point of confluence of the five streams {punj-nadi), 'I'he mere
mention of such terms as the Punjnud^ and the ancient Arore, stamps
these annals with authenticity, however they may be deformed by the
interpolations and anachronisms of ignorant copyists. Of Arorc, or
tfie Punjnud, excepting the regular casidst or messengersi perhaps not
an individual living in jessulmer could now speak.

23
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Kehiir succeeded. On his accession, Tunnote was attacked by
Jf^srit, chief of the Barahas,* because it was erected on the bounds of

his tribe
;
but Moolraj (^efended it and the Barahas were compelled to

retire.

“ On Muntjulwar (Tuesday), the full moon of Magh, S. 787t (A.D.

731) tlie fortress of runnote was completed, and a temple erected to

Tunno-Mata. Shortly after a treaty of peace was formed with the

Barahas, which was concluded by the nuptials of their chief with the
daughter of Moolraj."

Having thus fairly fixed the Y^du Bhatti chieftain in the land of

Maruca, it seems a proper point at which to close this initiatory chapter

with some observations on the diversified history of this tribe, crowded
into so small a compass ; though the notes of expanation, subjoined as

we proceeded, will render fewer remarks requisite, since willi their help

the reader may draw his own conclusions as to the value of this portion of

the Bhatti annals, which may be divided into four distinct epochs.

1st. That of Heri, the ancestor of the Yadu race.

^nd. Their expulsion, or the voluntary abandonment of India by

his children, with their relations of the Hericula and Pandu races, for

the countries west of the Indus; their settlements in Marusthali ; the

founding of Gujni, and combats with the kings of Room and Khorasan.

3rd. Their expulsion from Zabutisthan, colonization of the Punjab,

and creation of the new capital of Salbahanpur*

4th. Their expulsion from the Punjab, and settlement lin Mer, the

rocky oasis of Maroo, to the erection of Tunnote.

It IS the more unnecessary to enter into greater details on these out-

lines of the early Yadu history, since the subject has been in part treated

elsewhere.^ A multiplicity of scaltei^d facts and geographical distinc-

tions, fully warrants our assent to rrie general truth of these records,

which prove that the Yadu race had dominion in Central Asia, and were

again, as Islamism advanced, repelled upon India. The obscure legend

of their encounters with the allied Syrian and Bactrian kings woiild have

seemed altogether illusory, did not evidence exist that Antiochus the

Great was slain in these very regions by an fndo-Scythian prince, called

by the Greek writers Sophagasenas : a name in all probability com-

This shews that the Baraha tribe was of the same faith with the

Yadu Bhatti
;
in fact "the star of Islam" did not shine in these regions

for some lime after, although Omar, in the first century, had established

a colony of the faithful at Bekher, afterwards Mansoora. The Ekirahas

are mentioned by Pottinger in his travels in Baloochistan.

f There are but six descents given from Salbahan, the leader of the

Yadu colony from Zahulislhan into the Punjab, and Kehur, the founder

of their first selllcment in the desert of India. The period of the first

is S. 72, of the other S. 787. Either names are wanting, or the period

•of Salbahan is erroneous. Kchur's period, S. 787, appears a land-

mark, and is borne by numerous subsequent most valuable synchro-

nisms. Were vTe to admit one hundred years to have elapsed between

Salbahan and Kehur, it would make the period of expulsion from Zabu-

listhan about S« 687, which is just about the era of Mahomed*

t See " Essay on the Hindu and Theban Hefculcs/' Transadiotts

oj ihi Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. ill.
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pounded from Soobahu and his gfrandson Ouj (who might have used
Ihc common affix of sena)^ the Yadu princes of Gujni, who are both
stated to have had conflicts with the Bactrian (Khorasan) kings.

Secstan (the region of cold, and both sides of the valley, were
occupied in the earliest periods by another branch of the Yadus; for the
Sind*Samma dynasty was descended from Samba (which like Yadu be-
came a patronymic)—of which the Greeks made Sambtls—and one of
whose descendants opposed Alexander in his progress down thedndus.
1 he capital of this dynasty was Samma-ca^kote, or Samanagari, yet
existing on the lower Indus, and wiiich was corrupted into Minagara by
the Greeks.

It is an interesting hypothesis, that would make the Chagitais des-
cendants of the Yadus.* In like manner, Bappa, the ancestor of the
Ranas of Mewar, abandoned central India after establishing his line in

Cheetore, and retired to Khorasan. All this proves that Hinduism pre-
vailed in these distant regions, and that the intercourse was unrestricted
between Central Asia and India. We have undiscovered fields of inquiry
in Transoxiana, and in the still more accessible region of the Punjab,
where much exists to reward the archaeologist! Salbahanpur, Kampil-
nagari, Behera, the hill of Jud, perhaps Bucephalia.f the seven towns of
Ooch, but, above all, the capital of Taxiies. Let us hope that, in this age
of enterprixe, these suggestions may be followed up : we can promise the
adventurer a very different result from that which tempts the explorer of

barbarous Africa, for here he would penetrate into the first haunts of

civilixation, and might solve one of the great problems which still distract
mankind.

* Mr. Wilson discovered the name of Pandu in Ptolemy's Geography
of Sogdiana; and according to Ebn Hauical, the city of Herat is also
called Heri. This adjoins Maru, or Murve, and to Marusthali the Pandii
and Hericula races retired on their exile from India. If ever these remote
regions are searched for ancient inscriptions, we may yet ascend the
ladder of Time. What was that Hamiri language, inscribed on the gate
ofSamvkand? (0\xst\ty^ Ebn HaukaL) The lamented death of that
enterprixing traveller, Mr. Brown, when he was about visiting Tran-
soxiana, leaves a fine field to tlie adventurous, fhe Buddhist colossal

sculptures and caves at Bamian, with such inscriptions as they may
contain, arc of the highest importance ; and I have little doubt, will be
found of the same character as those discovered in the cave temples o£
India, attributed to the Pandus.

f In a portion of the essay *'On the Theban and Hindu Hercules/*
which 1 suppressed as better suited to an intended dissertation **On tlie

Sepulchral Monuments of the Rajpoots,** where I trace a close analogy
between their customs and those of the Scythic and Scandinavian War-
riors, my particular attention was drawn to that singular monument
discovered by Elphinstone, called the **Tope ManikyanlaJ* I had before
{Trans. R* A, S, Vol, I.) conjectured it to be one of the many mausoleums
erected to Menander, but on observing the geography of St. Croix, in
his ^Examen Critique des Historiens d* Alexandre' w4»o places the city of
Bucephalus on the very spot where the monument found by Mr. E. exists,
I gave up Menander for Alexander's 'horse, and this, long anterior to
iis reported excavation by the Chev. Ventura, (gr whose subsequent
observations we impatiently wait.
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CHAPTER ll

rriHK dates of the varied events related in tlie preceding chapter may be
I. t)f doubtless accuracy, biH we liave at length arrived on tlie terra

firma of ibe Bhaiti chronoloj^y. We may distrust the date, 3008 of

Vudhishthira's era, for the victory obtained by the Jadoon prince of Gujnr
over the kin>»s of Room and Kliorasan as welt as that of S. 72 assigned
for the* exode of Salbaiian '^and his Yadus from Zabulisthan, and their

colonization of the Punjab ;f but their settlements in the desert, and the
foundation of 'rimnote, their first seat of power, in S, 787 (A. D. 731), arc
corroborated by incontrovertible synehronisans in almost every subsequent
reign of these annals.

Kehur, a name highly respected in the history of the Bhatti race, and
whose exploit has been already recorded, must have been the contem-
porary of the celebrated Khalif A 1 Walid, the first whose arms extended
to the plains of India, and whose earliest conquests and chief positions

was A I ore, the capital of Upper Sinde.

KehurJ had five sons
; vie. 'Tunno, Ooti-rao, Chunnur, Kafrio,

*1 hsem. All of them had offspring, § who became the heads of clans,

retaining the patronymic! Alt were soldiers of fortune, and they con-
quered the lands of the Chunna Rajpoots :;l but the latter revenged them-
selves upon Kehur, whom they attacked and slew as he was hunting.

I'unno succeeded. Uc laid waste the lands of the Barahas,*^ and
those of the Laitgaha of Moollan, But Husein Shall advanced wiiti the

Langaha Pathans,** clothed in armour witi» iron helms, with the men of

'The emperor Baber (ells us, in his Commentaries, that the people

of India appply the term Kliorasan, to all the regions west of the Indus.

f Notwithstanding the lapse of eleven liundred years since tlie expul-

sion of the Biialtis from the Punjab, and in spite of the 1 evolutions in

laws, language, and religion, since flie descendants of Salbalmn aban-

doned that legion, yet, even to this day
,
there is abundant testimony in

Its geoiiraphical nomenclature, lliai the Hhaltis had dominion there. We
have Pindi Bliattia-ca, Bhatti’ca-chnk, in the very position where we

should look for Salbahanpur.— See Hiphinslone’s Map.

X Although I omit tlie inverted commas indicative of translation, the

reader fs to understand, that what follov/s, i:> a free interpretation of tlie

original chronicle.

§ Ooti-rao had five sons, Soma, Sidiesi, Jeeva, Chako, and Ujo

;

their issue had the generic term of Ootirao. It is thus their clans and

tribes are multiplied ad infinitum, and since the skill of the genealogist

{bhat) is required to keep them clear of mctsiuous marriages, even such

iminterestiiig details have some value, as they stamp their annals with

authenticity.

II The tribe of Chunna is now extinct.

% i hese Indo-Scylhic tribes were designated by the names of

animals. 'i‘he Barakas arc the hogs ; the Noomrics, the foxes ;
TukshacSf

the snakes; Aswas of Asit the horses, etc.
.

** These Lai^aha Pathans were proselytes from the Solanki Raj*

pOOtS, one of ll»e four AgnicuU races. Probably they inhabited 1“®

district of Luinghan, west of the Indus. It is CUriouS Slid ilUcresting

find that the Solanki gotra-acharya, or * genealogical creed/ clann^

l.oUote as their settlement. The use of the woid Pathan^ by no lucausi

))icc!ude> Ihcii being Hindus^
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Doodi,* of Kfieecbe,f the Khokur ;J the Moji*ul, the Jokya,§ the Jood,
and Syed, all mounted on horses, to the number of ten thousand men, to
attack the Jadoo. They reached the territory of the Barahas, who joined

them, and there they encamped. Tunno collectecWhis brethren around him,
and prepared for defence. During^ four days they defended the castle

;
and

on the fifth the Rao ordered the ^ates to be thrown open, and with his son,

Beeji Rae, sallied out, sword in hand, and attacked the besiegers. The
Barafias were the first to fly, and tffey were soon followed by ttie Asoors.
The victors carried the spoils of the field into Tunnote. As soorT as the
armies of Moohan and Langaha were driven off, the coco-nxii came from
Jeejoo, chief of the Bootas of Bootaban,|| and an alliance offensive and
defensive was formed against the prince of Mooltan.

Tunno had five sons, Beeji Rae, Makur, Jeytung, Allun, and
Rakecho. 1 'he second son, Makur, had issue Maipah, who had two sons,

Mohola and Oecao, the latter of whom excavated the lake known by
his name. His issue became, carpenters {sautar), and are to this day
known as the Makur sootar.^

* Baber, in his valuable Autobiography

^

gives us the names of ail

the tribes lie met in hi$ passage into India, and this enumeration goes far

to prove the authenticity of the early annals of the Bhatiis. Baber does
not mention *' the men of Doodi.*'

The introduction of the name of this tribe here is highly import-

ant, and very interesting to those who have studied, in the Rajpoot bards,

their early history. The bards of the Kheechees give them this northern

origin, and state that all Sindsagtirf one of the do^abehs of the Punjab,
belonged to them.

{ I'he Khokur Is most probably the Ghiker. Baber writes the name
* Guker,' a singular race, and decidedly Scythic in their habits even in

his day.

§ Of the Joodis and Johyas we have already spoken as inhabiting the

range called in the native annals yiiddoo^ca-dang, and by Baber • the hill

of Jud,' skirling the Behai. 'I'he position of Behera is laid down in that

monument of genius and industry, the Memoir of Rennel (who calls it

Bheera), in 32® N. and 72*10'^ E.; and by Elphinstone in 32* but a
whole degree further to the east, or 73* 15 . I’his city, so often mentioned
in the Yadu-Bliatti annanls as one of tlieir intermediate places of repose,

on their expulsion from India and migration to Central Asia, has its

position minutely pointed out by the Emperor Baber, who in his attack on
the hill tribes of Jits, Geojurs, Gukers, etc., adjoining Cashmere, “expelled
Haii GuUer from Behreh, on the Bebut River, near the cave-temples of
“ Gar-kotri at Bikrum,” of which the able annotator remarks, that as well
as those of But Bamian, they were probably Buddhist. Baber also found
the Jits masters of Sialkoie, most likely the Salpur of the Inscription

(Vol. I.), conquered from a Jit prince in the twelfth century by the Paium
prince, and piesumed to be the Salbahanpur founded by the fugitive Yadu
prince of Gujni,

II
Bootaban, probably from vanut pronounced in#he dialect hun^ the

•wild’ or • forest,’ of Boota. '

% Illegitimate children can never overcome this natural defect amongst
the Rajpoots. This we find among all classes of artizans in India, some
of royal but spurious descent.
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The third son, Joytun^if. had two sons, Riittunsi and Chohir. The
(Irst repaired the ruined city of Beekumpur.* Chohir two sona^
Kota and Gir*raj, who founded the towns of Kolasir and Gtrajsir,’'^

The fourth son, Allun, had four sons, Deost, Tirpal, Bhaoni, and
Rakecho. The descendants of Dcosi became Rebarris (who rear camels),

and the issue of Rakecho became merchants {baniahs)^ and are now class*

cd amongst the Oswal tribe.f

Tupno having, by the interposition of the goddess Beejasenni, dis-

covered a hidden treasure, erected a fortress, which he named Beejnote f

and in this he placed a statue of the goddess, on the 13th. the|enlightened

part of the month Megsir, the Kohini Nakshatra, S. 813 (A. D. 757).
He died after ruling eighty years.

Beeji Rae succeeded in S. 870 (A. D. 814). He commenced hU reign

with the teeka-dour against his old enemies, the Barahas, whom he defeat-

ed and plundered. In S. 892, he had a son by the Bhoota queen, who was
called Oeoraj. 'l*he Barahas and Langahas once more united to attack

the Bhatti prince
;
but they were defeated and put to flight. Finding that

they could not succeed by open warfare, they had recourse to treachery.

Having under pretence of terminating this long feud, invited young Dee-
raj to marry the daughter of the Baraha chief, the Bhattis attended, when
Bceji Rae and eight hundred of his kin and clan were massacred. Deoraj
escaped to the house of the Punihit (of the Barahas, it is presumed), whi-

ther he was pursued. There being no hope of escape, the Brahmin threw
the Brahminical thread round the neck of the young prince, and in order

to convince his pursuers that they were deceived as to the object of their

search, he sat down to eat with him from the same dish. Tunnote was
invested and taken, and nearly every soul in it put to the sword, so that

the very name of Bhatti was for a while extinct.

Deoraj remained for a long time concealed in the territory of the

Barahas
; but at length he ventured to Boota, ht$ maternal abode, where

he had the happiness to And his mother, who had escaped the massacre
at Tunnote. She was rejoiced to behold her son’s face, and **wavcd the

salt over his head,’' then threw it into the water, exclaiming, '*thus may
your enemies melt away,” Soon tired of a life of dependence, Deoraj

asked for a single village, which was promised
; but the kin of the Boota

chief alarmed him, and he recalled it, and limited his grant to such a

quantity of land as he could encompass by the thongs cut from a single

f These towns and lakes are well known, but have been seized by

Bikaner.

f The Oswal is the richest and most numerous of the eighty-four

mercantile tribes of India, and is said to amount to one hundred thousand

familes. They are called * Oswal* from their first settlement, the

Ossi. They are aW of pure Rajpoot birth, of no single tribe, but chiefly

Puars, Solankis, and Bhattis. All profess the Jain tenets, and it is a

curious fact, Chough little known, that the pontiffs of that faith must be

selected from the youth of Ossi. 'Fhe wealthy bankers and merchants ot

these regions scattered throughout India, arc all known underone
mination, Marwarit which is erroneously sttpposcd to apply to the Judh*

pur territory, whereas, in fact, it means belonging to the desert* R
singular that the wealth of Indt4 should centre in tliis rcgtoii ol compara*
tivc Stef iftty f
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‘buffalo's hide : and this, too, in the depth of the desert. For this expe-*

dieiit he was indebted to the architect Kekeya, who had constructed the

castle of Bhutnair.* Deoraj immediately commenced erecting a place

* The deception practised by the Bhatti chief to obtain land on which
to erect a fortress is not unknown in other parts of India, and in more re-

mote regions. Bhutnair owes its name to this expedient, from the division

{bhatna) of the hide. I he etymology of Calcutta is the same, but should

be written Khalcutta, from the cuttings of the hide (khal). Byrsa, the

castle of Carthage, originates from ilie same story. If there existed any
affinity between the ancient Pali language of India and the Punic or
Phoenician (as the names of its princes and their adjuncts of bal would
indicate), and the letters B and Ch were as little dissimilar in Punic as in

Sanscrit, then Byrsa would becomes chursa^ ‘hide or skin,' which might
have originated the capital of the African Mauritania, as of the Indian

Maruthan. Thus Marocco may be from Marti-ca, of, or belonging to

Maru, the desert

^

also probably the origin of the Murve of Iran. The
term Moor may likewise be corrupted from Mauri, an inhabitant of

Maruca, while the Sehrae of our Indian desert is the brother in name and
profession of the Saracen of Arabia, from Schra, a desert, and zuddun, to

assault. The Nomadic princes of Mauritania might, therefore, be the Pali
or shepherd kings of Maruthan, the great African desert. And who were
these Philita or Pali kings of Barbary and Egypt ? It is well known that

the Berbers who inhabited Abyssinia and the south coast of the Red Sea,

migrated to the northern coast not only occupying it, as well as Mount
Atlas, but pushing their tribes far into the grand sehra, or desert. To
Ihoje colonists, that coast owes its name of Barbary. From the days of

Solomon and his contemporary Sishac, an intimate communication sub-
sisted between the eastern coast of Africa and India

;
and 1 have already

hazarded the opinion, that we must look to this coast of /Ethiopia and
Abyssinia for the Lanka, of the Rameses (Rameswar) of India

; and from
the former country the most skilful archaeologists assert that Egypt
had her mythology, and more especially that mystery, the prominent
feature of both systems—the Phallic rites, or worship of ihtlingam^
Berber according to Bruce, means a shepherd, and as her is a sheep in the
I anguage of India, is a shepherd in the most literal sense, abd
consequently the synonym of Pali, It has been asserted that this race
colonized these coasts of Africa from India about the time of Amenophis,
and that they are the Yksost or ^shepherd kings,’ who subjugated Egypt.
On this account, a comparison of the ancient architectural remains of
Abyssinia and /Ethiopia with those of ttie ancient Hindus, is most desir-

able. It is asserted, and with appearance of truth that the architecture
of the Pyramids is distinct from the Pliaraonib, and that they are at once
Astronomic ant) Phallic. In India, the symbolic pinnacle surmounting the
temples of the sun-god are always pyramidal. If the forthcoming history

of the Berbers should reveal the mystery of their first settlements in
Abyssinia, a great object would be attained

; and if search were made in
the old cave*temples of that coast, some remains of the characters they
used, might aid in tracing their analogy to the ancient Pali of the East

:

an idea suggested an examination of the lew characters found in the
grahd desert inhabited by the 1*uaricks, which have a certain resemblance
to the Punic, and to the unknown characters attribu,te,d ,to, the lndo*Scy-
thic tribes of Indja^ as on their coins and cave-temples. Witle asunder as
are these regioris, the mind that will strive to lessen the historical separa-
tion may one day be successfuli when connection between /Ethiopia (^u.,
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of strrncjth, vvhicfi callf'd aft»‘r him'^clf Deojjjurb, noorAwnI,* on
MondAy, ilie 5(h of ihe month Mngfi (soodi), the Pookh Nakshatra,
S. 9«'0.

Soon ac the Roota chief heard that his non- in-In\v was ereclinjj, not

a dwelliokj, blit a castle, he sent a force to rai*:^ it. Deoraj despatched
his inoilier with the keys to the assailants, and invited the leaders to

fv-celve the castle and his homatje ; when the chief men, to the number
of a bnpdred and twenty, entermj^, they were inveij;»led, under pretence

of consultation, ten at a time, and each party put to death and their

bodies thrown over the wall. Deprived of their leaders, the rest took

to flight.

Soon after, the prince was visited by his patron, the Jogi, who had
protected him amonijst the Harahas, and who now gave him the title of

Sid. I his Jopi, who possessed the art of transmuting metals, lodged in

the same house where f')eoraj found protection on tite massacre of liis

father and kindred. One day, the holy man had gone abroad, leaving

jirgJnrkuntn

,

or ‘ tattered doublet,' in which was the Rascoo>>^pa, or

* elixir-vessel,' a drop of which having fallen on the dagger of Deoraj
and changed it In gold, he decamped with both, and it was by the.

possession of this he was enabled to erect Deorawnl. '1‘he Jogi was well

aware of the chief whom he now came to visit ; and he confirmed him

in tlie possession of the stolen property, on one condilion, that he

should become his chela and disciple, and, as a token of submission

and fidelity, adopt the external symbols of the Jogi. Deoraj assented,

and was invested with the Jogi robe of ochre.f He placed llie moodraX
in his ear, the little horn round his neck, and the bandage {larifrota)

about his loins ; and with the gourd {cuprn) in his hand, he perambulated
the dwellings of his kin, e.xclaiming. Aluc ! Aluc !§ 7’he gourd was filled

with gold and pearls; the title of Rao was abandoned for lliat of RawuL'\
the ieeka was made on his forehead ; and exacting a pledge that these

riles of inauguration stioiild be continued to the latest posterity, the

Baba Riita (for such was the ]ogi’$ name) disappeared.

from aditya and contracted ait, the Sun?) and Snrashtra, 'the land of tht^

Sun/ or Syria of India, may become more tangible. Ferishla (vide

Briggs’ Translaiio*'

,

Vol. iv.) quoting original aulborilies says, *'lhe

inhabitants of Sclandip, or the Lsland of Ceylon, were accustomed to

send vessels to the coast of Africa, to the Red Sea, and Persian Gulf,

from the earliest ages, and Hiirdn pilgrims resorted to Mecca and Egypt
for the' purpose of paying adt>raiion to the idols. It is related also that

this people trading from Ceylon became converts to the true faith at so

early a period as ibe first caliphs,** all which confirms the fact of early

intercourse between Egypt and India.

* Deorawnl was one of the points of halt in EIpbinstone’s mission to

Cabiil. This discloses to us the position of the Boota territory, and as

astrmtomfcal data arc given, those inclined to prove or disprove the Bhatti

chronology have ample means afforded. .

4 Called geeroo
;
garments coloured] with this dye are worn by al*

classes of mendicants.

J The moodra is a round prickly seed worn by the ascetics as tnr*

rings.

§ The Supereme Being; ihe Universal and One God.
jj

Renvul \% %%t\\ the title of the prince c>l jes'u’nrcr, as it ci c€

thru ol the Mewar house.
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t)eoraj fletern)irtoii to wreak his revenj^je on the Barahas, anti he
enjoyed it even “ to strippintj ihe scarfs from tlie beads of their females.

"

On his return to Deorawul, he prepared for an attack on I^angaha, the
heir of which was then on a marriage expedition at Aleepiir. d'here,

Deoraj attacked ami slew a thousand of them, the rest henceforth acknow-
ledged his supremacy. The Langahas were gallant Rajpoots.

As the tribe of Lingaha, or Langa, will from this period go hand
in hand, in all international wars of tlie Yadu-Bhatlis, from their cx-
pnlsion from the Punjab to their final settlement in the Indian Desert,

it is of some interest to trace its origin and destiny. It is distinctly

slated that, at titis epoch, the l.angas were Rajpoots; and they are in

f«ct a sub-division of the Solanki or Cl^alook race, one of the four

cula
;
and it is important to observe that in their frotra-acharya, or

* genealogical creed,’ they claim I.okote in the Punjab as their early

location
;

in all probability prior to their regeneration on Mount Aboo,
when they adopted Brahminical principles. From the year S. 787
tA. D. 7'^i), when the castle of Funnote wss erected by the leader of

the Bhalli cohmy, down to S. 1530 (A. 1). 1474), a period of seven hun-
dred arid forty three years, perpetual border-strife appears to have
occurred betweett the Bhattis and Lungas, which teriTiinated in that

singular combat, or duel, of tribe against tribe, during the reign of

Kawal Chachik, in the last mentioned period. Shortly after this, Baber
conquered India, and Mooltan became a province of the empire, when
the authority of tribes ceased. Ferisbta, however, comes to our aid
and gives us an account of an entire dynasty of this tribe as Kings of

Mooltan. rhe first of this line of five kings began his reign A. H. 847
(A. D. 1443), or thirty years anterior to the death of RawnI Chachik.

'I'he Mooslem historian (see Briggs’ Fertshta, Vol. iv, p. 388), «ays that

when Khizer Khan Syud was emperor of Delhi, he seiit Shekh Yusoopb
as his lieutenant to Mooltan, who gained the.Vsieem of the surrounding

princes; amongst whorn was Rae Siihra, head of the tribe of Langa,
who came to congralnlate him, and to offer his services and a daughter
in marriage. 'I he ofTer was accepted

;
constant communication was

kept up between Seeve and Mooltan, till at length Rae Sehra disclosed

the object of all this solicitude; he thiew' aside the mask, confined th«

Shekh, sent him off to Delhi, and crowned himself king of Mooltan under
the title of Kootub-u-din.

Ferishta calls Rae Sehra and his tribe of Linga, Afghins
;
and

Abuifazii says, the inhabitants of Sevee were of the Noomrie (fox>

tribe, wliich is assuredly one of the most numerous of the Jit or Get«
race, thougli they have all, since their conversion, adopted the distinctive

term of Baloch, 'Fhe Bhalti chronicle calls the Langas in one page
Patharit and in another Rajpoot, which are perfectly reconcilable, and
by no means indicative that the Pathan or Afghan of that early period,

or even in the time of Rae Sehra, was a Mahomedan. The title of Rae
is sufficient proof that they were even then Hindus, Mr. FJphinstone
scouts the idea of the descent of the Afghans from the Jews ;

and not
a trace of the Hebrew is found in the Pooshtoo, or language of this tribe,

although it has much affinity to the Zend Sanskrit. I cannot refrain
from repeating my conviction of the origin of the Afghans from the
ladn, converted into Yuhudi^ or * je\y.* Whether these Yad us are not
ruti, or Geies, remains to be proved.

To the south of Deorawul dwelt the Lodra Rajpoots; their capital
was Lodorva, an immense city^ having twelve gates. The family Purohit,

24
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having been offended, took sanctuary (sirna) with Deoraj, and
fated Inm to dl«?posse‘^s his old masters of their territory, A marriage
was proposed t(^ Nirphhan, tlie chief of the l.odras, which bein^ accepted,
l)eo»aj, at the head of t wel ve luindred choseTn horse, departed for Lodorva.
'hhe ^ates of the city were thrown <^pen as the bridegroom approached

;

f)ut no sootier had he entered willi his suits, than swords were drawn,
and Oeoraj made himself master of fmdorva.* He married the chief’s

dangfhter, left a tjtrrjson in Lodorva, and retiirtied to l^eorawnl.
Deoraj was now lord of fifty-six thousand horse, and a hundred thou -

sand camels.

f

At this period a merchant of Deorawnl, named Jiskurn, havinijj

^one to Dharanatjari, was imprisoned by its prince, Brij-bban Panr,

and compelled to pay a ransojo (or Itis liberty. On Ins return to Deo-
rawul, be showed the mark of the iron-collar to his sovereitjfn. who, indig-

nant at the dishonour put upon his subject swore lie would not drink
water until he had avenged the insult. But he liad not calcidated the

distance between him and his foe; in order, however, to redeem his

pledjje, a Dhar nf clay (frar'Ya'dhur) was constructed, on which he was
about to wreak his ven^'eance, but there were Prarnars in his army, who
were at their post ready to defend their mock capital

;
and as their

astonished prince advanced to destroy it, they exclaimed

—

''Jan PxiaY thyan Dhar hyn
Or Dhar thyan Puar
Dhar hinna Puar nuhyn
Or nuhyn Puar btnna Dhar^

which may be thus translated ;

“ Wherever there is a Puar, there is a Dhar
; and where there is a

Dhar, //icre is a Puar. There is no Dhar withotft a Puar; neither io'

there a Puar without a Dhar.”J Under their leaders, Tejsi and Sa^unv^
they protected the mock Dhar, and were cut to pieces to the number of

one hundred and twentv. Deoraj approved their valour, and provided

for their children. Bein^ thus released from his oath, he proceeded

towards Dhar, reducinyf tho^e wtio opposed his proi;ress. Brij»bhan

defended Dhar durifijj five davs, and fell with eijjht hundred of his men ;

upon which Deoraj unfurled the flag of victory and returned to his late

conquest, the city of I.odorva.

We are not told of what race (cula) was the Lodra Rajpoot ;
in all

probability rt was Pramara, or Puar, which at one lime occupied the

whole desert of India, f.odorva, as will be seen, became the capit.Tl of

the Bhattis, until tl>e foundinjj of their last and present capital Jessulmer ;

it boasts a high antiquity, though now a ruin, occupied by a few families

of shepherds. Many towns throughout the desert were formerly of

celebrity, but are now desolate, through the conjoined causes of per-

ppttial warfare and the shifting sands. I obtained a copper-plate incrip-

tions of the tentli cenliiry from Lodorva, of the period of Bcefiraj, in the

ornamental Jain character; also some clay signets, given tO pilgrit^^»

bearing J^^in symbols. All these relics attest the prevailing religion to

have been Jain.

+ A gross exaggeration of the annalist, or a cypher in each added

by the copyist.

I Dliar or Dharanagari, was the most ancient Capital Of this tribfi

the most numerous of the AgnieuW races*
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Deoraj had ^Iwo sons, Moond and Chedoo
;
the last, by a wife of

tbe Baraha tribe, bad five sons, whose descendants were styled Cfieda
U^jpoots, Deoraj excavated several large lakes in the tenitory of Khadal
(in which Deorawul is situated)

;
one at Tunnote is called funno-sirr

;
an-

other, after himself, Deosirr. Havin^f one day gone to hunt, slightly

attended, he was attacked by an ambush of the Chunna R^ijpoots, and
slain with twenty-six of his attendants, after having reigned fifty-five

years. His kin and clans shaved their locks and moustaches, t^xcepting.*

Moond, who succeeded, and performed all the ceremonies during the

twelve days. Having made his ablutions with the water from sixty-eight

different wells, in which were immersed the leaves of one hundred and
eight different shrubs and trees, a female of spotless virtue waved tlie

burning frankincense over his head. Before him was placed the piinj-

amrit, consisting of curds, milk, butter, sugar, and honey
;
likewise pearls,

gems, the royal umbrella, the grass called dhoob, various flowers, a looic-

itig-glass, a young virgin, a chariot, a flag or banner, the vela flower,

seven sorts of grain, two fish, a horse, a ruikhunk (iiriknown), a bullock,

a shell, a lotus, a vessel of water, the tail of the wild ox {chaonr), a sword,

a female calf, a litter, yellow clay, and prepared food. I'hen, seated

on the Lions hide,—(on which were painted tlie seven dwipas or conti-

nents of Hindu cosmography, apparelled in the dress of the Jogi, and
covered with ashes {hiiiiboot)^ with the moodva in his ears),—the white

chaony (ox-tail) was waved over his head, and he was inaugurated on

the gfldf of Deoraj, while the Purohit and chiefs presented their offerings,

1 he teeka-doiv' was against the assassins of his father, who had con-

gregated for defence, eight hundred of whom were pot to dt?ail), Kawul
Moond had one son, who was called Bachera. VVhen about fourteen

years of age the coco-nut came from Bullub-sen Solanki, Raja of Patun.f
He forthwith proceeded to Patun, where he married the Solanki princess,

and died not long after his father.

Bachera succeeded on Saturday, the Sravan, S. 1035.J The
same rites of installation were performed ; the kanferra (split- eared) Jogi
was the first to put the regal tilnc on his for**head. and ' his hand upon
his back.' Rawul Bachera had five sons, Doosaj

;
Singh, Bappi Rao,

LJnkho, and Maall-Pusao; all of whom liad issue, forming clans.

^ There is no interregnum in Kajwana : the king never dies.

* This affords a most important synchronism, cni roborative of the

correctness of these annals. Raja Bullub-sen of Patun (Anhulwarra)
immediately followed Chamund Rae, who was dispossessed of ihe throne

by Mahmoud of Ghiziii, in the year A. D. ion, or S. 1067. Bullub-sen
died in the year of his installation, and was succeeded by Doorlubh, whose
period has also been syncbronically fixed by an inscription belonging to

the Pramaras.—See Transactions of the Royal Astatic Society,

f This dale* S. 1035, is evidently an error of the copyist. Bachera
married Bullub-sen’s daughter in S. 1067, and he died in S. lioo; so
that it should be either S. 1055 or 1065. It is important to clear this

point as Rawul Bachera was the opponent of Mahmoud of Ghizni in
bis invasion of India, A. H. 393. A. D. 1000,— S. 1056 or S. 1066. the
samvat era being liable lo a varialiop of ten years (Colebrooke). If we
are right, a passage of F'erishta, wliich has puzzled the translators,
should run thus: "Mahmoud directed his march against the Bhaiii,
and passing Mooltan, arrived at Behera, a BhaUi city.”—Cf. Dow*
VoJ. I, (4th Edition),’ and Briggs, Vol. I,
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A merc))anl came to Lodorva with a caravan of horsei, of which*
there was one of a race so superior, that a lakh of rupees was fixed as
his price; the breed belon^*ed to a Pathan chief, west of the Indus, 'lo

obtain it, Doosaj and his son Unkho put** themselves at the head of a
band, crossed the Indus, slew Gazi Khan, the Pathan chief, and car-
tied off his stud.

Singh had a son, Sacha-rae ;
his son was Balia who had two sons,

Ruttun‘and Jngga ;
they attacked the Purihar prince Juggernalh of

Mundore, and carried off five hundred camels : tiieir^descendants are
styled Singrao Rajpoots.

Bappi Rao had two sons, Pahoo and Mandun. Pahoo had likewise

tw'O, Beerum and 'I'oolir, w’hose unmerous issue were styled the Pahoo
Rajpoots. I'he Pahoo issued ftom their abode of Beekumpoor, and con-
ijuered the lands of the Jtiliyas, as far as Devi-jhal\ and having made
Poogul’* their capital, they dug numerous well in the ihul, which still go
by the name of the Pahoo wells.

Near Khatoh, in the Nagore district of Marwar, there dwelt a warrior

of the Kheechee tribe, named Jiddra, who often plundereti even to the

gates of Poogul, slaying many of the Jylung Bhaitis. l)t>osaj prepared

a kafila (' caravan,') under pretence of making a pilgrimage to the Ganges,
invaded unawares the Kheecitee chief's territory, and slew hitii, with nine

hundred of his men.

Doosaj, with his three brothers, went to the land of Kher, where dwel^

Pertap Sing, chief of tlie Gohilotes.f whose d^^uehters they espoused. “In

the land of Kher, the J adoon showered gold, enriching it.” In the daeja

(dower) with his daughter, the Gohilote gave fifteen Dewa darrtes. ov

'virgin lamp-holders.' Soon after, the Baloches made an inroad into

the territory of Khadal
; a battle ensued, in which five hundred were

killed, and the rest fled beyond tire river. Bachcra died, and was suc-

ceeded by

Doosaj in the month of Asar, S. iioo. Hamir, prince of the Sodas,};

made an incursion iirto his territories, which he plundered. Doosaj,

having unavailingly remonstrated, reminding him of ancient ties, he mar-

ched into Dhat, and gained a victory. Doosaj h'^d two sons, Jesul and

Beejiraj, and in his old age a third son, by a Ranawut princess of the

house of Mewar, called Lanja Beejirae, who, when Doosaj died, was

placed on the throne by tire nobles and civil ofh *ers of the slate. Previous

to his elavation, he had espoused a daughter of Sidra] Jey Sing, Solanki.

* 'I’his was one of the points touched at in Mr* Elphinstoiie's journey.

-f
The chief of the Gohiloles is now settled at Bhaonuitgnr at

estuary of the Myhie : where I visited him in 1823. The migration of

the family from Kherdhur occurred about a century after that period,

according to the, documents in the Rao'n family. And we have only to

look at the opening of the Annals of Marwar to see that from its

colonization by the Kahihores, the Gohih community of Kherdhur was

finally extinguished. 'J o the general historian these minute facts may

be unimportant, but they cease to be so when they prove the character or

these annals for fidelity.

X If Olis is the Hamira alluded to in the annals of Bikaner, in whose

time the (‘aggar river ce.ased to flow in these lands, wc have anolhef

date assigned to a fact of great physical iniportantc.
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paring the nuptial ceremonies, as the mother of the bride was marking*

the forehead of tt^e bridegroom with the tiluk or ‘inauguration mark/
st^e exclaimed, “ My son, do thou become the portal of the north—the

batrier between us and the king^ wl)ose power is becoming strong.’^* By
the princess of Putlun l»e tiad a son, who was named Bhojtieo, and who,
by li>e death of his father when he attained tlie age of twenty-five,

became lord of I.odorva. 'bhe other sons of Doos»j were at (bis time
advanced in manltood, Jesul being tbirty-frve, and Beejiraj iljifty-two*

years of age.

Some years before the death of Doosaj, Raedhuwal Puar, son (or

flescendant) of Udvadit of Dl\ar, had three daughters, one of whom'
))e betrothed to Jeypal (Ajipal) Solanki, soi> of Srdraj ;f another to

Beejiraj Bhatti, and the (liird to the Kana of Clieetore. I'he Bhaiti'

prince left Lodorva for Dtiar at the head of severr hundred horse, and
arrived at the same lime with the Scesodra and Solanki princes. On
bis return to Lodorva, he erected a temple to Shestin^n, close to whiclv

he made a lake. By the Puar princess he had a soti named Rahir, who
had two sons, Netsi and ICeksi.

BhojJeo had not long occupied the gadi of Lodorvn, when his

uncle Jesul conspired against him
;
but being always surrounded by a

guard of five hundred Solanki Rajpoots, his person was unassailable. At
this time, the prince of Puttun was often engaged with the king’s

troops from 'I'aiha. Jesul, in pnrsuai^ce of his pl-*n, determined to

^ Here we have another sytichronism. In tlie Komnrfyul Char itra

or history of the kings of Anhulwarra Puttun, the reign of Sidraj wafr

from S. 1150 to S. 1201, or A. 1 ). 1094 to 1145: the point of lime

intermediate between invasion of Mahmoud of Gliizni and the final

conquest of India by Shabudin, during which there were many irruptions

into India by the lieutenants of tfie inonaiclis of Ghizni. l liere was one
in the leign of Musood, in A. II. 492 (A. H. 1098), four years after the

accession of Sidraj; another A. D. 1120, in the reign of Byram Shah
during which, according to Ferishla, the Ghaznevide general, P> din

rebelled and assailed the Hindu Rajas from Nagore, where he esiahlish-

id himself. In all probability this is the event alluded to by the cjueeiv

of Puttun, when she nominated the Bhalii prince as her champion.

f The mention of these simultaneous intermarriages in three of the

principal Rajpoot monarchies of that day, vis,, Dliar, Puttun, and
Cdieetore, is important, not only as establishing fresh synchronisms, but

as disclosing the intercourse between the Bhaitis and the more ancient
princely families of India. The period of Udvadit F^ramar has heeiv

established beyond cavil (see Trans. R. A. S) and that of Sidraj,

likewise, whose son and successor, Ajipal, had but a short reign when
he was deposed by Komarpal, whose date is also found from ins-

cription. It is a singular fact, ibal all ilie Rajpoot dynasties of

these regions were established about the same epoch, vis., Puttun by the
Cliauras, Cheelore by the Gehlotes, Delhi, lefounded by the l uars, and
the Bhatti priitcipaliiy by the descendant of Salbahan. 'I bis was in the
middle T)f the eighth century of Vikrainadiiya, when the older Hindu
Governments were broken up. The admission of Bliatli to intermarry
with their families proves one of two facts: either that they were con-
sidered Rajpoots, notwithstanding their being inliabitanis of the legions
beyond the Indus; or. that the families ineniiuiicd, with which they

‘Lc III' (I cd, Wfte Iiido*Stylliic like llieiuselves.
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coalesce with the kirtfr, and cause an attack on Puttitn (Anliiil>varra>,

by which alone he could hope for the departure of the Solanki body-

guard. jesiil, with his chief kin, escorted by two hundred horse, marched
to the Punjnud, where he saw the king of Ghor, who had just overcome
the king of Tatha,* and placed his own garrison there, and he
accompanied him to Arore, the ancient capital of Sinde. There he un-
folded his views, and having sworn allegiance to the king, he obtained a

force to* dispossess his nephew of his territory. Lodorva was encom-
passed, and Bhojdeo slain in its defence. In two days the itdiabitants

were to carry off their effects, and on the third the troops of Ghor were
permitted the license of plunder. I.odorva was sacked, and Kureem Khan
departed for Bekher with the spoils.

Jesul thus obtained the gadi of Lodorva; but it being open to in-

vasion, he sought a spot better adapted for defence, and he found one
only five coss (ten miles) from Lodorva. Upon the summit of a rocky
ridge, he discovered a Brahrr.iii, whose solitary hermitage adjoined the

fountain of Brimsir. Having paid homage, and disclosed the purport

of his visit, the recluse related tl»e history of the triple-peaked hill, which
overlooked his hermitage. He said, that in the Treta, or 'silver age,'

a celebrated ascetic, called Kak, or Kaga, resided at this fountain, after

whom the rivulet, which issued thence had its name of Kaga
;
that tite

Pandu Arjoon. with Her! Crishna, came there to attend a great sacrifice,

on which occasion Crishna foretold that, in some distant age, a descend-

ant of his should erect a town on the margin of the rivulet, and should

raise a castle on Tricuta, the triple-peaked mount. f While Crishna

thus prophesied, it was observed to birn by Arjoon that the water was bad,

when Crishna smote the rock with his chakra (discus), whereupon a

sweet spring bubbled up, and on its margin were inscribed the prophetic

stanzas which the hermit Eesul now pointed out to the Bhatti prince, who
read as follows :

1 .

** Oh prince of Jidoo-vansa ! come into this land, and on this moun-
tain’s lop erect a triangular castle.

2 .

** Lodorva is destroyed,, but only five coss therefrom is Jesanoh, a site

of twice its strength.

At every step we see, however meagre may he the outline, the

correctness of this historical sketch. It was, according to Ferishta. in

A. H. 555 A. D. II 5Q, or S. 1215), that the prince of Ghor conquered

Ghizni, and immediately after overian Mooltan and Sind (see Briggs
Vol. L) ; and doubtless it was on this occasion that the Bhatti

prince swore allegiance to Shahudin, and obtained the force wl'icK

drove his nephew from Lodorva, which being sacked by his^ auxiliaries,

he founded Jessiilmer in S. I2!2. The three years’ discrepancy between

the Mahomedan and Hindu dates is of little consequence
;
but even this

could be remedied, when we recollect that the Samvat, according to

Colebrooke, is liable to a variation of ten years,

* t If there were no better support for the assumed descent of tfic

Bhatti founder of Jessiilmer from the Yadu$ of the Bharat^ than this

pheev. wc should be confirmed in our suspicion that they are a colony nf

the Yuti, and that the Brahmins took advantage of the nominal
?»cmblancc to incorporate them in llie Clihateea Bajculai or ihiiiy-i‘^

royal race.
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.

** Prince whose hame is Jesiil, who will be of Yadu race,

Lodorpura
;
here erect thy dwelling.'*

abandon

'I'he hermit Eesiil alone knew the existence of the fountain on whose
margin these lines were engraved. All that he stipulated for himself was,

that the fields to the westward of the castle should retain his name, “ the

fields of Hesul." He foretold that the intended castle should tw^ce and
a half times be sacked

;
that rivers of blood would flow, and that for a

time all would be lost to his descendants.

On Rub'ivar, ‘ the day of the sun/ (a favourite day for commencing
any grand undertaking with all these tribes), the 12th of Sravana, the

enliglitened half of the moon, S. 1212 (A. D. I156L the foundation of

Jessulmere was laid, and soon the inhabitants, with all that was valuable’

abandoned Lodorva,* and began to erect new habitations. Jesul had two

sons, Kailun and Salbahan. He chose his chief ministers and advisers

from the children of Sodil. of the r'ahoo tribe, who became too powerful.

'Ihfir old enemies, the Chunna Rajoots, again invaded the lands of

Khadal; but they suffered for their audacity. Jesul survived this event

five years, when he died and was succeeded by his youngest son,

balbahan the 114

CHAPTER III.

n AViNO thus epitomized the Bhatti annals, from the expulsion of the

tribe from the Punjab, and the establishment of Tunnote in the
Indian Desert, in A. D. 731, to the foundation of the existing capital,

Jessulmer, in A. D. 1156. we sliall continue the sketch to the present day,
nearly in the language of the chronicle, adding explanatory notes as we
proceed.

T he interval between the erection of the castle of Tunnote and the

present time is exactly eleven hundred years
;
during which the historical

narrative, whatever may be its value, is at feast continuous, and the events
recorded are corroborated, even in the darkest period, by numerous
synchronisms in the annals of the other states

;
and viewed synoptically,

it presents matter of deep interest to the explorer of Indian history.

1 he period of four hundred and twenty-five years, embraced in the
preceding chapter, is full of incidents. It is a record of a people wha
once deemed their consequence and their fame imperishable. And. even
were it less diversified by anecdotes descriptive of manners, it would still

possess claims to interest as a simple relation of the gradual peoplifrg
of a great portion of the Indian Desert. We see tribes and cities drs-
appearinp^; new races and new capitals taking their place

;
and although

not a syllable is written which bears directly upon religion, we can see,
incidentally, the analogy of these Indo-Scyihic tribes, from Zabulisthan
Salbahana, with the Hindu, confirmmg what Menu says, that the

* Lodorva remains in ruins; a journey titither might afford subject*
matter for the antiquary, and enable him to throw light upon the ericin
of the Bhatti tribe. It is ten miles N,*W, of the present capitaK
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Sacas, VavatiftSf Pehlnvis, and the Khasas* of Centra! Asia, were al!

C!»eitris or Uajpoots. We now proceed with the cfiranicle.

Jessiil, the founder of Jessulmer, survived the change of captita|

only twelve years. Mis elder son, Kaihin, having given displeasure to

the Pahoo miniblcr was expelled, and his younger brother placed upon
the gadi,

Salbahan, a name of celebrity in the annals, renewed in the son of

Jcssiil,* succeeded in S. Ii24 (A. D. li6S). His first expedition was
against the Caiti or Cathi tribe, who, under tfieir leader, Jngbhan, dvvelt

between the city of Jhalore and the Aravalli.f Fhe Cathi Rao was killed,

and his horses and camels were carried to Jessulmer. The fame of this

exploit exalted the reputation of Salbahan. He had three sons, Bcejir,

Banar, and Hasso,

In the mountains of Bhadrinath, there was a state, whose princes

were of the Jadoon (Yadu) race, descended from the first Salbahan at the

period of the expulsion from Gujni.J At this time, the prince of this slate

dying without issue, a deputation came to Jessulmer to obtain a prince

to fill the vacant gadi» Hasso was accordingly sent, but died just as

he arrived. His wife, who was pregnant, was taken with the pains of

labour on the journey, and was delivered of a son under the shade of a

pala^ tree, whence the child was called Palaseo, I'his infant succeeding,

the raj (principality) was named after him Palaseoh,^

* I'here is a race in the desert, now Mahomedan, and called Khossas,

Rlphinstone mentions the KhasaKheL Khasgar is 'the region of the

Khasas,’ the Casta Regia of Ptolemy.

f We can scarcely refuse onr assent to the belief, that the Cathi, or

Caiti tribe, here mentioned, is the remnant of the nation which so man*
fully opposed Alexander. It was then located about Mooltan, at this

period occupied by the Langas. Fhe colony attacked by the Bhatti was

near the Aravalli, in all probability a predatory band from the region

ll»ey peopled and gave their name to, Cattiawar, in the Saurashira

pcnin'^ula.

% Mr. Elphinslonc enumerates the Jadoon as a sub-division of the

Eusolz>es, one of the great Afghan lril>e, who were originally located

about Cahut and Gliizni. I could not resist surmising the probability of

the term Jadoon, applied to a sub division of the Afghan race, originating

from the Hindu-Scychic Jadoon, or Yadu; whence the boasted descent or

the Afghans from Saul king of the Jews The customs oi tho

Afghans would support ibis hypothesis: “ lire Afghans,** (says the

Emperor Babei), “when reduced to extremities in war, come into the

presence of their enemy with grass between their teeth, being as much as

to say, ‘ I am your ox'.*' This custom is entirely Rajpoot, aird

recurring in inscriptions recording victories. They have their bards or

poets in like manner, of whom Mr. Elphinstone gives an interesho^

account. In features, also, they resemble the Northern Rajpoots, w <

have generally aquiline noses, or, Mr. Elphinstone expresses it, m t e

account of his journey through the desert, “ Jewish features:" though

this might tempt 006410 adopt the converse of my deduction, and say, t'**

these Yadu of Gujni were, with the Afghans, also of Yahudi origin :
ftom

Ibe lost tribes of Israel. ^
5 Sec Mr. Elphinstone's for the position of the jadoon branc

of the Eusof^yes at (he foot of the Sewalik hills#
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iPiOposals ot marriaj*c came from Mun^i Deora of Sirohi. The Rawui
Wl Jessulmer to the care of his eldest son Beejil. Soon after his depar-
ture, the foster-brother (dkabhae) of tlie ynunjj prince propagated the

report of the RawuPs death in an encounter with a tiger, and prompted
Beejil to assume the dignity. Salbahan, on his return, finding his seat

usurped, and having in vain expostulated with his traitorous soil, pro-
ceeded to Khadal, of wlucli Deorawul is the capital, where he was slain,

with three hundred of his followers, in repelling an irruptiok^ of the
Batoches. Beejil did not long enjoy the dignity : having in a fit of passion
struck the dkabhae, the blow was returned, upon which, slung with shame
and resentment, he stabbed himself with his dagger.

Kailun, the elder brother of Salbahan, who was expelled by the

Pahoos, was now (A. O. 1200) recalled and installed at the age of fifty.

He had six sons, Clmchik Oeo, Palhan, Jeichand, Pelumsi, Peetumchand,
and Usrao. 'Tlte second and third had numerous issue, who are styled

Jaseir and Seeh.ana Rajpoots.

K^izzur Khan Baloch, with five thousand men, at this time again
crossed (he Mehran (Indus), and invaded the land of Kliadal. which was
the second irruption since he slew Salbahan. Kailun inarched against
liirn at the head of seven thousand Rajpoots, and after a severe engage-
ment, slew the Baloch leader and fifteen hundred of his men. Kailuti

ruled nineteen years.

Chachik Deo succeeded, in S. 1275, (A. D. 1219). Soon after his

accession, he carried on war against the Chunna Rajpoots (now extinct),

of whom he slew two thousand, capturing fourteen thousand cows, and
compelling the tribe to take refuge with the Johyas. Soon after, the

Rawui invaded the lands of Rana Urmsi, prince of the Sodas, who though
taken by surprise, assembled four thousand horse : but was defeated, and
forced to fly for shelter to the walls of his capital, Anierkoie. The Puar
was glad to obtain the absence of his foe by tlie offer of his datighter

in marriage.*

The Rahtoref, recently established in the land of Kher, had become to

* In this single passage we have revealed the tribe race
(cula), capital, and proper name, of the prince Dhat, The Soda tribe,

as before stated, is an important branch of Vhe Pramara (Puar) race, and
with the Oomras and Soomras gave dynasties to the valley of Sinde from
the most remote period. The ! have already Observed, were pro-
4>ably the Sogdi oi Alexander, occupying Upper Sinde when the Mace-
donian descended ihat stream. The Soomra dynasty is mentioned by
Ferislita from ancient autherittes, but the Mahomedan historians knew
nothing, and cared nothing, about Hajpoot tribes.

I write this note chiefly for the information of the patriarch of
oriental lore en the Contingent, the learned and ingenious De Sacy. If

this Mentor ask, “Where arc now the Sodas I reply, the ex-prince of
Amerkote, with whose ancestors Hemayoon took refuge,—in whose capital
in the desert, the great Akber was born,—and who could on the spur of
the moment oppose four thousand horse to invasipn, has only one sihgla
town, that of Chore, fefl to him. The R^bthores, who, in the time of Urenst
'Rana and Hawut Chachik, were hardly known in have theii^

'

*flag waving on the battlements of the “ immortal castle,“ (omarcura]^'
and the Amears of Sinde have incorporated the greater part of Dhat witb
their state of Hyderabad. * ^ ^

25
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troublesome nei^i>bouis
,
CbAchiU obtained the aid ol ii»e Sodat troops fa

chastise tijem, and he proceeded to Jessole and Bhalotra. where they were
established’ ;

hut Chadoq and his son Theedo averted his wrath by giving
him a daughter to wife.*

Rawul Chachik ruled thirty^two years. He had only one son, ref
Rao, who died at (he age of forty-two, from the small-pox, feaviiig two
sons Jaelsi and Kiirrun, To the youngest the Uaw\»l was much attached ;

and having convened the chiefs around his deal)»-bed, he entreated they
woidd accede to his last wish, that his youngest grandson might be his

successor.

Kurrun having succeeefed, his elder brother, Jaetsi abandoned his

country, and lo<ik service with the Mahomedans in Guzerat. About this

lime, Mozuffer Khan, who occupied Nagore with five thousand horse,

committed great outrages. There was a Blionoa of the Baralia tribe,

named BIwganti- das, wl»o resided fifteen coss from Nagore, and was
master of one tliojis;4nd five hundred horse, lie had an only daughter,
wtio was demanded by ll)e Khan and being uiuvilliiH^ lo comply, and
unable to resist, lie resolved to ahattdon the country. For this purpose
he prepared cai I iages, in which he placed his family and ciwittels. and
at nighr proceeded towards Jessulmer

;
hut the Klian, gaining intelti^

gence of his motions, intercepted the convoy. A battle ensued, in whiciv=

four hundred of the Baiahas were killed, aiid his daughter and other
females were carried off. The afflicted Baraha continued his route to

Jesfiulmer, and related his distress to Kawul Kurrnn, who irninediaiely put

himself at tlie head of his followers, attacked the Khan, whom he slew,

with three thousanrT of his people, anti re*indiicted the Bliornia in his

possessions, Kurruii ruled twenty-eight years, artd was succeeded
by his soH.

LaUhijti .Sen. in S. (A. D. 1271). He was so great a wmplelon ,

that when the jar kais howled at night, being told that it was from being

cold, he ordered quilted dresses (dnjr/as) lo be prepared for them. A.-* tlie

howling still coiuiniied, altliough he was assured liis orders had been

fulfilled, he commanded houses to be built for the animals in the royal

preserves (rumna), many of which yet rernaip. Lakhun was the cori-

lemporary of Kanirdeo Sonigiirra, whose life was saved by his (Lakhun’s)

wife's kiAowfedge of jmens. Lakhun was ruled by this Rani, who
nf the Soda tribe. She invited her brethren from Amerkote; but the

madman, her husband, put them to death and> threw their bodies over

the walls. He was allowed to rule foitr years, aiui was then replaced

by hts son,

PoonpaL This prince was of a temper so violent that the nobles

dethroned him, and recalled the e)oiied Jaetsi from' Guaerat. Poonpat

had a residence assigned him in a remote quarter of the state; He had

a son, Lakumsi, who had a son called Rao Bantngdeo, who by a stratagem

• To those interested in the migration, of these tribes, it must be

gratifying to see these annals, thus synchrpnically corroborating each

other. About two centuries before this, in the reign of Doosaj, when tlie

HhatiTcapital was at Lodorva, an attack was made Oh the land of Khefr

then occupied by the Gohifotes, who were, as related in the Annals or

Marwar , dispossessed by the Bahtores. None but an inquirer into these

aimaU of the descct utbes can conp^lve the satisfactipu arising Iroin such

confiitnations.
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pointed out by a Ktiurl^ Rajpoot, took Marote from the Jobyas, and
Roo^ul from the 1'hories, thieves by profession, whose chief, styled Rao,
be made captive; and in Poogul he settled bis family. Rao Raning
bad a son called Sadool, who alternately bathed in the sea of pleasure,
and struggled in that of action : to their retreat the father and son
conveyed the spoils seized from all around them.

Jaelsi obtained tlie f^adi in S. 1332 (A. D. 1276). He had two sons,
Moolraj and Ruttunsi. Deoraj, the son of Moolraj espoused the "daughter
of the Sonigiirra chief of Jhalore. Mahomed [Khooni] Padsha invaded
the dominions of Rana Koopsi, the Purihar prince ot Mundore,f who,
when defeated, fled whh his twelve daugliters, and found refuge with
the Rawul, who gave lum Baroo as a residence.

Deoraj, by his Sonigiirra wife, had three sons J^nghan. Sirwnn, and
Hamir. 1 his Hamir was a mighty warrior, wlio attacked Kompoh Sen
of Mehwo, and plundered his lands. He had issue three sons, Jaito,

Looiikurn, and Mairoo. At this period, Ghori Alla-oO'din commenced
tlie war against the castles of India. The tribute of Latha and Moolian,
consisting of fifteen liundred horses and fifteen hundred mules laden

with treasure and valuables, was at Bekher in progress to che king at

Delhi. *Mie sons of Jaetsi determined to Jay an ambush and capture
the tribute. Disguised as grain-merchants, witl^seven thousand horse

and twelve hundred camels, they set out on llieir expedition, and on the

banks of tire Punjnud found the convoy, escorted by four hundred Mokful

and (lie like number of Palhan horse, 'l lie Bhaiiis encamped near the

convoy
;
and in the night they rose upon and slew the escort, carrying

the treasure to Jessulnier. I’he survivors carried the news to u»e king,

who prepared to punish this insult. When tidings reached Rawul Jaetsi

fkat the king was encamped on the A/tasa^ar at Ajmere, he prepared

Jessulmer for defence. He laid in immense stores of grain, and deposi-

ted all round the ramparts of the fort large round siofies to hurl on the

besiegers. All the aged, the infirm, and his female grand-children,

were removed into the interior of the desert, while the country around
the capital for many miles was laid waste, and the towns made desolate.

'File Rawul, with his two elder sons and five thousand warriors, remained
inside for the defence of the castle, while Deoraj and Hamir formed an
army to act against the enemy from without. The sultan in person re-

mained at Ajmere and sent forward an immense force of Khorasanis
and Koreishes, cased in steel armour, *'who rolled on like the clouds in

Bhadoon.’^ 'Fhe fifty-six bastions were manned, and three thousand
seven hundred heroes distributed amongst them for their defence, while

two thousand remained in reserve to succour the points attacked.
During the first week that the besiegers formed their entrenchments,
seven thousand Moosulmans were slain, and Me^r Mohabet and Alii

Khan remained on the field of battle. For two years the invaders were
confined to their camp by Deoraj and Hamir, who kept the field, after

cutting off their supplies, which came from Mundore, wljile the garrison
was abundantly fiirnished from Khadal, Barmair and Dhat. Eight
ycarsf had the siege lasted, when Rawul jaetse died, and bis body was
burnt inside the fort.

•
'J Ills tribe is unknown to Central India,

I The title, tribe, and capital of this race, shew that the Bhattis were
intimately connected with the neighbouring states.

t riii.ttn meiu nothing m}ie ikiii that desultory attacks were
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During this lengthened sief^e, Ruttunsi had fornred a friendstiip with
the Nawab Maboob Khan» and they had daily friendly meetings under
a khaifra tree, between the advanced posts, each attended by a few
followers. They plaved at chess together; and interchanged expressions
of mutual esteem. But when duty called them ta oppose each other in

arms, the whole world was enamoured with their heroic courtesy. J^etsr
had ruled eighteen years when he died.

Moolraj III., in S. 1350 (A.D, 1294), ascended the gad

i

surrounded
by foes. • On tliis occasion, the customary rejoicings or> installation took
place, at the moment when the two friends, Ruttunsi and Maboob Khan,
had met, as usual, under the khaijra tree. The cause of rejoicing being
explained to the Nawah, he observed that the Sooltan had heard of, and
was offended with, these meetings, to which he attributed the protracted
defence of the castle, and acquainted Ruttunsi that next day a general

assault was commanded, which he should lead in person. I'he attack
* look place

;
it was fierce, hut the defence was obstinate, and the assail-

ants were beaten bade with the loss of nine thousand men. But the foe

obtained reinforcements, and towards the conclusion of the year, the
garrison was reduced to the greatest privations, and the blockade
being perfect, Moolraj assembled his kinsmen and thus addressed
them :

** For so many years we have defended our dwellings
;

but

our supplies are expended, and there is no passage for more. Wliat is

to be done ? The chiefs. Sehir and Bikiimst, replied, ** a saka must take
place; we must sacrifice ourselves but that same day the royal army,,

unaware of the distress of the besieged, retreated.

The friend of Ruttunsi had a younger brother, who, on the retreat of

the royal forces, was carried inside the fort, when seeing the real state of

things, he escaped and conveyed intelligence of it, upon which the siege

was renewed. Moolraj reproached his brother as the cause of this evih

and asked what was fit to be done ? to which Ruttunsi replied, “ there is

but one path open ; to immolate the females, to destroy by fire and water

whatever is destructible, and to bury what is not ;
then open wide the

gates, and sword in hand rush upon the foe, and thus attain

I he chiefs were assembled
;

all were unanimous to make ^esa^nu^gur
rr*splendeiit by their deeds, and preserve the honour of the Jadoo race.

Moolraj thus replied • “ you are of a warlike race, and strong are your

anus in the cause of your prince; what heroes excel you, wlio thus tread

111 llie Chetrie’s path? In battle, in>t even the elephant could stand before

you. For the maintenance of my honour the sword is in yoiir hands; let

jesbuWner be illumined by its blows upon the foe.*' Havii>g thus inspired

me chiefs and men, Moolraj and Rut tun repaired to the palace of tlieir

qureiis. They told them to take tlie sohng,^ and prepare to meet in

h»?aven, while they gave up their live? in defence of their honour and
their faith. Smiling, the Soda Rani, replied, “this night we shall prepHre,

and by the morning’s light we shall be inhabitants of swerga*' (heaven)

;

ai.d thus It was with the chiefs and all their wjves. The night was passed

together for the last lime in preparation for Ijic awful morn. It came ;

r.arried on against the Bhattr capital. It is certain that Alla never car-

ried his arms in person against Jessulmer.

* one who becomes tatt previous ta her lord’s death.

Dohh<nin^ who follow^ him nflef deatll.
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a1»?iifions and pr»yer< were fintshed, and at the Rajdiv"ira^ were convened’
hrtla, prude, and bridu.\ 'I'hey bade a last farewell to all their kin ; the
johiir commenced, and twenty-foitr (hoti^and females, from infancy to old

a>fe, surrendered their lives, some by the sword, others in the volcano of

fire. Btood flowed in torrents, while the smoke of the pyre ascended to
ihe heavens : not one feared to die, every valuable was consumed with
them, not the worth of a straw was preserved for the foe. 'I'his work done,
the brothers looked upon the spectacle with horror. Life wa§ now a
burden, and they prepared to quit it.

•

'I'hey purified themselves with
water, paid adoration to the divinity, made pilts to the poor, placed a
branch of the toolsiX in their casques, the saltgram^ round their neck
and having cased themselves in armour and put on the saffron robe, they
bound the tnor^ (crown) around their heads, and embraced each other for

the last time. 'I'hus they awaited the hour of battle. '1‘hrec thousand
eight hundred warriors, with faces red with wrath, prepared to die with

their chiefs,

Ruttunsi had two sons, named Garsi and Kanur, the eldest only
twelve years t)f age. He wished to save them from the impending havoc,
and applied to his courteous foeman. 'Phe Mooslem chief swore he would-

protect them, and sent two confidential servants to receive tl>e trust ; to

whom, bidding them a last farewell, their father consiged them. Wheu-
they reached the royal camp they were kindly welcomed by the Nawab,
who, putting his hand upon their heads, soothed them, and appointed
two Brahmins to guard, feed, and instruct them.

On the morrow, the army of the Sultan advanced to the assault. The
gates were tltrown wide and the fight beg^n. Riittun was lost in the sea
of battle

;
but one hundred and twenty Meers fell before his sword ere he

lay in the field. Moolraj plied his lance on the bodies of the barbarians :

the field swam in blood. The unclean spirits were gorged with slaughter
;

but at length the Jidoon chief fell, with seven hundred of the choice of

his kin. With his deatli the battle closed
;
the victors ascended the

.
castle, and Mabooh Khan caused the bodies of the brothers to be carried'

from the field and burned. The saka look place in S. 1351, or A. D*.
1295. Deoraj, who commanded the force in the field, was carried off: by
a fever. The royal garrison kept possession of the castle during two-

years. and at length blocked up the gateways, and dismantled and aban*
Honed the place, which remained long deserted, for the Bhattis had neither

means to repair the kangras (battlement), nor men to defend them.

* Literally, * the royal gate;’ an allusion to the female apartments^
or Raj-loca,

f Bala^ is under sixteen
;
prude, middle-aged

; bridt*t when forty..

J The funeral qualities of the toolsi plant, and the emblematic
saligram, or stone found in the Gunduc river, have been often described.

§ On two occasions the Rajpcfot chieftain wears the mor, or * coronet^
on his marriage, and when going to die in battle; symbolic of his nuptials,
with the Apsara, or * fair of heaven.’
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CHAPTER IV.

S
OMK ye;irs subsequent to this disastrous event in the Bhatii annals^
Ju^mal, son of Matoji Rahthore, chief of Mehwo, attempted a settle*

tnent amidst tlie ruins of Jessulmere, and brought thither a large force,
with seven hundred carts of provisions. On hearing this, the Bhatti
chiefs, Ooodoo and Tiluksi, the sous of Jesir, assembled their kinsmen,
surprised the Rahthores, drove them Irom the castle, and captured the
supplies.^ Doodoo, for this exploit, was elected Rawul, and commenced
the repairs of Jessulmere. He had 6vc sons. Tiluksi, his brother, was
renowned for his exploits. He despoiled the Baloch, the Mangulco, the
Mehwo, and the Deoras and Sonigurras of Aboo, and Jhalore fell Ins

power. He even extended his raids to Ajmere, and carried off the stud of

Feeroz Shah from the Anasagur (lake), wtiere they were accustomed to be
watered. This indignity provoked another attack upon Jessulmere, at-
tended will* the satne disastrous results. Again the saka was performed,
in w)»ich sixteen thousand females* were destroyed

;
and Doodoo with

J ibiksi and seventeen of the clan, fell in battle, after he had occupied the
gacii ten years.

On the death of Rawul Doodoo, in S. 1362 (A, D. 1306), the young
princes, Gursi and Kanur, bv the death of itieir patron Maboob, were left

to tlic protection of his sons, Zoolficar and Gazi Khan. Kanur went pri-
vately to Jessulmer, and Gursi obtained leave to proceed westward to the
Mefiwo tract, where be married Bimaladevi, a widow, sister to the
kaiuhore, who bad been betrolhedf to the Deora. While engaged in

these nuptials, he was visited by his relation Soningdeo, a man of gigan-
tic strength, who agreed to accompany him on his return to Delhi, Tl»e
king made trial of his force, by giving him to string an iron bow sent by
the king of Khorasan, which the nervous Bhatti not only berri but broke.
J be invasions of Delhi by 'rimoor Shah;^ h;^vinfgr occurred at this lime,
the services of Gursi were so conspicuous that he obtained a grant of his

hereditary dominions, with permission to re-establish Jessultner. With
Ins own kindred, and the aid of the vassals of his friend Jagmat of Mehwo •

be soon restored order, attd had an efficient force at command. Hamir
and his clansmen gave titeir allegiance to Gursi, but the sons of Jesir were
headstrong.

Deora j, whomanied the daughter of Roopra. Rana of Mundore, had a

son named Kehur, who, wl>cn Jessulmer was about to be invested by the

* The Rajpoots, by (heir exterminating 50ca5
,
facilitated the views of

the Mahomedaiis. In every slate we read of these horrors.

t 1‘hc mere act of being betrothed disqualifies from a second mar-
riage

; the afhinced becomes a rand (widow), though a komari (maid).

} Even these anachronisms are proofs of the fidelity of these Annals.
Ignorant native scribes, aware of but one great Mogul invasion, consider (he

invader to be rimoor
; but there were numerous Moghul invasions during

the j^ign of A|U*po*din. In all probability, that for which the services of

the Bhatti prince obtained him the restoration of his dominions, was ib^t

J
Khan, general of the king of Transoxiana, who invaded India m

A. H. 7o5<A. D. 1305), and was so signally defeated, that only three

thousand out of hfty -seven thousand horse escaped the sword, and the»c

were made prisoners and trod to death by elephants, when pill-^r^

Mull were erected to commemorate the victory.— '3cc Bngg’s'
Vol. I. p. 31^4,
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troops cf the Sooltan, was conveyed to Mundore with his mother. Wheti
only twelve years of age, he used to accompany the cowherds of the«old

Kao’s kine, and his favourite amuseinent was penning up the calves with

twigs of »he a/r, to imitate the picketting of horses. One day, tired of

this occupation, young Kehur fell asleep upon the hole of a serpent,

and the reptile issuitig thereform. arose and spread i's hood over him
as he slept, A Chariot (bard, or genealogist), passing that way, re-

ported the fact and its import immediately to the Rnna, wlwj, proceeding
to the spot, found it was his own grandson whom fate had thus pointed

out for sovereignty. Gursi, haviifg no offspring by Biinaladevi, pro-

posed to her to adopt a son. All the Bl»atti youtlj were assembled, buc
none equalled Kelmr, who was chosen. But the soils of Jesir were dis-

pleased, and conspired to obtain the ^adi. At this time, Kawul Gursi

was in the daily habit of visiting a tank, which he was excavating, and
they seized an occasion to assassinate him

;
whereupon, in order to defeat

iheir design, Birnaladevi immediately had Kehur proclaimed. Ihe

widowed queen of Gursi, with the view of securing the completion of an
object which her lord had much at heart, namely, finishing the lake

Gursi-sirr, as well as to ensure protection to her adopted son Kehur,
determined to protract the period of self-immolation

;
but when six

months iiad elapsed, and both these objects were attained, she finished

her days on the pyre. Biinaladevi named the children of Hamir as the

adopted sons and successors of Kehur. These sons were Jaita and
Loonkurn.

'I'he coco-nut was sent by Koombho, Rana of Cheetore, to Jaita. 'I'he

Bhatti prince marched for Mewar, and when within twelve coss of the

Aravalli hills, was joined by the famous SankaU Meeraj, chief of Sal-

banny. Next morning, when about to resume the march, a patridge

began to call from the right ; a bad omen, which was interpreted by the

brother-in-law of the Sankala, deeply versed in the science of the Sookani
and the language of biids.* Jaita. drew tlie rein of his horse, and to

avert the evil, hahed that day. Afeanwlule, the patridge was caught and
found to be blind of an eye, and its ovary quite filled. The next morning,
as soon as they had taken horses, a tigress began to roar, and the Sookani
chieftain was again called upon to expound the omen. He replied that the
secreu of great houses should not be divulged, but he desired them to

despatch a yputh, disguised as a female Nue (barbar ciafs) to Koniulmer,
who there would learn the cause. The youth gained admission * to the
ruby of Mewar/ {Lala Hewari), who was anointing for the nuptials. He
saw things were not right, and returning made his report; upon hearing
which, the Bhatti prince married' Marrud, the daughter of the Sankala
chief. The Rana was indignant at this insult, but a sense of shame
prevented his resenting ic

;
and instead of proclaiming the slight, he offered

his daughter's hand to the famous Kheechee prince, Achildas of Gagrown*.
And it was accepted.f Jaita met his death, together with his brother

* It is scarcely necessary to repeat that this is a free translation oi
the chronicle.

f The Kheechee prinefe, we may suppose, had no follower skille4

omens—they lived very happily, as appears by the Kheechee ^hronicle^
and she bore him a son, who was driven from Gagrown. The scandaf
propagated against the * ruby of Mdwar’ was no doubt a rMieof the
Sankala chief, as the conclusion shows. However small the tntrif^ic
worth of these anecdotes^ they afford links synchronisms, which con-
stitute the value of the annals jof, all these .stales.
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l^onnkurn, and Ins brothcr-in-Uw, in an attempt to surprise Poogul

;

lie fell with a hundred and twenty followers. When the old R^o Uanin^*.
deo, discovered against whom he had tims successfully defended himself,

he clad himself in black, garments, and. in atonement performed pil-

grimage to all the shrines in India.* On his return, he was forgiven
and condoled with by Kehur.

Kehtir had eight sons : tst Somaji, who had a numerous, offspring,

called the Soma- Bhaitis ; 2iid Lukrnun
;
3rd Kailuii, who forcibly seized

Beekumpur,. the appanage of his elder .d>rother Soma, who departed with
all his bussie,^ and settled at Giraup ;

4th KilUtirn
;
5th SatuI, who gave

’his name to an ancient town, and called it Satuliner. The names of the
rest were Beejoo, Tuimo, and l ejs!.

Wlren the sons of Kaningdeo became converts to Islam, in order to

avenge their fatlier's feud with the Rahthore prince of Nagore, they for-

leHed tlreir inheritance of Poogul and Marote, and thence forward mixed
with ti«e Abhoria Bhattis, and their descendants are termed Moiiiun
Bhutti. On this event, Kailun, the 3rd son of the Rawul, took possession

of the forfeited lands, and besides Beekumpiir, regained Deorawul, which
had been conquered by their ancient foes, the Datiya Rajpoots.

Kailtiii bulk a fort on the Bevah, called, after his father, Kerroh, or
Kerore, which again brought the Bhattis into collision with the Johyas and
i«aiigas, whose cliief, Amur Khan Korai, attacked him, but was defeated.
Kailun became the terror of the Chahils,^ the Mohils,^ and Joyhas.j; who
lived in this quarter and his authority extended as far aSvthe Piinjnud.
Kailun married into the Samiiia family of Jarn,§ and arbitrated their

* Saj£kK> was the son and heir of Raningdeo, and it was from this

portion of the Bhatti annals I extracted that singular story, related in

fVol 1 .) to illustrate the influence which the females of Rajpootana
^ve on a national manners. The date of this tragical event was

S. 146a, according to the Bhatti annals ; and Rana Mokul, the con*

temporary of Rawul Jait and Kao Kantngdeo, was on ilie throne of Mewar
from S. 1454 to S. 1475* The annals of this state notice the marriage of

the *Ruby* to Dheruj, son of Achildas, but say nothing on the other point.

A vague recollection of somoonatrimonial insult being offered evidently

yet prevotlaf for when a marriage was contracted in A. D. 1821, through

the author’s intervention, between the Rana of Oodipur's daughter and

the present Rawul Guj Sing of Jcssuliner, it was given out that there

was no memorial of any marriage-alliance between the two houses. After

ail| k may be vain-goiorious invention of the Bhatti annalist.

f 'fAe' term bussii has been explained in Vol. I. The is a

slave in the mildent sense { one who in distress sells his liberty. His

master cuts the ckoti, or lock of hair, from the centre of the head, as »

mark of bondage. 'They are traiisferable like cattle. This custom prevails

more in the desert slates than in Central Rajwarra ; there every great

man has his hussie* Shtam Sing Champawut of Fokurn had two hundred

when he Red to Jeypur^ijuid th«y aH Wl with h^^^ fightinir against the

Matk-attas. All castes, BChhpne and RajpoolSr, becomes bussUs : they

cap re^em their liberty by piWc^tse*

. X fhese three tribes are ekhibr oacince» or were lost on becoming pro-

seiyitei to Islamism*

f The Samma or summa tfibO^iikHIbh IS well knowh in Mahomedan
history, as having binde in modern times, is 4
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‘^i<?putes on succession, which had caused much bloodshed. Shujahlt Jam,
wliom he supported, accompanied him to Marote, on whose death, two
years after, Kailun possessed himself of all the Samma territory, when the
Sinde river became, the boundary of his dominion. Kailun died at the age
of seventy-two, and was succeeded by^

Chachik-deo, who made Marote his head-quarters, to cover his terri-

tories from the attacks of Mooltan, which took umbrage at the return of

the Bhattis across the Garah. The chief of Mooltan united in a league
all the ancient foes of the Bhattis, the Langas, the lohyas, the Kheeches,
and all the tribes of that ChaCtTttflfc'fofmedi an army of seventeen
tlioiis.ind horse and fourteen thousand foot, and crossed the Beyah to

meet his foes. Fhe encounter was desparate
; but the Bhattis were victo-

rious, and returned with rich spoils to Marote. In the year following

anottier battle took place, in which seven hundred and forty Bhattis were
slain, and three thousand of the men of Mooltan. By this success, the
conquests of Chachick were extended, and he left a garrison {thanna)
under his son in Asini-kote, beyond the Behah, and returned to Poogul,
He then attacked Maipal, cITu f of the Doondis, whom lie defeated. After
this victory he repaireci to fessulmer, to visit his brotlier Lukman, reserv-
ing the produce of the lands dependent on Asini-kotef for his expenses at

branch of the Yadus, and descended from Samba, son of Crishna
; and

while tlie other branch colonized Zabulisthan, maintaining the original

nmne of Yadus, the sons of Samba made Ins name the patronymic in

Seistan and the lower valley of the Indus. Samma-ka-kote, or Samma-
imgar was the capital, wliicli yet exists, and doubtless originated the
Minagara of the Greeks. Sambus, the opponent of Alexander, it is fair

to infer, was the chief of the Samma tribe. Samba, meaning 'of, or belong-
ing to Sham or Sama’ (an epithet of Crishna, from his dark complexion,
was son of Jambuvati, one of the eight wives of this deified Yadu, The
Jharejas of Cutch, and Jams of Sinde and Saurashtra are of the same
stock, rhe Sind-Samma dynasty, on the loss ot tlieir faith and coming
into contact with Islam, to which they became proselytes, were eager to

adopt a pedigree which might give them importance
,
in the eyes of their

conquerors : Sam was transformed into Jam, and the Persian king,

Jamshid, was adopted as the patriarch of the Sammas, in lieu of the

legitimate Samba. Ferishta gives an account of this dynasty, but was
ignorant of their origin. He says, "The Zemindars of Sinde were
originally of two tribes or families, Somuna and Soomura

;
and the chief

of the former was distinguished by the appellation of Jam.”—Briggs*
Ferishta, Vol. iv. p. 422. The historian admits they were Hindus until A.
H. 782 (A. D. 1380, S. 1436 )

;

a point of little doubt, as we see the Bhatti
prince int.irmarrying with this family about twenty years subsequent even
to the date assigned by Ferishta lor their proselytism.

I may here again state, once for all, that I append these notes in

order not to interfere with the text, which is abridged from the original

chronicle.
* It is said that Rinmul succeeded ;

but this was only to the northern
portion, his appanage ; he lived but two months.

f Position unknown, unless it be the Tchin-kot of D'Anville, at the
confluence of the river Cabul with the Indus, There is no doubt that this

castle of the Bhatti prince was in the' Punjab
;
and coupled with his

alliance wkii the chief of Sehat or Swat, that it is the Tchin-kot, or
Ashnagur of that celebrated geographer, whence the Acesines of tho
Greeks,

26
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court. On liis return Lome by Baroo, he was accosted by a Jinj Rajpoot,^
pasturing an immense finck of pfoats, who presented the best of his flock

and demanded protection aj^jainst the raids of Birjun^ Rahlhore. This
chief had wrested the celebrated fortress of Satiilmer,*|- the abode of

wealthy merchants, from a Bhatti chief, and extended his forays far into

the desert, and the Jinj was one of those who had suffered by his success.

Not long after Rao Chachick had passed by the pastures of the Jinj, he
receivaa a visit from him, to complain of another inroad, which had car-

ried off the identical goat, his offering. Chachick assembled his kinsmen,
and formed an alliance with Shoomar Khan, chief of the Seta tnbe,t who
came with three thousand horse. It was the custom of TfieTRfantnores of

Satulmer to encamp their horse at a tank some distance from the city, to

watch, while the chief citizens used daily to go abroad, Chachick sur-

prised and made prisoners of the whole. The bankers and men of wealth

offered large sums for their ransom ; but he would not release them from
bondage, except on condition of their settlioe in the territory of Jessulmer,

Three hundred and sixty-five heads of families embraced this alternative,

and hence Jessulmer dates the influx of her wealth. They were distri-

buted over the principal cities Deorawul, Poogul, Marote, etc.§ The
three sons of the Rahthore were also made prisoners ,* the two youngest

yvere released, but Mairah, the eldest, was detained as a hostage for his

father's good conduct. Chachick dismissed his ally, the Seta chief, whose
grand-daughter, Sonaldevi. he married. The father of the bride, Hyhat
Khan,

II
gave with her in (dower) fifty horses, thirty- five slaves, four

paikis and two hundred female camels, and with her Chachick returned to

Marote.

Two years after this, Chachick made war an Thir-raj Khokur, the

chief of Pccleebunga,^ on account of a horse stolen from a Bhatti. ’I'he

*
I may here repeat, that the Jinj and Johya were no doubt bra»\ches

of the same race
; the Jenjuheh of Baber, who locates them about the

mountains of Joude.

f Now heiongingto Marwar, and on its north-western frontier; but

I believe in ruins.

I
Most likely the Swatees, or people of Swat, described by Mr.

Flphinstdne (See Vol.) I. as of Indian origin, and as possessing a kingdom
from the Hydaspes to Jcllalabad, the Suasiene of Ptolemy.

5 ft must not be forgotten, that Satulmer was one of the Bhatti

rattles wrested from them by the Rahthores, who have greatly curtailed

their frontiers.

Jj
From this and many other instances we cOme to the conclusion that

the Tatar or Indo-Scythic title of Khan, is by no means indicative of the

Mahomedan faith. Here we sec the daughter of the prince of S2vat or

Snvat, with a genuine Hindi name.
1'he position of Pcelechun^n is unknown; in all probability it

undergone a metamorphosis with the spread of the faith, over these rf'-

glons. As before mentioned, I believe this race called to be the

Gh Verr, so well known to Baber, .and described as his inveterate foes ui

all his irruptions into India. Their manners, especially that dHtiorto'e

mark, Polyandriem, mentioned by Ferishta, mark the Ghikers as InHo-

5>cythic. The names of their chiefs are decidedly Hindu. Thev were

located with the Joudis in the upper part of the Punjab and according to

Fiphinstonc, they retain their old pdsilion, contiguous to the Eusofry^

Jadoom.
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Khokurs were defeated and plundered ; but his old enemies the Lanyas,
takiner advantajje of this occasion, made head against Chachick, and drove
his garrison from the new possession of Dhooniapur.^ Disease at length
seized on Rawiil Chachick, after a long course of victorious warfare,

\n which he subdued various tracts of country, even to the heart of the
Punjab. In this state he determined to die as he had lived, with arms
in his hands; but having no foe near with whom to cope, he sent an
embassy to the Langa prince of Mooltan, to beg, as a last favoyr, the

jood’dattt or

*

gift of battle/ that his soul might escape by the s*teel of

his foeman, and not fall a sacrilice to slow disease.f The prince, sus-

pecting treachery, hesitated
;
but the Bhatti messenger pledged his word

that his master only wished an honourable death, and that he would
only bring five hundred men to tlie combat. The challenge being ac-

cepted, the Rawul called his clansmen around him, and on recounting

what he had done, seven hundred select Rajpoots, who had shared in

all his victories, volunteered to take the last field, and make sunklul
(oblation) of their lives with their leader. Previous to setting forth, he
arranged his affairs. His son Guj Sing, bv the Seta Rani, he sent

with her to her father’s house. He had five other sons, Khoombho,
Birsil, Bheemdeo, (by f.ala Rani, of the Soda tribe), Rutto and Rindheer,

whose mother was Soorajdevi, of Chohan race. Birsil, his eldest son,

he made heir to all his dominions except the land of Khadal (whose

chief town is Deorawul), which he bestowed upon Rindheer, and to both

he gave the tikut making them separate states. Birsil marched to

Kerore,J his capital, at the head of seventeen thousand men.

Meanwhile, Ravvul Chachick marched to Dhooniapur, * to part with

life/ There he heard that the prince of Mooltan was within two coss.

His soul was rejoiced; he performed his ablutions, worshipped the

sword §
and the gods, bestowed charity, and withdrew his thoughts from

this world.

The battle lasted four ghurris (two hours), and the Jadoon prince

fell with all his kin after performing prodigies of valour, fwo thousand
Khans fell beneath their swords : rivers of blood flowed in the field ;

but the Bhatti gained the abode of Indra, who shared his throne with

the hero. The king crossed the Behah, and returned to Mooltan.

While Rundheer was performing at Deorawul the rites of the twelve

days of matum, or * mourning,* his elder brother, Koombho, afflicted

with insanity, rushed into the assembly, and swore to avenge ^is father's

death. That day he departed, accompanied by a single slave, and
reached the prince’s camp. It was surrounded by a ditch eleven yards
wide, over which the Bhatti leaped his horse in the dead of night, reached

* Dhooniapur is not located.

f In this chivalrous challenge, or demand of the jood-dan, we re-
cognize another strong trait of Scylhic manners, as depicted by Hero-
dotus. The ancient Gete of Transoxiana could not bear the idea of

dying of disease ; a feeling which his offspring carried with them to the
shores of the Baltic, to Yeut-land or Jutland !

X This fortress, erected by Rao Kailun, is stated to be twenty-two
coss, about forty miles, from Bahwulpur; but though the direction is

not stated, there is little doubt of its being to the northward, most pro-
bably in that do^abeh called Sind^Sagur.

§ Couple this martial rite with the demand of Jood^dan, and there
is an additional reason for calling these Yadus, Indo-Scyihic.
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the harem, and cut off the head of Kaloo Shah, with which he rejoined hii

brethren at Deorawul. BtrsH re-established Dhooniapur, and then went
10 Kerore. His old foes, the Lanyas, under Hybat Khan, again, at-

tacked him, but they were defeated with ^reat slaughter. At the same
lime, Husein Khan Baloch invaded Beekunipur.*

Rawul Bersi, who at this time occupied the gad

i

of Jessiilmer, went
forth to meet Rao Birsil on his return from his expedition in the Punjab.
In S. 1530 (A. D. 1474), he made the gates and palace of Beekumpur.

We may, in this place, desert the literal narrative of the chronicle
;

what follows is a record of similar border-feuds and petty wars, between
* the sons of Kailun’f and the chiefs of the Punjab, alternately invaders

and invaded, which is pregnant w'ilh mighty words and gallant deeds,

but yielding no new facts of historical value. At length, the mimerotis

offspring of Kailun separated, and divided amongst them the lands on
both sides of the Garah

;
and as Sultan Baber soon after this period

made a final conquest of IMooltan from the f.angas, and placed therein

his own governor, in all probability the Bhatfi possessors of Kerore-kote
and Dhooniapur, as well as Poogul and IVIarote (now Mahomedans), ex-

changed their faith (sanctioned even by Menu) for the preservation of

their states. { The bard is so much occupied with this Poogul branch
that the chronicle appears almost devoted solely to them.

He passes from the main stem, to Rawuls Jait, Noonkurn, Bhecrn,

Munohur-das to Subbul Sing, five generations, with little further notice

than the mere enumerations of their issue. With this last prince, Subbuf
Sing, an important change occurred in the political condition of the

Bhattis.

CHAPTER V.

W E have now reached that period in the Bhatli annals, when Shah
Jehan was emperor of India. Elsewhere, we have minutely rela-

ted the measure which the great Akbar adopted to attach his Rajpoot

vassalage to the empire ; a policy pursued by his successors. Subbul
Sing, the first of the princes of Jessulrner, who held his dominions as a

The foregoing, including the actions of Kailun, Chachick, and

Birsil, must be considered as an episode, detailing the exploits of the Raos

of Poogul, established by Kailun, third son of Rawul Kehur of Jessulrner.

It was too essentia! to the annals to be placed in a note.

f Rao Kailun had establishtd his authority over nine castles, heads

of districts, vig»f Asini, or Aswini-kote, Beekumpur, Marote, Poogul,

Deorawul, Kehrore (twenty- two coss, or about forty miles, from Bahwul-

pur), Goomun, Bahun, Nadno, and Matailoh, on the Indus.

% 1 here never was any thing so degrading to royalty as the selfish

protection guaranteed to it by this L)curgus of the Hindus, who say*?*

“Against misfortune let him preserve his wealth; at the expense or

his wealth, let him preserve his wife ;
but let him at all events preserve

himself even at the hazard of his wife and riches."—Menu On Govern-

ment, or On the AfHilary Class, The entire history of the Rajpoots shews

they do not pay much attention to sucii unmanly maxims.
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fief of the empire, was not the legitimate heir to the ^gndi of Jessul.’^
Munohur-das had obtained ih^ gadi by the assassination of his nephew.
Kawiil Nalhoo, the son and heir of Bheern, who was returning from his

nuptials at Bikaner, and had passed the day at Filodi, then a town of
Jessulmer, when a poison was administered to ium by the hands of a
female. But it was destined that tlie line of the assassin should not rule,

and the dignity fell to Subbul Sing, the tliird in descent from Maldeo,
second son of Rawul Noonkurn. •

The good qualities of yotmg Subbnl, and the bad ones of Ramchund,
son of the usurper, afforded another ground for the preference of tl>e

former. Moreover Siihbul was nephew to the prince of Amber, under
whom he held a distinguished post rn the Government of Peshore where
he saved the royal treasure from being captured by the Afghan moun-
taineers. For this service, and being a favourite of the chiefs who servecf

with their contingents, the king gave Jeswunt Sing of Jodhpur command
to place him on gadi, Tlie celebrated Nahur Khan Koompawiitf was
entrusted with this duty, for the performance of which he received the

city and domain of Pokurn, ever since severed from Jessulmer,

This was the first considerable abstraction from the territories which
had he#*n progressively increased by Rawul Jessiil arvd his successors, but
which have since been wofully curtailed. A short time before Barber’s
invasion, the dependencies of Jessulmer extended on the north to the
Garah river, J west to the Mehran or Indus

;
and on the east and south,

they were bounded by the Kahthores of Bikaner and Marwar, who had
been gradually encroaching for two centuries, and continue to do so,

to this day. I'he entire thul of Barmair and Kottorah, in the south, were
Bhatti chieftainships, and eastward to the site o( Bikaner itselL

* Noonkurn had three sons, Hur-raj, Maldeo, and Kalian-das ; each
had issue. Hur-raj had Bheeni (who succeeded his grand-father Noon-
kurn). Maldeo had Kaetsi, who had Dial-das, father of Subbul Sing,

to whom was given in appanage the town of Mundilla, near Pokurn. The
third son, Kalian-das, ‘^had Monohur-das who succeeded Bheem. Ram-
chund was the son of Monohur-das. A slip from the genealogical tree

will set this in clear light.

I. Noonkurn,

2 .

Hur-raj.

Bheem,

I

Nalhoo.

4 -

I

Maldeo.

Kaetsi.

Dial-das.

I

Subbul Sing.

Kulian-das.

I

3. Munohur-das.

I

Ramchund.

f Another synchronism (see Annals of Marwar for an account ol
Nahur Khan) of some value, since it accounts for the first abstraction of
territory by the Rahthores from the Bhc)tlis.

t The Garah is invariably called the Behah in the chronicle, GaraH,
or Gharra, is so called, in all probability, from the mud {gar) suspended
in its waters. The Garah is composed of the waters of the Behah
and Sutlej.
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Umra Sing, son of Subbul, succeeded. He led the lika^Uour against

the Baioches, who had invad«d the western tracts, and was installed on

the ^eld of victory. Soon after, he demanded aid from his subjects to

portion his daughter, and being opposed by His Rajpoot minister, Ragho-
fiath, he put him to death. The chunna Rajpoots, from the north-east,

having renewed their old raids, he in person attacked and compelled tliem

to gi^ve bonds, or written obligations, for their future good conduct.

Provoked by the daily encroachments of the Kanduiote Rahthores,

Soonder-das and Diiput, chiefs of Beekumpur, determined to retaliate

:

^'Let us get a name in the world,'* said Diiput, **and attack the lands of

the Rahthores.” Accordingly, they invaded, plundered, and fired the town

of Jujoo, on the Bikaner frontier. The Kandulotes retaliated on the towns

of Jessulmer, and an action took place, in whicli the Bhaitis were victori-

ous, slaying two hundred of tlte Rahthores. The Kuwul partook in the

triumph of his vassals. Raja Anop Sing of Bikaner was then serving

with the imperial armies in the Deklian. On receiving this account, he

commanded his minister to issue a summons to every Kanduiote capable

of carrying arms to invade Jessulmer, .and take aiul raze Beektimpur or

Ite would consider them traitors. The minister issued the summons
;

-every Rahthore obeyed it, and he added, as an auxiliary, a Pathan cfiief

with his band from Hissar. Ravvul Umra collected his Bliattis around

him, and instead of awaiting tlte attack, advanced to meet it ; he blew

4nany of the chiefs, burnt the frontier towns, and recovered Poogul, forcing

the Rahthore chiefs of Barmair and KoUorah to renew their engagetnenis

of fealty and service.

Umra had eight sons, and was succeeded by Jeswunt, the eldest, in S.

1758 (A. D. 1702), whose daughter was married to the heir apparent of

Mewar.

Here ends the chronicle, of which the foregoing is an abstract : the

concluding portion of the annals is from a MS. furnished by a living chro*

oicler, corrected by oilier information. It is but a sad record of anarchy

and crime.

Soon after the death of Rawitl Umra, Poogul, Barmair, Filodi, and
various other towns and territories in Jessulmer, were wrested from this

state by the Rahthores.*

The territory bordering the Garah was taken by Daod Khan, an

Afghan jchieftain from Shikarpur, and it became the nucleus of a state

called after himself Daodpotra.

* The most essential use to which my labours can be applied, is that

of enabling the British Government^ when called upon to exercise it ‘5

functions, as protector and arbitrator of the international quarrels of Raj-

pootaaa, to understand the legitimate and original grounds of dispute.

Here we perceive the germ of the border-feuds, which have led to so

much bloodshed between Bikaner and Jessulmer, in which the former

was the first aggrea^r
\
but as the latter, for the purpose of redeeming

her lost territory, most frequently appears as ifie agitator of public tian-

quility, it is necessary to tooa for the remote cause in pronouncing our

award.
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jeswunt Singf succeeded. He had five sons, jupf^ut Sin^, viho com-
mitted suicide, Esuri Sing, Tej Sing, Sirdar Sing, and Sooltan Sing.
Juggut ’Sing had three sons, Aki»i Sing, Bood Sing, and Zoorawur
Sing.

Akhi Sing succeeded. Bood Sing died of the small-pox
; Tej Sing,

uncle to the Rawul, usurped tlie government, and the princes fled to Delhi
to save their lives. At this period, tlieir grand-uncle, Hurri Sing (brother
of Rawul Jeswunt), was serving the king, and he returned in order 40 dis-

place the usurper. It is custofnarjy for the prince of Jessulmer to go
annuallv in state to tlie lake Gursi-sirr, to perform the ceremony of Las,
or clearing away the accumulation of mud and sand. The Raja first

takes out a handful, when ricfi and poor follow his example. Hurry Sing
chose the time when this ceremony was in progress to attack the usurper.

The attempt did not altogether succeed
;

but Tej Sing was so severely

wounded that he died, and was succeeded by his son.

Sowae Sing, an infant of three years of age. Akhi Sing collect^B the
Bhattis from all quarters, stormed the castle, put the infant to death, and
regained his rights.

A klii Sing ruled forty years. During this reign, Bahwul Khan, son
of Daod Khan, took Derawul and all the tract of Khadal, the first

Bhatii conquest, and added it to his new state of Bhawulpur, or Daod-
pulra.

Moolraj succeeded in S, iSiS (A. I>. 1762). He had three sons,

Rae Sing, Jaet Sing, and Man Sing. The unhappy choice of a minister

by Moolraj completed the*demoralization of the Bhatti principality. This
minister was named Sooriip Sing, a Bania of the Jain faith and Mehta
family, destined to be the exterminators of the laws and fortunes of the
‘sons of Jessul.’ Tne cause of hatred anti revenge of this son of commerce
to the Bhatii aristocracy arose out of a disgraceful dispute regarding a
Bukliinn^ a lair frail one, a favourite of the MeMa, but who preferred the
Rajpoot, Sirdar Sing, of the tribe of Aef. The Bhatti chief carried his

complaint of the minister to the heir-apparonl, Rae Sing, who had also

cause of grievance in the reduction of his income. It was suggested to

the prince to put this presumptuous minister to death
;

this was effected

by tho prince’s own hand, in his father’s presence
;
and as the Mehta, iri

falling, clung to Moolraj for protection, it was proposed to take off Mool-
raj at the same time. The proposition, however, was rejected with horror

by the prince, whose vengeance was satisfied. The Rawitl was allowed
to escape to the female apartments

;
but the chieftains, well knowing

they could not expect pardon from the Rawul, insisting on investing
Rae Sing, and if he refused, on placing his brother on the gadi.
'The an of Rae Sing was proclaimed; but no entreaty or threat would
induce him to listen to the proposal of occupying the throne; in
lien of which he used a pallet {khat). Three months and five days
bad passed since the deposal and bondage of Moolraj, when a female
resolved to emancipate him : this female was the wife of the chief conspi-
rator, and confidential adviser of the regent prince. I'his noble dame, a
F^ahihore Rajpootni, of the Mahecha clan, was the wife of Anop Sing
of jjfijiniali, the premier noble of Jessulmer and who, wearied with the
tyrHimy of the minister and the weakness of his prince, had proposed the
death of the one and the deposal of the dther. We arfe not made ac«
diuinied with any rtfaion, that of Smmdherht/i, or ‘foalty,^ which
prompted the Rahthorni to rescire her prince even at the risk of her hus-
band’s life ; but Her appeal to her son Zoorawur, to perform his duty,
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preserved, and prve it : “should your father oppose yott»

sacrifice lum to your duly, and 1 will mount the pyre with his corpse/’
'I'he son yielded obedience to the injunction of his magnanimous parent
who had sufficient influence to gain over Arjoon, the brother of her
busband, as well as Megb Sing, chief of Baroo. The three chieftains

forced an entrance into the prison where their prince was confined, who
refused to be released from his mauacles, uiuil he was told that the
Mahechi had promoted the plot for his liberty. The sound of the grand
fiakarra, proclaiming Moolraj. repossession of the awoke his son

fiom sleep; and on the herald depositing at tlie side of his pallet the

sable siropa* and all the insignia ot exile,—tlie black steed and black

vestments,—the prince, obeying the command of the emancipated HawuJ,
clad himself therein, and accompanied by his party, bade adieu to

Jessulmer and look the mad to Kotloroh. When he arrived at this

town, on the southern frontier of tl>e state, the chief proposed to ‘run the

country;’ but he replied, “the country W4S his mother, and every Raj-

poot ms foe who injured it.” He repaired to Jodhpur, but the chieftains

abided about Sheo Kottoroh and Barmair, and during the twelve years

tliey remained outlaws, plundered even to the gates of Jessulmer. In

the first three years they devastated the country, their castles were dis-

mantled, the wells therein filled up, and their estates sequestrated. At
the end of the twelve, having made the tilak^ or oath against further

plunder, their estates were restored and they were re-admilted into

iheir country.

The banished prince remained two years-and-a-half with Raja Beejy

Sing, who treated him like a son. But he carried his arrogant demeanour

with him to Jodhpur ;
for one day, as he was going out to hunf, a Bnnia,

to whom he was indebted, seized hi.s horse by the bridle, and invoking the

an of Beejy Sing, demanded payment of bis debt. The prince, in turn,

required him, with the invocation “by Moolraj !“ to unloose his hold. Hut

the man of wealth, disregarding the appeal insoleiuly replied, ‘‘ what is

Moolraj to me?” It was the last word he spoke
;
the sword of Rae Sing

was unsheatlied, and the Bania’s head rolled on the ground ; then turning

his horse’s head to Jessulmer, he exclaimed. ” better be a slave at once,

than live on the bounty of another.” His unexpecied arrival outside his

native city brought out the entire population to see him. His father the

Rawul, sent to know what had occasioned his presence, and he replied,

that it was merely preparatory to pilgrimage. He was refused admit-

tance ; his followers were disarmed, and he was sent to reside at the

fortress of Dewoh, together with his sons Abhc Sing and Dhonkul Singi

and their families.

Salim Sing, who succeeded his father as prime minister of Jessulmer,

was but eleven years of age at the time of his murder. His young mind

appears, even at that early age, to have been a hot-bed for revenge

;

and the seeds which were sown soon quickened into a luxuriance rarely

equalled even in those regions, where human life is held in little estima-

tion. Without any of that daring valour which distinguishes the Rajpoot,

he overcame, throughout a long course of years, all who opposed h>m,

uniting the subtlety of the serpent to the ferocity of the tiger. In person

^Sirota is the Rajpoot term for and U used by those who,

like the Rana of Oodipurf prefer the vernacular diale ct to the corrupt

jargon of the Islamit. Sir^o*pa (from *head' Jir, to *foot' p a) means a com-

plete dress ; in short, cap^a^pie.
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’he was effeminate, in speech bland
;
pliant and courteous in demeanour

promising, without hesitation, and with all the semblance of his sincerity,

what he never had the most remote intention to fulfil. Salim, or, as he
was generally designated by his tribe, the Afehtd^ was a signal instance of

a fact of which these annals exhibit too many examples, namely the ffi-

adequacy of religious professions, though of a severe character, as a
restraint on moral conduct: for though the tenets of his faith (the Jfain)

imperatively prescribe the necessity of '‘hurting no sentient being,*’ and
of sitting in the dark rather than, by luring a moth into the flam^ of a
lamp, incur the penahy attached to the sin of in sect-murder, this, man
has sent more of '* the sons of Jessoh” to Vamalocdf* than the sword of

their external foes during his long administration. He had scarcely at-

tained man’s state when the outlawed chiefs were restored to their estates

by a singular intervention. Raja Bheem Sing had acceded to the g‘adi

of Marwar, and the Mehta was chosen by the prince of Jessulmer, as his

representative, to convey his congratulations, and the tika of acknow*
ledgment on his succession, to Raja Beejy Sing. On his return from this

mission, he was waylaid and captured by the outlawed chieftains, who
instantly passed sentence of death upon the author of their miseries. The
sword was uplifted, when, ‘ placing his turban at the feet of Zoorawur
Sing,* he implored hrs protection—and he found it ! Such is the Raj-
poot ;—an anomaly amongst his species

;
his character a compound of

the opposite and antagonistical qualities which impel mankind to virtue

and to crime. Let me recall to the mind of the reader, that the protector

of this vampire was the virtuous son of the virtuous Rajpootni who, with

the elevation of mind eqtial to whatever is recorded of Greek or Roman
heroines, devoted herself, and a husband whom she loved, to the one pre-

dominant sentiment of the Rajpoot, swamdherma, or ’fealty to the sove-

reign.* Yet had the wily Mehta effected the dist>race of this brave chief,

to whom the Rawu! owed his release from bondage and restoration to his

throne, and forced him to join the outlaws amidst tho sand-hills of Bar-
mair. Nothing can paint more strongly the influence of this first of the

Bhatti chiefs over his brethern than the act of preserving the life of their

mortal foe, thus cast into their hands
;
for not only did they dissuade him

from the act, but prophesied his repentance of such mistaken clemency.
Only one condition was stipulated, their restoration to' their homes. They
were recaJledf but not admitted to court a distinction reserved for Zoorawur
alone.

When Rae Sing was incarcerated in Dewoh, his eldest son, Abbe
Sing, Rafknmart ’heir-apparent,* with the second son, Dhonkul, were
left at Barmair, with the outlawed chiefs. The Rawul, having in vain

demanded bis grandchildren, prepared an army and invested Barmair.
It was defended during six months, when a capitulation was acceded to,

and the children were given up to Mooiraj on the bare pledge of ZoorawiK
Sing, who guaranteed their safety; and they were sent to the castle of

Dewoh, where their father was confined. Soon after, the castle was fired,

and Rae Sing and his wife were consumed in the Barnes. On escaping
this danger, which were made to appear accidental, the young princes
were confined in the fortress of Ramghur, in the most remote corner of tho
desert, bordering the valley of Sinde, for their security and that of the
Rawul (according to the Mehta's account), and to prevent faction from
having a nucleus around which to form. But Zoorawur, who entertained
doubts of the minister's motives, reminded the Rawul that the proper

* Pluto's realm.
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place for the heir-apparent was the court, and that his honour stood
pledged for his safety. This was sufficient for the Mehta, whose mind was
instantly intent upon the means to read himself of so conscientious an
adviser. Zoorawur had a brother named Kaitsi, whose wife, according to
the courtesy of Rajwarra, had adopted the minister as her brother. Salim
sounded his adopted sister as to her wish to see her husband become lord
of Jinjiniatli. The tempter succeeded : he furnished her with poisoned
comfits, which she administered to the gallant Zoorawur

;
and her lot d

was ihducted into the estates of Jinjinialli. Having thus disposed of the
soul of the Bhatti nobility, he took of! in detail the chiefs of Baroo, Dangri
and many others, chiefly by the same means, though some by the dagger,
Kaitsi, who, whether innocent, or a guilty participant in his brother’s death,
had benefited thereby, was marked in the long list of proscription of this

hend, who determined to exterminate every Rajoot of note. Kaitsi knew
too much, and those connected with him shared in this dangerous know-
ledge: wife, brother, son, were, therefore, destined to fall by the same blow.

The immediate cause of enmity was as follows. The minister, who desired to

set aside the claims of the children of Kae Sing to the gadi, and to nomi-
nate the youngest son of Moolraj as heir-9pparent, was opposed by Kaitsi,

as it could only be effected by the destruction of the former
; and he

replied, that **no co-operation of his should sanction the spilling of the

blood of any of his master’s family.” Salim treasured up the remem-
brance of this opposition to his will, though without any immediate sign

of displeasure. Soon after, Kaitsi and his brother Suroop were returning

from a nuptial ceremony at Kunero, in the district of Bhalctra. On
reaching Eleejoraye, on the Jessulrner frontier, where the ministers of the

Mehta’s vengeance were posted, the gallant Zoorawur and his brother

were conducted into the castle, out of which their bodies were brought only

to bo burnt. Hearing of some intended evil to her lord, Kaitsi’s wife with

her infant son, Meg ha, sought protection in the minister's own abode,

where he had a double claim, as his adopted sister, to sanctuary and pro-

tection. For five days, the farce was kept up of sending food for herself

and child ; but the slave who conveyed it remarking, in coarse, unfeeling

language, that both her husband and her brother were with their fathers,

she gave a loose to grieve and determined on revenge. This being report**

ed to the Mehta, he sent a dagger for her repose.

The princes, Abhe Sing and Dhonkul Sing, confined in the fortress

of Ramghur, after the murder of Kaitsi were carried off, together with

iheir wives and infants, by poison. The murderer then proclaimed Guj

Sing, the youngest but one of all the posterity of Moolraj, as heir-appa-

rent. His brothers sought security in flight from this flend-like spirit of

the minister, and are now refugees in the Bikaner territory. The following

slip from the genealogical tree will shew the branches so unmercifiully

lopped off by this monster ;
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Mahm Sirrgi, beinfS blind of one eye* (kand) could not succeed
; anti

Man Sing being killed by a Call from his horse, the Mehta was saved the
crime of adding one more ** mortal murther to kis crowm*'

ll is a singular fact* that the loi>»gest reigns we know of in Rajwatra
occurred during ministerial usurpations. The late Maharao of Kotah
occupied the gadi upwards of half a century, and the Rawul Moolray
swayed the nominal sceptre of this oasis of tlw desert upwards oi fifty*

eight fears. His father ruled forty years, and i doubt whether, in all

history, we can find another instance of father and son reigning for a
century. This century was prolific in change to the dynasty, whose whole
history is full of strange vicissitudes. If we go back to Jcswunt Sing,
the grand-father of Moolraj, we find the Bhatti principality touching tl»e

G^rah on the north which divided it from Moolt^n ; on the west it was
bounded by the Pimjnud, and iluis included a narrow slip of the fertile

valley of Sinde
;
and we have seen it stretch, at no remote period, even to

the ancient capital Mansoora, better known to the Hindu as Rori- Bekher,.

the islandic capital of the Sogdi {Soda) of Alexander. To the south, it

rested on including the castles of Sheo. Koltoroh, and Barmair.
seized on by Marwar

;
and in the east embraced the districts of Filodi,

Pokurn, and other parts, also in the possession of Marwar or Bikaner.
The whole of the state of B tawiilpur is formed out of the Bhatti dominion,
and the Rahthores have obtained therefrom not a small portion of their

western frontier. I'his abstraction of territory will account for the heart-

burnings and border feuds which continually break out between the

Bhattis and Rahthores, and ^‘the children of David (iyaodpotras)J*

Could the same prophetic steel which carved upon the pillar of

Brimsir the destenies of the grandson of the deified Heri, eleven hundred
years before Christ, have subjoined to that of Jessoh the fate which await-

ed his descendant Moolr^j, he would doubtless have regarded the pro-

phecy as conveying a falsehood too gross for belief. 1‘hat the offspring

of the deified prince of Dwarica, who founded Guzni and fought the

united kings of Syria and Bactria, should, at length, be driven back on

India, and compelled to seek sltelter under the sign of the cros.s, reared

amidst their sand-hills by a handful of strangers, whose ancestors, when

• A person blind of one eye is incompetent to succeed, according to

Hindu law. Knna is the nickname given to a person labouring under

this personal defect, which term is merely an anagram of anka^ ‘ the eye/

The loss of an eye does not deprive an occupant i>f his rights—of which

w« had a curjous example in the siege of the imperial city of Delhi, wliicli

gave rise to the remark, that the three greaiest men therein had only the

complement of one man amongst them : that Emperor had been deprived

of both eyes by the brutality of Gholam Kadir j
the besieging chief Hol-

car was kuna, as was the defender, Sir D Uchterlony. Holcar’s name

has become synonymous with and many a horse, dog, and man,

blind of an eye, is called after this celebrated Mahratla leader. I he

Hindus, by what induction t know not, attach a degree of moral obliquity

to every individual Kana^ and appear to make no distinction between

the natural and the acquired defect ; though to all kanas they appjy

another and more dignified appellation, Sukrachatya^ the Jupiter of their

;4stro-mythology, which very grave personage came by his misfortune in

wo creditable way,—for, although theg-urn, or spiritual head of the

Gods, he set as bad a moral example to them as did the classical Jupilcf

ko iha CetusnU of the Greek atid Roman Pantheon.
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they wert even in the maturity of their fame, were wanderings Vn their

native woods, with painted bodies, and o^rin^ human sacrifices to the
sun-god,—more resembling Balsiva than BaU(rial)na,-^l>ese would have
seemed prodigies too wild for faith.

CHAPTER VI.

I
T was in the Samvat (era) of Vicrama, 1818, that Rawul IJ^oolray was*

inaugurated on the tfirone of Jessoh
;
and it was in the year of our

Lord 1818, that a treaty of perpetual friendship, alliance, and unity of

interests” was concluded between the Honourable East India Company
and Maha Rawul Moolraj, the Raja of Jessulmer, his heirs and successors,,

the latter agreeing “ to act in subordinate co-operation with the British

Government, and with submission to its supremacy.”* This was almost
the last act of Rawul Moolraj, who bad always been a mere puppet in

the hands of Mehta Salim Sing or his father. He died A.D. 1820, when
his grandson, Guj Sing, was proclaimed.

Rawul Guj Sing wms fitted, from his years, his past seclusion, and the
examples which had occurred before his eyes, to be the submissive pageant
Salim Sing required. Isolated, in every sense, from intercourse with the
rest of mankind, by the policy of the minister, he had no comrmmity of

sympathy with them, and no claim upon their aid. Surrounded by the
creatures of Salim Sing, who, even to their daily dole, ascribe every thing

to this man’s favour, each word, each gesture, is watched and reported.

The prince himself, his wives and family, are alike dependents on the
minister’s bounty, often capriciously exercised. If he requires a horse,

he must solicit it ;
or if desirous of bestowing some recompense, he requests

to be furnished with the means, and deems himself fortunate if he obtairs

a moiety of his suit.

it will be observed from the date of this treaty (Dec. 1818), that Jes-
sulmer was the l.ist of the states of India received under the protection*

of the British Government* Us distance made it an object of little soli-

citude to us
;
and the minister, it is said, had many long and serious-

consultation with his oracles before he united his destiny with ours. He
doubted the security of his power if the Rawul should become subordinate

to the British government ; and he was only influenced by the greater

risk of being the sole state in Rajwarra without the pale of its protection,^

which wonid have left him to the mercy of those enemies whom hit

merciless policy had created around him. The third and most important

articles of the treatyf tranquillized his apprehensions as to external foes ^
with these apprehensions all fear as to the consequences arising from
ministerial tyranny towards the princely exiles was banished, and we shall

presently find that this alliance instead of checking his rapacity and
oppression, incited them. But it is necessary, in the first place, to bestow

* See Appendix No. III. (or a copy of this treaty.

f Art. in. In the event of any 'serious invasion directed towarde
the overthrow of the principality of Jessulmer, or other danger of graaC
magnitude occurring to that principality, the British Government wiH
ex<>rt its power for the protection of the principality, provided ibal' llm
cause of the quarrel be not ascribable to the Raja of Jessulmeri'*
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a few remarks on the t)olicy of the alliance as regards the British

Government.

Its inequality require no demonslratiop : the objects to be attained

by it to the respective parties having^ no approximation to party. The
advantages to Jessulmer were immediate: and to use the phraseology
of the treaty, were not only of '* great magnitude*,” but were vitally

important. From the instant the treaties were exchanged, her exis-

tence as* a permanent state, which was not worth half a century’s pur-
chase, was secured. Her power had been gradually declining, and
reign after reign was narrowing her possessions to the vicinity of the

capital. One state, Bhawulpur, had been formed from her northern
territory ; while those of Sinde, Bikaner and Jodhpur, had been greatly

aggrandized at her expense ; and all were inclined, as occasion arose to

encroach upon her feebleness. The faithless character cf the minister,

Salim Sing afforded abundant pretexts for quarrel, and the anarchy of

her neighbours proved her only safeguard during the later years of her

independent existence. Now, the British Government having pledged
itself to exert its power for the protection of the principality, in the event
cf any “ serious invasion,” her fears either of Sindies, Daodpotras, or

of Rahthores, are at rest. The full extent of this pledge may not have
been contemplated when it was given ;

like all former alliances, it is the

base of another step in advance. Instead of restricting the vast circle

of our political connections, it at ence carried us out of India, placing us

in actual contact and possible collision with the rulers of Sinde and the

people beyond the Indus. Marwar and Bikaner being already admitted
to our alliance, the power of settling their feuds with the Bhattis is

comparatively simple ; but with Daodpotra we have no political connec-
tions, and with Sinde, only those of ** perpetual friendship, and mutual

intercourse:” but no stipulation ensuring respect to our remonstrances
in case of the aggression of their subjects on our Bhatti ally. Are we
then to push our troops through the desert to repel such acts, or must
we furnish pecuniary subsidies (the cheapest mode), that she may enter-

tain mercenaries for that object ? We must view it, in this light, as afi

event, not only not improbable, but of very likely occurrence. Our alli-

ance with Cutch involved us in this perplexity iij 1819. Our armies were
formed and moved to the frontier, and a declaration of war was avoided
only by accepting a tardy amende in no way commensurate with the

insult of invading, massacring, and pillaging our allies.* In this in-

stance, our means of chastisement were facilitated by our maritime power
•f grappling with the enemy

;
but if the insult proceeds from the govern-

ment of Upper Sinde (only nominally dependent on Hydrabad), or from
Bhawulpur, how are we to cope with these enemies of our ally? Such
wars might lead us into a terra incognita beyond the Indus, or both the

spirit and letter of the treaty will be null.

* The attitude assumed by the energetic Governor of Bombay, Mr.
Elphinstone, on that occasion, will for a long time remain a lesson to

the triumvirate government of Sinde. To the Author it still appears a
subject of regret, that, with the adequate preparation, the season, and every

thing premising a certainty of success, the pacific tone of Lord Hastings'
policy should have prevented the proper assertion of our dignity, by
chastising an insult, aggravated in every shape. A treaty of amity and
mutual intercourse was the result of this armament

; but although twelve

years have since elap^d, our intercourse kas remained in statu qua ;
but

this is no ground for quarrel.
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What therefore, are the advantagfes we can hold out to ourselvea
for the volunteer of our amity and protection to this oasis of the desert?
lo have disregarded the appeal of Jessulmer for protection, to have
made her the sole exception in all Rajpootana from our amicable relations,
would have been to consign her to her numerous enemies, and to let

loose the spirit of rapine and revenge, which it was the main object of
all tliese treaties to suppress : the Bhattis would have become a nation
of robbers, the Bedouins of the Indian desert. Jessulmer was ^the hrst
link in a chain of free states, which formerly united the commerce of
the Ganges with tliat of the Indus, but which interminable feuds had
completely severed

;
the possibility of reunion depending upon a long

continuance of tranquillity and confidence. This object alone would
have warranted our alliance with Jessulmer. But if we look to futurity,
to the possible invasion of India, which can be best effected through
the maritime provinces of Persia, the valley of the Indus will be the
base of the invader's operations. 'Ihe possession of Jessulmer would
then be of vital importance, by giving us the command of Upper
Sinde, and enabling us to act against the enemy simultaneously
with our armies east of the Delta, the most practicable point of
advance into India. We may look upon invasion by the ancient
routes pursued by Alexander, Mahmood, and Timoor, as utterly

visionary, by an army encumbered with all the material necessary to

success, and thus the valley of Sinde presents the only practicable route.
But it would be a grand error, both in a political and military point of
view, to possess ourselves of this valley, even if an opportunity were again
to occur. It is true, the resources of that fertile region, so analogous to

Egypt, would soon, under our management, maintain an army sufficient

to defend it; and this would bring us at once into contact with the power
(Persia) which clings to ns for support, and will be adverse to us only when
rendered subservient to Rusia. It were well to view the possible degra-
daiion and loss of power to Russia, in Europe, as likely to afford a fresh

stimulant to her ancient schemes of oriental aggrandisement. By some
these schemes are looked upon as Quixotic, and I confess myself to be of

the number. The better Russia is acquainted with the regions she would
have to pass, the less desire will she evince for an undertaking, which, even
if successful in the outset, would be useless

;
for if she conquered, she

could not maintain India. But, to me, it still appears imperative that
this power should formally renounce such designs; the state of perpetual

preparation rendered necessary by her menacing position, being so injuri-

ous to our finances, is worse than the actual attempt, which would only
entail upon her inevitable loss. We lost, through our unwise economy, a
noble opportntuly of maintaining an ascendency at the court of Caubul,
which would have been easily prevailed upon, for our pecuniary aid, to

make over to us the sovereignty of Sinde (were this desirable), which is

still considered a grand division of Caubul.

But setting the political question aside, and considering our posses*
sion of the valley of Sinde only in a military point of view, our occupation
of it would be prejudicial to us. We should have a long line to defend,
i»nd rivers are no barriers in nii^dern warfare. Whilst an impassable
desert is between us, and we have the power, by means of our allies, of
assailing an enemy at several points, though wo are liable to attack but
from one, an invader could not maintain himself a single season. On this

ground, the maintenance of friendship with this remot>B nook of Rajpoot
civilization is defensible, and we have the additional incitement of rescuing
the most industrious and wealthy commercial communities in India from
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tht fangs a harpy : ta whom, and the enormities of his government, we
Teturiv,

No language ean adequately represent the abuse of power with which
the treaty has armed the rapacious minister of Jcssulmer, and it is one of

the many instances of the. ineflficacy of our syst’enrt of alliances to secure
pro«?perity, or even tranquillity to the^e long-afHicted regions

;
which

although rescued from external assailants, are still the prey of discord and
passion'within. It will i^ot he difficiilt, at the proper time and place to

make this appear.* The Mehta felt the advantages which the treaty gave
fiim, in respect to neighbouring states ; but he also felt that he had steeped

himself loo deeply in the blood of his master’s fatnily, and in that of his

noblest chieftains, to hope that any repentance, real or affected, could

restore to him the confidence of ihose he had so outraged. With commer-
cial men. wkh the industrious husbandman or pastoral communities, he
^ad so long forfeited all claim to credit, tiiat his oath was not valued at a
single grain of the sand of their own desert dominion.

The bardic annalist of Rajpootana, when compelled to record the acts

of a tyrant, first announces his moral death ; then comes the metempsy-
chosis,—the animating his frame with the spirit of a demon. In this

manner is delineated the famed Visaldeo, the Chohan king of Ajmere.
Whether the Bhatti minister will obtain such a posthumous apology for his

misdeeds, a future historian will learn ; but assuredly he is never mentioned,

cither in poetry or prose, but as a vampire, draining the life-blood of a
whole people. For a short time after the treaty was formed, he appeared
to fall in with the march of universal reformation ; but whether it was ttu«

his crimes had outlawed him from the sympathies of all around, or that he

could feel no enjoyment but in his habitual crimes, he soon gave ampler
indulgence to his rapacious spirit. The cause of his temporary forbear-

ance was attributed to his anxiety to have an article added to the treaty,

guaranteeing the office of prime minister in his family, perhaps with a view

to legalize his plunder ; but seeing no hope of fixing an hereditary race oi

vampires on the land, his outrages became past all endurance, and com-
pelled the British agent, at length, to report, to his government (on the

t7th December 1 $2 1 ), that he considered the alliance disgraceful to our

reputation, by countenancing the idea that such acts can be tolerated

tinder its protection. Representations to the minister were a nullity; he

protested against their fidelity ; asserted in specious language his love

of justice and mercy ; and recommenced his system of confiscations, and

punishments, with redoubled severity. All Kajwarra felt an interest in

these proceedings, as the bankers of Jessulmer, supported by the capit^

of that singular class, the PalliwaU, are spread all over India. But this

rich community, amounting to five thousand families, are nearly all in

voluntary exile, and the bankom fear to return to their native land with the

Truits of their industry, which they would renounce for ever, but that he

retains their families as hostages. Agriculture is almost unknown,
commerce, internal or external, has ceased through want of security. The

sole revenue arises from confiscation. It is asserted that the minister ^has

amass^ no less than two crerst, which wealth is distributed in the various

cities of Hindusthan, and has been obtained by pillage and the destruction

* It is my intention (if space is left) to give a conci^ statement of

the effects of our alliances, individually and collectively, in the states oi

Rajwarra, with a few hints towards amending the system, at the conclu^

ston of this volume.
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of the most opulent families of his cuuntry during tlie last twenty years.

“He has also, it is said, possessed himself of all the crown-jewels and
property of value, which he has sent out of the country. Applica-
tions were continually being made to the British agent for passports

Kperwanas), by commercial men, to withdraw their families from the

country. But all have some ties which would be hazarded by their with-
drawing, even if such a step weie otherwise free from danger

;
for wldltf

t he minister afforded passports, in obedience to the wish of the agent,

he might cut them off in the desert. Tliis makes many bear the ills

they have.

We shall terminate our historical sketch of Jessulmer with the details

of a border-feud, winch called into operation the main condition of ilie

British alliance,—the right of universal arbitration in the international

quarrels of Rajpootana. The predatory habits of the Maldotes of Baroo
originated rupture, which threatened to involve the two states in war, and
produced an invasion of the Rahthores, sufficiently serious to warrant
British interference. It will hardly be credited that this aggression, which
drew down upon the Maldotes the vengeance of Bikaner, was covertly

stimulated by the minister, for the express purpose of their extirpation,

for reasons which will appear presently
;
yet he was the first to complain

of the retaliation. I'o understand this matter, a slight sketch of tho

Maldote tribe is requisite.

The Maldotes, the Kailuns, the Birsungs, the Pohurs, and Tezmalotes,
are all Btialti tribes

;
but, from their lawless habits, these names have

become, like those of Bedouin, Kuzzak, or Pindarri, synonymous with
' robber.’ I'he first are descended from Rao Maldoo, and hold the fief

(putta) of Banco, consisting of eighteen villages, adjoining the tract

called Khari-putia, wrested from the Bhattis by the Rahiliores of Bikaner,
who to confess the truth, morally deserve the perpetual hostility of this

Hhatti lord -marcher, inasmuch as they were the intruders, and have
deprived them (the Bhattis) of much territory. But the Rahthores, possess-
ing the right of the strongest, about twenty- five years ago, exercised ic

in the most savage manner
;

for, having invaded Baroo, they put almost
the entire community to the sword, without respect to age or sex, levelled

the towns, filled up the wells, and carried off the herds and whatever was
of value. I’he survivors took shelter in the recesses of the desert, and
propagated a progeny, which, about the period of connection with the
British re-occupied their deserted lands. The minister, it is asserted,
beheld the revival of this Infant colony with no more favourable eye than
did their enemies of Bikaner, whom it is alleged, he invited once more
to their destruction. The lawless habits of this tribe would have been
assigned by the minister as his motive for desiring their extermination

;

but if we look back, we shall discover the real cause in his having
incurred the last enmity of this clan for the foul assassination of their
chief, who had been a party to the views of the heir-apparent, Rae Sing,
to get rid of this incubus on their freedom. The opportunity afforded
to take vengeance on the Maldotes arose out of a service indirectly done
to the British Government. On the revolt of the Peshwa, he sent his
agents to Jessulmer to purchase camels. One herd to the number of
four hundred, had left the Bhatti frontiers and whilst passing through the
Bikaner territory, were set upon by the Maldotes, who captured the
whole, and conveyed them to Baroo. It is scarcely to be supposed that
such an aggression on the independence of Bikaner would have prompted
her extensive armament, or the rapidity with which her troops passed ^the
Bhaui frontier to avenge the iiihull, without some private signal from the

25
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minisfer, wKo w is loud in his call for British interference
; though not trnfif

Nokha and Baroo, their principal towns, were levelled, the chief killed,

the wells filled up, i.nd the victorious army, following up its success by a
rapid march on Beeienmpur, in which the fiscal lands began to suffer.
The minisief then discovered he had overshot the mark, and claimed our
inicjrerence,* which was rapid and effectual ; and the Bikaner commander
the more willingly complied with the requests to retire within hii^wn
frontier,* having effected more than his object.

The tortuous policvi the never-ending and scarcely to becompre^
hended border-feuds of those regions, must, for a long while, generate?

such appeals. Since these associated bands attach no dishonour to their

predatory profesMon, it will be some time before they acquire proper
notions ; but when they discover there is no retreat in which punishment
may not reach them, they wilt learn the benefits of cultivating the arts of

peace, of whose very name no trace exists in their history.

We have lost sight of the Kawul, the title of the prince of Jessulmer,

i»» the prominent acts of his minister. Guj Sing^ who occupies the gadi
of Jessoh. to rtie prejudice of his elder brother, who arc still in Bikaner,

appears very well suited fo the minister’s purpose, and to have little dcslfe
heyonii his liOfses, and vegetating in quiet. The physiognomists of

|essiilmer. however, prognosticate, the development of moral worth in due
«.easmi ; a r'>nsnmmation <levontlv to be wised, and the first symptom of

which innsi be the rirldance of his minister by whatever process 'Lhe

aithil Salim deemed that it would redound to his credit, and bois-

ler up his interest, to seek a matrimonial alliance with the Rana’s

family of Mewar. I'he overture was accepted, and the coco-

«vtnhol transmuted to the Kawul, who put himself at the head of the

Hhatfi chivalry to wed and escort his bride through the desert.

I he| Rahihore princes of Bikaner and Kishengurh, who were at the

same time suitors for the hands of another daughter and a grand-

d<»ughter of the Rana. simiiitaneoiisly arrived at Oodipur with their

lespeciivc ;
and this triple alliance threw a degree of iplendour

over the capital of the Seesodias. to which he had long been a stranger.

Gnj Singh lives very happily with his wife, who has given him an heir

to his desert domain. The influence of high rank is seen in the respect

paid to the Kanawut-ji, (the title by which she is designated,) even by

the minister, and she exerts this influence most humanely for the amelio-

ration of her subjects.f

The author has omitted to mention that he was Political Agent for

Jessulmer ;
so that his control extended uninterruptedly, almost from

Sinde to Sinde : i e.. from the Indus, or great Sindh, to the Chhpta Sindh

or little river. There ;»re streams desigaated Sindh, in Central India, a

word purely Tartar or Scytbic 'the Father-river,' is one of the

many names of the Indus.

f I had the honour of receiving several letters from the queen of the

desert, who looked to her father's house and his friends, the best objrcr for

support, whilst such a being as Saltm was the master of her own and her

husband's destiny.
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CHAPTER VII.

rilHE country still dependent on the Rawiil extends between 70* 30 and

7^* 30 ^51, lonj^., and between the parallels of 26* 20' and 27* 50
N. tat., though a small strip protrudes, in the N. E. angle, as high a ^

28* 30 . This irregular surface may be raughly estimated to contain
fifteen thousand square miles. The number of towns, villages, arrd ham*
lets, scattered over this wide space, does not exceed two hundred and
fifty

;
some estimate it at three hundred, and others depress it to two

hundred: the mean cannot be wide of the truth. To enable the reader

to arrive at a conclusion as to the population of this region, we subjoin a

calculation, from data furnished by the best-informed natives, which was
made in the year 1815; but we must add, that from the tyranny of the

minister, the population of the capital (which is nearly hall o( the country

has been greatly diminished.
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'fovvns.

f

Fi^'Cal and
Feudal.

Number
of

houses.

1

Ntirwl>er of

inhabi-

tants.

fessulmcr Capital

1

7,000 33 »ooo

Becknmpur ... Putlaet ... 500
j

i

j

2,000

Sceruroh
If • •I*'"

j

1,200

Nachiia
Ka(or i

Kabab
Kooldurro
Suttoh

Jinjinialli

Devi-Kote
Bhaup
Balaiia

Sutiasoh

Baroo

Chaon
Loharki
Noantulloh
Lahti
Danguri
Becjorayc
Mundaye
Ram^furh
Birsilpur

CilTiijsir

Rkmauks.

PtUtact

Fiscal

Puttact

Puttact

Two hondrcd and iwety-fivc villages

and hamlets from four to fifty houses

each ; sa// each averai;e twenty, at

four inhabitants to each.

564o»
18,000

The c:hirf has the title

of Kao, and twenty-
fotn villages depen-
dent, not included

in this estimate.

Kailun Bhatti ; the

Ke llni> tribe extends
to F^oogul.

Kawulote chief.

Rawiilote
,
firsi noble

of Jessulmcr.

Maldote ; has eighteen

villages attached,

not included in this.

All of the RawuJotc

clan.

Total 74400

According to this census, we have a population not fiipcrior to one o

the secondary cities of Crrcat Britain, scattered Over fifteen thousand square

miles ;
nearly one-half, too, belonging to the capital, which being omitte »

the result would give (torn two to three soul ^ only for each square mile.
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FaiP of the country .—The fjreater part of Jessulmer is thul, or rooct

hoth terms meaning *a desert waste.’ From l.ower, on the Jodhpur fron-
tier, to Kharra, the remote angle touching Sinde, the country may be
described as a continuous tract of arid sand, frequently rising into lofty

ieebas tsand-hills), in some parts covered with low jungle. I his line,

which nearly bisects Jessulmer, is also the line of demarcation of positive

sterility and comparative cultivation. 1*0 the north, is one uniform and
naked waste; to the south, arc ridges of rock termed muggro^ rooe, and
light soil.

**

The ridge of hills is a most important feature in the geology of this

desert region. It is to be traced from Cutch Bhooj, strongly or faintly

marked, according to the nature of the country. Sometimes it assumes,
as at Chohtun, the character of a mountain

;
then dwindles into an in-

significant ridge scarcely discernible, and often serves as a bulwark for

the drifting sands, which cover and render it difficult to trace it at all. As
it reaches the Jessulmer er)iintry it is more developed

; and at the capital

erected on a peak about two hundred and fifty feet high, its presence is

more distinct, and its character defined The capital of the Bhattis

appear as the nucleus of a series of ridges, which diverge from it in ali

directions for the space of fifteen miles. One branch terminates at Rarr.-

ghur, thirty-five miles north-west of Jessuimer ;
another branch, extends

easterly to Pokurn (in Jodhpur), and tnence, in a north-east direction, to

Filodi
;

from whence, at intervals, it is traceable to Gurriala, nearly fifty

miles due north. It is a yellow-coloured sand-stone, in which ochre is

abundantly found with which the people daub their houses.

These barren ridges, and the lofty undaul^^ting fee^s of sand, are the

only objects which diversify the almost uniform sterility of these regionsy.

No trees interpose their verdant foliage to rdieve the eye, or shelter the

exhausted frame of; the traveller. It is nearly a boundless waste, varied

only by a few stunted shrubs of the acacia or mimosa family, some succu-

lent plants, or prickly grapes, as the bhoorut or burr, which clings to his

garment and increases his miseries. Yet compared with the more northern

portion, where “a sea of sand without a sign of vegetation”* forms the

prospect, the vicinity of the capital is a paradise.

There is not a running stream throughout Jessulmer ;
but there arc

many temporary lakes or salt-marshes, termed stVr, formed by the collec-

tion of waters from the sand-hills, which arc easily dammed, in to prevent

escape*,vTlyiy ^arc ephemeral, seldom lasting but a few months
;
though

after a vetjf SttiWfere monsoon tliey have been known to remain throughout
the year, »One of these, called the Kanoad Sirr, extends from Kanoad to

Mahungurh, covering a space of eighteen miles, and in which some water
remains throughout the year. When it overflows, a small stream issues,

from the Sirr, and pursues an easterly direction for thirty miles before it is

absorbed ; its existence depends on the parent lake. The sal|,^hich

— —— —

—

—

**So Mr. Elphinstone describes the tract about Poogul, one oflthe

earlles\ possessions of the Bhattis, and one oi No-koti Maru-ca or

“nine castles of the desert.” around whose sand-hills as brave a colony
was reared and maintained as ever carried lance. Rao Raning w^s lord
of Poogul, whose son originated that episode given in Vol, 1 .,.

these sand-hills, which in November appeared to Mr. Elphinstone
without a sign of vegetation, could be made to yield good of
bajra.

.
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it produces is the property of the crown, and adds somethingf to the
revenue. *

Soil^ husbandry

^

OMd^roduc/t.-—Notwhhstandin(f the apparent poverty
of this desert soil, nature has not denied it the powers of production ;

it is

even favourable to some grains, especially the bajra, which prefers a light

sand. In a favourable season, they ^ow sufficient for the consumption of

two and even three years, and then they import only wheat from Sinde.
When«those parts favourable for bajra have been saturated with two or
three heavy showers, they commence sowinj^, and the crops spring up
rapidly. The great danger is that of too much rain when the crops arc

advanced, for, having little tenacity, they are often washed away. The
bajra of the sand-hills is deemed far superior to that of Hindusthao, and
prejudice gives it a preference even to wheat, which does not bear a higher
price, in times of scarcity. Bajara, in plentiful seasons, sells at one-and-a
half maund for a rupee but this does nor often occur, as they calculate

five bad seasons for a good one. Jooar is also grown, but only in the low

flats. Cotton is produced in the same soil as the bajra. It is not gene-
rally known that this plant requires but a moderate supply of water

;
it is

deteriorated in the plains of India from over-irrigation ; at least such is

the idea of the desert-t jrn»er, who perhaps does not make sufficient allow-

ance for the cooler subsir;)tum of his «iand-hills, compared with the black

loam of Malw'a. A variety of pulses grows on the sheltered sides of the

iiehai\ as mon^, fftofh, etc.
;
also the oil plant (ri7) and abundance of the

govsar. a dimuiutive melon, not larger than a hen's egg, which is sent

hundreds of as n rarity. Around the capital, and between the

ridges whert SO'! ^ d' posited or formed, and where they dam-up tl»c

waters, are grow ' I
*

‘ i able quantil ies of wheat of very good qualiiv,

tiirmenc, and g- ' n tuffs. Harley and gram are, in good seasons,

reared in small q»* ,^ • but rice is entirely an article of import from

the valley of Siuue.

fmpUmants uj h^fihanJry —Where the soil is light, it will be conrhiHed

that the implements u e •''ifn|.)le. I’liey have two kinds of plough, for on-^

or two oiren, or f'lr th#» c imel, which animal is most in requisition. Tfiev

tread out the grain with oxen, as in all parts of India, and not iinfrequenily

they yoke the cattle to their Uakerries, or carts, and pass the whole over

the graift.

UAHUfaeturty.^>^T\ttrt is little scope for the ingenuity of the mechanic

in this tract. They make coarse cotton cloths, but the raw'material is

almost all erpoirtedf. I’heir grand article of manufmeture is from the wool

of the sheep pastured in the desert, which is fabricated into looes, or

hlanicetsf, scarfs,! petli-cor.ts, turbans, of every quality. Cups and

platt^ra are made from a mineral called ahoor, a calcareous substiance,

a dark chocolate ground, with light brown vermiculalcd stripes ;

ornaments of elephants' teeth, and arms ofrSn inferior quality, incse

comprehended the artihcisl productions of this desert capital.

WhateJvef celebrity Jewulmer posesMs, as a

mjt«. arise. Irorti its position as a place of transit betawn the caste

countries, the vaHey of the Indus, and those beyond that
fj*'**"’’ ,

KutU** (the- term for a' caraean ot^ camelM to and from ’

Rori*beklfer; ShlKarptor and oofeh, ffom the Gangetic provinces, and

^ About a hundred-weight itit twb shillings,

t I brought homo several pairs of these, with crimson

cicntly fine to be worn as> a winter shawd in this country.

borders, sulh-
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Punjab, pasMng through it. 1'he indigo of the Doab, the opium of
Kotah and Malwa, the famed sut;ar-candy of Biitaner, iron implemtnts
from Jeypur, are exported to Shikarpur* and lower Sinde, whence cle«

phants’ teeth (from Africa), dates, coco-nms, drugs, and chunduSif are
imported, with pistachios and dried fruits from Bhawulpur.

Revenues and taxes.— I he personal revenue of the princes of Jessyf**
merj is, or rather was, estimated at upwards of four lakhs of rupees, of

which more than one lakh was from the land. The transit-duties were
formerly the most certain and most prolific branch of tlie fiscal incpme ;

but the bad faith of the minister, the predatory habits of the Bhatti chief!^

proceeding mainly from thence, and the general decrease of commerce,
have conspired nearly to annihilate this source of income, said at one
time to reach three lakhs of rupees. These imports are termed dan, anef
the collector dannie, who was stationed at convenie/ii points of all the

principal routes wliich diverge from the capital.

Land-tax.— Fr( m one-fifth to one-seventb of the gross produce of

the land is set aside as the tax of theci > never exceeding the first

nor falling short of the last. J
It is paid in kind, which is purchased of>

the spot by the Palliwal Brahmins, or Banias. and (.be value remitted to

the treasury.

Dhooa.—The third and now the most certain i of revenue is the
dhooa, literally ‘ smokfc,’ and which we m.iy lemiet chimney or hearth-

lax,’ though they have neither the one nor the nihei in these regions, ft

is also termed thali, which is the brass or silver platter out of which they
cal, and is tantamount to a table-allowance. It nfiver realizes above
twenty thousand rupees annually, whicli, however, would be abundant

..for the simple fate of Jessolmer, No tiouse is exempt from the payment
of this last.

Dtnd.— rhere is an arbitrary tax levied throughout these regions

universally known and detested under the name of djnd, the moke-weighc
of ail their budgets of ways and me»ns. It was first imposed in Jessulmer
in S. 1830 (A. D. 177-f), under the less odious appellation of ** additional

dhooa or thali and the amount was only two thousand seven hundred
rupees, to be levied from the monied interest of the capital. The Mahesria
agreed to pay their share, but the OswaJs (the two chief mercantile classes)

holding out, were forcibly sent up to Che castle, and suffered the ignomini-
ous punishment of the bastinado. They paid the dernand, but immediately
on their release entered into a compact on oath, never again Ip lopit pfi

* Shikarpoor, the great commercial mart of the valley of Sinde, west
of Indus. t Chundus is a scented wood for mallast or * chaplets.*

I 1 have no correct data for estimating the revenues of the chieftainsw
They are generally almost double the land-revenue of the princes in
the other states of Rajwarra

;
perhaps about two lakhs, which ought tw

bring into the field seven hundred horse.

§ This, if strictly true and followed, is according to ancient principles;

Menu ordains the sixth, 1 could have wished Colonel Briggs to havp
known this fact, when he was occupied with his excellent work on ** Land-
tax of India but it had entirely escaped my recoHection. In this most
remote corner of Hlndusthan, in spite of oppression, it is curious to*

observe the adherence to primitive custom. These notes on^ the spurce»
of revenue in Jessulmer were communicated tome soTar back as t8is
and I laid them before the Bengal Govenuneniin 1814*15;
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the Rawul’s (Moolraj's) face, which was rclij^iously kept durinjf iheif
SDutual lives. When he passed thioui^h the streets of this capital, the
Oswals abandoned their simps and banking’-houses, retirintt tq the interior

of their habitations in order to avoid the sfght of him. This was strenu-
ously persevered in for many years, and had such an effect upon the
prince, that he visited the principal persons of this class, and spreading
his scarf’ {pulla pussaona),"^ entreated forgiveness, giving a writing Ofi

oath never again to impose dindt if they would make the dhooa a perma-
nent Pax. The Oswals accepted the repentance of their prince, and
agreed to his terms. In S. 1841 and 1853, his necessities compelling him
to raise money, he obtained by loan, in the first period, twenty'Sevcn
thousand, and in the latter, forty thousand rupees, which he faithfullv

repaid. When the father of the present minister came into power, lie

endeavoured to get back the bond of his sovereign abrogating the obnoxi-
ous dind^ and offered, as a bait, to renounce the dhooa. The OswaU
placed more value on the virtue of this instrument than it merited, for in

spite of the bond, he in S. 1857 levied sixty thr>usand, and in 1863 eighty

thousand rupees. A visit of the Rawul to the Ganges was seized upon as

a fit opportunity by his subjects to get this oppression redressed, and fresh

oaths were made by the prince, and broken by the minister, who ha^
bequeathed his rapacious spirit to his son. :

Since the accession of G«ij Sing, only two years ago.f Salim Sif|g

has extorted fourteen lakhs (^14,000). Burdbhan, a merchant of great
wealth and respectability, and whose ancestors are known and respecteil

throughout Rajwarra as Sahoocars, has been at various times stripped of

all his riches by the minister and his father, who to use the phraseology of

the sufferers, “ will never be satisfied while a rupee remains in Jessulmcr."
Establishments, Expenditure .—We subjoin a rough estimate of the

household establishment, etc., of this desert king.

Rs.

BurrJ ... ... ... ... 20,000

Rozgar Sirdar§ ... ... ... ... 40,0*0
Sebundies or MercenaricsJI ... . ... 75,000
Household horse, 10 elephants, 200 camels, and

chariots ... ... ... ... 36.ooe

Carried over ... 1,71,000

• Pulla pussaona, or 'spreading the cloth or scarf,” is the figurative

language of entreaty, arising from the act of spreading the garment,

preparatory, to bowing the head thereon in token of perfect submission,

f This was written in 1821-22.

{ The Burr includes the whole household or personal attendants, the

guards, and slaves, t hey receive rations of food, and make up the rest

of their subsistence by labour in the town. The Burr consists of about

1,000 people and is estimated to cost Rs. 20,000 annually.

§ Kozgar-Strdar is an allowance termed kansa, or 'dinner,* to the

feudal chieftains who attend the Presence. Formerly they had an order

upon the Dannts, or collectors of the transit-duties ; but being vexatious,

Pansa Sah, minister to Rawul Chaitra, commuted it for a daily allowance,

varying, with the rank of the person, from half a silver rupee to seven

rupees each, daily. This disbursement is calculated at 40,000 rupees

annually. /

II
::;>ebup4ies are mercenary soldiers in the fort, of whom 1,000 are

estimated to cost 75,000 r>ipees annually^
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Brought forward 1,71.000
500 Barfifeer horse ... ... ... 60,000
Hani's or queen's establishment ... ... 15.000
1 he wardrobe ... ... ... ... 5,000
Gifts ... ... ... ... 5.000
'J he kitchen ... ... ... ... 5.000
Guests in hospitality ... ... ... 5.000
Feasts, entertainments ... ... ... 5.000
Annual purchase of horses, camels, oxen, etc. ... 20,000

Total ... 2.9!,000

The ministers and officers of fifovernment receive assiftnments on the

tran.sit- duties, and some have lands. The whole of this slate* expenditure

was more than covered, in some years, by the transit-duties alone; which
have, it is asserted, amounted to the almost incredible sum of three laxlis

pc 30,000.

Tribes.—We shall conclude our account of Jcssulmer with a few
remarks on the tribes peculiar to it

;
though we reserve the general

enumeration for a sketch of the desert.

Of its Rajpoot population, the Bhattis, we have already given an
outline in the ;;eneral essay on the tribes. Those which occupy the pre-

sent limits of Jcssulmer retain their Hindu notions, though with some
degree of laxity from their intercourse with the Mahomedans on the
northern and western frontiers; while those which long occupied the north-

east tracts, towards Phoolra and the Garah, on becoming proselytes to

Islam ceased to have either interest in, or connection will), the parent state.

The Bhatti has not, at present, the same martial reputation as the Rahthore,
Chohan, or Seesodia, but he is deemed at I'^ast to equal if not surpass
the Cuchwaha, or any of its kindred branches, Nirooka or Shckhavat.
There are occasional instances of Bhatti intrepidity as daring as may be
found amongst any other tribe

;
witness the feud between the chiefs of

Poogul and Mundore. But this changes not the national characteristic
as conveniiorr<4lIy established : though were we to go back to the days of

chivalry and Pirthiraj, we should select Achilcsa Bhatti, one of the bravest
of his champions, for the portrait of his race. The Bhatti Rajpoot, as to

physical power, is not perhaps so athletic as the Rahthore, or so tall as the
Cuchwaha, but generally fairer than either, and possessing those Jewish
features which Mr. Flphinstone remarked as characteristic of the Bikaner
R>4jpoots. I he Bhatti intermanies with all the families of Rajwarra,
ih mgh seldom with the Kanas of Mewar. The late Joggut Sing of

Jeypur had five wives of this stock, and his posthumous son, real or re*
puted, l)as a Bhattiani for his mother.

-The dress of the Bhattis consists of sl jamaht er tunic of white
cloth or chintz reaching to the knee

; the cumurhund, or ceinture, tied so
high as to present no appearance of waist; trowsers very loose# and in
many folds, drawn tight at the ankle, and a turban, generally of a scarlet
colour, rising conically full a foot from the head. A dagger Is struck in
the westband ; a shield it suspended by a thong of deer-skin fi'oin the
wt shoulder, and the sword is girt by a belt of the same material. The
dress of thi common people is the dhoti, or loln-robe. generally of woollen

with a piece of the same material as a turban. The dress of tite
Birawianis Which discriminates the sex, consists of a or petticoat,
extending to thirty feet in width, made generally of the finer wooUert

29
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dyed a SrilUaivt red, wit!* a scarf of the same matciial, Tlie grand orna-
ment of rich and poor, though varying in ihe materials, is the chaori, or
lin^s of ivory or bone, with which they cover* iheir aims from the shoulders

to the wrist.* 'lluy air in value from sixteen to thirty-five rupees a
set, and imported from Muska- Maiutive, though they also manufacture
them at Jessulmer. Silvti kurrts (massive rings or anklets) are worn by
all classes, who deny themselves the nec* saries of life until they attain

this orn«ment. i fie pout er Kajpootnis are very masculine, and assist in.

all the details of husbandry.

'I he Bhatti is to ll v! full as addicted as any of his brethern to the
immoderate use of opium, i'o tlie umlpani, or 'infusion,* succeeds the

pipe, and li.ey continue iiilialing meclianically the smoke long after they
arc inserisible to all that is passing around them

;
nay, it is said, you may

scratch or pinch them while ill this condition without exciting sensation-

'J he hooka ts the desert to the timlpani

;

the panacea for ail the ills whicfi

can ovcriako a Kajpont, and with which he can at any time enjoy a para-

dise of his own creation. To ask a Bhatti for a whiff of his pipe would be
deemed a direct insults

Palliwals.— Next to the lordly Rajpoots, equalling them in numbers,
and far surpassing them in wealth, are the Palliwals, I'hey are Brahmins,
a^ijd denominated PalUvial from having been temporal proprietors of

PalLi. and all its lands, long before the Rahthores colonized Marwar.
Tradition is silent to the manner in which they became possessed of

this domain ; but it is connected with the history of the Pallia or pastoral

tribes, wha from the tpwiv of F^aili to Paliihana, in Saurasfitra have left

traces o( theif existence; and I am much mistaken if it will not one day
be deroposlrated, that all the ramifications of the races figuratively

daqominated A^ntcuia, were Pali in origin; more especially the

Chp^a^is, whose princes and chiefs for ages retained Uie distinctive affix

ol PaL
I hase Brahmins, the Palitwals, as appears by the Annals of Marwar,

held the domain of Palli when Seoji, at the end of the twelfth centuryc
invaiied.ihat land from Canouj, and by an act of treachery first establish-

ed Ids power. It is evident, however, that he did not extirpate them
for tfie oiuse of llieir migration to the desert of Jessuimer is attributed

to a period of a Mahomedan invasion of Marwar, when a general war*

The chaori of ivory, bone or shell, is the most ancient ornament of

the lndo«Scyihic dames, and appears in old sculpture and painting. I

was much struck with some ancient sculptures in a very old Gothic church

at Moissac, in a Languedoc, i he porch is the only part left of tlie most

antique fane, attribiited to the age oi Dagobeit. It represents the con-

version of Ck|vis, and when the subject was still a fl)a iter of novelty* But

iniere^ing as this, it is nothjng when compared to sann#. sculptured

figure^ bdow, of a totally distinct agg; in execution as far superior as they

axe dissimilar in cfiaracter^ which is decidedly Asiatic.: the scarf, the

cl\am^akulU or hccklace, rcDresenling tbg of the jefsamine
and cliaorts, such as I have peen dewthipg* To wltopi but the Visigeths

can we ascribe them 7—^ahd does not this, supply M>e cpapectuig li»k o*

this Asiatic race, destmeti to,change.the moral aspect,of Europe^
commend all ti^avellers, who are interested ip tracing such analegies,^
visn the church at Moissac, though it is not known, «i. la objfCl ot

stty i|i ihe^neiglibourfiood.
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contribution {dind) being imposed on the inhabiMnts, the Paliiwils

pleaded add refused. I'hig exasperated the Raja; for as their

habits were altnost ex liisiyely mercanule, tiieir stake was greater than
that of the rest of the cointnuiuty, and he threw tfieir principle meti into

prison. In order te avenge this, they (lad recourse to a grand chandi, )f

*act of suicide;’ hut instead of gaining their ot>ject, he issued a manifesto
t)f banishmeiii to every Pallivvai in hiS dominions. I he greater part look
refuge in Jessulmer, tliuuglj many settled in Bikaner, Dliat. and the valley

of Sinde, At one time, tneir number in Jessuirner was calculate! to equal
that of the Rajpoots. Almost all tt»e internal trade of the coimtry passes
through thfcir hands, and it is chiefly with their capital that its inerchaiits

trade in foreign parts. Ihey are tf»e Metayers of llie desert, advancing
money to llie cnitivaiois, taking tlie sectirity of the crop

;
and they b\iy up

all the wool and ghee (clarified butter), whicli iliey transport to f«ueign

parts. 'I’hey also rear and keep flocks. I he minister, Salim Sing, has

contrived to diminish their wealth, and consr qiiently to lose the main sup-
port of the country’s prosperity. I'hey are also sut.ject to Itie visits of the

Maldotes, Tejmolotes, and other plunderers; bui diey find it difficult to

leave ihe country owing to the restrictive cordon of the IMehta. The
Palliwals never marry out of their own tnbe

;
and directly contrary to the

Uws of Menu, the bridegroom gives a sum of money to the father of the

bride. It will be deemed a curious incident in the history of superstition

that a tribe Brahmin by name, at least, should worship the bridle of

horse. When to this is added tlie fact, that the most ancient coins dis-

covered in these regions bear the Pali character and the efbgies of the

horse, it aids to prove the Scyihic cl»aracler of tl>e early colonir^ts of ihese

regions, who, although noruadic {Pali), were equestrian. I'here is liitle

doubt that the Pailiwal Brahmins are the remains of the priests of the

Palti race, who in their pastoral and commercial pursuits, have lost their

spiritual power.

Pokurna Brahmins ,—Another singular tribe, also Brahminical, is the

Pokitrna, of whom it is calculated there are fifteen hundred to two thousand

families in Jessulmer. They are also numerous in Marwar and Bikaner,

and are scattered over the desert and valley of the Indus. I'liey follow

agricultural and pastoral pursuits chiefly, having little or no concern in

trade. The tradition of their origin in singular : It is said that they were

Bildarst and excavated the sacred lake of Poshkur, for which act they

obtained the favour of the deity and the grade of Brahmins, with the title

of Pokurna. Their cliief object of embleinatic worsliip, the khodala, a
kind of pick-axe used in digging, seems to favour this tradition.

Juts or The Juts here, as elsewhere, form a great part of the
agricultural population ; there are also various other tribes, which will be
better described in a general account of the desert.

Castle of Jessulmer ,— The castle of this desert king is erected on an
almost insulated peak, from two hundred and fifty feet in height, a strong

wail running round the crest of the hill. It has four gates, but very few
cannon mounted. The city is to the north, and is surrounded by a
seherpunna or circumvallation, encompassing a space of nearly three

miles, having three gates and two wickets. In the city are some good
houses belonging to ricii merchants,, but the greater part consists of huts«

The Raja's palace is said to possess some pretentension to grandeur,
perhaps comparative. Were he on good terms with his vassalage, he
could collect lor its defence five thousand infantry and one thousand
horse, besides his camei-crops

; but it may be doubted whetlier, under Iho
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oppressive system of the monster who has so long continued to desolate
. lar one* half of this force could be brought together.*

* It has been reported that the dagger has since rid the land of its

tyrant. The means matter little, if the end is accomplished. Even assassi-

nation loses much of its odious character when resorted to for such a
purpose.
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CHAPTER I.

By sotwe conventional process, Europeans in India have adopted the
habit of designating the principalities of Rajpootana by the names of

their respective capitals, instead of those of. tlie countries. Thus Marwar
and Mewar are recognised under the titles of their chief cities, Jodhpur
and Oodipur : Kotah and Boondi are denominations indiscriminately

applied to Haravati, the general term of the region, which is rarely men*
tioned

;
and Dhoondar is hardly known by that denomination to Euro-

peans, who refer to the state only by the names of its capitals, Amber or

Jeipur, the last of which is now universally used to designate the region

inhabited by the Cuchwahas.

The map defined the existing boundaries of this principality, to which

I shall indiscriminately apply the terms (as is the practice of the natives)

of Dhoondari Amber and Jeipur.

Like all the other Rajpoot states, the country of the Cuchwahas is an
assemblage of comrouniiics, the territories of which have been wrested

from the aboriginal tribes, or from independent chieftains, at various

periods ;
and therefore the term Dhoondar^ which was only one of their

earliest acquisitions, had scarcely a title to impose its name upon the

aggregate. The etymology of Dhoondar is from a once celebrated sacri-

ficial mount {dhoond) on the western frontier, near Kalik Jobnair.*

The second
son of Rama, King of Koshuta, whose capital was Ayodia, the moden
Oude. Cush, or some of his immediate offspring, is said to have migrated
from the parental abode, and erected the celebrated castle of Riiotas, or
Rohitas,f on the Soane, whence, in the lapse of several generations,

The traditional history of the Chohans asserts, that this mount was
the place of penance (tapasya) of their famed king Beesildeo of Ajmer,
who, for his oppression of his subjects, was transformed into a RakhuSt or
D$moH, in which condition he continued the evil work of his former exist-
ence, * devouring his subjects, (as literally expressed), until a grand-child
offered himself as a victim to appease his insatiable appetite. The lan-
guage of innocent affection made its way to the heart of the Rakhus, who
recognized bis offspring, and winged his flight to the Jumna. It might
be worth while to excavate the dhoond of the transformed Chohan king,
which I have some notion will prove to be his sepulchre,

t Were this celebrated abode searched (for inscriptions, they migln
throw light on the history of the descendants of Rama,
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another distinguished scion, Raja Nal, migrated westward, and in S.
A. D. 295, founded the kingdom and city of Nurwar, or classically,

Nishida.* Some of the traditional chronicles record intermediate places
of domicile prior to the erection of this famed city : first, ttie town of

Lahar, in the heart of a tract yet named Cuchwatjar or region (gar) o(

the Cuchwahas; and secondly, that of Gwalior. Be this as it may, the
descendants of Raja Nal adopted the affix of Pal (which appears to be
the distinguishing epithet of all the early Rajpoot tribes), until Sora
Sing \ihirty-third in Jdcsc<?ht from Nal), whose son, Dhola Rae, was
expelled the paternal abode, and in S. 1023, 9^7« founda-
tion of the state of Dhoondar.

A family, which traces its lineage from Rama of Koshiifa, Nala of

Nishida, and Dhola the lover of Maroni, may be allowed ' the boast of

heraldry;’ and in remembrance of this descent, the Cushites of India

celebrate with great solemnity ‘ the annual feast of the sun,’ on which
occasion a stately car, called the chariot of the sun (Surya ratha)^ drawn
by eight hones, is brought from the temple, and the descendant of

Ramesa, ascending therein, perambulates his capital.

A cate of simple usurpation originated the Cuchwaha state of Amber;
but it would be contrary to precedent if this event were uniingcd with

romance. As the episode, while it does not violate profiability, illustrates

the condition of the aboriginal tribes, we do not exclude the tradition. On
the death of Sora Sing, prince of Nurwar, his brother usurped the govern-

mertt, depriving the infant, Ohola Rae, of his inheritance. His mother,
clothing herself in mean apparel, put the infant in a basket, which he

placed on her head, and travelled westward until she reached the town of

Khogong (within five miles of the modern Jeipur), then inhabited by the

Distressed with hunger and fatigue, she had placed her preci-

ous buritien on the ground, and was plucking some wild berries, when
she observed a hooded serpent rearing its form over the basket. Slie

uttered a shriek, which attracted an itinerant Brahmin, who told her to

be under no alarm, but rather to rejoice at this certain indication of future

greatness in the boy. But the emaciared parent of the founder of Amber
replied, What may be in futurity 1 heed not, while I am sinking wiifi

hunger 1” on which the Brahmin put her in the way to Khogong, wfiere

Prefixed to a descriptive sketch of the city of Nurwar (which I muy

append), the year S. 351 is given for its foundation by Baja Nal, but

whether obtained from an inscription or historical legend, I know not,

it, however, corroborates, in a remarkable manner, the number of des-

cents from Nal to Dhola Rae, t/i#., thirty-three, which, calculated accord-

ing to the best data at twenty-iwo year^t to a reign, will make 726 years,

which subtracted from 1023, the era of Dhola Rae^s migra lion, leaves 297*

a difference of only fifty-four years between tht^ computed and settled

eras; and if wc allowed only twenty-one years to a reign, instead cl

twenty-two, as proposed in all long lines above td^enty-fivO generations,

the difference would be triflings

We may thus, without hesitaiidf4 ; idopt th# da'id 3^1* ^^5'

Ibr the period of J<^ja Nal, Whose hlfitory is ond of the grand Sources 0

delight to the bard^ Ka|poqiahd, The poem rehearsing his adventure

tinder the tide of Naf and Dahiyanti ifarii, Nal-Dtihimiin), was
•

slated into Persian at AkbfSt's command, by Pleri, brother of Ahul*^^''

wild Km since been made known €0 the adfifirwfa of Safikkrit hierature

by Professor Bopp cd Bd^lih*
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he said her necessities wovild be relieved. Taking up the basket, she
re^iched the town, whicli is eiicircled by hills, and accosting a female, who
tiappened to be a slave of the Meena chieftain, begged any menial employ-
ment for food. By direction of the Meena Kani, slie was entertained
with tlie slaves. One day she was ordered to prepare dinner, of which
Halitnsi, the Meena Haja, partook, and found it so superior to his usual

fare, that he sent for the cook, who related her story. As soon as the

Meena chief discovered tire rank of the illustrious fugitive, he adopted
her as his sister, an i Dhola Hae as his nephew. When the boy had
attained the age of Kajpoot manhood (fourteen), he was sent to Delhi,*

with the tribute of Khogong, to attend instead of the Meena. Ihe
young Cuchwaha remained there five years, when he conceived the idea

of usurping his benefactor's authority. Having consulted the Meena
dhadi,^ or bard, as to the best means of executing his pl;in, he recom-
mended him to take advantage of the festival of the Dewali, when ir is

customary to perform the ablutions en masse, in a tank. Havirrg brought

a few of his Rajpoot brethren from Delhi, he accomplished his object,

filling the reser voirs in which tiie Meenas bathed with their dead bodies,

'l ire treacherous bard did not escape
;
Dhola Hae put him to death

with his own hand, observing, he who had proved unfaithful to one
master, could not be trusted by another." He tlren took possession of

Khngong. Soon after, he repaired to Deosah.J a castle and district ruled

by an iudepeirdeiU cinef of the Biigoojur tribe of Rajpoots, whose daughter
he demanded in marriage. "How can this be," said lire Birgoojur,

“when we are both Suryavansi, and one huirdred generations have not yet
separated us?"§ But being convinced that the necessary number of des«

cents had intervened, the nuptials took place, and as the Birgoojur had no
male issue, he resigned his power to his son*in-law. With the additional

means thus at his disposal, Dhola dttermined to subjugate the Seroh tribe

of Meenas, whose chief, Kao Natlo, dwelt at Mauch. Again he was vic»

torious, and deemiog his new conqtiest better adapted for a residence than
Khogong. he transferred his infant government thither, changing tho
same of Mauch, in honour of his great ancestor to Ranigurh.

Dhola subsequently married the daughter of the prince of Ajmer,
whose name was Maroni. Returning on one occasion with her from
visiting the shrine of Jumwahi Mata, the whole force of the Meep^s of
that region assembled, to the number of eleven thousand, to oppose his

passage through their country. Dhola gave them battle: but after slays
ing vast numbers of his foes, he was himself killed, and his followers Bed-
Maroni escaped, and bore a posthunaous child, who was named Kankul.

* riie Tuar tribe Were then supreme lords of India.

•j] DhadL dhflli, dhom^ are all terms (or tha bards or nuAfik*
trels of the Meena, tribes.

I DeosairlwTRUn Dewnsah), on the Bangunga river about thirty
miles east of Jeypur. A.

§ The Birgoojur tribe claims descenl; from Lava or Li|0, ^461*
son nf Hama. As they trace fi|ty-six descents ffoip R a,rpa to Vicr^mfl.
and thirty- three from Raja Nala to Divola Rae, we have only to calculate
the number of generations between VicramS( and Nat, to a'se^rtam
wliethifi Dhola’s genealogist went on good grounds, in S. 351
that Raja Nal erected Nurwar, which, at tWetuy-rwo X'ears to a ieign

'

gives..sixieeivto be added to fifty-six, and this' added fix thirty

to one hundred and five generations from Rd^aTo Dhola Rao.*
’
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atnd who conquered the country of Dhoondar. His son, Maidul Rao#
made a conqutfst of Amber from ihe Soosawiit Mecnas, the re«>idence of

their cfiief, named Bhatti
,
who had the *11116 of Rao, and was head of

the Meena confederation. He also subdued the Nandia Meenas, and
added the district of Gatonr-GHiti to his territory.

Hoondeo succeeded, and, like his predecessors, continued the warfare

against the Meenas. He was .succeeded by Koontiil, whose sway exten-

ded over all the hill-tribes round hts capital. Having determined to

proceed to Bhutwar, where a Ciiohan prince resided, in order to marry
his daughter, his Meena subjects, retnembei ing lire former fatality,

collected from all quarters, demanding ihat, if he went beyond the bor-

ders, he should leave the standards and nakarras of sovereignty nt their

custody. Kooniul refusing to submit, a battle ensued, in which the

Meenas were defeated with great slaughter, which secured his rule

throughout Dhoondar.

Koontul was succeeded by Pujoon, a name well known to the chival-

rous Rajpoot, and immortalized by Chund, in the poetic history {Rasa)

of the emperor Frith wi Raj Before, however, we proceed further, it may
be convenient to give a sketch of the power and numbers of^the indi-

genous tribes at this period.

We have already had frequent occasion to observe the tendency of

the abof iginal tribes to emerge from bondage and depression, which

has been seen in Mewar, Kotah, and Boondi, and is now exempt ifu d in

the rise of (he Cuchwahas in Dhoondar. 'Fhe original, pure, unmixed
race, of Meenas, Mynas, or Mainas, of Dhoondar. were styled Puch-
warra, and sub-divided into five grand tribes. Their original home was
in the range of mountains called Kali-kho, extending from Ajmer nearly

to the Jumna, where they erected Amb^Vt consecrated to Amba, the

universal mother, or, as the Meenas style her, Ghatta Rani^ “ Queen of

the pass.'’ In this range was Khogong, Mauch, and many other large

towns, the chief cities of communities. But even so late as Raja Bahar-

mull Cuchwaha, the contemporary of Baber and Hernaywn, the Meenas
had retained or regained great power, to the mortification of their Raj-

poot superiors. One of these independent communities was at the an-

cient city of Naeii, destroyed by Bahannull, no doubt with the aid of

his Mogul connections. An old historical distich thus records ihe power

of the Meena princes of Naen :

*' Bawn hoie chapun durmaja *

** idyna murd, Naen ca Raja
" Booro raj Naen ko
** yub bhoas myn bftutta mango,**

That if, There were fifty-two strong-holds,* and fifty<*six getes belong-

ing to the manly Myna, (he Raja of Naen, whose sovereignty of Naen was

extinct, when even of chaff (bhcos) he took a share.” If this is not an ex»g*

geration, it would appear (hat, during the distractions of the first Islamite

^nasties of Delhi, the Meenas had attained their primitive importance.

Cfertakily from Pujoon, the vassal chieftain of Firthwi Raj* to Bahannnly

the cMitemporary of Baber, the Cuchwahas had but little increased their

* /for# IS 'a fortress / but it maybe applied simply tu the number

of bastions of Naen, which in the number of its gates might rival 1 l»ev< s

l40wain, built on its ruins, contains three thousaiKl bouses,
eighty-^ur townships dependent on it.
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I'errit6ry. \Vl»eh this laUer prince destroyed tht^ Mcei^a sovereiv^Miy .d

Naen, he levelled iti» half-hundred pates and erected tlie town of Lowain
(now the residence of the Rajawut chief) on its ruins.

A distinction is made in the Orthography and pronunciation of tl\e

designation of lliis race; Myna or Maina meaning the a%at, or ‘ un-
inixed class,’ of which there is now hut one, the Oosarra ;

while Afeena is

Hiat applied to the mixed, of wliicli they reckon bara pal,* of twelve com-
munities, descendtid from Kajpoot blood, as Chohan, Tuar, Jadoon,
Furiliar, Cuchwafia, SolanUi, Sankla, Ghelote, etc., and lhese*are sub-
divided into less than five lUousand two hundred disiinct clans, of whicf)

it is the duly of lliejaega, Dholi, or Dhom, llieir genealogists to keep
account. Fhe unmixed Oosarca slock is now exceedingly laie, while

mixed races, spread over ail the fiilly and intricate regions of central and
western India, boast of ilieir descent at the expense of legiiiinacy.

'

J hese facts all tend strongly to prove that the Kajpools were conquerors,

and that the mountaineers, wlietfier Kolis, Bhils, Mynas, Goantls,

Sairias, or Sarj^s, are the indigenous inhabitants of India. 1 his subj^cr

will be fully treated hereafter, in a separate chapter devoted to the

Meena tribes, their religion, manners, and customs.

Let us return to Pujoon, the sixth in descent from the exile of Nurw^r,
\v}?o was deemed of sufficietu consequence to obiaiti in mairi ige the sister

of Pirthwi Uaj, the Chohau Emperor of Delhi, ant honour perhaps attri •

billable to the splendour of f^ujoou’s descent, added to his great personal

merit. The chivalrous Cfiohan, who fiad assembled around liim one
hundred and eight cliiefs of the highest rank in India, assigned a cons-

picuous place to F’ujoon, who commanded a division of the monarch's
armies in many of his most important battles Pujoon twice signaliiied

himself in invasions from the north, in one of which, wlien he commanded
on the frontier, fie defeated Shabudin in the Khyber Pass, and pui.sued

him towards Ciazui. His valour mainly contributed to tfie conquest of

^tahoba, the country of the ('hundails, of which he was left governot
;

rtiid fie was one of lf»e sixiy-foui cfiiefs wf»o< wiifi a cfiosen body of their

retainers, enabled Pirthwi Haj to carry off ilic princess of Canouj. la

this service, covering the retreat of his liege K>rd, Puj«ion lost his life, on
the first of the five days* cmitinuous battle. Pujoon was conjuined with

Govind Gehlote, a chief of the IMewar house ;—bnth fell together. C'lmm]
the bard, thus describes the last hours of the Cuchwafia pi ince ;

“ VVlnm
Govind fell, the foe danced with joy ; then did Pujoon tfumder on tfie

curtain of fight : with both hands he plied the /fr/zni'g" (swot d) on the heads
of the barbarian. Four hundred rushed upon him ; bui tlie five brothers
in arms, Kehuri, Peepa, and Boho, with Nursing and Cuchra, supported
liirn. Spears and daggers are plied—^lieads roll on the plain—blood flows
in streams. Pujoon assailed Iiimad

;
but as his head rolled at his feel, Im

received the Khan’s lance in his breast
; the Coonnaf fell in the field,

and the Apsaras disputed for the hero. Wltole lines of tfie nortf m<;n

* Pal is the term for a community of any of the aboriginal mounlaiu
races

;
its import is a 'defile,' or 'valley,' fitted for cultivation and defence.

It is probable that Poliger may be a corruption of Paliger* or the region
of these Pals. Palita, Bhilita^ Philita, are terms used by the learned

fur the Bhil tribes. M ina or Myna, MairAi Mairote all designate tnoiin-
taineers, from Matr or J/er, a hill,

f Coorma, or Curhwa, Are synonymous terms, and indliciiminately
appli d to the Rajpoots of Ajn er; meaning .’tortoise,*

3u
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strew the 'plain : many a head did Mahadeo’add to his chaplet.* Wheti
Pujoon and Gdvtnd fell, one watch of the day remained. To rescue hia

kin came Palhan, like a ti^er loosed from his.chain. The array of Canon)
fell back; the cloud like host of Jeicbnnd turned its head. The brother
of Pujoon, with his son, performed deeds like Carna

; but both fell in the
held, and trained the secret of the sun, whose chariot advanced to con-
duct them to his mansion.

“ Gan shrunk with affright, the moon quivered, the Dicfpals howled
at their posts

;
checked was the advance of Canouj, and in the pause the

Cooima performed the last rites to his sire (Pujoon), who broke in pieces
the shields of Jeichtind. Pujoon was a buclker to his lord, and numerous
his j?ifls of the steel to the heroes of Canouj : not even by the bard can
his deeds be described. He placed his feet on the head of Shesnag, >»e

made a* waste of the forest of men, nor dared the sons of the mighty
approach him. As Pujoon fell, he exclaimed, * one hundred years are the
limit of man's life, of which fifty are lost in night, and half this in child-

hood ; but the Almi«[hty taught me to wield the brand.' As he spoke,
even in the arms of Yama, he beheld the arm of his boy playing the head
of the foeman. His parting soul was satisfied: seven wounds from the
sword had Matesi received, whose steed was covered with wounds; mighty
were the deeds performed by the son of Fujoon."

This Malesi, in whose praise the bard of Pirthwiraj is so lavish suc-
ceeded (according to the chronicle) his father Pujoon in the Raj of Amber.
There is little said of him in the transcript in my possession. There are^

however, abundance of traditional couplets to prove that the successors

of Pujoon were not wanting in the chief duties of the Rajppot, the exercise
of his sword. One of these mentions his having gained a victory ac

Rootrahi over the prince of Mandoo.f

We shall pass over the intermediate princes from Malesi to Pirthwi
Raj the eleventh in descent, with a bare enumeration of their names : via ,

Malesi, Beejtil, Rajdeo, Keelun, KontuI, Joonsi, Oodikurn, Nursing
Bunbeer, Oodharun. Chandrasen, Pirthwiraj.

* The chaplet of the god of war is of skulls ; his drinking cup a

semi -cranium.

t I give this chiefly for the concluding couplet, to see how the Rajpoots

applied the word Khoten to the lands beyond Cabul, where the great

Maun commanded as Akber's lieutenant

:

'• Palhun, Pujoon jeete^
** Atahoha, Canouj lurri,
** ^fandoo Malesi jeete,
** Far Rootrahi ca
** Rnj Bhagwandas jeete^
*

* Mowasi lur
** Raja Maun Sing jeete*
** Khotbw fonj doobahi,'*

** Pathim and Pujoon were victorious

;

** Fought at Mahoba and Canouj

;

•• Malesi conquered Mandoo ;

•* In the battle of Pootrahi,

**Ha]a Bhagwandas vanquished,
** in the Mowasi (fastnesses, probably, of MewAt)«
Raj Maun Sing was victorious

;

’* SubjfigaiiiTg tlie army of Kiiotrn."
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Pirlhwiraj had seventeen sons* twelve of whom reached man’s state.

To them and their successors in perpetuity he assigned appanages, styled

the bara kotri, or * twelve chambers* of the Cuchwaha house. The portion

of each was necessarily very limited ; some of the descendants of this

hereditary aristocracy now hold estates equal in magnitude to the princi-

pality itself at that period. Previous, however, to this perpettial settle-

ment of Cuchwaha fiefs, and indeed intermediately between Malesi and
Pirlhwiraj. a disjunction of the junior branches of the royal family took
place, which led to the foundation of a power for a long time exceeding in

magnitude the parent state. This was in the time of Oodikurn, whose
son Baloji, left his father’s house, and obtained the town and small

district of Amrutsir, which in time devolved on his grandson Shekhji, and
became the nucleus of an extensive and singular confederation, known by
tl)e name of the founder, Shekhavati. at this dav covering an area of

nearly ten thousand square miles. As this subject will be discussed in its

proper place, we shall no longer dwell oo it, but proceed with the

posterity of Pirlhwiraj, amongst the few incidents of whose life, is.men-
tioned his meritorious pilgrimage to Deviul* near the mouth of the Indus.

But even this could not save him from foul assassination, and the assasin

was his own son, Bheem, ** wliose countenance (says the chronicle) was
that of a demon.” The record is obsctire, but it would appear that one
parricide was punished by another, and that Aiskurn, the son of Bheem,
was instigated by bis brethren to put their father to death, and ** to expiate

the crime by pilgrimage.”! In one list, both these monsters are enu-
merated amongst the ” anointed of Amber,” but they are generally

omitted in the genealogical chain, doubtless from a feeling of disgust.

Baharmull was the first prince of Amber who paid homage to the

Mahomedan power. He attended the fortunes of Baber, and rereived

from Hemayoon (previous to tlie Pathan usurpation) the munsub of five

thousand as Raja of Amber.

Bhagwandas, son of Baharmull, became still more intimately allied

with the Mogul dynasty. He was the friend of Akber, who saw the full

value of attaching such men to his throne. By what arts or influence he
overcame the scruples of the Cuchwaha Rajpoot we know not, unless by
appe;^ting Co his avarice or ambition

;
but the name of Bhagwandas is

execrated as the first who sullied Rajpoot purity by matrimoninl alliance

with the Islamite. His daughter espoused Prince Seiim, afterwards

Jehangir, and the fruit of the marriage was the unfortunate Khoosroo.J

* *The temple; the Debeit of the IMahomedan tribes; the Rajpoot
seat of power of the Rajas of Sinde, when attacked by the caliphs of
Bagdad.

f The chronicle says of this Aiskurn, that on his return, the king
(Baber or Hemayoon), gave him the title of Raja of Nurwar, These states
have continued occasionally to furnish representatives, on the extinction of
the line of either. A very conspicuous instance of this occurred on the
death of Raja Juggut Sing, the last prince of Amber, who dying without
issue, an intrigue was set on foot, and a son of the exprince of Nurwar
was placed on gadi of Amber.

! It is pleasing to find almost all these outlines of Rajpoot liistory

confirmed by Mahomedan writers. It was in A. H. 99^ (A. O 1586)
liiat this marringe took place. Three generatio»»s of Cudiwahas.
Bhagwandas, his adopted son Raja M uin, ;»hd grandson, were all serving
in ihc imperial army with gicat dislinction at this time. RajH Maun,
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Nfaiin Sinif, nephew^ and successor of Bhagrwnnd^is, was fLe most
brilliant character 6f Akber*s court. As the Emperor's lieutenant, he was
entrusted with the most arduous duties, afnd added conquests to the

empire from Khoten to the ocean. Orissa was stihju^ated by him.f
Assam humbled and made tributary, and Cabul maintained in her allegi-

He held in succession the governments of Behar.J the Dekhan
and CabtiL Raja Maun soon proved to Akber that his policy of strength-
ening his* throne by Rajpoot alliances was not without hazard ;

these
alliances introducing a direct influence in the state, which frequently

thwarted the views of the sovereign. So powerful was it, that even Akber,
in the iSenilh of his power, saw no other method of diminishing its force,

than the execrable but common expedient of Asiatic despots—poison
; it

has Keen already related how the Emperor’s attempt recoiled upon him tv>

his destruction.

Akber was on his death-bed when Raja Maun commenced an intrigue

to alter the succession in favour of his nephew. Prince Khoosroo, and it

was probably in this predicament that the monarch had recourse to the

only safe policy, that of seeing the crown fixed on the head of Selim,

aflerwsrds Jehangir The conspiracy for the time was quashed, and
Raja Maun was sent to the Government of Bengal; but it broice out again,

and ended in the perpetual imprisonment of Khoosroo. § and a dreadful

dtjath to his adherents. Raja Maun was too wise to identify himself with

the rebellion, though he stimulated his nephew and Ire was too powerful

to be openly punished, being at the head of twenty thousand Rajpoots
;

but the native chronicle mentions that he was amerced by Jehangir in the

il^credif>le sum of ten crores, or millions sterling. According to the

Mahomedan historian, Raja Maun died in Bengal,
jj

A, H. 1024 (A. I>.

ihts): while the chronicle says he was slain in an expedition against the

Khilji tribe in the north, two years laler.^

though styled Koonvaar, or heir-apparent, is made the most conspicuous.

He quelled a rebellion headed bv the Emperor's brother, and while

Hiiaj^wandas commanded under a prince of the blood against Cashmere,
Mann Sing overcame an ir^surrection of the Afghans at Khybec ; aud his.

sun was made viceroy of Cabul— See Biggs' Fen'sJita, Vol. ii.

Bhagwandas had three brothers, Soorut Sing,, Madoa Sing, and
(uggutSing; M|Uin Sing was son of the last.

*1" Ferishta confirms this, saying he sent on© hundred and twenty

eleph.'ints to the king on this occasion.— Briggs’ Ferishta, Vol. ii,

\ Ferishta confirms this likewise. According to this historian, it was

while Maun was yet only Koonwnr^ or heir-appareot, that he was invested

with the governments of “ Behar, Hajipur, and Patna,” the same yeaf

(A. D. 1589) that his uncle Bhagvvandas died, and that following the birth

of prince Khoosroo by the daughter of tfie Cuchw^ha prince, an event

c<"lebrater! (says Ferishfa) with great rcjoicingf. See Brfggs* Fenshta*

Vol. H. p. 261. Colonel Briggs has allowed the similarity of the names

Khoosrao and Khoarum 10 betray him Inta a.slight ijrrof, in a note of the

former prince. It was not Khoc^roo, but Khourum, who was succeeded

hy his father Jehangir, and was father to the foonster

Khoosroo was put 10 death by KKooriiin, aferwards Shah Jehan.

§
He was afterwards assassinated by order of Sfiah Jehan. her

Dow s Ffrishta^ Vol. iii. C.iiap, i, p.

Dow, VoL iii. p. 46; the rJu<»nii:lc says in S. or A. D. V

^ A »» a* ( ouni of the Iilc^of Raja iM.uiii would fill A volume,
aic 4uip}c ttiatenal:> «4( Ji ipur,
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Rao Bhao Sinp succeeded his'falher, and invested by the Emperor
with the Punj-haedrit or dij^nity of a legionary chief of five thousand- He
was of weak intellect, and ruled a few years without distinction. He died

in A. H. 1030 of excei#ive drinking.

Maha succeeded, and in like manner died from dissipated habits.

These tinwinthy siuxessors of Raja Maun allowed tl>e pi inces of Jodhpur
to tak« >].f ^ ad at tlie imperial court. At the instigation of the ct^lebrated

|oda Bae (daughter of Rae Sing of Bikaner), the F<ajpootni wife of,Jehan-
gir, Jey Sing, grandson of Jaggut Sif\g (brother of Maun), was raised to

the throne of Amber, to the no small jealousy, says the chronicle, of the

favourite queen, Noor Jehan. It relates that the succ«?ssion was settled by
the Emperor and the Rajpootni in a conference at the balcony of the sera-

glio, where tho Emperor saluted the youth below as Raja of Amber, and
commended him to make his salaam to Joda Bae, as the source of this

honour. But the customs of Rajwarra could not bt broken ; it was
contrary to etiquette for a Rajpoot chief to salaam, and he replied: “1

will do this to any lady of your majesty's family, but not to Joda Bae;*'

upon which she good-naturedly laughed, and called out, **lt matters not;

1 give you the raj of Amber.

Jey Sing, the Mirza Raja, the title by which he is best known, restored

by his conduct the renown of the Cuchwaha name, which had been tarni-

shed by the two unworthy successors of Raja Maim. He performed great
services to the empire during the reign of Arungzeb, who bestowed upon
him the munsub of six thousand. He made prisoner the celebrated Sevaji,

whom he conveyed to court, and afterwards, on Ending that his pledge of

safety was likely to be broken, was accessary to his liberation. But this

instance of magnanimity was more than counterbalanced by his treachery

to Dara, in the war of succession, which crushed the hopes of that brave
prince. These acts, and their consequences, produced an unconquerable
haughtiness of demeanour, which determined the tyrannical Arungzeb to

destroy him. The chronicle says he had twenty-two thousand Rajpoot
cavalry at his disposal, and twenty-two great vassal chiefs, who com-
inanded under him ; that he would sit with them in durbar, holding two
glasses, one of which he called Delhi, the other Satarra, and dashing one
to the ground, would exclaim *There goes Satarra

;
the fate of Delhi is

in my right hand, and this with like facility i can cast away." These
vaunts reaching the Emperor's car he had recourse to the same diabolical

expedient which ruined Marwar, of making a son the assassin of his
father. He promised the succession to the gadi of Amber to Keerut Sing,
younger sbn of the Raja, to the prejudice of his elder brother Ram Sing, if

he effected the horrid deed. The wretch having perpetrated the crime by
mixing poison In hiS father's opium, returned to claim the investiture : but
the king only gave him the district of Katnah. From this period, says the
chronicle, Amber declined.

Ram Sing, who succe^Cded, had’ thi* rnunsub of four thousand coW-
ferred upon him, and was sent against the Assamese, l/poh his death',
Bishen Sing, who^e Was further reduced to the grade of thre^
thousand, succeeded ; but hi cnjdycd the dignity only a short period.
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CHAPTER II.

J
EV 11 , better known by the title of Sowae Jey Sinj^f, in contradisrinctirto

to the 6rst prince of this name, entitled the ** Raja/' sitcceedpcl

in S. 1755 (A. U. i699>, in the forty-fourth year of Arunijareb's rfijen, and
within six years of that monarch's death. He served with distinction in

the Dekhan, and in the war of succession attached himself to the prince

Beder Bukt, son of Axim Shah, declared successor of Arungzeb
;
and

with these he fought the battle of Dholpur, which ended in their death
Arid the elevation of Shah Alum Bahadoor Shah. For this opposition

Ambcir was seqiiestrated, and an imperial governor sent to take posses-

sion ; but Jey Sing entered his states, sword in hand, drove out the king’s

garrisons, and formed a league with Ajit Sing of Marwar for their mutual
preservation.

It would be tedious to pursue this celebrated Rajpoot through his

desultory military career during the forty-four years he occupied the gaJi
of Amber; enough is already known of it from its combination with the

Annals of Mewar and Boondi, of which house he was the implacable foe.

Although Jey Sing mixed in all the troubles and warfare of this long

period of anarchy, when the throne of Timoor was rapidly crumbling into

dust, his reputation as a soldier would never have handed down his name
with honour to posterity ; on the contrary, his courage had none of t)ie

fire which is requisite to make a Rajpoot hero; though his talents for

civil government and court intrigue, in which he Vas the Machiavetti of

hts day, were at that period far more notable auxiliaries.

As a statesman, legislator, and man of science, the character of

Sowae Jey Sing is worthy of an ample delineation,* which would correct

our opinion of the genius and capacity of the princes vof Rajpootana, of

whom we are apt to form too low an estimate. He was the founder of the

new capital, named after him Jetpur, or Jeinuggur, which became the

seat of science and art, and eclipsed the more ancient Amber, wkh which

the forttficaiions of the modem city unite, altKough.the extremky of tlie

one IS six miles from the other. Jeipur is the only city in India htiilc

upon a r^ular plan, with streets bisecting each other at right angles.

The merit of the design and execution is assigned to Vedyadhar, a native

of Bengal, one of the most eminent coadjutors of the prince in all his

scientific pursuits, both astronomical and historical. Almost all the Raj-

poot pfinces have a smattering astronomy, or other of its spurkats relation,

astrology ; but Jey Sing went deep, not only into the theory, but the prac-

tice of the science, and was so esteemed for his knowledge* that he was

entrusted by the Emperor Mahomed Shah with tW reformation of the

calender. He had erected observatories with inmuments of his own

^

* For such a sketch, the materials of the Amber court are abundant ;

to insUfice only the Calpadroom^ m mlsceHanoems diary, in which ererv

thing of note was written, and a ooltection entitled $h s$h poh J^y
Sing CM, or 'the one hundred and nme actiw of Jey Sing,^ ef which

1 have heard several narrated and luged. His voluminnita correspond

-

enct witb oH the princes add chiefs of his time would alone repay the

trouble of trandation, and would throw a more perfect fight on th«

manners and feelings of his counirymen- than the most fahortOua lucnb’^^'-

tions of any European. I possess an autograh letter of
one of the most important events of fndisn history at titis period, the

depo:»aI oi Feiochiier. It wab aJdrcbbcd io the l<«4iia.
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lhVet»fiofi at Detfiif Jeipufi Oojein, Benares, and Mathura, upon a scale
of Asiatic grandeur

;
and their results were so correct as to astonish the

most learned. He had previously used such instruments as those of Ulu^
Beg (the royal astronomer of Samarcand), which failed to answer his

expectations. F'rom the observations of seven years at the various ob-
servat orirs, he constructed a set of tables. While thus engaged, he
learned through a Portuguese missionary, Padre Manuel, the progress
which his favourite pursuit was making in Portugal, and he sent several
skilful persons along with to the court of Emanuel. The king of

Portugal despatched Xavier de Silva, who communicated to the Rajpoot
prince the tables of De la Hire.f “On examining and comparing the
calculations of these tables (says the Rajpoot prince) with actual ob-
servation. it appeared there was an error in the former, in assigning the
inoonS place, of half a degree ; although the error in the other planets
was not so great, yet the times of solar and lunar eclipses heX found to

come out later or earlier than the truth by the fourth part of a ghurry or

fiiteen ptiU (six minutes of time).*’ In like manner, as he found fault with
the iiistrumeniH of brass used by the Toorki astronomer, and which he con-
jectures must have been such as were used by Hipparchus and Ptolemy,
so he at (I (botes the inaccuracies of De la Hire's tables to intruments of

inferior diameters.'* The Rajpoot prince might justly boast of his in-

strutneiits. With that at Delhi, he, in A.^^D. 1729, determined the
obliquity of the ecliptic to be, 23* 2ft \ within 28^^ of what it was determined
to be, the year following, by Godin. His general accuracy was further

put to the test in A. D. 1793 by our scientific countryman, Dr. W. Hunter,
wlio compared a series of olMervatlons on the latitude of Oojein with that

established by the Rajpoot prince* The difference was \ and Dr. H.

does not depend on his own observations within 15"^^. Jey Sing made the

latitude 23* lo'"'" N. ; Dr. Hunter, 23* 10^24^^ N.

From the results of his varied observations, Jey Sing drew up a set of
tables, which he entitled Zeij Mahomedshahi, dedicated to that monarch

;

by these, all astronomical computations are yet made, and almanacs con-
structed. It would be wrong,*-*-while considering these labours of a prince
who caused Euclid’s Elementsf, the treatises on plain and spherical trigo-

nometry, *Don Napier on the construction and use of logarithms,
to be translatecf into Sanskrit,—to omit noticing the high strain of devo-
tion with which he views the Wondersof the “Supreme Artificer i" recall-
ing the line of one of our own best poets :

“An undevout Astronomer is mad.*’

The Rajpoot prince thus opens his preface : "Praise be to God, such
that the minutely discerning genius of the most profound geometers, in
uttering the smallest particle of it, may open the mouth in confession of
inability

)
and such adoration, that the study and accuracy of astromomers,

who measure tfie heavens |thky acknowledge their astonishment, and utter
insufficiency I Let us de(mut ourselves at the alter d the King of KingSb
hallowed be his naiAe ! in *tbe book of the register of whose fi^wer the

* It would be worth ascertaining whether the archievesof Usbon
refer to this circumslancei

t Second edition, pubti^eil in A* I7P2. Jey Sing iinikhed ht$
»n A.D. 1728.

} Jey Sing always specks orhioiieK ip the third person#
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K>fty orbs Ilf liMVeii ii‘e only a few leaves,- and tlie st4rs, and (ItMf

heavenly courser the sun, small pieces <lf money, in ihc treasury of the

empire of the Most

“From Inability to comprehend the all-ehcompassing beneficence of

his power, Hii*pa^chus is an if*norant clown, who wrii1j>s the hands of

vexation
;
artd in the contemplatidn of his exalted majesty, PtoLeMy is a

V'4t, ^ho can never arrive at the siin of truth : the demoilostrations of

EccliD are art imperfect sketch of the forms of his contrivance.

“But since the well-wisher of the Works of creation, and admiringf
spectator of the works of infinite wisdom, Skval Jby Sing, from the first

dawning of reason in his mind, and during its progress towards maturity,

was entirely devoted to the study of mathematical science, and the bent of

his mind was constantly directed to the solution of its most difflc«ilt pro-

blems ; by the aid of the Supreme Artificer, he obtained a thorough know-
ledge.ot its principles and rules,’’ etc.*

Besides the construction of these objects of sciefice^ he erected, at his

own expense, enravanset'ais (or the free use of travellers in many of the

provinces. How far vanity may have mingled with benevolence in this

act (by no means uncommon in India), it were uncharitable to enquire .

for the Hindu not only priy'S for all those “who travel by Und or hy

water,** but aids the traveller by serais, or inns, and wells dug" at lus

own expense, and in most capitals and cities, under the ancient princes,

there were public charities for necessitous travellers, at which they had
tlieir meals, and then passed on4

When we consider that Jey Sihg carried on his favourite pursuits in

tite midst of perpetual wars and court intrigues, from whose debasing in-

fluence he escaped not untained
;
when amidst revolution, the destruction

of the empire, and the meteoric rise of the Mahrattas, he not only steered

through the dangers, but elevated Amber above ai) (he principalities

around, we must admit that he was an extfaordinary man. Aware of the

approaching downfall of the Mogul empire, and determined to aggrandize

Amber from the wreck, he was, nevertheless, not unfaithful to hjs lord-

paramount for, on the conspiracy which deprived Ferochser of empire
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ii'ni ol life, Jey Sinf^ was one of the few princes who retained their

^deiicy, and would have stood by him to the ^ast, if he had possessed a
particle of the valour which belonged to the descendants of Timoor.^

Enough has been said of his public life, in that portion of the Annals
of Mewar with which he was so closely connected, both by political

and family ties. The Syeds who succeeded to power on the murder of

their sovereign Ferochser, were too wise to raise enemies unnecessarily ;

and Jey Sing, when he left the unhappy monarch to his fate, retired to

his hereditary dominions, devoting himself to his favourite pursuits,

astronomy and history. He appears to have enjoyed three years of un-
iiUerrupted quiet, taking no part in the struggles, which terminated,

in A. D. 1721, with Mahomed Shah’s defeat of his rivals, and the des-

truction of the Syeds. At this period, Jey Sing was called from his philo-

sophical pursuits, and appointed the king’s lieutenant for the provinces of

Agra and Malwa in succession : and it was during this interval of com*
parative repose, that he erected those monuments which irradiate this

dark epoch of the history of India.f Nor was he blind to the interests of

nation or the honour of Amber, and his important office was made
siroservient to obtaining the repeal of that disgraceful edict, the jeetya,

and authority to repress the infant power of the Jats, long a thorn in the

side of Amber. But when, in A. D. 1732, the Kaja once more lieutenant

for Malwa, saw that it wast in vain to attempt to check the Maharatta
invasion, or to prevent the partition of the empire, he deemed himself

’justified in consulting the welfare of his own house. We know not what
terms Jey Sing entered into with the Mahratta leader, Bajirow, who, by
his infiuence was appointed Soob^idar of Malwa; we may, however,

imagine it was from some more powerful stimulant than the native

historian of this period assigns, namely, a similarity of religion.” By
this conduct, Jey Sing is said emphatically, by his own countrymen, to

have given the key of Hindustan to the Southorn. I'he influence his

character obtained, however, with the Mahrattas was even useful to his

sovereign, for by it he retarded their excesses, which at length reached
the capital. In a few years more (A. D. 1739), Nadir Shah's invasion

took place, and the Rajpoots, wisely alive to their own interests, remained
aloof from a cause which neither valour nor wisdom could longer serve.

They respected the emperor, but the system of government had long
alienated these gallant supporters of the throne. We may exemplify
the trials to which Rajpoot fidelity was exposed, by one of the hundred
and nine deeds of Jey«ing,” which will at the same time serve further to

illustrate the position, that half the political and moral evils which have
vexed the royal houses of Rajpootana, take their rise from polygamy.

Mahraj^a ^shen Sing had two sons, Jey Sing, and Beejy Sing. The
mother of Beefy Sing, doubtful of bt$ safety, sent him to her own family
in Keechiwarra. When he had attained man's estate, he was sent to
court, and by bribes, chiefly of jewels presented by his motner, he obtained

* ScoU, in his excellent history of the successors of Arungxeb, gives
a full account of this tragical event, on which 1 have already touched in
Vol. I. of this work; where I have given a literal translation of the
autograph letter of Raja Jey Sipg on the occasion.

t The Raja savs he finished his tables ii/ A. D. 1728, and that he
had occupied himself seven years previously in the necessary observations •

in fact, the first quiet years of Mahomed Shah's reign, or indued that
India lutd known for centuries.
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the patronage of KumtirOdin Khan, the viaier. At first his ambition
limited to the demand of Busswa, one of the most fertile districts

of Amber, as an appanage
;
which being, acceded to by his brother and

sovereign, Jey Sing, he was stimulated by his mother to make still higher
demands, and to offer the sum of five crores of rupees and a contingent
of five thousand horse, if he might supplant his brother on the throne of

Amber. The vizier mentioned it to the Emperor, who asked what security

he had for the fulfilment of the contract ;
the vizier offered his own

guarantee, and the sunnuds of Amber were actually preparing, which

were thus to unseat Jey Sing, when his pugri budul bhae, Khandoran
Khan, informed Kirparam, the Jeipur envoy at court, of what was going

on. The intelligence produced consternation at Amber, since Kumurodin
was all powerful. Jey Sing’s dejection became manifest on reading the

letter, and he handed it to the confidential Na/ir, who remarked, “ it was

an affair in whichforce could not be used, in which 'wealth was useless,

and which ihust be decided by stratagem* aloOe ; and that the conspiracy

could be defeated only through the conspirator. At the Nazir’s recom-

mendation he convened his principal chiefs, Mohun Sing, chief of the

Nathawuts;f Deep Sing, Khombani, of Bhansko
;

Zoorawur SirUfe,

Seoburunpota ;
Himmat Sing, Narooka, Koosul Sing of Jhulayc ;

Bhoj-

raj of Mozabad, and Futteh Sing of MaoK
;
and thus addressed them on

the difffculties of his position : “You placed me on the of Amber;
and my brother, who would be satisRed with Busswa, has Amber forced

upon him by tl»e Nawab Kumurodin." They advised him to be of good

cheer, and they would manage the affair, provided he was sincere in

^signing Bgsswa to his brother. He made out the grant at the moment,

ratined it with an oath, and presented it with full powers to the chiefs to

act for him. The Panch (council) of Amber sent their ministers to Bcejy

Sing, provided with all the necessary arguments
;
but the princie replied,

he had no confidence in the promises or protestations of his brother. For

themselves, and in the name of the barah kotri Amber ca (the twelve

great famHres), they gave their * seeta^ram,' or security ; adding that if

Jey Sing swerved from his engagements, they were his, and would them-

selves place him on the gadi of Amber.

He accepted their interposition and the grant, which being explained

to hts patron, he was by no means satisfied
; nevertheless he ordered

Khandoran and Kirparam to accompany him, to see him inducted in his

new appanage of Busswa. The chiefs, anxious to reconcile the brothers,

ebtatwed Beejy Sing's assent to a meeting, and as fie declined going to

Amber, Chomoo was proposed and agreed to, but was afterwards changed
to the town of Sanganair, six miles south-west of Jeipur, where Beejy

Sing pitched his tents. As Jey Sing was quitting the durbar to give his

brother the meeting, the Nazir entered with a message from the queen*^

fnother to know, " which her eyes should not bo blessed with witnessing

• The Nazir is^ here harping on three of the four predicaments,

which (borrowed qriffbiallv from Menu, and repeated by the great Rajpoot

praeje, the bard ChiindJ govern all human events,, sham, dan, bhed,

ditfd, *argumef^t5, gjfts, etratagem, feree/

f He is the hereditary pretider tidbleef this hottse fas is Salqombra

ef hfewar, ai>d the Ahpg chief el Merwsr), and is familierly caHed the
* Patel of Amber' His resideece is Chemoo, which is the place^ of ren-

dezvous of the (ciiKlality of Amber, whenever they league against
sovereign.
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t lie meetiilg* and reconciliation of the two Laljis.**^ The Raja referred
the request to the chiefs, who said there could be no objection.

The Nazir prepared the mahadole, with three hundred chariots for

the females
;
but instead of the royal litter containing the*queea-mother,

it was occupied by Oogur Sen, the Bhatti chief, and each covered chariot
contained two chosen Sillehposhianst or men at arms. Not a soul but
the Nazir and his master were aware of the treachery. The procession
left the capital

; money was scattered with profusion by the attegdants
of the supposed queen -mother, to the people who thronged the highways,
rejoicing at the approaching conclusion of these fraternal feuds,

A messenger having brought the intelligence that the queen-mother
had arrived at the palace of Sanganair, the Raja and his chiefs mounted
to join her. The brothers first met and embraced, when Jey Sing pre-

sented the grant of Busswa, saying, with some warmth, that if his brother

preferred ruling at Amber, he would abandon his birth-right and take
Busswa. Beejy Sing, overcome with this kindness, replied, that “ all his

wants were satisfied.*' When the time to separate had arrived, the Nazir
came into the court with a message from the queen -mother, to say, that

if the chiefs would withdraw she would come and see her children, or

that they might come to her apartment. Jey Sing referred his mother's

wish to the chiefs, saying he had no will but theirs. Having advised

the brothers to wait on the queen-mother, they proceeded hand-in-hand
to the interior of the mahl. When arrived at the door, Jey Sing, taking

his dagger from his girdle, delivered it to an eunuch, saying, what
occasion for this here V* and Beejy Sing, not to be outdone in confidence,

followed his example* As the Nazir closed the door, Beejy Sing found
himself, not in the embrace of the queen-mother, but in the iron gripe of

the gigantic Bhatti, who instantly bound him hand and foot, and placing

him in the mahadole, the mock female procession with their prisoner

returned to Amber. In an hour, tidings were conveyed to Jey Sing of

the prisoner being safely lodged in the castle, when he rejoined the

conclave of his chiefs ;
who on seeing him enter alone, attended by some

of the * men at arms,’ stared at each other, and asked ** what had
become of Beejy Sing?”—” Humara pait myn'* ‘in my belly!' was
the reply. ” We are both the sons of Bishen Sing, and I the eldest.

If it is your wish that he should rule, then slay me and bring him forth.

For you I have forfeited my faith, for should Beejy Sing have intro-

duced, as assuredly enemies and mine, you must have
perished.’' Hearing*his, the chiefs were amazed

;
but there was no

remedy, and they left the palace in silence. Outside were encamped six

thousand imperial horse, furnished by the vizier as the escort of Beejy
Sing, whose commander demanded what had become of their trust. Jey
Sing replied, It was no affair of theirs,” and desired them to be gone^

or he would request their horses of them.” They had no alternative

but to retrace their steps and thus was Beejy Sing made prisoner.f

Whatever opinion the moralist may attach to this specimen of ** the
hundred and nine goon” of the royal astronomer of Amber, which might
rather be styled £^ooHa} I(vicc) than g’oon (virtue), no one will deny that it

* Lalji is an epithet of endearment used by all classes of Hindus
towards their children) from the Sanskrit larh*

f I have made a verbatim translation of this goon*

This is a singular instance of making the privative an affix instead
of prefix ; a-goon, ' without virtuci' would be the common form.
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was done in a most masterly manner, and where chul or statag^em- ia »
necessary expedient, did honour to the taknu of Jey Sinjf and the Nazir,,
who alone, says the narrative, was accessary to the plot. In this instance,
moreover, it was perfectly justifiable ; fpr with the means and influence
ol the vizier to support him, Beejy ^ing must, sooner or later, have
supplanted his brother. The fate of Beejy Sing is not stated.

The Cuchwaha state, as well as its capital, owes every thing to Jey
Sing

: ^before his time, it had little political weight beyond that which it

acquired from the personal character of its princes, and their estimation
at the Mogul court. Yet, notwithstanding the intimate connection which
existed between tlie Amber Rajas and the imperial family, from Baber to
Arungzpb, their patrimonial estates had been very little enlarged since
Pujoon, the contemporary of the last Rajpoot Emperor of Delhi. Nor
was it till the troubles which ensued on the demise of Arungzeb, when the
•mpirc was eventually partitioned, that Amber was entitled to the name of
a raj. During those troubles, Jey Sing's power, as the king's lieutenant
in Agra, which embraced his hereditary domains, gave him ample
opportunity to enlarge and consolidate his territory. I'he manner in

which he possessed himself of the independent districts of Deoti and
Rajnrc, affords an additional insight into the national character, and that
of this prince.

At the accession of Jey Sing, the raj of Amber consisted only of the
three or districts of Amber, Deosah, and Bussao

;
the western

tracts had been sequestrated, and added to the royal domains attached
to Ajmer. The Shekhavati confederation was superior to, and inde-
pendent of, the parent state, whose boundaries were as fdllows. The
royal thanna (garrison) of Chatsoo, to the south ; those of Sambhur to

the west, and Hastinah to the north-west ; while to the east, Deosah and
Hussao formed its frontier, 'fbe kotribundst as they denominate the
twelve great feudalities, possessed but very slender domains, and were
held cheap by the great vassals of Mewar, of whom the Saloombra chief

was esteemed, even by the first Peshwai as the equal of the prince of the
Cuchwahas.

Rajore was a city of great antiquity, the capital of a petty state

called Deoti, ruled oy a chief of the Birgoojurs tribe, descended, like the
Cuchwahas, from Rama, but through Lso, the elder son. The Birgoo-
jars of Rajore had obtained celebrity amongst the mo^i modern Rajpoots,
liy their invincible repugnance to matrimonial tm^nce with the Maho-
medans

;
and while the Cuchwahas set the degrat^g example, and by

so doing eventually raised themselves to affluence, the Birgoojur ‘ con-
quered renown in the song of the bard,' by performing the saka in defence
of his honour. While, therefore, Sowae Jey Sing ruled as a viceroy over

kingdoms, the Birgoojur was serving with his contingent with the Byeese,

and at the period in question, in Anopsheher, on the Ganges. Wlien
absent on duty, the safety of Rajore depended on his younger brother.

One day, while pr^aring for the chase of the wild boar, he became so

impatient for his dinner, that his sister-in-law remarked, ** one would
suppose you were going to throw a lance at Jey Sing, you are in in such

a hurry." This was touching a tender subject, for it will be recollected

Ih^ the first territory in the plains obtained by the Cuchwahas, on their

migration from Nurwar, was Deosah, a Birgoojur possession. "By
Thakoor-ji (the I.ord), ! shall do so, ere I eat from your hands Ogain."

was the fierce reply. With ten horsemen he left Kajnre, and he took

post under ihc dhoolkott,. or 'mud walls,’ of Amber, But .weeks ano
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months" Red ere he found an opportunity to execute his threat; he
gradually sold all his horses, and was obliged to (dismiss his attendants.

Still he lingered, and sold his clothes, and all his arms, except his spear ;

he had been three days without fnod, when he sold half his turban for a
meal. That day, Jey Sing left the castle by the road called mora, a
circuitous path to avoid a hill. He was in his sookhasun as he passed,
a spear was delivered, which lodged in the corner of the titter. A
hundred swords dew out to slay the assassin

;
but the Raja cafltd aloud

to talce him alive, and carry him to Amber. When brought before him
and asked who he was, and the cause of such an act, he boldly replied,
“ I am the Deoti Birgoojur, and threw the spear at you merely for some
words with my Bhabee ; either kilt or release me." He related how long
he had tain in wait for him, and added, that ** had he not been four days
without food, the spear would have done its duly." Jey Sing, with politic

magnanimity, freed him from restraint, gave him a horse and dress of

honour {khelat)^ and sent him, escorted by fifty horse, in safety to Rajore,"
Having told his adventure to his sister-in-law, she replied, "yon have
wounded the envenomed snake, and have given watt** to the state of

Rajore." She knew that a pretext alone was wanting to Jey Sing, and
this was now unhappily given. With the advice of the elders^ the females
and the children we^e sent to the Raja at Anopsheher,f and the castles

of Deoti and Rajore were prepared for the storm.

On the third day after the occurrence, Jey Sing, in a full meeting of

his chiefs, related the circumstance, and held out the heera against Deoti

;

but Mohun Sing of Chomoo warned his prince of the risk of such an
attempt, as the Birgoojur chief was not only estimated at court, but then
served with his contingent. This opinion of the chief noble of Amber
alarmed the assembly, and none were eager to seek the dangerous dis-

tinction. A month, passed, and war against Deoti was again proposed ;

but none of the Kotribunds seeming inclined to oppose the opinion of

their ostensible head, Futteh Sing Bjnbeerpota, the chieftain of one
hundred and fifty vassals, accepted the beera^ when five thousand horse
were ordered to assemble under his command. Hearing that the Birgoo-
iur had left Rajore to celebrate the festival of Gungore, he moved towards
him, sending on some messengers with “ the compliments of Futteh Sing
Bunbeerpota, and that he was at hand." The young Birgoojur, who,
little expecting any hostile visitation, was indulging during this festive

season, put the hera^s to death, and with his companions, completely
taken by surprise, was in turn cut to pieces by the Jeypur troops. The
Rani of Rajore was the sister of the Cuchwaha chief of Chomoo : she
was about giving a pledge of affection to her absent lord, when Rajore
was surprised ^nd taken. Addressing the victor, Futteh Sing, she said,

Brother, give me the gift (dan) of my womb but suddenly recollect-
ing that her own unwise speech had occasioned this loss of her child's
inheritance, exclafning, " Why should 1 preserve life to endanger feuds ?"
she sheathed a dagger in her bosom and expired. The heads of the
vanquished Birgoojurs were tied up in handker-chiefs, and suspending
them from theit* saddle-horses* the victors returned to their prince, who
sent for that of his intended assassin, the young Birgoojur chieftam. As
soon as Mohun Sing recognized th6 features of his kinsman, the tears
poured down his face. Jey Sing, recollecting the advice of this, the first
noble of his court, which delayed his revenge a whole month, called his

A litter, literally ‘scat (astiu) of case (sooka)/

f The docendauts of this chiefuin dtill occupy landls at Anopshehcr,
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ffrief treason, and upbraided him, sayinj?, ** wh^n the sfiear Was levelled
for my destruction, no tear fell." He sequestrated Chomoo, and banished
him from Ohoondar : the chief found refuse with the Rana at Oodipur.

I hus (says the manuscript) did Jey Sinjj dispossess the Bireoojur of
Deoti and Rajore, which were added to his dominions : they embraced
ail the tract now called Macherri.^'*

Amongst the foibles of Jey Sing's character was his partiality to
strong •drink." What this beverage wa$^ whether the juice of the

fHadhti (mead), Or the essence {arac) of rice, the traditional Chronicles of
Amber do not declare, though they mention frequent appeals from |ey
Sing drunk, to Jey Sing sober : one anecdote has already been reUted.f

In spite of his many defects, Jey Sing's name is destined to descend
to posterity as one of the most remarkable men of his age and nation.

Until Jey Sing's time, the palace of Amber, built by the great Raja
Maun, inferior to many private houses in the new city, was the chief royal
residence. The Mir2a Raja made several additions to it, but these were
trifles compared with the edifice added by| Sowae Jey Sing, which has
made the residence of the Cuchwaha princes as celebrated as those of

Boondf or Oodipur, or, to borrow a more appropriate comparison, the

Kremlin at Moscow. It was in S. 1784 (A« D. 1728) that he laid the

foundation of Jeypur. Raja Mull was the mosahtb, Kirparam the sta-

tionary vakeel at Delhi, and Boodh Sing Khombani, with the oordoo, or

royal camp, in the Dekhan : all eminent men. The position he chose for

the new capital enabled him to connect it with the ancient castle of Amber,
situated upon a peak at the apex of the re-entering angle of the range
called Khali^kho ; a strong circumvallation enclosed the gorge of the

mountain, and was carried over the crest of the hills, on either side,

to unite with the castle, whilst all the adjoining passes were strongly

forti6ed«

The sumptuary 14ws which he endeavoured to establish throughout

Rajpootana for the regulation of marriages, in order to check those lavish

expenses that ted to infanticide and safts, will be again called forth when

the time is ripe for the abolition of all such unhallowed acts. For this

end, search should be made for the historical legends called the 'hundred

and nine acts/ in the archives of Jeypur, to which ready access could be

obtained, and which should be ransacked for all the traces of this great

man's mind. f Like alt Hindus, he was tolerant and a Brahmin, a

* Rajore is esteemed a place of great antiquity, and the chief seat of

the Birgoojur tribe for ages, a tri^ mentioned with high respect in the

works m the bard Chund, aad celebrated in the wars d Pirthwiraj* 1

sent a party to Rajore in 1813*

t Annals of Marwar.

t The maoscript says, "On the spot where the ^rsi Jey Sing erected

the three mahU, and excavated the unk called the Talkuiofa^ he erected

other edifices." As Hindu princes never throw down the works of their

predecessors, this means that he added greatly to the old palace.

i By such researches we should in all probability redover

sketchesof ancient history of the various dynasties of Rajpoolana» which

he is said to have collected with great and labour, and the gene* lo-*

gies of the old races, under the titles of Rajovali and Raj Tarangtnt:

besides, the astronomical works, either odginal of translationSi such as

were collected by Jey Sing, would be a real gift to Kience.
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Mahomedan, of a Jain, were alike certain of patronage. The Jains
enjoyed his peculiar estimation, from the superiority of their knowledge,
and he is said to have been thoroughly conversant both in! their doctrines
and their histories. Vidhyadhur, one of his chief co-adjutor in his astro-

nomical pursuits, and whose genius planned the city of Jeypur, was a
Jain, and claimed spiritual descent ftom the celebrated Hemacharya, of

Nehrvalla. minister and spiritual guide of his namesake^ the great Sidra}

Jey Sing •

Amongst the vanities of the founder of Amber, it is said that he in-

tended to get up the ceremony of the aswamedha yuga, or ‘sacrifice of the

horse.* a rite which his research into the traditions of his nation muft have
informed him had entailed destruction on all who had attempted it, from
the days of Janmeja the Pandu, to Jeychund, the last Rajpoot monarch of

Canou). It was a virtual assumption of universal supremacy
;
and al-

though, perhaps, in virtue of his ofBce, as the satrap of Delhi, the horse

dediceted to the sun might have wandered unmolested on the banks of the

Ganges, he would most assuredly have found his way into a Rahtore stable

had he roamed in the direction of the desert : at the risk both of jeeva and
(life and throne), the Hara would have seized him, had he fancied

the pastures of the Chumbul. He erected a sacrificial hall of much beauty
and splendour, whose columns and ceilings were covered with plates of

silver; nor is it improbable that the steed, emblematic of Surya, majr
have been ted round the halt, and afterwards sacrificed to the solar

divinity* The Yugsala of Jey Sing, one of the great ornaments of the

city, was, however, stripped of its rich decoration by his profligate des-

cendant, the late Juggut Sing, who had not the grace even of Rehoboam
to replace them with inferior ornaments ; and the noble treasures of

learning which Jey Sing had collected from every quarter, the accirmii^

fated results of his own research and that of his predecessors, were divided

into two portions, and one-half was given to a common prostitute, the

favourite of the day. The most remarkable MSS. were till lately, hawk-
ing about Jeypur.

Sowae Jey Sing died in S. 1799 (A. D. 1743), having ruled forty-four

years. Tiiree of his wives and several concubines ascended his funeral

pyre, on which science expired with him. *

CHAPTER III.

THS league formed at this time by the three chief powers of Rajpopfwfift
has already been noiictd in the Annals of Mewar. It was one

self-preser vation
;
and while the Rahtores added IQ Marwar from Gitaaera^r

Cuchwaha s consolidated all the districts in their neighbourhood undfr
Amber. The Shekhayati federation was compelled to become tripqUrj^^
and but for the rise of the JatSi the slate of Jeypur would haye eti-
tended from the lake of Sambbur to.the Jumna*

EasMri ^in^ succeeded to a well-defined territory, heaps of treasiire»
an efficient min istry, and a good army ; but the seeds of destruction
lurked in the social edifice ao lately raisedi aod polygamy was again the
immediate aSfe'^t* Eeam’i Sing was the successor pi Jey Sing, according

He ruled from S. 1150 to S. 1201, A, D. 1094.1145.
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to the fixed laws of primof^eniture ; but Madhu Sin^ a youni^er borrr

of a princess of Mewar, possessed conventional rights wliich vitiated

those of birth. These have already been .discussed, as well as their

disastrous issue to the unfortunate Eesuri Sing, who was not calculated
for the times, being totally deficient in that nervous energy of character,
without which a Rajpoot prince can enforce no respect. His conduct on
the Abdalli invasion admitted the construction of cowardice, though his

retreat from the held of battle, when the commander- in-chief, Kumurodin
Khan, was kilted, might have been ascribed to political motives, were if

not recorded chat his own wife received him with gibes and reproaches,
There is every appearance of Jey Sing having repented tof his engage-
ment on obtaining the hand of the Seesodia princess, namely, that her

issue should succeed, as he had in his life-time given an appanage un-
usually large to Madhu Sing, via., the four pergunnahs of Tonk, Rampura.
Phaggi, and Maipura. I'he Rana also, who supported his nephew's
claims, assigned to him the rich fief of Rampura Bhanpura in Mewar,
which as well as Tonk Rampura, constituting a petty sovereignty, were,

with eighty-four lakhs (^840,000 sterling), eventually made over to Holcar
for supporting his claims to the ‘cushion^ of Jeypur, The consequence
of this barbarous intervention in the internatiunal quarrels of the Raj-
poots annihilated the certain prospect they had of national independence',

on the breaking up of the empire, and subjected them to a thraldom
still more degrading, from which a chance of redemption is now offered

to them.

Madhu Sing, on his accession, displayed great vigour of mind, anJ
though faithful to his engagements, he soon shewed the Mahrattas he
would admit of no protracted interference in his affairs; and had not tl)e

rising power of the Jats, distracted his attention and divided his re-

sources, lie would, had his life been prolonged, in conjunction with

the Rahihores, have completely humbled their power. But this near

enemy embarrassed all his plans. Although the history of the Jats is

now well known, it may not be impertinent shortly to commemorate the

rise of a power, which, from a rustic condition, in little more than half a

century was able to baffle the armies of Britain, led by the most popular

commander ft ever had in the East ; for till the siege of Bhurtpur the

name of Lake was always coupled with victory.

The Jats* are a branch of the great Getic race, of which enough has

been said in various parts of this work. Though reduced from the rank

they once had amongst the ‘thirty-six royal races,' they appear never to

have renounced the love of independence, which they contested witli

Cyrus in their original haunts m So^diana. The name of the Cincin-

natus of the Jat8» who abandoned his plough to lead hts countrymen

agalfisc their grants, was Chooramun. Taking advantage of the

sanguinary dvit wars amongst the successors of ArungsehOt they

erected petty castles in the vtlDiges (whose lands they pultivated) of

Thoon and Sinsini, and soon obtained the distinction of ku^^aks,

or * robbers/ a title which they were not slow to merit, by their inroads

far as the royal abode of Ferochser. The Syeds» theo in pnwer, com-

manded Jey Sing of Amber to attack them in their sirona-holds, ana

'i hoon and Stnstni were simultaneously invested. But t^ JatSi in the

* It has been seen how the Yadu^Bhatti princes, when they fell from

their rank of RaJpootSi assumod chiR of Jits, or Jats, who are assuredly a

mixture of the Raipooi and Yutt, Jit, or Gets races.
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iiSfitncy of fhOif power, evinced the s^me obstinate skill in defendini^
'ttiud walls, which’ in later times grained them so much celebrity. I'hti

’ royal astronomer of Amber was foiled, and after twelve months of toil,
' was iiigloriously compelled to raise both sieges.

Not long after iliis event, Bnddun Sing, the younger brother of

Choorarriun, and a joint propi ietor of the land, was for some misconduct
jiilaced in restr^iint, and had remained so for some years, when, ,throug1i

the intercession of Jev Sii^g and the guarantee of the otlier Bliomia Jats, he
Was liberated. His first act was to fly to Amber and to bring its prince,

at the head of an army, to invest riioon, which, after a galUnt defence of

six months, surrendered and was razed to the ground. Choorarnun and
his son, Mohkun Sing, effected their escape, and Buddun Sing was pro-
claimed chief of the Jats, and installed, as Raja, by Jey Sing, in the town
of Deeg, destined also in after times to have its share of lame.

Buddun Sing had a numerous progeny, and four of his sons obtained
notoriety, Soorajnrull, Subharam, Pratap Sing, and Beernarain,

' Buddun Sing subjected several of the royal districts to his authority. He
abdicated his power in favour of Ids elder son, Soorajmiill, having in th.?

first instance assigned the district of Wayr, on which he had constructed
a fort, to his son Par tap.

Soorajmull inherited all the turbulence and energy requisite to carry
on the plans of his predecessors. H is first act was to dispossess a'rela-

tivc, named Kaima, of the castle of Bliurtpur, afterwards the celebrated
capital of the Jats. In the year S. (A.D. 1764), Soorajmull carried

* hw audacity so far as to make an attempt upon the imperial city; but
here his career was cut short by a party of Baloch horse, who slew him
while enjoying the cdlase. ffe had five sons, iu>., Jowahir Sing, Ruttun
Sing, Newul Sing, Naliur Sing, Runjeet Sing, and also an adopted son,

named Hurdeo Buksh, picked up while liunting. (.)f these five sons, the

first two were by a wife of the Koormi^ tribe
;
die third was by a wife 6f

'the Afalin, or horticultural class; while the others were by yafrti’s, or

women of his own* race.

Jowahir Srng, who succeeded, was the contemporary of Raja Madliu
Sing, whose reign in Jeypfir we have just reached

;
and to the Jal's deier-

tnination to measure sxvords with him were owing, not only the frustration

6i his schemes for humbling the Mahratta, but the dismembei ment oi

the country by the defection of the chief of Machei ri. Jowahir Sing, in

A.H. If 82, having in vain sbiicfted the district of K^mona, manifested hts

•resentment by instantly marching through the Jeypur territories to the
sacred lake of Poshkiir, without any p revious intimation. He there met
Raj^ Beejy Sing df Marwar, who,'fnspite of his Jat origin, condescended
to '’exchange turbans/' the sign of friendship and fraternal adoption.

At this period, Madhu Singes health was on the decline, and this counsels

were guided by two brothers, named Hursae and Goorsae, who represent-

ed the insulting conduct of the Jat and required instructions. They were
commanded to address him a letter warning him not to return through the
territories of Amber, and the chiefs were desired to assemble their retain*

ers in order t^unish a repetition of ^he insult* But the Jat, who had
determined *t||pbide the consequences, paid no regard to the letter, and
'returned horheWards by the same route. This was a justifiable ground

The koormi (the Koolmbi of the Dekhan) is perhaps the most
’numerous, next to the Jats, of all the agricultural clasiies,

32
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of quurrel, and! the united Koiribunds marched to the encounter, to main*
tain the pretensions of their equestrain ordpr against the plebeian Jat. A,

desperate conflict ensued, which, though* it terminated in favour of the
Cuchwahas, and in the fli^uht of the leader of the Jats, proved destructive
to Amber, in the loss of almost every chieftain of note.*

This battle was the indirect cause of the formation of Macherri into

an independent state, which a few words will explain. Praiap Sing, of
the Nar6oka dan h<Id the fief of Macherri

; for some fault he was banish-
ed from iht comUry by Madhu Sing, and fled to Jowahir Sing, from whom
he obtained sitna f*sanctuary), and lands for his maintenance. The ex-
chieftain (of Macherri had, as conductors of his household affairs and his

agents at court, two celebrated men, Khooshialiramf and Nundram, who
now shared his exile amongst the Jats. Thougli enjoying protection and
hospitality at Bhurtpur, they did not the less feel the national insult, in

that the Jat should dare tfius unceremoniously to traverse their country.

Whether the chief saw in this juncture an opening for reconciliation with

his liege lord, or that a pure spirit of patriotism alone influenced him,
abandoned the place of refuge, and ranged himself at his old post, under
the standard of Amber, on the eve of the battle, to the gaining of which he
contributed not a little. For this opportune act of loyalty his past errors

were forgiven, and Madhu Sing, who only survived that battle four days,
restored him to his favour and his fief of Macherri.

Madhu Sing died of a dysentry, after a rule of seventeen years. Had
he been spared, in all human probability he would have lepaired the

injurious effects of the contest which gave him iht ga&i of Amber; but a

minority, and its accustomed anarchy, made his death the poin t from
which the Ciichwaha power declined. He built several cities, of which
that called after him Madhupur, near the celebrated fortress of Rinthum-
bor^ the most secure of the commercial cities of Rajwarra is the most
remarkable. He inherited no small portion of his father's love of science,

which continued to make Jeypur the resort of learned men, so as to eclipse

even the sacred Benares.

Prithi Sing II., a minor, succeeded, under the guardianship of the

mother of his younger brother, Pratap. The queen-regent, a Chonda-

Having given a slight sketch of the origin of the Jats, 1 may here

conclude it.

Ruttun Sing, the brother of Jowahir, succeeded him* He was assassi-

nated by aGosen Brahmin from Bindrabund, who had undertaken to teach

the Jat prince the transmutation of metals, and had obtained considerable

sums on pretence of preparing the process. Finding the day arrive on

which he was to commence operations, and which- would reveal his im-

posture, he had no way of escape but by applying the knife to his dupe,

f^esuri Sing an infapt succeeded, under the guardianship of his uncle,

Newel Si»)g. Runjcct Sing succeeded hjni, a name renowned for the

defence of I^hurtpur against Lord Lake. He died A. D. 1815, and was

succeeded by the eldest ol four sons, etir., Rundl^eer Sing, 8^1 ,dco Sing,

Hurdeo Sing, and Luchmun Sing. The infant son of Ruiidhecr spcceed-

cd. under the tutelage of his uncle ; to remove wham th||pritish army

deMroyed Bhurtpur, which plundered it of itt wealthy

private.

t Father of two men scarcely leu celebrated thaa hiawelLChpltur-

bho] and Ouolut Ram.
‘ '

* r / . /r
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wutni, was of ambitious and resolute character, but degraded by her
paramour, FeCroz, a Feelhan, or * elephant-driver,’ whom she made
member of her council, wliich disgusted the chiefs, who alienated them-
selves from court and remaiiled at their estates. Determined, however,
to dispense with their aid, she entertained a mercenary army under the

celebrated Umbaji, with which she enforced the collection of the revenue.
Arut Ram was at this period the Dewan, or prime minister, and Khoo-
shialiram Bora, a name afterwards conspicuous in the politics of this

court, was associated in the ministry. But thous^h these meyi were of

the highest order of talent, their influence was neutralized by that of the

t'eelban, who controlled both the regent Rani and the state. Matters re-

mained in this humiliating posture during nine years, when Prithi Sing
died through a fall from his horse, though nor without suspicions that a
dose of poison accelerated the vacancy of the g^di, which the Rani desired

to see occupied by her own son. 'I'he scandalous chronicle of that day
is by no means tender of the reputation of Madhu Sing’s widow. Having
a direct interest in the death of Prithi Sing, the laws of common sense

were violated in appointing her guardian, notwithstanding her claims as

Pat* Rani, or chief queen of the deceased. Prithi Sing, though he never

emerged from the trammels of minority and the tutelage of the Chonda-
waltii, yet contracted two marriages, one with Bikaner, the other with

Kishengurh, By the latter he had a son. Maun Sing. Every court in

Rajpootana has its pretender, and young Maun was long the bugbear to

llie court of Amber. He was removed secretly, on his father’s death to

the maternal roof at Kishengurh
;
but as this did not offer sufficient

security, he was sent to Sindia’s camp, and has ever since lived on the

bounty of the Mahratta chief at Gwalior*

Pratap Sing was immediately placed upon the gadt by the queen
regent, his mother, and her council, consisting of the Feelban, and
KhooshiaViram, who had now received the title of Raja, and the rank of

prime minister. He employed the power thuc obtained to supplant his

rival Feeroz, and the means he adopted established the independence of

his old master, the chief of Macherri. This chief was the only one of

note who absented himselt from the ceremony of the installation of his

sovereign. He was countenanced by the minister, whose plan to get rid

of his rival was to create as much confusion as possible. In order that

distress might reach the court, he gave private instructions that the

Zemindars should withhold their payments ; but these minor stratagemji

would have been unavailing, had he not associated in his schemes the
last remnants of power about the Mogul throne. Nujif Khan was at this

time the imperial commander, wlio, aided by the Mahrattas, proceeded to

expel the tats from the city of Agra. He then attacked them in their
strong-hold of Bhurtpoor, Newul Sing was then the chief of the Jais.
The Macherri chief saw in the last act of expiring vigour of the imperia-
hsts an opening for the furtherance of his views, and he united his troops

Two or three times he had a chance of being placed on the^dt
(vide letter of Resident with Sindia to Government, ajih Manch, 181 a),
which assuredly ought to be his : once, about 1810, when the nobles of
Jeypur were disgusted with the libertine Juggut Sing

;
and again, upon

the death of this dissolute prince, in/ 1820. 'Ihe last occasion presented a
fit occasion f5r his accession

;
but the British Government were then the,

atbitrators, |and I doubt much if his claims were disclosed to it, or under*
stood by those who had the decision of the question, which nearly ttrmi*
naitd in a eivilwar«
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to those of Nujif Khan. Thia^timely succour, and his subsequent* aid’ ini.

defeating the Juts, obtai^ied lor him the title of Kao Haja, and a sunnud.
lor Macbern, to hold diiccl of the crown. Khnoshialiram, who, it is said,,

clialkcd out this course, made his old mastei *5 success the basis of his
own operaHoiis to supplant the heelban. Alfecting the same zeal that he
recommended to the chief of Macherri, he volunteered to join the imperiafj
slanciaid with all the forces of Amber. The queen regent did not oppose
tiie Bhora’s plan, but determined out oi it still higher to exalt her
favourite

i
she put him at the head of the force, which post the minister

had intended lor himself. 1 hiis exaltation proved his ruin. Feeioz, ir>,

command of tlie Amber aimy, met the Kao Kaja of Macberri on equal.
Uinis in the lent ot the iinpeiial coniinander. Foiled in these schemes of.

attaining the sole conliol of allaits, through the measure adopted, the
Macherri chief, at the insiigatioii of his associate, resolved to accoinplisK
his objects by less justifiable means. He sought the friecvdship o4 the,

Feelban, and so successfully ingratiated himself in his confidence as to
administer a dose ol poison to liim, and in conjunctioiv with the Bhora.
succeeded to tfie charge of the goveinment of Amber. I'he regent qr^eeii

.

soon followed the Feeiban, and K.*ji Prat-^p was >et too young to guide
the state vessel without aid. The Kao Kaja and the Biiora, alike ambi-
tious, soon quarrelled, and a division of the imperialists, under the cele-

brated Hamadaii Khan, was called in by the Bhoia. I betv followed

those inttiminable broils which brought in the Mahrattas. Leagues were
lor ined with them against the iinpei ialists one day, and dissolved the

next ,* and this went on until the tndjoiiiy of Pratab, who deteiralrred to

txtrrcate himself from bondage, anci Icitncd that It.igue, eisewheie men-
tioned, which ended in th^^ glorious victory of ionga, and for a time the

expulsion of ail their entmtv^, whether imperial or Mahrattas.

lo give a full narrative of the events of this reign, would be to re-

count the history of the empire in ns c.%p»ring moments. '1 hroughout the

iweiit} -five years’ rule of Pratap, he and his country underwent many
vicisdaudes. He was a gallant prince, and not deficient in judgment

}
buL

neither gallarury nor prudence could successfully apply the lesouicts of his.

petty state against its numerous predatory foes and its internal dissensions.

T f»e defection of Macherri was a serious blow lo Jf^ypur, and the necessary

subsidies soon lightened tire hoards accuntuiaied by his predecessors.
'1 wo payments to the Mahraila.s look away eighty lakhs of rupees.

(j^doo,ooo)
;
yet such was the mass of treasure notwithstanding the enor-

fiious sums lavished by Madhu Sing for the support of Iris claims, besides,

those of the regency, tl.ai^Fraiap expei^ded in ciraiity alone, on the victory,

of Ionga, A. U. 1789, the suui of twenty-four lakhsi or a quarter of a.

iiiillton sterling.

In A.D. 1791, after the subsequent defects at Fatun, and the disrup--

iionof the alliance witii the Kalithoies, 'lukaji Hokai invaded Je)pur, and

• xlcfitd an aiiiiudl tribute, wnich was aftetwatds traiisfetreo to Ameer

Khan, ar; * coiiiiitucsa pern* ;^iiciii ii.curtibiance on the resources of Jeypur.,

From this period 10 A.D. 1803. the year of Piatap's death, his country

was aliciiMiely desolaitd by ' India's armies, uuoti Dc Boigne or Ptiroib

M>d ^lhc other hordes Of lobbtts, who liequenlly conusled with each olhtt

the possession iUt spoils.

Juggui Sing succeeded in A.D. 1803, and ruled for savenlecn years,

With tfie ciisgiacelu cfisunctron of being the most dissolute prince of his

face 01 of his age. 1 f>e events with wltich his reign is crowded woqjd ul»

Volumes wetc they worthy of Umg recorded. Foreign
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brsicged, capiuihtions and war-conlribntions, 0 ccasional acls of heroism,

when ihe irjvacier forgot the point of honour, court intrigues, diversified,

not unfreqiiently, by an appeal to the sword or dragger, even in the pre-

cincts of the court. Sometimes the daily journals {akburs) disseminated

the scandal of the raivnla (female apartments), the follies of the libertine

prince with his concubine Ras-caphoor, or even less worthy objects, who
excluded from the nuptial couch his lawful mates of the noble blood of

Joda, or Jessa, the Rahthores and Bt^attis of the desert. We shall not

di'igrace these annals with the history of a life whicli discloses not one

redeeming virtue amidst a cluster of effeminate vices, including the rankest,

in the opinion of a Rajpoot—cowardice. 'I'he black transaction respecting

the princess of Oodipur has already been related, which covered Inm with

disgrace, and inflicted a greater loss, in his estimation, even than that of

character—a million sterling. I'he treasures of the Jey-Mindra were

rapidly dissipated, to the grief of those faithful hereditary guardians, the

Meenas of Kalikho, some of whom committed suicide rather than see

these sacred deposits squandered on tlieir prince’s unworthy pursuits.

'J’he lofty walls which surrounded the beautiful city of Jey Sing were

insulted by every marauder
;
commerce was interrupted and agriculture

rapidly declined, partly from insecurity, but still more from the perpetual

exactions of his inmions. One day a tailor* ruled the councils, the next

a Baniah, whe might be succeeded by a Brahmin, and each had in turn

the hononr of elevation to the donjon keep of Nahrgurh, the castle where

criminals arc confined, overlooking the city. The feudal cliiefs held both

his authority and his person in utter contempt, and the pranks he played

with the 'Essence of Camphor’ {ras-caphaor),^ at one lime led to serious

thoughts of deposing him
;
which project, whem near maturity, was defeat-

ed by transferring "tins queen of half of Amber,’’ to the prison of Nahr*

gurh. In the height of his passion for this Islamite concubine, he formally

installed her as queen of half his dominions and actually conveyed to her

in gift a moiety of the personality of the crown,even to the invaluable

library of the illustrious Jey Sing, which was despoiled, and its treasures

distributed amongst her base relations. The Raja even struck coin in her

name, and not only rode with her on the same elephant, but demanded

from his chieftains those forms of reverence towards her, which were paid

only to his legitimate queens. This their pride could not brook, and

though the Dewan, or prime minister, Misser Sheonarain, albeit a Brahmin,

called her "daughter,” the brave Chand Sing of Dooi\ee indignantly

refused to take part in any ceremony at which she was present, i lus

contumacy was punished by a mulct of j^2o,ooo, nearly four years* revenue

of the fief of Doonee I

Menu allows that sovereigns may be desposed, and the aristocracy d
Ambei had ample justification for such an act. But unfortunately the

design became known, and some judicious,, friend, as a salvo for the Kaia’^

dignity, propagated a report injurious to the fair fame of his Aspasia,

which he affected to believe
;
a mandate issued for the sequestration of her

property, and her incarceration in the castle allotted to criminals. These

* Rorji Kheivias was a tailor by birth, and, I believe, had in early life

exercised the trade. He was, however, arr.ongsf the Moesahebs^ or privy

councillors of Juggut Sing, and (I think) one of the ambassadors sent to

treat with Lord Lake.

I RaS’Caphoor, I aM aware means ^corrosive sublimate,* but it

alsp bc/interp»'^ i 'essence o£ camphor.* ^
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s!ie was lost slight of, and Juggut continued to dishonour the gadi of Jey
Sing until his death, on a day held especially sacred by this Rajpoot, the

2!st of December, 1818, the winter solstice
;
when to use their own meta-

phorical language, “the door of heaven isVtopened.*'

Raja Juggut Sing left no issue, legitimate or illegitimate, and no pro-

vision had been made for a successor during his life. But as the laws of

Rajpootana, political or religious, admit of no interregnum, and the fune-

ral pyre must be lit by an adopted child, if there bo no natural issue, it was
necessary at once to inaugurate a successor; and the choice fell on Mohun
Sing, son of tne ex-prince of Nurwar. As this selection, in opposition to

the established rules of succession, would, but for a posthumous birth, have
led to a civil war, it may he proper to touch briefly upon the subject of heirs-

presumptive in Rajpootana, more especially those of ]eypur : the want of

exact knowledge respecting this point, in those to whom its political

relations with us were at that time entrusted, might have had the most
injurious effects on the British character. To set this in its proper light,

we shaff explain the principles of the alliance which rendered Jeypur a

tributary of Britain.

CHAPTER IV.

J
KYPaR was the last of the principalities of R^Mpootana to accept the

protection tendered by the government of British India. To the

latest moment, she delayed her sanction to a system which was to banish

for ever the enemies lof order. Our overtures and expostulations Were

rejected, until the predatory powers of India had been, one after another,

laid prostrate at our feet. The Pindarries were annihilated
;
the Peshwa

was exiled from Poona to the Ganges ,* the Boonsla was humbled ;
Sindia

palsied by his fears ; and Holcar, who had extensive lands assigned him,

besides a regular tribute from Jeypur, had received a death-blow to his

power in the field of Mehidpur.

procrastination is the favourite expedient of all Asiatics ; and the

Rajpoot, though a fatalist, often, by protracting the irresistible konhar

(destiny), works out his deliverance. Ameer Khan, the lieutenant of

Holcar, who held the lands and tribute of Jeypur in jaedad, or assign-

ment for his troops, was the sole enemy of social order left to operate on

the fears of Jeypur, and to urge her to take refuge In our alliance ;
and

even he was upofi the point of becoming one of the illustrious aHics» who

were to enjoy the “perpetual friendship*' of Great Britain. The
was at that very moment battering Madhurajpura, a town almost within

the sound of cannon-shot of Jeypur, and we were compelled to maice an

indirect use of this incident to hasten the decision of the Cuchwaha

prince. The motives of his backwardness will appear from the following

details.

Various considerations combined to check the ardour with e^»ch we

naturally expected our offer of protection would be embraced. * _
Jeypur court retained a lively, but no grateful remembrance, of

obligations we contracted with her in 1803, and the lactlity with
^

extricated ourselves from them when expedienqr demanded .
whilst

vainly attempted to throw the blame of violating the treaty Upon our » /*
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To use l^e wpfds of one w(ho has been mixed up with all the political

transactions oi that eventful period, with reference to the letter delivered

by the envoy at the Jeypiir court frgm our viceroy in the East, notifying,

the dissolution of the ailiance ;
“ the justice of these grounds was warmly

disputed by the court, wliich, under a lively sense of that imminent
danger to which it had become exposed from this measure, almost forgot
for a moment the temper and respect wliicii it owed to the Englis!^ nation.'*

But the native envoy from Jeypur, attending the camp of the gallant
Lake, took a still higher tone, and with a manly Indignation observed,

that '*fhis was the first time, since the English government was established

in India, that it had been knpwn to make its faith subservient to its con*
vcnicncc a reproach the more bitter and unpalatable from its truth.*

The enlarged and prophetic views of Marquis of Wellesley, which
•uggested the policy of uniting all these regular governments in a league

against the predatory powers, were counteracted by the timid, temporis-

ing policy of Lord Cornwallis, who could discover nothing but weakness
in this extension of our influence. \^^at misery would not these states

have l)een spared, had those engagements, executed through the noble

Lake (a name never mentioned in India, by European or ivative, without

reverence), been maintained
;

for the fifteen years which intervened

between the two periods produced more mischief to Rajwarra than tht

preceding half century, and half a century more will not repair it I

A circumsiarrce that tended to increase this distrust was our tearing

Virier Alii from his sanctuary at Jeypur, whicli has cast an indelible stain

upon the Cuchwaha name. We have elsewhere explained the privileges

of sirndf or ‘ sanctuary,* which, when claimed by the unfortunate or

criminal, is sacred in the eye of the Rajpoot. This trust we forced the

Jeypur state to violate, though she was then independent of us. It was
no excuse for the act that the fugitive was a foul assassin : we had no
right to demand his surrender.f

There were other objections to the proffered treaty of no small weight.

The Jeypur court justly deemed one-fifth lakhs) of the gross

revenues of the crown, a high rate of insurance for protection ; but when,
we further stipulated for a prospective increase} of nearly one-third of afl

iurplqs reyepue btyor}d forty lakhs

t

they saw, instead of the generous

.

* Vide Malcolm's Political History of India.

t A better commentary on the opinions held by the natives upon this

subject could not be given than the speech of Holcar's envoy to the agent
of the Governor-General of India, then with Lord Lake: ** Holcar's
vakeel demanded, with no slight degree of pertinacity, the cession of the
Jeypur and Boondi tributes

;
and one of them, speaking of the former,

stated, that he no doubt would continue to enjoy the friendship of the
I^glish, as he had disgraced himself to please that nation, by giving up
Vitier Alii (who had sought his protection to their vengeance. The vakee;!

was severely rebuked by the agent (Colonel, now Sir John Malcolm) for
this insolent reflection on the conduct of an ally of the British Government,
who had delivered up a murderer whonf it would have been infamy to
shelter!;’* though the author of the ** Political History of India^* might
h ive added—but whom it was still greater infamy, according to theif codi^
lo^ut rsnder. See Malcolm’s Political History of India^ p, 43a*

} Set Article 6 of the Treaty, Appendix, No. 5.
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Briton, a sordid trafficker of mercenary pretectioili whose rapacity

transcended that of the Maliratta.

Independent of these state objections, there were abundance of private

and individual motives arrayed in hostility to the British offer. For
example : the ministers dreaded the suf^veillance of a resident-at^ent, as
obnoxious to their autliority and influence; and the chieftains, whom rank
and ancient usa^e kept at court as the counsellors of their prince, saw in

pro5pe<5l the surrender of Crown-lands, which fraud, favour, or force had
obtained for them. Such were the principal causes which impeded the

alliance betwei-n Amber arrd the Governor-General of British India
;

but It would have marr.ed the uniformity of Lord fiastings^ plan to have
left a ^ap in the general protective system by the omission of Jeypur.
The events rapidly happening around them— the presence of Meer Kfian—

^

the expulsion of the orange flag of the Mahratta, and the substitution of

ihe British banner on the battlements of Ajinere—at length produced a

tardy and ungracious assent, and,onlhe 2nd of April, 1818, a treaty of ten

articles was concluded wliich made the Cuchwaha pritices the friends and
tributaries in prepeluity of Great Britain.

Oil the 2ist of December of the same year, Juggut Sing died,

and the choice of a successor speedily evinced to the ministers the

impracticability of their exercising, as in days of yore, that ^'absolute

power over their country and dependents,'^ guaranteed to them by the

treaty.* Our office of arbitrating the difference between the Raja and his

vassals, on the subject of the usurpations from llie crown-lands, was cas>,

and left no unpleasant feeling
;
but when we intermeddled with the intrigues

respecting the succession, our ignorance of established rights and usage

rendered the interference offensive, and made the Jeypur chiefs repent

the alliance which temporary policy had induced their piince to accept.

It may be of use in future negotiations, to explain the usages whicit

govern the different states of Rajpootana in respect to succession. The law

of primogeniture prevails in all Rajpoot sovereignties; the rare instances

in which it has been set aside, are only exceptions to the rule. I he in-

conclusive dicta of Menu, on this as on many other points, are never

appealed to by the Rajputs of modern days. Custom and precedent fix

the right of succession, whether to the of the stale, or to a fief, in the

eldest son, who is styled RajkomaVt Pat-komaff or simply fComarji, 'the

prince;' while his brothers have their proper names affixed, as Komdf

Jovtan Sing, 'Piince Jowan.^ Seniority is, in fact, a distinction pervading

ail ranks of life, whether in royal families or those of chieftains ;
all 1'^^^

their Pat^komar and Pai-rani^ or 'head child/ and 'head queen.' In®

privileges of the Pat-rani are very considetable. In minorities, she is the

guardian, by custom as well as nature, of her child ;
and in Mewar (the

oldest sovereignty in India),she is publicly enthroned with the Rana.

Sieniority in marriage bestows the title of Pai-rani^ but as soon as an he*

is given to the state, the queen-mother assumes this iillc» or that of Mahjit

simply mother. 'f In the duties of guardian, she is assisted by fn

chiefs of certain families, who with certain officers of the household

this as an established hereditary distinction.

* See Article 8 of the Treaty.

t In Mewar simply Mahji
;
at Jeypur, where they have long used the

language and maitiiers of Delhi, they affix the Persian word Sdhebih, ^

* Uidy-tnuUier/
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On the demise of a prince without lawful Issue of his body, or th^t of
near kindred, brothers or cousins, there are certain families in every
principality {raj) of Rajwarra, in whom is vested the riq^ht of presuthptive
heirship to i\\t gadi» In order to restrict the circle of claimants, laws have
been established in every state limitinj^ this right 10 the issue of a certain
farnily in each principality. Thus, in Mewar, the elder of the Ranawut
clans, styled 'Babas^ or ‘ the infants,* possesses the latent right of hcin-pre-
snmptive. In Marwar, the independent bouse of Eedur, of the family of
Joda ;

in Boondi, the house of Doogari
;

in Kotah, the Apjis of Polaitoh ;

in Bikaner, the family of M**hajin ; and in Jevpnr, the branch Rajawut
(according to seniority), of the stocV: of Raja Maun. Even in this stock
there is a distinction between chose prior, and those posterior, to Raja
Madhu Sing ; the fromer are styled simnly Rajawut, or occasionally con-
joined, Mansin^ote

;
the other Madhani,. The Kajawuts constitute a

numerous of which the Jhulary house takes the lead
; and in

which, provided there are no mentnl br physical disabilities, the right of
furnishing heirs to xht gadi of Jeypur is a long-established, incontrover*
tibie, and inalienable privilege.

We have been thus minute, because, notwithstanding the expressed
wish of the government not to prejudge the qtiestion, the first exercie of
its authority as lord- paramount was to justify a proceeding by which these
establisked ttsages were infringed, in spite of the eighth article of the
treaty: Tite Maharaja and his successors shall remain absolute ruler^
of their country and dependents according to long established usage,’* etc.,
*' Oesi le premier pas qni coute;*' and this first step, being a wrong onOf
has involved an interference never contemplated, and fnliv jnstifyinV that
weariness on the part of Jeypur, which made her hesitate to link her
destiny with ours.

Both the sixth and seventh articles contain the seeds of disunion,
whenever it might suit the chicanery or bad faith of the protected, or
the avarice of tlie protector. The former has already been called int^
operation, and the * absolute rulers' of Jeypnr have been compelled to
unfold to the resident-agent the whole of their financial and tetr^to^i^l
Arrangements, to prove tliat the revenues did not exceed the s^urn^plf-

forty lakhs, as, of the sum in excess (besides tire stipulated tr^^ary
oijr share was* to be three-sixteenths'^ T,.;.

Mesvar was subjected to the same on her reviving pros*
pefity. The author unsuccessfuifv cmdeavoured to have a limit fixed,
the demand

; but He has heard with joy that some important modififcationi
have sidee been itiade in the tributary engagements both with Mewar
Ambcir t (hey cannot be made too light. Discontent in Rajpootau^ witf if^t
be appeased by a few lakhe of extra-expenditure. 1 gave my opuitoH^
fearlessly when I had everything at stake ,* 1 will. not Snppr^ss them
when I have nothing either to hope or to fear but fof the perpe(niiy Afi®
British power in tliese regions, and the revival of the happiness and irfdfe'-

' penderree of those, who Have sought our protection. He .wfil prove the
gr^test enemy to his country, who, in ignorance of the true position of the
Rtjjpoo^, may aim at furffier tfenfchinij uporif their indepemde^c^i, ^Read
the thirty ye;^rsVwar bet^t^it Artingzeb and Ihe^ Raluhores4 .wherft ja^the
.dyha^lv pfJhfi^ mapt a desert Ai tHfir the
AfaVatfi fti fi^ohf

; HO tbibmiiM to harass
would ft Rajpoot foe prove from a contemptible Mahratta^^af> Ak®
array of trait(goi«'Ninaab9f whom.we hftyii glwaye |pti|t4 'jEpwauest

!

Cherish the native army : conciliate the Rajpoots ; ihen, (atigh

33
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While^ therefore, We deem ourselves justified in interfering? in’ (hif

two chief branches of ftovernment, the successfon and finahces, HoW h it

fiossible to avoid beinj? implicated in the acts of the government*function*
aries, and involved rn the party vie«V9 and intri(?ues of a court, stigmatized
even bv the rest of Rajwarra with the epitliet oi jootha durbar, the * Iving

court V While there is a residenf-auent at Jeypur, whatever hfs fesolves,

he will find it next to impossible to keep afoof from the verted of intrigue.

The purest intentions, the highest talents, will scarcely avail to counteract

this systematic vice, and with one party at least, but even tu'aliy with all, the

reputation of his government will be compromised.

This brings us back to the topic which sujjgested these remarks, the

ihstaUation of a youth upon the gddi of JeipuV*. We shall expose the

operation of this transaction by a literal translation of an authentic

document, every Word of which was thoroughly substa|(rttated. As it

p^resents a curious picture of manner^/ and is Valuable at' A precedent, we
shall give it entire in the Appendix, and shall here enter no furtlier into

details than is necessary to unrayel the intrigue whibh' Violated the

established laws of succession.

The yofrth. named IVfohnn Sing, who was instated on the gadi of

ieipur, on the morning succeeding Juggut Sing's decease, was the son of

Monohur Sing, theex^Raja of Nurwar, who Was chased from his throne'

and country by Sindia. VVe have stated that the Jeipur famtl)^ sprunj^

from that of Nurwaf eight centuries ago ; but the parent state being left

without direct lineage, they applied to Amber and adopted a son of rrithi

Ra| l.| from whom the boy now brought foward was fourteen generations

in des^t. This course of proceeding was in direct contravention of

llge, which had fixed, as alrendy stated, the heirs^presomptive, on failure

of lineal issue, to the gadi of Amber, in the descendants of Raja Maun,
ond the branch Madhani, generally styled Bfajaw’ut, of whom the*

first claimant wat the chief of Jfhulayc, and siip'posii^ hts incaiDpotency

,

Kanrah, and a dozen other houses of the ^infants’ of Jeypur*

The causes of departure from the recognix'ed rule, in this respect

VNrCd fhe folfowJhg. At the death of JfuggiK 9ing, the rehw of power were,

and fiad been for sometime, in the hands of the chief eunobh of the*

raWuia (ffraglio), whose name was Mfohtin Nazlr,^ a man of considerable*

vigour of understanding, and not without the reputation of good inten-

tion in his admrnrstratrofi of affairs, altho^h the system of chicanery

and force.f' by which he attempted to carry Ims object, savoured more* of

s^f-intar^ than of loyalty. The youtli was but nine years of age and a
Ibngr tatnorily, whh the exclusive possession of power, suggested the truw

motives ol the Nazir. Nit principal co«adjntor, amongst the great vassals

of the state, was hfegh Sing of C^iggee, a chief who hadf contrived by

fraud and force to double his hereditary fief by usurpations from* Che crown*

lands, to retain tvhich he supported the views of the Nazir with all the

fnfliienca ol hie dait (the Khangarote), the most powerful ol thv twelve

* Afesi> is the official name^ a Mabonfedait one, defiotiw

apueitf, at cmascuiMed guardian oi the terimfto. Jeyptir

are the only two of the Raloooi pf}ne%eiifme who, adoptinf
enstonr, have contaminatod Ihe pmaop ft ihek with UiejdtveAce

of theet creetures. - ,

t Sot Sommary of Traiiipotjono, Appendhci 5«
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irrcat families of Amber.^ The personatf servants of the crown, such as
the Purohtts, Dhahhaes (domestic chaplains and foster- brothers)^ and all

Clie subordinate officers of tlie household, considered the Nartr's cause as
their own ; a minority and his favour i^uaranteed their places, which mia'ht
be risked by the election of a prince who could judge for himself, and had
friends to provide for.

A reference to the ** Summary of Transactions*' (in the Appendix)
will shew there was no previous consultation or concert amongst the mili-

tary vassals, or the queens
; on the contrary, acting entirely on his own

responsibility, the Nazir, on the morning succeeding the death of his

master, placed young Mohun in ** the car of the suu," to lead the funeral

procession, and light the pyre of his adopted sire. Scarcely were the
ablutions and necessary purifications from this rite concluded, when he
received the Congratulations of all present as lord of the Cuchwahas,
under the revived name of Maun Sing the Second. The transactions

which followed, as related in the diary, until the final dmoutmtni%
distinctly shew, that having committed himself, the Nazir was anxious
to obtain through the resident-agents of the chieftains at court, their

acquiescence in the measure under their signs-manual. It will be seen
that the communications were received and replied to in that cautious.

?

ret courteous,, manner, which pledged the writer to nothing, and gained
lim itine for the formation of a deliberate opinion : the decision was
thus suspended ;

all eyes were directed to the paramount power ; and
the Nazir, whose first desire was to propitiate this, entreated the British

functionary at Delhi to send his confidential moonshee to Jeypur
without delay. This agent reached Jeypur from Delhi six days after

the death of Juggut. He was the bearer of instructions, "requiring

a full account of the reasons for placing the son of the Nurwar Raja on
the tnusnund ; of his family, lineage, right of succession, and by whose
councils the measure was adopted." On the nth of January this re-

quisition was reiterated ;
and it was further askodi whether the measure

had the assent of thje queens and chiefs, and a declaration to this effect,

under their signatures, was required to be- forwarded. Nothing could be
more explicit, or more judicious, than the tenor of these instructions. .

The replies of the ^azir and confidential moonshee were such, that

on the 7th of February the receipt of letters of congratulation from the

Britiih agent, accompanied by one from the supreme authority, was
formerly announced, which letters being read in full court, "the nohut
(kettledrum) again sounded, and young Maun Sing was conducted to the

Pratap Mahl, and seated on the musnud." On this formal recognition

by the British Government, the agents of the chieftains at their sovereign's

court, in reply to the Nazir's demand, '* to know the opinions of th^
chiefs," answered, that " if he called them, they were ready to obey
but at the same time they rested their adhesion on that of the chief qiieeni

sister of the Raja of Jodhpur, who breathed nothing hut opeti defiaheb
of the Nazir and his Early in March, public discontent became
more manifest : and the Rajawut chief of Jhulaye determined to appeal
to arms ib of his rights as heir-presumptive, and was toon joined
. I M.. . 11

^
I

M .. l U. «'* - '" J
' .I.. I ,1.

^

1

'

ll, ;

. b I'he .Khangaroto clilh enumerates twenty- tvto fiefs, ilihoid uivitbd

rent-rolls amount to 4,01,806 rupeca annually, and tlieir* untied ^nolasfdr
tbe service of the state, six hundred and rorty-threb hoTse. Megh Si0(r,
bjf. hfs turbulence and inteUigance, though only the sixth or sbvapth In tnii

jp^le of rank of titii bodyi had U]cei) thiptad,,and beexmt th# organ of bii
clan at court*
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by the chiefs of Sirwar and Eesurda, junior, but powerfuir branches of the

same stock.

Another party seemed inclined, on this etrtcrjjency, to revive the ri^ht

of that posthumous son of Piitlii Sing> whom we have already described

as living' in exile at Gwalior, on the bounty oiSindia; and nothing but

unfavourable report of his intellect and debased habits prevented the

elder branch of the sons of Madhu Sing recovering thejr lost honours.

VV'hile the paramount authoritv was thus deluded, and the chieftains

were wavering amidst so many conflicting opinions, the queen continued
resolute, and the Kajawuts were arming—and ihe Nazir, ir, tins dilemma,
determined, as a last resource, to make Raja Maun of Jodhpur t'oe umpire,
hoping by this appeal to his vanity, to obtain his influence over his

sister to an acquiescence in the irremediable step, which had been taken
“ in obedience (as he pretended) to the will of the deceased prince.'*

Raja Maun's reply is important : “that there could be no occasion for

his or his sister's, signature to the required declaration on the right of

succession to the musimd ot Jeypnr, which depended upon, ai\d vested in,

rhe elders of the twelve ti tbes of Cuchwahas
; that if they approved and

Signed the declaration, the queen hts sister, and afterwards himself,

t)#oafd sign it, if requisite.'^

The Nazir and his faction, though aided by the interposition of the

moonshee, were now in despair, and in these desperate circuinsiances,

he attempted to get up a marriage between the puppet he had enthroned

|ind the grand-daughter of the Rana of Mewar. it was contrived, and

ndl ill-received by the Rana ; but there was an influence at his court

which at obce exiinguislied the plot, though supported at Delhi by the

Rana’s most influential agent. It was proposed that, at the same time,

the Rana should consurnniate his nuptials with the Jeypur Raja's sister,

the preliminaries of which had been settled a dozen years back. Money
in abundance was offered, and the Rana’s passion for pageantry and
the profusion would hav^ prevented any objection to his proceeding to

the. Jeypur capital. To receive the chief of the universal Hindu r-ace

with due honour, the whole nobility of Amber 'would have left iheir

estates which would have been construed into, and accepted, as a volun-

tary acquiescence in the rights of the Nazir's choice, which the marriage

would have completely cemented. Foiled in this promising design, the

knot, which the precipitate and persevering conduct of the Nazir bad

rendered too indissoluble even for his skill to undo, was cut by Uie annun-

ciation of the advanced pregnancy of the Bliaitiani queen. »

This timely interposition of Mata Janu^i (the Jurto Luciiia of Raj-

wgrea) might well be regarded as miraculous
;
and though the sequel of

this event was conducted with such publicity as almost tp choke the voice

of slander, it stilMound utterance.* It was deemed a shoi^t of prodigy,

that >tn event, which would have caused a jubilee throughout Dhoondar.
should have ^een kept secret until thi^eP months after the Raja's deaths

* The publicii;y, on Hits occasrb^n. Is precisely of the same character

as marked clie accouchemenr of the Dutchess de Berri, who,' it is said,

not only Had tHe usual withe^cs lo in^ vOice'Of dotltJtr^htjr abso-

lutely ififisid^ on Marechaux well as the MarickaUs oi Ftance

being in the room at the moment oi parlttfR^^^
' '

" .

'

t Raja liiggut Sing died pn 'tne yist kn^^^

nmincemeiit pf ibe *|hdhlt1i bf'heif

nancy," was ofi l\farch,^‘iB'to.‘
’ ' ' ‘ ^ ‘

"
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7'lie mysteries of llic ranuiils of Rajpoot princes 6nd their way to tl)e

piihiic out of doors; and in Oodipiir, more especially, arc llie common
topics of conversation. The variety <v( char;icter within its walls, the like

variety of communicants without, the condictin^ interests, the diversified

objects of contention of these little worlds, render it utterly iitipossible

that iitty secret can long be maintained, far less one of such matjnitnde
as the pregnancy of the qneen of a prince without issue, l int ti'is event
should be revealed to the Nazir, the superintendent of the queen's palace,
with all the formality of a new discovery, threa months after Jutjgut Sing's
death, musi excite surprise; since to have been the bearer of such joyful

intelligence to his mas^er, to whom he was much attached, must have
rivetted his infiiience.

At three o'clock on the 1st of April, a council of sixteen queens, the
widows of the late pi'ince, and the wuves of all the great vassals of the

state, ** assembled to ascertain the fact of pregnancy,” whilst all the great
barons awaited in the aiuichambers of the Zenana Deori the important

response of this council of matrons. When it announced that the
Bhattiani qneen was pregnant beyond a doubt, they consulted until seven,

when they tent in a written declaration, avowing their unanimous belief

of the fact; and that “should a sott be born, they would acknowledge
him as their Ior<f, and to none else pledge allegia/tce." A transcript of

this was given- to the Nazir, who was recommended to forward an attested’

copy to the British agent at Delhi. From this deliberations, fronn which
there was no appeal, the Nazir was excluded by express desire of the

Rahthore qneen. He made an ineff»fctnal eff )rt to obtain from the chiefs>

a declaration, that tlie adoption of the Nurwar youth was in conformity

to the desire of the deceased prince, their nriasier
;
but this attempt to

obtain indemnity for his illegal acts was defeated immediately on the^

ground of its untruth.*

.
By this lawful and energetic exertion of the powers’ directly vested

in the queen-mother and the great council of the chiefs, the tongue of

faction was rendered nvute ; but had it been otherwise, another queen was
pronounced to be in the same joyful condition.f On tlie morning of the

25ih April, four months and four days after Juggut Sing’s death, a son

was ushered into the world with the usual demonstrations of joy and
received as the Autocrat of the Cuchwahas ;

while the infant interloper

was removed from the gadi^ and thrust back to his original obscurity,

Thus terminated an affair which involved all Rajwarra in discussion, and
at one time threatened a very serious result. That it was disposed of iii

-this manner was fortunate for all parties, and not least for the protecting

-pbwer,-

Having thus given a connected, though imperfect, sketch of the hisfory

of the Jcipur state, from its iouhdMion to the present time, before proceed-*

ing with any account bF its fbeources, or the details of its' internal admi*
nistration, we shall delineate the rise, progress, and existing condition of
the Shekhavati federation, whi^ hae risen out of, ahd almost loan
equality with, the parent state.

* Deeming a record of these iransactionis Useful; hqt only as desertp*
five of manners, but as a precedent inasmuch aslhej^ shpw the powers and
position of the different authorities Composing A' Ra|pdc^ state in case of
succession, ( have inserted it in the Appchdof.

Nil "ifutiuc,- if itrtind
annunciation.
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CHAPTER V.

W K proteed to slretch the history of the ShekhofStitfwttleJorttiotii
whicli. sprlng^ing frotn the redundant feudality of Amber, through

the it^iience of age and circumstances, has attained a power and consi*
deration almo^if equalling that of the parent state, and although it

possesses neither written laws, a permanent congress, nor any visible or
recoguiged head, ^bsiscs by a sense of common interest. It nuist not
be supposed, however, that no system of policy is to be found in this

confederation, because the springs are not always visible or in action ; the
moment ;^hy common of individual interest is menaced, the grand council
of the Barons of Shekhkvati assembles at Oodipur to decide the course
of action to be pursued,

'

The Shekhawttt chieftains are descended from BatojI, the third son of
' Ra^a Q^ikurn, who succeeded to the throne of Amber in S. 144$, A* D.
13^* At this period, if we look back to the political state of societyv we
find that nearly the whole of the tracts, which now obey the Shekhavati
federation, were parcelled out amongst ntnnerous chieftains of the Chnhan
or Tuar tribes,* the descendants of the ancient Hindu emperors of Deiht,
who evinced no more submission than tlte sword and Uieir Islamite sue*
cessors exacted from them.

^

Baloji, who was the actual founder of the numerous families new
designated by tlie more distinguished name of Shekhji, his grandson,
obtained as an appanage the district of Amrutsir, but srhether by his

own prowess or by other means, is not mentioned. He had three sons ;

Mokulfi, Khemarji, and Kharud. The first succeeded to the patrimony
of Amrutsir ; the second had a numerous issue styled Balappta, one m
whom was adopted into the twelve chambers (bara kofri

)

of Cuchwahas,
The third had a son called Kumun, whose descendants were styled

Kumawut, but are now nearly extinct.

* The lovers of antiquity have only to make the starch to find an
abundant harvest, thoughout all these countries, of ancient capitals and
cities, whose names are hardly known even to the hiodern inhabitants. Of
the ancient Rafore I have already spoken, and I now draw the attention

of my countrymen to AhhaMir^ which boasts a very remote antiquity ;

and from an old stanaa, we might imagine that its princes were connected
with the ilfaiait dynasty of Persia* K copied it, some twenty
from an intinerant bard, who had an imperfect knowledge of it hlniMifi

and I have doubtless made it more so, but it is still sufiicienttjf intelHgtbla

to point at a rgmarkable coincidence

:

Raja Chund ca Abhanair^
** B$an S^jag, aye Girnair (fiftmor)
** Dak^h bharai, Uo hdaa
*tK0a hiduk, mum
** Baaa Sanjogt Parmata
** Kp$ Mofh #0, mum phit d'hatrpf
** Tu hpU Kakpm cp
Nam PammUkw A#

^'iMkhmhapahm^rM

(a) Pari-mala t means Fairy gartand*
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Mokut tind il ioH ^hd ^;is named She^cji, in coitiprliment to H mir;icte««

UUniite saiiit, to Wlio^e prayefs the childless chief was indebted
tor a son destined to bt the patriarch of a numerous race, occupyint; under
the term Shekhawnt, an important portion of the surface of Rajpootana.
Shekh Boofhan was the name of this saiut^ whose shrine (still existing)

was abotii six miles from Achfole, and fourteen from the residence of

MokuI. As tlic period of time ^as shortly after Hnnloor's invasion, it h
hot unlikely he iVas a pious missionary, who remained beliitid for the con*
Version of the warlike but tolerant Rajpoot, with wiiom. even if he 'should
fail in his purpose, he was certain of protection and hospitality. I'he

Shekh ih one of his peregrinations had reached the contines of Amrutsir,
and was passhtg over an extensive mOadow^ in Which was Mo kuiji. The
Mangta (mendibaiit) approached with the usual salutation have you any
thing for mef** ** Wiiatcver you please to have, Babaji (s ire),'* was the

courteous reply* The request Was limited to a draught of milk, and if

our faith wkVe equal to the Shekhawtit's, We should believe that Shekn
Boorhail drew a copious stream from the e^lihausted udder of a female
buffalo* This was sufficient to convince the old chief that the Shekh coiiKl

work other miracles
;
and he prated that, through his means, he might no

longer be childless, lu due time he had ah heir, who, according to the

injunctions of Boorhan, was styled, after his own tribe, Shekh. He directed

This is a fragment of a long poem relative to the rivalry of Raja Chiind
bf Abhanair, and Raja Soorsen of Indrapoort, who was betrothed to Per*i

mkla, daughter of Haicuni^ and had gone to (itmair, or Girnar, to espouse

her, wherr the Abhanair prince abducted her* Raja Soorsen of Indrapoorl

( Delhi), if the ancestor of the SiirascnI. and founder of Seorpoori, existed

probably twelve liundred years before Christ. That sun- worshippers had
established tiiemselves in the peninsula of Saurashtra. (whose capita) was
juflagurh-Girnar, its appellation, in the days of the Greeks of Bactria, aa
now, proves; (see Strabo, Justin, etc.,) but whether Kalcdm, the father of

Perriiala, is the Caicumaras of Ferdoosi, we shall not stop to inquire«

The connection between this peninsula and Persia was intimate in later

tiinos, so as even to give rise to the assertion that the Ranas of Mewaf
were descended from the Sassaniart kings. It was my ^ood fortune to

discover Soorpoori, on the Jumna, the i^esidence of the rival of Chund of

Abhanair, which City I leave to some one imbued with similar taste to visit,

and merely add, tie will find there an inscription in a coond or fountain

dedicated to the Sun. The distance, however, seven hundred coss (kav

tef'A la), whether from Indrapoort or Abhanair, to Orrnar, even admitting^

them to be coss, would be too much. 1 believe (his Would make il

tight hundred mites, and certainly, as the crow flies, it is not seven hun«
dred. Interwoven with the story there is much about Rajia Chambha,
prince of Jalniiggtir, a city of great antiquity in Orissa, and containing

some of the finest specimens of sculpture I ever saw. There is a(^
mention of a Raja JJacr 3ah}r or Sehris of Arore) of Perman. In l8o4«

1 passed through Jajniiggur, after the conquest of the province of CuttOClt,

with my regiment. At Jafuuggiir,. my earliest frieiid, the late Captain
Bellet Sealy, emptoyeO his pencil for several days with the sculptured re«
mains. These drawings were sent to the authorities at Calcutta

: perhepe
this notice may resCpeTrom oblivion the remains of Jkjnuggur, and of my
deceased ffitfid's.lalenti for Captaifi Bellet Seely was an ornament equally
to prhmce Hfi and to his profession. He fell a victim to the fever con-»

tiMtpdiniim Thtfuinsoi AMene^are^ pn the

Ihtee coss east of LalsooU
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that he should wear the bttd^iea,^ McK when ! »id‘ aside, was to he
suspended at Ihe saints </wr^flA ; and further, that he should assume the
Lhie tunic and cap, abstain trorn hog's flesh, and eat no meat *• in which
the blood remained.” He also ordained that at the birth of every Shekba-
wnt male infant a goat should be sacrificed, the fCulma (tsUmite creed)
read, an I the child sprinkled with the blood. Although fanr centinies have
passed away since these obligations were contracted by Mokul, they a'le
still r^igiously maintained by the little nation of bis descendants, occupy,
ing a space of ten thousand square miles. The wild hog, which, according
to immemorial usage, should be eaten once a year by every Rajpoot, is

rarely even hunted by a Shckhawiit
;
and rhougti they have relaxed in that

ordinance, which commanded the suspension of the bnddeas at the shrine
of Boorhan, still each infant wears them, as well as the blue tunic and cap,
for two years after his birth

;
and a still greater mark of respect to the

, memory of the saint is evinced in the hhie pennon which surmounts the
yellow banner, or national flag, of the Shekhawuts. It is even gravely

^asserted, that those who, from indolence, di«^tance, or less justifiahle
motives, have neglected the least important injunction, that of depositing
thq initiatory strings or bnddeas, have never prospered. But a still stronger
proof is furnished of the credulity, the toleration, and yet immubillty of the
Rajpoot character, in the fact, that, although, Amriitsir,f and the lands
aVound the durgah, are annexed to the fi«>c of Amber, yet the shrine of

Siiekh Boorfian continues a sirna (sanctuary), while lands are assigned
to almost a hundred families, the descendants of lire saint, who. reside in

the adjacent town of TalU.

Shekkji, when he attained man’s estate, greatly augmented the
territory left by his father, and had consolidated three hundred and
sixty villages under his sway, by conquest from his neighbours, when his

reputation and power attracted the jealous notice of the lord paramount of

Amber. He was attacked; but by the aid of the Punnec Pathansf he
successfully withstood the reiterated assaults of his suzerain. Up to this

period, they had acknowledged the Amber princes as leige lords, and in

' token oialltance paid as tribute all the colts reared on the original estates.

§

A dispute on this point was the ostensible c^use (though subordinates to,

their ripid prosperity), which occasioned a total separation of the

Sliekhawut colonies from the parent state, until the reign of Sowaejfty
Stogy who, with bis meaits as lieutenant ot the empire, compfflled homage,

. • Strings, or threads, wpm croosfsWays by Mkhomedan cWldrefir
l^e town of Amrutsir and forty-fivc ^vrHagte are stW left te the

IVtpnoh^puy branch, ^
^ ,

^
, I

'tne' Punmics are a tribe Of DoOWinneef, refetditig^ ^ w Mr.

ElphmHonVs account of Cabul maj^ bo oonsitl^Nxh In afteffimes, there

a,chieftain of this tribe so celeb^ted for his genefoaitjr and bospita^

]itj|» lhai his name has become proverbla"

. 1 BuHne/ibilmnnif*
j

' Da0d KhaWBmm i

that IS, tf they faupd elsewhere, thet% was alwayo^Daiki^ Khad^ ia reserve.

' Jms gellant bearing, and death in Ferochser 'S relfii, afwretaied in Scott s

ej^celleni History di the Oekhab/X ' ^
*

I This will re'dsfl bo Ad 'fmer^a i^olteeti^
apflent Persian empire, ‘wglfe^fhe CHbote of thedietafit SatfWpteewA^

l^dd. ^Arthihrit^^ abei^ Heradotiiaf akm
annual tribute of twenty thousand colts*
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9^ibmission, and pecuniary relief from them. Shekhji left a well •estahlinlied
aulhority to his son, RaemulL^ of whom nothing is recorded. Raemul was
fpllowed by Sooja^ who had three sons, vt0,^ Noonkurn. Raesil, and GopaL
The elder succeeded to the patrimony of Amrutsir and its three hundred
and sixty townships, while to his brothers, the fiefs of Lambi and Jharli
were respectively assigned. With the second brother, Raesil, the fortunes
of the Shekhawuts made a rapid-stride, from an occurrence in which the
Rajpoot appears in the position we desire to see him occupy.

Noonkurn, the chief of the Shekhawuts, had a minister named
Devidas, of the henya or mercantile caste, and, like thousands of that
caste, energ’etic. shrewd, and intellii^ent. He one day held an art^urnent
with his lord (which the result proves he maintained with independence),
that “ genius with good fortune was the first ^iftof heaven, and to be far

more prized than a man’s mere inheritance/’ Noonkurn warmly disputed
the point, which ended by his telling the minister he might go to Lambi
and make experiment of the truth of liis argument on his brother Raesil.

Devidas lost no time, on this polite dismissal from his office, in proceed-^

ing with his family and property to Lambi. He was received with the

usual hospitality
;
but soon discovered that Raesil’s means were too con-

fined to' bear an additional burthen, and that the field was too restricted

to enable him to demonstrate the truth of the argument which lost him his

place. He made known his determination to proceed to the imperial city,

and advised Raesil to accompany him, and try his luck at court. Raesil,

who was valiant and not without ambition, could only equip twenty horse,

with which he arrived at Delhi just as an army was forming to oppose one
of those Afghan inv'asions, so common at that period* In the action

which ensued, Raesil had the good fortune to distinguish himself by cutting

down a leader of the enemy, in the presence of the imperial general
which had a decided influence on the event of the day. Enquiries were
made for the brave unknown, who had performed this heroic deed

;
but as,

for reasons which will be perceived, he kept aloof from the quarters of his

countrymen, the argument of Devidas would never have been illustrated,

had not the imperial commander determined to seek out and reward
merit. He ordered a grand zeafut or • entertainment’ to be prepared for

ihe chiefs of every grade in the army, who were commanded afterwards

to pay their respects to the general. As soon as Raesil appeared, hd
was recognized as the individual of whom they were in search. His
name and family being disclosed, his brother, Noonkurn, who waS
serving with bis quota, was called, whose anger was was peremptorily

expressed at Ins presuming to appear at court without his permission

;

but this ebullition of jealousy was of little aVAih Raesil was at once
introduced to the great Akber, who bestowed upon him the title of

Raesil Du rhari^^ and a more substantial mark of royal favour, in a
grant of the districts of Rewasso and Kasujli, then belonging to the
Chundaila Rajpoots. This was but the opening of Raesil's careeri for

scarcely had he settled his new possessions, when he was recalled to court
to take part in an expedition against Bhutnair. Fresh services obtained
new favours, and he received a grant of Kl\undaila and Oodipur, theif

It is always agreeable to find the truth of these simple annals cor**

roborated in the historical
. remains of the conquerors of the Ra^poots^

The name of Raesil Durbari will be found, in the Ayeen Akberi, ampngsl
tho muHsubdurs of twelve hundred and fifty . horse ; a rank of high ini*
portance, being equivalent to that conferred on the sons of potent

34
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belonging to the Nurbhan Rajpoots, who disdained to pay allegiance to
the empire, and gave themselves up to unlicensed rapine*

Raesil finding it would be a work of* difficulty to expel the brave
Nurbhans from their ancient bapota ( pairirnony ), had recourse to

stratagem to effect his object. Previous to the expedition to Bhutnair,
Raesil had espoused the daughter of the cfiief of Khiindaila, and
It is related that a casual expression, dropped on that occasion,
suggesteri his desire to obtain it for himself. Being dissatisfied

with the dower Uiaeja) given with his bride, he, with no commend-
able taste, pertinaciously insisted upon an increase; upon which the
Nurbhan chief, losing patience, hastily replied, “we have nothing
else to give, unless you take the stones of the hill/' The attendant
5oo^wrti (augur), immediately turning to Raesil, said, in an under-tone,
“tie a knot on the skirt of your garment in remembrance of this.” An
expression like this from a prophetic tongue, gave birth to the wish to be
the lord of Khundaila

;
while his services to the king, and the imbecility of

its Nurbhan possessor, conspired to fulfil it. Watching his opportunity, he
marched against the place, and being in all probability supported by his

liege lord, it was abandoned without defence, and the inhabitants tendered
their submission to him. Henceforth, Khundaila was esteemed the

principle city of the Shekhawut confederation
;
and the descendants of

Raesil, using his name as a patronymic, are styled Racsilote, occupying
all southern Shekhavati ; while another branch of later origin, called

Sadhani, holds the northern tracts. Immediately after the occupation of

Khundaila, Raesil obtained possession of Oodipur, formerly called

Kasoomin, also belonging to the Nurbhans.^

Raesil accompanied his proper liege lord, the great Raja Maun of

Amber against the heroic Rana Pralap of Mewar. He was also in the

expedition to Cabul, against the Afghans of Cohistan, in all of which
enterprises he obtained fresh distinctions. Regarding his death, there is

no record ; but his history is another illustration of the Rajpoot character,

whilst It confirms the position of the Battya^ that J* genius and goodt

fortune are far superior to inheritance.”

Raesil, at his death, had a compact and well-managed territory, cue
of which he assigned appanages to his seven sons, from whom ar^

descended the various families, who, with relative distinctive patronymics
Bhojanis, Sadhanis, Larkhanis, Taj-khanis, Pursrampotas, Hur-ram-
potas, are recoginized^ throughout Rajwarra by the generic name of

Shekhawut.

1. Oirdhur
2. fjarkhan

3. BhojraJ

4. Tirmul Rao
5. Pursram
6. Hur-ramji
7. Taj-khan

had Khundaila and Rewasso.
Kachriawas.
Oodipur.
KasulH and eighty «>foiir villages*

Bae.
Moondurri,^
No appanage.

* The Nurbhan is a roc/i'/io, orraniification of the Chohan race. They

had long held possession of these regions, of which KaiSt or Kasoombi,

now Oodipur, was the capital, the city where the grand council of the

confederation always meets on great occasions. This n^ay throw fight ort

the Cusooinbee mentioned on the triumphal pillar at Delhi
;
the Nurbha*^

captui is more likely to be the town alluded to, than Cbsoonibee on t"®

Ganges*
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We shall not break the thread of the narrative of the elder branch of

Khundaiia, chief of the sons of Shekhji/* to treat of the junior line,

though the issue of Bhojraj have eclipsed, both in population and property,
the senior descendants of KaesiL

Girdhur*ji succeeded to the prowess, the energy, and the estates of

Ills father, and for a gallant action obtained from the emperor the title of

Kaja of Khundaila. At this period, the empire was in a most disordered
5taic, and the mountainous region, called Mewat, was inhabifed by a
daring andfercoious banditti, called Mewohs, who pillaged in gangs even
to the gates of the capital. The task of taking, dead or alive, the leader of

this banditti, was assigned to the chief of Khundaila, who performed it

with signal gallantry and success. Aware that, by the display of

superior force, his enemy would remain in his lurking places, Girdhur put
himself on terms of equality with his foe, and with a small but select band
hunted the Mcwatti leader down, and in the end slew him in single com-
bat. Tlie career of Girdhur, short as it was brilliant, was terminated by
assassination, while bathing in the Jumna. The anecdote is descriptive

of the difference of manners between the rustic Rajpoot and the debauched
retainer of the court.

One of the Khundaila chief’s men was waiting, In a blacksmith’s

shop, while his sword was repaired and sharpened. A Mooslem, passing
by, thought he might have his jest with the unpolished Rajpoot, and after

asking some impertinent questions, and laughing at the unintelligible

replies in the Bakha of Rajwarra, slipped a heated cinder in the turban
of the soldier : the insult was borne with great coolness, which increased

the mirth of the Mussulman, and at length the turban took fire. The
sword was then ready and the Tkakoor^ after feeling the edge with one
blow laid the jester's head at his feet. He belonged to one of the chief

nobles of the court, who immediately led his ••etainers to the Khundaila
chief's quarters, and thence to where he was performing his religious

ablutions in the Jumna, and whilst engaged in this act, unarmed
and almost unattended, basely murdered him. Girdhur left several

children.

Dwarca-das, his eldest son, succeeded, and soon after his accession

nearly fell a victim to the jealousy of the Munohurpur chief, the repre-

sentative of the elder branch of the family, being the lineal descendant
of Noonkurn. Tire emperor had caught a lion in the toils, and gave out
a grand hunt, when the Munohurpur chief observed that his relative, the
Raesilote, wlio was a votary of Nahr^Singh^ was the proper persou to

engage the king of the forest. Dwarca-das saw through his relative’s

treachery, but cheerfully accepted the proposal. Having bathed and
prayed, to the astonishment of the king and court, he entered the arena
unarmed, with a brazen platter containing the various articles used in

pooja (worship), as grains of rice, curds, and sandal ointment, and
going directly up to the monoster, made the tilac on his forehead, put a
chaplet round his neck, and prostrated himself in the usual attitude of
adoration before the lion : when, to the amazement of the spectator^, the
noble beast came gently up, and with his tongue repeatedly licked his faeCt
permitting him to retire without the/ least indication at anger. The
emperor, who concluded that his subject must *' wear a charmed life/*
desired the Khundaila chief to make any request, with the assurance of
compliance ;

when he received a delicate reproof, in the desire ** tliat Ivis

majesty would never place another person in the same predicament from
which he had happily escaped/'
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Dwarca-das was slain by the greatest hero of the aj^e in whioh hf?

lived, the celebrated Khan Jehan Lodi, who accordinij to the legends of*

the Slielchawuts, also fell by |the hand of* their lord
;
and they throw an

air of romance upon the transaction, which would grace the annals of

chivalry in any age or country. Khan Jehan and the chieftain of Khun-
daila were sworn friends, and when nothing but the life of the gallant Lodi

would satisfy the king, Dwarca gave timely notice to his friend of the

hateful tisk imposed upon hiijii advising either submission or flight. His
fate, which forms one of the most interesting episodes in Ferishta’s history,

uwolved that of the Shekhawut chief.

He was succeeded by his son, Birsingdeo, who served with his contin-

gent in the conquest of the IXekhan, and was made governor of Pernallar

which he had materially assisted in reducing, i he Khundaila annalist is

desirous to make it appear that his service was independent of his liege

lord of Amber; but the probability is that he was under the immediate

command of the Mirza Raja Jey Sing, ai that period the most distinguished

general of his nation or of the court.

Birsingdeo had seven sons, of whom the heir-apparent, Bahadoor
Sing, remained at Khundaila ; while estates were assigned to his brothers-,

rtif., Amur Sing, Siam Sing, Jugdeo, Bhopal Sing, Mokri Sing, and Piam
Sing, who all increased the stock of Raesilotes. VVfiile the Raja w<is per-

^rming his duties in the Dekhan, intelligence reaclied him that his son at

home had usurped his title and authority
; upon wluch, with only fo\ir

horsemei^he left the army for his capital. When within two coss of Khun-
daiia he alighted at the house of a Jatni, of whom he requested refresh-

ment, and begged especial care of his wearied steed, lest he should be

.stolen; to which she sharply replied, 'Ms not Bahadur Sing ruler here?

You may leave gold in the highway, and no one dare touch, it." I he

old chieftain was so delighted with this testimony to his son’s discharge

of a prince's duties, that, without disclosing himself or his suspicions, he

immediately returned to the Dekhan, where he died.

Bahadoor Sing succeeded, and 6n his father's death repaired to the

armies in the south, commanded by Aurangzeb in person. Being in-

sulted by a Mooslem chief, bearing the same name with himself, and
obtaining no redress from the bigoted prince, he left the army in disgust,

upon which his name was erased from the list of miinsubdars. It was at

Ibis time the tyrant issued hjs mandate for the capitation-tax on all

Hindu subjects, and for the destruction of their temples.*

* The numerous ruined shrines and mutilated statues in every town
and village, still attest the zeal with which the bigot's orders were obeyed ;

nor is there an image Of antiquity with an entire set of features (except

in spots impervious to Ms myrmidonB), from. Lahore to Cape Comorin.
Omkarji, whose lcmple,l5 on a small island of the Nerbudda, alone, it is

said, supported his dignity in the indiscriminate attack on the deities of

Hind. "If they are tods (wd tyrannical but witty iconoclast), let

Micm evince their poAer, and by some miracle resist my commands."
Omkarji received the first blow, on his head, as if imbued with mortal

feeling, for the niood gttshed from his nose and mouth* which prevented a

repetition of the injury 1 This sensibility, though without the power of.

avenging himself, made^pmkar's shrine doutuy respected, and it con

-

unties to be one of ilic pc^t frequented and mo^l venerate in these

rrgiontv
* :
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To the personal enemy of the Shekhawut was intrusted the twofold

duty of exacting tributCf and the demolition of the temple, the ornament
of Khundaila, whose chief, degrading the name 0/ Bahadoor (warrior),

abandoned his capital
; and the royal army had arrived within two coss

without the appearance of opposition. The news spread over the lands

of the corifederacy, that Bahadoor had fled from Khundaila and that the

Toork was bent on tlie destruction of its shrines. It reached the ear of

Shujaiin Sing, the chieftain of Chapowlee, a descendant of Bhojraj, the

second son of Raesil. Imbued with all the spirit of this hero, the* brave
Bhojani resolved to devote himself to the protection of the temple, or

perish in its defence. At the moment the tidings reached him, he was
solemnizing his nuptials on tlie Marwar frontier. Hastening home with

his bride, he left her with his mother, and bade both a solemn farewell.

In vain his kindred, collecting round him, dissuaded him from his design,

urging that it was Bahadoor Singes affair, not his. Am not 1,” he said,
“ also of Raesil's stock, and can 1 allo^ the Toork to destroy the dwell-

ing of the Thakoor (lord), and not attempt to save it ? Would this be
acting the part of a Rajpoot ?’^ As their entreaties were vain, they, to the

number of sixty, resolved to accompany him, and share his fate. 1 hey
were joined by a party of Bahadoor’s adherents, and succeeded in entering

Khundaila. The imperial commander, to whom this unlooked-for

opposition was reported, well aware of what a Rajpoot is capable when
excited to action, and perhaps moved by a generous feeling at seeing a
handful of men oppose an army, requested that two of their number mi)^#ht

be deputed to his camp to confer with him. He told them, that notwith-

standing it was the king's command that he should raze the temple to the:

ground, he would be satisfied (if accompanied by proper submission)
with taking off the kullus, or golden ball which surmounted its pinnacle.

They endeavoured to dissuade him
; offered money to the utmost

possible amount of their means; but the answer was, “the kullus

must come down.” One of these noble delegates, no longer able to

contain himself, exclaimed, “ Break down the kullus /” as with some
moist clay at his feet he moulded a ball, which he placed on a little

mound before him ;
and drawing his sword, repeated, ” Break dowr>

the kullus ! I dare you even to break this ball of clay I” The intrepidity-

of this action gained the applause even of the fo^, and they had safe con-
duct to rejoin their brethren, and prepare them for the worst.

At this time',; Khundaila had no fortifications
;
there was, however, a

gateway half way up the hill in the route of ascent, which led to the place
of residence of its chieftains, adjoining which was the temple. One party
was stationed in the gateway while Shujaun reserved for himself the-

defence of the temple, in which he took post with his kinsmen. When ‘ the
ipercenaries of the tyrant . advanced, the defenders of the gateway, after
dealing many a distant death, marched upon them sword in hand, and*

'

perished. When they pushed on to the chief object of attack, the band
bsued forth in small detached parties, having first made their obeisances •

to the imag(;» <<nd carried destruction along with them. Shujaun was the
last who f«lU The temple was levelled to tlie earth, the idol broken in
pieces, and the fragments thrown into the foundation of a mosque ereet^ >

on its rjuins. There is hardly a town of .note in Rajwarra rhar has
relate a similar tale of desperate valour in the defence oT their household
gods,against the iniquitous and impolitic Arungseb. KhutidaiU received i

a royal garrison ;
but the old officers, both territorial and financial, wen®,

retained by the conqueror.

Bahadoor Sujg continued to reside in an adjacent township, and
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through his Dewan, obtainod a certain share of the crops and transit
duties, vig., a seer out of every maiind of the former, and one piece in every
rupee of the latter. In process of time, the family residence and gardens
were given up to him, and when the Syeds obtained power he regained his
country, though a garrison of the royal troops was retained, whose ex-
penses he paid. He left three sons, ets., Kesuri Sing, Futteh Sing, and
Oodi Sing,

Kesuri, solicitous to hold his lands on the same terms|as hig ancestors*
namely, service to the lord-paramount, assembled his adherents^ and with
his second brother, Futteh Sing, departed for the imperial camp, to proffer
his service. The Munohurpur chief, the elder branch of the family, was in

the royal camp, and having regained his lost consequence by the depression
of Khundaila, was by no means willing again to part with it. He intrigued

with the second brother, Futteh Sing, to whom he proposed a division of

the lands
;
the latter lent himself to the intrigue, and the Dewan, seeing

that a family quarrel would involve the destruction of them all, repaired to

Khundaila^ and through the mother, a Gor Kajpootni, he advocated the

partition. A census was accordiugly made of the population, and a
measurement of the lands, of which two portiohs were assigned to Futteh
Sing, and the three remaining to the Raja. The town itself was parti-

tioned in the same manner. Henceforth the brothers held no intercourse

with each other, and Kesuri preferred Kaotah as his residence, tliough

whenever he came to Khundaila, Futteh Sing withdrew. Thiugs remained
in this state until the Dewan prompted his master to gel rid of the

agreement which had secured the ascendancy of Munohurpur in the

Shekhawut federation, by destroying his brother. The Dewan arranged
a friendly meeting at Kaotah for the avowed purpose of reconciliation,

when Futteh Sing fella victim Co assassination
;
but the instigator to the

crime met his prof>er reward, for a splinter of the sword which slew Futteh

Sing entered his neck, and was the occasion of his death,

Kesuri Sing, having thus recovered all his lost authority, from the

contentions at court conceived he might refuse the tribute of Rewasso,
hitherto paid to the Ajmere treasury, while that of Khundaila went to

Narnol. Syed Abdoolla, then Vizier, found leisure to recent this insult,

and sent a force against Khundaila. Every Raesilote in the country as-

sembfed to resist the Toork, and even his foe of Munohurpur sent his

quota, led by the dhabhag (foster-brother), to aid the national cause. Thus
strengthened, Kesuri determined to oppose the royal forces hand to hand

in the plain, and the rival armies encountered at the border town of

Deolee. While victory manifested a wish to’side with the confederated

Shekhawuts, the old jealousies of Munohurpur revived, and he withdrew

his quota from the field, at the same moment that Che Kasulli chief, on

whom much depended, was slain. To crown these misfortunes, the Lark-

hini chief of Danta, basely deeming this an opportunity to consult his

own interest, abandoned the field, to take possession of Rewasso. The

•lion' of Khundaila (KesUri), observing these defections, when the shouts

of **yy ! jyV* (victory, victory), already rang In his ears, could not help

exclaiming, in the bitterneas of despair, *'Had Futteh Sing been here, he

would not have deserted me.'* He disdained, however, to give way, and

prepared to meet hie fate like a true Raesilote. Sending to where the

battle yet raged for his youngest brother, Oodey Sing, he urged him

save himself ; but the young Rajpoot horned obedience to siwh a behest,

until Kesuri made known his determination not to quit the field, adding

that if he also were slaini there would be an end of his line* Others joinea
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*heir persuasions, and even attempted to turn Kesuri from liis purpose.
No," replied the chief, "1 have no desire for life

;
two black deeps

press upon me
;

the murder of my brother, and the curse of the
Charuns of Bikaner, whom I neglected at the distribution of the nuptial
gifts. I will not add a tliird by dastardly flight.'' As Oodey Sing
reluctantly obeyed while the sword rung around him, Kesuri made
a hasty sacrifice to Awini-mata (mother earth), of which flesh, blood,
and earth are the ingredients. He cut pieces from his own body, but
as scarcely any blood flowed, his own uncle, Mokum Sing of Aiiodha,
parted with some of his, for so grand an obligation as the retention of

Khundaila. Mixing his own flesh, and his uncle’s blood, with a portion

of his own sandy soil, he formed small balls in dan (gift), for the main-
tenance of the land to his posterity. D'homb (bard), who repeated the
incantations, pronounced the sacrifice accepted, and that seven genera-
tions of his line should rule in Khundaila.* The brave Kesuri was slain,

the town taken, and Oodey Sing carried to Ajmere, where he remained
three years in captivity. At this time, the cluefs of Oodipur and Kasullt

determined to cut off the royal garrison in Khundaila
;
but apprehensive

of the danger it might occasion to their chief, they sent a special mes-
senger to Ajmere, to acquaint the viceroy of their scheme, previous to

its execution, to prevent his being implicated. Khundaila was surprised,

and Deonath and tliree hundred Toorks put to the sword. The viceroy,

desirous to recover the place, consulted his prisoner, who offered to re-

instate him if he granted him liberty. The Nawab demanded a hostage,

but the young Rajpoot said he knew of none but his own mother, who
willingly became the pledge for her son. He fulfilled his agreement, and
the viceroy was so pleased with his frank and loyal conduct, that on pay-
ing a large nuzserana, he restored him to his capital.

Oodey Sing's first act was to assemble his brethren, in order to

punish Munohurpur, whose treachery had caused them so much misery.

The foster brother, who commanded on that occasion, was again entrusted
with the command ;

but he fled after a sharp encounter, and Munohurpur
was invested. Seeing lie had no chance of salvation, he had again re-

course to cJrul (stratagem). There were two feudatories of Noonkurn's
line, joint-holders of Khajrolli, who had long been at variance with Deep
Sing of Kasulii, the priivcip^*! adviser of the young Raja' of Khundaila.
They were gained over to the purpose of the Munohurpur chief, who sent

them with a private message to l^eep Sing, that no sooner should Muno-
hurpur fall than he would be deprived of Kasulii. These treacherous

proceedings were but too common amongst " the sons of Shekliji." Deep
Sing fell into the snare, and at break of day, when the trumpets sounded
for the assault, the drums of the Kasulii chief were heard in full march to

his ^tate. Oodey Sing,|thus deprived of his revenge, followed Deep Sing,
who, aware of his inability to cope with his immediate chief, fled for

Succour to Jeypur, and Kasulii fell a sactifice to the artifices which pre-
served Munohurpur. The great Jey Sing then ruled Amber

; he received
tge suppliant chief, and promised him ample redress, on his swearing to
recome his vassal and tributary. Deep Sing swore allegiance to the
hadt of Jey Sing, and signed a tributary engagement of four thousand
hupecs annually

!

* The fifth, as will be seen hereafter, has been expelled, and authority
usurped by tfl'^ Kasulii branch of the family, and unless some fortunate
change should occur, tHe devotion of Kesuri was Useless, and the pro*
phecy must fall to the ground.
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Thus recommenced the supremacy of Amber over the confederated
Shekhawuls, which had been thrown off ever since the dispute retjardin^r

the colts of Amrutsir, the ancient mark of homai>e, when the sons of

Sljekhji’' consisted only of a few hundred armed men. Shortly after this

transaction, Jey Singf proceeded to the Ganges to fulfill certain riles upon
an eclipse, and while performing his ablutions in the sacred stream, and
the jjifts for distribution to the priests beings collected on the bank, l^c

inquired who was present to receive dan that day?” I'he Kasulli chief,

spreatJinfi;^ out the skirt of his $;arment. replied, he was an applicant.

Such dan (gilts) being only given to mangtas^ or mendicants, in which
class they put priests, poets, and the poor, the Raja asked, langhirif^,

” what is your desire, Thakoor?'* To which Deep Sing replied, that

through hts intercession the son of Futteh Sing might obtain Ins father’s

share of Khundaila ;
which request was complied with.

This occurrence was in A. D. 1716, when the Jats were rising into

power and when all the minor Rajas served with their contingents under
the great Jev Sing, as lieutenant of the Emperor. Along with the princes
of Kerouli, Bhadorca, Sheopur, and many others of the third rank, was
Oodey Sing of Khundaila. During the siege of 'Lhoon, the Shckhawiit
chief was reprimanded for neglect of duty, and although he owed a double
allegiance to fey Sing, as his natural liege lord and lieutenant of the

king, he would not brook the censure from one of his own race, and in-

dignantly withdrew from the siege. Chooramun the Jat, having con-

trived to make his peace with the Syed vizier, when Thoon was upon the

eve of surrender, and Oodey Sing being implicated in this intrigue, Jey
Sing, who was mortified at an occurrence wliich prevented gratification

of a long-cherished resentment againet the upstart fats, determined that

the Khundaila chief should suiter for his audacity. Attended by the

imperialists under Bazeed Khan, and all his home clans, he laid siege to

the citadel called Oodigurh. Oodey Sing held out a month in this castle

he had constructed and called by his own name, when his resources fail-

ing, he fied to Nuroo in Marwar, and his son, Sowae Sing, presented

the keys, throwing himself on the clemency of the conqueror. He was

well received, and pardoned, on condition of becoming tributary to

Amber,* He follmyed the example of the Kasulli chief, and signed au

engagement to pay annually one lakh of rupees. From this a deduction

of fifteen thousand was subsequently made, and in time being reduced

twenty thousand more, sixty-five thousand continued to be the tribute

of Khundaila. until the decay of both the parent state and its

scion, when the weakness of the former, and the merciless outrages

of the predatory powers, Palhan and Mahratta, rendered its amourtt

uncertain and difficult to realize. Moreover, recalling his promise to Deep

Sing, he restored the division of the lands as existing prior to the murdec

of Futteh Sing* vts.. three shares to Sowae Sing, with tlie title of chief of

the Shckhawuts, and two to Oheer Sing, son of Futteh Sing, The young

cousin chieftains, now joint-holders of Khundaila attended their liege lord

with their contingent ; and Oodey Sing, taking advantage of their absence,

with the aid of a band of oudawed Larkhanis, ^^7
Khundaila. Attended by the Jeypur troops, the son perf^^td the dutiful

task of expelling his father from hki inhentance* wheii fl«d to

Nuroo, where he resided upon a pension of five rupees a daj^, given by nis

son, until his death. He, however, outlived Sowae Sing, wno left three

sons, Bindrabun, * who succeeded to Khundaila ; Simb^ who had tne

appanage of Ranolti ; apd Koosul, tipving that of PtpcrdillT
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CHAPTER VI.

BItRDRAbW Das steadfastly adhered to Madhu Sing In the civil wars
which ensued for the of Amber, and the latter, when success

attended his cause, wished to reward the important services of his
feudatory. At his request, he consented that the partition of the lands
Which had caused so much bloodshed should be annulled, and that
Bindrabun slvould rule as the sole lord of Khundaila. Five thousand men
were placed under his command for the expulsion of the minor, Indur
Sin^, i;randson of Deo Sin^, who made a stout resistance for many
months { but at lenf^th his little castle was no longer tenable, and he
vRed to parasoH, where he af^ain defended himself, and was again on
Che point of surrender, when an unexpected accident not only saved,
him from exile, but restored him to his rights.

The meiccnaries were supported at the sole charge of Bindrabun,
and as his ancestors left no treasury, he was compelled to resort to the
xontribution Called /itnd from his subjects, not even exempting the heir-

archy. Piqued at this unusual demand, some of the wealthiest Brahmins
expostulated with the Raja on this indignity to the order. But their

appeals were disregarded by their chief, whose existence depended on
supplies. The loss ot influence as well as wealth being the fruit of this

disiegard of their remonstrance, they had recourse to that singular

species of revenge termed chandi^ or self-immolation and poignarded
themselves in his presence, pouring malidictions on his head with their

last breath. Ihe blood of Brahmins now rested on the head of Bindra-
bun ; even amongst his personal friends he laboured under a species of

.excommunication, and his liege lord, Madhu Sing of Amber, in order to

expiate his indirect share in the guilt, recalled his troops, and distributed

twenty thousand rupees to the Brahmins of his own capital, tndur Sing
had thus time to breathe, and having collected all his retainers, wisely

joined ilie Jeypnr army assembling under ttie command of the celebrated

Khosliialiram Bhora to chastise the Kao of Macherri, who was expelled
and obliged to seek refuge with the Jals. In this service Indur Sing so
much distinguished himself, tliat, on the payment of a nuBeerana pf

fifty thousand rupees, he recovered his lost share of Khundaila, by a
regular putta^ or grant of the Raja.

Perpetual feuds, however, raged between these two kings of Khun-
datla, each of whom had hts castle, or fortified palace. Each day *' there

waa war even in the gates" of Khundaila, and at the hazard of prolixity

we shall sute How it was conducted, challenging the records of any civil

war 10 produce an instance in which all the ties of blood and kindred
were more disregarded chan in this Gillum plusquam civile.

^

,
Indur Sing had popularity on his side to balance the other's superior

power, he was briskly pushing an attack on Oodigurh, tlie castle

of bis opponent, when he was joined by Raghunath Sing, the youngest
son qf his foeman.^ Ihe youth; who had the township of KoochorW; in

appanagd, helped himself to three more, to retain which he sided with
his father’s foe. Bindrabun, in order to create p diversion, sailkd
out to attack Koochore ( to oppose which, his son, together, with ^il
nephew, Prithi Sing of Ranolli and his retainers, withdrew' from Aha
batteries to defend it. But jjte attack on Koochore had already vlaill^y

and Bindrabun was on vhts retreat to regain Khundaila^ when; hej^I^
intercepted. Tim battle took place outside the cityi wh^ jgltlit
were shut against friend anti to. prevent a pelhmell ^entry^ A
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the i«me time, the sieite of Oiodifrurh ^as not slackene<l ; it WM
defended by Govind Sing^t the eldeet son of Bindrabun, while the
batteries against it' were commanded by another near Icinsmah, Nfahr
Sinjj of Cherana. For several days daily combats ensued, in which were
to be se^n father and son, uncles and nephews, and cousins within every
degree of affinity, destroying each other. At length, both parties were
exhausted and a compromise ensued, in which Indtir Sing obtained the
Hghls he had so manfully vindicated.

At this time, a dying and desultory effort to regain his lost power wav
ttiaile by Nujuf Kooli Khan, at the head of the imperiafists, who, con-
ducted by the traitorous Macherri Rao, led the royal.anny into tjic lands
of the confederacy to raise contributions, for which he was cordiafW and
laudably detested. Nowu! Sing of Nowiilgiirh| Bagh Sing of Keytri,

Soerajmul of Bussao, all chieftains of the Sadhanis, unable to comply
with the requisitions, were carried off, and retained captive till ransomed
for many lakhs of rupees ,* all eventually raii>ed upon the impoverished
husbandman knd industrious merchant.

The din of civil war having ended, the ministers of religion never

tceased pouring into the ears of Bindrabun, the necessity of expiation and
loblations for the murder of their brethren, and he was daily sacrificing

whe birthright of his children, in grants of the best lands of Khundaila,
€o these drones of society, when Govind, the heir-apparent, remonstrated,
which was followed by the abdication of Bindrabun, who, appropriating

• live townships and the impost duties of Khundaila for his support, left

the cares of government to his son.*

Govind Sing did not long enjoy the honours of the chief of the

Raesilotes. The year of his elevation having produced an unfa voufable

harvest, at the request of his vassal of Ranolli he proceeded to inspect

the crops preparatory to a reduction in the assessment. Less superstitious

itian his father, he preserved in spite of the predictions of the astrology,

who told him, **to beware the ides (amavu^) of Paush/* and not to gff

abroad that day. In the course of the excursion, one of hrs personal

attendants, a Ralpoot of Kajrolli, had lost some valuable article entrusted

to his charge, and the impetuous chief broadly taxed him with theft. His

S
roteatatfons of innocence were nnavatftng, arrd considering himself dis-

onoured by the imputation, which might possibly be followed by some

disgraceful punishment, he determined to antfcipale his chief, and mur*

dered lihn that night. Govind left five sons Nursing, Soorajmul (who hs<*

Dodem), Bagh Sing, Jowan Sing, and Runjeet, all ^ whovti had families*

Nursing'Oas, his eldest son, succeeded. In spire of interna f dissen-

ttont, occasional chastisement, and pecuniary exactions from the hnperiaf

armies, or thoee of their imminiate liege lord of Amber, the (^federated

/rerogi of wekhavati had incfeased their territory and * population.

Only the ehadow of a name now remained to the empire of the Great

Moghul ; and their own lord-paramount, satisfied with e certain degree ot

bommget tribute, and service on emergencies, was little inclined to

iurther upon their national independence. But a new enemy had

ensen, and though of their own faith, far more destructive than even the

kitdlirant Islarmte. Happy were the inhabitants of the desert, who naa

»an ocean of sand betweihi them and this scourge of Indian the

Mahraiu. Alter the fatal day of Maine, where the evil genius os

^ Hit second son, Rdgiiuiialli, fmd Kdoebore ki appanage#
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R;){pooUna enabled De Boif^ne to ^ive the last blovv her independence,
thp desultory hordes roved in bands through the lands of the confedera-
tion, plundering, murdering, and carrying off captiee the principal chiefs

or their children, as hostages for contributions they could not realise.

These were dragged about after their armies, until the hardships and
indignities they underwent made them sell e\^ery article of value, or until

the charge of keeping or the trouble of guarding them, rendered theif

prolonged captivity burdensome to the wandering Southrons.

Let us follow the path of barbarians, and trace only one day’s acts

of putrage. When the Mahrattas entered the lands of the federalioh,

soon after the battle of Mairta. they first attacked Bae. 'Lhe inhabitants,

khpwing that they had no hope of mercy from these marauders, fled,

carrying away- all the effects they could to the larger towns, while 4
garrison of eighty. Rajpoots took post in the little castle, to defend the

point of honour against this new assailant. Bae was stormed ; not on^
Rajpoot would accept of quarter, and all were put to the sword. The
enemy proceeded to Khundaila, the route marked by similar tracks di

blood. When within two cass of the town, the horde halted at Hodegong,
and a was sent to Rao Indur Sing to settle the contribution,

which was fixed at twenty thousand rupees, besides three thousand in

j^Aoosf (bribe), or the Bralimiu negotiator. The two chiefs who negotiated

on the part of the joint Rajas of Khundaila, proceeded with Pundit t6

the enemy’s camp
;
their names were Nowal and Dulee). As it was out

of their power to realize so large a sum, they were accompanied by the

joint revenue officers of Khundaila or hostage, when to their dismay,
the Southron commander demurred, and said they themselves must
remain. One of the chieftains with the sanj^froid which a Rajpoot
never loses, coolly replied, that should not be, and taking his hooka
from hif attendant, began unceremoaiously to smoke, when a rude
Dekhany knocked the pipe from his hand. The Thakoor’s sword was
unsheathed in an instant

;
but ere he had time to use it a pistol-ball pass-

ed through his brain. Dtileel Sing’s party, attempting to avenge their

companion, were cut off to a man ; and Indur Sing, who had left Khun^
daila to learn how the negotiations sped, arrived just in time to see hia

clansmen butchered. He was advised to regain Khundaila ? “No,”
replied the intrepid Raesilote

;
” better that I should fall before the gatee

of Khundaila than enter them after such disgrace, without avenging my
kinsmen.” Dismounting from his house, he turned him loose, his adher-
ents following his example

;
and sword in hand they rushed on the host

of assassins and met their fate, Indur Sing was stretched beside his

vassals, and, strange to say, Ouleel was the only survivor ; though covered
with wounds, he was taken up alive, and carrieq to the hostile camp.

Such was the opening s^g^ of the lengthened tragedy enacted m
Shekhavati, when Mahratta actb^inicceeded to Patbans and Moguls; heirk

— •
.

-- — .—
n Thk ministers of religion were the amongst this race

depredators, and they were not behind the most illiterate in cupidity, a
jto say the truth, courage, when nsi^tred ; and as for skill in negottatjo^

a,Mahratta Brahmin stands alone: keen, skilful, and impertuf^bie, ho
^puid have baflied Machiavelli hlmselL

f Ohoos is literally a * bribe and no treaty or transaction was
^rrled ort without this stipulation. So sacred was the held, fthm
tyrahit dsage, that the Peshwa ministers, wHe#*ihey rqled the d^attnles of

' twir tiiiitibni s|ipiil^ced shpuld jp ijNirst f

“
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to ihcir worst fcelingfs, without one particle of their magnanimity or four-
lesy. But the territory the confederacy wus far too narrow a stage

; even
the entire plain of India appeared at one time too restricted for the hydra-
headed banditti, nor is there a principality, district, or even township,
from the Sutlej to the sea, where similar massacres have not been kndwn,
ami but for our interposition, such scenes would have continued to the
present hour.

i Partap Sing, who succeeded his brave father in his share of the patri-

mony;* was at this crisis with his mother at Sikrae, a strong fort in the hills,

ten miles from Khundaila. To save the town, the principal men dug up
the grain-pits, selling their property to release their minor chief from fur-

ihjifr trouble. Having obtained all they could, the enemy proceeded to the

laiuls of the Sadhanis. Oodipur was the hrct assaulted, taken, and sack-

ed ; the walls were knocked down, and the floors dug up in search of trea-

sure. After four days* havoc, they left it a ruin, and marched against

the northern chieftains of Singhana, Jhoonjoonoo, and 'Keytri, On the

departure of the foe, young Pratap and his kinsmen, Nursing, took up
their abode in Khundalia

;
but scarcely had they recovered from the effects

of Dekhan i incursion, before demands were made by their liege lord of

Amber for the tribute. Pratap made his peace by assigning a fourth of

the harvest ;
but Nursing, in the procrastinating and haughty spirit of

his ancestors, despised an arrangement which, he said (and with justice),

would reduce him to the level of a common Bhomia landholder.

At this period, a remote branch of the Khundalia Shekhawttts began
to disclose a spirit that afterwards gained him distinction. Devi Sing,

chieftain of Seekiir, a descendant of Kao 1 irmiil of Kasulli, had added to

his patrimony by the usurpation of no less than twenty-five large town-

ships, as Lohagurra, KIk>, etc.; and he deemed this a good opportunity,

his chief being embroiled with the court, to make an attack on Hewasco ;

but death put a stop to the ambitious views of the Seekur chieitain.

Having no issue, he had adopted Ltichmiin Sing, son of the Shaitpura

Thakoor ; bur the Jeypur court, which had taken great umbrage at these

most unjustifiable assaults of the Seekur chief on his weaker breihern,

^mmanded Nundrarh Huldia (brother of ttte prime minister Ooulet Kamh
eoltector of the Shakhawut tribute to attack and humble him. No sooner

were the orders of the court promulgated, than all the BamvutUas^
gatliered round the standard of the collector, to aid in the redemption of

their patrimonies wrested from them by Seekur. Besides the Khundaila
chief in person, tliere were the Puttawuts of Kasulli, Bilara and others of

Tirmul's stock : and even the Sadhanis, who little inferred in the affairs

of the Raesilotes. repaired with joy with their tribute and their retainers

tp the camp of the Jeypur commander, to depress the Seekur chief, who

,was rapidly rising over them all. Nearly the whole troops of the confede-

racy were thus assembled. Devi Sing, it may be imagiiiedi was no com-

mon character, to have excited such universal hatred ; and his first care

had been to make strong friends at court, in order to retain what he had

acquired. He had especially cultivated the minister'^ friendship, which

was now fumed to account- A deputation consisting of a Chondawnt

chief, Che Oewati of Seolrur, tnd that tinporunt character of

repaired to the Hu|dta, and implpred him tti the name of the iecitAStdt.

I, I i

l
.

l
i M

'

• JSarwutHm. ia * 0IA.0I,* «pd. *

coiMtiy,’ »Hd it mwuiti tUn fRile.. i6r:Ah tp (be

nicMure oi crime whikh cetiMed hie IMAietMliMtttTreIhliM deh'ntr^.
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net to give up ^is inUnt son to hungry and revengeful Bamutiias. Th.e
Huldia said there was but one way by which he could avoid the fiilfilment

of his court’s command, which was for them, as he approached the place^

to congregate a force so formidable from its numbers, as to exonerate ’

him from all suspicion of collusion. With the treasury of Devi
overflowing from the spoliation of the Kaimkhani of Fultehpur, it was
easy to afford such indemnity to the Huldia, at whose approach to Seekur *

en thousand men appeared to oppose him. Having made a shew ol

investing Seekur, and expended a good deal of ammunition, he addressed
his court, where his brother was minister, stating he could make nothing
of Seekur without great loss, botli of time, men, and money, and advising

an acceptance of the proffered submission. Without waiting a reply

g

he took two lakhs as a fine for his sovereign, and a present of one for

himself. The siege was broken up, and Seekur was permitted to prose-

cute his schemes
;
in which he was not a little aided by the continued

feuds of the co-partner chiefs of Khundaila. Pratap took advantage of

Nursing’s non-compliance with the court’s requisition, and hi$ con-
sequent disgrace, to settle the feud of their fathers and unite both shares

in his own person
;
and stipulated in return to be responsible for the

whole tribute, be ready with his contingent to serve the court, and pay
besides a handsome nusterana or investiture. The Huldia was about
to comply, when Rawtil Indur Sing of Samote, chief of the Nathawut
clan interceded for Nursing, and inviting him on his own responsibility

to the camp, acquainted him with the procedure of his rival, in whose
name the patent for Khundaila was actually made out ;

** but even now,*^

said this noble chief, I will stay it if you comply with tl»e terms of the
court.” But Nursing either would not, or could not, and Ihe Samote
chief urged his immediate departure

;
adding that as he came under his

guarantee, he was desirous to see him safe back, for **such were the
crooked ways of the Amber house,” that he prolonged his stay, he might
be involved in ruin in his desire to protect him. Accordingly, at dusk,
with sixty of his own retainers, he escorted him to Nowulgurh, and ihe
next morning he was in his castle of Govindgurh. The precautions of the
Samote chief were not vain, and he was reproached and threatened with

the court's displeasure, for permitting Nursing’s departure
;
but he nobly

replied, ” he had performed the duty of a Rajpoot, and would abide llie

Consequence.” As the sequel will further exemplify the corruptions of

courts, and the base passions of kindred, .under a system of feudal govern*
ment, we shall trespass on the reader’s p^ience by recording the result.

Samote and C^omoo are the chief houses of tlie Nathawut clan
; Ihe

elder branch enjoying, the title of Rawul, with supremacy oyer |he
numerous vassalage. But these two families had often contested the lead,
and their feuds had caused much bloodshed. On the disgrace of Indur
Sing as already related, his rival of Chbmoo repaired 10 tourf, and offeced
$0 large a nu$M$ranu as to be mvested with rights of seniority. AvaVied
and revenge were good advocates

; a warrant was made out and trabft«»-

tnitted to Indur Sing (still serving with the collector of the tribute) fbr tho
sequestration of Samote^ Plaeing, like a dutiful subject, the warrant to
his forehead, he instantly departed for Samote, ahd *coiTiinan^<i fhd
femoval Of bis familyi^itsjpoods and oliaitels, from the se^ bl his ancestors
and went into exile in Marwnr*. In after times, his^fUiil bad a gran^.^
the village of Id tbe magimnlmous^ patriotic, an^ laya^

of death upon him, repaired, ihatKe
Ir.ightdfe HI {Re iand| >a^f Hia ashe^url^
amongot his fatners* This man, who was naturally brave, gcicd upon iho
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abstract prtncipla of svfamdherpta, of * fealty/ which is not even n'lvv

exploded, in the midst of corruption and demoraliration. Indur Shnj
would have been fully justified, according to all the principles which
l^pvern these states, m resisting the iniquitous mandate. Such an act
mighl have been deemed rebellion, by those wtio look only at the surface

of things ; but let the present lords-paramount go deeper, when tliey

• have to decide between a Raja and his feudatories, and look to the
origin and condition of both, and the ties which alone can hold such
associations together. *

To return : Pratap Sing, having thus obtained the whole of Khundaila,
commenced the demolition of a fortified gate, whence during the feuds

his antagonist used to play some swivels against his castle. While the

work of destruction was advancing, an omen occurred, foreboding evil

to Pratap. An image oi Ganesa, the god of wisdom and protector of

the arts, (more especially of architecture), was fixed in the wall of this

gate, which an ill-fated and unintentional blow knocked from its elevated

position to the earth, and being of Urraiotta, his fragments lay dis-

honoured and scattered on the pavement. Notwithstanding this, the

demolition was completed, and the long obnoxious gatew*ay levelled with

the earth. Pratap having adjusted affairs in the capital, proceeded
against Rewasso, which he reduced, and then laid siege to Qovindgurh,
aided by a detachment of the Huldta. Having encamped at Goorah,
two coss from it, and twice that distance from Ranol|},^fts chief, who still

espoused the cause of his immediate head, the unfortunate Nursing, sent

his minister to the Huldia, offering not only to be responsible lor all

arrears due by Nursing, but also a handsome douceur^ restore him to his

rights. He repaired to Khundatia, stationed m party in the fortified

palace of Nursing, and consented that they should h9 expelled, as if by

force of his adherents from Govindgurh. Accordingly, Soorajmiil and
Bagh Sing, the brothers of Nursing, in the dead of night, with one
hundred and fifty followers, made a mock attack on the Huldia's followers^

expelled Uiem, and made good a lodgment in their ancient dwelling.

Pratap was highly exasperated ; and to render the acquisition useless,

he ordered the possession of a point which commanded the mahl ;
but

here he was anticipated by his opponent, whose party now poured into

Khundatia, Ha then cut off their supplies of water, by fortifying the

resenrofcs and wells, and this brouglU maUers to a crisis. An aciiuiv

ensued, in which many werte killed on each side, when the traitorous

Huldia interposed tite five-coloured banner, and caused ihe combat to

cease. Nursing, at this juncture, joined the pombatants in person,

hit casife of Govindgurh, and a treaty was forthwith set on foot, which

left the district of Rewasso to Pratap, and restored to Nursing, his share

of Khundaifa,

These domestic Jfroils continued, however, and oecaaions were
lually recurring to bring the rivals In collision. The firtt was on theleStival.

of the Gsngor$ the next on the Ranolli chief placing in durance a vassal

of Pratap, which produced a geitend gathoriag of
Kim an appeal to the lord-paramount, aeon margi^ tho oflke of oroi-

tritor in thab^of dictator. ?

Tlw orchieruiraof
bad dfaeu oftbew feud, of the RkMilotM, Aud t« diewu*i.c>

at the profreMiM adwwew «f diA (mrt tar lita 'tetabml**""''
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ni sttpretttacy. Until this period they had 'cscapet^ any tributary
'en^tagements, and only recognized their connection with Amber by marka

homage and fealty orl lapses, which beloni^ed more to kindred thart

political supe^'iority. But as the aritiies of the cotirt were now perpetually
on the frontiers, and mi|eht soon pass over, they deemed it necessary to
take measures lor their safety. 'I'lie township of I'ooe, apperCarning^ to

Nowuljjiirh, had already been seized, and Ranolli was battered for the
restoration of the subject of* Pratap. These Were grievances^ which
affected ail the Sadhanis, who, perceiving they could no longer preserve

their ileittrality, dctcrnlined to abandon their internal dissensions, and
form a system of general defence. Accordingly, a general asscnrbly of

the Sadhani tords^ and as many of the Raesifotes as chose to attend, was
announced at the ancient place of rendezvous, Oodipur. To increase the
solemnity of the occasion^ and to banish all suspicion of treachery, as well

as to extinguish ancient feuds, and reconcile chiefs who had never met
but ill hostility, it was unanimously agreed that the most sacred pledge

of good faith, the No0fi*dab,* or dipping the hand in the salt, should
take place.

The entire body of the Sadhani lords, with all therr retainers, met at

the appointed time, as did nearly all the Raesifotes, excepting the joint

chieftains of Khundalia, too deeply tainted with mutual distrust to tak#
part in this august and national congress of all ** the children of ShekhjL''

It was decided in this grand council, that alt internal strife should cease ;

and that for the future, whenever it might occur, there should be no
appeals to the attribution of Jeypur ; but that on all suchr oecasibns, or

where the general interests were endangered, a meeting should take place

at ** the Pass of Oodipur,*' to deliberate and decide, but above all to repel

by force of arms, if necessary, the further encroachments of the court.

This unusual measure alarmed the court of Amber, anrd when oppression

bad generated determined resistance, it disapproved and disowned thef

proceedings of its lieutenant, who was superseded by Rora Ram with'

orders to secure the person of his predecessor. H is ffight preserved hii^

from captivity in the dungeons of Amber, but his estates, as well as thoa^

of the minister his brother, were resumed, and all their property waa
confiscated.

,
The new ^mmander, who was a tailor by caste, was ordered to follow

the Huldia to the last Extremity i
for, in these regions, displaced ministera

' and rebels are identical, it Was expected, if they did not lose their heads,

to see them in oppoilition to the Orders of their sovereign lord,* whose slaves
' they had so lately proclaimed themselves : in fact, a rebel minister in
' Hajwarra, U like an eX-TrOy or eX*Whig elsewhere, nor does restoration

to the councils of his sovereign, perhaps in a few short months after he
carried arms against him, plundered his subjects, and carried conflagra-

' tioh )n hts towns, excite more then transient emotion. The new commttn-
der was eager to obtain the services of tlte assembled Shekhawuts agamst
the Huldias, but experience had given them wisdom : and they not Only

exacted stipulations befitting' their pbsiuon, as the price of thtk'aid, but.
what was of more consequence, negotiated the conditions ol th^hr Mpre
connection ikith the lord-param

'IThejitrie article waa the immediate restoration of the town^pe«j4^^
the Huldia had ceased upon, .as Tooe, Gwaia, etc^

^ Ateoe or /saw 'saft/and * to dtp, bespatter, or sprifibla«''
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The stfond, that the court should disavow all pretensions to exact
tribute beyond whet they had voluutarily stipulated# and which they would
remit to the capital.

Third, that on no account should the armies of the court enter the
lands of the confederation, the consequences of which had been so strongly

marked in the atrocities at Khundalta.

Fourth, that the confederacy would furnish a contingent for the

service ef Ihe court, which should be paid by the court while so employed.

The treaty being ratified through the intervention of the new com-
mander, and having received in advance 10,000 rupees for their expenses,

the chief will) their retainers repaired to the capital, and after paying
homage to their leige lord, zealously set to work to execute its orders

on the Htildia faction, who were dispossessed of their estates. But, as

observed in the annals of the parent state, Jeyput* had obtained the dis-

tinction of the jhoota durbar, or * lying court, ^ of the justness of which
cpttliet it afforded an illustration in its conduct to the confederated chief-

tains who soon discovered the difference between promises and perform-
ances. They had done their duty, but they obtained not one of the ad-
vantages for which they agreed to serve the c6urt ;

and they had the mor-
tiBcation.to see they iiad merely displaced the garrisons of the Huldia
for those df Rora Ram. After a short consultation, they determined to

seek themselves the justice that was denied them} accordingly, they

assaulted in succession the towns occupied by Rora Ram*$ myrmidons,
drove them out, and made them over to their original proprietoss.

At the same time, the court having demanded he usual tribute from
Nursing Das, whtcB^ was always in arrear, he had the imprudence to stone

the agent, who was a relation of the minister. He hastened to the

Presence, threw his turban at the Raja's feet,** saying, he was dis-

honoured for ever. A mandate was instanuneously issued for the seques-

tration of Khiindalia and the capture of Narsing, who bade his liege

lord defiance from his castle of Goviiidgtirh : but his co-partner Pratap

Sing, having no just cause of; apprehension, remained in Rhundaila,

which was environed by the Jeypur troops under Assaratn. His security

was his ruin ; but the wily Banyan (Assaram), who wished to seize at once

Che joint holders of the estate, offered no molestation to Pratap, while he

laid a plot for the other. He invited his return, on the buchun, ot Vptedgd

of safety/ of the Munohtirpiir chief. Nursing did not hes'rtater rank as

was the character of his countrymen in these degenerate days, no Rajpoot

had ever ineurced the epithet of Buchun-chook tenfold morf odious than

that of murderer and which no future action, however brilliant, could

obiiterafe, even from hts desendants to the latest posterity. Oa the faith

of this buehuMp Nursing came and a mock negotiation was carried on for

the arrears of tribute, and a time fixed for payment. Nursing returned

to Khundaila, and Assaram broke up his camp and moved away. The

crafty Banyan, having thus successfiifly thrown hkn off hia goard, on tne

third day rapidly retraced hb stej^, and al$ midnight surrounded Nursing

in kh abode, wtio was ordered to locoed forthwith to the camp^
with indignattoh, ha atfimpced ieff*deftrtkl^lon, but Vas wtfhl^sld ;

and

accompanied by a taw fUjpoota afiiO aware td protect or die with him, he

joiaad Assaraiti to ita the iiitia*
?

A simple plan was adopted CO sedurt PtMUip', ihd ha fearfastfy obeyed

the summons. Both partlas. ramafned ia camp ; iha-ona was amused

with 0 negottatioci far bis Ubacatiaii an the payment Of a (ina {
the otnfr
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Kai KigTiw ^opes ; and in the !ndal)irence of both theif vaasals relaxed
in vijfilance. While they were at dinner, a party planted in ambuscade
rushed out, and before they could seize their arms, made captive both the
chiefs. I hey were pinioned like felons, put into a covered carriaf^e.
despatched under the ^uard of five hundred men to the capital, and
found apartments ready for them in the state-prison of Amber. It is an
axmm with these people, that the end sanctifies the means

;
and the prince

and his minister congratulated each other on the complete success af the
scheme. Kluindaila was ;decleared khalisa (fiscah, and garrisoned by
five hundred men from the camp, while the inferior feudatories, holding
estates detached from the capital, were received on terms, and even allowed
to hold their fiefs on the promise that they did not disturb the sequestra-
fed lands.

CHAPTER Vir.

DftBNARAM Bohra was now (A.D. 1798-9. prime mininster of Jeypur),
and he sooner heard of the success of Assaram, than he proceeded

to join him in person, for the purpose of collecting the tribute due by the
Sadhani chief. Having formed a junction with Assaram at Oodfpur^
they marched to Pursarampur, a town in the heart of the SadhaniSf
whence they issued commands for the tribute to be brought; to expedite
which, the ministers sent to all the townships of the confederacy^
The insultii^g process irritated the Sadhanis to such a degree that they
wrote to Dcenaram to withdraw his parties instantly, and retrace his steps
to Jhoonjoonoo, or abide the consequences; declaring, if he did so» that
the collective tribute, of which ten thousand was then ready, would ba
fonheoming. All had assented to this arrangemeut but Bagh Sing,
brother of the captive prince of Khiindaila, who was so incensed at th«
faithless conduct of the court, after the great service they had so recently
performed, that he determined to oppose by force of arms this infraction
if their charter, which declared the inviolability of the territory of the
confedcratinn so long as the tribute was paid. He was joined by five
hundred men of Keytri, with which having levied contributions at Sing<^
hana and Futtehpur from the traitorous lord of Seekur, he invited to their
aid the celebrated George Tl^omas, then carving out his fortunes amongst
these discordant political elements. Nearly the whole of the Jeypur
mercenary and feudal army was embodied on this occasion, and although
far superior \n numbers to the confederation, yet the presence of Thomas
and his regulars mqre tbap coifnterpojsed their numerical inferiority.
The attack of Thoipas i^as irresistible

;
ft^e Jeypor lines led by Rora Ram

gave way, and seyerel pie^ps o/ artillery. To redeem what |he
cowardice and ill coriqMCt pf ^he general in chief had lost, the chieftaiaof
CKohioO formed a gotfi pr dettsp ban® of the feudal chivalry, which he lad
in person against f homas ^tg^de» cb^rging to the mouths of
His object^ the r^overx pf (% gnn3. was attampd with great slaughter oti
ea^h side. 1 he Chqmqp chief (Ruii|iet Sing) itaa desperately wouii^Ufl«

^ Dhoo% is an expcdioqt to hasten the coinplijincp Ol h demand frohi a
dependent. A party of horse proceeds to the township, and are comihaiW
ded tol receive somuch per day till the exaction (s compiled with, if Iht ^
dhoo$ is refused, it is considered untatamounf to an appeal to arms*

^
36
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and Sintsf, Pahar Singf, chief* of the Khangfarote'clans, wftfl

many others, were slain by discharges of grape ; the guns were retrieved

and rhomas and his auxiliaries were deprived of a victory, and ultimately
compelled to retreat.*

The captive chiefs of Khundaila deemed this revolt and union of

their connirymen favourable to their emancipation, and addressed them
to this A ccminunicat'on was made to the discomfited Kora Kam,
who promised hU influence, provide*! an efficient body of Kaesiloteo

joified his camp, and- by their services seconded their requests. Bagh
Sing wis selected ;

a man held tn high esteem by both parties, and even
the com t manager of Khundaila found it necessary to retain his services,

as it was by- his influence only over his unruly brethren that he was en-
abled to make any tniug of the new fiscal lands. For this purpose, and
to preserve the point of honour, tl^e manager permitted Bagh Sing to

remain in the fortified, palace of Khundaila, with a small parly of his

brethren : but on being selected to lead the quotas of his countrymen
with the rrnrt commander, he left his younger brother, Luchman Sing,

as his deputy.

No sooner did it reach the ears of Hunwunt Sing of Sillede, son of

ihe captive Pratap, that Bagh Sing had joined the army, than in the

true spirit of these relentless feuds, he determined to attempt the castle.

As soon as the darkness of night favoured his design, he hastened its

accomplishment, escaladed it, and {put the unprepared gairtson to the

sword Intelligence of this event reached Bagh Sing at Ranolli, who
instantly t juntermarched, and cogunenced the assault, into which even

the towns people entered heartily, inspired as they were with indignation

at the atrocious murder of the young chief. The day w.»<; extremely hot ;

the defendants fought for Their existence, for their leader could not hope
for mercy. I fie assailants were served with the best food

; such was the

enthusiasm, that even the women forgot their fears, and cheered them on

as the Udders were planted against the last point of defence. Then
the white flag was displayed, and the gate opened, but the murderer
had fled.

Manji Das succeeded Dcenaram as minister of Jeypur; and Rora
Ram, noi withstanding his disgraceful defeat and the lampoons of the

bards, continued to be collector of the Shekhawut tribute, and farmed the

fiscal lands of Khundaila to a Brahmin for twenty thousand rupees

annually. This Brahmin, in conjunction with another speculative brother,

had taken a lease of the Afa/^a Rahdari^ or town and transit duties at

Jeypur, which having been profitable, they now agreed to take on lease

the sequestrated lands of Khundaila. Having not only fulfilled their

contract the first year, but pal money in their pocket, they renewed it hr
two more* Aided by a party of the SilUhposhians of the court, the

minister of retig fon shewed he was no messenger df peace, hnd deter-

mined to make ihe most of his ephemeral power, he not only levied con-

trinuttens on the yet indepenaeOt feudatories^ but attacked those who

resisted, and carried seOerat of CheiC castle* sword in hand* The brave

<‘»*ons of RaesiF' could not„ bear this new mark of contumely and bad

* Franklin, in hi* life of George ThonMi*» describe* this battle cir-

rumsiantialiy ; but makh* t( appear an affair of the Jeypur court, with

llioma* and the Mahrattas# tn which the Shekhawut* are not mentioned.

Thdma* gjves the Ra|poot chivalry full, praiao for Iheir gallam bearing.-**

Memoir of Thomas^ p« 109^
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of the court,

—

*f to be made the sport of a tailor and a Brahmin/*—
find having received intimation from the captive chiefs that there was no
hope of their liberty, they at once threw away the scabbard, and com-
nicnced a scene of indiscriminate vengeance which the Rajpoot often has
recourse to when urged to despair. They at once assailed Khundaila,
and in spite of llte resistance of seven thousand Dadoo-punits , dispossessed
the Purohit, and sacked it. Then advancing within the Jejpur domains,
they spread terror and destruction, pillaging even the estates of the <]^ueen.

Fresh troops were sent against them, and after many actions tlie con-
federacy was broken up. The Ranolli chief and oiher< of the cider
branches made their peace, but the youngsr h' ^r ciies ’ 0 r - i- try,

and obtained sirna (sanctuary) and subsistence in Marwar an ! r ;

Singram Sing vi Soojawas (cousin to Pratap) sought the formei, l u

Sing and Sooruj Sing the latter, whose prince gave them lands. 'I'licre

tliey abode in tranquillity for a time, looking to that justice from the

prince which tributary collectors knew not
;

but when apathy and
nei;lect mistook the motive of this patient sufferin|{, he was roused from
bis indifference to llie fate of the brave Barwutteas, by the tramp of
their horses' feet even at the gates of his capital.

Singram Sing headed the band of exiles, which spread fear and
desolation over a preat p r»ion of Dhoondar. In many districts they
establiihcd rekwilU nor wherever they succeeded in surprising a
thanna (garrison) of their lie«:e lord, they cut it up without mercy. J hey
sacked the town of Kho, witfiin a few miles if the city of Jeypur, from
under whose walls tliey carried off horses to mount their i'^ ng. Animated
by successful revenge, and the excitement of a life suited to the

Rajpoot, Singram became the leader of a band .‘of several hundred
horse, bold enough to attempt any thing. Complaint.** for redress

poured in upon the court from all quarters, to which a deaf ear migtit

have been turned, had tiiey not been accompanied with appficatj ns

for reduction of rent. The court at length, niainied at this daring

desperado, made overturers to him through Shiain Sing, Sadhani, the

chief of Biissao, on whose (pledge) Singram ronseiUed t ' nppear
before his liege lord. As soon as he arrived unc r the walls of the

city his cav deade was surrounded by all classes, but particularly the

Sikh mercenaries, all of wlvom recognized iheii properly, some a horse,

some a camel, oUiers arms, etc.
;

but none durst advance a claim
to their own, so daring was thejr attitude and so guarded ^heir

duct. The object of the jnmisler was to secure lite peison of Singram*^
regardless of the infamy which would attach to ih^i chief, who, at his

desire, had pledged himself for his safety. But Shiatn Sing, who had
heard of the plot, gave Singram warning. In foay-eighiy (hours, ini*

teiligence reached the court that Singram was in TuarV'di, and ihAt
joined by the Tuars and Larkhanis, he was at the head of one thousand
horse* He now assailed the large fiscal towns of his prince;, contribrv*

tions were demanded, and if they could not be complied with, he carried
off in ole (libstngc) the chief citizens, who were afterwards ransomed.^ if
a delay occurred in furnishing either, the place was instantly given over io
pillage, which was placed upon a body of cameU.^ The career oi this
determined Burviuttia was at lengthy closed. He had surrounded the
town of Madhupur tlie estate of one of the queens, when a b<. il struck
him in the head, His body was carried to Ranolli and burnt, and he hgd
his cenotaph amongst the 5^oo;’ars (those slain in baltle) of his

^ The salmmenta^ or back*inhil of our own fbudhf sysUm/
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The son of Singram succeeded to the-command, and the rerenge of his

father, and he continued the same daring course, untii the court restored
his patrimony of Soojawas. Such were the tumultuous proceedioijs ir>

Shekhavati, when an event of such magnifude occurred as to prove an
epoch in the history of Rajpootana, and which not only was like oil effused
upon their aiEiclions, but made them prominent to their own benefit in the
transaction.

That grand international war, ostensibly for the hand of the H^len
of Ra^warra, was on the point of bursting forth. The opening scene was
in Shekhavati, and the actors chiefly Sadhanis. It will be recollected,

that though this was but the underplot of a tragedy, chiedy got up for

the deposal of Haja Maun of Jodhpur, in favour of Dhonkul Sing, Rae
Chund was then Dewan, or prime minister, of Jeypur ;

and to forwatd
his master’s views for the hand of Kishna, supported the cause of the

Pretender.

The minister sent his nephew, Kirparam, to obtain the aid of the

Shekhawuts, who appointed Kishen Sing as interpreter, of their wishes,

while the Kher assembled at the “ Pass of Oodipur/' There a new treaty

was formed, then the main article of which was the liberation of their

chieftains, the joint Rajas of Khundaila, and the renewal of the ancient

stipulations regarding the non-interference of the court in their internal

arrangements, so long as they paid the regulated tribute. Kishen Sing,

the organ of the confederation, togcchcr with Kirparam, left the assembly
for the capital, where they soon returned with the ratification ol their

wishes. On these conditions ten thousand of the sons of Shekhji were

embodied, and ready to accompany their lord- paramount whenever he

might lead them, receiving fiaitt, or subsistence, while out of their

bwn lands.

These preliminaries settled, Shiam Sing Champawut (nephew of the

Pokurn chieO with Ktrparam repaired to Keytri, whence they conveyed
the young Pretender, Dhonkul Sing, to the camp of the confederates.

They were met by a deputation headed by the princess Annundi Kowur
(daughter of the late Raja Pratap, and one of the widows of Raja Bhecn>

it Marwar, father of the Pretender), who received the boy in her arms
as the child of her adoption, and forthwith returned to the capital, where

the arnvy was forming for the invasion of Marwar.

It moved to Katoo, ten coss from Khundaila, where they waitcfd the

junction of the Bikaner Raja and other auxiliaries. The SKekhawut
lords here sent in their imperative demand for the liberation of the sonk

of Haestl, that they might march under a leader of their own, equal

celebrity to the proudest of that assembled host.** Evasion was danger*

ous ; and in a few days their chiefs were formerly delivered to them.

Even die self*abdicated Brindrabun could not resist this general appeal

arms. The princes encamped in the midst of their vassals, nor was there

ever such convocation of * the sons of Shekhji :* RaesHoiis, Sadhanis,

Bbojanis, Larkhanis, and even the BatvfuUias, nocked around 'the yellow

banner of Raesil.*’ The accounts of the expedition are elsewhere narrated,

and we shall only ad4 that the Shekhasruts participated in all itk gl^^V

and all its disgrace, and lost both Rtio Nursing and his father ere they

vatumed to tt^ir own kinds.

AbheSing, the son of Nursing succeeded, and conducted

gent ol his countrymen uuiil the tli-starred expedition broke */
returned to Khundaila. But lha fajthful courthadnointentionof

-

iering Ike knds of Khitndaihu Otmpelled to took about lor a subsi -
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tonce, with one hundred and fifty horse, they wtnt to Faja Btiktawur
Sing of Macherri

; but he perfotmed ttie duties of kindred and hospitality
so meanl}', i! at t!iry t)niy re ir> <ined a fortnjjdht. In this exigence, Pralap^
and Ins son tepaiied lo the Mahratta leader, Bapoo Sindia at Dewnsa,
while Hui>\Mint, in the ancient spir ii of his race, deter mined to attempt
Govindjturh. In disguise, he obtained the necessary information, as-
seinhierl sixty of his resolute clansmen, whom he concealed at dusk in a
ravine, whence, as soon as silence proclaimed the hour was come, he
issued, ascended the well-known path, planted his ladders, and cut* dowr¥
the seiitiroJs ei.e the garrison was alarmed. It was soon mastered, several
being killed and the rest turned out, 'I he welhknown beat of the Raesi-
loie nakarras awoke the Latkiianis, Meenas, and all the Rajpoots in the
vicinity, who immediately repaired to the castle. In a few weeks the
grillant Hunwunt was at the head of two tl>ousand men, prepared to act
offensively against his faithless liege lord. Khundaila and all the adja-
cent towns surrendered, their garrisons flying before the victors, and
Kl.osliial Oaioga, a name of note in all the intrigues of the durbar of that
day, can led to court the tidings of his own disgrace, which, his enemies
took care to proclaim, arose from his cupidity : for though he drew pay
and rations lor a garrison of one hundred men, he only had thirty. Ac-
comp^tued by Hnttiin Chund, with two battalions and guns, and ihft

reproaches of his sovereign, he was commanded at his peril to recover
Khundaila. I'he gallant Hunwunt disdained to await the attack, but
advanced outside ttie city to meet it. drove Khoshial back, and had ha
not in the very moment of victoiy been wounded while the Larkhanis hung
behind, would have totally routed them. Hunwunt was compelled 16 -

retreat within the walls, where he stood two assaults, in one of which ht
slew thirty Sillehposh, or men in armour, tlie body-guard of the prince ;

but the only water of the garrison being from tankas (reservoirs), he was
on the point of surrendering at discretion, when an offer of five townships
being made, he accepted the towns.

Another change took place in the rttinistry of Ambdr at this period ;

and Kliooshialiram, at the age of fourscore and four years, was liberated

from the stale-prison of Amber, and once more entrusted with the ad-
ministration of the govcrniiient. This hoaryheaded politician, Who,

during more than half a century, had alternately met the frowns and the

smiles of his prince, at this the extreme verge of existence, entered with

all the alacrity of youth into the tottuous intrigues of office, after witness-

ing the removal of two prime ministers, his rivals, wlio resigned power
and life together. Khodshialiram had remained incarcerated since tli#

reign of Raja Partap, who, when dying, left three injunctions ;
the first

of which was that the Bohra (his caste^ should never be enfranchised ; but
if in evil hour his successor shbuld be induced to liberate him *^he elioiild

be placed uncontrolled at the head of affairs."*

Whet) this veteran politician, Whose biography would fill a vhlumt.f

* The iecond injunction was to keep the office of Foujdar, or com-
mander of the forces, in the family of Simboo Sing, Googawut, a tribe

always noted for their fidelity, and like the Mairteas of Marwar, even e
blind fidelity, to theg'atft, whoever was the occupant. The third injunction
is left blank in my manuscript.

His first act, after his emancipation from the* dungeons df Amber
was the delicate negotiation at Dhonee, the castle of Chand Sing, 6oegi4
wut. He died at Biieswah, aSnd April, iSfk, dh tdi rlttirn itohi
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succeeded to the helm at Jeypur, a solemn deputation of the principal
Shekhawut chieftains repaired to the capital, and begged tjiat thiougti
bis intercession they might be restored to the lands of their forefatiicrs.

'riie Bohra, who had always kept up, as well from sound principle as from
personal feeling, a good iiuderstandirig with the feudality, willingly be-
came their advocate with his sovereign, to wliom he lepresemed that the
defence of the state lay in a willing and contended vassalage; for, not-
withstanding their disobedience ahd turbulence, they were always ready,
when bhc general weal was threatened, to support it with all their power.
He appealed to the late expedition, wlien ten thousand of ihe children of

Shekhp were embodied in his cause, and what was a better argument, be
observed, the Mahrattas had only been able to prevail since lheir,djsscn-

sions amongst themselves. 'l‘l»e Bhora was commanded to follow his own
good will and pleasure

;
and having exacted an engagement, by which the

future tribute of the Raesilotes was fixed at sixty thousand rupees annu-
ally, and the immediate payment of a nuzterana of forty thousand, fresh

puttas of investiture were made out for Kiiundaila and its dependencies.
There are so many conflicting interests, in all these courts, that it by no
means follows that obedience runs on the heels of command

;
even though

ihe orders of the. prince were countersigned by the minister, the Nagas^
wfio formed the garrison of Khundaila, and the inferior fiefs, shewed no
disposition to comply. 'The gallant Hunwunt, justly suspecting the

Bohra 's good faith, proposed to the joint rajas a coup de maifif which he
volunteered to lead. 'They had five hundred retainers amongst them

;
of

these Hunwunt selected twenty of the most intrepid, and repaired to

Oodigurh, to which he gained admission as a messenger from himself

;

twenty more were at his heels, who also got in, and the rest rapidly fol-

lowing, took post at the gateway. Hunwunt then disclosed himself, and
presented the fresh Putta of Khundaila to the Nagas, who still hesitating

to obey, he drew his sword, when seeing that he was determined to suc-

ceed or perish, they reluctantly withdrew, and Abhe and Pratap were once

more inducted into the dilapidated abodes of their ancestors. The adversity

they had undergone, added to their youth and inexperience, made tliem

both yield a ready acquiescence to the advice of their kinsmen, to whose
valour, and conduct they owed the restoration of their inheritance, and the

ancient feuds, which were marked on every stone of their castellated

mahls, were apparently appeased.

Shortly after this restoration, the Shekhawut contingents were called

out to serve against the common enemy of Rajpootana, the notorious

Meer Khan whose general, Mahomed Shah Khan, was closely blockaded

in the fortress of Bhomgurh, near Tonk, by the whole strength of Jey-
pur, commanded by Rao Chand Sing of Dhoonee. An incident occur-

red, while the siege was approaching a successful conclusion, which well

exemplifies the incorrigible imperfections of the feudal system, either for

offensive or defensive operations. The incident, trivial as It is in its

origin, proved a deathblow to these unfortunate princes, so Hong the

sport of injustfcei and appears destined to falsify the dhpm^ wtio pro-

phesied, on the acceptance of his self-sacrifice, that sei^eii successive

generations ol his issue should occupy the gadi of Khundaila. In the

disorderly proceedings of
,
this feudal array, composed of all the

to Jeypoor, where he had been unsuccessfully attempting a reconcila^^”

between the courts. It will not be forgotten that the independence of the

Narppcm chief in MacHerri had beee*mainly achieved by the Bohrij

was originally the komm 4’ 0f4ir$f bf ihe tfaitorous Naroo^
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o( Ambef, a body of Shckhawuts had sacked one of the townships of
Tonk, in which a Googawut inhabitant was slain, and his property

plundered, in the indiscriminate pelUm'ell. The son of the Googawut
instantly cariied his complaints to the besieging general, Chand
Sing, the head of his clan, wlio gave him a party of tlie Shillehposh
(men in armour) to recover his property. The Shekhawuts resisted,

and reinforced their party; Chand Sing did the same; the Khundaila
chiefs repaired in person, accompanied by the whole confederacy,
with the exception of Seeknr : and the Googawut chief, whd had
not only the ties of clanship, but (he dignity of commander-in-chief,
to sustain, sent every man he could spare from the blockade. Thus
nearly the whole feudal array of Amber was collected round a few

bakeries tcarts), ready to*ciit eachjother to pieces for the point of honour:
neither would relinquish the claim, and swords were already drawn,

When the Khangarote chief stepped between them as peace-maker, and
proposed an expedient which saved the honour of both, namely, that

the plundered property should be permitted to proceed to its destination,

Khundaila prince's quarters, who should transmit it, ** of his own accord*^

to the commander-in-chief of the army. The Shekhawuts assented

;

the havoc was prevented ;
but the pride of Chand Sing was hurt, who

saw in this a concession to the commander of the army, but none to the

leader of the Googawuts.

Luchman Sing, the chief of Seekur, who, as before stated, was the

only Shekhawut who kept aloof from the affray, saw the moment was
arrived for the accomplishment of his long-concealed desire to be lord of

Khundaila. The siege of Bhomgurh being broken up, in consequence of

these dissensions and the defection of the confederated Shekhawuts, the

Seekur cliief no sooner saw them move by the circuitous route of the

capital, than he mtrehed directly for his estates, and throwing aside all

disguise, attacked Seessoh, which by an infamous stratagem he secured,

by inveigling the commandant, the son of the late Bohra minister. Then
making over to the enemy, against whom he had just been fighting, for

the sum of two lakhs of rupees, he obtained a brigade of the mercenary
Pathans, under their leaders Munnoo and Mahtab Khan, the last of whom
but a few days before, had entered into a solemn engagement with Hun-
wunt, as manager for the minor princes, to support whose cause, and not
abstain from molesting their estates, he had received fifty thousand rupees!
Stich nefarious acts were too commdn at that period even to occasion re«

mark, far less reprehension.

The gallant Hupwunt now prepared for the defence of the lands which
bis valour had redeemed. His foeman made a lavish application of the
wealth, which his selfish policy had acquired, and Rewasso and other fiefs

were soon in His possession. The town of Khundaila, being open, sooi^

followed, but the castle held put sufficiently long to enable him to streng-
then and provision Kote, which he determined to defend to the last* Hitv«
ing withstood the Attacks, of the enemy, during three weeks, in the almpsl
ruined castle, he sallied out sword in hand, and gained Kote, ^here ho
assembled all those yet faithful to the family, and deterrnined to stand or
f^ll with the last stronghold of Khundaila. Phe Other chiefs of the con-
federation beheld with indignation thirunprovoked and avaricious aggres-
sion on the minor princes of Khundaila. not only because of its abstract
injustice, but of the undue aggrandisement of this inferior branch of
the

,
Raesilotes, and the means employed, namely, the common entOiy

of their country. Many leagued for its prevention, but some were bribgd
by (he offer ol a part of the domaini and those who were too virtuous to
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be cornipteJ, found ihefr intentions defeated by the necessity of defcndiuj^
their own homes agninst the detachments of Meer Khan, sent by de^^ire

of Seeteur to neutralize their efforts. The* court was steeled a^:«inst ai!

remonstrance, from the unhappy rupture at Bhomj^^urh, the blockade of

which, it was represented, was broken by the conduct of the followers of
Khundatla.

Hunwiint and some hundreds of his brave clansmen were thus left to

their own resources. During three months, they defended themselves in

a position outside the castle, when a icenera) assar.lt was m ^de on his

intrenchraenis. He was advised to retreat into the castle, but he nobly
replied, “ KhundaiU is gone for ever, if we are reduced to shelter our-

selves behind walls;” and he called upon his bretherri to repel the attack

or perish. Hiinwunt cheered on his kinsmen, who charged the batta-

lions sword in hand, drove them from their guns, and completely cleared

the intrcnchmcnts. But the enemy returned to the conflict, which lasted

from morn until nightfall. Another sortie was made
;
again the enemy

was ignominously dislodged, but the gallant Hunwiint, leading his men
to the very muzzle of tlie guns, received a shot which ended his career.

The victory remained w’th the besieged, but the death of their leader

disconcerted his clansmen, who retired within the fort. Five hundred

of the mercenary Pathans and men of Seekur (a number equal to fhe

whole of the defenders), accompanied to the shades of the last intrepid

Raesilote of Khundaila.

The next morning, an armistice for the removal of the wounded and

obsequies of the dead was agreed to, during which tr^nns were offered, and

refused by the garrison. As soon as the death of HunwuiU was known,

the Oodipur chief, who from the first had upheld the cause of justice, sent

additional aid both in men and supplies ; and had the Keytri chief been

at his gstatfs, the cause would have been further supported ;
but he was

at court, and h^d left ordors with his son to act according to the advice of

the chief of Bussao, who had been gained over to the interests of Seekur

by ihp bijbe of p^fricipation in the conquered lands. Nevertheless, the

garrifon held out, under every privation, for five weeks longer, their only

sustenance at length being a little Indian com introduced by the exer-

iionf of tndividtu|l Jl/e4nas> At this extremity, an offer being made of ten

tpwnfhtps, tl^ey surrendered. Pratap Sing took his share of this remnant

of fiif blit hif co-heir Abhe Sing inherited too much of Raesil's

spirit to degrade himself by owing aught to his criminal vassal and kins-

man, It wpuld have been well for Pratap had he shown (he same spirit

;

for Lttci»nian Sing, now lord of Khundaila, felt too acutely the injustice m
his success, to allow the rightful heir, to remain upon his patrimony ;

a*’"

he only alldwed sufScient lime to elapse for (he consotidation ol his acom*

sttion. More he expelled the yot^nff prince. Both the co-heirs, Abhc Smg
and P^tapi nnw reside $t jfho^njooneo, where each receives Aye rupees a

day, freiq a ioint burse mkde fbr them by the SadhaniS|, nqr at present

IS thdre a riy e( t^pe of theft reetorqtbm to Khehtfatla.

lo 1814." whep Miff Shtqoerefn, then mbifter of Jeypnr, wes

in greet pegiiqpiry dipCMkiei toge^rld of the irnporiunities qf

he cast his eyes bnmrtls the Seekur ohtef, who had long been desirous to

haya btf tisorpgttpp eanciipned by the eotirt ; and it wes
on tJbe peynteet ef opie lakhs of rppeee (eia., five from hwse1f» w4h

emthority gqd. fojreo pf Jfypwr i;0 raise the rest from |ho
'

^ -rrr*-

—
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receive the of inveslilure of Khundalla. Meer ,;Khan, th^
mutual agent on this occasion, was then at Ranolli, whei^ Luchman Sing*

met him and paid the amount, receiving his receipt, which was exchangea
ior the grant under the great seal.

Immediately after, Luchnjan Sing proceeded to court, and upon, tha
further payment of one year's tiibuie in advance, henceforth fixed at fifty-

seven thousand rupees, he received from the hands of his liege-lorcj, thet

Itaja Juggut Sing, the khelat of investiture. Thus, by the ambition of
Seckur, the cupidity of ,the court, and the jealousies and avarice of
ithe Sadhanis, the birthright of the lineal heirs of Raesil was alienated.

Luchman Sing; by his talents and wealth, soon established his influ-

ence at the court of his sovereign
; but the jealousy which this excited in

the Purohit minister of the day very nearly lost hint his dearly-bought
ac'ijuisition, It will be recollected that a Brahmin obtained the lease of

the lands of KhundaiU, and that for his extortions he was expelled witU
disgrace. He proceeded, however, in his career of ambition ; subverted
the influence of his patron Sheonarain hlisr, forcing him to commit
suicide, ruined the prospects of his son, and by successful and daring
intrigue established himself in the ministerial chair of Amber. The in-

fluence of Luchman Sing, who was consulted oh all occasions, gave him
umbrage, and he determined to get rid of him. To drive him into opposi-
tion to iiis sovereign was his aim; and to effect this there was no better

method than to sanction an attack upon Khiindaila.. The Sadhanis,
whose avarice and jealousies made them overlook, .their true interests,

readily united to the troops of the court, and Khundaila, wa^ besieged*

Luchman Sing, on this occasion, shewed he was no common
.
charactie/.

He tranquilly, abided the issue at Jeypur, thus neutralizing the malignity

of the Purohit, whi(e, to ensure the safety Khiindaila, a timely, supply
of money to the partisan, Jumshcey Khan, bi ought his battalions ^to

threaten the Purohit in his camp. Completely foiled by the superior

tact of LuChrhan Sing, the Brahmin was compelled to abandon the

undertaking and to retiirn to the capital, where his an^er made him
throw aside the mask, and attempt tb secure, the person of his enemy.
The Seekur chief had a narrow escape ;

he fled with fifty thorse, hotly

fiursiied by his adversary, while his effects, and those of his partizatis

(amOrfg^t whom was the Samote chief), were confiscated. The Sadhanis,
led* by the ditefs of Keytrl and Bussao, even after the Purohit had left

them, made a bold attempt to capture Khundailai which was defeated,
and young ^bhe Sing, who was niade a puppet oh the occasion, wit«
hessed the last defeat of his hopes.

. ,
. :

If necessity or expediency could palliate or justify such nefarious ads,
it would be sheXyh in the gbod Consequences that have resulted froth evil*

The discord and bloodshed produced by the partition of authority
iwOen the sops of Bahadur Sing are now at ah end. Luchman Sing is th«
sole cyra'ht in Khunclaila, and so long as fHe systeiyi which he has eStab-^
Wished fe nVaintain'ed/ he hiay laugh at the efforfs, not only of the'
SdUfldtNlI but of the coi/ft itself, to supplaflt hW.

^

« in a few words, jtrace tfie faipily of Luchman Sing.
.recollected that Raesil, the first Raja amongst the sons ofi^eKhji^ qgd
seve^ sons, thP foiirin of wfiom, Tifmul (who pb|ained the tiile oir
held Kasulii and its eighty-four townshipa in . appanage- His
Hurree Sing, wrested ifie djstrid of Bilara, with Ha oije hundta^
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jpiittchpur Itself l]^e chief abode of the Kaimkhanis, where he established
himself. His sofi, Chand Sinij, founded Seektir, whose lineal descendant,
Devi Sin^, adopted Lnchman Singr, son of his near kinsman, Shahpura
thakoor. fhe est;i»es of S^ekur were in admirable order when l^uchmarr
succeeded to his uncle, whose policy was of the exterminatinij sort. Liich-
man improved upon it

;
and Imur before he acquired Khundaila, had

deni«Tjlished all tlie caslles of his inferior fend itories, not even sparing that

of Sbahpura, the pUi e of Ins nafivity, as wt^ll as Bilara, Bniliotie, and
Kasulli ;

and so completely did he allow the ties of adoption to supersede
those of bl<»od. th4t his own father preferred exde, Wo livinj^ under a son

who, cov ijred with “ the turban of Seekur/' forgot the author of his life,

and retired to j »dhpur.

Luchman Sin^ has now a compact and improving country, containing

five hundred towns and villatjes, y'oidmg a revenue of eight laklis of

rupees. Desirous of trattsmitling his name to posterity, he erected tfie

castle of Lnchmangnrh,* a n! Itas foi tided many other strongholds, for tho

defence of which he has formed a little aimy, which, in these regions,

merits the title of regu'ars, c >nsisfi»ig of eight battalions of alli^oU^

armed with matchlocks, with a brigade of guns to each battalion. He has

besides an efficient cavalry, consisting of one hundred horse, half of which

harvests, or ;
tf>e other half ja^heerdurs, having lands

•Sstgned for their stipport. With snen means, and with his arnhiiron,

there is very little doubt that, had not the alliance of his liege lord of

Ambtr with the English government pm a stop to the predatory system

be would, by means of the same worthy allies by whose aid he obtained

Khundaila,f before this time have made himself supreme in Shekhavati.

Having tbits brought to a conclusion the history of the princes of

Khundaila, wc shall give a brief account of the other branches of the She*

kbawuis, especially the most powerful, the Sadhani.

The Sadhanis are descended from BHojraj, the third son of Raesil,

•and in the division of fiefs amongst his seven sons, obtained Oodipur and

its dependencies Bltojraj had a numerous issue, styled Bhojaiii, wliO

arrogated their full share of importance in the infancy of the confederacy,

and in process of time, from some circumstances not related, perhaps the

mere advantage ot locahty, their chief city became the rendegvous for

the great council of the federation, which is still in the defile of

Oodipur.

I

Several generations subsequent to Bbojraj, Jttgram succeeded to the

lands of Oodipur. He had six .sens, the elcfe^t of whom, SadhoOi

^ L tclimangurh, or ' the cattle of L»ichman*’ situst^d upon a Miy

mouncami was erected in S# i86a, or A. D. 1806, though probably on the

•rtiins of some more ancient fortress. It commands a most extensive prof-

pectf and is quite a beacon dn that country, studded with hilhcastlei*

Thetown is built on the model of J^'ipoor, with regular streets huerssHof

ouch other at right angles, in which there are many wealthy merchanbt

who eqjoy perfect security. .

f Khundaila is said to Have derived Its name from the fChokur

pool* The Khokur is often mentioned in the Bhati Annals, whom I

•f}j>pot«d to be the Ghiifref', who were certainly (ndo-Scythlc* Khundaii*

four thotrsand booses, ind eighty vIHages depiehd^nt db it.

t The ancient name, of Opdipqbr is eafd to 1^ Kaes f if Cfintainl tm

Jkbu^ftd Hbdiei, .fid Hat riMrljf•AVb vIKegee to tig 4ivi4do tniP'

Mwf*portliiiis«
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qua^rrelted with his father, on some ceremonial connected with the celebra-
tion of the military fe<%tival, the doserrah,* and quittin); the paternal roof,

aoui^ht for his fortunes abroad. At this time, almost all the tract now
inhabited by the Sadhanis was dependent on Puttehpur (Jhoonjoonoo),
the residence of a Nawab of the Kairnkiiani tribe of Af(<haiis, who held
it as a fief of the empire, lo him Sadhoo repaired, and was received with
favour, and by his talents and couraijfe rose in consideration, until he was
eventually intrusted with the entire management of affairs, rhere are
two accounts of tl>e mode of his ulierior advancement : both rr>ay be
correct. One is, that the Nawab, having no children, adopted young
Sadhoo, and assigned to him Jhoonjoonoo and its eighiy-fonr dependen-
cies, which he retained on Mie Kaimkhani’s death. The other, and less

favourable though equally probable account, is lliat, feeling his infi.ience

firmly established, he hinte.'» t.o his patron, that the township of~—
was prepared for binire i.sidenoe, where he should enjoy a sufficient

pension, as fie inlendea to retain possession of his delegated aiuhority.

So completely had he suppUnted the Kaimfethani, that he found himself

utterly unable to make a party against the ungrateful Sheki awut. He
Iherelore fled from Jhoonjoonoo to Fulteh.pur, the other division of his

aulh'irity, or at least one of his own ki?
,
who espoused his cause, and

prepared to expel (he traitor from Joonj ;onoo. Sadhoo, in th/s emergency,
applied to his father, requesting him to f:all upon his brethren, as it was
a common cause. I he old chief, who, in his son's sUv^rcss, forgave and
forgot the conduct which made him leave • ;s roof, instantly addressed
another son, then serving with his liege lord, tiie Mirza Uaja Jey Sing,
in the imperial army, to obtain succour for him

;
and some r.'gular troopt

with guns were immediately despatched to reinforce young Sadhoo and
maintain his usurpation, which was accomplished, and moreover Fnr^eh^

pur was added to Jhoonjoonoo. Sadlioo bestowed the rormer with its

dependencies, equal in value to his own share, on his brother, for his.

timely aid, and both, according to previous slipuHtion, agreed to acknow-
ledge their obligations to the Raja by an annual tribute and nnBBerana
on all lapses, as lord paramount. Sadhoo soon after wrested Singhana,

containing one hundred and twenty-five villages, from another branch of

the Kaimkhants ;
Sooliann, with its cho.iuisi, or division of eighty-four

townsnips, from the Gor Rajpoots
;
and Keytri and its dependencies from

the Tuars, the descendants of the ancient emperors of Delhi ; so that*

in process of time, he possessed himself of a territory comprising more
than one thousand towns and villages. Shortly before his death, he
divided the conquered lands amongst his five sons, whose desc«*ndantf,

adopting his name as the patronymic, are called Sadhani; vig, Zoorawuc
Sing, Kishen Sing, Nowul Sing, Kesuri Sing, and Paliar Sing.

Zoorawur Sing, besides the paternal and original estates, had, in

virtue of primogeniture, the town of Chokfri and its twelve siiDordinate

villages, with all the other emblems of state, as the elephants, palkees,

«lc.; and although the cupidity of the Keytri chief, the descendant of tl>#

•«Coiid son, Kishen, has wrested the patrimony from the elder hranch|

baa, now only Chokeri, yet the distinctions of birth arc never lost in

those of fortune, and the petty chief of Chokeri, wiih its twelve sriiail

townships, is looked upon as the superior of Abhe Sing, though the lord
of five hundred villages*

^ See Vol. 1.
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/ The descendants o( the other four sons, now the nost disUnA^ishe4
|l the Sadhanu, are,*

Ahhe Sing of Keytri ;

Shiam Sing of Bussao

;

Cyan Sing of Nowulgurh ;f.

Shore Sing of SooUano.

Besi4^ the c^tqmonies assigned to the five sons of Sadhoo, he left

the districts of ' Stp^nanm, Jhoonjoonoo, and Sooruigurh (the ancient
preecha), to f>e held in joint Heirship by the junjor members of his stock.

The first, v^ith its one hundred and iweniy.five villages, Has been usurped
by Abbe Sing of keytrii but the others still continue to be frittered away
in sub<*tnfeiidations among this numerous and ever-sprcadingyVera^e.

Abhe Sing has assumed the same importance amongst the Sadhanis,

that Luchman Sing has amongst the Raesjlotes, and both by the same
means, crime, and usurpation. The Seel^ur chief has despoiled his senior

branch of Khundaila
;
and the Keytri chief h^s not only despoiled the

senior, but also, the junior, of the five branches of Sadhoo. The transac-

tion which produced the (ast result, whereby the descendant of Shere
^ing lost Sooltano, is so peculiarly ariocious, that it is worth relating, as

^ proof to what lengths the Rajpoot will go ** to g^t l,and.''

Pahar Sing had an only son, named Bhopal, who being killed in an

attempt on Loharoo, he adopted the younger son of his nephew, Batth

Sing of l^eyfrl. Qn the death of Ins adopted father, the Sooltano chief,

too young to undertake the management pf in person,

framed under the paternal roof, it would appear as if this alienation

of polittcal rights could also alienate affection and rupture all the ties of

for his unnatural father embrued his hands in the bbod of his

pwn cbi/d, and annexed Sociltano to Keytri, But the monster grievously

suffered for the deed ;
he became the scorn of his kinsmen, ** who spit at

birii and threw dust on his head,'' until he secluded himself from the

gaze of mankind. The wife of his bosom ever after refused to Ipok upon

him ; she managed the estates for the surviving son, the present Ahhe

Sing. During twelve years that Bagli Sing survived, he never q^uitted his

apartment in the casUe of Keytri, until carried out to be burnedi amidsi^

Ihe execrations and contempt of liis kinsmen.

Larkhanis .—Having made the reader sufficiently acquainted with the

genealogy of the Sadliants, as well as of the Kaesilotes, we shall concluds

5iUH a brief notice 6^ the Larkhanis, which term, translated, “ the be-

loved lords," ill-accords with their occupation, as (he rndst notorious

marauders in Rajpooiana. iLarla is a common infantine appellation,

fifeXfiing ‘beloved;' but whether the adjunct of Khaf$ to this son of

Raesifi as well as to that of his youngest, Taj -khan (the ictown of princef),

was out of compliment tO sorne other Mooslem, saint we know not.

Larkban conquered his own appanage, Dantah Ramgurh, on thp frontiers

?

\t Marwar, then a deperviency of oambliur. It is not unlikely that hi^

ather's influence at court secured the possession to him. Besides this

district! they have the iupff^ pi Nosul, and altogether about eighty

* It must be borne in mind t^t thia was
,

f Nowulgurh contains four thousand hous^, environed, by
pumtar It is on a more ancieintt sRe cabed Rof'^ni^ whose .^***

1*,/^
ruins is to the south-east! tipw gne midway between it and tnv

towui built by Nowut Sing in Si or A# 0 » i/460
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townships, including some hel4 of the Rajas of Marwar and ^rfkeneri^

to secure their abstinence from plitnder whhin their bounds.^ Tiie

Larkhanis are a comni^*'*^^ P.f ^ojjbcrs ; their name, like Pindarrt and
KuBBakf is held in these regions to be syttonymous with • freebooter/

and as they can muster five hundred horse, tfieir raids ure ratner*

fromidable. Sometimes their nominal fiege lord calls upon
them for tribute, but being if\ a difificult country, s^nd Rarngurfi

being a place of strength, they pay little regard to, the call^ unless

backed by some of the mercenary partizans, such as Meer Khan,
who contrived to get payment of arrears of tribute fap the amoont twenty
thousand rupees.

Revenues , conclude this sketch with a rough statement of the
revenues of Shekhavati, which might yield in peace and prosperity, now
for the first time beginning to beam upon them, from twenty>five to thirty

lakhs of rupees
;
but at present they fall tpucb short of this sum, and full

pne-haif of the lands of the confederation are held by the chiefs of Seekuc
^nd Keytri

Rs.

Luchman Sing, of Seekur, including KhundaiU ... 8, 00,000.

Abhe bing, of Keytri, including Kot*i^>otli, givep b.y

Lord Lake ... ... ... ... 6,00,000,

Shiam Sing of Bussao, including his brother Runjeet's

share of 40,000 (whom he killed) ... ... 1,90,000.

Gyan Sing of Nowulgurh, including Mundaoi, each
fifty villages ... ... ... ... 70,000

Luchman Sing, Mayndsir the chief sub-infeudation of

Nowulgurh ... ... ... ... 30,000

Taen and its lands, divided amongst the twenty-seven

great grandsons of Zoorawur Sing, eldest son of

Sadhoo ... ... ... •*. 1,00,000

Oodipur-vati ... ... ... ... 1,00,000

Munohurpur^ ... ... ... ... 30,000

h
arkhanis ... ... ... ... 1,00,00a
ur-ramjis ... ... ... ... 40,000

Girdhur-potas ... ... ... ... 40,000

Smaller esutes ... ... ... ... 2,00,00a

Total ... 23,00.000

The tribute esUMished by Jeypur is as follows

Sadhanis ... ... ... 2,00,000
Khundaila ... ... ... ... 60,000
Futtehpur ... ... ... ... 64,000
podipur and Bubhye ... ... ... aa.ooo,

. ... ... ... ... 4»ooo

ft

Total ... 8,50,000

;

^ The Munqhurpur chief was put to death by Raja Juggut Sing
Madarji Lali’s Journal of A.p ^^4)> his lands were

_ tuiotiiy amongst ' the cbnf^eracy :w pVokelyte

liana to invade and plunder the country.

the ,cause, his incitu

dh^ti pruntierbri
'
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Thuf# supposing the revenues, as stat^, at tyrenty^three fakirs, to
be near the truth, and the tribute at three and a-half, it woufd be ap
assessment of one<«eventh of the whole,, which is a fair proportion,
and a measure of justice which the British Government would do welt
to imitate.

CHAPTER VIII.

WX thus developed the origin and proj^ress of the Cuchwaha tribe,

as well as its scions of Shekhavati and Macherri. To some, at

least, it may be deemed no uninteresting object to trace in continuity the

issue of a fugitive individual, spreading, in the course of eight tiundfed
years, over a region of fifteen tiiousand square miles; and to know that

forty thousand of his desh and blood have been marshalled in the same
field, defending swoid in hand, their country and their prince* The
name of -county’ carries with it a magical power in the mind of the

Rajpoot. Tl»e name of his wife or his mistress must never be mentioned
at all, nor that of his country but with respect, or his sword is instantly

unsheathed. Of these facts, numerous instances abound In these Annals ;

yet does the ignorant purdesi (toreigner) venture to say there are no
indigenous terms either for patriotism or gratitude in this country.

Boundaries and Extent,— I he boundaries of Amber and its depen-*

dencies are best seen by an inspection of the Map. Its greatest breadth
lies between Sambhur, touching the Marwar frontier on the west, and
the town of Surout, on the Jat frontier, east. This line is one hundred
and twenty British miles, whilst its greatest breadth from north to south,

including Shekhavati, is one hundred and eighty. Its form is very

Irregular. We may, however, estimate the surface of the parent state,

Ohoofidhar or Jeypur, at nine thousand five hundred square miles, and
Shekhavati at five thousand four hundred ,* in all, fourteen thousand nine

hundred square miles.

Population —ft is difficult to determine with exactitude the amount of

the population of this region
;
but from the best information, one hundri^

and fifty souls to the square mile would not be too great a proportion in

Amber, and eighty in Shekhavati
;
giving an average of one hundred and

twenty*four to the united area, which consequently contains 185,670; and
when we consider the very great number of large (owns in this ffgtoiif it

may not be above, but rather below, the truth, Dhoondhar, the parent

country, if calculated to contain four thousand townships, excHi'*ive of

/oorwo#, or hamlets, and Shekhavati about half that number, of which

Luchiiian Sing of .Seekur and Khundaila, and Abhe Sing of Keylfl# h*v«

each about five hundred, or the half of the lands of t\\t fedefiuioii.

Claisifioaiion of Inhabitants this ‘population, It is itfit

difficult to classify its varied parts, although it may be asserted vnth

confidence that the Rajpoots bear but a small ratio to the reft,

they may equal in number any individual class, except ihe aboriginal

Mesnas, who, strange to say, are still the most immefous. The following

are the principal tribes, ahd the order in which they follow mayJto const*

dere^ as indtcattve of their relative numberk. 1 . Meenao ; 0* ^

3* Brahmins
; 4, BxnlisrS. Jatir6» OlkUiur, ikJ|f|pr (
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—Th^ arc subdivided into no less than thirty-two
distinct clans or classes, but it would extend too much the annals of this

slate to distinguish them. Moreover, as they belong to every stale in
Rajwarra, We shall find a fitter occasion lo give a k;eneral account of them.
'l*he immunities and privii^ijes preserved to the Meenas best aUest the
truth of the original induction of the exiled prince of Nnrwur to the sove-
reignty of Amber

;
and it is a cu* iotis fact, showing th U such estahlish-

inent must have been owing to adoption, not conquest, that this event was
commemorated on everv installation by a Met*na t)f KaliKho ina»kfng with
his blood the teeka of sovereignty on the forehead of the prince. The
blood was obtained by incision of the great te, and though, like many
Other antiquated usages, this has falls'll into desneincie here (as has the

same mode of inauguration of the Kanas by tlie OiuJeva Bhils), yet both
in the one case and in the other, there cannot be more convincing evi-

dence that these now outcasts were originally the masters. The Meenas
still enjoy the most confidential posts at>outthe persons of the princes of

Amber, having charge of the archives and treasure in Jeygurh ;
they guard

his person at night, and have that most delicate of all trusts, the charge
of the rawulut or seraglio. In the eat Her stages of the Cuchwaha power,

these their primitive subjects liad the whole insignia of state as well as
the person of the prince, committed to (heir trust

;
but persuming upon

this privilege too far, when they insisted that, in leaving their bounds, he
should leave these emblems, the nakarras and standards, with them, their

pretentions were cancelled in their blood. Ihe Meenas, Jats, and
Kirars are the principal cultivators, many of them holding large estates.

ya^s.— I'he Jats nearly equal the Meenas in numbers, as well as in

extent of pvssessionsi and are, as usual, the most industrial of all husband-
men.

Brahmins.—Of Brahmins, following secular as well as sacred employ-

ments, there are more in Amber than in any other stale in Hajwarra ;

from which we arc not to conclude that her princes were more religious

than their neighbours, but on the contrary, that they were greater

sinners.

Rajpoats.^lt is calculated that, even now, on an emergency, if a
tmtional war roused the patriotism of the Cuchwaha feudality, they could

bring into the field thirty thousand of their kin and clan, or, to repeal their

own emphatic phrase, ** the sons of one father,” which includes the Na-
roocas and the chiefs of the Shekhawut federation. Although the Cuch-

wahaSf under their popular princes, as Pujoon, Raja Maun, and the Mirza

Kaja, have performed exploits as brilliant as any other tribes, yet they do
not now enjoy the same reputation for epurage as either the Rahtores or

Haras. This may be in part accounted for by the demoralization con-

gest upon their proximity to the Mogul court. and their partictpolioti in

all its enervating vices ; but still more from the degradations they have

•uttered from the Marhattf^s,.and to which their western brethern have

bten leas exposed. Every feeling, patriotic or domestic, became corrupted

wherever their pernicious Influence prevailed.

Ml husbandry, predfi^^s.-^Dhoondhar contains every variety soil,

and the hkur^t/aud rubbaa, or autumnal and spring crops, are of nftarly

eqtial importance f 0| the former predominates over yoocri in

,the taller barley,over, wheat. The other graii^, puises» and v^ft^ab]^
, r^tped^ad otMNT Hinilotthaot. art here prcuiui^ in^ahiutdance,md
, aot.to.be Tbp aagartcane used lo be cMlttvafed io n. ||^t
extent, but partly from extrinsic causes, and still more (torn its nmlnf
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But sueh an airiirement lo th« renters, the husbandntan has been
felled to curtail this lucrative branch of agriculture; for although land fit

for 6ik (cane) is let at four to six rupees ^r \>eegha, sixty have been ex-
acted before it was allowed to be reaped* Cotton of excellent quality is

produced in considerable quantities in various districts, as are indigo and
other dyes conimon to India. Neither do the iiriplements of husbandry or
their application differ from those which have been described in this and
various other works sufficiently well-known.

Farming system.—

h

is the practice in this state to farm its lands to

the highest bidder
;
and the mode of farming is rhost pernicious to the

interests of the estate, and the Cultivating classes, both of whom it must
eventually impoverish. The farmers general are the wealthy bankers and
merchant^, who make their offers for entire districts

|
these they underlet

in tutpas, pt subdivisions, the holders of which again subdivided them
into single village^, or even shares of a village. With the profits o(

all these person^, the expenses attending collections,
.
quafterihg of

hurheniases; or armed police, arc the poor Bhomias and Ryots
saddled. Could they only know the point Where exaction must
stop, they would still have a stimulous to activity

; but when the

crops are nearly got in, and afl fust demands satisfied, they suddenly
hear that a heW renter has been insUlled in the district, having ousted
the holder by iomc ten or twenty thousand rupees, and at the precise

moment when the last toils of the husbandman were near completion.
The renter h^s no remedy ; he may go and “ throw his (urban at the

door of the palaCc, and exclaim ddhea^ Raja Shheb till he is weary,

Or marched off to the cutwal’s chabootra, and perhaps fined for makinj»
a disturbance. Knowing, however, there is little benefit to be derived
from such a course, they generally submit, go through the whole accounts,

make over the amount of collections, and with the host of vultures in

their train, Who, never unpirepared for such changes, have been making
the most of their ephemeral power by battening on the hard earning^
of the peasantry, retire for this fresh band of harpies to pursue a like

course. Nay, it is far from uncommon for three differerft renters to come
upon the same district in one season, or even the crop of one season, for

five or the Ihotfsand rifpees, annulling (he eXisfinj^ engagemerft, no matter
how far advanced. Such was the condhton of this estate ; and when t6

these evils were siip^radded the exactions called dind^ or bUVrdr^ ’ forced
contributions Id pay ihoSe armies of robbers who swept the lands, lan-

guage Cannot ^Xaggefate the extent of misery. The love of dountrV

must be powerful indeed Which can enchain mad to A tend so dkisgov^rnecf,

io unprotected*

Revenues.

—

it is afwayX a task of difficulty to oMam jstijj bwict ao-’

Count of the revenues of these states, which are ever Actuating* We
have now before ds seVeraf schedufes, both of past and p;resent reigns^

alt laid to be copied from the archives, in whi^h the name ^ every

disrrict, together With its rent, town and transit dutifs, end oip^^urces
of income, are itated ; but tHe deCatIk would affoVd lit'tfe sat^factioni

And doubtless the resident atithoritiei' have access to' the fountfin head.

The reVeiittes of Dhdondhar, of every desCrtpttOh, ^ nsCal, feu^t and
tribultary, dr impost, are Mated, in rotmo numbers, it one 'cro^b of rdj^eei.

Or abdul a fnilHon of pounds stetUog^, whidl, estimating the dtffefence

ofthe prlce of labour, may be deemed equivalent lo fdbr times thdtsum
In Since Wfis Wltimftte iiriHi tinWte, there^ fflsrflidryy Ihi lieriila Otln tiimeW rfehldt^^ luk^lb#
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from A-mber by the Mahrattas, or her own rebel son, the Narooca chief

of Macherri*

The

f

.

2.

3 -

4.

5 -

6 .

7 -

8 .

9 -

10.

11.

12 .

« 3 .

* 5 *

16.

following is the Schedule of alienations :

—

Kamah ...

Khori
Pahari

Kanti
Ookrode
Pundapun
Gazi-ca-ihana
Hampura (kirda)

Gaonrie
Rinnie
PurbaJnie
Mozpur Hursana

Taken by General Perron, for his master
Sindia ; since rented to the Jats, and
retained by them.

Seized by the Machenri Rao.

• •• I

...J

Kanorh or Kanound* /

Narnoi ... f

Kotpootlee

Tonk
Rampura :::}

Taken by De Boigne and given to Mor-
leza Khan, B.iraitch, confirmed in them
by Lord Lake.

Taken in the war of 1803-4, from the
MahraitPiS, and given by Lord f.ake

to Abhe Sing Keytri.

Granted to Holcar by Raja Madini
Sing

;
confirmed in sovereignty tii

Meer Khan by Lord Hastings.

It must, however, be borne in mind, that almost all tl^ese alienated
districts had but for a comparatively short period formed an iniegial

portion of Olmondhar
;
and that the major part were pontons of the im-

perial domains, held in ja^dad or * assignment,' by the piinces of ihw
country, in their capacity of lieutenants of the emperor. In Kaja Prititwi

Sing’s reign, about half a century ago, the reitt*rollof Amber and her
tributaries was seventy-seven lakhs; and iti a very minute schedule
formed in S. 1858 (A.O. 1802), the last year of the reign of Raja Pratab
Sing, they were estimated at seventy-nine lakhs: an ample revenue, if

well administered, for every object. We shall present the chief ileim
which form the budget of ways and means of Amber*

Schedule ef the revenues of Amber for .9. (/!.£>. /5o2-j), the yeeer

of Rajek Juggut Sing's accession.

Khalisa or Fiscal Land.

Managed by the Raja, or rented

Dcori talooka, Expenses of tlie queen's household
Sagird-peshWa, servants of the household ...

Miiitaters and civil officer^

j

ftgflMiers for the Silfehposh or men-at-arms
agheefs to army, eu., ten battalions of infantry

with cavalry ... > ...

Rs.
ito.S5.ooo'

‘

5,00,000
3.do;doO' ^

f,o0,ootr ^

1,50,000? ^

' '< • ">

7,14.000

Total Fiscal land 39,iig|,dbo

• * Kanorh was the fiel of Ameer Sing^ KHaVgarote, one 0! tka tweiva
8<^eatdonla of Amber, '

' > !
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Feudal lands (of Jeypur Proper)
Ooduk, or charity lands, chiefly to Brahmins
Dan and Mauppa, or transit and impost duties of the

country
Cucherri, of the capital, includes town-duties, fines,

contributions, etc., etc.,

Mint
Hoordi-bharra, insurance, and dues on bills of

exchange
Foujdari, or commandant of Amber (annual fine) ...

Foiijdari, or commandant of city of Jeypur
Bedaet, petty fines from the Cucherri, or hall of

Justice

Subzi-mandi, vegetable market

Rs.17.00.

00016.00.

000

1.90.000

2.15.000

60,000

60.000
12.000

8,000

16.000

3,000

Tribute

Total Lakhs
Shekhavati
Rajawut and other feudatories of Jeypur*
Kotrees of Haroutif

77,83,000
3,50,000
30.000
20.000

Total Tribute

Grand Total

4,00,000

81,83,0010

If this statement is correct, and we add thereto the Shekhawut, Raja*
wut, and Hara tributes, the revenues fiscal, feudal, commercial, and tribu-

tary of Amber, when Juggut Sing came to the throne, would exceed eighty

lakhs of rupees, halt of which is khalsa or appertaining to the Raja—

-

nearly twice the personal revenue of any other prince in Kajwarra.

This sum (forty lakhs) was the estimated amount liable to tribute, when
ihe treaty was formed with the British government, and of which the raja

has to pay eight lakhs annually, and Jive-sixteefith of all revenue surplus

to tliis amount. The observant reader will not fail to be struck with the

vast inequality between the estates of the defenders of the countiy, and
these drones the Brahmins,—a point on which we have elsewhere treated :X

nor can any thing more powerfully mark the utter prostration of intellect

of the Cuchwaha princes, than their thus maintaining an indolent and

baneiot hierarchy to fatten on the revenues which would support four

thousand Cuchwaha cavaliers. With a proper application of her reve-

nues, and princes like Raja Maun to lead a brave vassalage, they would

have foiled all the efforts of the Mahrattas ^ but their own follies and vices

have been their ruin.

Foreign oriKy.—At the period (A. D. 1803) thW schedule was formed

of U»e revenues of Amber, she maintained a foreign army of thirteen

thousand men, consisting of ten battalions of infantry with guns, a legion

of four thousand Nagae, a crops of alligofes for police duties, and one

of cavalry, seven hundred strong* With these, the regular contingent

* Burwarra, Khcernl, Sowar, Iserdeh, etc., etc.

t Anterdeh, Bolwtin, and rndurgurh.

I See Disstrtaiion on tite Religious Establishments of Mewar, Vol L
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of feudal levies, amounting to about four thousand efficient horse, formed

a force adequate to repel any insuit ,* but when the khcr^ or levee en masse
was called out, twenty thousend men, horse and foot, were ready to back

the always embodied force.

A detailed schedule of the feudal levies of Amber may diversify the

dry details of these annals, obviate repetition, and present a perfect

picture of a society of clanships. In lhi> list we shall give precedence to

the kotrihund, the holders of the 12 great fiefs (bara-kotri) of Ambpr,
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It will be rem'arked that the estates of these, the chief vassals of
Amber, are, with the exception of two, far inferior in value to those of
the great chiefs of Mewar, or ihii eight of Marwar

;
and a de-

tailed list of all llie inferior feudatories of each kotvec^ or clan, would show*
that many of them have estates greater than iliose of their leaders : for
instance, Kishen Sing of Chomboo has upwards of a lakh, while Berrt
Sal of Samote., the head of the alan (Nathawut), has only forty thousand :

again, the chief of Ballahairi holds an estate of thirty-five thousand»
u!;iIo that of the head of his clan is but twenty-five thousand. ^'I'he rc-
Sf^ntative of the Sheoburriinpolas has an estate of only ten thousandf
v hile the junior branch of Gooroh has thirty-six thousand. Again, the
cl I M of the Khangaroles has but twenty-five thousand, while no less than
three junior branches hold lands to double that amount

;
and the inferior

of the Baibhudurotes holds upwards of a lakh, while his superior of
Aclierole has not a third of this rental. The favour of the prince, the
Itirbulence or talents of individuals, have caused these inequalities ; but,
however disproportioncd the gifts of fortune, tfie attribute of honour always
remains with the lineal descendant and representative of the original fief.

We shall further illustrate this subj»-ct of the feudalities of Amber
by inserting a general list of all the clans, with the number of subdivisons,
tlie resoufces of each, and the quotas they ought to furnish. At no
remote period this was held to be correct, and will serve to give a good
idea of tlie Cuchwalia aristocracy. It was my intention to have given a
detailed account of the subdivisions of each fief, their names, and those
of their holders, but on reflexion, though they cost some diligence to
obtain, they would have little interest for the general reader.
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Schedule of the Cuchvmha clans ; the number of fiefs or estates in eadh
;

their aggregate value^ and quotas of horsefor each estate.

Names of Clans.

Number of

Fiefs in each.

Clanship or
Cian.

Aggregate
Revenue.

Aggregate
Quotas.

Xhuthurbhojote 6 53.800 92
Kullianote *9 2,45. '96 422
Nathawut lo 2,20,800 371
Balbudhurote ... 2 1.30.850 157
Khangarote ... 22 4,02,806 643
Sooltanote • . •

12* Puchaenotc 3 24.700 45
Googawut *3 1,67,900 273
Khoombani 2 23.787 35
Khoombawut ... 6 40,738 68
Sheoburrunpota 3 49.500 73
Bunbeerpota ... 3 26,575 43

(
'^Rajawut l6

1

1,98.137 3Q 2

1
Narooca 6 91,069 92

1 Bhankawut 4 34.boo 53
<^Purinmalote ... t 10,000

1

^Bhaiti 4 1,04,039 205
Chohan 4 30,500 61

Birgoojur 6 32,000 58
Chundcrawut ... I 14,000 21

loj-
.Sfkerwar 2 4,500 8

Goofurs 3 I 5 »3oo 30
Rangras 6 2,91,105 549
Khectris 4 1,20,000 281

Brahmins 12 3,12,000

Mufulman 9 1,41,400 274

Wc shall conclude lhe|annal5 of Amber with the names of a few of the

ancient towns, in which research we may recover something of past days.

coss east of Oeonsah ; built by Mordhuj» a Chohan

Raja.

• The first twelve arc the Bara^kotris, or twelve great fiefs of Amber.

+ The next four are of the Cuchwaha stock, but not reckoned

amongst the Kotribunds,

1 The last ton are foreign chieftains, of various tribes and classes.

No doubt great changes have taken place since this list was

npecUfly amongst the mercenary Puttaots, or Jagheerdars. The quo
,

are also irregular, though the qualification of k cavalier in tniS State

rcckonad at five hundred rupees of income.
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AWa«a«V.--Three coss east of Lalsont
; very ancient, capital of a

Chohan sovereignty.

Bhangurh,-^¥\ve coss from Tho^ai; the ruins of an ancientUown and
castle in the hills, built by the old princes of Dhoondhar, prior to the

Cuchwahas,

Amurgurht—Three coss from Kooshalgurh
j
built by the Nagvansa.

Birat.—Three coss from Bussye in Mficherri, attributed ilo the
Pandijs.

Patun and Ganipur .—Both erected by the ancient Tuar kings of

Delhi.

Khurar, or Khandar .—Near Rinlhumbor.

Ootgeer .—On the Chumbul.

Amhrr, or Amb-Keswnr, a title of Siva, whose symbol is in the centre

of a coond or tank in the middle of the old town. The water covers halt

the lingam
;
and a prophecy prevails, that when it is entirely Submetgcd

the state of Amber will perish ! There arc inscriptions.



ANNALS
OF

HARAVATI.
CHAPTER L

BOONDI.

HARAVATI or Haroiiti country of Hata^/ comprehends two
principalities, t/ia., Kotah and Boondi. The Chntnbul intersecti

the territory of the Hara race, and now serves as their boundary, al-

though only three centuries have elapsed since the younger branch sepa-
rated from, and became independettt of, Boondi.

The Hara is the most important of the twenty-four Chohan sachij^

being descendc<i from Anuraj, the son of M-tniic Kac, king of Ajmere, wlio

in S. 741 (A. D. 684) sustained the first shock of tlic Islamite arms.

We have already sketched the pedigree of the Chohans.* one of the

most illustrious of tlie “thirty-six royal races” of India.f We must, how-
ever, in this place, enter into it sornewftat more fully

;
and in doing so, we

must not discard even the fables of tfieir origin, which will at least demon-
strate that the human understanding has been similarly constructed in all

ages and countries, before the thick veil of ignorance and supeistition wss
withdrawn from it. So scanty are the remote records of. the Chohans, that

it would savour of affectation to attempt a division of the periods of their

history, or the improbable, the probable, and the certain. Of the first two,

a separation would be impracticable, and we cannot trace the latter

beyond the seventh century.

“When the impieties of the kings of the warrior race drew upon them

the vengeance of Parusarama, who twenty-one times extirpated that racr,

some, in order to save their lives, called themselves bards ,* others assumed

the guise of women ; and thus the singh (horn) of the Rajpoots was pre-

served^ when dominion was assigned to the Brahmins. The iinpiotis

avarice of Sahasra Arjuna, of the Hya race, king of Maheswar on

the Nerbudda, provoked the last war, having slain the lather of the

Parosttrama.

* Sec Vol. I.,

t According to Herodotus, the Scythic sacce enumerated eight races

with the epithet of royal, and Strabo mentions one of the tribes

Tliyssagetae as boasting the title of Ba^ilit, The Rajpoots assert

in ancient times they only en innerA tad eight royal sacham or brnne*

vtV., Surya, Soma, Hya or Aswa (qu. Asi ?) Nirna, and the four iribrs

Agntvansa, tu#., Pramara, Purihara, Solanki ntul Chohan.
Abulgaxi states that the lartars or Scytlitans Were divided into

grand families. The Rajpoots have maiiUa|pid these ideas, origiD^iv

brought from the Oxus*
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n*; ihe chief weapon of the Brahmin Is Ills cdrse or bfessingf,
'^reat disorders soon ensued from tlie want of the slron^^ arm. Ignorance
and infidelity spread over the land

; the sacred books were tramplerl
under foot, and man kind had no refnge from the monstrous brood.* lr\

this exigence, Viswamitra, the instructor in armsf of Bhagwan, revolved
within his O'vn mind, and determined upon, tlie re-creation of the Ohetries*
He chose for this rite the summit of ^^o^lnt Ahoo.J where dwell the liet

mits and sages (Moonzs and Rishis) constantly ooctipied in the.diities of
religion, and who hati carried their complaints e''^n to the Klieer ^amudra.
(sea of curds), where they saw the Father of Oeaiimi floating upon the
hydra (emblem of eternity). He desired them to regenerate the warrior
race, aiui tl.ey returned to Mount Aboo with India, Bramha, Roodr.a,
Vishnu, ami all the inferior <livinities, in their train. Ttie fire-fonntain

(aniil' coond) was lustrated with the waters of the Ganges
;

expiatory
rites were performed, and, after a protracted debate, it was resolved that
India should initiate the work of re-creation. Having formed an image

the grass, he sprinkled it with the water of life, and
threw it inio the fire-fountain. 'I hence, on pronouncing the sanjtvan
mantra (incantation to give life), a figure slowly emerged from the flame,
beai ing iu the right iiarui a mace, and exclaiming, “A/z/c/ mar J" (slay,

slay.) He was called Pramar
;
and Aboo, Diiar, and Oojeiu were assign^

ed to him as a lertitory,
"

“Brahma was then entreated to frame one from his own essenc*

He made an image, threw it into the pit, whence issued a figur«

armed with a sword {kharga) in one hand, with the veda In the other, and
a sufino round his neck. He was named Chalook or Solanki, and
Anhulpur Patun was appropriated to him.

“ Roodra formed the third. The image was sprinkled with the

svater of the Ganges, and on the incantation being read, a black ill-

favoured figure arose, arined with the dJianOi^if or bow. As his foot

slipped when sent against the demons, he was c alled Pmihar, and placed

as the poleoh, or guardian of the gates. Ho l^ad tlie nonangzil Marus^
ihali^ * nine habitations of the desert,' assigned him.

“The fourth was formed by Vishnu; when an image like himself,

four-armed, each having a sep.arate weapun, issued from the flames, and
was thence styled Cfm(i^rbho<>ja Chau-hau, or the 'four-armed.* The gods

bestowed their blessing upon him, and as a territory.

Such was the name of Gurra-Muiidilla in the Dwapur, or silver age.

“ The Dytes were watching the rites, and two of their leaders were
close to the fire-fountain.; but the work of regeneration being over, tlie

new-born warriors were sent against the infidels, when a desperate en-
counter ensued. But as fast as the blood of the demons wa.s shed, young
demons arose ;

when the four tutelary divinities, attendant on each newly-
created race, drank up the blood, and thus stopped the multiplication of

«vil. These were
Asapurana, of the Chohan.
Gajun Mata, Purih.ar.

* Or, as the bard says, Dyles. Asuras, and Danoos, or demons an<i

infidels, as they style the Indo-Scythic tribes from the north-west, #li«

okid n6 respect to the Brahmins.^
* f A'Vt.»Hl‘-gOrn

.
' •

i My last pilgiinlUl^as to Aboot

39
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Kconj Mata,———Solaiiki.

Sancinr Mata, Pramara*
“ When the Dytes were slain, shouts of joy rent the sky; ambftJsial

showers were shed from heaven
;
and tl»e i^jods drove their cars (vahan)

about the finnameni, exulting at the victory thus achieved.

" Of all the thirtv-six royal races (says Chund, the jjreat hard of l!>e

Chohan*;), the A^ntcula is the greatest : the rest were born of woman ;

tf»ese were cri^ited by the Brahmins !*—Gotracharya of the Cliohanft.

Sham Veda, Snrnv'ansa, Madhooni saclia, Vacha tjotra, pancii purwaf
pi?u>0. Laklnncari nekas, ( handrabhai; a Naili, Brikf ooneshan. Amba«
ca-Bl»av;mi. Baiun Pulra, Kal Bhiroo, Aboo Aciuleswar Mahadeo, Cha-
lurbhooja Chaufian.”

'I'he period of this j^rand convocation of the gods on Mount Aboo, to

regenerate me warrior race of Hind, and to incite tfirm against “ (lie

infidel races wlio liad spread over the land." is dated so far back as the

opening of the second age or the Hindus: a point which we shalf not

dispute. Neidier shall we throw a <inul>t upon the chronicles which
cUiin Prince Sehf, one of the gre-U henoes of the Mdhabhardt, as an inter-

ineiJiaie link bet ween A nhul Cfiohan and Saipali, who founded Maca-»
vati, and conquereiJ the Konkan

;
wiiile anotlier son, called l untur Pal,

conquered Aser and Gow dco nid planted his garrisons in

every region, and possessed nine liundied eiephaiUs to carry puckalas^ or

water-skins.

Ltt us here pause for a m()nient before we proceed with the chronicle,

and inquire who were these warriors, thus regenerated to fight tfit bat-

tles of Bfaluninism, and brought within the pale of their faith 7 1 hey
must have been either the aoonginal debased classes, raised to moral
importance by the ministers ol the pervading religion, or foreign races

\vh(^ had obtained a linuiug amongst them. The contrasted physical

appearance of llie respective races will decide tfiis question. The abori-

gines are dark, diminutive, and ill (avotned
;
the Agniculas are of good

stature, and fair, with pminincnt fe..iijre*', like those of the Parthian kings.

The ideas winch pervade ilieir in.mial poetry are such as were held by

the Sevillian m distant a,;os, amf which even Brahmlnism has failed

In eradicate ;
wliilc the tumuli, containing asiies and arms, discovered

tfiroughout india, especially in tf»e south about Gowalcoond, wherfi the

Choliajis held sway, indicate tlie nomadic warrior of the north as the

proselyte of Mount Aboo,

Of the four Agnicula races, the Chohans were the first who obtained

extensive dominion. The almost tiniversai power of the Pramaraf il

proverbial; but the wide sway possessed by the Chohans can only be

discovered wlin difficulty, 'I'heir glory was on the wane when ‘hat of the

Pramar?is was in the zenith
;
and if we may credit the last great bard

of the Rajpoot's, the Chohans held in capiU of the Prainaras of I clinganaf

It is by no means uncommon for this arrogant priesthood to lay

claim to powers co-equal with those of the Divinity, nay often 8iipc*’iof to

them. Witness the scene in the Ramayanat whe/'a they make the deity

Si mediator, to entreat the Brahmin Vashishta to hearken to Kirg VisfiWj^

initra’s desire for his friendship* Can any thing exceed this? ParaPe*

t, perhaps, we ina^, in tfiat memorable instano«i of Christian idotacory#

wheieihe Almighty is called on to intercede with jAntUhriilS tO

aiinuai toiraclt ol iiqu<:fytng cite cotigeeled
* * ^
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in the ci)?hth century of Vicram?i, thougli the name of Pritluviraj

threw a parting ray of splendour upon the whole ln»e of his ancestry,

even to the fire-fountain on tlie summit of classic Aboo.

The facts to be gleaned in the early page of the chronicle are con-
tained in a few stanzas, which proclaim the possession of paramount
power, though probably of no lengthened diiralion. I'he line of tl»e

Nerbudda, from Macavati, or Macaonii, to Malieswar, was tlieir primi*

five seat ©f sovereignty, comprehending .dl tiie tracts in ils vicinity both
north and south. Thence as they multiplied, they spread over ihe

peninsMla, possessing Mandoo, Aser, Ooiconda, and the Konkan
;
while

to the north, they strr'tcbed even the fountains of the OangeH. The
following is the bard's picture of the Cliohan dominion :

From * the seat of government,’ (rainsthan) Maraonti, the oath

of allegiance Kan) resounded in fifty-two castles. 'I'he land of I'atha,

Lahore, Mooitan, Pesliore.* the C^hohan in his might ar<js** and con-

quered even to the lulls of Bftadri. J'fie infidels (d'f/trts) fled, and
allegiance was proclaimed in f>e|hi and Cahul, while the ronntiy of

Nepal he bestowed on ihe Mallnni.*|- Crowned with the blessing of the

gods, fte returned to Maraonti."

It bas alrendy been observed, that Macaouti- Xagari was the ancient

name of Gnrr MnndilU, whose princes for ages continued the surname
of PaL indicative, it is recoriled bv tradition, (d theii nomadic occupation.

*rbe Aheers, who occupied all Central India, and fiave left in one noolc

{Aheervjarra) a meinofi.Hl of their existence, was a branch of the same
rac©! Aheer being a synonym f(>r Pal. Blu-lsa, Bhojpur, Diep, Bhopal,

Airnn, Garspnr, are a few of the ancient towns cstablislied by the Pals

or Palis
;
and could we master the still imUnown characters appcri^i ining

to the early colonists of India, moie light would be thrown on the history

of the Chobans.J

A scion from Macaonii, named Ajipal, established himself at Ajmere,§
and erected its castle of Tarragnrh. Ihe name of Ajipal is one of the

^ The Mahomedan writers confirm this account, for in their earliest

recorded invasion, in A.H. 143, the princes of Lahore and Ajmere, said
to be of the same family, are the great opponents of Islam, and com-
bated its advance in fields west of the Indus. We know beyond a doubt
that Ajmere was then the chief seat of Chohan power.

f The Mallani is torraifier was) one of the Cliohan Sachpe, and may
be the Mnlli wdio opposed Alexander at the confluent arms of tfie Indus*
The trirve* IS extinct and was so little known even five centuries ago, that

^ prince of Boondi, of the Mara tribe, intermarried with a Mallani, tb^
book of genealogical affinilies "not indicating her being within the prohi-
bited canon. A more skilful bard pointed out the incestuous connection,
^hen divorce and expiation ensued.

J All these towns contain remains of antiquity, especially in the
^iitrict of Diep, Bhojpnr, and Bhelsa, Twenty years ago, in one of
my journeys, I passed the ruins of Airun, where a superb column stands
at the junction of its two streams. It is about thirty feet in height, and
If surmounted by a human figure, having a (?lory round his head ; a
colossal bull is at the base of the column. I sent a drawing of it to Mr.
Colebrooke at the time, but possess no copy.

§ It is indifferently called Aji-mttr and Aji^doorg, the invincible
WH (ifiero), or invincible castle idoor^. Tradition, however, says that
the name of this renowbed abode, the key of Rajpootana, derived froni
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»r>ost compicuotis that tradition has preserved, and is always followe<f

hy the epithet of chukwa^ or universal potentate. His era must evesr

lein'^in doubtful wnlf*s.s, as already obs<?rved, we sliould ma.'.ler the
characters said to belong to tins race, and wirici* aie still extant, both on
Mot>e ami on eopper.* From what cause is not staled (tnost probably »
tain :e ol lirreal i^^sue), Fh itiiwi Patiac was brought born Macaowti to

Ajniere. By a single wih? (for pohjx.-nn- was then unknown to ibe^e races),

bf bad t vver.lN 'f'ou sons, whose pi oj»eny peoploti tlwt>e ' tjions, one of

wliose deticendants, Mariik Uae, was lord of Ajmcie anu ^ambhur, iiv

t»je year S. 741, or A.D. 685.

With tl»e name of Manik Rae, the history of the. Chohan emerges
from obsciuity, H not fanle

;
and alihoui^h the hard does not sub^^equeiuly

entertain us with nwicli snbstanlial int' . malion, we can trace Ins sut)ject,

and see his heroes fiet their l our upon the uncertain sta^'e, throughout

» period ot twelve Imudicii years. It was .at tins era lA.F). 685), that

Hajpootaua was first visited by the arms of Islam, being lire sixty- third

\c^<i of the Hejira. Manik Rae, llien prince of Ajmcre, was slain by
the Asuras, and ni^ only clr.ld,. named i.ot, then an inlant of seven years

of ak^e, was Iciiled by an arrow wtiile playing on the battlements
/ tis).

"1 he n^vasM)n is said to have been from Sinde, in revenge for

Ihe ijl-treatment of an is! nnitt* missionary, named Roshan Ali, though
the Cf rnplexiarr of the evMit is more hUe an ciUerpri/,e prompted by
lelijious enihusiasm. The missionary beir?g condcmnrd to lose his

tlnnnb, “ ifu* di?.j<un!ed nienihcr, flew to Mocc.a,'^ and gave evidence

against llie Rajpoot idolat(»r
;
wlitn ;i force was prepared, tlisguised as

ifcaravarr of hoi se-rnei chants whicii surprised and slew Hoola Hae and
In? son, and obtained possession of (}urh-beetli, the citadel.

Puerile ,us is the transaction, its truth is snbtanlialed by the fact,

I hat the (btlipii Omar at lhi^ vci y lime sent an aimy to Sii^de, wliose

commander, Abul Aas, was slain in an attempt on the ancient capital,

Aloie. .Still nothing but llie enthusiasm ol religions frenzy could have

imluced a band to cro:>s the desert in order to punish this insult to the

new

Whatever were llie means, however, by which Ajurerc was captured*

a»>d Ooola Hae slam, the importance of the event has been deeply

irnprifiied on the Ciiohans
^
wlio, in itmembrancu of it, deified the youtlr-

ful heir of Ajinere: "Pot puiia’' is still the inosl. conspicuous of tire

Chohan Tl»e day on which he was killed is sanctified, and bis

efiigy ifien receives divine honours from all who have the r>ame of Cftohan.

Even the anklet of bells which Ire wore has become an object of vcnera-

Iron, and is forbidden to be used by the children of this race.

Of the house of Uoola Kae of Cliolran race, Lot- Deo, the heir-

^^p^irenft, by the decree of Siva, on Monday the I2lh of the month of

Jext, went (o heaven."

Manik Rae, the uncle of the youth ipuira), who is still tlie

object of genera] homage, cspecrally of the Chohan fair), upon the

tlie humble profession of the young Chohan, who was goat-herd ;

meaning 'a goal’ in Sanskrit; still referring to the original pastoral

occupation of the Palis.

I obtained at Ajmere and at Poshkur several very v ’uabic medals#

ftactrian, Indo*Scyihic and Hindu, having the ancient Pali on ooi siw#

arid the effigy ot a horse on the other*
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cceupation of Ajmere retired upon Samhlujr. wMcIi evsntt smayier
couplet fixcs» as we have said, rn S. 741.* Here tke bard has
recourse to celestial inierposif ion in order to support Manik Rae in

)us adversity. 'I'he j^oddess Sucamhhari appears to him while seekin^f
shelter from the pursuit of this merciless foe, and bi«ls him establish

himself in the spot where siie manifested herself, guaranteeing to
him the possession of all tl»e ground he could encompass with hij?-

horse on that day
; but commanded him not to look back until he

had returned to the spot where he feft her. He commanded the ‘circuit

with vvhat he deemed his steed could accomphsh, but forgetting the in-

junctions, he was surprised to see the whole space covered as with a sheet,
'1 his was the desiccated sirr^ or salt-lake, which he named after his

patroness Sacamhhari, whose statue still exists on a small island in Uifr

lake, now corrupted to Sambhur.-|*

However these legends of the first days of Chohan power, they
suffice to mark with exactness their locality; and the imp-^rtance attached
to this settlement is manifested in tlie title of “ Sambhri Rao,.^^ maintain-
ed by Prithvvi Raj, the descendant of Manik Rae, even when emperor of

all nortliCi i India.

Manik Rpe whom we may consider as the founder of the Chohans of

the north, recovered Ajmere. He had a numerous progeny, w,ho esta-

blisiied many petty dynasties througiioul Western Rajwarra, giving birth,

to various tribes, which are spread even to the Indus. I he Kheechie.f
the Hara, the Moliil, Nuibahana, Badorea, Bhowrecha, Dhunairea, and
Bagrecha are all descended from hi»n. l*he Kheechies were established

in the remote Do-abeh, called Sinde-Sugar, comprising all the tract

betvveen the Behut and the Sinde, a space of sixty-eight coss, whose capi-

tal was Keechpur-Patim. 'I’he Haras obtained or founded Asi {Ha>isiy

in Heriana
; while another tribe held Gowalcoond, the celebrated Gol-

conda, now H ydrabad, and when thence expelled, regained A sir. 'I'he

Mohils had the tracts round Nagore.§ The Bhadoreas had an appanage
on the Chumbul, in a tract which bears their name, and is still subject to

them. The Dhunaireas settled at Shahabad, which by a singular fatality

* Samvat, sath soh ektalees
** Mnlut ball bes
“ Saftjbhur ay a tiiti surr^us
** Manik Rae, Nur-es/*

fAn Inscription on the pillar at Feroz Shah’s palace at Delhi, be-
longing to this family, in which the word sacambhari occurs gave rise to

many ingenious conjectures by Sir W. Jones, Mr. Coiebrooke and Colonel

Wilford.

i Called Khecch-kotc by Baber.

§ In the annals of Marwar it wHl be seen, that the Rahtores cow*

quered Nagore or Nagadoorg (the ‘serpent's castle') from the Mohils, wliOt

held fourteen hundred and forty villages so late as the fifteenth century.

So many of thvj colonies of Agniculas bestowed the name of serpeni 01%

their settlements that I am convinced all were of the Talc, Takshae, or
N^ tgvansa race from Sacad vipa, who, six centuries anterior to Vicrama-
dhtya. under their leader Sebesnaga, conquered Indiai and whose era luusi

he the limit of Agnicuii antiquity.
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has At fengfth rome into the po-^sesslon of the Haras of Kotah, Aitolher
branch fixed at Nadole, hut never chanj,Fed the name of Clfohan.^

Afanv chieftainships were scattered over the desert, cither trusting to

their lances to maintain their independence, or holding of superiorst^ but
A notice of them, however interesting, would here, perhaps, be out of

place. Eleven princes are ennmeraied in the y(i€ga*s catalogue, from
Maniir Rae to Beesildeo, a name of the highest celebrity in the Rajpoot
ann^tls, and a landmark to various aiittioruies, who otherwise have little in

com moif even in their genealogies, which I pass over in silence, with the

exception of the intermediate name of Hursraj.-j* common to the
Rasa as well as the Jaega’s list. Tlie authority of Hursraj stretclied

along the Aravalli mountains to Aboo, and east of the Chnmbiil. He
ruled from S. 812 to 827 (A. H. 138 to 153), and fell in bailie against the

Asuras, having attained the title of Ari-murdhan. Ferishta says, that
** in A. H. 143, the MoosJems greatly increased, when issuing from their

hills they obtained possession of Kirman, Peshore, and all the lands ad-

jacent ;
and that the Raja of Lahore, who was of ttie family of ihe Raja

of Ajmrre, sent his brntherj against these Afghans, who were reinforced

by the tribes of Ghilij, of Ghor an<l Kabul just become proselytes to

Tslam ,"J and be adds, that during five months, seventy battles were

fought with success
;
or, to use the historian’s own words, “in which Sepahi

* riie importance of Nadole was considerable, and is fullv Attested hv
existing inscriptions as well as by the domestic chronicle, Midway from

the founder, in the eighth century to its destruction in the twelfth, was Rao
Lakhnm, who in S. 1039 (A.D. 983b sur.cessfully coped with the princes

of Nelirvalla.

“ Sumeah dos seh o ftchalets
“ Bar eklwnta, Patun fyla pol
“ Dan Cltohan agavi
“ Mewar D'lannt hind hhuf'ri
“ Ti^ bar R.to Lakh tin ihafpi
** Jo arumba, so kurrid'

Literally: *'InS. 1039, at the farther gate of the city of Patun, the

Chohan collected the commercial duties {dan). He look tribute fruin the

lord of Mewar, and performed wliatever he had a mind to.”

I^akiuin drew upon him the arms of Soobektegin, and his son

Mahmoud, when Nadole was stripped of its consequence
;
its temples

were thrown down, and its fortress was dilapidated. But it had re-

covered much of its power, and even sent forth several branches, who all

fell under Alla-o-din in the thirteenth century. On the final conquest of

India by Shahbiidin, the prince of Nadole appears to have effected a

compromise, and to liave become a vassal of the empire. Thi» conjcciu^®

arises from the singularity of its currency, which retains on the one side

the names in Sanskrit of its indigenous prtncei, and on the other that of

the conqueror. .

t Hursraj and Beejy Raj were foni of Aji*pal, king of

according to the chronicle.

J This is a very important* admisiion of Ferishta concerning tn*

proselytism of all these tribes, and confirms my hypothesis, that to®

Afghans are converged Jadoonstor Vadus, not KsAurfii. or Jews.

Gor is aisp a well-known Rajpoot tribe, and they had only to oonv®^^

into Ghor« Vide Annals of the Bhaltit*
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tirmah (General Frost) was victorious over the inBd*!, but who' relumed
when tlie cold season was passed with fresh force. I he armies met
between Kirman and Pesliawer

;
sometimes the infidel (Rajpoot) carried

the war to the Kohistan^ ‘ mountainous regions,’ and drove the MoosuU
mans before him

;
sometimes the Moosulmans obtaining tlie reinforce-

inents, drove the infidel flights of arrows to their own borders.

which they always retired when tlie torrents swelled the Nilab {Indus)**

Whetlier the Raja of Ajrnere personally engaged in these^distant

combats the chronicle says not. Accordnrg to the Huisraj
was succeeded by Doojgun-deo, whose advanced post was Bhutnair,

and who overcame Nasir-oo»din, from whom he captured twelve hundred
horse, and hence bore the epithet of Sultan Graha, or * King-seiier.'

N'isir-oo-din was the title of the celebrated Soobeklegin, father to the

still more celebrated Mahinood. Soobektegin repeatedly invaded India
during tlie fifteen years’ reign of bis predecessor Aliptegin,

Passlr^g over the intermediate reigns, each of which is marked by
some meagre and unsatisfactory details of battles with the Islamite, we
arrive at Beesildeo. I'he father of (his prince, according to the Hara
genealogists, was l)lterina-( juj, appaieuilv a title,

—
' in faith like an

elephant,’—as in the list is Beer Beelundeo, confirmed by
llie inscription on the Irinmplial column at Delhi. I'he last of

Mahmood’s invasions occurred dining the reign uf Beeinndeo, who, ac

the expense of his life, had tlie glory of hninbling the mighty conqueror,

and forcing him to relinquish tlie siege of Ajinere. Befoi e we condense
the scanty records of the bards concerning Visala* Deva,* we may
spare a few words to commemorate a Chohan, who consecrated his name
and tliat of all his kin, by Ins deeds in the fiist passage of Malyiiood
into India.

Goga Chohan was the son of Vacha Raja a name of some celebriiy.

He held the whole of JungiilMies, or the forest lands from the Sutlej to

Heriana
;
his capital, called Mehera, or, as pronounceil, Goira ca Matrt,

was on the Sutlej. In defending this he fell,'' with forty-five sons and
sixty nephews; and as it occuned on Sunday {Rubwar), the ninth

(nomee) of the rooiuh, that day is lield sacred to the manes of Goga by
the ** thirty-six classes

’**

1
* throughout Rajpootana, but e'^pecially in ibe

desert, a portion of which is yet called Gogadeo ca thul. Even his steed,

J^avadia,} has been immortalized, and has become a favourite name for

a war-horse throughout Rajpootana, whose mighty men sw’ear “ by the

^aca of Goga,” for maintaining the Rajpoot fame when Mahmood crossed
the Sutlej.

This was probably the last of Mahmood's invasions, when he
niarched direct from Mooltan through the desert. He attacked Ajrnere,

which was abandoned, and the country around given up 10 devastation

• The classical mode of writing the name of Beesildeo.

Chatees port.

J It IS related by the Rajpoot roiY\ancers that Goga had no children •

that lamenting this, his guardian deity gave him two barley-corns
(Java orjao), ot\t of which he gave to his queen, another to his favourite
mare, which produced the steed which became as famous as
^oga himself. The Rana of Oodipur gave the author a blood-horse of
^stiiawar« whose name was Javadia. Though a lamb in disposition,
when mounted, he waa a piece of fiie, and admirably broken in to ell
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bftd plunder. The citadel, Gurh-Beetli, however, held out, and Mahomed
’was foiled, wounded, and obliged lo retr*eat by Nadole,^ another Chohaii
possession, which he saciced, and then proceeded to Nehrwalla, which
iie captured. His barbarities promoted a coalition, which by compelling
h’ni to march thraugh the western deserts to gain the valley of Sinde,
had nearly proved fatal lo his army. 4i

Tt>e exploits of Beesildeo form one of the books of Chund the bard.
The date assigned to Becsildeo in the Rti^a (S. 921) is interpolated—

a

vice not uncommon with the Rajpoot bard, whose periods acquire
verification from less mutable materials than those out of which he
weaves his song.f

Chund gives an animated picture of the levy of the Rajpoot chivalrjr,

which assemt)led under Beesildeo, who as the champion of the Hirujft

faith, was chosen to lead its warriors against the Islamite invader. I he

Chalook king of Anhuhvarra alone refused to join the confederation,

and in terms which drew upon fiirn the vengeance of the Chohan. A
literal traiufation of the passage may be interesting

“To the Goelwal Jait, tlie prince entrusted Ajmere, saying, ^ an

5'our fealty I depend where can this Chalook find refuge ? He
moved from the city (Ajmere), and encamped on the lake VisalaJ
and summoned his tributaries and vassals to meet him. Maiinsi

Purihar, with the army of Mundore, touched his fect.§ Then came
the Ghelote, the ornament of the throng

;1|
and the Pawsir, with

the managt exercise. A more perfect animal never existed. Tire author

brought him, with another from Oodipur to the ocean,

intending lo bring them home
;
but the grey he gave to a friend, and

fearful of the voyage, he sent javadia back six hundred miles lo the

Bana, requesting " he might be the first worshipped on the annual military

festival a request which he doubts not was complied with,
* Sec note Ante, p. 646, for remarks on Nadole, whence the aullmr

obtained much valuable matter, consisting of coins, inscriptions on stont

and copper, and MSS,, when on a visit to this ancient city in 1821.

f We have abundant checks, which, could they have been detailed

in the earlier stage of inquiry into Hindu literature, would have excited

more interest for the hero whose column at Delhi has excited the inquiries

of Jones, Wilford, and Colebrooke.

J I bis lake stifl bears the name of Beetil ca^ial notwithstanding the

changes which have accrued during a lapse of one thousand years, since

he formed it by damming-up the spring. It is one tlie reservoirs of

the Looni river. The Emperor Jehangir erected a palace on the banks

of the Bcesil-ca-tal, in which he received the ambassador of James 1 . of

England, .

§ 1‘his shews that the Purihars were subordinate to the Chohans ot

Ajmt-re.

j|
rhe respectful mention of the Ghelote as * the ornament of the

throng,* clearly proves that the Cheetorc princes came as an ally. HoW

rejoicing to an antiquary lo find this confirmed by an inscription

amidst the ruins of a city of Mewar, which atliidei to this very coalition

The inscription is a record of the friendship maintained by iheif issue

in the iwelftli century, --Samarsi of Chectore, and Prithwiiwp

Chqhan king of India-—on their comt)iuing to chastise the kiii,^ of

Anhuiwarra, *'
in like manner as did Beesildeo and Tejsi of oWi



Tiiar.ffl!) nnd Rnma tlie Gor ;(/y) with Mohes the Inrcl of Mewatd^)
1 he Mohil-of Doonapur with tribute sent exciise.(r/) With foldeJ
hands arrived the Baloch^^) but the lord of Bamuni abandoned S\ud^.(f)
Then came the Nuzziir from Bhutnaird^*^) and the Nulbundi from Tatta(A)
and Mooltan.(/j) When the summons reached the Bhomia Bhalti
!)errawul,(e) all obeyed; as did the Jodoon or Malliinwas.f^') Th«
Mori(-t) and Bir^oojur(^) also joined with the Chuchwahas of Auterved.(^>
The subjugated Meras worshipped his feet.(/) Then came the armv of
d'akitpur, headed by the Goelwal Jait.(?w) Mounted in haste eamj Udya
Framar.(«) With the Nurbhan(o) and the IJor,(/)) the Chundail,(/>) and
the Dahima.”(^)

In this short passage, a text afforded for a dissertation on the whole
genealogical history of Rajpootana at tl.at period. Such extracts from

against the foe, so." etc., etc. Now Tejsi was the grandfather of

Rawul Samarsi, who was killed in opposing the final Mooslem invasion,

on the Caggar, after one of the longest reigns in their annals : front

which we c Jc ilate that I’ejsi must have sat on the throne about the year
S. 1120 (A. b. 1064). His youth and inexperience would account for his

acting subordinately to the Chohan of Ajmere. Tlie name of Udyadita
further confirms the date as will be mentioned in the text. His date
has been fully settled by various inscriptions found by the author, (Sec
2'rdnsactiofts Royal Asiatic Society

^

Vol. I. p. 223.

(a) This Tuar must have been one of the Delhi vassals, whose
tnonarch was of this race.

{b) The Gor was a celebrated tribe, and amongst the most illustrious

of the Chohan feudatories
;
a branch until a few years ago held Sooe-

Soopur and about nine lakhs of territory, 1 have no doubt the Gor
appanage was west of the Indus, and that this tribe on conversion became
the Ghor.

(c) The Mewoh race of Mewar is well known ; all are Mahomedans
now.

(d) The Mohils have been sufficiently discussed.

(e) The IBaloch was evidently Hindu at this lime
;
and as I have re-

peatedly said, of*Jit or Gete origin.

(/J " rhe lord of Bamuni," in other places called Bamunwasso, must
apply to the ancient jBrahminabad or Dewul, on whose site the modern
Tatta is built.

(^) See Annals of Jessulmer.

(A) All this evinces supremacy over the princes of this region ; the

Soda, the Samnyi, and Soomura.
(t) Of Derrawul we have spoken in the text.

(j) Mallunwas we know not.

(k) The Moris, tl>e Cuchwahas and Birgoojurs require no further

notice.

(/) The Meras.inhabited the Aravalli.

(m) Takitpur is the modern Thoda, near Tonk, where there are fine

remains.

(«) Udyadita, now a landmark in Hindu history.

(0) See annals of Shekhavaii for the Nurbhans, who held Khundaila
as a fief of Ajmere.

(/>) The Dor and Chundail were well known tribes
; the latter con*

tended with Prithwi-Raj, who deprived them of Mahoba and Kalinga«
and all modern Boondelkund.

(^) The renowned Dahmia was lord of Biana ; also called Druinadhac

40
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ihe more ancient bards, incorporated in the works 'of ibelr successors)

however laconic, afford decisive evidence that their poetic chronicles bore
always the same character ;

for this passage is introduced by Chund
merely as a preface to the histoi y of his own prince, Prithwiraj, the des*
Cendant of Beesildeo.

A similar passage was given from the ancient chronicles of Mewar,
recording an invasion of the Mooslems, of which the histories of the

invaders left no trace. I'he evidence of both is incontestable
;
every

name affords a synchronism not to be disputed
;
and though the isolated

passage would afford a very faint ray of light to the explorer of those

days of darkness, yet when the same industrious research has pervaded
the annals of all these races, a Rood of illumination, pours upon us, and
we can at least tell who the races were who held sway in these regions a
thousand years ago.

Amidst meagre, jejune, and unsatisfactory details, the annalist of

Rajpootana must be content to wade on, in order to obtain some solid

foundation for the history of the tribes ; but such facts as these stimulate

his exertions and reward his toil : without them, his task would be hope-

less. To each of the twenty tribes enumerated, formed under the standard
of the Chohan, wc append a separate notice, for the satisfaction of the

few who can appreciate their importance, while some genera) remarks may
suffice as a connection with the immediate < object of research, the Haras,
descended from Beesildeo.

In the first place, it is of no small moment to be enabled to adjust

the date of Beesildeo, the most important name in the annals of the

Chohans from Manik Rae to Prithwiraj, and a slip from the genealogical

tree will elucidate our remarks.
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CHOHAN ORNEAI-OGY.

Suvatcha.

I

Malian

Gullun Soor.

Ajipata "Chukra,''

Dola Kae

Manik Uac

Beer Beelundeo

,
h)<)6ton,v> Beesuldeo

Sarangdeo

for Agnipala, “offspring of fire, ' the first Chohaij

;

I
probable period 650 before Vicrama, when an

.•{ invasion of the Turshkas took place; established

1
Macavatinagari (Gnrra Mundilla) conquered

L the Konkan, Aser, Golconda.

( In all probability this is the patriarch of tlie

'

I Mallani tribe.

I

or universal potentate
;
foiinder of Ajmere. Some

authorities say, in 202 of the Vicyama
;
others of

the F/VflGSamvat ; the latter is 'the most pro-

bable.

^ Slain, and lost Ajmere, on the first irruption of

'

(.
the Mahomedans, S. /41, A. D. 6S5.

(Founded Sambhur : hence the title of Sambri-
"

X Rao borne by tbe Chohan princes, his issue.

(

Defeated Nazir-oo-din {qu. Soobektegin ), thence

styled ‘Sultan graha.’

!

or Dhermaguj
;
'slain defending Ajmere against

Mahmood of Ghizni.

f Classically, VIsaladeva)
;

his period, from various

( inscriptions, S. 1066 to S. 1 130.

... Died in nonage.

(Constructed the Anah*5agur at Ajmere; still

'"I bears his name.

Ajeydeo, or

Anundeo.

Beejydeo,

1 i

Someswar Kan-Rae

marri'ed Rooka Bae,
|

daughter of Anungpal Eesurdas;

Tuar king of Delhi, turned Mahomedan.

Oodeydeo.

Jait, Goel'val.

Prithwiraj
; obtained Delhi

;

slain by Shabudin, S. 1249,

A. D. 1193.

Rainasi; slain in the sack of

Delhi,

Chahirdeo. C Adopted successor to Prithwiraj
; his name

I [ is on tile pillar at Delhi.

Viajaya Raj.

[
is on tlie pillar at Delhi.

fHad twenty-one sons
;
seven of whom were

)
legitimate, [and founders of mixed tribes.

{

From Lakunsi there are twenty-six gene-

rations to Nonud Sing, the present chief*

I
tain of Neemrana, the nearest lineal des-

L ceiidant of Ajipal and Prithwiraj.
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The name of Reesildeo {Visaladeva) h#*ad? the inscription on the cele-
brated column erected in the centre of I^eroz Shah’s palace at Delhi,
'riiis column, alluded to by Chund, as “tellingf the fame of the Chohan,'*
was ''placed at Nigumbode,” a place of pilgrimage on the Jumna, a few
rniles below Delhi, whence it must have been removed to its present
singular position."^

The inscription commences and ends with the same date, via., 15th
of the month Bysakh, S. 1220, If correctly copied, it can Jhave no
reference to Beesildeo, excepting as the ancestor of Prativa Chahmana
iilaca Sacambhari bhupaii

;

or •Prilhwiraja Chohan, the anointed of
Sambhur, Lord of iht earth,* who ruled jat Delhi in S. 1 220, and was
slain in S. 1 249, retaining the ancient epithet of ' Lord of Sambhur,*
one of the early seats of their power.f The second stanza, however,
tells us we must distrust the first of the two dates, and read 1120
(instead of 1220), when Visaladeva ‘'exterminated the barbarians” from
Ayyaverta, The numerals i and 2, in Sanskrit, are easily mistaken. If,

however, it is decided by 1220, then the whole inscription belongs to

Prativa Chahmana, between whom and Visala no less than six princes

intervene,i and the opening is merely to introduce Priihwiraja's lineage,
in which the sculptor has foisted in the date.

1 feel inclined to assign the first stanza to Visaladeva (Beesildeo),

and what follows to his descendant Prithwi Raj, who by a conceit may
have availed himself of the anniversary of the victory of his ancestor,

to record his own exploits. These exploits were precisely of the same

* See Asiatic Researches, Vol I, p. 379, Vol. VI 1 . p. 180, and VoL
IX. p. 453.

f I brought away an inscription of this, the last Chohan emperor,
from the ruins of his palace at Hasi or Hansi, dated S. 1324. See com*
ments thereon, Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. I, p. 133.

t These inscriptions, while they have given rise to ingenious int^r*

pretations, demonstrate the little value of mere translations, even when
made by first-rate scholars, who possess no historical knowledge of the
tribes to whom they refer. The inscription was first translated by Sir
W. Jones in 1784 {Asiatic Researches, Vol. I). A fresh version (from a
fresh transcript 1 believe) was made by Mr. Colebrooke in 1800 [Asiatic

Researches, Vol. VII.), but rather darkening than enlightening the
subject, from attending to his pundit’s emendation, giving to the prince’s

name and tribe a metaphorical interpretation. Nor was it till Wilford
had published his hodge-podge Essay on Vicramaditya and Salivahana,
that Mr. Colebrooke discovered his error, and amended it in a note to that
volume

; but even then, without rendering the inscription useful as a
historical document, I call VVilford’s essay a hodge-podge advisedly. It

is a paper of immense research 1 vast materials are brought to his task,
hut he had an hypothesis, and all was confounded to suit it. Chohans,
Solankis, Ghelotes, all are amalgamated in his crucible. It was from
the Sarangadhar Padhati, written by the bard of Hamira Chohan, not
^ing of Mewar (as Wilford has it) but of Rinthumbor, lineally descended
Irorn Visaladeva, and slain by Alla-o-'din. Sarangadhar was also author
of the Hamit Rasa, and the Hamir Cavya, bearing this prince’s name,
the essence of both of which I translated with the aid of my Guru, 1 was
long bewildered in my admiration of Wilford’s researches

; but expert*
6noe inspired distr ust, and 1 adopted the useful adage in all these matters
*
*nil admirariJ*
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nature,—successful war against the Islamite, in vvliich each drove him
from Aryavirfa

;
for even the Mooslem writers acknowledge that

Shahbudin was often ignominiotisly defeated before he finally succeeded
in making a conquest of northern India.

If, as I surmise, the first stanza belongs to Beesilded, the dale is S.
1120, or A. D. 1064, and this grand confederation described by the
Chohan bard was assembled under his banner, preparatory to the very
success, ^to commemorate which the inscription was recorded.

In the passage quoted from Chun'd, recoreffng the princes who led

their household troops under Beesildeo, there are four names which
establish synchronisms : one, by which we arrive directly at thejdate, and
three indirectly. 'l*he first is Udyadit Pramar, king of Dhar (son of

Raja Bhoj), whose period I established ffrom numerous inscriptions, as

between S. 1100 and S. 1150; so that the date of his joining the expedi-
tion would be about the middle of his reign. The indirect, but equally

strong, testimony consists of,

First the mention of ** the Bhomia Bhatti from Derrawul ;"f for had
there been any thing apocryphal in Chund, Jessulmer, the present
capital, would have been given as the Bhatti abode. J

Second, the Cuchwahas, who are also described as coming from
Anterved (the region between the Jumna and Ganges)

;
for the infant

colony transmitted from Nurwar to Amber was yet undistinguished.

The third proof is in the Mewar inscription, when Tejsi, the grand-
father of Samarsi, is describedfas in alliance with Beesildeo. Beesildeo is

said to have lived sixty-four years. Supposing this date, S. 1120, to be

the medium point of his existence, this would make his date S. 108S to

S. Ii52» or A. D. 1032 to A. D. 1096; but as his father, Dherma Guj,
•* the elephant in faith,*' or Beer Beelun Deo (called Malun Deo, in the

{Hamir Rasd)^ was killed defending Ajmcre on the last invasion of

Mahmood, we must necessarily place BeesiKs birth (^supposing him an
infant on that event), ten years earlier, or A. D. 1022 (S. 1078), to

A. D. 1086 (S. 1142). comprehending the date on the pillar of Delhi, and

by computation all the peiiods mentioned in the catalogue. We may
therefore safely adopt the date of the Rasa, viv,, S. 1066 to S. 1130.

Beesildeo was, therefore, contemporary with jeypal, the Tuar king

of Delhi; with Doorlub and IBhima of Guzzerat
;
with Bhoj and Udya

Dit of Dhar; with Pudumsi and Tejsi of Mewar; and the confederacy

• See Transactions^of the Royal Asiatic Society.

f See Annals of Jessulmer, for foundation of Derrawul, Chapter Vf.

J In transcribing the annals of the Kheechies, an important branch

of the Chohans, their bards have preserved this passage
;
but ignorant

of Derrawul and Lodorva (both preserved in my version of Chund), they

have inserted Jessulmer. By such anachronisms, arising from the

emendations of ignorant bards, their poetic chronicles have lost half

ihtir value. To me the comparison of such passages, preserved in Chund

from the older bards, and distorted by the moderns, was a subject o(

considerable pleasure. It reconciled much that I mi^ht have thrown

away, teaching me the difference between absolute invention, and igno^

ance creating errors in the attempt to correct them. The Khecchic bard,

no doubt, though he was doing right when he erased Derrawul anu

tnscribed Jessulmer,
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wliii li Ijf headed must liave hren lhat a^jainst the Islamite Modud,
t he foiirih from Mahmood of Ghizni, whose expulsion from ifie nbrlli^jrn

part of Kajpootaria (as recorded on the pillar of Delhi) caused Aryaverta
:i*?ain to become ‘ the Und of virtue/ Mahmood’s final retreat from
li»dia by Sinde, to rtvoid the armies collected by Byramdeo a»»di the
prince of Ajmere,” to oppose him, was in A. H. 417, D.. 1026, or
S. 1082, nearly the same date as that assigned by Chund, S. toSS,

We coiild dilate on the war which Beesildeo waged against the prince
of Guzzerat, his victory, and llie erection of Beesil-niiggiir,* on the'ipbt
where victory perched upon his lance ; but this ive reserv'e folr the hitrb-

(hiction of tlifc illustrious Prithwiraj, There is muclr fable ihixed (ip‘’'ititH

the histot*y of Beesildeo, apparently invented to hide a blot Irt the anrials,

warranting the inference that he became a convert, in all likelihdod a
c ompulsory one, to the doctrines of Islam. 'I'here is also the appearance
of Ids siihsequent expiation of this crime in the garb of a peaiteht

;
and

I lie mound (fihooftJ), where he took up his abode, still exists, and i9

called after him, at Kahk jobnair.i*

According to the Book of Kings of Gomund Ham (the Hara b^rdh
the Haras were descended from Anuraj, son of Beesildeo; but Mog-ji,

the Kheechie bard, makes Anuraj progenitor of the Kheechies, and soit

of Manik Rae. We follow the Hara bard.

A.nuraj had assigned to him in appanage the iipporlant ^^OIVier

fortress of Asi Hansi). His son Ishlp^l, togjjllter with Agunraj
son of Ajcy-Rao, the founder of Keechpur Palun in SindetSdgur, wa§
preparing to seek his fortunes with Kundheer Cliohaii prince pf Gpwal-
coond : but both Asi and Golconda were almost simuliaileoMsIy ps^saifed

by an army " from the wilds of Gujiibund/' RundhCfer performed the

; and only a single female, bis daughter, named SoOrahbae, -srafvi-

ved, and sire fled for protection towards Asi, then oitUCked by the saMel

furious invader. Anuraj prepared to fly; but his son, Ishtpat,' deler^-

inincd not to wait the attack, but seek the foe. • A battle eusuedi When
the invader was stain, and ishtpal, grievously >vpurided> ir^r^Mlsd kirn

till he fell, near the spot where Soorahbae was awaiting death under the

shade of a peepul: lor “ hopes of life were extinct, and fear and kun^er
had reduced her to a skeleton.'' In the moment of despair, however,

the atht^wa (peepul) tree under wbick she took shelter was severed,

Asaputna, the guardian goddess of ker race, appeared bcfordhei*.* To
her, Soorahbae related how her father and twelve brothers had fAHen
in defending Golconda against ‘ the demon of Gujiibund.’ The goddejjrf

told her to be of gpod clievr, JLor that a Cbohan of bet ow4i race^had clain

hiin,<?md.was,lhen at hand i and, led ker tp wlteie*

* llilS

^

of'lUe;

"xists in Noitherii Glizierat.
^ ^ '

thesis of their Scythic origin,
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from his wounds. By her aid he recovered, and possessed himself o9
that ancient heirdoom of the Chohans, the.famed fortress of Aser.

Ishtpal, the founder of the Haras, obtained Aser in S. 108 if <nr A.D«
iO^S) >' and as Mahmood’s last destructive visit to India, by Mooitan
throu(^h the desert to Ajmere, was in A. H. 417, or A. D. 1022, we have
every right to conclude that his lather Anutaj lost his life and Asi to

the king of Ghieni ; at the same time that Ajmere was sacked, and
the courtry laid waste by this conqueror, whom the Hindu bard might
well style ** llie demon from Gujlibund.'*! The Mahomedan historians
give us no hint even of ary portion of Mahmood's army penetrating
into the peninsula, though that grasping ambition, which considered the

chores of Saurashtra but an intermediate step from Ghizni to the con-
quest of Ceylon and Pegu,§ may have pushed an army during his long

halt at Anhulwarra, and have driven Rundheer from Golconda. But
it is idle to speculate upon such slender materials ; let them suffice to

illustrate one new fact, namely, that these kingdoms of the south as well

as the north were held by Rajpoot sovereigns, whose offspring, blending

with the original population
;
produced that mixed race of Mahrattas,

inheriting with the names, the warlike propensities of their ancestors,

but who assume the name of their abodes as titles, as the Nimalkurs,

the Fhalkias, the Patunkars, instead of their tribes of Jadoon, Tuar,
Puar, etc., etc.

Ishtpal had a son called Chand-kurn ; his son, Lok Pal, had Hamir
and Gumbir, names wdl known in the wars of Prithwiraj. The brothers

were enrolled amongst his one hundred and eight vassals, from which

wt may inler that, though Aser was not considered absolutely as a Bef,

jis chief paid homage to Ajmere, as the principal seat of the Chohans.

in tha Csn0uj Samayat that book of the poems of Chund devoted

in the famous war in which the Chohan prince carries off the princess of

Canouj, honourable mention if made of the Harm princes in the third

day's when they covered the retreat of Prithwiraj :

—

** Then did the Harm Rao Hamir^ with his brother Gumbir, mounted

* Or, as the story goes, his limbs, which lay dissevered, were collec-

trAhy Se^ahbat, and the goddess sprinkltn|j them with *'the water of

hie/’ he atoee ! Hence the name Hara, which his descendants bore,

from Aar, or * bones»’ thus collected ; but more likely from having lost

(Aara) Asi.

f The Kara chronicle says S. 981, but by some strange, yet uniform

error, all the tribes of the Chohans aniedaite their chronicles by a hundred

years. Thus Boesiideo's taking possession of Anhulpur Petun is **nine

hundred* fifty, thirty and six*' (S. 986), instead of S. 1086. But it even

pervades Chund, the poet of Prithwiraj, whoee birth jn made
stead of S. 1215; and bere» in oH fm^biliiy» the error cbmmenced,
by tlte ignorence (witfiil we ceimoi iinafhi^ el tome rhymer*

1 ‘ The elephant wilds.' They assert'that Oki§m h properly OuMfth

founds by the Yadtts : and In a tufkm tpAstman el Hindu geography

(presented by me to the Royal AsMc SdOtlyK allibetibct about the

rUcicrs of the Ganges is termod Gujlibon or Gujlibui tite ' Elephant

Poffst.' Thero ia a " GujingUfV' mffilioofd by AbulfasS hi the regton

of Btjore, inhabited by the 5ooluifio» Jadooiii ghd BuiOfyfe trib^*

4 Set Ferithta, life of Mthmood,
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en L^khi stfed. Approach their lord^ as thus they spoke: * Think of thy
s;ifely, Jungul-es,* while we make offerings 10 the array of Jeychund.
Our horses' hoofs shall plough the field of fight, like the ship of the ocean.”

The brothers encountered the contingent of the prince of Kasi
(Benares), one of the great feudarories of Canouj* As they joinedi the
shout raised by Hamir reached Ooorga on her rock-bound thione.” Gk’th
brothers fell in these wars, though one of the few survivors of tlte last

battle fought witn Shabudin for Rajpoot independence, was a Hara

Hamir had Kalkurna, who had Maha Mugd : his son was Rao Bacha i

Ills, Rao Chund,

Amongst the many independent princes of the Chohan race to Whom
Alla-o-din was the messenger of fate, was Rao Chund of Ascr. Us walls,

though deemed impregnable, were not proof against the skill and valour oi

this energetic warrior
;
and Chund and all bis family, with the exception

of one son, were put to the sword, rhis son was prince Rainsi, a name
fata] to Chohan heirs, for it was borne by the son of Prithwiraj .w^ho fell

in the defence of Delhi; but Rainsi of Aser was more fortunate. He was
but an infant of two years and a half old, and being nepitew of the Rana
of Cheetore, was sent to him for protection. When he attained man's
estate, he made a successful attempt upon the I’unied castle of Bbynsror,
from which he drove Doonga, a Bhil chief, who, with a band of his

mountain brethren, had made it his retreat. This ancient hef of Mewar
liad been dismantled by Alla-o-din tn his attack on Cheetore, from which
the Ranas had not yet recovered when the young Chohan came amongst
them for protection..

Rainsi had two sons, Kolun and Kankut. Kolun being afflicted with

an incurable disease,'commenced a pilgrimage to the sacred ** Kedarnath,"
one of the towns on the Ganges. To obtain the full benefit of this raerito«

rious act, he deterimned to measure his length on the ground the whole of

this painful journey. In six months he had only reached the Binda Pais,

were, having bathed in a fountain whence flows the rivulet Bangtimga, he

found his health greatly restored. Kedarnathf was pleased to manifest

himself, to accept his devotions, and to declare him ” King of the Pathar,*'

or plateau of Central India.} The whole of this tract was under the

princes of Cheetore, but the sack of this famed fortress by Alla. and the

enonnout slaughter of the Gehlotes, had so weakened their authority,

that the aboriginal Meenas had once more possessed themselves of oil

their native bills, or leauged with the subordinate vassals of Cheetore,

In ancient times. Raja Hoon. said to be of the Pramara race, was
ford' of the Pathar, and held his court at Mynah There are many
memorials of this Hoon or Hun prince, and even so far back as the first

assault of Cheetore, in the eighth century, its prince was aided in his

defence^by ** Ungutsi, lord of the Hoons** The celebrated temples of

Barolli are attributed to this Hoon Raja, who appears in so questionable

a shape; that wt can scarcely tefttge to believe that a branch of lilies

celebrated race must in the first centuries of Vtcrama had been admitted,

% Jnni^ut«as, * lord oi ibe forest land,Vinother of Prilhwtrej>,lilies,

f The lord of Kedar,'^ ilie gigantic pineoi tlie Himdaya, a tiile

of Siva.

} He bestowed in appanage on his brother KAfiUalji a tenth of the
Iwuds ill his possesston, From Kaulul are descended the at Bluu,
called ” Kioiia Bliat,”
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thtii* bard« sAyn, ani<ing.^t the"thirty-six royal races of ihe Rajponr^i.
as it nrlay, Rao Bango, the grandson of Kolun took possessioo

of the ancient Mynal, and on an elevation commanding the western face
of the Pathar erected the fortess of Bumaoda. With Bhynsror on the
east, ,aa4 Btimaoda and Mynal on the west, the ffaras now occupied the
whole extent of the Pathar. Other conqtiesis were made, now MandtU
gurh, Bifollu Beygoo. Kutangurh and Ciioraitagurh, formed an extensive,
if not a^rjcli, chieltainship.

. . Rao, Batigo had twelve sons,, who dispersed their progeny oyer tlu!

Pathar. He was succeeded by Dewa, who. had three sons, iij., Uur-raj,^
i iattjir and Samarsi.

The Haras had now obtained such power as to attract the attention
of the emperor, and Rae Dewa was summoned to attend the court when
Secunder Lodi ruled. He, therefore, installed his son, Hur-raj, n>

Humaoda, ortd with his youngest, Samarsi, repaired to Delhi. Here ho

remained,; till the emperor coveting a horse of the ' king of the Pathar/
tl>c latter determined to regain his native hills. 'I’his steed is famed boifi

-in the annals of the Haras and Kheechies, and, like that of the Mede,
had no small share in the future fortunes of his master. Its birth is thus

related^ The king had a horse of such mettle that "he could cross a

stream anthout wetting his hoof.’* Dewa bribed the royal equerry, and
from a mare of the Pa/Aor had a cok, to obtain which the king broko

that law which is alike binding on the iMooslem and the Christian. Dewa
sent off l»is family by degrees^ and as soon as they were out of danger,

he saddled his charger, and lance in hand appeared under the balcony

where the emperor was seated. "Farewell, king," said the Rangra ;

•' lHc^e,4fe three things your majesty must never ask of a Rajpoot ;
his

horse» his mistress, and his sword." He gave his steed the rein, and in

safety; regained the Pathar, Having resigned Bnmaoda to Hur*raj, ho

came , to Bandoo-Nal, the spot where his ancestor Kolun was cured

of dij^eafft Here the Meenas of the Oosarra tribe dweitt under the

patriacehal government of Jaitah, their chief. There was then no

regulaf'.’cily ;
the extremities of the valley (thal’f) were closed with

barriefo of masonry and gates, and the huts of the Meenas were

scattered! .
wherever their fancy led them to build. At this lime, the

community* which had professed obedieivcc to the Rana on thje sick

of Cheetqris* was suffering from the raids of Rao Gango, the fCKccchie,

who from his. <^stJe 0/ Ramgiirh (Rclawun) imposed '^birchiJohae' o\y

all around. To, a^ve themselves from Gango, wno used "to dilve

his lancc^ at tha ' harrier/ Babdoo," the Meenas eiUered into terms

agrecingt' the ftill mdort of tvery secoitd fnonth. to susjsend the tribute

of the over thetiarrfef'. At the appoihted time, the Ran came, but

no bag df ^fredshre l^pearHr ** Who has been before me P' demanded

Gango; whin forih tslued the *Mord of the Pathar/’ oh the steed coveted

by the klhff* Gan^o oFftilawan bestrbde a Charger hoi'' less famed

than his anugonist’s WhipH owed his birth to the river^^hd^se of the Par,

* Hur*raj hadawetwiofis/lhcioldest df Whbtri wks Aloo^ who suc-

ceeded to Buui^ioda, Aloq Jlara'jf namt^pll pgver dk^
ins race inhabits the Pathar ; and tnetc are many Bnomias de!;cciuie<l

from him still holding Linds, as (ho Kotpliaiyul^aud BhojauH^tras.

t Thai and AW arc both ioc a yallc)% though the Uttci

o/.cucr applied to a defile,
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Artd a marc of ihe Khccdiife chieftain's, as she j^razcd <jn Hi margin. ’

Mounted on iliis steed, no obstacle could stop him, and even the Ghiimbul
was no impediment to his seizing the tiibute at all iscasone fitoia the
Meenas.” . ,

The encounter was fierce, but ihfe flata Wai Vifc'tdV'idus, 'Gihgo
ttirned hrs back on the lord o! the Pathar; who ttled th'c th^itlil 6f lili s<»i>

of the Par, pursuing Him to ihfe bahks of the Chdihbuf. N^hU Sliia’^ his
surprise, wlicn Gango sprang from the cliff, and horse and tider!»disap*
peared in the flood, but soon to reappear on the opposite bank ! Dew;l,
who stood amazed, no sooner beheld the Kao emer^je, Owin he exclaimed
“ Bravo Kajpool ! Let me know your name." “Gango Kheechi®," was
the answer. “And mine is Dewa Hara ; we are brothers, aiui must na
longer be enemies. Let the river be our boundary."

It was in S. 1398 (A. D. 1342) that Jaiia and the GbskfVas acltnow-
Indged Kae Dewa as their lord, wfio erected Bdondi 'in the behtre oi the

Bandoo-ca- Nalt which hencefortl) became the tapila! of llik Pfkfds. Tlie

Clminbul, wliich, fora short lime after the adveiiluvd het-fe delated. Conti-

nued to be the barrier to the eastw^tt'd. Was sdon bvbfp>issed, ditd the

bravery of the race bringing them intd contact with the fenipef’dr's lieute-

nants, ihe Haras rose to favour ahd pbwef, extending theiir acquisiiifarW,

cither by conquest or grant, to the confines of Mafwa. The territory

thus acquired Obtained the geographical desi^natidn 6f Mar^vati or

Harouli-t

CHAPTER!!;

H aving sketched the lustory of this racO, frArn the regtene^aition of

Anhui, J the first Chohan (at a period which it is implosStbl^ ho

to itie establishment of the first Hara prince in Boondi, We herls^ -Ws*

capitulate to the most conspicuous princes, with their dates, established

by synchronicai events in the annals of other states, ur by inscription ;

and then proceed with the history 6f the Haras as imsmbe^s W tlie great

commonwealth of India.

Anuraj obtained Asi dr Mansi.

(shtapa), son of Anuraj, he was expelled from Asi, S, 1081 (A. D.

1025), and obuined Aser. He was fodiide^r of tire Haras ;
the dironicle

not how long aftai obtaloing Asi, but evidtiuly very soon,

ffantif; lilted irt the battle 6f Ihd Caggir, On the ttiVa^on ct Stiahbo?

dih,^.*^t24$,‘dr A. D. '

Rao Chund slain in Aser, by Alla*oo-din, ip S. 1351.

cainje to

Wew.
>< Raoi Bllng«y!obtaiitsd iBuonocU, Myiial, eieu

RSti DfeWayS. B^irtidbo^ vittsy =^0^?
tBff d|y drSiiSfrtdi. Jjitd Isiytitf Hihe fliiralMrtJ."

"•nWPi'r;# hidr

'I Aw/tr^iaiid Apu' have the banic signiticalton,
)

* lue.'
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Rao Dewi, whose Meena subjects far outnumbered his Haras» had
recourse in order to consolidate his authority, to one of those barbarous acts
too common in Rajpoot conquests. The Rajpoot chronicler so far palliates

the deed, that he assigns a reason for it, namely the insolence of the

Afeena leader, who dared to ash a daughter of the Lord of the Pathar,*'

Be this as it may, he called in the aid of the Haras of Bumaoda and the

Solankis of Thoda, and almost annihilated the Oosarras.

Mow long it was after this act of barbarity, that Oewa abdicated in

favour of his son, is not mentioned, though it is far from improbable
that this crime indumiced his determination. This was the second time

of his abdication of power; first, when he gave Bumaoda to Hiir«raj.

and went to Secunder Lodi ; and now to Samarsi, the branches of

Boondi and the Father remaining independent of each other. The act

of abdication confers the title of Jugroj ;* or when they conjoin the

autliority of the son with the father, the heir is styled Jivaraj, Fot»r

instances of this are on record in the annals of Boondi ; namely, by

Down, by Narayn-das, by Raj Chuttur Sal, and by Sriji Omed Sinjj.

It is a rule for a prince never to enter the capital after abandoning the

govefTiment ; the king is virtually defunct ,* he cannot be a subject, and

lie is no longer a king. To render the act more impressive, they make
an effigy of the abdicated king, and on the tuelfth day following the act

(being the usual period of mourning), they commit it to the flames. In

accordance with thb custom, Oewa never afterwards entered the walls

either of Boondi or Bumaoda,f but resided at the village of Omurthooua,
five coss from the former, till hts death,

Samarsi had three sons: i, Napoojt, who succeeded; 2 . Hnrpal,

who obumed Jujawur, and left numerous issue, called Hurpalpotas

;

und, 3, Jaeisi, who had the honour of first extending the Harm name
beyond the CbumbuL On his return from a visit to the Tuar chief nf

iC^oon, he paiyd the residence of a community of Bhils, in an extensive

rapios;nearm river, i'aking tliem by surprise, he attacked them, and

ihqy fell victims to the fury of the Haras, At the entrance of this ravine,

wbmh was defended by an outwork, Jaeisi slew tho leader pf the BHiU*

and ersetfd Iboie a haii (elephant) to the god of bailie, Bhiroo. He
stan^ on the spot called chor^thotra, near the chief portal of the eohile

of the Kotah, a name derived from a community of Bhils called Koteali.t

* yufot^^Kaj, ** sacrifice of the government*'

f Hnr«raj (elder son of Oewa) lord of Bumaoda, had twalva sons :

of whom Atoo Harm, ^ho pldesif held Cwenty*four castles apan tha PatHa>^*

With all of Iheso tho author ia familiar, having trod Iba ralhar in avsry

direction : of this, aiton.

X Tbodoscsndanuofjaotstrctainodlheeastlo and iHo sufTouodInC

country for aovoral gofumtioni; when Monofijp^
was dispossosiod of thorn by Rao Soorujmidl at Boondt ^ laautM a s^
Soorjun, whogayo the naam>of.|la|d»fitorfhii iqbidi..;mf tm
which hm btm a wa^ tlia oo^(Wwmdbmmii^^
damoiad up diaiaoat of the l#wfi, allubiiowii tk|^ adW
by Its now MptWatby or^ltk^^ Hiit.aam womJUodtth^
had Bhonitiifm»«ldpCl0taiid^fOga^^ in ibo Mlowfiif^manti^*

Kotali mumM by Polh^ Dhdior and Kaar Kham Bhomi»f

*

who bceamo mad from exetssivo use of win# and Opiom, was ban^ao
Boondi, and bil wife, at the bead Of bio boueclimd vaiMiobf
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1

NapAojt, a name of no small nota in the chronicles of Haravatr,
succeeded Samarsi* Napoojt had married a daughter of the Solanki
chief of Thoda. the lineal descendant of the ancient kings of Anhulwarra*
While on a visit to Thoda, a slab of beautiful marble attracted the regard
of the Hara Rao, who desired his bride to ask It of her father. Mrs
delicacy was offended, and he replied, ** he supposed the Hara would
next ask him for his wife and desired him to depart. Napooji was
incensed, and visited his anger upon hiS wife, whom he treated with
neglect and even banished from his bed. She complained to her father*

On the *kajuli tees* the joyous third of the month Sawun, when a
Rajpoot must visit his wife, the vassals of Boondi were dismissed ta
their homes to keep the' festival sacred to ** the mother of births/’ The
Thoda Rao, taking advantage of the unguarded state of Boondi, ob-
tained admittance by stealth, agd drove his lance through the head of

the Hara Rao. He retired without observation, and was relating to his

aUendants the success of his revenge, when, at this moment, they passed
one of the Boondi vassals, who seated in a hollow taking his umUp^ni
(opium-water), was meditating on the folly of going home, where no
euduring caresses awaited him from his wife, who was tkranged, and had
determined to return to Boondi. While thus absorbed in gloomy re-

flections, the trampling of horses met his ear, and soon was heard the
indecent mirth of the Thoda Rao’s party, at the Hara Rao dismissing
his vassals and remaining unattnded. The Chohan guessed the rest,

and as the Thoda Rao passed close to him, he levelled a blow which
severed his right arm from his body and brought him from his horse«

The Solanki’s attendants took to flight, and the Chohan put the
severed limb, on which was the golden bracelet, in his scarf, and
proceeded back to Boondi. Here all was confusion and sorrow. The
Solanki oueen true to her faith, determined mount the pyre with
the murdered body of her lord; yet equally Uue to the line whence
she sprung, was praising the vigour of her brother’s arm, ” which
had made so many mouths,* that' she wanted hands to present a

Keytoon, around which the Haras held threh hundred and sixty villages.

Bh^ung, in exile, repented of his excesses ; he announced his amend*
meni and his wish to return to his wife and kin. The intrepid Rajpootoi

rejoiced at his restoration, and laid a plan for the recovery of Kotah, in

>vhich she destined him to take part. To attempt it by force would have
heen to court destruction, and she determined to combine stratagem and
courage. When the jocund festival of spring approached, when even

decofum is for a while cast aside in the Rajpoot Saturnalia, she invited

l^trsetr, with all the youthful damsels of Keytoon, to play the Holi with
the Pathans of Kotah. The libertine Pathans received the invitation • with

i*y» Happy to find the queen of Keytoon evince so much amity. Collecting

three hundred it the finest Hara youths, she disguised them in female ap*
p-irel, nod Bhoiiung, aMnded by the old nurse, each with a vassel of the
crimsou headcKi the band. While the youths were throwinjf the

crifnsen powder amengst the Pathans, the nurse led Bhonung to play with
lititr obief.t llie disfo^ Ham broke his vessel on the head of Kesar
Khofi, ^9 the signal for action: the Rajpoots drew their Swords

benmib their jfhmgn^s (petticoats), -and the bodki of Koetr and his

ff^ng iirewtd the terrace. The mHjid of Kosar Khan still exists within

walla, Bhonung was suceeeded by his son Doongursi, whom Rao
hooriijniult dispossessed and added Kotah to fioondw

t Peer dumb mouths/’
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IP efiich.” At the rapm^iit ,slJe wfJis apostrophising th« dead body
ot her faithful VAssfi ^nUred, £H^d undoing the scarf presented
to her .df^vered ai'rn« sayingi perhaps this xnaj aid you/’ Site recog-

itizf^d the braceleti and M^ough, .as a she had dope with this world,

and
I
^haufd . die in p/eape .with pll mankind, she could not forget,

even at dread momentt that *' to revenge a feud’' was the first of all

(tutieSf 3he called for pen and inhr belore mounting the pyre wrote
to her||>r^iherA tlvat if ,he did npt rvipe off that disgiace, jhis seed would be
stigmatkzed fs,i|>e issue of ** the one-handed Solanan” When he perused

the dyittg ;W9,r<ds pi his sati ststeri he was stung to the soul, and being

mcapahle pf revenge, immediately dashed out his brains against a pillar

ot the halL

Napooji had three sons, Hamooji, Norung (whose descendants are

Norung|K>ias>i i'hurud (wliose descendants are i'hurud Haras), and
Hamooi who succeeded in S. 1440. We have already mentioned the

separation ol the branches wlien Hur*raj retained Bumaoda, at the period

when Im lather estabiislied himself at Boondt. Aioo Hara succeeded ;

bat the lord ol tlic Pathar had a lend with the Kana, and he was dispos-

sessed ot his birth-right. Bumaoda was levelled, and lie left no heirs to

lus revoogo.

The princes of Cheetore, who had recovered from the shock of Alla's

invasion, now re-exerted tlieir strengilj, the^ first act of which was the

I edudidn oi the power of (he great vassal, who had taken advantage of

their dtstre^es to render themselves independent : among these they in-

cluded thif Haras. But the Haras den^ their vassalage, and allege, tnac

though the^ always acknowledged the supremacy of the ^adi of Mewar,
they were iiidebted to their sivords^ not h is puttas, for the lands they con-

quered oh the AfpiAe Pathar. Both to a certain degree are right* There
IS no to ddubt that the fugitive Hara from Aser owed ins preserva-

tion, ai weiras his es(ab1istiihtnt, to the Haiia, who assuredly possessed

the whole of the f^latkau till Afla's invasion. But then the Seesodia power

was weii%ehed ; the Bhdmias and aboriginal tribes recovered their old

fetre?^f and Iroin tliose ihe Haras obtained rhem by conquest. The Rana,

however/ Who weuld n9t adihit that a temporary of his power

^atKMOP^{<^hcfoaqhmeni upon It, called upon Hamoo ^' to do service lor

Boondji.^^ Hara Cpnceided perspfiei homage in the grand festivals of

the Uij^rab and l^plh id acanowledge hib supremacy and receive the

(t^a ol iiist^llatipn i
hut he rejected it fironce the claim of unltmiied atten-

dance^* J^ijfthtng Ics?, hojrcyer, would ^ijsfy U»e king of Clicotore who

i tdpt^d to doih^ ^bibifsidn.dr stpek pf Oewg (raip the Pathar*

liainoo d^cdi|>MB .hfs resentih*^'^ Pang of

Afewar j|^rohkd ^dh,fiII hts yawle to Boonbi, a^en^qiiped at Neetnairo

only a few <Wf .M»a„chyf lmnd(fd..Haraii,\*'fhe SQiis fdf Onc

.oil ipt^l^fUiron^ rof^t f^nd ralhird dt^enained

\\ liuvb
,

Jfpm ^n efoupide^pw.^hay
lather, .
lo die W

^

coinpWiiefjr.Wi

seek

UmMlIaledii 4Mgra«iJ, •iidj«rtr«gkcl«t Wnf IwW h*""^

ol men, the Kaiia risioriiMd bM iroApt ulider. tliv wall* ;of CNttwe. *''”

^worc he would 1191 eat until ii« was master ol 0a9l^li. 'I'Jie jasl'
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;

but Boondi was sixty miles distant, and defended by
brave hearts. His chiefs expostulated with the Rana on the absolute
impossibility of redeeming: his vow; but the Words of kin^s arc sacred :

Boondi must fall, ere the king of the Ohelotes cOidd dine. In this exi-
gence, a childish expedient was proposed to release him froni hunger and
his oath ; “to erect a mock Boondi, and take it by stornl.” Ihstantly the
mimic town arose under the walls of Cheetore ; and, that the deceptiort
might be complete, the local nomenclature was attended to, arid each
quarter had its appropriate appellation. A band of Haras of the Pathar
were in the service of C^heetote, whose leader, Koombo-Bairsi. was re-
turning with his kin from hunting the deer, when their attention was at-
tracted by this strange bustle. The story was soon told, that BOondi
must fall ere the Rana could dine. Koombo assembled his brethern of

the Pathar, 'declaring, that even the mock Boondi must be defertded. All
felt the indignity to the clan, and each bosom burning with indignation*

they prepared to protect the mud walls of the psedo Boondi from insult.

It was reported to the Rana that Boondi was finished. He advanced tO

the storm : but what was his surprise when, instead of the blank-cartridge

be heard a voHey of balls whiz amongst them I A messenger was des-
patched, and was received by Bairst at the gate. Who explained the cause
of the unexpected salutation, desiring him to tell the Rana that **nOt evert

the mock capital of a Hara should be dishonoured.*' Spreading a sheet

at the little gateway, Bairsi and the KaaWunts invited the assault, and at
the threshold of **Gar-ca-Bodndi'* (the Boondi of clay) they gaVe Up their

lives for the honour of the race.* I'hc Rana wisely remained satisfied

with this salvo to hfs dignity, nOr sought any further to Wipe off the

disgrace incurred, at the real capital of the Haras, perceiving the impoli-

cy of driving such a daring dan to desperation whose services he could

command on an emergency*

Hamoo, who ruled sixteen years^ left tWo §oh
;

Isf. ftirsing, and
^nd. Lalla, Who obtained Khutkur, and had two sons, Novarma and
Jaita, each of (whom left clans called after them Novarmapota and
Jaitawut. Birsing ruled fifteen years, and left three sons ; Biroo, ]iihdoo*

who founded three tribes,f artd Nima, descendants NimawUts. Biroo,

who died S. 1526, ruled fifty years, and had seven sons
;

i Rao Bandoo ;

2 Sando
; 3 Ako; 4 Oodoh

; 5 Chartd ,* 6 Samarsirtg; 7 Umursing: the

first five founded clans named after them Akawut, Oodawut, Chondawuti
but the last two abandoned their faith for that of Islam.

Bahdo has left deathless name in Bajwara for his boundless charities*

more especially during the famine which desolated that Country in S. 154^
(A. D. 14186). He was forewarned, says the bard, in a vision, of the

visitation. Kdl (Time or the famine personified) appeared riding on a

^ Somewhat akin to this incident is the history of that summer abode
of the kings of France in the Boisde Boulogne at Paris, called **Madrid.*^

When Francis I. was allowed 10 return to his capital, hfc pledged his

patole that he would return to Madrid, But the delights of liberty and
Paris were too much for hOnoUr : and while he waVered, a hint was
thrown out similar to that suggesdsd to the Rana When determined td

capture Boondi. A mock Madrid arose iU the Bois de Boulogne, to which
firancis retired.

f Jiibdoo had three sons j each founded clans. The eldest, Bach«|
had two softs, Sewajt and Seranji. The former had Meo]i ; the latttt
had Sawtint, whose descendants are styled Meoh and Sawunt Haras«
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Jean black buffalo. Grasping his sword and shield, the intrepid
assaulted the apparition. “Bravo. Band© Hara/' it exclaimed; “lam
hal (time)

; on me your sword will fall in vain. Yet you are the only
mortal who ever dared to oppose me. Now listen : 1 am Bealees (forty-
two): the land will become a desert; fill your granaries, distribute,
liberally, they will never empty.” Thus saying, the spectre vanished.
Kao Bando obeyed the injunction

; he collected grain from every sur-
rounding state. One year passed and another had almost followed, when
the periodical rains ceased, and a famine ensued which ravaged all India.
Princes far and near .sent for aid to Boondi, while his own poor had
daily portions served out grates: which practice is still kept up in
inemorv of Kao Bando, by the name of Lungur*ca>googri^ or ‘anchor of
Bando.

But (he piety and charity of Rao Bando could not shield him from
adversity. His two younfgest brothers, urged by the temptation of power,
abandoned their faith, and ^ith tho aid of the royal power expelled him

from Boondi, where, under their new titles of Samarcandl and Umurcandi
they jointly ruled eleven years. Bando retired (0 Matoonda. in (the hills,

where he died after a reign of twenty^one years, and where his cenotaph
still remains. He left two sons, isl. Narayn*das, and 2nd. Njf^^oodh,
who had Matoonda. /f

.Narayn had grown ifp to manhood in this retreat
; but no sooner was

he at liberty to act for himself, than he assembled the Haras of the Pathar,

and revealed this determination to obtain Boondi. or perish Jn the at-

tempt. They swore to abide his fortunes. After thj|days of matum
(rnoiiiOing) were over, he sent to his Islamite oncles a complimentary
message, Intimating his wish to pay his respects to them ; and not sus-
pecting danger front a youth brought up in obscurity, it was signified,
that he might come.

With a smalt but devetted band, he reached the chovjk (square),
where he left his adherents, and alone repaired to the palace. He as-
cended to where both the uncles were seated almost onattended. They
liked not the resolute denveanour of the youth, and tried to gain a passage
which led to a subterranean apartment ; but no sooner was this intention
perceived^ than the khaptdeL, or 'double-edged sword.' of Bando's son cut

the elder to (he ground, while his*fance reached (he other before he got

to a place of security. In an instant he severed both their heads, with

wliich he graced the shrine of Bhavani, and giving a shout to his followers
in the chonek, their swords were soon at work upon the Mooslems. Every
trne Hara supported the just cause, and the dead bodies of the apostates
and their crew were hurled with ignominy over the walls. To commemo-
rate this exploit and the recovery of Boondi from these traitors, the pillar

on which the sword of the young Hara descended, when he struck
down Samarcandf. and which bears testimony to the vigour of his

;;rm. is annually worshipped by eeery Hara on the frstivaf of the
Dusera.^

Narayan-das became celebrated for hit* strength and prowess. He
was one of those undaunted Rajpoots who are absolute!/ strangers to tf»e

impression of fear and it might be said of danger and himself. that they

were brothers whelped the same day, and he the elder/' Unfortunately,

.
. r called a pillar, it is a «dab Jfrshe staircase of the oW palace

wiMch I have seen.
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tfiese qualities were rendered inert from the enormous quantity of opiu*n
he took, which would have killed most men ;

for it is recorded **hc could
at one time eat the weight of seven pice.”* The consequence of this vice,
as might bo expected, was a constant stupefaction, of which many anec-
dotes are related. Being called to aid the Rana Raemull, then attacked
bv the Pathans of Mandoo, he set out at the head of five hundred select
Haras. On the first day’s march, he was taking his siesta, after his
usual dose, under a tree, his mouth wide open, into which the {lies had
unmolested ingress, when a young tailani\ came to draw water at the well
and on learning that this was Boondi’s prince on his way to aid the Rana
in his distress, she observed, If he gets no other aid than his alas for
my prince !” “The umiildar (opium-eater) has quick ears, though
no eyes,” is a common adage in Rajwarra. “ What is that you say, rand
(widow?)” roared the Kao, advancing to her. Upon her endeavouring
to excuse herself, he observed, “do not fear, but repeat it.” In her
band she had an iron crow-bar, which the Rao, taking it fro her, twisted

until the ends met round her neck. ** Wear this garland form me,” said

lie,
**

until I return from aiding the Rana, unless in the interim you can

find some one strong enough to unbind it.**

Chcetore was closely invested
;

the Rao moved by tlie intricacies af

the Palhar, took the royal camp by surprize, and made direct for the

tent of the generalissimo, cutting down all in his way. Confusion and

panic seized the Mooslems, who fled in all directions. The Boondi

nakarras (drums) struck up ;
and as the morning broke, the besieged had

the satisfaction to behold the invaders dispersed and their auxiliaries

at hand. Rana Raemull came forth, and conducted his deliverer in

triumph to Cheelore. All the chiefs assembled to do honour to Boondi’s

prince, and the ladies “behind the curtain” felt so little alarm at their

opium-eating knight, that the Rana’s niece determined to espouse him,

and next day communicated her intentions to ihe Rana. “ The slave of

Narayan” was too courteous a cavalier to left any fair lady die for his love
;

the Rana was too sensible of his obligation not to hail with joy and mode
of testifying his gratitude, and the nuptials of the Hara and were

celebrated with pomp. With victory and his bride, he returned to the

Bando valley; wh^re, however, ‘the flower of gloomy Dis’ soon gained tl»e

ascendant even over Camdeo, and his poses augmented to such a degree,

that “he scratched his lady instead of himself, and with sucl» severity

that he maned the beauty of the Mewari.** In the moiuing, per civing

what had happened, yet being assailed with no rrproacli, he gained a

reluctant victory over himself, and “consigncl the opium-box to her

keeping.” Narayan-das ruled thirty-two years, anJ left his cout»try in

tranquillity, and much extended, to his only son.

SoorujmuU ascended the gadi in S. 1590 (A. D. 1534^ C’h* his

father, he was athletic in form and dauntless in soul
;
and it is s^id pos-

sessed in an eminent deisree that unerring sign of a hero, long arms,
,
his

(like tlK)SC of Rama and Prithwiraj) ” reaching far below from his knees^

The alliance with Cheetore was again cemented by iniermarnaj|c.

Sooja Bae, sister to Sorujmull, was espoused by Rana Rutna,

bestowed his own sister on the Rap. ' R^o Soojoo, like bis father, was too

* The copper coin of Boondi, equal to a half-penny. One pice

weight is a common dose for an ordinary Rajpoot, but would, send itie

uninitiated to eternal sleep.

f Wife or daughter of a mili or oilman.
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fKirtial to his um/. One day, at Chectore, he had fallen asleep in the-

Presence, when a Poorbia chief felt an irresistible inclination to disturb-

him, and ** tickled the Harass ear with a straw.*' He might as well have
jested with a tiger : a back stroke with his kkanda stretched the insulter

on the carpet. The son of the Poorbia treasured up the feud, and wailed
for reveiige, which he effected by making the Rana believe the Rao had
other objects in view, besides visiting his sisier Sooja Bae, at the Rawula.
The train thus laid, the slightest incident inffitmed it. The fair Soojia had
prepared a repast, to which she invited both her brother and her husband :

she had not only attended the culinary process herself, but waited on
these objects of her love to drive the flies from the food. Though the

wedded fair of Rajpogtana clings to the husband, yet she is ever more
solicitous fur the honour of the house from whence she sprung, than that

into which she has been admitted ;
which feeling has engendered numer*

ous quarrels. Unhappily, Sooja remarked, on removing the dishes, that

her brother had devoured his share like a tiger, while her husband had
played with his like a child {balac),** The expression, added to other

insults which he fancied were put upon him, cost ll\e Rao his life, and
sent the fair Sooja an untimely victim to Indraloca. The dictates of

hospitality prevented the Rana from noticing the remark at the moment,
and in fact it was more accordant with the general tenor of Kis character
to revenge the affront with greater security than even the isolated situatioiv

of the brave Hara afforded him. On the latter taking leave, the Rana
invited himself to hunt on the next spring festival in the rumnas on preser-

ves of Boondi. The merry month of Phalgoon arrived
;
the Rana and his

court prepared their suits of amowah (green), and ascended the Pathar on

the road to Boondi, in spite of the anathema of the prophetic Sati, wlm, as

she ascended the pyre at Bumaodah, pronounced that whenever Rao
and Rana met to hunt together at the Aihara, such meeting, which had
blasted all her hopes, would always be fatal. But centuries had rolled

between the denunciation of the daughter of A loo Hara and Sooja Bae
of Boondi ; and the prophecy, though in every mouth, served merely to

amuse the leisure hour ; the moral being forgotten, it was only looked upon
as *a tale that was past.'

The scene chosen for the sport was on the heights pf Nandta, not far

from the western bank of the Chumbuf, in whose glades every species of

game, from the lordly lion to the timid hare, abounded. The troops

were formed in(d lines, advancing through the jungles with the cualomary
noise and clamour, and driving before them a promiscuous herd of tenants

of the forest,—4ions, tigers, hyenas, bears, every species of deer, from the

enormus bara-sin^, and Ntigae to the delicate antelope, with jackals,

foxes, hares, and the little wild dog. In such animated scene as this, the

Rajpoot forgets evert his ophim ; he requires do exhilaration beyond the

stimulus before hkn ; a species of petty war, not altogether free ifom
danger.

It was amidst the confuskm of such a scene that the dastard Rana
determined to gratify his malice. The princes had convenient stations

assigned them, where they could securely assail the game as it passeci,

each having but one or two conlidential alieitdants. With the Rana was

the I ago of his revenge, the son of the Poorbia, whom the M ara prii'ce

had slain. ** Now is the moment,’^ said the Rana to his companion, to

sUy the boar/* and instantly an arrow from the bow of the Poorbia was

sped at the Rao. •* With an eagle's eye he saw it coming, and' turned

U oS with hh bow/’ This might liavg beeu chance, but another Iioiu
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the fo«tcr- brother of the Rana convinced him there was treachery.

^Scarcely had he warded o£^ the second, when the Rana darted at hinii

on horseback, and cut him down with his khanda. The Rao feU, but

recovering, took his shawl and tightly bound up the wound, and as his

foe was making off, he called aloud, “ Escape you may, but you have
sunk Mewar." The Foorbia, who followed his prince, wlien he saw the

Hao bind up his wound, said, **the work is but half done
;
and like a

coward, Rutna once more charged the wounded Rao. As his rfrm was
raised to hnish the deed of shame, like a wounded tiger, the Hara made
a dying effort, caught the assassin by the robe, and dragged him from
his steed. Together they came to the ground, the Rana underneath.

The Rao knelt upon his breast, while, with preternatural strength, with

one hand he grasped his victim by the throat, with the other he searched

for his dagger. What a moment for revenge ! He plunged the weapoiv

into his assassin’s heart, and saw him expire at his feel. The Rao was

satisfied
;
there was no more life left hina than sufficed for revenge, and

he dropped a corpse upon the head body of his foefman.

The tidings ffew to Boondi, to the mother of the Rao, that her son

was slain in the Aihara. “ Slain !’* exclaimed this noble dame, ’‘but

did be fall alone ? Never could a son who has drunk at this breast,

depart unaccompanied and as she spoke, “ maternal feeling caused

the milk to issue from the fount with such force, [that it rent the slap on

which it fell.*'

The dread of dishonour, which quer^hed the common sympathies

of nature for the death of her son, had scarcely been thus expressed,

when a second messenger announced the magnitude of his revenge.

The Rajpoot dame was satisfied, though fresh horrors were about ta

follow. The wives of the murdered princes could not survive, and^ the

pyres were prepared on the fatal field of sport* The fair Sooja expiated

her jest, which cost her a husband arid a brother, in the ftanies, while

the sister of Rana Rutna, marriod to the Rao, m accordance with custom*

or affection, burned with the dead body of her lord. The cenotaphs 6f

the princes were reared where they fell ;
while that of Sooja Bae was

erected on a pinnacle ef the Pass, and adds to the picturesque beauty

of this romantic valley, which possesses a double charm for the traveller,,

who may have taste tu admire ihe scene and patience to listen to ih©

story.

Soortan succeeded in S. 1501 (A.D. 1535). and married the daughter

of the celebrated Sukta, founder of the Suktawuts of Mewar. H©*
became an ardent votary of* the blood-stained divinity of war, oTur-*

Bhiroa, and like almost all these ferocious Rajpoots who resign them-

selves to his horrid rites, grew cruel and at length deranged. Human
victims are the chief offerings to this brutalized personification ol war^

though Soortan was satisfied with the eyes of his sub)ects, which he

placed upon the altar of “ the mother of war." It was then time ta

question the divine right by which he ruled. The assembled nobles

deposed and banished him frotn Boondi. assigning a small village on
the Chumbul for his residence, to which he gave the name Soortanpur,

which survives to bear leslirtiony to one of many instances of the deposi*i>

lion of their princes by th© Rajpoots, when they offcHd custom or

morality. Having no offspring, the noble elected the son of Nirbopdh,

The author has seen the cenotaphs of ihc princcs at Naadta, a

place which still affords a good hunting.'
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eon o( Bando, who had been brought up in his patrimonial village

of Matoonda.

Rao Arjoon, the eldest of the eight sons* of Nirboodh, succeeded

his banished cousin. Nothing can more effectually evince the total

extinction of animosity between these valiant races, when once * a feud

is balanced,' than the fact of Rao Arjoon, toon after his acceession,

devoting himself and his valiant kinsmen to the service of the son of that

Rana *who had slain his predecessor. The memorable attack upon Chee-

tore by Bahadur of Gurzerat, has already been related, and the death of

the Hara prince 'and his vassals to the post of honour, the breach. Rao

Arjoon was this prinee, who was blown up at the Cheetore boorj (bastion).

The Boondt bard makes a striking picture of this catastrophe, in which

the indomitable courage of their prince is finely imagined* Ihe fact is

also confirmed by the annals of Mewar !

•‘Seated on a fragment of the rock, disparted by the explosion of the

mine, Arjoon drew his sword, and the world beheld his departure with

amazement.^f

Soorjun, the eldest of the lour sons} of Arjoon, succeeded in S* 15^9

(A. D. 1533) ,

CHAPTER 111 .

WITH Rao Soorjun commenced a new era for Boondi. Hitherto her

princes had enjoyed, independence, excepting the homage and

occasional service on emergencies which are maintained as much from

kinship as vassalage. But they were now about to move in a more ex*

tended orbit, and to occupy a conspicuous page in the future history of

the empire of India,

Sawunt Sing, junior branch of Boondi, upon the expulsion of the

Shereshahi dynasty, entered into a correspondence with the Afghan

governor of Rinthumbor, which terminated in the surrender of this cele*

brated fortress, which he delivered up^ to his superior, the Rao Soorjun.

For this important service, which obtained a castle and possession far

superior to any under Boondi, lands were assigned near the city to

Sawiintjf, whose name became renowned, and
.
was transmitted as ti\e

head of the clan, Sawunt* Hara.

* Four of these had appannages and founded clans, namely, Bheem

who had Takurda ; Pooro, who had Hurdoe
;
Mapal and Puchaen, whose

abodes are not recorded.

f **Sor na k^a hahui jqv
**Dhurpurbut ori $illa

kari turwar
**Ad paitn, Hara Uja, (1)

} Ram Sing, clan Rama Hara ; Abhiraj, clan Akhirajpota ;
Kandil»

dan Jessa Hara.

(1} Uja, the familiar contriciion for At joona.
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'fhef Chob^n chief of BaidU» who was mainly instrumental to th^
surrender of this famed fortress, stipulated that it should be held by Raa
Soorjtin, as a Bef of Mewar. Thus Hiiithumbor, which for ages was an
appahage of Ajmere, aOd continued until the fourteenth century in a
branch of the family descended from Beesildeo, when it was captured
from the valiant Hattiir* after a desperate resistance, once more reverted
i$ the Chohan race.

,

Hinthiimbor was an early object of Akber's attention, who besieged
it in person. He had been some time before its impregnable walls without
the hope of its surrender, when Bhagwandas of Amber and his son, the
more celebrated Raja Maun, who had not only tendered their allegiance
to Akber, but allied themselves to him by marriage, determined to use
their influence to make Soorjun Hara faithless to his pledge, “to hold the

castle as a fief of Chcetore.^^f The courtesy,
.
which is never laid aside

amongst belligerent Rajpoots, obtained Raja Maun access to the castle,

and the emperor accompanied him in the guise of a mace-bearer. While
conversing, an uncle of the Rao recognised the emperor, and with that

sudden impulse which arises from respect, took the mace from his hand
and placed Akber on the 'cushion^ of the governor of the castle. Akber^»
presence of mind did not forsake him, and he said, “Well, Rao Soorjun,

what is to be done f ’ U/hich was replied to by Raja Maun, “Leave the
Hana, give up Kinthumbor, and become the servant of the king, with

high honours and office.'^ The preferred bribe was indeed magnificent
•f

the government of Blty-two districts, whose revenues were to be appropri-
ated without mejuiry, on furnishing the customary contingent, and liberty

to name any other terms, which should be solemnly guaranteed by the

king.l

A treaty was drawn up upon the spot, and mediated by the prince of

Amber, which presents a good picture of Hindu feeling :

1 st. That the chiefs of Dooildi should be exempted from that custom^
degrading to a Rajpoot, of sending a dola\ to the royal harem.

2nd. Exemption from ihejes^yat or poll-tax.

3rd. Tliat the chiefs of Boondi should not be compelled to cross

the Auoc.

4th. That the vassals of Boondi should be exempted from the ob!i«

* His fame is immortalized by a descendant of the bard Chund,
in the works already mentioned, as bearing his name, the Hamir^rasa
and Hamiveavya,

f The Raja Maun of Amber is styled, in the poetic chronicle of the
Haras, “the shade of the Kali Yuga a powerful figure, to denote that
his baneful influence and example, in allying himself by matrimonial ties

^itli the imperialists, denationalized the Rajpoot character. In refusing
to follow this example, we have presented a picture oi patriotism in the
iife of Rana Pratap of Mewar. Rao Soorjun avoided by converlion what
the Cheetore prince did by arms.

t We may here remark, that the succeeding portion of the annals of
Boondi is a free translation of an historical sketch drawn up for%e by the
Raja of Boondi from his own records, occasionally augmented from the
bardic chronicle.

I D0la is the term for a princess affianced to the king.
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^Ation of sendifijf 'tifeir Wiv«s or femule ret^itivM ** to hold a stall irt

Meena Bazaar^' at the palace, on the festival of Noroza.**^

5th. That they should have the privilegfe of entering the Dewan-
ntfm, or * hall of aodrence,* completely armed.

6th. That theit sacred edifices should be respected.

7th. That they should never be placed under the command of ^
Hindu ll^ader.

81 h. That their horses should not be branded with the imperial

tiagh^f

9th. That they should be allowed to beat their ttakarr/is, or ‘ kettle-

drums,’ in the streets ol the capital, as far as the lat durwata, or * red-

j?ate:’ and that they should not be commanded to make the 'prostra-

tion, on entering the Presence.

loth. That Boondi should be to the Haras What Delhi was to the

king, who should guarantee them from any change of capital.

In addition to these articles, which the king swore to maintain, he

assigned the Rao a residence at the sacred city of Kasi, possessing that

privilege so dear to the Rajpoot, the right of sanctuary, which is main-
tained to this day. With such a bribe, and the full acceptance of his

terms, we cannot wonder that Rao Soorjun flung from him the remnant
of allegiance he owed to Mewar. now humbled by the loss of her capital,

or that he should agree to follow the victorious car of the Mogul. But
this dereliction of duty was eflteced by the rigid virtue of the brave
Sawunt Hara, who, as already stated, had conjointly with the Kotario

Chohan§ obtained RInthumbor. He put on the saffron robes, and with

his smalt but virtuous clan determined, in spite of his sovereign's example,
that Akber should only gain possession over their lifeless bodies.

Previous to this explosion of useless fidelity, he set up a pillar with a

solemn anathema engraved thereon, on *' whatever Hara of gentle blood

should ascend the castle of Rinthumbor, or who should quit it alive.”

Sawunt and his kin made the sacrifice to honour
;
they gave up their life’s

blood to maintain their fidelity to the Rana, albeit himself without a
capital ; and from that day, no Hara ever passes Rinthumbor without

averting htf head from an object which caused disgrace to the tribe.

With this transaction all intercourse ceased with Mewar, and from this

period the Hara bore the title of ** Rae Raja’^ of Boondi.

An ancient institution of the Timoorean kings, derived from their

Tatar ancestry. For a description of this festival, Sctli Gladwin’s Ay€€rt

A kbetri,

t This brend was a flower on the forehead.

J Similar to the ko»io^ ol China. Had our ambassador possessed
the wit of Rao Soortan, who, when compelled to pay homage to the

king, determined at whatever hazard not to submit to this degradation, he

might have succeeded in this mission to the *• son of heaven.” For the

relation ol this anecdote sea chapter VI • Annals of Uariibat^

§ Thie^onjoint act of attaining the castle of Rinthumbor is confirmed
in the anaats ^ the chieftains of Hotario, of the Same original stock as

the Haras: though a Pootbia Chohan. 1 knew him very well, as also one

of the same stocky of BaidlOi pother of the sixitsn PutiaeU of Mewer.
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Rao Soorjun was soon called into action, and sent as commander to

reduce Gondwanna, so named from beln^ the "region of the Goands.''
He took their capital, Bari, by assault, and to commemorate the aclueve-
men t erected the gateway still called Soorjunpol. The Goand leaders he
carried captives to the Emperor, and generously interceded for their res-

toration to liberty, and to a portion of their possessions. On effecting this

service, the king added seven districts of his grant, including Benares and
Cfiunar. This was in S. 1632, or A. D. 1576, the year in which Rana
Pratap of Mewar fought the battle of Huldighat against Sultan Selim.

Rao Soorjun resided at his government of Benares, and by his piety,

wisdom, and generosity, benefited the empire and the Hindus at large,

whose religion through him was respected. Owing to the prudence of
bis administration and the vigiUnce of his police, the most perfect security

to person and property was established throughout the province. He
beautified and ornamented the city, especially that quarter where he
resided, and eighty-four edifices for various public purposes, and twenty
baths, were constructed under his auspices. He died tliere, and left three

legitimate sons : i. Rao Blioj
; 2. Dooda, nicknamed by Akber, Lukur

Khan
; 3. Raemull, who obtained the town and dependencies of Polaita,

now one of the fiefs of Kotah and the residence of the Raemiiloie Haras,

About this period, Akber transferred the seat of government from
Delhi to Agra, which he enlarged and called Akberabad. Having
determuted on the reduction of Guz^erat, he despatched thither an
immense army, wliich he followed with a select force mounted on camels.
Of these, adopting the custom of the desert princes of India he had
formed a corps of five hundred, each having two fighting men in a pair

of panniers. To this select force, composed cliiefly of Rajpoots, were
attached Rao Bhoj and Dooda his brother. Proceeding with the utmost
celerity, Akber joined his army besieging Surat, before which many
desperate encounters took place. In the final assault the Hara Rao
slew the leader of the enemy

;
on winch occasion the king commanded

him to " name his reward." The Rao limited his request to leave to

visit his estates annually during tlie periodical rains, which was granted.

The perpetual wars of Akber, for the conquest and consolidation

of the universal empire of India, gave abundant opportunity to the

Rajpoot leaders to exert their valour
;
and ilie Haras were ever at the

post of danger and of honour. The siege and escalade of the famed
castle of Ahrnednagger afforded the best occasion for the display of Hara
intrepidity : again it shone forth and again claimed distinction and
reward. Fo mark his sense of the merits of the Boondi leader, the king
commanded that a pevv bastion should be erected, where he led the

assault, which he named the Bhoj hoorj \ and further presented him his

own favourite elephant. In this desperate assault, Chand Begum, the

queen of Ahmednuggur, and an armed train of seven hundred females,

were slain gallantly fighting for their freedom.

Notwithstanding all these services, Rao Bhoj fell under the em^
peror’s displeasure. On the death of the queen, Joda Bae, Akber com-
manded a court-mourning ; and that all might testify a parttcipation
in their master’s afBic|tion, an ordinance issued that all the Rajpoot
chiefs, as well as the Mooslent leaders, should shave the moustache and
the beard. To secure compliance, the royal barbers had the execution
of the mandate. But when they came to the quarters of the ‘Haras,
in order to remove, these tokens of manhood, they were repulsed with
huilets and contumely. The enemies of Rao Bhoj aggravated the crime

43
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of tills resistance, and insinuated to the royal ear that the outrag#^ upon
the barbers was accompanied witli expression insulting to the memory
of ihe departed princess, (who, it will be remembered, was a Rajpootni

of Marwar. Akber, forgetting his vassal’s gallant services, commanded
that Rao Bboj should be pinioned and forcibly deprived of his ^ mouche*
He might as well have commanded the operation on a tiger. The Haras
dew to their arms

;
the camp was thrown into tumult, and would soon

have presented a wide scene of bloodshed, had not the emperor,
seasonably repenting of his folly, repaired to the Boondi quarters in

person. He expressed him admiration (he might have said his fear)

of Hara valour, alighted from his elephant to expostulate with the Rao,
who with considerable tact pleaded his father’s privileges, and added
“ that an eater of pork like him was unworthy of the distinction of

putting his'lip into mourning for the queen." Akber, happy to obtain

even so much acknowledgment, embraced the Rao, and carried him with

him to his own quarters.

In this portion of the Boondi memoirs is related tiie mode of Akber’s

death. He bad designed to take off the great Raja Maun by means of

a poisoned confection formed into pills. To throw the Raja off his guard,

he had prepared other pills which were innocuous
; but in bis agitation He

unwittingly gave these to the Raja, and swallowed those which were

poisoned. On the emperor's death, Rao Bhoj retired to his hereditary

dominions, and died in liis palace of Boondi, leaving three sons, Rao
Ruttuh, Hitrda Narayn,* and Kesoodas.f

Jehangir was now sovereign of India. He had nominated his son

Purvez to the govempnent of the Dekhan, and having invested him in

the city of Boorhanpur, returned to the north. But Prince Khoorm,
jealous of his brother, conspired against and slew him. The murder
was followed by an attempt to dethrone his Ifather Jehangir, and as he

was popular with the Rajpoot princes of Amber, a formidable rebellion

was raised
;
or, as the chronicle says, *'the twenty-two Rajas turned

against the king, all but Rao Ruttun

" SuYViar p'foota, jul haha,
** Ab kea ktirro jiittun T

" Jata gtirh Jehangir ca,
** Rekha Rao Ruttun,

“The lake had burst, the waters were rushing out; where now the

remedy? Fhe house of Jehangir was departing; it was sustained by

Rao Ruttun."

With his two sons, Madhu Sing and Heri, Ruttun repaired to Boor-

hanpur, where he gained a complete victory over the rebels. In this

engagement, which took place on Tuesday the full moon of Cartica, S*

*635 (A.r>. I579)» both his sons were severely wounded. For these ser-

vices. Rao Ruttun was rewarded with the government of Boorhanpur ;

and Madhu his second son received a grant of the city of Kotah and its

dependencies, which he and his heirs were to hold direct of the crown.

From this period, thereforei dates the partition of Harouti, when the

emperor, in his desire to reward Madhu Sing, overlooked the greater

services of his father. But in this Jehangir did not act without design ;

* He held Kotah in separate grant frVm the king during fifteen years.

t He obtained the town of Dheepri (on the Chumbul)i With twenty-

seven villages, in appanage.
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on the contrary, he dreaded the union of much power in the hands of

this brave race as pregnant with danger, and well Itnew that by dividing,

he could always rule both, the one through the other. Shah Jehan con-
firmed the grant to Madhu Sing, whose history will be resumed in its

proper place, the Annals of Kotah.

Rao Ruttun, while he field the government of Boorhanpur, founded
a township which still bears lus name, Ruttunpur. He performed another
important service, which, wliile it gratified the emperor, contributed
greatly to the tranquillity of his ancient lord-paramount, the H^na of

Mewar, A refractory noble of the court, Deriou Khan, was leading a
life of riot and rapine in that country, when the Hara attacked, defeated
and carried him captive to the king. For this distinguished exploit, the
king gave him honorary nobuts, or cattle-drums ; the grand yellow ban-
ner to be borne in state processions before his own person, and a red flag

for his camp ; which ensigns are still retained by his successors. Rao
Ruttun obtained the suffrages not only of bis Rajpoot brethern, but

of the whole Hindu race, whose religion he preserved from innova-
tion, The Haras exultingly boast that no Mooslem dared polute

the quarters where they might be stationed with the blood of

the sacred kine. After all his services, Ruttun was killed in an action
near Boorhanpur, leaving a name endeared by liis valour and his virtues

to the whole Hara race.

Rao Ruttun left four sons, Gopinath, who had Boondi
;
Madhu Sing,

who had Kotah
; Heriji, who had Googore ;* Jugernath, who had no

issue; and Gopinath, the heir of Boondi, who died before bis father.

The manner of his death affords another trait of Rajpoot character, and
merits a place amongst those anecdotes which form the romance of history.

Gopinath carried on a secret intrigue with the wife of a Brahmin of the

Buldea class, and in the dead of night used to escalade the house to obtain

admittance. At length the Brahmin caught him, bound the hands and
feet of his treacherous prince, and proceeding direct to the palace, told

the Rao he had caught a thief in the act of stealing his honour, and asked
what punishment was due to such offence. *' Heath,'' was the reply*

He waited for no other, returned home, and with a hammer beat out the

vidimus brains, throwing the de id body into the public highway. The
tidings flew to Rao Ruttun, that the heir of Boondi had been murdered,

and his corpse ignominiously exposed
;
but when he learned the cause*

and was reminded of the decree he had unwittingly passed, he submitted

in silence.f

Gopinath left twelve sons, to whom Rao Ruttun assigned domains
still forming the principal kotris, or fiefs, of Boondi ;

1. Rao Chutter-sal, who succeeded to Boondi :

2. Indur Sing, who founded Indurgurh.]:

* There are about fifty families, his descendants, forming.a com-
munity round Neemoda.

f This trait in the character of Rao Ruttun forcibly reminds us
of a similar case which occurred at Ghizni and is related by Ferishta

in commemoration of the justice of Mahmoud.

X These, the three great fiefs of Boondi.—Indergurh, Buiwun, and
Anterdeh, are now all alienated from' Boondi by the intrigues of Zalint

Sing of Kotah. It was unfortunate for the Boondi Rao, when both

these states were admitted to an allegiance, that all these historical
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3. Beri Sal, who founded Bluwan and Filodi, and had Kurwar and
Peepaido.

4. IVitokhim Sing, who had Anterdeh«
5. Maha Sing, who had Thanoh.*

It Ls useless, to specify the names* of the remainder, who left no
issue,

Chutter*sal, who succeeded his grandfather, Rao Ruttun, was not
only in^stalled by Shah Jehan in his hereditary dominions, but declared
governor of the imperial capital, a post (which he held nearly throughout
this reign. When Shah Jehan partitioned the empire into four vice-

royalties, under his sons, Dara, Arungzeb, Shuja, and Morad, Rao
Chutter-sal had a high command under Arungzeb, in the Dekhan. 'Lhe

Hara distinguished himself by his bravery and conduct in all the various

sieges and actions, especially at the assaults of Doiilatabad and Beed'r ;

the last was led by Chutter-sal in person, who carried the place, and
put the garrison to the sword. In S. 1709 (A. D. 1653), Calberga fell

after an obstinate defence, irr which Chutter-sal again led the escalade.

The last resort was the strong fort of Damounee, which terminated all

resistance, and the Dekhan was tranquillized.

“At this period of the transactions in the sohth, a rumour was
propagated of the Emperor’s (Shah Jehan) death

; and as [during twenty

days the prince (Arungeb) held no court, and did not even give private

audience, the report obtained general belief.f Dara Shekho was the

only one of the Emperor's sons then at court, and the absent brothers

determined to assert their several pretensions to the throne. While
Shuja marched from Bengal, Arunzeb prepared to quit the Dekhan,

points were hid in darkness. It would be yet abstract and absolute

justice that we should negotiate the transfer of the allegiance of these

chieftains to their proper head of Boondi. It would be a matter of little

difficulty, and the honour would be immense to Boondi and no hardship

to Kotah, but a slight sacrifice of a power of protection to those who
no longer require it. All of these chiefs were the founders of clans,

called after them, Indursalote, Berisalote, Mokhimsingote
; the first can

muster fifteen hundred Haras under arms. Jeypur having imposed a

tribute on these chieftains, Zalim Sing undertook, in the days of preda-

tor>» warfare, to be responsible for it ; for which he received that homage
and service due to Boondi, then unable to protect them. The simplest

mode of doing justice would be to make these chiefs redeem their free-

dom from tribute to Jeypur, by the payment of so many years’ purchase

which would relieve them altogether from Zalim Sing, and at the same

time be in accordance with our treaties, which prohibit such tics between

the states.

Thanoh, formerly called Jujawur, is the only fief of the twelve

sons of Ruttun which now pays obedience to its proper head. The

Maharaja Bikramajeet is the lineal descendant of Maha Sing, and if

alive, the earth bears not a more honourable, brave, or simple-minded

Rajpoot. He was the devoted servant of his young prince, and my very

sincere and valued friend.

t The reader will observe, as to the phraseology of these important

occurrences, that the language is that of thctoriginal : it is, in!fact, almost

a verbatim translation from the memories of these princes in the Boondi

archives.
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and cajoled Morad to join him with all his forces; assuring: him that he,

a derveish from principle, had no worldly desires, for his only wish was
10 dwell in retirement, practising the austerities of a rigid follower of

the prophet; that Dara was an inhdel, Shuja *a free-thinker, himself

an anchorite; and that he, Morad, alone of the sons of Shah Jehan
was worthy to exercise dominion, to aid in which purpose he proffered
his best energies.

“ The emperor learning the hostile intentions of Arungzf^b, wrote
privately to the Hara piince to repair to the Presence. On receiving
the mandate, Chutter-sal revolved its import, but considering ‘ that, as
a servant of gadi (throne, his only duty was obedience,’ he instantly
commenced his preparations to quit the Dekhan. This reaching the

"ear of Arungzeb he enquired the cause of his hasty departure, ob-
serving, that in a very short time he might accompany him to court.

The Boondi prince replied, ‘ his first duty was to the reigning

sovereign,' and handed him the fivman or summons to the Presence.
Arungzeb commanded that he should not be permitted to depart, and
directed his encampment to be surrounded. But Chutter-sa|, foreseeing

this, had already sent on his baggage, and forming his vassals and tfiose

of other Rajpoot princes attached to the royal cause into one compact
mass, they effected their retreat to the Nerbudda jn the face of thpir

pursuers, without their daring to attack them. By the aid of some Solanki

chieftains inhabiting the banks of this river, the Boontfi Rao was enabled
to pass tins dangerous stream, then swollen by the periodical rains. Al-
ready baffled by the skill and intrepidity of Chutter-sal, Arungzeb was
compelled to give up the pursuit, and the former reached Boondi in safety.

Having made his domestic arrangements, he proceeded forthwith to the

capital, to help the aged Emperor, whose power, and even existence, we;re

alike threatened by the ungrateful pretensions of his sons to snatch the

sceptre from the hand which still held it.”

If a reflection might be here (interposed on the bloody wars which
desolated India in consequence of the events of which the foregoing
were the initial scenes, it would be to expose the moral retribution re-

sulting from evil example. Were we to take but a partial view of the

picture, we should depict the venerable Shah Jehan, arrived at the

verge of the grave, into which the unnatural contest of his sons, for

empire wished to precipitate him, extending his arms for succour in vain
to the nobles of his own faith and kin ;

while the Rajpoot, faithful to his

principle, ‘ allegiance to the throne,’ staked both life and land to help
him in his need. Such a picture would enlist all our sympathies on tlie

side of the helpless king. But when we recall the past, and consider

that Shah Jehan, as prince Khoorm, played the same part (setting aside
the mask of hypocrisy), which Arungzeb now attempted

;
that to forward

his guilty design, he murdered his brother Purvez, who stood between
him and the throne of his parent, against whom he levied war, our Syni-

paihies are checked, and we conclude that unlimited monarchy is a curse
to itself and all who are subjected to it.

The battle of Futtehabad followed not long after this event, which,’
gained by Arungzeb, left the road to the throne’ free from obstruction.

We are not informed of the reason why the prince of Boondi did not

* The Rajpoot prince, who drew up this character, to have well
studied Arungzeb, and it is gratifying to find such concurrence with
every authority. But could such a character be eventually mistaken ?
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add his continffent to the force assembled to oppose Arungreb under
Jeswunt Sing of Marwar, unless it be found in that article of the treaty

of Rao Soorjun, prohibiting his successors from serving under a leader
of their own faith and nation. The younger branch of Kotah appears,
on its separation from Boondi, to have felt itself exonerated from obedi-
ence to this decree ; for four royal brothers of Kotah, with many of their

clansmen, were stretched on this field in the cause of swamdherma and
Shah Jehan. Before, however, Arungzeb could tear the sceptre from
the enfeebid hands of his parent, he had to combat his elder brother
Dara, who drew together at Dholpur all those who ycl regarded ** the
first duty of a Rajpoot.^' The Boondi prince, with his Haras clad
in their saffron robes, the ensigns of death or victory, formed the
vanguard of Dara on this day, the opening scene of his sorrows,

which closed but with his life
;

for Dholpur was as fatal to Dara the

Mogul, as Arbela was to the Persian Darius. Custom rendered it

indispensable that the princely leaders should be conspicuous to the

host, and in conformity thereto, Dara, mounted on his elephant,

was in the brunt of the battle, in the heat of which, when valour and
fidelity might have preserved the sceptre of Shah Jehan, Dara suddenly
disappeared. A panic ensued, which was followed by confusion and
flight. The noble Hara, on this disastrous event, turned to his vassals,

and exclaimed, **Accursed be he who flies I Here, true to my salt, my feet

are rooted to this fi^d, nor will 1 quit it alive, but with victory." Cheer-
ing on his men, he mounted his elephant, but whilst encouraging them
by his vbice and example, a cannon-shot hitting his eWiphant, the animal
turned and fled« Chutter-sal leaped from his back and called for his

steed, exclaiming, ** my elephant may turn his back on the enemy, but

never shall his master." Mounting his horse, and.forming his men into

a dense mass (gole)t he led them to the charge against prince Morad,
whom he singled out, and had his lancc balanced for the issue, when a

ball pierced his forehead. The contest was nobly maintained by his

youngest son, Bharut Sing, who accompanied his father in death, and

with him the choicest of his clan. Mokin Sing, brother of the Rao, with

two of his sons, and Oudi Sing, another nephew, sealed their fidelity

with their lives. Thus in the two battles of Oojein and Dholpur no less

than twelve princes of the blood, together with the heads of every Hara

clan, maintained their fealty (swamdherma) even to death. Where are

we to look for such examples ?

•* Rao Chutter-sal had been personally engaged in fifty-two combats,

and left a name renowned for courage and incorruptible fidelity." He
enlarged the palace of Boondi by adding that portion which bears his

name,—the Chutter Mahl,—and the (temple of Keshoorae, at Patun, was

constructed under his direction. It was in S. 1715 he was killed ;
he

left four sons, Rao Bhao Sing, Bheem Sing, who got Googore. Bugwunt

Sing, who obtained Mow, and Bharut Sing, who was killed at Dholpur.

Arungzeb, on the 'attainment of sovereign power, transferred all

the resentment he harboured against Chiiiier-sal to his son and successor,

Rao Bhao. He gave a commission to Raja Aimaram, Gor, llrn prince

of Skeopur, tp reduce " that turbulent and disaffected race, the Hara,

and annex Boondi to the government of Rinthumbor, declaring that he

should visit Boondi shortly in person, on his way 10 the Dekhan, and

hoped to congratulate him on his success. Raja Atmaram, with an

army of twelve thousand men, entered Hara vat t and ravaged it with

fire and sword* Having laid siege to Khatolli, a town of fndurgurh,
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the chief fief of Boondi, the clans secretly assembled, engaged
Aimaram at Goturda, defeated and pul him to flight, capturing the
imperial ensigns and all his baggage. Not satisfied with this,, they
retaliated by blockading sheopur, when the discomfited Raja conclnued
his flight to court to relate this fresh instance of Hara audacity. The
poor prince of the Gors was received with gibes and jests, and heartily
repented of his inhuman inroads upon bis neighbours in the day ,of theil^

disgrace. The tyrant, affecting to be pleased with this instance of Hara
courage, sent a firman to Rao Bhao of grace and free pardon, anct
commanding his presence at court. At first the Rao declined ; but
having repeated pledges of good intention, he complied and was honour-
ed with the government of Aiungabad under prince Moazzitn. Here

evinced his independence by shielding Raja Kurrun of Bikaner from
a plot against his life. He performed many gallant deeds with his

Rajpoot brethren in arms, the brave Boondelas of Oreba and Duttea*
He erected many public edifices at Arungabad, where he acquired so
much fame by his valour, his charities, and the sanctity* of his manners,
that miraculous cures were (said to be) effected by him. He died at
Arungabad in S. 1738 ( A. D. 1682), and, being without issue, was
succeeded by Anurad Sing, the grandson of his brother Bheem.f

Anurad’s accession was confirmed by the Emperor, who, in order to
testify the esteem in which he held his predecessor, sent his own
elephant, Guj-g02vr, with the khelat ol investiture. Anurad accompanied
Ariingzeb in his wars in the Dekhan, and on one occasion performed
the important service of rescuing the ladies of the harem out of the?

enemy’s hands. The emperor, in testimony of his gallantry, told him
to name his reward

;
on which he requested be might be allowed to

command the vanguard instead of the rear-guard of the army. Subse-
quently, he was distinguished in the siege and storm of Beejapur.

An unfortunate quarrel with Doorjun Sing, the chief vassal of

Boondi, involved the Rao in trouble. Making use of some improper
expression, the Rao resentfully replied, “ I know what to expect from
you;” which determined Doorjun to throw his allegiance to the dogs*
He quitted the army, and arriving at bis estates, armed bis kinsmen,
and, by a coup^de^main^ possessed himself of Boondi. On learning
this, the Emperor detached Anurad with a force which expelled the
refractory Doorjun, whose estates were sequestrated. Previous to his

expulsion, Doorjun drew the teeka of succession on the forehead of his
brother Buiwun. Having settled the affairs of Boondi, the Rao wai
employed, in conjunction with Raja Bishen Sing of Amber, to settle the
northern countries of the empire, governed by Shah Alum, as lieutenant
of the king, and whose headquarters were at Lahore, in the execution of
which service he died.

Anurad left two sons, Boodh Sing and Jod Sing. Boodh Sft^
succeeded to the honours and employments of his father. Soon afb^
Arungzeb, who had fixed his residence at Arungabad, fell ill, and
finding his end approach, the nobles and officers of slate, in apprehen-
sion of the event, req«^ested him to name a successor. The dying

* It is a fact worthy of notice, that the most intrepid of the Rajpoot
princely cavaliers are of a very devout frame of mind.

t Bheem Sing, who had the fief of Googore bestowed on him, had
a son Kishen Sing, who succeeded him, and Was put to death by
Arungzeb. Anurad was the son of Kishen.
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Emperor replied, that the succession '^was in the hands of God, with
whose will and under whose decree he was desirous that his son Buhadoor
Shah Alum should succeed ; but tliat he was apprehensive that prince
Azim would endeavour by force of arms to *seat himself on the tlirone.^
As the king said, so it happened

; Azim Shah, being supported in his
pretensions by the army of the Dekhan, prepared to dispute the empire
with his elder brother, to whom he sent a formal defiance to decide their
daims ib empire on the plains of Dholpoor. Buhadoor Shah convened
all the chieftains who favoured his cause, and explained his position.

Amon^tst them was Kao Boodh, now entering on manhood, and he was
at that moment in deep affliction for the untimely loss of his brother,

Jod Sing. When the king desired him to repair to Boondi to perform
the offices of mourning, and console his relations and kindred, Boodh
Sing replied. ** It is not to Boondvmy duty calls me, but to attend my
sovereign in the field—to that of Dholpur, renowned for many battles

and consecrated by the memory of the heroes who have fallen in the

performance of their duty:" adding “that there his heroic ancestor

Chutier-sal fell, whose fame he desired to emulate, and by the blessing

of heaven his arms should be crowned with victory to the empire."

Shah Alum advanced from Lahore, and Azim, with his son Bedar
Bukt, from the Dekhan ;

and botf) armips met on the plains of Jajovv,

hear Dholpur. A more desperate conflict was never recorded in tlie

many bloody pages of the history of India. Had it been a common
contest for supremacy, to be decided by the Mooslem supporters of

the rivals, it would have ended like similar ones,—a furious onset,

terminated by a treacherous desertion. But Here were assembled the

brave bands of Rajpootana, house opposed to house, and clan against

clan. The princes of Duttea and Kotah, who had long served with prince

Azim, and were attached to him by favours, forgot the injunctions of

Arungzeb, and supported that princess pretensions against the lawful heir.

A powerful friendship united the chiefs of Boondi and Duttea, whose lives

exhibited one scene of glorious triumph in all the wars of the Dekhan.
In opposing the cause of Shah Alum, Ram Sing of Kotah, was actuated

by his ambition to become the head of the Haras, and in anticipation of

success had actually been invested with the honours of Boondi. With
such stimulant on f^ach side did the rival Haras meet face to face on the

plains of Jajow, to decide at the same time the pretensions to empire,

and what affected them more, those ol their respective heads to superior-

ity. Previous to the battle. Ram Sing sent a perfidious message to Kao

Boodh, inviting him to desert the cause he espoused, and come over to

Azim; to which he indignantly replied ^ ** That the field which his an-

cestor had illustrated by hrs death, was not that whereon he would dis-

grace his memory by the desertion of his priace."

Boodh Sing was assigned a distinguished post, and by his conduct

and courage mainly contributed to the victory which placed Buhadoor

Shah without a rival on the throne. 'I’he Rajpoots on cither side sus-

tained the chief shock of the battle, and the Hara prince of Kotah, and

the noble Boondela, Dulput of Duttea, >v^rc both killed by cannon-shot,

sacrificed to the cause they espoused ;
while the ^etensions of Azim ^nd

his son Bedar Bukt, were extinguished with their lives.

^ It is useless to repeat that this is a literal translation from the

records and journal of the Hara prtnceSi who served the Emperors*
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For the siijnAl •iervicps rendered on this in1port;irtt d^\y, Boodh Sinfir

wj»s honoured with the title of Uao and was admitted to the
intimate friendship of the Kmperor, which he continued to^enjoy until Ins
death, when fresh contentions arose, in whixih the grandsons of Arung*
z*ib all perished. Feroksere succeeded to the etnpire, under whom the
Syeds of Barra held snorenie power, and ruined the empire by their
rxactioits and tyranny. Wnen they determined to depose the kinj^, tl»e

Haia prince, faithful to his pledge, determined to release him, and in

the attempt a bloody conflict enswed in the {choTjok) square, in which his

uncle J act Sing, and many of his clansmen, were slain.

The rivalry which commenced between the houses of Kotah and
l^oondi, on the plams of Jajow, in which Kam Sing was slain, was main-
tained hy his son and successor, Uaja Bheem, who suupportedhhe party
of the Syeds. In the profiecution of his views ami revenge, Kaja Bheem so
far lost sight of the national character of the Kajpoot, as to compass his

end hv treachery, and beset his foe unawares wliile exercising his horse iit

the Midan, outside the walls of the capital. His fttw retainers formed a
circle round their chief, and gallantly defended him, tiiongh with great
loss, until they reached a place of safely. Unable to aid the king, and
>>ebet by treachery, Kao Boodh was compelled to seek .'hs own safety in

flight.* Feroksere was shortly after murdered, and the empire fell into

complete disorder; when Ihe nobles and Rajas, feeling i heir insectirity

under the bloody and rapacious domination of the Syeds, repaired lo

their several possessions .f

At this period, Raja )ey Sing of Amber ihotigbl of dispossessing

Hoodh Sing of Boondi. Rau Boodh Sing was at tins tniu his guestk

having accompanied him from court to Amber. 'Ihe cause of the

quarrel is thus related : I'he Hara prince was married to a sister of

Jey Sing
;
she had been betrothed lo the Emperor Buhadoor Shah, who,

as oite of the marks of his favour for the victory of Dholptir, lesigned

his pretensions to the fair in favour of Rao Boodh, Unfnrtunalely, she

bore him no issue, and viewed with jealousy his two infant sons by
Jinother Rani, the daughter of KaU Megh of Beygoo, one of the sixteen

chiefs of Mewar. Duiing her lord’s absence, she feigned pregnancy^

and having procured an infant, presented it as his lawful child, Rao
Boodh was made acquainted with the equivocal conduct of his queen,

lo the danger of his proper oflspring, and took an opportunity lo reveal

her conduct to her hroilier, 'I'he lady, who was present, was instantly

interrogated by lier brother; but exasperated either at the suspicion of

her honour, or the discovery of her fraud, she snatched her brother's

dagger from his girdle, and rating him as ** the son of a tailor, would
have slain him on the spot, had he not fled from her fury.

Vide Vol. 1. in which the Boondi Annals are corroborated by the

Annals of Mewar, and by an autograph letter of Kaja Jey Sing of

Amber, dated the iqih Falgoon, S. I7;5 (A. D. I7»9)*

+ 1‘lie.se subjects being already discussed in Vol. I. would have had
iro place here, \vere it not necessary lo show how accurately the Boondi
princes recorded events, and to rescue them from the charge of having
no historical documents.

J I'his lady was ^sister to Chufhunji, elder brother to jey Sing, and
beir-appareiu to the gadi of Amber, who was put lo death by Jey Sing.
To this iiii.i <h.r the Kahiore bard alludes in the couplet given in ihcif
ctnnals. Lhumuuji **

is the title of ihe heirs-appartiu of Amber* 1

44
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'Po revenq'c ilie insult tiuis put upon him, the Raja of Amber deter-
mined to expel Uao Boodli from Boondi, and i>lfered tlie gacii to the
rhief of its feudatories, the lord of Indur^urh

;
but Deo Sin^ had the

\ f tue to refuse the ofTer. Me then had recourse to the chieftain of

Kurwtir, who could not resist the temptation. 'Phis cldef, Salim Sin^j,

was j^uilly of a double brencli of trust; for he held the confidential'

office of ^ovenor of Taira^urh, the citadel comniandini^ both the city

and palace.

'I ius^family dispute was, however, merely the underplot of a deeply
cherished political scheme of the prince of Aml)er, for the maintenance
of his supremacy over the minor Kajas, to which his office of vicerov of

Malwa, Ajmere, and A^ra, ^ave full scope, and he skilfully availed him-
self of the results of tlie civil wars of the Mo^^uls. lu the issue of

Feroksere's dethroiremeiu he saw ilie fruition of h^ schemes, and after

show of defending* liim, retired to his dominions toprosecute his views.

Anibcr was )’et circumscribed in territory, aud the consequence of its

princes arose out of their position as satraps of the empire. Me theie-

fore determined to seize upon all the districts on his frontiers witfhn

his ^rasp, and moreover to compel the services of the chieftains who
served under his banner as lieutenants of the kinj^.

At this period, tlu re were many allodial chieftains vvirhin the bounds
of Amber; as the Buohwana Cholians about I.alsont, Goorah, Necm-
rana, who owed neither service nor tribute to Jeypur, but led their

quotas as distinct dignitaries of the empire under the ilajj of Amber.
Kven their own stork, the confederated Shekhawuts, deemed tliemselves

under no such obligation. Phe Bir^oojurs of Kajore, the Jacloons of'

Biana, and many others, ilie vassalage t)f older days, were in the same
predicament. 1 hese, beinj^j in the decline of the empire unable to protect

tliemselves, the more readily agreed to hold their ancient allodial estates

as fiefs of Amber, and to serve will) the stipulated quota. But when
Jey Sing’s views led him to hope he could in like manner bring the

Haras to acknowledge his supremacy, be evinced both ignorance and
presumption, tl'e therefore determined to dethrone Boodh Sing, and
to make a Kaja of his own choice, hold of him in chief.

'Phe Mara, was then reposing on the rites of hospitality and family

ties at Amber, gave jey Sing a good opportunity to develop liis views,

whicli were first rnaniftrsted to the Boondi iifince by an obscure offer tiiat

he would make Amber bis abode, and accept five hundred rupees daily

for his train. Mis uncle, the brother ol Jact, who devoted liimself to

save his master at Agra, penetrated lire int.ouoiis intentions of Jey Sing.

Me wrote to Boondi, and commanded that the Beygoo Kani slrould

depart with her children to her father’s; and having given time for ilris,

he by Meallb formed his clansmen outside the wails of Amber, and

bavinj^ warned bis prince of hi.s danger, they quitted the treacherous

abode. Raja Boodh, at tire head of three hundred Maras, feared

nothing. made direct for his capital, but they were overtaken at

Pancholas, on the muluaf frontier, by the select army under the five

principal chieftains of Amber. The little band was enclosed, when a

desperate encounter ensued. Rajpoot to Rajpoot. Every one of the

five leaders of Amber was slain, with a multitude of their vassals

;

know not whether Churnunji, which is merely a term of endearment may
»w>i be Beejji, Siug, whose capiivity we have relaledi
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jCIip CPnotnplis of the lords of Eesiirda, Sirwar, and Rhowar, still afford
evidence of Hara reveni^e. Fhe uncle of Roondi was slairij and tk>e

valiant band was so thinned, that it was deemed unwise to ^o to Boofidi,

i^nd by the intricacies of the Plateati they reached He^'^oo in safet\’.

This dear^boujjht success enabled Jey Siei^ to execute his plan, and
Duleel Singr of Kurwur, espoused the da\i^hler of Amber, and was
itivested with the title of Kao l^aja of Roondi.

Taking advantacfe of the distress of the elder hrafich of Vis house
Raja Bheetn of Kotah, now strictly allied with Ajit of Mar war and the
tSyeds, prosecnfed the old feud for superiority, making lire Clnimhiil the
boundary, atuj seizlnj[> upon all the fiscal lands of Boondi east of this

stream (exceptinj^ the Kotris), which be attached to Kotah.

Thus beset by enemies on ail sid«,*s, Boodh Sinef, after many fruitless

attempts to recov'er his^^atrimon y. in which much Mara blood was use-

lessly shed, died in exile at Beygoo, leaving two sons, Oineda Sing and
Deep Sing.

'I'he sons of Kao Boodh were soon driven even from the shelter of

the maternal abode
;

for, at the instieation of their enemy of Amber, ttie

Rana, sequestrated f^eygoo. Pursued by this iinmanl)' vengeance, the
brave yoiillis collected a small band, and look refuge in lire wilds of

Pucbail, whence they addressed Dooijun Sal, who had succeeded Raja
liheem at Kotah. rtiis prince l‘'*il a heart to commiserate their mis-
fortunes, and the maonanirnity not only to relieve them, but to aid tbetii,

in the recovery of tlieir patrimony.

CFfAPTER IV.

O MFiDA was but tbirteen years of age on the death of Iris house's foe,

the Raja of Amber, in S. ifroo (A. D, 174J). As *ioon as the
event was known to liirn, putting himself at the head of his clansmen,
he attacked and carried Patun and Gainolli. “ When it vv;»s heard that
the son of Boodh Sing was awak^, the ancient Maras flocked to tds
Standard," and Doorjun Sal of Kotah, rejoicing to see llie real Mara
blood thus displayed, nobly sent Iris aid.

Esuri Sing, who was now ford of Amber, pursuing his father's policy,
determined that Kotah should bend to his supremacy as well as tlie

elder branch of Boondi. The defiance of his power avowed in the sup-
port of young Omeda brought fiis views into action, and Kotah was
invested. But llie result does not belong to this part of our history. On
the retreat from Kotah, Esuri sent a body of Naiuikpuntis to attack
Omeda in his retreat at Bood (old) I.ohari, amongst the Meenas, tlie

aboriginal lords of these mountain-wilds, who had often ser ved the cause
of the Maras, notwithstanding they had deprived them of their birth-
right. The youthful valour and distress of young Omeda so gained
llieir hearts, that five thousand bowmen assembled and desired to be led
against his enemies. With these auxiliaries, he anticipated his foes at
Reechorie, and while the nimble mountaitu*ers plundered tlie camp, Omeda
charged the Jeypur army sword in hand, and slaughtered them without
mercy, taking their kettle drums and standards. On the tiews of this
defeat, another army of eighteen thousand men. under Narayn-das Khetri
Was sent against Omeda. But the affair of R'cecliotie confirineJ the
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dispositions o( ihe Hafas ;
from all quarters they ffockpcl to the stamTard

of the young prince, wtio determined to risk every thing in a general

engagement. Ihe foe had reached l>iiblana. On the eve of attack,

young Omeda went to propitiate “the lady of Sitoon/' the tuieUry

divinity of his race; and as he knelt before the altar of A<iapurna (the

fiiiBller of hope), his eyes falling upon the turrets ol Boondi, then held

by a traitor, he swore to conquer or die.

Inspired with like sentiments, his brave clansmen formed around the

orange fl^g, the gift of Jehangir to R.^o Ruttun
;
and as they cleared the

pass leading to Qublana, the foe was discovered marshalled to receive

them. In one of those compact masses, termed gole, with serried lances

advanced, Omeda led his Haras to the charge. Its physical and moral

impression was irresistible; and a vista was cut through the dense host

opposed to them. A^ain they formed ; and agair^n spite of the showers

of cannon-shot, the sword renewed its blows ; but every charge was fatal

to the bravest of Omeda's men. In the first onset fell his maternal uncle,

Prifhwi Sing, Solanki, with the Mat»araja Mnrjad Sing of Morra, a valiant

Hara, who fell just as he laimched his chakra (discus) at ine head of the

Khetri commander of Amber. Prag Sing, chief of Sorun, a branch of

the Thana fief, was also slain, with many of inferior note. The steed of

Omeda was struck by a cannon-ball, and the intestines protruded from
the wound. The intrepidity of the youthful hero, nobly seconded by his

kin and claf>, was unavailing ;
and the chieftains, ft ariitg he would throw

away ajlife the preservation of which theyiall desired, entreated he would
abandon the contest ;

observing ** that if he survived, Boondi must be
theirs; but if he was slain, there was an end of all their hopes.

“

With grief he sid>mitted ;
and as they gained the Sowalli Pass, which

leads to fndurgurh, he dismounted to breathe his faithful steed ; and as

he loo-f»fV fI the girths, k expired. Omeda sat down and wept. Htinja
M'as wo''thv of such a mark of his esteem ; he was a steed of Irak, the gitt

of the king to fits father, whom he had borne in many an encounter.

Nor was this natural ebullition of the young Hara a transient feeling;

Hnnja's memory was held in veneration, and the first act of Omeda, wht*n

he recovered his throne, was to erect a statue to the steed who bore him
so notily on the day of Dublana. It stands in ifte square {chowk) of the

c«ty, and reoivf s the reverence of each Hara, who links his tiisiory with

one of the hn'ghtesl of their achievements, IhoUj^h obscured by moinen*
lary defeat *

Omeda garner! fndurgurh, which was close at hand, on foot; hut this

traitor to the name of Hara, who fiad acknowledged the supremacy of

Amber, not only refused his prince a horjse in his adversity, but warned
him off the domain, asking '*

if he meant to be the |rn»n of Indurgurh as

well as Boondi ?” Disdaining to drink water within its bounds the young
pnr^ce, stung bv this perfidious mark of inho5bpitality, took the direction

of Ktirwaki. lis ctiief made amends for the other’s ctiiirlishncss : he

advanc^id lo- meet him, offered such aid as he had to give, and presented
him with a horse. Disinissiug his faiitiful kinsmen to their liomes, and
bragging thek swords when fortune might be kinder, he regained his

old retreat, the ruMed paUce o4 Hampura, amongst the ravines of the

Chumbul.

*
I have made my saiiMm* to the representative of Hunja, and should*

Wave graced his neck with a chaplet on every military festiiv.d,, hagdU I dwelt

the fiara^.
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D<^orjiin. Sa! of KotAh, who hAd so bnvefy defended Ids CApitAl

the pretensions to supremacy of E-^uri Sin>; and his aiixiliaiy,

Appa Sindla, felt more interest than ever in the cause of Orneda. I he
Koiah prince’s councils were governed and his armies led by a Bhat
(bard), who. it may be inferred^ was professionally inspired by the heroism
of the yoinig H^ra to led his sword as well as his muse towards rein-

Statinj^ him in the halls of his fathers. Accordinjjly, ail the strength of

Kotah, led by the Bhat, was added to the liinsmef> and friends of Omeda ;

and an attenr.pt on Boondi was resolved. I'lie city, whose walls*were in

a state of dilapidation from this continual warfare, was taken witliout

difficulty
;
and the assault of the citadel of Tarrakiurh had commenced,

when the heroic Bhat received a fata! shot from a treacherous hand in his

own party. His death was concealed, and a cloth thrown over fiis body,
dhe assaiiants pressed on

; the usurper, alarmed, took to flight; the
* lion's hope,'^ was fuifrmd, and Omeda was sealed on the throne* of his

fathers.

Dtileel fled to his suzerain at Amber, whose disposable forces, under
the famous Khetri Kesoodas, were immediately put in motion to re«expel

l»ie Hara. Boondi was invested, and having had no time given to pre-
pare for defence, Omeda was compelled to abandon the walls so nobly
w«m, and “ the flag of Dhoondar waved over tfie khangras tbatilements)

of Dewa-Bango." And let the redeeming vitiiie of the usurper be
recorded ; who, when his suzerain of Amber desired to reinstate hitn

on tUc /radif refused to “bring a second time the ilain of treas04 r on his

head, by which he had been disgraced in the opinion of mankind.”

Omeda, once more a wanderer, alternately couriii^g the aid of

Mewar and IMarwar, never suspended his hostility to the usurper of his

rights, but carried his iw:orsions, without intermission, into his paternal

domains. One of these Jed him to the village of Binodia
;
hither the

Cuchwaha Rani, the widowed queen of his father, and the cause of all

their miseries, had retired, disgusted with herself and the world, and
lamenting, when too late, ll»e ruin she had brought upon her husband,

I erself, aiul the family she bad entered. Omeda paid her a visit, and
the interview added fresh pangs to her self-reproach. His sufferings,

liis heroism, brightened by adversity, originating with her nefarious

desire to stifle his claims of prtrrK)||cniture by a spurious adoption, awa-
kened sentiments of remorse, of sympathy, and sorrow. Determined to

make some amends, she adopted the resolution of going to the Dekhan,
to solicit aid for the son of Boodh Sing. When she arrived on the banks^

of tlie Nerbudda a pillar was pointed out to her on which was inscrihe<i

a prohibition to any of her race to cross this stream, which like the Indus
Was also styled atoc or * forbidden.' Like a true Ra}pootni. she broke the

tablet in pieces, and threw it into the »trean>, observing with a jesuitical

casuistry, that there was no longer any inrpedimenl, when no ordinance
existed. Having passed the Rubicon, sl>€ proceeded forthwith to the

camp of Mulhar Rao Holcar. The sister ol Jey Sing, llie most potent

Hindu prince of India, became a suppliant to thrs goat-herd leader of a
horde of plunderers, nay, adopted him as her bcolher to effect the re-

demption of Boondi for the exiled Omeda.

Mulhar, without the accident of noble birth, possessed the sentiments
which belong to it, and he promised' all she asked. How far his com-
pliance might he promoted by another call lor his lance from the Kana

Orneda^ 'hope;' Singh, 'a lion.’
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Mewar, in virtue of the nrirria^je-settlement \vhicl» promi*^^^ the Mie-

cession of Amber to a prii\ce««s oi his house, the Hoondi records do n(»t

lell : tl^ey refer only to the prospects of its priiu:e. But we mav,
without any reflection on the ^alUmry of H<)I{!;»r, express a doubt how
far he would have fent tl>e aid of his Imrde to tuis sole object, had he

iu)t in view the splendid bribe of sixty-four lakhs from the Kana, to be
paid when Esuri Sing should be removed, for Ids nephew iMadhu Sin;>.*

Be this as it may, the Boondi chronicle states tliat ilte lady, instead

of the temporary expedient of delivering B()ondi, conducted the marcfi

of the Mabrattas direct on Jeypur. Circumstaficrs favoured her desit^ns.

The character of E-^uri Sing had raise<l lU) enemies abotit his person, who
seized the occasion to forward at once the views of Boondi and INlewar,

whose princes had secretly gained them over to tlieir views.

Tire Amber prince no eonrier heard <if the approach of the Mahrattas
to his capital than he qtiitied it to offer tfiem battle. But tl\eir strength

had been misrepreseivted, nor was it till be rearlu d ibe castle of Bbagmo
that he was undeceived and surromuied. When too late, he saw that

“treason had done it worst, and that the confiilence he liad placed in

the successor of a mimstcr whom he ha<f murdered, met its naiur.il

reward. The bard has transmitted in a s/oca tlie cause of his overthrow ;

I. churi Eswaya
“ Raj enrna ca ns •

“ Mantri maota maria
** Khitri Kesoo-das,

Esuri forfeited all hopes of regality, when he slew that great minister

Kesoo-das.’*

The sons of this minister, named Hnrsae and Gursae, betrayed thehr

prince to the “ Southron," hy a false return of their numbers, and h*<l

him to the attack with means totally inadequate. Kesistance to a vast

numerical superiority would have been madness: he retreated to the

castle of this fief of Amber, where, after a siege of ten days, be was

forced not only to sign a deed for the surrender of Boondi, and the renun-

ciation of all claims to it for himself and bis descendants, hut to put, in

full acknowledgment of his rights, the tika on the forehead of Omeda.
With this deed, and accompanied by the contingent of Kolah, they pro-

ceeded to Boondi ; the traitor was expelled; and while rejoicings we^e

making to celebrate the installation of Omeda, the funeral pvre was

lighted at Amber, to consume the mortal remains of his foe, l<>«ja Esuri

could not survive his disgrace, and terminated his existence and hostility

by poison, thereby facilitating the designs both of Boondi and Mewar.

Thus in S. 1805 (A. D. 1749) Omeda regained his patrimo»»yi

fourteen years of exile, during which a traitor had prc.ssed the rov^l

"cushion" of Boondi. But this contest deprived it of many of it*^

ornaments, and. combined with other causes, at length reduced it almost

to its intrinsic worth, “aheap of cotton," Mnlhar Rao, the founder of

the ffolcar state, in virtue of liis adoption as the brother of the widow-

queen of Boodh Sing, had the title of mamoo, or uncle, to young Omeda.

Hut true to the maxims of bis race, he did not take his buckler to protect

the oppressed, at the impulse of those chivalrous notions so familiar to lh<*

Hajpoot, but deemed a portion of the Boondi territory a better jnceii’ij'^**

and a more unequivocal proof of gratitude, than the titles of brotlier

^ Sct\ A finals of Mexvai\
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Ant} tmclfi. Acconliiinly, he demanded, And obtalhed by r6g;ufar deet^
nf siirreitdpr, tlie lown ai\d district of Patuii on the left baivlt of the'

Chutnbul.*

'Hie sole equivalent (if snch it conld be termed) for these fourteen years'
of iisurpaiion, were the foi tiFc^tioiis covering tbe palace and town, now'
called Tayr'i^rurh (the ‘Siar-fort*), built by Dl!l''eel Sing. Madhu Sing,
who ‘succeeded lo the of Jeyp'ir, followed up the design’s commencedi*
bv ]ey Sifig, and which bad cost Id's successor bis life, to rer<der the'

sfnaller states* of Central India dependant on Amber. For this Kotah had’
been beseiged, and Oineda ejtpelled, and as such policy could not be
effected by their unassisted nxeans, it only fended to the benefit of the^

aujiiliaries, who soon became pi i'nci'pafs, to the prejudice aiVd detriment
of all. Madhu Sing, liaving obtained the casife of Rintlnimbor, a pretext
was wiff u decl for tln^se pretensions fo sufrremacy. From the time of its‘

smiender by KaoSc^otj'un to AUber, the importance of ibis castle w'as

establisheii by its becoinfng the first sirtar^ or ‘department,’ in the pro-
vince of Afinere. consisting of no less than “eighty-lhree mohals,” or
extensive liels, in which weie compiehended not only Boondi and Kotah,
and all their dependejiciesH)nt itie entire slate of Seopur, and all the petty
fir^fs soutli 01 the Banginiga, tlie aggrigate of whicli now constitutes the'

slate of Arnbei*. fn fact, with tlie exception of Wahmoodabad in Bengal,
l^iniliuinbor was the most extensive sircar oi the empire. Tn the decrepi-

tude of thtj^empii e, this castle was maintained by a veteran commander
as long as funds and provisions lasted ; bin these failing, in order to'

secure it from failing into the hands of the Mahral tas, and thus being
lost for ever to the throne, he sought out a Rajpoot prince, to whom be*

might ciuinst it. He appMed lo Boondi
j

but the Hara» dreading to'

roinprninise his fealty if unable lo maintain it refused the boon
;
and hav-

ing no alternative, he resigned it to the prince of Amber as a trust which
lie could no longer defend.

Out of this circumstance alone originated* the claims of Jeypoor tO’

tribute from the Kolris, or fiefs fn Harouti ;
claims wiiliout a shadow of

justice; but the maintenance of which for tlie sake of the display of supre-
macy and paltry annual' relief, has nourished half a century of irritation,

vvhicli it is high time should cea’se.f

* As in those days when Mahratia spoliation commenced, a joint-

siock purse was made for all such acquisitions, so Patun was divided into

?'liares, of which the Peshwa had one. and Sindia anoll'ier ;
but the

I Vshwa’s sliare remained nominal, and the revenue was carried to account

bV'Holcar ftf>r the sei vices of the Poona state, the general pacification

A. 1 ). 1817, this long lost and much cheiisbed district was once more
incorporated with Boondir to the unspeakabre gratitude and joy of its'

prince and people. In effecting this for{ the grandson of Omeda, the

author se^!uied for himself a gratification scarcely less than his.

t The universal arbitrator, Zalim Sing of Kotah, having undertakeiv
lo Satisfy them, and save them from the annual visitations of the Jeypuf
troops, withdrew the proper allegiance of Indnrgurh, Buiwun, and Anter-
'^eh to himself. The British government, in ignorance of these historical*

facts, and not Scsiions 10 disturb the existing stale of things, were averse
*0 hear the Boondi claims for the restoration of her proper authority over
these her chief vassals. With ail his gratitude for the lestoraiion of his"

l^oliiicai existence, the brave and good Bishen Sing could not suppressra^
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It was the a??serlion of this «iiipremacy over Kotah as well as Boondi,
which first hroiighl into notice the most celebrated Rajpoot of niodern
times, Z-»lim Sin^ of Kotah. Rao Dooijun Sal, wl)0 then mled that slate,

liad too inuch of ihe Hara bio id to endure such pretensions as the castial

possession of Rinihuinbor conferred upon his brother piince of Amber,
who considered that, as the late lieutenant of the kine. he had a f i^hc

to transfer his powers to iiimself. I'tie battle of Biitwarro, in S. 1817
( \.D. l^6 t), for ever extinguished these pretensions, on whi^h occasion

Zalim Sin^, then scarcely <if ai;e. ni'^inly conti ibuted In secure the in-

dependence of the stale he was ultimately destined to govern, Bui this

exploit belont>s to the annals of Kotah, and would not have been here

alluded to, except to remaik, that had the Boondi'atinv joined Kotah in

tins common cause, tt»ey would have redeemed its fiefs fiom the tribute

^hey are stilt cuinpelled to pay to Jtfxpur.

Otneda’s active mind was engrossed with tite restoration of ilie

frrosperity which the unexampled vicissitudes of the last fifteen years had
undermined ; hut he fell his spirit cramped, and Ids energies contracted,

by the dominant influence and avarice of the insatiable Maliraltas,
flirou^b whose means be recovered bis capital; slill there was as yet no
fixed principle of tjovernmerU reco>;niz«Mi, and the Rajpoots, who wit-

nessed their periodical visitations like flights of locusts over their plains,

iioped that this scourge would be equally transitory. Under this great

and perniciouH error, all the Rajpoot states continued to mix tiii^se inter-

lopers in their national disputes, which none had more cause to repent

ifian the ffaias of Boondi. But the bold which the Mabrattas retained

upon the lands of “ l>ewa Bango*’ would never have acquired such

tenacity, bad the bold arm and sage mind of Omeda continued to guide

tiie vessel of tlie state (hroUk*hout the lengthened period of bis natural

existence: his premature political decease adds another example to the

truth, that patriarchal, and indeed all governments, are imperfect wheie
the laws are not supreme.

An act of revenge stained the reputation of Omeda, naturally vir-

tuous, and but for which deed we should have to paint him as one of the

bravest, wisest, and most faultless characters which Rajpoot history lias

recorded. Eight years had elapsed since the recovery of his domions, ami

we liHve a right to infer that his wrongs and their authors had been for-

gotten, or rather forgiven, for human nature can scarcely forget s<»

treacherous an act as that of his vassal of Indurgurh, on the defeat of

Dublaiia. As so long a time had passed since the restoration without the

penalty of liis treason being exacted, it might have been concluded th^t

the natural generosity of this high-minded prince had co-operated with

H wise policy, in passing over the wrong without foregoing his right to

avenge it. I he degenerate Rajpoot, who could at such a moment witness

tne necessities of liis prince and refuse to relieve them, could never reflect

on that hour without seff-ablionence ; but his spirit was too base to ofTef"

sigh when the author said that Lord Hastings refused to go into the ques«

lion of the Kotris, who had thus transferred their allegiance to Zalim Sin^

of Kotah. In their usual maiaphorical style, he said, with great emphasis

and sorrow, "My wings remain broken." It would be a mailer of nodifli-

culty to negotiate the claims of Jeypur, and cause the regent of Kotah to

forego his interposition, which would be attended with no loss of any
to him, but would afford unspeakable benefit and pride to Boondii vvhicn

)ka$ well deserved the boon at our liaiids*
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Preparation by a future life of duty; lie cursed the magnanimity of the
man he had injured ;

hated him for his very forbearancei and aggravated
the part he had acted by fresh injuries, and on a point too delicate to
admit of being overlooked. Omeda had *‘sent the co-coanut/’ the symbol
of matrimonial alliance, to Madhu Sing, in the name of his sister. It was
received in a fulljassembly of all the nobles of the court, and with the
respect due to one of the most illustrious races of Rajpootana. Oeo Sing
of Indurgurh was at that time on a visit at Jeypur, and the compliment
was paid him by the Raja of asking ** what fame said of the daiighter of
Boodh Sing?” It is not impossible that he might have sought this oppor*
lunity of further betraying his prince; for his reply was an insulting
inuendo, leading to doubts as to the purity of her blood. That it was
g^rossly false, was soon proved by the solicitation of her hand by Raja
Beejy Sing of Marwar. “ I'lie Co-coanut was returned to Boondi,”—an
kisult never to be forgiven by a Rajpoot.

In S. i8t3(A. D. I755)» Omeda went to pay his devotions at the

shrine of Beejaseni Mata (‘the mother victory’), near Kurwur. Being in

the vicinity of Indurgurh, he invited its chief to join the assembled vassals

with their families ; and though dissuaded, Deo Sing obeyed, accompanied
by his son and grandson. Ail were cut off at one fell swoop, and the line

of the traitor was extinct ; as if the air of heaven should not be conta-
minated by the smoke of their ashes, Omeda commanded that the body
of the calumnious traitor and his issue should be thrown into the lake.

His hef Indurgurh was given to his brother, between whom and the pre-
sent incumbent four generations have passed away*

Fifteen years elapsed, during which the continual scenes of disorder
around him furnished ample occupation for his thoughts. Yet in the midst
of all, would intrude the remembrance of this single act, in which he had
usurped the powers of Him, to whom alone tt belongs to execute vengeance.
Though no voice was lifted up against the deed, though he had a moral
conviction that a traitor’s death was the due of Deo Sing, his soul, gener*
ous as it was brave, revolted at the crime, however sanctified by custom,*
which confonnds the innocent with the guilty. To appease his conscience,
he determined to abdicate the throne and pass the rest of his days in peni-
tential rites, and traversing, in the pilgrim’s garb, the vast regions of

India, to visit the sacred shrines of his faith.

In S. 1827, the imposing ceremony of “ Joograj,'* which terminated
the political existence of Omeda, was performed. An image of the prince
Was made, and a pyre was erected, on which it was consumed. The hair
and whiskers of Ajit, his successor, were taken off, and offered to the
manes; lamentation and wailing were heard in the rinwas,^ and the
twelve days of matumt or 'mourning,* were passed as if Omeda had
really deceased ;

on the expiration of Which, the installation of his sUc-
<ies$or took place, when Ajit Sing was proclaimed prince of the Haras
of Boondi.

The abdicted Omeda, with the title of Stiji (by which alone he was
henceforth known), retired to that holy spot in the valley sanctified by the

* The laws of revenge are dreadfully absolute : had the sons of Deo
Sing survived, the feud upon their jiege lord would have been entailed
with their estate. It is a nice point for a subject to balance betW^W
fidelity to his prince, and a father’s feud, baup ca ber.

t The queen’s apartments.

45
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miracufous cure of ihe first ‘Mord of the Palhar/' and which was named
after one of the fountains of the Ganges, Kcdarnath. To this spot,
hallowed by a multitude of associations, the warlike pilgrim, brought

** The fruit and flowers of many a province,'*

and had the gratification to find these exotics, whether the hardy offspring
of snow-clad Himalaya, or the verge of ocean in the tropic, fructify and
flourish amidst the rocks of his native abode. It is curious even to him
who is ignorant of the moral vicissitudes which produced it, to see the
pine of I hibet, the cane of Malacca, and other exotics, planted by the
hand of the princely ascetic, flourishing around his hermitage, in spite of
the intense heats of this rock-bound abode.

When Omeda resigned the sceptre of the Haras, it was from the con-
viction that a life of meditation alone could yield the consolation, and
obtain the giveness which he found necessary to his repose. But in as-
suming the pilgrim's staff, he did not lay aside any feeling becoming his
rank or his birth. I'here was no pusillanimous prostration of intellect

;

no puHing weakness of bigoted sentiment, but the same lofty mind wltich
redeemed his birth-right, accompanied him wherever he bent his steps to
seek knowledge in the society of devout and holy men. He had read in

ihc annals of his own and of other states, that “ the trappings of royalty
were snares to perdition, and that happy was the man who in time threw
them aside and made his peace with heaven.** But in obeying, at once,
the dictates of conscience and of custom, he felt his mind too much
alive to the wonders of creation, to bury himself in the fane of Kanya, or
the sacred baths on the Ganges ; and be determined to see all those holy
places commemorated in the ancient epics of his nation, and the never-
ending theme of the wandering devotee. In this determination he was,
perhaps, somewhat influenced by that love of adventure in which he had
been nurtured, and it was a balm to his mind when be found that arms
and religion were not only compatible, but that his pious resolution to

force a way through the difficulties which beset the pilgrim's path, en-
hanced the merit of his devotion. Accordingly, the| royal ascetic went
forth on bis pilgrimage, not habited in the hermit's garb, but armed at

all points. Even in this there was penance, not ostentation, and he
carried or buckled on his person one of every species of offensive or defeii*

sive weapons then in use
; & load which would oppress any two Rajpoots

in these degenerate times. He wore a quilted tunic, which would resist

a sabre-cut ; besides a matchlock, a lance, a sword, a dagger, and their

appurtenances of knives, pouches, and priming-horn, he had a battle*

axe, a javelin^ a tomahawk, a discus, bow and quiver of arrows ; and It

is affirmed that svusM was his muscular power, even when three spore and
ten years had blanched his beard in wandering to and fro thus accoutred,

that he could place the whole of this panoply within his shield, and with

one arm not only raise it, but hold it lor some seconds extended.

With a small escort of his gallant clansmen, during a ^ng series of

years he traversed every region, from the glacial fountains ofthe Ganges
to the southern promontory of Ramaiser ; and from the hot-wells of Sceta

in Arracan, andf the Moloch of Orissa, to the shrine of the Hindu Apollo

at the world's end.*' Within these limits of Hinduism, Omeda saw

every place of holy resort, of curiosity^ or of learning
j
and whenever he

revisit^ his paternal doimains, his return was greeted Hot only by H is

own tribe, but by every prince and Rajpoot of Rajwarra, who deemed Ins

abode hallowed if the princely pilgrim halted there on hb route. He was

regarded as an oracle, while (he treasure! of knowledge which his
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servation had accumulated, caused his conversation to be courted and
every word to be recorded. The admiration paid to him while living
cannot be better ascertained than by the reverence manifested by every
Hara to his memory. To them his word was a law, and every relic of
him continues to be held in veneration. Almost his last journey was to

the extremity of his nation, the temples at the Delta of the Indus, and the
shrine of the Hindu Cybele, the terrific Agni-devi of Hingiaz, on the
shores of Mekran, even beyond the Rubicon of the Hindus. As he re-
turned by Dwarica, he was beset by a band of ICabas, a plundering race
infesting these regions. But the veteran, uniting the arm of fles\^ to that
of faith, valiantly defended himself,! and gained a complete victory,
making prisoner their leader, who, as the price of his ransom, took an
oath never again to molest the pilgrims to Dwarica.

The warlike pilgrimage of Omeda had been interrupted by a tragical

occurrence, which occasioned the death of his son, and compelled him to

abide for a time at the seat of government to superintend the education
of his grand-child. This eventful catastrophe, interwoven in the border
history of Mewar and Harouti, is well worthy of narration, as illustrative

of manners and belief, and fulfilled a prophecy pronounced centuries
before by the dying Sati of Bumooda, that|''the Rao and the Rana should
never meet at the Ahaira (or spring hunt) without death ensuing."
What we are about to relate was the fourth repetition of this sport with
the like fatal result.

The hamlet of Bilaita, which produced but a few good mangoes, and
for its population a few Meenas, was the ostensible cause of dispute. The
chief of Boondi, either deeming it within his territory, or desiring to

consider it so, threw up a fortification, in which he placed a garrison to
overawe the free-booters, who were instigated by the discontented chiefs

of Mewar to represent tins as an infringement of their princess rights.

Accordingly, the Rana marched with all his chieftains, and a mercenary
band of Sindies, to the disputed point, whence he invited the Boondi
prince, Ajit, to his camp. He came, and the Rana was so pleased with his

manners and conduct, that Bilaita and its mango grove were totally for-

gotten. Spring was at hand
;
the joyous month of Phalgun, when it was

necessary to open the year with a sacrifice of the boar to Gouri. The
young Hara, in return for the courtesies of the Rana, invited him to open
the Ahaira, within the runtnas or preserves of Boondi. The invitation

was accepted ; the prince of the Seesodias, according to usage, distri-

buted the green turbans and scarfs, and on the appointed day, with a
brilliant cavalcade, repaired to the heights of Nandta.

The abdicated Rao, who had lately returned from Budrinath, no sooner
heard of the projected hunt, than he despatched a special meissenger to

remind his son of the anathema of the Sati» The impetuous Ajit replied
that it was Impossible to recall his invitation on such pusillanimous

grounds. The morning came, and the Rana, filled with sentiments of
friendship for the young Rao, rode with him to the field. But the pre«
ceding evening, the minister of Mewar had waited on the Rao, and in
language the most insulting told him to surrender Bilaita, or he would
send a body of Sindies to place him in restraint, and he^ was vile enougli
to insinuate that he was merely thd organ of his prince’s cohimand^
This rankled in the mind of the Rao throughout the day; and when the
sport was over, and he had the Rana's leave to depart, a sudden idan
passed across his mind of the intended degradation, and an incipient

rtsoluiton id anticipate this disgrace induced him to return, The Rana,
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unconscious of any offence, received his youn^j friend witli a smife^
repeated his permission to retire, and observed that they should soou
meet again. Irresolute, and overcome t)y affable behaviour, his
half'forined intent was abandoned, and again he bowed and with-
drew. But scarcely had he gone a few paces, when, as if ashamed
of himself, he summoned up the powers of revenge, and rushed, spear
in hand, upon hb victim. With such unerring force did l\e play it,

that th^ head of the lance, after passing through the Rana, was
transhxed in the neck of his steed. The wounded prince had merely
lime to exclaim, as he regarded the assassin on whom he had lavished
his friendship, **Oh, Hara ! what have you done?" when the Indur-
gurh chief hnished the treachery with his sword. The Hara Rao, as

if glorying in the act, carried off the shuthur'Changi, ' the golden
sun in the sable disk,' the regal insignia of Mewar, which he
lodged in the palace of Boondt. 'Lhe abdicated Omeda, whose gratified

revenge had led to a life of repentance, was horror-struck at this fresh

atrocity in his house : he cried " shame on the deed !" nor would he

henceforth look on the face of his son.

A highly dramatic effect is thrown around the last worldly honours
paid to the murdered king of Mewar

;
and although hts fate has been

elsewhere described, it may be proper to record it from the chronicle

of his foe-man.

The Rana and the Boondi prince had married two sisters, daughters

of the prince !of Kishengurgh, so that there were lies of connection to

induce (he Rana to reject all suspicion of danger, though he had been

warned by hb wife to beware of his brother-in-law. I'he ancient feud

had been balanced in (he mutual death of the last two princes, and no

motive for enmity existed. On the day previous to this disastrous

event, the Mewar minister had given a feast, of which the princes and

their nobles had partaken, when all was harmony and friendsiiip ^
but

the sequel to the deed strongly corroborates the opinion that it was

instigated by the nobles of Mewar, in hatred of their tyrannical prince ;

and other hints were not wanting in addition to the indignant threats

of the minister to kindle the feeling of revenge. At the moment the

blow was struck, a simple mace- bearer alone had the hdelity to defend

Ills master ; not a chief was at hand either to intercept the stroke, or

pursue the assassin ; on the contrary, no sooner was the deed consum*

mated, than the whole chivalry of Mewar, as if panic-struck and at-

tacked by a host, took to flight, abandoning their camp and the dead

body of their master.

A single concubine rematned to perfrom the last rites to her lord.

She commanded a costly pyre to be raised, and prepared to become his

companion to a world unknown. Willi the murdered corpse in her arms^

she reared her form from the pile, and at the torch was applied, slie

pronounced a curse on his murderer, invoking the tree under whose

shade It was raised to attest the prophecy, ** that, if a selfish treachery

alone prompted the deed, within two months the assassin might be an

example to mankind ; but if it sprung from a noble revenge of

ancient feud, she absolved him from the curse t A branch of the tree

fell in token of assent, and the ashes of the Rang and the Sati whiteneu

the plain of Bilaita.**

Within the two months, the propl^etic anathema was
Rao of the Haras was a corpse, exliibiting an awful e^Atnple of

vengeance: ** the flesh dropped from his bonesi and he expired, an^opje
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of and of misery.’* Hitherto these feuds had been balanced by
the lex taliouisy or its substitutes, but this last remains unappeased,
strengthening the belief that it was prompted from Mewar.

Bishen Sing, the sole offspring of Ajit, and who succeeded to the

gadi, was then an infant, and it became a matter of necessity that Sri-ji

should watch his interests. Having arranged the affairs of the infant

Kao, and placed an intelligent Dhabhae (foster-brother) at the head of

the government, he recommenced his peregrinations, being ofteTi absent

four years at a lime, until within a few years of his death, when the

feebleness of age confined him to his hermitage of Kedarnalh.

It affords an additional instance of Rajpoot instability of character,

or rather of the imperfection of their government, that, in his old age,

when a life of austerity had confirmed a renunciation which reflection had
prompted, the venerable warrior became an object of distrust to his

grandchild. Miscreants, who dreaded to see wisdom near the throne,

had the audacity to add insult to a prohibition of Sri-ji’s return to Boondl,

commanding him “ to eat sweetmeats and tell his beads at Benares.'*

The messenger, who found him advanced as far as Nya-sheher, deli-

vered the mandate, adding that his ashes should not mingle with his

fathers. But such was the estimation in whicli he was held, and the

sanctity he had acquired from these pilgrimages, that the sentence was

no sooner known than the neighbouring princes became suitors for his

society. The heroism of his youth, the dignified piety of his age, ins',

pired the kindred mind of Pratap Sing of Amber with very different

feelings from those of his own tribe. He addressed Sri-ji as a son and

a servant, requesting permission to *dursun-kur* (worship him), and

convey him to his capital. Such was the courtesy of the flower of the

Cuchwahas ! Sri-ji declined this mark of homage, but accepted the

invitation. He was received with honour, and so strongly did the gallant

and virtuous Pratap feel the indignity put upon the abdicated prince,

that he told him, if “any remnant of worldly association yet lurked

within him,” he would in person, at the head of all the troops of Amber,

place him on the throne both of Boondi and Kotah. Sri-ji s reply was

consistent with his magnanimity; “ They are both mine already,-—

•he one is my nephew, on the other my grandchild.** On this occasion,

Zatim Sing of Kotah appeared on the scene as mediator; he re-

paired to Boondi, and exposed the futility of Bishen Sing s apprehen-

sions
; and armed with full powers of reconciliation, sent Lalaji Pundil

to escort the old Rao to his capital. The meeting was such as might have

been expected, between a precipitate youth tutored by artful knaves, and

the venerable chief who had renounced every mundane
i

lion for his offspring. It drews tears from all eyes: ** My child,

the pilgrim-warrior, presenting his sword, ** take this; apply it yourself

if you think I can have any bad intentions towards you ; but let not the

base defame me.” The young Rao wept aloud as he entreated forgive«

ness
; and the Pundit and Zalim Sing had the satisfaction^ of seeing |he

intentions of the sycophants, who surrounded the minor prince, defeat^dt

Sri-ji refused, however, to enter the halls of Boondi;during the remainder

of his life, which ended about eight years after this event.

grandchild entreated “he would efose his eyes within the walls of >1$
fathers.** A remain of that feeling inseparable from humanity made
the dying Omeda offer no objection, and he was removed in a sookh^l
(litter) to the palace, where he that night breathed his last. Thus, in

S. i86a (A.D. 1804), Omeda Sing closed a varied and chequered life

:
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the sun of his morning rose amidst clouds of adversity, soon to burst
forth in a radmiu porsperity

; but scarcely had it attained its meUdian
glory ere crime dimmed its splendour, and it descended in solitude and
sorrow.

Sixty years had passed over his head, since Omeda, when only
thirteen years of age, put himself at the head of his Haras, and carried
ratun and Gainolli. His momory is venerated in Harouti, and but for
the slau# which the gratification of his revenge has left upon his fame,
ne would have been the model of a Rajpoot prince. But let us not
apply the European standard of abstract virtue to these princes, who
nave so few checks and so many incentives to crime, and whose good
acts deserve the more applause from an appalling /lon/tar (predesiina-
lion) counteracting moral responsibility.

The period of Sri-ji*s death was an important era in the history of
Inc Haras, ft was at this time that a British army, under the unfor*
tunate Monson, for the first time appeared in these regions avowedly
for the purpose of putting down Hofear, the great foe of the Rajpoots,
but espeaally of Boondi. Whether the aged chief was yet alive and
counselled this policy, which lias since been gratefully repaid by Britain,
we are not aware

; but whatever has been done for Boondi, has fallen
short of the chivalrous deserts of its prince. It was not on the advance
of our army, when its ensigns were waving in anticipation of success,
but on Its humiliating flight, that a safe passage was not only cheerfully
granted, but aided to the utmost of the Rajah^s means, and with an
almost culpable disregard of his own welfare and interests. It was,
indeed, visited with retribution, which we little knew, or, in the pussil-
lammous policy of that day, little heeded. Suffice it to say, that, in 1817,
when we called upon the Rajpoots to arm and coalesce with us in the
putting down of rapine, Boondi was one of the foremost to join the alli-
ance. Well she might be

;
for the Mahratta flag waved in unison with

ner own within the waifs of the capital, while the revenues collected
scarcely afforded the means of personal protection to its prince. Much
of this was owing to our abandonment of the Rao in 1804. Throughout
the contest of 1817, Boondi had no will but ours; its prince and depen-
dants were in arms ready to execute our behest

;
and when victory

crowned our efforts irt every quarter, on the subsequent pacification, the
Kao Raja Bishen Sing ^as not forgotten. The district held by Holcar,
some of which had^ been afienated for half a century, and which had
become ours by right of conquest, were restored to Boondi without a
quaimcation

; while, itt the same lime, we negotiated the surrender to

him the districts held by Sindia, on his paying, through us, an annual
sum calculated on the average of the fast ten years* depreciated revenue^
The intense gratitude felt by the Raja was expressed in a forcible
words; 1 am not a man of protestation ; but my head is yours when*
ever you require ft.'* This was liot an unmeaning phrasb of compliment

;

j
sacrificed his life, and that of every Hara who “ ate his

salt, had we made experiment of his fidelity. Still, immense as were
the benefits showered upon Boondi, and with which her pdnee was deeply
penetrated, there w$s a di^wback, The old Machiavel of Kotah had
been before him in signing himself OiToe Sirkar !ngri»'* (the slave of

V*® government), and had cootrived to get Indurgiirh, Buiwun,
Anterdch, aqd Kkatbl|f, the chief feudatories of Boondi, tinder his protec-
tion.

The frank and bravc.Rao R|ija could not help deeply regretting
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arrangement, wMcb, as he emphatically said, was *^clippinjj Ills wings.’*
The disposition is a bad one, and both justice and political expediency
enjoin a revision of it, and the bringing about a compromise which would
restore the integrity of the most interesting and deserving little state in

India.*** Well has it repaid the anxious care we manifested for its in-
terests

;
for while every other principality has, by some means or other,

caused uneasinese or trouble to the protecting power, Boondi has silently

advanced to comparative prosperity, happy in her independence, and
interfering with no one. Ihe Rao Raja survived the restoration of

his independence only four short years, when he was carried off by
that scourge the cholera morbus. In his extremity, writhing under a
disease which unmans the strongest frame and mind, he was cool and
composed. He interdicted his wives from following him to the pyre, and
bequeathing his son and successor to the guardianship of the representa-
tive of the British Government, breathed his last in the prime ol life.

The character of Bishen Sing may be summed up in a few words.
He was an honest man, and every inch a Rajpoot. Under an unpolished
exterior, he concealed an excellent heart and an energetic soul j he was
by no means deficient in understanding, and possessed a thorough know-
ledge of his own interests. When the Mahrattas gradually curtailed liis

revenues, and circumscribed his power and comforts, he seemed to delight
in shewing how easily he could dispense with unessential enjoyments

;

and found in the pleasures of the chase, the only stimulus befitting a
Rajpoot. He would bivouac for days in the lion’s lair, nor quit the scene
until he had circumverKed the forest's king, the only prey he deemed
worthy of skill. He had slain upwards of one hundred lions with his own
hand, besides many tigers, and boars innumerable had been victims to

his lance. In this noble pastime, not exempt from danger, and pleasurable

in proportion to the toil, he had a limp broken, which crippled him for

life, and shortened his stature, previously below the common standard.

But when he mounted his steed and waved his lance over his head, there

was a masculine vigour and dignity which at once eviiiced that Bishen

Sing, had we called upon him, would have wielded his weapon as
worthily in our cause as did his glorious ancestors for Jehangir or Shah
Allum. He was somewhat despotic in his own little empire, knowing
that fear is a necessary incentive to respect in the governed, more
especially amongst the civil servants of his government

;
and, if the

Court Journal of Boondi may be credited, his audiences with his chan-
cellor of the exchequer, who was his premier, must have been amusing to

those in the ante-chamber. The Raja had a reserved fund, to which the

minister was required to add a hundred rupees daily
;
and whatever plea

he might advance for the neglect of other duties, on this point none
would be listened to, or the appeal to Indrajeet was threatened. ** The
conqueror of Indra” was no superior divinity, but a shoe of super-human

The author had the distinguished happiness of concluding the trei^y
with Boondi in February, t8i8. His previous knowledge of her deseits
was not disadvantageous to her interests, and he assumed the responsibili)-
ty concluding it upon %\\t general j^rinciples which were to regulate out
future policy as determined in the commencement o( the war

;
and setting

the views which trenched upon tivese in our subsequent negotiations*
These general principles laid it down as a sim fuc^ non that the Mahrattas
should not hgyo ^ foot pf land ih Rajppot^n^ west of the.Chumbul

; and
he closed the door to recantation by sealing the re-union in perpetuity tu
Boondi, of Patun and all land so situated.
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suspended from a pegi where a more classic prince Would have
exhibited his rod of empire. But he reserved this for his Barons, arid

the shoe, thus misnamed, was the humiliating corrective for an offending
minister.

At Boondi, as at all these patriarchal principalities, (he chief agents
of power are few. They are four in number, namely *i. The Dewan,
or Moosaheb ; 2. The Foujdar, or Killedar

; 3. The Buckshee ; 4. Ths
Rassata, or Comptroller of Accounts.

TKis little slate became so connected with the imperial court, that,

like Jeypur, the princes adopted several of its customs. The Purdhan,
or prenniier, was entitled De'ufun and Moosaheb ; and he he had the entire

management of the territory and finances. I'Ue f^oujdai* or Killedar is

the govenor of the castle, the Matte de Palais^ who at Boondi is never a

Rajpoot, but some Dhahhae or foster* brother, identified with the family,

who likewise heads the feudal quotas or the mercenaries, and has lands

assigned for their support. Tlie Buckshee controls generally alt accounts
;

the Rassala those of the household expenditure. The late prince’s

managemement of his revenue was extraordinary. Instead of the surplus

being lodged in the treasury, it centered in a mercantile concern con-

ducted by the Prime Minister, in the profits of which the Raja shared.

But while he exhibited but fifteen per cent., gain in the balance-sheet, it

was stated at thirty. From this profit the troops and dependents of the

court were paid, chiefly in goods and grain, and at such a rate as he

chose to fix.* Their necessities, and their prince being joint partner in the

firm, made complaint useless
; but the system entailed upon the premier

universal execration.

Bishen Sing left two legitimate sons ; the Rao Raja Ram Sing, then

eleven years of age, who was installed in August, 1821 ;
and the Mahraja

Gopal Sing, a few months younger. Both were most promising youths,

especially the Raja. He inherited his father^s passion for the chase, and

even at this tender age received from the noblcsf their nuzzurs and con-

gratulations on the first wild game he slew. Hitherto his pigmy sword

had been proved only on kids or lambs. His mother, the queen* regent,

is a princess of Kishengurh, amiable, able, and devoted to her son. It

is ardently hoped that this most interesting state and family wit) rise to

their ancient prosperity, under the generous auspices of the government

which rescued it from ruin. In return, wc may reckon on a devotion to

which our power is yet a stranger—strong hands and grateful hearts,

which will court death in our behalf with the same indomitable spirit th^t

has been exemplified In days gone by. Our wishes arc for the prosperity

of the Haras

!

CHAPTER VI.

TRt early history of the Haras of Kotah belongs to Boondi, of

they were a junior branch. The separation cook place when Sna 1

Jehan was Emperor of India, who bestowed Kotah and its depcndcncic

on Madhu Sing, the second son of Rao Ruttun, for Ms distmgu»sh«a

gallantry in the battle of Boorhanpur. _
The truck iVstem called purn^t is well known In Rajpootsna.

t And from (he author with the rest,
, whosO nephew l*e

courtesy and adoption,
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Madtiu Sing vvas born in S. 1621 (A. D. I565>. At ibe early age
ot fourteen, he displayed that daring intrepidity which gave hirri the
title of Raja, and Kotah with its three hundred and sixty townships (then
the chief fief of Boondi, and yielding two lakhs of rent), independent of

bis father.

It has already been related, that the conquest of this tract was made
from the Koteah Bhils of the Oojla, the ‘unmixed,' or aboriginal race.
From these tlie Rajpoot will eat, and all classes will ‘drink wateri at their

hands. ICotah was at that time but a series of hamlets, the abode of the
Bhil chief, styled Raja, being the ancient fortress of Ekailgurh, five coss
south of Kotah. But when Madl)u Sing was enfeoffed by the king, Kotah
had already attained extensive limits. lo the soutli it was bounded by
Gagrovvn and Gliatolli, then held by the Kheecliies

;
on the east, by

Maiij^tole and Nalirgurh, the first belonging to tlte Gor, the last to a
Rahtore Rajpoot, who had apostatized to save his land, and was now a
Nawab ;

to the north, it extended as far as Sooltanpur, on the Chumbub
across which was the small domain of Nandta. In this space were con-
tained three hundred and sixty townships, and a rich soil fertilized by
nutnerous large streams.

'I'he favour and power Madhu Sing enjoyed, enabled him to increase

tlie domain be held direct of the crown, and his authority at his death
extended to the hairier between Malwa and Harouti. Madhu Sing died

in S. 1687, leaving five sons whose appanages became the chief fiefs o£

Kotah. To the holders and their descendants, in order to mark the sepa*
ration between them and the elder Haras of Boondi. the patronymic of

the founder was applied, and the epithet Madhani is sufficiently distinc-

tive whenever two Haras, bearing the same name, appear togethefi

These were,

1. Mokund Sing, who had Kotah.

2. Mohun Sing, who had Polaito.

3. Joojarh Sing, who had Kotra, and subsequently Ramgurh-Rela«>
wun.

4. Kuniram, who had Koelah *

5. Kishore Sing, who obtained Sangode.

Raja Mokund Sing succeeded. Tp this prince the chief pass in the

barrier dividing Malwa from Harouti owes its name of Mokunduirra which
gained an unfortunate celebrity on the defeat and flight of the British

troops under Brigadier Monson, A.D. 1804. Mokund erected many
places of strength and utility

j
and the palace and petta of Aniah are

both attributable to him.

Raja Mokund gave one of those brilliant instances of Rajpoot devo-
tion lo the principle of legitimate rule, so many of which illustrate his

national history. When Arungzeb formed his parricidal design to de-
throne his father Shah Jehan, nearly every Rajpoot rallied round the

throne of the aged monarch ;
and the Rahthores and the Haras were most

conspicuous. I'he sons of Madhu Sfng, besides the usual ties of fidelity,

forgot hot that to Shah Jehan they owed their independence, and they de-
termined to defend him to the death. In S. 1714, in the field near Oojein,

afterwards named by the victor Futtehahad, the five brothers led their

vassals, clad in the saffron-stained garment, with the bridal mor (coronet)

* He held also the districts of Deh and Goorali in grant direct of tha
tmpirc.

46
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on their head, denoting death or victory. The imprudent intrepidity of

the Kahihore commander denied them the taUer, but a (glorious death no
power could prevent, and all the five brothers fell in one field. The
youngest, Kishore Sing, was afterwards dragged from amidst the slain,

ai^d, though pierced with wounds, recovered. He was afterwards one of

the most conspicuous of the intrepid Rajpoots serving in the Dekhan and
often attracted notice, especially in the capture of Beejapur. But the im-
perial pvinces knew not how to appreciate or to manage suci) men, who,
when united under one who could control them, were irresistible.

Juggut Sing, the son of Mokund, succeeded to the family estates,

and to the muytsub or dignity of a commander of two tliousand, in the
imperial army. He continued serving ^in the Dekhan until his death in

S. 4726, leaving no issue.

Paim Sing, son of Kuniram of Koelah, succeeded ; but was so

invincibly stupid that the panch (council of chiefs) set him aside after

six months’ rule, and sent fnm back to Koelah, which is still held by his

descendants.*

Kishore Sing, who so rniiaculously recovered from his wounds, was
placed upon the gadi. When the throne was at length obtained by
Arungzeb, Kishore was again serving in the south, and shedding his

own blood, with that of his kinsmen, in its subjugation. He greatly

distinguished himself at the siege of Beejapur, and was finally slain at

the escalade of Arcatgnrh (Arcol), in S. 1742. He was a noble speci-

men of a Hara
;
and, it is said, counted fifty wounds on his person. He

left three sons, Bisfien Sing, Ram Sing, and Hurnat Sing, I'he eldest

Bishen Sing, was deprived of his biithright for refusing to accompany
his father to the south ; but had the appanage and royal palace of

Antah conferred upon him. His issue was as follows : Pritliwi Sing,

chief of Antah, whose son, Ajit Sing, had three sons, Chuttersal, Goman
Sing, and Raj Sing.

Ram Sing, who was with his father when he was killed, succeeded

to all his dignities, and was inferior to none in the contests which fill the

page of imperial history, and in opposing the rise of the Mahrattas. In the

war of fsucccssion, he embraded the c^use of Prince A^im, the viceroy in

the Dektian, against the elder, Mooaztm, and was slain in the battle of

Jajow, in S. 1764. In this memorable conflict which decided the succes-

sion to the throne, the Kotah piince espoused
1 the (opposite cause to the

head of his house of Boondi, and Hara met Hara in that desperate en-

counter, when a cannon-shot terminated the life of Ram Sing in the very

zenith of his career.

Bheem Sing succeeded; and with him Kotah no longer remained a

raj of the third order. On the death of Buhadoor Shah, and the acces-

sion of Ferokser, Raja Bheem espoused .the cause of the Syeds, when his

munsuh was increased to ‘five thousand,' a rank (heretofore confined to

princes of the blood and Rajas of the first class. The elder branch of the

Haras maintained Its fealty to the throne against these usurping ministers,

* A descendant of his covered Monson’s retreat even before this

general readied the Mokundurra Pass, and fell defending the ford of the

Amjar, disdaining to retreat. His simple cenotaph marks the spot where

in the gallant old style this chief "‘spread his carpet" to meet the De^-

hany host, white a British commander, at the head of a force capable

sweeping one end of India to the other, fled ! t
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and thus tlie breach made at the battle of Jajow was widened by their
taking opposite sides. The disgraceful attempt of Raja Bheem on the
life of Rao Raja Boodh of Boondi has already been recorded. Having
completely identified himself with the designs of the Syeds and Jey Sing
of A mber. he aided all the schemes of the latter to anniliilate Boondi, an
object the more easy of accomplisliment since the unmerited and sudden
misfortunes of Rao Boodh had peprived him of his reason. Raja Bheem^
obtained the royal stinnud or grant for all the lands on the Pathar, from'
Kotah west, to tlie descent into Aheerwarra east, which comprehended
mucli land of the Kheecliies as well as of Boondi. He thus obtained the
celebrated castle of Gagrown, now the strongest in Harouti. and rendered
memorable by its defence against Alla-o-din

;
likewise Mow Mydana,

Sirgurh, Barah, Mangrole and Barode, all to the eastward of the . Chum-,
bill, which was formally constituted the western boundary of the slate.
*1 he aboriginal Bhils of Oojla or ‘pnre’ descent, had recovered much of

their ancient inlieritance in the intricate tracts on the southern frontier of

Harouti. Of these, Munohur 'I'hana, now the most southern garrison of

Kotah, became their chief place, and here dwelt ‘the king of the Bhils,*

Raja Chukersen, whose person w'as attended by five hundred horse and
eight hundred bowmen, and to whom all the various tribes of Bhils, from
Mewar to the extremity of the plateau, owed obedience. This indigenous

race, whose simple life secured their preservation amidst all the vicissitu-

des of fortune, from Raja Bhoj of Dhar to Raja Bheem of Kotah, were

dispossessed and hunted down without mercy, and their possessions ad-

ded to Kotah, On the occasion of the subjugation of Bhilwarra, the latter

assigned tracts of land to the Omut chiefs of Nursingurh and Rajgurh

Patun, with townsfiips in thali,* in Kotah proper, and hence arose the

claim of Kotah on these inpependent states for the tribute termed tunka*
At the same time, all the cliieftains acknowledged the supremacy of Kotih

under articles of precisely the same nature as those which guaranteed the

safety and independence of Rajwarra by Britain ;
with this difference,

that the Omuts could not be installed without the khelai of recognition of

the princes of Kotah. Had Raja Bheem lived, he would further have ex-

tended the borders of Harouti, “which were already carried beyond the

mountains. Onarsi, Dig, Perawa, and the lands of the Chunderawuts,

were brought under snbjection, but were lost with his death, which, like

that of his predecessors, was an untimely sacrifice to duty towards the

t'rrone.

When the celebrated Khilij Khan, afterwards belter known to history /

as Nazim-ool- Moolk, fled from the court to maintain himself by force of

his arms in his government of the Dekhan, Raja Jey Sing of “Amber, as

the lieutenant of the king, commanded Bheem Sing of Kotah and Guj
Sing of Nurwar to intercept him in his passage. The Nizam was the

hadtiul Bhae, or 'turban-exchanged brother,’ of the Hara prince,

and he sent him a friendly epistle, entreating him **not to credit the reports

to his disadvantage, telling him that he had abstracted no treasures of the

empire, and that Jey Sing was a meddling knave, who desired the destruc-

tion of both
;
and urging him to heed him not, nor offer any molestation

to his passage to the south.” The brave Hara replied, that ‘‘he knew

* This is one more of the numerous inexplicable claims which the

British Government has had to decide upon, since it became the universal

arbitrator. Neither parly uuderstanding their origin, the difficulty of a
just decision must be obvious. This sets it at rest.
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the line between friendship and duty ; he was commanded to interref>t

him, and had advanced for that purpose
; it was the kingf’s order

;
fi^ht

him he must, and next morning would attack nim.” rhe courtesy of the
Rajpoot, who mingled no resentment with* his hostility, but, like a true
cavalier, gave due warning of his intention, was not thrown away upon the
wily Mooslem. The Nizam took post amii’st the broken ground of the
Sinde, near the town of Koorwye Bhorasso. 'fhere was but one approach
to his position without a circuitous inarch, which suited not Hie impatient
Rajpoot; and there his antagonist planted a battery masked, by some
brushwood. At the peelabadid (morning dawn), R;ija Bheem, leaving

taken his uml-pani or opium-water, mounted his elephant, and uniting his

vassals to those of the Cuchwaha, the combined clans moved on to the

attack, m one of those dense masses, with couched lances, whose sliock is

irresistible. Tliey were within musket-shot of the Nizam : had they

reached him, Hydrabad would never have arisen on the ruins of Gowal-
coond, the ancient Hara abode: but the battery opened, and in an instant

the elephant with'their riders. Raja Bheern and Raja Guj, were destroyed.

Horse and foot became commingled, happy to emerge from the toils into

which the blind confidence of their leaders lia<i carried them
;
and Khili

Khan pursued the career that destiny had marked out for him.

On this occasion the Haii»s sustained a double loss; their leader,}

and their titwlar divinity, Brij-nath, the god of Brij. This palladium
of the Haras is a small golden image, which is borne on the saddle-bow
of their princely leader in every conflict. When the gole is formed and
the lances are couched, the signal of onset is the shout of “ Jy Brij

Nathji “Victory to Brij nath !“ and many a glorious victory and
many a glorious death has he witnessed. After being long missing,

the representative of the god was recovered and sent to Kotah, to the

great joy of every Hara. It was in S. 1776 (A.D. 1720) that Bheern Sing

perished, having ruled fifteen years, during which short period he estab-

lished the affairs of his little dominion on a basis which has never

been shaken.

The rivalry that commenced between the houses, when Hara encoun-

tered Hara on the plains of Dhnipur, and each princely leader sealed his

fidelity to the cause he espoused with his blood, was brought to issue by

Raja Bheern, whose attack upon Rao Boodh of Boondi, while defending

the forlorn Ferodiser, has already been related, though without its con-

sequences. These were fatal to the supremacy of the elder branch ;
for,

taking advantage of his position and tlie expulsion of Rao Boodh, in

which he aided, Raja Bheern made an attempt upon Boondi, and des-

poiled that capital of all the insignia of sovereign rule, its nakarras, or

kettle-drums, with the celebrated rin-sankh

^

or water-shell, an heir-loom

descended from the heroes of antiquity. Kven the military band, whose

variotts discordant instruments are still in use, may heard in pseud/) con-

cert from the guard-room over the chief gate of the citadel, at Kotah ;

while the “ orange f!sg.“ the gift of Jehangir to Rao Riittun, around

which many a brave Hara has breathed his last, is now used by tbe junior

kouse in all processions or battles.

To recover these ensigns of fallen dignity, many a stratagem has been

tried. False keys of the city gates of Kotah and its citadel had been pro-

cured, and its guards won over by bribery to favour admission but an

unceasing vigilance defeated the plan when on the brink of execution
^

since wtiich, the gates of Kotah are always closed at sunset, and

opened even ta the prince. This custoia has been attended with
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Inconvenience
; oF which the following anecdote affords an instance.

When Raja r3oorjun after liis defeat reached Kotah at midnight, with a
few attendants, he called aloud to the sentinel for admittance : but the
orders of the latter were peremptory, and allowed of no discretion. Fhc
soldier desired the Raja to be gone ;

upon which, expostulation being
vain, he revealed himself as the prince. At this the soldier laughed

;
but,

tired of importunity, bade his sovereign '^go to hell/' levelled his m^ltch-
lock, and refused to call the officer on guard. The prince retired, and
passed the night in a temple close at hand. At daybreak tTie gates
were opened, and tlio soldiers were laughing at their comrade's story of

the niglu, when llie Rana appeared. All were surprised, but most of all

the sejitinel, wlm, taking his sword and shield, placed them at his sove-
reign's feel, andSn a manly but respectful atlilnde awaited his decision.

The prince raised him, and praising his fidelity, bestowed the dress he
then wore upon him, besides a gift of money.

The Hara chronicler states, that Raja Bheem's person was seamed
with scars, and so fastidious was be through the fear of mcurring the im-
putation of vanity, that he never undressed in presence of his attendants,

Nor was it (ill his death-wound at Ivoorwye that this singularity was ex-
plained, on one of his confidential servants expressing his surprise at the

numerous scars
;
which brought this characteristic reply :

“ He who is

born to govern Haras, and desires to preserve his land, must expect to

get these : the proper pos^ for a Rajpoot prince is ever at the head of

his vassals."

Raja Bheem was the first prif>ce of Kotah who had the dignity of

Punj-hazarif or ‘ leader of five thousand/ conferred upon him. He was
likewise the first of his dynasty who bore the title of Maha^Rao

^

or
‘ Great Prince / a title confirmed though not conferred by the paramount
sovereign, but .by the head of their own princely tribes, the Rana of

Mewar. Previous to Gopinath of Boondi, whose issue are the great
feudal chiefs of Harouti. their titular appellation was Ap-ji^ which has the

same import as herself (or rather himself), applied to highland chiefs of

Scotland
; but when Iiulur Sal went to Oodipur, he procured the title of

Mahraja for himself and his brothers; since which Apji has been applied

to the holders of the secondary fiefs, the Madhani of Kotah. Ka^
Bheem left three sons, Arjoon Sing, Siam Sing, and Doorjun Saf.

Maha-Rao Arjoon married the sister of Madhii Sing, ancestor of

Zalim Sing Jhala; but died without issue, after four yearsVule. On
his death, there arose a civil war respecting the succession, in which the

vassals were divided. Clan encountered clan in the field of Oodipura,

when the fate of Siam Sing was sealed in his blood. It is said, the

survivor would willingly have given up dominion to have restored hts

brother to life ;
that he cursed his ambitious rashness, and wept bitterly

over the dead body. By these contentions, the rich districts of Rarapura,
Bhanpura, and Kalapete, which the king had taken from the ancient

family and bestowed on Raja Bheem, were lost to the Haras, and re*

gained by their ancient possessors.

Doorjun Sal assumed *the rod" in S. 1780 (A. D. I7;?4). His
accession was acknowledged by Mahomed Shah, the last of the Timoo-
rean kings who deserved the appellation, and at whose court the prince of
Kotah received the khelat and obtained the boon of preventing the
slaughter of kine in every part of the Jumna frequented by his nation.
Doorjum Sal succeeded on the eve of an eventful period in the annals of
his country. It was in his reign that the Mahrattas under Bajrao first
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invaded Hindustan, On this memorable occasion, titey passed by the
Taruj Pass, and skirting Harouti on its eastern frontier, performed a
service to Doorjun Sal, by attacking and presenting to him the castle of
Nahrgurh, then held by a Mussulman chjef. It was in S. 1795* (A. D.
1739), that the first connection between the Haras and the * Southrons’
took place ;• and this service of the Peshwa leader was a return for stores

and ammunition necessary for his enterprize. But a few years only elapsed
before this friendly act and the good understanding it induced were
forgottefi.

We have recorded, in the annals of Boondi, the attempts of the

princes of Amber, who were armed with the power of the monarchy,
to reduce the chiefs of Harouti to the condition of vassa^. I'his, policy,

originating with Jey Sing, was pursued by his succes?^, who drove tlte

gallant Boodh Sing into exile, to madness and death, though the means
by which he effected it ultimately recoiled upon him, to his htimiliation

and destruction. Having, however, driven Boodh Sing from Boondi,
and imposed the condition of homage and tribute upon the creature of

his installation, he desired to inflict his supremacy on Kotah. In this

cause, in S. 1800, he invited the three great Maharatia leaders, with the

Jats under Sooruj Mul, when, after a severe conflict at Kotree, the city

was invested. During three months, every effort was made, but in vain
;

and after cutting down the trees and destroying the gardens in the

environs, they were compelled to decamp, the leader, Jey Appa Sindta,

leaving one of his hands, which was carried off by a cannon-shot.

Doorjun Sal was nobly seconded by the courage and counsel of the

or ‘ commandant of the garrison,' H immut Sing, a Rajpoot of

the Jhala tribe. It was through Himmut Sing that the negotiations

were carried on, which added Nahrgurh to Kotah ; and to ftim were

confided those in which Kotah was compelled to follow (he general

denationalization, and become subservient to the Mahrattas. Between

these two events, S. 1795 and S. 1800, Zalim Sing was born, a name of

such celebrity, that his biography would embrace all that remains to be

told of the history of the Haras.

When Esuri Sing was foiled, the brave Doorjun Sal lent his assis-

tance to replace ihe exiled Omeda on the throne which his father had lost.

But without Holcar's aid. (his would have been vain ; and, in S. 1805

(A. D. 1749), the year of Onyda’s restoration, Kotah was compelled

to become tributary of the Mahrattas.

Doorjun Sal added several places to his dominions. He look Phool-

Burrode from the Khccchics, and attempted the fortress of Googore,

which was bravely defended by Balbiidur in person, who created a

league against the Hara composed of the chiefs of Rampura, Sheopnr,

and Boondi. The standard of Kotah was preserved from falling into

the hands of the Khecchics by gallantry of Omeda Sing of Bonndi.

The battle between the rival clans, both of Chohan blood, was in S. 1810;

and in three years more, Doorjun Sal departed this life. He was a v'fliant

prince, and possessed all the aualities of which the Rajpoot is enamoured,

affability, generosity, and bravery. He was devoted to field-sports

especially the royal one of tiger*hunting j
and had rumnas or preserves

in every corner of his dominions (some of immense extent, with d»tcne^

• In this year, when Bajtrao invaded Hindustan, passing throng*'

Harouti, Himmut Sing Jhala was/ow/dor of Kotah. In that year beo

Sing, and in the aucceeoing, the celebrated Zalim Sing was born*
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and palisadoes, and sometimes circumvallalions), in all of which he
erected hunting-seats.

In these expeditions, which resembled preparations for war he invari-
ably carried the queens. These Amazonian ladies were taught tfie use of
the matchlock, and being placed upon the terraced-roofs of the huuting-
seais, sent their shots at the forest-lord, when driven past their stand by
the hunters. On one of these occasions, the Jhala B'oujdar svsls Sit ihet

foot of the scaffolding
;

tite ti^er, infuriated with the uproar, approached
him optn-mouihed

;
but the pfince had not yet given the word, and none

dared to fire without this signal. The animal eyed his victim, and was
on the point of springing, wften the Jliala advanced his shield, sprung
up )n him, and witli one blow of his sword laid him dead at his feet. I'he

act was applauded by tlie prince and his court, and contributed not a
little to the character he had already attained.

Doorjum Sal left no issue. He was married to a daughter of the
Rana of Mewar. Being often disappointed, and at length despairing of

an heir, about three years before his death, he told the Rani it was time to

think of adopting an heir to fill the gadi, “for it was evident that the Al-
mighty disapproved of tlie usurpation which changed the order of succes-
sion." It will be remembered that Bishen Sing, son of Ram Sing, was set

aside for refusing, in compliance with maternal fears, to accompany his

father in the wars of the Dekhan. When dispossessed of his birth-right,

he was established in the fief of Antah on the Chumbul. At the death of

Doorjun Sal, Ajit Sing, grandson of the disinherited prince, was lord of

Antah, but he was in extreme old age. He bad three sons, and the eldest,

whose name of Chutter Sal revived ancient associations, was formally

“placed in the lap of the Rani Mewari
;
the asees (blessing) was given

;
he

has taught the names of his ancestors (being no longer regarded as the

Ajit of Antah), Chutter Sing, son of Doorjun Sal, Bheemsingote, Ram
Sing, Kishore Sing, etc. etc.," and so on, to the fountain-head, Dewa
Bango, and thence to Manik Rae, of Ajmere. Though the adoption was
proclaimed and all looked to Chutter Sal as the future lord of the Haras
of Kotah, ye\ on the death of Doorjun, the Jliala Fouzdar took upon him
to make an alteration in this important act, and he had power enough
to effect it. rhe old chief of Antah was yet alive, and the Foujdar said,

“ it was contrary to nature that the son should rule and the father obey

but doubtless other motives mingled wilhjiis piety, in which, besides self-

interest, may have been a consciousness of the dangers inseperable from a
minoiity. The only difficulty was to (obtain the consent of the chief him-
self, then “fourscore years and upwards," to abandon his peaceful castle

on the Cali Sinde for the cares of government. But the Foujdar pre-

vailed
;
old Ajit was crowned, and survived his exaltation two years and

a half. Ajit left three sons, ^Chutter Sal, Goman Sing, and Raj Sing.

Chutter Sal was proclaimed the Maha Rao of the Haras. The cele-

brated Himmut Sing ‘Jhala died before his accession, and his office of

FoujdaY was conferred upon his nephew, Zalim Sing.

At this epoch, Madhu Sing, who had acceded to the throne of Amber
on the suicide of his predecessor, Esuri, instead of taking warning by
example, prepared to put forth all bis strength for the revival of these

tributary claimes upon the Haras,' which had cost his brother his life.

The contest was between Rajpoot and Rajpotf the question at issue was
supremacy on |the one hand, and subserviency on the other, the sole plea
for which was that the Kotah contingent had acted under the princes of

Amber, when lieutenants of the empire. But the Haras held in utter
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scorn (lie attempt to compel tins service in tlieir individual capacity, in
tvhich they only recognised them as equals.

It was in S. 1817 (A. D. 1761), that the prince of Amber, assembled
all his clans to foice the Haras to acknowledge themselves tributaries.

The invasion of the Abdalli, wliich humbled the Mahrattas and put a stop
to tl<eir pretensions to universal sovereignty, left tlie Rajpoots to them-
selves. Madhu Sing, in his march to Harouti, assaulted Ooniara, and
added it to his territory. Thence he proceeded to Lakljairi, which he took,

driving iut the crest-fallen Southrons. Emboldened by this success, Ite

crossed at the Pally Ghat, the point of confluence of the Par and tl>e

Chumbul. The Hara chieftain of Sooltanpur, whose duty was the

defei^ce of the lord, was taken by sir prise
;
but, like a true Hara, Ite

gathered his kinsmen outside bis castle, and gave battle to the host. He
made amends for his supineness, and bartered his life for his fionour. It

was remarked by the invaders, tliat, as be fell, his clenched hand grasped
the earth, which afforded merriment to some, but serious reflection to

those who knew the tribe, and who converted it into an omen “that even

in death the Hara would cling to his land." The victors, flushed with

this fresh success, proceeded through the heart of Kotah, until they reach-

ed Butwarro. where they found five thousand Haras, ek baup ca beta, all

'children of one father,' drawn up to oppose them. I he numerical odds
were fearful against Kotah

;
but the latter were defending their altars and

their honour. The battle commenced with a desperate charge of the

whole Cuchwaha horse, far more numerous than the brave legion of

Kotah
;

but, too confideiU of success, they had tired titeir horses ere they

Joined. It was met by a dense mass, with perfect coolness, and the Haras
remained unbroken by the shock. Fresh numbers came up

; the infantry

Joined the cavalry, and the battle became desperate and bloody. It was
at this moment that Zalim Sing made his debut. He was then twenty-one

years of age, and had already, as the adopted son of Himmut Sing, “tied

his turban on fus head," and succeeded to his post of Foujdar. While the

battle was raging, Zalim dismounted, and at the head of his quota, fought

on foot, and at the most critical moment obtained the merit of the victory,

by the first display of that sagacity for which he has been so remarkable

throughout his life.

Mulliar Rao Holcar was encamped in their vicinity, with the remnant
of hts horde, but so crest-fallen since the fatal day of Paniput,^ that he

feared to side with cither. At this moment, youifg Zalim, mounting his

steed, galloped to the Mahratta, and implored liim. if he would not figl»t,

to move round and plunder the Jeypur camp : a hint which needed no

repetition.

The little impression yet made on the Kotah band only required the

report that “ the camp was assaulted," to convert the lukewarm courage

of their antagonists into panic and flight ;
“ the host of Jeypur fled, while

the sword of the Hara performed teerui (pilgrimage) in rivers of blood.

The chiefs of Macherri, of Esurdch. Watko, Barrole, Atchrolc, with

all the oUs and awuts of Amber, turned their backs on five thousan

Haras of Kotah ; for the Boondi troops, though assembled, did not join,

and lost the golden opportunity to free its kotrees, or fiefs, from the tribute.

Many prisoners were taken, and the fivt^colourtd banner of Amber e

* It is singular enough, that Zalim Sing was born in the

Nadir Shah's invasion, and made his political entree in lltat ot t »

Abdalli.
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Irtto the liand-s of tlie Unra*:, whose bard was not slow to turn the incident
to a<'couMt in tlie stanzi, still repeated whenever he celebrates tlie victory
of Butwarro, and in which the star {tarra) of Zalitn prevailed :

—
“ Butuoarro jeet
“ I'arra Zalim yjtala
“ Ring ek rung churra
•' Rung Punch-rung caP

“ In the battle of Rntwarro, the star of Zalim was triumphant. *Irt that
field ()f ‘^rrile (ringa) but one colour irmiir) covered tliat of the five-
c^'i\in\\k‘A (panrJiii- runga) banner:" moaning tliat the Amber standard
was dyed in blood.

The i)attle of Butwarro derided the question of tribute, nor has the
(Jiirhwaha since tins day dared to advance tiu: question of snpreniacV.
wiiich, as lieutenant of tlie empire, he desired to transfer to Ihinself. li\

derision of this claim, ever since the day of Butwarro, when the MaraS
assetnl)led at thejr Champ de Mars to celebrate the annual military

festival, tlu'v malce a mock castle of Amber, which is demolished amidst
shout s of a [) p ia use.

(’butter Srd survived his elevation and this success but a fevv years;
and as he died without oilsprin^, he was succeeded by his brother.

CHAPTER III.

Goman Sing, in S. 1822 (A. D. 1766), ascended the gndl of Ids

ancestois. He was in tlie prime of manhood, full of vij'our and
intellect, and well calculated to contend with .iHuipesis collecting from the
south, ready to pour on the devoted latids of Kajpootana. But one short
lustrum of rule was all that fate had ordained for him, when he was
compelled to resii»n his rod of power into the hands of an infant. But
ere we reach this period, we must retrace our steps, and introduce more
prominently the individual whose bio^iaphy is the future history of this

state
;
for Zaliin Sing i3 Ivotah, his iianit* being not only indissolubly

linked willi her’s in every page of lier existence, but incorporated witlt

that of every slate of Kajpootana for niofi^ than half a century. He was
the primnm mobile of the region he inhabited, a sphere far toO confined

for his genius, wiiicli recjiiired a wider field for its display, and might hav^
controlled the destinies of nations.

Zalim Sing is a Rajpoot of the Jh ala tribe. He was born in S. 1796
(A. I). 1740). an ever memorable epoch (as already observed) in the
history of India, when the victorious Nadir Shah led his hordes into her
fertile soil, and gave the finishing blow to the dynasty of 'l imour. But for

this event, its existence might have been protracted, though its recovefy
Was hopeless: the principle of decay had been generated by the policy of

Arungzebe. Mahomed Shah was at this time emperor of India, attd the

Valiant Doorjun Sal sat on the throne of Kotah. From this period (.A. D.
^740), five princes have passed away and a sikth has been ehthrohed

;

?ind, albeit one of these reigns endured for half a century, Zalirti Sing has
outlived them all,* and though blind, his moral perceptioivs are as acute *

* This was written in A. D. 1821, when Malta Rao Kisitoie Sing
succeeded.

47
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7{% on the day of Butvvarro. What a chain of events does nor this*

protr;»cted life embrace ! An empire then dazzlinj? in glory, and now
mouldering in ihe dust. At ks openin^^, the highest noble of Britain
would have stood at a reverer>tial distance from the throne of Timour, in*

the attitude of a suppliant, and now,
** None so poor
** As do him reverence.'^

I ....
To do any thing like fustice to the biography of one who for so long'

a period was a prominent actor in the scene, is utterly impossible
;
this

consideration, however, need not prevent our attempting a sketch of this

consummate politician, who can scarcely find a parallel in the varied

page of hLstory.

Vhe ancestors of Zalim Sing were petty chieftains of Hulwud, in the

district of Jhalawar, a subdivision of the Saiirashtra peninsula, Bhao
Sing was a“ younger son of this family, who, with a few adherents, left

the paternal roof to seek fortune amongst the numerous confliciing armies

that ranged India during the contests for supremacy amongst the sons

of Arungzeb. His son. Madhu Sing, came to Kotah when Raja

Bheem was in the zenitli of his power. Although he had only twenty-

five horse in his train, it is a proof of the respectability of the Jhala, that

the prince disdained not his alliance, and even married his son, Arjoon,

to the young adventure’s sister. Not long after, the estate of Nandta
was entailed upon him, with the confidential post of Foujdar, which

includes not only the command of the troops, hut that of the castle, ll^e

residence of the sovereiitn. 'Lhis family connection gave an interest to

to l»is auiliority. and procured him the respectful title of Mamah^ ixom

the younger branches of the prince’s family, an- epithet which has

continued to his sticcessors, who are always addressed Mafnah Saheb\
* Sir, Unde !* Muddun Sing succeeded his father in the office of Foujdar#.

He bad two sons, Himmut Sing, and Prithi Sing.

Bhao Sing, left Hulwad with twenty-five horse.

Madhu Sing#

Muddun Sing.

Himmuc Sing. Prithi Sing,

Seo Sing, Zalim Sing,

born ill S. 1795. born S. 1796.

Madhti Sing,

present regent.

Bappa Loll,

twenty-one years of age#

Tlie office of Foujdar whirli, tike all those of (he east, had become

bereditafy, was advantageously filled by Himmut Sing, whose Brave

• Ujmah is maternal uncle j' Kaka • paternal uncle.'
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Tind skill were conspicuous on many trying emergencies. He directe.d,

or at least seconded, tlie defence of Kotah, when first assailed by the
combined Mahralta and Jeypur troops, and conducted the treaty wl>ich
made her liibutary to the former, till at length so identified was his

iivfluence with that of the Haras, that with tlieir concurrence he restored
the ancient line of succession. 1'hongh neither the prince, Doorjun Sal,

nor his Major Domn, had much merit in this act, it was made available
by Zalim Sing iti support of tiis pretension to power, and in proof of the
ingratitude of his sovereign, “whose ancestors recovered their* lights

at the instigation of his own.” But Z dim Sing had no occasion to go
back to the virtues of his ancestors for an argument on which to base his

own claims to authority. He could point to the field of Butwarro, where
his bravery and skill mainly aided to vanquish the enemies of Kotah,
and to crush for ever those arrogant pretensions to supremacy wliich the

Jeypur state strained every nerve to establish.

It was not long after the accession of Goman Sing to the sceptre of

the Haras, that the brave and handsome Major Domo^ leaving dared to

cross his master’s path in love, lost his favour, and the office of Foujdar,
which he had attained in his twenty-first year. It is probable he evinced
little contrition for his offence, for the confiscation of Nandta soon
followed, riiis estate, on th« west bank of the Chumbul, still enjoyed
as a fief in perpetuit) by the Jhala family, was the original appanage
of the Kotah state when a younger branch of Boondi. From hence may
be inferred the consideration in which the Jhala ancestor of our subject
was held, which conferred upon him the heir-loom of the house. Both
the office and the estate thereto attached, thus resumed, were bestowed
upon the maternal uncle of the prince, Bhoput Sing of the Bankrote tribe.

By this step, the door of reconciliation being closed against the young
Jhala, and determined to abandon the scene of his disgrace, and court

fortune elsewhere. He was not long in determining the path he should
pursue ; Amber was shut against him, and Marwar hehJ out no field for

lus ambition. Mewar was at hand, and a chief of his own tribe and nation

then ruled the councils of Rana Ursi, who had lately succeeded to power,
but a power paralyzed by faction and by a pretender to the throne. The
Jhala chieftain of Dailwarra, one of the sixteen great barons of Mewar,
had headed the party which placed his sovereign on the throne

;
and he

felt no desire to part with the influence which this le vice gave him. He
entertained foreign guards about the person of his prince, and distributed

estates at pleasure among those who supported his measures i
while from

the crown domain, or from the estates of those who were hostile to his

influence, he seized upon lands, which doubled his possessions. Such
was the court of Rana Ursi, when the ex^Major Domo of Kotah came to

seek a new master. His reputation at once secured him a reception, and
fits talents forfinesse, already developed, made the Rana confide to him
the subjection in which he was held by his own vassal-subject. It was
tHen that Zalim, a youth fand a stranger, shewed that rare union of intre-

pidity and caution, which has made him the wonder of the age. By a
wost daring plan, which cost the Dailwarra chief his life, in open day and
surrounded by attendants, the R-^na was released from this odious tutelage

Portlus service, the title of Raj Rinna* and the estate of Cheelurkhaira
on tht southern frontier were conferred upon Zalim, who was now a noble
of the second rank in Mewar. The rebellion still continued, however, and
fhe pretender and his faction sought the aid of the Mahrattas

; but under

• not Ranat which he puls upon his seal.
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t)»e vigorous councils of Z^lim. seconded by (be spiril of the arvarmy^
was collected which gave battle to the combined rebels and Mahraltns,
The result of this day has already been related. 'Mie Rana was dis-
comfited and lost the flower of his nobles when victory was almost assurefl

to them, and Zalim was left wounded and a prisoner in the field. Hr;
fell into the hands of Trimhiiclc Rao, the father of the edebrated lJfnh^.ji

Inelia, and the friendbliip tl»en formed ninteri illy governed the fuliire

actions qf his Life.

The loss of this battle left the Rana and Mewar at (he merrv of the
conqueror. Oodipur was invested, and capitul ated, after a noble def* in e,

upon terms which perpetuated f»er ihraldooi. Znlirn, too wise to cling to

the fortunes of a falling house, instead of returning to Oodipur, l)euf his

steps to Kotah, in compai^y with ^he Pundit L'dliji Belial, the faithful

partalccr of his future fortune's. Z dim foresaw the stortn about to spimd
ever Rajwaira, and deemed himself equal to guide and avert it frtuo

Kotah, while (lie political levity of Mewar gave him little hopes of success

at that court.

Raja Goman, fiowever, had neither forgotten nor forgiven his compe-
titor, and refused to receive him ; hut in no \vi*^e flaunted, he trusted to Ins

address, at>d thrust himself unbidden on the piinct*. The luon.ent
he chose proved favourable

;
and he was not only pardoned, but tuu-

ployed.

Tlie Mahrattas had row reached the .southern frontier, and in\'e<;ted

the castle of Bukaenie, wliich was defended by four hundred I laris f>f the

SawAlU under its chief, Madlm Si»ig. J he enernv had been foilf d

in repeated attempts tb escapade, anrl it furnishes a good idea of the in-

adequate means of the ‘Southrons' for tho oper.afions of a siei^e. \vi n

their besieging apparatus was confined to an elephant, whose head was
the subsiilule for a petard, to burst open the gate. Repeated instances,

however, prove that (liis nolile animal is fully equal to tho t.isk, and wouhl
have succeeded on this occasion, had not (he intrepidity of (he Hara
chieftain prompted one of those desperate »'Xpl its which fill the pages of

llieir annals. Armed with lus dagger, Madhu Sing leaped from the

walls upon the back of the eleph.ant, stabbed the rider, and with repenbd
Vdows fellefi the animal to the eirth. 'I hat he should escape ctudd not

he. expecterl
; hut this death and the imhl#* de^d kindled such enllmsiavin,

that his chin threw wide the gate, and mshitig sword in haf>d amidst liic

fniiltilude, perished (o a man. But ihcv died not unavenged ; thirteen

hundred of the bravest of the Mahraltas nccompanieti them to Sttrafn'a,

the warrior’s heaven. • The invaders continued tluur inroad, and ;

Sukeit ; but the prince sent his commands to llu? garrison to preseive

their lives for Kotah, and not again sacrifice them, a* d e point of honour

had been nobly inaintainrd. Accordingly, »l tnidnighl, ihev evaruapd

the place ; but whether from accident or treachery, the grass juntjle winch

covered their retreat was set fire fo, and cast so resplendent a light, (fi'tt

the brave garrison had to fight their way against desperate odds, mid

many were slain. MiUhar Holcar, who had been greatly dishear (ened at

the loss sustained at BnWaenie, wrts revived at this success, and prepan f

lo follow it tip. Raja Goman deemed it advisable to try negoiiatioii, an

the Bankrote Fnujdar was sent with full powers to treat with the M/diratht

commander,; but be failed and reiiirncd,

Sucli was the moment chosen by young Zalim to force himscli mm

the presence of bis ofT'-oded prince, t in all probability bo ment»onc< t ’

day at Bulwairo, whctc by his courage, and Mill m.orc by bis b
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reteased Kolati from the drjrradation of belngf stibordinate to Amber «

and >l was by his influence with the same Mulliar Holcar, who now
threatened Kotali, he was Lutabled to succeed. He was invested with fullpowers; the neootiation was renewed, and terminated successfully ; for
Ilie sum of SIX lakhs of rupees, the Mahratta leader withdrew bis hordefrom the terntoi v of Kotah. Mis prince’s favour was re^Hiued. his estate
restored, and tlie unsuccessful ne^M)tiator lost the office o( Imujdar, intowhich youufct Z^dim was reindnetrd. Hut scarcely IihiI he recovered his
rights, helore (i unan Siller was taken jrrievoiisly'ill, and all hop^s of his
hte were lehnquished. 'lo whom could the dyin^ prince look at such a
moment, as guardian of his infant son. but the person whose skill had
twice saved the state from peril ? He accordingly proclaimed his will to
lus chiefs, and with all due solemnity placed Omed Sing, their ten years
of age, “ m the Up” of Zahm Sing.

Omed Sing was proclaimed in S. 1.^27 (A. D. 1771). On the day
of inauguration, the ancient Rajpoot custom of ilie tiha-dour
and the conquest of the Jvailwana from the house of Nurwar marked
W’lth eclat the accession of (he Maha*Kao of the Haras of Ixotah, and
gave? early indication that the geuins of regent would not sleep in his
oflice of protector. More than half a century of rule, amidst the most
appalling vicissitudes, has amply confirmed tlie prognostication.

1 he rt.lention of a power thus acquired, it may be concluded, could
never be < ffected without severity, nor the vigorous authority, wdelded
ihtoughout a period beyond the ordinary limits of mortality, be sustained
Without sonuihiiig more potent than persuasion. Still, when we con-
sider Zalim’s perilous predicament, and the motives to perpetual reaction,
his acts of sevei ity are fewer llian might liave been expected, or ihai>
occur in the course of usmpatiou under similar circumstances. Mature
ffcfleciion initialed all bis measures, and the sagacity of tlieir conception
was only ecjualled l)y the rapidity of their execution. Whether the end
ni view was good or evil, noliiiiii? was ever half-done

;
no spark was

left to excite future conflagration. b"ven this excess of severity was an
advantage

;
it restrained the repetition of what, whellier morally right

or wrong, he was determined not to tolerate. I'o pass a correct judg-
oient on these r.cts is most difficult. What in one case was a measure of

bar oils seventy, appears in anotlier to have been one indispensable to

Ihe welfare of the state. Hut this is not the place to discuss the charac-
ter or principles of the Regent

;
let us endeavour to unfold both in the

^"xhibition of tliose acts wbicli have carrieil him tliroiigh the most
(‘"uipestuous sea of political convulsion in the whole history of India.
When nought hut 1 evolution and rapine stalked through the land, when
s>baie after slate was crumbling into dust, or sinking iuld ibe ab)’s#of
Miin, be guided llie vessel entrusted to bis care safely through all dangers,,

'dding ^eailv to .her riches, until he placed her in security under the
protection of Britain.

Scarcely had Zalim assumed the protectorate, when he was com-
pelled to make trial of llmse Machiavelian powers which have never
fleserted him, in order to baftle the schemes devised to oppose him, 'i*he

duties of Fonjdar, to which he had hitherto been re.stricted, were entirely

of ft military nature ; ibongh, as it involved the charge of the castle, in

}vhich the sovereign resided, it bro^ighl him in contact with his councils.
"I his, however, afforded no plea for interference in the dexvaiii, or civil

d^ulies of tltc government, in which, ever since his own accession lo>

he had a co-iadjutor in Rae Alciram, a man of splendid taLeois^.
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^ho had been Dewan or prime minister throughout the rci^n of
Chutter-sal and the greater part of that of fus successor. Jo his
counsel is mainly ascribed the advantages gained by Kotah ihrougliout

these reigns
;
yet did Jie fall a sacrifice to jealousies a short time before

the death of his prince, Goman Sing. It is not affirmed lliat they were
llie suggestions of young Zalim ; but Akiram’s death left him fewer
competitors to dispute the junction in his own person of tf»e civil as well
as military authoiity of the state. Still he had no sliglil opposition to

overcome,'' in the very opening of his career. The party which opposed
the pretensions of Zalim Sing to act as regent of the state, asseitin^ that

no sucli power had been bequeatiied by the dying prince, consisted of

his cousin, the Maliraja Suroop Sing, and the Bankrote chief, whose
disgrace brought Zalim into power, 'rhere was, besides, the Dhabhae
Juskurn, foster-brother to the prince, a man of talent and credit, whose
post, being immediately about his person, afforded opportunities for

carrying their schemes into effect. Such was tlie powerful opposition

arrayed against the protector in the very cominencrnien t of his career.
*1 he conspiracy was hardly formed, however, b^ore it was extinguislied

by the murder of the Maharaja by (he hands of the Dhabhae, tiie banish-

inent of the assassin, and the flight of the Bankrote. ihe rapidity wiiti

wfuch this drama was enacted struck terror into all. 1 lie gaining over
the foster-brother, the making him the instrument of punishment, and

banishing him for ihe crime, acted like a spell, and appeared such a

master- piece of daring and subtlity combined, that no one thought him**

self secure. There had been no cause of discontent between the Maliaraja

and the Dhabhae, to prompt revenge
;
yet did the latter, in the glare of

open day, rush upon him in the garden of Vrij-Vulas, and with a blow

4)f his scimitar end his days. The regent was the loudest in execrating

the author of the crime, whom he instantly seized and confined, and
soon after expelled from Harouti. But however well acted, this dissimu-

lation passed not with the world; and whether innocent or guilty, they

lay to Zalim's charge llic plot for the murder of the Mahraja. Ihe

Dtiabhae died in exile and contempt at Jeypur ;
and in abandoning

him CO his fate without provision, Zalim, if guilty of the deed, shewed

at once his knowledge and contempt of mankind. Had be added

another murder to the first, and in the fury of an affected indignation

become the sole depository of bis secret, he would only have increased

the suspicion of the world
;
but in turning the culprit loose on society to

proclaim his participation in the crime, he neutralized the reproach by

destroying the credibility of one who was a self-convicted assassin w'hen

lie had it in bis power to- check its circulation. In order to unravel this

tor^oiis policy, it is necessary to stale that the Dhabliae was seduced

from the league by the persuasion of the regent, who insinuated that the

Maharaja formed^ptans inimical to the safety of the young prince, and

that his own elevation was the true object of his hostility to the person

urntrusled with the charge of the minor sovereign. Whatever truth there

might be in this, which might be pleaded in justification of the loul crime,

it was attended with the consequences he expected. Immediately after,

ihe remaining member of (lie adverse junta withdrew, and at the same

time many of Ihe nobles abandoned their estates and their country*

Zalim evinced his contempt of their means of resistance by granting thetn

free egress from the kingdom, and determined to turn their retreat o

account. They went to Jcypur and to |odpur; but troubles
P.

every where; the princes e<>uld with difficuhv keep the prowling

faiui Ifom ih^ir own doors, god possessed ncillicr funds nor inchu^i**^*
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r<t enter into foreign quarrels for objects which’ Would only increase their
already superabundant difficulties. The event turned out as Zalim anti-
cipated

;
and the princes, to whom the refugees were suitors, had a

kgitimate excuse in the representations of the regent, who described
them as rebels to their sovereign and parties to designs hostile to his rule.
Some died abroad, and some, side of wandering in a foreign land depen-
d-ttu on its bounty, solicited as a boon that ‘"their ashes might be burned
with their fathers.” In granting this request, Zalim evinced that reliance
on himself, which is the leading feature of his character. He permittd
their return, but received them as traitors who had abandoned their
prince and their country, and it was announced to them, as an act of
clemency, that they were permitted to live upon a part of their estates;;

which as they had been voluntarily abandoned, were sequestrated and
belonged to the crown.

Such was Zalim Sing's triumph over the first faction formed' against
his assumption of the full powers of regent of Kotah. Not only did the
aristocracy feel humiliated, but were subjugated by the rod of iron held
over them

;
and no opportunity was ever thrown away of crushing this-

formidable body, which in these states loo often exerts its pernicious in-

fluence to the ruin of society. The thoughtlessness of character so pecu-
liar to Rajpoots, furnished abundant opportun ities for the march of an
exterminating policy, and, at the same lime, afforded reasons which
justified It.

J'he next cembination was more formidabfe
;

it was headed by Deo
Sing of Athoon, who enjoyed an estate of sixty tl)oiisand rupees rent. He
strongly fortified his castle and was joined by all the discontente d nobles,

determined to get rid of the authority which crushed tltem. J he regent
well knew the spirits he Itad to cope with, and that the power of the stale

was insufficient. Bv means of “the help of Moses'' (such is the interpre-

tation of Moosa Mudut, his auxiliary on this occasion^, this struggle

Against his authority also only served to confirm it
; and their measures'

recoiled on the heads of the feudality. The condition of society since the

dissolution of the imperial power was most adverse to the institutions of

Rajwarra, the unsupported valouc of whose nobles was no matclt for the
mercenary force which their rulers could now always command from those

bands, belonging to no government, but roaming whither they listed over
this vast region, in search of pay or plunder. The “help of Moses" was
the leader of one of these associations,—a name well known in the history

of that agitated period ;
and he not only led a well-appointed mfaniry

brigade but had an efficient park attached to it, which was brought to*

play agaiest Athoon. It held out several months, the garrison mean-
while making many sallies, which it required the constant vigilance of

Moses to repress. At length reduced to extremity, they demanded and’

obtained an honourable capitulation, being allowed to retire unmolested'

whither they pleased. Such wss the termination of this ill-organized

insurrection which involved’ almost all the feudal chiefs of Kotah in*

exile and ruin, and strengthened the regent, or as he would say, the state,,

by the escheat of the sequestrated property. Deo Sing of Athoon, the

bead of this league, died in exile. After several years of lamentation iri.

a foreign soil for the jurtvm bhoytt^ the ‘land of their ^birlh,’ the son*

pleaded for pardon, though his heart denied all crime, and was fortunate-

etmugh to‘f>btain his recall, and the estate of Bamolia, of fifteen thousand

nipeesient. I'he inferior members of the opposition were treated with*

same contemptuous clemency; they were admitted into Kotah, bii»
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deprived of llie power of doings mischief. What slronjEfer prooi of iht*

political courage of the Rej^ent can be adduced, than his slmitinpf \ip

Such combustible materials within the sf)cial edifice, and even livin*#^

among'st and witli lliem, as if .he deserved their ft iendship rather than
their haired.

In combatintj such associations, and thus cementinpf his power, time
passed' away. His marriage with of the distant bratiches of ti e

royal house nf Mevvar, bv whom he had his son and successor Madl.u
Sin^, ijave an additional interest in tt»e affair of that thslnrded
state, of which lie never lost si^lu amidst the irmiblcs whicli mote
immediately concerned him. I’lie motives which in S. 1847 (^» t/oH,
made him consider for a time the interests of Kotah as secondaiv to

those of Mewar. are 1 elated at length in the annals of that state
;

and the effect of this policy on the prosperity of Kotah, drained of its

wealth in the prosecution of his views, will appear on considerint/ the

details of his system. Referrinj^ the reader, t f cfore, to the Annals
of Mewar, we shall pass frotn S. KS47 to .'s. 1S56 (A. f). iSoo) when
another attempt was made by the cliicftains to tiitow off the iron yoUe
of the protector.

Many attempts at assassination had been tried, but Ids viqilanre

baffled them all
;

ihoiii»h no bold eiUerpri/e was hazarded since the

failure nf that tiit S. fSvM which ended in the death and exile of its

contriver, the chieftain of Athoon. until the com^piracy of Molisain

in S. 1856, just twenty years ajjo.* Rahadoor Sin;', of Mohsain, a rhwd-

taiii of ten thotisand rupees' annual rent, was the load of fids plot,

which inclutied every chief and family whose fortunes had been ann'liii^ited

by the exterminating^ policy of the retfei^t. It was condurtot) with

a«fmiral>Ie secrecy ; if known at all, if was to Zalim alone, and not till on

the eve of accomplishment, 'I'he prescript ion list was longf ;
the regent,

his family, Ins fiiend and counsellor the INindit Lallaji, were amongst

the victims marked for sacrifice. The moment for execniinn was that of

his proceeding to hold his court, in open day; and the mode was by a

€ouf> ds main whose very atidacitv would guarantee success. It is said

that he vvas actnlly in progress to dttrbur, wh<ui the danger was revealed.

'I he pae^e, or ‘ select troop of liorse' belonging to his ftiend and always

at hand, was immediately calle<i in .and added to the guards about his

person
;
thus the conspirators were assailed when they deemed the prey

rushing into the snare they had laid. I he surprise was complete ;
many

were slain ; some were taken, others fled. Arnor^gst the halter was tlie

head of the conspircy, Rahadoor Sing who gained the Chnmbnl, and took

refuge in the temple of the tutelary deity of tlie Haras at Palun. Ihit

he mistook the regnt whert he supposed that either the sanctuary (.nr/i/i

Ke%horae, or the respect dne to the prince in whose dominions (Boondi)

it la\*, could shield him from his fate. He vvas dragged forth, and expi-

ated his crime or folly with his life.

According to llie apologi.sts of the regent, this act was one of

retribution, since il was less to defend himself and his immediate iniei^^f

than those of the prince whose power and existence were threatened by

the insurrection^ which had for its object 4tis deposal and the clevaliott

of one of his brothers. 'I he members of the Maha-Rao's family at this

period were bis uncle Raj Sing and his two brothers, Gordhum
Gopal Sing. Since the rebellion of Athoon, these princes had been i.ndcr

* This WAS written at Kaulh 187k (a. JD# 1820)*
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!strict surveillance
;
but after this instance of re-action, in which their

names were implicated as having^ aspired to supplant their brother, a more
rigorous seclusion was adopted

;
and the rest of their days was passed in

solitary confinement. Gordhiin, the elder, died about ten years after bis
incarceration

;
the younger, Gopal, lived many years longer

;
but neither

from that day quitted the walls of their prison, until death released them
from this dreadful bondage. Kaka Raj Sing lived to extreme old age ;

but, as he took no part in these turmoils, he remained uiimolested,
having the range of the temples in the city, beyond which limits he had
no wish to stray.

We may in this place introduce a slip from the genealogical tree of
the forfeited branch of Bishen Sing, but which, in the person of his
grandson Ajeet, regained its rights and the The fate of this family
will serve as a specimen of the policy pursued byjthe Regent towards the
feudal interest of Kotah. It is appalling, when thus marshalled, to view
the sacrifices which tlie maintenance of power will demand in these feudal
States, where individual will is law.

The plots against the existence and authority of the Protector were of
every description, and no less than eighteen are enumerated, which
his never-slumbering vigilance detected and baffled. The means were
force, open and concealed, poison, the dagger,—until at length he
becapie sick of precaution. I could not always be on my guard," he
would say. But the most dangerous of all was a female conspiracy,
got up in the place, and which discovers an amusing mixture of tragedy
and farce, although his habitual wariness would not have saved him
from being its victim, bad he not been aided by the boldness of a
female champion, from a regard for the personal attractions of the

liandsome Regent. He was suddenly sent for by the queen-mother of

one of the younger princes, and while wailing in an antichamber, expect-
ing every instant voice behind the ctirtaind* he found himself

encircled by a band of Amazonian Rajpootanis, armed with sword and
dagger, from whom, acquainted as he was with the nerve, physical and
moral, of his country-women, he saw no hope of salvation. Fortunately

they were determined not to be satisfied merely with his death; they

put him upon his trial ; and the train of interrogation into all the acts

of his life was going on, when his preserving angel, in the shape of the

chief attendant of the dowager queen, a woman of masculine strength

and courage, rushed in, and with strong dissembled anger, drove him
forth amidst a torrent of abuse for presuming to be found in such a
predicament.

While bathing, and during the heat of the chase, his favourite

pursuit, similar attempts have been made, but they always recoiled

on the heads of his enemies. Yet, notwithstanding the multitude of

these plots, which would have unsetttled the reason of many, he never

allowed a blind suspicion to add to the victims of his policy
;
and

although, for his personal security, he was compelled to sleep in an
iron cage, he never harboured unnecessary alarm, that parent of

crime and blood in all usurpations. His lynx-like eye saw at once
who was likely to invade his authority, and these knew their peril

from the vigilance of a system which npver relaxed. Entire self-reliance,

a police such as perhaps no country in the world could equal, establish-

n\ents well paid, services liberally rewarded, character and talent in each

department of the state, himself keeping a strict watch over all, and
trusting implicitly to none, With a daily personal supervision of aU this

48
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complicated state machinery—such was the system which stirmoimted
every peril, and not only maintained, but increased the power and politicaf

reputation of Zslim Sing, amidst the storm of war, rapine, treason, and
political convulsions of more than half a century’s duration.

CHAPTER VII.

W E are now to examine the Protector in another point of view, as the
legislator and manager of the state whose concerns he was thus

determined to rule. For a series of years, Koiah was but the wet-nurse
to the child of his ambition, a design upon Mewar, which engulphed
as in a vortex all that oppression could extort from the industry of the
people confided to his charge. From his first acquaintance with the
court of the Kana, in S. 1827, to the year 1856, he never relinquished
the hope of extending the same measure of authority over the state

which he exerted in his own. To the prosecution of this policy Harouti
was sacrificed, and the cultivator lowered to the condition of a serf.

In the year 1840, oppression was at its height; the impoverished ryot,

no longer able to pay the extra calls upon his mduslry, his cattle and llie

implements of his labour distrained, was reduced to despair. Many died

from distress ; some fkd, but where could they find refuge in the chaos
around them ? The greater part were compelled to plough for hire, wiifi

the cattle and implements once their own, the very fields, their freehold,

which had been torn from them. From this system of universal im-
poverishment, displayed at length in unthached villages and untilied

lands, the Regent was compelled to become farmer •general of Kotah.

Fortunately for his subjects, and for his own reputation, his sense

of gratitude and feiendship for the family of Inglia,—whose head, Balia

Rao, was then a prisoner in Mewar,—involved him, in the attempt to

obtain hfs release, in personal conflict with the Hana, and he was
compelled to abandon for ever that long-cheri^hed object of his ambi-

tion. It was then he perceived he had sacrificed the welfare of all

classes to a phantom, and his vigorous understanding suggested a re-

medy, which was instantly adopted.

Until the conspiracy of Mohsain in 1856, the Regent had resided io

the castle, acting the part of the maire du palais of the old French mon-

archy
; but on his return from the release of BalU Rao, in S. i860 (A. D.

1803-4) when the successes of the British arms disturbed the combinaiion

of tlie Mahrattas, and obliged them to send forth their disunited bands to

seek by rapine what they had lost by our conquests, the Regent perceived

the impolicy of such permanent residence, and determined to come nearer

to the point of danger. He had a double motive, each of itself sufficiently

powerful to justify the change : the first was a revision of the revenue

system ; the other to seek a more central position for a disposable camp

which he might move to any point threatened by these predatory bodies.

Thougit these were doubtless the real incentives to the project, according

to those who ought to have known the secret impulse of his mind, tnc

change from the castle on the Chumbul to the tented field proceeded from

no more potent cause than an ominous owl, telling his tale to the .

from the pinnacle of his mansion. A meeting of the astrologjers, on

those rersed in prodigies, was convened, and it was decided that it woui
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be tcmptinjf //pw/tflMfate) to abide longer in that dwelling. If this were
the true motive, Zalim Sing’s mind only shared the grovelling supersii*
tion of the most illustrious and most courageous of his nation, to whom
there was no presage more appalling than a f^oogo on the house-top. But
in all likelihood, this was a political owl conjured up for the occasion;
one seen only in the mind’s eye of the Regent, and serving to cloak
his plans.

The soothsayers having in due form desecrated the dwelling of the
Protector, he commenced a perambulation and survey of the l^ng-neg-^
lected territory, witliin which he determined henceforth to limit his amlH*
tion. He then saw, and perhaps felt for, tlie miseries his mistaken policy
had occasioned; but the moral evil was consummated

; he had ruined the
fortunes of one-third of the agriculturists, and the rest were depressed
and heart-broken. The deficiency in his revenues spoke a truth no
longer to be misinterpreted; for his credit was so low in the mercantile
world at this period, that his word and his bond were in equal dis-

esteem. Hitherto he had sluit his ears against complaint; but funds
were necessary to f<)rward liis views, and all pleas of inability were
met by confiscation. It was evident that this evil, if not checked, must
ultimately denude the state of the means of defence, and the fertility of

bis genius presented various modes of remedy. He began by fixing

upon a spot near the strong fortress of Gagrown, for a permanent camp,
where he continued to reside, with merely a shed of his lent : and
although the officers and men of rank had also thrown up sheds, he

would admit of nothing more. All the despatches and newspapers were
dated * from the Chhaoni* or camp.

The situation selected was most judicious, being nearly equi-distant

from the two principal entrances to Harouti from the south, and touching

the most insubordinate part of the Bhill population
;
while he was close

to the strong castles of Shirgurh and Gagrown, which he strengthened

with the utmost care, making the latter the depot of his treasures and
his arsenal. He formed an army

;
adopted the European arms and dis-

cipline ;
appointed officers w'ith the title of captain to his battalions,

which had a regular nomenclature, and his 'royals' {Raj Pultun) have

done as gallant service as any that ever bore the name. These were

ready at a moment’s warning to move to any point, against any

foe^ Moreover, by this change, he was extricated from many per-

plexities and delays which a residence in a capital necessarily en-

genders.

Up to this period of his life, having been immersed in the troubled

sea of political intrigue, the Protector had no better knowledge of the

systems of revenue and landed economy than other Rangra chieftains;

and lie followed the immemorial usage termed latho and huttaie^ or rent

in kind by weight or measure, in proportion to the value of the soil or of

the product. The regent soon found the disadvantages of this system,

which afforded opportunity for oppression on the part of the collectors,

and fraud on that of the tenant, both detrimental to the government, and
serving only to enrich that vulture, the Patel, When this rapacious,

yet itdispensable mediun between the peasant and ruler, leagued with

the collector—and tliere was no control to exaction beyond the conscience

of this constituted attorney of each, township, either for the assessment

or collection—and when as we have so often staled, the Regent cared not

for the means so that the supplies were abundanti nothing but ruin,

could enable to the ryot.
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Having made himself master of the complicated details of the
huitaie, and sifted every act of chicanery by the most inquisitorical
process, he convoked all the Patels of the country, and look their depo*
sitions as to the extent of each pateli, their modes of collection, their

credit, character, and individual means
; and being thus enabled to form a

rough computation of the size and revenues of each, he recommenced his

tour, made a chakbundi

;

or measurement of the lands of each township,
and classiiied them, according to soil and fertility, as peewal or irrigated

;

gorma^ of good soil, but dependant on the heavens
; and morni^ including

pasturage and mountain-tracts. He then, having formed an average
from the accounts of many years, instituted a fixed money-rent, and
declared that the buttaie system, or that of payment in kind was at the

end. But even in this he shewed severity
;

for he reduced the jtirecb^

or standard measure, by a third, and adtled a fourth to his averages.
Doubtless he argued that the profit which the Patels looked forward to

would admit of this increase, and determined that his vigilance should
be more than a match for their ingenuity.

Having thus apjusted the rents of he fisc, the dues of the Patel were
fixed at once and a half annas per beegha on all thff lands constituting

a pateli

;

and as his personal lands were on a favoured foning and paid

a much smaller rate than the ryot's, he was led to understand that any
exactioi beyond what was authorised would subject him to confiscation.

Thus the dues on collection would realize to the Patel from five to

fifteen thousand rupees annually. The anxiety of these men to be
reinstated in tfieir trusts was evinced by the immense offers they made,
of ten, twenty, and even fifty thousand rupees. At one stroke he put

ten lakhs, or ^100,000 sterling into his exhausted treasury, by the

amount of nusseranas, or fines of relief on their re-induction into office.

The ryot hoped for better days ; for notwithstunding the assessment
was heavy, he saw (he limit of exaction, and that the door was closed to

ail subordinate oppression. Besides the spur of hope, he had that of

fear, to quicken his exertion
;
for with the promulgation of the edict

substituting money-rent for buttaie^ the ryot was given to unde* stand

that * no account of the seasons’ would after or lessen the established

dues of the state, and that uncultivated lands would be made over by
the Patel to tnosc who would cultivate them

;
or if none would take them,

they would be incorporated with the kha$ or personal farms of the Regent.

In all cases, the Patels were declared responsible for deficiencies of

revenue.

Hitherto this body of men had an incentive, if not a license, to

plunder, being subject to an annual or triennial lax termed patel-burrar,

'i bis was annulled
;
and it was added, that if they fulfilled their contract

with the state without oppressing the subject, they should be protected

and honoured. Thus these Patels, the elected representatives of the

village and the shields of the ryot, became the aircct officers of the

crown. It was the Regent’s interest to conciliate a body of men, on

whose exertions the prosperity of the state mainly depended; and they

gladly and unanimously entered into his views. Golden bracelets and

turbans, the signs of inauguration, were given, with a ** grant of office,

|0 each Patel, and Ihey departed to their several trusts.

A few refiections obtrude themselves on the contemplation of such a

picture. It will hardly fail to strike the reader, how perfect arc the elements

tor the formation of a representative government in these regions ;
fur

every state of Rajwarra is similarly coastituied ;
ex uno disce ^ 1^^
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pAtels would only require to be joined by the representatives of the
commercial body, and these are already formed, of Rajpoot blood, defi-
cient neither in nerve nor political sagacity, compared with any class on
earth ; often composing the ministry or heading the armies in battle. It
is needless to push the parallel farther, but if it is the desire of Britain
to promote this system in the east, to enthrone liberty on the ruins of
bondage, and call foiUh the energies of a grand national the
materials are ample without the risk of innovation beyond ^he mere
extent of members. VVe should have the aristocratic Thakoors (the
Rajpoot barons) the men of wealth, and the representatives of agricul-
ture, to settle the limits and maintain the principles of their ancient
patriarchal system. A code of criminal and civil law, perfectly adequate,
cotjld be compiled from their sacred books, their records on stone, or
traditional customs, and sufficient might be deducted from the revenues
of the state to maintain municipal forces, which could unite if public
safety were endangered, while the equestrian order would furnish all state
parade, and act as a moveable army.

But to return to our subject. Out of this numerous body of Patels,
Zalim selected four of the most intelligent and experienced, of whom
he formed a council attached to the Presence. At first their duties were
confined to matters of revenue; soon those of police were superadded,
and at lengh no matter of internal regulation was transacted without
their advice. In all cases of doubtful decision, they were the court of

appeal from provincial punchaets, and even from those of the cities and
the capital itself. I hus they performed the three-fold duties of a board
of revenue, of justice, and of police, and perhaps throughout the world,

there never was a police lilce that of Zalim Sing ; there was not one Fouche,
but four

;
and a net of espionnage was spread over the country, out of

whose meshes nothing could escape.

Such was the patel system of Kotah. A system so rigid had its

alloy of evil ; the veil of secrecy, so essential to commercial pursuits, was
rudely drawn aside

;
every transaction was exposed to the Regent, and

no man. felt sale from the inquisitorial visits of the spies of this council.

A lucky speculation was immediately reported, and the Regent hastened
to share in the success of the speculator. Alarm and disgust were tho

consequence
;
the spirit of trade was damped

;
none were assured of

the just returns of their industry ; but there was no security elsewhere,

and at Kotah only the Protector dared to injure them.

The Council of Venice was not more arbitrary than the Patel board
of Kotah

;
even the ministers saw the sword suspended over thfeir heads,

while they were hated as much as feared by all but the individual who
recognized their utility.

It would be imagined that with a council so vigilant the Regent would
feel perfectly secure. Not so : he had spies over them. In short, to use
the phrase of one of his ministers,—a man of acute perception and
powerful understanding, when talking of the vigour of his mental vision,

—

when his physical organs had failed, pani pia, aurmoot tolna, vihich

we will not translate.

The Patel, now the virtual master of the peasantry, was aware that

fine and confiscation would follow the discovery of direct oppression of
the ryots

; but there were m«ny indirect modes by which he could attain
bis and he took the most secure, the medium of their necessities.

Hkherto, the impoverished husbandman had hjs wants supplied by tht

^ohora^ the sanctioned usurer of each village ,* now, the privileged Patel
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usurped his functions, and bouad him by a double chain to his purposes.
But we must explain the functions of the Bohora^ in order to show the
extent of subordination in which tlie ryot was placed.

The Bohora of Rajpootana is the 'Metayer of the ancient system of
France. He furnishes the cultivator with whatever he requires for’ his
pursuits, whether cattle, implements, or seed

;
and supports him and l»is

family throughout tl»e season until the crop is ready for the sickle, when
a settlement of accounts takes place. This is done in two ways ,* either

by a cash payment, with stipulated interest according to the risk
previously agreed upon

;
or, more commonly, by a specified share of

the crop, in which the Bohora takes the risk of bad seasons with the
husbandman. The utility of such a person under an oppressive govern-
ment, where the ryot can store up nothing for the future, may readily be
conceived; he is, in fact, indispensable. Mutual honesty is required;
for extortion on the part of the Bohora would lose him his clients, and
dishonesty on that of the peasant would deprive him of his only resource
against the sequestration af fiis patrimony. Accordingly, this monied
middleman enjoyed great consideration, being regarded as the patron
of the husbandman. Every peasant had his particular and not

unfrequently from the adjacent village in preference to his own.

Such was the state of things when the old system of latha bhuHaie
was commuted for beegoti, a specific money-rent apportioned to the area

of the land. The Patel, now tied down to the simple duties of collec-

tion, could touch nothing but his dues, unless he leagued with or over-

turned the Bohora
; and in cither case there was risk from the lynx-

eyed scrutiny of the Regent. They, accordingly, adopted the middle

course of alarming his cupidity, which the following expedient eiTected.

When the crop was ripe, the peasant would demand permission to cut it.

** Pay your rent first,” was the reply. I’he Bohora was applied to : but

bis fears had been awakened by a caution not to lend money to one on

whom the government had claims. There was no alternative but to

mortgage to the harpy Patel a portion of the produce of his fields. This

was the precise point at which he aimed
;
he took the crop at kis own

valuation, and gave his receipt that the dues of government were satisfied ;

demanding a certificate to the effect “that having no funds forthcoming

when the rent was required, and being unable to raise it, the mortgager

voluntarily assigned, at a fair valuation, a share of the produce.^* In this

manner did the Patels hoard immense quantities of grain, and as Kotah

became the granary of Kajpootana, they accumulated great wealth, while

the peasant, never able to reckon on the fruits of his industry, was de-

pressed and impoverished. 1 he Regent could not long be kept in igno-

rance of these extortions
;

but the treasury overflowed, and he did not

sufficiently heed the miseries occasioned by a system which added fresh

lands by sequestration to the home farms, now the object of his especial

solicitude.

Matters proceeded thus until the year 1867 (A. D. 18 ri), when, like a

clap of thunder, mandates of arrest were issued, and every Patel in Kota 1

was placed in fetters, and his property under the sea! of the state :

ill-gotten wealth, as usual, flowing into the exchequer of the
‘

Few escaped heavy fines ; one only was enabled altogether to evade

vigilance of the police, and he had wisely remitted his wealth, to

amount of seven lakhs, or £'jo,ooo, to a foreign country ;
and

individual case, a judgment may be lormcd of the prey these, cownora

were compelled to disgorge*
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It Is to be inferred that the Recent must have welt* weighed the pre-

sent good against the evil he incurred, in destroying in one moment the

credit and efficacy of such an engine of power as the pateli system he had
established. The Council of Four maintained their post, notwithstanding

the humiliated condition of their compeers
;
tliough their influence could

not fail to be weakened by the discredit attached to the body. The system
Zalim had so artfully introduced being thus entirely disorgani2red, he
was induced to push still further the resources of his energetic mind, by the

extension of his personal farms.. In describing the formation and
management of these, we shall bfetter pourtray the character of the

Regent than by the most laboured summary
^
the acts will paint the

man*

Before, however, we enter upon this singular part of his history, it is

necessary to develop the ancient agricultural system of Harouii, to which

he returned when iht paieli wac broken up. In the execution of this de-

sign, we must speak both of the soil and the occupants, whose moral es-

tirnatian in the minds of their rulers must materially influence their legis-

lative conduct.

The ryot of India, like the progenitor of all tillers of the earth, bears

the brand of vengeance on his forelread
;

for as Cain was crused by the

Almighty, so were thi cultivators of India by Ramachund, as aclass whom
no lenity could render honest or corUented, When the hero of Ayodia left

left his kingdom for Lanka, he enjoined his minister to foster the ryots, that

he might hear no complaints on his return* Aware of the fruitlessness of

the attempt, yet determined to guard against all just cause of complainfr

the minister reserved the mauna, or grain measure, taking the share of

the crown from the smaller end, exactly one half of what was sanctioned

by immemorial usage. When Rama returned, the cultivators assembled

in bodies at each stage of his jowrney, and complained of the innovations

of the minister. “What had he done?" “ Reversed the mauna,*’ The

monarch dismissed them with liis curse, as race whom no favour could

conciliate, and wlio belonged to no one;" a phrase which to this hour is

proverbial, * ryot kessi ca 7iahyn hyn* and the sentence is confirmed by

the historians of Alexander, who tell us that they lived unmolested amidst

all intestinp wars
;
that " they only tiW the ground and pay tribute to the

king/ enjoying an amnesty from danger when the conmmonwealth suf-

fered, which must tend to engender a love of soil more than patriotism*

It would appear as if the Regent of Kouh had availed himself of the ana-

tliema of Rama in his estimation of the moral virtues of his subjects, who

were Helots in condition if not in name.

We proceed to the modes of realizing the dues of the state in which

the character and condition of the peasant will be further developed. Iherc

are four inodes of levying the land-tax, three of which are commoit

throughout Rajwarra ;
the fourth is more peculiar to Harouti and Mewar^

The first and most ancient is that of buttaxe^ or ' payment in kind, prac-

tised before metallic currency was invented. The system of buitat$ ex-

tends, however, only to corn; for sugar-cane, cotton, hemp, poppy, a iV

kesoomba, gingers, turmeric, and other dyes and drugs, and all gardeiv

Muffs, pay a rent in money. This rent was arbitrary and variable, ac-

cording to the necessities or justice of'the ruler. In both countries nve^ to*

ten rupMs per beegha, are demanded for sugar-cane ;
three to five tor

cotton, poppy, Kemp, and oil-plant; and two ta four for the rest,

^hen heaven was bounteous, avarice and oppression rose in their demands^

Bnd seventy rupees per beegha were exacted for the sugar-catici tniMk
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paralyzing the industry of the cultivator and rendering abortive the bene«
ficence of the Almighty.

Buitaie or * division in kind»' varies with the seasons and their

products

:

1st. The unalii, or ‘summer harvest/ when wheat, barley, and a
variety of pulses, as gram, moth, moong, til, are raised. The share of the
state in these varies with the fertility of the soil, from one-fourth, one-third,

and twcAfifths, to one-half—the extreme fractions being the maximum and
minimum

;
those of one-tl»ird and two-fifths are the most universally ad-

mitted as the share of the crown. But besides this, there are dues to the

artificers and mechanics, whose labour to the village is compensated by a
share of the harvest from each cultivator

;
which allowances reduce the

portion of the latter to one-half of the gross produce of his industry, which
if he realize, he is contended, and thrives.

The second harvest is the sialoot or ‘ autumnal,' and consists of

tnukhi or bootat (Indian corn,) or joar, bajri, the two cliief kinds of maize,

and Ul or sesamum, with other small seeds, such as kangni,* with many
of the pulses. Of all these, one half is exacted by the state.

Such is the system of hiittaie
\ let us describe that of koont^ Koont

is the conjectural estimate of the quantity of the standing crop on a

measured surface, by the officers of the government in conjunction with

the proprietors, when the sliare of the ^late is converted into cash at the

average rate of the day, and the peasant is debited the amount. So
exactly can those habiiuafly exercised in this method, estimate the quantity

of grain produced on a given surface, that they seldom err beyond one-

twentieth part of the crop. Should, however, the cultivator deem his

crop over-estimated, ho has the power to cut and weigh it
;
and this is

termed laiha*

The third is a tax in money, according admeasurement of the field,

assessed previously to cultivation.

The fourth is a mixed tax, of both money and produce.

Neither of these modes is free from objection. That of koonf, or

conjectural estimate of the standing crop, is, however, liable to much
g.reater abuse than latha, or measuremen,! of the grain. In the first case,

ft is well known that by a tribe to the ofilicer, he will koont a field at ten

maunds, which may realize twice the quantity; for the chief guarantees

to honesty arc fear of detection, and instinctive morality ;
feeble safe-

guards, even in more civilized states than Rajwarra. If he be so closely

watched that he must make a fair koont, or estimate, be will still find

means to extort money from the ryot, one of which is, by procrastinating

the estimate when the ear is ripe, and when every day’s delay is a cer-

tain loss. In short, a celebrated superintendent of a district, of great

credit both for zeal and honesty, confessed, “ we arc like tailors
;
we can

cheat you to your face, and you cannot perceive it." The ryot prefers the

koont
;
the process is soon over, and he has done with the government ;

• Panicum Italicum produced abundantly iu the valley of the Rhine,

as well as mukhi, there called Volsh corn ; doubtless the maizes would

alike grow in perfection.
^ i.- ^ »

fit would be more correct to say that buttaie, or * payment in k«nd,

is divided into two branches, via., koont and latha ; the first being
^

portion of the standing crop by con]ectural estimate » the other by actua

measure, after reaping and thrashing*
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but In laiha, the means are varied to perplex and cheat it; beginnings
with the reaping, when, with a liberal hand, they leave something for the
gleaner; then, a “ tithe for the koorpi, or ^sickle* then, the thrashing;
and though they muzzle the ox who treads out the corn, they do not their

own mouths, or those of their family. Again, if not convertible into coin,
they are debited and allowed to store it up, and “ the rats are sure to

get into the pits/* In both cases, i\\t shanahst or village-watchmen, are
appointed to watch the crops, as soon as the ear begins to fill

;
yet all is

insufficient to check the system of pillage; for the ryot and his^family
begin to feed upon the heads of Indian corn and maize the moment they
afford the last nourishment. The shanah^ receiving his emoluments from
the husbandman as well as from the crown, inclines more to his fellow-
citizen ;

and it is asserted that one-fourth of the crop, and even a
third, is frequently made away with betore the share of the government
can be fixed.

Yet the system of latha was pursued by the Regent before he com-
menced that of pfiteli, which has no slight analogy to the permanent
system of Bengal,^ and .was attended with similar results,—distress,

confiscation, and sale, to the utter exclusion of the hereditary principlci

the very corner-stone of Hindu society.

CHAPTER VIII.

Let U5 proceed with the prominent feature of the Regent*s internal

administration—his farming monopoly—to which he is mainly in-

debted for the reputation he enjoys throughout Rajpootana. The super-
ficial observer, who can with diiliculty find a pat!) through the corn-fields

which cover the face of Harouti, will dwell with rapture upon the effects

of a system in which he discovers nothing but energy and efficiency :

lie cannot trace the remote causes of this deceptive prosperity, which
originated in moral and political injustice. It was because his own
tyr^mny had produced unploughed fields and deserted villages, starving

husbandmen and a diminishing population
;

it was with the distrained

implements and cattle of his subjects, and in order to prevent the injuri-

ous effects of so much waste land upon the revenue, that, Zalim com-
menced a system which has made \\\m farmer -general of Harouti

;
and

be has carried it to an astonishing extent. There is not a nook or a patch
in Harouti, where grain can be produced, which his ploughs do not visit.

Forests have disappeared ;
even the barren rocks have been covered with

exotic soil, and the mountain's side, inaccessible to the plough, is turned
up with a spud, and compelled to yield a crop.

In S. 1840 (A. D. 1784), Zalim possessed only two or three hundred
ploughs, which in a few years increased to eight hundred. At the com-
mencement of what they term the new era {nya samvat) in the history of

landed property of Kotah, the introduction of the pateli system, the num«
ber was doubled

;
and at the present timef no less than four thousand

* The patel of Harouti, like the Zemindar of Bengal, was answer-
able for the revenues : the one, however, was hereditary only during
pleasure

; the other perpetually so. The extent of their authoritiett>

'vas equal,

t This was drawn up in 1820-2 1.

49
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f^lcugkst of double yoke, employing sixteen thousand oxen^ are used in tbw
farming; system of this extraordinary man

;
to wtncii may be added one

thousand more ploughs and four thousand oxen employed on the estates of

the prince, and the different members of his family.

This is the secret of the Raj Rana’s power and reputation ; and to the
wealth extracted from her soil. Kotah owes her preservation from the

ruin which befell the states around her during the covulsions of the last

hah ccMury, when one after lanolher sank into deca}'. But ahhoui^h
sagacity* marks the plan, and unexampled energy superintends its details,

we must, on examining the foundations of the system either morally or

politically, pronounce its effects a mere paroxysm of prosperity, arising

from stimulating causes which pr^'sent no gtiarantee of permanence.
Despotism has wrought this magic effect ; there is not one, from the noble

to the peasant, who has not felt, and who does not still feel, its presence.

When the arm of the octagenarian Protector shall be withdrawn, and the

authority transferred to his son. who possesses none of the father's

energies, then will the impolicy of the system hecame apparent. It was
from the] seqticstrated estates of the valiant Kara chieftain, and that

grinding oppression which thinned flarouti of its agricultural population,

and left the lands waste, that the Regeiit found scope for his genius. The
fields, which had descended from father to son through the lapse of ages,

the unalienable fight of the peasant, were seized, in spite of law, custom,

or tradition, on every defalcation ; and it is even affirmed that he sougl>t

pretexts to obtain such lands as from their cor>tiguity or fertility he

coveted, and that hundreds were thus deprived of thir inheritance. In

vain wc look for the peaceful hamlets which once studded fiarouti : we
discern instead the orie, or farm-house of the Regent which would be

beautiful were it not erected on the prosperity of the subject ; but when
wc enquire the ratio which the cultivators bear to the cultivation, and the

means of enjoyment this artiPcial system has left them, and find that the

once independent proprietor, who claimed a sacred right of Hdieritence,^

now ploughs like a serf the heids formerly his own, ail our perceptions of

moral justice are shocked.

The love of country and the passion for possessing land are strong

throughout Rajpootana
;
whHe there is a hope of existence, the cultivator

clings to the * bitpotat and in Harouti this /^afr/oris so invincible,

that, to use their homely phrase. “ he would rather fill his paii in slavery

there, than live in luxury abroad,” But where could they fly to escape

oppression T All around was desolation ; armies perambulated the country,

Throughout the Boondi territory, where no regent has innovated on

the e$tablisl>ed laws of inheritance, by far the greater part of the land is

the absolute property of the ctiltivaiing ryot^ who can sell or mortgage it.

There is a curious tradition that this right was obtained by one of the

ancient princes making a general sale of the crown land, reserving

the tax. fn^ Boondi, if a ryot becomes unable, from pecuniary wants or

otherwise, to cultivate his fands^he lets them ; and custom has established

four annas per beegha or irrigated fand, and two annas for gornta^ that

dependent on the heavens, or a share of the produce in a similar propor-

tion, as his right. If in exile, frons whatever cause, he can assign tins

share to trustees ; and, the more strongly to mailc his inalienable right m

such a case, the trustees reserve on his own account iss/o si$rs on

snaunitof produce, which is emphatically termed huh bapota ca hhotf^i

the **duea of Che patrimoniai ioil/^
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yjth rapid strides, in each oihei^s train, *'one to another still succeeding.’"
'lo tliis evil Kotah was comparatively a stranger; the Protector was llie
only plunderer within his domains. Indeed, the inhabitants of the surround-
ing states, from the year 1865 , when rapine was at its heiglu, flocked into
Kotah, and filled up the chasm which oppression tiad produced in the
population. But with the banisinnent of pred'^to^y war, and the return ot
industry to ils own field of exertion, this panacea for the wounds which the
filler has inflicted will disappear

;
and alihougli tiie vast resources of the

Kegent’s mind may check the appearance of decay, while his faculties sur-
vive to superintend this vast and complicated system, it must ultimately,
from the want of a principle of permanence, fall into rapid disorganization.
We proceed to the details of the system, which will afford fresh proofs of
the talent, industry, and vigilance of this singular ciiaracter,

riie soil of ICotah is a rich tenacious mould, resembling the best parts
of lower Malwa. Tire single plough is unequal to breaking it up, and the
Regent has introduced the plough of double yoke from the Concan. His
cattle are of the first qualilv, and equalfy fit for the park or the plough.
He purchases at all the adjacent fatr.s, chiefly' in his own dominions, and
at the annual (fair) of his favourite city Jhalra Patnn. He has
tried those of Marwar and of the desert, famed for a superior race of
cattle; but he found timt the transition from their sandy regions to the
deep loam of Harouti soon disabled them.

Each plough or team is equal to the cnlttire of one hundred beegahs»
consequently 4,000 ploughs will cultivate 400,000 during each harvest, and
for both 800,000, nearly 300,000 Englisli acres. Tlie soil is deemed poor
which does not yield seven to ten maunds* of wheat per beegali, and five
to seven of millet and Indian corn. But to take a very low estimate,
and allowing for bad seasons, we may assume four maunds per beegha,
as the average produce, (though double would not be deemed an exagge-
rated average): this will give 3,200,000 maunds of both products, wheat
and millet, and the proportion of the former to the latter is as three to two,
Let ns estimate the value of this. In seasons of abundance, twelve rupees
per in equal quantities of both grains, is the average

; at this time
(J‘fly 1820), notwithstanding the preceeding sea'^on, has been a failure

throughout Rajwarra, (though there was a prospect of an excellent one)^
and grain a dead weight, eighteen rupees per maunt is the current price,
and may be quoted as the average standard of Harouti : above is ap-
proximating lo dearness, and below to the reverse. But if we take the
average of the year of actual plenty, or twelve rupeesj per maunt of

quantities of wheat and joar, or one rupee per maund, the result is

thirty-two lakhs of rupees annual income.

Let us endeavour to calculate how much of this becomes net produce
towards the expenses of the government, and it will be seen that the
t^harges are about one-third gross amount.

* A mitund is seventy-five pounds.

t Grain Measure of Rajpooiana ,— *

75 pounds = i maund,

43 seers ^ 1 maund.
12 maunds := i mauni.

loo „ = I manassa.

. J It does descend as low as eight rupees per mauni for wheat and
"atley, and lour for the millets, in seasons of excessive abundai ce.
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Expenses^

Establishments—ris., feeding cattle and servants,

tear and wear of gear, and clearing the fields

—

one-eighth of the gross amount,* or
Seed
Replacing 4,000 oxen annually, at 20s*

Extras

Rs.

4.00.

000
6.00.

000
80.000
20.000

Total x 1,00,000

We do not presume to give this, or even the gross amount, as more
than an approximation to the truth

; but the Regent himself has men-
tioned that in one year the casualties in oxen ainounfed to five thousand !

We have allowed one-fourth, for an ox will work well seven years, if taken
of, 'I’hus on the lowest scale, supposing the necessities of the govern-
ment required the grain to be sold in the year it was raised, twenty lakhs
will be the net profit of the Rej^reiu’s farms. Hut fie has abundant
resources without being forced into the market before the favourable
moment

; until when, il:e produce is hoarded up in subterranean granaiies.

Every thing in these regions is simple, yet efficient; we will descube
the grain-pits.

These pits or trenches arc fixed on elevated dry spots; their size

being according to the nature of the soil. All the preparation they

undergo is the incineration of certain vegetable substances, and lining

the sides and bottom with wheat or barley stubble. 1 he grain is llien

deposited in the pit, covered over with straw, and a terrace of earth, about

eighteen inches in height, and projecting in front beyond the or ifice of

the pit, is raised over it. Lhis is secured with a coating of clay and

cow-dung, which resists even the monsoon, and is renewed as the torrent

injure it. Thus tlie grain may remain for years without injury, while

the heat which is extricated checks germination, and deters rats and

white ants. Thus the Regent has seldom less than fifty lakhs of maunds
in various parts of the country, and it is on emergencies, or in bad

seasons, that these stores see the light ; when, instead of twelve rupees,

the mauni runs as high as forty, or the famine price of sixty. Then

these pits are mines of gold ; the Regent having frequently sold in one

year sixty lakhs of maunds. In S. i860, or (A. 1). 1804) during t)ie

Klahratta war, when Holcar was in the Bhurtpur state, and predatory

armies were moving in every direction, and when famine and war con-

joined to desolate the country, Kotah fed the whole population of

warra, and supplied all these roving hordes. In that season, grain being

fifty-five rupees per mduni^ he sold to the enormous amount of one crore

of rupees^ or a million sterling !

Reputable merchants of the,^ahajin tribe refrain from speculating

grain, from the most liberal feelin^resteem ing it dherm nahyn hyn, f
want of charity.* The humane J^iin merchants says, hoard up

* It, w not uncommon in Rajwarra, when the means of individus

prevent them from cultivating their own lands, to hire out the whole
^

men and implements ;
for the use of which one-eighth of the

is the established consideration. We have applied this in the f® »

ciiimate of the expenses of the Regent's farming system.
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or the purpose of taking advantage of human misery, may bring riches,
but never profit.’*

According to the only accessible documents, the whole crown-revenue
of Kotah from the tax in kind, amounted, under bad management, to
twenty-five lakhs of rupees. I’his is all the Kegent admits he collects
from (to use his own phrase) his handful {puchewara) of soil : of course
he does not include his own farming system, but only the amount raised
frorn the cultivator. He confesses that two-thirds of the super*ficial area
of Kotah were waste

;
but that this is now reversed, there being iwo-

thirds cultivated, and only one-third waste, and this comprises mountain,
forest, common, etc.

In S. 1865 (A.D. 1809), as if industry were not already sufficiently
shackled, the Kegent established a new lax on all corn exported from
his dominions. U was termed lut'ho, and amounted to a rupee and
a half per ?naunt» Ihis tax—not less unjust in origin than vexatious in

operation—worse than even the \n\amoxis gabelle, or the droit d'aubaine
of FraiKe—was another fruit of monopoly. It was at first confined
lo the grower, though of course it fell indirectly on the consumer; but
the Jagatt, or chief collector of the custom, a man after the Regfent’s
own heart, was so pleased with its efficiency on the very first trial, that

he advised his master to push it farther, and it was accordingly levied as
well on the farmer as the purchaser. An item of ten lakhs was at once
added to the budget

;
and as if this were insufficient to stop all competi-

tion between the Kegent-Farmer-General and his subjects, three, four,

nay even five lufhos, have been levied from the same grain before it

was retailed for consumption. Kotah exhibited the picture of a people,

if not absolutely starving, yet living in penury in the midst of plenty.

Neither the lands of his chiefs nor those of his ministers were exempt
from the operation of this tax, and all were at the mercy of the Jagaii^
from whose arbitrary will tliere was no appeal. It had readied the

very height of oppression about the period of the alliance with the

British Government. This collector had become a part of his system ;

and if the Kegent, required a few lakhs of ready money, Jo hookum,
‘ your commands,' was the reply. A list was made out of ' arrears of

lut^ho,' arfd friend and foe, minister, banker, trader, and farmer, had
a circular. Remonstrance was not only vain but dangerous : even his

ancient friend, the Pundit Belial, had twenty-five thousand rupees to

pay in one of these schedules; the homme d'affaires of one of his confi-

dential chiefs, five thousand ;
his-own foreign minister a share, and many

bankers of the town, four thousand, five thousand, and ten thousand

each. The term lut'ho was an abuse of language for a forced contribu-

tion : in fact, the obnoxious and well-known dind of Rajwarra. It alie-

nated the minds of all men, and nearly occasioned the Regent’s ruin

;

for scarcely was their individual sympathy expressed, when the Hara.

princes conspired to emancipate themselves from his interminable and
galling protection.

When the English government came in contact with Rajwarra, it

was a primary principle of the universal protective alliance to proclaim

that it was for the benefit of the governed as well as the governors, since
it availed little to destroy the wolves without, if they wer^ consigned to

the lion within. But there are and must be absurd inconsistencies, even
in the policy of western legislators, where one set of principles ts ap-
plied to all. Zalim soon discovered that the fashion of the day was to

Purwurusht Foster the ryot*’ The odious character of the tax was dimi-
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tiished, and an edict limited its operation to the farmer, the seller, and
purchaser; and so anxious was he to conceal this weapon of oppression,
that the very nan^e of lut'ho was abolishech, and so^vae hasil, or ‘ extra

-

dinaries/ substituted. '1 his item is said still to amount to five lakhs
of rupees.

Thus did the skill and rieid system of the Recent exact from his

puchevtara of soil, full fifty lakhs of rupees. We must also recollect

that nearl5> five more are to be added on account of the liousehold lands
of the members of l.is own and the prince’s family, which is almost
sufficient to cover their expenses.

What will the European practical farmer, of enlar^'ed means and
experience, think of the man who arra»4»ed this complicated system, and
who, durinj^ forty years, had superintended iis details? What opinion

will he form of his viijoiir of mind, who. at tl»e a^e of fourscore years, al-

though blind and palsied, still superintends and maintains this system ?

What will he think of the tenacity of memory, which bears graven thereon

as on a tablet, an account of all these vast depositories of grain, willi their

varied contents, many of them he store of years past
;
and the power to

check the slightest errors of the intendantof this vast accurnnU tion
;
whil e,

at the same time, he regulates (he succession of crops throu)i»hnut ih's

extensive range? Such is the minute topographical knowledge which ih'^

Hegent possesses of this country, that every firld in every farm is familiar

to him : and woe to the superintendent /to if he discovers a fallow

nook that ought to bear a crop.

Yet vast as this system is, overwhelming as it would seem to most
mindSf it formed but a part of the political engine conducted and kept in

action by his single powers. I'he details of liis administration, internal

as well as external, demanded unremitled vigilance. '1 he formation, the

maintenance and discipline of an army of twenty thousand men, his for-

tresses, arsenals, and their complicated miniitiar, were amply sufficient

for one mind. The daily account from lii.s police, consisting of several

hundred emissaries, besides the equally numerous reports from <he head
of each district, would have distracted an ordinary head. **for the winds

Could not enter and leave Haroiili wit hotit being reported/’ But when,

in addition to all this, it is known tliat (he Regent was a practical mer-
chant, a speculator in exchanges, that he encouraged the machanical

arts, fostered foreign industry, pursued even horticulture, and, to

his own words, ‘‘considered no trouble thrown away which made the

rupee return sixteen and a half annas, with whom can he be compared ?”•

Literature, philosophy, and excer/ftce from the grand historical epics, were

the amusements of his hours of relaxation
;
but here we anticipate, for we

have not yet finished the review of his economical character. His mono-

polies, especially that of grain, and not only influenced his own market,

but affected all the adjacent counti ics
;
and when speculation in opium

ran to such a demoralizing excess in consequence of the British Govern-

ment monopolizing the entire produce of 'the poppy cultivated throughout

Malwa, he took advantage of lUe mania, und by his sales or purchases

raised or depressed the market at pleasure. His gardens, scattered

throughout the country, still supply the markets of the towns and capital

v^ilh vegetables, and his forests furnish them with fuel.

So rigid tkas his system of taxation, that nothing escaped it. There

* Theretre sixteen annas to a rupee.
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tr*s a ficary tax on widows who re*married. Even the gourd of the men*
dicant paid a tithe, and the ascetic in his cell had a domiciliary visit to
ascertain the ^ains of mendicity, in order that a portion should g^o to
the exigencies of the state, Flie taomba hurrar^ or * gourd-tax/ was
abolished after formimr for a twelve month part of the ffscal code of
Harouti, and then not tlirongh any scrupfes of tire Regent, but to satisfy

his friends. Akin to this, and even of a lower grade, was the /aAr'oo-
htirrar^ or 'broom tax,* which continued for ten years; but the many
lampoons it provoked from the satirical Bhat operated on the nryore sensi-
tive feelings of his son, Madhu Sing, who obtained its repeah

Zalim was no favourite with the bards," and that he lTa<i htlle cfaitn

to their consideration may be inferred from the following anecdote. A
celebrated rhymer was reciting some laudatory stanzas, which the Regent
received rather coldly, observing with a sneer, tliat " they told nothing
but lies, though he should be happy to listen to their effusions when truilt

was the foundation.” The poet replied, that ” he found truth a most
unmarketable commodity

;
nevertheless, he had some of tliat at his

service;” and stipulating for forgiveness if they offended, he gave the

protector his picture in a string of impro'sised stanzas, so fulf of visf

(poison), that the lands of the whole fraternky were resumed, and none
of the order have ever since been admitted to hi# presence.

Though rigid in his observance of the ceremonies of religion, and
sharing in the prevailing superstitions of his country, he never allows

the accidental circumstance of birth or caste to affect his policy. Offencea
against the stale admit of no idemnity, be the offender a Brahmin or a
bard ; and if these classes engage in trade, they experience no exemption
from imposts.

Such is an outline of the territorial arrangements of the Regent
Zalim Sing. When power was assigned to him, he found the state

limited to Kailwarra on the east ; he has extended it to the verge of the

Plateau, and the fortress which guards its ascent, at first rented from the

Mahrattas, is now by treaty his own. He took possession of the reins

of power with an empty treasury and ihirfy^two lakhs of accumulating

debt. He found the means of defence a few dilapidated fortresses, and
a brave but unmanageable feudal army. He has, at an immense cost*

put the fortresses into the most complete state of defence, and covered

tlieir ramparts with many hundred pieces of cannon
;
and he has raised

and maintains, in lieu of about four thousand Hara cavaliers, an army,-f-

regular we may term it,—of twenty thousand men, distributed into batta-

lions, a park of one hundred pieces of cannon, with about one thousand
good horse besides the feudal contingents.

But IS this prosperity ? Is this the greatness which the Raja Gomai>
intended should be entailed upon his successors, Ids chiefs, and subjects?

Was it to entertain twenty thousand mercenary soldiers from the seques*
tr^ted fields of the illustrious Hara. the indigenous proprietor? is thi»

government, is it good government according to the ideas of more
eivilized nations, to extend taxation to its limit, in order to maintain |hia

cttmbroirs machinery? We may admit that, for a lime, such a systens
niay have been requisite, not only for the maintenance of his delegated
power, but to preserve the slate from predatory spoliation

; and now,
could we see the noble restored to his forfeited estates, and the ryot

I'b hereditary rood of land, we should say that Zalim Sing had been
‘nstrument in the hand of Providence for the preservation of the rights

the Hares, But, aa it is, whilst the cortv which waves upon the
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surface of Kotah presents not the symbol of prosperity, neither is his
wetUpaid and [well-disciplined army a sure means of defence : moral
propriety has been violated

; rif>hts are in abeyance, and until they be
restored, even the apparent consistency oi the social fabric is obtained
by means which endanger its security.

CHAPTER IX.

The foregoing reflections bringfs us back to political considerations, and
these we must separate into two branches, the foreign and domestic.

We proposcly invert the discussion of tliese topics, for the sake of

convenience.

Zalim's policy was to create, as regarded himself, a kind of balance
of power

;
to overawe one leader by his influence with another, yet by

the maintenance of good understanding with all, to prevent individual

umbrage, while his own strength was at all limes sufficient to make the

scale preponderate in his favour.

Placed in the very heart of India, > Kotah was for years the centre

around which revolved the desultory armies or ambulant governments,
ever strangers to repose; and though its wealth could not fail to attract

the cupidity of these vagabond powers, yet, by the imposing attitude

which he assumed, Z^lim Sing maintained during more than half a

century, the respect, the fear, and even the esteem of all
;
and Kotah

atone, throughout this lengthened period, so full of catastrophes, never

saw an enemy at her gates. Although an epoch of perpetual change
and political convulsion,—armies destroyed, states overturned, famine

and pestilence often aiding moral causes in desolating the land—yet did

the Regent, from the age of twenty-five to eighty-two,* by his sagacity,

his energy, his moderation, his prudence, conduct the bark intrusted to

his care through all the shoals and dangers which beset her course. It

may not excite surprise that he was unwilling to relinquish the helm

when the vessel was moored in calm waters
;

or, when the unskilful

owner, forgetting these tempests, and deeming his own science equ^l

to the task, demanded the surrender, that he should hoist the flag of

defence.

There was not a court in Rajwarra, not even the predatory govern-

ments, which was not in some way infltienced by his opinions, and often

guided by his Councils. At each he had envoys, and when there was

a point to gain, there were irresistible arguments in reserve to secure it.

'I he necessities, the vanities, and weaknesses of man, he could enlist

on his side, and he was alternately, by adoption, the father, uncle, or

brother, of every person in power during this eventful period, fiom the

prince upon the throne, to the brat of a Pindarri. He frequently obser-

ved, that **nonc knew the shifts he had been put to;*’ and when en-

treated not to use expressions of humility, which were alike unsuited to

his age and station, and the reverence he compelled, he would replyi

“ God grant you long life, but it is become a habit.” For the last ten

years, he not only made his connection with Mccr Khan subservient to

* I may once more repeat, this was written in A,D. 1820*21# when

Zalim Sing had reached the age of four Kore and two*
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•voiding a collision with Holcar, but converted the Khan into the make-
weiglit of his balance of power :

“ he thanked God the time was past,
when he had to congratulate even the slave of a Toork on a safe accouche-
ment, and to pay lor this happiness.’"

Though by nature irascible, impetuous, and proud, he could bend
to the extreme of submission. But while he would, by letter or conversa-
tion, say to a marauding Pindarri or Pathan, let me petition to your
notice," or^ “if my clodpole understanding (bhomia haoiVh) is worth
consulting or reply to a demand for a contribution, coupled with a
threat of inroad, “ that iUe fyiendly epistle had been received; that he
lamented the writer’s distresses, etc., etc.

; with a lew thousand more
than was demanded, and a present to the messenger, he would excite
a feeling which at jeast obtained a respite

; on the other hand, he was
always prepared to^repel aggression; and if a single action would have
decided his quarrel, he would not have hesitated to enga^je any power
in the circle. But he knew even success, in such a case, to be ruin, and
the general feature of his external policy was accordingly of a temporizing
and very mixed nature. Situated as he was, amidst conflicting elements,
he had frequently a double game to pay. Thus, in the coalition of
1806-7, against Jodhpur, he had three parties to please, each requesting
his aid, which made neutrality almost impossible. He sent envoys to
all

;
and while appearing as the universal mediator, he gave assistance

to none.

It would be vain as well as useless to attempt the details of his
foreign policy

; we sliall merely allude to the circumstance which first

brought him in contract with the British government, in A.D. 1803-4,
and then proceed to his domestic administration.

When the ill-fated expedition under Monson traversed Central
India to the attack of Holcar, the regent of K('tah, trusting to the
invincibility of the British arms, did not hesitate, upon their appearance
within his territory, to co-operate both with supplies and men. But when
the British army retreated, and its commander demanded admission
within the walls of Kotah, he met a decided and very proper refusal.
" You shall not bring anarcliy and a disorganized army to mix with
my peaceful citizens; but draw up your battalions under my walls; 1

will furnish provisions, and I will march the whole of my force between
you and the enemy, and bear the brunt of his attack." Such were
Zalim’s own expressions : whether it would have been wise to accede
to his proposal is not the point of discussion, Monson continued his

disastrous flight through the Boondi and Jeypur dominions, and carried
almost alone the news of his disgrace 10 the illustrious Lake. It was
natural he should seek to* palliate his error by an attempt to involve
others

; and amongst those thus calumniated, first and foremost was the
regent of Kotah, " the head and front of whose offending,"—non-
admission to a panic-struck, beef-eating army within his walls,—was
translated into treachery, and a connivance with the enemy

;
a calumny

which long subsisted to the prejudice of the veteran politician. But
never was there a greater wrong inflicted, or a more unjust return for

services and sacrifices, both in men and money, in a cause which little

concerned him; and it nearly operated hurtfully, at a period (1817)
when the British government could not have dispensed with his aid. It
was never told, it is hardly yet known at this distant period, what devo-

he evinced in that men^orable retreat, as it is misnamed, wl>en the
troops of Kotah and the crops of the devoted Lucan were sacrificedj to

50
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ensure the safety of the army until it left the Mokundiirra Pass in its renr,
If there be any incredulous supporter of the commander in that era of our
shame, let him repair to the altar of the Coe.lah chief, wito, like a true Har,
•‘spread bis carpel” at the ford ^of the Arnjar, and there awaited the
myrmidons of the Mahrattas, and fell protecting the flight of an army
wtiich mii*ht have passed from one end of India to the other. Well mij^ht

the veteran allude to onr ingratitude in i?o4, when in A.D, 1817 he
was calfetl upon to co-operalc in the destructica of th.it predatory sys-

lcn\ in withst^jnding wtuch he had pass^?d a life of feverish anxiety.

If there was a d. nbt of the part he if the monuments of the slain

will not be admitted as evidence, us appeal to the opioioft of the enemy,
whose testimony adds anct.hcr featiire to the poarait of this extra-
ordinary man.

^
the Coelah rhief, and many brave Haras, slain on the

retreat or Mon- )n, the lt'j]v‘'hee, oricoininandcr of the forces, was mndc
prisofiCr. As the price Ins liberation, and as a pooi^-iimei.t for tiic

oid th js ^jiven to the British, (the M iluaiia leader exacted a bond of

ten lakli ot rupees fio*7> the Buir^hee, threaieni.’uj on refusal to lay

was»e with fire ai d sword the whole line of pursuit. i 5 ut when the (Jjs-

comhtted Bnkshee appeared before the Uejjent, lur spurned him from
liis presence, disavo’ved Iris act, and sent him back to llulcar to pay the

forfeiture as he miirht.*' Holcar satisfied himself then with tlire ifenm^
vcnjFeance, and when opportunity permitted, he marched into Hanniti
and encamped near the capital. 1 he walls were manned to rei eive

him
;
the sh^nal had been prepared which would not have left a sinjizle

house inhabited in the plains, while the Bhils would simultaneously pour

down from the hills on Holcar’s supplies or foHowei s. 1 he bond svns

a^^ain presented, and without hesitation di 5«wowed ; hostilities appeared
inevitable, when the friends of bolli parlies concerted an interview. But

Zalim, aware of the perfidy of his foe, declined this, except on his own
conditions, 'rhese were sinj^idar, and will recall to mind another and

yet itTore celebrated ineelinrt* He demanded that they should discuss

the terms of peac^ or war upon the Churnbul, to which Holcar acceded.

For titc purpose Zalim prepared two boats, each capable of containing

about twenty armed men. Having; moored liis own little bark in the

middle of the stream, under the cannon of the city, Holcar, accompanied

his cavalcade, embarked in his boat and rowed to meet him. Carpets

were spread, and there these extraordinary men, with only one eyef

between them, settled the conditions of peace, and the endearinjgf epithets

of ‘uncle’ and ‘nephew’ were bandied, with abundant mirth on the pecu-

liarity of iheir situation
;
while,—fur the fact is beyond a doubt,—each

boat was plung'ed, and men were at hand on the first appearance of

treachery to have sent them all to the bottom of the river. But Holcar’s

necessities were urgent, and a gift of three lakhs of rupees averted such

a catastrophe, though he never relinquished the threat of exacting the

ten Iakl>« ; and when at length madness overtook him, “the bond of

Kaka Zaltm Sing’' was one of the most frequently-repealed raving?'

of this soldier of fortune, whose whole life was one scene of insanity.

If my memory betrays me not, this unfortunate commander, unable

to bear hts shame, took poison*

jf
It should be remembered that Zalim WM quite bliiHl and that

Holcar bad lost the ttsc of one eye.
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It will readily be conceived, that the labours of bis administration
•were quite sufficient to occupy his attention without intermeddling with
his neighbours

;
yet, in order to give a direct interest in the welfare of

Kotali, he became a competitor for the farming of the extensive districts
which joined his southern frontier, belonging to Sindia and Holcar,
From the former he rented tlie Punj - Mohals, and from the latter the four
important districts of Dig, Perawa, etc., whiclt, when by right of conquest
they became British, were giveti in sovereignty to the Regent. Not
satisfied with this liold of self-interest on the two great predatory powders,
he had emissaries in the persons of their confidential ministers, wlio
reported every movement; and to “make assurance doubly sure,” he
had Mahratta pundits of the first talent in hisown administration, through
whose connections no political measure of their nation escaped his know*
ledge. As for Meer Khan, he and the Regent w'ere essential to each
other. From Kotah the Khan was provided with military stores and
supplies of every kind; and when his legions mutinied ( a matter of

daily occurrence) and threatened him with the bastinado, or fastening
to a piece of ordnance under a scorching sun, Kotah afforded a place
of refuge during a temporary retreat, or ways and means to allay the
tumult by paying the arrears. Zalirn allotted the castle of Shirgurb for

the Khaifs family, so that this leader had no anxiety on their account,
while he was pursuing his career of rapine in more distant scenes.

Even the Pindarries were conciliated with all the respect and courtesy
paid to better men. Many of their leaders held grants of land in Kotah :

so essential, indeed, was a good understanding with this body, that when
Sindia, in A. D. 1807, entrapped and imprisoned in the dungeons of

Gwalior the celebrated Kurcem, Zalirn not only advanced the large sum
required for his ransom, but had the temerity to pledge himself for his

future good conduct : an act which somewhat tarnished his reputation

for sagacity, but eventually operated as a just punishment on Sindia for

his avarice.

The scale of munificence on which the Regent exercised the rites of

sanctuary towards the chiefs of other countries claiming his pro-

tection, was disproportion«d to the means of the state. 1 he exiled

nobles of Marwar and Mewar have held estates in Kotah greater than

their sequestrated patrimonies. Ihese dazzling acts of beneficence were

not lost on a community amongst whom hospitality ranks at the head of

the virtues. In these regions, where the strangest anomalies and the

niost striking contradictions present themselves in politics, such conduct

hegets no astonishment, and rarely provokes a remonstrance from the

state whence the suppliant fled. Ihe Regent not only received the

refugees, but often reconciled them to their sovereigns. He gloried in

tbe title of ‘ peace-maker,’ and whether his conduct proceeded from

motives of benevolence or policy, he was rewarded with the epithet,

sufficiently exalted in itself. " They all come to old Zalirn with their

troubles,’* he remarked, ** as if he could find food for them ^11 from his

handful of soil.’i”

' To conclude : ?his defensive was, in its results, the reverse of his

offensive policy. Invariable and brilliant success accompanied the one;

defeat, disappointment, and great peciiniarysacrifices, \vere the constant

bruits of the other. Mewar eluded 'all his arts, and involved Kotah in

embarrassments from which she will never recover, while his attempt to

take Sheopur, the capital of the Gores, by a rou/i mam, was signally

defcatedf Had he succeeded in either attempt, and added the resources
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of these acquisitions to Kotah, doubtless fiis views would have been still

more eoUrj^cd. At an early period of his career, an offer was made to

him, by the celebrated Pratap Sinjr of Jeypiir, to undertake the duties of

chief minister of that state: it is vain to speculate on what might have
been tl>e result to the state or himself, had he been able to wteld her
resources, at the lime so little impaired.

Let us now view the domestic policy of the Regent
; for which pur-

pose we must again bring forward the pageant prince of Kotah, the Raja
Omed Sing, wlio was destined never, to be extricated from the trammels
of a guardiansuip which, like most offices in the East, was designed to

be hereditary ; and at ilie age of threescore and ten, Omed Sing found

himself as much a minor as when his dying father “ placed him in the

lap’' of the Protector Z alim Sing. 'I'he line of conduct he pursued to-

wards his sovereign, through half a c» nrury's duration, was singularly

consistent. 1 he age, the character, the very title of nanah, or ‘ grand-

s»re,’ added weight to his auttiority. and the disposition of the prince

seemed little inclined to throw it olT In short, his temperament appeared
exactly stiited to the views of the Regent, who, while lie consulted his

wishes in every step, acted entirely from himself. Mie Maha-Rao was

a prince of excellent understanding, and possessed many of those

qualities inherent in a’ Rajpoot. He was fond of the chase, and was the

best horseman and maikstnan in the country
;
and the Regent gained

such entire ascendancy over him, that it is doubtful whether be was

solicitous of change. Besides, there was no appearance of constraint

;

and hi«i religious occupations, whicli increased with his age, went far to

wean him from a wish m take a more active share in the duties of govern-

ment. His penetration, in fact, discovered the inutility of such a desire,

and he soon ceased to entertain it ; while in proportion as he yielded,

the attentions of the minister increased. If an envoy came from a

foreign slate, he was introduced to the Prince, delivered his credentials

to him ;
and from him received a reply, but that reply w'as his minister’s.

If a foreign noble claimed protection, he received if from the Prince : he

was the dispenser of the favours, llinugh he could neither change their

nature or amount. Nay, if the Regent’s own ^ons required an addition

to their estates, it could only be at the express desire of the Maha-Rao ;

and to such a length did the minister carry this deference, that an increase

to his personal income required being pressed upon him by the Prince.

If horses arrived from foreign countries for sale, the best were set aside

for the Maha-Rao and his sons. The archives, the seal, and all the

emblems of sovereignty, remained as in times pa.st in the custody of the

personal servants of the Prince, at the castle, though none durst use them

without consent of the Regent. He banished his only son, Madhu Singt

during three years, to the family estate at Nandta, for disrespect to the

heir-apparent, Kishore Sing, when training their horses together; and it

was with difhctilty that even the entreaty of the Maha-Rao'^could procure

bis recall- There are many anecdotes related to evince that habitual

deference to every thing attached to his sovereign, which, originating

good feeling, greatly aided his policy. The Regent was one day at

prayer, in the family temple in the castle, when the younger sons of the

Maha-Rao not knowing he was there, entered to perform their devotions.

If was the cold season, and the pavement was damp ; he look the qn* ^

which he wore from his shoulders, and spread it for them to stand

On their retiring, a servant, deeming the quilt no longer fit to be apphr

to the Regent’s person, was putting it aside
; but, guessing his inlcntioi^

Zalim eagerly snatched it from liim, and re*covering himself# observe
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it was now of some value, since it was marked with the dust of the feet
of his sovereij*n’s children. These are curious anomalies in the mind of
a man who had determined on unlimited authority. No usiirpation was
ever more meek, or yet more absolute

;
and it might be affirmed that

the Prince and the Regent were made for each other and the limes in

wliich they lived.

It was to be expected that a man, whose name was long synonymotis
with wisdom, should shew discernment in the choice of his servants. He
had the art of attaching them to Ids interests of uniting their regard with a
submissive respect, and no kindness, no familiarity, ever made them
forget the bounds prescribed. But while he generously provided for all

their wants and granted them every indulgence, he knew too well the
caprice of human nature to make them independent of himself. He
would provide for them, for their relations and their dependents

;
his hand

was ever bestowing gratuities on festivals, births, marriages, or deaths;
but he never allowed them to accumulate wealth. It is to be remarked
that his most confidential servants were either Pathans or Mahratta
Pundits : tite first he. employed in military posts, the other in the more
complicated machinery of politics. He rftreJy employed his own country-
men

;
and the post of Foujdar, now held by Bishen Sing, a Rajpoot of

the Snktawut clan, is the exception to the rule. Diilleei Khan and
Mehrab Khan were his most faithful and devoted servants and friends.

The stupendous fortifications of the capital, with which there is nothing in

India to compete, save tiie walls of Agra, were all executed by the former,

Bv him, also was raised that pride of the Regent, the city called after

him, Jhalra-patun ;* while all the other forts were put into a state which

makes Kotah tlie most defensible territory in India. Such was the affec-

tionate esteem in which Dulleel was held by the Regent, that be used

often to say, “ he hoped he should not outlive Dulleel Khan.^' Mehrab
Khan was the commander of the infrantry, which he maintained in a state

of admirable discipline and efficiency,f they received their dt^es rnza^ or

twenty days' pay, "each month, with their arrears at the end of every

second year.

CHAPTER X.

W B now enter upon that period of the Regent’s history, when the

march of events linked him with the policy of Britain. When,
to A. D. 1817, the Marquis of Hastings proclaimed war against the

Pindarris, who were the very lees of the predatory liordes, which the dis-

comfiture of the greater powers had thrown off, neutrality was not to be

endured
; and it uas announced that all those who were not for us in

Jhala-ra-Patun, ' the city of the Jhala,' the Regent's tribe.

t Mehrab Khan was the commandant of one division of Zalim’s

contingent, placed at my disposal, which in eight days took possession of

every district of Holcar’s adjacent to Harouti, and ’which afterwards

K==»ined so much credit by the brilliant escalade of the ‘Soudi’ fortress,

>vhen co-operating with General Sir John Malcolm. The Royals (Raj*

Paltan) were led by Syf Alii, a gallant soldier, but who could not resist

joining the cause of the Maharao and legitimacy in the civil war of 1821.

.
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this |?rand entcrpnze, which involved the welfare of all, would be con-^i-

dered against ns. The Rajpoot states, alike interested with ourselves
in the establishment of settled government, were invited to an alliance,

offensive and defensive, with us, which was in free tfierii for ever from the
thraldom of the predatory armies

;
in return for which, we demanded

liomaj^e to our power, and a poition of their revenues as the price of pro-
tection. The ea^le-eye of Zalim saw at once the virtue of compliance
and the grace attendant on its being quickly yielded. Accordingly, his

envoy was the first to connect ICotah in the bonds of alliance, whicli soon
united ail Rajwarra to Britain. Meanwhile, all India was in arms; tuo
hundred thousand men were embodied, and moving on various points lo

destroy the germ of ranine for ever. As the first scene of action was
expected to be in the countries bordering upon Harouli, the presence of

an agent with Zalim Sing appeared indispensable. His instructions were
to make available the resources of Kotah to the armies moving round him,

and to lesson the fi^ld of the enemy’s mat^ccuvres, by shutting him out of

that country. So efficient were these resources, that in five da3'S after the

agent readied the Regent’s camp,* every pass was a post
;
and a corps of

fifteen hundred men, infantry and cavalry, with /oll^ guns, was marched to

co-operate with General Sir Jolin Malcolm, who had just crossed the Ner-
budda with a weak division of the army of the Deklian, and was marching
northward surrounded by numerous foes and doubtful friends, 'i hroiigli-

out that brilliant and eventful period in the history of British India, w!icn

every province from the Ganges to tlic Ocean was agitated by warlike

demonstrations, the camp of tl»e Regent was the pivot of operations

and the focus of intelligence. Ttic part he acted vVas decided, mdnly,

and consistent; and if there were moments of vacilUilon, it was

inspired by our own conduct, which creaied doubts in his mind as to the

wisdom of his course. He had and felt that the grand principle of

politics, expediency, guided all courts and councils, whether Moghul,

Kfahratta, or Britisfi : the disavowal of the alliances formed by Lord

Lake, under Marquis Wellesley's adminstration, proved this to de-

mons tration, and he Bvas loo familiar with the history of our power

to give more credit than mere polit ness (required to our boasted

renunciation of the rights of anticipated conquest. A smile would play

over the features of the orbicss politician vr hen the envoy disclaimed all

idea of its being a war of aggrandisement. To all such protestations lie

would say, •* Maharaja, I cannot doubt >ou believe what you say; but

remember what old Zalim tells you
;
the day is not distant when only one

emblem of poy^et (eki stcca) w'lW be r^cogii;/ed throughout India." Ib'''

was in A.D. 1817-18; and the ten years of life since grunted to him

must have well illustrated the trulh of tins remark; for altliough no •’
u-

solule conquest or incorporation of Rajpoot lerritory has taken Iplace, our

system of control, and the establishment of our monopoly within tliese

limits (not then dreamed of by ourselves), has already verified in part b'J

prediction. It were indeed idle to suppose lliat any protestations could

nave vanquished the arguments present to a mind which liad pondered on

every page of the history of our power; wiiich had witnessed its develop-

ment, from the battle of Plassy qnder Clive, to Lake's, exploits at the

The author of these annals, then Assistant Resident at Sindia s

Court, was deputed bv l,.ord Hastings to the Raj Rana Zalim Sing.

left the Residency at Gwalior on the lath November, 1817* rcac it

the Regeni'a camp at HowUb, about twenty-five miles S. E. of Kotah, on

the 23rd*
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ftffars of Alexander, He had seen throughout, that the fundamental
rule u>hich guides the Rajpoot prince, “ obtain land,'' was one both practi-
cally and theoretically understood by viceroys from the west, who appeared
to act upon the four grand political principles of the Rajpoot, shayn, dan^
bed, dind

;

or, persuasion, gifts, stratagem, force
;
by which, according

to their great lawgiver, kingdoms are obtained and maintained, and all

mundane affairs cr-nducted. When, therefore, in order to attain our
ends we expatiated upon the disinterestedness of our views, his C9-opera-
tion was granted less from a belief in our professions, than upon a dis-
passionate consideration of the henefils which such alliance would confer
upon Kotah, and of its utility iii maintaining his family in the position it

had so lung h.ehl in that state. He must have balanced the difficulties he
had mastered to maintain that power, against the enemies, ii\ternal and
external, which had tlireatened it, and he jusily feared both would
speedily Ixj sacrificed to tfie incapacity of his successors. To provide a
sta ' to their feebleness was tlie motive which induced him to throw him-
seh, heart and hand, into th<j alliance we sought

; and of signal benefit did
he prove to rhe cause he espoused, But if we read aright the workings
of a mind, which never betrayed its purpose either to friend or foe, we
should find that there was a moment wherein, though he did not swerve
from tl»e path he liad chalked out, or shew any equivocation in respect

to the pledge he had given, the same sprrit which had guided him lo the
eminence he had acejuired, suggested what he might have done at a con-
juncture vvlien ail Imiia, save Kajpootana, was iu arms to overthrow the
legions of Britain. Ail had reason to dread her colossal power, and
hatred and revenge aetttated our numerous allies to emancipate them-
selves from a yoke, to which, whether they were bound by friendship or
by fear, was alike galling. H there was one master-mind that could have
combined and wielded their resources for our overthrow, it was that of

Zaliiri Sing alone. Wlieiher the aspirations of his ambition, far too vast
of its little field of action, soared to this height, or were cliecked by the

trammels of nearly eighty winters, we can only conjecture. Once, and
once only, the dubious oracle came forth. It was in the very crisis of

operations, when three English divisions were gradually closing upon the

grand Pindarri horde, under Kureem Khan, in the heart of his dominions,

and his troops, his stores, were all placed at our disposal, he heard that

one of these divisions had insulted his town of Barah : then, the ideas

which appeared to occupy him burst forth in the ejaculation, “ that if

twenty years could be taken from his life, Belhi and Dekhan should be
one and appeared to point lo the hidden thoughts of a man, whose
longue never spoke but in parables.

There is also no doubt that his most confidential friends and ministers

whawere Mahrattas, were adverse to his leaguing wiih the English, and foe

21 moment he felt a lepugnance to breaking the bond which had so long'

united him with their policy. He could not but enumerate amongst the*

arguments for its maintenance, his ability to preserve that independence

which fifty years had strengthened, and he was about to be aHied, he had^

no course but unlimited obedience ;
in short, that this part must now

be subordinate. He preferred it, however, for the security it afforded ;

•nd as- in; the course of nature he pnust soon resign his trust, there was
more hope of his power descending to his posterity than if left to discord

and faction. But when hostilities advanced against the freebooters, and
the more settled governments of the Peshwa, Bhoonsla, Holcar, and
5>india, determined to shake off our yoke, we could urge to him irre-

sistible arguments for a perfect identity of intercels. The envoy had
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only to Lint that the right of conquest would leave the districts he
rented from Holcar at our disposal

;
and that as we wanted no terri-

tory in CeiUral India for ourselves, we. should not forj^et our friends

at the conclusion of hostilities. If ever there were doubts, they were
dissipated by this suggestion

;
and on tlie grand horde being broken

up, it was discovered that the families of its leaders were concealed in

his territory. Through his indirect aid we were enabled to s»*cure them,
and at once annihilated the strength of the marauders. For all these
important services, the sovereignly of the four districts he rented from
Holcar was guaranteed to the Regent. 'Mie circumstances attending
the conveyance of this gift afforded an estimate of Zalim's determination
never to relinquish his authority

;
for, when the sunnud was tendered in

his own name, he declined it. desiring the insertion of that of “his
master, the Mabarao." At the time, it appeared an act of disinterested

magnanimity, but subsequent acts allowed us to form a more correct

appreciation of his motives. The campaign concluded, and the noble

commander and his enlightened coadjutoi left the seal of war impressed
with the conviction of the great services, and the highest respect for the

talents, of the veteran politician, while the envoy, who had acted with

him during the campaign, was declared the medium of his future political

relations.

In march A. D. iSig, profound repose reigned from the Sutlej to

the Ocean, of which Rajpoot history presented no example. I he magic
Runes, by which the north-man could “ hush the stormy wave," could

not be more efficacious than the rod of our power in tranquillising this

wide space, which for ages had been the seat of conflict. The Saiya
the golden age of the Hindu, alone afforded a parallel to the calm which
had succeeded eras of tumiiltUGus effervescence.

Thus matters proceeded till November, iStq, when'thc death of the

Maharao Omed Sing engendered new feelings in the claimants to the

succession, and placed the Regent in a position from which not even his

genius might have extricated him, unaided by the power whose alliance he

had so timeJy obtained. And here it becomes requisite to advert to the

terms of this alliance. The treatyf was concluded at Delhi, on the 26th

of December, 1817, by the envoys of the Regent, in the name of his lawful

sovereign, the Maharao Omed Sing, ratified by the contracting partieSf

and the deeds were interchanged at the Regent’s Court earjy in January.

To this treaty his sovereign's seal and his own were appended ;
but no

guarantee of the Regent’s power was demanded pending the negotiation,

nor is he mentioned except in the preamble, and then only as the minis-

terial agent of the Maharao Omed Sing, in whose behalf alone the treaty

was virtually executed, riiis excited the surprise of the British repre-

sentative,J who, in his official despatch detailing the progress and con-

clusion of the negotiations, intimated that he not only expected such

sttpiilarion. but was prepared for admitting it. 'I'herc was no inadvert-

ence in tills omission ; the Regent saw no occasion for any guarantee, for

the plenary exercise of the powers of sovereign during more than half a

* I allude to Mr, Adam, who divided with the noble Marquis the

entire merits of that ever memorable period.

f Copy of this is inserted in Appendix No. 6.

J C. T. Metcalfe, Esq., then Resident at Delhti now SU C. T. Met-

calfe, Bart, Member of Council in Bengal.
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Century had constituted him, de facto, i^rince of Kotah. Moreover, we
may euppose, had he felt a desire for such stipulation, that a feeling of

pride might have stifled its expression, which by making the choice of

ministers dependent on a foreign power would have virtually annulled the

independent sovereignty of Kotah. Whatever was the reason of the

omission,* at a season when his recognition might have had the same
formal sanction of all the parties as the other articles of the treaty, it

furnished the future opponents of the Regent's power with a strtjng argu-

ment airainst its maintenance in perpetuity on the death of the Maharao
Omed Sing,

It has been already said, that the treaty was concluded at Delhi in

December, 1817, and interchanged in January, 1818. In March of the

same year, two supplemental articles were agreed to at Delhi, and trans-

mitted direct to the Regent, guaranteeing the administration of affairs to

his sons and successors for ever.

Having premised so much, let us give a brief notice of the parties,

whose future fate was involved in this policy.

This Maharao Omed Sing had three sons, Kishore Sing, Bishen Sing,

and Prilhi Sing. The heir-apparent, who bore a name dear to the re-

collection of the Haras, was then forty years of age. He was mild in

his temper and demeanour ; but being brought up in habits of seclusion,

h« was more conversant with the formulas of his religion, and the sacred

epics, than with the affairs of mankind. He was no stranger to the

annals of his family, and had sufficient pride and feeling to kindle at the

recollection of their glory ;
but the natural bent of his mind, reinforced

by education, had well fitted him to follow the path of his father, and to

leave himself and his country to be governed as best pleased the nattak

saheb,* the Regent.

Bislien Sing was about three years younger ;
equally palcid in dispo*

sition, sensible and sedate, and much attached to the Regent.

Prithi Sing was under thirty ;
a noble specimen of a Hara. eager for

action in the only career of a Rajpoot—arms. To him lh(‘ ex^'-ting state

of things was one of opprobrium and dishonour, and his iniud vvas made

up to enfranchise himself and family from the thraldom in whu h Ins father

had left themu or perish in the attempt. Ihe brothers \v‘ rr utarhtd to

each other, and lived in perfect harmony, though snspicini . dni exist that

Bishen Sing's gr«aler docility and forbearance towards tne Regent s son

and successor, arose from interested, perhaps traitorous, views, fiac o

them had estates of twenty-five thousand rupees' annual rent, which they

managed through their agents.

The Regent had two sons, the elder, Madhu Sing, legitimate ,• the

younger, Gordhun-das, illegitimate ;
but he was regarded with more affec-

tion, and endowed with almost equal authority with the declared success^

to the reeenev* Madhu Sing was about forty-six at the period we speak

of. A physiognomist would discover in his aspect no feature mdicatlve

Of genius, though he might detect amidst traits which denoted indolence, a

supercilious tone of character, the effect of indulgence. 1 his was fostered

in a great degree by the late Maharao, who supported the Regent s son

against his own in all their dissensions, even from their infartcy, which had

• This was the parental epithet always applied to the Regent by Omed
Sing and his sons, who it will be remembered mingled some of the JhaU
blood in their veins. Nanah-saheb, 'sir grandsire.

5 '
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increased the natural arrogance developed by power being too early efi^

trusted to him ; for when the Kegeiit, as before related, quitted the capital
for the camp, Madhu Sing was nominated, to the office of Foujdar, the
hereditary post of his father, and left as his locum teneus at Kotah. This
office, which included tl«e command and pay of all the troops, left unlimited
funds at hts disposal ; and as the checks which restrained every other
officer in the state, were inoperative upon his sons, who dared to inforrti

against flie future Regent ? Accordingly, he indulged his taste in a man-
ner which engendered dislike to him

;
his gardens, his horses, his boats,

were in a style of extravakjance calculated to prove the envy of the sons of

his sovereign
;
while his suite eclipsed that of the prince himself. In short,

he little regarded the prudent counsel of his father, who, in their metapho-
rical language, used to express his fears “that wlien he was a hundred
years old,*' {i. e., dead,) tlie fabric which cost a life in rearing would fall

to pieces.

Gordhiin-das.* the natural son of the Regent, was then about twenty-

seven,f quick, lively intelligent and daring. Misconduct to Ins sovereign’s

family has been preciselv the reverse of his brother’s, and in consequence
he lived on terms of confidential friendship with them, especially with the

heir-apparent and prince, Prithi Sing, whose disposiiion corresponded with

his own. His father, who viewed this child of his old age with perhaps

more affection than his elder brother, bestowed upon him the important
office of Purdhan, which comprehends the grain-department of the state.

It gave him the command of funds, the amount of which endangered the

declared successloif! I'lie brothers cordially detested each other, and

many indignities were cast upon Gordhun-das by Madhu Sing, such as

putting him in the guard, which kindled an irreconcilable rancour between

them. Almost the only frailty in the character of the Regent was the

defective education of his sons ; both were left to the indulgence of arro-

gant pretensions, which ill-accorded with the tenor of his own behaviour

through life, or the conduct that was demanded of them. Dearly, bitterly,

has the Regent repented this error, which in its consequences has thrown

the merits, of an active and difficult career into the shade, and made him

regret that his power was not to die with them.

Such was the state of parties and politics at Kotah in November, iStg,

when the death o| the .Maharao developed views that had long been con-

cealed, and that produced Che most deplorable results. The Regent was

at the Chaonit his standing camp atGagrown, when thi» event occurred,

and he immedi^lelv repaired to the capital, to see that the last offices were

properly performed, and to proclaim the fl/t, or oath of allegiance, and the

accession of the Maharao Kishore Sing.

The political agent received the intelligence^ on his march from Mar-

war to Mewar, and immediately addressed his government on the subject,

Anglicit 'the slave of Gordhun,* one of the names of Krishna, the

tutelary divinity of the Regent.

I Let me again remind the reader, that this was written in ;

for many reasons, the phraseology and chronology of the original MS. are

retaineo. *

X rhe following is a translation of the teller written by the

announcing the decease of his mastcri dated ist Suffur* A. H. 1235^

November atst, iSiQ;—
,

Until Sundayi the eve of the ist# Suffufi the heeltb of the Mailer
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tequestingf instructions. Meanwhile, after a few days’ hall at Oodipur, he
repaired to Kotah to observe the state of parties, whose animosities and
expectations were forebodings of a change which menaced the guaranteed
order of things. On his arrival, he found the aged Regent, still a
stranger to the luxury of a house, encamped a mile beyond the city,
with his devoted bands around him

;
while his son, the heir

to his power, continued to his palace in the town. The prince and
brothers, as heretofore, resided at the palace in the castle, where
they held their coteries of which Gordhun-das and Prithi Sing were
the principals, moulding the new Maharao to their will, and from which
the second brother, Bishen Sing, was excluded. Although the late prince
had hardly ceased to breathe, before the animosities so long existing
between the sons of the Regent burst forth, and threatened “ war within
the gates:*’ and although nothing short of the recovery of rights so long
in abeyance was determined upon by the prince

;
yet,—and it will

hardly be believed,—these schemes escaped the vigilance of the Regent.

The death of his friend and sovereign, added to care and infirmityf

brought on a fit of illness, the result of which was expected to crown the
hopes of the parties who were interested in the event

;
and when, to their

surprise and regret, he recovered, the plans of his prince and natural son
were matured, and as notorious as the sun at noon to every person of note
but the Regent himself. He was not, indeed, the first aged ruler, however,
renowned for wisdom, who had been kept in ignorance of the cabals of his

family. It required a prophet to announce to David the usurpation of
Adonijah and the same cause, which kept David ignorant that his son
had supplanted him, concealed from the penetrating eye of Zalim Sing
the plot which had for its object that his power should perish with him,
and that his son Gordhun should supersede the heir to his hereditary

staff of office. Strange as it must appear, the British Agent acted the

part of Nathan on this occasion, and had to break the intelligence ito the

man who had swayed for sixty years, with despotic authority, the desti-

nies of Kotah, that his sons were arming against each other, and that his

prince was determined that his wand {Chiirri) of power should (to speak

in their metaphorical style) be consumed in the same pyre with himself

whenever the “ decree of Bhagwan” went forth.

It was then that the supplemental articles, guaranteeing Madhu Sing
in the succession to the regency, proved a stumbling-block in the path of

our meditation between parties, the one called on to renounce that dear-

bought power the other determined to regain what lime and accident had

wrested from him. Had the emergency occurred while the predatory

Omed Sing was perfectly good. About an hour after sunset he went to

yi</orsh\p Sri- Byjnatli-ji- Having made six prostrations, and while per-

forming the seventh, he fainted and remained totally insensible. In this

state he was removed to his bed chamber, when every medical aid was
given, but unavailingly ;

at two in the morning he departed for heaven.

Such affliction is not reserved even for a foe ;
but what refuge is

there against the decree ? You are our friend, and the honour and wel-

fare of those whom the Maharao has left behind are now in your hands.

The Maharao Kishore Sing, eldest son of the Maharao deceased, has
been placed upon the throne. ' This is wri^cn for the information of

friendship.'*

.

* '* Nathan spake unto Bathsheba, • hast thou not heard that Adonijah^

the son of Hagitha, docs reign, and David our Lore} knowcih it nou
^
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system was predominant, not a whisper would have been raised
; ihi

point in all* probability would never have been moled : it would have been
considered as a matter of course, where *

“Amurath to Amurath succeeds/'
that the Maharao Kishore shojiild continue the same puppet in the hands
of Madhu Sing that his father had been in Zalim's. This would have ex-
cited no surprise, nor would such a proceeding have afforded speculation for
one hour. Nay, the usurper might have advanced toihe ulterior step

; and,
like the Frank f>alats demanded of tl>e pontiff of Nathdwarra
as did Pepin of Pope Zachariiis, *' whether he who had tt)e power, should
not also have the title of king and the same plenary indulgence would
have awaited the first Jhala Kaja of Kotah as was granted to the first

of the Carlovingian kings ! It. therefore, became a matter of astonish-
ment, especially to the unreflecting, whence arose the general sympathy
amounting to enthusiasm, towards this hitherto disregarded family, not

• noly from chief and peasant, within the bounds of Harouti, and the fore-
ign mercenary army raised and maintained by the Regent, but from the
neighbouring princes and nobles, who had hitherto looked upon the usur-
pation in silence.

A short explanation will sieve what was then enigmatical, even to
those most interested in forming a fust opinion. The practice of the moral
virtues amongst any portion of civilised society may be uncertain, but
there is one invariable estimate or standard of them in theory. The policy
of i8i7 changed the moral with the political aspect of Rajasthan. If,

previous thereto, no voice was raised against usurpation and crime, it was
because all hope that their condition could be ameliorated was extinct*

But this was to them a nya samvat, a ‘new era,* a day of universal re-

generation. Was the sovereign not to look for the. restoration of that

power which had been guaranteed by treaty,—^or the chiefs to claim the

restitution of their estates,—nor the peasant to hope for the lands added
to the crown domain .and were not alt foreign potentates interested in

calling for an example of retributive fusttce for ministerial usurpation,

howler mildly exercised towards the prince? With more rational than
political argument, they appealed to our high notions of public jostice to

accomplish these objects. Unhappy position, in which circumstances,

—

nay, paradoxical as it may appear, political gratitude and justice,—dicta-

ted a contrary course, and marshalled British battalions in line with the

retainers of usurpation to combat the lawful sovereign of the country ! The
case was one of the most difficult that ever beset our policy in the East,

which must always to a certain extent be adapted to the condition of those

with whom we come in contact
;
and perhaps, on this occasion, no caution

or foresight could have averted the effects of this alliance.

There is not a shadow of doubt that the supplemental articles of the

treaty of Kotah, which pledge our faith to two parties in a manner which

rendered its maintenance towards both an impossibility, produced conse-

quences that shook the confidence of the people of Rajwarra in our

l^ltiical rectitude* They established two pageants Instead of one,

whose co««xbtance would have been miraculous ; still* as a measure

oiighc not to be judged entirely by its results, ,wc shall endeavour to

Assign the true motive and character of the act*

If these articles were not diclated by good poHcy ; if t;hcy cannot be

Sudi was the question propounded, and answered as Pepin expccUt^>

ffgarding the deposat of Ctfilderic; the last of the Merovingian race*
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defended on the plea ot expediency; if the omission in the original treaty

of December could not be supplied in March, without questioning the

want of foresiglit of the farmer ;
he might justify them on the ground

that they were a concession to feelings of gratitude for important services,

rendered at a moment when the fate of our power in India was involved

to an extent unprecedented since its origin. To effect a {treaty with the

Nestor of Rajwarra was to ensure alliance with the rest of the estates,

which object was the very essence of Lord Hastings’ policy. Thus, on
general views, as well as for particular reasons (for the resources df Kotah
were absolutely indispensable), the co-operation of the Regent was a
measure vitally important. Still it may be urged that as the Regent him-
self, from whatever motive, had allowed the time to go by when necessity

might have compelled us to incorporate such an article in the original

treaty, was there no other mode of reimbursing these services besides a
guarantee which was an apple of discord ? The war was at an end

;

and we might with justice have urged that * the state of Kotah,’ with

which we had treated, had, in the destruction of all the powers of anarchy

and sharing in its spoils, fully reaped the reward of her services. Such an

argument would doubtless have been diplomatically just
;
but we were

still revelling in the excitement of unparalleled success, to which Zalim

had been no mean contributor, and the future evil was overlooked in the

feverish joy. of the hour. But if cold expediency may not deem this a

sufficient justification, we may find other reasons. When the author of

the policy of 1817 had maturely adjusted his plans for the union of all

the settled governments in a league against the predatory system, it be-

came necessary to adopt a broad principle with respect to those with

whom we had to treat. At such a moment he could not institute a patient

investigation into the moral discipline of each state, or demand of those

who wielded the power by what tenure they held their authority. It be-

came, therefore, a matter of necessity to recognize those who were the

rulers defacto, ^ principle which was publicly promulgated and univer-

sally acted upon. Whether we should have been justified in March,

when all our wishes had been consummated, in declining a proposal

which we would most gladly have submitted to in December, is a ques-

tion which we shall leave diplomatists to settle,^ and proceed to relate the

result of the measure.

The counsellors of the new Maharao soon expounded to him the

terms of the treaty, and urged him to demand its fulfilment according

to its literal incerpretaiion. The politic deference, which the Regent had

invariably shewn to the late prince, was turned skilfully into an offen-

sive weapon against him. Ihey triumphantly appealed tenths

article of the treaty, “ the Maharao, his heirs and successors, shall remain

ab^lute fulers of their country and demanded how we could recon-

cile our subsequent determination to guarantee Madhu Sing and his heira

in the enjoyment of power, which made him de facto the prince, and

The overture for these supplementary articles, in all probability*

originated not with the Regent, but with the son. Had the author (whQ

was then the medium of the political relations with Kotah) been consulted

regarding their tendency, he was as well aware Mee as now what he ought

to have advised. Whether his feelings, alike excited by the grand work

in which he bore no mean part, would have also clouded his judgment, it

were useless to discuss. It is sufficient, in all the spirit of candour, to

swggost such reasons as may have led to h measure, the consequences, qf

whi^ have been so deeply lamented*
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*' reduced the of Kotah to a simple heap cotton?"—with the (act
before our eyes, that the seals of all the contracliiiK parties were 10
the original treaty, but that of the supplemental articles the late Maharao
dted in absolute ignorance.

All friendly intercourse between the prince and the Regent, and
consequently with Madhu Sing, was soon at an end, and every effort was
used whereby the political enfranchisement of the former could be
accomplifhed. The eloquence of angels must have failed to check such
hopes, still more to give a contrary interpretation to the simple language
of the treaty, to which, with a judicious pertinacity, they confined them-
selves. It would be useless to detail the various occurrences pending
the reference to our Goverment. The prince would not credit, or affected
not to credit, its determination, and founded abundant and not easily-
rcfutable arguments upon its honour and justice. When told that its

instructions were, “that no pretensions of the titular Raja can be en-
tertained by us in opposition to our positive engagement with the Regent

;

that he alone was considered as the head of the Kotah state, and the
titular Raja no more deemed the ruler of Kotah. than the Raja of
Satarra the leader of the Mahrattas. or the Great Mogul the emperor
of Hindustan,“ the Maharao shut his ears against the representation of
the Agent, and professed to regard the person who could compare his

case to others so little parallel to it. as his enemy. While his brother,
Prilhi Sing, and Gordhun-das formed part of the council of Kishore Sing,
it was impossible to expect that he would be brought to resign himself
to his destiny ; and he was speedily given to understand that the removal
of both from his council was indispensable.

But as it was impossible to effect this without escalading the castle,

in which operation the prince, in all human probability, might have
perished, it was deemed advisable to blockade it and starve them into

surrender. When reduced to extremity, the Maharao took the determi-
nation of trusting his cause to the country, and placing himself at the liead

band of five hundred horse, chiefly Haras, with the tutelary deity at his

saddic-bow, with drums beating and colours flying, he broke through the

blockade. Fortunately, no instructions had been given for resistance,

and his cavalcade passed on to the sopthward unmolested. As soon as

Ihe movement was reported, the Agent hastened to the Regent*s camp,
which he found in confusion

; and demanded of the veteran what steps

he had taken, or meant to lake, to prevent the infection spreading. His

conduct, at such a crisis, was most embarrassing. Beset by scruples,

real or affected, the Agent could only obtain ill-timed if not spurious

declarations of loyalty ;
“ that he would cling to his sovereign's skirts,

and chakri kar (serve him); that he would rather retire to Nathdwarra,
than blacken hisface by any treason towards his master," Ke|oiced at

the mere hint of a sentiment which afforded Che last presage of the only

mode of cutting the Gordian knot of our policy, the Agent eagerly replied,

“ there was no earthly bar to his determination, which he had only to

signify but abhorring duplicity and cant at such a moment, when action

of the most decisive kind was required, and apprehensive of the conse-

quences of five hundred unquiet spirits being thrown loose on a society

so lately disorganised, he hastily bid the veteran adieu, and galloped to

overtake the prince's cavalcade* He found it bivouacked at the

a country-seat six miles south of the capital. His, followers

and their horses, intermingled, were scattered in groups, outside garden-

wall
; and the prince, his cliMs/ and advisers^ were in the palace, d®"*

betaung on their future operations* lliere was no time for ceremony ?
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ahd he reached the a«}sembly before he could be announced. The rules
of etiquette and courtesy were not lost even amidst impending strife

;

thoufifh tlie ^jreetintf was short, a warm expostulation with the prince and the
chiefs was delivered with rapidity

;
and the latter were warned that their

position placed them in direct enmity to the British government, and that,
without being enabled to benefit tl^eir sovereign, they involved themselves
in destruction. I he courtesy which these brave men had a right to, was
changed into biller reproof, as the Agent turned to Gordhun-da«, whom
he styled a traitor to his father, and from whom his prince could expect
no good, guided as he was solely by interested motives, and warned
him that punishment of no common kind awaited him. His hand
was on his sword in an instant

;
but tf»e aciton being met by a

smile of contempt, and his insolent replies passing unheeded, the Agent,
turning to the prince, implored him to reflect before the door would be
closed to accommodation; pledging himself, at the same time^ to every
thing that reason and his position could demand, except the surrender
of tl»e power of the Kegent, which our public faith compelled us to main-
tain ;

and that <,fie prince’s dignity, comforts, and happiness, should be
sedulously consulted. VVliile he was wavering, the Agent called aloud,

^‘ihe prince’s horse!” and taking his arm. Kishore Sing suffered himself

to be led to it, observing as be mounted, “ I rely implicity on your frien'd-

ship.” "His brother, Piithwi Sing, spoke
;

tlie chiefs maintained silence

;

and the impetuosity of Gordhun and one or two of the coterie was un-
heeded. riie Agent rode side by side with the prince, surrounded by his

bands, in perfect silence, and in this way they re-entered the castle, nor
did tlie Agent quit him till he replaced him on \\\s gadi^ when he reiterated

his expressions of desire for his welfare, but urged the necessity of his

adapting his conduct to the imperious circumstances of his position
;
and

intimated that both his brotlier and Gordhun-das must be removed Jrom
liis person, the Utter altogether from Harouti I'his was in the middle
of May; and in June, after the public deportation of Gordhun -dos as a
state-criminal to Delhi, and ample provision being made for the prince

and every member of his family, a public reconciliation took place

between him and tlie Regent.

The meeting partook of the nature of a festival, and produced a spon-

taneous rejoicing, the populace, with the loudest acclamations, crowding

every avenue to the palace by which the Regent and his son were to pass.

The venerable Zalim appeared like their patriarch ;
the princes as dis-

obedient children sueitig forgiveness. They advanced bending to em-
brace his knees, whilst he, vainly attempting to restrain this reverential

salutation to his age and to habit, endeavoured by the same lowly action

to sliew his respect to his sovereign. Expressions, in keeping with such

forms of affection and respect, from the Maharao, of honour and fidelity,

from the ‘guardian of his father’ and himself, were exchanged with all the

fervour of apparent sincerity. Anomalous condition of human affairs!

strange perversity, which prevented this momentary illusion from becom-
ing a permanent reality

! / „ j .u o.u t o
This much-desired reconciliation was followed on the 8th of Sawun,

or 17th August, A. D. 1820. by the solemnities of a public installation

of the Maliar^o on the gadi of his anpestors : a pageantry which smoothed

all asperities for the lime, and, in giving scope to the munificence of the

Regent, afforded to the mass, who judge only by the surface of things, a
theme for approbation. We leave for another place the details of this

spectacle; merely observing that the representative of the British gover-

went was the first (following the priest) to make the or unction of
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sovereij^ntyi on the forehead of the prince
;
and havin$|f lied on the je\ph,

consisting of aigrette, necklace, and bracelets, he grided on, amidst.salutes
of ordnance, the sword of investiture. Xhe Maharao, with an appropriate
speech, presented one hundred and one go/d mohurs, as the nuesur or
fine of relief, professing his homage to the British government. At the
same time, a khelatt or dress of honour, was presented, in the name of the
Governor*General of Indiaf to the'Regent, for which he made a suitable
acknowledgment! and a nuggur of twenty-five gold mohurs.

Madhu Sing then fulfilled the functions of hereditary Fcajdar, making
the tika, girding on the sword, and presenting the gift of accession, which
was returned by the Maharao presenting to Madhti Sing the khelat erf

ultimate succession to the regency : the grand difficulty to overcome, and
which originated all these differences. The Agent remained an entire

month after the ceremony, to strengthen the good feeling thus begun
; to

adapt the Maharao's mind to the position in which an imperious destiny

had placed aim
;
and also to impress on the successor to the regency the

dangerons responsibility of the trust which a solemn treaty had guaran-
teed, if by his supineness, want of feeling, or misconducli it were violated.

On the 4th September, previous to leaving Kotah, the Agent was present

at another meeting of all the parties, when there was as much appearance
of cordiality manifested as could be expected in so difficult a predicament.
The old Regent, the Maharao, and Madhu Sing, joined hands in recipro*^

cal forgiveness of the past, each uttering a solemn asseveration that he

would cultivate harmony for the future.

Il was on this occasion that the Regent performed two deliberate acts*

which appear suitable accompaniments to the close of his political life,

both as respects his prince and his subjects. He had prepared a cove-

nant of surety for his old and faithful servants after his death, demanding

the Maharao’s, his son Madhu-Sing’s, and the Agent’s signatures thereto,

stipulating that " if his successor did not choose to employ their services,

they should be free agents, be called to'no account for the past, but be per-

mitted to reside wherever they pleased.” The Maharao and Madhu Sing

having signed the deed, the British agent, at the desire of the Regent,

placed his signature as a guarantee for its execution. In this act, we not

only have proof that to the last the Regent maintained the sapremacy of

his master, but evidence of the tfears he entertained respecting the con-

duct of hts successor.

The other act was a brilliant victory over the most inveterate habiis

of his age and country.—the revocation of drnd, or forced contributions,

throughout the dominion of Kotah. This spontaneous abolition of a prac-

tice so deeply rooted in Ratasthan, is another proof of the keen penetra-

tion of the Regent, and of his desire to conciliate the opinions of the

tecting power, as to the duties of princes towards their subjects ;
duties

regarding which, as he sard, ’'theoretically vre arc not ignorant ;[* and on

which he lias often forcibly descanted before his son whifst laying down

rules of conduct when he should be no more. At such moments, he foter-

ed fully and with energy into his own conduct ; condemning it

;

out Its inevtuble resultit and the benefits he had observed to aiiena a

opposie course of action. *’My word, son, was not worth a coppaf* ^
^Anointing’* appears to have been, in all ages, the

tallation. The unguent on this occasion is ol sandal-wood
j,

roses made into a paste, or very thick ointment, of which a im

placed upon the fe^ihead with the middle finger of the right hand.
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’•xmld say ;
*• but now nobody would refuse any thing to old %alim.'’ It

was, therefore, as much from a conviction of the benefit to himself and the
state which would attend the renunciation of this tax, as with a view of

opinion, that he commanded a stone to be raised in the
chief town of every district of his country, on which was inscribed the edict
of perpetual abolition of dittd with the denunciation of eternal vengeance
on whoever should revoke it. I'he eflfigies of the sun. the moon, the cow,
and the hog, animals reverenced or execrated by all classes, were earned
in relief, to attest the imprecation.

Such was the pacific termination of a contest for authority, which
threatened to deluge Kotah with blood. Whether we had a right to hope
that such high and natural pretensions could rest satisfied with the mea*
sures of conciliation and conqpesion that were pursued, the sequel will dis-
close to those who fudge only by results.

CHAPTER Xf.

THa sole measure of severity which arose out of these commotions was
exercised on the natural son of the Regent, who was ,banished in the

face of open day from the seenc of his turbulent intrigue. Gordhun-das,
or, as his father styled him, Gordhun-ji” was the 'child of love* and of his
old age, and to his mother the Regent, it is said, felt the most ardent
attachment. The perpetual banishment of this firebrand was essential

to tranquillity
;
yet, notwithstanding his misdeeds, political and filial,

it was feared that the sentiments of ttie Jewish monarch, rather than the
sternness of the Roman father, would have influenced the Rajpoot regent,
whose bearing, when the sentence of condemnation was enforced, was
to be regarded as the test of a suspicion that the Maharao had been
goaded to his course through this channel by ulterior views which he
oared not openly promulgate^ But Zalim's fiat was worthy of a Roman,
and sufficed to annihilate suspicion—"Tet the air of Harouti never
more be tainted by his presence.** Delhi and Allahabad were the cities

fixed upon, from which he was to select his future residence, and unfor«

innately the first was chosen. Here he resided with his family upon a
pension sufficiently liberal, and had a range abundantly excursive for

•xercbe, attended by sdhte horsemen furnished by the British local

authority.

About the close of 1821, permission was imprudently granted to the

nxile to visit Malwa, to fulfil a marriage*con tract with an illegitimate

daughter of the chieftain of Jabboa. Scarcely had he set his foot in

that town, when symptoms of impatience, in lieu of perfect tranquillity,

began to be visible at Kotah, and a correspondence both there and at

Boondi was hardly detected, before a spirit of revolt was reported to

fiave infected the tried veterans of the Regent. Syef lAlli, the comman-
der of the * royals’ PuifunJ, an officer of thirty years* standing,

distinguished for his xeaf, fidclitsi, and gallantry, was named as having

been gained over to the cause of his nominal sovereign. This was looked

upon as a slander ; but too wise entirely to disregard it, the Regent
interposed a force between the disaffected battalion and the castle, which
brought the matter to issue. The Maharao immediately proceeded by
^•ter, and conveyed Syel Allianda part of his battalion to the place;

which was no sooner reported, than the blind Regent put himself into

5»
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bis litter, anl^ hi^aded a force with which he attacked the femarrrdefi whtfer

two t\venty*four pounders, mounted on a cavalier, which commanded
not only every portion of the city, but *the country on both sides the
Chumbul, played upon the castle. In the midst of this firing (probably
unexpected), the Maharao, his brother Priihi Sing, and their adherents,
took to boat, crossed the river, and retired to Boondi, while the remainder
of the mutinous *royals' laid down their arms. By this energetic con*
duct, tharnew attempt upon his power was dissolved as 'soon as formed,
and the of tlte Haras was abandoned. Bishen Sing escaped from
his brothers in the midst of the fray, and joined the Regent whose views
regarding him, in this crisis, however, indirectly manrlested, could not

be mrstaken but our system of making and unmaking kings in these

distant regions, though it may have enlarged our power, had not added
to our reputation

;
and the Agent had the most rooted repugnance to

sanction the system in the new range of our alliances, however it might
have tended to allay the discord which prevailed, or to free the paramount
power from the embarsassment in which its diplomatic relations had
placed it, and from whence there was no escape without incurring the

too just reproach of violating the conditions we had imposed. Common
decency forbade our urging the only plea we could in forming the treaty,

namely, oar considering the prince as a mere phantom
;
and if we had

been bold enough to do so, the reply would have been the same ! why
did you treat with a phantom V* while he would have persisted in the

literal int^pretation of the bond.

There was but one way to deal with the perplexity—to fulfil the

spirit of the treaty, by which public peace would be ensured. Instructions

were sent to the prince of Boondi, that there was no restraint npon hi$

performing the rites of hospitality and kindred to Che fugitive princes,

but that he would be personally responsible if he permitted them to con-

gregate troops for the purpose of hostility against the Regent; wlule, at

the same time, the commander of the British troops at Neemuch was de-

sired to interpose a light crops on the line of Jabboa and Boondi, and to

capture Gardhan-das, dead or alive, if he attempted to join the Maharao.
He, however, contrived, through the intricacies of the plateau, to elude the

well-arranged plan ; but finding that the prince of Boondi had the same
determination, he made direct for Marwar, where being also denied an

asylum, he had no alternative but to return to Delhi, and to a more strict

stirveillancs. This, however, may have been concerted ;
for soon after,

the Maharao broke ground from Boondi, giving out a pilgrimage to Brin-

dabun; and it was hoped that the tranquillity and repose he would fil^d

amidsi the fanes of his lutefary deity, Bfijuath-ji, might tempt a

mind prone to religious seclusion, to pass his days there; While he re>>

mained at Boondi. public opinion was not at all manif^ted |
the distance

was trifling to Kotah, and being with the head of his raco^ the act was

deemed only one of those hasty ebullitions so common in those countries,

and which would be followed by reconciliation. But as ioon as the prince

moved northward, expectation being excited that hit cause would meet at-

tention elsewhere, he had letters of sympathy and condolence from every

chief of the country, and the customary attentions to sovereignty were paJ"

by those through whose states he passed, with the sole exception of tn^c

most contiguous to our provinces, Bhuitpiir. The prince of this celebrate

place sent a deputation to the frontier, exeustng himself on account of

age and blindness \ but the Hera f^inee, knowing what was
Jat xemtndar, however favoured by the accessiOni of fortune, repelled ^

disdain both hi« gifts And bis otiMiotb For tho twisty, though (<«<
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tsube^min^ maintenance of precedent, the Maharao was Ivarned off
ihc bounds of Bburtpor, Having remained some time among the
•‘groves of Vrija,’* there was reason to believe that the canticles of Jaydeva
had rendered an earthly crown a mere bauble in the eye of the abdicated
Hara, and that the mystical effusions of Kaniya and Radha had eradicated
alt remembrance of the rhapsodies of Chund, and the glories of the Cho-
han : he was accordingly left at discretion to wander where he listed. As
it was predicted, he soon felt the difference between his past and ^present
mode of life, surrounded by a needy crew in a strange land

;
and towards

the middle of April he had reached Muttra, on his return from Brindabun
to Kotah. But his evil genius, in the shape of Gordhun-das had destined
this should not be

;
and notwithstanding the rigorous surveillance

^

or, in
fact, imprisonment, which had been enjoined, this person found an ^oppor-
tunity to carry on cabals with natives of high rank and office.

Intrigues multiplied, and false hopes were inspired through these
impure channels, which were converted by his corrupt emissaries into

fountain-heads of political control, superseding the only authorized medium
of communication between the misguided prince and the paramount power.
Accordingly, having collected additional troops about him, he commenced
his march to Harouti, giving out to the chiefs through whose dominions he
passed, that he wai returning by the consent of the paramount power for

the resumption of all his sovereign rights, so long in abeyance. Men with
badges in his train, belonging to the persons alluded to, and an agent from
the native treasurf*r of Delhi, who supplied the prince with funds, gave a
colour of truth which deceived the country and produced ardent expres-
sions of desire (or his success. As he proceeded, this force increased, and,

be reached the Chumbul, towares the close of the moonsoon 1821, with
about three thousand men. Having crossed the river, he issued his sum-
mons in a language neither to be misunderstood nor disobeyed by a Raj^
poot

; he conjured them by their alliances to join his cause, “that of seek-

ing justice according to t!\e treaty and the call was obeyed by every

Hara of the country. His conduct afforded the most powerful illustration

of the Rajpoot's theory of fidelity, for even those closely connected by ties

of blood and by every species of benefit, withdrew from the Regent,

to whom they owed every thing, in order to join their hereditary

and lawful prince, whom some had never seen, and of whom they

knew nothing. Negotiation, and expostulation the most solemn and
earnest on the personal dangers he was incurring, were carried on,

and even public tranquillity was hazarded, rather than have re-

course to the last argument^ which the less necessary, as universal

peace reigned around us, and the means of quelling revolt were at

Hand. An entire month was thus consumed^ ; but the ultimatum*

-
^

^

* Letter of Maharao Kishore Sing, accompanying counter articles,

presented to Capt. Tod, dated Asoj bud Panchmee, or i6th September,

*/Camp Meanoh."
(After compliments.)

Chund Khan has often expressed a desire to know what were my ex-

.pectations. These had been already /Sent to you by my valfeels, Mif?i

,
Mohummud Alee Beg, ahd Lalla Salik Ram. I again send you the Sche-

of articles. According to their purport you will act. Do me jusiict

es the representative of the British Government, and let the master be 'aj

ahd the servant as servant . thi^ is the case every where else, anc
is not hidden you«

.
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left no meatii of putting a stop to increasing disorders bat that apperaf

which from various considerations had been so long delayed.

The tired troops of the Recent could not be depended on ; he confessed

it ;
and in this confession, what an evidence is afforded of the nature of

fits rule, and of the homage to immutable justice in all parts of the world f

Every corps, foreign or indtgenous, was ready to range on the side of feai-

timate authority against the hand which had fed and cherished them. So
cotitpletety did this feeling pervade every part of the political fabric^ that

the Regent himself said, in his forcible manner, on his escape from the

danger, ** even the clothes on his back smalt of treason to him.*' It was

hoped that ••the wisdom which called aloud (even) in the slcects** would

dot be disregarded by the veteran ; that disgust at such maris of perfidy

would make him sprung from him the odium of nsurpatidn, and thus free

the paramount power from a situation the most painful and embarrassing.

Abundant opportunities were afforded, and hints were given that he alone

could cut the knot, which otherwise must be severed by the sword. But all

was fruitless : ••he stood upon his bond,^' and the execution of the treatyr

The Maharao, his nominal sovereign, took the same ground, and even sent

Articles, the fulfilment of which was demanded by Moharao Kbhore

Sing, and accompanying his letter of i6th September.

I. According to the treaty executed at Delhi, in the time of Maha-

rao Omed Sing, I will abide.

a. 1 have every confidence in Nana -It Zalim Sing ; in like manner

as he served Maharao Omed Sing, so he will serve me. 1 agree to
^

hit

administration of affairs ; but between Madhu Sing, and myself suspicions

and doubts exist : we can never agree ; therefore 1 will give him a fageer

;

there let him remain. His son Bappa Lall, shall remain with me, and

In the same way as other ministers conduct state business before their

princes, so shall he before me. I. the master, he, the servant ; and if w
the servant he acts, it will abide from generation to generation.

3. To the English Government, and other principalities, whatever

letters are addressed shall be with my concurrence and advice.

4. Surety for his lif,. 'wtd .1.0 for mine, mwt be guinnlewl by the

English Government.

«, 1 shall allot a Jageer lor Prithwi Sing (lh« Maharao'. brother),

at which he will reside. The esUblishment to reside with him and my

brother Bishen Sing shall be of my nomination. Besides, to my
and clansmen, according to their rank, I shall give }Meeri, and they shsii,

according to ancient usage, be la attandance upon nfc<

6. My perKmal or Mat guards, to the amount of three thousand,

with Bappa Lall (the Regent's grandson) shall remain in attendance.

7. The amount ef *e collections of the wnntnr shaH all

cd m tha XuAtn Biniar (general treasury), and thence expendito

8. The killedars (commendant.) of all the

me, and tl^ army ahall be under my or^^. *^*.1^ ^»|( be

desire the officer, of Government to execute hi. commends, but it s

with my advice and Mnetion.

These are Artlde. I desire; they are Mnrdlfg to the .rules I«r

ysrnmsnt (’r.7i',#()~”MitW Asod ftmcluiisej S, 878 (loss).
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a copy of the treaty on the Agent, tauntingly asking whether it was to be rc»

cogniji;ed or not 7 AH this embarrassment would have been avoided, had
the supplemental articles been enrbodied in the original treaty v then the

literal interpretation and its spirit would not have been at variance, nor

have afforded a pretext to reproach the paramonnt power with a breach*

of faith and justice : charges which cannot, in fact, be supported, iitasmucb

as the same contracting parties, who executed the original docurnent^

amended it by this supplemental deed. 1 he dispute then resolves itself

into a question of expediency, already touched on, vi>., whether we might
not have provided better for the future, and sought out other modes of

reward for services we had acknowledged, that the maintenance of twO'

pageants of sovereignty, both acknowledged, the one de facto

t

the other

di juro* It was fortunate, however, that the magnitude of the titular

prince's pretensions placed him complete^ in opposition to the other

contracting parties, inasmuch as he would not abide by either the spirit

or the letter of the treaty or its supplement, in the most mod’rfed senses*

His demand for a personal guard of three thousand of his kinsmen^

that he might allot estates at pleasure to his chiefs, appoint the governorr

fortresses, and be head of the army," was a virtual repudiation of every

principle of the alliance
\
while the succession to the administrative powers

of the state, secured to the issue of the Regent, was madc^ to depend

on his pleasure ; rather a frail tenure whether in Europe or Rajpootana*

Every thing that could be done to withdraw the infatuated prince

from the knot of evil advisers and fiery spirits who daily flocked to his

standard, carrying with them their own and their ancestors* wrongs^

being ineffectual and hopeless, the troops which had been called upon

to maintain the treaty moved forward in combination with the army oS

the Regent. As the force reached the Caly Sind, which alone divided

the rivals for power, torrents of rain, which during several days sailed

it to an impassable flood, afforded more t»me to try all that fricnoship

or prudence could urge to save the Maharao from the impending ruin*

But all was vain ; he saw the storm, and invited its approach with ming*

led resolution and despair, proclaiming the most submissive obedience to

the paramount power and avowing a conviction of the good intcnii^s

and friendship of its representative ; but to every remonstrance he replied,

" what was life without honour : what a sovereign without authority 7

Death, or the full sovereignty of his ancestors
!"

The conduct of the Regent was not less perplexing than that of the

prince
; for while he affected still to talk of fealty, to preserve hts white

beard from stain,” he placed before him the ample shield of the treaty^

although he expected that his power should be maintained without any

active measures on his own part for its defence
;
a degree of inesfmn-

sibility not for a momfint to be tolerated. It was in vain he hinted U
the spirit, more than doubtful of his army ;

that in the moment of conlli^

they might turn their guns against us ; even this he was told we woula

haaard : and, it was added, if he desired, at whatever cost, to preserve

the power guaranteed to his famdy, he must act offensively as well as

defensively : for it would shortly be too |latc to talk of reconciling f^elty

with the preservation of his power. The wily Regent desired to have h^
work done for him ; to have all the benefit which the alliance compellea

us to afford, with none of the obloquy it entailed. The Agent had some

hope, even at the twelfth hoiir, that rather than incur the opprobrium of

the worldf and the penalty denounced against the violation of swoiw-

Mirma, in committihg to the chaacc of battle the lives of all Uiosc to
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yA\(m he was protector, he would draw hack and C0mpN)mhe his power

;

but the betrayal of his half-formed designs in hypocritical cant adapted
only for the multitude, soon dispelled Hhe illusion ;

and though there
was a strong internal struggle, the love of dominion overcame eve ty
teruple.

Ilie combination of the troops was discussed in his presence and
that of his officers ; and in order that unity of action might be insured,

a firitislv^officer was, at his request, attached to his force.*

At daybreak on the 1st of October, the troops moved down to the
attack. The Regent's army consisted of eight battalions of infantry,

with thirty*two pieces of cannon and fourteen strong paegas, or squadrons
of horse. Of these, five battalions, with fourteen pieces and ten squad-
rons, composed the advance ; while the rest formed a reserve with the

Regent in parson, five hundred yards in the rear. I he British troops,

consisting of two weak battalions and six squadrons of cavalry, with a
light battery of horse-artillery, formed on the right of the Regent's force

os it approximated to the Maharao's position. The ground over which
the troops moved was an extensive plain, gradually shelving to a smalt

shallow stream, whence it again rose rather abruptly. The Maharao's
icamp was plac^ upon a rising ground, a short distance beyond the

Stream ; he left his tents standing, and had disposed his force on the

margin of the rivulet. The Royals," who had deserted their old

master, with their leader, Syef AlU, were posted on the left
;
the Maharao

with the a band of full five hundred Hara cavaliers, upon the right,

and the interval was filled by a tumultuous rabble. The combined force

was permitted to choose its position, within two hundred yards of the

loe, without the slightest demonstration of resistance or retreat, d Ite

Agent Cook advantage of the pause to request the British commander
halt the whole line, in order that he might make a last attempt to

withdraw the infatuated prince and his devoted followers from the p«riis

that confronted them. He advanced midway between the lines, and offered

the same conditions and an amnesty to all
; to conduct and replace the

prince on the gadi of his ancestors with honour. Yet, notvvithstandiug

min scared him in Che face, he receded from none of his demands ;
he

tnsisCed on the stm qua non^ and would only re-enter Kotah surrounded

by three thousand of his Hara kinsmen. During the quarter of an hour

allowed him to deliberate ere the sword should be drawn, movements in

position on both sides took place; the Maharao's chosen band, conden-

sing ait their force on the right, opposed the Regent's advance, while

the Britit^ troops formed so in echillon as to enBlade their dense masses.

The lime having expired, and not an Iota of the pretensions being

abated, the signal, as agreed upon, was given, and' the action com"

tnenced by a discharge of cannon and fire-arms from the Regent's

whole line, immediately followed by the horse- artillei^y oil the right.

With alt the gallantry that has ever distinguished the Harae, they acted

as at Ftittiabad and Dhofpur, and charged the Regent^ line, when

several were killed at the very musxle^ of the guns, and but

advance of three squadrons of British cavalry, would have turned his

left flank, and probably penetrated to the reserve, where the Regent was

Ueut^ant M'Millan, of the sth Regt„ Native Infentry, volun-

teered for this duty, add performed it a| iflighl (niye been iitp^oied hom

an ofliter of fits galfantry iiid conduct# - <; j
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tn person.^ Defeated In this design» they had no resource but a preci-

pitate retreat from the unequal conflict, and the Maharao, surrounded
by a gole of about four hundred horse, all HaraSi his kinsmen, retired

across the stream, and halted on the rising ground about half a mile
distant, while his auxiliary foot broke and dispersed in all directions*

The British troops rapidly crossed the stream, and while the infantry
made a movement to cut off retreat from the south, two squadrons Were
commanded to charge the Maharao. Determined not to act offensively,

even in this emergency he adhered to his resolution, and his band awaited
in a dense mass and immoveable attitude tlie troops advancing with
rapidity against them, disdaining to fly and yet too proud to yield. A
British officer headed each troop

;
they and those they led had been

accustomed to see the foe fly from the shock
;
but they were Pmdarris,

not Rajpoots. The band stood like a wall of adamant
; our squadrons

rebounded from the shock, leaving two brave youthsf dead on the spot,

and their gallant commander^ was saved by a miracle, being stunned
by a blow which drove in his casque, his reins cut, and the arm raised

to give the coup de grace

t

when a pistol*shot from his orderly levelled his

assailant. The whole was the work of an instant. True to the deter-

mination he expressed, the Maharao, satisfied with repelling the charge/
slowly moved off

}
nor was it till the horse-artillery again closed, and

poured round and grape into the dense body, that they quickened their

retreat
{
while, as three fresh squadrons had formed for the charge, they

readied the mukti fields, amongst the dense crops of which they were lost^

Prithi Sing, younger brother of the prince, impelled by that heroic

spirit which is the birthright of a Hara, and aware that Harouti could

no longer be a home for him while living, determined at least to find a
grave in her soil. He returned, with about five and twenty followers,

to certain destruction, and was found in a of Indian corn as the

line advanced, alive, but grievously wounded. He was placed in a litter,

and escorted by some of Skinner's horse, was conveyed to the camp*
Here he was sedulously attended ;

but medical skill was of no avail, and
he died the next day. His demeanour was dignified and manly; ho
laid the blame upon destiny, expressed no wish for life, and said, looking

to the tree near the lent, that “ his ghost would be satisfied in con-i

templating therefrom the fields of his forefathers." His swords and rirtg>

had been taken from him by a trooper, but his dagger, pearl necklace,

and other valuables, he gave in charge to the Agent, to whom he be-

queaihed the care of his son, the sole heir to the empty honours of the

sovereignty of Kotah,

It was not from any auxiliary soldier that the prince received his'

death-wound; it was inflicted by a lanCe, propelled with unerring fbree

from behind, penetrating the lungs, the point appearing through the;

chest. He said it was a revengeful blow from some determined hand, '

as he felt the steeled point twisted in the wound to ensure its being;

mortal. Although the squadrons of the Regent joined in the pursuiti

yet not n mart of them dated to come to close quarters with their enemy V

• TIpe Author, who placed himself on the extreme left of the Regent’s'

line, to be a check upon the dubious' conduct of his troops, particularly

noted for this intended movement, which was frustrated only by MajOIr

Kennedy’s advance.

; i; Ueutenants Clarke and Read, of the Fourth Regt., Light Cavalry.

i Major, now Lt, Cd. J. Ridge, C.B,
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it was therefore supposed that some treacherous arm had minified with
his men, and inflicted the blow which relieyed the Regent from the chief
enemy to his son and successor.

The Maharao and his band were indebted for safety to the forest of

corn, so thick, lofty, and luxuriant, that even his elephant was lost sight of.

This shelter extended to the rivulet, only five miles in advance, which
forms the boundary of Haroult j but it was deemed sufficient to drive
him out ot the Kotah territory, where alone his presence could be danger-
ous. The infantry and foreign levies, who had no moral courage to

sustain them> fled for their lives, and many were cut to pieces by
detached troops of our cavalry.

The calm undaunted valour of the Maharao and his kin could not

fail to extort applause from those gallant mind which can admire the

bravery of a foe, though lew of those who had that day to confront them
were aware of the moral courage which sustained their opponents, and
which converted their vis iniriia into an almost impassable barrier.

But although the gallant conduct of the prince and his kin was in keep-
ing with the valour so often recorded in these annals, and now, alas ! al-

most the sole inheritance of the Haras, there was one specimen of devotion

which we dare not pass over, comparable with whatever is recorded of the

fabled traits of heroism of Greece or Rome. The physiognomy of the

country has been already described ; the plans, along which the combined
force advanced, gradually shelved to the brink of a rivulet whose opposite

bank rose perpendicularly, forming as it were the buttress to a table-land

of gentle acclivity. The Regent's batulions were advancing in columns
along this precipitous bank, when their attention was arrest^ by several

shots fired from an isolated hillock rising out of the slain aeross the stream.

Without any order, but as by a simultaneout impulse, the whole line halt-

ed, to gaxe at two audacious individuals, who appeared determined to

make their mound a fortress. A minute or two passed in mute surprise,

when the word was given to move on ; but scarcely was it uttered, ere

several woimded from the head of the column were passing to the rear, and

shots began to be exchanged very briskly, at least twenty in return for one.

But the long matchlocks m the two heroes told every time iu our lengthen-

ed line, while they seemed to have ** a charmed life,'’ and the shot fell like

hail around them innocuous, one containing to load behind the mound,

while the other fked with deadly aim. At length two twelve-pounders

were onlimbered ; and as the shot whistled round their ears, both rose on

the very pinitkcleof the mound, and made a profound salaam for this

compliment to their valour ; which done, they continued to load and fire,

whilst entire platoons biased upon them. Although more men had suffer-

ed, an irresistible impulse was felt to save these gallant men ;
orders were

given to cease firing, and the force was directed to move on, unless any

two tndividuab chose to attack them manfully hand to hand. The words

were scarcely uttered when two young Rohillasdrew their swords, sprung

down thetbank, and soon cleared the space between them and the foemen«

All was deep anxiety as they mounted to the assault; but ^^®***®*’

physical frame was less vigorous, or their energies were exhsusted by tncir

wounds or by their peculiar Mtustion, these brave defenders^ fell on me

mount, whence they disputed the march of ten battalions of infantry ana

twenty ptecee of cannon.* were Haras! But Zalim was the t\o^

* Lieut, (now Captain) M^Mfllan and the Author were the only

cersi 1 believCf who wUneeied this ebigider sceoib
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^hich interposed betweem them and their fortunes; and to remove it they
courted the destruction which at length overtook them.

The entire devotion which the vassalage of Harouti manifested for the
cause of the Maharao, exemplified, as before observed, the nature and extent
of swamdherma or fealty, which has been described as the essential quality
of the Kajpoot character

;
while, at the same time, it illustrates the severity

of the Regent’s yoke. Even the chief who negotiated the treaty could not
resist the defection (one of his sons was badly wounded), although •he en-
Jo>ed estates under the Regent which his hereditary rank did not sanctioOf
besides being connected with him by marriage.

,
The Maharao gained the Parbiitty, which, it is said, he swam over*

He had scarcely reached the shore when his liorse dropped dead from a
grape-shot wound. With about three hundred horse lie retired upoii
naroda. We had no vengeance to execute, we could not, therefore, con-
sider the brave men, who abandoned their homes and their families from a
principle ol honour, in the light of the old enemies of our power, to be pur-
sued and externiinated. They had, it is true, confronted lis in the field

;

yet only defensively; in a course at least niorally jiist and seemiiigly Sanc-
lioned by authorities which they cotild not distrust.

The pretensions so long opposed to the treaty were thus signally anc^

efficiently subdued. The chief instigators of the revolt were for ever re-
moved, one by death, the other by exile

;
and the punishment which over-

took the deserters frorh the regular forces of the Regent would check its

repetition. LitUe prepared foir the reverse of that day, the chiefs had
Vnatfe lid provision against it, and at pur word every door in Rajwarra
would have been closed against them. But it was not deemed a case for

confiscation, or one which should involve in proscription a whole communi-
ty, impelled to the commission of crime by a variety of circumstances whicK
they could neilhef resist npr control, and to which the rriost crafty views
had contributed.* The Maharao's camp being left standing, all His cor-

t'espondence and records fell into our hands, and developed such compli-
icated intrigues, such consummate knavery, that he, and the brave men who
sniftered froni espousing His pretensions, v/ere regarded as entitled to every

comniiseraiion?f As soon, therefore, as the futility of their pretensions was
disclosed, by the veil being thus rudely torn from their eyes, they*mianifest-

cd a determination to submit. The Regent was instructed to grant a
complete amnesty, and to announce to the chiefs that they might repair to

their lidnies without a question being put to them. In a few weeks all

* In a letter, addressed hy some of the principal chiefs to the Regent,

through the Agent, they did not hesitate to say they had been guided in

the coursp they adopted of obeying the summons of the Maharao, by in^

^truciions of hti confidential minister.

f The native treasurer at Delhi, who conducted these intrigues, after

a strict iiivestigation was dismissed from his office; and the same fate was

•warded to. the chief moonshi ol the Persian secretary’s office at the seat

^ governra^nt. Regufai* treaties and bonds were found in the camp of th®^

Mahario, whjch a^rded abundant conderhnatory evidence against these

^oafidenttal officers, who mainly produced Ihe catastrophe we have to

(Record, and rendered nugatory the niosi krenuous efforts to save the

Itildedf prince and his brave btgthernv

S3
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was tranquillity and peace ; the chiefs and vassals returned to theif
families, who blessed the power which tempered punishment with
clemency.^

* The Author, who had to perform the painful duty related in this
detailed transaction, was alternately aided and embarrassed by his
.knowledge of the past history of the Haras, and the mutual relations of
all its discordant elements. Perhaps, entire ignorance would have been
better—a bare knowledge of the treaty, and the expediency of a rigid

adherence thereto, unbiassed by sympathy, or notions of abstract
justice, which has too little in common with diplomacy. But without
overlooking the colder dictates of duty, he determined that the aegis of

Brilian should not be a shield of oppression, and that the remains of

Hara indepenedence, which either policy or fear had compelled the

Regent to respect, should not thereby be destroyed
;
and he assumed

the responsibility, a few days after the action, of proclaiming a general
amnesty to the chiefs, and an invitation to each to return to hhi dwelling.

He told the Regent that any peceeding which might render this clemency
nugatory, would not fail to dissatisfy the Government. All instantly

availed themselves of the permission
;
and in every point of view, morally

and physically, the result was most satisfactory, and it acted as a
panacea for the wounds our public faith compelled us to inftict. Even
in the midst of their compulsory inffictiotr, he had many sources of

gratulation ; and of these he will give an anecdote illustrative of

Rajpoot character. In 1807, when the Author, then commencing hts

career, was wandering alone through their country surveying thehr

geography, and collecting scraps of their statistics, he left Sindia

battering Rathgurh, and with a slender guard proceeded through

the wHds of Chanderi, and thence direct westwards, to trace the course

of ail the rivers lying between the Betwa and the Chumbul. In

passing through Harouti, leaving his tent standing at Barah, he had

advanced with the perambulator as far as the Calv Sind, a distance of

seventeen miles ; and, leaving his people to follow at leisure, was

returning home unattended at a brisk earner, wherr, as he gassed ^through

the town of Bamolia, a party rushed out and made him captive, saying

that he must visit the chief. Although much fatigued, it would have

been folly to refuse. He obeyed, and was conveyed to a square, in

the centre of which was an elevated chahootra or platform, shaded by

the sacred tree. Here, sitting on carpets, was the chief with hisMttfe

court. The Author was received most courteously. The first act was

to disembarrass him of his boots ; but this, heated as he was, they could'

not effect : refreshments were then put before him and a Brahmin brougnc

water, with a ewer and a basin, for his ablutions. Although he was

then but an indifferent linguist, and their paton scarcely inielligibit to

him, he passed a very happy hour, in which conversation never nxgg^*

The square was soon filled, and many a pair of fine black ej es smiit

courteously upon the stranger--lor the females, lo his surprise,

abroad without any fear of censure f though he was ignorant of,*"®'

sphere in life. The AuChor^s Horae was lame, which the chief had *^^*^*^

'

and on rising to go, be found one ready caparisoned for him, ’

however, he wouM not accept On reaching hh tent the Author >

several liHle artidea as tokens of regard. Pburteen years altet*
^

the day following the action at Mangroler he received a J
sneeeenger frem the mother of the chief of BamoKa, who ^

sing, a^ tnvoM him, by past and recdlettiofiii te
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The M^finrao continued his course to Nathdwarra in Mewar, provingf
that the sentiment of reli|tious abstraction alone can take the place of
ambition. The individuals who, for their own base purposes, had by
misrepresentation and guile guided him to ruin, now deserted him ;

the film fell from his eyes, and he saw, though too late, the only position
In which he could exist. In a very short time, every pretension inimical
to the spirit and letter of the treaty, original and supplemental, was
relinquished

;
when, with the Regent’s concurrence, a note waj trans-^

mitted to him, containing the basis on which his return to Kotah was
practicable. A transcript with his acceptance being received, a formal
deed was drawn up. executed by the Agent and attested by the Regent,
not only defining the precise position of both parties, but establishing a
barrier between the titular and executive authorities, which must for ever
prevent all collision of interests : nothing was left to chance or cavil,

fhc grand object was to provide for the safety, comfort, and dignity of
the prince, and this was done on a scale of profuse liberality

;
far beyond

what his father, or, indeed, any prince of Kotah had enjoyed, and incom-
mensurate with the revenue of the state, of which it is about the twentieth
portion. The amount equals the household expenditure of the Rana
of Oodipur, the avowed head of the whole Rajpoot race, but which
can be better afforded from the flourishing revenues of Kotah than the
slowly improving finances of Mewar.

The preliminaries being satisfactorily adjusted, it became important
to inspire this misguided prince with a confidence that his welfare would
be as anxiously watched as the stipulations of the treaty whose infringe*

roent had cost him so much misery. He had too much reason to plead
personal alarm as one of the causes of his past conduct, and which tended
greatly to neutralize all the endeavours to serve him. Even on the very

day that he was to leave Nathdwarra, on his return, when after great

efforts his mind had been emancipated from distrust, a final and diaboli-

cal attempt was made to thwart the measures for his restoration. A
mutilated wretch was made to personate his brother Bishen Sing, and to

give out that he had been maimed by command of the Regent’s son, and
the impostor had the audacity to come within a couple of miles of the

Maharao ,* a slight resemblance to Bishen Sing aided the deceit, which,

though promptly exposed, had made the impression for which it was
contrived, and it required some skill to remove it. The Rana of Oodipur
no sooner heard of this last effort to defeat all the good intentions in which
be co-operated towards the Maharao, to whose sister he was married,

than he had the impostor scizpd and brought to the city, where his story

bad caused a powerful sensation. His indiscreet indignation for ever des-

troyed the clue by which the plot might have been unravelled
; for he

was led immediately to execution, and all that transpired was, that he
Was a led immediately to execution, and all that transpired was, that he
was a native of the Jcypur state, and had been mutilated for some crime*

Could the question have been solved, it might have tafforded the means
of a different termination of these unhappy quarrels, to which they formed

a characteristic sequel : intrigue and mistrust combined to inveigle

ber son, whose honour had made him Join the standard of his sovereign,

'i'he Author had the satisfaction of replying that her son would be with

her nearly as soon as the bearer of the letter. The Bamolia chief, it will

be recollected, was the descendant of the chief of Athoon, one of Ui«

afW opponenU ol the Rfigent at the opening of his career.
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Kishore into nttempls ivhich p!;iccd hint f;«r beyond the reach q|
reason, and the most zealous exertions to extricate him*

This last scene beincf over, the Maharao left his retreat at the fane,
of Kani>»a, and marched across the plateau to. his paternal domains,
0n the last day of the year, the Regent, accompanied by the Agfcnt,
advanced to reconduct the prince to the cap.ital. The universal dempn$»*
t rat ion of satisfaction at his return was the most convincingf testin)ony

that any other course would have been erroneous. On that day,
he once more took possession of the ^(1^/ which he had. twice abandoned,
with a resignation free from all asperity, nr even embarrassment. Feelings’
arising out of a mind accustomed to religious meditation, aided while they
softened the bitter monitor, adversity, and together they aflordpd the.

best security that any deviation from the new order of things would never
proceed from him.

Besides the schedule of the personal expenditure# over which he was.

supreme, much of the state expenses was to be managed under the eve of,

the sovereign : such as the charities, and gifts on festivals and military cere-
monies. The royal insignia used on all great occasions was to remain as.

heretofore at his residence in the castle, a '• was the band at the old. guard-
room over the chief portal of entrance. He was to preside at all the mdi-
tarv or other annual festivals, attended bv the whole retinue of the state

,

and the <^jtts on stich occasion were to be distributed in his name. All the

places, in and about the city, were at his sole di.sposa|, and funds were set

apart for their repairs : th^ gardens, rj/rntn-rs, or gan>e- presever, and his

personal guards, were also to be entertained and paid by himself. Jo.

maintain this arrangement inviolate, an officer of the paramount power was
hcnc'^forth to reside at Kotah. A hapdsome stipend was settled on the

minor son of the deceased Prithi Sing ; while, in order to prevent any itm-

brage to the Maharao, his brother Bashen Sing, whose trimming policy had,

been offensive to the Maharao, was rempved to the family estate at Antah,

twenty miles east of the capital, on which occasion an iogrease was

spontaneously made to his jagheer.

The Agent remained an entire month after this, to s.f lengthen, the good

understanding now introduced^ He even efSected a reconciliation between,

the Prince and Madhu Sing, when the formgr, with great tact and can-

dour, too^t upon himself the blame of all these disturbances : each gave,

his hand in token of future amity, and the Prince spon.laneously

embraced the man ( the Regent’s son ) to whom he attributed all his

misery. But the Maharao's comforts and dignity are now indcpciidcnt

of control, and watched over by a guardi;in who will demand a rigid

tfxiction of every stipulation in his favour. The patriarch;*! Zalim. was,

or affected to be, overjoyed at this result, which had threatened to,

tnvotve them all in the abyss of misery. Bitter was hia sclf-copdcmnation

at the moral blindness of his conduct, which had not fo^eiteen and guarded

against the storm; and severe, as well asmertled. was the castigaiion

inflicted on his succosfor. '*I4 is for your sips, yop, that I)

I^unishedf* ' was the conclusion of every such egortation,

it will be deemed a singular fatality, that this last copsp’Cuous

in the political life of the Regent should have been on the spot

exacilv sixty years before Witnessed the opening scene

for the field of Butwarro* adjoined that of Mangrole. What

* The haifle of Biitwarro was fought in S# 1817, Of A. 1^# * 7
^^

<^he action at M^angrolc, Oct. i, A, D. 1821.
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cfiased each other on this Ust memorable day^ when he

recalled the remembrance of the former ! when the same sword, which
redeemed the independence of Kotah from tributary degradation to Amber^,
^as now drawn ajjjainst the grandson of that sovereign who rewarded
bis services with the first office of the stale ! Had some prop,hetic Bardai
withdrawn the mantle of Bhavani^ and disclosed through the vista oC
threescore years the Regent in the foregrourtd, in all the panoply o£
Ingenitous youth “spreading bis carpet” at autwacro, to review the chargo
of the Cuchwaha chivalry, and in the distant perspective <hat sarnO'

palsied, blind, and decrepit, leading a nrxingled host^ in character
and costume altogether strange, against the grand-children of his princot
and the descendants of those Haras who nobly seconded him to gaiiv
^his rep^tat^on, what effect would switch a prospect have produced on one
whom the mere hooting of an owl on the house-top had ^'scared from hia
propriety V' •

Soon after the satisfactory conclusion of these painful scenes, the
(Regent returned to the Chhaoni, his camp^ and projected a tour oC

^he state, to allay the disorders which had crept in, and to regulate
afresh the action of the state-machine, the construction of which had
occupied a long life, but which could not fail to be deranged by the
complicated views which had arisen amongst those whose business waa
to work it. Often, amidst these conflicts, did he exclaim, with his great
prototype both in prosperity and sorrow, “my kinsfolk have failed, and
my fam^^ih^r friends have forgotten me.” But Zalim had not the same^

ifesources in his griefs that Job had ;
nor could he with him exclaim^

“if my land cry against me, if 1 have eaten the fruits thereof without

money, or caused the owners thereof to lose their lives, let thistles grow,

instead ol wheat, and cockles instead of barley. His yet vigorous

mind, however, soon restored every thing to its wonted prosperity; and
in a few weeks, not a trace was. left of the commotion which for a whila

bad totaliy unhinged society, and threatened to deluge the land with,

proscripiion and blood. The prince was reseated on the throne with far

greater con\foris-o.bout him, and more certainty of stablity than previous.

tp tho f the nobles took possession of their estates with not a
blade of grass rcmjoved, and the gruh^kh$t{e^ the home-farms of tho

Regentf los.t none ot their productiveness : commerce was unscathed,^

and p.ublic opinion, which had dared loudly to q^uestion the moral

iustice ot these proceedings, was conciliated by their conclusion. The
Regent survived these events five years : his attenuated frame was worn,

out by a spirit, vigorous to the last pulsation, of Ufo, and, too. strong for

the feeble cage which Imprisoned it*

If history attempt to sum up^or institule a scrutiny into, the characlec

of this CKtraoedipary man^ by what standard roust we judge him. ? The
action of his life, which have furnished matter for the sketch we have

attempted* may satisfy curiosity but the maieriajs for a finished portrait

he nwr supplied: the latent springs of those actions remained invisible

save tp the eye of Omniscience. No human, being ever shared the

confidence of the Machiav^lli of, Rajasthan, who, from i)%e first dawn of

bis poMticai existence to its cipsc, when “ fourscore yeara and upwards,*^

could i^lways say *'my secret is my, own.” This single trait, throughout

a troubled career of more than ordinary length, would alone stamp his.

character with originality. No effervescence of felicity, of success, of

nr--
—

Job, Chap,
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sympathy, which occasionally bursts from the most rucr^ed nature, imi
sudden transition of passion,—joy, grief, hope, even revenge,—could tempt
him to betray his purpose. That it was often fathomed, that his ** vault««

ing ambition has overleapt itself,** and made him lose his object, is no
more than may be said of all who have indulged in ** that sin by which
angels fell ;** yet he never failed through a blind confidence in the
instruments of his designs. Though originally sanguine in expectation
and fiery in temperament, he subdued these natural defects, and could
await wilh*composure the due ripening of his plans : even in the hey«
day of youth he had attained this mastery over himself. 1o this early
discipline of his mind he owed the many escapes fmni plots against his

life, and the difficulties which were perpetually besetting it increased his

natural resources. There was no artifice, no absolutely degrading which
he would not condescend to employ : his natual simplicity made humility,

Vben necessary, a plausible disguise : while his scrupulous attention to
aH religious observances caused his mere affirmation to be respected.

The sobriety of his demeanour gave weight to his opinions arid influenced

the judgment; while his invariable urbanity gained the good will of his
inferiors, and his superiors were won by the delicacy of his flattery, ir¥

the application of which he was an adept. To crown the whole, there
was a mysterious brevity, an oracular sententiousness, in his conversation,

irhich always left something to the imagination of his auditor, who gave
him credit for what he did not, as well as what he did, utter. None
could belter appreciate, or studied more to obtain, the meed of good
opinion ; and throughout his lengthened life, until the occurences just

described, he threw over his acts of despotism and vengeance a veil of

aucli consummate art, as to make them lose more than half their defor«

tnity. With him it must have been an axiom, that mankind judge
superficially ; and in accordance therewith, his first study was to preserve

appearances, and never to offend prejudice if avoidable. When he

sequestrated the estates of the Harm feudality, he covered the fields, by
them neglected, with crops of corn, and thereby drew a contrast favoiir*

able to himself between the effects of sloth and activity. When ha

usurped the functions of royalty, he threw a bright halo around the orb of

Its giory« overloading the gadi with the trappings of grandeur, aware that

** the world is e'ei deceived' by ornament

nor did the princes of Kotah ever appear with such magnificence as when

he possessed all the attributes of royalty but the name* Every act

evinced his deep skill in the knowledge of the human mind and of the

elements by which he was surrounded ;
he could circumvent the crafty

Mahrattas, calm or quell the arrogant Rajpoot and extort the applai^e

even of the Briton, who is little prone to allow merit in an Astatic. He
was a depository of the prejudices and the pride of hts countrymen, both

in religious and social life
;
yet enigmatical as it mutt appear, he frequent-

ly violated them, though the infraction was so gradual as to be imper«

cepttble except to the lew who watched the slow progress of his plans.

To such he appeared m compound of the most contradictory elements .*

lavish and parsimonious, oppressing and protecting |
with one hand

bestowing diamond aigrettes, with the other taking the tythe ot the

anchorite’s wallet ; one day sequestrating esutes and driving into exile

the ancient chiefs of the land; the next receiving with open at ms some

expatriated noble, and supporting him in dignity and affiuenre. t”l

reding tide of human affairs rendered suth support no longer requisi ••

We have already mentioned his anUpathy to th# professofs ol
**
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tVih^fut art and Hit iVas aa inveterate as Diocletian to the atchemisf^
the trade of both as alike useless to society : neither were^

Iherefore, tolerated in Kotah. But the enemies of the Regent assert that
It was from no dislike of their merit, but from his having been the dupe
of the one, and the object of the other's satire (vis). His persecution of
witches (dhakun) was in strict conformity with the injunction in the
Pentateuch ? “ i'hou shall not suffer a witch to live " (Bxod. Chap. xxif|
Ver. i8). But his ordeal was worse than even death itself I handling
balls of hot iron was deemed too slight for such sinners

;
for it was well*

known they had substances which enabled them to do this with impunity*
Throwing them into a pond of water was another trials if they sunk^
they were innocent, if they unhappily rose to the surface the league with
the powers of darkness was apparent. A gram-bag of cayenne pepper
tied over the head, if it failed to suffocate, afforded another proof of guilt ^

though the most humane method, of rubbing the eyes with a welWdried
capsicum, was perhaps the most common, and certainly if they could
furnish this demonstration of their innocence, by withholding tears, they
might justly be deemed witches. These dhakuns, like the vampires of
the German bardais^ are supposed to operate upon the viscera of their

victims, which they destroy by slow degrees with charms and incantations,
and hence they are called in Sinde (where, as Abulfasil says, they
abound) jigger^khor^ or ' liver-devourcrs.* One look of a dhakuti
Suffices to destroy ;

but there are few who court the title, at least in Kotah,
though old age and eccentricity are sufficient, in conjunction with super*
ktition or bad luck, to Bx the stigma upon individuals.

Aware of the danger of relaxing, "to have done,'^ even when eighty*
five winters had passed over his head, was never In his thoughts. He
knew that a Rajpoot's throne should be the back of his steed

|
and whert

blindness overtook him, and he Could no longer lead the chase on horse*
back, he was carried in his litter to his grand haunts, which consisted some*
times of several thousand armed men* Besides dissipating the ennUi of

His vassasls, he obtained many other objects by an amusement sO

analogous to their character ;
the unmasked joyousness of the sport, ho

Heard the unreserved opinions of his companions, and gained their affec*

lion by thus administering to their favorite pastime of the Rajpoot, whose
life is otherwise monotonous. When in the forest, he would sit down,
surrounded by thousands, to regale on game of the day. Camels lollowed

His train, laden with flower, sugar, spices, and huge cauldrons for the

use of his sylvan cuisine

;

and amidst the hilarity of the moment, he
would go Ihrouith the V.iried routine of government, attend to foreign and
commercial policy, the details of his farms or his army, the reports of his

police
; nay, in the very heat of the operations, shot flying in all direc«

lions, the ancient Regent, might be discovered, like our immortal Alfred

or St. Louis of the Franks, administciing justice under the shade of

some spreading peepul tree ;
while the day so passed would be clo^d

with religious rites, and the recital of a mythological epic : he found timk

for all. never appeared hurried, nor could he be taken by surprise. When
He could no longer see to sign his own name, he had an autograph fac-

simile engraved, which was placed in the special care of a confidential

officer, to apply when commanded. 'Even this loss of one sense was with

Him compensated by another, for long after, he was stone-blind, it would

Have been vain to attempt to impose upon him in the choice 6f shawls or

clothes of any kind, whose fabrics and prices he eould determine by
^He touch; and it ii even asserud that he could in tike manner diiUn*

fiuish colours*
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If, as has b«efi truly remarked, ** that man deserves wtli oi liii

tnuntry who makes a blade of f^rass grovT where none before,'* what
tneril is due to him who made the choicest of nature's products flourish
Where grass toutd noi grow ; who covered the bare rocic around hii

taphal with soil, ahd cultivated the exotics of Arabia, Ceylon, and the
Western Archipelago; who translated from the Indian Apennines (the
mountains of Malabar) the cocoanut ahd palmyra

;
and thus refuted the

assertion iliat these trees could not flourish remote from the influence ot

a marine atmosphere t In his gardens were to be found the apples and
^uincps of Cabui, pomegranate^ from the famed slock of Kagla ca bagk
in the desert, oranges of every kind, scions of Agra and Sylhet, amba of

Maiagon, and the chumpa*kela or golden plantain, of the Dekhan, be«

Sides the ihdigenous productions of Rajpootana. Sotne of the wells for

irrigating these gardens cost in blasting the rock thirty thousand rupees

each ; he hinted to his friends that they could not dO better than follow

his example, atid a hint always sufficed. He Wbuld have obtained a prize

from any horticultural society for his improvement of the wild bet

Cfujubijt Which by grafting he increased to the sice of a small apple,

III chemical Science he had gained notoriety; his uitrt ot essential oils

of roses, jessamine, kiiktt and ktura^ were far superior to any that could

be purchased. There was no occasion to repair to (he valley of Cashmere
to witness the fabrication of its shawls; for (he looms and (he wool of

(hat fairy region Were transferred to Kotah, and the Cashmertan weaver
plied the sluittle Under Zalim's one eye. But, as in the case of his lead-

mines, he found that this branch of Industry did not return eveh sixteert

annas and a hdlf for the rupee,^ the minimum profit at which he fixt'd

his remuneration ; so that after satisfying his Curiosity, he abandoned the

manufacture. His forges for swords and fire-arms had a high reputa-

tion, and his matchlocks rival those of Boondf, both in eiceflenCk and
elaborate Workmanship.

Hts corprs of gladlaCmt, If We may thUs designate the jTae/M, obtained

for him credit and disgrace. The funds set apart for this recreation

amounted mt otie time to fifty thousand rupees per ahnum ;
but his

Wrestlers surpassed in skill and strength those of every other court in

RMjwarra, and the nriost renowned champions Of other states were made
** to view the heavens,"f tl (hey came to Kotah. But, in hts yoUhge^

days. 2^ltnf was not satisfied with the use of mere natural weapons, for

occasionally lie made his /aciis fight Wifli the bagnuk,^. or tigcr-clsw,

when they tore off the flfesh from each other. The chivalrous Omed Sing

of Boondf pat a stop to this barbarity. Returning from one of his

pilgrimages from Dwariea, be passed through Kotan while Zalim and

his cmirt were assembled in the Akkara (arena) Where tWoof these stall -fed

prixe-fighters were about to contend. The presence of this brave Hara

checked the bloody exhibhion, and he boldly censured the Regent

stfuanderlng on such a worthless crew resources which ought to Cneri^l*

RaipiMKf. His in%hf hate been lost upon the Protector, had not the royal

^ There arc aiXteefi atinai lo ihd tnpH or half-crown.

f " AtmOH JltelMHd," •• llw ol Ih. to »]»•“.'’jrj®".**

for vtoiory } whwi itito Mwjutohwf ft AroWn upon hft b»ck a»d kept "»

fhatallitudo.
.

i See an ect^t of tVft toMniUioe by CokMiri^Btiggfi TittntacUit^*

tf Hffat AtiaHt Shitty,' VtS, tf.
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piljjrim, ill the fervour of ITis indignation, thrown down the j^auntlet to the
entire assembly of Jaeiis. Putting his shield on the ground, he placed
therein, one by one, the entire panoply of armour whicli he habitually wore
in his peregrinations, namely, his matchlock and its ponderous accom-
paniments, swords, daggers, staff, and battle-axe, and challenged any
individual to raise it from the ground with a single arm. All tried and
failed

; when Sriji, though full sixty years of age, held it out at arm's
length during several seconds. The Haras were delighted at the feat of
their patriarchal chief

;
while the crest-fallen yaetis hung tijeir heads,

and from that day lost ground in the favour of the Regent. But these
tvere the follies of his earlier days, not of the later period of his life ; he
was then like an aged oak, which, though shattered and decayed, had
survived the tempest and the desolation which had raged around it.

To conclude : had he imitated Diocletian, and surrendered the purplet
he would have afforded another instance of the anomalies of the human
uuderstanding

; that he did not do so, for the sake of his own fame and
tliat of [the controlling power, as well as for the welfare of his prince, must
be deeply lamented

;
the more especially as his churri (rod) has descended

to feeble hands. He had enjoyed the essentials of sovereignty during
threescore years, a period equal in duration to that of Darius the Mede ;

and had |overcorne difhcnlties which would have appalled no ordinary
tninds. He had vanquished all his enemies, external and internal, and ail

his views as regarded Harouti were accomplished.

Amongst the motives which might have urged the surrender of his

power, stronger perhaps than his desire of reparation with heaven and his
prince, was the fear of his successor’s inefficiency : but this consideration
unhapyily was counterbalanced by the precocious talents of his grandson,
whom he affectionately loved, and in whom he thought he saw himself
renewed. Pride also, that chief ingredient in his character, checked such
surrender

; he feared the world would suppose he had relinquished what
he could no longer retain

;
and ruin would have been preferred to the

idea that he had been ‘‘driven from his stool." Able and artful ministers

nattered the feeling so deeply rooted, and to crown the whole, he was
supported by obligations of public faith contracted by a power without a
rival. Still, old age, declining health, the desire of repose and of religious

retirement, prompted wishes which often escaped his lips ;
but counter-

acting feelings intruded, and the struggle between the good and the evil

principle lasted until the moment had passed when abdication would have
been honourable. Had he, however, obeyed the impulse, his retreat

Would have more resembled that of the fifth Charles than of the Roman
king. In the shades of Nathdwarra he would have enjoyed that repose,

which Diocletian could not find at Salona ; and embued with a better

philosophy and more knowledge of tbe human heart, he would have prac-

tised what was taught, that “there ought to be no intermediate change
bttweeh the command of men and the service of God."

54
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Written accor*

ding to custom

in the margin
•with the Raja's

own hand*

g ? 3
.r* a» ..

No. r.

Letterfrom Raja Joy Sing of Amber to Rana Stngram
Sing of Mewatt regarding Edur*

Sri Ramji *

Sri Sbeta Ramji»

When I was in the presence at Oodipoor, you
commanded^ that Mewar was my home, .and that Edur
was the portico of Mewar, and to watch the occasion
for obtainine it. From that time I have been on the
look-out. Vour ag'ent, Myaram, has a^ain written
regarding it. and Dilput Rac read the letter to me
verbatim, on which I talked over the matter with
Maharaja Abhe Sing, who acquiescing in all your
views, has made a ntizzur of the pergunna to you, and
his writing to this effect accompanies this letter.

The Maharaja Abhe Sing petitions that you will
so manage that the occupant Anund Sing does not
escape alive; as, without his death, your possession
•will*Jbe unstable :% this is in your hands. It is my wish,
also, that you would go in person, or if you deem this

in expedient, command the Dhabhae Nuggo, placing
a respectable force under his orders, and having block-
ed up all the passes, you may then slay him. Above
all things let him not escape—let this be guarded
against.

Asar badi 7th (aand of the first month of the
monsoon), S. 1784 (A. D. 1728).

Envelope.

The Pergunna of Edur is in Maharaja Abhe Sing's
jaghcer, who makes a nuzrur of it to the Huzoor

;

should it be granted to any other, take care the

subdar never gains possession.

8th. S., 1784.

* Ram and Sceta, whom the prince invokes, arc the great parents
of the Cuchwaha race, of which Raja Jey Sing is the head. I hava
omitted the usual string of introductory compliments.

t These terms completely illustrate the superior character in which
the Hanas of Mewar were held by the two princes next in dignity to
him in Rajpootana a century ago.

I This deep anxiety is abundantly explained by looking at the genea-
logical slip of the Rahtores, at page 456, where it will be seen that Anund
^ing» whom the parricidal Abhye Sing is so anxious to be rid of, is his
own brother, innocent of any participation in that crime, and although,
udopted into Edur^ were hmrs-presumpiive to Marwar

!
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No. II.

TREATY between ihfe Honourable English £ast*India company and
Maha Man Sing Buhadoor. Raja of Joudpoor, represented by
the Koowur Regent Joograj Maharaj Koowur Chutter Sing Buhadoor,
concluded by Mr. Charles Theophilus Metcalfe on the part of the
Honourable Company, in virtue of powers granted by his Excellency
the I^lost Noble the Marquess of Hastings. K. G., Governor General,
and by B^as Biehen Ham and Byas Ubhee Ram on tl»e part of

Maharaja Maun Slrig Buhadoor, in virtue of full powers granted by
the Maharaja and Joograj Maharaj KoOwtir aforesaid.

First ArfiV/r.-p—There shall be perpetual friendship, alliance, and
unity of interest between the Honourable English East India Company
and Maharaja Maun Sing and his heirs and successors ; and the friends

and enemies of one party shall be fri/»nds and enemies of both,
Sicond The British Government engages to protect the

principality and territory of Joudpoor.
Third Article .—Maharaja Maun Sing and his heirs and successors

will act in subordinate co-operation with the British Government, and
acknowledge its supremacy

;
and will f>ot have any connection with other

chiefs and states*

Fourth Article .—The Maharaj and his heirs and successors will not

enter into negotiation with any chief or state without the knowledge and
sanction of the British Government. But his usual amicable correspon-
dence w'ith friends and relations shall continue.

Fifth Articii .— I he Maharaja and his heirs and successors will not

commit aggressions on any one. If by accident disputes arise with any
one, they shall be submitted to the arbitration and award of the British

Government.
Sixth Arf/c/r.—The tribute heretofore paid to Sindia by the state of

Joudpoor, of which a separate schedule is affixed, shall be paid in per-

?

Huity to the Butish Government,' and the engagement of the state of

oudpoor with Sindia respecting tribute^shall cease.
Seventh Article .—As the Maharaja declares that besides the tribute

paid to Sindia by the state of Joudpoor, tribute has not been paid to any

other state, and engai^es to pay llie aforesaid tribute lo the British Govern-

ment ; if either Sindia or any one else lay claim to tribute, the British

Government engaces to reply to such claim.

Eig’kih Ar/ff/# — i he state of Joudpuf shall furnish fifteen hundred

horse lor the service of the British Government whenever required ;
a^d

when necessary, the whole of the Joudpoor forces shall join the British

Army, excepting such a portion at may be requisite for the internal ad-

tnintstration of the country.

Ninth Article — i lie Maharaja and bit beirt and successors shall

remain absolute inlers of their country. and«the jurisdiction of the British

Covet nment shall not be truroduced into that principality* , *

Tenth Article—Tbit treaty of ten articlet liaving been conclude

at Hiblee, and signed and sealed by Mr. Charles Theophilus
®

and Byat Bishen Ram and Byaa Ubhee Ram j t^e caiific^tionso*
^

same by his Excellency the Governor General and by Raj Rajesur Ma
raja Maoa Sing Btibadoor and Jttgraj Maharaj Koowur Chutter

Buhadoor, shall beexchaf>ged withtn six weeks from tbit date.

Done at Dthlee tlHt sixth day of January, A.O. 1815. ^
{Signed) (L. S.) C. T. METCALFE. Besidenb

BVAS bishen RAM.
(L. S.) BVAS UBHEE RAM.
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No. III.

Treaty •with the Raja of Jessulmer^

TREATY between the Honourable English East*India Company and
Maha Rawul Moolraj Buhadoor, Raja of Jessulmer, concluded on
the part of the Honourable Company by Mr, Charles Theophilus
Metcalfe, in virtue of full powers granted by his Excellency the Most
Noble the Marquess of Hastings, K. G. Governor Generat and
on the part of the Maha Raja Dehraj Maha Rawul Moolraj Buha«
door by Missr Moiee Ram and rhakoor Dowlet Sing, according to
full powers conferred by Maha Rawul.
First Article — I’here shall be perpetual friendship, alliance, and

tinity of interests between the Honourable English Company and Maha
Rawul Moolraj Buhadoor, the Raja of Jessulmer, and his heirs and
successors.

Second Article .—The posterity of Maha Rawul Moolraj shall succeed
to the principality of Jessulmer,

Third Article .—In the event of any serious invasion directed to-

wards the overthrow of the principality of Jessulmer, or other danger of

great magnitude r.ccurring to that principality, the British Government
will exert its power for the protection of the principality provided that the
cause of the quarrel be not ascribable to the Raja of Jessulmer.

Fourth Article . Maha Rawul and his heirs and successor will

always act in subordinate co-operation with the British Government, and
with .submission to its supremacy.

Fifth Article .— Phis treaty of five articles having been settled, signed,

and sealed by Mr. Charles I'heophilus Metcalfe and Misr Motee Ram
and Thakoor Dowlet Sing, the ratifications of the same by his Excellency

the Most Noble the Governor General and Maha Raja Dihraj Maha
Rawul, Moolraj Buhadoor, shall be exchanged in six weeks from the

present date.

Done at Dihlec this twelfth day of December, A.D. 1818.

(L,. S.) C. T. MErCACFE, (Signed) MISR MOTEE RAM
(L. S.) THAKOOR DOWLET SING,

(Signed) C. T. M.

No. IV.

treaty between the Honourable English E»st-India Company and

Maharaja Siwaee Juggut Sing Buhadoor, Raja of Jaipoor. concluded

by Mr. Charles Theophilus Metcalfe, on the part of the Honourable

Company, in virtue of full powers granted by his Excellency the

Most Noble the Marquess of Hastings, K. G., Governor-Generab

etc., and by Thakoor Rawul Byree Saul Nattawut, on the part of

Rajindur Sree Maharaj Dhiraj Siwaee Juggut Sing Buhadoor, ac-

cording to full powers given by the Raja.
__ j

F.Vif 5rf,We.-There shall lx perpetual friendship, alliance, and

unity of interests between the flonourabte Company and Maharaja Jt^gut

Sing, and his heirs and successors, and the friends and enemies of one

P«riy shall be the friends and enemies of both parties.
. . ..u

S'.coarfdr^tV/e.-rhe British Government engages to protect „tho

I«rritpry iA Jaipore, and to expel the enemies of that principality.
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Third Maharaja Siwaee Ju^gfut and his heirs and
successorsi will act in subordinate co-operation with the British Govern-
ment, and acknowled^^e its supremacy

; and will not have any connection
with other chiefs and states*

Fourth i4rtfc/r.—The Maharaja, and his heirs and successors, will

not enter into negotiation with any chief or state, without the knowledge
and sanction of the British Government ; but the usual amicable corres-
pondence with friends and relations shall continue.

Fifth Article.—The Maharaja and his heirs and successors will not
commit aggressions on any one. It it happen that any dispute arise with
any one, it shall be submitted to the arbitration and award of tlTe British

Government.
Sixth Tribute shall be paid in perpetuity by the principality

of Jaipoor to the British Government, through the treasury of Dehlee,
according to the following detail

:

First year from the date of this treaty in consideration of the dev-is-

tation which has prevailed for years in the Jaipoor country, tribute

excused

:

Second year ... ... Four Ukhs of Dihlee rupees.
I'hird year ... ... Five lakhs.

Fourth year ... ... Six lakhs.

Fifth year ... ... Seven lakhs.

Sixth year ... ... Eight lakhs.

Afterwards eight lakhs of Dihlee rupees annually, until the revenues

of the principality exceed forty lakhs.

And when the Rajah's revenue exceed forty lakhs, five*sixteenth$ of

the excess shall be paid in addition to the eight lakhs above mentioned.
Seventh Article.—The principality of Jaipoor shall furnish troops

according to its means, at the requisitions of the British Government.
Eighth Article.-^Tht Maharaja and his heirs and successors shall

remain absolute rulers of their country, and their dependents, according

to long-established usage ; and the British Civil and Criminal jurisdic-

tion shall not be introduced into that principality.

Ninth Article.—Provided that the Maharaja evince a faithful attach*

ment to the British Government, hts prosperity and advantage shall be

favourably considered and attended to.

Tenth Article. treaty of ten Articles have been concluded,

and signed and sealed by Mr. Charles Theophilus Metcalfe, and Thakoor

Hawul Byree Saul Nattawut, the ratifications of the same, by his Eccel-

Icncy the Most Noble the Governor-General, and Raj Rajendiir Srec

Maharat Dhiraj Siwaee Jnggut Sing Buhadoor, shall be mutually ex-

changed within one month from the present date.

Done at Dihlee this second day of April, A. D. 1818.

Signed (L. S.) C. T. METCALFK.
Resident.

(L. S> THAKOOR RAWUL BVREE SAUI. NATTAWUT.

No. V.

No. V. being a large paper is omitted.

N^l.
TREATY between the honourable the English Esst>India Conip>'OV

the one part, and Maba Rao Oaied Sing Buhadoor, the
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kota, and his hcifs and successors, through Raj Rana Zalim Sing
Buhadoor, the administrator of the affairs of that principality on
the other, concluded on the part of the Honourable English East> India
Company by Mr. Charles TheophilusiMetcalfe, in virtue of full

powers granted to him by his Excellency the Most Noble the
Marquess of Hastings, K. G., and on the part of Maha Rao Omed
Sing Buhadoor by Maharaja Sheodan Sing, Sah Jeewan Ram and
Lala Hoolchund, In virtue of full powers granted by the Maha Rao
aforesaid, and his administrator, the above-mentioned Raj Rana.
First Article,—There shall be perpetual friendship, alliance, and

unity of interests between the British Government on the one hand, and
Maha Rao Omed Sing, Buhadoor, and his heirs and successors, on the
other.

Second Article,—The friends and enemies of either of the contract-
ing paf^ies shall be the same to both.

Third Article,—The British Government engages to take under its

protection the principality and territory of Kota.
Fourth Article.—The Maha Rao, and his heirs and successors, will

always act in subordinate co-operation with the British Government, and
acknowledge its supremacy, and will not henceforth have any connection
with the chiefs and slates with which the state of Kota has been hereto-
fore connected.

Fifth Article,—The Maha Rao, and his heirs and successors, will

not enter into any negotiation with any chief or state without the sanction
of the British Government. But his customary amicable correspondence
with friends and relations shall continue.

Sixth Article,—The Maha Rao and his heirs and successors, will not
commit aggressions on any one

;
and if any dispute accidentaly arise

with any one, proceeding either from acts of the Maha Rao, or acts of

the other party, the adjustment of such disputes shall be submitted to

the arbitration of the British Government.
Seventh Article,—The tribute heretofore paid by the principality of

Kota to the Marhatta chiefs, for instance, the Feshwa, Sindia, Hoikar,
and Powar, shall be paid at Dihlee to the British Government for ever,

according to the separate Schedule annexed.
Eighth Article.^l^o other power shall have any claim to tribute from

the principality of Kota ;
and if any one advance such a claim, the British

Government engages to reply to it.

Ninth Article, troops of the principality of Kola, according to

Us means, shall be furnished at the requisition of the British Government.
Tenth Article,—The Maha Rao, and his heirs and successors, shall

I’emain absolute rulers of their country, and the civil and criminal jurisdic*

tion of the British Government shall not be introduced into that princi-

pality.

Elivenik Ariicle.^Thxs treaty of eleven Articles having been con-
cluded at Dihlee, and signed and sealed by Mr. Charles Theophilus

Metcalfe bn the one part, and Maha Raja Sheodan Sing, Sah Jeewun
Ram, and Lala Hoolchund on the other, the ratifications of the same by
his Excellency the Most Noble the Govcrnor-Gcncral, and Mah Rao
Omtd Sing and his administrator Raj Rana Zalim Sing, shall be ex-
changed within a month from this date.

Done at Dihlee the 26th day of December, A. D. 1817.

{Signed) C. T, METCALFE,
Resident*
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No. VIL

TREATIES between the Honourable Englisli East-fndia Company and
the Maha Row Raja Bishen Sing Baliadoor, Raja of Boondee, con*
eluded by Captain James Tod on the part of the Honourable Com-
pany* in virtue of full powers from his Excellency the Most Noble tlie

Marquess of Hastings* K, G.* Governor General, &c. i^c., and by
BohdVa Tolaram on the part of the Raja, in virtue of full powers
from the said Raja.
First Article .— There shall be perpetual frindship, alliance* and

unity of interests between the British Government on the one hand, and
the Raja ol Boondi and his heirs and successors on the other.

Second Article .—The British Government takes under its protection

the dominions of the Raja of Boondee.
Third Article .—The Raja of Boondee acknowledges the supremacy

of, and will co-operate with* the British Government for ever. He will

not enter into negotiations with any one without the consent of the

British Government. If by chance any dispute arise with any one, it

shall be submitted to the arbitration and award of the British Govern,
ment. The Raja is absolute ruler of his dominions, and the British

jurisdiction shall not he tntrodneed therein.

Fourth Article .—The British Government spontaneously remits to

the Raja and his descendants the tribute which the Raja used to pay to

Maharaja Hotkar, and which has been ceded by the Maharaja Holkar

to the British Governn^ent
i
the British Government also relinquishes in

favour of the state of Boondee the lands heretofore held by Maharaja
Holkar, withie the limits ol that state, accoidmg to the annexed schedule

(No. I).

Fifth Article,•^Thm Raja of Boondee hereby engages to pay to the

British Government the tribute and revenue heretofore paid to Maharaja

Sindia, according to the schedule (No. a).

Sixth The Raja of Boondee shall furnish troops at the

requisition of the British Government according to his means.
Sevmth Article.—The present treaty of seven articles having been

settled at Boondee, and signed and sealed by Captain James Tod and

Bohora Tolaram, the ratif^tion of *the same by his E}H:eliency the

Most Noble the Governor General and the Maha Row Raja, of Boondee,

shay be exchanged within one month from the present date*

Done at Boondee, this tenth day of Februa^, A. D. i 8 i 8 ;

correspofKiing to the fourth of Rubbee-ool-Sanee
fifth day o? Maug Soodea of the Suoshat or o’

Bikrafnsieet, 1Z74*

FiiriSH,
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